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PREFACE. 

In the following Work, the Author has endeavoured to describe fully, and he trusts 
clearly, the principal operations which have to be performed in Gardens. 

Before entering upon the practical portion of the Work, such explanations are 
given respecting the nature and functions of the Organs of Plants, the substances 
which constitute the Food of Plants, and the manner in which they are taken up 
and assimilated, as seemed needful to enable the reader fully to comprehend the 
principles by which cultivation is regulated. A knowledge of Soils being of great 
importance to cultivators, descriptions and analyses of the different kinds are given, 
the processes described by which their more important properties may he determined, 
and the means pointed out Avhich may be employed for their improvement. The 
adaptation of Manures to the nature of the soil, and the most advantageous modes 
of applying them, are hkewise entered into at some length. 

d’hus far the Work relates to the nature of Plants, and the materials from which 
tl.ey derive their support; hut before passing to the operations connected with their 
culture, the tools, instrument,s, and machines which have to he employed in such 
operations are described, and the properties which they should possess, to in,sure the 
greatest efficiency, explained. 

Proceeding to the foimation of the Fimit and Kitchen Garden, the situation, soil, 
and extent of Gardens of that description are taken into consideration. As ground 
operations are liable to he badly executed, and rendered unnecessarily expen.sive, in 
consequence of persons working without system, and almost by chance, this serious 
evil is attempted to he obviated by explaining the principles of levelling with refer¬ 
ence to the most economical modes of performing such pieces of labour. 

Full information respecting the different A^arieties of Vegetables being considered 
a desideratum by many persons, the Author has endeavoured to supply this want, 
by giving descriptions of the best ascertained sorts, so as to admit of selections 
being made that can he depended on, whilst sorts that are reputed to he new and 
superior are under trial. At the same time, it is hoped that both the amateui' and 
the qualified gardener Avill derive assistance from the instructions given for the man¬ 
agement of Kitchen Garden crops, and that the art of Propagation will he rendered 
anore easy of comprehension from its principles being explained, and the operations 
involved in it particular^ detailed ; for, even with the greatest possible care, errors 
are frequently committed through defective knowledge of these principles. 

Pruning and Training are common operations ; yet it must be admitted that they 
are too often conducted on erroneous principles, and an incalcrdable amount of 
damage is the consequence. It is by no means unusual to see gai'den walls, for 
example, disfigured by miserable specimens of trees, exhibiting only the lingering 
remains of vegetation, their natural vigour having disappeared under improper 
treatment. That better results may be insured, while defective modes are pointed 
out, great pains have been taken to explain the true principles on which pruning 
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and trainino- slionld be conducted, which, if carefully studied and judiciously acted 

upon, cannot fail to prove highly advantageous. 

The special culture of the various classes of Fruits is taken up at considerable 

length ; and descriptions of upwards of 460 of the more select kinds are given with 

sufficient copiousness to enable any one to form a tolerably correct idea of the pro¬ 

perties of the respective sorts; and that being once acquired, the difficulty of making 

a selection likely to prove satisfactory will be greatly obviated. 

In treating of Garden Structures, a plan of building hollow walls, for which the 

Author is indebted to Mr. Joseph Sibthorp, of Turnham Green, deserves notice, from 

being much superior to the modes generally adopted. The principles of Heating 

are also explained, with the view of introducing systems combining the greatest 

effect with the utmost simphcity. In the section on Forcing, the natural climates 

of the principal fruits and vegetables have been made subjects of careful inves¬ 

tigation, in the belief that useful reference may be made to the results. The 

succeeding chapter is occupied with the laying out and management of the Flower 

Garden and Pleasure Grounds, and lists of the most Ornamental Trees, as well as 

short descriptions of the principal Hardy Shrubs. The most important points in 

the treatment of Herbaceous Plants, Hardy Bulbs, Annuals, and Bedding Plants, are 

noticed, and the culture of the principal Florists’ Flowers is detailed at considerable 

length. 

The objects of cultivation in the Greenhouse, Conservatory, and Stove, being too 

numerous for each one to be separately noticed within the limits of this Work, 

remarks are made on the general treatment of the plants grown in these struc¬ 

tures, and the particular culture of some of the most popular is described. 

In conclusion, the Author has to acknowledge his deep obligations to the following 

gentlemen for the kind assistance which they have afforded during the progress ot 

the work—namely, to Mr. WiUiam Paul, of the Cheshunt Nurseries, whose eminence as 

an enlightened horticulturist is well known, and whose high authority on all matters 

connected with the Kose and Hollyhock is unquestionable, for the revisal of the articles 

on those subjects ; to Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, who has achieved such great successes 

in the culture of the Pelargonium, for a similar favour with regard to the article on 

that plant ; to Mr. Salter, of the Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, whose great skill 

in the improvement and culture of the Chrysanthemum is well known, for his kindness 

in correcting the article on that flower; and for the revisal of the article on Cape 

Heaths, to Mr. Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery, whose magniflcent collection of 

heaths is the best testimony of the skill with which it is managed. To each of these 

grentlemen the Author begs to tender his most sincere thanks. 
O O 

R. T. 

Chiswick, September, 1859. 
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CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS. 

Several works ou Gardening have been written in the form of a Calendar, and, from 

tlieir popularity, it may be inferred that information in that way is required by many 

persons. It has been thought advisable to commence this Work with a Calendar of 

Operations, not only for the above reason, but also because a Calendar, from its nature, 

requires to be frequently consulted, rather than to be consecutively perused; and by 

placing it at the beginning, reference can be made to it with greater facility than if it 

wmre introduced elsewhere in the Work. 

It is necessary to observe, that no calendarial directions can be made to justify the 

expectation that they can be strictly followed in all cases. The climate of the locality, the 

season, soil, or other circumstances, render deviation expedient, or absolutely necessary. 

It will be found, however, that in making out the following Calendar, most circumstances 

occasioning exceptions to the general rule have been noticed, and suitable directions 

given accordingly. It would be almost impossible to provide for every contingency; but 

any intelligent person will easily adopt such modifications as his particular case may 

require. On the whole, it is jmesumed that the following Calendar will be generally 

applicable throughout the United Kingdom. It may be said that over this extent the 

chmate is exceedingly variable, and therefore no one Calendar could be applicable; but, 

within certain limits of elevation, the difference between the temperatures of any twm 

places is much less than frequently occurs between the temperatures of two different 

seasons at the same place. For example, if we take March—the principal spring month 

for seed-sowing—we find that, over nearly ton degrees of latitude, extending from Paris 

to Wick, in Caithness, the mean temperature of that mouth differs very little, on the aver¬ 

age of a number of years, as will be seen by the following table :— 

Latitude. 
Mean Temperatui-e 

of March. 

Paris . 

O
 G
O

 50' . . 43-79 

Rouen . . 49 26 . . 41-12 

Brussels. . 50 61 . .. 42-78 

Chiswick (Loudon). . 51 29 . . 42-23 

Boston (Lincolnshire). . 52 48 . .. 41-67 

Dublin. . 53 21 . . 42-46 

Liverpool. . 53 25 . . 44-44 

Edinburgh. . 55 58 . . 40-53 

Dundee. . 56 27 . . 42-20 

Aberdeen. . 57 9 . . 42-80 

Elgin. .. 67 38 . . 40-53 

Wick. . 68 29 . . 41-94 

From the above, it appears that the mean temperature of March is nearly the 

same at Chiswick, Dublin, Dundee, and Aberdeen, although the last-named of these 

places is nearly 400 miles north of the first. At Elgin the month of March is just 
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a-s warm as it is at Edinburgh, and at Wick the mean temperature at that period of 

the season is higher than at Edinburgh. It will also be seen that, at all the above places, 

the difference of temperature iu March is not such as to affect materially the Calendar 

OF Operations. In fact, its scope may include all those widely distant places. 

But in different seasons, at the same place, a greater variation than that arising 

from latitude frequently occurs, in consequence of which considerable modifications of 

usually applicable directions have to be made. I’he mean temperature of the montli 

to which we have referred, varies as much as ten degrees in different years; and opera¬ 

tions, such as sowing and planting, which, iu ordinary seasons, would be properly done 

in the first week of March, may not be at all practicable, in consequence of frost and 

snow, till the very end of tlie month. For instance, in March, 1845, seeds that ought 

to have been sown in the eommencement of the mouth, eould not be sown till the end, 

oven near London, for in the third week the ground was there frozen to the depth of 

seven or eight inches. 

The above facts plainly show that the adaptation of a Calendar is more affected by 

the valuations of the seasons, than by any cireumstance connected with localities fit for 

gardens throughout the extent of Britain. If, therefore, a Calendar be carefully made 

lor one place, it may be considered proper for this country iu general. By persons in 

the south, as well as in the north, calendarial directions must be understood with the 

proviso—weather and state of the soil jjermitling. If these are favourable, the eailiest 

opportunity should not bo neglected to carry out the operations as indicated. 

JANUARY 

County Plitce. 
Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No, of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall .. Penzance ., 50° r 5-33'W. 42‘62 2-90 21 
Middlesex.. Cliiswick... 51 20 0 18 W. 3C'94 1-69 80 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 313-10 2-77 30 
Lincoln..... Boston . 52 48 0 5W. 35-97 1-63 20 
Dublin. Dublin . 63 21 6 11 W. 39-26 17 
Lancashire LiverpcX)!.. 53 25 2 69 W. 39-95 25 
Dumfries .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 34-06 2-57 19 
Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh 55 5S 3 H W. 37-00 2-12 20 
Aberdeen Aberdeen.. 67 9 2 5W. 37-82 8 
Orkney. Sand wick.. 59 5 3 17 W. 38-60 4-21 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

If the weather prove frosty, take the oppor- 

timity of wheeling manure to quarters where 

it will be required, taking oare, however, to 

put it together in a compact heaji, if it cannot 

be immediately used. Trenching should be 

I'arried on, but on no account should masses 

of frozen soil be buried, as they are long in 

thawing, and whilst this is taking place, and 

for a considerable time afterwards, the soil 

is kept in a cold, saturated condition, which 

renders it most unfavourable to vegetation. 

Clear off all vegetables that may have been 

killed by frost as soon as their condition is 

evident. When the state of the soil will permit, 

stir the surface between crops. Small three¬ 

pronged drags are useful for this purpose. 

Artichokes.—Give additional protection if 

the weather is likely to prove severe, so as to 

prevent the ground from freezing about the 

roots; and some dry leaves or litter should be 

put over the hearts of the plants. 

Asparagus should have a good thickness 

of manure put on the beds, if they have not 

already been attended to in this respect. Sea¬ 

weed, and a mixture of cow and horse dung, 

may be employed. After being laid on, the ma¬ 

nure should be slightly covered with fine soil. 

Beans.—Sow, in a warm situation, Early 

Mazagan, or Marshall’s Dwarf Prolific; and 

some may be sown in pots for transplanting. 

Towards the end of the month, make a sowing 

of the Long-pod. 
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Broccoli. — Take up such as are fit, or 

nearly fit for use, and place in a cellar. If 

the weather is likely to be severe, those of 

which the heads have just commenced to 

form should be taken up with a ball aud 

likewise housed. 

Cabbages.—Plant out from the seed-beds 

some of the largest plants of the Early Yoi'k. 

Sow a little of the Vanack on a border, or in 

a cold frame. 

Cardoons. — Those that are fully grown 

may be taken up with balls, and planted 

among sand in a shed or cellar, where they 

can be protected from frost, taking care to 

visit them frequently, in order to remove all 

decaying leaves. 

Carrots. — Sow a few Early Horn on a 

south border. Examine those stored up, and 

remove any that are proving unsound; take 

off young growths, if any are being made. 

Cauliflowers. — Take up aud house those 

fit for use. Sow a little in gentle heat. When 

the state of the weather will permit, give al¬ 

ways plenty of air to plants under glass, in 

whatever stage of growth they may be. Put 

mats or litter over the glass when the frost is 

sevei-e. 

Celery.—Sow a little in pans, in moderate 

lieat under glass, for early use. Protect that 

in ridges with hoops and mats; or litter, fern, 

or diy turf may be placed, sloping at the top 

of the ridge, close to the plants. Such of the 

latter as are completely blanched will suffer 

most from frost, and it will, therefore, be advis¬ 

able to take up some rows and plant them in a 

cellar or shed, taking care that the leaves are 

tied up so as not to be broken in the opera¬ 

tion. Earth up the latest crop when the wea¬ 

ther permits. 

Endive.—Tie up, for blanching successively, 

in dry weather. Protect from frost. A quan¬ 

tity of the Curled Endive, and of the White- 

flowered Batavian or Scarole, may be taken up 

from the open gi’ouud and planted in sand, or 

dry sandy soil, in any dark place, where tliere 

is a temperature of between 55° and G0°. 

Horse Radish. — Make new plantations. 

Dig i;p and put in sand, for a supply in case 

of hard frost. 

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Some of these may 

be taken up and hoiased. Towards the end 

of the month, .a new plantation may be made 

in any spare corner, where other kinds of 

vegetation will not be shaded by these tall- 

growing plants. 

Lettuces. — Sow Creeu Paris Cos. White 

Paris Cos, aud Brown Dutch, in a frame, or 

on a south border. In either case, means 

should be adopted to protect from frost, which 

is more especially to be guai’ded against at 

the time when the seeds are germinating; the 

ground in which the sowing is made should 

not then be allowed to get frozen. When the 

leaves are at any time a little frozen, care 

must he taken to prevent the sun’s rays fi’om 

acting upon them whilst they are in that 

state. 

Give plenty of air in favourable weather to 

the young plants from the autumn sowing, in 

protecting frames. If the weather jnove fa¬ 

vourable towards the end of the mouth, a few 

of these may be planted out. 

Onions.—Sow, in a warm bordei’, or in a 

frame, some of the White Silver-skinned, for 

drawing for salads, and for transplanting. 

Parsley. — Pi’otect a portion from severe 

frost. Sow a little in a sheltered situation. 

Pease. — Sow Early Frame, and Bishop’s 

Hew Long-pod, in the beginning, and some of 

the Early Charlton may be sown at the end of 

the month. Sow likewise the Early Frame in 

small pots, to be protected under glass, in 

frames or elsewhere, for planting out. When 

the soil is tolerably dry, some earth should be 

drawn to those a little above ground; and 

they should be sticked rather closely for shel¬ 

ter, as well as for futuin support. Where 

leaves am plentiful, a layer of them may be 

placed close to the rows. 

Potatoes.—Plant, in the driest ground, the 

Ash-leaved Kidney, or any other good early 

soi’t. The sets, at tliis season, should be placed 

8 inches deep. 

Radishes.—Sow under a south wall, <# on 

any sheltered border sloping to the sun, cover¬ 

ing with litter at night, and uncovering during 

the day, when the weather is not severe. 

Spinach.—A few rows may be protected in 

case of severe frost. Bemove decayed leaves. 

Towards the end of the month, a little round 

spinach may be sown between the I’ows of 

pease. 
Turnips.—Sow a little of the Early Dutch 

and Early White Strap-leaf on a warm border. 

n.—hardy fruit df.partment. 

The ground for plantations of fruit-trees 

should be prepared in autumn, for these trees 

are, generally speaking, best planted imme- 
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diately after the fall of the leaf j but if cir¬ 

cumstances have prevented the preparation 

of the ground, ^his should be carried on when 

the weather permits. 

If the subsoil is good, the ground should 

be loosened to the depth of 3 feet; if water 

rise so as to remain for any considerable length 

of time within that distance from the surface, 

means should be adopted for drawing it off; 

if there should be no possibility of doing this 

for want of fall, then, in trenching, soil, rub¬ 

bish, stones, &c., may be put in the bottoms 

of the trenches, in order to raise the good soil 

to a higher level. 

Plant apples, pears, plums, chenues, quinces, 

medlars, chestnuts, walnuts, mulljerries, fil¬ 

berts, gooseberries, currants, raspberries, apri¬ 

cots, peaches, and nectarines. 

Prune all the kinds of trees above-men¬ 

tioned, but not when their branches are frozen. 

Cut back the limbs of old trees intended to 

be grafted, for if left till the sap is flowing, 

the bark dies back to a considerable extent 

below the wound, and canker is apt to ensue. 

Cut off the heads of stocks j those of the quince 

should be cut off early in the month. 

Ciit off grafts, especially those of plums 

and cheiries, for if these are not taken off 

early, they seldom succeed well. After the 

grafts are cut off, put their ends in soil in a 

sheltered situation, where neither the sun’s 

rays nor drying winds will directly affect them, 

till the grafting season arrives. Make cut- 

tings of gooseberries and currants; they may 

be 9 inches or 1 foot in length, and all the 

eyes should be picked out, except three at top. 

Clean and fork lightly the ground between 

the rows of strawberries; and then mulch 

with long dung, the nourishing principles of 

which will be carried down to the roots by 

the rain for the benefit of the crop; whilst 

the washed litter will serve to keep the fruit 

clean. 

In bad weather, prepare new nails by put¬ 

ting them in boiling linseed oil, which will 

prevent them from rusting. Pick the shreds 

from nails that have been used, heat the nails 

to a red heat, and, when cooled a little below 

this, plunge them in linseed oil. All the 

shreds fit for being again used should be 

boiled, in order to destroy the eggs of insects. 

III.-FORCINO DEPARTMENT. 

A sparagus.—Make fresh lieds for succession. 

Those in bearing should have a bottom heat 

of between 60° and 70°; the top heat should 

be about the same, but care should be taken 

that it do not exceed 15°. In order to give 

a green colour to the shoots, the sashes may 

be drawn up for a short time in very fine days, 

so that as many of the direct rays may be ad¬ 

mitted as may be possible without lowering 

much the temperature. Add fresh linings, 

when necessary, so as to maintain the proper 

heat. As bearing plants become exhausted, 

they may be removed from pits or frames, and 

replaced by fresh plants, provided sufficient 

heat can stdl be kept up by linings, or other¬ 

wise. 
Carrots.—Sow Early Horn on a slight hot¬ 

bed, where they can remain to draw in May. 

Celery.—Sow, in gentle heat, a small quan¬ 

tity of the Early Dwarf White Solid for early 

use. 

Chicory.—Introduce some plants of those 

previously potted to the mushroom-house, or 

other warm place where they can be kept dark. 

Cress.—Sow succession ally in moderate heat. 

Egg Plant.—Sow in small pots, and places 

in a heat of from 60° to 65°. 

Endive.—Sow in a heat of from 60° to 65°. 

Kidney Beans.— Sow in pots, half filled with 

rich soil, and place them anywhere in heat 

till they begin to push through the soil; they 

must then be placed in light, and as they 

grow the stems should be gradually earthed up 

till the soil nearly reach the edge of the pot. 

The.se plants must be frequently sju-inged, to 

prevent the attacks of red spider. 

Lettuce.—Remove decaying leaves, and give 
air at all times when the state of the weather 
will permit. Some powdered charcoal, care¬ 
fully introduced between the plants, will tend 
gTeatly to keep the air sweet, and, conse¬ 
quently, to prevent the rotting of the plants. 

Mint.—Plant in pots or boxes, and intro¬ 

duce to heat. 

Mushrooms.—Collect horse-droppings, free 

from litter, and keep them dry for succession 

beds, some of which should now be formed. 

Maintain in the mushroom-house a steady, 

rather moist temperature of between 55° and 

60°; but that of the beds may range from 60° 

to 65°. 

Mustard.—Sow successionally in moderate 

heat. 

Onions.—Sow in gentle heat, to draw for 
salading, also for transplanting. 

Pease.—In the beginning of the month 
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sow in pots, and forwaixl in gentle heat where 

plenty of air can be admitted. 

Pennyroyal.—Plant in boxes, and place in 

heat. 

Potatoes.— Plant some of the Ash-leaved 

Kidney, or any good early sort, in small pots, 

one set in each. The pots may then be piled 

together in any warm place, either light or 

dark, till the potato shoots are about to ap¬ 

pear, when the plants should be turned out 

and planted on a slight hot-bed, 18 inches by 

8 inches apart. Some may also be grown to 

maturity in pots. 

Radishes.—Sow on slight hot-beds, in rows 

between those of carrots. 

Rhubarb.—Cover some of the early kinds 

with pots, and these with hot dung and leaves. 

Also, take up some roots and place in heat. 

Sea Kale.—Continue to force this in suc¬ 

cession. Cover with pots or boxes, and take 

care that the materials do not heat too vio¬ 

lently. This is apt to be the case when fresh 

stable manure is employed solely; it should 

tlierefore be mixed with a large proportion of 

leaves. Take up plants and place in soil, in 

the mushroom-house or elsewhei'e, so that 

they may be in heat, and kept from the light. 

The supply thus obtained will be more certain, 

in case of stormy weather, than that from forc¬ 

ing in the open ground. 

Tarragon.—Plants of this, in pots, should be 

brought into heat. 

Tomatoes.—If some of these are required 

early, sow in heat, for transplanting under 

glass, in February and March. 

Cucumbers.—Where dung is intended to 

be the heating material, let it be frequently 

turned and thoroughly mixed, so that it may 

be of a proper and uniform moisture. If there 

be too much dry litter it should be watered, 

then trodden, or beaten with the fork, and 

afteiuvards shaken and distributed so as to be 

in contact with the shorter and natiirally 

moister portions. A hot-bed should be pre¬ 

pared for the first crop; or, if that is already 

done, for a succession one. A heat of 7o° 

should be kept up in the pits or frames in 

which plants are growing. Give air when 

the weather permits, and, if possible, so as to 

dry the foliage once a-day; but let it be given 

by degrees, never admitting a large draught 

suddenly. If the plants require water, let it 

be warmed to the temperature of the air of 

the frame. 
Melons. — Prepare dung for beds by turning 

and thoroughly mixing it, as directed for cu¬ 

cumbers. Sow early sorts iu 3-inch pots, and 

place in a bottom fleat of 75°, and a top heat 

of 7 0°. Plant, when the roots approach the 

sides of the pot, in a pit or frame where a 

bottom heat of 80°, and a top heat of 7 5°, can 

be afforded. Let the plants have as much 

sun-light as they can safely bear. Give air 

through perforated screens, or some open fab¬ 

ric, and, with this precaution, even in small 

quantity at night, especially if the sashes 

are close-glazed. Water in the early part of 

the forenoon, taking cai-e that the heat of 

the water is equal to that of the air of the 

frame. 

Pine Apples.—The fruiting plants should 

have a bottom heat of 80°, and a top heat of 

7 0° at night, and 75° in the day, or, with sun- 

heat, 85°. Some, that it may be desirable to 

start early, should have a temperature of 75° 

at night, and from 80° to 85° in the day, or 

as high as 95° with sun-heat. 

Succession plants require a lower tempera¬ 

ture. For these the bottom heat should be 

from 70° to 75°, and the top heat 65° in the 

day, or 7 0° if the weather be clear. 

Water sparingly, but take care that the 

soil do not get absolutely dry: it should al¬ 

ways contain moisture for the roots; nob 

merely at the top or by the sides of the pots, 

but throughout the mass. The water should 

be of a temperature as high as that of the air 

of the house. Give air, but in such a way as 

not to cause any material depression of tem¬ 

perature. 
Yines.—In preparing to force these, let the 

house be cleared out and thoroughly cleaned. 

The rafters, sashes, and all except the glass, 

should be washed with hot water and soft 

soap. But the alkali of soap acts injuriously 

on the surface of glass; theretore, immediately 

after the sash-bars are cleaned, the glass 

should be well washed with tepid water. 

Clear oif the loose bark from the vines; wash 

with soap and water, and paint -with a mix¬ 

ture of soft soap, sulphur, and a little yellow 

loam, to give it the consistence of thick cream. 

The walls and flues should be whitewashed 

with lime, mixed with some flowers of sul¬ 

phur. If the vines are outside, the border 

should be heated by some fermenting mate¬ 

rial. Protect the exposed portion of the 

stems. If planted inside, a quantity of stable 

dung may be allowed to ferment in the in¬ 

terior of the house. Commence with a tern- 
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perature of 45° at nigob, and 50° in the day, 

or G0° by sun-heat. Increase the heat gradu¬ 

ally to 50° at night, and 60° in the day, when 

the buds are swelling. If, in an earlier house, 

the vines are in leaf, let the temperature be 

55° at night, and from 65° to 70° in the day, 

or 80° with sun-heat. When showing flower, 

the temperature should be 65° at night, and 

70° in the day, or with sun-heat 80°. Mus¬ 

cats require a liigher temperature for setting, 

as well as for their future growth. When in 

flower, they should have a temperature of 7 0° 

at niglbt, and from 80° to 85° in the day. 

Bend the shoots gently where buds are re¬ 

quired to break. If a shoot break strongly 

at top, but imperfectly lower down, depress 

the upper part of the shoot. Maintain a moist 

atmosphere in tlie house, and, in syringing, 

use water about the same temperature as that 

of the air in the house at the time, but not 

higher. Stop the shoots of those so far ad¬ 

vanced as to require it, at one or two joints 

above the bunch. Kemove superabundant 

bunches, and commence thinning the berries 

at an early stage of their growth. 

Figs.—Commence forcing with a tempera¬ 

ture of 50° at night, and 60° by day with sun- 

heat; increase the temperature gradually in 

two or three weeks to 60° at night, and 65° 

in the day. Take care that the plants are 

never dry at the roots, for, after being once 

too dry, the young fruit is apt to turn yellow 

and drop. But whilst dryness is guarded 

against, sufScient drainage should, at the same 

time, be insured, so that the plants may not 

suffer from stagnant moisture. 

Peaches and Nectarines. — Abundance of 

air should be given; but, at the same time, 

cold currents of it should be avoided. As 

the trees naturally blossom at a cool pei’iod 

of the season, they cannot with safety be sub¬ 

jected, at that stage of their vegetation, to a 

high temperature. Begin at 45° by night, 

and 55° by day, or 60° with siin-heat. When 

in flower, the temperature may be raised to 

between 50° and 55° at night, and 65° in the 

day, or 70° by sun-heat. Disbud very spar¬ 

ingly, at first removing some of the strongest 

supeiHuous shoots from the upper part of the 

branches. Look out for green fly, and fumi¬ 

gate on its very first appearance, or the foli¬ 

age may be moistened with the syringe, and 

sprinkled with powdered tobacco leaves, or 

snuflF made from genuine tobacco. 

Cherries.—Commence to give a little fire- 

heat, with plenty of aii-. A temperature of 

45° at night, and 55° in the day, or 65° by 

sun heat, will be sufficient. When in blos¬ 

som, increase to 50° by night, and 65° by 

day. 

Strawberries.—Introduce to a temperature 

of 45° at night, and 60° by day. If the pots 

can have a bottom heat of from 60° to 65°, it 

will encourage the formation of an abundance 

of roots, where tliese are found to be deficient. 

After the fruit is set, increase the tempera¬ 

ture to 55° by night, and 65° by day, or 70° 

by sun-heat. When a sufficient number of 

fruits are set, clip ofl‘ the others that are 

forming in succession. At this stage of their 

growth, manure water may be safely given; 

previous to flowering, the supply of this should 

be limited, especially if the plants are disposed 

to grow to leaf rather than fruit. 
O 

IV.-—FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Wheel manure and fresh soil, if necessary, 

on the beds, when frost renders the walFs 

sufficiently hard for the operation. In fa¬ 

vourable weathei’, trench vacant beds; dig or 

foi’k spaces between plants, leaving the sur¬ 

face rough. 

Plant deciduous trees and shruVis if the 

ground be not too wet, and mulch the more 

tender when planted. Protect half-hardy 

plants. Make gravel walks. Lay turf and 

box-edgings. Turn old gravel walks, and 

immediately roll them well ; then put over 

them a coating of fresh gravel. After wet 

weather, roll down the edges of grass adjoin¬ 

ing gravel walks, so that, when fresh-edged, 

they may not be higher than 1 inch above 

the gravel. 

Prune all deciduous plants and climbers, 

and those against walls should be trained and 

nailed. Cut hawthorn and other hedges of a 

deciduous nature; fork over the soil at their 

roots, taking care to remove all roots of weeds 

that would otherwise spring up. 

Plant anemones, if not already done, and 

protect the beds. Plant also, at the first op¬ 

portunity, any bulbs of narcissus that may not 

liave been got in. Prepare ranunculus beds, 

by forking in well-decayed cow-dung and leaf- 

mould. If plants of pinks and carnations have 

been loosened by frost, they should be fastened 

by carefully pressing the soil, but this should 

not be done whilst the gi-ound is very wet. 

Fasten dowm the shoots of heart’s-ease, and 
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cover them nearly to their extremities with 

tine soil. Protect tulip-beds from heavy rains, 

but let them be uncovered in favourable wea¬ 

ther; also protect lilies from frost, with leaves 

or old tan. 

Plant roses in ground well trenched and 

manured. Prune such as ai-e required to 

flower early. With regard to weak plants, 

early jiruning will invigorate them, for j^imn- 

iug when the sap is in I’apid flow tends to 

weaken the rose tribe; but it occasions a later 

development of the flower-buds, and is, there¬ 

fore, to be practised when this object is in view. 

Protect tender sorts. 

V.-FITS AND FRAMES. 

There are various kinds of these very use¬ 

ful structures. Some are without fire-heat, 

and serve for protecting the less tender plants, 

including those called florists’ flowers. This 

class is termed cool fits ov frames. Having no 

artificial heat, it is necessary that good cover¬ 

ings should bo prepared for them in case of 

severe frost. Others are heated so that half- 

hardy and green-house plants may be grown, 

and preserved even in severe weather. A 

third description should have a command of 

temperature for both top and bottom heat, so 

that jjlants of any kind may be forced or pro¬ 

pagated in them; hence they are termed/orc- 

iag or fropagating pits. 

Auriculas. — Protect from frost and rain; 

but, these being guarded against, give as much 

air as possible, in order to keep the plants 

] lardy. Water sparingly. Kemove decayed 

leaves. Sow in pans. 

Calceolarias.—Shift, if necessary, and fumi¬ 

gate occasionally, so that the plants may be 

kept free from green fly. 
Carnations and Picotees.—Unless the air is 

dry, with sun, no water will be necessary at 

this season. Give all the air possible, provided 

it is not frosty. Stir the surface of the soil 

in the pots, and remove all decayed portions 

of leaves. 
Cinerarias.—Shift into larger pots some of 

those intended for early flowering. Introduce 

others for forcing. 
Dahlias.—Remove decayed tubers from the 

sound ones; or, if only a portion of a root be 

decayed, let that be cut off, and the section 

di'ied; or the sound portions may be forthwith 

[iropagated, if a scarce sort. 
Fuchsias.—Prime such as have been at rest; 

repot in rich soil, and place in gentle heat for 

starting. 

Hollyhocks.—Expose fully to the open air, 

when the weather is at all favourable. Cut¬ 

tings from old stools may be propagated in 

small pots, and plunged in gentle heat for 

later flowering. 

Polyanthuses should be kept in a cold 

frame, with moderate moistui'e and plenty of 

air. 

Ranunculuses.—Sow seeds in pans. Plant 

in pots for early flowering. 

Roses.—Introduce, to force, in a tempera¬ 

ture of 60° to 65°, bottom heat; and 55° to 60° 

top heat. 

Introduce, to force for flowers, giving gentle 

heat at first, azaleas, bulbs of various kinds, 

correas, franci.sceas, gardenias, lilacs, lily of 

the valley, mignonette, pinks, Chinese prim¬ 

roses, rhododendrons. Start, into a growth 

of fresh shoots to be propagated, various bed¬ 

ding-out plants, such as verbenas, salvias, 

petunias. 

VI.-GREEN- HOUSE. 

In this month, gi'een-house plants should 

not be stimulated by heat; and although 

many of them will bear a temperature nearly 

as low as the freezing-point for a short time, 

either here or in their native countries, with¬ 

out being apparently injured, yet such must 

be considered an exception to that which is 

natural to their constitutions; and, therefore, 

the temperature should not be allowed to fall 

below 40°, unless in very severe weather, when 

that point could only bo maintained by so 

much fire-heat as would render the air of the 

house too parching. Amongst the plants 

usually introduced to this structure, some re¬ 

quire a considerably higher temperature than 

others; and on this account it will be^advis- 

able to aim at a temperature of 40° to 45° at 

night, and 50° by day, or 55° with sun-heat 

and plenty of air. Air must be freely ad¬ 

mitted ; and if it should be too damp, although 

sufficiently mild, fire-heat should be given to 

raise the internal temperature two or three 

degrees throughout the day, above that of 

the external air. Water sparingly, but effec¬ 

tually, when the soil in the pots indicates the 

want of it. 
In general, hard-wooded plants, such as 

heaths and epacrises, should be where they 

will have the freest circulation of am. 
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Soft-wooded plants slioald be placed as near 

tbe light as possible. Remove all leaves as 

soon as their certain decay is apparent. Keep 

the foliage clean, and fumigate, if the green 

fly appear. Keep up a succession of flower¬ 

ing plants from the pits and frames. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

Tropical plants will not bear a low tem- 

peratnre, but they should be excited as little 

as possible at this dull season. 

The temperature may be as low as 60° by 

night, and 65° by day, or 70° with sun-heat. 

Much air is not necessary. Water sparingly; 

plants at rest will scarcely require any. Prune 

or head-back such plants as require to be so 

treated; but before these are shifted, let them 

push into fresh growth. Sow seeds of stove 

plants towards the end of the month. Orchids 

commencing fresh growth may be repotted, 

or placed on fresh blocks or baskets. Those 

which are still dormant-should be kept rather 

dry. 

FEBRUARY. 

County. place. 
Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
temp. 

Eain 
in 

inchea. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50® 7' 5®33'W. 44-90 4-89 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 38-71 1-54 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 37-50 2-39 SO 
Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 5AV. 37-81 1-48 20 
Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11 AV. 40-72 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool... 53 25 2 59 W. 42-29 25 
Dumfries... Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 35-92 2-35 19 
Mid-Lotli.. Edinbui-gh. 55 58 3 11 W. 39-00 2-00 20 
Aberdeen.. Aberdeen... 57 9 2 6 W. 39-03 8 
Orkney. Sandwich... 59 5 3 17 W. 38-44 4-23 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

Continue to manure, dig, or trench all va¬ 

cant ground when the weather will permit, 

pei-forming these operations, however, only 

in dry weather. Protect, if necessary, with 

litter, spruce branches, &c., such things as re¬ 

quire protection. Examine stored roots. 

Asparagus.—Dress beds of. 

Propagate by division. 

Beaus. — A sowing of Marshall’s Dwarf 

may be made in the beginning of the month, 

and a fuller crop towards the end. Those 

which have been raised in heat may be har¬ 

dened off in the open air, protecting them in 

case of frost. 

Broccoli.—Sow some of the Walcheren. 

Brussels Sprouts.—Sow for an early plan¬ 

tation, where the plants can be sheltered in 

case of severe weather. 

Burnet.—Propagate by parting tiie roots. 

Cabbages.—Sow some of the Early York 

in a warm situation for summer crops. A 

sowing may be made in the beginning of the 

month, and another at the end. Some of the 

autumn-sown plants may also be transplanted 

from the seed-beds. 

Cabbage (Bed).—Sow some in the end of the 

month. 

Carrots.—Towards the end of the month, 

a few rows of the Early Pforn may be sown 

in a warm situation. 

Chervil.—Sow in the last fortnight. 

Chives.—Plant roots in common soil about 

eight inches apart. 

Bill may be sown in the end of the month. 

Fennel.—Sow in shallow drills. 

Garlic.—Plant in drills. Set the cloves 

two or three inches deep, and from six to nine 

inches apart. 

Horehound.—Plant divisions of the root. 

Horse Radish.—Plant in ground well 

trenched and manured. 

Jerusalem Artichohes.—Plant in any spare 

part of the garden. 

Leeks.—Sow some in the last Aveek. 

Lettuces.-—Sow Paris Cos and Neapolitan 

Cabbage Lettuce. Plant out some of those 

sown in frames, if the Aveather be favourable. 

Liquorice.—If the weather permit, plant 

cuttings of the roots. 

Mint.—Propagate by offsets. 

ALustard.—Make successional sowings in a 

warm situation ev^ery Aveek, or as often as re¬ 

quired. 

OMi'mis.—Sow in the last week. The Por¬ 

tugal may be soavu on a good border, and 

afterwards traus]danted; by so doing a great 

increase in size Avill be obtained. 

Parsley.—Sow to succeed the autumn-soAvn. 

Pease.—Sow the Early Frame and Early 

Charlton in the beginning of the month; and, 

as a dwarf. Bishop’s New Long-pod. To 

these the Aiwergne, sown in the middle of 

the month, Avill form a succession. Knight’s 

Dwarf Marrow and Woodford’s Green Mar¬ 

row may be soavu at the end of the month for 

fui-ther succession. 
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Potatoes.—Plant early kinds in a dry, warm 

situation. 

Paclishes.—Sow Long White, Long Scarlet, 

Semi-long Scarlet, Early White Turnip rooted, 

and Crimson Turnip-rooted, on a warm border. 

Cover with litter till the jdauts are above 

ground, and afterwards protect at night in 

severe weather. 

Rhiiharh.—-Make fresh ])lantations by divid¬ 

ing the roots in jjieces, with a bud to each. 

Plant these 3 feet from each other, in rows 

4 feet apart. 

Rocambole.— ProjDagate by planting the 

cloves of the bulbs. 

Savoys.—Sow the Early Ulm, also some of 

the Large Creen, about the middle of the 

month, for a first crop. Sown thus early they 

will be of larger size. 

SJudlots.—Plant the bulbs in newly trenched 

ground at the distance of 6 inches from each 

other, in shallow drills 1 foot apart. 

Spinach.—Some of the Round-leaved may 

be sown between the rows of pease. 

Tansy.-—Propagate by dividing the roots. 

Tarragon.—Divide the roots, and })lant. 

Turnips.—Some of the Early White Dutch 

may be sown in light warm soil. 

II.-HAEDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

All ojjcrations, such as trenching, manur¬ 

ing, and otherwise preparing the ground, re¬ 

commended to be done last month, if not ac¬ 

complished, owing to the state of the weather 

or other causes, should now be performed as 

early as possible. 

Plant, where required, all sorts of fruit- 

trees ; and, at the first opportunity, more es¬ 

pecially the apricot, peach, nectarine, and 

quince, because they push early, and the more 

vegetation is advanced the greater will be the 

check from removal, and the less the growth 

of the trees in the ensuing season. Stake 

newly planted trees, or others the stems of 

which are not perpendicular. 

Continue to prune all kinds of fruit-trees ex¬ 

cept the fig, walnut, and mulberry, which had 

better be left till danger of severe frost is past. 

Cuttings for grafting may yet be taken off. 

Train and nail wall-trees j and in the first 

place those which are most forward, or which 

are on a southern aspect. Beware of over- 

tight shreds, and do not drive the nails so 

near the branches as to gall the latter when 

they increase in size. 

Head back stocks, if not already done. Pre¬ 

pare clay for grafting, by mixing it with cow- 

dung and a little fine hay. If the weather bo 

fine towards the end of the month, graftinff 

may be commenced. 

Prepare protection for the blossoms of wall- 

trees. Thin canvas is the best; but spruce 

branches or fern may be used, or thin straw 

screens may be worked in bad weather. 

Clean the stems of fruit-trees from moss 

and scale, if any such exist, choosing a moist 

time for the operation. Use, in the first place, 

for the moss, a piece of hard-wood with tri¬ 

angular edges; then, with a hard scrubbing- 

brush, sand, and water, scour ofi'all extraneous 

matters from the stem. Look out, in pruning, 

for the eggs of insects glued in rings on the 

young shoots; remove and effectually destroy 

them. Syringe i:)each trees after nailing, and 

before the blossom buds are too far advanced, 

with sulphur and water thoroughly mixed; with 

this, also, the whole surface of the waU should 

be well syringed. 

Attend to strawberry plantations : thin old 

ones that are too thick, and make new ones if 

necessary. 

III.-FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Asparagus.—Knep up a succession, as di¬ 

rected last month. 

Basil.—Sow in pots for early use, and to 

rear for planting out. Pot oft' plants, if any 

previously sown are fit. 

Capsicums.—Sow in pots, or on a moderate 

hot-bed; repot or transplant, but still in heat, 

when the plants have made four or five leaves. 

Carrots.—Sow the Early Horn on a slight 

hot-bed. 

Caulifloa'ers.—Sow a few in pots, or in 

frames, to be forwarded with a very gentle 

heat. 

Celery.—Sow on a slight hot-bed, or in 

boxes or pans. Thin out the weakest. 

Egg Plant.—-Transplant or repot those 

sown last month. 

Endive.—Sow, if required early, some of 

the Fine Curled Italian Summer Endive in a 

heat of 7ft°. Transplant when the plants 

have made four or five leaves, but in gentler 

heat, where they may become fit for use in 

May. 

Kidney Beans.—Sow the Black Belgian, or 

any other early dwarf kind, in pots, for suc¬ 

cession. Pinch the top shoots to make the 

2 
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plants branch. In order to keep down tlie 

red spider, syringe frequently Avith AA-ater, a 

fcAv degrees below the temperature of the 

house or pit, the air of which should be in a 

saturated state at the time; a deposition of 

moisture destructive to tlie insects will thus 

be made over the whole surface of the plants. 

Lettuces.—Plant a succession on the beds 
from Avhich the crop has been cleared off; 
much heat must not be given, betAveeu 55° 
and 60° will be sufficient. Soav on a slight 
hot-bed for a succession to those soavu in 

autumn. 
Mint.—Continue to force in succession as 

may be found necessary. 

ALuslirooms.—Means should be taken to 

bring the heat of beds, previously made, to 

about 60°, and they may then be spawned. 

Mustard and Cress.—Soav successionally. 
Onions.—Soav in very gentle heat for trans¬ 

planting. 
Pecfse.—Those raised in heat must now be 

merely protected from frost and cutting winds. 

Potatoes.—Those forwarded in pots, as 

directed last month, may be planted out on 

a gentle hot-bed. Some may be transplanted 

into larger pots. 

liadishes.—Sow in gentle heat. 

Rhubarb.—-Place roots in a forcing-house 

or pit, cover them Avith soil, and place a large 

tloAver-pot over them, if required to be some¬ 

what blanched. 

Sea Kale.—Take up roots, two or three years 

old, from the open ground, and plant in a pit 

kept completely dark; or pot such plants, and 

force them in a mushroom-house. 

Tomatoes.—Sow in 3-inch pots. 

Marjoram, —Sow in pans for planting out. 

Sage.—Introduce plants in pots to gentle 

heat. 
Cucumbers.—Prepare dung for succession 

beds. Such as are already formed, and in 

pro])er condition, should haAm hillocks of soil 

put in for the plants, so that the latter may 

be within 6 inches of the glass. Peat soil, 

if good, ansAAmrs well, or rich light turfy loam 

and leaf-mould. Shift seedling plants into 

3-inch pots Avhen they show the third leaf; 

afterwards pinch the leading shoot Avhich 

rises aboA’e this leaf. As other shoots break, 

alloAv three or four of them to proceed; Avheu 

the most forward has made two joints, pinch 

off one; and when from the axil of the re¬ 

maining leaf the bud is ready to push a fresh 

shoot, stop the next strongest shoot. Then 

proceed at intervals till all the three or four, 

according to the sort of cucumber oi' size of 

the fi'ame, are stopped. 
Add about ’2 inches of fresh soil as the 

roots of the plants approach the surface of the 

hillocks; but take care to lay it previously in 

the frame, to acqume the same temperature 

as that of the soil in which the plants are 

growing. 

Maintain the proper temperature in the beds 

by turning and reneAving the linings. Give 

as much air as Avill prevent the plants from 

making a greater expansion of foliage than 

the amount of light at this season can ren¬ 

der substantial; but chilly draughts of air 

must, at the same time, be especially guarded 

against. 

Melons.—Soav for succession, or for a first 

crop, if a very early’ one is not required. 

AVheu the plants haA’c made three or four 

leaves, they must be pinched back above the 

second leaf; and, in a day or two after, the 

cotyledons, or seed leaves, should be cut off. 

In consequence of the stopping tAvo laterals 

Avill push, and when these have groAvn to 

about a foot in length, they must be pinched 

back above the third or fourth leaf. This 

Avill occasion laterals to push, and these must 

be pinched in the same manner as the primi¬ 

tive brancheis. RemoA’e the first doAvers. Main¬ 

tain a heat of from 75° to 80° in the bed. 

Pine A jyples.—Prepai’e soil, and keep it in a 

sufficiently dry condition for potting. Tan 

and leaves should be at hand in sufficient 

quantity for a general shift at the end of this, 

or beginning of next month; but if any 

plants are not tliriAung, although w’cll-con- 

ditioned as regards heat and moisture, let 

them be shifted immediately. The bottom 

heat may be a little higher than last month, 

but should not be alloAved to get loAver. Eighty 

degrees of bottom heat Avill be a good medium 

for fruiting plants. 

Vines, of Avhich the forcing is now to be 

commenced, may have a somewhat higher 

temperature than was recommended for those 

started last month. In other respects the 

previous directions Avill be ajtplicable. With 

respect to the more advanced, stop and thin 

the shoots, and keep those regularly tied which 

it is necessary to retain. In remoA’ing shoots, 

proceed first AAuth the remoA’al of those at the 

upper part of the house, taking care, however, 

of the leaders; then gradually Avork down¬ 

wards, so that the vines may not be injured 
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by tlie loss of too mncli foliage at one time. 

Contimie to tliin bundles where necessary, 

and the berries, likewise, whilst they are very 

yonng. Keep a moist atmosphere, except 

when the vines are in flower. In cold weather, 

when much fire-heat is necessary, it is diffi¬ 

cult to maintain a proper degree of moisture 

in the air of tlie house, especially at night 

when it ought most to prevail, because the 

greater coldness of the glass acts as a condenser 

of the moisture existing in the internal air. 

This would be greatly remedied by keeping 

the glass comparatively warm by a covering 

of frigi-domo, or other suitable material. 

Figs.—These, as the}^ advance in growth, 

will require great attention in respect to a 

sufficient supply of water. Syringe frequently, 

and occasionally with sulphur in the water, 

irr case of red spider. Pinch the terminal 

buds at five or six joints beyond the frrdt. 

The temperature may now be from 55° to 60° 

at night, and 65° to 70° in the day. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Give continued 

attention to the removal of foreright, and other 

shoots rrot required for succession. Syringe 

frequently, and sprinkle the trees with tobacco- 

dust, or with snuff made from tobacco, in case 

of green fly. Dust the trees with sulphur, 

and more freely on the very first appearance 

of mildew. Increase the temperature several 

degrees as soon as the fruit is set. 

Cherries.—Guard against too high a tem¬ 

perature at night, or even by sun-heat, till 

after the fruit is set. More water at the root 

than is just sufficient is very iojurious, es¬ 

pecially till the fruit is stoned. 

Strawberries.—Introduce a succession as the 

plants that have borne their crop are removed. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Prune trees and shrubs, removing in the first 

jilace all dead, decaying, and unsightly branches; 

then thin and regulate where overcrowding 

and confusion exists. Estimate the growth 

which plants will probably make in the course 

of the season, and if this is likely to be too 

much for their respective spaces, a portion of 

the plants may be taken up for planting else¬ 

where if required, whilst some of those left 

can be shifted, so as to produce the best effect. 

A shrubbery should be sufficiently close, but 

not crowded. The ground may then be dug. 

Trench and prepare the ground for now .shrub¬ 

beries, which may be planted if the weathoi- 

prove favourable. Trench ground for lawnsj 

these may be sown down towards tlie end of 

the month. Make new walks, and fresh-sur¬ 

face old ones. Keep their surface firm liy 

rolling. Lay box and other edgings. Sweep 

lawns, to scatter worm-casts as a top-dressing, 

where these are numerous; and roll after the 

soil has been washed down among the roots 

of the grass. Prune and train climliers. 

If the soil be in working condition, her¬ 

baceous plants, requiring fresh arranging, may 

be removed, divided, and replanted in newly 

prepared soil. 

Plant out anemones and ranunculuses. Pro¬ 

tect tulips. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

Auriculas.—Tojvdress with rich soil. Young 

plants in small pots should be shifted into 

larger. An increased siqiply of water will be 

required as the plants start into active vege¬ 

tation. Protect from frost, but give always 

plenty of air when the weather is favourable. 

Azaleas must be kept from damp by a free 

circulation of air. 

Calceolarias.—Shift and keep in a genial 

moist atmosphere. 

Captations.—Clear off all dead foliage; stir 

and retiesh the surface of the soil. 

Cinerarias.—Eepot for late flowering into 

6-inch pots. 

Dahlias^—Start in moderate heat, in order 

to produce cuttings for striking next month. 

Fuchsias.—Projiagate by cuttings for gene¬ 

ral stock. 

Heart's-ease.—Plant out if the weather is 

mild. Depot. 

Hollyhocks.—Sow. Depot those sown in 

autumn. Propagate by shoots that will now 

be pushing from old stools. 

Mignonette.—Sow in pots, in gentle heat, 

for early flowering. 

Pelargoniums—Shift generally; stop closely 

those for late flowering. 

Ranunctdxises.—Sow in pans, and place in 

a cool close frame. 
Roses in pots vdll require frequent inspec¬ 

tion, to detect the rose maggot and the green fly. 

Stocks.—Sow Ten-weeks. 

Propagate exotics by seeds, cuttings, etc. 

VI.—GREEN-HOUSE. 

The temperature of this must still bo kept 
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so low as not to excite tlie plants to make 

shoots, which would be very imperfect, com¬ 

pared Avith those pushed later in the season, 

under the influence of increased light and 

other favourable circumstances. A night tem¬ 

perature of from 40° to 45° may, therefore, 

be considered generally sufficient; and the 

highest in the day should be from 50° to 55°. 

It may rise to 60° by sun-heat with beneficial 

effect, as regards drying up damp, abundance 

of air being admitted at the time. Air should 

be freely given, and a little even at night 

when fine. Heaths should be placed in the 

more cool and airy part of the house; pelar¬ 

goniums in the warmer, as should likewise 

plants in flower, wffien first introduced, which 

have been forwarded with heat in pits or 

frames. 

Plants stai’ting into fresh growth, whether 

hard or soft wooded kinds, will require to be 

fresh potted. Shift, for the last time, pelar¬ 

goniums intended for blooming in July. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

The temperature of 60° at night, and 65° 

by day, or 7 0° with sun-heat, will be sufficient 

in the beginning of the month, for the plants 

then require no more heat than is necessary 

to keep them in health with the least possible 

excitement. But as light, and the length of 

the day increase, a few degrees higher may 

be gradually allownd, especially by sun-heat. 

The latter may be economized by shutting up 

in the afternoon with a temperature consi¬ 

derably elevated from that source, and thus 

the necessary amount of heat will be main¬ 

tained with less fire-heat; and when this can 

be done, so much the better it will be for the 

health of the plants. AVith the increase of 

heat, and as the plants begin to exhibit signs 

of active growth, more water will be required 

by many of them; but it must be carefully 

supplied, according to the varied wants of the 

respective subjects. Prune and regulate where 

necessary. This should be done whilst the 

plants are in a comparatively dormant state, 

and if so the sap will have time to stimulate 

buds to push before shifting or repotting has 

to be performed. 

Ascertain what plants will require to be 

shifted, and proceed in the first place to .shift 

those that exhibit the most active signs of 

starting into fresh growth. If any are found 

with bad roots they should be afforded ad¬ 

ditional bottom heat after shifting, if possible, 

in order to encourage the emission of young 

roots. 

MARCH. 

County. Place. 
Lati¬ 
tude. 

Long]* 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 

vations. 

Cornwall ,. Penzance... 50“ 7' 5"33'W. 45-32 3-83 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 61 29 0 18 W. 42-09 1-34 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 40-65 2-50 30 
Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 6W. 41'67 1-53 20 
Dublin .. .. Dublin. 5i 21 6 11 W. 43-24 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 59 W. 44-44 25 
Dumfries... Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 38-84 2-00 19 
Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh. 55 58 3 11 W. 42-00 1-75 20 
Aberdeen .. Aberdeen .. 57 9 2 6W. 42-80 8 
Orkney.. Sandwick.. 69 5 3 17W. 

1 

40-46 2-30 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

If bad weather or other causes have rendered 

it impossible to act up to the directions given 

for last month, as regards various operations, 

these should now be proceeded with; and 

trenching and digging should be brought up, 

and the ground by the end of the month 

should either be cropped or ready for being 

so. It is scarcely necessary to observe that 

■weeds should be destroyed Avherever they are 

seen to exist; but, even where they do not. 

the surface of the ground should be occa¬ 

sionally stirred amongst crops in order to de¬ 

stroy broods of slugs and other hurtful insects. 

Avmrican Cress may be sown. 

Angelica.—Transplant that sown in autumn; 

plant 2 feet apart in moist soil. 

Artichokes.—Dress beds, clearing them of the 

litter or rotten leaves used for protection. If 

fresh plantations are required, plant suckers 

in well-dug ground, in rows from 3 to 4 feet 

apart, and at 2 feet distance in the row. 

Asparagus.—Sow in drills 18 inches apart. 

Make new plantations. Dress beds. 

Balm.—Part the roots and plant a foot 

apart. 

Beans.—Those raised in heat should be 

transplanted to a warm situation as soon as 

the weather will permit. Sow full crops in 

the beginning and end of the month. Earth 

up those above ground. 

Beet.—A little may be sown for autumn 
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usej also some of the White oi- Silver Leaf- 

beet. 

Borage.—Sow broadcast, or in drills, in a 

dry situation. 

Borecole.—Sow the principal crop fur au¬ 

tumn and winter supply. 

Broccoli.—Sow Walcheren, and other sorts, 

towards the end of the month. Some should 

be sown in a cold frame j more especially if, 

owing to frost or wet, the soil elsewhere is in 

bad condition for the seeds. 

Brussels Sprouts.—Sow a little in the first 

week, to come in early; and towards the end 

of the month for the main crop. 

Burnet.—Sow in drills. 

Cabbages.—Sow, about the middle of the 

month, the Early York, Early Battersea, 

Vanack, or Fulham, for summer and autumn 

supply. Plant out a full crop of those sown 

in autumn. 

Cabbages [Red).—Plant out those sown in 

autumn in the beginning of the month; and 

about the same time another sowing should 

be made for a later supply. 

Caraway.—Sow. 

Cardoons.—Sow a few in the last fortnight 

for an early crop. 

Carrots.—Sow some of the Early Horn in 

the beginning of the month, if the weather is 

favourable. The main crop of this and other 

sorts should be sown about the middle of the 

month, or as soon after as the weather and 

state of the ground will permit. 

Cauliflowers.—Sow in the last fortnight for 

a late summer crop. Plant oiit a few from 

under hand-glasses. 

Celeriac.—Sow on a warm border. 

Chamomile.—Divide the roots, and plant 

them 8 inches apart. 

Chervil.—Sow broadcast, or in shallow drills 

6 to 8 inches apart. 

Chives.—Plant offsets, or divisions of the 

patches of the roots, 9 inches apart. 

Coriander.—Sow, if not done in autumn. 

Corn Salad.—Sow broadcast, or in drills 

8 inches apart. 

Cress.—Sow weekly, in a warm situation. 

Bill.—Sow broadcast, or in shallow drills a 

foot apart. 

Fennel. — Sow in drills 18 inches ajiart. 

Garlic.—Plant the cloves 6 inches apart, 

in shallow drills a foot from each other. 

Horse Radish.—Plant pieces of the roots, or 

the crowns, a foot apai’t, in the bottom of 

trenches 15 inches deep; or make holes in 

well-trenched ground to that depth, and drop 

in the pieces. 

Hyssop.—Kenew, by dividing and iilantmc 

in fresh soil. 

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Plant in rows 3 

feet apart, and 1 foot in the row. 

Leeks.—Sow early in the month for trans¬ 
planting. 

Lettuce.—Plant out on bordei's from frames. 

Sow both Cabbage and Cos lettuces in the 

beginning of the month on a south border. 

Liquorice.—Plant cuttings of the roots 

18 inches apart. 

ALarjoram {Pot).—Divide the roots, and 

plant in warm soil. 

Marygold.—Sow about the end of the month. 

Alint.—Divide the I'oots, and plant new beds. 

ALustard.—Sow every week in a warm situa¬ 

tion. 

Nasturtiums.—Sow towards the end of the 

month. 

Onions.—Sow the main crop, as early in the 

month as the ground and the state of the wea¬ 

ther will permit, in shallow drills 6 inches apart. 

Ti'ansplant some of those sown in autumn. 

Orach.—Sow. 

Parsley.—Sow Hamburgh, and other kinds, 

if not already done. The curled sort makes a 

neat edging. 

Parsnips.—Sow the main crop in drills 11 

inch deep and 1 foot apart. The Hollow- 

crowned is considered the best. 

Pecose.—Sow main crops, including a good 

breadth of Knight's Tall Marrow. The latter 

should have not less than G feet between 

the rows, and the ground should be well 

trenched and manured for it. 

Pennyroyal.—Divide the roots, and plant 

towards the end of the month, in a moist 

border. 

Potatoes.—Plant main crops. 

Radishes.—Sow for succession. 

Rhubarb.—Make fresh plantations. Sow 

for a sujjply of young j)lants. 

Rocambole.—Plant the cloves. 

Rue.—Propagate by slips. 

Sage.—Plant slips. 

Salsafy.—A little may be sown in driUa 

8 or 10 inches asunder, but not the main crop. 

Savory {Winter). — Propagate by dividing 

the roots. 

Savoys.—Sow in the middle of the mouth 

for autumn use. For a very early supply, the 

Early TJlm may be sown in the beginning of 

the month. 
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Scorzonera.—Sow a few rows for autumn 

use. 
Sea Kale.—Remove pots as the crop is 

taken, and place them over other plants to 

blanch a succession. Sow for a supply of 

young plants, to rear for forcing or for new 

plantations. Take up those sown in the pre¬ 

vious March, and plant in rows 4 feet apart, 

and 18 inches from plant to plant in the 

row. 

Shallots.—Plant eaidy in the month, if not 

already done. 

Skirret.—Sow in drills on rich, light, and 

rather sandy soil. 

Spinach.—Sow Round-leaved; this may bo 

done between the widest rows of pease. 

Tansy.—Proi^agate by dividing the roots. 

Tarragon. — Propagate by dividing. A 

fresh plantation should be made every spring, 

as the plants are apt to die off. 

Turnips.—Sow Eaidy White Dutch, or 

other early variety, in the last fortnight. > 

II,-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

Finish pruning, in the first place, those 

kinds of fruit-trees in which vegetation is 

most forward, if any such are still unpruned. 

In this respect the apricot, peach, nectarine, 

cherry, and plum should receive the earliest 

attention; and the pruning of all other kinds, 

with the exception of the fig, should be com¬ 

pleted as soon as possible. 

Planting should also be finished without 

delay 3 and, after planting, a mulching of some 

kind will prove very beneficial, more especi¬ 

ally to those trees planted at this season, 

when drying winds usually prevail. 

Train and nail trees. Graft the cherry, 

plum, pear, ajiiile, chestnut, quince, and med¬ 

lar. 
Protect wall-trees by nets, thin canvas, 

straw screens, spruce branches, fern, or by 

other m^'ans that may be at command. 

Plantations of strawberries may be made, 

but as early in the month as the state of the 

ground will permit. 

III.—FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

As2yaragus.—Keep up a succession in pits. 

A little heat, from fermenting materials put 

in the trenches, will now readily cause shoots 

to push for a supply from beds in the open 

ground. 

Capsicums.—Sow, if not done last month. 

Pot off the plants when fit, and re])lace in 

heat. 

Cauliflowers.—Expose freely 3 protect only 

from frost and hail. Weak plants, that are 

not progressing kindly, should be removed 

from amongst the more thriving. Tran.splant 

the latter as they become fit, under hand¬ 

glasses. Sow for a succession. 

' Celery.Sow in pans, in rather brisk heat: 

but as soon as the seeds have germinated 

remove to gentle heat. Prick out those pre¬ 

viously sown. 

Kgg Plant.—Shift as soon as the plants 

require larger pots. 

Kidney Beans. — Continue to force in suc¬ 

cession. The plants will require a liberal 

supply of water at the root, and by the syringe 

on the foliage 3 but if chilled by cold water 

they will become unhealthy in consequence, 

and a still more favourite prey of the red 

sjiider. 

Lettuce.—Those in frames should be exposed 

day and night, unless the weather is severe. 

Plant out at intervals. Sow for succession. 

Mushrooms.—Maintain a temperature of 

about 60° in the beds, and the same in the 

air of the house, which should also be kept^ 

humid. 

Mustard and Cress.—Keep up successions. 

Neio Zealand Spinach. — Sow in brisk heat. 

Onions.—Those raised in boxes, for trans¬ 

planting, should be gradually exposed to the 

air to harden them off. 

Pease.—-Those forwarded in pots should 

now be all planted out. 

Potatoes.—Sidphur should be frequently 

distributed in the frames where these are 

growing, by means of some convenient kind 

of sulphurator. A little may also be mixed 

with the water supplied to the plants. The 

soil where the roots extend should not be 

allowed to get too di-y3 but that employed 

for earthing up, and in which the tubers are 

formed, should be dry and light. 

Give plenty of air when the weather is 

favourable. Plant, for succession, those for¬ 

warded in pots or otherwise. 

Ehuharh.—Fresh roots may be introduced 

into the mushroom-house, or any other place 

having a suitable temperature. 

Sea Kale.—Keep up a succession. 

Tomatoes may yet be sown. Pot off and shift. 

Cucumbers.—Let the bottom heat be kept 

up to about 80°, and the temperature of the 
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ail’ in the pit or frame to between 7 5° and 80°, 

or with sun-heat 85°. In dull weather, when 

the absence of sun-light occasions paleness in 

the foliage, and great weakness of shoots, a 

temperature 4° or 5° lower is advisable. By 

much heat, with but little light, long shoots 

and broad foliage will be produced; but the 

greater the heat, with insufficient light, the 

more lax will be the tissue of shoots and foli¬ 

age. It is, therefore, better to grow the plants 

more slowly in dull than in bright weather. 

Give air as the heat of the day increases, 

and reduce as it declines. The sashes may 

even be closed in the afternoon wuth a rather 

high temperature from sun-heat; but when 

they are covered for the night a little air should 

then be allowed. Water with tepid water 

of a temperature between 7 5° and 80°. Apply 

manure water when the plants are commencing 

to bear. Thin superabundant shoots before 

they produce confusion, and so frecpiently as 

to have but few to remove at any one time. 

Melons.—Sow for the general crop. 

The temperature of 80° bottom heat, and 

75° as the average temperature of the air of 

the frame, should be kept up. The latter 

may be as low as 70° at night, and it may 

rise to 85° by sun-heat. Give air as directed 

for cucumbers. 

Keep up a gentle moisture in the frames, 

but do not water close to the stems. 

Pick off the flowers as they appear until 

the plants have acquired strength to support 

the young fruit; then some female flowers 

must be fertilized with a male flower, pre¬ 

viously to which operation the air of the 

frame should be rather dry. 

Fine Apples.—Those who adopt the Meu- 

don plan of growing pines should now prepare 

a bed, half stable dung and half leaves. Upon 

this lay 10 inches deep of peat soil; turn the 

rooted suckers out of their pots, and plant 

in the peat soil, there to remain for the sum¬ 

mer. 
From amongst those a year older, and show¬ 

ing fruit, some of the strongest should be se¬ 

lected for being planted out of the pots into 

the bed of the fruiting-house. Those not 

turned out of the pots should be plunged in a 

prepared bed of dung and leaves, affording a 

bottom heat of 84°. The pjlauts should be 

shaded, and little air given till they have taken 

fresh root, which will soon be the case with 

an atmospheric temperature of from 80° to 84°. 
The pines cultivated according to. the or¬ 

dinary modes are generally shifted in this 

month. 

Vines.—Attend to the succession-house as 

before directed. Tie in shoots before they 

get into confusion; there should be no crowd¬ 

ing of branches, shoots, or foliage. 

Thin the berries, taking care not to prick 

those intended to remain. If the points of 

the bunches are taken off, the berries will 

swell better. Tie up the shoulders of bunches 

and remove tendrils. Keep the air of the 

houses moist at night. Syringe frequently, 

but not directly upwards against the berries, 

for that spoils the bloom; but water coming 

in a downward direction does not. 

Figs.—If any suckers make tliefr appear¬ 

ance let them be immediately removed, other¬ 

wise the sap will flow into them in preference 

to the fruit-bearing portion, the young fruit 

on which would consequently drop. The 

same will be likely to occui’, if, in any part, 

over vigorous shoots start up; therefore, such 

must be kept in check by pinching. Take 

care that the roots are regularly supplied with 

water’. Keep the foliage clean by syringing 

and sprinkling with sulphur. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Continue to re¬ 

gulate the shoots, removing all that are super¬ 

fluous. If any, trained in for bearing, have 

failed to produce, and are not required to pro¬ 

long the branch, let them be cut back to the 

lower yoirng shoot, if there is one at the base; 

and if there is not, cut at about ^ inch from 

the base of the shoot. From this portion 

a young shoot, to be trained for succession, 

will likely spring. Thin the iruit partially 

at an early stage of its growth, leaving one to 

about a square foot, as soon as it can be as¬ 

certained which fruits are taking the lead in 

swelling, these, of course, being left in prefer¬ 

ence. Syringe morning and afternoon, and 

shut up early, but always allowing a little afr 

at night. 
Cherries.—When the fruit is set, the tem¬ 

perature may be increased to 55° at night and 

65° in the day, or as high as 75° by sun-heat; 

but plenty of air must then be admitted. When 

the fruit is colouring, gradually increase to 60“ 

at night and 70° in the day, or 80° by suu- 

heat. Great care is necessary to insure just 

sufficient moisture to the roots. Syringe the 

foliage, and fumigate in case of the least ap¬ 

pearance of aphides. 
Strawberries.—Introduce a succession, and 

attend to former directions. 
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IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Finish the priming of trees and shrubs. Clip 

holly hedges. The planting of deciduous trees 

aud shrubs should be completed as early as 

possible; and if the weather be moist in the 

end of the month, evergreens may then be 

planted. Ground that has beeu rough-dug 

should be hoed aud raked when moderately 

dry; but the borders of the shrubbery next 

the walk, where flowers are to be planted out, 

or where annuals are to be sown, should be 

nicely worked and pointed over with the 

spade. In short, when the ground is in good 

working condition, the earliest opportunity 

should be taken to dress beds and borders for 

the reception of the respective plants intended 

to be put into them. 

Many hardy annuals, biennials, aud peren¬ 

nials may be sown in the beginniug of the 

month, provided the ground is dry; but 

otherwise, the sowing had better be deferred 

till a later period, for some kinds are apt to 

perish in cold wet soil. 

Half haidy annuals may be sown in the 

end of the month. 

Plant carnations, heart’s-ease, hollyhocks, 

dahlias, gladiolus, and ranunculus roots, if not 

before done. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

Auriculas.—Protect from frost and cut¬ 

ting winds; but let them be freely exposed 

when the weather is fine. 

Calceolarias.—Remove all decaying foliage, 

and keep the plants free from insects. Shift 

any that require it. 

Carnations.—Shift into 8-inch pots, two 

plants in each, taking care that they are pre¬ 

viously clear of insects. After potting, shel¬ 

ter from bad weather. 

Cinerarias. — To prevent mildew, apjily 

flowers of sulphur; and fumigate if green fly 

make its apjiearance. 

Dahlias.—Sow; also propagate by cuttings. 

Hollyhocks.—Plant out seedlings as soon 

as the weather permits. 

Pelargoniums.—Keep the foliage clean by 

syringing, and expose it as much as possible to 

light. The temperature at night should not 

fall below 45°; an abundance of air should 

be given during the day. 

VI.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

In clear weather, the sun’s rays in this 

month become powerful, aud a correspond¬ 

ing amount of ventilation is therefore ne- 

cessaiy; but at this season, the nights im¬ 

mediately succeeding the brightest days are 

often frosty, so that there are two extremes 

to be guarded against. It will be necessaiy 

to give abundant ventilation, and in some 

cases shading, when the sun-heat would other¬ 

wise raise the temperature of the internal air 

too high; and when frost is appreliended, the 

house should be shut up lather early, and 

closely, so as to render little fire-heat neces¬ 

sary. The air is generally very dry in this 

month, and, when such is the case, means 

must be taken to maintain sufficient moisture 

in the air of the house. The paths, and the. 

surface of the soil in the pots, must be kept 

moist, and the jilants should be frequently 

S3minged. They will also require more water 

for their roots than in the previous months; 

and some kinds of soft-wooded plants, requiring 

to be invigorated for producing large flowers, 

should be occasionally sujiplied with clear 

manure water. 

Continue to shift plants, in order that they 

may make fresh roots before they are placed 

out of doors for the summer. Top-dress those 

that may not require shifting, but see that 

none ai’e pot-bound. Prune, to produce 

handsomely formed specimens. Branches oc¬ 

cupying similar positions on the same plant 

should possess equal vigour. If this is not 

the case, the wmaker must be encouiaged 

by repressing the stronger. In some cases 

the latter may be bent down, in others it 

will be necessary to use the knife. Re¬ 

move as far as possible all shoots that are 

affected by damp, or that are otherwise un¬ 

healthy. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

With an increased amount of light in this 

month, the temperature sliould be increased. 

The house should be shut up, or at all events 

the air greatly reduced, early in the after¬ 

noon, whilst the temperature is between 85° 

and 90°; and it maj" be allowed to fall not 

lower than between 65° and 70° at niaht. 

Shift orchids, and other plants, as they com¬ 

mence to make fresh growth. After being 

shifted the plants require to be kept more 

close and warm than usual, till they malce 

fresh roots, and till then water should be 

sparingly given ; tliey should also be shaded 
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from the rays of the sun. Take care that no 

plants are grown quicker than is consistent 

with the amount of light necessary to produce 

a sound tissue, and a foliage of the healthiest 

natural hue. Endeavour to maintain a moist 

atmosphere at night; but let the foliage be 

dry for an hour or two every day, by means of 

air gradually admitted. 

APRIL. 

County, Place. 
Lati¬ 
tude*. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
Inches. 

No. of 
Y ears’ 
Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50° 1' 5°33'W. 48-07 3-35 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 47-13 1-55 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 45-60 2-75 30 
Lincoln_ Boston. 62 48 0 5W. 47-52 1-53 20 
Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11 W. 48-05 ... 17 
Lancasliire. Liverpool.. 63 25 2 59 W. 48-06 25 
Dumfries Applegartli 55 13 3 12 W. 43-27 1-85 19 
Mid.-Loth. Edinburgh 55 58 3 11 W. 46-00 1-80 20 
Aberdeen.. Aberdeen .. 57 9 2 5W. 47-57 8 
Orkney. Sandwick.. 59 5 3 17 W. 43-44 l-’73 26 

I. — KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT, 

The w’eather in this month is generally 

showery; but sometimes dry easterly winds 

prevail with cold nights. Under these cir¬ 

cumstances the watering of crops should be 

done in the mornings, and then only when 

absolutely necessary. Stir the surface of the 

ground among crops whenever it can be done. 

Weed beds, and hoe and rake the alleys, so 

that the whole may exhibit a neat appearance. 

American Cress.—Sow in drills 9 inches 

apart. 

Artichokes.—Dress beds, and make fresh 

plantations, if not already done. 

Asioaragus. — Dress beds; after forking, 

rake the surface line and gather off stones. 

Sow not later than the first or second week. 

Plant, if prevented from doing so last month 

by bad weather. 

Balm.—Divide the roots. 

Basil.—Sow. This plant, however, is gene¬ 

rally better raised on a slight hot-bed. 

Beans.—Sow successions; draw earth to 

those already up. 

Beet.—Sow the main crop, from the middle 

to the end of the month. In diy weather 

the seed should be steeped a day before sowing. 

Borage.—'^ow a little for a succession. 

Borecole.—Sow in the first fortnight. 

Broccoli.—Sow the Walcheren and early 

varieties. In cold situations the late sorts 

may also be sown about the middle of the 

month; but in warm spots it will be better 

deferred till next month. Protect the heads 

which have formed, by turning one or two 

leaves over them. 

Burnet.—Sow, or divide the roots and plant. 

Cabbages.—Sow, in the fii’.st week, the Early 

Battersea, Vanack, or Fulham, for autumn use. 

Sow the Utrecht Small Dark Bed in the 

second week. 

Caraway.—Sow, if not done in autumn. 

Thin the plants to 8 inches apart. 

Carcloons.—Sow, about the middle of the 

month, in patches of three seeds, 18 inches 

from patch to patch, in well-manured trenches 

4 feet apart. 

Carrots.—Sow in succession, and hoe be¬ 

tween the rows of early sown crops. 

Cauliflowers.—Sow in the first' fortnight. 

As the plants from former sowings become fit, 

they should be planted out; if the weather 

shoidd afterwards prove unfavourable, protect 

by inverting flower-pots over the plants at 

night. 

Celeriac.—Sow on a warm border of rich 

soil. 

Celery.—Sow in the beginning for late crops. 

Prick out, and give plenty of wat*r. 

Chamomile may be propagated by dividing 

the roots. 

Chervil.—Sow in shallow drills. 

Chicory.—Sow thinly, in rows 8 inches 

apart, for plants to blanch in winter. 

Clary.—Sow, if not done last month. 

Cress.—Keep up a succession, by sowing 

weekly in a warm situation. 

Dill may be sown. 

Endive.—Sow a small quantity of the fine 

curled Italian, to come in early. 

Fennel.—Sow, or plant slips, if not done 

last month. 

Garlic.—Stir the soil between the rows. 

Hyssop.—Sow; or it may be propagated by 

rooted slips, or even cuttings. 

Kidney Beans.-—In the beginning of the 

month, sow a few in a warm soil and situa¬ 

tion; also some in pots under protection, in 

case of the former failing. A fuller crop, for 

a succession, should be sown about the end of 

the month. 

Kohl Rabi.—A little of the Early White 

3 
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Vienna may be sown at the end of the month, 

for use when young, instead of turnips, if 

these should fail in very hot dry weather. 

Lavender.—Sow, or propagate by cuttings 

and slips. 

Leeks.—If the main crop was not sown last 

month, it should now be done. A late crop 

may also be sown in the end of the month. 

Lettwe.—Sow successions, especially of White 

Paris Cos and Neapolitan Cabbage lettuce. 

Plant out from frames. Tie up the plants 

which are of sufficient size. 

Marjoram.—Sow, in the beginning of the 

month, on a warm border. 

Marygold.—Sow. 

Mint.—Propagate by division. 

Mustard.—Keep up a succession, by sowing 

weekly 

Nasturtiums.—Sow in rows, in a compart¬ 

ment, or a single row in front of a paling. 

The latter mode is preferable. 

Onions —If the main crop was not sown 

last month, the sooner it is done the better. 

Hoe and thin the aiitumn-sown ones. 

Oxalis Deppei.—Plant in rich light soil, in 

rows from 6 to 8 inches apart, and about an 

inch deep. Leaf mould is a good manure for 

this plant. 

Parsley.—Hamburgh parsley, which is cul¬ 

tivated for its roots, should be sown in the 

beginning of the month. The French Large- 

rooted variety is the best. The Dwarf Curled, 

which is the best variety for garnishing, may 

also be sown. 

Parsnips.—Sow early in the month. 

Pease.—Sow in rows, 4 feet apart, Wood¬ 

ford’s Green Marrow, Knight’s Dwarf Mar¬ 

row, Blue Prussian, Fairbeard’s Champion of 

England, or other similar varieties; but a good 

sowing of Knight’s Tall Marrow, in well-ma¬ 

nured ground, should not be omitted, and the 

rows should be 6 feet apart for this soi’t. 

Pennyroyal.—Plant slips. 

Potatoes.—Dvavr earth to the plants as they 

appear above ground. 

Purslane.—Sow broadcast on a warm border. 

Radishes.—Sow successions once a fortnight, 

or more frequently if necessary. 

Rhubarb.—Sow seed in light rich soil. Be- 

move the flower stems when seed is not to be 

saved. 

Rocambole.—Plant, if not before done. 

Rosemary.—Sow, or propagate by rooted 

slips. 

Rue.—Sow seeds, or propagate by cuttings. 

Sage.—Propagate by slips. 

Salsafy.—Sow, in the end of the month, 

in rows 1 foot apart. 

Samphire.—Sow seeds, or divide the roots. 

Savory {Sumrnxr').—Sow early in the month, 

on a warm border. Winter Savory may also 

then be sown, or it may be propagated by 

dividing the plant. 

Scorzonera.— Sow the principal crop in the 

end of the month. 

Scurvy Grass.—Sow on a cool border. 

Sea Kale.—In the beginning of the month 

sow seeds, or propagate by cuttings of the 

roots, if new plantations are required. 

Shallots.—Hoe and loosen the soil about 

the plants. 

Skirret.—Sow on rich light soil, and after¬ 

wards thin to 6 inches apart. 

Sorrel.—Sow or propagate by dividing the 

roots. 

Spinach.—Sow successions of the Boimd- 

leaved. 

Tansy.—Divide the roots, if a new planta¬ 

tion be required. 

Tarragon.—Propagate by rooted slips; avoid 

planting in heavy, damp soil. 

Thyme.—Sow in light soil, or propagate by 

dividing the plant. 

Turnips.—Sow successions. Hoe and thin 

crops already up. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

It is presumed that the planting and prun¬ 

ing of fruit-trees, as formerly recommended, 

is now finished, unless delayed in consequence 

of bad weather, or other unavoidable causes. 

The fig may be pruned in the beginning of 

the month. Apples and pear trees may yet 

be grafted. Apricots should be thinned. 

Continue to protect peaches and nectarines; 

but see that the coverings are not producing, 

by their warmth, tender foliage, that would 

afterwards suffer from exposure. If such is 

likely to take place, the protecting materials 

must be reduced. Disbud when any of the 

shoots have pushed so far as to require re-* 

moval; but let this be done sparingly at 

first, and always gradually. If cold weather 

check, in a great measure, the fiow of the sap, 

desist from checking it still more by disbud¬ 

ding, till the circulation again becomes more 

active. 

Attend to newly grafted trees, and replace 

the clay if it has dropped off. In case of parch- 
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iug winds, some grafts may reqmre to liave 

moss tied over tlie clay, and to be kept moist. 

See that apricots and other wall-trees, are 

not too dry at the roots. Weed strawberry 

plantations, and water them plentifully, in 

order to wash down the nutritive principles 

of the mulching to the extremities of the 

roots. 

III.—FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Gaiysicums.—Shift into larger jicts; place 

near the Light in some forcing-house. 

Carrots.—Expose freely in fine weather. 

Water, so that the extremity of the root may 

find sufficient moisture. Keep the foliage 

clean by syringing. 

Cauliflowers.—Moisten well the soil in the 

frames two days before planting out. 

Celery.—Prick out, 4 inches apart, on a 

layer of rotten dung mixed with old cucumber 

mould, 01' melon loam, laid about 4 inches 

thick on hard ground. Attend well to the 

watering of the plants, and shelter if the 

weather be unfavourable. 

Egg Plant.—Train with one stem, pinch it 

in order that it may form two branches, which 

should afterwards be likewise pinched to form 

others. Keep the plants near the light, and 

give an increased quantity of air as the season 

advances. Syi'inge frequently. These plants 

soon evaporate the water supplied to the roots. 

Endive.—Sow in a heat of from 75° to 80°, 

for if germinated slowly the plants are apt to 

ran quickly to flower. Harden off gradually 

before planting out. 

Gourds.—Sow in heat, in the beginning of 

the month. 

Kidney Aeans.—Sow for succession. 

Lettuce.—Expose freely, day and night, in 

favourable weather. 

Mushrooms.—Collect horse-droppings, and 

keep them in a thin layer, in a dry place, till 

wanted for new beds. Maintain a moist at¬ 

mosphere in the mushroom-house, with a tem¬ 

perature of between 60° and 65°. 

Onions.—Transplant, after previous free 

exposure, those raised in heat. 

Potatoes.—Those requiring to be earthed 

up should be effectually watered, and after this, 

when the surface is dry, the earth should be 

added. 

Radishes.—Those forwarded in frames shoifld 

now be freely exposed. 

Cucumbers.—Maintain the heat previously 

recommended. If cold north or east winds pre¬ 

vail, take great care not to admit an unbroken 

current of air. This object may be attained 

by drawing screens of gauze over the ojienings, 

which will require to be limited according to 

the briskness and coldness of the wind. Water 

or syringe the foliage with a fine rose before 

shutting up, which should be early in the after¬ 

noon. It is easy to see if the surface of the 

soil is always moist enough; but it is highly 

necessary to ascertain its condition as far down 

as the roots extend, and, if too dry, use water 

within a degree or so of the temperature of 

the soil, or about 80°. With water of this 

temperature the bed may be thoroughly 

soaked, except near the stems of the plants. 

Train, stop, and regulate the shoots frequently. 

Sow for ridging out. 

Melons.—KtienA to giving air and water as 

directed for cucumbers. Train so that no 

more shoots are allowed to grow than can 

have the foliage they produce fully exposed to 

light. Fertilize the female blossoms when the 

plants are strong enough to bring forward the 

fruit. Sow for a succession. 

Pine Affles.—Newly shifted plants should 

have but little water at the roots till fresh 

ones begin to be emitted; when this is the 

case, and as the season advances, more air and 

water will be requfred. Plants ripening off' 

their fruit should have a dry atmosphere, with 

a temperature of 84°. and by sun-heat 95°. 

Vines.—Attend to stopping and regiflating 

the shoots, as before directed. Maintain a 

gi’adually increasing temperature as the berries 

increase in size. The vine will bear a much 

wider range of daily temperature than tropical 

plants will; but at the same time the average 

temperatm-e to which it is subjected must 

progress. If it remain uniform for several 

weeks, the fruit will not attain the highest 

jierfection; and if the temperature should be, 

on the average, uniformly lower than it ought 

to be for a week or two, and lower than it 

had previously been, the berries will be apt 

to slirtvel, and will never become sugary. 

Ji^igs.—As the fruit swells increase the heat, 

and of course the moisture; but the latter 

must be limited when the fruit is ripening. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Tie in the shoots 

as they advance in growth, and in the first 

place those which would otherwise become 

too luxuriant. They may be laid closely to 

the naked parts of branches, but those spring¬ 

ing nearest the bases of the bearing shoots, or 
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eLsewliere, and eligible for succession shoots, 
ought not to be crowded. Keejj the foliage 
clean, by frequent syi’inging, and the border 
sliould be duly watered. Give air in the 
morning, and reduce it when the temperature 
from sun-heat begins to decline. 

Cherries.—As the fruit begins to colour, the 
temperature may be allowed to rise as high 
as 85° by sun-heat, and at night it may range 
from 55° to 60°. The fruit should be ripened 
off in a dry atmosphere. 

Strawberries.—Clear manure water may be 
given alternately with pure water, unless the 
plants are inclined to grow too much to leaf. 
Clip off the upper part of the scape, as before 
directed, when a sufficient number of fruit is 
set below. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

As evergreens may now be planted, altera¬ 
tions and new works should be completed as 
early as possible. The borders and beds can 
then be kept neatly hoed and raked, the grass 
well rolled and mown j the walks should be 
kept free from weeds, and rendered firm and 
smooth by rolling. Spring flowers should be in 
sufficient abundance to give a varied colour¬ 
ing, and so that, either near or at distant points 
of view, flowers may be seen even at this early 
season. 

Examine the stock of bedding-out plants, in 
order to ascertain the quantity of each kind 
available for iflanting out. This being done, 
the plan can be laid for completely furnishing 
the respective beds and borders throughout 
the season. 

Plant perennials and bedding-out plants, 
according to the state of the weather; in short, 
all kinds of herbaceous plants that are not too 
tender, or too far advanced in growth. 

Sow annual, biennial, and perennial flower 
seeds. Some of the former may be sown in 
the beginning, and the same sorts again in the 
end of the month, for a succession. 

Prune evergreens; remove suckers from 
rose trees. Water all newly planted trees 
when necessary. 

V.—PITS AND FRAMES. 

Harden off bedding-out plants by free ex¬ 
posure to air and light. If the weather is 
mild, numbers of these may be planted out, 
and others may be placed in a warm, sheltered 

[April. 

situation, in order that the frames may bo 
occupied with other plants. 

Auriculas.—These will now require plenty 
of water, but not on the foliage. Shade from 
too strong sun when in flower. 

Aa/fsaTiis.—Shift into very rich compost, 
and always before the roots get crowded. 

Calceolarias.—Shift finally, and continue to 
fumigate if necessary, taking care, in so doing, 
not to injure the foliage. 

Carnations.—Sow in gentle heat. Shift 
finally, and plant out in the borders or beds. 

Cinerarias.—Water abundantly, and shade 
those in bloom from strong sun. 

Dahlias.—Pot off cuttings that have rooted, 
keep them growing in gentle heat, but harden 
off preparatory to planting out next month. 
Continue to propagate by cuttings; seeds may 
also be sown. 

Fuchsias.—These should be finally repotted. 
Attend to training, and syringe the foliage. 

Uearf s-ease.—Sow seed in a cold frame, and 
plant out seedlings. 

Hollyhocks.—Plant out some for early 
blooming, and pot off seedlings. 

Pelargoniums.—Those not in bloom may 
be slightly syringed three or four times a- 
week, before shutting up. Fumigate, in case 
of green fly. Give air on all favourable op- 
Iiortunities, and attend to training and regu¬ 
lating the jilants. Harden off those intended 
for bedding-out. 

Petunias.—Harden off previous to jilanting 
out. 

VI.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

The sun will generally afford sufficient heat 
for the plants in this structure, and sometimes 
even shading will be necessary. Abundance 
of air must be given, and, in proportion to its 
heat and diyness, an increased supply of water 
will be necessary. But this must not be given 
indiscriminately, for plants that are making 
but little growth will require a much less 
supply than those that are vigorous. Sy¬ 
ringe the plants over-head several times a-week. 
Ihin out shoots, and stop those which would 
otherwise not branch so as to form compact 
heads. Early flowering shrubby plants may 
be more or less pruned soon after the flower¬ 
ing is over. Bepot those that are growing 
rajiidly before theii* roots are too crowded, 
unless in cases where a moderate check is in¬ 
tended, in order to dispose the 2ilants to flower. 
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The propagation of most kinds of green-house ] 

plants may now be effected. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

The external rise of temperature of this 

month being considerable, less fire-heat will 

be required to maintain a higher temperature 

than was advisable in the previous one; at 

the same time more air may be admitted. 

Water and syringe more freely. Shading, 

particularly for orchids, will be absolutely 

necessary, but it should be removed as early 

as possible in the afternoon. The house may 

be shut up, or nearly so, with a tempei’atui’e 

from sun-heat of 85°. Continue to shift, pro¬ 

pagate, and train, as circumstances require. 

Pot off seedling plants. 

MAY. 

County. Place. Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude^ 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser- 

vutioiis. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50“ 7' 5“33'W. 54-54 2-47 21 

Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 ISW. 53-55 1-85 30 

Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 51-00 2-27 30 

Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 5W. 55-52 1-70 20 

Dublin .... Dublin. 53 21 6 11 W. 54-37 17 

Lancasliire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 60 W. 55-27 25 

Dumfries .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 49-24 1-85 19 

Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh. 55 58 3 11 W. 52-50 2-60 20 

Aberdeen .. Aberdeen... 57 9 2 5W. 54-29 8 

Orkney. Sandwick .. 59 5 3 17W. 47-88 1-72 26 

I,—KITCIIEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

Examine all seed-beds, in order to detect 

failures, and, if there are any, sow again im¬ 

mediately. The hoe should now be employed 

among rising crops. Weeding should be at¬ 

tended to wherever there is the least occasion, 

and thinning should take place before the 

plants encroach upon each other, either in 

the seed-beds, or in the permanently sown 

crops in the borders and quarters. Water 

only when absolutely necessary; but when 

watering is performed it should be done ef¬ 

fectually. When the nights are cold, and the 

days hot and dry, this operation should be 

commenced as soon in the afternoon as the 

sun-heat is on the decline. After such plenti¬ 

ful watering let the surface of the ground be¬ 

come dry, then hoe and pulverize it, and, if this 

state be maintained, watering will not require 

to be so soon repeated. 

A merican Cress.—Sow. 

Angelica.—Cut down the stems; for, if al¬ 

lowed to run to seed, the plant will die off 

soon after. 

Asparagus.—The shoots should be regularly 

cut as they become fit; none should be left to 

grow up until the season when cutting should 

be entirely discontinued. Take care not to 

injure the crown of the plants, nor shoots 

below the siu-face, with the knife. 

Basil.—Plant out in rich warm soil. 

Beans.—Sow successions; earth up and top 

crops sufficiently advanced. 

Beet.—Sow Ped Castelnaudary in the be¬ 

ginning of the month. Thin early sown crops. 

Borage.—Sow a little for a succession. 

Borecole.—Sow in the beginning of the 

month, and again towards the end. 

Broccoli.—Sow the principal crops; and some 

of the W alcheren, for succession, should not be 

omitted. 

Briissels Sjvouts.—Plant out some for early 

use. 
CuWayes.—Plant out for 2n’incipal summer 

crops as soon as the plants in the seed-beds 

are fit, taking advantage of cloudy weather, it 

such occur. It is better to jDlant when the 

weather is likely to change from dry to wet, 

than in the end of a wet period. 

Capsicums.—Some may be jdanted out in a 

warm situation, protecting them at night. 

Cardoons.—Sow in the beginning, and some 

at the end of the month; the latter for a last 

croj). 
Carrots. —Sow some in the first fortnight, 

for drawing young. Thin as soon as the 

strongest plants can be distinguished. Weed 

and hoe between the rows of those already uji. 

CatdiJlowers.—Thos,Q forwarded under glass 

should be idanted out when the ground is 

moist. The crop for autumn use should be 

sown before the 24th Water the jdants copi¬ 

ously when they require it, and j^rotect formed 

heads from the sun by breaking leaves over 

them, otherwise the curd will not be pure 

white. 
Celery.—Prejiare trenches, for an eai-ly crop, 

or 4 feet apart, 1 spit deep, and 18 inches 

wide, laying the earth with a good slope, in 

order to catch the rain. Abundance of man¬ 

ure, consisting of a mixture of cow-dung and 

rotten stable-dung, should be dug in the bot- 
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tom of the trenches. Carefully remove all 

suckers from the plants; then plant them about 

9 inches apai’t, and water immediately. 

Chervi 1.—Sow. 

Cress.—Make successional sowings. 

Cucuvihers.—Prepare ridges for gherkins, 

for pickling. The seeds may be sown on the 

I’idges under hand-glasses; or plants, reared in 

pots for the purpose, may be planted out, if the 

weather be sufficiently mild. They should be 

protected at night. 

Egg Plants.—Towards the end of the month 

some of these may be planted out on a rich 

warm border, at the foot of a south wall. 

Endive.—A small sowing of the Green 

Curled, for early use, may be made in the end 

of the month. 

Gourds.—Plant out into the open ground, 

in the end of the month, protecting at iright; 

or sow in the last week, in a warm situation. 

Kidney Beans.—Plant out from under glass. 

Sow successions, in rows 18 inches apart. 

Leeks.—Sow for a late crojr, and tran.splant 

the earlier sown ones. 

Lettuce.—successions of the White 

Paris Cos, also Malta, and Neapolitan Cab¬ 

bage lettuces; transplant from seed-beds; tie 

up for blanching such plants as require this 

to be done. 

Marjoram [Sweet).—Plant out on a south 

border. 

Mustard.—Sow successioirs. 

New Zealand Syinach.—Plant out in the 

end of the month. 

Onions. — Sow in the beginning of the 

month, for pickling. Hoe, thin, and weed. 

Pars7iips.—Hoe, aird thin out to 8 inches 

or 1 foot apart. 

Pease.—^Top the early sorts, such as the 

Early Frame, when they come into bloom; 

draw a little earth to those just above ground. 

Sow successions, and some of Knight’s Dwarf 

Marrow, at the end of the month, for a late 

cro]). 

Potatoes.—Hoe between the rows, and earth- 

up such as are above ground. 

Purslane.—A little more may be sown. 

Radishes.—Make successional sowings in a 

shady situation. 

Rampion.—Sow about the end of the month, 

on a shady border of rich earth. 

Rhubarb.—Remove flower stalks as they 

appear. 

Salsafy.—Make a successional sowing. 

Savoys.—Sow for the latest crops. 

[Mat. 

Scorzoriera.—Sow a little more in the cour.se 

of the month. 

Spinach.—Sow successions. Thin out ad¬ 

vanced crops, and clear ground of winter crops. 

Tomatoes.—Plant out against a wall in the 

end of the month. 

Turnips.—Sow Early White Dutch, or other 

early sorts, for summer use. Thin out crops 

sufficiently advanced. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

Wall trees must now be carefully inspected, 

as the shoots will indicate, by their respective 

degrees of vigour in pushing, the parts of the 

tree to which a superabundant flow of sap is 

tending. There is little danger of this in the 

horizontally inclined branches of fan-trained 

trees; but with respect to those that are ver¬ 

tically situated, early attention is necessary. 

The shoots on these, if not checked, will soon 

monopolize an undue share of sap; an equal 

distribution of it should be aimed at, if we 

wish to maintain the regularity, health, and 

productiveness of the trees. The more shoots 

and leaves there are on any branch, the more 

abundant will be the flow of sap through that 

branch towards them, and that at the expense 

of the less favourably situated branches. There¬ 

fore, all shoots not wanted in the more vigo¬ 

rous parts of the tree shoidd be early removed; 

those on the weaker parts should be sparingly 

dealt with, for, whilst they can be left, they 

tend to establish a stronger flow of sap in the 

direction most desirable. Shoots that must 

be left on strong parts, and likely to become 

over-vigorous, should be stopped when about 

6 inches in length, in order to form two shoots 

of moderate strength. Train and nail shoots 

as their growth requires. Thin apricots, if 

not previously done sufficiently; also peaches 

and nectarines. Syringe the trees frequently, 

early in the morning if the nights are cold; 

but otherwise commence about four in the 

afternoon. Use means, previously recom¬ 

mended, to keep the trees clear of insects. 

Apply sulphur for mildew. Pick off all curled 

and blistered leaves. Examine the state of 

the border, and see that it is sufficiently moist 

for the roots. Remove suckers. Weed and 

water strawberry plantations. Syringe grafts 

with a fine rose. Secure the shoots of budded 

trees. 

III.— FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Basil.—Plant out in the end of the month. 
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Egg Plaid.— Those sown in March should 

now be shifted into larger pots for fruiting 

under glass, or planted out in a warm situa¬ 

tion, at the end of the mouth. 

Endive is apt to run eaidy to seed if it linger 

in vegetating; therefore, if the ground be cold 

out of doors, sow in a tolerably brisk heat, 

but give plenty of air when the plants appear 

above groimd. 

Gourds.—Harden oft] and plant out. 

Kidney Beans.—Harden oft] for planting 

out, as soon as the weather is favourable. 

Mushrooms.—Maintain a steady tempera¬ 

ture, and keep the air of the house moist, so 

that little water may be necessary. 

Tomatoes should be almost fully exposed, 

in order to harden off for planting oiit towards 

the end of the month. They should be pro¬ 

tected for some time after planting out, if cold 

nights ensue. 

Cucumbers.—Maintain a steady bottom heat, 

and take care that the air in the frames do 

not at any time get too cold, more especially 

when cold weather sets in after a series of 

warm days and nights; for in this case the 

plants will more readily exhibit the effects of 

the change. Unless these effects are coiinter- 

acted by additional covering, fruits that are 

making rapid growth will be checked, after 

which they will not become handsome, although 

their growth may be resumed under favour¬ 

able circumstances. Inspect every shoot, and 

consider what will be the consequence of leav¬ 

ing it, as regards space, in the frame; and if it 

can be possibly foreseen that there will not 

be room for it, remove it at an early stage. 

By so doing, regularity will be easily and ad¬ 

vantageously maintained. Stop, as before re¬ 

commended. Sow, in the beginning of the 

month, for planting out under hand-glasses. 

Continue to stop laterals, and set 

blossoms. Remove all sickly leaves, and see 

that there be no excess of dryness, either in 

the soil or in the air of the frame. If red 

spider appear, no time should be lost in adopt¬ 

ing means to prevent its increase. If mois¬ 

ture is raised when the air of the frame is at 

a lower temperature than the soil in which 

the roots are, the moisture will soon evapo¬ 

rate, and leave the plants dry, because they 

will be warmer than the vapour On the 

other hand, if vapour be raised when the air 

of the frames is of a higher temperature than 

the bottom heat, the moisture will remain 

condensed on the plants, so that the insects 

cannot thrive. Where the fruit is swelled, 

and commencing to ripen, water must be al¬ 

most entirely withheld, otherwise the flavour 

would be deteriorated. The fruit should be 

placed on a tile, and well exposed to the light. 

Shade only when absolutely necessary. Plant 

out for late crops, and for these some may be 

sown. 

Pine Apples.—Maintain a steady bottom 

heat of about 84°. The air in the fruiting 

house may range from 75° to 85°, and it may 

rise to 95° by sun-heat. Shift finally those 

intended for autumn and winter fruiting, such 

as the Cayenne and Black Jamaica. In order 

to insure their starting, gradually reduce the 

moisture and increase the heat. 

Succession plants may now be allowed plenty 

of heat and moisture, to promote vigorous 

growth; but, at the same time, care should he 

taken that it is not so rapid as to be, in con¬ 

sequence, unsubstantial. If this is likely to 

be the case, the temperature at night should 

be lowered to between 65° and 70°, with a 

freer admission of air in the day. Sprinkle 

the paths, and syringe overhead soon after 

three p.m., all except plants that are ripening 

off their fruit. Shut up immediately after, 

and closely, if the temperature be not more 

than 90°. Give manure water alternately 

with pure water. Shade slightly in very hot 

sunshine. 

Shift succession plants at any time when 

their roots require more room. Remove 

suckers. Collect rich fibrous soil, and if 

placed where sheep can be inclosed upon it 

for some time, it wall be rendered the more 

valuable; otherwise it should be mixed up 

with pigs’ dung. 

Vines.—Fire-heat will be required to main¬ 

tain a progressively increasing temperature. 

In houses where the grapes are approaching 

maturity, the temperature at night should 

not be less than 70°, and it may be allowed to 

rise to 85° in the day, or 95° by sun-heat. 

Muscats should have, both night and day, a 

temperature at least 5° higher. When the 

grapes are ripe, the temperature should be 

lowered, w'ith the view of keeping the fruit 

from shrivelling. The later vineries will 

require but little fire-heat in fine weather. 

Give a little air when the temperature rises 

above 70° in the moiming, and increase as the 

heat of the day renders necessary. Syringe, 

and shut up in the afternoon with a tempera¬ 

ture of 90° to 95° by sun-heat. Continue to 
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tie in shoots as they advance in growth. Stop 

laterals, as before directed. When the shoots 

reach the top of the house, it will, in most cases, 

be necessary to stop them; but, before doing 

this, take care that one or two laterals, imme¬ 

diately below where the shoot is to be stopped, 

are left unstopped, to take the flow of sap, 

which, deprived of its leading channel, would 

otherwise be directed to the eyes lower down, 

and cause them to break into laterals, instead 

of remaining to push fruit-bearing shoots in 

the following season. Retain on each plant 

as much foliage as can be well exposed to light, 

and no more. If the nights are mild, vines 

may be planted. Mulch over the roots with 

stable manure. Shift vines in pots; and after 

they make fresh roots water with manure 

water. See that vine borders are sufficiently 

moist. 

Maintain generally a moist atmo¬ 

sphere ; syringe frequently, except when the 

fruit is ripening. Water with manure water 

occasionally, but not if the plants are growing 

too vigorously. Take care that the plants do 

not suffer one hour for want of water. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the fruit 

is stoned, the temperature may be safely raised 

to 60° minimum, and 75° maximum, or with 

sun-heat to 90°, plenty of air being given at 

the same time. Continue to tie in the shoots, 

and shorten the terminal shoot of bearers to 

3 or 4 inches, thus affording more space to the 

succession shoots; but do this by degrees, com¬ 

mencing at the upper part of the tree. Syringe 

frequently, till siich time as the fruit is ripen¬ 

ing, and shut up rather closely immediately 

after; but a little air should be kept on, even 

at night. Examine the borders, so that, if 

necessary, they may be rendered sufficiently 

moist before the fruit begins to colour; for if 

not done before that takes place, it cannot 

afterwards, without affecting the flavour of 

the fruit. 

Cherries.—Give plenty of air, but water 

sparingly as the fruit approaches matiu-ity. 

When the fruit is gathered, remove the trees, 

and attend well to their being frequently 

syringed, and regularly watered. 

Strawberries.—Introduce the latest succes¬ 

sion, and attend to former directions. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Continue to roll and mow lawns; weed, 

and keep the beds and borders raked. Plant 

out dahlias; also, in favourable weather, pelar¬ 

goniums, petunias, verbenas, calceolarias, fuch¬ 

sias, salvias, and other bedding-out plants. 
Sow annuals and biennials. Train creepers. 

Bud roses, and keep the plants clear of suckers. 

Stick carnations, and other plants that require 

support. 

If the whole bed or border be watered, the 

plants will thrive better than would be the 

case if water were applied merely to the root 

of each. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

Many of the bedding-out plants may now 

be turned out, so that a considerable amount 

of space in these structures will be available 

for the reception of sowings of tender annuals 

for autumn flowering, and for cuttings of 

plants which it is desirable to propagate. 

Antirrhinums.—Shift. Plant out. 

Auriculas.—After flowering, place the pots 

in a cool situation, and protect from heavy 

rains. Shift seedlings. 

Balsams.—Sow for late flowering. 

Calceolarias.— Shift for large specimens ; 

train and suppord the shoots as they advance. 

Carnations.— Remove decayed leaves; top- 

dress, and stick. Prick out seedlings. 

Cinerarias.—Select some pots of the finest 

varieties, and place on finely-sifted ashes in a 

frame, where they should only be protected 

from rain. Propagate from rooted slips, if 

necessary. 

Pahlias.—Harden oflp, and plant out the 

more forward plants. Pot off later struck 

cuttings. 

Picchsias.—Continue to shift, where large 

specimens are desired. 

Hearts-ease.—Let the frames now face the 

north. Remove the lights entirely during 

favourable weather. Propagate by cuttings. 

Petunias.—If the flowers in some of those 

in pots are pinched off as they appear, and 

the shoots topped, a late bloom will result, 

forming a succession. 

Phlox.—Various kinds may be propagated 

by cuttings. 

Roses, in pots, must be kept well watered, 

and precautions taken against the green fly. 

Verbenas.—Harden off for planting out 

after the middle of the month, if the weather 

be then favourable. 

VI.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

If warm weather should occur in the early 
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part of tlie montli, air should be most abun¬ 

dantly admitted, in oi'der that the plants may 

not be exposed to too high a temperature, pre¬ 

vious to many of them being turned out in 

the end of this, or beginning of next month. 

Air should be admitted during the nights, if 

these are mild. After flowering, heaths may 

be removed to cold pits; and bulbous plants 

should be placed on a dry shelf till their foli¬ 

age is completely decayed. As vacancies oc¬ 

cur, from partial removals, All up with plants I 
from pits and frames. 

Shift and top-dress, when necessary. Train 

and pinch shoots, to render the plants symme¬ 

trical. Propagate hard-wooded plants when 

cuttings can be obtained. When the plants 

wintered in the green - house are generally 

turned out, it ought to be thoroughly cleaned 

before it is again furnished with a fresh stock 

of plants, some of which may consist of various 

kinds that can now be properly introduced 

from the stove. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

Increase the temperature, and likewise the 

moisture, so that the growth of the plants may 

proceed with full vigour. 

A high temperatm-e will now be easily 

maintained with little flre-heat; but a due 

degree of moisture is often difflcult to com- 

1 mand. The paths must be kept wet, and the 

house shut up after syringuig in the afternoon. 

Shade during hot sunshine. Early shifted 

plants, of rapid growth, will now require to be 

again shifted. Orchids, generally, should be 

kept in a uniformly high moist temperature. 

Care should be taken that the moss, or turfy 

peat about those on blocks, do not get in a con¬ 

dition likely to throw off the water without 

being thoroughly saturated. 

JUNE, 

County. Place. 
Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude- 

Meat) 
Temp. 

Rain 
in 

inches. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50“ r 5°33'W. 59-52 3-32 21 

Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 60-31 1-88 30 

Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 58-00 2'40 30 

Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 5W. 61-63 2-31 20 

Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11 W. 60-24 17 

Lancashire. Liverpool... 53 25 2 59 W. 60-00 25 

Dumfries... Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 54-77 2-97 10 

Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh. 55 58 3 11 W. 57-00 2-60 20 

Aberdeen.. Aberdeen... 57 9 2 5 W. 58-49 8 

Orkney . Sandwiok... 59 5 3 17 W. 52-69 2'’46 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

In former months, protecfion from severe 

cold was necessary j but now the effects of ex¬ 

cessively hot and dry weather have to be 

guarded against. Watering becomes an im¬ 

portant operation, but recourse should not be 

had to it in the open ground, so long as the 

health of the plants is not endangered- When 

it is absolutely necessary, it should be done 

effectually, and continued till rain begins to 

fall. 

- Let the surface of the soil occupied by crops 

be frequently stirred and kept loose. Destroy 

weeds on their first appearance; by so doing, 

much labour afterwards will be saved. 

Asparagus.—Discontinue cutting at mid¬ 

summer. Dress beds with manure water or 

common salt. 
— Plant out on a warm boi'der. 

Beans.—In the beginning of the month, a 

crop of the Early Long-pod should be sown; 

and about the end, the latest main crop may 

be put in. Earth up and top advancing crops. 

Beet.—-Thin to 9 inches apart. 

Borecole.—Plant out. 

Broccoli.—In the beginning of the month 

sow the latest spring crop, if not before done. 

Plant out all crops sufficiently advanced, and 

give plenty of water, if the weather be dry. 

Bittssels Sprouts.—Plant out. 

Cabbage.—Plant out before the plants get 

too large and crowded. Sow for coleworts in 

the third week. 

Capsicums.—Plant out in a warm situation, 

in the beginning of the month. 

Cardoons.—Thin out,and keepwell watered. 

Carrots.—Some may be sown for drawing 

young. Hoe and thin the more advanced 

crops. 
Cauliflowers.—k. few more may be sown, 

on a rich border, in the beginning of the 

month, in rows, so that they may be thinned 

out and come to maturity without transplant¬ 

ing. Plant out successions. Do not allow 

the plants to suffer from drought j protect 

heads with leaves. 
Celeriac.—Plant out. but not in trenches, 

in tolerably rich sandy soil. 

Celery.—Continue planting out as the plants 
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attain sufficient size. Give plenty of water. 

Sow a little in the beginning of the month 

for late spring use. 

Chervil.—Sow a succession. 

Cress.—Keep uj) a succession by frequent 

sowings. 

Cucumbers.—Sow or plant out on ridges for 

pickling. 

Endive.—Sow in the middle of the montli. 

Kidney Beans.—Sow successions. 

Leelcs.—Transplant those sown in March. 

Lettuce.—Continue sowing and planting out 

successions. Water frequently in dry weather, 

and tie up for blanching, as required. 

Mustard.—Sow successions. 

New Zealand Spinach.—Plant out in the 

beginning of the month, if not previously done. 

Onions.—Sow for drawing young; also some 

for pickling. Hoe and thin early sown, and 

break off flower stems from those sown in 

autumn. 

Orach.—• Sow about the middle of the 

month, on rich soil. 

Parsnips.—Thin and hoe. 

Pease.—Sow, about the middle of the month, 

Knight’s Tall Mai-row, in rich well-trenched 

ground, for late autumn use; also some of the 

Auvergne, towards the end of the month. 

Potatoes.—Earth up. 

Purslane.—Sow a little for a succession. 

Radishes.successional sowings in a 

shaded spot. 

Savoys.—Plant out towards the end of the 

month. 

Spinach.—Make successional sowings. 

Tomatoes.—Plant oxit, if not already done. 

Turnips—Sow a succession in the begin¬ 

ning, and the main winter crop in the end of 

the month. Hoe and thin previous sowings 

as they advance. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

Particular attention must be directed to 

the summer pruning of vnill trees, otherwise 

confusion will take place, and the sap will flow 

most where it is least wanted; so that a tree 

which, by proper management, would be every¬ 

where sufficiently, and almost equally vigorous, 

will exhibit the evil of over-luxuriance in one 

part, and excessive debility in the other. 

With respect to peaches and nectarines, 

the succession shoots must be well attended 

to. Those that are likely to become too strong 

must be nailed in earlier than those which 

are only sufficiently vigorous, whilst those 

that are weak should be allowed the greatest 

possible liberty; care, however, should be 

taken that they are so far inclined to the 

position they must ultimately occupy, as not 

to be liable to be broken when brought to 

it. Train shoots straight from the extremity 

of the branches, excepting in the case of the 

lower and horizontally placed branches, the 

leading shoots of which should have their 

points turned upwards; and, on the other 

hand, those in the centre and vertical, or 

nearly so, if likely to be over-strong, should 

be nailed zig-zag, after they have attained as 

much length as it will be necessary to retain 

at the winter pruning. Shorten, to about 3 

inches, the leading shoots of such fruit-bearers 

as will not be required for leaders. This may 

be deferred till after the fruit is stoned, if the 

tree is thin of branches and foliage; but other¬ 

wise it may be done earlier. 

Pear trees on walls should have theii’ fore¬ 

right shoots pinched or cut back to 6 inches, 

always commencing at the upper part of the 

tree, at least a week before the lower part is 

interfered with, so as to check the growth, 

and consequently the flow of sap to the upper 

part. The same principle should be acted 

upon in the case of the apple, plum, and 

cheny; and not only as regards those on 

walls, but likewise those trained as espaliers. 

The most luxuriant shoots of standard and 

dwarf fruit-trees should also be pinched, where 

it is evident that, if let alone, they would, by 

the end of the season, acquire a degree of 

strength inconsistent with that of the branches 

in other parts of the tree. 

In nailing in the shoots necessary to be re¬ 

tained, take care that the shreds are not too 

tight. The nails should be driven only in 

the mortar, and in it no farther than is just 

sufficient to take slight hold. Let none be 

driven so near the young fruit as to be likely to 

touch or gall the latter when it becomes full- 

grown; and, on the same account, many nails 

employed in the winter nading, will require 

to be drawn wlien fruit happens to be too 

near them. 

Syringe wall trees frequently, commencing 

after four p.m. Use powdered tobacco leaves 

or snuff against the green fly. 

Water, at the root, trees planted last .spring, 

and others that may require it, before they 

suffer from want of moisture. Yet cold spring 

water must not be used, especially for wall 
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borders, for much cold water applied to the 

roots of trees growing in them will stop the 

swelling of the frnit, and cause it to crack. 

Attend to trees grafted last spring, and 

if they ai-e growing freely, the clay will re¬ 

quire to oe removea, and the tying loosened. 

In many cases the grafts must be again retied, 

and the shoot supported by a small rod. Re¬ 

move shoots from stocks below shoots from 

grafts or nuds. 

III.-FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Egg Plant.—Keep this near the light; at¬ 

tend to watering, and guard against red sjhder. 

Afushrooms. — Prepare spawn. Sprinkle 

beds if the heat is too great, allowing a little 

air at the same time, so that coolness may 

be produced by evaporation. 

Cucumbers.—Attend to former directions 

respecting stopping and training. Shade from 

too hot sun, especially when the foliage is 

moist, and give plenty of air. Water abun¬ 

dantly and frequently with manure water. 

When the external temperature is above 75°, 

with a moist atmosphere or gentle rain, the 

sashes may be drawn off. Plants in ridges 

should be stopped, to furnish a sufficient num¬ 

ber of shoots, from near the stem. 

Afelons.—The linings should be kept in con¬ 

dition to afford a command of heat in case of 

cold and cloudy days. In such weather, 

covering at night will be necessary; but it 

may, towards the end of the month, be dis¬ 

continued if the nights are very mild; and 

even in that case a thin covering is useful, 

for it prevents the glass from becoming so 

cold as it otherwise would, and consequently 

renders it incapable of acting as a condenser 

of the moisture contained in the warmer air 

of the frame, thereby drying the air for the 

benefit of the red spider, and causing drip, to 

the injuiy of the foliage. Water abundantly 

whilst fruit is swelling; take care that the 

soil is effectually moistened just before ripen¬ 

ing commences, for wdien it does, no more 

water ought to be given. Place tiles below 

the fruit. 

If the earliest beds are cleared of fruit, 

some fresh soil should be added, and, presum¬ 

ing that plants have been jjroperly forwarded, 

they may be ijiti’oduced for a late crop. In 

some cases, when the plants that have boime a 

crop are healthy, they may be cut back a few 

joints, and 2 or 3 inches of fresh soil spi'ead 

over the surface of the bed, the Dottom heat 

raised to 84°, if it has declined, and the plants 

started afresh. 

Pine Apples.—For the succession plants, as 

well as those that are swelling fmit, abund¬ 

ance of heat and moisture should now be sup- 

jilied. Syringe the plants, and all the interior 

of the stove or pit towards evening, and then 

shut up- Fruits that are ripening should get 

very little water. Remove suckers, except 

such as may be required for propagation. 

Supply liquid manure once or twice a-week. 

Take the opjwrtunity of mild dull weather to 

shift any plants that require it. 

Fines.—The temperature may now be 70° 

at night, 75° to 80° through the day, and 

for INIuscats 85° or 90° by sun-heat. A con¬ 

stant circulation of air is so essential, that, in 

order to afford it, without lowering too mucli 

the temperature, a little fire-heat will still be 

necessary, except in very hot weather. But 

whilst plenty of air is recommended, sweeping 

draughts must be guarded against. Houses 

containing ripe grapes must be kept dry and 

well aired. Water must not be applied to 

plants ripening fruit; but in case of red spider 

the paths should be frequently watered. When 

the fruit is gathered, the foliage should he 

well syringed. Water the borders with man¬ 

ure water, but not after the fruit begins to 

colour. Vines in pots should also be supplied 

with manure water. Attend to stopping the 

shoots, and expose the foliage to as much light 

as possible. 

The vineries for very late crops will require 

little or no fire-heat, except, perhaps, when in 

flower, if the nights are colder than usual at 

this period of the year. Stop and regulate 

the shoots, as previously directed for early 

crops. Continue to thin the berries, and tie 

out the shoulders of bunches requiring that 

operation. 

Pigs.—Ko greater extent of shoots, nor 

quantity of foliage, should be encouraged than 

is pi’oportionate to the size of the pots. If 

there is a large surface of leaves, the evapora¬ 

tion from them will soon exhaust all the 

moisture which the soil in a pot can contain, 

and in a short time the fruit is in danger 

of becoming yellow from being exposed to 

alternate vicissitudes of dryness and moisture. 

The shoots should, therefore, be pinched, in 

order that the evaporating surface may be 

limited, and thus render the supply of mois¬ 

ture less precarious. 
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Peaches and Nectarines.—When the fruit is 

ripening, the leaves should be tui-ned aside so 

as to expose it to the siin, in order that it 

may acqx^ire a line colour. Attend to the 

training in of young shoots for next year’s 

bearing j and, in order to give them more space, 

some of the present year’s bearers may be cut 

back to the succession shoot at the base as 

soon as the fruit is gathered. AVhen the crop 

is all off, let the trees be well syringed, and 

;dl laterals removed, by cutting them off above 

the first joint at the base. 

Cherries.—The trees that have been forced 

should be occasionally supplied with manure 

water, and the foliage should be kept clean by 

syringing. 

IV.-FLOWER OARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

The lawns must be kept regularly mown, 

swept, and rolled; the walks neatly edged, 

kept fr’ee from weeds, and well rolled, especi¬ 

ally when just sufficiently moist after the sub¬ 

siding of heavy rain. Such of the plants in 

border’s as require support should be sticked 

and neatly tied up, those that are of a dwarf¬ 

spreading habit should be trained and pegged. 

The stalks of any jrlants that have done flower¬ 

ing should be cut down, except in some cases 

where it is advisable to save seed. Take up 

bulbs when the leaves are fully decayed. 

Plant, from reserve stock in pots, such kinds 

as will best occupy vacancies caused by the 

above mentioned removals, and maintain the 

])roper variety of colours. Where the sui’face 

of the ground is necessarily disturbed by these 

operations, let it be immediately regulated and 

I’aked over. Stir the surface elsewhere when 

it appears hard, but chop rather than rake off 

clods that would naturally crumble down 

when moistened, or they may be softened by 

watering, and then, when in a friable state, 

I'aking will be easily and well accomplished. 

Annuals will require to be regularly watered 

in very dry weather, and all trees and shrubs 

removed since last autumn must be observed, 

to see that they have sufficient moisture. 

Mulching the siuface round these would have 

an unsightly appearance; but, in particular 

cases, a portion of the soil may be remov’ed, 

and the mulching put in its place, and well 

watered. This nmlching may be soon after¬ 

wards thinly covered over with soil. Before 

the stalks get too hard, make cuttings of any 

biennial, or other hei'baceous plants, which it 

mayjse desirable to propagate, such as lych¬ 

nis, double rockets, double wallflowers, an¬ 

tirrhinums, ifec., and, towards the end of the 

month, commence layering pinks and carna¬ 

tions. Bud roses, clip hedges and box edg¬ 

ings. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

The bedding-out plants reared in these will 

now be c*liiefly turned out, and space will thus 

be afforded for potted-off seedlings, and for 

cuttings of gi’een-house plants, choice bien¬ 

nials, and perennials. Shading will at times 

be necessary, and watering must be duly at¬ 

tended to. 

Auriculas.—Shade slightly; gather seed; 

pot off seedlings. 

Calceolarias.—Sow as soon as the seeds are 

well ripened. Cut down the stalks after 

flowering, and place the plants in a cool situa¬ 

tion, but protect from rain. 

Chrysanthemums.-—Shift before the plants 

get pot-bound. Water abundantly, and oc¬ 

casionally with manure water. 

Cinera?'ias.—Sow in fine soil as the seed 

ripens. Propagate by cuttings. 

Fuchsias.—Syringe frequently plants not 

yet in flower; those which are will occa¬ 

sionally require to be shaded. 

Heart’s-ease.—Save seed. Put in cuttings 

whilst young; they will strike in a north 

border. 

Hollyhocks.—Towards the end of the month 

propagate by side shoots, taking them off as 

soon as they can be inserted in the soil of a 

frame, which should be placed in a cool shaded 

situation. 

Pelargoniums.—Propagate by cuttings; stop 

these when they have made three or four eyes. 

Roses {in y)ots).—Prune off flower-stalks 

immediately after the flowers decay. Top- 

dress the plants, and place out of doors, for 

autumn flowering; but, if intended to be 

forced, the flower-buds must be pinched ofl’ 

as they form. Propagate China roses by cut¬ 

tings. 

Verbenas.—Propagate for replacing annuals 

after the latter have flowered. 

VI.—green-house. 

In the course of this mouth, sooner or later, 

according to the state of the weather, all the 

plants intended to stand out of doors for the 

I summer may be turned out from the green- 
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house, which should, however, be kept gay with | 

successions of plants in flower from the pits 

and frames, and occasionally from the stove. | 

In order that the flowers may continue longer j 

in perfection, a screen of some thin material j 

should be employed during bright sunshine, 

or at least from eleven a.m. to three p.m. 

Plants retained in the house for the purpose 

of rearing for flue specimens, should have 

the flowers pinched off as they appear, until 

the plants grow to an eligible size for flower¬ 

ing. Pelargoniums that are getting out of 

flower should be cut back and the shoots pro¬ 

pagated. Many of the heaths may he removed 

to the pits and frames to recover after flower¬ 

ing; and if mildew appear apply flowers of 

sulphur. Propagate heaths by cuttings, and 

also other hard-wooded plants, as soon as the 

young shoots are fit. Abundance of air must 

be allowed. If any stove plants have been 

introduced, it will bo necessary to shut up in 

the evening. 
Green-house plants, turned out of doors, 

should be carefully looked after, in order that 

they may not suffer for want of water; nor, 

on the other hand, from its stagnation. When 

water is observed to stand on the surface of 

the soil in any of the pots after rain, let th<' 

plants in all such cases be immediately shifted. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

Artificial heat will now be scarcely neces¬ 

sary, but, whilst more air than was formerly 

given will be requisite in hot weather, the 

evaporation will be consequently increased; 

and, therefore, additional precaution must be 

taken to keep the air of the house sufficiently 

moist. The plants should be syringed over¬ 

head early in the morning, and in the after¬ 

noon. In hot .sunny days water should also 

be thrown along the paths. Shading from 

the more direct rays of the sun will prove 

beneficial, and for orchids it is especially ne¬ 

cessary. These jilants will require plenty of 

water whilst making their growth, but as they 

approach maturity less should be given. 

Plants of rapid growth will likely require 

to be shifted. Propagate such plants as it is 

desirable to increase when cuttings can be ob¬ 

tained. 

Prune and train creepers, and regulate the 

growth of plants generally, by stopping luxu¬ 

riant shoots, so as to produce others necessary 

to form handsome specimens. 

JULY 

County. Place. 
Lati* 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No. ot 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 

vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50° r S'-SSTV. 62-10 2-06 21 

Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 63*11 2-55 30 

Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 61-30 2-94 30 

Boston. 62 4S 0 6W. 63-01 2*58 20 

Dublin. 53 21 6 11 W. 61-47 17 

Lancashire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 59 W. 61-41 25 

Dumfries .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 57-09 y-yy T9 

Mid-Loth.. Ediuburgh 55 4S 3 11 W. 61-00 3-00 20 

Aberdeen.. 6T 9 2 5 W. 60-47 8 

Orkney. Sandwick.. 59 5 3 17 W. 54-93 2-69 20 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

In some seasons, this month is excessively 

hot and dry; in othens, heavy thunder-showers 

fall at intervals, and occasionally it is wet al¬ 

most throughout. In the first case, it will 

be obvious when watering is necessary; but 

sudden heavy rains are often deceptive, for 

they may run off by the surface without reach¬ 

ing the extremities of the roots of plants, and 

frequently the aii’ becomes drier after these 

heavy falls than it was before. Under these 

circumstances vegetation is more apt to suffer 

than if the drought had been continuous; and. 

therefore, watering must be more especially 

attended to after such rains as do not effec¬ 

tually moisten the ground to a sufficient depth. 

Herbs that are fit should be cut and dried; 

and, towards the end of the mouth, some other 

crops will probably be sufficiently matined foi 

being taken up to dry for housing. 

American Cress may be sown on a shaded 

border. 
2{eans.—The latest crops should be sown 

early in this month, if not before done. 

Earth up former sowings as they advance, 

and top as they come into flower. 

Borage.—A small quantity may be sown 

for a succession. 
Borecole.—Vlarai out, 2 feet apart, as the 

plants become fit. • • , 
Broccoli.—Finish planting out the principal 

crops for winter and spring use. Sow Wal- 

cheren about the middle of the month for a 

late spring crop. 
Brussels Sprouts.—out principal crops 

for winter use. 
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Cabbages.—Plant for autunan use. Sow in 

the finst week for cole-worts if not before done. 

The principal sowing of Early Battersea or 

Vanack, for autumn planting, shoirld he made 

generally in the last week; also Bed cabljage. 

But in late situations these sowings ought to 

be made about the middle of the month. Hoe 

advancing crops, and in exposed situations 

draw a little earth to the stems. 

Cardoons.—-Thin the patches so as to leave 

only the best plant in each. Hoe and water 

in dry weather. 

Carrots.—Sow some of the Early Horn, in 

a shaded situation, for drawing young. Thin 

principal crops to 6 inches apart in the rows. 

Cauliflowers.—Plant out for May sowing if 

sufficiently advanced. 

Celeriac.—Plant out in the beginning of this 

month, if not done in the last. 

Celery.—Plant out for main crops for au¬ 

tumn and winter supply. Water abundantly.’ 

Earth up early crops when the plants are dry, 

taking care that the earth is kept from tlie 

heart of the plants. 

Chervil.—Sow a succession for autumn use. 

Chicory.—So w in the beginning of the month 

on trenched ground. 

Corn Salad.-—Another sowing may be made. 

Cress.—Sow successions. 

Cucumbers.—Water those planted on ridges, 

and for pickling, with water not colder than 

60° to 65°; therefore, spring water should not 

be employed till it has been exposed in tubs 

to the heat of the sun, or otherwise raised to 

the proper temperature. 

Endive.—Sow in the middle and end of the 

month for the principal winter crops. Plant 

out successions. 

Garlic.-—-Take up when the leaves begin to 

decay; dry in the sun, and store in a dry place. 

Gourds.—Water in dry weather. Peg down 

the long shoots of Vegetable Marrows, so that 

they may root at the joints, and continue longer 

in bearing. 

Kidney Beans.—A few of the Black Belgian 

may be sown early in the month, for a late 

supply. 

Leeks.—Plant out and hoe. 

Lettuce.—Sow, and plant out successions. 

Mustard.—Continue sowing successions. 

Onions.—Take up and dry Potato onions. 

Parsley.—Sow about the middle of the 

month. Eemove flower-stalks. Thin Ham¬ 

burgh to about 9 inches apart. 

Pease.— The latest sowing, including 
Ci O 

Knight’s Tall Marrow, should be made in the 

first week. Stick, and hoe between the rows 

of advanced crops. 

Potatoes.— Chapman’s Kidney should be 

planted for late young potatoes. Earth up 

where not before done. 

Purslane.—Some may be sown for a late 

supply. 

Radishes.-—Sow successions in a cool situa¬ 

tion. The Black and the White Spanish 

should be sown towards the end of the month 

for winter use. 

Rocambole.—Take up, and treat in the same 

way as garlic 

Salsafy.—Thin, and break off flower-stems 

as they form. 

Savoys. — Finish planting out princijoal 

winter and spring crops as soon as possible. 

Scorzonera.—Thin, and break off flower- 

stems. 

Shallots.—Take up when the leaves begin 

to decay, dry in the sun, and store in a dry 

place. 

Spinach.—Make a successional sowing. 

Tomatoes.—Pinch off the tops. Thin and 

train the shoots. 

Turnips.—If not before done, the main 

winter crop should be sown in the beginning 

of the month. Hoe, and thin sufficiently ad¬ 

vanced crops. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

Continue to reduce the superabundant shoots 

of wall-trees, according to the gradual mode 

previously recommended. Spur-leaves, and 

those at the bases of the shoots of pear trees, 

should be of a healthy dark green colour. 

This cannot be the case if they are shaded by 

superfluous shoots. Therefore, where several 

shoots spring from nearly the same point, cut 

them clean out, with the exception of one or 

two, and these may now be shortened to six 

eyes. The same observations and mode of 

jiroceeding apply to apples, plums, and cher¬ 

ries, with the exception of the Morello, which 

bears next year on the shoots formed in the 

present. Continue to lay in the succession 

shoots of peach and nectarine trees, shorten¬ 

ing, at the same time, others having fruit at 

their bases, to 3 inches. If any shoots in 

these trees are becoming over-vigorous, short¬ 

en them to a suitable lateral for forming a 

weaker leader. Other laterals should be cut 

back, but not closely to the shoot from which 
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they spring; for, if closely cut, the hark of the 

shoot is apt to become blotched. The laterals 

should be cut back a little above their fii'st 

pair of leaves. Syringe after four p.m. ; and 

apply snuff or powdered tobacco leaves for the 

destruction of green tly, and sulphur for mil¬ 

dew as soon as it appears. Borders, especially 

those well di’ained, will requii’e to be examined; 

and if becoming too dry they must be watered. 

If the surface be mulched with long dung, it 

will not only render less water necessary, but 

v/ill, at the same time, enrich the soil, and con¬ 

tribute to the swelling of the fruit. Bain, 

when it falls heavily, is apt to run off by the 

surface from smoothly raked sloping borders. 

This should be prevented by forking, or fur¬ 

rows may be made lengthwise. 

Bud, in the first place, cherries and apri¬ 

cots; then plums, peaches, and nectarines, 

and other fruit-trees, as the buds are fit, 

.and the stocks in proper condition. Attend 

to the untying and supporting of grafts. 

Layer strawberry runners for forcing; this 

may be done in 3-inch pots filled with richly 

prepared compost. Press a joint of the run¬ 

ner into the soil, and place a small stone upon 

it. Pinch the extremity of the runner beyond 

the pot, and water wdien necessary. Runners, 

to form plants for a new plantation, should 

also be stopped, when two or three of the first 

joints have struck root; but all runners, not 

required for forcing or for new plantations, 

should be cut off as they push, or say once a- 

week. 

III.-FOECING DEPARTMENT. 

Mushrooms.—Make beds for autumn and 

winter bearing. Keep the atmosphere moist 

by sprinkling the floor of the house and cover¬ 

ings of the beds. 

Cucumbei'S.—Continue to thin, stop, and re¬ 

gulate shoots. Give manure water occasion¬ 

ally, and when this is done let the foliage be 

immediately syringed with pure water. In 

dry weather it will be difficult to maintain a 

moist atmosphere in the frames. Endeavour 

to do so by frequent watering, and shading 

dui'ing the hot period of the day. 

Melons.—When the fruit is nearly full- 

grown, let the bed be well watered, so that 

the plants may not suffer from drought, till 

the ripened fruit is cut; then another water¬ 

ing m.ay be given, if necessary. Where hot 

water pipes ai'e employed for heating, a regu¬ 

lar quantity of moisture in the soil is difficult 

to command; but with regard to dung-beds 

there is no difficulty in doing so. In fact, 

when the fermenting materials are duly pre¬ 

pared, the whole being sufficiently moist when 

put up, water will scarcely be required from 

the time the roots enter the moist decomposing 

mass till the fruit is ripe. Bottom heat ought 

still to be at command in case of dull weather, 

and, therefore, the linings must be kept turned, 

and p.artially ranewed, as may be found neces¬ 

sary. Attend to stopping the laterals and 

setting the fruit. The q)lants, if not subjected 

to confinement, would n.aturally extend in all 

directions, and each leaf would be exposed to 

the light; by stopping, training, and judicious 

thinning of shoots, this should be the case with 

plants artificially limited within pits and 

frames. 

Pine Apples.—When succession plants fill 

their pots with roots, they should be shifted 

into their fruiting pots. Take the plants out 

and repot them, without shaking off any of 

the draining substances that may adhere to 

the bottom of the ball. If the bed is too hot, 

it is a good plan to plunge an empty pot 

mouth upwards, and on this rest the pot con¬ 

taining the plant. The mouth of the lower 

pot should be narrower than the bottom of the 

upper. By removing the tan from contact 

with the bottom, the roots will be in a tem¬ 

perature much the same as that of the air of 

the house, and, as the bed falls below 90°, the 

tan, or other heating material, should be closed 

round the pot. Black Jamaica, and other win¬ 

ter kinds, will require the above-mentioned 

degree of bottom heat. Syringe over the foli¬ 

age two or three times a-week, excepting those 

plants that are ripening their fruit. Plant 

crowns and suckers in 3-inch pots as soon as 

theii' ends, where twisted off, become dry. 

Vines.—Vineries in which the fruit is ripe 

should be kept dry. Those in which the fruit 

is swelling should be frequently syringed, in 

order that a healthy foliage be maintained 

free from red spider; for if this pest is not 

kept down before the fmit begins to ripen, it 

cannot possibly be eradicated till after the crop 

is gathered, and by that time a great amount 

of injury will have been caused to the vines, 

as regards their future prosperity. The foli¬ 

age of the vine, when healthy, evaporates a 

deal of moisture, and this is unfavourable to 

the red spider; but if the roots are in too dry 

a medium, evaporation by the foliage caimot 
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go on, and insects, under this circumstance, 

thrive exceedingly. Endeavour, thei'efore, to 

preserve a due degree of moisture in the bor¬ 

der, in order that the foliage may he fresh and 

healthy, even when the fruit is rijDe. Laterals 

may be allowed to grow after the croj) is 

gathered at this early season, in order that 

they may contribute to the formation of roots. 

Figs.—Under glass the fig tree will bear a 

second crojj—that is, on the wood formed in 

the current year. When the shoots have 

grown so that five or six figs have formed, 

pinch the end buds. Water regulaidy, and 

syringe the foliage. Abundance of air should 

be given during the day, and a little at night. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—As the crop ap- 

])roaches maturity, all watering must be with¬ 

held, and a dry, hot, well-ventilated atmo¬ 

sphere should be maintained. Let the ripen¬ 

ing fruit be fully exposed to light, by turning 

aside any leaves that would otherwise shade 

it. In gathering, very little force should be 

necessary. Let the base of the fruit be sur¬ 

rounded by the soft tips of all the four fingers 

and thumb, and the amount of pressui'e thus 

applied on five places will be so slight on each 

that no bruising will result. When the crop 

is gathered, water the border if necessary, and 

syringe well the foliage. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Continue to mow, sweep, and roll lawns; 

and if the weather be such as to cause a por¬ 

tion of the latter to commence being sun-burn¬ 

ed, take the opportunity of a dull cloudy after¬ 

noon to give a thorough watering. When 

any of the walks become so dry as to have a 

loose surface, let them be watered, so that the 

loose gravel may be firmly rolled in, and a 

smooth surface restored. If dandelions spring 

up, they may be destroyed by cutting off the 

tops as close to the ground as possible, and 

jjutting a pinch of salt on the top of the root. 

Daisies should have the flowers taken off with 

a daisy-rake. 

Watering slioidd be well attended to; the 

surface of all borders and beds should be 

frequently hoed and raked, so as to have a 

fresh, clean appearance. Clip all kinds of 

hedges; prune and regulate evergreens that 

are extending beyond proper limits; this may 

be so done with the knife as not to have a 

shorn appearance. Train creepers, and tie up 

flowering plants; remove the decayed flowers 

of shrubs, and the decayed stems of herbaceous 

plants. Take up bulbs as their leaves wither. 

Clear off annuals when past flowering, except 

when it is desirable to save seed, and fill up 

the vacancies with verbenas, petunias, pelar¬ 

goniums, and other plants kept in reserve for 

the purpose. 

Propagate, l.)y layering, carnations, sweet- 

williams, roses, and other flowering shrubs; 

and by cuttings, various perennial plants, pinks, 

carnations, double wallflowers, heart’s-easc, and 

antirrhinums. 

Bud roses, and other ornamental trees and 

shrubs usually propagated by that mode; at¬ 

tend to loosening the ties of buds, and remove 

suckei's from stocks. 

V.—PITS AND FRAMES. 

These can now be emptied in successive 

portions, the lights painted, and the pits them¬ 

selves thoroughly cleaned, whitewashed, and 

fumigated with sulphur, taking care, however, 

that they are fully exposed to the air previous 

to their being refilled. Pot off seedlings and 

rooted cuttings before the roots get matted. 

In hot weather, shading will be necessary. 

In warm, moist weather, many of the plants 

may be fully exposed to gentle rain. Abun¬ 

dance of air should be given, and care should 

be taken that the plants do not suffer from 

want of water. If the leaves of any plant are 

not of their natimal hue, let the plant be gra¬ 

dually brought near the light; and if it do 

not then recover, it should be repotted imme¬ 

diately. 
Antirrhinums.—Propagate by cuttings in a 

close frame, or under a hand-glass. 

Azaleas.—In the beginning of the month, 

inarch Chinese varieties upon the more hardy. 

Calceolarias.—Sow seeds in light sandy soil. 

Continue to propagate by cuttings. 

Camellias.—Propagate in the beginning of 

the month, by inarching and grafting. 

Carnations.—Put in pipings under hand¬ 

glasses with a little bottom heat, which will 

cause them to root more readily. 

Cinerarias.—Propagate by offsets, or by cut¬ 

tings in sand; place the pots in a cool frame. 

Ilearis-ease.—Propagate by cuttings. 

Pelargoniums.—Continue to propagate by 

cuttings; those of the more choice sorts should 

be potted singly. 

Phlox.—Propagate uudei- hand-glasses, or 

in pits. 
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Pinks.—Propagate by cuttings, which will 

quickly strike root if placed under bell-glasses, 

on a very slight bottom heat. Seed-pods 

should be idpened under hand or bell glasses, 

if the weather be wet. 

Polyanthus.—Propagate by division towards 

the end of the month. By performing the 

operation at this period, the plants have time 

to get well established before winter. Take 

up and separate the old plants; shorten the 

tap-roots to within half an inch of the base 

of the leaves, and replant in a compost of 

turfy loam and leaf-mould, with a little well- 

decomposed cow-dung. Afterwards the bed 

should be well watered. Sow seed. 

Primroses {Chines^.—Sow as soon as the 

seeds are ripe, for plants to flower next spring. 

Shift young plants. 

Roses.—In many cases it would be desirable 

to shade some of the finest blooms from hot 

sun. Liquid manure may also be given to 

the autumn flowering varieties, especially 

those which do not open freely. Frequently 

one or two over-luxuriant shoots start up and 

attract the greater portion of the sap; such 

ought to be checked, for the general benefit 

of the plant, both in the present and follow¬ 

ing seasons. 

VI.-GKEEN-HOUSE. 

Plants more tender than those turned out 

last month may now be removed from the 

green-house to a sheltered situation, placing 

the pots on a layer of sifted coal ashes. They 

should be replaced by blooming plants, annu¬ 

als and others, from the jiits and frames. The 

house should be kept well aired, and attention 

must be paid to shading when the sun is 

strong. Excepting those in flower, the plants 

should be frequently watered over-head. The 

soil in the pots should be kept free from moss, 

and occasionally refreshed with a top-dressing. 

The same remarks apply to the plants stand¬ 

ing out of doors. Shift as the growth of any 

2ilants renders the ojieration necessary. Fumi¬ 

gate if green fly make its appearance; do this 

two nights in succession, in order to make 

sure. Dust heaths, and other jilants, with 

flowers of sulphur, if the least symptom of 

mildew can be discovered. Propagate any 

green-house jjlants that it may be necessary to 

increase. Cuttings of cactuses, and other suc¬ 

culents, should not be jmt in till the cut is 

dry. Bud or gi’aft orange tiees; thin the 

fruit of these, in order that the trees may be 

the better enabled to grow and produce 

flowers, the latter being far more valuable 

than the fruit. Give manure water occasion¬ 

ally. It ought to produce a dark green foliage; 

but if it has not that effect, let the plants be 

carefully shifted, and put in a bottom heat of 

70°. Pinch off the tojis of shoots that are 

making too much growth in comparison with 

others on the same plant. In some cases, it 

will be necessary to stop all the leading shoots 

of the plant, in order to keep it dwarf. 

Pelargoniums that are past, or nearly past 

flowering, should be exjiosed to sun and air, 

to ripen their wood previously to cutting 

down; but, a little before and after this is 

done, let the soil in the pots be dry. When 

the cuts are dried, and somewhat healed over, 

give the plants a little water, and keep them 

closer and warmer till they break. 

VII.-PLAUT STOVE. 

In consequence of the increased amount of 

light resulting from the comparatively great 

elevation of the sun in summer, and with suit¬ 

able heat and moisture, stove plants will have 

made shoots under circumstances favourable 

to their natm’al constitutions. This growth 

should now be rendered firm by admitting 

air more freely, and limiting, but with due 

caution, the supply of water. The foliage will 

now bear more sun, and, therefore, less shad¬ 

ing should be emjDloyed; this will also tend 

to the formation of flower-buds. Commence 

to give air when the temjierature by sun-heat 

rises above 70°; but shut up in the afternoon 

with a temjierature of 90°, and it should not 

fall below 65° at night. Syringe frequently, 

in order to keep the foliage clean, and fumi¬ 

gate when necessary. Musas, Granaddlas, 

Guavas, or other tropical plants bearing fruit, 

should be watered occasionally with manure 

water, and jilants that are flowering abun¬ 

dantly may also be assisted in the same way. 

Propagate by cuttings as may be found neces¬ 

sary, but the earlier in the month the better, 

in order that the plants may get well rooted 

and established before winter. Pot off seed¬ 

lings. 
Orchids.—Keep up the temperature and 

moisture. Syringe daily when the weather is 

warm, and give air to prevent the plants from 

being too succulent. Shift Aerides, Saccolo- 

biums, Vandas, and others, when past flowering. 
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AUGUST. 

County. Place. 
Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 

vation!. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50° 7' 5°33'W. 61-11 3-2S 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 IS W. 61-97 2-41 SO 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13W. 60-50 2*49 30 
Lincoln.. .. Boston . 52 48 0 5W. 61-29 2-41 20 
Dublin_ Dublin. 53 21 0 11 W. 61-40 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 59 W. 62-00 25 
Dimifi’ies... Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 56-50 3-55 T9 
Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh. 55 48 3 11 W. 57-50 2-70 20 
Aberdeen .. Aberdeen... 57 0 2 5W. 59-64 8 
Orkney. Saiidwiok.. 59 5 3 17 W. 55-08 2-70 26 

1 —kitchen garden department. 

Attention must now be paid to the sowing 

of certain crops for autumn, winter, and 

spring. The exact time is of more importance 

than it is in the case of spring sowings. At 

that time a week sooner or later is sometimes 

of little consequence; but in this month there 

are particular times at Avhich, almost to a day, 

certain crops must be sown, otherwise they 

will not attain full perfection. If somti a 

week too eaidy they will be apt to run to seed, 

and if as much too late they will not become 

full-sized. The proper times for the respective 

sowings varies, however, according to the soil 

and climate, and that which might be a pro¬ 

per time on the average- of seasons, in any 

locality, may not be so in particular seasons. 

The gardener should, therefore, study well 

these matters, and act accordingly. He 

should, moreover, take the precaution, in the 

case of seed-beds at least, of sowing at the 

times hereafter specified, and some before and 

after. In dry weather, it is well to sow and 

plant immediately the soil is dug. Seeds can¬ 

not vegetate without moisture, yet it is not 

ETOod to drench them with water, and then 

allow them to be parched up by the sun’s 

rays. It is better to spread a mat over the 

bed to pi’event the surface from drying till 

the seeds vegetate, when it must, of course, 

be taken off; but then the plants had better 

be shaded from the direct rays of the sun. 

Herbs for drying should be cut, in a dry 

day, before the flowers expand, and laid in 

a dry airy shaded place. Yegetables for pick- 

Img should also be gathered when they are 

quite dry. 

American' Cress.—Sow for winter use. 

Angelica.—Sow as soon as the seeds are ripe. 

Artichokes.—Cut down the stems when the 

crop from each is gathered. 

Balm.—Gather for drying; it may now be 

propagated by slips. 

Borecole.—Plant out. 

Broccoli.—Plant out the late crop, and 

water frequently. 

Cabbage.—If not done in the end of last 

month, the principal autumn sowing of Early 

Battersea, Vanack, or Eulham, should be made 

in the first week, also some Early York; Bed 

cabbage should likewise be sown at the same 

time. Plant out those sown for cole worts. 

Cardoons.—Band a few of the earliest with 

hay or straw, and earth up for blanching. 

Carrots.—In the beginning of the month, 

sow the Early Horn, for spring use, in a 

warm sheltered situation. 

Caulijlowers.—Sow about the 20th in a 

situation where they can be jirotected during 

the winter. This sowing may be made a 

little earlier or later than the above period, 

according as the situation is cold or warm. 

Do not allow the crops to suffer from drought. 

Celeriac.—Suckers should be closely removed 

from the top of the root. 

Celery.—Earth up the early crops as they 

advance, taking care to keep the hearts of 

the plants free from soil. Apply lime for 

slugs, and attend to watering. 

Chervil may be sown. 

Chicory.—Thin to 3 or 4 inches apart. 

Com Salad.—Sow for winter supply. 

Cress.—Continue to sow the Curled, and 

also the Normandy cress. 

Endive.—Sow in the beginning of the 

I month for a late crop. Plant out from pre¬ 

vious sowings; and plants sufficiently advanced 

should be tied up to blanch. 

Garlic.—Take up when the leaves become 

yellowish and begin to wither. Spread the 

bulbs to dry in the sun, but shelter them 

from rain. When well dried, string them by 

their withered leaves on a dry straw rope. 

Bettuce.—Towards the end of the month, 

sow for winter and spring use the Brown Cos, 

Green Paris Cos, and Hammersmith Hardy 

Green Cabbage lettuce, or other hai’dy sorts. 

Tie up crops as they advance. 

Continue to sow. 

Oiiio7is.—Sow about the middle of the 

month, for standing the winter and for draw¬ 

ing young; and at the end of the month a 

small sowing for succession. Some Welsh 
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onions, being very hardy, may also be sown. 

Take up the main crop when ripe, and spread 

in the sun, on dry groimd or gravel, till dry 

for housing. 

Pease.—Those sown last mouth for the latest 

crops should be kept well mulched and 

watered. 

Padishes.—Black and White Spanish, for 

autumn and winter use, may be sown; also 

some of the Early White Turnip-rooted. 

Shallots.—Take up when the leaves begin 

to wither, and treat in the same way as garlic. 

Spinach.—Sow the main winter crops, partly 

in the second, and partly in the last week of 

the month. 

Tomatoes, placed against a wall or paling, 

should be kept nailed and stopped. Gather 

fruit when ripe. 

Turnips.—Make a small sowing of the 

White Stone and Yellow Finland early in the 

month, for spring use. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTJIENT. 

The gathering of various fruits will require 

particular attention in this month. Early 

kinds of apples and pears, if gathered a few 

days too early, will be watery and insipid; 

and will not become sugary by lying in the 

fruit-room. If, on the other hand, they are 

allowed to remain a few days longer on the 

tree than they ought to do, they become mealy. 

Their jirecise period of maturity must there¬ 

fore be watched. Apples and pears ripening 

at this time should not be gathered diming 

the hot period of the day, otherwise they are 

apt to turn sour. Gooseberries, currants, rasp¬ 

berries, and strawberries, are best gathered 

when cool and dry; but peaches, nectarines, 

apricots, plums, and cherries, may be gathered 

when dry at any time of the day. 

Protect Morello cherries on walls by net¬ 

ting; gooseberries and currants intended to be 

matted up should previously have the summer 

shoots pruned out. Peach and nectarine trees 

should have a number of dry bean-stalks in¬ 

troduced among the branches to trap earwigs. 

Go over these every morning and blow the 

insects out of the bean-stalks into a bottle 

half-filled with water; replace the stalks, and 

continue till the insects are reduced to few or 

none. Crevices between the soil and the bot¬ 

tom of the wall are highly favourable to in¬ 

sects, such as ants, wood-lice, (fee. The soil 

close to the wall should be frequently stirred. 

or part of it may be taken away so as to form 

a sort of shallow furrow. The portion of wall 

thus exposed should be scrubbed clean, and, 

instead of returning the old soil, it is advisable 

to replace it with fresh. 

Continue to train the shoots of wall-trees, 

nailing them in as they require; and, as this 

is being done, remove nails with which the 

swelling fruit is likely to come in contact. 

The more any shoot is at liberty the stronger 

it will grow, and the more it will be encour¬ 

aged to produce laterals; therefore, all shoots 

having a tendency to grow too strong should 

be kept closely nailed in; these will be the 

more upright leading shoots. On the contrary, 

weak shoots, on the lower part of the tree, 

should be left at more freedom, taking care, 

however, that they are inclined to the direc¬ 

tion in which they must ultimately be nailed. 

Some of the early stopped vigorous shoots 

of apples and pears will have pushed a fresh 

leader; this should be cut back to about 2 

inches from its base. Finish budding, and 

slacken the tyings of buds as the swelling of 

the stocks renders necessary. 

It is now a good time to make plantations 

of strawbei'ries, if the season has been favour¬ 

able for the production of runners. If the 

ground is not prepared, and if the runners are 

well rooted, they may be taken up and planted 

6 inches apart in nursery beds. Shade, if ne¬ 

cessary, till the plants get fresh hold; and 

w'ater according to the state of the weather. 

Continue to cut off runners, when not required 

for new plantations. Thin the young shoots 

of raspberries, leaving from four to six of the 

strongest. After the crop is gathered from 

the bearing branches, they should be cut, so 

that the young shoots for bearing next sum¬ 

mer may have all the light and nourishment. 

HI.—FORCING DEP.4.RTJIENT. 

Mushrooms.—Prepare dung for beds; fresh 

ones may be made. Spawn those made up last 

month when they are in a fit state. 

Cucumbers.—If the weather is dull and 

wet, the linings will require to be worked so as 

to maintain a projier heat. When the air is 

warm, but without bright sunshine at the 

time, the lights may occasionally be entirely 

taken off. In case of red spider, syringe fre¬ 

quently and strongly, provided it is done with 

a very fine rose. Sow about the middle of the 

month for winter bearing. Those out of doors 
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should be dusted with dowers of sulphur to 

prevent mildew. Gather for pickliug; in gene¬ 

ral all should be gathered, from the oldest to 

the youngest, that are at all fit. By so doing, 

a better succession of young fruit will be in¬ 

sured than if a number of old fr\ut were al¬ 

lowed to grow. 

Melons.—Keep up a steady bottom heat of 

80°, and as much top heat, with plenty of air. 

Shade no more than is absolutely necessary. 

Do not encourage the foliage to become broad, 

unless it is at the same time proportionately 

thick in substance. Abundance of air night 

and day will render it robust. It is better to 

employ these means than to attempt checking 

luxuriance by limiting the supply of moisture 

at the root, for in that case red spider will be 

encouraged. The supply of water must, how¬ 

ever, be gradually diminished as the fruit is 

ripening. 
Pine Apples.—Shifting should generally be 

completed before the middle of this month. 

The bottom heat for succession plants and 

others should be from 85° to 90°. After shift¬ 

ing, the plants should be kept close, and more 

shaded than usual. Water at the root should 

be withheld till fresh roots commence to be 

emitted; but the foliage should be daily 

moistened by syringing, with a fine rose, to¬ 

wards six in the afternoon. Although dry¬ 

ness in the air of the house is to be avoided 

immediately after shifting, yet water should 

not be allowed to remain long in the axils of 

the leaves. A little additional heat and air 

will cause such to evaporate. Pot crowns and 

suckers as they can be taken off. Plants that 

have fiowered should have fibrous soil placed 

round the edges of the pots, and packed close to 

the necks of the plants, to encourage fresh roots. 

Supply liquid manure to these occasionally. 

Vines.—Dryness is essential to the keeping 

of ripe grapes in good condition, till required 

for use. Therefore, in dry clear weather, 

abundance of air should be given during the 

day, and a moderate quantity at night; but 

when the weather is wet, with little or no sun¬ 

shine to dry up the damp, a little fire-heat, with 

a free circulation of air at the same time, will 

have a beneficial effect. When the surface.of 

everythingwithinthe house is rendered warmer 

than the external air, evaporation will carry off 

all deposition of moisture. Vineries, in which 

the fruit is swelling, should be kept moist; and 

this will be difficult in such hot dry weather 

as frequently occurs in this month. The paths 

must be kept flooded, the foliage syringed, and, 

in order that it may not be suddenly dried, 

the ventilation should be reduced. In such 

weather, the leaves of a healthy vine carry off 

an immense quantity of moisture by evapora¬ 

tion, and they cannot be long healthy if the 

loss by evaporation is not replaced. The red 

spider will soon afford evident proof of this. 

Remove superfiuous shoots, and unhealthy and 

decaying berries. Prontignans, when ripe, are 

apt to shrivel when the bunches are exposed 

to hot sun, and therefore the front ought to 

be shaded. 

Figs.—Plants, on which the fruit is swelling, 

will require a deal of water at this season. 

Once a-day will not be generally sufficient; the 

best rule is to give them regularly as much 

water as they will take up. The soil in the 

pots or border should never be dry, neither 

should it be constantly soaked as if aquatics 

were to be grown in it. Syringe the foliage, 

and the more frequently, if red spider make 

its appearance. When the fruit begins to ripen, 

gradually reduce the supply of water, and take 

care that no suckers are allowed to spring ujj 

from the root, for the sap will flow to them 

rather than to the fruiting branches. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the crop 

is gathered, the border should be examined to 

see that it has not got too dry; and if it has, 

it should be moderately watered. The trees 

should be regmlarly syringed, and air freely 

admitted, in order to ripen the wood. If the 

weather is favourable, the lights may be en¬ 

tirely taken off. 

Strawberries.—Shift into larger pots those 

that were layered for forcing. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE-GROL’NDS. 

The lawns, walks, and borders should be 

kept in high order, as before directed. Clip 

hedges, and in so doing recollect that the nar¬ 

rower they are kept at top the less naked they 

will be at bottom. If they bound or intersect 

a place laid out in the geometrical style, it 

may be desirable to cut their sides perpendi¬ 

cularly, or so little narrower at top than at 

bottom as not to be perceptible; but there can 

be no necessity for having hedges in the small¬ 

est degree wider at top than at bottom. Cut 

in this manner they are decidedly unsightly, 

and the more care that is taken to trim neatly 

on this bad principle, the more unsightly do 

they appear. Clip box edgings, choosing 
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cloudy weather. Cut in laurels and other 

shrubs that are overgrowing adjoining plants. 

Cut out decaying stalks of herbaceous plants 

from amongst the fresh foliage at bottom, but 

the latter should not be shorn off at the same 

time, as is sometimes done. Yarious rock 

plants -will require to be kept from overrun¬ 

ning their proper bounds, and thus, in a great 

measure, effacing all variety of plants and sm-- 

face. Continue to tie up flower-stems that 

require support. Gather seeds of choice 

flowers as they ripen. Train creepers. Eoses 

on walls should be nailed first at the top, if it 

be not desirable to have the lower part of the 

wall almost naked. Bud roses, and loosen the 

ties of those previously budded. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

The cuttings of any plants which it is desir¬ 

able to propagate should be put in as soon as 

possible, in order that they may get well rooted 

before winter. Pot off .such as are already 

sufficiently rooted. Prick out seedling plants. 

Sow choice annuals for flowering in the green¬ 

house, selecting such kinds as will give variety 

of colour, either among themselves, or along 

with tbe green-house plants that will be in 

flower when these auxiliaries are introduced. 

Anagallis.—Propagate by cuttings. 

Auriculas.—Kepot, if not done in the be¬ 

ginning of summer; place the pots in a frame 

facing the north, and keep close for some days. 

Calceolarias.—Put in cuttings, and sow seed 

as it ripens. 
Camellias.—Propagate the Single Ked by 

cuttings, for stocks. 

Carnations.—Take up and pot layers when 

sufficiently rooted. 

Cinerarias.-—Propagate by cuttings. Use 

siflphur to prevent mildew. Sow seed. 

Heart's-ease.—Sow in pans, and place in a 

cold frame. Cuttings may still be put in. 

Mignonette.—Sow in pots for winter flower¬ 

ing. Place in a frame,but give abundance of air. 

Pelargoniums.—^When the fixst cut down 

plants have pushed sufficiently, take them out 

of the pots, and shake the old soil from the 

roots; shorten the straggling shoots, and re¬ 

pot in smaller pots. Keep close until the 

plants take fresh root, till which time water 

will scarcely be required, but the tops may be 

slightly dewed over occasionally with a fine 

rose. Pi’opagate by cuttings; and seeds may 

be sown. 

Petunias.—Propagate by cuttings, for next 

year. 

Pinks.—Eooted pipings should be protected 

from too hot sun, but otherwise they should 

be freely exposed, night and day, preparatory 

to planting them out. Pot for forcing. 

Poses.—Cuttings may be put in frames, or 

in a warm border under a shaded hand-glass. 

Stocks.—Sow Ten-weeks, for winter flower¬ 

ing. 

Verbenas.—Propagate by cuttings. 

Violets.—Plant the Neapolitan on a pre¬ 

pared bed adapted for being covered with a 

frame in winter. Pot for forcing. 

VI. —GREEN-HOUSE. 

Shift plants that are growing vigorously, 

and have filled their pots with roots. In do¬ 

ing this, more care is requisite than when the 

plants are in a less active state of growth. 

Shade and keep the plants rather close till 

they take fresh root. Keep the pots clean 

from moss, and refresh the soil by top-dress¬ 

ings. Continue to prane, stop, and train, as 

before directed. Eemove decayed leaves and 

flowers. Shade plants in flower, and likewise 

others when the sim is strong. Bud oranges 

and lemons. Take in succulent plants, if 

much wet prevail; and also camellias, if they 

have formed their flower-buds. Attend well 

to the watering of all plants in dry weather, 

and particularly to those gi'owing in peat, 

such as epacrises, Ac. Manure water may be 

given to various plants after they have set for 

blooms. 

VII. -PLANT STOVE. 

The temperature should be maintained, so 

as to admit of more air to ripen the growth 

made in the course of the summer, but the 

house should be shut up early. Where it is 

desirable that plants should not make much 

growth late in the season, the water afforded 

them should be somewhat limited. Continue 

to stop irregular shoots. Attend frequently 

to the training of creepers, for by so doing the 

operation can be much more easily and bet¬ 

ter performed than when the shoots get much 

entangled. Bring in succulents from frames. 

Shift such plants as require it, and especially 

those for flowering in winter and spring. 

Orchids should have a temperature of 7 5° by 

night, and 80° to 90° by sun-heat. Close up 

early in the afternoon. 
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SEPTEMBER. 

County, Place. Lati- 
lude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
Inches. 

No. of 
V ears’ 

Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50° 7' 5°33'W. 67'11 3-83 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 56-95 2-45 30 
Gloucester. Stroud . 51 45 2 13 W. 57-15 2-79 30 

, Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 5AV. 54*02 2-20 20 
Dublin. Dublin ... 53 21 SllW. 56-48 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 59 W. 57-87 25 
Duniii*ies .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 52-21 2-52 19 
Mid.-Loth. Edinburgh 55 4S 3 11 W. 55-00 2-23 20 
Aberdeen.. Aberdeen .. 57 9 2 5W. 56-72 8 
Orkney.. .. Sand wick.. 59 6 3 17W. 52-26 2-76 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

In dry weatlier, the ground should be kept 

well hoed, so that not a vestige of weeds may 

be seen when wet sets in. There will then be 

less occasion to tread and puddle the ground 

in attempting to destroy weeds when the state 

of the weather is unfavourable for doinsf so. 

Cabbage.—Plant out, from the principal 

autumn sowing, 2 feet apart each way, to re¬ 

main for hearting; and plants may be inserted 

intermediately, for use as coleworts. 

C'a7’^foo?^s.—Baud, and earth up full-grown 

plants to blanch. 

Gauliflow&rs.—Plant out the August sow¬ 

ing Avhere they can he protected by hand¬ 

glasses, or other means. If the Aveather is 

mild, another small sowing may he made 

about the middle of the month on a warm 
border. 

Celery.—Earth up for winter use, perform¬ 

ing the operation when the soil is dry. 

Chervil.—A small sowing may be made for 

Avinter supply. 

Corn Salad.—Sow for Avinter and spring use. 

Cress.—Sow in a warm situation. 

Cucumbers.—Gather for pickling. 

Endive.—Plant out successions of Green 

Curled and White-liowered Batavian, and tie 

up for blanching those sufficiently advanced. 

Leeks.—Draw a little earth to the roots. 

Ijeltuce.—Plant out successions in sheltered 

situations, and tie up plants as they become 

tit. Another sowing of the sorts recommend¬ 

ed last month may be made in the beginning 

of this. 

Mustard.—Keep up a succession. 

Onions.—Take up any that may not have 

been fit last month. House those which are 

sufficiently dry. 

Parsley.—Cut down, in order that young 

leaves may be formed before AVinter. 

Pease.—Water the late crop, if the Aveathor 

is dry. 

Potatoes.—Take up and store. 

Radishes.—A small sowing may be made 

for late supply. 

Spinach.—Hoe and thin. If not already 
done, the Avinter crop should be soAvn early in 
the month. 

Turnips.—Hoe and thin. 

ir.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

In this month the protection of ripening 
fruit, and the gathering of it when it is fit, 
require the most urgent attention. Peaches 
and nectarines attract thousands of enemies, 
consisting of wasps, earwigs, flies, and ants; and 
in moist weather snails even will set upon the 
nectarines. The various insects attack in pre¬ 
ference the best and fairest fruits. The great¬ 
est connoisseur could not better select the 
finest flavoured. Therefore, every available 
means should be taken to prevent the depre¬ 
dations which would otherwise be made. Ear¬ 
wigs must be trapped in bean-stalks, as pre- 
Auously directed, and Avasps enticed by some 
sweet beverage into bottles. Wood-lice and 
ants Avill be inclined to emigrate if their 
haunts and hiding-places are daily broken in 
upon by the hoe and rake; of the latter im¬ 
plement it can also be affirmed, that Avhere it 
has been recently plied along the bottom of 
the Avail, and on the border, certain bipeds do 
not like to tread. 

The leaves that shade peaches and nectar¬ 
ines should be turned aside, that the fruit 
may be exposed to the direct rays of the sun. 
Over some of these fruits which it is most im¬ 
portant to preserve, HaUiman’s fruit protec¬ 
tors may be placed. When the fruit of a 
peach or nectarine tree is all gathered, the 
succession shoots should be looked to, and, if 
any of them are crowded, the shoots that have 
borne fruit should be cut back close to the base 
of the succession shoot. This being done, let 
the trees be frequently syringed. The shoots 
of pear trees on Avails will have pushed again; 
let these secondary growths be cut back to 
Avithin 2 inches of their origin. Prejiare 
ground for strawberry plantations, and plant 
in dull Aveather; or the runners may be planted 
6 inches apart in nui’sery beds. 
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III.-FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Kidney Beans.—Sow in pots or boxes, for 

nse in November. Let the pots be only half- 

filled with soil to allow of earthing up the 

young stems. 

Mushrooms.—In this month the spawn natu¬ 

rally vegetates more freely than in any other, 

and it is found to be the most proper time 

for making beds for a supply from November 

till spring. Spawn may be introduced when 

the heat of the bed is 70°, and a little air 

should be given. When the heat of the beds 

declines some time after spawning, cover them 

over with a layer of straw; but care must 

be taken that this do not cause them to be¬ 

come too hot. If this is likely to be the 

case, the covering must be made lighter. 

Between 55° and 60° is a good temperatui'e 

for beds in bearing. 

Cucumbers.—Plant in pits, or rear in boxe.s, 

the plants raised from seeds sown last month 

for winter bearing. Sow again at the end of 

the month. Keep up the heat to those that 

are in bearing. 

Melons.—In this month the temperature 

naturally declines to a considerable extent; 

but fruit, as it approaches maturity, should 

iiave an increased rather than a diminished 

temperature; therefore, more artificial heat 

must be given for this purpose; the linings 

must be tuimed, and if necessary more fer¬ 

menting materials should be added. When 

the heat is well kept up, more air can be 

given than would otherwise be the case, and, 

consequently, the fruit will be better flavour¬ 

ed. Attend frequently to stopping laterals, 

so that there may be few to cut out at any 

one time. Little water should be given, but in 

fine weather the foliage may be refreshed by 

sprinkling it in the mornings with a fine rose. 

Fine Ap^des.—Shift all that require more 

space for their roots. Continue to plant 

suckers and crowns immediately the moisture 

is dried at the ends. When planted or potted, 

water will not be required till they begin to 

push roots; and till these are formed, the 

leaves should not be exposed to sun, nor to 

the drying effects of a circulation of air, but, 

on the contrary, they should be kept shaded, 

and in a warm moist atmosphere. When 

rooted, air should be more freely admitted, 

in order that the plants may not grow too 

slender, and they should then be placed 

near the light. Fruits that are swelling 

should have a high and rather moist tem¬ 

perature, with a bottom heat of 84°; the top 

heat for these may be 7 5° at night, and from 

80° to 90° by day. If the tan has been taken 

away from the sides of the pots on account of 

too great heat, let it be replaced as soon as it 

falls to 84°. Gradually reduce the supply of 

moisture as the fruit approaches maturity. 

Give manure water to succession plants, and 

more of it in clear weather than in dull, for 

in the latter they could not so well digest it. 

Syringe with water of the temperature of 80°. 

A little air should be given in the moi-ning, 

but the house should be shut up early in the 

afternoon. 

Vines.—The wood in the earliest vinery 

ought now to be thoroughly matured. The 

house should be thrown open night and day, 

in order to keep the temperature low. Vege¬ 

tation being thus rendered inactive, the vines 

should be pruned. In doing this, according 

to the spur method, any of them that are too 

long, should be cut nearly close to the branch 

from which they proceed. In vineries where 

the grapes have only just been gathered, and 

the foliage not yet decayed, attention must be 

paid to the ripening of the wood, by admitting 

jdenty of air and sun; and a little fire-heat 

will be necessary when the weather is dull, 

air being given at the same time. When the 

fruit is commencing to colour in the latest 

hquse, plenty of air must be given during the 

day, and a moderate quantity at night. This 

free circulation of air will require fire-heat at 

night, and occasionally a little through the 

day. Remove superfluous shoots and laterals, 

and syringe the foliage, so as to keep it always 

clean and healthy. Vines in pots may now 

be started. 

Figs.—Attend to former directions as re¬ 

gards a regular and plentiful supply of water, 

and if the plants are not over-vigorous, ma¬ 

nure water may be given to those on which 

the fruit is swelling. As the fruit ripens, the 

supply of water must be limited; but still, in 

this case, the quantity, though less, must b,e 

judiciously administered, and so that at no 

period the tissue of the plants get too much 

dried up. 
Peaches and Nectarines.—When the leaves 

begin to lose their hold, take a fine-twigged 

broom, and draw it lightly in a direction from 

the base to the extremities of the shoots, so 

as not to injure the buds. Repeat this oper¬ 

ation at intervals, till the whole are removed. 
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Let all the leaves be picked uj) from the floor 

of the house after each brooming. Expose 

the trees to sun and air. The house should 

be cleaned, and painted if necessary, and like¬ 

wise the sashes. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

Continue to hoe and rake borders, and to 

weed and roll walks. Sweep, roll, and mow 

lawns; and where worm-casts abound on these, 

they should be raked over with an iron rake, 

having short, curved, and thicklj^-set teeth. 

After wet, it would be well to roll the mar¬ 

gins of walks. This will press them a little 

beyond their proper limits; then stretch the 

line, and with the edging-iron cut the edging 

afresh, so as to give the walk its proper breadth. 

Tui’f may now be laid; and if the weather is 

dull, and the nights mild and dewy, as is gene¬ 

rally the case in this month, the grass will soon 

take fresh root, and will become well estab¬ 

lished before winter; as will likewise box, and 

other edgings, if now laid. Dig, trench, or 

otherwise prejiare ground for bulbous roots, 

various kinds of which, taken uji after bloom¬ 

ing, may be planted, such as lilies, narcissus, 

some of the smaller bulbs of tulips, but not 

the principal ones, snowdrops, hyacinths, cro¬ 

cuses, anemones, and ranunculuses. 

Plant perennials that have been cut back 

after flowering; also pinks, carnations, polyan¬ 

thus, and seedling heart’s-ease. Remove and 

plant evergreens towards the end of the month. 

Fill up vacancies with reserve flowering plants, 

so as to maintain a varied dispilay of colour in 

the beds and borders. Propagate, if required, 

evergreens, by cuttings and layers. Sow mig¬ 

nonette, ten-week stocks, and various annuals, 

to flower early next summer. Continue to 

remove decaying stalks of all herbaceous plants 

after flowering. Prune and nail creepers. Tie 

up dahlias, and other plants; also shade the 

flowers of such as require it. Gather seeds 

of all choice plants as they ripen. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

Continue to pot off cuttings as they be¬ 

come sufficiently rooted. These, and plants 

that are shifted, should be kept in a close 

frame, shaded from strong sun, till they strike 

fresh root. Water when the plants require 

it, but rather in the mornings than at night. 

Bulbs that have nearly completed their growth 

should liave the sujipily of water gradually 

diminished. Air should be freely given, to 

render the growth of plants more firm, so that 

they may the better .stand the winter. Pinch 

off the tops of any shoots that are growing 

too long and straggling. Thin annuals sown 

in pots. Propagate half-hardy plants by cut¬ 

tings. Pot bulbs in sandy peat and loam, for 

forcing. Sow annuals, such as rhodanthe, schiz- 

anthus, collinsia, ten-week stocks, <fec. 

Calceolarias.—Repot seedlings; keep clear 

from green fly. 

Carnations.-—In the end of the month, pot 

those that are to be wintered in frames, and 

place the plants near the glas.s, but .shade from 

too strong sun. When layers are taken off 

from the stools, the latter may be potted for 

forcing. 

Chrysanthemums.—Water with liquid ma¬ 

nure. Thin the buds where particularly flne 

specimens of flowers are desired. 

Fuchsias.—The plants in flower should be 

kept rather cool, and have but little water. 

Mignonette.—Sow in pots for succession. 

When the plants come up, thin them pro¬ 

perly before the roots or tops affect each 

other. Attend carefully to give moderate 

watering. 

Pelargoniums.—Those standing out of doors 

should be taken in, sooner or later, according 

as the state of the weather may render neces¬ 

sary. The earlier in the month the better, if 

it is wet and cold. 

Pinhs.—Some of these may be potted, to be 

preserved in frames for flowering in pots, or 

for planting out where vacancies may occur. 

Roses (in pots).—Pruiie for forcing. Those 

required to bloom the earliest should not be 

much shortened, as the buds near the base of 

the shoots do not push so quickly as those 

near the extremities. Propagate China roses 

by cuttings. 

Verbenas.—Pot off singly, into small pots, as 

the cuttings become rooted. 

VI.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

Preparations must now be made for bring¬ 

ing into the green-house the plants that were 

turned out. Complete, in the first place, all 

necessary repairs in the house. If heated by 

a flue, this should be examined and cleaned, 

if requisite; but, at all events, straw should 

be burned in the furnace, so as to produce a 

large volume of smoke, for the purpose of as- 
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certainiug whether there may he any cracks 

in the flue, by which gases could escape. Any 

large specimens left in the house should be 

taken through hand, and thoroughly cleaned, 

as this can be done more readily before the 

other plants are introduced. According to 

the state of the weather, the plants must 

be taken in earlier or later in the month. 

Commence by bringing in the more tender 

sorts; and succulents ought not to be left ex- 

2)osed to continued damp or soaking rains. 

But, before any plants are taken in, see that 

they are in a good healthy condition, and that 

their drainage is perfect; if in any case it is 

not, then repot. Let the surface of the soil 

in all the pots be taken off, and replaced with 

fresh. The pots should be washed clean, and 

no moss should be allowed to appear. Plants 

in pots, on damp soil, will draw moisture from 

the latter, but, when deprived of this moistiue 

by being placed on a dry stage, they are apt to 

sufier, if not well attended to with water. Give 

abundance of air to ripen the wood. Most 

things will now bear the sun’s rays, so that 

little shading will be required. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

The best time for encouraging the growth 

of stove exotics, is when the least artificial 

means are required, when the heat of summer 

renders fires almost unnecessary, and when the 

amount of light is greatest. That season is 

I nearly over; and it now becomes necessary fo 

jirepare for the approach of winter, by endea¬ 

vouring to give firmness to the growths already 

made, rather than to encourage further luxuri¬ 

ance. Plenty of air must therefore be given; 

the plants must be kejit drier both at root and 

top; water should be given in the mornings, 

so that it may evaporate before the house is 

shut up. Fire-heat, more or less, may have to 

be applied at night, but the temperatiu-e should 

then be lower than in the previous months, 

when moisture was not necessarily withheld. 

Although diyness is recommended, it must 

not be carried too far; in other words, it must 

be understood, relatively, as a state of mucli 

less moisture than that maintained in former 

months, and it should be gradually brought 

on. If, in consequence of this drier condition, 

red spider, or other insects, make their ap¬ 

pearance, the house must be occasionally shut 

up moist. 

Various plants may be removed to hot pits, 

to make room for others that will now have 

to be returned to the stove from the green¬ 

house, on the latter being filled with its proper 

inmates. Let these have their foliage and pots 

well cleaned before they are taken to theii- 

fresh quarters. By maintaining the heat in 

the orchid-house throughout the day, and al¬ 

lowing a tolerably free circulation of air, the 

pseudo-bulbs will become firm and less apt to 

shrivel. The temperature at night should 

now be lowered to 70°. 

OCTOBER 

County. Place. Lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser¬ 
vations. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50” r 5”33'W. 53-36 3-60 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 50-00 2-80 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 49-60 2-91 30 
Lincoln.. .. Boston. 52 48 0 5W. 49-25 2-44 20 
Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11W. 50-08 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool.. 53 25 2 59 W. 51-64 25 
Dumfries .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 46-35 3-66 19 
Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh 55 48 3 11 W. 49-00 2-40 20 
Aberdeen . Aberdeen.. 67 9 2 6W. 49-97 8 
Orkney. Sandwick.. 59 5 3 17W. 47-64 4-99 26 

I.—KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

Prepare vacant ground for future crops. 

Remove all fallen and decaying leaves; and 

continue to hoe, weed, and stir the ground 

occupied by crops. Dress the herb borders. 

Draw earth to the stems of the cabbage tribe. 

Finish planting out for spring 

use and for cole worts. 

Cardoons.—Continue to band and eai'th up 

for blanching. 

Carrots.—^Take up part of the crop and 

store in sand. Clean and thin yoimg crops 

sown for use early in spring. 

Cauliflowers.—-Prick out where the plants 

can be protected in winter, either by frames, 

hand-glasses, or hoops and mats. 

Celery.—Continue to earth up. Prepare 

thatched hurdles, or other materials, for pro¬ 

tecting the plants from frost. 

Chives.—Plant divisions of the roots in 

patches 9 inches apart. 

Endive.—Continue to blanch as it is re¬ 

quired for use. The Curled may be blanched 

by laying tiles over it. 

Garlic.—Towards the end of the montli 

plant the cloves, 6 inches apart, in shallow 

6 
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drills 1 foot asunder. Eeserve part for another 

plantation in the spring; if the soil is damp the 

whole had better be deferred till that season.^ 

Lettuce.—Plant out on warm borders from 

autumn sowings. 

Kasiurtiums.—Gather for pickling. 

Onions.—In wet days look over those stored 

up, and remove any that may be spoiled. 

Potatoes.—Take up and store in narrow 

ridges. Expose the tubers to light as short 

time as possible. Those intended for sets may, 

on the contrary, be greened in the sun. 

Shallots.—See Garlic. 

Tomatoes.—Gather fruit and hang up in a 

warm place, or lay them on a hurdle, or on 

wicker-work, in a frame or vinery. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

Most kinds of ajiples and pears will be fit 

for gathering in the course of this month. 

As a general rule, they should be taken when 

the fruit readily parts from the spur on being 

lifted with the hand to a horizontal position. 

In that case the stalk does not break, but 

separates at its junction with the spur. But 

if it does not thus separate, and requires pull¬ 

ing or twisting to break, the fimit is, with 

some exceptions, not fit for gathering. Care 

should be taken not to bruise the fruit; it is 

covered with a sort of bloom or waxy matter 

which ought not to be rubbed off. Some, 

very properly, do not even touch very choice 

jiears, but gather them by taking hold of the 

stalks. The late-keeping sorts should be stored 

in a compartment, where the exhalations from 

the early ripening kinds will not reach them. 

Admit air chiefly when the external tempera¬ 

ture is equal to that inside the.room, or nearly 

so. The snrface of the fruit becomes wet when 

air of much higher temperature is brought 

in contact with it, the moisture of the air 

being condensed by the relatively colder fruit. 

Some kinds of plums, such as Coe’s Golden 

Drop, and Ickworth Imperatrice, may be laid 

in a dry place for a week, and then wrapped 

in tissue paper and placed in shallow boxes, in 

a dry room, till required for use in winter. 

Gather filberts, medlars, quinces, and wal¬ 

nuts. Dry filberts on hurdles, for packing in 

jars, with their husks. 

Protect the fruit of late peaches on walls 

from cold at night. When the leaves of 

peach and nectarine trees begin to fall, take a 

fine-twigged birch broom and lightly touch 

the leaves, moving the broom from the base 

of the branches towards their extremities. 

The leaves that are thus very easily removed 

are of no use as regards the vegetation of the 

tree; and by di.sjiensing with them, more sun 

and air will be admitted for the better ma¬ 

turing the wood of the young shoots. 

Collect soil for fruit-tree borders that re¬ 

quire to be renewed, or for partial renewal, 

where trees require to be replaced. Planting 

may be commenced as soon as the leaves have 

dropped, bnt not before, otherwise they eva¬ 

porate moi’e moisture than the roots are pre¬ 

pared to supply, and consequently the shoots 

become shrivelled. 

Propagate gooseberries and currants by cut¬ 

tings, taking care to pick out the eyes from 

the lower part of the cutting, and as high up 

as 3 inches above the depth to which it will 

be inserted in the soil. Make fresh planta¬ 

tions of raspberries and strawberries. 

III.-FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Chicory.—Take up and plant in pots or 

boxes for forcing. 

Endive.—Plant under hand-glasses, or in 

frames. 

Kidney Beans.—Earth up and place near 

the glass. Give water as they require it, which 

will be more frequently as the plants advance 

in growth. 

Lettuce.—Transplant under hand-glasses, on 

a prepared slope facing the south, or in frames, 

some of the Brown Cos, Green Paris Cos, 

Hardy Hammersmith, and Neapolitan Cab¬ 

bage lettuces. Pre2iare a sloping bed, about 

1 foot thick, of decayed materials and litter, 

not for heat, but to act as drainage. Over 

this, place a frame and fill it to within 6 inches 

of the toji with light rich soil. Sow in this, 

for planting out in the open ground early in 

spring, the White Paris Cos, a little of the 

Green Paris Cos, and the Neapolitan Cabbage 

lettuce. Keep the sashes close and shaded 

till the seeds germinate, then give plenty of 

air. An old hot-bed, with the frame filled up 

with soil, will answer very well for raising 

and keeping lettuce plants during the winter. 

Mushrooms.—Maintain a moist atmosphere 

by sprinkling the paths, and other surfaces, 

within the house; but water must not be ap¬ 

plied directly to the beds. Where fire-heat 

is at command, or if the house is heated with 

2)ipes, a dense steam can easily be raised. The 
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temperature of the air of the house should be 

about 60°. Admit a little fresli air for a .short 

time every day. 

Cucumbers. — Sow for winter produce, or 

propagate by cuttings. If sown on the first 

of the month, the jjlants will be fit to trans¬ 

plant into the fruiting pit about the end of 

tlie month. It is highly essential that the 

young plants should be kept as near the glass 

as possible, without touching it. Without 

plenty of light they cannot make good roots. 

Melons may yet-be fruited; but the sun’s 

rays, byr which their flavour is chiefly influ¬ 

enced, have now much declined. Keep the 

plants warm and dry, giving as much air as 

the state of the v eather will permit. 

Fine Apples.—If the bottom heat is likely 

to decline below 84°, preparations to renew 

the bed must be made where tan and dung are 

used. In doing this, a portion of the old tan 

should be well mixed with the new, and some 

of the oldest will have to be dispensed with. 

It is, however’, of essential importance that 

the plants should be raised as near the glass 

as possible; and therefore the quantity re¬ 

moved must be regulated accordingly. If 

leaves are the heating material, some hot tan 

should be worked in near the pots till the 

leaves can be collected. 

The fmiting plants should be put into a 

house by themselves, or if such accommodation 

cannot be afforded, they should be placed at 

the warmest end of the house. These plants 

should have manure water occasionally tiU the 

fruit is swelled; but when this is the case, all 

watering should be withheld, and it is desira¬ 

ble, on account of flavour, that they should be 

kept in a dry, hot, yet ventilated atmosphere, 

of 70° at night, but with sun-heat as high as 

85° or 90° in the day. The temperature for 

succession plants should be gradually lowered 

in the course of the month to 60° at night, 

and should not exceed 70° by day. This tem¬ 

perature will not much excite their vegeta¬ 

tion, and they will afterwards succeed better 

than if completely checked in their growth by 

the very low temperature to which they are 

sometimes artificially subjected. 

Vines.—The latest vinery should have a tem¬ 

perature of 60° at mght, and 70° by day, or 80° 

by sun-heat. Give plenty of air to carry off ex¬ 

halations, which would otherwise jmove injiu’i- 

ous, more especially at this season of the year. 

Presuming that the shoots in the earliest 

house are perfectly matured, the vines should 

be pruned and all the rough loose bark stripped 

off. The house should be thoroughly cleaned 

—the rafters, sashes, and all wood-work—with 

soft soap, taking care, however, that the latter 

be washed off the glass. The vines should then 

be washed with warm soap-suds, and afterwards 

anointed with a mixture of soft soap and sul¬ 

phur. The walls should be white-washed with 

lime and sulphur; the flues may be brushed 

over with cement water quickly applied. This 

being done earlier or later in the month,accord¬ 

ing as the demand may be for very early grapes, 

the sashes should be put on and a moist atmo¬ 

sphere maintained. A higher temperature 

will be required to start the vines at this sea¬ 

son than in January or February. Cover the 

border with a good thickness of materials that 

will prevent the escape of heat, srich as leaves, 

fern, straw, or long litter. There should be a 

good thickness laid on, and in a manner that 

will throw off the cold winter rains. 

Fiffs.—A temperature of 60° to 65° will be 

required to ripen off the late crop; and 10° 

higher by sun-heat may be allowed with plenty 

of air. As the external temperature declines, 

a little more fire-heat should be given. Keep 

the floor and air of the house dry. Water only 

at the root, and that very sparingly. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—If the shoots still 

continue to vegetate, fire-heat must be given, 

with abundance of air, and the house should 

be kept dry. When all the leaves are com¬ 

pletely cleared off, the trees may be jiruned. 

IV.-FLOWEE GAEKEX AND PLEASUKE-GROUNDS. 

With cold nights and a general decline of 

temperature, the green colour of the leaves of 

many trees gives place to varied tints of yel¬ 

low, brown, red, and purple; but rich as these 

hues appear, the g-ardener must look upon 

them as the forerunners of stormy blasts, with 

cold and heavy rain, or otherwise of frosty 

nights. He must therefore be in readiness to 

take up such plants as would suffer fi'om in¬ 

clement weather, such as pelargoniums, fu¬ 

chsias, salvias, dahlias, itc. 

The lawns should be kept well rolled and 

closely mown, for if this is not done before 

winter, they can neither be so easily nor so 

smoothly cut in spring; besides, as it will now 

be frequently necessary to remove fallen leaves, 

the latter can be much more easily swept uj) 

when the grass is smooth and cut short, than 

when it is otherwise. The walks should be 
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kept well rolled, and their edgings neatly cut. 

When walks, edgings, and lawns are in high 

keeping, the garden, though not now so gay 

with flowers as in summer, will, nevertheless, 

have a pleasing efiect, from contrast with the 

wreck of vegetation elsewhere. 

Plant bulbs, such as crocus, narcissus, tulips, 

hyacinths, and snowdrops. A portion of ran¬ 

unculuses and anemones may be planted now, 

reserving some for planting in spring in case 

of accident. When Tiger lilies have done grow¬ 

ing, they may be taken up, parted, and re¬ 

planted. Plant heart’s-ease, wallflowei’s, stocks, 

sweet-williams, and other biennial and peren¬ 

nial flowering plants, raised in the course of 

the season from seeds or cuttings. Seeds of 

hardy annuals may be sown where they are 

intended to flower. Evergreens may be plant¬ 

ed any time this month; and all deciduous 

trees and shrubs immediately after their leaves 

have fallen. 

V,-PITS AND FRAMES. 

Additional artificial heat will now be re¬ 

quired for the warmest division of these, in 

which cuttings are being struck, or where 

bulbs and various other plants are to be intro¬ 

duced for forcing, in order that a supply of 

flowers may be kept up during the winter. 

This may be kept at a temperature of 75°. 

Another pit heated only to 55° or 60° will be 

very useful for bringing forward many things 

that would otherwise not succeed so well, if 

at once introduced to the higher temperature, 

to which they may afterwards be properly 

subjected. This is a safe arrangement for all 

hardy or half-hardy plants intended to be 

forced. 

Give plenty of air to rooted cuttings, and 

to bedding-out plants. Remove all dead leaves, 

and keep the glass clean. 

Auriculas.—Tliose standing out should now 

be taken into a frame, with a southern aspect. 

Give plenty of air, and water sparingly. 

Calceolarias.—Repot in rich soil, mixed 

with silver sand. 

Carnations.—Expose to free air as mucli as 

possible; for any protection not required is 

absolutely injurious. Dust with sulphur to 

prevent mildew. 

Heart's-ease.—Pot a considerable portion, 

in case those in the open ground should be 

injured in winter. 

Hollyhocks.—Choice sorts may be propaga¬ 
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ted by cuttings at any time when these can be 

obtained. 

Hyacinths.-—Pot, and introduce to gentle 

heat. Those potted some time back will bear 

forcing in greater heat. 

Lily of the Valley.—Pot for forcing ; intro¬ 

duce to slight heat, and keep shaded till fresh 

roots are formed. 

Lobelias.—Divide, and pot in small pots. 

Mignonette.—Introduce to gentle heat for 

flowering. Prepare to shelter the stock in 

case of early frosts. 

Polyanthus.—See Auriculas. 

Roses.-—Those in pots for forcing may now 

be shifted and pruned. The compost used 

should consist of fresh loam, enriched with 

rotten dung. Be sparing of water till growth 

commences. If some are introduced to gentle 

heat, they will probably be in flower about 

Christmas. 

Verbenas.—Keep the young stock near the 

glass, giving plenty of air. Be now careful in 

watering, especially if any of the pots are not 

well filled with roots to act as di'ainage. 

VI.—GREEN-HOUSE. 

The more hardy kinds of green-house plants 

that may have been left out, or having tem¬ 

porary shelter afibrded, should be taken in 

before frosty nights occur, or greater cold 

generally prevail than is usual in their native 

countries. Plants introduced in a flowering 

state from pits to the green-house, and now 

getting out of flower, must therefore be re¬ 

moved to make room for those above referred 

to. In arranging these, endeavour to keep 

the hard and soft-wooded kinds as much apart 

as possible; the placing of broad-leaved plants 

of an herbaceous nature in proximity to nar¬ 

row-leaved, hard-wooded plants has not a plea¬ 

sing efiect, and it is injurious, for the hard- 

wooded suffer from the shade and exhalations 

of the other kinds. 

Heaths, and other plants liable to suffer 

from damp, should be placed where the air in 

fine weather can freely circulate amongst 

them. Remove all dead leaves, decayed 

flowers, and everything that would cause 

mouldiness. Give air day and night when 

the weather is favourable. A little fire-heat, 

with air at top at the same time, may be ne¬ 

cessary to expel damp. Water sparingly, as 

a general rule, but with discrimination, as re¬ 

gards the greater or less activity of growth in 
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the vigorous growing subjects. Clirysantlie- 
mums, and other plants advancing to flower, 
will require a liberal supply of water, and 
occasionally manure water should be given. 

Pelargoniums for flowering in May should 
now be finally shifted, and likewise such of 
the young stock as have filled the pots with 
roots. They must be watered very sparingly, 
but care should be taken that they do not 
sufier for want of the small quantity they ab¬ 

solutely do require. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

The mean temperature may now be 70° at 
night, and air should be given when the 
thermometer reaches 80“ by sun-heat. Sy¬ 
ringe occasionally to clean the foliage; but, 
generally speaking, the house should be kept 

x’ather diy. Water should therefore be given 
chiefly in fine days, and in the forenoon, in 
order that with a little air the damp may be 
sufiiciently dried up before the ventilators 
are closed, which should be early in the after¬ 
noon. Gesneras, Sinningias, Gloxinias, &c., 
should be kept dry. Place small plants near 
the light. Endeavour to keep all plants clear 
of insects. Creepers that lose their leaves 
should be cleaned and pruned. 

Orchids should have a night temperature 
of from 65° to 70°, and 80° by day; the 
Mexican kinds, 60° by night, and 70° by day. 
Shut up at two P.M., or soon after, according 
to the state of the weather. Any kinds that 
are beginning to grow, should be placed in 
the warmest part of the house, and near the 

light. 

NOVEMBER. 

County. Place. 
lati¬ 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Bain 
in 

inches. 

No. of 
Tears’ 
Obser¬ 

vations, 

Cornwall... Penzance... 50° r 5°33'W. 47-54 5-47 21 
Middlesex.. Chiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 42-93 2-31 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 51 45 2 13 W. 41-50 3-29 30 

Lincoln. Boston. 52 48 0 5W. 42-34 2-01 20 
Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11 W. 43-69 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool... 53 25 2 69 W. 45-05 25 
Dumfries... Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 40-83 3-05 19 
Mid-Loth.. Edinburgh. 55 48 3 11 W. 43-00 2-75 20 
Aberdeen.. Aberdeen... 67 9 2 5W. 43*18 8 
Orkney. Sandwick... 59 5 3 17 W. 42-59 4-38 26 

I.-KITCHEN GABDEN DEPARTMENT. 

It is now advisable to plan for next year’s 
crojis, so that as ground becomes cleared it 
may be properly treated for the kind of crop 
with which it is to be next planted or sown. 
IVlost crops ought to have manure, and some 
a great deal more than others. Trenching is 
generally advantageous, and stiff soils parti¬ 
cularly should be ridge-trenched. Collect 

leaves and other refuse for manure, and other 
purposes. Prepare protection for such things 
as endive, lettuces, and celery. 

Artichokes.—Towards the end of the month, 
or before frost sets in, cut off the long leaves 
to within 1 foot of the ground. Dig the lat¬ 
ter, bxit so as not to cut the roots. Mulch 
with litter, fern, or leaves, to protect from 
frost, packing the protecting materials close 
to the plants all round, but not over their 
hearts. 

Asparagus.—Cut down the stems, and clean 
the beds from weeds. 

Beans.—Towards the end of the month a 
small sowing of the Early Mazagan, or Mar¬ 
shall’s Dwarf Prolific, may be made. Sow in 
a warm border, in rows 2 feet apart. 

Cabbage.—Hoe and clean between the rows; 
or loosen the soil with small three-pronged 
drags. Remove all decaying leaves. 

Cardoons.—Continue to earth up and pro¬ 

tect. 
Cavlijlowers.—Those that have formed near¬ 

ly full-sized heads, should have a leaf or two 
broken, so as to bend over to protect from 

slight frosts. 
Celery.—Continue to earth up, and protect 

from eaily frosts, which are frequently suc¬ 
ceeded by heavy rains, causing the plants to 
rot, if previou.sly allowed to be injured by frost. 

Endive.—Continue to tie up for blanching. 
Remove some from borders, and plant on a 

dry slope. Protect from frost. 
Garlic.—Plant, as directed for the end of 

last month, if not then done. 
Horse Radish may be planted. 
Pease.—Sow the Early Frame and Eaily 

Charlton on a south border, or other warm 
sheltered situation. These two, if sown at the 
same time, will form a succession. Set traps 
for mice, or adopt any other available means 
to prevent their attacking the jiease. 

Potatoes may be planted; the sets should 
be placed 7 or 8 indies deep in case of severe 

frost. 
i Sea Kale—Remove decayed leaves. Put 
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some earth over the crowns, and cover with 

litter, preparatory to placing pots over the 

plants. 

Shallots.—See Garlic. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

The hardy fruit trees generally cultivated 

are deciduous, and all such trees are best 

planted when the leaves have fallen; for 

these evaporate more or less in proportion 

to the nature and extent of their surface, the 

heat of the weather, and dryness of the air. 

The weather at this time is generally cool 

and moist; yet in dry and sunny intervals 

the leaves must evaporate, and whilst they 

have any living connection with the tree, they 

will drain more moisture from it than the re¬ 

moved, partially mutilated, and unestahlished 

roots can supply—even some of the juices which 

maintained the plumpness of the shoots is ab¬ 

stracted, and the bark shrivels. This is not 

the case, under the same circumstances of 

weather, when tlie tree is planted without 

leaves. But as soon as the leaves have fallen, 

planting should be immediately performed, 

or, if only a few leaves remain, they may be 

cut or pinched off. 

In favourable soils and situations, most 

fruit-trees may be planted sooner or later in 

the month, as they become in fit condition, as 

above explained. In some cases where the 

trees have made late growths, that retain 

green foliage after the earlier formed leaves 

are quite mature, those late productions may 

be pruned off; for this, in all probability, would 

have to be done at last, owing to their being 

recently formed and too immature to be re¬ 

tained in a transplanted tree. 

Prepare holes for the reception of the trees, 

and let them be as wide at bottom as at top, 

and rather deeper at the sides than in the 

middle—that is to say, the bottom of the hole 

should be convex instead of concave, as is too 

frequently the case. In taking up trees, en¬ 

deavour to preserve the roots as much as 

possible. If the tree is large, let a wide and 

deep opening be made, so that it may be un¬ 

dermined with greater freedom. When taken 

up, let all bruised rootlets be cut clean off 

with a sharp knife. Plant as soon as jiossible 

after taking uji, and as deep as the trees 

were in the ground before removal. Spread 

out the fibres, and introduce the soil carefully 

among them. Do not allow it to be thrown 

against them, so as to reverse the position 

they ought to occupy. Water, in order to 

wash the soil into the cavities among the 

roots. Standard trees should be staked when 

planted; and if all newly-planted trees can 

be mulched before winter, so much the better. 

This is the best time for removing and re¬ 

planting pear, apjile, plum, and cherry trees, 

with the view of bringing them soon into a 

bearing state. In good soil, where these are 

apt to grow too much to wood, this is a very 

beneficial proceeding; and in bad subsoils it 

affoi’ds an opportunity of placing tlie roots in¬ 

clining to penetrate such in a more horizontal 

direction in the better top soil. In planting 

wall-trees, let the stems be 6 or 8 inches from 

the wall, otherwise in growing they would 

press against it. If the soil, from heavy rains, 

is in bad condition for planting, it may be ex¬ 

pedient to defer the operation till next month; 

or if circumstances should then be unfavour¬ 

able, it is better to embrace the earliest oppor¬ 

tunity in spring. 

Soon after the fall of the leaf, pruning may 

be commenced as regards the apricot, peach, 

nectarine, vine, plum, cherry, pear, and apple. 

Also, gooseberries, currants, and raspberries, 

if not pruned last month. After wall-trees 

are pruned, the wall should be washed, and 

the trees likewise, taking care, however, that 

the buds are not injured in any way by the 

operation. Remove all decayed leaves of wall- 

trees from the borders, and buiy them as ma¬ 

nure in other parts of the garden that are 

being trenched. When the trees are pmned, 

and all cleaned up at the bottom of the wall, 

nailing may be proceeded with. Unnail fig 

trees, and tie them in bundles, ready for being 

protected by spruce branches, fern, or straw, on 

the appearance of frost. 

Attend to ailing the fruit-room, and remove 

from it all fruit exliibiting the least symptom 

of decay. 

HI.—FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Asparagus.—This may be forced in two 

ways: the plants may either be taken up and 

planted on a hot-bed prepared for the purpose; 

or, without removal, a frame may be placed 

over the plants, and heating materials applied 

to force them in the beds, in the open ground, 

where they have grovm. The first produces 

smaller shoots, but tliey may be had in greater 

number from under the same extent of glass. 
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The plants must be taken up carefully, with 

all the roots possible, and planted closely to¬ 

gether on the bed amongst light rich earth or 

vegetable mould. The temperature should be 

between 60° and 70° both for top and bottom 

heat. The lights should be kept close till 

the asparagus begins to appear, and then a 

little air should be admitted, to give the 

nattrral green colour to the tops. In the 

other mode, the frames should be placed on 

the beds, and a covei’ing of light rich soil or 

vegetable mould put over the crowns; then 

the frame is filled up with soil, if light enough, 

from the trenches; the latter are filled with 

hot dung to the top of the frames. The sashes 

are then put on, and kept close. 

Gavlijloviers.—^Those in frames should be 

kept hardy by exposure at aU times, except in 

frosty nights or during heavy rains. 

Chicory.—Introduce some of that in pots 

or boxes to gentle heat, in a dark place, to 

grow and blanch. 

Endive.—Take up plants from the open 

ground, and plant in dry light soil in frames 

for blanching. A turf pit filled with good 

light soil, laid sloping, may he planted with 

endive, which could be protected with thatched 

hurdles in severe weather. 

Kidney Beans.-—Sow in succession. When 

the plants come up, remove them as near the 

light as possible. Fill up the pots as the 

plants advance. 

Lettuce.—Prepare a slight hot-bed, which 

should have a temperature of about 55°. Cover 

it with vegetable mould or rich light soil. 

Plant with Cabbage lettuces. Ee careful not 

to water after planting till the plants have 

made fresh roots; and at all times give no 

more than is absolutely necessary. Remove 

decaying leaves from these and other lettuce 

plants. Transplant Cos lettuces, under bell- 

glasses, in frames where a very slight bottom 

heat remains. Sow in frames some of the 

Hardy Hammersmith and Neapolitan Cabbage 

lettuce. 

Mint.—Plant some roots in pots or boxes; 

the former are the most convenient for moving 

into any spare corner of a w'arm place. 

Mushrooms.—Prepare beds for succession; 

cover with loamy soil a portion of those for¬ 

merly made up. The layer should be about 

3 inches thick, and firmly pressed. Attend to 

sprinkling the floor, and to maintaining a 

proper degree of moisture in the atmosphere. 

Mustard and Cress.—Sow in succession. 

Radishes.—Sow in frames, or in the open air, 

in a bed hooped over, ready to support a cover¬ 

ing in case of frost or other inclement weather. 

Rhubarb.—Roots may now be taken up 

and forced in any warm place that may be 

found convenient, whether in frames, mush¬ 

room-houses, or near a flue in a vinery. 

Sea /iTafe.—Take up old roots, or, in pre¬ 

ference, two or three year old plants raised on 

purpose, and plant in light soil in large deep 

pots; give no water when planted, otherwise 

the roots would be liable to rot. Place in a 

warm frame, mushroom-house, or elsewhere, in 

a heat of about 60°. 

Cucumbers.—Those sown in the end of Sep¬ 

tember will now require to be planted in the 

frames where they are to bear. Keep the 

glass of the sashes clean, so as to admit as 

much light as possible. Maintain a bottom 

heat of 75°, and the top heat about the same; 

but this may rise to 80° with sun-heat, air 

being admitted at the same time. Water in 

the early part of the day, taking care that the 

temperature of the w'ater is about 75°, or 

nearly that of the air in the frames. 

Pine Apples.—A. low temperature is recom¬ 

mended for pines during the winter months 

when light is deficient, and in a relative sense 

this is very proper. But serious errors have 

been committed in estimating what is really a 

low temperature for the pine apple. Assum¬ 

ing that it will grow and ripen at a tempera¬ 

ture of 80°, and that wheat will also grow and 

ripen at 60°, would not the constitution of 

the latter be injured by a mean temperature 

of 25° lower, or down to 35° ? And if 25° 

below a fair growing temperature be injurious 

to wheat, must it not be supposed that 25° 

lower than the growung temperature of the 

pine apple, or down to 55°, will be injuri¬ 

ous to its constitution, although from the 

strong fibre of its leaves they may not so im¬ 

mediately show the bad effects of such treat¬ 

ment as wheat would do? The roots must be 

kept in activity, otherwise they will decay. 

Maintain, therefore, a bottom heat of 75° to 

80°, and a top heat of 65° to 70°. If the 

weather is sunless and cold, so that air cannot 

be given, the tempei’ature in that case must 

be somewhat lowered, in order that the plants 

may not be drawn up. Fruiting plants will 

require a higher temperature, say ! 5 ; and 

having more heat, take care that they have 

just sufficient moisture af. root. The air of 

the house should also be kept tolerably moist 
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whilst the fruit is swelling, by si^rinkling aucl 

gentle steaming. 

y'ines.— The mean temperature of this 

month is, on the average, little above 40° j 

and the air is generally saturated with mois¬ 

ture. When this is the case, moisture will be 

deposited on all substances exposed to the air, 

if they are not warmer than it is. Grapes 

that are ripe should therefore be kept warmer 

than the air, otherwise they will be liable to 

damp. The application of fire-heat would 

efiect this; but if it were applied suddenly, 

and without air being given at the same time, 

the heated air would deposit moisture upon 

the berries; for although these would ulti¬ 

mately acquire the same temperature as that 

of the air surrounding them, yet for a time 

they would be colder, and so long as this is 

the case, they would act as condensers of the 

moisture in the warmer air in contact with 

them. The more rapidly the air is heated, 

the greater for a time will be the difference 

between the temperature of the fruit and that 

of the air, and, of course, the slower the heat¬ 

ing, the less at any time will be the difference. 

Give, therefore, in damp weather a little fire- 

heat in the morning, and admit air. If the 

nights are cold, the temperature of the house 

should not be allowed to fall lower than 45°. 

The house in which forcing is to be commenced 

for the earliest crop, or to have frait ripe in 

April, should be shut up in the beginning of 

the month. As a higher temperature will 

be required to start vegetation in the vines at 

this season than in spring, the temperature 

may be, when the house is first shut up, from 

45° to 50° at night, and 55° to 60° by day; and 

by the end of the month it should be gradu¬ 

ally raised 5° higher, or to 50° or 55° at night, 

and 60° or 65° in the day. This may either be 

attained by heating materials, sirch as tan, or a 

mixture of dung and leaves in the floor of the 

house, or by a little fire-heat. Syringe the 

vines twice a-day, and sprinkle the paths and 

flues occasionally, so as to maintain a moist 

atmosphere. If vines in pots have started for 

some very early fruit, the shoots should be 

stopjjed when they have grown 1 foot in length. 

After the leading shoot is stopped, the lateral 

will push from the joint to which the shoot 

was stopped. This lateral, if allowed to grow, 

would form a leader, but it would be a weakly 

growth compared to that of the original shoot. 

Close to the base of the lateral, a bud will, how¬ 

ever, be observed, which is the principal one, 

but it would not break till next season, if the 

lateral were allowed to go on; therefore, the 

latter must be pinched off almost close to its 

base, and then the principal bud will start. 

Mffs.-—After the crop) is gathered, the plants 

should be gradually subjected to a lower tem¬ 

perature, and then shifted if necessary; or at 

all events the top soil should be taken off and 

replaced with fresh. The pots should then 

be placed in an airy house or shed, where the 

temperature can be prevented from ever fall¬ 

ing below 40°. Of course, water will scarcely 

be required under these circumstances, but 

the roots must not be allowed to get too dry. 

PeacJies and Nectarines. — The trees should 

be freely exposed to the air. The sashes may 

even be taken off in the early part of the 

month, and this will afford an opportunity for 

i-epairing and painting them. 

Cherries.—Examine the trees, and shift all 

those requu’ing more room for their roots 

into larger pots or tubs. Top-dress the others. 

Plunge in leaves, or otherwise mulch, so as to 

protect the roots from frost. 

Strawberries.—The pots should be protected 

from frost, and also from heavy rains, which 

woiild wash the nutritive principles out of the 

soil, unless the rain pass through a mulching 

of leaves or long dung. The pots may there¬ 

fore be placed under a roof, or piled horizon¬ 

tally, or p)laced in a frame. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE-GROUNDS. 

The general appearance of this department 

cannot now be so gay as it was in the six 

previous months, when a rich display of 

flowers in the beds and borders contrasted 

with the smooth green lawn, and clean, well- 

rolled gravel walks. But the beauty of the 

lawn and wulks may stdl be continued, pro¬ 

vided they are well kept according to the 

usual routine, and are frequently cleared of 

fallen leaves. The expense of removing the 

latter is partly compensated by their value 

as manure, or for heating and protecting. 

The beds and borders should likewise be 

cleared of annuals done flowering, and of all 

decayed portions of herbaceous plants. Where 

no material alterations are intended, all the 

borders and beds should be kept raked; but 

if alterations are to be made, now is the time 

to proceed with them—the earlier in the month 

the better, provided the ground is in working 

condition; for this is the most favourable 
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season for planting most kinds of ornamental 

trees and shrubs. Plants that grow in peat 

soil, such as rhododendrons, azaleas, kalmias, 

(fee., are, however, more safely planted in 

spring. Unless the groimd he wet, roses and 

all deciduous shrubs are best planted in the 

present month. Stake newly-planted trees 

that would be in danger of having their roots 

disturbed in consequence of wind. Prune 

and nail creepers. Deciduous trees and shrubs 

are generally best pruned as soon as their 

leaves have fallen. Any movement of sap 

that does take place is then wholly directed 

towards the buds that are left, instead of 

being distributed among these and others 

along the entire shoot; the former, conse¬ 

quently, break with greater vigour in spring, 

and produce stronger shoots. Although an 

early frost may have somewhat blackened the 

foliage of dahlias, the plants may still remain 

in the ground; for the longer they can do so 

with safety, the better. When the weather 

rendem it absolutely necessary, they should 

be taken up. Choose a dry day; cut the 

stems to within 6 or 8 inches of the ground; 

dig up the roots, and place them with the 

stem downwards, so that the water which 

drains from it may not lodge upon the tubers. 

Finally, place these in a dry cool place, yet 

secure from frost. Take up any other plants 

that may be too tender to remain in the 

ground all winter, such as fuchsias, calceo¬ 

larias, &c. In some localities, the Fuchsia 

glohosa, and others of like habit, may be left 

in the ground, if protected with leaves or long 

dung. Many newly-planted shrubs that are 

not very hardy, should have a mulching put 

over their roots. Some kinds should be pro¬ 

tected by mats or straw covering; or if these 

be thought unsightly, wicker cases lined with 

straw will perhaps be less objectionable as re¬ 

gards appearance, and will answer the pur¬ 

pose equally well. Although rustic, they may 

have, notwithstanding, a certain regularity of 

general outline. Plant hyacinths, tulips, ane¬ 

mones, ranunculuses, snowdrops, jonquils, 

scyllas, narcissuses, lilies, and other hardy 

bulbs. Protect the beds of finer sorts from 

rain till the bulbs have struck root. 

Fibrous-rooted perennials and biennials may 

also be planted now, and they generally have 

larger flowers than if their removal were de¬ 

layed till spring; but the planting of any 

scarce sort hs(d. better be deferred till that 

period, in case of accidents daring winter. 
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Clear off suckers, and plant such kinds as it 

may be desirable to propagate. 

Thin annuals, and transplant patches of 

them where vacancies occur. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

At this season, when light is so scarce, the 

glass should be kept as clear as possible by 

washing or syringing. 

Cover up well at night tlie pits that are not 

heated. Water in the early part of the fore¬ 

noon, and as sparingly as possible. Introduce 

bulbs, rhododendrons, roses, Persian lilacs, and 

other plants for forcing. 

Auriculas.—Give plenty of air on all fa¬ 

vourable occasions. Water very moderately, 

but take care that the ball of earth do not get 

dry in the centre. 

Calceolarias.— Seedlings that have filled 

them pots with roots should be shifted. 

Carnations and Picotees.— Take off the 

lights in fine weather; give air also in mild 

wet weather, but so as the plants may not be 

exposed to rain. Cut off decayed leaves. 

Cinerarias.—Give plenty of air and sjiace, 

and keep the plants near the glass. Green 

fly must be destroyed if it appear. 

Verbenas.-—Remove sickly plants from the 

general stock, likewise any that are affected 

with mildew or green fly; dust these with 

sulphur, and fumigate. Water with great care 

at this u.sually damp period of the season. 

vr.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

Frost at night may now have to be guarded 

aafainst: but more so, the effects of a con- 
O' •' 

stantly saturated atmosphere, for if these are 

not counteracted, the whole stock of plants 

will be more or less injured by damp. The 

floor should be kept diy, and occasionally fires 

should be lighted in the mornings, when the 

weather is likely to be such as to admit 

of plenty of air being given as the heating 

apparatus gets warm. All dead leaves and 

shoots should be removed. In short, no 

decaying substance that would contaminate 

the ail* of the house should be allowed to re¬ 

main in it. W^hen the leaves of camellias, 

oranges, &c., require to be cleaned, the plants 

should be taken out, if not very large, and 

sponged and syringed in a shed, replacing 

them when they are dry in the green-house. 

In order likewise to prevent the plants fi’om. 

7 
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being injuriously affected by damp, they should 

not be crowded so that the air cannot freely 

circulate amongst them. In the period of the 

season when all the plants are in active 

gi-owth, the whole could with propriety be 

watered indiscriminately at the root, and all 

equally syringed; but now, watering must be 

restricted to such plants as are seen to be ab¬ 

solutely in want of it, and any general appli¬ 

cation of water must be avoided. Let the 

sides of the pots be cleaned when mouldiness 

appears upon them, and top-dress when the 

surface of the soil in the pots has not a fresh 

appearance. The flower-buds of chrysanthe¬ 

mums should be thinned, if too numerous; a 

somewhat liberal supply of water should be 

given, and an occasional application of weak 

liquid manure will be attended with beneficial 

effects. If a sufficiency of the modern sorts 

are cultivated, the house will begin to present 

a gay appearance. Pelargoniums requiring 

shifting, if not attended to last month, mast 

be repotted immediately into the next size 

of pot. They do not require heat that would 

stimulate them into growth, but the air of 

the house should be kept several degrees 

above the general temperature of the external 

air. A temperature of from 40° to 45° would 

be desirable; but the weather may be mild 

and damp, with the external temperature 

above 45°, in which case fire-heat, though not 

requh’ed on account of temperature, should 

nevertheless be applied moderately during the 

day, with air, to dispel damp. Water spar¬ 

ingly, and if the soil in any of the pots has 

become saturated, the circumstance may be 

detected by tapping on the outside of the pot; 

it has a more solid sound when the soil it con¬ 

tains is saturated than when it is otherwise. 

Should it continue in the former condition 

for some time, although no water be given, 

tlie foliage will acquire a yellowish hue, and 

the roots will get into a bad condition; but 

before this takes place, it will be advisable to 

shift the plant, using rather dry soil. 

VII.-PLANT STOVE. 

This being usually a sunless month, the 

temperature should be lowered, to cori’espond 

with the limited amount of light, as far as is 

consistent with the conditions of temperature 

to which the plants are exposed m their na¬ 

tive countries. This, however, is difficult to 

determine; for a collection of plants, originally 

from within the tropics, may nevertheless come 

from localities varying greatly in temperature, 

according to elevation above the level of the 

sea. For example, at Pondicherry, lat. 11° 56', 

the mean temperature of the month is about 

81°; whilst at Ootacamund, lat. 11° 25', it is 

only 56°, a difference of 25°, owing to eleva¬ 

tion, Ootacamund being between 7000 and 

8000 feet higher than Pondicherry. So that, 

although both places are within the tropics 

and almost equally near the equator, yet plants 

from the one place would require a stove, and 

those from the other only protection from 

frost, in a green-house, during wintei’. In the 

tropics, therefore, between the level of the sea 

and that elevation from which plants are 

nearly hardy, there are many gradations of 

climate, the plants from which would require 

differently heated compartments. But they 

have generally to be divided between the stove 

and green-house. In the former, plants from 

the hottest tropical regions must be accom¬ 

modated, and also some requiring less heat, 

but for which the green-house would jirove 

too cold. These, should of course, be placed 

at the cooler end of the stove. A tempera¬ 

ture of between 50° and 60° would be suffi¬ 

cient for them; but on account of those plants 

for which a temperature of between 70° and 

80° is natural in this month, 10° below that, 

or a mean of 65°, is as much reduction as 

can well be allowed, however desirable it 

may be to proportion the amoimt of heat to 

that of light. If by sun-heat the temperature 

should rise to 75°, air should be admitted, tak¬ 

ing care to reduce the quantity, or to shut up 

when the thermometer begins to fall below 

that point. The minimum at night should 

be 60°. In order that less fire-heat may be 

necessary to keep up the required tempera¬ 

ture,, it would be desirable to put a covering 

of frigi-domo on the house at night. This 

would save fuel, and prevent the air of the 

house from becoming too dry, and consequently 

the health of the plants would be better main¬ 

tained than would otherwise be the case when 

much heat from fire is employed, and much 

dissipated at the same time by radiation from 

an exposed surface of glass. Water sparingly. 

Plants that are nearly dormant will scarcely 

require any. If the weather is clear, take 

the opportunity to syringe the plants in the 

morning. Wash the glass occasionally, to ad¬ 

mit all the light possible. Destroy insects by 

sponging, fumigation, or other means. 
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DECEMBER. 

County. Plafvi. Lftti* 
tude. 

Longi¬ 
tude. 

Mean 
Temp. 

Rain in 
inches. 

No. of 
Years’ 
Obser 

vatious. 

Cornwall... Penzance... 60° r 5°33TV. 45-16 6 03 21 
Middlesex.. Cliiswick... 51 29 0 18 W. 39-48 1-47 30 
Gloucester. Stroud. 61 45 2 13 W. 38-60 2-62 SO 
Lincoln. Boston. 62 48 0 5W. 39-94 1-47 20 
Dublin. Dublin. 53 21 6 11W. 42-02 17 
Lancashire. Liverpool., 53 25 2 59 W. 41-67 25 
Dumfries .. Applegarth 55 13 3 12 W. 38-12 2-39 19 
Mid-Loth.. Edinbiu'gh. 55 48 8 11W. 41-00 2-40 20 
Aberdeen .. Aberdeen... 57 9 2 5W. 40-18 8 
Orkney. Sandwick... 59 5 3 17 W. 41-18 4-13 26 

I.-KITCHEN GARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

Frost usually occurs in this month sufficient 

to harden the ground, so that it will bear to 

be wheeled upon, at least in the mornings. 

Advantage should be taken of that condition 

to put manure on quarters where it is wanted, 

for it can then be done not only with greater 

facility, but without puddling the groimd, 

which should at all times be avoided. Such 

opportunities should also be taken to wheel 

out soil that has to be removed in taking out 

openings for trenching. Frost in these re¬ 

spects is beneficial; but, on the other hand, 

its eflects must be guarded against as regards 

various things liable to be injured by it. 

Collect all decaying substances in heaps for 

manure, and these may be turned when the 

ground, either from frost or wet, is not in a con¬ 

dition to be worked. These substances ought 

to be brought, by turning and mixing, into a 

state of fermentation before they are put on 

the ground; and, after all, it is advisable to 

put such manure in the bottom of trenches 

where root crops are to be grown, rather than 

use it for crops that require manm-e nearer 

the surface. In wet weather diligently for¬ 

ward all work that can be done in-dooi’s, so 

that it may not be to do when the weather is 

fine. Pea sticks cut before the sap rises are 

stronger, and not so apt to rot, as those cut 

after it begins to move. They should there¬ 

fore be now brought in and prepared, sorting | 

them into lengths to suit the respective heights 

to which the different kinds of pease grow. 

Then tie them up in bundles that can be con¬ 

veniently carried, and place them under cover, 

but where air may freely circulate, till they 

are required for use. In bad weather tallies 

should be prepared for painting, to be after¬ 

wards written with the names of seeds sown, 

or crops planted. 

Beans.—Draw eai’th to the stems of those 

a little above ground, to protect them from 

being tossed about by the wind. See that 

there is no cavity formed that would hold 

water about the stem. 

Celery.—Finally earth-up in dry days; but 

if the soil is of a heavy nature, some that is 

light and dry should be put next to the plants, 

placing it against them with the hand. Pro¬ 

tect from frost with straw, or by means of 

hoops and mats, or a thatched roof that may be 

raised or lowered according as the weather is 

fine, or the contrary. 

Endive.—Continue to blanch in succession. 

Protect with fiower-pots or otherwise; like¬ 

wise take up some and plant in sheds or frames. 

Jerusalem Artichokes.—These maybe taken 

up as required fresh out of the ground; but, 

in case of frost, the latter should be covered 

over with litter. 

Onions.—Pick over those that are housed 

in wet weather. Keep them cool, but protect 

from frost. 

Parsley.—In case of frost, a portion of the 

best should have a frame, or other protection 

placed over it. 

Pease.—Draw some earth to those a little 

above ground. Sow a succession. Guard 

against the attacks of mice. These may bo 

caught in traps sometimes; when they are, 

give them, at intervals, to a cat on the spot. 

Radishes.—Sow in light soil on a sheltered 

bordei', and cover with straw or litter, turning 

it off in the day and replacing it at night. 

II.-HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT. 

The planting of all sorts of fruit-trees re¬ 

commended to be done last month, but not 

completed, should be proceeded with as cai’ly 

as possible in this, provided the soil is in 

proper condition—that is to say, neither too 

wet nor frozen. Pieces of frozen crust, thrown 

in with the soil in planting, condense mois¬ 

ture, owing to their coldness, and form wet, 

chilling masses, even after being thawed. 

This kind of moisture, in contact with the 

roots, is unquestionably worse for them than 

that from drenching rains. 

Continue to trench and prepare ground for 

planting, and to make new borders where 

such are required, or renew old ones. It is 
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also a good time to trencli in advance of the 

roots of wall-trees that have commenced bear¬ 

ing, introducing, at the same time, some new 

soil, or compost formed of fresh loam and ma¬ 

nure; for this is better for fruit-trees than 

manure alone. Mulch over the roots of newly- 

planted trees, and stake such of these as 

would otherwise be shaken out of their posi¬ 

tion by the wind. Continue to prune all sorts 

of fruit-trees, except figs and nuts. If the 

shoots of peaches and nectarines, on an east 

or west aspect, are green and immature, the 

pruning of them may be deferred till early in 

spring. Old trees, intended to be re-grafted, 

should now be headed back. Theii’ branches 

should be sawed off almost close to the place 

where each can be most eligibly grafted. When 

gooseberry and currant trees are pruned, 

and the cuttings raked off, manure should be 

wheeled between the rows, and dug in; but, 

in doing this, the surface should be drawn 

clean away from near the stems, and buried 

in the middle of the space between the rows. 

Clean trpes from moss. After wet weather, 

their stems, and the naked parts of branches, 

can be easily scraped, scrubbed, and washed 

clean. 

Nail wall-trees in favourable weather. See 

that no more nails are used than are abso¬ 

lutely required, and that they are driven, not 

into the faces of the bricks, but into the mor¬ 

tar, and no further into it than is necessary 

to insure sufficient hold. Nails, whether new 

or old, should be heated, and 2>hmged, when 

under a red heat, in linseed oil. Old shreds 

that have been picked out as being again fit to 

be used, should be boiled, to bill insects, then 

thoroughly dried, and laid aside till wanted. 

The fruit-room should be kept close at 

night, and also during the warmest period of 

any day that happens to be so much warmer 

than usual as to cause condensation. Remove 

all specked and decaying fruit; but, in so 

doing, disturb as little as possible that which 

is sound. 

III.-FORCING DEPARTMENT. 

Asparagus.—Continue to maintain a bottom 

heat of from 60° to 70°; and, when the buds 

have started, the soil may be watered accord¬ 

ing as it may be necessary; but the water 

should not be cold, as, in that state, it would 

check the growth. It should be brought to 

a temperature of about 65°. Add some more 

light, dry soil, and, when the shoots appeal’, 

admit air and light, the latter being necessary, 

that the shoots may acquire the natural green. 

Asparagus that is being forced on established 

beds, should have the linings turned when the 

heat is likely to fall below the degree above- 

mentioned; and, before the shoots advauce to 

be in danger of breaking, the soil in the frame 

should be forked over, and finely broken. 

Water will not likely be required; but, if it 

should, to gently moisten the surface, attend 

to the directions for its application to aspa¬ 

ragus iu frames. Prepare for forcing a suc¬ 

cession. 

Cauliflowers.—Protect from severe cold, so 

as to keep the plants from being checked; 

but, on the other hand, take care not to ren¬ 

der them tender, by not giving abundance of 

air. 

Chicory.—Take up roots, and plant for suc¬ 

cession, as before directed. 

Cress.—Keep up a supply, by sowing in 

boxes placed in heat. 

Endive.—Introduce plants nearly full grown 

into a warm frame or pit to blanch. Give 

plenty of air to those growing in protecting 

frames. 

Kidney Beans.—Sow in succession. 

Lettuce.—Keep the glass clean, in order 

that it may transmit the more light to the 

plants. Give air freely in all favourable 

weather. Some may be planted in rich soil, 

in pots, and placed in a frame. They may 

come forward, and prove useful, in case other’s 

planted in the beds should damp off. 

Mint.—Plant in pots or boxes for forcing. 

Mushrooms.—Attend to former directions, 

as regards a moist atmosphere in the house. 

Any in ridges out of doors, will require to be 

thickly covered with litter and mats. 

Mustard.—Sow, and place in heat. 

Radishes.—Prepare a slight hot-bed. Cover 

it with several inches of rich compost, over 

which lay 5 or 6 inches of light soil, and, in 

this, when the bed is at a proper temperature, 

60° to 70°, sow some of the Red and White 

Turnip radishes, and some of the Oblong Rose- 

coloured. The frame should be so far made 

up with the dung and soil, as to have the 

surface of the latter near the glass. Give air 

when the plants come up, and take care that 

they are thinned in time. 

Rhuharb.—Roots should be taken up every 

fortnight or three weeks, and put in heat for 

a succession, or hot dung may be used for 
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forcing plants in the ground under a large in¬ 

verted flower-pot. 

Sea Kale.—The same remarks as for rhu- 

harh are applicable to this. 

Sorrel.—Pot French and Broad-leaved for 

forcing. 

Cucumbers.—A bottom heat of 75° was re¬ 

commended last month for those planted out 

in pits or frames, and a top heat about the 

same, or as much as 80°, with sun-heat and 

air. As the plants advance, let these tem¬ 

peratures be fully maintained, especially if 

the days are clear. Tn this case, the heat 

may be increased 5°; but it would be desir¬ 

able that, once every day, the top heat should 

be higher than the bottom heat, and, if this 

can be effected by sun-heat, with air at the 

same time, it would be far preferable to ob¬ 

taining the same amoixnt of temperature by 

closing the sashes. Air should be carefully 

admitted, and always, except in case of very 

cold and cutting winds, when enough will be 

insinuated beneath ordinary fitting sashes, al¬ 

though these may be untilted. In calm frosty 

nights, very little indeed should be given. 

The plants should be as near the glass as pos¬ 

sible, and it should be kept warm by a good 

covering, either of straw mats, or a layer of 

hay under common mats. Attend to stopping 

and training. If the foliage is allowed to 

get crowded, a portion of the leaves will ac¬ 

quire a yellowish tinge, and will soon become 

worse than useless. Be careful, therefore, to 

prevent this. Ascertain that the water sup¬ 

plied is of the proper temperature, 75°, or not 

higher than 80°. Cucumbers in boxes should 

have occasionally diluted manure water, also 

warmed. A seed-bed, adapted for a one-light 

box, may be prepared. It will be useful for 

raising cucumber plants, and other things, 

where beds have not been set to work, nor 

hot-water apparatus in use. 

Pine Apples. —• The temperature recom¬ 

mended for last month should be generally 

continued. A bottom heat of from 70° to 75° 

will maintain the roots of young stock in a 

slight degree of activity, sufficient to keep 

them alive, and the top heat for these should 

not fall below 65°. Cover at night, so that 

less fire-heat may be required; for the less of 

it the better, provided the proper temperature 

is insured, allowance being also made for af¬ 

fording a little air on favourable occasions. 

Plants in dung frames wiU require to have 

llie linings turned; and, towards the end of 

the month, these should be substantially made 

up, so as to be in condition to counteract the 

great degree of cold which usually occurs in 

January, That the heat may be steady, a 

good bulk of materials will have to be em¬ 

ployed; and, that it may not be too vio¬ 

lent, the dung should be mixed with leaves, 

those of oak, beech, and others of firm tex¬ 

ture, being preferable. The linings should be 

covered from cold, drenching rain, and snow, 

or, if this cannot be done, long litter should 

be laid on, so as to throw off the wet. If it 

is desired to start some plants early, they 

should be placed in a bottom heat of 85°, and 

it may be raised to 90°. This, with a top heat 

of 84°, and the soil and air rather diy than 

otherwise, will likely cause them to show for 

fruit. Plants that are swelling fruit, should 

have water in proportion to the demand which 

a comparatively high temperature will occa¬ 

sion. Syringe, and shut up with a hot and 

moist atmosphere. 

Vines.—The temperature of the house com¬ 

menced to be forced last month, should be 

kept gradually on the increase. That of 60° 

to 65° by day, and from 50° to 55° by night, 

was the temperature recommended at the end 

of November. The day temperature may 

now be increased by 2° a-week, and the night 

temperature 1° a-week, till the end of the 

month. Fire-heat will require to be applied. 

The pipes or flues and pathways must be fre¬ 

quently sprinkled to produce a moist atmos¬ 

phere, and the stems should be syringed with 

water of the same temperature as the air of 

the house. If the vines have been planted 

outside, take care that the portion of the 

stem is well protected from cold; but dung 

should not be allowed to come in contact 

with the stem, and, whilst care is taken to 

protect the outside portion from cold, that 

which is inside must be guarded from too 

much heat from the pipes or flues over which 

it may be situated. A screen, of some mate¬ 

rial that is a slow conductor of heat, should, 

therefore, be placed between it and the flue. 

Very little air will be required till the buds 

begin to break, but it must then be given 

at every favourable opportunity; and if any 

of the vines have been bent down, with the 

view of inducing them to break near the 

bottom, they must be raised near the light. 

Figs.—A few of those in pots may be 

plunged in moderate bottom heat, or they 

may be placed on fermenting materials, if 
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such have been introduced in the floor of the 

early vinery. The plants to be thiis for¬ 

warded at this season need not be large; for 

the fig can be fruited although kept in small 

compass, provided the extent of foliage has 

been kept in such limited proportion as to 

correspond with the space allowed for its roots. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—The temperature 

of the earliest house should be kept so as to 

induce a gradually progressive vegetation in 

the trees; for these will not bear to be rapidly 

forced in the early stage of the process. It 

should be recollected that they blossom in the 

open air at an early period of the season, 

when the temperature is consequentIj^ not 

high, and if they ai-e subjected to much fire- 

heat, the blossoms will drop. The tempera¬ 

ture at night should be from 45° to 50°, and 

55° to 60° during the day, and it may be 

allowed to rise to 65° by the aid of sun-heat; 

but abundance of air miist be given. Sprinkle 

the trees with water as warm as the air of 

the house, in the mornings and afternoons, 

and continue this till the flower-buds begin 

to open. 

Cherries.—The trees should be taken in, 

and the house shut up; but the temperature 

must be kept very moderate. About 45° at 

night will be sufficient in the first instance, 

and 55° by day, or 60° by sun-heat, plenty of 

air being then admitted. The pots should be 

])Iaced in leaves that will afford a mild bottom 

heat of about 55°. 

Strawberries.—Protect the pots from frost. 

Some may be introduced into the peach-house. 

IV.-FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

If the planting recommended to be done 

last month has not been completed, it should 

be proceeded with in the beginning of this, 

weather and state of the soil permitting. 

A.ny intended alterations should also be for¬ 

warded, and for these, fi’osty weather may, in 

some cases, be advantageous, by allowing the 

wheeling of soil and manure without cutting 

up the walks. The leaves of deciduous trees 

having fallen, none should be left to blow 

about with the wind. Those Im-king in the 

shrubberies should be dug in. The walks 

should be kept well rolled, and their edgings 

nicely cut, and likewise those of the beds and 

clumps. The latter should he dry, or rough 

dug, where empty, and they will have a better 

appearance than if they were now hoed and 

raked. If in some places rough digging should 

be objectionable, as when tlie figures or beds 

are small, these may be neatly dug, but not 

raked. There is an object in having the sod 

more or less rough at this season, that it may 

be mellowed by the weather; but there is no 

reason why the edges should not be kept quite 

as neat in winter as in summer. 

Prune hardy roses. Those pruned now will 

push more vigorously than if left till the sap 

is rising in spring; but if any are required 

to flower later than others of the same sort, 

their pruning ought to be deferred till the 

upper part of the shoots have pushed a little 

in spring; for the sap will flow towards the 

extremities without exciting much the buds 

situated near the base; but if the shoots were 

now shortened, the sap would be wholly di¬ 

rected to the development of the buds left 

below, and they would consequently push 

much earlier. This remark applies to trees 

and shrubs generally. Hedges of hawthorn, 

or others that are deciduous, should now be 

pruned or trimmed, and in doing so, take care 

that the hedge is formed narrower at top than 

at bottom. They should, in fact, be tapered 

to single shoots, and in young hedges, the line 

of shoots should be cut flrst to a uniform 

height, and then every other one should be 

cut lower. Lateral shoots break out most 

abundantly just below the places to which 

the leading shoots are cut back, and if these 

were all shortened to the same level, the 

hedge would be more crowded at that parti¬ 

cular place than elsewhere. It is, therefore, 

better to cut so that a poiHon of the lateral 

shoots may be produced lower down. 

Prepare composts by tm-ning and mixing. 

In some cases exposure to frost is beneficial. 

Prepare number sticks, tallies, shreds, &c., in 

bad weather. Sweep off, as clean as possible, 

the snow from walks, in order that they may 

be comparatively dry when the sun shines, or 

when a thaw takes place. If snow lodge 

heavily on trees and shrubs, so that they are 

in danger of beiug broken down, let them be 

relieved of their load. See that aU plants 

liable to be injured by frost are duly protected. 

V.-PITS AND FRAMES. 

As a general rule, all half-hardy plants quar¬ 

tered in these structures should have abund¬ 

ance of air during the day when the weather is 

not too severe. But when frost sets in, this 
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merely sheltering portion of the pits should 

be well protected by good covering; for not 

only -will the f)lants be thereby secured from 

a degree of cold which would injure them 

more in confinement than the same degree 

would their fellows in the open air, but the 

interior of the pit will be kept warmer than 

would otherwise be the case; so that, when 

a thaw comes, less condensation of moisture 

will take place within them, and, consequently, 

there will be less damping of the plants than 

is the case when a great disparity of tempera¬ 

ture exists between the substances Avithin the 

pit and the external air. With regal’d to 

those pits which have fire-heat afibrded, the 

proper degree of heat can be maintained, 

whilst ail’ can be admitted to dispel damp. 

The danger is, that the air at night may get 

too dry for the plants. It will be lessened by 

employing a warm covering at night, so that 

less artificial heat will be necessary. 

The forcing pits, or those in which the 

highest temperature, as regards both top and 

bottom heat, is obtained, will require great 

attention in the regulation of these, so that 

they may bear a due proportio]i to each other. 

The mean of the bottom heat should exceed 

that of the top heat by a few degrees. The 

bottom heat may be 80°, or nearly so, whilst 

the top heat may range from 68° at night to 

75° in the day, or by sun-heat 80°, with air 

at the same time. In these, a succession of 

flowering plants should be brought forward, 

such as various kinds of bulbs, rhododendrons, 

azaleas, roses, &c.; but it is always advisable 

to introduce plants that are not tropical to 

a more temperate medium, for some time 

previous to plunging them in the forcing pit. 

Auriculas.—Protect from rain, but admit 

plenty of air when the weather is at all 

favourable. Severe frosts must be guarded 

against by covering at night. 

Calceolarias.—Some of the more forward of 

these will probably, on examination, require to 

be shifted. Water moderately, but take care 

of damp. A little fire-heat and ventilation 

will disjAel it. 

Carnations and Picotees.—Those in frames 

should be kept clean and dry. Water will 

scarcely be required, but abundance of air 

must be afforded. 

Cinerarias.-—Pinch the tops where branches 

are wanted to form a spreading top. Some 

of the more forward may be introduced to a 

warm pit for early flowering. 

Pelargoniums.—Towards the end of the 

month, stop all the shoots of those intended 

for flowering in June. Train out the shoots, 

so that the leaves may receive as much light 

as possible. 

Violets.—Protect from frosts, heavy rain, 

and snow; but let them be entirely uncovered 

when the weather is at all favouraljle. 

VI.-GREEN-HOUSE. 

It is desirable that this house should be 

kept as gay as possible at this dull season of 

the year, when little of floral beauty can be 

seen out of doors. Pits and frames are, or 

ought to be, very useful contributors of 

flowering plants to the green-house; but the 

plants so furnished, having been forwarded 

in more or less heat, are not well adapted for 

the cool temperature that would be suitable, 

at this season, for various hard-wooded green¬ 

house plants. Many of these would require 

no artificial heat, provided the air of the 

house did not fall lower than within a few 

degrees of freezing. But, on account of the 

introduction of plants requiring more heat, 

as above alluded to, the temperature at night 

should be about 45°, although, in severe 

weather, rather than employ much fire-heat, 

the temperature may fall to 40°, but certainly 

not lower, and it may rise to 50° or 55° in 

the day. A covering of frigi-domo will pre¬ 

vent the escape of heat to a great extent, and 

fire-heat to that extent may, consequently, be 

vv^ell dispensed with. Endeavour to main¬ 

tain a moderately dry atmosphere during 

the damp weather which is usually prcA’alent 

at this season. When fire-heat is but little 

required, watering will seldom be necessary, 

and it must be given only where absolutely 

wanted, more, of course, to the growing plants 

than to those w'hich are comparatively dor¬ 

mant. Heaths and Hcav Holland plants 

must be watered very sparingly. Give air 

at every favourable opportunity in the early 

part of the day, shutting up as soon as the 

temperature out of doors begins to fall in 

the afternoon. Clean the foliage from dust, 

and the pots from moss. Destroy insects on 

their first appearance. Remove j)riMs that 

have done flowering, and replace, from the 

pits, with others coming into bloom. 

Vir.-PLANT STOVE. 

The temperature should be kept compara.- 

tively low, as was recommended for last 
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montli. Nothing should be done to excite 

vegetation; but, at the same time, its powers 

should not be so much lowered or paralyzed 

by cold, as to render the jdants incapable of 

resuming a vigorous action at the jmoper 

season. The temperature should therefore 

range not lower than 60° at night, and it 

should be kept down to 65° by day, or by 

sun-heat to not higher than 70°. When it 

reaches 65°, air should be given, however 

little may be necessary, and it should not be 

admitted in currents. If the temperature 

rise to 70° after two p.m., the house may be 

shut up, that less fire-heat may be necessary, 

and so mxich of its parching effects avoided. 

Although the house should be kept rather 

dry, yet the air must not be allowed to 

become too dj’y, which is apt to be the case, 

especially at night, when much fire-heat be¬ 

comes necessary. A warm covering, such as 

frigi-domo, will be of great advantage; for 

it not only renders less fire-heat necessary, 

but, by keeping the glass warm, it prevents its 

depriving the air of the house of moistm-e, by 

rendering it less capable of acting as a con¬ 

denser. Plants that are taking a somewhat 

active growth, will reqiiire more water than 

those which are naturally inclined to rest. 

Bulbs that have lost their leaves should be 

kept dry. See that the foliage of all plants 

is kept clean and free from insects; and that 

it may have as much light as possible, let the 

glass be washed from soot or other substances 

affecting its transparency. 
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GARDENER’S ASSISTANT. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE PKINCIPAL ORGANS OF PLANTS. 

I.-ELEMENTARY ORGANS, 

Organizable Matter, Organic Mucus, or 

Cambium, is a viscid secretion present in all 

the living parts of plants, and from it all their 

organs are formed. It is most readily observed 

between the bark and wood of exogenous trees 

in spring. From this substance a cell is 

formed, and the earliest condition of a plant 

is a single cell. When the cell is first 

observed it appears like a little sac or bladder, 

circumscribed by a single continuous mem¬ 

brane; it may continue as such, or another 

layer may appear in the interior of the first, 

and the thickness of the wall of the cell may 

be further increased by the addition of a 

third, fourth, or more internal layers. 

As growth proceeds, other cells are rapidly 

developed, in contact with each other, of a 

•globose or spheroidal shajoe; but when pressed 

closely together in their growth, they, in 

many cases, assume a do¬ 

decahedral or other many- 

sided form, as represented 

in Fig. 1. When the 

cells are not compressed in 

their development, inter¬ 

vals exist between them, 

which are called intercel¬ 

lular spaces; but these are 

frequently occupied with Tissue 

organizable matter. 

The substance forming the wmlls of the 

cells is called cellulose; it is produced from the 

organizable matter, and is a compound of 

24 equivalents of carbon, 21 of hydrogen, 

and 21 of oxygen. It is represented by the 

formula C24H21O2,. An assemblage of cells 

constitutes Vegetable Tissue, such as may be 

Fig. 1 

Fier. 2. 

observed on examining with a microscope a 

very thin slice of the stem, root, or leaf of 

any plant. It assumes various forms, the 

principal of which are:—1. Cellular Tissue; 

2. Pitted Tissue; 3. Woody Tissue; 4. Vas¬ 

cular Tissue; 5. Laticiferous Tissue. 

1. Cellular Tissue.—This consists of a 

number of cells packed together, and appa¬ 

rently having no communication with each 

other, though it is supposed that their walls 

are pierced by innumerable invisible pores. 

It constitutes the whole of some plants, as in 

algae and fungi; and is present more or less 

in every living part of the vegetable struc¬ 

ture. Two forms are distinguished—namely, 

the membranous and the fibrous; in the 

formei’, the sides o^ ^Iie cells consist of mem¬ 

brane only; in thb latter, of membrane and 

fibre, or of fibre only. It is considered to 

originate from the preceding, which is tlie 

onl}' form indispensable to plants, 

and never absent from them. 

2. Fitted Tissue (Fig. 2) is 

composed of tubes of compara¬ 

tively large size. The sides are 

marked with pits, having the ap- 

jjearance of dots arranged at to- 

lei’ably regular distances. There 

are usually slight contractions in 

the tube, which is formed of a 

series of cells united at their end 

by the absorption of their trans¬ 

verse dissepiments. Tubes of this 

kind of tissue sometimes extend 

nearly the whole length of the 

plant. 

3. Woody Tissue consists of 

long slender tubes placed closely 

side by side in bundles; but the 

fibres terminate conically, and 

consequently leave intervals. The 

individual tubes are hollow, at 

least originally, when they consist of a single 

W-.'A 

(Jlfimatis- 
Pitted Tissue. 
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membrane; but usually several layers are suc¬ 

cessively formed in the interior till scarcely 

any cavity is left in the centre. Woody 

tissue constitutes the principal part of the 

wood of plants ; it also abounds in the liber. 

4. Vascular Tissue.—This consists of mem¬ 

branous tubes, tapering at the ends, and 

havina' a fibre coiled in the inside. The 
o 

coiled fibres are either regular spirals, or they 

form irregular spiral rings or bars. Two 

principal forms of this tissue exist, namely, 

spiral vessels and ducts. 

The spiral vessels contain a spiral thread. 

Fig. S. 

Fio- 3 Melon—Spiral Vessels. Fig. 4. Melon—Ducts. F 
Fig. 7. Dandelion- 

generally winding from right to left, and 

which may be drawn out without breaking 

like a coiled wire spring, as represented in 

Fig. 3. On gently pulling asunder the young 

shoots of the elder, or rose, or the stalk of a 

strawbeny leaf, the lower portion will remain 

suspended from the upper by extremely fine 

tlu-eads, which are the spiral vessels unrolled. 

Ducts (Figs. 4 and 5) are composed of a 

membranous tube containing fibrous rings, 

spirals which cannot be drawn out, or bars 

extending over a portion of the circumference 

of the tube. 

Fig. 7. 

Lg. 5. Melon—Ducts, Fig. 6. Celandine—Laticiferous Tissue. 
-Laticiferous Tissue. 

5. Laticiferous Tissue.-—This consists of 

membranous tubes, which are extremely fine 

and thin-sided when young, but becoming 

larger and thicker sided, with contractions at 

intervals, as they gi-ow old. They contain the 

latex, or proper juices of plants, such as the 

milky juice of the fig and lettuce. Fig. 6 re¬ 

presents this kind of tissue in the celandine ] 

Fiff. 7 in the dandelion. 

It has been seen that vegetable tissue con¬ 

tains numerous cavi¬ 

ties, both ill the forai 

of cells and spaces be¬ 

tween these. They are 

variously occupied dur¬ 

ing the growth of the 

plant, some containing 

air only, others, as in 

Fig. 8, acting as recep¬ 

tacles for the secretions 

of the plant, such as 

starch sugar, and gum, as well as chlorophyll. 

Pea—Amylaceous Cells. 

or the gTeen colouring matter of plants. Be¬ 

sides these substances, minute crystals, called 

raphides, r (Figs. 9 and 10), are found in the 

tissues of the stem, bark, leaves, fruit, and 

other parts of most plants. They chiefly con¬ 

sist of vegetable acids united with lime and 

magnesia, and of phos¬ 

phate of lime. Raphides 

are very abundant in the 

roots and leaves of rhu- 

Beet- -Cell coTitaiiniig 
Raphidea. Rumex—Cells containing 

Raphides. 

barb, and they are likewise found in gonpes. 
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Having given some idea of tlie elementary 

tissues of plants, we may now proceed to the 

consideration of the plant itself which is 

formed by the combination of these tissues. 

A plant before it begins to grow exists 

as an embryo; when 

growth commences, it 

elongates in an nj»- 

ward and downward 

direction; the part 

which strikes down¬ 

wards is called the de¬ 

scending axis, or root, 

and the part which 

goes upwards is called 

the ascending axis, or 

stem; the intermediate 

space between the root 

and stem, and from 

which these two organs take their rise, is 

called the crown or collar. Fig. 11 is the ker¬ 

nel of an almond which has germinated so far 

as to exhibit, when one of the lobes is removed, 

the radicle r, or descending part, which forms 

the root, and the plumule p, or ascending part, 

whiclr forms the stem and its ramifications. 

The remaining cotyledon is marked c. 

Previous to noticing these organs, it is 

necessary to mention one which is common 

to both, the epidermis, a thin transpai’ent 

covering, which extends over the whole of 

their surface. It is composed of two parts, 

separable on maceration, which are the epi¬ 

dermis, properly so called, and a thin pellicle, 

called the cuticle, everywhere covering it. 

Tlie epidermis proper consists of cellular 

tissue, the cells of which are usually more 

firmly attached to each other than to those of 

the subjacent tissue. They are generally dis¬ 

posed in a single layer, and are frequently of 

an hexagonal shape, but are also very com¬ 

monly bounded by sinuous lines, as in Fig. 

12, which represents the epidermis of the 

garden balsam. In some plants, as fungi and 

mosses, it is absent, or at least not distin¬ 

guishable; in aquatic plants it is only found 

on such parts as grow above water; thus leaves 

which float upon the surface have an epidermis 

upon their upper side, and none upon their 

under side. The spongioles of the roots, and 

stigma of the flower, have no epidermis. 9 he 

cuticle is a thin continuous membrane, cover¬ 

ing the epidermis at every part. It is found 

more generally than the ejjidermis, being 

found in plants having no such covering. 

Fig. 11. 

Embryo of Almond. 

In the cuticle and epidermis of plants, 

numerous spaces, called stomates (Figs. 12 and 

Fig. 12. Fig. 13. 

Fig. 12. Balsam—Epidermis and Stomates. Fig. 13. Lily— 
Eiiidermis and Stomates. 

13), exist. They are generally oval in shape, 

and have an opening in the middle, bounded 

by two oblong, slightly curved bodies, some¬ 

what resembling lips, which open and close 

according to their state of humidity or dry¬ 

ness. Stomates appear to be connected with 

the functions of respiration and perspiration; 

they are most abundant on the leaves—those 

of Hydrangea quercifolia and Syringa vulgaris 

have as many as 160,000 in one square inch 

of surface. They are met with in all jdants 

having an epidermis, but are not found in 

parts destitute of that covering, nor upon 

roots, neither do they occur upon plants grow¬ 

ing in the dark. 

n.-THE ROOT. 

The root is that portion of the jilant which 

directs itself towards the centre of the earth, 

and serves to fix the plant in the soil, drawing 

from the latter, nourishment necessary to the 

growth of the jilant. It consists of a main 

trunk, from which proceed numerous ramifi¬ 

cations called fibrils, at the extremities of 

which are situated little swellings of cellular 

tissue and mucus. These absorb fluids with 

great force, and are called spongioles. They 

must not, however, be considered as forming 

a distinct organ; they are merely young 

tissue in a forming state. The spongioles and 

fibrils are the most important part of the 

root; for the main body of the latter draws 

but little noiu’ishment from the soil, absorp¬ 

tion taking place almost entirely through 

the yoimger portions. “We already know,” 
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says M. Du Breuil, “that the property of 

suction lies iu the extremities of the roots. 

To prove the truth of this assertion, a young 

tree was j^laced (Fig. 14) so that the fibrils 

or extremities of the roots were alone plunged 

in water, whilst the body of the roots was 

merely kept from contact with the external 

air. The tree continued to vegetate. The 

reverse was then tried—that is to say, the 

body of the root was placed in water, whilst 

the fibrils were kept from contact with it, as 

in Fig. 15. In this case, vegetation suddenly 

Fig. X4 
Pig. 15. 

Figs. 14 and 1.1. Fsperimeiit of Absorption through Spongioles. 

stopped, and the leaves withered.”—(Co^irs 

elcDientaire cVA rboricuUure.') 

The forms of roots are various: when the 

Fig. 1C. Fig. 17. 

root is branching, and divided into a number 

of long slender fibres (as in Fig. 16), it is 

called fibrous; when the main root is fleshy, 

elongated, and tapering to the extremity, it 

is called a tap-root; when the root is fleshy 

and composed of lobes, as in the dahlia 

(Fig. 17), they are called tuborcules, and the 

root tuberous. They are distinguished by the 

absence of buds from different forms of the 

under-ground stem, such as conns, tubers, and 

rhizomes, which are still called roots bj^ most 

people. But some jJants, as the plum, white 

thorn, moutan pieony, and others, have the 

power of develo2iing adventitious buds upon 

the roots, which may then be advantageously 

employed iu propagation. 

nr. — THE STEM. 

The stem is the axis that developes itself 

in an upward and opposite direction to that 

taken by the root. To the naked eye, it at 

first appears simply a conical projection, but 
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wlien magnified it is found to consist of 

several small lobes, (Fig. 11), surrounding 

a growing point. These lobes afterwards 

expand into leaves j but in the centre of these 

leaves thei’e is still a growing point, and as 

this pushes upwards, the rudiments of more 

leaves are formed and become successively 

developed. 

There are three principal sorts of stems— 

namely, Exogenous, Endogenous, and Acro- 

genous. 

Stems are called exogenous when they 

increase by the addition of layers to the 

outside of the wood, as in the apple, peai-, 

and oak; endogenous, when they increase by 

additions at tlie centre, as in palms; and 

acrogenous, when they are formed by the 

union of the bases of leaves, and by additions 

to the point of the axis, as in tree ferns. 

Exogenous Stems.—In the centre of the 

tender shoot or axis of these is the pith or 

medulla, which is entirely composed of cellu¬ 

lar tissue. It is siirrouuded by a sheath of 

vascular and woody tissue, called the medul¬ 

lary shxath, and from this all leaves, buds, 

and branches take their rise. A branch of a 

tree may be of large dimensions, and very 

ponderous, but its origin may be traced to 

the tender herbaceous substance which has 

just been mentioned, and of which the branch 

is merely a prolongation. 

The wood, a b (Fig. 18), is the part of the 

stem which is situated between the medullary 

sheath and the bark. It is composed of con¬ 

centric layers, each resulting from one year’s 

growth, and of the medullary rays connecting 

the bark and the pith. By counting these 

annual layers, the age of trees can, in most 

cases, be determined with a considerable de¬ 

gree of accuracy. The stems of exogens in¬ 

creasing by the addition of layers to the out¬ 

side of the wood, it is evident that the exter¬ 

nal one is the youngest; and this is called the 

albm-num. 

The alburnum, b, is always softer than the 

heartwood, a, or that which is oldest and 

nearest the centre of the tree; its colour, 

also, is generally lighter. It is principally 

through the alburmim that the ascending sap 

is conveyed to the leaves. 

The heartwood performs no important func¬ 

tions, except by constituting the columns on 

which the whole weight of the branches and 

other parts of the tree is supported. Indeed, 

as in the case of hollow trees, it is frequently 

altogether absent. 

The barh, c d, is the external coatin" of 

the stem. In a very early stage of growth, 

it is scarcely distinguishable from the wood; 

but, somewhat later, on making a horizontal 

section of the young growth in spring, a thin 

layer of organizable matter, called the cam¬ 

bium, forms a circle, separating the two. 

This layer is the future alburnum and liber. 

The bark is found to consist of two pi-incipal 

parts, the outer baric, or cortical integument, 

and the inner baric, or liber. 

The liber, c, is next the wood; it consists 

of cellular, laticiferous, and woody tissues, and 

is composed of numerous thin layers, the 

youngest being always nearest the albiirnum. 

The principal office of the liber is to carry 

downwards the sap, after it has been elabor¬ 

ated in the leaves. 

The outer bark, d, is a tough substance 

which serves to protect the internal tissues. 

It consists of several layers; and, up to a cer¬ 

tain age, it expands as the stem increases; 

but as new layers are formed, the old die, be¬ 

coming dry, aud often corky, forming those 

ru"£red fissures which we obseiwe on the sur- 

face of old trees. Sometimes the old bark se¬ 

parates from the younger portion, and falls off. 

The medullary rays, commonly known as 

the silver-grain of wood, form thin plates, 

which radiate from the centre towards the 

bai-k. They consist of cellular tissue, and 

form a connection between the centre and 

the circumference, conveying elaborated sap 

to the interior of the stem. 

Endogenous Stems. — Such are those of 

palms, the sugar cane, bamboo, asparagus, 
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Fig. 19. 

wheat, grasses, &c. Stems of this sort (Fig. 

19) have no distinct concentric layers or 

medullary rays. The 

youngest formation 

takes place towards 

the centre, instead of 

at the circumference, 

as in exogens, and the 

pith, p, does not oc¬ 

cupy the centre, but 

is interposed between 

bundles of woody and 

vascular tissue, /. 

These descend from 

Palm—Horizontal Section of 
Stem. 

the leaves, and, curv¬ 

ing inwards, pass down near the middle of 

the stem for some 

distance, as in Fig. 

20j and then taking 

an outward course, 

terminate at the 

circumference. The 

older formations, be¬ 

ing thus continual¬ 

ly pressed outward.s, 

become harder and 

more compact than 

those in the inte¬ 

rior. The stems of 

endogens have no 

true hark, but are 

covered with a cortical integument, similar to 

tliat of exogens. 

Acrogenous Stems.—These do not attain 

any considerable dimensions except in tree 

ferns. In these they are formed by the union 

of the petioles of leaves arranged round a com¬ 

mon aids, and are of neaily equal diameter 

throughout their length, often 50 or 60 feet, 

bearing, at their summit, a tuft of leaves. The 

surface is covered with a hard rind, formed of 

the bases of the leaves, and marked by scars, 

caused by the fall- 

between them, which are filled with cellular 

tissue, connecting that in the centre with a 

zone of the same tissue lying between the wood 

aud the rind, r. In the interior of these woody 

plates, annular and dotted ducts are found. 

The thickening of the base of the stem of tree 

ferns arises fi’om the development of adventi¬ 

tious roots. Acrogens have no flowers, but are 

reproduced by cellular bodies, called spores. 

Subsequent remarks only apjfly to endogens 

and exosrens. 
O 

Stems often exist underground in the form 

of bulbs, corms, tubers, and rkizoTues, and above 

ground, as runners, and suckers. 

The bulb (Figs. 22 and 23) is formed upon 

Fig. 22. Fig. 23. 

I'aiiu—Lungitadinai Sectioa 
of Stem. 

Lily—Scaly Bulb. Leek—Tunicated Bulb. 

ing ofl" of these as Fig. 2i. 

growth jn'oceeds. 

Internally the stem 

consists of cellu¬ 

lar tissiie, c (Fig. 

21) occupying the 

whole of the cen¬ 

tre of the trunk; 

and of hard sinu¬ 

ous plates of elon¬ 

gated tissue, p, dis¬ 

posed towards the circumference, either so as 

to form a continuoiis tube, or, with openings 

Pem [Cyathea]—Transyerse 
Section of Stem. 

or beneath the surface of the ground. It is 

composed of fleshy scales sm-rounding a stem, 

aud roots proceed from its base. The scales 

are either imbricated, as in the lily (Fig. 22), 

when the bulb is called scaly, or they form 

continuous coatings, one within the other, as 

in the leek (Fig. 23), when it is called tuni¬ 

cated. In some bulbs, as the garlic and 

sliaUot, others are formed in the axils of the 

scales of the original bulb, the substance of 

which is thus eventually exhausted. These 

are called cloves. Bulbs dift'er hut little from 

leaf-buds; indeed the latter in some cases, 

as in Lilium bulbiferurn 

(Fig. 24), become me¬ 

tamorphosed into true 

bulbs. 

The corm is a solid, 

fleshy mass, bearing a 

bud upon its siu’face, and 

havmg much of the gen¬ 

eral appearance of the 

bulb, wdth which it is 

frequently confounded. The so-called bulbs of 

the crocus and colchicum (Fig. 25) are corms. 

Fig. 24. 

Bulb-beariiig Lily— 
Portion of Stem. 
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The tuber is an enlargment of an under¬ 

ground slioot, bearing buds upon its surface, 

by means of which the 

plant may be jmopa- 

gated, and generally 

containing a large 

amount of starch. 

The potato and Je¬ 

rusalem artichoke af¬ 

ford familiar examples 

of tubers. 

The rhizome (Figs. 

26 and 27) is a stem, 

creeping upon or be¬ 

neath the sui'face of 

the ground, emitting 

roots from its under 

side, and bearing one 

or several buds upon 

its surface. These, on 

becoming stems, may either effect the further 

prolongation of the original rhizome; or they 

may be separated from the parent plant, and 

constitiite fresh individuals. These, in their 

Iris—Rhizome. 

turn, may give rise to other rhizomes, and 

consequently to a still further increase in the 

number of plants, which may thus be situated 

at a considerable distance from their common 

parent. The iris (Fig. 26), carex (Fig. 27), 

and the couch-grass (^Triticum o'epens), afford 

examples of rhizomes. 

The runner is a stem proceeding along the 

surface of the soil, and emitting roots and 

leaves at its extremity, where it forms a plant, 

from which other runners take their origin. 

The strawberry is a well-known example of a 

plant producing I'unuers. 

The sucher is a branch proceeding from tho 

stem at or beneath the surface of the gi-ound, 

into which it soon puts forth adventitious 

roots. 

IV.-BUDS. 

Buds are developed at the exti’emity of a 

shoot, and in the angle between the leaf and 

the stem or shoot, that is to say, in what is 

called the axil of the leaf. They are round, 

oval, or conical, and are composed of imbricat¬ 

ed scales. The outer¬ 

most of these are 

hardest and thickest; 

sometimes they ai-e 

covered with a gum¬ 

my or resinous sub¬ 

stance, and their in¬ 

side is generally 

downy. They inclose 

a minute growing 

point, which is in 

connection with the 

wood and tissue of 

the stem. It usually 

elongates and forms 

a shoot having leaves, in whose axils other 

buds are formed; but sometimes it hardens and 

forms a spine, as in Primus sjhnosa (Fig. 28), 

Colchicuni—Conn. 

Sloe—Spines. 
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aud is either naked or occasionally furnished 

with buds near the base; and which, under cer¬ 

tain circumstances, 

become developed 

into shoots or fruit 

spurs. Spines oc¬ 

cur on the pear, 

plum, gooseberry, 

and berberry; they 

must not, however, 

be confounded with 

prickles, such as 

those of the rose 

(Fig. 29), -whioh 

are merely com¬ 

posed of hardened 

cellular tissue, and 

have no connection with the medullary 

sheath. 

The scales of buds are leaves in an imperfect 

state. The outside ones generally die off; 

tho.se nearer the centre remain comparatively 

green; and those next the rudimentary leaves, 

which surround the growing point, ai’e in 

many cases scarcely distingnishable from these 

leaves. 

V.-LEAVES. 

Leaves consist of cellular tissue, interposed 

among a network of fibro - vascular tissue; 

originating in exogens from the medullary 

sheath and liber, and in endogens from the 

fibro-vascular tissue in the interior of the 

stem. The vessels on the upper side of the 

leaf are in connection with the alburnum, 

from which the ascending sap flows into them; 

and the vessels on the under side communicate 

with those of the liber and convey to it the 

descending elaborated sap. Leaves are covered 

with a cuticle and an epidermis, in which the 

stomates are particularly numeroiTS, and which 

vai’ies in thickness according to the locality 

in which the species naturally grows. Plants 

inhabiting moist shady places, where evapora¬ 

tion takes place with difficulty, have a thin 

epidermis, with numerous or large stomates, 

to allow of perspiration being carried on with 

greater freedpm; those which, on the contra- 

rv, grow in hot dry situations, have a thick 

epidermis, aud small or few stomates, in order 

to prevent too rapid evaporation from the sur¬ 

face of the leaves. 

A leaf is composed, in most cases, of two 

principal parts, the lamina, I (Fig. 30), or 

Fig. 30. 

Cherry—Leaf, 

bundles ramifv at 

that which is usually called the blade, and the 

petiole or leafstalk, p. Sometimes, in addition 

to these, are attached 

to the base of the pe¬ 

tiole appendages called 

stipules. 

The Petiole is that 

portion of the leaf 

which forms a connec¬ 

tion between the blade 

and the stem. It is 

composed of fibro-vas- 

ciflar bundles and cel¬ 

lular tissue, and results 

from the former re¬ 

maining undivided for 

some distance before 

expanding to form the 

blade. Sometimes the.‘^e 

the point where they 

issue from the stem, and consequently^ there 

is no petiole; the leaf is then called sessile. 

In form the petiole is sometimes perfectly 

cylindrical, frequently flattened or channelled 

on its fjpper side; and it occasionally forms a 

sheath, .suiTounding more or less completely 

the shoot from which it springs. 

The Blade,—In some leaves, such as those 

of pinus, the bundle of fibro-vascular tissue 

remains undivided throughout its length, so 

that the whole leaf preserves the form of a 

petiole. Generally, however, the bundle be¬ 

comes divided into several ramifications termed 

ribs or nervures, forming at the end of the pe¬ 

tiole a flat expansion, which is called the blade. 

The nervm'es vary greatly in the direction 

which they take in the leaves of different 

species of plants. In many cases the petiole 

continues in a direct line to the end or apex 

of the leaf, constituting one large nervure, 

called the midrib (1, Fig. 30), and dividing as 

it goes into several other nervures, termed 

secondary nervures (2), which extend towards 

the margin of the leaf, and divide in their 

course into others called tertiary nervures 

(3); and these again subdivide into numerous 

small veins, which anastomose and form a fine 

netwoi'k, the intervals of which are filled up 

with cellular tissue. In other cases several 

nervures proceed from the end of the petiole 

like the radii of a circle. In endogens, how¬ 

ever, the secondary nervures do not usually 

divide, but run either parallel with the mid¬ 

rib, as in grasses, or at right angles to it, as 

in the banana. 
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Fig. 31. 

Leaves exliibit unmerous modifications of 

form, according to which they are charac¬ 

terized as round¬ 

ish, oval, lanceolate, 

heaii;-shaped, Ac. 

Tlie blade may 

consist of only one 

piece, as in the 

plum and cherry, 

when the leaf is 

called simple ; or it 

may be composed 

of several distinct 

portions borne on a 

common petiole, in 

which case the leaf 

is said to be com¬ 

pound, and the portions of which it is com¬ 

posed are termed leaflets. The horse-che.stnut 

{jEscuIus Hippocasta- 

num, Fig. 31), and the 32- 

locust - tree [Rohinia 

Pseudacacia, Fig. 32), 

afford familiar exam¬ 

ples of compound leaves. 

Both simple 

leaves, and the 

leaflets of those 

which are com¬ 

pound, are fre¬ 

quently divided 

more or less 

deeply. In some 

leaves (as in 

Fig. 33) these 

divisions do not 

exist, and the leaf is then said to be entire; 

but in others the margin exhibits toothings 

of various kinds; 

and in others again 

there are deeper 

divisions, or lobes, 

extending to a 

greater or less dis¬ 

tance towards the 

midrib. 

Stipules, a, a 

(Fig. 34), arc small 

appendages, situ¬ 

ated on each side of the base of the petiole; 

and similar appendages also occur, in many 

cases, at the bases of the leaflets in compound 

leaves, in which case they are called stipels. 

They vary greatly in appearance; sometimes 

they look like small leaves, and are ol the 

Kobinia—Compound Leaf. 

Oleander—Entire Leaves. 

same colour as the leaves themselves; some¬ 

times they are like scales; and sometimes they 

Fig. 34. have the appearance of a thin, 

colourless, nearly transparent 

membi-ane. Frequently, as 

in the rose, they are united 

to the petiole at one side, 

and nearly throughout their 

length; occasionally they form 

a sort of sheath round the 

stem, remaining separate or 

uniting by their margins; and 

often they are only united to 

the petiole by their base. Sti¬ 

pules are, to a certain extent, 

capable of performing the 

functions of leaves, but their 

precise use is,uncertain. Like leaves they, 

in some cases, develope buds in their axils. 

Acted \ipon by heat and light, leaves draw 

nourishment from the soil by the roots. The 

sap, so obtained, after ascending through the 

stem, chiefly by the alburnum, passes into the 

iipper side of the leaf, there imdergoes the 

action of light, parts with a portion of its mois¬ 

ture, and becomes otherwise greatly changed 

in its nature. It then descends by the lender 

side of the leaf into the liber, and, continuing 

its downward course to the very extremities 

of the roots, is api^ropriated, as it goes, for the 

nourishment and grovdh of the plant. More¬ 

over, leaves have the power of absorbing gases, 

and perhaps moisture, from the atmosphere; 

and of exhaling, in a gaseous form, substances 

not required by the plant. Thus leaves at 

once perform the functions of digestion and 

respiration, and are to the plant what the 

lungs and stomach are to animals, and scarcely 

less essential to life. 

“ In the course of time a leaf becomes in¬ 

capable of performing its functions; its pas¬ 

sages and surface are choked up by the deposit 

of impurities; there is no longer a free com¬ 

munication between its parenchyma and that 

of the rind, or between its veins and the wood 

and liber; or the air and its interior. It 

changes colour, ceases to decompose carbonic 

acid, absorbs oxygen instead, gets into a mor¬ 

bid condition, and dies—it is then thrown off.” 

_(Lindley’s Theory and Practice of Ilorticid- 

ture, p. 79.) 

VI.-THE FLOWER. 

The flower is defined as being “a terminal 

9 

Peai* tree—leaf. 
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bud, inclosing the organs of reproduction by 

seed. By tlie ancients, the term flower was 

restricted to what is now called the corolla; 

but Linnajus wisely extended its application 

to the union of all the organs which contri¬ 

bute to the process of fecundation. The 

flower, therefore, as now understood, compre¬ 

hends the calyx, the corolla, the stamens, and 

the pistil, of which the last two only are in¬ 

dispensable. Tlie calyx and corolla may be 

wanting, and a flower will nevertlndess exist; 

but, if neither stamens nor pistil, nor their 

rudiments, are to be found, no assemblage of 

leaves, whatever may be their form or colour, 

or how much soever they may resemble the 

calyx and corolla, can constitute a flower.”— 

(Lindley’s Introduction to Botany.) 

As the flower is at first a bcicl, it proceeds 

from the axils of leaves. It is supported by 

a stalk, called a peduncle; but this stalk is fre¬ 

quently ramified, and in that case, the suV)- 

divisions in immediate connection with the 

flowei’, are termed pedicels. 

Of the parts above-mentioned, the calyx 

and corolla constitute what are called the 

floral envelopes, which surround the repro¬ 

ductive organs. 

“The Calyx is the external integument 

of the flower, consisting of several verticillate 

leaves, either united by their margins or-dis¬ 

tinct, usually of a green colour, and of a ruder 

and less delicate texture than the norolla.”—■ 
(Introd. to Botany.) The divisions of the 

calyx. A' s s (Fig. 30), 

are called sepals. When 

it is not divided, it is 

termed monophyllous, 

the sejjals in this case 

uniting, so as to form 

a cuji or tube. The ca¬ 

lyx is generally green, 

partaking much of the 

cliai’acter of leaves ; but 

occasionally it is coloured, and scarcely dis¬ 

tinguishable from the petals, as in tulips, in 

which the three sepals are arranged and bril¬ 

liantly coloured, like the petals. 

The Corolla.—dTis is situated within the 

calyx, and forms the envelope next to the 

stamens. Its divisions are called petals, ppp 

(Fig. 35), and these alternate with the divi¬ 

sions of the calj'x. The divisions of the co¬ 

rolla are sometimes iinited by their margins, 

in the same manner as those of the calyx; 

they then form a tube, as in Fig. 36, and the 

Fig. 35. 

Strawberry Flower. 

Campanula Flower. 

Fig. 37. 

corolla is called monopctalous. The colour of 

the corolla is rarely green. “ The corolla, and 

all other parts of the 

flower not coloured green 

by the influence of light, 

absorb oxygen and ex¬ 

hale carbonic acid. The 

presence of a mass of 

flowers more or less bril¬ 

liantly coloured has, 

therefore, an action on 

the atmosphere quite the 

reverse of the salutary 

one exercised by a mass 

of green leaves. This 

effect is frequently com¬ 

plicated by the exhalation of the essential 

oils and other odoriferous principles, so often 

concentrated in this part of a plant.”—(.1. 

I)e Jussieu.) 

The Stamens (Fig. 37), 

or male organs of the flower, 

are situated within the co¬ 

rolla. Their number is vari¬ 

able. A stamen consists of 

three parts, the fllament, the 

anther, and the pollen. 

The fllament, f, is tha.t 

part of the stamen which 

supports the anther. It is 

similar in structure to the 

petiole of a leaf, and is the only part of the 

stamen which is not essential. When it is 

altogether absent, the anther is called sessile. 

The anther, a, is attached to the extremity 

of the filament. It is in general composed 

of two lobes, L L, united together by a con¬ 

tinuation of the filament, called the connective, 

c. These lobes contain a fine dust, which is 

the pollen. 

The pollen, p, is contained in the lobes of 

the anther, and consists of a number of fine 

hollow grains of various shapes, spherical, 

triangular, or polygonal. 

Gillyflower - Stamen. 

Fig. 38. oblong. 

Their size is also variable. The 

grains of jiollen contain minute glo¬ 

bules of oil and starch; other bodies 

have also been fo\nid in them. 

The Pistil (Fig. 38), is the fe¬ 

male organ of the flower, in the 

centre of which it is always situ¬ 

ated. It is composed of three parts 

■— the ovary, the style, and the 

stigma. 

TJte ovary, o, is a hollow case, varying in 
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form, but geuerally spheroidal or ovate. It 

is sitaated at the base of the pistil, coutains 

one or more cells, and incloses the ovules, 

wliich, after impregnation, become the seeds, 

itself forming tlie fruit. 

The style.—Between the ovary and the 

stigma, there is \isually a slender column sxxp- 

]iorting the latter, and which is called the 

stylo. This part, s, is not absolutely essen¬ 

tial; it is frequently absent, in which case the 

stigma is immediately attached to the ovary. 

The style is generally smooth, but is some¬ 

times provided with hairs, apparently for the 

pui’iiosc of collecting the pollen, and which are, 

Iherefore, called collectors. 

The stiyma, st, is generally situated at the 

upper extremity of the style. Its surface is 

destitute of epidermis, and is, in consequence, 

humid or papillose. The centre consists of 

lax tissue, so that the particles of pollen com¬ 

ing in contact with the moist surface of the 

stigma, can fertilize the ovules through the 

medium of the conducting tissue of the style. 

The ovule, which term signifies a small egg, 

is the rudiment of the seed. One or many of 

these ovules are formed within the ovary or 

seed vessel. Without the influence of the 

pollen, the ovules sometimes grow to a con¬ 

siderable size, assuming the appearance of a 

perfect seed; but if fertilization has not taken 

place, it cannot in reality be a seed, for in 

that case it contains no reproductive prin¬ 

ciple. 

Most flowers contain both the male and 

female organs above described, 

in which case they are called 

hermaphrodite; but there are 

others in which the stamens 

or male oi’gans only are present, 

these are called male 

Jlotoers; others again 

have only the pistil or 

female organ, these are 

called female flmoers. 

In some plants, both 

the male and the female 

flowers occur on the 

same individual. Such 

jilauts are called monoe¬ 

cious ; among these 

are the filbert (Big. 39), 

in which $ is the mal 

and $ the female flower; 

and the oak. 

In other plants, the male and female flowei-s 

Haze] Nfit—i\i«incucious 

are on different individuals, 

called dioecious; and 

eluded willows and poplars. 

amongst 

Such plants aie 

them are iu- 

Vir.-THE FRUIT. 

After fertilization has taken place, the floral 

envelopes and the sexual organs usually drof 

off, the ovary alone remaining; this swells, 

and, when matured, becomes the fruit, con¬ 

taining the seed. It consists of two principal 

parts—the pericarp and the seed. 

The Pericarp is the external part of the 

fruit; and whatever does not constitute a part 

of the seed is a part of the pericarp. It is the 

edible portion of most kinds of fruits. Its tex¬ 

ture, however, varies much; in apples, pears, 

Ac., it is fleshy; in nuts, it is hard and woody, 

constituting the shell; and in pease and beans 

it is coriaceous, and constitutes the husk, the 

edible part in these cases being the seed. 

The pericarp con¬ 

sists of three parts— 

the epicarp, sarco- 

carp, and endocarp. 

The epicarp ipp, 

Fig. 40), is the ex¬ 

ternal covering, and 

is what is usually 

called the skin of the 

fruit. 

lies between the epi- 

Fig' 40. 

Alfricot-Ripe Fniit, vertical 
seotiuii. 

The sarcocarp {sar') 

carp and the endocarp, and is the fleshy por¬ 

tion of such fruits as the apple, pear, and peach. 

The endocarp (ew) forms the inner coating. 

It is sometimes membranous, sometimes hard 

and bony, as in the stone of a peach. 

In a cherry, peach, or apricot, the skin is 

the epicarp; the flesh or edible portion, the sar- 

cocarjj; and the stone, the endocarp. Again, 

in the apple, the skin is the epicarp, the flesh, 

the sarcocarp; and the horny substance im¬ 

mediately surrounding the seeds, the endocarp. 

The Seed generally consists of three prin¬ 

cipal parts—the testa, the albumen, and the 

embryo. 
The testa is formed of two or more integu¬ 

ments closely united. The outer one is of 

various colours in different plants, aud even 

ill varieties of the same species; for example, 

in the kidney bean it is, in some varieties, 

entirelf white, in others, jet black or speckled. 

Its surfiice is either smooth or rough; and its 

consistence is either membranous, coriaceous, 

ci’ustaceous, fleshy, or woody. 
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The albumen is situated between the testa 

and the embryo. It is destined to feed the 

germinating embryo until the latter can de- 

velope organs to draw nourishment from ex¬ 

ternal sources. 

The embryo is the most essential part of 

the seed, for it is the rudiment of the future 

plant. It consists of three parts: the radicle 

r (Fig. 41), the lylumule f, and one or two 

Fig. 41. 

cotyledons c c. The radicle is the origin of 

the root; the plumule gives rise to the stem; 

and the cotyledons contribute to the growth 

of the germinating plant, and perform, to 

some extent, the office of leaves, till such 

time as these can be developed from newly 

formed tissue at the apex, or growing point, 

of the plumule. 

CHAPTER II. 

GERMINATION. 

A seed contains, when perfect, the rudi¬ 

ments of a future plant, as has been already 

stated. This, in many cases, may continue 

dormant for one or many years, unless brought 

under circumstances favourable to its vegeta- 
o 

tion. These circumstances are essentially heat 

and moi.sture—stimulated by these, growth 

commences, and its first process is termed 

yerminatiou. The seed being swelled by 

moisture, and its integuments softened by 

the same agency, the radicle is enabled to 

push out, and it strikes downwards; whilst 

the plumule takes an upward direction, and 

the cotyledons begin to expand. These 

sometimes remain undergromid, as in the 

common bean; or they rise above it, as in the 

turnip, radish, and most plants. By exposure 

to the light they acquire a green colour, and 

perform the functions of leaves. They sup- 

jdy the young plant with nourishment from 

their substance till roots and leaves are 

formed, and till the plant can feed itself The 

cot3dedons then drop, and germination is 

complete. A seed cannot gerndnate without 

a certain amount of moisture, ah', and heat. 

“Moisture softens the integuments of the 

seed, and relaxes the tissue of the embryo 

itself; atmospffieric air supplies oxygen, where¬ 

with carbonic acid may be generated by the 

seed, and also nitrogen, which is found experi¬ 

mentally to disappear in all cases of germina¬ 

tion ; wlide a temperature above 32° excites the 

vitality of the embryo, and enables it to take 

advantage of the agents in contact -with it. 

“The amount of moisture which a seed can 

bear when germinating, depends upon its 

specific nature. When plants naturally live 

in water, it seems that total immersion is 

requisite, in order to furnish the seed with 

the amount of water it requires. Thus, all 

attempts at introducing the Canadian rice 

plant {Zizania aquaticai), failed until the 

seeds were plunged in vials of water; and 

our own Glyceria fluitans exhibits another 

example of the same fact. But to land 

plants, water, in a fluid state, is mischievous, 

if not fatal; for with them, if the act of 

germination should take place under water, 

the seeds almost immediately afterwards die 

and rot. It is in the state of vapour that 

water is most safely applied, and hence damp¬ 

ness is what their seeds require, rather than 

wet; and it is found by experience that even 

a saturated atmosphere is unsuited to germina¬ 

tion, unless the vitality of seeds is extremelv 

active. Gardeners therefore take care, in 

raising old and feeble seeds, to tinst whollv 

to the vapour suspended in a damp atmos¬ 

phere, and to avoid the moisture that may 

be entangled among soil. 

“Free access to the atmosphere is a condition 

in the absence of which germination becomes 

impossible; for although there is reason to 

believe that, in a suitable temperature, seeds 

can decompose the water with which thev 

are in contact, and so supply themselves with 

oxygen, yet the earliest act of growth must 

first be excited, and for that nitrogen seems 

indispensable; nor can their power of decom¬ 

posing water be afterwards maintained, unless 

there is still present that nitrogen, which 

they have no means of obtaining under 

ordinary circumstances, except from the 
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atmosphere. This explains the reason why 

seeds hm-ied in stiff clay, or at considerable 

depths below the surface, although damp, 

refuse to germinate until they are accidentally 

brought into contact with air j and it furnishes 

a solution of the singular but well-known 

fact, of certain crops suddenly appearing 

where they had not been previously known 

to exist, provided the soil is wholly broken 

u]) to a considerable depth; as, for instance, 

wheu wild mustard covers the face of recent 

railway cuttings. The true principle of seed¬ 

sowing is, therefore, never to bury seeds 

deeper than is indispensable to the preser¬ 

vation of dampness round them, or to their 

protection from ver-min. Exposure to light 

is generally regarded as injurious to germinat¬ 

ing seeds; and it is a common opinion that 

they are covered as much with a view to 

keeping them in darkness as for any other 

reason. ^But experiments by no means con¬ 

firm these statements; on the contrary, if 

seeds are deposited upon damp soil, and are 

then (covered with a plate of glass closely 

pressed down upon them, they germinate as 

well as if in darkness, though, perhaps, not 

so quickly. The covering of seeds with earth 

is, therefore, to be regarded rather as a 

method for preserving around them the 

necessary moisture, than as a means of 

guarding them from light. 

“ The temperature at which air and mois¬ 

ture will act upon the vitality of an embryo 

varies extremely. The only fixed rule upon 

the subject is, that for all cultivable plants it 

must be somewhere between 32° and below 

100°. Below 32° none will germinate; above 

100°, if that temperature is prolonged, all 

perish. Several cases, indeed, are upon 

record of seeds having been exposed for a 

few minutes to the heat of boiling water, 

without sustaining injury; but they could 

not have supported such a temperature much 

lonser; and those which can bear it at all 

are invariably furnished with hard bony coats. 

Perhaps 40° to 50° may be taken as a favour¬ 

able temperature for the germination of 

ordinary agricultural crops; G0° to 70° for the 

more tender kinds, such as maize; and 80° 

for tropical annuals, like tobacco. As a 

general rule, it may be said that all seeds will 

germinate more readily in a temperature 

above what they are accustomed to than 

below it.”—(Professor Bindley in Morton’s 

Cyd. of Agriculture.) 

With respect to the chemical changes 

which take place in germination, we extract 

the following from an excellent article in the 

same work by Professor Way:— 

“Confining our attention now to the 

chemical character of the seeds, and to the 

chemical changes which they undergo during 

germination, we learn, first, that they consist 

of one or more azotized or nitrogenous bodies, 

of the nature of albumen or caseine, of starch, 

gum, and sugar, and oily and fatty matters, 

together with a certain quantity of alkaline 

and earthy salts. 

“ The relative proportion of all these ingredi¬ 

ents is as variable as the different varieties of 

seeds are numerous, but they are more or less 

to be discovered in every seed. It is natural 

to suppose that during the physiological 

changes occurring in germination, important 

modifications of a chemical nature should also 

result. If a few grains of wheat, or any 

other seed, are moistened and left in a warm 

place, we soon observe a remarkable change. 

The seed swells considerably, and at last the 

surrounding envelope is burst, and the rudi¬ 

ments of the roots and stem of the future 

plant make their appearance. Supposing, 

now, that we had taken the trouble to weigh 

a certain number of the original seeds after 

carefully drying them, and, further, when the 

germination had proceeded to some length, 

we had also dried and weighed the sprouted 

seed, it would be found that the latter 

weighed considerably less than before the 

experiment; in other words, that, during 

termination, solid matters other than water 

had been removed from the seed. 

“To the investigations of M. de Saussure, on 

the chemistry of vegetation, we are indebted 

for the larger part of our information on this, 

as on other similar subjects. Following out 

the observation previously made by Ptollo, he 

ascertained, by careful experiments, that this 

loss of weight is principally due to the 

separation of carbon, in the form of carbonic 

acid. Saussure placed seeds, properly moist¬ 

ened, in a portion of air confined in a glass 

jar, over mercury, and exposed to the 

necessary degree of warmth. No change of 

the volume of confined air was observed, but 

upon examination it was found that a portion 

of its oxygen had disappeared, and had been 

replaced by carbonic acid gas, which, by a 

well-known chemical law, necessarily occupied 

the same space. He found also that a seed 
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'w-oiili.l germinate readily in pure oxygen gas, 
but not in nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbonic 

fUud gases. 
“ It is clear, therefore, that germination is, 

to a certain extent, a process of combustion, 
requiring for its exhibition a supply of oxygen, 
which, in natural circumstances, is obtained 

from the air. 
“The quantity of oxygen required for the 

germinating process is not the same with all 
seeds, which probably accounts for the fact 
that some seeds are found to vegetate at 
greater depths in the soil than others. The 
necessity of air for the sprouting of seeds, 
explains also the curious circumstance, often 
brought under the notice of the practical far¬ 
mer, that a more than usually deep ploughing, 
or the turning up of the sirbsoil in trenching 
or cirtting of drains, ■will often produce a 
luxuriant crop of weeds, which, to all appear¬ 
ance, had been extirpated by his previous 
efforts. The seeds of these plants, lying deejD 
in the soil, and out of reach of the aerating 
influences of the plough and other implements, 
may remain inert for a series of years, only to 
be called into life upon the approach of the 
necessary conditions of air and moisture 

“In retentive soils the depth to which the 
air can penetrate is evidently less than in 
porous open lands; and drainage of such stiff 
soils must, by inducing permeability to air, of 
course deepen the effective seed-bed. The 
loss of carbon, in the form of carbonic acid, is 
not, however, the only change which the seed 
undergoes during germination—hydrogen and 
nitrogen are also separated; the former partly 
by combination with oxygen, as water, and 
]>artly in the form of ammonia by uniting 
with the nitrogen. As before said, the nitro¬ 
gen of the air seems to have no part in these 
transformations, and the action is limited to 
the changes occurring eithei- amongst the ele¬ 
ments of the seed itself, or these and the oxy¬ 
gen of the air. In addition to the changes 
before specifled, we find, in the sprouting of a 
seed, the ju’oduction of a vegetable acid (either 
the acetic or lactic acid), and a modification 
of the albuminous matters, which enables it 
subsequently to convert the starch of the seed 
into sugar. The formation of this modified 
albuminous substance (diastase), is the great 
object aimed at in the process of malting. 

“There are some seeds which germinate under 
water, and it might be thought that this cir- 
cimistance was opposed to the theory of the 

necessity of air; but, in fact, no natural water 
is free from atmospheric aii’, and the sepds of 
aquatic plants germinate just as fish live in 
water, even when it is covered with ice, by 
virtue of the oxygen dissolved in it. Saussure 
boiled water for a sufiiciently long time to 
expel the air, and coxild not succeed subse¬ 
quently in causing seeds to germinate in it. 

“It is difficult to see the precise object of 
some of the chemical changes accompanying 
germination. The formation of carbonic acid 
is attended, of course, with the production of 
a certain amount of heat, so that the requisite 
temperature for the commencement of the 
process having been attained, it is carried on 
and completed, in a great measure, by internal 
causes. It may be that nature, in this way, 
has guarded against any inteiTuption to the 
vegetative forces from local and accidental 
changes of temperature. The separation of 
nitrogen, in the form of ammonia pr other¬ 
wise, may be merely incidental, and connected 
only with the necessaiy modifications of the 
albuminous matters of the seed, giving rise to 
the substance which has received the name of 
diastase. 

“The materials which are accumulated in the 
seeds are evidently designed, as was before 
stated, to fuimish the first food to the young 
plant; in many seeds starch forms the staple 
and most important ingredient of this food; 
but starch is insoluble in cold watei', and could 
not, without aid, acquire the necessary degree 
of mobility to be transferred from the seed to 
the growing part of the vegetable. Modified 
albuminous matter, however, or diastase, has 
the property of converting insoluble starch 
into soluble sugar, and thiis the difficulty is 
successfully overcome. 

“ The description now given of the changes 
occurring during germination only applies to 
its earliest stages; so soon as the green parts 
of the plant are formed above ground the 
whole state of things is reversed; instead of 
giving off carbonic acid, the plant now needs 
this gas for its sustenance, and is endowed 
with the extraordinary power, in the presence 
of light, of decomposing it and appropriating 
its carbon; and ammonia, in the same way, 
becomes necessary to its well-being. 

“From what we have lately learned of the 
absorptive properties of the soil for both these 
gases, it is possible that their production dur¬ 
ing germination, and consequent retention at 
short distances from the seed, is an exjiress 
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provision of nature for a supply of food, so 

.soon as the roots shall have made their first 

gi’owth. 

“The action of light in germination has been 

a matter of much difference of opinion; on 

the one hand, it has been contended that the 

practice of burying the seed was an evidence 

of the injurious tendency of light; on the 

other, that the absence of all light is the rea¬ 

son that seeds placed at a great depth in the 

soil fail to vegetate. For the latter of these 

facts we have already offered a sufficient ex¬ 

planation ; and without entering, in this place, 

further into the subject, it may be stated that, 

in all probability, the only influence which 

light exercises on germination is of an inci¬ 

dental and unnecessary kind. 

“ The degree of warmth requisite for the com - 

mencement of vegetation, on different seeds, 

has not been satisfactorily ascertained. In nor¬ 

thern countries, and even in oiir own tem¬ 

perate climate, the seeds of plants exhibit 

vitality at a tempex’ature very little above 

the freezing point of water. Below 32° Fah., 

however, it would seem that germination can¬ 

not take place, no doubt because the neces¬ 

sary circulation of the fluids is, at that tem¬ 

perature, physically impossible. It has already 

been mentioned that germination cannot take 

place in nitrogen, or earbonic acid gases. It 

would not appear that the two former of these 

gases are actually prejudicial to the vegetative 

process, but that it fails to occur in them from 

the absence of oxygen. M. de Saussure, how¬ 

ever, found that carbonic acid, which is itself 

a product of the germinating process, exercises 

a positively antagonistic influence; and the 

rapidity of germination is sensibly accelerated 

by anything that will remove this gas as it is 

formed. Thus, slacked lime, placed in the 

neighbourhood of a seed vmgetating in a limi¬ 

ted quantity of air, hastens the process consi¬ 

derably. We have reason to believe that 

this efi’ect is produced, as perfectly as it could 

be in a properly cultivated soil, in part by the 

absorptive property of the soil for the gas in 

question, and stiU more by its constant diffu¬ 

sion into the air, with which the pores of the 

soil are filled. Ammonia and its carbonate, 

rvhen in too concentrated a form in the soil, are 

also capable of arresting or entirely destroying 

the vegetative jxower of seeds. This explains 

the injurious results which are expei’ienced 

when the seeds of wheat or turnips are placed 

too near to guano.” 

CHAPTER III. 

THE FOOD OF PLANTS. 

The elements which, on analysis, are found 

in plants must be the coustitixents of their 

food. Those which have been so found arc 

included in the following table, together wdth 

their symbols and equivalents, which may be 

useful to the gardener when reference is made 

to the analysis of soils, manures, Ac.:— 

Name. Symbol. Equivalent. 

Aluminum, Al. 13-7 

Bromine, Br. 80- 

Calcium, Ca. 20- 

Carbon, C. 6-12 

Chlorine, Cl. 35o 

Hydrogen, II. 1- 

Iodine, I. 127-1 

Iron, Fe. 28- 

Magnesium, Mg. .. 12-2 

Manganese, Mil. 27'l5 

Nitrogen, N. 14-15 

Oxygen, 0. 8- 

Phosphorus, P. 32- 

Potassium, K. 39-2 

Silicon, Si. 21-3 

Sodium, 23- 

Sulphur, S. 16- 

The principal elements in the composition 

and food of plants are, however, these four—• 

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. The 

first three form cellulose or cellular fibre (O^j ,, 

O.J,), starch (C,.2, H,o, 0;„), gum (G.-i, H,o, 
O,o), sugar (cane sugar, 0,2, H|o, 0,o, and grape 

sugar, C,.., 11,2, 0,2) and pectin, C23, Hj,, O2,, 

substances which constitute by far the greatest 

portion of all v'egetables. It will be remarked 

that hydrogen and oxygen are pi-esent in all 

except pectm in the exact proportions neces¬ 

sary for the formation of water. With nitro¬ 

gen, the same elements form vegetable fibrine, 

vegetable albumen, and vegetable caseine. 

It is principally by the roots that nourish¬ 

ment is obtained, and, as these cannot absorb 

solids, it follows that the substances on which 

plants feed must exist in a liquid or gaseous 

state before they can be taken up by the roots; 

and, it is exclusively in these two states that 

all the food of plants is absorbed. The food 

of plants is presented to the roots in a liquid 

state by the agency of w'ater, which has the 

property of holding most solid substances in 

solution, and of absorbing a greater or less 

portion of all gases which are brought in con- 

i tact with it. AA’^ater at 60 and 30 bar. will, 
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accordiug to Dalton and Hemy, absorb its 

own volume of carbonic acid and sulphm’etted 

hydrogen, and, accordiug to Thomson, 7 80 

times its own bulk of ammonia. 

Carbon, which exists pure in the diamond, 

and in the form of charcoal, is familiar to 

every one. Carbon, together with water, 

constitutes the principal built of vegetables; 

but it can only be assimilated by plants when 

it is combined with oxygen; or, in other words, 

before it can Ijecome the food of plants it 

must be turned into carbonic acid. With re- 

feretrce to this subject. Sir Humphrey Davy 

tried an experiment, which he details in his 

Agricultural Chemistry:—“Some impalpable 

powdered charcoal, procured by washing gun¬ 

powder, and dissipating the sulphur by heat, 

was placed in a vial containing pure water, in 

which a plant of peppermint was growing; 

the roots of the plant wei’e pretty genei-ally 

in contact with the charcoal. The experi¬ 

ment was made in May, 1805; the growth of 

the plant was very vigorous during a fort¬ 

night, when it was taken out of the vial. 

The roots were then cut through in different 

parts, but no carbonaceous matter could be 

discovered in them, nor were the smallest 

fibrils blackened by the charcoal, though this 

must have been the case had the charcoal 

heen absorbed in the solid form.” 

Charcoal, which is frequently used as a 

maniu’e, does not act as such by changing into 

carbonic acid, for it is one of the most inde- 

stnictible substances known. Its effects are 

solely owing to the property which it has of 

retaining large quantities of various gases in 

its pores. 

Saussure found that freshly-burned char¬ 

coal absorbed of 

Ammonia,. 90' times its own volume. 

Hydrochloric acid, . 8o' „ ., 

Sulphuretted hydrogen,.. 81 • • ,, 

Carbonic acid.35' ,, 

Oxygen. 9-25 „ ,, 

Nitrogen, . 7’5 ,, „ 

Hydrogen,. 1'75 „ „ 

Carbonic Acid.-—As carbon constitutes with 

water the principal mass of vegetables, and 

cannot become their food except in the soluble 

form of carbonic acid, it follows that this gas 

must be of the greatest importance with re¬ 

spect to the nourishment of plants. Carbonic 

acid consists of one equivalent of carbon, 

united with two equivalents of oxygen. It 

is a colourless gas, with an acidulous taste, and 

heavier than atmosjdieric air, its sp. gr. being 

1‘524. It prevents combustion and respira¬ 

tion, proving fatal to animal life, even when 

present in moderate quantity. Water, when 

recently boiled, dissolves its own volume of 

carbonic acid at 60° and 30 bar., but under 

a greater press\ire much more will be absorbed. 

This gas is always present in the atmosphere, 

and also in spring water. 

Carbonic acid is given off in lai’ge quanti¬ 

ties by volcanoes, and is always produced by the 

combustion and decay of substances containing 

carbon, and by the respiration of all animals. 

Combined with alkaline substances it gives 

rise to a class of salts called carbonates; one 

of which, carbonate of lime, or chalk, is very 

plentiful, and forms the principal portion of 

some soils. 

“ It is only under the influence of light 

that plants can decompose carbonic acid, fix¬ 

ing its carbon, and setting free its oxygen. 

During the night, on the contrary, they un¬ 

dergo a kind of slow combustion, oxygen being 

absorbed, and carbonic acid formed. But the 

balance in this cm-ious alternation is vastly 

in favour of the process by which oxygen is 

sent into the atmosphere—for the whole car¬ 

bon of a forest, for example, being derived 

from carbonic acid, an equivalent quantity of 

oxygen must have heen liberated; and this 

consideration alone enables us to explain the 

fact, that, notwithstanding the enormous 

amount of oxygen withdrawn from the atmo¬ 

sphere by the respiration of animals, by com¬ 

bustion, by putrefaction, and by the action of 

vegetables during the night—in all of which 

processes the oxygen is converted into car¬ 

bonic acid of equal volume—the proportion of 

oxygen in the atmosphere does not diminish, 

and that of carbonic acid does not increase. 

“From these considerations it appears, that 

there must always exist a balance or fixed 

proportion between the existing amount of 

animal and that of vegetable life. Where 

animals abound, and where men cairy on the 

usual operations of civilized life, there, car¬ 

bonic acid must be largely formed; but this 

carbonic acid, in yielding its carbon to vege¬ 

tation, yields also its oxygen to restore the 

purity of the air, and support again the respi¬ 

ration of men and animals. Again, the decay 

and putrefaction of both animals and vege¬ 

tables yield carbonic acid and ammonia—the 

very substances which form the food of a new 

race of vegetables; and these again contribute 
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to tlie Dourishment of new animals; so that, 

in this unceasing round of chemical changes, 

the death of one generation supplies the means 

of life to that which is to follow.”—(Turners 

Chemistry.) 

Oxyyen is always gaseous when uncomhined, 

and without colour, taste, or smell; it is heavier 

than atmospheric au, its sp. gr. being 1T026. 

Oxygen is a constituent of the atmosphere, 

and enters largely into the composition of all 

plants. It has a powerful tendency to com¬ 

bine with most elementary substances forming 

either oxides or acids. The act of combining 

with it is termed oxidation.. 

Combustion is nothing but rapid oxidation; 

respiration the same thing, taking place with 

a less degree of intensity. Neither plants nor 

animals can live in an atmosphere deprived 

of oxygen. 

Oxygen is absorbed in germination, and 

carbonic acid is given off; but when the plants 

begin to feed themselves, the reverse takes 

place; the cai'bonic acid taken up by the roots 

is decomposed by the action of light in the 

leaves, the carbon is appropriated by the plant, 

and the oxygen, or a part of it, is returned to 

the atmosphere. Plants liberate oxygen by 

the decomposition of water and carbonic acid; 

and the excess of oxygen thus obtained be¬ 

yond the requirements of vegetation, is re¬ 

turned to the atmosphere. 

Hydrogen is the lightest body in nattire, 

its sp. gr. being 0-06896. It is colourless, 

tasteless, and inodorous, and will not support 

combustion or respiration; but an atmosphere 

composed of oxygen and hydrogen may be 

breathed. 

When hydrogen is mixed with oxygen, and 

the mixture set on fire, a violent explosion 

takes place, and water is generated; and the 

same result takes place, though more slowly 

and without an explosion, when the two gases 

are mixed and exposed to light. 

Hydrogen is found in plants in much less 

qiiantity than oxygen. The supply of this 

gas is obtained by the decomposition of water 

and also of ammonia. The fatty and volatile 

oils, so frequent in certain parts of plants, are 

always rich in hydrogen. 

Nitrogen is a colourless, tasteless, inodorous 

gas, which enters into the composition of the 

atmosphere to the extent of 80 per cent, by 

volume. It is lighter than atmospheric air, 

its sp. gr. being 0-9722, and, like hydrogen, it 

will not support respiration or combustion. 

Plants derive their nitrogen exclusively 

from ammonia and nitric acid; and though it 

has been supposed that they obtain nitrogen 

fi’om the atmosphere, yet it is now generally 

admitted that the nitrogen of plants is assimi¬ 

lated from the two sources above-mentioned. 

“Estimated by its proportional weight, nitro¬ 

gen forms only a very small part of plants; but 

it is never entu-ely absent from any part of 

them. Even when it does not absolutely 

enter into the composition of a particular part 

or organ, it is always to be found in the fluids 

which pervade it.”—(^Liebig.) 

A mmonia is a colourless gas with a strong 

j)ungent smell, and composed of one equiva¬ 

lent of nitrogen and three equivalents of hy¬ 

drogen. It has all the properties of an alkaJ.’. 

combining with acids, and completely neuti-al- 

izing them. Ammonia is produced by the 

decay of all organic substances; it is, however, 

never present in the atmosphere in a free state, 

existing there either as a carbonate or nitrate, 

and is brought down as such by rain, which 

always contains more or less ammonia in one 

or other of these states. I'his gas is the 

principal source from which ])lants derive 

their nitrogen, and is, therefore, of the great¬ 

est importance. It has been already stated, 

that ammonia is absorl)ed in largo quantity 

by water. The same property is also pos¬ 

sessed by the soil, which abstracts it to some 

extent from the atmosj)here. The action of 

an important class of manures is attributable 

to this substance being contained in them, or 

to its gradual formation during the process of 

decay. 

Having now noticed the four great com¬ 

ponents of the food of plants, we shall ja-o- 

ceed as briefly as possible with the other sub¬ 

stances which enter into their composition, 

and whieli are scarcely less ueces-sary to their 

growth. 
When a plant is burned, the mineral sul)- 

stances which it has taken up from the soil 

remain as ashes. The composition of these 

varies in different species of plants, and even 

in different parts of the same plant; for in¬ 

stance, the tuber of the potato contains 86 per¬ 

cent. of the salts of potash and soda, whilst 

the herb contains only 4 })er cent, of these 

substances. 
The following table, extracted, on account 

of its gi-eat value, from Morton’s Cyclopedia 

of Agriculture, exhibits the results of the latest 

analyses of the ashes of plants;—• 
10 
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Alumina is the oxide of aluminum. With 

sulphuric acid and potash it forms alum, and 

with silica it produces the silicates of alumina, 

which form the different varieties of clay. 

It is uncertain whether the minute quantities 

of alumina found in plants are accidental or 

otherwise. 

“Chemists are not yet agreed whether 

alumina ought to be classed among the inor¬ 

ganic ingredients used by plants for mineral 

food. It is certain that the substance stated 

to be alumina by their older analysts, and 

found in the com’se of their analyses of the 

ashes of plants, was in reality phosphate of 

lime. But if it be not directly useful to 

plants, it has a most powerful indirect influ¬ 

ence upon their development, by determining 

the character of soils, of which it forms an 

essential constituent.”—(Morton’s Cyclopedia 

of Agriculture.) 

In addition to this, it may be stated that 

alumina is a most powerful absorbent of am¬ 

monia. 

Bromine is found in minute quantities in 

marine plants. Balard found that it existed 

ill marine plants growing on the shores of the 

Mediterranean. It is, however, of no import¬ 

ance, in a horticultural point of view. 

Chlorine occurs in the ashes of plants 

chiefly in combination with sodium and po¬ 

tassium, that is to say, as chloride of sodium 

and'chloride of potassium. 

Iodine exists in sponges and most kinds of 

sea weeds; indeed, it is principally obtained 

from Fucus vesiculosus, nodosus, and serratus. 

Some marine plants are used as food, and 

their good effects are doubtless in a great 

measure owing to the iodine which they 

contain. 

Iron.—The oxides of iron are found in the 

ashes of plants. It is supposed that they are 

taken uj) by the roots in the state of a 

sulphate, or in some other soluble form. 

Lime, or the oxide of calcium, occurs in 

plants in combination with phosphoric, sul¬ 

phuric, and carbonic acids, and in the form of 

organic salts. It is present, to a considerable 

extent, in the ashes of most plants, to some 

of which it is doubtless indispensable. The 

minute crystals found in the cells of plants 

chiefly consist of the phosphate and oxalate 

of lime. 

Magnesia, or oxide of magnesium, is found 

in the ashes of most plants. It may, there¬ 

fore, be considered an essential element of 

their nutrition. It is supposed to be taken 

up by the roots of plants in the state of bi¬ 

carbonate of magnesia, which is soluble. 

Manganese.—The oxide of manganese is 

found in small quantities in the ashes of 

many plants. Its presence is, however, be¬ 

lieved by chemists to be accidental. 

Phosphorus never exists in nature in a free 

state; combined with oxygen it forms phos¬ 

phoric acid, a most important compound, which 

unites with various bases, such as potash, 

soda, lima, magnesia, &c., forming a class of 

salts called phosphates. 

Phosphoric acid, in the form of phosphates, 

enters into the composition of all plants, and 

is found in all fertile soils. Manures also owe 

much of their value to the presence of this 

acid. 

Potash is a compound of potassium and 

oxygen, and is an important constituent of 

plants. It is found largely in the ashes of 

turnips, potatoes, and many other plants, as 

will be perceived by the foregoing table. 

Silica, or silicic acid, is a compound of 

silicon with oxygen. It entei's into the com¬ 

position of all soils, and is present in some 

plants in large quantity. The ashes of the 

straw of wheat contain as much as 70 per 

cent, of silica ; those of hay, about 30 per 

cent.; and ryegrass, as much as 64 per cent, 

of this substance. The silica of plants is 

doubtless obtained by the decomposition of 

the silicates of potash and soda by carbonic 

acid, which seizes on the alkaline base, and 

sets free the silica in a soluble form. 

Soda is a compound of the metal sodium 

and oxygen, and generally occurs together 

with potash in plants. It appears that soda 

may, to a certain extent, be substituted for 

potash, and that potash may also partially 

replace soda, but how far this substitution 

of the one base for the other takes place is 

not known; it is, however, certain, that in 

no case can potash be wholly replaced by 

soda, or the reverse. 

Sulphur exists in plants in the form of 

sulphates, or combinations of sulphuric acid 

■with various bases, and also in the vegetable 

albumen. The ashes of turnips, cabbages, and 

other plants of the brassica tribe, are rich in 

sul]jhuric acid, of which they contain from 10 

to 20 per cent. 

Sulphur is supposed to be taken up by 

plants in two ways; in the shape of snlphates, 

and as sulphuretted hydrogen. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ASSIMILATION OF THE FOOD 

Mode of Absorption.—-Having treated on 

the principal organs of plants, and on the 

substances which form their food, we shall 

now endeavour to explain the mode in which 

the food is taken up and appropriated by the 

plant. 

Plants feed almost exclusively by the roots, 

and chiefly by the young extremities of these, 

called the spongioles, from their propei-ty of 

imbibing fluids like a sponge. These spon¬ 

gioles are composed of a delicate tissue through 

which no solid substance can pass. Water in 

its liquid state, and also in that of vapour, is 

readily absorbed, provided the plant is at the 

time in want of a supply of moisture. If a 

plant is dry and the leaves are flagging, by 

immersing its spongioles entirely in water 

the leaves will resume their natural position, 

and they will do so to a considerable extent 

if the spongioles are placed in an atmosphere 

completely saturated with the vapour of 

water. Thus, moisture, either in the fluid 
or gaseous state, can be taken up; and so can 

other substances, even some that are solid 

when reduced to a soluble state, provided the 

solution is not too dense. Water, howevei’, 

cannot be taken up by the roots and carried 

to the tops of the highest trees, and there 

evaporated by the leaves, in many cases to 

the amount of tons in the course of a summer, 

without a force, or aii aggregation of forces, 

equal to the weight raised. The tubes in the 

vegetable structure, being exceedingly fine, 

have doubtless a capillary action; but this 

alone could not be sufficient to force the sap 

through the cut stem of a vine so as to burst 

a strong fastening placed over the section 

of the stem, as is known to have been the case. 

The mode in which fluids pass through 

membranous tissue was, we believe, fir.st 

jiointed out by M. Dutrochet, and called 

Endosmose. By this discovery, not only the 

absorption by the roots, and that which takes 

place from cell to cell, is clearly accounted for, 

but also a part of the circulation of plants 

which had previously been considered inexpli¬ 

cable. 

“ If a small bladder, either of animal or 

vegetable membrane, containing a liquid denser 

than water, such as a mixture of sugar and 

water, is plunged in pure watei’, the two liquids 

will tend to become of the same density, and 

to establish through the sides two currents, 

one of pure water passing, from without, in¬ 

wards towards the sugar arid water (called 

endosmose); and another of sugar and water 

passing from the inside to the outside and to¬ 

wards the pure water (this current is called 

exosmose). But the two liquids do not filter 

through the membranes with equal facility 

or rapidity. The less dense passes thi'ough 

the quickest; the sugared water, therefore, 

gains more than it loses, the pure water loses 

more than it gains. Hence, a difference of 

level takes place between the two liquids, that 

in the bladder rising highest, and continuing 

to do so till the two liquids have acquired, by 

this interchange, an equal degi’ee of density. 

If we insert a graduated upright glass tube 

into the mouth of the bladder, tying the latter 

tightly, so that the fluid in ascending can only 

pass up the tube, we can thereby ascertain 

the rapidity of the ascent and its force. If 

we substitute a bent tube for the straight 

one, and fill the lower part of the bend with 

mercury, the latter will stand at the same 

level in both legs of the tube; but when 

pressed by the fluid, the mercury will be forced 

down the one leg and up the other, and the 

difference between the height of the two co¬ 

lumns shows the force exerted by the endos¬ 

mose action. It has been ascertained by such 

experiments that the rapidity and force of 

the endosmose are considerable, and that its 

action will continue for a long time. A so¬ 

lution of 1 part of sugar to 2 parts of water 

raised, in two days, the column of mercury as 

much as 40 inches, equal to the pressure of 

about 19-| lbs. on the square inch. At the end 

of the two days the solution was only reduced 

to 3 parts of water to 1 of sugar. 

“Absorption by the roots can be now easily 

explained. The cells which form their tissue 

are filled with fluids denser than the water in 

the soil; and this water, by the effect of en¬ 

dosmose, filters through the membranes of the 

tissue into the outside cells, diminishing the 

density of the fluids it there meets with, and 

passes from these into the interior cells. From 

this it is evident, that if we imagine we shall 

favour the nourishment of the plant by furnish¬ 

ing it with food already prepared, by bringing 

its roots, for example, in contact with a solu¬ 

tion of sugar, we shall thereby prevent the 

endosmose action, and consequently the ah- 
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.sorption; and tlius, instead of gaining our ob¬ 

ject, we should, on the contrary, frustrate it.” 

—(^4. De Jussieu.) Tn the application of arti¬ 

ficial manures, we ought therefore to be care¬ 

ful not to supply such except in a sufficiently 

diluted state. 

As the life of plants depends on the trans¬ 

mission of fluids through very delicate mem¬ 

branes, and as this transmission is effected by 

endosmose action, as above stated by M. De 

Jussieu, the nature of this action ought to be 

well understood; for otherwise, we may supply 

good nourishment to plants that may, never¬ 

theless, be worse than useless to them in con- 

•sequence of our not applying it in that diluted 

state which would enable the action in que.s- 

tiou to take place. A knowledge of the pro¬ 

cess may, therefore, be productive of beneficial 

results; and we believe we cannot do better 

than add the following extract from an ex¬ 

cellent account of it by Mr. Rainey, in the 

Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxix. p. 179:— 

“ It is a fact which probably no one will 

question, that, when two fluids of unequal 

density are brought into contact in minute 

quantities, without any membrane being in¬ 

terposed, they will intermix by diffusion, the 

rarer fluid intermingling itself with the denser 

one, and the denserfluid diffusing itself through 

the rarer one, until the one becoming gra¬ 

dually more dense, and the other less so, the 

whole mass acquires one uniform consistency. 

However, should this fact be doubted, it can 

be well illustra,ted by introducing between 

two surfaces of glass, placed almost in contact, 

.some thick mucilage and a little thin coloured 

fluid of any kind, for instance, common writ¬ 

ing ink, and observing with the microscope 

the pai-t where they become united, when the 

two fluids will be seen gradually to intermix, 

and to become so blended together, that their 

line of union will become lost. 

“ The same fact can be shown by introducing 

some mucilage into a piece of thermometer 

tube, and after it, at the same end, some writ- 

in o' ink. The coloured fluid will at first pass 
o , 

only in a small column tkrough the mucilage, 

along the centi-e of the tube, leaving the muci¬ 

lage in contact with its parietes, but afterwards 

they will become gradually blended together. 

Also by filling a piece of thermometer tube 

with water, closing its upper extremity, and 

placing it vertically with its lower one in a 

solution of gum coloured with logwood, when 

the latter will gradually ascend and colour 

the former, showing that the diffusion is in¬ 

dependent of gravity, and therefore may be 

inferred to be the result of that attraction 

which is exerted universally between the par¬ 

ticles of matter, varying in the inverse ratio 

of the squares of their distances, and in the 

direct ratio of their masses ; the particles, in 

this instance, upon which the difference of 

density of the two fluids depends, being con¬ 

tained in <a medium which allows of their free 

motion one upon another, cannot, therefore, 

come to a state of rest until every one of them 

is attracted equally on all sides, that is, until 

all the fluid is of one density. It is also a 

fact equally unquestionable, that if solutions 

of the same substance in the same menstruum, 

but of different densities, be filtered through 

the same membrane, the more rare fluid will 

pass through it with greater rapidity than the 

denser one. This is one of the effects of the 

same principle of attraction, the dense fluid 

being in this case more strongly attracted by 

the material of which the membrane is com¬ 

posed than the rare one. 

“Now, when two fluids of diflerent densi¬ 

ties are separated by a porous membrane, the 

porosities, being merely a multitude of capil¬ 

lary tubes, like the space between the pieces 

of glass or the tube of the thermometer, will 

allow of the passage through them of the par¬ 

ticles of one solution into the other; and they 

will become mixed together by diffusion the 

same as if no regular membrane were present, 

as in the experiments just detailed; so that 

electi’icity may just as well be regarded as the 

cause of diffusion as of endosmose, these being 

the same. However, the membrane being 

traversed by an immensity of extremely mi¬ 

nute porosities, will extend the surface of the 

two fluids between which it is placed, and in 

this way, bringing into close proximity a great 

number of particles, place them under circum¬ 

stances very favourable for the operation of 

the force of attraction of one particle for 

another. But the characteristic featui-e of 

endosmose and exosmose is, that the rarer 

fluid passes through the interposed membrane 

more rapidly than the denser one; and there¬ 

fore that an accumulation takes place on that 

side of it on which the latter was jflaced. 

The reason of this is obvious; for, had it been 

I otherwise, or even had these quantities been 

! equal, then the rarer fluid must have repassed 

1 through the interposed membrane after its 

^ density had been inci'eased by its intermixtui'c 
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with the denser fluid, as rapidly as it passed 

through it before its density had been thus 

augmented; or from the commencement of 

the operation the dense fluid must have passed 

with the same velocity through the membrane 

as the rare one, which is contraiy to the second 

fact. Therefore, in case of ditfusion of two 

fluids of unequal densities through a porous 

partition, the fluid must accumulate on that 

side of the partition on which is situated that 

fluid which }'>assed through it most slowly. 

“ This explanation is applicable in all ca.ses 

in which the rarer fluid on the one side of 

the membrane has the same chemical proper¬ 

ties as that on the other side, their difference 

being only in their degree of density. 

“ If these fluids be dissimilar in respect to 

their chemical qualities, still the accumulation 

will take place on that side of the membrane 

on which was situated the fluid which passed 

through it most slowly, although its density 

may be less than the other; thus, for instance, 

when a bladder full of air is surrounded with 

carbonic acid, the latter enters faster than the 

former escapes, and the bladder bursts. Now, 

it is found by experiment that carbonic acid 

passes through wet membrane quicker thau 

atmospheric air, although of a greater density. 

“ In such instances the relative velocities of 

the passage of different fluids through mem¬ 

brane will be influenced by their chemical 

attraction for the material of which the mem¬ 

brane is composed, as well as by that attrac¬ 

tion which i.s reg\dated by quantity of matter, 

and in some cases the existence of the latter 

force may be so modified by the former as to 

be wholly inappreciable; but still that foi’ce, 

being an universal agent, and acting upon all 

matter according to invariable laws, is in ope¬ 

ration in every instance where the conditions 

requisite for endosmose and exosmose are 

jiresent, although in some cases chemical at¬ 

traction or electricity may have no demon¬ 

strable existence; and therefore it may be 

looked upon as the essential cause of endos¬ 

mose and exosmose—chemical affinity, electri¬ 

city, ifec., being merely the modifiers of its 

operation, and, in re.spect to it, secondary 

agents.” 

Ascent of the Sap.—The flow of sap is 

not, however, governed entirely by the forces 

which enable fluids to pass readily through the 

tissues, and to ascend to a considerable height 

above the level of the source from which these 

fluids are derived. These forces must diminish 

with elevation, and endosmose would almost 

neuti-alize itself when it had infiltered as much 

watery fluid as would render the contents of 

the tissues of nearly the same density as water. 

The flow of sap is induced by heat, supplied 

by endosmose, aided by capillary attraction, 

and promoted by evaporation. 

In winter the sap is almost at rest. Buds 

of most trees swell but little; those at the 

termination of the shoots destined to elongate 

the branches do not extend till acted upon by 

heat. In proof of this, let a tree be planted 

outside a forcing-house, and let a portion of 

it, say one biunch, be introduced into the in¬ 

side in heat in winter, whilst the rest of the 

tree remains in the cold; supposing the branch 

so introduced to be th.at of a vine, it will begin 

to push its buds and leaves, and will form 

young shoots, while the branches on the por¬ 

tion outside will remain in a leafless condition; 

their buds will not swell, provided the weather 

continue cold, and in this case they may be 

cut without the sap oozing from the wound, 

therefore it miist be concluded that there is 

no flow taking place in that paid of the vine. 

But such cannot be the case with the branch 

introduced into heat; for, if it be cut after it.s 

buds begin to swell, the sap will flow copiously. 

It is, therefore, evident that the flow of sap 

is greatly influenced by heat. 

The introduction into heat of plants that 

are in a dormant state, in order to start them, 

is a common expression among gardener.s, and 

briefly signifies that the plant is to be in¬ 

troduced to a temperatxu'e sufficiently high to 

set the sap in motion; for this is the first 

effect of the heat, and that by which tlie 

plant is started into growth. 

The ascent of the sap takes place chiefly 

through the more recently formed woody 

tissue of the stem. If a young branch be cut 

across, the sap will be seen to flow from tlie 

whole surface of the section; but, in an old 

stem or branch, the flow is chiefly througli 

the youngest layer of wood, that next the 

outside, and partly through the layei’s next 

and interior to this, but very little or none 

through the old heart-wood. The sap, flow¬ 

ing chiefly through the outer layer of woody 

tissue, continues its course through the same 

kind of tissue into the bud, young shoot, and 

upper surface of the leaves. In these its gene¬ 

ral upward movement from the root termi¬ 

nates; it is there exposed to light and air; 

various changes are effected by tliese, and in 
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an altered form it retrogrades, receiving tlien 

the names of descending, returning or elaho- 

rated sap, and also that oi proper juice. 

Changes which the Sap undergoes.— 

Having explained the mode in which the sap 

is absorbed by the roots and conveyed through 

the stem, chiefly by the vessels of the albur¬ 

num, into the young shoots and leaves, we 

shall now endeavour to point out some of the 

more important changes which it undergoes, 

and the agencies by which these changes are 

effected. 

As the vessels through which the sap as¬ 

cends contain various organic and inorganic 

substances, some chemical action probably 

takes place when these substances are brought 

in contact with others held in solution by the 

ascending sap. In order to satisfy chemical 

affinities, portions of some substances may be 

taken from the sap; and, on the contrary, it 

may obtain other ingredients from the deposits 

in the cells through which it passes. 

Althouglr the sap appears to be changed 

to some extent in its passage through the 

stem, yet the principal alterations of its na¬ 

ture take place in the leaves. In these it 

parts with a large amount of water by evapo¬ 

ration or perspiration, carbonic acid is decom- 

•posed, and other chemical changes take place. 

Dr. Hales, in his Treatise on Vegetable Sta¬ 

tics, gives an account of some excellent experi¬ 

ments with regard to the evaporation of fluids 

by plants. In July or August he cut off 

several branches of apple, pear, apricot, and 

cherry trees, two of a sort. They were from 

3 to 6 feet long, with lateral branche.s, and 

about 1 inch in diameter where cut off. He 

then stripped off the leaves from one branch 

of each sort, and put each of the branches, 

with leaves and without leaves, in separate 

glasses, pouring in known quantities of water. 

The boughs with leaves on them imbibed, in 

twelve hours of the day, from 15 to 30 oz., 

more or leas in proportion to the quantity of 

leaves tliey had, and when he weighed them 

at night, they were lighter than in the morn¬ 

ing. Those without leaves imbibed but 1 oz., 

and were heavier in the evening than in the 

morning, they having perspired little. 

The quantity imbibed by those with leaves 

decreased very much every day, and usually 

in four or five days the leaves faded and 

withered much. 
At the above rate the average quantity 

evaporated by each branch would amount to 

1 gallon in a week; and, if the ti’ee consisted 

of fifty such portions of branches and foliage, 

the amount of its evaporation would be 50 

gallons, or equal to nearly a quarter of a ton 

of water. 

Dr. Hales also found that the evaporation 

from a middle-sized cabbage plant amounted 

in twelve hours of one day in summer to 

19 oz.; and that its average evaporation on 

nine several days was 15 oz. in the day of 

twelve hours. This was at the rate of fully 

29 lbs. of water per mouth. 

Although evaporation is effected chiefly by 

the leaves, yet it also takes place, to a greater 

or less extent, from all parts of tlie surface of 

plants exposed to air not actually saturated 

with moisture. If a shoot is cut off before 

the leaves expand, and if the cut be waxed 

over so that no moisture can exhale from that 

part, yet evaporation will proceed through 

the bark till the whole shoot becomes dried 

up. This, however, would not be the case so 

soon as if the shoot were in leaf: for example, 

if two similar shoots are cut from the same 

tree, say for budding in July, when the sap 

is in full flow, and if the leaves be all cut ofl 

from the one shoot, and none of them from 

the other, it will be found that the one with 

leaves will soon become exhausted of its sap, 

and unfit for budding, whilst the one deprived 

of leaves may be successfully worked several 

days after the other has become too dry. 

Evaporation takes place in much greater 

quantity from some plants, than from others 

having an equal extent of evaporating sui’face. 

Some, with succulent fleshy leaves, may be 

exposed to great drought without being dried 

up; wdiilst such plants as have broad hairy 

leaves, would be quite withered by exposure 

to the same degree of dryness. Evaporation 

from the surface of leaves is well known to 

be, from equal areas, exceedingly variable. 

Whether much or little is evaporated, depends 

chiefly on the porosity of the surface. The 

pores differ in size and number; and a leaf, of 

which the outline incloses an area of perhaps 

6 square inches, may have a much greater 

evaporating surface from being covered with 

hairs, or otherwise not perfectly even. How¬ 

ever, from exact experiments, and from the 

quantities of water which plants in pots re¬ 

quire, some twice as much as others under 

the same cii’cumstances, it is certain, that 

evaporation takes place from most plants to 

a great extent, and from some more than 

U 
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otliers. The process cannot be carried on 

when the air surrounding the plant is already 

charged with moisture to saturation; hut 

when the surrounding air is not saturated, 

evaporation from plants will go on; and if 

the dryness of the air be excessive, so Avill bo 

the evaporation. It appears that the mois¬ 

ture in the living plant is as much subject 

to evaporation as it would be in any substance 

not alive. If a wet sponge is exposed to 

dry air, the latter, as it comes in contact with 

the moisture, will successively absorb it till 

the sponge becomes quite dry; and this is pre¬ 

cisely what takes place with plants, dry air 

coming in contact with the moisture in 

tlie pores of the leaves or bark, carries it off, 

and the more rajDidly if the air is moving 

quickly. If we take a shallow metal box, 

say two inches square, nearly fill it with 

water, and fit a lid very exactly so that it 

may rest on the surface of the water, from 

which it effectually prevents the access of 

air; it is evident, in this case, that, although 

exposed to dry air, no evaporation of the 

water could take place. If we now remove 

the metallic lid, and substitute two inches 

sqiiare of blotting paper, placing it on the 

surface of the water, and exposing it to dry 

air, we shall find the water will be evaporated, 

so that, ultimately, even the blotting paper 

itself will remain dry at the bottom of the 

box. The blotting paper is porous, and so is 

the surface of leaves; and any porous sub¬ 

stance in contact with moistime on the one 

side, and with dry air on the other, permits 

the moisture to escape by evaporation, under 

circumstances favourable for this taking place. 

As evaporation cannot go on in a saturated 

atmosphere, and as some plants naturally grow 

in countries where the air is generally dry 

and clear for considerable periods in the inter¬ 

vals of heavy rains, and as a great amount 

of evaporation must be effected during these 

periods, it cannot be supposed that a healthy 

substantial growth will result from keeping 

such plants in a house or pit whei'e the air 

is constantly damp. On the other hand, 

there are plants which grow in .shady, moist 

situations, and like a humid atmosifiiere, either 

continually, or during a certain stage of their 

growth; for these, a dry atmosphere, day and 

night, with fire-heat, must be destructive. 

It may be here remarked, that even in dry 

climates there is a cessation of evaporation 

during the night, dew being then usually 

formed, and tlie ah’ saturated with moisture, 

so that evaporation is checked. 

Hales found tbat the evaporation from a 

plant of tlie sunflower was 30 oz. in a dry 

warm day, and it was nothing at night when 

there was a slight dew. 

Whilst a large poi’tion of the sap which en¬ 

ters into the tissues of the leaves is di.sposed of 

simply by evaporation, changes are effected on 

the remaining portion by the action of light. 

The most important and uniform of these 

is the decomposition of carbonic acid, the 

oxygen of which is, in a great measure, re¬ 

stored to the atmosphere, and the carbon 

retained and appropriated in various ways by 

the plant. 

That carbonic acid is decomposed in the 

green parts of plants by the action of light, 

has been conclusively proved by He Candolle 

and others. 

“If,” saj’s De Candolle, “two plants are 

exposed, one to darkness and the other to the 

sun, in close vessels, and in an atmosphere 

containing a known quantity of carbonic acid, 

and are removed at the end of twelve hours, 

we shall find that the first has diminished 

neither the quantity of oxygen nor of car¬ 

bonic acid ; and that in the second, on the 

contrary, the quantity of carbonic acid has 

diminished, while the quantity of free oxygen 

has increased in the same proportion. Or if 

we place two similar plants in closed vessels 

in the sun, the one in a vessel containing no 

carbonic acid, and the other in air which 

contains a known quantity of it, we shall find 

that the air in the first vessel has undergone 

no change, while that in the second will indi¬ 

cate an increase of oxygen propoi’tionc^i to 

the quantity of carbonic acid which has dis- 

apjDeared; and if the experiment is conducted 

with sufficient care, we shall discover that 

the iDlant in question has gained a j^Topor- 

tionable quantity of carbon. Therefore, the 

carbonic acid which has disappeared has giveir 

its oxygen to the air and its carbon to the 

plant, and this has been produced solely by 

the action of solar light.” 

By means of the decomposition of carbonic 

acid by plants, oxygen is restored to the atmos¬ 

phere, which is being continually robbed of 

that element by the respiration of animals, 

combustion, and other means. Although 

oxygen is withdrawn from the air by plants 

at night, yet this loss appears to be moi'e than 

compensated by the amount restored during 
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the day. We may therefore conclude, that 

this is a provision of nature for the mainten¬ 

ance of the elements of the atmosphere in 

their proper propoi’tions. And as the food 

of animals is always derived directly or in¬ 

directly from vegetables, it is evident, that 

as the number of the former increases, so 

}nust that of the latfcei’, to supply the greater 

demand for food; and that if a greater amount 

of oxygen is withdrawn from the aii' by ani¬ 

mal life, the means of compensating for that 

loss is also greater in consequence of a larger 

amount of vegetable matter being required for 

food. 

But besides the decomposition of carbonic 

acid, many other chemical changes are effected 

on the constituents of the sap in the leaves, 

and by which they acquire peculiar properties, 

such as they cannot obtain in the absence of 

light. For example, celery grown in the light 

has a strong flavour, but when grown in the 

dark, or blanched, it is rendered agreeable to 

the taste. 

The modifications by which the juices are 

rendered in some leaves sweet, in others, bitter, 

acrid, insipid, acid, or perfumed, &c., are in¬ 

duced or influenced by the agency of light. 

Whilst the leaf is in a young state, it 

ajipropiflates, for its own growth, the principal 

2>art of the sap it elaborates; but as it gets 

older it affords a supply for the growth and 

nourishment of the other jDarts of the plant. 

IV.-DESCENT OF THE SAP. 

The elaborated sap returns from the leaf 

by a different set of vessels from that through 

which the crude ascending sap is conveyed 

and introduced into it. The geneml flow of 

sap from the roots takes place chiefly through 

the vessels of the alburnum, or young layer 

of wood; whilst the elaborated sap returns by 

the liber or inner bark. In its progress down¬ 

wards, it deposits secretions, and in exogens it 

forms a fresh layer of wood, sometimes of con¬ 

siderable thickness, in the coui’se of a season, 

as may be seen by the concentric layers w’hich 

indicate each season’s growth. 

Part of the elaborated sap reaches the 

extremities of the roots, adding fre.sh orga¬ 

nized tissue to the existing spongioles, and 

forming new ones; and thus, whilst the size 

of the plant increases above ground, means 

are provided for supplying it with an addi¬ 

tional quantity of nourishment. Boots can¬ 

not be formed without leaves or substances 

which have been elaborated by leaves. A 

pliant may be cut down near the ground, and, 

under favourable circumstances, its roots will 

grow for a time; but, if no leaves are per¬ 

mitted to push, the roots must ultimately 

perish. On the other hand, leaves may be 

produced without roots, as may be observed 

on fresh shoots springing from the trunks of 

felled trees; but these shoots are supported 

by the sap contained in the trunk, and which 

has been elaborated by the leaves. This 

supply must, however, ultimately become ex¬ 

hausted, and then growth must cease. We are, 

therefore, led to the conclusion, that the action 

of leaves and roots are reciprocal, so that, if 

we reduce the former, we shall thereby diminish 

the growth of the latter, and vice versa. 

We have supposed that plants feed almost 

exclusively by their roots; but many contend 

that much of their nourishment is derived 

from the substances constituting the air, or 

which are contained in it, such as oxygen, 

nitrogen, carbonic acid, and ammonia. At¬ 

tempts have, accordingly, been made to feed 

plants by their foliage with the two latter, 

but with no appreciable result; whereas, by 

supplying these substances in a properly di¬ 

luted form to the roots, the effects are mo.sb 

decidedly beneficial. 

CHAPTEK V. 

SOILS. 

Soils are constituted originally of ^■ariou.s 

mineral and saline substances; and, subse¬ 

quently, these have, in most cases, acquired 

the addition of a greater or less amount of 

organic substances. 

The mineral or inorganic substances in the 

soil are derived from the degradation or de¬ 

composition of rocks; the organic, from the 

decay of animal or vegetable matter. 

The processes of degradation are effected by 

the action of water, carbonic acid, and oxy¬ 

gen. Bocks that are fissured are liable to be 

broken up by the freezing of water, and the 

hardest rocks are decomposed by chemical 

action. Several substances are frequently 

united in the same rock or stone. Thus, 

three very different minerals are united in 

granite, namely, quartz, felspar, and mica. 
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The quartz has 99 per cent, of silica;the fel¬ 

spar is composed of about 60 per cent, of 

silica, 22 of alumina or clay, 14 of potash, 

1 of lime, and 1 of oxide of iron; the mica is 

composed of 46 per cent, of silica, 30 of alu¬ 

mina, 8 of potash, and 8 of oxide of iron. 

“Quartz is not a silicate, but pure silicic 

acid; carbonic acid cannot, therefore, act upon 

quartz so as to cause its disintegration. Mica 

consists of silicate of alumina, persilicate of 

iron, and silicate of potash. Carbonic acid, 

being capable of combining Avith the potash, 

decomposes the latter salt, forming with its 

potash carbonate of potash, and liberating 

silicic acid. This decomposition of one of its 

constituents, is, of course, attended with the 

disintegration of the mica. Lastly, felspar 

is a double salt, composed of silicate of alu¬ 

mina and silicate of potash. This ingredient 

of the granite is far more readily disintegrated 

than mica; it separates into silicate of alumina, 

persilicic acid, and carbonate of potash. The 

two latter substances dissolve, and are carried 

away by water, whilst the silicate of alumina 

remains undissolved, and, according to its de¬ 

gree of purity, receives the name of common 

clay, or porcelain clay. 

“It must be obvious that in the process 

where two of the constituents of the granite are 

decomposed and disintegrated, the Avhole mass 

of the granite must, in a like manner, suffer 

degradation.”—{Lectures to Farmers on Agri¬ 

cultural Clieviistry, by Alexander Petzholdt) 

The same author remarks, “that carbonic 

acid decomposes only those silicates with the 

bases of which it will combine and form car¬ 

bonates, while it leaves untouched the sili¬ 

cates, with the bases of which it is incajDable 

of combining. The former, therefore, only 

can be disintegrated by the action of carbonic 

acid. How, those silicates Avhich occur as 

constant constituents of all mountain masses, 

are exclusiA^ely combinations of silicic acid 

with alumina, peroxide of iron, potash, soda, 

lime, magnesia, protoxide of iron, and prot¬ 

oxide of manganese. With the exception of 

alumina and peroxide of iron, all these bases 

are capable of combining with cai'bonic acid. 

All the minerals we are speaking of are double 

salts, and every one of them contains at least 

one silicate, the base of which has a tendency 

to combine with carbonic acid,” forming a 

carbonate, the silicic acid being set free. This 

is at finst soluble in a large quantity of water, 

fi'om which it gradually separates, becomes 

insoluble, and is ultimately cont^erted into 

solid flint. 

The action of oxygen likewise contributes 

to the disintegration of rocks. These gene¬ 

rally contain more or less of some oxide of 

iron containing less oxygen than that which 

forms the peroxide. If moisture is present, 

these oxides absorb oxygen from the water 

till they are converted into peroxide of iron. 

How, any oxide of iron requires more space 

than the pure metal, and the peroxide still 

more than when the metal is in a less oxi¬ 

dized state, and the consequence is a breaking 

up of the mineral. If pieces of iron be em¬ 

ployed to bat stones in buildings, the ii’on, if 

water has access to it, is apt to split the stones 

from the greater biilk Avhich it acquires in 

rusting. In some old buildings, portions of 

the stone may be seen completely weilged off 

by the iron. Thus oxygen acts chemically 

on the iron, and by the combination of the 

two substances, the stone is mechanically 

broken. 

By the action of carbonic acid, ivater, and 

oxygen, a fertile soil can be produced from 

one of the most abundant and strongest rocks 

in nature, granite. In it are associated, as 

previously stated, three distinct minerals^— 

quartz, mica, and felspar. On the disintegration 

or degradation of these by the agencies above- 

mentioned, the basis of a fertile soil is formed, 

consisting of the following ingredients: derived 

fi-om the quartz, flint, sand, or silicious earth; 

from the mica, silicate of alumina or fine clay, 

lime, oxide of iron; from the felspar, silicate 

of alumina, silicate of potash, lime, oxide of 

iron. In addition to these there are phos¬ 

phates in the granite of some localities. 

Thus, the essential inorganic constituents of 

the soil are derivable from the substances in 

one kind of primitive rock, and other kinds 

of rocks are liable to be broken up or decom¬ 

posed by the same agencies so as to form soils. 

The organic portions of the soil are, of 

course, subsequent acquisitions to the inor¬ 

ganic constituents, inasmuch as the former 

are derived from the decay of jflants and ani¬ 

mals; and as the decay of these could not pre¬ 

cede theii’ existence, they must have lived ori¬ 

ginally on soils destitute of organic remains. 

Decayed vegetable matter assumes a dark 

brown or black colour, and is termed humus, 

or mould. This is formed by the gradual 

dec4iy of vegetable and animal matter under 

the influence of water, air, and heat. Liebig 
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defines it as woody fibre in a state of decay, 

and states that it is formed by the oxygen 

of the air slowly uniting with woody fibre. 

This process he terms eremacausis, a species 

of tardy combustion, which goes on till the 

woody fibre is converted into humus. It was 

once the prevailing opinion that humus was 

the source from which plants derived their 

carbon; but this lias been disproved by Liebig, 

who has shown that there is no evidence what¬ 

ever that humus is directly absorbed by plants, 

and that it coxild not be formed unless jdants 

had some other source from which tliey could 

derive carbon; for the first vegetables which 

rrrew on the earth could not have obtained 

their carbon from humus, which, being formed 

by the decay of vegetables, could not then ex¬ 

ist. Nevertheless, it cannot be doubted, that 

humus performs an important part in the nu¬ 

trition of plants. By its slow decomposition, 

it affords a constant supply of carbonic acid to 

the roots. It also, probably, supplies ammonia, 

which it absorbs from the atmosphere. 

It is evident to any one who has observed 

the natm-e and disposition of soils, that vast 

quantities of them have been removed from 

the localities in which they have been origi¬ 

nally formed. It is certain that violent erup¬ 

tions of nature have disturbed the solid masses, 

scattering, at the same time, the disintegrated 

portions that may have been previously re¬ 

duced to the state of soils. Light sandy soils, 

in some localities, are even now being drifted 

from place to place by the winds. But the 

effects of water, with regard to the transporta¬ 

tion of soils, are much more powerful and uni¬ 

versal than those resulting from the action of 

wind. Those effects can be traced almost 

everywhere in a greater or less degree. Brom 

the quantities of marine shells that are found 

inland, and at considerable elevations, it would 

appear that the sea had at some remote period 

rolled over the low-lying parts of Britain, and 

had swept before it different substances and 

kinds of soil. The land may have sunk, for 

some time, considerably below the level of the 

sea, or the latter may have risen above the 

surface of the land; in either case, the soil and 

the looser portions of rocks would be moved 

by the overwhelming force of the mass of 

water. An irregular mixture of these would 

take place in the first instance, and, unless 

the submerged surface had been previously 

level, and its materials of uniform density, 

the flow of water could not have been uni¬ 

formly onward, and lienee a circuitous motion, 

partaking of the nature of a whirlpool, must 

have been communicated. To this, or some 

very analogous cause, must be attributed the 

formation of those numerous, apparently water- 

formed eminences, which diversify the general 

level of the low part of the country, and pre¬ 

sent aspects more or less inclined to the sun, 

and, consequently, better adapted for the 

growth of a greater variety of vegetable pro¬ 

ductions than a level plain. By the reaction 

of the water, depositions of the portions of soil 

capable of acquiring a muddy consistence would 

be formed, and through these idvers would trace 

their course. The beds of many of these are 

far above the bottoms of the original valleys; 

the latter appear to have been previously 

filled up to a great extent by different transi¬ 

tion strata. The mechanical effects of water 

are now generally confined to the gradual 

washing down of the soluble and finer portions 

of soil from the higher to the lower grounds, 

or into rivers, to be either deposited where these 

overflow, or to be carried into the sea. It 

should, therefore, be an object in good cultiva¬ 

tion to prevent, as much as possible, the soil 

frombeing carried downfrom the higher ground, 

where it is most wanted, to the lower, where 

it is least required, and where its depth, in 

many cases, is already more than sufficient. 

1.—CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS. 

From what has been stated, it will appear 

that the inorganic bases of soils consist of sub- 

.stances derived from various kinds of rocks. 

The bulk of these substances consists of silica, 

clay, and lime. Being mechanically mixed in 

no definite proportion, these, together with or¬ 

ganic remains, humus, afford an infinite diver¬ 

sity of soils, independently of the few or many 

saline matters which they may also contain 

in greater or less quantity. As the varieties 

of soils are so numerous, and merge one into 

the other, possessing no natural lines of de¬ 

marcation, it is evident that some system of 

classification must be adopted in order that 

we may know with sufficient exactness what 

is meant by the term used to designate any 

particular variety of soil. Accordingly, many 

systems of classification have been proposed; 

but tlie following one appears to be the most 

complete, and would, if generally adopted, 

jirevent, in a great measure, the confusion 

which so frequently arises from the indefinite 
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nse of the terms, sandy, clayey, calcareous, 

&c., as applied to soils; and also that of local 

terms to which different meanings are at¬ 

tached in different parts of the country. This 

system is founded on the principle that soils 

generally consist of a mixture of clay, lime, 

humus, and silica, as above stated; and the 

divisions and subdivisions are formed accord¬ 

ing to the propoi-tions in which the above 

constituents are present:— 

Schubler’s Classification of Soils, as recommended by Dr. Daubeny. 

[Fi'Oin the Joui'iial of the Royal Agricultural Society of EugloMd, vol. iii. p. 156.) 

Names op Different Descriptions OP Soil. 
Proportion op Ingredients in evert 

100 Parts. 

Classes. OnDEr.s. Species. Clay. Lime. Humus. Sand, 

r Poor. Above 50 0 0- to 0'5 The 

I. Argillaceous Soils. f Without Lime-< Intermediate... „ 50 0 0'5 to 1'5 Remainder. 

Above 50 per cent, of Clay. Rich. „ 50 0 1'5 to 5'0 

Not more than 5 per cent. ^ Poor. Above 50 0'5 to 5'0 O' to 0'5 
of Lime. V With Lime •< Intermediate... „ 50 0'5 to 5'0 0'5 to I'o n 

^ Rich. „ 50 0-5 to 5-0 1'5 to 5'0 n 

Poor. 30 to 50 0 O' to 0'6 

II. Loamy Soils. r Without Lime-< Intermediate... 30 to 50 0 0'5 to 1'5 

Not more than 50, nor less Rich. 30 to 50 0 1'5 to 5'0 

than 30 per cent, of Clay. Poor. 30 to 50 0'5 to 5 0 O' to 0'5 
Not more than 5 ot Lime. I With Lime -< Intermediate... 30 to 50 0'5 to 5'0 O'o to 1'5 

Rich. 30 to 50 0'5 to 5-0 1'5 to 5'0 

Poor.. 20 to 30 0 O' to 0'5 

III. Sa.ndt Loams. r Without Limei Intermediate... 20 to 30 0 0'5 to 1-5 11 

Not more than .30, nor less Rich. 20 to 30 0 I'o to 5'0 ■ 
than 20 per cent, of Clay. f Poor. 20 to 30 0'5 to 5'0 O' to 0 5 

Not more than 5 of Lime. 
. 

V With Lime -< Intermediate... 20 to 30 0-5 to 5-0 0'5 to 1'5 
Rich. 20 to 30 0'5 to 5'0 1'5 to 5'0 

’ r Poor. 10 to 20 0 O' to 0'5 
IV. Loamy Isands. Without Lime-: Intermediate... 10 to 20 0 0'5 to 1 '5 

Not more than 20, nor less Rich. 10 to 20 0 1-5 to 5-0 

Less than 5 per cent, of Poor. 10 to 20 0'5 to 5'0 O' to 0'5 
Lime. , With Lime Intermediate... 10 to 20 0-5 to 5-0 0'5 to 1'5 

, Rich. 10 to 20 0-5 to 5-0 1 '5 to 5'0 

Poor. 0- to 10 0 O' to 0'5 
V. Sandy Soils. Without Lime-; Intermediate... O' to 10 0 0'5 to 1 '5 

Not more than 10 per cent. Rich. 0- to 10 0 1-5 to 5'0 

Le.ss than 5 per cent of Poor. 0- to 10 0 5 to 5 0 O' to 0'5 n 
Lime. With Lime Intermediate... O' to 10 0'5 to 5'0 0 5 to 1'5 11 

Rich. O' to 10 0'5 to 5'0 1'5 to 5 0 )i 

r Poor. Above 50 6 to 20 O' to 0 5 
Argillaceous. -1 Intermediate... „ 50 5 to 20 0'5 to 1'5 

Rich. „ 50 5 to 20 1-5 to 5'0 11 

J Poor. 30 to 50 5 to 20 0- to 0-5 
Loarav. Intermediate... 30 to 60 5 to 20 0-5 to 1-5 

Rich. 30 to 50 5 to 20 1-5 to 5-0 11 

VI. Marly Soils. Belonging ( Poor. 20 to 30 5 to 20 O' to 0'5 
More than 5, not more than - to the. Sandy Intermediate... 20 to 30 5 to 20 0'5 to 1'5 

20 per cent, of Lime. Loams. i Rich. 20 to 30 6 to 20 I'O to 5'0 11 

Belonging ( Poor. . 10 to 20 6 to 20 O' to 0'5 
to the Loamy Intermediate... 10 to 20 6 to 20 0'5 to 1'5 

Sands. ( Rich. 10 to 20 5 to 20 1'5 to 5'0 11 

Clayey. Above 50 0 to 20 Above 5'0 
Humus. A Loamy. 30 to 50 5 to 20 „ 5-0 

Sandy. 20 to 30 5 to 20 „ 5-0 I 
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Schiibler's Classification of Soils—Continued. 

Naites of Different Descriptions of Soil. 

Classes. Orders. 

A'll. Calcareous Soils. 

Containing more than 20 per ■{ 
cent, of Lime. 

Argillaceous. 

Loamy. 

Belonging to 
the Sandy 

Loams. 

Belonging to 
the Loamy 

Sands. 

Sandy. 

Pure. 

Humus. 

F Soil. 
Proportion of Ingredients in evert 

100 Parts. 

Species. Clay. Lime. Hujir.s. Sand. 

Poor. Above 50 Above 20 0" to 0'5 The 
Intermediate... „ 50 „ 20 0'5 to I’o Remainder. 
Kich. „ 50 „ 20 1-6 to 5 0 

Poor. 30 to 60 Above 20 O' to O'o ij 
Intermediate... 30 to 50 „ 20 0-5 to 1-5 SI 

Eich. 30 to 50 „ 20 1 '5 to 6'0 11 

Poor. 20 to 30 Above 20 O' toO'o 11 
Intermediate... 20 to 30 „ 20 0'5 to 1'5 • 
Rich,... 20 to 30 „ 20 1'5 to 5'0 1 

Poor. 10 to 20 Above 20 O' to 0-5 
Intermediate... 10 to 20 „ 20 0'5 to 1'5 
Rich.. 10 to 20 20 1 '5 to 5'0 11 

Poor. 0 to 10 Above 20 O' to 0'5 Any portion 
Intermediate... 0 to 10 „ 20 0'5 to 1'5 less than 
Rich. 0 to 10 „ 20 1'5 to 5'0 80 per cent. 

Poor. 0 Above 99 O' to 0'5 None. 
Intermediate... 0 „ 98 0'5 to 1'5 71 
Rich. 0 „ 94 1'5 to 5 0 17 

Clayey..... Above 50 Above 20 Above 5'0 The 
Loamy. 30 to 50 „ 20 „ 5-0 Remainder. 
Sandy. 20 to 30 „ 20 „ 5-0 11 

Clayey. Above 50 With Above 5-0 ,, 
Loamy. 30 to 50 or without „ 5-0 71 

Sandy. 20 to 30 Lime. 5-0 71 

Clayey. Above 50 With Above o'O 71 

Loamy. 30 to 60 or without „ 6-0 71 

Sandy. 20 to 30 Lime. „ 5-0 11 

Bog and Peat With Lime. Above 5'0 11 

Earth. Without Lime. „ 5-0 51 

VIII. IloMcs Soils. 

Containing more than 5 per 
cent, of Humus. 

Soluble mild 
Humus. 

Insoluble 
carbonized or 
acid Humus. 

Insoluble 
I fibrous vegeta- 
I. ble matter. 

I. Argillaceous Soils, commonly called clay 

soils, contain above 50 per cent, of clay, and 

not more than 5 per cent, of lime. 

Before treating of this class of soils, it will 

be necessary to explain what is meant by the 

term clay. Tliis substance is a combination 

of silica with alumina; the proportions of 

these vary in different sort.s of clay; thus, in 

one clay there may be 40 per cent, of alumina, 

the remaining 60 per cent, being silica, to¬ 

gether with some other substances; wliiLst in 

another sort of clay, there may be only 30 per 

cent, of alumina, and nearly 70 per cent, of 

silica. Clay is chiefly characterized by its 

plasticity and softness to the touch. Accord¬ 

ing to Schlibler, pure clay does not effervesce 

with acids; diffuses, when breathed upon in a 

diy state, a strong earthy odour; adheres to 

the tongue; quickly absorbs water, oils, and 

fatty substances; it remains, for a certain time, 

lightly suspended in water, which it renders 

muddy, but from which it perfectly separates 

again, by sub.sidence when at rest. Of this 

water it retains, in its finer state, from 70 to 

71 per cent., without allowing it to drop away 

from it; in a compact and moderately mois¬ 

tened state, water penetrates but slowly into 

its interstices; it dries up slowljq and in so 

doing, shrinks into a smaller space, leaving 

many cracks and fissures throughout its sub¬ 

stance ; it readily takes up humus and humic 

acid in considerable quantities; these seem to 

combine with it, partly in a chemical manner, 

and partly through adhesion in a physical one, 

in consequence of which it remains for a long 

time fertile, after it has once been properly 

penetrated by humus-particles and other earths, 

which communicate to it the requisite lightness 

for cultivation. 
Besides the above constituents, various 

other substances incidentally occur in claj. 

These jirincipally consist of oxide of iron, 
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sand, free silica, and often of lime, magnesia, 

oxide of manganese, potash, and soda. Clay, 

which has been dried in the sun, always 

contains a certain amount of combined water, 

varying from 5 to 15 per cent., and which 

can only be driven off at a red heat. The 

colours which the varieties of clay assume, 

are generally owing to the presence of iron 

in different states of oxidation. Thus, the 

brown colour results from the protoxide of 

iron, the red from the peroxide, and the green¬ 

ish and blue from the hydrated protoxide. 

Clay soils are unfitted for the generality of 

garden productions till improved by draining, 

liming, trenching, long dung, ashes or sand. 

When so improved, if rendered sufficiently 

porous, they become very productive, and are 

not liable to be so soon exhausted as other 

kinds of soils. 

Analyses of Clay Soils near Cirencester, by Dr. Voelclcer. 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. 

Water, driven off at 212“ Fab. 
Organic matter and water of ) 

combination.j 
Oxides of iron,. 1 
Alumina,.j 

5-639 

3-621 

3-070 

•740 

3-38 

8-82 
6-67 

6-11 

1 8-34 

1-44 •41 
•605 •92 1-49 
•269 1-48 •65 
•220 1-08 
•386 •51 -04 

1-450 
Insoluble silicates (fine clay), 
Chlorine and sulphuric acid,... 

84-100 
traces. 

1 72-83 

traces. 
2-87 

80-69 

traces. 
2-37 

100-000 100 00 100-00 

II. Loamy Soils.—These contain not more 

than 50, nor less than 30 per cent, of clay; 

of lime and humus, there may be less, but 

not mote than 5 per cent, of each, and the 

remainder, sand and other matters. The 

above would constitute a strong loam, which, 

properly drained, deeply trenched, and man¬ 

ured where the quantity of humus is found 

to be deficient, would form a good soil for or¬ 

chards ; and when soils of this kind approach 

to the sandy loams, they may be converted 

into excellent garden soil. 

III. Sandy Loams.—These contain not 

more than 30, nor less than 20 per cent, of 

clay; and not more than 5 per cent, of lime, 

or of humus. Sandy loams, in general, form 

excellent garden soils, producing, when pro¬ 

perly manured, heavy crops of vegetables, and 

earlier than the strong loamy soils. Fruit- 

trees do well in this kind of soil, provided 

it is not too much impregnated with oxide 

of iron. 

IV. Loamy Sands contain not more than 

20, nor less than 10 per cent, of clay, and 

not more than 5 per cent, of lime, or of 

humus. They are too light for fruit-trees, 

although, when deep and on a good subso?!, 

these may be made to succeed by adding 

compost, and by taking care that the roots 

are duly supplied with water. Such kitchen 

garden crops as potatoes, carrots, and turnips, 

succeed weU in these soils. They are desir¬ 

able for early crops. 

V. Sandy Soils.—These contain, at least, 

SO per cent, of silicious sand. They are 

extremely porous, and afford a ready passage 

to air and water, as well as to the roots of 

plants. Their colour is variable, being white, 

yellow, brown, or red, according to the quan¬ 

tity of oxide of iron which they contain. When 

they consist of sand and gi’avel, with little 

or no humus, alumina, or lime, they are ex¬ 

tremely barren; but with as much as from 

3 to 5 per cent, of humus, they are very 

suitable for the growth of some crops, such 

as potatoes, turnips, and carrots. 

By the addition of clay or marl, soils of 

this class are rendered more compact, and per¬ 

manently improved. When so treated, they 

are enabled to retain moisture for a longer 

period, and the manuring principles are pre- 

v'ented from being too readily washed away 

or evaporated. 

Analyses of Sandy Soils, by Dr. Sprengel. 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.1 

Silica q.uartz \ 
sand, . . f 96-000 92-014 90-221 os-s 96-7 94-7 

Aliimina, . . . •500 2-652 2-106 •6 *4 1-6 
Oxides of iron, . 2-000 3-192 .3-951 •3 •6 2-0 
Oxide of man- \ 

trace •4S0 •960 

Lime, .... 
Magnesia, . . 

■001 •243 •539 •1 trace 1-0 
trace •700 •730 •1 •1 trace 

Potash, . . . •125 •066 trace 
Soda, .... ■026 ■010 
Phosphoric acid, ■078 •367 trace 
Sixlphiirio acid,. trace trace 
Chlorine, , . . ■010 •1 
Organic matter) 

(humns), . ) 1-400 •400 1-040 2-2 •5 

100-000 100-000 

o
 

o
 

p
 

o
 

o
 09-9 100-0 100-0 

No. 1.—Barren sandy soil, near Wattingen, in Luneburg. 

No. 2.—Sandy soil, near Drakenburg, on the Weser, 

producing very bad red clover. 

No. 3.—Near Gandersheim, in Brunswick, growing luxu¬ 

riant crops of pulse. 

No. 4.—Very barren drift-sand, near Meppen. 
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No. 5.—Barren sandy soil, near Aurich, E.ast Friesland. 

No. 6.—Fertile sandy soil, near Brunswick, producing 

lu.xuriant crops of lucerne, sainfoin, lupins, poppies, &o. 

VI. Marly Soils.—These contain more than 

5, but not more than 20 per cent, of lime. 

According as they partalce of the constituents 

of other soils, they are termed clay marls, 

loamy marls, and sandy marls. Marly soils 

are intermediate between calcareous and clay 

soils; they are not so retentive of moisture 

as the latter, neither are they so porous as 

the generality of the former. 

Clay marls, containing more than 50 per 

cent, of clay, are too stilF for gardens. 

T.oamy marl, if rich in humus, is an excel¬ 

lent soil, suitable for fruit-trees, and capable 

of bearing heavy crops. Sandy marls are 

good for early crops, especially if darkened 

in colour by humus. 

Analysis of a Marly Soil, from tli€ neighbourhood of 

Cirencester, by Dr. A. Voelcher. 

Organic matter and water of combination.10-50 

Oxide of iron and alumina.11 '92 

Carbonate of lime,.19'92 

Carbonate of magnesia,. '25 

Potash,. ‘62 

Soda,. '09 

Phosphoric acid,. '38 

Sulphuric acid,. '04 

Soluble silica,.1.3‘45 

Insoluble silicates and sand, .42'07 

Loss,. ’75 

100-00 

VII. Calcareous Soils.—These contain moi-e 

than 20 per cent, of lime, and, according to 

the amount of clay or sand which they con¬ 

tain, they are' called calcareous clays, calcare¬ 

ous loams, and calcat eous sands. Soils in this 

class vary much in their nature and produc¬ 

tiveness, according to the proportions of their 

constituents; and when a considerable quan¬ 

tity of clay and sand enters into their com¬ 

position, they are generally fertile. Calcare¬ 

ous soils, when light coloured, do not readily 

become heated by the sun’s rays, in conse¬ 

quence of the latter being reflected, and, there¬ 

fore, they are not so well ada])ted for very early 

crops. This defect is remedied by the addition 

of such soils and manures as tend to darken 

the colour. On the other hand, it may be ob¬ 

served, that, when once heated, they do not so 

readily cool as soils of a darker hue, because 

heat is radiated with less rapidity from light 

than from dark surflrces. 

Analysis of a Calcareous Soil, from Southro]}, Gloucester¬ 

shire, by Dr. A. Voelchtr. 

Lime,.52-33 

Magnesia. -31 

Oxide of iron and alumina,. 2-86 

Phosphoric acid,...traces. 

Sulphuric acid,. ,, 

Silica,. -26 

Carbonic acid,.44-70 

100-46 

VIII. Humus Soils or Vegetable Moulds.— 

All soils containing more than 5 per cent, 

of humus, no matter what their other com¬ 

position may be, are termed vegetable moulds. 

From this it results, that soils of very oppo¬ 

site natures are comprised in this class, to 

which the rich and productive garden moulds, 

and the poor and barren peat or bog, alike 

belong. Vegetable moulds are called clayey, 

loamy, or sandy, according to the amoimt of 

clay or sand they contain; and when the vege¬ 

table matter has been converted into the sub¬ 

stance known as peat, the soil is termed peaty 

or boggy. 

As peat is extensively employed in gar¬ 

dens for the gi'owth of Ameri^n and other 

plants, it will be necessary to give some 

account of its nature and formation. “The 

matter of the soils of this class is dark in its 

colour, spongy in its texture, either entire or 

in a state of partial decay. It is generally 

tough and elastic; and, when dried, it loses 

much of its weight and becomes inflammable. 

These, the most observable characteristics of 

the soils termed peaty, will distinguish them, 

in tlieir natural state, from every other; and 

even when they shall have been greatly im¬ 

proved by culture, enoiigh of their original 

characters will remain to make them known. 

“Peat consists of vegetable matter which 

has undergone a peculiar change. Under a 

degree of temperature not sufficiently great to 

decompose the plants that have sprung iip 

upon the surface, these plants accumulate; and, 

aided by a certain degree of humidity, are 

converted into peat, which is either found in 

strata upon the surface of plains, or accumu¬ 

lated in great beds on the tops and acclivities 

of mountains, or in valleys, hollows, and ra¬ 

vines, successive layers of plants being added 

to the mass, under circumstances favourable 

to its jiroduction. Water is a necessary agent 

in its formation; and we may believe, too, a 

peculiar temperature, since it is only in the 

12 
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cold and temperate, and not in the warmer 

regions of tlie earth, that true peat is fomid to 

be produced. The plants which form it have 

not entirely decayed, but still retain their 

fibrous texture j and, from the action of cer¬ 

tain natural agents, have acquired properties 

tdtogether distinct from those they possessed 

in their former condition. They have now 

formed a spongy, elastic, inflammable body; 

and so different from the common matter of 

vegetables, as to be highly antiseptic. 

“ The plants whose progi’ess towards decom¬ 

position has been thus arrested are very vari¬ 

ous. Over the greater part of the surface of 

the primary and transition districts of colder 

countries the peat is chiefly formed of heaths, 

mixed with the mosses, and cryptogamic plants 

which had grown along with them. Some¬ 

times the peat has been formed in swamps 

and lakes, and, at other times, the humidity 

of the climate has been suflScient to form it 

into a continued bed, coveiing the whole siir- 

face of the country. 

“But vegetable matter which accumulates 

on the surface undergoes various degrees of 

change, and hence peat differs in its properties 

according to the temperature and moistvu’e of 

the climate. Sometimes the vegetable mat¬ 

ter on the surface forms a stratum of dry turf, 

elastic and inflammable, but less truly peaty 

than that which is formed where thei’e is 

abundance of water. Such is the peat formed 

on the silicious sand and poorer chalks of 

some parts of England, and on the heathy 

sands of the north of Germany. Under other 

conditions of climate, again, the vegetable 

matter which accumulates on the surface pro¬ 

ceeds through further degrees of decompo¬ 

sition, and forms a mass eminently suited to 

the growth of plants. Such is the vegetable 

soil formed in the woods of America by the 

falling of leaves. This substance is wholly 

different from the true peat, which resists de¬ 

composition, and which covers so great a part 

of the surface of Scotland and Ireland.”_ 

(Low’s Elements of Practical Agriculture.) 

Many kinds of vegetables, such as potatoes, 

tvu'nips, carrots, cabbages, and celery, will grow 

very well on peaty soils, when improved, as 

will also quinces, medlars, black currants, mul¬ 

berries, strawberries, and raspberries. Peaty 

soils are not, however, eligible for gardens, 

except for the growth of certain plants, such 

as rhododendrons, azaleas, and kalmias, for 

which peat is almost indispensable. 

Analyses of Fertile and Infertile Vegetable Moulds. 

Mulder. Dr. Sprenoel. 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. 

Organic matter) 
and combined [- 
water (humus)) 

Potash, . . . 
Soda, .... 
Ammonia, . . 
Lime, .... 
Magnesia, . . 
Peroxide of iron, 
Protoxide of iron 
Protoxide of} 

manganese, ) 
Alumina, . . 
Phosphoric acid. 
Sulphuric acid,. 
Carbonic acid, . 
Chlorine, . . . 
Soluble silica, . 
Insoluble sili- \ 

catea (clay), j 
Loss, .... 

12-000 

1-026 
1-972 

■060 
4-09-2 

•130 
9-039 

■350 

■288 

1-364 
■466 
■896 

6-085 
1- 240 
2- 340 

57-646 

1’006 

12-602 

1- 430 
2- 069 

•078 
5- 096 

•140 
10-305 

•563 

•354 

2-576 
•324 

1-104 
6- 940 
1- 382 
2- 496 

61-706 

•935 

10-90 

} -01 

i'-’oo 
•20 

]■ 6-30 

9-30 
•13 
•17 

trace 

|71-S0 

•19 

16 70 

•06 

”•13 
•03 

■64 

•78 
•11 
■02 

”•01 

81-50 

•02 

37 00 

trace 

•32 
•31 

•52 

•45 
trace 

>> 

trace 

Gl*67 

90-44 

•01 

trace 
•55 
•08 

•12 

•63 
•02 
•19 

trace 

7-96 

100-000 100-000 100-00 100-00 100-171100-00 

Nos. 1 and 2.—Fertile soils of a tract of land in North 

Holland (betweenNieuve-sluis and Aertswonde),gained 
by embankment from the sea. 

No. 3.—Rich vegetable mould, near Wayer, on theWeser, 
in Germany, flooded by the river. 

No. 4.—Poor sandy mould, near Brunswick. 

No. 6—Very infertile peaty soil, near Aurich, in East 
Friesland. 

No. 6.—Boggy, very sterile land, near Giffhorn, in Ger¬ 
many. 

II.-ON DETERMINING THE NATURE OF SOILS. 

The nature of soils may be determined by 
ascertaining their chemical composition and 

their physical properties, and by observing the 

vegetable productions which grow upon them. 

By chemical analysis the composition of a 

soil can be ascertained; but, as the analysis 

of a soil is an operation of great nicety, and 

which can only be performed by an experi¬ 

enced chemist, it is better in all cases to send 

a sample of the soil to such a person to be 

properly analyzed. Nevertheless, a pretty 

good idea of the quality of a soil may be 

formed by knowing the proportion in which 

clay, lime, sand and organic matter exist in 

it. By this knowledge, also, soils may be re¬ 

ferred to the particular class to which they 

belong; and, as the analysis requisite for this 

purpose may be made by any one possessed of 

moderate abilities, we extract the following 

simple mode of proceeding from an excellent 

little work, by Mr. Martindale {The Farmer's 

and Gardener's Guide to the Analysis of Soils 

and Manures, and to the Practical Application 

of Agricultural Chemistry), with which a fur- 
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tlier acquaintance would pi’ove highly bene- 

licial to any who may wish to pursue investi¬ 

gations of this nature 

“ Tn order to assign a soil to its peculiar 

class, proceed as follows:—First, take care to 

select a fair sample from the field, not reject¬ 

ing any small stones that may be in it; next 

expose it freely to the air, till it becomes 

dry at ordinary temperatures. Process 1st— 

Weigh out a quantity of this air-dried soil— 

say 200 grains—and introduce it into a short 

test tube or suitable vessel, and heat in a sa¬ 

line or oil bath, at 300° Fah., till it cease 

to lose weight. The loss of weight is then 

carefully ascertained. This, although not in¬ 

volved in the classification, is, in itself, an 

interesting point. The percentage of water 

being known of a portion of air-dried soil, cor¬ 

responding to 100 or 1000 parts of thorough- 

dried soil, can be used in any subsequent ope¬ 

ration. Process 2d—Take 200 grains of 

dried sod, and mix it in a Florence fiask, with 

4 or 5 oz. of water, and boil. Then allow 

the contents of the fiask to remain quiet for 

about ten minutes. If any sandy matter sub¬ 

sides, then pour oflT the supernatant fiuid, and 

add more water, until nothing but sand seems 

left: dry, and weigh it. Half this weight is 

equal to the percentage of sand in the moist 

soil. Process 3d—In order to determine the 

amount of organic matter, take 400 grains of 

the thorough-Axiedi soil (freed of water after 

the manner just stated), and transfer it into 

a porcelain or platinum capsule or crucible, 

and heat it to redness in the furnace, or over 

a spirit lamp; allow it to remain red hot for 

about ten minutes, then let it cool. Determine 

the loss of weight by weighing the soil re¬ 

maining in the capsule. The loss since the 

first weighing is organic matter: divide the 

loss by 4, and the quotient is equal to the 

percentage of organic matter. Suppose the 

loss to be 40 grains, then 40-f-l = 10 grains, 

or 10 per cent, of organic matter. Process 

4th—Take that portion of soil which remains 

after ignition and transfer it into an evapo- 

I'ating dish or [U’ecipitating jar, and mix it 

with n fluid oz. of hydrochloric acid; stir 

the whole mixture well, and allow it to re¬ 

main for two or three hours. Bring the con¬ 

tents of the dish or jar on to a weighed fil¬ 

ter; and, when the liquid portion has passed 

through, wash the filter several times with 

pure water; dry the filter and its contents at 

3UU° F,ah.; weigh the contents, and the loss of 

weight reckon as lime. If the loss in this 

process amount to 46 grains, then LS— 

or 111 grains, or 11^ per cent, of lime. Pro¬ 

cess 0th—Take the contents of the filter pa¬ 

per and carefully brush them off into a tall 

narrow test jar; then carefully mix them with 

a convenient quantity of water, say 4 oz.; 

stir the whole well, till the soil is completely 

mixed and diffused through the water. After 

this is done, allow it to settle till the sand or 

coarser parts have completely subsided; which, 

in a general way, will take place in a minute 

or two. The poi’tion still held in suspension 

pour off into another vessel, and filter it after¬ 

wards. Pour a second portion of water, and 

on the part subsided, stir the wlmle well up, 

and again allow the coarser parts to settle; 

after which pour off the suspended part for 

filtration. Continue this process until only 

sand, and matters incapable of remaining sus¬ 

pended in water for a short time remain. 

Collect the suspended matter on a weighed 

filter, dry it at 300° Fah.; weigh the contents 

thereof, and regard the weight as clay. Sup¬ 

pose the weight to be 130, then —1^ = 32'5, 

or 321 grains; hence the soil contains 32^ 

per cent, of clay.” 

By means of chemical analysis we may as¬ 

certain what substances entering into the food 

of plants are present or not in the soil; and 

we may so be enabled to find out the cause of 

infertility, and the way in which this may be 

remedied. Nevertheless an analysis may show 

that a certain soil contains all the substances 

required by plants for food, and yet that soil 

may be barren, either in consequence of its 

constituents being so combined as to be in¬ 

capable of being taken up by the roots of 

plants, or from some other cause, such as the 

soil being saturated with water, and the free 

action of the air thereby prevented. We may 

therefore conclude, that, although chemical 

analysis may be and is of gi’eat assistance in 

determining the nature of soils, yet it is not 

safe to trust to it entirely, without taking 

into consideration their physical properties, 

which are also of gi-eat importance. 

The physical properties of soils to which 

oui- attention should be principally directed, 

are the state of division of the soil, its density, 

its power of absorbing and retaining moistiu’e 

and gases, and its power of absorbing heat. 

The "following methods of examining these 

properties are from the article “Analysis, in 

Morton’s Cyclopedia of Agriculture:— 
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In ordei’ to ascertain the state of subdivi¬ 

sion of a soil, “ One or two lbs. of the soil 

should be collected fi-om two or three parts 

of the field—provided that it be all of the same 

character—the separate portions should be 

well mixed, and then slightly dried. Two or 

three lbs. of the mixture (of which the lumps 

are gently broken up) are thrown upon a 

sieve, which will allow poi-tions smaller than 

a pea to pass through its meshes; the relation 

in weight between the separated portions is 

then ascertained. The finer portion is now 

again gently broken down, either by a com¬ 

mon rolling pin, on a deal table, or in a wedge- 

wood mortar. It is then sifted through a 

very Jine wire gauze sieve; the portion which 

does not pass is gently rubbed a second time, 

and returned to the sieve; the relation in 

weight of these portions is thus found. By 

these manipulations, the soil is separated into 

tliree distinct portions, which may be thiis 

designated;— 

“ 1. Stones and pebble. 

“ 2. Coarse sand and gravel. 

“ 3. Bine soil.” 

Nos. 1 and 2 should then be tested with 

hydrochloric acid, when, if they contain lime, 

they will effervesce. In the subsequent opera¬ 

tions only tlie fine soil is used. 

To ascertain the density of a soil, both the 

specific gravity and the weight of a certain 

measure of the soil should be found. 

“ The specific gravity or relative weight of 

soils is perhaps of some importance; but we 

must confess that it would seem to us of little 

practical application. It is not a datum capa¬ 

ble of elucidating the chemical composition of 

the soil, although it really depends on that 

constitution; whilst it does not indicate the 

jihysical condition of the soil, inasmuch as it 

takes no account of the interstices iipon which 

depends its porosity. The absolute weight 

of a soil is, however, some indication of its 

peimeability to air and moisture, when the 

weight of a given measure is obtained as well. 

‘‘ The specific gravity of a soil may be roughly 

estimated thus;—A delicate glass bottle, with 

a long neck, is filled with water to a scratch 

made upon the neck with a file; the bottle 

with the water in it is then weighed, the 

water is thrown out, and 200 grains of soil 

are introduced into the bottle, which is again 

filled up to the mark with water, and agitated 

to disengage bubbles of air which may be con¬ 

tained in the soil. On being now weighed 
O O 

it will be found much heavier than when the 

bottle was filled with water; the difference is 

the amount by which the soil iised exceeds 

in weight the water it has displaced. Thus, 

suppose the bottle containing the soil and 

water, to contain 100 grains more than the 

bottle when filled with water only, then the 

200 grains of soil have occupied the place of 

100 grains of water, or the former is twice as 

heavy as the latter; the sjjecific gravity is 

then said to be 2', or 2000: water being the 

standard of comparison, and being considered 

as 1-, or 1000. 

“ In conjunction with the specific gravity, 

it is well to ascertain the weight of a given 

measure (say an imperial half pint) of the 

soil; which, with the former quality, affords 

more information as to its physical properties 

than either determination alone.” 

The variation in the weight of a cubic foot 

of different sorts of soil is exhibited in the 

following table:— 

One cubic foot of dry silicious or calcareous! jjq 
sand, weighs about .j 

Half sand and half clay, weighs about. 95 ,, 

Of common arable soil, weighs from.80 to 90 ,, 

Of pure agricultural clay, weighs about. 75 „ 

Of garden mould, weighs about. 70 „ 

Of peaty soil, weighs from.30 to 50 ,, 

The property of absorbing moisture from 

the atmosphere, either in the state of dew or 

that of aqueous vapoitr, is an important pro¬ 

perty, without which, in hot dry weather, 

plants would perish. This power is, however, 

possessed by some soils to a much greatei' 

extent than by others, and in the most fertile 

soils it is always found to be greatest. 

Sir Humphrey Davy found, that when dried 

at 212°, and exposed for an hour to an atmo¬ 

sphere saturated with moisture, and at the 

temperature of 62°, 1000 parts of a 

Celebrated soil from Ormistown, East Lothian, ! , „ 
gained.J “ 

Very fertile soil from the banks of the river) 
Parret, in Somersetshire, gained.j ” 

Soil from Mersea, in Essex, worth 45s. an acre, ( , „ 
gained.j ” 

Fine sandy soil from Essex, worth 28s. an acre, ) .. 
gained.JT ” 

Coarse sand, worth 15s. an acre, gained. 8 „ 

Soil of Bagshot Heath, gained. 3 ,, 

The eminent authority above named states, 

that the soils most efficient in supplying the 

plant wdth water by atmospheric absorption, 

are those in which there is a due mixture of 

sand, fiuely divided clay, and carbonate of 
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lime, \vitli some auimal or vegetable matter; 

and which are so loose and light as to be 

freely permeable to the atmosphere. With 

respect to this quality, carbonate of lime and 

animal and vegetable matter are of great use; 

they give absorbent power to the soil, without 

giving it likewise tenacity. Sand, which also 

destroys tenacity, gives, on the contrary, little 

absorbent power. 

The power of absorbing water is ascertained 

by exposing a weighed portion of the soil, pre¬ 

viously dried at 300°, to the air for a certain 

number of hoirrs; when again w'eighed it will 

be found heavier. This excess of weight, if 

compared with that of other soils treated in 

the same w’ay, and under the same circum- 

.stances of atmospheric moisture, will exhibit 

the comparative power which the soil has of 

attracting moisture from the air. 

The power of absorbing gases from the at¬ 

mosphere is, in general, possessed in the great¬ 

est degree by those soils Avhich absoi-b the 

greatest quantity of moisture. This property 

is one of very great importance, more espe¬ 

cially as regards carbonic acid and ammonia, 

which play such important parts in the nutri¬ 

tion of plants. Though the absorption of 

these bodies appears to be in some measux’e 

owing to the porosity of the soil, yet it is 

almost entirely due to chemical action. 

In connection with this subject, v/e shall 

here revert to some researches on the absorp¬ 

tive powers of soils, undertaken by Professor 

Way, who has succeeded in bringing to light 

facts of the greatest importance. 

Mr. Thompson, of Ku-by Hall, near York, 

having discovered, by experiment, that soils 

possess the faculty of separating ammonia 

from its solutions; and Mr. Huxtable having- 

found that liquid manure was decolorized and 

deprived of its smell on being passed through 

a bed of loamy soil. Professor Way was in¬ 

duced to engage in a series of experiments on 

the power which the soil has of absorbing 

manux'ing substances. The last-named gentle¬ 

man found, that when weak solutions of caus¬ 

tic ammonia wei-e passed through a bed of 

soil, the solutions were deprived of their 

ammonia; that the quantity of ammonia thus 

absorbed varied according to the strength of 

the solution employed; and that some soils 

had the property of absorbing a much greater- 

quantity of this substance than others. Thus, 

1000 grains of a soil from the Dorsetshire 

do-wns gained from a solution of caustic am¬ 

monia, in one experiment, 3-083 grs. of am¬ 

monia; in another, 3-921 grs.; in a third, 

3-504 grs.; and in a fourth, 3-438 grs. The 

difference in the amount absorbed in the above 

experiments was owing to solutions of differ¬ 

ent strengths having been used; and Professor- 

Way found that the same soil always absorbs 

the same quantity of ammonia and other sub¬ 

stances, when solutions of the same streirgth 

are eirrployed. 

One thoirsand grains of a light-red soil from 

Berkshire absorbed onl}'- 1-570 grains. Prom 

this, and numerous other experiments, it is 

established that the power of absorption is 

greater in some soils than in others. 

It was likewise forrnd, that jjotash and other- 

bases were also absorbed; 1000 grains of a very 

tenacious white clay absorbed 1-050 grains of 

potash from a solution containing 1 per cent, 

of caustic potash; the alkaline solution being 

merely left in contact with the clay for twelve 

hours, and not filtered through it. Prom this, 

and other experiments, it appears that the 

property of absorbing alkalies is rrot due to 

filtration, but to chemical combination. 

But another most important fact has been 

elicited; for it was found, that when solirtions 

of the salts of ammonia, and of other alkaline 

bases, pass throrrgh a bed of soil, the salt is 

decomposed and the base retained by the soil; 

whilst the acid combines with lime, or some 

other base, and passes through with the water. 

Por instance, when solutions of srrlphate of 

ammonia were passed through a layer of soil, 

the ammonia alone was retained, the sulphuric 

acid, in most cases combined with lime, pass¬ 

ing through with the water. Similar changes 

took place wheir the muriate, nitrate, and 

other salts of ammonia, as w-ell as those of 

potash, magnesia, (fee., were employed, the 

alkali, in every case, being retained by the 

soil, whilst the acid passed away iir combina¬ 

tion. That these changes are prodrreed by 

chemical decompositiorr is proved by the fact, 

that the quantity of lime, or other base, com¬ 

bined with the acid and passing through with 

the water, exactly corresponds with the amouirt 

of ammonia, potash, or magnesia retained in 

the soil. 

In the case of solutions of alkaline salts, 

it was also found that some soils possessed 

greater powers of absorptioir than others. 

Thus, 1000 grains of the light-red soil from 

Berkshire absorbed from the mru-iate of am¬ 

monia, 1-966 grains of ammonia; 1000 grains 
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of subsoil clay from Cornwall (coloui’cd red 

by oxide of iron), absorbed from the muriate 

of ammonia, '818 of a grain of ammonia; and 

1000 grains of a tenacious white clay absorbed 

from the mirriate of ammonia, 2'847 grains of 

ammonia. 

The power which soils have of absorbing 

various bases, is referred by Professor Way, 

not to any physical cause, but to the action 

of a class of salts called double silicates. 

Before entering fm-ther into this subject, it 

will be necessary to explain what is meant by 

a double silicate. Now, it is known, that 

silica, or silicic acid, chemically combines with 

potash, lime, alumina, <fec., forming what are 

called the silicates of these substances; but 

these simple silicates have the power of unit¬ 

ing one with another, forming double silicates. 

For instance, silicate, or alumina, or clay, is 

frequently united with silicate of lime, thus 

forming a double silicate. It has been found 

by Professor Way, that one of the bases con¬ 

tained in the double silicates, may be replaced 

by another base, with which the silica unites 

in preference; thus, when the double silicate 

of alumina and soda is digested with a solu¬ 

tion of a salt of lime, the compound becomes 

the double silicate of alumina and lime, the 

soda uniting with the acid of the salt of lime. 

The order in which the different bases re¬ 

place each other in the double silicates, has 

been determined by Professor Way to be as 

follows—Soda, lime, magnesia, potash, ammo¬ 

nia. For the more perfect comprehension of 

this, we shall give an instance. In the double 

silicate of alumina and soda, the soda may be 

replaced by lime; the compound will then be¬ 

come the double silicate of alumina and lime. 

Again, the lime in this may be replaced by 

magnesia, the magnesia by potash, and the pot¬ 

ash by ammonia. From this it will be evident, 

that each base has the power of replacing, in 

the double silicates, the bases which stand be¬ 

fore it in the list; and that this power is pos¬ 

sessed by ammonia in the highest degree. 

It is by means of the property which the 

bases have of replacing each other in the class 

of compounds called double silicates, that am¬ 

monia and other alkaline bases are absorbed 

by the soil; and it must be evident to every 

one, how much this power of absorption, pos¬ 

sessed by different soils, in different degrees, 

must affect their productiveness, and the bene¬ 

fits which they are capable of dei'iving from 

manures. 

To discover the power which a soil has of 

retaining water, “the soil,” dried as before, 

“is placed upon a double filter in a fuimel, 

and water is gently poured tipon it until it 

will take up no more. The superfluous water 

is allowed to drain off, and the whole is then 

weighed; the increase of weight is the water 

which the soil can take up or retain.” This 

property is important; for soils which, as in 

the case of stiff clays, retain much water and 

part with it slowly, are cold in consequence 

of a large amount of heat being expended in 

its evaporation. Besides this, when the soil 

is saturated with moisture, the free access of 

air is prevented, and, consequently, neither 

germination nor decomposition can be carried 

on. Other soils again, which allow water to 

pass too quickly through them, are dried up 

in hot dry weather, whilst in wet weather 

their most soluble and nutritious principles 

are washed away. It must, therefore, be evi¬ 

dent, that a fertile soil should neither retain 

too much nor too little water, and that, in a 

dry climate, the soil should be capable of re¬ 

taining more water than in a moist one, such 

as that of Ireland, and the western side of this 

island. 

It is also useful to ascertain the rapidity 

with which the soil parts with water; in order 

to do this, “a weighed quantity of the wet soil 

is placed in an open place for a given time— 

say two or three hours; at the end of this 

time it is again weighed. The amount which 

has evaporated is thus learned. The result 

is only of value if made upon other soils at 

the same time: the comparison should be made 

with a heavy, stiff clay, and a light almost pure 

sand; and it must be repeated for every soil 

that is examined, since the rate of evaporation 

is dependent upon the temperature and the 

moistm-e in the air, which differ at each ob¬ 

servation.” 

The jDower which the soil has of absorbing 

heat, when placed in the sun’s rays, is of 

the highest importance. To determine this 

property, the dry soil should be exi^osed to 

the sun, and a delicate thermometer buried 

in it. Some soils, when thus treated, absorb 

a much greater amount of heat than others, 

and this depends, to a great extent, on the 

colour of the soil, as will be presently seen. 

“ In general, soils that consist principally of 

a stiff white clay are with difficulty heated; 

and being usually very moist, they retain their 

heat only for a short time. Chalks are simi- 
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hr in one respec:t, tlint they are difficult to 
heat; hut being driei’, they retain their heat 
longer, less being consumed in caiising the 
evaporation of their moisture. 

“ A black soil, containing much soft vege¬ 
table matter, is most heated by the sun and 
air; and the coloured soils, and the soils con¬ 
taining much carbonaceous matter, or ferrugin¬ 
ous matter, exposed under equal circumstances 
to sun, acquire a much higher temperature 
than pale-coloured soils. 

“When soils are perfectly dry, those that 
most readily become heated by the solar rays, 
likewise cool most rapidly; but I have ascer¬ 
tained by experiment, that the darkest coloured 
dry soil (that which contains abundance of 
animal or vegetable matter; substances which 
most facilitate diminution of temperature), 
when heated to the same degree, provided it 
be within the common limits of the effect of 
solar heat, will cool more slowly than a wet 
pale soil, entirely composed of earthy matter. 

“I found that a rich black mould, which 
contained nearly one-fourth of the vegetable 
matter, had its temperature increased in an 
hour from 65° to 88°, by exposure to sun¬ 
shine; whilst a chalk soil was heated only to 
69° imder the same circumstances. But the 
mould, removed into the shade, where the tem¬ 
perature was 62°, lost, in half an hour, 15°; 
whereas, the chalk, iinder the same circum¬ 
stances, had lost only 4°. 

•'•'A brown fertile soil, and a cold barren 
clay, were each artificially heated to 88°, hav¬ 
ing been previously dried; they were then 
exposed in a temperature of 57°; in half an 
hour the dark soil was found to have lost 9° of 
heat; the clay had lost only 6°. An equal por¬ 
tion of the clay containing moistm-e, after being 
heated to 88°, was exposed in a tempei’ature 
of 55°; in less than a quarter of an hour, it 
was found to have gained the temperature of 
the room. The soils, in all these experiments, 
were placed in small tin-plate trays, 2 inches 
square, and ^ inch in depth; and the tempera¬ 
ture ascertained by a delicate thermometer.”— 
(Davy’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry.) 

The nature and qiiality of the soil may 
frequently be determined, with a considerable 
degree of accuracy, by the vegetation which it 
naturally produces; and this should not be 
overlooked, although a good analysis may also 
have been made. The following plants have 
been observed to grow natui’ally on differently 
constituted soils:— 

Argillaceous.—Tussilago Farfara, Poten- 
tilla Anseriua, Potentilla argeutea, Orobus 
tuberosus, Lotus major. 

Calcareous.—Yeronica, spicata, Campanula 
glomerata, Onobrychis sativa, Lithospermum 
officinale, Nepeta major. 

Silicious.—Silene anglica, Arenaria rubra, 
Veronica verna. 

Peaty.—Vaccinium Myrtillus, Vaccinium 
uliginosum, Oxycoccus palustris, Calluna vul¬ 
garis, Erica cinerea, Erica Tetralix, Spergula 
subulata, Tormentilla erecta, Empetrum ni- 
gi’um, Eriophorum vaginatum, polystachyon, 
and angustifolium. Sphagnum obtusifolium. 
Sphagnum acutifolium; and Rumex Aceto- 
sella indicates a peaty irony soil. 

Very dry soil.—Galium verum, Galiunr 
saxatile, Aira prtecox, Ama caryophyllea, 
Aira cristata, Hieracium Pilosella, Arenaria 
rubra. Thymus Serpyllum, Trifolium arvense. 

Wet infertile soil.—Juncus squarrosus, Jun- 
cus acutiflorus, Cnicus palustris, Pinguicula 
vulgaris, Triglochin palustre, vai'ious species 
of Carex, Hippuris vulgaris, Epilobium tetra- 
gonum, Lythrum Salicaria, Ranunculus Lin¬ 
gua, Ranunculus Flammula. 

Wet, hut not necessarily infertile, soil.—Poa 
aquatica, Alopecurus geniculateis, Veronica 
Beccabunga, Juncus conglomerateis. 

Fertility.—Cnicus lanceolatus, Urtica dioica, 
Stellaria media, Dactylis glomerata, Poa trivi- 
alis. And where trees, such as the elm, oak, 
lime, beech, and walnut grow vigorously, we 
may be assured the soil is good. 

Cold subsoil.—Of this, Equisetum arvense 
is peculiarly indicative. 

The vegetation supported by the sirnface 
layer of soil is not always to be taken as com- 
jfietely indicative of the degree of fertility 
which the land possesses. There are instances 
where the surface soil affords only a poor 
vegetation, and yet deeply-rooting forest-trees 
thrive remarkably well. This has been ob¬ 
served to be the case where a thin layer of soil 
rests on a pan of a compact, retentive, clayey 
substance, under which is a considerable depth 
of strung rich loam. Into this the strong roots 
of ti’ees can peneti’ate and find abundant nour¬ 
ishment; whilst those of herbaceous plants 
cannot do so, and therefore only such of them 
appear as can exist in the poor thin top- 
stratum. 

As gardens are genei’ally formed where the 
ground has been under cultivation, and where 
either trees or hedges are frequently on the 
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site, tlie growth, of these should be observed. 

If the oak or elm thrive well, there is every 

probability that the soil is capable of being 

adapted for a garden; and where the common 

hawthorn makes vigorous shoots, there fruit- 

trees, such as the apple, pear, plum, and cherry, 

will also succeed, and indeed, we may say, all 

other fruit-trees likewise, so far as the soil is 

concei’ued. 

III.—SUBSOIL. 

The bed on which the upper layer of soil 

rests is called the subsoil, and the nature of 

this is of great importance as regards culti¬ 

vation; for however good the upper soil may 

be, if a bad subsoil be within reach of the 

roots of plants, they will be injured in con¬ 

sequence. Therefore, a knowledge of subsoils 

becomes necessary, in order that a good one 

may be chosen where gardens are to be formed; 

or, if circumstances determine their site to 

be where a bad subsoil exists, the latter must 

either be removed to some extent, or amelior¬ 

ated as much as possible. 

The subsoil may consist of rock, entire or 

in a broken state, of soil differing more or 

less in its nature from the siu-face layer, or 

it may be a mixture of stones and different 

kinds of earth. Hence, subsoils are found to 

be exceedingly variable in their elementary 

composition. They vary, likewise, in their 

distance from the sui’face, according as the 

layer of soil above them is of greater or less 

thickness. Sometimes, within a certain area, 

the surfaces of the soil and subsoil form paral¬ 

lel planes, in other cases, the ujiper surface 

is even, but that of the subsoil irregular; and, 

on the other hand, the surface may be uneven, 

whilst the subsoil is nearly a uniform plane. 

It is desirable, that, supposing the soil of a 

garden were entirely removed, the subsoil 

should not exhibit an undulating surface, 

especially where such subsoil is retentive of 

moisture; for, in that case, water, instead of 

passing off with regularity, is liable to drain 

too cpiickly from the higher parts, and to be 

retained longer in the hollows than is favour¬ 

able to vegetation. 

In some cases, the stratum of subsoil differs 

but little from the soil above it. For exam¬ 

ple, the subsoil may consist of a fine yellow 

sandy loam; the soil above may be the same 

kind of sandy loam, but less compact from its 

position, and from cultivation and exposure to 

the weather, whilst its colour is rendered dark 

by decayed vegetable matter. Here the dark 

colour of the top soil and mixtiu’e with humus 

distinguishes it from the subsoil. The com¬ 

position of the subsoil is generally more inor¬ 

ganic than that of the upper layer of soil. 

The stratum of subsoil is, in many cases, of 

such a nature that more or less of it may be 

trenched to add permanently to the depth of 

j the soil. Sometimes a subsoil forms a hard 

pan, almost impenetrable to water and to the 

roots of plants. Tinder this, however, there 

is occasionally even a rich loam or marl. In 

this case it is evident that the intermediate 

pan should be broken up; or if, independent 

of its hardness, its composition is essentially 

bad, it should be removed if circumstances 

will permit. A good subsoil should be free 

from any injurious quantity of metallic oxides, 

or other matters deleterious to plants; for if 

it contain such, and if they cannot be cor¬ 

rected, fruit-trees will become unhealthy when 

their roots come in contact with these sub¬ 

stances. The subsoil should, therefore, be 

tested chemically before a garden is formed 

upon it. This, in fact, should be the first 

proceeding in determining whether a subsoil, 

with reference to the formation of a garden, 

is eligible or not. Assuming that the subsoil 

is free from any substance of a character speci¬ 

fically deleterious, it may, notwithstanding, 

be objectionable on accoimt of its mechanical 

properties. It may be too compact, or, on 

the contrary, too loose. When it is so com¬ 

pact that water cannot pass through it, the 

soil above it is, in consequence, saturated at 

times w'ith w'ater, a condition highly inju¬ 

rious to the roots of most plants. On the 

other hand, the subsoil may be too porous, 

so that the rain water soon passes downwards 

out of the reach of the roots of plants, carry¬ 

ing with it, at the same time, a large pro¬ 

portion of the nutritive principles of the soil 

and manui’es. It may here be observed, that 

a subsoil too porous for a locality in which 

little rain falls, may be that which is just 

proper for a wet district. In some places 

a loamy stratum lies under the black soil. 

Where such occurs in localities having only 

an average of about 24 inches deep of rain in 

the year, fruit and other trees are apt to eva¬ 

porate the moisture in the loam, rendering it 

so dry that the roots become dejirived of suf¬ 

ficient moisture for the support of the tree aiid 

its fruit. 
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From the above, it is evident, that the 

nature of the subsoil ought to be well ascer¬ 

tained as regards its good or bad qualities in 

tlie first instance; then its property of retain¬ 

ing moisture; and, finally, its position with 

reference to the surface level, or inclination, 

as the case may be. With regard to the first 

of these investigations, if the subsod is of a 

deleterious nature, it will be advisable to avoid 

forming a garden over it if there is any choice; 

for a subsoil which is radically bad cannot be 

effectually remedied. But tlie compactness 

of the stratum can be increased or diminished 

as may be found necessary, by breaking up 

’ and admixture; and the level of the subsoil 

can be regulated to correspond with any re- 

i qiiired plane by mechanical means. 

IV.-IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS. 

Most soils require improvement in order to 

I adapt them for gardens. The means by which 

! this may be effected, are— 

[ 1st. Draining. 

2d. Alteration of the subsoil, 

j 3d. Increasing the depth of the soil. 

' 4th. Alteration of its texture and consti- 

j tuent parts. 

' The fii’st consideration should be the condi- 

I tion of the soil as regards moisture, for infer¬ 

tility may be solely owing to superabundance 

I of water. The remedy for this is draining; 

and that being accomplished, other improve¬ 

ments can then be determined on with more 

precision; for some soils after draining are 

friable, whilst others harden, and require to 

be divided by mechanical operations, or by 

these together with corrective admixtures. 

When the soil is so circumstanced with re- 

' gard to moisture as to be generally saturated, 

' few garden plants can thrive in it. Those 

only of an aquatic nature can endure to have 

their roots in soil which is always completely 

soaked with water. But it is here necessary to 

mention some properties of water which ren¬ 

der draining of vast importance as regards in¬ 

creasing the temperature of the soil. They are 

the well-known properties that water at about 

40° is heavier than at any other temperature; 

i that from this point it becomes lighter and 

, lighter as its temperature ascends, and also as 

1 it descends, until it assume the form of ice; 

hence warm water, as w^ell as ice, will fioat 

on cold. Even boiling water may be gently 

poured on cold water without the latter being 

heated, excepting a very little at the surface. 

Now, if the soil be saturated with water colder 

than that of the summer rains, these rains 

cannot descend to warm the ground where 

the roots of plants ought to penetrate. But 

when the cold water is drawn off below, by 

proper drainage, the warmer can percolate 

downwards and communicate its heat to the 

soil, rendering it congenial to vegetation. In 

proof of this we may adduce the following 

observations made by us, and published in 

the Journal of the Horticultural !:iociety of 

London:— 

“ It has been ascertained that the specific 

gravity of water is greatest at a temperature 

between 39° and 40° Fah., therefore, in any 

quantity of water not of uniform temperature, 

that which is 39° or 40°, or, if hotter or coldei-, 

that which is nearest to the above, will always 

be at the bottom; it will not be displaced by 

the addition of a quantity of the temperature 

of 60°, nor will the two mix so as to acquire 

a common tempei'ature without mechanical 

force. Hence, if a retentive soil is saturated 

with snow-water, or that from rain of about 

40°, such water will not be displaced by lighter, 

warmer rains. The water derived from the 

latter must run off by the surface, or stand 

exposed to the cooling effects of evaporation: 

in either case its heat is lost without benefit¬ 

ing the soil. The only remedy is to drain 

deeply; the coldest water, because the heavi¬ 

est, will then be the first to move, and the 

pores of the soil, which it previously occupied, 

will be filled with air, except when the latter 

is partially displaced by the descent of rain¬ 

water, which can then pass freely through 

spaces no longer exclusively occupied by colder, 

denser water. 

“It is shown by Mr, Parkes, in his Essay on 

the Philosophy of Drainage, that in draining 

the Bed Moss, near Bolton-le-Moors, the 

thermometer in the drained land rose, in 

June, 1837, to 66° at 7 inches below the sur¬ 

face, while in the neighbouring water-logged 

land it never rose above 47° at any time 

throughout the year. From within 7 inches 

of the surface, to the depth of 30 feet, the 

bog in its natural state maintained, in winter 

and in summer, an invariable temperature of 

47°. This, it may be remarked, is about the 

mean atmospheric temperature of the year in 

that locality, and the difference between the 

hottest and coldest months is there 24 or 25°; 

but it must be inferred from the uniformity 

13 
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of temperature in the saturated undi’aiued 

land, that summer rains are ineffectual as re¬ 

gards the communication of heat downwards, 

and that on such land the intensity of the 

sun’s rays is lost. 

“The fact that heat cannot be transmitted 

downwards through water is well known; but 

that it is as impossible to heat saturated soil 

downwards should be also familiar to every 

one engaged in either horticultural or agricul¬ 

tural pursuits. Some experiments are de¬ 

tailed in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1849, p. 

35, by which it is proved that a mixtm’e of 

peat and water, constituting an artificial bog, 

could not be heated at a foot below its surface 

by pouring a quantity of boiling water upon 

it. I have recently made a similar experi¬ 

ment with saturated yellow loam; and as 

some may wish to repeat these experiments 

for their own satisfaction, I shall here state 

the mode of proceeding and the results. 

“Experiment No. 1.—A square box v.^.-is 

made of the form represented by the annexed 

diagram (Fig. 42), 18 inches deep, 11 inches 

Fig. 42. 

wide at top, and 6 inches wide at bottom. 

It was filled with peat, saturated with water 

to c, forming to that depth (12^ inches) a 

sort of artificial bog. The box was then filled 

with water to d. A thermometer, a, was 

plunged, so that its bulb was within II inch 

of the bottom. The temperature of the whole 

mass of peat, and water was found to be 391° 

Fah. A gallon of boiling water was then 

added; it raised the surface of the water to c. 

In five minutes the thermometer, a, rose to 

44°, owing to conduction of heat by the ther¬ 

mometer tube and its guard. At ten minutes 

from the introduction of the hot water, the 

thermometer, a, rose to 46°, and it subse¬ 

quently rose no higher. Another thermome¬ 

ter, h, dipping under the surface of the water 

at e, was then introduced; and the following 

are the indications of the two thermometers 

at the respective intervals, reckoning from 

the time the hot water was supplied:— 

Ther. 6. Ther. a. 

20 m. .150° .... .46° 

1 h. 30 m. .101° .... .45° 

2 li. 30 m. . 804° .... .42° 

12 li. 40 m. . 45° .... .40° 

The mean temperature of the external air 

to which the box was exposed during the 

above period was 42°, the maximum being 

47°, and the minimum 37°. 

“Experiment No. 2.—With the same ar¬ 

rangement as in the preceding case, a gallon 

of boilins: water was introduced above the 

peat and water, when the thermometer, a, was 

at 36°, in ten minutes it rose to 40°. The 

cock was then tmmed for the purpose of di'ain- 

age, which was but slowly effected, and at the 

end of twenty minutes, the thermometer, a, 

still indicated 40°; at twenty-five minutes, 

42°; whilst the thermometer, h, was 142°. At 

thirfy minutes, the cock was withdrawn from 

the box, and more egress of water being thus 

afforded, at thirty-five minutes the flow was 

no longer continuous, and the thermometer, h, 

indicated 48°. The mass was drained and per¬ 

meable to a fresh supply of water. 

“ Accordingly, another gallon of boiling 

water was poured over it, and in ^ 

3 minutes the thermometer, a, rose to 77° 

5 ,, ,, fell to 76.4° 

15 „ „ 71° 
20 ,, ,, remained at V0J° 

lh.50 „ „ „ 7I>J° 

“ In these two experiments the thermometer 

at the bottom of the box suddenly rose a few 

degrees immediately after the hot water was 

added; and hence it might be inferred that 

heat was carried downwards by the water; 

but, in i-eality, the rise was owing to the ac¬ 

tion of the liot water on the thermometer, 

and not to its action upon the cold water. To 

prove this, the perpendicular thermometers 

were removed; the box was filled with pieat 

and water to within 3 inches of the top, a 

horizontal thermometer, f, having been pre¬ 

viously secured through a hole made in the 

side of the box by means of a tight-fitting 
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cork, ia which the naked stem of the thermo¬ 

meter was grooved. A gallon of boiling water 

was then added. The thermometer, a very 

dehcate one, made by Newman, was not in the 

least affected by the boiling water in the top 

of the box. 

“ Experiment No. 3.—Silver-sand was put 

into the bottom of the box, so as to be a little 

above the bulb of the thermometer f, with 

the view of protecting it when introduced; 

the box was then filled with yellow loam 

as far as c. The loam was then saturated 

with water from the rose of a watering pot. 

Numerous air bubbles rose when saturation 

had been neaidy effected, the whole surface 

of the soil being just covered with water: the 

latter subsided as the air found its way out. 

The thermometer, f, was then introduced, and 

it soon acquired the temperature of the mass, 

45°. A handful of straw was squeezed toge¬ 

ther, and laid on the top of the soil, to break 

the force of the hot water, a gallon of which, 

when boiling, was poured on. The hot water 

cooled by evaporation, but produced not the 

least effect on the delicate thermometer _/) near 

the bottom of the box. Another gallon of 

boding water was added, when the first had 

cooled down to 100°; but the thermometer,yj 

stdl indicated 45°. 

“Any person can easily make similar experi¬ 

ments. It is best to introduce the thermo¬ 

meter through the side of the box, as at /■, 

for, if plunged from the top, the boiling water 

surrounding a portion of the tube of the in¬ 

strument expands the fluid, and indicates an 

elevation of temperature, although none take 

place in the medium in which the bulb at a 

is situated. There are rules for correcting 

the expansion which ocem-s in such cases, but 

they are very complicated. 

“ Water expels air and other gases, the food 

of plants, from the vicinity of the roots; and 

all agree that, in this respect, it must be con¬ 

sidered injurious. It prevents heat from being 

carried down to the roots; and, when these 

are chilled, they cannot support a healthy 

vegetation. Finally, it is more stagnant in 

summer than in winter. The retentive na¬ 

ture of the soil, where saturation exists, pre¬ 

vents water of any temperature from moving 

downwards; but the colder will displace the 

warmer. For example, water at 47°, having 

possession of a retentive soil in spring, will 

not change its position, in consequence of the 

fall of warm rains during summer. Unless 

carried off by evaporation, it will remain stag¬ 

nant dui'ing the warm season, and will only 

give place to winter rains, or those that may 

supply colder and heavier water than itself. 

Stagnant water is known to be veiy pernicious 

to the health of plants, excepting to that of 

some species naturally adapted for growing in 

it. As proof that the roots excrete, it could 

be told in many cases from the smell of the 

soil what plant had been growing in it; and, 

if roots are long in stagnant water, it becomes 

impure. Want of drainage, therefore, deprives 

the roots of proper nourishment, subjects them 

to a chilling temperature, and forces them to 

absoi’b a vitiated fluid.”—[Hort. Soc. Journal, 

vol. V. p. 117.) 

Well-drained ground may be saturated for 

a short time after a heavy fall of rain, so that 

all the interstices are occupied with water; 

but, as this descends, it is, of course, replaced 

by air; for, where water finds a passage, air 

can always follow; and warm air, like that of 

summer, circulating among the particles of 

soil, likewise contributes heat. 

Many instances could be adduced of tlie 

striking effects of drainage in raising the 

temperature of the soil. In some cases a rise 

of as much as 15° in summer is stated to have 

been produced. Ns, previously remarked, Mr. 

Parkes found that the temperature of the un¬ 

drained portion of the Fed Moss, near Bolton- 

le-Moors, never rose above 47°, whilst in an¬ 

other portion of the same bog which had been 

drained, the temperature was found, on a 

mean of thirty-five observations, to have been 

raised 10°; on one occasion the thermometer 

rose to C6°. Hence it appears, that, by drain¬ 

ing, we not only free the soil from supei’fluous 

moisture, but, at the same time, we greatly 

raise it's temperature. The temperature of 

undrained land is more uniform than that of 

drained, for it is nearly the same winter and 

summer, and approximates to that of the mean 

annual temperatm’e of the air in the locality. 

The heat of summer and the cold of winter 

affect it but a little way below the surface. 

Drained land, on the conti’ary, is more ac¬ 

cessible to the cold of winter, and to the 

heat of summer, so that the temperature of 

the soil corresponds with that of the air, or 

neaily so, throughout the respective seasons. 

This is a most important matter; for, how¬ 

ever warm and genial the atmosphere may 

be for vegetation, yet plants cannot thrive 

if the soil into which their roots penetrate is 
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much colder tliau the air during the growing 

season. 

When tlie soil is drained, rain-water and 

air have alternately free access to the various 

substances in the soil. These substances are 

acted upon by the carbonic acid contained in 

the rain-water, and by the oxygen of the air, 

as well as by that dissolved in the water. The 

carbonic acid seizes upon the lime, potash, and 

other alkaline matters; and man}'' substances 

in a low state of oxidation beeome more jier- 

fectly oxidized, and do not act so injuriously 

on vegetation. Besides the above, many other 

important chemical changes take place in the 

soil after it has been freed of superfluous 

moisture by draining. 

When the subsoil is irregular, impervious, 

or, on the contrary, too loose, it admits of va- 

]ious alterations conducive to the improve¬ 

ment of the soil. If the subsoil is irregular, 

it is evident that, when the surface soil is 

levelled, unequal depths of the latter will be 

the conseqiience. Some parts are then liable 

to have too little depth for the roots of plants, 

whilst others may have more than is neces¬ 

sary; and, if the subsoil be impervious, the 

water will lodge in the hollows, to the injury 

of the soil that is likewise there. The sur¬ 

face level, or its inclination, as the case may 

be, should therefore be ascertained; and with 

such the up2)er part of the subsoil should run 

parallel, or with a gentle slope towards the 

drains. In changing the position of the sub¬ 

soil by levelling it trench by trench, attention 

should be paid to its state of looseness. It 

should not be left hard in one place and open 

in another. The whole should be rendered 

as nearly uniform in this respect as possible. 

If some pai’ts of the subsoil are found to be 

of a nature easily convertible into good soil 

by working, exposure to the air, and the ad¬ 

dition of manure, it may be taken advantage 

of, and turned up, to add to the thicknes.s of 

the soil. The portion so dug out may be re¬ 

placed up to the determined level by subsoil 

of inferior quality. By these means the soil, 

in many instances, may be greatly increased 

in depth, and thus afford more range for the 

roots of plants. Besides, if the surface soil 

has been previously manured for a long time, 

so that it contains too much inert organic 

matter, the judicious admixture of fresh in¬ 

gredients is a permanent improvement. Such 

additions may be made by degrees; for, if too 

much inorganic matter were brought at once 

to the surface, various garden crops would 

not thrive in the first instance, nor till siich 

time as a sufficient quantity of vegetable mat¬ 

ter has been thoroughly incorporated with 

the recently turned uj) subsoil. When this, 

however, has been effected, a fresh portion of 

subsoil may be trenched up, and ameliorated 

in a similar manner. In the formation of a 

new garden, and presuming that the supply 

of manure is not limited, it is best to trench 

the ground at once to the proper depth, intro¬ 

ducing a large quantity of manure as the ope¬ 

ration goes on. 

The soil may be too shallow, but, in other 

respects, not objectionable for that of a gar¬ 

den. Frequently in the vicinity of shallow 

soils alluvial deposits are to be found. If 

these can be raised, and laid on the higher 

thin land till a sufficient depth is obtained, a 

good soil for a garden may be formed; and. 

although this must be done at greater expense 

than making the garden where the alhivial 

deposits naturally lay, yet it affords the per¬ 

manent advantage of having a dry basis, and 

of being more suitable for early crops and for 

fruit-trees. When the soil raised from allu- 

■vial beds is taken from a depth so far below 

the surface as not to have been previously ex¬ 

posed to the air, it would be improved by 

being thrown up in heaps, and turned over in 

dry weather. The depth of the soil may also 

be increased by trenching, and by the addi¬ 

tion of bulky manures. 

Any one of the principal ingredients of 

which soils are composed, namely, sand, clay, 

lime, and humus, may be found to constitute 

neaily the whole of a particular soil. Al¬ 

though with the assistance of manures certain 

plants win grow on such a soil, yet it cannot 

be considered as proper for a garden till its 

nature is modified by the admixture of other 

ingredients. 

If the soil is too sandy, the obvious remedy 

is clay or marl. It would not, however, be 

advisable to introduce for garden soil a stiff 

clay, or one that contains objectionable ingre¬ 

dients, such as iron. It should be capable of 

mixing -with sand, so as to form a friable sandy 

loam, instead of an obstinate mass. By tak¬ 

ing a certain quantity of the sandy soil requii-- 

ing to be improved, for example, a cubic yard, 

and adding clay from a measured quantity, 

till a sandy loam of proper tenacity is obtained, 

the requisite proportions of clay soil can be 

ascertained. 
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lu the same way strong clays can be cor¬ 

rected by the addition of sand. The tenacity 

of strong clays need not, however, be reduced 

by sand till they become of the texture of 

a sandy loam, as was recommended in the 

case of too sandy soil. It will suffice if, by 

admixture of sand, the clay is brought to the 

state of a clayey loam, because each successive 

application of manure will tend to render it 

lighter than before. Clay soils may also be 

improved by burning. Important mechanical 

and chemical effects result from burning clay, 

or at least from subjecting it to a certain 

amoxmt of heat. The mechanical effects are 

to render the clay more porous and less tena¬ 

cious, so that it will readily crumble after 

exposure to the action of the weather. From 

its greater porosity, it affords access to air 

and moistru-e, and more free passage for the 

roots of plants. The chemical changes pro¬ 

duced by the burning of clay, are greater 

solubility of its constituents in water and 

acids; clay slightly burned has been found to 

contain more than three times the quantity 

of soluble potash that it does in its natural 

state. Felspar is an ingredient of clay sods, 

and it is composed of sdicate of potash or 

soda, and silicate of alumina. By the action 

of fire the particles of felspar are decomposed, 

and the potash, existing previously in an in¬ 

soluble state in the felspar, is set free, and 

likewise rendered soluble and fit for the nour¬ 

ishment of plants. Many different opinions, 

however, are entertained on the changes 

which take place in clay by brnming. 

When clay is bmmed, the heat should not 

be too great; and the burning should be ef¬ 

fected by a smouldei'ing process, somewhat 

resembling that in making charcoal. The 

clay should never be so far baked as to be 

reduced to a hard red brick substance; but, 

on the contrary, the lumps of burned clay 

should crumble readdy. 

Calcareous soils are improved by the addi¬ 

tion of clay, or of clay and sand, and the pro¬ 

portions may be so regulated as to form a 

calcai’eous loam. 

Soils in which too much humus exists, may 

be substantiaUy improved by the addition of 

sand, clay, or lime; but more especially by all 

three. Such soils also derive temporary im¬ 

provement from burning, but it is only tem- 

porarv. AiVe have seen peat sod so inert that 

no crop wmdd grow. By burning, one luxu¬ 

riant crop was produced, sometimes a toler- 

ably good second crop, and then the peat soil 

relapsed into its previously inert, infertile 

state. Becourse was again had to burning; 

and a repetition of this system was carried 

on tdl the surface of the soil, at first high 

enough above drainage, was reduced so as to 

be almost below the available iall. If clay, 

mai’l, scourings of ditches, sand, and, in short, 

any eaidhy substance different from peat, had 

been spread upon the sm-face, instead of burn¬ 

ing the latter, the basis of a good, dry, rich 

soil, would have been formed, excellent, with 

pi’oper manure, for root crops, such as carrots, 

turnips, potatoes, &c. Peat generally rests 

on clay, and when this is the case, on a source 

of fertility which, if not too deep, may readily 

be taken advantage of If the clay become 

friable from mixture with the peat and ex¬ 

posure to the weather, the basis ol a fertile 

soil is at once established. If it remain too 

adhesive, it can be easily burned along with 

some of the peat which rested immediately 

above it; or without burning, the tenacity of 

the clay may be reduced with sand. Admit¬ 

ting that some of the peat may be burned 

with advantage, as in the above case, or per¬ 

haps in others, yet we do not approve of that 

systematic burning of the surface formerly so 

much in use. Lime is also of great utility in 

reclaiming peat, as it aids in decomposing the 

fibre; and it neutralizes the acids which occur 

in peat. 
The texture of the soil is permanently 

altered by all the preceding modes of im¬ 

provement ; and for a time, by pulverization. 

By this the requisite degree of friability is 

secured; air and water can then readily pene¬ 

trate into the soil, to the benefit of the plants 

grown upon it. Besides, the roots of most 

plants cannot penetrate into the hard compact 

mass, such as the soil usually becomes when 

unstu’red for any considerable time. By pul¬ 

verization, also, the temperature of the ground 

is brought nearei' to an equality with that of 

the atmosphere, by reason of air and water 

penetrating among the particles of the soil, 

and communicating their heat to it. The 

means by which pulverization is eflected— 

namely, digging, trenching, forking, and hoe¬ 

ing—will be reverted to hereafter. Another 

mode of changing the texture of the soil, is by 

consolidating it by mechanical means, such as 

rolling and treading. This mode of improve¬ 

ment Is only applicable to very light soils, or 

in particular cases, such as seed-sowing, &c. 
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CPIAPTER VI. 

MANURES 

All substances which, when added to the 

soil, increase its fertility, may he considered 

as manures. These may act either directly, 

by supplying food to plants, or indirectly, by 

rendering the substances already contained 

iu the soil available for the nourishment of 

plants. The necessity of the application of 

manures is evident j for as plants withdraw 

certain elements from the soil, the latter 

would, in course of time, become exhausted 

if no restoration of these were made. 

Manures may be divided into two classes:— 

1. Organic manures, or those of vegetable 

and animal origin. 

2. Inorganic manures, or those of mineral 

origin. 

I.-ORGANIC MANURES. 

In this class are included all substances of 

vegetable and animal origin which have the 

property of enriching the soil, or of rendering 

to it substances required by plants for food. 

All vegetable and animal substances used as 

manure must undergo decomposition before 

they become the food of plants, for the roots 

of these only absorb liquids and gases. This 

change is generally effected to a certain ex¬ 

tent before they are applied to the soil; but 

in the case of green manures, it takes place 

entirely in the soil. The results of the de¬ 

composition of organic manures are the for¬ 

mation of carbonic acid, ammonia, sulphu¬ 

retted hydrogen, and many other compounds, 

which are retained in the soil, from which 

they are taken up by the roots of plants. 

Leaves, when thoroughly decayed and re¬ 

duced to the state of mould, form a sort of 

manure, which, alone or mixed with soil, or 

other substances, is eminently suited for the 

growth of most plants. 

Tan.—Old tan is sometimes employed as 

a manure; but it exercises an injurious action 

on the roots of plants, and also tends to 

promote the growth of various sorts of fungi. 

For these reasons, the advantage of using it 

appears to be very questionable; and it is a 

much safer course to dispense with it entirely 

as a manure. 

Feat becomes a very good manure when 

formed into a compost with dung. For this 

pm’pose the peat, after having been partially 

dried, is mixed iu alternate layers with about 

an equal quantity of partly decomposed dung. 

When fermentation takes place, and the tem¬ 

perature of the mixture rises to 95°, it should 

be turned, after which, some little time before 

being made use of, the heap should be turned 

and thoroughly mixed. Peat dried, as in the 

former case, may also be made up into a com¬ 

post with quicklime. 

Saiodust is not of much value as a manure; 

it contains only traces of nitrogen, and when 

mixed with the soil, it does not readily de¬ 

compose; it should, therefore, be thoroughly 

rotted before it is applied. By the addition 

of liquid raanm-e, of which it will absorb a 

large quantity, its value is greatly increased, 

and it is then much more easily decomposed. 

Rape-dust.—The refuse of rape seed, after 

the oil has been expressed, is formed into 

cakes, which are reduced to a powder, form¬ 

ing the manure called rape-dust. Dissolved 

in urine, rape-dust is much employed in Flan¬ 

ders, and when so treated, it forms an excel¬ 

lent liquid manure. In this country, rape- 

dust is generally applied as a top-dressing; 

but it is much more advantageous to dig it 

in, either unmixed, or together with rotten 

dung. In dry seasons it is less efficacious 

than in wet ones; also in dry soils its appli¬ 

cation is not attended with such beneficial 

effects as in those which retain a considerable 

amount of moisture. For turnips, and other 

root crops, rape-dust is an excellent manure. 

Malt-dust principally consists of the radicle 

and young shoots of barley which has germi¬ 

nated, and which are separated from the malt 

during the process of drying on the kiln, or, 

subsequently, by treading and screening. The 

dust obtained from the kiln is distinguished 

as kiln-dust, and is not so pure as the other, 

being mixed with ashes. Malt-dust contains 

about 4 per cent, of nitrogen; and Professor 

Johnston found that its ashes contained 36 per 

cent, of potash and soda, and rather more than 

24 per cent, of phosphoric acid. From this it 

is apparent that malt-dust forms a very good 

manure. It is frequently used as a top-dress¬ 

ing; but it is more advantageous to dig it in 

after it has been slightly fermented by the 

addition of urine to the heap, or to form it into 

a compost. When the two first methods are 

employed, it may be applied at the rate of 30 

or 40 bushels to the acre. The beneficial 
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effects of malt-dust are chiefly owing to the 

formation of ammonia; they are also, to some 

extent, due to the phosphoric acid, potash, and 

soda, which it contains. It is rapid in its ac¬ 

tion, and its good effects become quickly per¬ 

ceptible; but it does not form a manure of 

much permanence, being chiefly beneficial to 

the crop to which it is applied. 

Sea-weeds, of various kinds, are largely 

employed as a manxire on the coast. This ma¬ 

nure is usually applied to the land in a fresh 

state, as a top-dressing; but it is preferable to 

dig it in at once. Mixed with earth and dung, 

it forms an excellent compost. The good 

effects of sea-weed are of short duration, sel¬ 

dom extending beyond the crop to which it is 

applied. As it usually contains about 80 per 

cent, of water, its conveyance to a distance is 

expensive, and for this reason it is never used 

far inland. Sea-weeds are frequently burned, 

and the ashes employed as a manure, for which 

purpose they are highly esteemed by the in¬ 

habitants of Jersey, Guernsey, Normandy, and 

Brittany. Nevertheless, as the organic mat¬ 

ter is destroyed by burning, and, consequently, 

much of the fertilizing constituents lost, this 

practice is not to be recommended, although 

a saving in the expense of carriage is thereby 

effected. 

Green manures.—Plants are sometimes 

grown specially for the purpose of being dug 

into the soil, when they are in a green and 

succulent state, as a manure. This practice 

is seldom, however, adopted in gardens, or, 

indeed, wherever the ground is in a high state 

of cultivation. A much more advantageous 

plan is to apply the green crop to the feeding 

of animals, in which way, not only is manure 

produced, but food as well. The plants usu¬ 

ally grown for the purpose of being dug into 

the soil are those which grow quickly, such 

as buckwheat and rape. These, when full of 

juices, are dug in as soon as the flowers com¬ 

mence to appear; for at this stage of their 

growth the plants soon decompose, and be¬ 

come available for the nourishment of the suc¬ 

ceeding crop. There is, howevei’, a class of 

green manures which is more extensively em¬ 

ployed in gardens. These consist of potato 

liaulm, turnip tops, the dressing of cabbages, 

&c., and which are occasionally dug in when 

in a fresh state; in general, however, it is 

much better to make them up into a compost, 

and decompose them previous to applying 

them to the soil. 

Soot principally consists of charcoal; but its 

efiiciency as a manure is chiefly attributable 

to its containing ammonia, the amount of 

which varies in different samples from 1 to 

5 per cent. The following is an analysis, 

by Dr. Voelcker, of soot taken from the farm 

braidings of the Royal Agricultrrral College 

at Cirencester:— 

Moisture,. 10-620 

Organic matter, . 44-736 

Chloride of ammouium (sal-ammoniac),... -933 

Sulphate of ammonia, .   3-580 

Chloride of sodium,. -231 

Chloride of potassium,. -503 

Oxides of iron and alumina,. 15-691 

Sulphate of lime,. 11-051 

Phosphate of lime. '530 

Carbonate of lime,. 1-129 

Lime in a state of silicate,. 2-290 

Magnesia in a state of silicate,. '389 

Soluble silica (partly combined with lime I 4.014, 
and magnesia), .J 

Insoluble silicious matter (chiefly sand),... 4-150 

99-856 

Soot is generally applied as a top-dressing; 

and it may be scattered at the rate of 15 or 

20 bushels or more to the acre; but it is best 

to apply it as a liquid manure. To gi-ass it 

is very beneficial; and, deposited together with 

the seeds of tru-nips, it qrrickly forces the 

young plants into the rough leaf, an object 

of great importance, inasmuch as when this 

is the case, the ravages of the fly are in a great 

measure prevented. This manure has likewi.se 

been employed for potatoes with good results, 

especially when mixed -with salt. It is also 

used for onions, partly as a manure, but more 

especially for the pm-pose of preventing tho 

attacks of the onion grub. Mr. Robertson 

of Kilkenny states, that “On meadows I have 

used soot with great advantage in sub.stance, 

and though sown by the hand, one dressing 

always gave me heavy crops of hay for two 

successive seasons; but this is a wasteful mode 

of applying it—a great proportion of its am¬ 

monia, one of its most active ingredients, 

being volatilized and dissipated in the atmo¬ 

sphere. When dissolved in water there is no 

waste—it is all available for horticultural pur¬ 

poses. I have mostly used it in that state, 

mixing it up in the proportion of about 6 

quarts of soot to a hogshead of water. As¬ 

paragus, pease, and a variety of other vege¬ 

tables, I have manured with it, with as mucli 

eifect as if I had used solid dung; but to plants 

in pots, particularly pines, I have found it 
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admirably well adapted; when watered with 

it they assume a deej.i healthy green, and grow 

strong and luxuriantly.”—{Gardener s Maga¬ 

zine, vol. ii. p. 19.) 

Blood is a powerful and valuable manure, 

not only on account of its nitrogen, but also 

on that of the numerous salts which it con¬ 

tains. The organic matter of dry ox-blood, 

according to Playfair, consists of 54-35 per 

cent, of carbon,- 7-50 of hydrogen, 15-76 of 

nitrogen, and 22-39 of oxygen. The saline 

matters in the ashes of blood are exhibited 

in the following analyses of Enderlin:— 

Ox. Calf. Sheep. 
Phosphate of soda,. 10-77 30-18 13-30 
Chloride of sodium (common salt), 59-341 

152-65 66 57 
Chloride of potassium. 6-12 J 

Sulphate of soda. 3-85 2-94 5-38 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia, 4-19 3-491 

U3-92 
Oxide and phosphate of iron,. 8-28 9-28 ) 

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) and 
loss,.j 

1-45 1-46 0-83 

100- 100- 100- 

Blood may be applied to the soil in a liquid 

state, when dried, or mixed with earth or 

other substances, so as to form a compost. Of 

these methods, the latter two are the best; 

for if blood is applied as a liquid, it must be 

used immediately, otherwise it will speedily 

coagulate or clot, and soon enter into decom¬ 

position, and thereby ammonia will be formed 

and lost; biit if it is made into a compost, it 

may be kept for a long time and without loss 

from decomposition. 

Fish form a very powerful mamire, rich in 

nitrogen and phosphoric acid. Large quan¬ 

tities of various kinds of fish are used in Kent, 

Sussex, Essex, Cornwall, Lincolnshire, Cam¬ 

bridgeshire, and in Scotland. The best mode 

of using fish in gardens is to make them up 

into a compost with earth, turf, and other 

matters; in this way the manure can be more 

equally distributed, and plants will not then 

be liable to injury from the roots coming in 

contact with large quantities of unmixed and 

highly nutritious manure. 

Blubber is an excellent manure. Wlien 

applied in its crude state, it proves injurious 

to vegetation; but, formed into a compost 

with earth, in the proportion of one load of 

blubber to nine or ten of earth, and tm-ned 

several times, it has been found to produce 

very satisfactory results on beans, potatoes, 

and other root crops. 

Graves, or tallow-chandler’s refuse, is fre¬ 

quently employed as a manure. It is fii-st 

bi-uised, and then dug in. It may be applied 

at the rate of 8 or 10 cwts. per acre. An¬ 

other very good plan is to make it up into a 

compo.jt with earth; but no lime should be em¬ 

ployed, as ammonia is thereby driven off. 

Woollen Rags.—Considerable quantities of 

these are employed for manure in Kent, Berk- 

.shire, and Oxfordshire. For this pm-pose, the 

rags should be chopped up into small pieces, 

and buried in the soil. They form an excel¬ 

lent manure, which decomposes slowly, and 

its effects extend over two or three years. 

Horns and Hoofs form an excellent manure; 

but, on account of their use in the arts, they 

are only procurable in small quantity, and in 

the shape of shavings or other refuse. In the 

impure state in which they are used, they 

contain about 12 or 13 per cent, of nitrogen, 

and, as they decompose slowly, at least when 

the fragments are large, they form a good -ma¬ 

nure for fruit-trees. 

Bones, which are so extensively employed 

in agnculture as a manure for turnips, are 

also valuable for garden purposes. The com¬ 

position of bones varies according to the sort 

of animal to which they belong. It also dif¬ 

fers in the same animal at different ages. The 

bones of the ox, according to Berzelms, con¬ 

sist of— 

Cartilage,. 33-30 

Phospliate of lime, . 65-35 

Fluoride, of calcium,. 3-00 

Carbonate of lime. 3-85 

Phosphate of magnesia,... 2-05 

Soda, with a little common salt,. 2-45 

100-00 

The modes in which bones are applied to 

the soil are various; they are used broken 

into fragments of greater or less size, more 

finely divided in the state of dust; dissolved 

in sulphuric or muriatic acid; also, mixed 

with guano or other fertilizers. When ap¬ 

plied in the broken state, the effect of this 

manure is not so speedy, but more lasting, on 

account of the bones not being so quickly de¬ 

composed ; but, when the dust is applied, the 

effect of the application is sooner apparent. 

When broken into very small pieces, or w'hen 

applied in the state of dust, a less quantity of 

bones is necessary to produce an effect, in con¬ 

sequence of their being quickly decomposed. 

The quantity of half-inch bones, or of bone- 

dust, which forms an effectual application, i.s 
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from 12 to IG bushels to the acre, according 

to the natiu-e of the soil, a larger quantity 

being required on poor soils than on rich ones 

to produce the same effect. With regard to 

the soi-t of bones which it is most advanta¬ 

geous to apply, experience has shown that 

fresh or unboiled bones possess a more bene¬ 

ficial action than boiled ones, on account of 

the organic matter not being extracted by 

boiling, as in the case of the latter; but that, 

on the contrary, when the soil is already rich 

in organic matter, the boiled bones form an 

application of equal efiicieucy with the un¬ 

boiled. 

For turnips bone manure is invaluable; and 

it has the great adA antage of forcing the plants 

into the rough leaf, and so enabling them to 

withstand the attacks of the fly. Its Aise has 

likewise been attended with success in the 

case of carrots, beet, and potatoes. Bones 

have also been applied with decided advantage 

to grass land, trees, shrubs, and to vine bor¬ 

ders ; and bone-dust is used with great success 

in the flower garden. 

Although the beneficial action of bone ma¬ 

nure is, to some extent, owing to the animal 

matter in the bones, yet there is no doubt 

that it is principally due to the phosphates 

which they contain. The soils on which bones 

produce the best effect are dry ones, and more 

especially such of these as are deficient in 

phosphate of lime; wet soils are considered as 

being un suited for this manure. 

Bones are sometimes mixed with earth, ashes, 

dung, &c., and allowed to ferment, in order 

to effect their decomposition more speedily 

than would be the case if they were applied 

to the soil without such preparation. This 

plan has worked very satisfactorily, and has 

produced excellent effects. A better method, 

however, of rendering bones soluble is to dis¬ 

solve them in an acid, generally sulphuric. 

When this acid is poured upon the bones, 

several chemical changes take place. Accord¬ 

ing to Professor Johnston, the phosphate of 

lime, which exists in bones in a nearly insol¬ 

uble state, is converted into the soluble bi¬ 

phosphate, or sujAerphosphate, as it is commonly 

termed, in consequence of the sulphmic acid 

seizing on a part of the lime contained in the 

phosphate of lime. The phosphate of mag¬ 

nesia is likewise converted into a more solu¬ 

ble compound. The carbonate of lime in the 

bones is converted into the sulphate of lime, 

or gypsum, carbonic acid being driven off, and 

the salts of soda are converted into sulphates, 

or into a mixture of sulphate and phosjfiiate 

of soda. The organic matter in the bones is 

likewise changed into more soluble compounds. 

Thus, by the action of sulphuric acid, all, or 

nearly all the constituents of bones are con¬ 

verted into soluble compounds, and are at 

once fitted to become the food of plants. 

The quantity of acid iised in dissolving 

bones is variable; usually, however, the weight 

of the acid employed is equal to one-half the 

weight of the bones; but, when the weight of 

acid is only one-third of that of the bones, the 

proportion has been found to ansAver nearly 

as well. The finer the state of division in 

which the bones are, and the stronger the 

acid employed, the more speedy and pei'fect 

is their decomposition. Dissolved bones are 

usually applied to the soil, either mixed with 

earth or ashes, which is the form generally 

adopted, or diluted with a large quantity of 

water as a liquid manure. The quantity of 

Avater AV'ith which bones dissolA'ed in acid are 

diluted is about fifty times the weight of the 

,acid employed, a gallon of water weighing 10 

lbs. As bones dissolved in acid are imme¬ 

diate in their effects, a much less quantity is 

requisite, from 4 to 8 bushels of bones, aud 

acid in proportion, being the usual quantity 

applied to the acre. 

Bones are also mixed Avith guano, soot, rape- 

dust, dung, or lime, and with excellent results. 

Night-soil is a valuable and extremely 

powerful manure, richer in nitrogen than 

horse or cow-dung. Its composition, which, 

however, vai'ies much in different specimens, 

is exhibited in the folloAving analysis by Ber¬ 

zelius :— 

Water,. 
Insoluble animal and vegetable remains,... 

Mucus, fatty, and other animal products,... 

Bile, . 
Albumen, . 
Peculiar extractive matter,. 

Chloride of sodium,. 

Sulphate of soda,. 

Carbonate of soda,. 

Phosphate of magnesia,. 

Phosphate of lime,. 

73-.300 

7-000 

14-000 

-900 

-900 

2-700 

-309 

-155 

-271 

•156 

•310 

100-000 

On account of its smell, night-soil should 

be deodorized before it is employed. This 

can be effectually done by mixing it Avith 
charcoal or sulphate of iron. The use of char¬ 

coal for the purpose of deodorizing night-soO 

appears to be attended with peculiar advan- 

14 
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tages, for it is not only one of the most power¬ 

ful deodorizers known, but is itself possessed 

of great 'virtue as an auxiliary manure, as "will 

afterwards be shown. The use ot sulphate 

of iron is also attended with advantages, on 

account of its fixing the ammonia, and deodo¬ 

rizing at the same time; but it is not always 

advisable to introduce any considerable quan¬ 

tity of the salts of iron into the soil. Glyp- 

sum, also, has the property of removing, to 

some extent, the disagreeable odour, and is 

likewise of gi-eat utility in fixing ammonia. 

Quicklime is often used for deodorizing 

night-soil; but, though it destroys the smell, 

yet, as it also dispels the greater portion of 

the ammonia, it should never be employed 

for this purpose. 

This manure is usually applied to the soil 

mi:!jed with mould, peat, coal-ashes, turf, marl, 

&c. It is applied in various qviantities per 

acre. Mr. Hewitt Davis finds that 6 tons of 

night-soil, mixed with peat, is sufficient for an 

acre; this quantity, however, might in many 

cases be increased. It is also used in a liquid 

state; but the former method is superior in 

point of cleanliness. 

Night-soil forms an excellent manaire for 

potatoes, turnips, and, indeed, for most crops, 

though it is not so much employed as it de¬ 

serves to be, perhaps on account of its being 

erroneously supposed to communicate a bad 

taste to the crop. 

Night-soil is procurable in this country at 

a very small cost—in many cases for little 

more than the expense of carriage; and, con¬ 

sidering its price, and the richness of its com¬ 

position, it may safely be said to be one of 

the cheapest, if not the cheapest manure 

known. Such being the case, it is surprising 

that it is not more extensively used, and that 

it is not preserved with greater care, more 

especially as it can be rendered perfectly in¬ 

odorous at a very trifling expense. 

In Belgium, France, and, indeed, nearly all 

over the Continent, the night-soil is carefully 

presei’ved, and is highly valued as a manure. 

Its price in Flanders ranges from 10s. to 15s. 

a ton; but, when pi’epared into poudrette, it 

fetches at Montfaugou, near Paris, as much as 

£2, 10s. per ton. 

In China, also, that densely peopled empire, 

where nothing that can be turned to account 

is wasted, the value of this manure is fully 

appreciated. It is there mixed with a sort of 

marl, and made into cakes which are sold to 

the cultivators, and by them mixed with 

water, and applied to the soil. It is also col¬ 

lected, together with other vegetable and ani¬ 

mal refuse, in tubs or pits lined with plaster; 

these are covered with straw to prevent loss 

by evaporation. The manure is then diluted 

with water, and allowed to putrify, after 

which it is applied to the ground. We in 

this country might well take a lesson from 

the Chinese in respect to covering our manure 

heaps, to prevent tlie most valuable parts of 

the manure from being carried off by the 

action of the sun, wind, and rain. Besides 

this, the Chinese are too good economists to 

allow the most soluble and richest parts of 

the manure to drain away by the sides or 

bottoms of their pits. 

Night-soil is prepared, by drying and mix¬ 

ing with various substances, into what is called 

poudi’ette, desicated or disinfected night-soil. 

The value of this preparation as a fertilizer, 

of course, depends on the substances with 

which the night-soil is mixed, and the mode 

of drying. In the preparation of poudrette, 

quicklime is frequently added, and to the in¬ 

jurious action of this, by driving off ammonia, 

we have already adverted. 

Guano.—This manure, the value of which 

is now universally known, is the dung of sea¬ 

birds, which has been deposited in the coiirse 

of hundreds of years, in some places to the 

thickness of 100 feet. Guano is principally 

obtained from the small islands on the coast 

of Peru; the best is got from the Chincha 

Islands, three in number, whence immense 

quantities are annually imported into this 

country. 

According to Admiral Moresby’s report on 

the supply of guano, the actual quantity im¬ 

ported into this country from the Chincha 

Islands, allowing for the difference between re¬ 

gistered and real tonnage, must have amount¬ 

ed, in 1851, to upwards of 200,000 tons. Con¬ 

siderable uneasiness has been caused in this 

country lest the beds of guano become ex¬ 

hausted, and this must sooner or later be the 

case, by reason of the large quantities which 

are imported by this and other nations. With 

reference to the quantity remaining on the 

Chincha Islands, Admiral Moresby states, 

that, from the northern or principal island, 

when he visited it, more than one-third of 

the guano had been removed, the remainder 

amounted to 5,500,000 tons; on the centre 

island, only 1,500,000 tons remained; and 
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on tlie southern island, 1,600,000 tons; in all, 

8,600,000 tons. Admiral Moresby further 

adds, that he is of opinion that, at the jn'esent 

average rate of exportation, the islands -svill 

be exhausted of the guano that would pay 

freight, or be saleable in the English market, 

in eight or nine years. 

Guano has also been obtained from other 

sources, such as Ichaboe, Saldanlia Bay, &c.; 

but, as most of these have been exhausted, 

and the guano from the remainder is much 

inferior in quality, we are almost entirely de¬ 

pendent on the deposits on the coast of South 

America for our supply. 

Genuine Peruvian guano is a light brown, 

or fawn-coloured powder; its chemical compo¬ 

sition is exliibited in the following elaborate 

analyses by Bertels, Oellacher, and Vblkel: 

Bertels. 

Urate of ammonia,. 
Oxalate of ammonia, .. 
Phosphate of ammonia, 
Phosphate of ammonia ( 

and magnesia,.j 
Hydrochlorate of ammonia, 
Carbonate of ammonia,.... 
Humate of ammonia. 
Oxalate of lime,. 
Phosphate of lime,. 
Carbonate of lime,. 
Chloride of sodium,. 
Sulphate of soda,. 
Phosphate of soda,. 
Sulphate of potash... 
Sand,. 
Alumina,. 
Clay and sand. 
Waxy and resinous matter, 
Water and volatile am-' 

monia, undefined or-, 
ganic matter, and loss. 

Oellacher. 

3- 244 
13-351 

6-25() 

4- 196 

6-500 

16,360 
9-940 

0-100 
1-119 

5-291 
4- 227 
5- 800 
0-104 

0-600 

22*918 

100-000 

12-20 
17-73 

6-90 

11-63 

2-25 
0-80 
1-06 
1-30 

20-16 
1-65 
0-40 
4-92 

4-00 
1-68 

0-75 

12-57 

100-00 

Volkel. 

9-0 
10-6 

6-0 

2-6 

4-2 

7-0 
14-3 

38 

5 5, 

4-7 

32*3 

100-0 

eight 

01- 

The composition of guano is, however, sub- 

iect to some variation. The variation and 

average composition of thirty-two specimens 

of Peruvian guano, are exhibited in the fol¬ 

lowing table, prepared by Professor Way, for 

the Boyal Agricultural Society of England: 

The value of guano is now so well known, 

that it is unnecessary for us to descant on its 

virtues; suffice it to say, that it has been ap¬ 

plied to almost every crop, whether fruit or 

vegetables, with the greatest success; to flowers, 

also, its application proves highly beneflcial. 

Guano should always be mixed with six or 

times its weight of fine earth or loam, 

with ashes or charcoal dust, previous to 

being applied to the soil; for if used in its 

unmixed state, it is likely, from its causticity, 

to kill the plants, or, at least, prove injurious 

to them. In this way it may be used at the 

rate of 4 or 5 cwts. per acre. 

Guano is also employed with gr-eat advan¬ 

tage in a liquid form; especial care should, 

however, be taken not to use too concentrated 

a solution. The proportion of guano, mixed 

with water, that may be applied with safety, 

varies according to the sort of plant, the 

greater or less vigour of the individual, and 

the richness of the soil. Many plants grow 

luxuriantly when watered with a solution 

strong enough to cause the death of others. 

Half an ounce of guano to a gallon of water 

is, however, generally considered to be a safe 

proportion for all plants; and it will be a 

safer course to repeat the dose of this solution 

rather than to increase its strength. 

Urine forms an exceedingly powerful ma¬ 

nure, containing various princijfles v/hich, 

during putrefaction, yield large quantities of 

ammonia. IJrine likewise contains many 

valuable mineral ingi-edients of the food of 

plants. 
The composition of urine varies in different 

kinds of animals, and in individuals of the 

same species, being affected by the age and 

food of the individual. Human urine is. 

however, by far the most valuable. 

The folio-wing analysis, by Berzelius, ex¬ 

hibits the composition of human urine; 

. 933-00 

. 30-10 

Water,. | 8-88 

Organic matter and salts 1 
of ammonia,. 

Sand,. 
Earthy phosphates. | 19-46 
Ammonia yielded by 

100 parts, . 

1 Lowest. Highest, Average. 

j 8-88 22-68 13-09 

1 37-78 58-82 52-61 

1 1-17 
1 19-46 

3-95 
34-45 

1-54 
24-12 

-i 15-98 

1 ■ 

18-94 17-41 

and 

Water,. 

Urea, . 

Uric acid,.. 
Lactic acid, lactate of ammonia 

mal matter not separable from tham 

Mucus of the bladder,.. 

Sulphate of potash,. 

Sulphate of soda. 
Phosphate of soda, . 

Phosphate of ammonia, . 

Chloride of sodium,. 
Ilydrochlorate of ammonia, .,....■ 
Phosphates of lime and magnesia 

Silicious earth, . 

ani-1 

i, ,,, j 

1-00 

17-14 

0-32 

. 3-71 

. 3-16 

. 2-94 

. 1-65 

. 4-45 

,. 1-50 

. 1-00 
., 0-03 

lOOO 00 
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According to Mr, Brande, 1000 parts of 

the urine of the cow contains the following 

substances:— 

Water,. 

Urea, . 

Carbonate of potash and ammonia,. 

Hydrochlorate of potash and ammonia, .... . 15 
Sulphate of potash. 

Phosphate of lime, . 

1000 

MM. Fourcroy and Vauquelin found that 

1000 parts of the urine of the horse contain:_ 

Water. 

Urea,. 

Hippurate of soda, . 

Chloride of potassium, . 

Carbonate of lime,. 

Carbonate of soda. 

1000 

By the putrefaction of mine, the urea and 

uric acid which it contains are decomposed, 

and a large amount of ammonia is formed, 

and itnless means be taken to prevent its 

escape, much of the most valuable portion of 

the manure will be lost. Gypsum, sulphuric 

acid, or sulphate of iron, should therefore be 

employed for this purpose; and by their iise 

we convert the volatile carbonate of ammonia 

into the non-volatile sulphate. 

Urine, before being applied to plants, should 

be allowed to putrefy; it should then be largely 

diluted with water, or mixed with soil or 

other matters, so as to form a compost; for 

when used in an unmixed state, it is very 

injurious to plants. 

To fruit-trees, kitchen garden crops, and 

lawns, the application of ui’ine proves highly 

beneficial. From the facility with which it 

can be applied to growing plants, without 

distui'bing their roots, as well as on account 

of its rich manm-ing j’l'operties, urine is an 

excellent manure for garden purposes. On 

account of its oflbnsive smell, it is advisable 

to deodorize it by some of the numerous 

means at our command. 

Liquid Manure.—Almost every manure 

may be applied to the soil in a liquid state, 

consequently, all such might Ije included under 

this heading; nevertheless, as when speaking 

of each manure, the circumstance of its being 

used in a liquid state has been mentioned, 

we shall confine ourselves to the common 

acceptation of the term liquid manure. 

Liquid manm’e is generally considered to 

imply the drainings of dung-heaps, stables, 

and cow-houses; and it chiefly consists of 

urine, together with more or less of the ex¬ 

crements of the animals dissolved by it, or by 

rain. Collected from such various sources, 

it is evident that the composition and value 

of liquid manure must vary considerably ac¬ 

cording to the kind of animal from which it 

is derived, the amount of solid matters it con¬ 

tains, the mode of preserving it, and other 

circumstances. 

Liquid manure is veiy useful in gardening; 

for, as it contains the fertilizing piinciples in 

a liquid state, they are consequently in a con¬ 

dition to be more readily taken up by the 

spongioles of plants, than if the same prin¬ 

ciples had been afforded in a solid form. 

Dung, in many cases, can only be applied to 

the soil before the crop is planted or sown, 

as it could not afterwards be dug in without 

disturbing the roots. But, so far as these are 

concerned, liquid manure can be applied at 

any period of the growth of plants. Dung 

may be too strong at first; and as the advanc¬ 

ing crop i-equires progressively more and more 

support, the dung may become much exhausted. 

Liquid manure has, however, the advantage; 

for it can be applied strong or weak at first, 

and its application can be followed up in a 

stronger or weaker degree, as the growth of 

the plants may require. When the strength 

of solid manure becomes insufficient, liquid 

manure affords a ready mode of supplying the 

defect. The above observations equally a2)ply 

to all sorts of manure in a liquid state. 

Liquid manure is used with excellent effect 

for pine apples, cucumbers, fruit-trees of all 

kinds in pots, and, in short, for all plants in 

pots that require to be stimulated. When 

it can be had in sufficient quantity, it is bene¬ 

ficially applied to vine and peach borders, and 

to kitchen garden crojjs. In using it, how¬ 

ever, care should be taken that the soil be not 

over saturated with it, for in that case it is 

worse for the spongioles than saturation with 

pure water. It is a safe plan to water with 

maniire w^ater and jmre w^ater alternately. 

“ The Chinese, who are remarkably skilful 

in the management of manure, are particu¬ 

larly careful not to waste the smallest por¬ 

tions; and, according to Sir George Stal^nton, 

they prefer the dung of birds to that of all 

othens, and next to^that night-soil, wliich tljey 

appl^j in a liquid state. ‘ Their first care,’ 
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says our author, ‘is to construct large cis¬ 

terns. free from absorption, to contain, beside 

this manure and soil of every kind, all sorts 

of vegetable matter, as leaves, or roots, or 

stems of plants; with all these they mix as 

much animal water as can be collected, or 

common water to dilute the whole; and in 

this state, generally in the act of putrid fer¬ 

mentation, apply it to the ploughed or broken 

earth.’ The Chinese husbandmen, we learn 

from the same authority, always steep their 

seed wheat in liquid manure, until it swells 

and germinates, which, they say, hastens the 

growth of the plants, and at the same time 

defends them from the attacks of insects; they 

also apply liquid manure to the roots of plants 

and fruit-trees. And how grateful liquid ma- 

nui-e is to vines, &c., is well known to most Eng¬ 

lish gardeners. The immense produce of grapes 

by the great Hampton Court vine, has been 

supposed to be mainly owing to its roots having 

penetrated to an adjoining sewer belonging to 

the palace; and the roots of the nearly equally 

celebrated vine at Valentines, in Essex, are 

known to reach an adjoining stagnant canal.” 

—{Johnston on Fertilizers.) The ammonia of 

liquid manure should be fixed by the same 

agents as previously recommended for rndne. 

Horse-dung.—The solid excrements of the 

horse consist of 20-67 per cent, of organic 

matter, 4-02 per cent, of inorganic matter, 

and 7o-31 per cent, of water. Horse-dung 

is most beneficially applied to cold, stiff soils; 

and in order that its mechanical action may 

be turned to advantage, the dung should not 

be much decomposed, care being taken, how¬ 

ever, that the litter is sufficiently moist for 

decomposition, without becoming musty in the 

ground, as it does sometimes in dry weather 

when it is not previously well soaked. 

Of equal weights of horse-dung and cow- 

dung, the former is the most fertilizing; but 

taking bulk for bulk of each, it is inferior to 

cow-dung. Where horse-dung is not applied 

particularly for the purpose of keeping the 

ground open, but merely for its manuring 

properties, it should be previously turned, 

and during the process it should be well mois¬ 

tened, preferably with the drainings of the 

farm-yard or other liquid manure; but if such 

are not at command, water must be used. 

Fermentation is apt to become excessive in 

the heap of horse-dung, and then it is inju¬ 

rious, for the ammonia is driven off, and the 

littery portion in the centre is apt to become 

dried up and rendered inert. Means should 

therefore be adopted to prevent the heat from 

becoming too great; the heap should be turned, 

spread out, or watered, before it becomes too 

hot; and the ammonia, that would otherwise 

escape, may be absorbed by a covering of soil 

or turf, or any substance, in short, that is 

foimd to prevent the heap from exhaling ef¬ 

fluvia. Horse-dung is well adapted for pro¬ 

ducing immediate action on crops; hence, for 

such of these as are required to be produced 

as early as possible, it is well to manure with 

the droppings shaken from the litter. 

Cow-dung. — According to Boussingault, 

100 parts of fresh cow-dung contain 8'27 

parts of organic matter, 1T3 parts of inor¬ 

ganic matter, and 90’60 parts of water. Cow- 

dung contains more water than horse-dung, 

and a smaller proportion of nitrogen. Its 

fertilizing properties are inferior to those pos¬ 

sessed by horse-dung, and from its not readily 

fermenting, it is colder than that manure. 

It is slower in its action than horse-dung, 

but its effects are much more lasting ; it 

is, therefore, better adapted for trees, or any 

crop that requires the manure to continue for 

years. Eor hot dry soils, it is better adapted 

than horse-dung; but, on the contrary, it is not 

proper for cold and wet soils, and to such, 

more especially, it should not be applied in 

spring, or, at all events, it should not then be 

employed in its crude wet state. Mixed with 

horse-dung, or with litter, and the whole 

slightly fermented, it answers better for damp 

heavy soils. Some have used large quantities 

of cow-dung in forming borders for vines and 

for other fruit-trees, but experience has proved, 

that after two or three years, the mass of cow- 

dung becomes inert, and retains too much 

moisture in winter. For fruit-trees generally, 

a compost of cow-dnng and good turfy loam, 

is found prefeiuble to cow-dung alone. 

Thei’e is perhaps no kind of manure that 

retains moisture so 'well as cow-dung. It is, 

therefore, excellent for dry hot soils, and for 

mulching over the roots of trees; yet in a 

fresh uufermented state, it will injure the 

roots of many plants if they come in contact 

with it where it may happen to be unmixed 

with soil. By fermentation it is rendered 

safe for vegetation. 
Pig's-dung.—Fresh pig’s-dung, consisting of 

the excrements and urine, contains, according 

to Professor Solly, 93 parts of dry organic 

matter, 87 parts of inorganic matter, and 
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820 parts of water. This manure contains 

more nitrogen than horse-dung, and is con¬ 

sidered eqiially as ])owerful as night-soil. In 

an un mixed state, it is too strong for vege¬ 

tation ; hut when mixed with litter and as 

much earth as will moderate fermentation, it 

becomes an excellent manui'e. By throwing 

in weeds where the pigs can search them over, 

and which they will not fail to do very assi¬ 

duously, the portion which they reject is 

formed into manure of considerable strength. 
o 

But when weeds enter thus into the composi¬ 

tion of manure, it is absolutely necessary that 

the whole should be thoroughly fermented, 

otherwise the seeds will genninate, and render 

the ground manured very foul. If the seeds 

of a single plant are conveyed in a living state 

to the quarters along with manui’e, they will, 

in many cases, produce thousands of vigorous 

weeds. When seeds are exjiosed to moisture, 

and a degree of heat equal to that which is 

required for inducing vegetation, they must 

either grow or rot; they will attempt to vege¬ 

tate, but, stimulated by heat and moisture, 

and, at the same time, deprived of air and 

light, they must soon die. At and near the 

outside of the heap, seeds may exist cool and 

free from excitement, and consequently, their 

vegetative powers will be preserved to pro¬ 

duce in due time a crop of weeds, after being 

transferred, along with the manure, to the 

ground. It is, therefore, advisable that the 

manure should be turned after fermentation 

has gone on so far as to kill all seeds in the 

interior of the heap. The outside or other 

cool portions should then be carefully turned 

inwards, where they will be most subject to 

the effects of fermentation. By adopting this 

]jlan, weeds may be turned to account by 

partly feeding the animals, and by forming a 

bulk of manm’e of that which they refuse to 

eat. The strength of the manure will, of 

course, be lessened in proportion to the quan¬ 

tity of weeds and adherent earthy matter in¬ 

troduced ; but if no more of these be thrown 

to the pigs than they can thorouglily moisten, 

the resulting manure will be strong enough 

for ordinai’y garden crops. 

Pig’s-dung, free from litter or other matters, 

is employed with very beneficial results in form¬ 

ing with turfy loam a compost for pine apples. 

Pigeon's-dung, and the dung of domestic 

fowls, are excellent manures, approaching 

guano in strength. They should be mixed 

with earth before being used, otherwise they 

will prove too stroiig for vegetation. In a 

liquid form, they have been successfully ap¬ 

plied to flowers, producing highly beneficial 

effects on both hard and soft wooded plants. 

Great care should, however, be exercised not 

to make this liquid manure too strong. 

Farm-yard Manure.-—By this is generally 

understood the manure produced by horses, 

cows, or other cattle kept on the farm. It 

may be that of one kind of these animals, or 

it may be composed of a mixture of the excre¬ 

ments of several. When the excrements of 

the several kinds of animals are kept separate, 

their properties can be ascertained by refer¬ 

ring to what has been stated respecting the 

dung of each, and therefore they need not be 

here further noticed. But, unless for parti¬ 

cular purposes, which may render it desirable 

to use the dung of one kind of animal in pre¬ 

ference, it is in general better that the dung 

of horse.s, and that of horned cattle, &c., should 

be mixed. When this is the case, plants can 

obtain with greater certainty the various ele¬ 

ments which they requme for their nourish¬ 

ment. The best farm-yard manure is accord¬ 

ingly formed by mixing together the excre¬ 

ments, both solid and liquid, of the different 

animals. The liquid portion cannot be better 

nor more economically employed than by being 

soaked up by the litter, so that the latter may 

have, in consequence, moisture enough to allow 

of its decomposition by a slight fermentation, 

instead of being dried up and for some crops 

rendered worse than useless. 

With many it has been, and is still a ques¬ 

tion, whether farm-yard manure should be 

applied to the soil without the least previous 

fermentation But we are convinced that 

manure is rendered a much readier and better 

source of food for plants by being judicioiisly 

fermented before it is applied to the soil. At 

the same time we admit, and would strongly 

urge the necessity of guarding, as much as 

possible, against the dissipation of its volatile 

fertilking principles by violent fermentation. 

When mamu'e is slightly fermented, it pro¬ 

duces a more immediate effect than when it 

is applied fresh. Yegetable fibre, which con¬ 

stitutes a large proportion of the bulk of farm¬ 

yard manure, decomposes but slowly when 

introduced without previous fermentation into 

the soil, and, until such time as it does become 

decomposed, it afibrds no nourishment to 

plants. Its presence in that insoluble state 

may do good in certain soils that require to 
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be kept opeu, especially at a particular period 

of the season. Moderately fermented farm¬ 

yard manure, composed of the dung of various 

kinds of animals, and which likewise contains 

as much as possible of the urine, is most proper 

for garden soil that has been duly prepared and 

reduced to a proper textui’e. 

Composts are mixtures of various earths or 

manures. Their number may be said to be 

infinite, and they are of the greatest utility 

in horticulture. Many difl'erent sorts of com¬ 

posts have been already mentioned, and others 

suited for the growth of particular plants will 

be noticed when the plants for which they are 

prepared are spoken of. In general, the best 

way of economizing all sorts of refuse is to 

form it into a compost. At the same time, 

care must be taken not to introduce matters 

likely to prove antagonistic in their effects. 

For instance, lime should never be introduced 

into composts with substances containing am¬ 

monia, or producing it in their decomposition. 

Many manures, of which only small quan¬ 

tities are necessary, requii’e to be mixed with 

other substances, in order to insure their even 

distribution; others, again, are so powerful, 

that in an unmixed state, instead of proving 

beneficial to vegetation, they would be actually 

destructive to it ■, all such are advantageously 

formed into composts. 

Lime should never be used in composts with 

animal matters in the decomposition of which 

large quantities of ammonia are formed. With 

weeds, and the roots, leaves, and stems of plants, 

excellent composts may be formed, and the use 

of lime in this case is not objectionable, more 

especially as it rapidly destroys vitality. An¬ 

other excellent mode of economizing all such 

vegetable refuse is to thoroughly rot it in 

liquid manure, and this can hardly be applied 

to a better purpose. 

Flesh, hair, feathers, the refuse of sugar-re¬ 

fineries, pond-mud, ditch-scourings, and nume¬ 

rous other kinds of animal and vegetable re¬ 

fuse, the names of which alone it would be 

tedious to enirmerate, may all be advanta¬ 

geously employed as manure. In general it 

is most economical and convenient to make 

such substances up into composts with earth, 

urine, and other matters. 

II.-INORGANIC MANURES. 

Coal Ashes are useful as manure, and are 

found to encourage the growth of pease and 

beans. When mixed with bones, night-soil, 

£uano, blood, or other substances rich in nitro- 

gen, they form an excellent manure. It is 

more especially upon stiff clays that coal ashes 

are found benefieial, and on such they tend to 

loosen the soil; upon light soils then- use does 

not appear to be attended with much advan¬ 

tage on account of the mechanical action just 

mentioned. The value of coal ashes is almost 

entirely due to the sulphate of lime or gypsum 

which they contain in variable quantities. 

This manure should never be used in large 

quantities, as when this is the case, it is apt 

to prove injurious to plants. 

Peat Ashes are very variable in their com¬ 

position, according to the localities from which 

they are brought. In some cases these ashes 

are principally composed of carbonate of lime; 

whilst in others they contain a considerable 

amount of the phosphate and sulphate of lime, 

and are of considerable value, as in the case of 

Dutch ashes, which are much esteemed in 

Holland as a maniu-e for turnips and clover. 

Peat ashes are usually applied as a top¬ 

dressing, at the rate of 20 or 30 bushels to 

the acre. The value of peat ashes as a ma¬ 

nure is exceedingly variable. 

Wood Ashes form a valuable manure, always 

containing potash and soda, besides other in¬ 

organic elements of the food of plants, as will 

be seen on referring to the table of the compo¬ 

sition of ashes, at pp. 74-7 6. Wood ashes are 

exceedingly well adapted for mixing with 

guano or dung. They are also an excellent 

manure when applied by themselves. Of 

course they will not supply the want of or¬ 

ganic manure. 

The roots of plants, weeds, &c., are fre¬ 

quently burned, and their ashes applied to the 

soil; but as all the organic matter is lost by 

this means, the practice is not to be recom¬ 

mended. It is far more economical to form 

them into a compost with earth and quick¬ 

lime, or other substances, to destroy theii- 

vitality; after they have been thoroughly de¬ 

composed and brought to the state of vege¬ 

table mould, they are excellent for horticul¬ 

tural piu’poses. 

Charcoal forms a valuable auxiliary to ma¬ 

nures, and, indeed, when applied to the soil 

without the admixtiue of manuring substances, 

it has great fertilizing properties. Its action, 

in either case, is almost entirely due to its 

well-known property of absorbing ammonia, 

carbonic acid, and other gases, and again giv- 
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ing up these substances for the noinishment 

of 23lants; for, as far as the carbon of the char¬ 

coal is concerned, that yields no food to plants. 

There is no doubt, however, that the mineral 

matters contained in charcoal, as usually pre¬ 

pared, contribute in some measure to its fer¬ 

tilizing effects. It also renders the soil, to 

which it is applied in any considerable quan¬ 

tity, lighter and more friable. Another cir¬ 

cumstance worthy of remark is, that charcoal, 

by darkening the coloiu- of the soil, increases 

the power of the latter to absorb heat—a point 

of no small importance. Charcoal forms an 

excellent mixture with guano and other arti¬ 

ficial manures, in order to secui'e their more 

even distribution. When so employed, it not 

only answers this purpose, but, from its power 

of absorption, prevents the escape of the am¬ 

monia when more of this is liberated than can 

at once be absorbed by the soil, or by the roots 

of plants. By reason of this property, it forms 

an excellent covering for manure heaps, and 

prevents all bad smell. When applied by it¬ 

self, it has been found to produce very bene¬ 

ficial effects on turnips and carrots. Mr. Cut- 

hill also speaks highly of the effects of Irish 

peat charcoal, when mixed with the soil, on 

cucumbers, melons, strawberries, and potatoes. 

Ashes of .Burned CTay. ^Burned clay is ex¬ 

tensively used in the heavy lands of Essex, 

Suffolk, and other parts of England, and the 

practice is attended with great success. The 

beneficial action of burned clay is chiefly due 

to its altering the texture of the soil, render¬ 

ing this less compact, and consequently more 

permeable to air, water, and the roots of plants, 

and to the burned clay containing a much 

greater proportion of soluble alkalies, more 

especially of potash and soda, than the un- 

l)urned clay, a considerable portion of the 

alkaline substances contained in the latter 

being rendered soluble in the process of burn¬ 

ing. Burned clay, by improving the texture 

of the soil, and by supplying a greater amount 

of alkalies to plants, must prove beneficial to 

all crops j but it is more especially on turnips, 

carrots, and potatoes, or on plants requiring a 

large amount of potash, that the beneficial 

effects of this manure are visible. 

The state to which the clay is reduced by 

burning is of great importance; for if exposed 

to too great a heat, it will become of the na¬ 

ture of brick, and its alkaline ingredients will 

be less soluble than if burning had not been 

resorted to. The clay should only be slightly 

burned, and so that it may readily crumble 

down. Mr, Mechi thus describes the mode 

he adopts in biirning clay:—“The mode of 

raising and burning is this:—A strip of land 

is broken up in very dry weather with Ban- 

some’s Y. L. plough, drawn by thi’ee strong 

horses abreast a Scotch equilibrium whipple- 

tree. So great is the resistance, that it re¬ 

quires two men to hold the handles of the 

plough to counteract the leverage of the 

horses. The earth is thiis broken, or I may 

say torn up in immense rough masses or clods, 

as much as a man can carry, which are admir¬ 

ably adapted to form walls and supports for 

the mass of Are. By this means heaps of 

nearly 200 solid yards may be readily burned. 

The earth being ploughed up, the fires are 

formed on the spot, the workmen placing a 

certain quantity of dried stumps of wood of 

sufficient solidity to maintain a body of heat, 

and inclosing the mass with large clods. These 

are carried by hand: subsequently, as they get 

more distant from the fire, a barrow is used, 

and beyond that a one-horse cart. 

“ It is important to have the sides of the 

heap as uj^right as possible—not conical, be¬ 

cause the heat always makes for the highest 

place. An important point in burning is to 

supply the fire sufficiently fast to prevent its 

burning through, and yet avoid overlaying it, 

which might exclude all air and it out. 

Practice will indicate the medium. When 

the fire shows a tendency to break through, 

the outside of the burning mass is raked down 

and more earth added. 

“If the ground is very dry, and no rain falls, 

the men are obliged to feed the fire almost 

continually night and day; but when there is 

moisture, it may be left for five or six hours, 

but seldom longer. Something depends on 

the ciu’rent of air. A strong wind would 

blow the fire from one side and out at the 

other. This is guarded against by placing 

hurdles interlaced with straw as a guard to 

windward. The size of a heap is limited by 

the height to which a man can throw up the 

soil, and of course the diameter must be pro¬ 

portioned to the height to prevent its slipping 

down. It is genei’ally lighted so as to burn 

out by Saturday, and not require Simday 

attendance.” 

Gas Waste,—The ammoniacal liquor obtained 

in making gas is employed as a manure, and 

with good effects. It consists of a solution of 

the carbonate, hydrosulphate of ammonia, and 
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otlier salts of tlie same base. All its value is I 

due to the ammonia which it contains; the 

amount of this is subject to considerable varia¬ 

tion, but rarely exceeds 2 per cent. On ac¬ 

count of its caustic nature, gas water should 

always be applied with caution, and it should 

be diluted with five or six times its bulk of 

water’, otherwise it is certain to burn up what¬ 

ever crops it is apjrlied to. To prevent the 

escape of ammonia, sulphuric acid, or some of 

the other substances previously recommended 

for that purpose, should be employed. Ac¬ 

cording to Solly, the average quantity of 

strong sulphuric acid requisite for this pur¬ 

pose is from 20 to 25 lbs. for every 100 gal¬ 

lons of gas liquor; a little excess of acid, he 

observes, hardly ever does any harm, as it 

immediately becomes neutralized by lime, &c., 

in the soil. 

Gas water is chiefiy applied to grass, and 

may be used at the rate of from 100 to 200 

gallons per acre; but for the reason previously 

given, it must be diluted with water. This, 

of coiu'se, involves a considerable atnount of 

labour; and it may be observed, that on re¬ 

tentive soils, this excessive drenching with 

water cannot but prove injurious. It may 

likewise be successfully applied to other crops. 

Gas lime is the lime which has been em¬ 

ployed in purifying the gas, and it always 

contains a large quantity of the sulphuret of 

lime, the action of which on vegetation is un¬ 

questionably injurious. For this reason, the 

use of gas lime in a fresh state as a manure 

is not to be recommended. After long ex¬ 

posure to the action of the air and water, the 

hydrosulplniret of lime is converted into sul¬ 

phate of lime or gypsum, and its injurious 

action ceases. Gas lime is then merely a 

mixture of gypsum and lime, which may or 

may not be free of injiirious compounds, and 

a manure which it is safer to dispense with 

than to use, at least in the garden. 

Gas tar consists almost entfrely of carbon 

and hydrogen, and is of little or no value as a 

manure, though it has been occasionally used 

as such. 

Liim has long been employed as a manure, 

and its application to the soil has been at¬ 

tended with great success, especially when 

preceded by drainage. 

Lime is an oxide of the metal calcium. It 

does not occur in nature in a free state, but 

united with carbonic acid, forming carbonate 

of lime, it is found in abundance. There are 

many varieties of carbonate of lime, but the 

most common ai’e limestone and chalk. Pure 

carbonate of lime consists of 56’3 per cent, of 

lime, and 43-7 per cent, of carbonic acid. On 

being exposed to a strong red heat, carbonate 

of lime loses its cai’bonic acid, and protoxide 

of calcium, or quicklime is produced. This 

substance has a powerfid afiinity for water, 

absorbing it rapidly when brought in contact 

with it, and more gradually when exposed to 

the atmosphere; in both cases, a compound of 

the hydrate of lime, consisting of 28-5 parts 

or 1 equivalent of lime, and 9 parts or 1 equi¬ 

valent of water, is produced. 

The process by which the hydrate is formed 

is called slaking, and it is always attended 

with a great increase of temperature. The 

hydi'ate itself is termed slaked lime. After 

long exposure to the air, the hydi-ate of lime 

parts with its water, absorbs carbonic acid, 

and again becomes carbonate of lime. 

Quicklime is extremely caustic, decompos¬ 

ing all animal and vegetable matters with 

which it comes in contact, and causing the 

formation of carbonic acid, ammonia, and 

other compounds; hence it is of great utility 

in fertilizing peats, and all soils abounding in 

roots and inert vegetable matter, by decom¬ 

posing the vegetable fibre, and reducing it to 

a more soluble state. 

Respecting the chemical action of lime in 

the soil, much uncertainty prevails. There 

is no doubt that lime, by decomposing vege¬ 

table matter, contributes to the food of plants 

by supplying them with cai’bonic acid, am¬ 

monia, &c. Liebig ascribes the beneficial 

action of lime chiefiy to its affording a supply 

of potash and soda, by decomposing minerals 

which contain these substances. Lime is it¬ 

self a necessary element of the food of plants, 

and its application may in some cases prove, 

beneficial by furnishing plants with an indis¬ 

pensable element of their food; but it would 

only be in soils extremely deficient in lime, 

and of such there are few, that this would be 

the case. We may therefore conclude, that 

lime acts more by bringing other substances 

into a proper condition for being absorbed by 

the roots of plants, than by affording nourish¬ 

ment of itself. Some soils, especially such as 

are peaty, become what is called acid or sour, 

owing to the presence of vegetable acids; on 

such soils lime acts as a corrective, by uniting 

with and neutralizing the vegetable acids. 

Lime in its hot or caustic state is apphed 

15 
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with great advantage to soils containing an 

excess of inert vegetable matter, such as peaty 

soils and recently broken up grass land. The 

roots, fibres, (fee., in these cases would long 

remain in the soil in an undecomposed state, 

and one in which they could yield no nourish¬ 

ment to plants; but lime, by decomposing and 

rendering soluble this vegetable matter, re¬ 

duces it to a state in which it can be taken 

up by the roots of })lants, and assimilated. 

The addition of lime to clay soils is not only 

followed by the usual chemical effects pro¬ 

duced by the application of lime, but the tex¬ 

ture of the soil is also improved. The effects 

of lime on clays, however, greatly depend on 

the amount of organic matter which these 

contain. If the soil is deficient in this re¬ 

spect, lime will chiefly prove advantageous 

by liberating the alkalies potash and soda. 

The quantity of lime that should be applied 

to an acre of ground varies from 30 to 200 

bushels. Where the soil contains much vege¬ 

table matter, as in the case of grass land which 

has been recently broken up, the larger quan¬ 

tity may be advantageously employed for a 

first liming. Clay soils generally require more 

than light loams or sands; and whenever there 

is only a small amount of vegetable matter in 

the soil, lime should be used only in small 

quantities, otherwise exhaustion will be the 

result. 

In all cases, it should remembered, that 

lime will not supply the place of organic ma¬ 

nure, and that it merely renders this avail¬ 

able for the nourishment of plants. Where 

the ground has been long manured with farm¬ 

yard manure, the use of small doses of lime 

jiroves very advantageous in hastening the 

decomposition of the vegetable matter. 

In applying lime to the soil, it should be 

u.sed as a top-dressing, or forked in so as to 

mix it well with the soil. From the tendency 

which lime has of sinking deeper and deeper 

into the earth, it frequently accumidates in 

the subsoil. If the nature of the latter will 

permit, the lime may be recovered by trench¬ 

ing it up, and this, in most cases, is preferable 

to liming afresh. 

Lime is very advantageously employed in 

forming composts with ditch-scourings, earth, 

weeds, (fee., as it hastens the decomposition of 

the vegetable matter, liberates alkalies, de¬ 

stroys the vitality of seeds, roots, (fee., and 

kills vermin, besides itself contributing to the 

fertilizing effects of the mixture. 

Lime made from magnesian limestone, and 

containing caustic magnesia, has been found 

to act injuriously on many soils. This action 

has been investigated by Sir Humphrey Davy, 

who makes the following interesting remarks 

on the subject:— 

“ Magnesia has a much weaker attraction 

for carbonic acid than lime, and will remain 

in the state of caustic or calcined magnesia 

for many months, though exposed to the air. 

And as long as any caustic lime remains, the 

magnesia cannot be combined with carbonic 

acid, for lime instantly attracts carbonic acid 

from magnesia. 

“When a magnesian limestone is burned, the 

magnesia is deprived of carbonic acid mrrch 

sooner than the lime; and if there is not much 

vegetable or animal matter in the soil to sup¬ 

ply, by its decomposition, cai-bonic acid, the 

magnesia will remain for a long while in the 

caustic state; and in this state acts as a poison 

to certain vegetables. And that more mag¬ 

nesian lime may be used upon rich soils, seems 

to be owing to the circumstance, that the de¬ 

composition of the manure in them supplies 

carbonic acid. And magnesia in its mild state, 

that is, fully combined with carbonic acid, seems 

to be always a useful constituent of soils. I 

have thrown cai'bonate of magnesia upon grass, 

and upon growing wheat and barley, so as to 

render the surface white; but the vegetation 

was not injured in the slightest degree. And 

one of the most fertile parts of Cornwall, the 

Lizai'd, is a district in which the soil contains 

mild magnesian earth. That the theory which 

I have ventured to give of the operation of 

magnesian lime is not unfounded, is shown by 

an experiment which I made expressly for the 

purpose of determining the true nature of the 

operation of this sxibstance. I took four por¬ 

tions of the same soil; with one I mixed one- 

twentieth of its weight of caustic magnesia, 

with another I mixed the same quantity of 

magnesia and a proportion of fat decomposing 

peat, equal to one-fourth of the weight of the 

soil. One portion of soil remained in its na¬ 

tural state; and another was mixed with peat 

without magnesia. The mixtures were m.ade 

in December, 1806; and in April, 1807, barley 

was sown in all of them. It grew very well 

in the pure soil; but better in the soil con¬ 

taining the magnesia and peat; and nearly as 

well in the soil containing peat alone; but in 

the soil contaiiiing the magnesia alone it rose 

very feeble, and looked yellow and sickly. 
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“I repeated this experiment in the summer 

of 1810, with similar results; and I found that 

the magnesia in the soil mixed with peat be¬ 

came strongly efferv^escent; whilst the portion 

in the unmixed soil gave carbonic acid in much 

smaller quantities. In the one case the mag¬ 

nesia had assisted in the formation of a manure, 

and had become mild; in the other case it had 

acted as a poison. 
“ It is obvious, from what has been said, that 

lime from the magnesian limestone may be 

applied in large quantities to peats; and that 

where lands have been injured by the applica¬ 

tion of too large a quantity of magnesian lime, 

peat will be a proper and efficient remedy. 

“I mentioned that magnesian limestones 

effervesced little when plunged into an acid. 

A simple test of magnesia in a limestone is 

this circumstance, and its rendering diluted 

nitric acid or aquafortis milky. 

Chalh is a variety of carbonate of lime; be¬ 

sides this substance, it usually contains 4 or 5 

per cent, of other matters, which generally 

consist of clay, sand, potash, soda, oxides of 

iron, phosphoric and sulphui-ic acids. 

Chalk acts both mechanically and chemi¬ 

cally when applied to the soil. The principal 

mechanical effects produced by chalk are the 

alteration which it produces in the texture of 

the soil, rendering soils which are light and 

incapable of retaining a sufficient quantity of 

moisture more compact and retentive; at the 

same time, by this change in the texture of 

the soil, rain is prevented from washing away 

the soluble substances necessary for the sup¬ 

port of plants. 
All plants contain lime, and it may be con¬ 

cluded that chalk, which is sparingly soluble 

in water containing carbonic acid, acts partly 

by supplying this necessary element. It has 

been stated that chalk generally contains other 

substances besides carbonate of lime. Of 

these, phosphoric acid, potash, soda, and s\il- 

phur, are all necessaiy to vegetation; and in 

practice it has been found that the richer 

chalk is in these, the more beneficial are its 

effects. 
The soils to which chalk may be applied 

with the greatest advantage are such as are 

light and sandy, and those containing too 

small a proportion of lime. 

Gypsum, or sulphate of lime, is a combina¬ 

tion of one equivalent of sulphuric acid with 

one equivalent of lime. In its natural state, 

it always contains a considerable proportion 

of water, which may be expelled by exposing 

it to a temperatiu'e of-270°; it then becomes 

plaster of Paris. One hundred parts of gyp¬ 

sum consist of 32‘5 parts of lime, 46‘5 of sul¬ 

phuric acid, and 21 of water. Oypsum is 

sparingly soluble in water, requiring for solu¬ 

tion 500 times its weight of cold, or 450 of 

boiling water. 

Many different opinions are entertained 

respecting the action of gypsum as a manure. 

Some chemists consider that it acts by s\ip- 

plying direct nourishment to plants, affording 

them sulphate of lime, which is found in their 

ashes. This was the opinion of Sir Hiunphrey 

Davy. Liebig, again, ascribes its action partly 

to its supplying plants with sulphate of lime, 

and also sulphur; and pa.rtly to its presenting 

them with ammonia, by converting the car¬ 

bonate of ammonia into the sulphate, and thus 

preventing the escape of the former volatile 

salt from the soil. On the other hand, this 

view of the question is contested by M. Bous- 

singault, who shows, that under ordinary con¬ 

ditions of moisture in the soil, the carbonate 

of ammonia is not converted into the sulphate 

by gyp,sum; and he supposes that gypsum 

mei'ely acts as a source of lime. He states 

that he is led to this conclusion by the results 

obtained from the analyses of the ashes of 

plants, and by gypsum only acting in such 

soils as are deficient in carbonate of lime. 

Whatever be the true theory of the action of 

gypsum, there appears to be no doubt that it 

becomes, at least to some extent, a portion of 

their food, but whether this is sufficient to 

account; for all its fertilizing effects is verj 

doubtful, and it is not a little remarkable 

that some plants containing a comparatively 

small proportion of sulphate of lime, receive 

more benefit from its application than others 

which contain it in greater amoimt. 

Gypsum has been applied with considerable 

success to grass, and more especially to lucerne, 

sainfoin, and clover. Good results are also 

stated to have followed its application in the 

case of turnips and potatoes. It is used as a 

top-dressing, and at the rate of 2 or 3 cwts. 

per acre, sometimes less, sometimes more. It 

is found to produce the best effects when 

sown in wet weather; and in America they 

are very particular to use it alter a shower 

of rain. 
The soils to which it is considered best 

adapted are light or sandy ones; though^ it 

has also been successfully used on heavy soils. 
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The reason why gypsum produces no benefit 

in many soils, is doubtless owing to its already 

existing in them in sufficient qixantity. 

Gypsum is but little employed in this coiin- 

tryj but in the United States its application 

has been attended with gTeat success. 

The power of fixing ammonia, which gyp¬ 

sum possesses, has already been mentioned; 

but it is necessary to observe, that it will 

only prove effectual for this purpose when 

water is present in sufficient quantity. Ac¬ 

cordingly, it is most advantageously used in 

the case of liquid manures; but for fixing the 

ammonia of solid manures, it does not answer 

nearly so well. 

Phosphate of Lime is found native in Spain. 

It likewise exists in large quantities in copro- 

lites, and in bones, the fertilizing effects of 

which are principally due to the presence of 

this substance. All organic manures, and 

some kinds of chalk and marl, contain phos¬ 

phate of lime, though in less quantities than 

in the first-mentioned cases. 

Phosphate of lime is found in nearly all 

plants; and on account of its supplying phos¬ 

phoric acid, constitutes a valuable addition to 

all soils. 

Coprolites, or the fossil excrements of ani¬ 

mals, are foiind in most geological strata; but 

more especially in the green-sand, lias, and 

Suffolk crag. 

They occur in rounded nodules, generally 

of small size, which have a stony appearance 

and brown colour. They consist principally 

of phosphate of lime, phosphate of magnesia, 

and carbonate of lime. Some coprolites have 

been found to contain as much as 70 per cent, 

of phosphate of lime; but in general the pro¬ 

portion of this substance rarely exceeds 55 per 

cent. On account of the phosphates of lime 

and magnesia which they contain, coprolites 

are a valuable manure. They are used either 

in a ground state, or submitted to the action 

of sulphuric acid, when they are converted into 

superphosphate of lime and gypsum. 

Marl.—This term is employed to designate 

various earthy substances, principally consist¬ 

ing of clay or sand, but all containing more or 

less calcareous matter. 

The use of marl as a manure dates from a 

very earl}’’ period. It is mentioned by Pliny 

as being found in Bintain, and employed for 

improving the soil; and there is no doubt that 

marl was commonly used for this purpose at 

a much earlier period. Marls may be divided 

into six principal varieties, namely—1. clay- 

marl; 2. sandy-marl; 3. chalk-marl; 4. slaty 

or stony-marl; 5. shell-marl; 6. peaty-marl. 

1. Clay-marls are applied with great advan¬ 

tage to all loose and sandy soils, the texture 

of which they greatly improve by commvini- 

cating to them the reqiiisite degree of tena¬ 

city. Peaty soils are likewise benefited by 

the application of clay-marl, the lime in which 

neutralizes the vegetable acids in the peat. 

The beneficial action of clay-marls is not solely 

attributable to the alteration which they effect 

in the textiire of the soil to Avhich they are 

applied, for it is partly due to the carbonate 

of lime which they contain, and likewise to 

their frequently affording a supply of phos¬ 

phoric acid, potash, and soda, which are often 

found in small quantities in clay-marls. 

2. Sandy-marls consist principally of sand, 

of which they often contain as much as 70 or 

80 per cent. The amount of lime Avhich is 

present in these marls is also variable. In 

some it occurs to the extent of 30 per cent.; 

in other's, it is less than 10 per cent. 

Sandy-marls greatly improve stiff and re¬ 

tentive clays, the friability of which they 

greatly increase. 

3. Chalk-marls consist principally of carbo¬ 

nate of lime, and may be applied with advan¬ 

tage to all soils deficient in calcareous matter, 

and wherever the use of chalk is attended with 

good effects. Some chalk-marls are rich in 

phosphate of lime. When this is the case, 

they are applied with advantage to nearly all 

soils, even to those which already contain a 

considei'able amount of carbonate of lime. 

4. Slaty or stony-marls. Of these, some 

have a gravelly appearance; others, that of 

indurated clay; some contain a considerable 

amount of carbonate of lime, whilst others 

consist principally of sand, with but a small 

qiiantity of lime. These marls, when exposed 

to the action of air, water, and frost, soon be¬ 

come powdery, and readily mix with the soil. 

When phosphate of lime is present in marls 

of this sort, their value is greatly increased; 

but some of them contain a considerable 

amoimt of oxide of iron; and when this is the 

case, they should be employed with caution, 

otherwise bad results may arise from their 

use. 

5. Shell-marls consist of the remains of in¬ 

fusorial animals, and'of the shells of shell-fish, 

mixed with sand, clay, and some organic mat¬ 

ter, the whole in a finely divided state. These 
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marls are rich in carbonate of liniej and the 

organic matter and phosphate of lime which 

they contain add materially to their value. 

Shell-marls may be beneficially applied to all 

soils deficient in calcareous matter; likewise 

to sour peaty soils. 

6. Peaty-marls. Marls are occasionally 

found Avhich contain a considerable amount 

of peat; these form a valuable addition to soils 

deficient in organic matter. As they are very 

wet when first dug up, and retain moisture 

for a long time, they ought not to be applied 

in a fresh state. On this account they should 

either be made up into a compost, or burned; 

but if the latter method be adopted, the or¬ 

ganic matter will be lost, and the marl will 

merely be valuable for the lime and other in¬ 

organic substances which it may contain. 

The quantity of marl which should be ap¬ 

plied to the acre, is entirely dependent on the 

nature of the soil, and the composition of the 

marl itself. 

Limestone Gravel occurs chiefly in Ireland; 

it is of the same appearance as common gravel, 

only of a blue colour, and effervesces briskly 

with hydrochloric acid. This gravel is some¬ 

times very fine, approaching to marl in its 

' nature. It is used with great advantage on 

bogs and strong clays; it produces on the 

latter, all the effects of a dressing of marl, 

greatl}'' increasing their friability. 

: Calcareous Sands are much employed in 

I some parts of the country, not only for im¬ 

proving the texture of the soil, birt also for 

i the sake of the carbonate of lime, which some 

! of them contain to the extent of 60 per cent. 

• and more. 

i In Devonshire and Cornwall, immense 

quantities of shell-sand—a calcareous sand, 

; consisting chiefly of sand and the remains of 

shells, together with a little organic matter—• 

i are carried many miles inland, for the purpose 

I of applying it to the land. Deposits of shell- 

; sand are likewise found on the west coast of 

i Scotland, and in the Hebrides; also, on the 

north, south, and south-west coasts of Ireland. 

Coral-sand, closely resembling shell-sand in 

! its composition and effects, is found on the 

, south coast of Ireland. 

! Calcareous sands are of great benefit to all 

i soils deficient in lime; they are also advan- 

I tageously employed in improving heavy re- 

i tentive soils, to which they not only supply 

1 calcareous matter, but also improve their tex¬ 

ture. Calcareous sands are likewise applied 
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with excellent results to peaty soils, the vege¬ 

table acid of which they neutralize. 

Some of these sands contain a considerable 

amount of phosphoric acid and organic matter; 

when such is the case, they are most valuable 

fertilizers. 

Soaperd Ashes consist principally of carbo¬ 

nate, sulphuret, and sulphite of lime, a minute 

quantity of potash, and other saline matters; 

together with sand, cinders, and some other 

impurities. 

By exposure to the action of the air, sul¬ 

phuret and sulphite of lime are converted 

into sulphate of lime; and the whole is then 

merely a mixture of sulphate and carbonate 

of lime, with a trifling amount of potash and 

soda. Soapers’ a.shes are of little value as a 

manure. They certainly may be used as a 

substitute for carbonate of lime and gypsum; 

but in all cases, previous to being apjfiied, 

they should be exposed to the action of the 

weather for a long time, in order to insure 

the perfect oxidation of the sulphur com¬ 

pounds, otherwise bad effects are likely to re¬ 

sult from their use. 

Magnesia is found in the ashes of plants. 

In its caustic state, it appears to be injurious 

to vegetation; but one of its salts—sulphate 

of magnesia, or Epsom 'salt, a compound of 

sulphuric acid with magnesia—has been used 

with some success as a manure for potatoes 

and turnips. The fertilizing action of sul¬ 

phate of magnesia is no doubt due, in a great 

measure, to its supplying sulphuric acid, as 

well as magnesia, to plants. As this salt is 

very soluble in water, it should never be ap¬ 

plied in large quantities, otherwise it is likely 

to prove injurious to plants, in consequence 

of the roots of these absorbing it in greater 

amount than is necessary for the nourish¬ 

ment of the plant. 

In some experiments made by Professor 

Solly, in the garden of the Horticultural 

Society at Chiswick, sulphate of magnesia 

was applied as a manure for potatoes, at the 

rate of 3 cwts. per acre, and with satisfactory 

results; but its effects were inferior to those 

produced by many other manures. On ac¬ 

count of its high price and its small effects, 

sulphate of magnesia is never likely to be 

much employed as a fertilizer. 

Phosphate of magnesia is found in bones, 

and other organic manures. The use of these 

is, doubtless, the cheapest and most advanta¬ 

geous way of supplying magnesia, when we 
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take into consideration the other important 

and highly fertilizing principles which such 

manure contains. 

Ammonia, from its being the great source 

from which plants derive their nitrogen, is 

one of the most important components of ma¬ 

nures. To its presence, or formation, guano, 

the excrements of animals, flesh, blood, &c., 

owe much of their value as fertilizers. All 

manures containing ready-formed ammonia 

exercise a peculiar stimulating action on vege¬ 

tation, producing a luxuriant and rich dark 

green foliage, together with a great increase 

in the crop. 

Ammonia is supplied to plants by the 

decomposition of organic matter in the soil, 

by which, when thus generated, it is retained. 

It is likewise continually formed in the air 

by the decay of organized bodies, of both ani¬ 

mal and vegetable origin. The ammonia ex¬ 

isting in the atmosphere, in the state of a 

carbonate or nitrate, which salts are very 

soluble in water, is soon carried down to the 

earth by rain and snow, the water of which 

always contains ammonia. In this way, a 

considerable amount of ammonia is supplied 

to plants. But the soil, subjected to a con¬ 

tinued course of cropping, soon becomes ex¬ 

hausted of the organic matter capable of form¬ 

ing ammonia; and plants would only have 

to depend on the ammonia brought down by 

rain. Now, though this quantity of ammo¬ 

nia would be sufficient to supply the neces¬ 

sary amount of nitrogen to plants growing in 

a state of nature, yet it would prove totally 

inadequate to meet the greatly increased de¬ 

mand induced by cultivation, and to compen¬ 

sate for the large quantity of nitrogen carried 

away in the crop. To maintain fertility am¬ 

monia must, therefore, be artificially restored 

to the soil. 

The beneficial efiects of the practice of 

allowing land to lie for a considerable time 

before it was again cropped, were, without 

doubt, partly due to the gradual restoration 

of ammonia to the soil by means of I’ain, 

and absorption from the air by the soil. 

For the reasons before-mentioned, ammonia 

must be supplied to the soil; this is efiected 

either by the use of organic manures, rich in 

nitrogen, or ready-formed ammonia; or by 

employing some of the salts of ammonia. 

The salts of ammonia which are used for this 

purpose, are the sulphate, muriate, or sal- 

ammoniac, as it is commonly called, and the 

phosphate. All these are extremely power¬ 

ful in their action, and immediate in their 

effects, requiring at the same time to be em¬ 

ployed with great caution. 

Any of these salts may be applied at the 

rate of 2 or 3 cwts. per acre with perfect 

safety. They should be used as a top-dress¬ 

ing, and in moist weather, or the ground may 

be copiously watered after their application. 

They may likewise be very advantageously 

employed dissolved in water, as a liquid ma¬ 

nure ; and in this way they are peculiarly bene¬ 

ficial to growing plants, whether in pots or in 

the open ground; especial care should, how¬ 

ever, be taken not to use a solution of too 

great strength. 

Potash is an important part of the food of 

jdants, and is found in large quantities in their 

ashes; yet, in most soils, it is only found in 

small quantities in a soluble state; it is, con¬ 

sequently, a valuable constituent of manures. 

Its salts are found in small quantities in the 

excrements of various animals, and in most 

organic manures. 

Much of the value of wood ashes, as a 

manm-e, is due to the carbonate and other 

salts of potash which they contain; and this 

is confirmed in practice by the beneficial 

effects which wood ashes produce on beans, 

pease, potatoes and turnips, which are all 

plants that contain much potash. The fer¬ 

tilizing effects produced by the application 

of burned clay, are partly due to the greater 

solubility of the potash which it contains, 

and the beneficial action of lime is likewise 

partly attributable to its liberating potash 

and soda in the soil. 

The salts of potash which occur in man¬ 

ures, are the carbonate, sulphate, nitrate, sili¬ 

cate, and phosphate of potash, and the chloride 

of potassium, or muriate of potash. 

The only salts of potash that have been 

used to any extent, as a direct application 

to the soil, are the nitrate and silicate; the 

others occurring in dung, urine, wood ashes, 

and other manures, are all used indirectly. 

Nitrate of Potash, commonly called nitre or 

saltpetre, is a compound of one equivalent of 

potash, with one of nitric acid. Its composi¬ 

tion per cent, is—potash 46 A 4, and nitric acid 

53 ’46. It is prepared artificially, in some parts 

of the Continent, from a mixture of common 

mould and calcareous earth, with animal and 

vegetable remains containing nitrogen. When 

a heap of these matters is preserved moist in 
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; a shaded situation, and moderately exposed to 

tlie air, nitric acid is slowly generated; and 

this combining with the potash and other 

bases in the mixture, nitrate of potash and 

other nitrates are formed. Many composts, 

doubtless, contain nitrate of potash formed in 

] this manner, which we use as a manure, though 

iinaware of its presence. 

“A great many rich and fertile soils are 

found to contain a small quantity of nitrate 

of potash, soda, or lime, which appears to pro¬ 

duce nearly the same effect as the salts of 

ammonia, rendering vegetation vigorous and 

dark coloured. The way in which these salts 

are formed will be easily understood when we 

remember, that whenever substances contain¬ 

ing nitrogen decay in the neighbourhood of 

lime or alkaline salts, a portion of nitric acid 

is formed. Under these circumstances, the 

ammonia which would otherwise be produced, 

is oxidized, and nitric acid and water are formed 

in place of ammonia; the acid combines with 

I the alkali, and nitrate of potash or soda re- 

I suits. These salts are frequently found in mix¬ 

tures of decomposing organic manures; they 

are formed in the same way in the soil itself 

“ The effects produced on different plants by 

alkaline nitrates are very various, some being 

far more beneficial than others. Some plants, 

such as the sunflower, tobacco, lettuce, and 

many others, always contain more or less of 

these salts. Others do not contain them; but 

when supplied with nitrates, are subsequently 

found to contain the base without the acid. 

The soda, potash, or lime, is combined with 

some organic acid, whilst the nitric acid has 

disappeared. It is probable that in these 

cases the nitrogen of the acid is assimilated 

by the plant, or that it assists in the forma¬ 

tion of gluten and albumen. 

“ Nitrates can have but very little value as 

manures on the soils which naturally contain 

salts of nitric acid, or which, in consequence 

of the substances they contain, are constantly 

forming nitrates. On soils neither containing 

nitrates nor other alkaline salts, they appear 

to produce very beneficial results. It has 

been found that wheat manured with alltaline 

nitrates contains more gluten and albumen 

than that grown on laud not so manured. 

“ These remarks apply equally to nitrate of 

soda and nitrate of potash; at least similar 

effects are produced by the two salts, as far 

as regards the increased formation of gluten 

i and albumen.”—(Solly’s liural Chemistry.) 

Mr. Johnston, in his book 0/t Fertilizers, 

states, that his experiments with saltpetre 

were principally confined to grass both on a 

gravelly and chalky soil, in whicli the gi'owth 

of the crop was always materially increased. 

He also remarked, that when spread at the 

rate of 2 cwts. per acre on horse-radish beds, 

the growth of this root was considerably im¬ 

proved. Mr. Johnston further states that he 

was first led to try the effect of saltpetre on 

the horse-radish from having experienced con¬ 

siderable difficulty in making it grow luxu¬ 

riantly, and from observing that, like the 

nettle, sunflower, ifec., it always floui'ished best 

in rich patches near to old walls, stable-yards, 

&c., in which soil saltpetre is invariably to be 

found. 

Silicate of Potash and Soda.—If finely pow¬ 

dered silica be mixed with the carbonate of 

potash or soda, and exposed to a strong heat, 

they melt and form glass. Though common 

glass is insoluble in water, yet if the propor¬ 

tion of alkali be increased, a perfectly soluble 

compound may be produced, which is a sili¬ 

cate of potash or soda, according to the alkali 

employed. On account of the silica in the 

silicates of potash and soda existing in a sol¬ 

uble state, it was supposed that they would 

prove particularly beneficial to corn and grass 

crops by supplying them with silica. The 

results of various experiments, made l)y Mr. 

Lawes and others, do not justify these expec¬ 

tations. In some cases an increase of produce 

has taken place; but it is probable that this 

was more owing to the alkali contained in the 

silicates than to the silica itself 

Soda.—-This is usually found in the ashes 

of plants in less qirantities than potash, and 

in most soils and manures the salts of soda ai-e 

found in sufficient amount to supply the wants 

of vegetation. Hence the salts of soda are of 

much less value as manures than the salts of 

potash. 
In places distant from the sea, the amount 

of soda in the soil is in some cases so far dimi¬ 

nished as to be insufficient to satisfy the de¬ 

mands of plants; the application of soda in 

some form accordingly becomes necessary. 

Soda is supplied to the soil by animal and 

vegetable manures, kelp, and wood ashes, and 

by means of various of its salts. The princi¬ 

pal salts used for this purpose are the sulphate, 

nitrate, and silicate of soda, and chloride of 

sodium or common salt. 

Salphate of Soda, or Glauber's Salt, as it is 
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commonly called, has been successfully used 
in many cases, at the rate of 2 cwts. per aci-e, 
as a manure; whilst in others, its effects have 
proved unsatisfactory, probably because the 
soil already contained a sufficient amount of 
soda. Sulphate of soda may prove beneficial 
by supplying plants with sulphur as well as 

soda. 
Nitrate of Soda, commonly called cubic petre, 

or cubic nitre, is foimd native in large quan¬ 
tities in South America, and is used to a con¬ 
siderable extent as a manure. The similarity 
in the effects of this and other nitrates, to 
those produced by ammonia, has been already 
alluded to, as well as the action of nitrates in 

general. 
Nitrate of soda has been successfully applied 

at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre as a top-dressing 
to grass. In some experiments made by Pro¬ 
fessor Solly in the garden of the Horticul¬ 
tural Society at Chiswick, nitrate of soda was 
applied as a top-dressing at the rate of 3 cwts. 
per acre to potatoes, and the effects were only 
inferior to those produced by muriate of am¬ 
monia. The respective results are exhibited 
in the following table:— 

Mancbe. Whole pro- Large Tu- Whole 
duce, Tubers. hers. Haulm. 

tons. lbs. tons, cwts lbs. cwts. lbs. 
None, . 
Phosphate of ammonia, 

11 7 109 10 4 105 6 39 
13 2 6 11 16 78 9 0 

Sulphate of ammonia, 14 9 105 13 6 101 8 27 
Common salt. 15 2 72 13 18 2 11 35 
Nitrate of soda,.. 15 9 89 14 1 22 10 86 
Muriate of ammonia .. 17 1 75 16 15 7 15 77 

The plants in the beds manured with nitrate 
of soda and ammoniacal salts, were alike cha¬ 
racterized throughout by their more vigorous 
gro-wth and rich dark green foliage. 

In another experiment on pease, in which 
ten other manures were employed, nitrate of 
soda produced the least effect, muriate of am¬ 
monia the greatest. The produce of ripe seed 
and straw per acre was as follows;— 

Manuue. Seed. Straw. 

Nitrate of Soda, . 
No manure,. 
Muriate of ammonia,. 

tons. cwts. lbs. 
0 16 54 
1 1 104 
1 2 61 

cwts. lbs. 
13 67 
16 54 
17 98 

Nitrate of soda has been found j^articularly 
beneficial to grain crops; in some cases the 
produce has been nearly doubled after its use; 
in others, the results have been less successful. 

It is probable that the beneficial effects pi-o- 
duced by nitrate of soda are more to be attri¬ 
buted to the nitric acid than the soda which 
it afibi’ds. 

Common Salt.—Chloride of sodium, or muri¬ 
ate of soda, as it is sometimes, though incor¬ 
rectly, called, is a compound of one equivalent 
of chlorine united with one of sodium. When 
pui’e, 100 parts of salt contain 39-66 parts of 
sodium, and 60-34 parts of chlorine. Com¬ 
mercial salt, however, generally contains a 
considerable amount of impurities, the princi¬ 
pal of which are sulphate of lime, the chlo¬ 
rides of calcium and magnesium, and sulphate 
of magnesia. 

Common salt has been long applied as a 
manure; and in moderate quantities, and on 
certain soils and situations its use has been 
attended with very beneficial effects. It is 
well known that salt, when used in large 
qiiantities, proves destructive to vegetation; 
accordingly, strong solutions of salt are fre¬ 
quently employed for the jDurpose of destroy¬ 
ing weeds. But it is also known that the 
application of a quantity of salt, which proves 
beneficial to one kind of plant, will be inju¬ 
rious to another. After the inimdation of 
Friesland by the sea in 1825, the oak, mul¬ 
berry, pear, peach, and other deep-rooting 
trees, were not injured, neither were aspara¬ 
gus, onions, and celery; but apricots, apples, 
cherries, poplars, and willows, merely pushed 
out a few leaves, and soon afterwards perished. 
A series of experiments was made by Dr. 
Yoelcker as to the amount of salt which va¬ 
rious plants will bear without injury; the 
summary of the results of these experiments 
we quote from an article by that gentleman 
in Morton’s Cyclopedia of A gricidture:— 

“ 1. Salt solutions, containing 3 grains of 
salt per imperial pint, or 6 grains, 12 gi-ains, 
and even 24 grains of salt per pint, produced 
no injurious effects on cabbages, field beans, 
onions, lentils, chickweed (Stellaria media'), 
gi’oundsel {Senecio vulgaris), thistle {Ca.rduus 
pratensis), annual meadow-grass {Poa annua), 
radishes (common long red variety), which 
were regulaj-ly Avatered with these solutions 
during two months. 

“ Plants of Anilioxanthum odoratum (sweet- 
scented veimel), were killed by a solution con¬ 
taining 24 gTains of salt per pint, after the 
lapse of one month. 

“ 2. Such weak solutions appeared to bene¬ 
fit most plants experimented upon, especially 
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cabbages, radishes, and lentils. All had a 

fresher and more luxuriant appearance than 

those watered with rain-water only. The 

lentils, which were watered with a salt solu¬ 

tion containing 24 grains per pint, were nearly 

one-half larger in size than those watered with 

6 grains of salt to the pint, and these again 

• appeared more vigoi’ous than the lentils which 

received no salt at all. • 

“ 3. Salt solutions, containing 48 grains of 

salt, exercised a prejudicial effect in the course 

of a month on lentils, chickweed, groundsel, 

and the annual meadow-grass. 

“They had no injurious effects on cabbages, 

field beans, onions, radishes, and thistles. 

“4. Salt solutions, containing 96 grains of 

salt per pint, exercised an injurious effect upon 

cabbages and field beans; but did not injure 

onions, radishes, and thistles, regularly watered 

with such solutions during two months. 

“5. Cabbages will continue to grow, though 

sickly, when watered regularly during a month 

with a salt solution, containing 192 grains of 

siilt per pint, and even when watered with a 

solution containing 384 grains of salt per pint. 

“6. A solution of salt containing 192 grains 

per pint proved now prejudicial to onions re¬ 

gularly watered with it during one month. 

“ 7. A solution containing 24 grains of salt 

to the pint decidedly benefited radishes, onions, 

lentils, and cabbages. 

“ 8. Grasses are affected by salt more readily 

than any other of the plants experimented 

upon. 
“9. Bulbous plants, and plants with suc¬ 

culent leaves, are especially benefited by the 

application of salt. 

“ Many of the plants, in these experiments, 

had taken up so large a quantity of salt, that 

they tasted quite saline; but, notwithstanding 

this, they grew healthily. This evidently 

shows that salt, in a moderately diluted solu¬ 

tion, can be taken up by many plants without 

exercising a pernicious effect.” 

In the garden, salt is advantageously em¬ 

ployed to prevent worm-casts on lawns; for 

this purpose it may be used at the rate of 

from 6 to 10 bushels per acre. Strong solu¬ 

tions of salt are likewise commonly used for 

the destruction of weeds on walks. 

As a manure for onions, turnips, can’ots, 

beans, lettuce, cabbage, parsnips, potatoes, and 

beet, salt has been successfully employed. 

- Asparagus, which grows nat\irally near the 

sea, is greatly benefited by the application of 

salt, and as much as 20 lbs. to the rod have 

been used without the slightest injuiy to the 

plants. Indeed, salt is a necessary addition 

to the soil wherever marine plants, or such as 

naturally grow near the sea, are cultivated. 

In very small quantities, salt has been ap¬ 

plied with good effects to hyacinths, and other 

bulbs, also to carnations. 

. The soils to which the application of salt 

proves most beneficial are those which contain 

it only in small quantities, or which are at a 

considerable distance from the sea. Soils in 

which natural deposits of salt exist, and land 

situated near the sea, and which is exposed 

to sea breezes, always contain a sufficient 

quantity of salt, and to such soils its further 

addition will not only prove useless, but posi¬ 

tively injurious. In consequence of the eva¬ 

poration from the sea, the clouds formed above 

it always contain more or less salt; and these 

clouds passing a long distance inland, condense, 

and the salt is brought down with the rain. 

On this account, in islands and countries situ¬ 

ated near the sea, salt is always of less value 

as a fertilizer than elsewhere. 

The quantity of salt per acre that may bo 

used with safety, must necessarily vary accord¬ 

ing to the soil and the kind of plants which 

is to be grown on it; but, in general, from 5 

to 10 bushels may be considered a safe appli¬ 

cation, always provided, however, that the soil 

does not already contain it in sufficient quan¬ 

tity. Salt is generally used as a top-dressing, 

and sown by hand, in which way its more even 

distribution is insured; it may also be advan¬ 

tageously mixed with earth and lime, or with 

soot or other manures. 
When salt is mixed with moist earth and 

, lime, a considerable quantity of carbonate of 

• soda and chloride of calcium is produced, 

• owing to the salt being partially decomposed, 

. the chlorine of a part of the salt uniting with 

i the lime, whilst carbonic acid supplies its place, 

forming carbonate of soda. This having the 

property of combining with silica, and render- 

■ ing it soluble, may prove beneficial to plants, 

f by supplying them with that essential article of 

their food. It is probable that the beneficial 

- effects resulting from the application of salt, 

may be in some measure due to this decom¬ 

position taking place in the soil, and to the 

I consequent formation of a soluble compound 

of silica, namely, one of the silicates of soda. 

} Salt, likewise, is found as such in nearly all 

f plants: part of its fertilizing action is, there- 
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fore, to be attributed to its supplying plants 

with this article of their food. Besides, this 

salt acts as a source of soda, and probably also 

of chlorine. 

/('elj} is the ash obtained by burning sea¬ 

weeds, and contains a large quantity of potash 

and soda; hence it was formerly the source 

from which carbonate of soda was obtained; 

but this is now extracted from common salt, 

which has superseded kelp for this pimpose. 

The composition of kelp from Rona and 

Heisker, is exhibited in the following analyses 

by Dr. lire :— 

Carbonate of soda, . 1 
Sulphuret of sodium,.J 

Rona. 

^ 55 ... 

Heisker 

85 

Sulphate of soda,. ,. 190 ... 80 

Chlorides of sodium and 1 
!- 375 ... 365 

potassium, .J 

Carbonate of lime, .. .. 100 ... 240 

Sulphate of lime,. .. 95 ... — 

Alumina and oxide of iron,. .. 100 ... 90 

Silica, .i. . - ... 80 

Sulphur and loss. . 85 ... 60 

—(Solly’s Rural Chemistry.) 

1000 1000 

From the above analyses, it appears that 

kelp contains many of the inorganic sub¬ 

stances required by plants for their food. 

The beneficial action of kelp is chiefly due to 

the supply of potash, soda, and sulphuric acid 

which it affords. Some sorts of kelp contain 

a small amount of phosphoric acid; when this 

is the case, their fertilizing effects must be 

greatly increased. Kelp is generally applied 

to the greatest advantage together with oi- 

ganic manure; and where circumstances will 

permit, it is better to iise sea-weed in its fresh 

state, than to make it into kelp, for in that pro¬ 

cess the valuable organic matter is destroyed. 

CHAPTER VII. 

TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS. MACHINES, &c., 

USED IN GARDENS. 

Many of the tools used in gardens are so fa¬ 

miliar to almost every one, that a mere enu¬ 

meration of them might be considered sufli- 

cient; yet the difference between a good and 

a bad one, both being employed for the same 

purpose, is of great importance. The spade 

is one of the most commonly used implements, 

and it is not, perhaps, too much to say, that 

with one of the modern improved kinds, a 

man could do, with the same exertion, 10 per 

cent, more work than he could with the com¬ 

paratively dull working kinds formerly in use. 

But, besides the advantage from more work 

being performed, it is alv'ays the case, that 

with a well adapted tool of a supei'ior descrip¬ 

tion, the work is also better done. On this 

account, tools that are very common are, never¬ 

theless, noticed, in order to point out the good 

properties which they ought to possess. 

I.-TOOLS. 

\ 

Spades.—Of all tools employed in gardening, 

the spade is the most essential. With it alone 

most kitchen garden crops could 

Fig. 43. pe obtained, and plantations of 

fruit and forest trees could be 

formed. If a gardener were lim¬ 

ited to the choice of only one 

implement, that which he would 

retain as the most useful, would 

be the spade. 

The English spade has long been 

justly considered as the best in 

the world; and it was thought 

that the utmost perfection in its 

manufacture had been attained. 

Great improvements have, how¬ 

ever, been effected of late years. 

In Lyndon’s patent (Fig. 43), the 

face of the spade consists of a 

thin and exceedingly hard layer 

of steel, the back is comparatively 

soft; and as it wears from the 

steel facing, the latter forms a 

sharp edge. 

Shovels.—These being broader and lighter 

than the spade, and having the edges turned 

up, are better adapted for moving loose soil, 

gravel, or sand. The handle should have an 

upward bend, less stooping being then required 

in using the tool. 

Picks.—There are sevei’al varieties of these, 

some having pointed, others cutting ends. As 

they are used for penetrating and loosening 

hard soils or gravel, or for cutting roots 

among sandy or stony particles, these imple¬ 

ments require to have their ends well steeled 

and tempered. 

The Common Pick has both ends pointed, 

and is curved, the curve nearly corresponding 

with the segment of a ch’cle, of which the 

radius is somewhat greater than that of the 

Lyndon’s Spade. 
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curve described by the pick in making a 

stroke. 

The Pickaoce is pointed at one end like the 

common pick; but the other end is wedge- 

shaped, and sharpened so as to cut roots of 

trees, (kc., like an axe. The cutting edge is 

in the direction of the handle. 

Another form of pick, sometimes called a 

mattock, or planter's mattock, has one end 

pointed, a.nd the other flattened, the edge 

being transverse, or at right angles to the di¬ 

rection of the handle. The length of the head 

may be from 24 to 30 inches, that of the handle 

about 3 feet, and the breadth of the flattened 

end from 3 to 4 inches, or by relaying, it may 

easily Idc made wider, if the work to which it 

may be applied render such desirable. This 

kind of pick is perhaps the most usefid, and 

if only one sort were allowed, this should be 

preferred. 

Mattock, or Gruhhing-axe.—This is brought 

to a thin wedge shape at both ends; but one 

edge is in the direction of the handle, and the 

other transverse to it; so that it combines the 

two previously described implements as re¬ 

gards the direction of the edges, but has not 

the pointed end which they each possess for 

penetrating among hard compact substances. 

It is, however, well adapted for grubbing up 

trees; with the flat end facing the operator, 

the roots may be uncovered, undermined, and 

sometimes more conveniently cut, than with 

the opposite end. 

The Hoe-axe, also called a grubbing-axe or 

mattock, is somewhat similar in its structure 

and application to that of the transversely 

flattened end of the preceding implement. It 

is like a long naiTOW hoe, but strongly made, 

and is flxed on a longer handle than that of 

the pick, and may be employed for cutting 

up bushes, <fec. It is, however, seldom used 

in gardens in this country. 

The Pickfork (Fig. 44), also known as the 

Canterbury hoe, is usefol 

for loosening the soil when 

it has become hardened 

from the efiects of rain 

and sun. By means of the 

fork end the surface may be 

broken up, and when this 

is too hard, or when clods 

have to be broken, the mat¬ 

tock end may be employed. 

Bakes.—A set of iron¬ 

headed rakes, of different sizes, are required. 

The length of the head may be about 16 inches 

for ground that is either uncropped, or occu¬ 

pied with plants widely apart. The sizes may 

diminish by 2 inches in the length of the heads, 

so that the latter may be re.spectively, 14, 12, 

10, 8, 6, 4. The last will be convenient for 

raking between crops sown in rows, and for 

using between plants in flower gardens. In the 

latter case, raking by drawing the teeth along 

the s\irface between the plants is frequently 

not so much required a.s a kind of chopping, 

so that the teeth may break down the clods. 

It is a great mistake to use a rake that merely 

passes between the plants; for when this is 

the case, the implement cannot be freely plied, 

and, consequently, the work can neither be so 

well nor so quickly performed. 

When the teeth of iron rakes are driven 

into the head-bar through merely a square 

punched hole, and then clenched above, they 

are apt to break off level with the imder side 

of the bar. Tlie liability to this is, however, 

greatly diminished by forming a shoulder on 

the tooth to fit a slight counter-sink made in 

the under side. Rakes are sometimes secured 

to the handle by a prong which is driven into 

the ii-on-ferruled end of the handle. The soil, 

however, is apt to adhere about the lower end 

of the handle. It is, therefore, better that 

the handle should taper into a neat socket, 

the upper side of which tapers into a strap. 

Rakes with cylindidcal wooden heads, into 

which iron teeth are driven, are occasionally 

used for smoothing the surface of beds for 

seeds. Wooden rakes, the same as the com¬ 

mon hay-rake, are required for raking off grass 

and leaves. Others, of a similar description, 

but made with greater care, and with teeth 

of tough hard wood, may be sometimes em¬ 

ployed with advantage in light soils, instead 

of iron rakes. Being much larger but lighter 

than the latter, they can be more easily drawn 

over a surface of greater extent. Wooden 

rakes, with short close teeth, may be made to 

take off short grass from lawns so cleanly, as 

sometimes to render sweeping unnecessary. 

The Daisy-rake (Fig. 45) has broad teeth. 

sharp on both edges; it is emjdoyed for re- 
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moving tlie flowers of daisies and other plants 

from lawns. 

Forks are employed in gardens for stirring 

the soil, turning dung and tan, and for various 

other purposes. 

Parkes’ steel digging forks (Figs. 46 and 

47), are superior 

to all others for 

stirring the soil; 

and this they do 

so efiectually, that 

they are in many 

cases substituted 

for the spade. 

These forks may 

also be used for 

turning tan, and 

for taking up cer¬ 

tain crops. The 

prongs are made 

of steel, they are 

elastic, and taper 

to a point; and 

the whole weight 

of the fork part 

does not exceed 5 

lbs. It is made 

with three, fom-, or flve prongs, and of various 

sizes. 

The dung-fork has three prongs; it is neces¬ 

sary for turning and removing dung and lit¬ 

ter, and for shifting and turning dung linings. 

A small short-handled fork 

with three prongs (Fig. 48), is 

employed in pits and frames; it 

may also be used for taking up 

roots, and in weeding. 

A fork for leaves, which is 

very useful wherever any great 

quantity, of these is to be collec¬ 

ted, has been invented by Mr. 

Toward, gardener to her Ma¬ 

jesty at O.sborne. Mr. Toward Tau-tork. 

states {Gardener's Chronicle, 1843, p. 38), that 

one person with this implement will take up, 

with greater facility, more leaves than two 

persons could do with any other tool that 

he had seen used for the purpose. Mr. To¬ 

ward describes it as being a large four-tined 

fork, made of wood shod with iron; the tines 

are 18 inches long, and are mortised into a 

head about 17 inches long, and 1^ inch by 

inches thick. The tines are 1 inch in width, 

and 1| inch in depth at the head, gradually 

tapering to a point, with a curve or bend up¬ 

wards. The wood of which they are formed 

ought to be hard and tough, either oak or ash 

will do; but the Rohinia Pseud-acacia, or 

locust-tree, is preferable to either. The head 

should be made of a.sh, with a T-handle of the 

same, and should be 2 feet 4 inches long. Its 

recommendations are its size and lightness; 

the leaves also do not hang upon it as on a 

common fork, the large size of the tines tear¬ 

ing them asunder. We consider this fork to 

be superior to any other for collecting leaves, 

and it deserves to be better known and more 

generally adopted. 

Hoes.—Of these there is a great variety of 

forms and sizes adapted for introduction among 

plants requiring to be gi’own at greater or less 

distances; also for light and heavy soils, for 

drawing furrows or driUs, thinning crops, stir¬ 

ring the soil between the plants, and for earth¬ 

ing up, <fec. Some of these are draw-hoes, 

others thrust, and a form combining both 

modes of operation has been used. 

Draw-hoes have genemlly been made with 

a short neck and circular eye, through which 

the handle is flxed; but the latter is now pre¬ 

ferably inserted in a socket, which is connected 

with the blade by a solid neck more or less 

curved, as in Fig. 49. This is a great improve¬ 

ment; for the soil does not clog the iron neck 

as it does the wood, the latter afibrding a 

larger surface; and, besides, soil of an adhesive 

nature is compacted in the angle between the 

Fig. 49. 

blade and the handle; but where there is no 

such angle, as is the case with the crane-neck, 

the soil cannot hold on. The blades of hoes 

should be made of steel plates, which can now 

be shut, that is, welded on iron necks, a pro¬ 

cess formerly 

reckoned diffi¬ 

cult, if not im¬ 

possible. The 

length of the 

plates for the 

largest need not 

exceed 9 inches; 

hoes for onions, &c., are required as small as 2 
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inches, and the Spanish or Vernon hoe (Fig. 50) 

is pointed. Some have the upper corners 

slightly rounded; others are made semich’cular, 

or nearly so, and are called Imlf-rtwon shaped. 

The less, however, the line of draught by the 

handle is raised above the edge, the steadier 

will be the cut, and the less easily will the 

implement be turned aside. Therefore, it is 

better that the plate should be a segment less 

than a semicircle. Hoes of a triangular form 

are used for drawing drills, and sometimes for 

this purpose the implement is made like a hol¬ 

low trowel, the convex side being towards the 

handle. 
The Dutch or thrust hoes, are useful for 

cutting down weeds, and for very shallow 

work on an even surface; but they are not so 

good as the draw-hoe when the groimd is stilF 

and lumpy. The Dutch hoe can also be used 

to a considerable extent without going out of 

the alleys, so that the ground is not trodden 

as it is in using the draw-hoe. 

A hoe combining the actions of the thrust 

and draw hoes has been used; the plate has a 

cutting edge back and front. The handle is 

placed so that when raised by the man to the 

most convenient height for operating, the plate 

lies flat on the ground. Above this height 

the handle must, however, be raised when the 

implement has to be pushed forward, in order 

that the fore-edge may enter below the sur¬ 

face. After being pushed forward, the handle 

must be depressed below the most advanta¬ 

geous position for working a draw-hoe, in 

order that the back edge may get hold of the 

sod. This alternate raising and lowering of 

the handle not only occasions a loss of time, 

but also a loss of power, in consequence of the 

handle being moved out of the position most 

advantageous for the workman, when making 

either a thrust or draw. 
Turf-spades may be much more advanta¬ 

geously used for cutting turf than the common 

spade. The sort which appears to answer the 

purpose best has a heart-shaped blade and a 

bent handle. Before using this tool, however, 

the turf must be cut into strips by a turf- 

i-aser. Some tm-f-spades have one edge of 

the blade turned up, and made quite sharp, 

so that the turf may be cut and raised at the 

same time. . . 
Turf-raser.—A very simple form of this is 

found to answer exceedingly well in the hands 

of those who cut turf for lawns in the neigh- 

boimhood of London. It is merely a stick 

Fig. 51. 

bent at the end, where a straight knife blade 

or cutter is inserted. The bent part forms a 

sole, which is pushed along the surface by a 

line, whilst the blade cuts the turf to a uni¬ 

form depth. Wheel verge-cutters are also 

used for cutting turf into strips, and this they 

do with great rapidity. 

Edging-irons or Verge- 

cutters.—A good simple 

form of these (Fig. 51), 

consists of a crescent¬ 

shaped steel blade flxed 

by a socket to a wooden 

handle. This sort of 

verge-cutter is better 

adapted for the outlines 

of small figures than any 

other, as its action is 

more immediately guid¬ 

ed by the hand. 

The wheel verge-cutter consists of a circular 

blade of steel, with a very sharp edge, and 

turning upon an axle fixed in a handle. When 

blunted, they are, however, very difficult to 

sharpen. 
MTntosh’s verge-cutter (Fig. 52), Ls well 

Verge-cutter. 

Fig. 52. 

MTntosh’s Verge-cutter. 

adapted for cutting the grass edges of walks, 

and performs its work with great expedition; 

and by replacing the coulter, whenever it be¬ 

comes blunted, with a fresh one, the imple¬ 

ment may be used a whole day without inter¬ 

ruption on account of sharpening. 
Turf-scraper.—In lawns where ants abound, 

and where their hills, or where worm-casts 

require to be taken oflF, a long light scraper 

of wood or iron, such as that used for roads, 

may be usefully employed. 

Dihhers.—Those are generally made ot the 

upper part of old spade handles. Being made 

of hard wood, they are sometimes used with¬ 

out being shod; but 
are extensively used, the whole of the cylin¬ 

drical part is sheathed in steel. This mam- 

tains a more polished surface ^an ^ 

therefore perforates with less friction. ±or 
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merly a little at the point only was shod, and 

in some conditions of the soil this is prefer¬ 

able. For example, when the soil is adhesive, 

the metal leaves a polish on the sides of the 

hole, which, if dry weather set in, prevents 

the roots from penetrating so freely as they 

would when the wood leaves the sides of the 

hole rougher or more porous. A piece of 

wood kneed, or bent at right angles at the top, 

to form a handle, is sometimes used. For in¬ 

serting cuttings, small rounded tapering pieces 

of wood are employed. 

The Potato-dibher is adapted for making a 

hole sufficiently large for allowing the set to 

drop to a proper depth. It has a cross handle 

at top, which can be grasped with both hands, 

and a projecting piece of iron or wood, serving 

as a tread for the foot to press the dibber into 

the ground. The tread might be made so that 

it could be shifted, and fixed higher or lower, 

according as the hole requires to be made of 

greater or less depth. 

Garden Trowel.—The common garden trowel 

below the handle and neck is like the curved 

portion of the section of a cone. It is now 

made of steel, united to a curved iron neck. 

It is used for many purposes; but chiefly for 

taking uj) plants and replanting them, with 

balls of earth adhering. It is superior to the 

dibbei’, for by the latter the roots are crowded 

and pressed together; but by the trowel a hole 

can be made to admit of the roots being spread 

out. 

The Turf-beetle is a flat oblong piece of wood, 

used for levelling and consolidating newly 

laid turf. It may be formed of a portion of 

3-inch deal, secured from splitting by two iron 

plates, and having a handle inserted in the 

upper side. But this is often done in a man¬ 

ner veiy disadvantageous for the workman, 

and for effect on the turf. This is chiefly 

owing to the handle being fixed too upright, 

so that when raised up and brought down, it 

strikes on its heel or the edge nearest the 

workman, instead of pressing equally on the 

turf with its whole under surface. The 

handle should, therefore, be fixed at a suffi¬ 

ciently acute angle with the sole of the beetle, 

to admit of the latter being easily brought 

down flat. 

Rammers are frequently requii-ed for ram¬ 

ming the earth about posts, tree-guards, Ac., 

and for consolidating turf and gravel. They 

are generally made of wood, in the form of 

the base part of a cone, and have an upright 

stem, into which two handles are inserted fljr 

lifting. Kammers with cast-iron heads are 

also sometimes employed. 

Rollers.—A heavy cast-iron roller is re- 

quii'ed for broad walks, gravel areas, and for 

lawns. In flower gardens, or where the walks 

are narrow, or their turnings intricate, a nar¬ 

row roller must be employed. A light wooden 

roller is used in the kitchen garden for rolling 

the ground when sown with onions, &c. 

Rrooms.—Those used for sweeping lawns, 

walks, &c., are generally made of birch twigs. 

They are tougher and last much longer when 

the bii'ch is cut early in winter, or before the 

sap rises. They should, therefore, be made, 

or procured from the maker’s, before this 

takes place, and should be kept in a moder¬ 

ately dry, airy place, where they will not be 

liable to mould. 

Transplanters are sometimes used instead 

of the trowel or spade, in removing plants of 

small size with a ball. Two semicylinchlcal 

plates of iron with handles, and fastened toge¬ 

ther, so that they may be separated at plea¬ 

sure, may be employed for the purpose. The 

mode of iising this instrument is very simple. 

The plant to be raised is inclosed by the cylin¬ 

der, which is formed by the two pieces; this 

cylinder is then pressed or worked into the 

soil, and on being pulled up by the handle, it 

brings up the plant together with the earth 

surrounding it. The transplanter is placed 

in the hole prepared for the plant, the fasten¬ 

ings are removed, and the sides withdrawn, 

the soil being pressed round the ball at the 

same time to prevent its breaking. In this 

way a plant may be removed at any period of 

its growth without injury resulting to it from 

the operation. 

There are various other transplanters, mostly 

modifications of the preceding; some consi.st 

of a cylinder for raising the plant, fitting into 

a bottom, to jjrevent the earth from falling 

away; others have blades, which, after having 

been forced into the ground, may be tightly 

closed by means of handles upon the soil .sur¬ 

rounding the plant. The above transplanters 

are only adapted for lifting plants of small 

size. They are not much used in gardens, 

the trowel and spade being generally substi¬ 

tuted for them. The contrivances employed 

in removing 23lants of large size, will be ad¬ 

verted to in the chapter on transplaiiting. 

tuckering Iron.—One that answers well for 

removing suckers from gooseberries, currants. 
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or other trees, is represented in Fig. 53. It 

eon-sists of a chisei-like steeled blade, 6 inches 

long, 2^ inches broad at the edge, 

and 1| inch at the shoulder, where 

it tapers to a straight round iron 

shank, the upper part of which forms 

a socket for the insei’tion of a wooden 

handle. The length from the edge 

of the tool to the top of the socket is 

34 inches, and from that to the top 

of the wooden handle 10 inches, the 

whole length being 3 feet 8 inches. 

The edge is usually straight, and is 

apt to slip past the sucker; but the 

figure represents an improvement 

made by Mr. Thornton, of Turnham 

Green, the edge being concave. 

The Dock-weeder is employed for 

taking up such deep tap-rooted weeds 

as docks j it consists of an iron blade, 

with two prongs fixed in a handle, 

like that of a spade; a curved piece 

of iron on the back serves as a fulcrum; and 

in some forms of the implement, a projecting 

knob answers the same purpose. 

Crow-bar.—The usual form of this is a round 

straight bar of iron, with a pommel top; the 

bar is thickened a little towards the lower 

end, near which it is square, and then tapers 

to a point. It is useful for making holes for 

stakes; and being sometimes made flattish and 

wedge-shaped at the end, it is occasionally em¬ 

ployed as a lever for loosening the soil below 

trees that are to be removed. For large 

stakes, the lower part of the bar is formed 

like a short inverted pyramid, and the whole 

implement is not longer than admits of its 

being struck on the top with a sledge hammer 

or heavy mall. 

Hammer.—The princijm! use of a hammer 

in gardening is for nailing wall-trees. For 

this purjiose the head should be rounded to 

serve as a fulcrum in drawing nails, and in 

this operation the claws should hold the nails 

without slipping, a property which too many 

of the hammers used for the purpose only pos¬ 

sess in a slight degree. The head, also, should 

not be too long, otherwise, in drawing nails, 

it is apt to bruise adjoining branches, where 

these happen to be close together. 

Mallei.—This is necessary when branches 

are to be cut off by the chisel, or where that 

instrument is employed to smooth the place 

where branches have been cut off by the saw. 

Different sizes are required for driving stakes. 

and other purposes. Large ones ought to bo 

secured by an iron hoop roimd each end. 

Pincers are requisite for di-awing nails, and 

other purposes. When the lid of a packing 

box is taken off, the nails can be readily taken 

out by means of the pincers and hammer, 

without breaking off the points of the nails, 

or bending them, so that they cannot be drawn 

without tearing the wood. If the nail pro¬ 

jecting through the under side of the lid be 

firmly grasped with the pincers, say half-way 

between the point of the nail and the under 

side of the board, and the opposite side of the 

board, near the head of the nail, be struck with 

the hammer, the former will be driven up so 

that the pincers can lay hold of it. All the 

nails being successively drawn in this manner, 

the boai’d or lid will be fit for being again 

nailed on when required. 

Pliers are occasionally required for drawing 

and twisting wire, and for this the blades, 

where they approach each other, should be 

flat. Cutting pliers are very convenient, 

being adapted, not only for drawing and twist¬ 

ing, but also for cutting wire. 

The Screw-driver is necessary in a garden, 

chiefly for screwing down and unscrewing the 

lids of boxes; and it is indispensable wherever 

screws are employed for other occasional pur¬ 

poses. 

The Implement-cleaner is a small wooden 

spatula, used for cleaning spades and other 

implements. It is indispensable in working 

adhesive soils, where the tools become clogged. 

It may be formed oiit of a bit of thin deal by 

the workman, and of any form that he may 

prefer. 

II.-CUTTING INSTRUMENTS. 

Knives, of various kinds, are required in 

gardens, for pruning, budding, grafting, and 

other purposes. 

The Pruning Knife is the best instrumenf 

that can be employed for pruning trees and 

shrubs; besides which, it may be used for a 

variety of other purposes. Pruning knives 

are made of various forms; the blade, in some 

kinds, is made with a joint, so as to fold in; 

and in others, it is fixed immoveably in the 

handle, and kept in a pasteboard sheath when 

not in use. Knives, with folding blades, pos¬ 

sess the advantage ofibeing more portable, and 

are therefore more convenient for occasional 

use; whilst, on the other hand, those with 

Fig. 63. 

Suckeriiig 
Iron. 
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fixed blade.s are more steady in their action; 

and when constant pruning is carried on, are 

preferable. The handle should be made of 

buck’s-horn, the rough surface of which pre¬ 

vents the hand from slippiug. With regard 

to the shape of the blade, some prefer blades 

with straight edges; others, those the edges of 

which are more or less curved. For remov¬ 

ing small shoots, a straight edged blade is 

preferred, for a cleaner cut is produced ; but 

where branches 

are to be cut off, 

a curved blade 

can be used with 

greater effect. A 

pruning knife, 

like the one re¬ 

presented in Fig. 

54, which has 

been selected 

from a gi-eat va¬ 

riety of patterns, 

manufactured by 

Messrs. Saynor 

and Cooke, of 

Shefiield, we con¬ 

sider preferable 

to all others for 

general pruning 

and other piu- 

poses. It has a 

slightly curved 

blade of well- 

tempered steel, 

and a considera¬ 

ble portion of the 

edge is straight, 

being only a lit¬ 

tle curved near 

the point. This 

is an advantage; for in drawing the cut, the 

pressure against the wood diminishes as the 

cutting part is moved further from the han¬ 

dle, and this is, in a great measure, compensa¬ 

ted by the curve near the extremity of the 

blade. 

The Grafting Knife (Fig. 55) has a thinner 

and narrower blade than the pruning knife, 

which, however, may frequently be substituted 

for it. 

The Budding Knife is made in various forms. 

The blade is generally either straight-edged 

or curved backwards towards the point. The 

handle, which is made of ivory, is usually 

rounded and thinned off at the end, in order 

Fig. Hi. 

Pruning Knila. Grafting Knife. 

Fig. 56. 

Fig. 57. 

i 

Ml 

that it may be used for raising up the bark. 

The end of the handle is sometimes made heart- 

shaped, and this form admits of the bark being 

raised with greater 

facility. Instead of 

the handle beinn 
O 

thinned at the end, 

some knives have 

a common handle, 

and a small piece of 

ivory which folds 

in for the same pur¬ 

pose. Figs. 56 and 

57 represent good 

forms of budding 

knives. 

The Vegetable 

Knife has a larger 

and more ciirved 

blade than the 

pruning knife. It 

is chiefly employed 

for cutting vegeta¬ 

bles and dressing off 

their rough leaves. 

Shears are re¬ 

quired in gardens 

for clipping hedges, 

grass edgings, and 

for pruning. 

Hedge Shears.—A good form of these is re¬ 

presented in Fig. 58. The dimensions are as 

follows;—The length of the blades, from the 

pivot to their extremities, is 10| inches; the 

breadth of each is 2 inches. 

The length of the handles 

is 12 inches; and when the 

blades are placed level, the 

under part of the extre¬ 

mity of the handle is 3 

inches above that level. 

About 15 inch of the edge 

next the pivot is formed 

circular and convex in the 

one blade, and correspond¬ 

ingly concave in the other. 

This admits of branches 

being grasped and ea.sily 

cut from being near the 

fulcrum, and is therefore 

very convenient for cut¬ 

ting snags, or branches 

that may be occasionally- 

met with, and which prove too thick for being 

otherwise laid hold of, except at too great a 

Budiling Knives. 

Fig. 58. 

Hedge Shears. 
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distance from tlie fulcrum or pivot, to have a 

sufficient j^urchase. 

Parrot-hill Shears are employed for grasping 

and cutting stronger branches than can be 

done with the ordinary hedge shears. They 

are made with or without a slide space at the 

pivot, as seen in Figs. 59 and 60. They 

should be fixed into strong wooden handles, 

about 3 feet in length, and broadly ferruled 

where the prongs are inserted. 

Grass-edging Shears.—Some kinds of these 

are furni.shed with a small wheel to run along 

close by the edge of the gTass; but the form 

represented in Fig. 61 is less complicated, and 

is, on the whole, probably best adapted for 

general use. This kind of shears was formeidy 

made with the handles at right angles to the 

blades; but the handles should form with the 

edges of the blades an angle of 110“, being 

20° wider than a right angle; or the top of 

the handle, nearly 3 feet in length, will be 

about 11 inches back from the perpendicu¬ 

lar. The axis or pin on which the blades 

turn should have a smoothly rounded head 

next the edging, that is, on the left-hand side. 

The other end of the axis should have a screw 

and nut with a washer; or there may be two 

thin nuts worked hard against each other, to 

prevent their being tuimed by the movement 

of the blades. It is necessary that the end 

of the screw should be on the right-hand side, 

otherwise it would catch against the edging. 

Pruning Shears.—There are various sizes of 

these, according to the greater or less thick¬ 

ness of the shoots or small branches to be cut 

off. The pruning shears shown in Figs. 62 

and 63, are employed for the removal of the 

shoots of fruit-trees; and the centres being 

Fig. 63. 

moveable, they produce a draw cut like a 

knife, instead of a crushing cut like that of 

the common shears. 
The shears represented in Fig. 64 are use¬ 

ful for pruning gooseberries, currants, roses, 

and other plants. They are very strong and 

effective; and being made without a slide, are 

not liable to get out of order. 

The Averruncator (Fig. 65) is used for the 

purpose of pruning standard trees, the branches 

of which are situated at a considerable eleva¬ 

tion. There are several forms of this instru- 

17 
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ment, differing slightly from the preceding; 

hilt they all consist of two blades, one of 

which is fixed to a handle, and the other is 

moved by a lever, to which a cord, passing 

over a pulley, is attached. By means of an 

averruncator, branches more than an inch in 

diameter, and at the height of 12 or 15 feet 

from the ground, may be cut off’ without using 

either a ladder or steps; and if these are em¬ 

ployed, branches at a much greater height 

may be removed. 

The SecatPMT (Fig. 66) is an instrument, 

much used in France, Fif?. 67. 

for removing superflu¬ 

ous shoots. It posses¬ 

ses the advantage of be¬ 

ing much more expedi¬ 

tious than the pruning 

Fig. 66. 

Fig. 68. 

Grape Scissorp. 

The Axe- 

knife, and when well made, answers nearly as 

well. It is well adapted for summer pruning. 

and for shortening one-year-old shoots, parti¬ 

cularly in the case of the peach tree, where 

the part left is at the next pruning entirely 

cut away. There are various forms of the 

secateur. In some the pivot is fixed; in 

others, it slides. One of the latest modifica¬ 

tions of the instrument is shown in Fig. 67. 

Both blades are fiat, sharp, and 

straight-edged, so that the extre¬ 

mities of shoots nailed to a wall 

may easily be cut off without 

bruising the bark or taking out 

the nails. 

Grape Scissors (Fig. 68) are 

used for thinning out tlie berries 

of the bunches of grapes. They 

should have small tapering points; 

but not too sharp, otherwise it 

is impossible to introduce them 

among the grapes without prick¬ 

ing some of the berries not in¬ 

tended to be removed. 

—One of a convenient size is use¬ 

ful for many garden purposes, such as sharp¬ 

ening stakes; and a large one, with a handle 

long enough to be used with both hands, is 

required for felling trees. 

The Hedge Bill, or Pruning Bill.—This in¬ 

strument is employed for dressing the sides 

of hedges. It is a slightly curved blade, at¬ 

tached to a handle about 4 feet long. Whilst 

the blade is applied in a direction correspond¬ 

ing with that of the side of the hedge, the 

handle deviates so far as to permit the opera- 

Fig. 70. tor to stand clear 

of the hedge. 

The Bill-hook 

(Figs. 69 and 70) 

is used instead ot 

the axe for cutting 

hedges, lopping 

branches, sharpen¬ 

ing stakes, fagot¬ 

ing, and wherever 

the wood to be 

cut is of small dia- 
Bill-hook. Bill-hook. Ill6t6r. 

✓ 

Chisels.—These are used for various horti¬ 

cultural purposes, for which different kinds 

are adapted. Some are similar to the car¬ 

penter’s chisel, and are used for cutting off 

I branches too sti'ong for the knife, and situated 

where the saw could not work; and also for 

smoothing the cuts made by the saw or other 

instrument. Chisels, wfith handles 10, 20, or 

Fig. 69. 
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even 30 feet in length, are occasionally em¬ 

ployed for pruning; some are of the usual 

form, others have one or two reflexed ears for 

cutting, by pulling downwards any torn strip 

of wood or bark. When the handle is very 

long it requires to be made of sufficient thick¬ 

ness to prevent it from bending. It has, 

therefore, a considerable weight, and, conse¬ 

quently, its inertia offers much resistance to 

the blow, and would almost entirely counter¬ 

act even a smart ■ blow from a small mallet; 

one as large as can be properly wielded will 

be found most effective in this case. Long- 

handled chisels are very useful in pruning, 

especially for removing one of two competing 

leaders, in trees that are intended to be grown 

with single straight stems. 

The Grafting Chisel is not flat on one side, 

and bevelled to an edge on the other, Like the 

carpentei-’s chisel, but tapers on both sides, like 

a wedge. It is, in fact, used as a sharp wedge 

for splitting the stems or branches of trees, 

so as to admit of the graft being inserted—a 

mode of grafting by no means to be recom¬ 

mended; for the old wood, when once separ¬ 

ated, never heals. 

Scythe.—The usual form of scythe-blade 

answers for lawns, provided the neck is set 

with the handle to take in a wider sweep, 

and it should also be turned up so that the 

under side of the blade may be nearly flat 

with the surface of the ground. When 

worked by a person in the easiest position for 

making the sweep, the back should be close 

on the ground, whilst the edge should be 

slightly elevated. Tlie common bent handles 

are as good as any, if not the best. Much 

depends on the placing of the two projecting 

handles for the grasp; their distance from the 

heel, and from each other, should be so regu¬ 

lated, that the blade, when lifted up clear ofl' 

the ground, will balance parallel to the surface. 

Boyd's Self-adjusting Scythe has a piece of 

iron, 4 or 5 inches in length, attached length¬ 

wise to the under side of the handle. To the 

end of this another piece of iron is jointed, 

so that it may be moved out or in horizon¬ 

tally, and be secured at any requii-ed angle by 

a nut and screw. The heel of the scythe is 

made with an eye, and is secured to the end 

of the piece of iron last-mentioned, so that 

the edge of the scythe can be set higher or 

lower without the assistance of the black¬ 

smith. The two joints are equivalent to a 

universal joint, and, in short, this is the prin¬ 

ciple of the invention. There was some dif¬ 

ficulty in securing the screw at the heel so as 

not to permit shifting. A ratchet and key 

was therefore added, to prevent the scythe 

from moving outwards on the joint. The 

facility with which this kind of scythe can 

be adjusted, renders it very convenient, and 

more especially so for those who do not under¬ 

stand the setting of a scythe by the ring and 

Avedge. In sharpening a scythe, the stone 

should be drawn almost fiatly along the under 

side, so that the edge may not be turned up; 

the upper side should be more bevelled. 

The Asparagus Knife (Fig. 71) has a ser- 

Fig. 71. 

Asparagus Knife. 

rated blade, with a long iron shank fixed in 

a wooden handle. The blade should be made 

of hard tempered steel. In using it, a little 

soil is removed with the blade from the side 

of the shoot, in order to discover the direction 

of the latter; the blade is then pushed down 

somewhat slanting, and the shoot is cut, or 

rather sawed off, near its base. In doing 

this, care must be taken not to injure the 

crowu of the plant, nor other shoots that may 

be coming up. 

Saws are required for various purposes in 

gardens and plantations; and, accordingly, 

several kinds are necessary. A cross-cut saw 

is required for cutting doAvn trees; and for 

large limbs the saws used by carpenters will 

answer, only the teeth may require to be 

wider set if the Avood is soft and full of sap. 

Pruning saws are most required for ordinaiw 

pruning;, they ai’e employed for cutting off 

smaller branches than the preceding, and not 

being so broad, are better adapted for cutting 

close to the fork of branches, or Avhere a 

broader plate could not be introduced. The 

kind called turning saws (Fig. 72), such as 

are used for cutting out circular spaces in 

boards, answer exceedingly well, and being 

made of the clippings taken ofl in cutting out 

other saws, they are not expensive. In some 

cases, pruning saws Avith the teeth set with 

their cutting edges in the direction of the 

handle, so as to cut by draAving. instead of by 
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pushing foi'ward, are of use, for these can be 

attached to a long pole handle, in order to 

reach high branches. In such cases, a saw 

with the teeth set in the usual way, would be 

apt to warp or break at every thrust; but one 

adapted to cut by drawing is not liable to this 

inconvenience. 

Before saws used in pruning are laid aside, 

they should, in the first place, be perfectly 

cleaned from all juice, or other adhesive sub¬ 

stance, that may collect upon their surface. 

They should then be well dried and oiled. 

They will also work more easily, and cut more 

expeditiously, and with less danger of break¬ 

ing, if cleaned and oiled occasionally when in 

use. 

Fruit and Flower Gatherers.— Of these there 

are several kinds. For gathering fruit situ¬ 

ated at a considerable height, the averrunca¬ 

tor, with a net attached, may be employed. 

The grape gatherer (Fig. 73) is useful for 

gathering grapes and other 

fruit, as well as flowers 

which are situated beyond 

the reach of the arm. It 

consists of a pair of scissors 

constructed on the princi¬ 

ple of the wire-worker’s 

pliers, so as to cut and hold 

at the same time. The 

scissors are kept open by a 

spring, and attached to a 

light handle. Previously to 

using the instrument, the 

collar is pushed up to the 

knob, and the spring causes 

the cutting part to open. 

By pulling the collar down 

by means of the cord attach- Grape Gatherer, 

ed to it, the blades are closed, the stalk is 

cut through, and the part cut off is held se¬ 

curely. 

There are several other kinds of fruit gath¬ 

erers ada])ted for gathering peaches, pears, and 

other fruits; but the hand is the most expe¬ 

ditious fruit gatherer we have, and it does 

not bruise the fruit if due care be taken. 

III.-INSTRUMENTS USED IN LAYING OUT 

GROUND LINES. 

Garden Line and Reel.—A garden line ' 

should be made of good materials, otherwise j 
it soon gives way in stretching; but however , 

good at first, a line will soon decay if rolled 

closely up when wet. It should, therefore, 

be wound on a reel, which not only permits 

the line to dry more speedily than when 

closely rolled up, but also facilitates its being 

readily extended and recoiled. The reel has 

usually an upright pin, near one end of the 

upper cross bar, for turning the reel; but this 

projection should turn within a handle, and 

not be fixed in it. When taken up or let out 

by turning the reel, the line, in either case, is 

neither twisted nor untwisted in the opera¬ 

tion; but if wound by hand on the reel, the 

line will be twisted either more or less than 

it was before; so that the strands of which 

the line is composed are alternately opened 

and closed, and it consequently loses on each 

occasion much of its original compactness and 

strength. If a line be tightly stretched when 

dry, and allowed to get wet without being 

slackened, it will either snap, owing to the 

contraction which takes place in twisted fibre 

when wetted, or it will be injured from the 

overstrain. When a line rests on the ground, 

its weight does not affect the straightness of 

the tracing; but when stretched and supported 

only between two points, with the intention of 

indicating a straight line between them, the 

line should combine strength with lightness, as, 

for instance, small whip-cord. 

The Chain is indispensable where land, 

walks, or roads have to be measured, and it 

is always desirable that there should be one 

in a garden, at least if it is of considerable 

extent. The one commonly employed, and 

which is used by surveyors, is called Gunter’s 

chain. It consists of 100 links, each of which 

is 7’92 inches in length, consequently, the 

whole length of the chain is 60 feet, = 22 

yards, or 4 poles. The long links should be 

connected by short oval ones, for these are 

not so apt to stretch as round links. If an 

oval link should be compressed, its length 

will still be much the same ; but if a rin£f be 

at all compressed so as to alter its form, it 

must assume an oval shape, and, consequently, 

the chain will be too long. Chains should be 

occasionally verified, and all bent links made 

straight with a wooden mallet. 

One great advantage of using the chain con¬ 

sists in the facility with which areas calculated 

in links may be reduced to acres; for as there 

are 100,000 square links in an acre, we have 

only to point off five figures to the right, and 

the equivalent area in acres and decimals of 

an acre is obtained; thus, if the area be 
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118,960 links, by pointing off the five last 

figures we have IT8960 acre. Accompany¬ 

ing the chain are ten small arrows, about 15 

inches in length, the use of which is to mark 

the termination of each chain’s length. A 

staff having been set up to show the direction 

of the line to be measui’ed, a person, called 

the leader, takes one end of the chain, holding 

at the same time the ten arrows in his hand, 

and proceeds in a straight line towards the 

staff'. The other end of the chain is held by 

the surveyor, who directs the leader till the 

chain is stretched in a straight line in the 

direction of the staff When this is done, 

the leader fixes an arrow in the ground at 

the end of the chain, and again starts off till 

another chain’s length is measured, the chain 

is then directed and stretched, and an arrow 

fixed in the ground as before. The surveyor 

picks up the first arrow, which he I’etains, 

and continues picking up the arrows as the 

measurement progresses: when the surveyor 

holds ten arrows, they are returned to the 

leader, and the circumstance noted. The 

leader then starts afresh, and the measure¬ 

ment is continued in the same way, till the 

whole distance has been measured. Each 

change is then counted as 1000 links, every 

arrow the surveyor holds in his hand as 100 

links, and to this is added any links that there 

may be over; the sum will be the length of 

the line in links. Thus, if there have been 

two change.s, and the surveyor hold five ai’- 

rows, and there be 13 links more, the length 

of the line measured will be 2513 links. 

Measuring-rods.—Without measm-es of 

some sort, there could be no regularity in 

gardens; walks and borders could not be lined 

off to their proper width; the ground could 

not be portioned out for the different crops; 

nor could trees, &c., be planted at proper dis¬ 

tances, without some metrical instrument. 

Two thin rods, such as are used by survey¬ 

ors, would be useful for very particular dimen¬ 

sions ; but for common use in the open ground, 

they would be liable to be broken in carrying 

along with other implements. A 10-feet rod, 

of clean, well - seasoned deal, about 1-| inch 

square in the middle, but tapered at each end 

to less than an inch square, may, for common 

purposes, be substituted. A copper fastening 

.should be put round each end, to prevent 

splitting and wearing. AVhen tapered so that 

the ends are lightened, the rod will neither 

bend nor readily break; but it cannot be used 

as a straight-edge, which is sometimes re¬ 

quired. A rod may therefore be made ]l 

inch broad, with parallel straight edges, and 

f inch thick in the middle, but thinner at 

each end. 

It is often necessary to measure ground 

work and garden allotments by the pole or 

perch. For this purpose, a measuring-rod, 

16^ feet in length, divided into 100 parts, 

will be found exceedingly convenient; for the 

length in rods and parts set down as decimals, 

has only to be multiplied by the breadth set 

down in a like manner, and the area is at 

once obtained in rods and decimals of a rod. 

Stakes.—For marking out lines for walks, 

boundaries, and divisions, stakes are necessary, 

and may be reckoned amongst the first requi¬ 

sites for the laying out of gardens. They are, 

in fact, necessary on many occasions, as when 

plantations, edgings, and lines have to be 

made out afresh. Stakes for these puiposes 

should be made of clean, well-seasoned deal; 

they should be 6 feet in length, 1 inch square, 

quite straight, and the lower end regularly 

pointed. When not in use, they should be 

kept in a dry place, strapped together in 

bundles, ready to take out whenever they 

are wanted. If thus taken care of, a set will 

last for a great number of years, and the first 

cost will be little compared with the loss of 

time in searching after and preparing such as 

can be hastily obtained on every occasion that 

stakes are indispensable. The above descrip¬ 

tion of stake will be found useful where ground 

has to be levelled, as both the original and in¬ 

tended surface lines can be relatively marked 

on them. B\it before the ground work is 

commenced, a shorter and stouter description 

of stake should be employed, so that it will 

bear to be driven in so firmly as not to be 

easily moved whilst the work is going on. 

Borning-rods. — These usually consist of 

three straight rods of equal length, each with 

a cross-piece at right angles across the top. 

They are used for determining points that 

shall be either in a horizontal or uniformly 

inclined plane. For example, supposing the 

edging of a walk is required to run straight 

between two fixed points; then, if we place 

a borning-rod on each of these points, and 

another anywhere between, by looking over 

the top of one at either end, we may direct 

the person holding the intermediate rod to 

raise oi’ lower it, as the case may be, till it is 

seen to be in a line with that at the furt.her 
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end. For ordinary purposes, the above con¬ 

struction of rods will answer tolerably well; 

but in using them, an imperfection is experi¬ 

enced, which may, however, be easily reme¬ 

died. In looking over their tops, a fringing 

of the rays of light on the edges prevents the 

latter from being exactly seen. The follow¬ 

ing construction is therefore recommended. 
O 

Instead of the three cross pieces being of the 

same width and height, one of them shoiild 

be about an inch broader and higher than the 

others. If two have their upper edges, say 

4 feet from the bottom of the rod, the upper 

edge of the other may be 4 feet 1 inch; but 

a line should be drawn exactly at 4 feet. A 

very small hole should be pierced through the 

cross-piece, to form a sight; the sides of the 

hole should be - smooth and blackened, as 

should likewise be the cross-piece, but not var¬ 

nished. The hole should not be wider than 

would admit a small pin. On looking through 

it, the top of the intermediate rod can be easily 

and much more correctly placed in line with 

the top of the further rod, than by looking 

over the tops of the three. 

Usually three persons are employed in strik¬ 

ing either a level line or regular slope between 

two points, or one person for each rod. The 

one between the two extremities is directed 

by one of the others to raise or lower the 

ground till liis rod is seen to be in line. A 

jiumber of intermediate points have usually 

to be determined in the same way. Instead, 

however, of three men being occupied, one 

will be sufficient with the above improvement, 

after an intermediate point has been ascer¬ 

tained. At that point a stake or rod should 

be placed with a card fixed across, with its 

upper edge in line with those at the extre¬ 

mities. Having obtained three fixed points, 

a workman can then raise or lower a rod till 

he find it in line with two of those previously 

ascertained. By using the rod with the sight 

hole, he will also be able to work with greater 

exactness. 

Ground Compasses.-—-These may be occa¬ 

sionally used very conveniently in making 

geometrical flower gardens. They are con¬ 

structed on the same principle as the common 

compasses, with the segment gauge used by 

mechanics. The legs are made of hard wood, 

5 or 6 feet in length, and shod with iron. 

Instead of a segment, a straight plate of sheet- 

iron, about 1^ inch broad, may be used, with a 

space cut out along the middle, through which 

the end of a fixed screw on each leg may pass; 

then by means of two thumb-screws, the legs 

can be secured at any required distance apart. 

In many cases where the above may be em¬ 

ployed to describe circles, or circular pai-ts, 

a sort of beam compasses may be substituted. 

Such may be formed of a piece of inch thick 

deal board, 2^ inches wide, and 10 feet in 

length, with a slit along the middle to within 

about 6 inches of each end, to admit of a screw 

^ inch in diameter, passing through and along. 

There should be two screws, their lower ends 

being pointed. The length of each screw may 

be 18 inches, and each should be furnished 

with two nuts and two washers. Supposing 

it may be required to have the beam raised 

about 6 inches above the points, in order to 

clear any inequalities of surface which it may 

have to pass over, screw up the nuts, so that 

the under side of the beam may rest upon 

them at the above height; then screw down 

the nuts on the upper side of the beam, but 

only one of them tightly, until the other 

screw is moved along the slit, so that the 

points may be at the required distance apart; 

and when this is ascertained to be the case, 

let the other nut be likewise screwed down, 

in order that a line may be traced without 

the points being moved from the true distance 

in the course of the operation. As this in¬ 

strument can be adjusted so that the points 

may be securely fixed at any width, within 

certain limits, and as the beam can be raised 

more or less, it may be used as a gauge for 

the breadth of walks, or other distances be¬ 

tween two points. 

The Plummet may be very usefully em¬ 

ployed in placing objects correctly upiight, 

such as posts, stakes, and trees. The plum¬ 

met should be formed with a conical point, 

and this point shoidd be exactly in the line 

of suspension, so that when the cord suspend¬ 

ing the plummet is held in line with a row 

of stakes, for instance, the point will touch or 

indicate the spot where another stake should 

be driven. The common straight-edge and 

plummet used by builders will seldom be re¬ 

quired by gardeners, for whom a plummet and 

line Avill generally be sufficient. With such 

it is easy to determine whether a tree or othei' 

object is placed upright or not, for this can 

readily be done by suspending the plummet 

at nearly arm’s length, and observing whether 

the object coincides with the plummet line. 

If it do, then the object is perpendicular as 
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regaicltJ that point of view. By moving so as 

to view the object from a different point, if in 

a direction at right angles to the former, so 

much the better, and again observing the 

object with reference to the perpendicular 

line, it will be seen whether it is upright, and 

if not so, in what direction, and how far, it 

will be requisite to move it. In planting 

trees with stems more or less crooked, they 

should be placed so that equal portions may 

be seen on each side of the plummet line. 

Zere4’.—Wherever walks, roads, or drains 

are to be made, or indeed whenever grounds 

are to be laid out, a level is indispensable. 

Though the surface of the ground may, to all 

appearance, be quite level, yet it will often be 

found, when the level is used, to slope con¬ 

siderably. We know of a case where a person, 

deceived by an apparently level surface, made 

a drain of considerable length and dimensions, 

affording, as he thought, a sufficient fall for 

the water. No level was used. The drain, 

of brick-work, was completed and covered in j 

but in a short time it was found that it would 

not act: it was not level—in fact, the fall was 

in the wrong direction, and the water, of course, 

would not run up hill. The consequence was, 

that the drain had to be taken up, its bottom 

sloped in the right dii-ection, and the whole 

work to be done over again. This, of course, 

was at a great additional expense, which might 

liave been saved had a level been employed. 

Again, in gardens—not in those made 100 years 

ago only—it is by no means unusual to see 

walks intended to be level, or to be of a uni¬ 

form slope, high in one part of their length 

and low in another. This not only looks bad, 

but in wet weather the water collects in the 

hollows, and frequently renders such walks 

unfit for being walked upon. Where walks 

run near the bases of walls, or other buildings, 

where there are long horizontal lines, nothing 

can look more unsightly than an uneven walkj 

for all its iiTegularities are made more appa¬ 

rent by the horizontal lines of the budding. 

Walks so situated should never be made with¬ 

out the aid of a level. 

There are many different kinds of levels. 

The common level (Big. 74), used by brick¬ 

layers and carpenters, is well known; it merely 

consists of a straight bar of wood, with another 

bar placed at right angles to it, and from the 

centre of which is suspended a plumb-bob and 

line. The level seen in Fig. 75 is used not 

onlv for forming a horizontal surface, but also 

for ascertaining whether an object is truly per¬ 

pendicular or not. The artillery foot-level 

(Fig. 7 G) has a line and plummet, and a scale 

of 90° between the two legs. When the plum¬ 

met hangs in the 

middle of the scale, 

the feet rest on a 

level surface, othei*- 

wise, one foot must 

be raised, and the 

degree of acclivity 

or of descent will be 

sho^vn on the scale 

Level. by the line. The 

above kinds of level are very useful in the 

garden whenever any building operations are 

carried on, or in laying down paving, &c.; and 

even for ground 

work, when it is 

of small extent, or 

when it is to be left 

to the execution of 

those who cannot 

use the spirit-level. 

But wherever long horizontal, or uniformly 

sloping lines, are to be formed, the spirit-level 

is by far the best and most expeditious. The 

spii’it-level, in its most simple form, merely 

consists of a glass tube filled with spirits of 

wine, except a small space which is occupied 

with air. The bubble of air being lighter 

than the spirit rises to the highest part of the 

tube, and when the latter is in a horizontal 

position, the bubble of air will be in the 

middle, if the tube is a true cylinder. These 

tubes, not mounted in any way, may be had 

for one shilling each. The usual form ot 

mounting in brass, or in wood faced with 

brass, except over the tube, is well known. 

They are now frequently bedded in a straight¬ 

edge board, several feet in length, and are^ 

thus used by builders and others, instead ot 

the more cumbersome plumb-level. A straight¬ 

edge board, say 5 or 6 feet in lengtn, 4 inches 

broad, and Ij; inch thick, with a spiiit-tube 

bedded in the upper edge, will be found very 

useful in gardens. For example, in making 

Fig. 76. 
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M-alks, and having one edging level, the other 

side can be readily brought to a corre.sponding 

level by levelling across. 

For taking extensive and important levels 

to a high degree of accuracy, the theodolite, 

or other expensive instruments, combining in 

their construction the action of the spirit-level, 

are required. An instrument of the following 

construction will, however, answer all ordi- 

narv purposes, and may be constructed at a 

small expense. 

For this a tripod stand is necessary; it may 

be formed of a piece of hard wood, 2 inches 

thick; on the face of this describe a circle 8 

inches in diameter, cut away the wood on the 

outside of the circle, except as much as will 

form three projections, each 1 inch broad, and 

1^ inch long; and three smaller semicircular 

ones in the intervals of the larger. The legs 

should be cleft or sawed to about half-way 

down, where they should be well secured from 

further division by a ferrule. Each of the 

clefts is then fitted to grasp one of the larger 

projections, and pins are passed through and 

screwed, to connect the legs with the top; but 

so that the former may be easily moved. A 

cup-shaped cavity should be formed in the 

centre of the under side of the top, to fit 

which a ball should be screwed upon the end 

of a rod; this rod will form a vertical axis, 

and must pass through a hole in the top suffi¬ 

ciently large to allow it to play a little from 

side to side. The screw-thread should be con¬ 

tinued nearly to a shoulder, formed about 2 

inches above the surface of the top of the 

stand. Against this shoulder, a circular 

board, f inch thick, plated with iron or brass, 

should be screwed up tightly with a nut. The 

top of the axis above this shoulder should be 

conical, and care should be taken that it be 

perpendicular to the plane of the board last- 

mentioned. Three screws should pass through 

the cii’cular projections intermediate with those 

to which the legs are attached; and their coni¬ 

cal points should act against the under side of 

the circle, so that by screwing up one, and at 

the same time slackening another, the circle- 

board can be put in a horizontal position, and, 

consequently, the axis will be perpendicular. 

Another circle should be made of the same 

diameter as the preceding-; and in its centre 

a hollow cone should fit the conical top of the 

axis, so that the upper circle may be tui'ued 

round horizontally, and a tube fixed upon it 

can be directed to any particular point. This 

tube may be about 18 inches long, and about 

the thickness of a gun-barrel. One end should 

have small cross wires; the other should be 

closed with a piece of black metal, with a very 

small hole in the centre to form a sight. A 

horizontal axis should be made pei'fectly cylin¬ 

drical at the ends, but formed in the middle 

like a hoop, within which the tube, at about 

half way from each end, should be secured. 

By means of two uprights fixed on the upper 

board, at equal distances from its centre, with 

their tops formed for the ends of the axis to 

turn in, the tube may be directed higher or 

lower. The spirit-tube being attached, will in¬ 

dicate the level; and that the sight-tube with 

the cross wires may be nicely adjusted, so as to 

bring the bubble in the middle of the spirit- 

tube, two screws should be attached to the for¬ 

mer, the end of one resting on the plane of the 

circle near one edge, and that of the other 

near the opposite edge. By turning these 

screws, the tube may be raised or depressed 

at pleasure. The upper circle bearing the 

tube, and turning on the upper end of the 

vertical axis, should be clamped to the fixed 

board under it, when the instrument is aboiit 

to be removed. A level of the above descrip¬ 

tion may be made by any one possessed of a 

little ingenuity, at a very trifling cost; and it 

will be found to answer perfectly well for all 

garden purposes, when the great nicety of the 

more expensive instruments used by surveyors 

is not required. 

IV.-MACHINES. 

Barrows are amongst the first requisites in 

every garden. The common garden barrow 

is too well known to need description. A 

barrow of a different shape (Fig. 77) is used 

Pig. 77. 

Wheel-barrow. 

in the mai'ket gardens about London. The 

sides and handles are each formed of one piece 

of board, generally elm, 4^ feet in length, and 

1 foot broad, except where it is cut away on 
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the under side to form a handle, and a little 

rounded off the upper corner in front. The 

sides are abotit 17 inches apart at bottom, 

and 21 inches at top; the ends 14 inches apart 

at bottom, and 27 at top, where the edges of 

the sides intersect. The back and front ends 

project 2 or 3 inches above the sides, into 

which they are mortised. The front projects 

forward 10 inches from the square, and the 

end next the handles 3 inches backwards. A 

barrow of this construction has rather a primi¬ 

tive appearance; but the wheel being near 

the handles, it can be turned in small com- 

jiass. This, and its narrow form, adapt it for 

being used between the rows of gooseberries, 

c'.u'rants, &c., where also its contents may easily 

be emptied over the sloping front. 

The navigator’s barrow is best adapted for 

excavating, or other work where planks are 

required. The wheel is narrow, and made 

entirely of cast-iron. This being the case, 

little soil adheres to it. In wet weather, and 

with clayey soil, wheeling on planks w-ith a 

broad wheel would be almost impracticable j 

but the narrow wheel of the navigatoi-’s bar- 

row, whilst it has less siu'face for adhesive 

substances to stick to, readily cuts its way 

through them to the plank. From its wide 

shallow form, it can be much more easily 

loaded and emptied than baiTOws with deeper 

and more upright sides. 

The Water-harrow (Fig. 78) has handles 

which are continuations of the two sides; 

Water-barrow. 

their extreme length is 5 feet 3 inches; they 

are 5 feet from the holes through which the 

axle passes to their other extremity. The 

breadth from outside to outside is 20 inches 

at the wheel, and 24 inches at the handle. 

The wheel is 18 inches in diameter, and the 

less are of such a length as to admit of the 

barrow standing level. The sides are con¬ 

nected by four cross-bars, the edge next the 

wheel of the first being 11 inches from the 

centre of the axle, and the edge of the foui'th, 

or that next the handles, 37 inches from 

the same centre. A shouldered uqiright rod 

from each side supports the head bar, part of 

which forms a segment of a circle to fit the 

side of the cask; and two round wooden stays 

extend each from near the middle of the head 

to the sides, into the upper side of which they 

are inserted. These may be iron instead of 

wood. The first and third bars, reckoning 

from the ii’oii uprights, are level with the 

sides, and are plated with iron, as is likewise 

the intermediate upper part of each side. The 

second and fourth bars are not plated, and are 

a little below the level of the others. The 

handles curve upwards from the foui’th bar 

to the extent of 3^ inches from that bar. 

The legs are attached at between 30 and 33 

inches from the axle; they are shod with iron, 

extended to form stays attached to the under 

part of each side. 

The leng-th of this barrow is greater than 

may seem necessary, seeing that the base of 

a tub or barrel that will hold as much as a 

man can wheel, does not occupy much of that 

length. It can, however, be proved that a 

barrow for wheeling water should be long; 

supposing that the tub is quite filled, and in 

moving it, as it rests level on the barrow, the 

handles be lifted up say 8 inches, the tub will 

then be on an inclined plane of 8 inches in 

5 feet, and a certain quantity of the water 

would, consequently, run over. But if the 

I tub were to be wheeled on a barrow with the 

handles only 2^ feet from the axle, and let 

these be raised only to the same height, 8 

inches, as before, yet the inclination would be 

doubled, and so likewise the overflow of water. 

I The level of the water in the tub is affected 

j by every inequality of surface over which the 

j wheel passes; but it is less disturbed when the 

! handles are long than when they are short. 

To prevent the water from being jerked over 

in wdieeliug, a wicker float is frequently em¬ 

ployed, and it is found to answer better than 

a piece of board. When not employed in 

wheeling tubs of water, a barrow of this kind 

may be used for vegetables, litter, baskets, or 

anything that will not fall through the spaces 

between the cross-bars of the bottom. 

Fig. 79 represents a long barrow employed 

in the market gardens near London, for svheel- 

ing vegetables ficom the grounds to the pack- 

j^jig-yard; also baskets with fruit, foi whic.i 

it is well adapted, for twelve or more of those 

termed half-sieves, can be conveyed on one of 

this description. 
Hand-barrows.—A simple form may con- 

13 
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sist of two bearers, with a flat boarding; but 

for many garden pm’poses, one of the folloAV- 

ing description will be found very suitable. 

The length of its sides, tapered at the ends to 

form handles, is 7 feet 4 inches, the length of 

the box part is 39 inches, the depth 2 inches, 

the width at bottom 23 inches, at top 24 

inches, the sides are thinned a little towards 

the upper edge on the inside; where this is 

not the case, their thickness is 1^ inch; their 

whole breadth is 5 inches. The bottom boai’ds 

extend lengthwise, and are left a little apart, 

to admit of water passing through; they are 

|-inch thick, and are supported on three bars 

mortised into the sides. The legs, extend¬ 

ing fi'om the upper edge of the sides, are 15 

inches in length; they are bolted to the sides 

by an iron rod, passing from side to side, im¬ 

mediately under the bottom, and higher up 

each is secured to the end board by a nutted 

screw, which is flattened after passing through 

the leg and side, so as to form a strap, which, 

extending about 6 inches along the end inside, 

is secured to that part. The corners may 

also be clamped or straj)ped with iron. This 

hand-barrow is well adapted for carrying 

heavy pots with jDlants, 

Hand-barrow for Carrying Fruit.—Very 

choice fruits of apples and pears should not be 

heaped above each other in taking them from 

the trees to the fruit-room. It is therefore 

desirable to have a barrow that will hold a 

considei’able quantity in a single layer. One 

of the following construction (Fig. 80) has 

Fig. 80. 

Fruit Hand-barrow. 

been found very suitable for the purpose. The 

box part is 4 feet 7 inches long, by 2 feet 2 

inches, inside measure, or outside, the length 

of this part is equal to twice the width; the 

bottom for the fruit has, therefore, an area 

of 10 square feet. The depth is 4 inches; 

the length, from one extremity of the handles 

to the other, is 7^ feet. The handles are con¬ 

tinuations of the same piece of wood which 

forms the respective sides. The bottoms, sup¬ 

ported by two bars of wood, dove-tailed and 

screwed into the under edge of the sides, which 

extend the thickness of these bars, or about 

1^ inch below the bottom. These bars are 

17 inches apart. There is also at each end an 

iron rod, which passes close under the bottom 

for its support, through the sides and legs, 

which it lightly connects at that part. Higher 

up, the sides are screwed to the ends; the 

sci’ew passes through the side to catch the 

nut; but its other end is flattened into a strap, 

which is secured by screws to the end. The 

legs, from the top of the sides to the ground, 

are about 15 inches long. The bottom of 

such a barrow, when fruit is to be carried in 

it, should be lined with straw and a mat; two 

or more layers of the less choice sorts of fruit 

may be carried safely enough, provided a 

double mat be interposed between each. 

Fumigators are used for fumigating plants 

infested by green-fly and other aphides. If 

in houses or pits, these should be shut up. If 

a single plant in a house or one gi-owing out 

of doors, is to be freed from insects by fumi¬ 

gation, it should be covered with a cloth, well 

wetted to prevent the escape of the smoke. 

The tobacco having been ignited, the mouth of 

the apparatus is introduced through an open¬ 

ing in the cloth for the purpose. After allow¬ 

ing the house to be shut up for the night, the 

plants should be well syringed next morning, 

in order to cleanse the leaves of the acrid 

s\ibstance deposited by the condensation of the 

smoke, and to remove such of the insects as 

have only been stupifled. If the plants have 

not been completely freed of the insects by the 

ojieration, it must be repeated. 

There are several kinds of fumigators, some 

of which may also be used for dusting plants 

with lime or snulf. 

Read's Fumigator consists of a pair of bel¬ 

lows and a cylindrical canister, in the interior 

of which is a perforated plunger to keep down 

the tobacco. The smoke of this, when ignited, 

is driven by the bellows through a pipe, by 

means of which it may be directed against 

the plant to be fumigated. 

A very portable fumigator consists of a 
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copper cylinder, with a grating at each end. 

Within this the tobacco is placed and ignited, 

a long tube proceeds from one end of this cy¬ 

linder, and the other is attached to the nozzle 

of a pair of bellows like that of a common one, 

but longer, in order that the heat may not 

injure the leather. 

A common mode of fumigating is to make 

a hole in the side of a flower pot, near the bot¬ 

tom, so that the nozzle of a pair of bellows can 

be introduced. A little live coal is put into 

the bottom of the pot, then the tobacco, and 

over this some damp moss. By this arrange¬ 

ment, and gently blowing, slow combustion is 

produced, which is essential for the destruc¬ 

tion of insects; for if tobacco is biirned rapidly 

by too free access of air, the narcotic principle 

is in a great measure destroyed. 

Sulphurator.—Since the attacks of mildew 

on the vine and other plants have become so 

prevalent, and as flowers of sulphur is the best 

known remedy, sulphurators have become very 

necessary. Accordingly, various kinds have 

been invented, some working with a wheel, on 

the principle of a fan, others like the bellows. 

Fig. 81 rejoresents one which answers exceed- 

Fig. SI. 

SiUphiirator. 

ingly well. The boards forming the sides of 

the bellows are 7 inches in diameter, forming 

two-thirds of a circle round the flap opening, 

then tapering to the place where the nozzle 

is fixed on the wood. The upper board is 

cut across, the leather covei'ing over the cut, 

forming the hinge for allowing the board to 

movehip and down. On the upper side of the 

tube is a circular tin box, 3 inches in diame¬ 

ter, and 21 inches deep, for holding sulphur, 

which, on being introduced, and the lid fitted 

on, passes through holes in the bottom of the 

box and upper side of the tube, from the 

interior of which it is expelled by the action 

of the bellows. On the under side will be 

observed a thin spring strap, bearing at its 

further extremity a piece of iron which strikes 

against the tin tube as the bellows is worked, 

and shakes the sulphur into the tube when it 

would otherwise not pass through the holes. 

The boards are made of thin hard wood about 

-j'^o'inch thick. The leather is also very thin 

and exceedingly pliable, and to this must be 

ascribed the superiority in extent of blast, 

which this small apparatus possesses over those 

of larger dimensions, but with thicker leather. 

The above is a cheap, convenient, and easily 

worked apparatus. It also economizes the 

sulphur, by finely distributing the particles; 

and, on the whole, is greatly to be preferred 

to those machines which throw out the‘sul¬ 

phur in irregular volumes, and which cannot 

be controlled to give a well-distributed slight 

dose when such is required. The wheel ma¬ 

chines are not so manageable for garden pur¬ 

poses, for which reason they need not be further 

noticed. 

Mowing Machines.—These can only be ad¬ 

vantageously used in dry weather, and on 

lawns that are level. Where there are large 

trees the ground is naturally elevated round 

their stems, and a scythe is found better adap¬ 

ted in cases where such inequalities occur. 

Mowing: machines cannot be well used in wet 

weather, the cutters being then apt to clog, 

and in such weather grass requires more fre¬ 

quent mowing. Bj’^ persons not accustomed 

to using the scythe, it is deemed very trying 

work; in this case, a mowing machine may bo 

preferred. Some of large size, and drawn by 

a horse, are employed for extensive lawns such 

as those of the Eoyal Gardens at Kew. 

Syringes are essentially necessary in most 

gardens; they are indispensable where there 

are glass structures for plants and forcing; and 

in small gardens they may be substituted to 

some extent for the garden engine, as regards 

fruit-trees. 
There are now many kinds of syringes, gene¬ 

rally of good construction. The simple form 

was a straight tube with a piston, by which, 

however, the water could only be drawm up 

through the rose on the end, and consequently 

when the perforations were fine, the cylinder 

could not be speedily filled. This, though 

cheaper than the improved ones in the first 

instance, is not so economical in the long run, 

owing to the loss of time in charging. 

Read's Patent Syringe, Fig. 83, is a great 

Fig. S2. 

Read’s Syringe. 

improvement; for, however fine may be the 

rose used, the water can be readily draivn up. 

This is owing to the water being chiefly ad- 
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■mitted tlirougli a nozzle, in the neck of wliich 

a ball valve is caged. When the piston is 

drawn up, the ball is raised sufficiently to 

admit plenty of water; and when the piston is 

pressed down, the ball is driven forward and 

closes the nozzle, so that the water can only 

pass out through the perforations of the rose. 

In short, the water is chiefly drawn in through 

the nozzle by an opening about TViuch diame¬ 

ter, and is expelled by as many as thirty open¬ 

ings, each of which, in a rather finely perfo¬ 

rated rose, would only admit a small pin. By 

steadily drawing up the piston it will be closely 

followed by the water, from the latter having 

free ingress, and on this account, more water 

can be thro-wn out in the same time, than in 

the case of the simple form, in which the in¬ 

gress is limited. E,ead’s syringe has another 

good principle, which tends greatly to easy 

working, and the prevention of the escape of 

water. In the centre of the top which screws 

on the cylinder, there is a stuffing-box through 

which the piston-rod works, but with this 

arrangement, air could not escape when the 

piston-rod is drawn up; nevertheless, it being 

necessary that it should do so, there is a hole 

near the top, and in some of the newest in¬ 

struments, a small tube attached and turned 

downwards, by means of which, a free com¬ 

munication for the egress of air when the pis¬ 

ton is drawn up, and for ingi'ess when it is 

pushed down, is maintained. The syringe is 

furnished with roses of different degrees of 

fineness, as seen in Fig. 82, a and b, or with a 

single tube when it is requi.site to force out 

the water in one unbroken stream. By means 

of an angle branch, which may be attached 

to the syringe, the stream of water may be 

delivered in any direction, so that the under 

sides of leaves, <fcc., may be washed. In using 

syringes, great care should be taken not to in¬ 

dent their sides by dashing them against the 

edge of the watering-pot, or by placing them 

where they are apt to roll off and fall upon a 

hard substance. It should be remembered, 

that a single indentation renders the cylinder 

no longer a true one, and then the piston can¬ 

not fit accurately. To prevent injuries so apt 

to occur to the cylinder, unless great care be 

taken, syringes have been made with an out¬ 

side cylinder, leaving a small cavity between 

it and the inner one; if this oiitside case should 

be accidentally indented, it is immaterial to 

the working of the apparatus, so long as the 

inner one remains unaffected. There are va¬ 

rious other kinds of syringes, but we consider 

Read’s to be the best, and the cheapest in the 

long run. 

Watering Engines.—Of these there are seve¬ 

ral kinds used in gardens, some being hand- 

engines, and others barrow-engines. They are 

now made to act on the principle of the force- 

pump, that is, a cylinder or pump barrel is 

fitted with a piston; on this being drawm up 

a vaciium is produced, and the water in which 

the lower end of the cylinder is immersed, is 

pressed upon by the atmosphere and driven 

up into the cylinder, which is thus filled with 

water as far as the piston is raised. A valve 

at the bottom of tlie pump barrel prevents 

the water from returning into the tank. A 

communication with a side vessel is closed by 

a valve at its base, and the side vessel is closed 

air-tight round a tube reaching nearly to its 

bottom. On the piston being pressed down 

the water forces open the valve of the adjoin¬ 

ing vessel, in which it consequently rises by 

every downward stroke of the piston, and 

covers the lower end of the tube. When 

this takes place, the free egress of the air in 

the top of the vessel is cut off, and it is com¬ 

pressed as the water is forced in from the 

barrel through the valve below. But the 

water itself is equally pressed upon by the 

elasticity of the compressed air, which acts 

like a spring till it regains its natural space; 

and so long as this is not attained, the water 

w’ill be constantly forced up into the tube, 

and be discharged in a continuous stream, or 

streams, according as it is allowed to escape at 

top through a single pipe, or through the per¬ 

forations of a rose. We have thought it ne¬ 

cessary to endeavour to explain the principle 

of these pneumatic engines, and it may be well 

to give some idea of the force which may be 

exerted by means of the above arrangement; 

for, in ignorance of this, certain parts are often 

torn to pieces. By means of the leverage af¬ 

forded by the handle, a man pressing upon the 

latter with a weight equal to 10 lbs., may com¬ 

municate to the piston a pressure of 100 lbs. 

on the inch, and this pressure will be commu¬ 

nicated to every square inch of the interior of 

the pipe, should any obstruction prevent the 

discharge of the water. On a portion of a pipe, 

1 inch in diameter and 12 inches in length, the 

pressui'e would therefore amount to 3770 lbs. 

This shows that the machinist should make 

the tubes very strong, and that the person 

who uses the engine should not urge the pis- 
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ton too much, wheu he has cause to suspect 

that some obstruction has taken place. 

Hannay and Dietrichsen’s garden engine 

(Fig. 83), has several important advantages 

Garden Engine. 

over some others. It is easily worked, not 

liable to get out of order, and with one wheel, 

it is very portable, and can be readily turned 

in small space. The air-vessel is a hollow 

cast-iron sphere, through the centre of which 

the piston barrel is fixed, and also the upright 

part of the discharge pipe. The piston has a 

double action. There are three ball valves, 

by means of which water is admitted in mov¬ 

ing the piston either up or down j so that with 

a short stroke, as much water is pumped in as 

would otherwise be the case with twice the 

length of stroke. A cast-iron bridge is sur¬ 

mounted by the fulcrum for the leverage of 

the handle, and this fulcrum is an axle work¬ 

ing in brass collars, the handle being fixed on 

a square in the middle of the axis. This works 

very smoothly, and is a great improvement 

on the former mode of leverage, according to 

which, the fulcrmn was attached at the front 

of the engine, and the lever to the piston-rod 

at a point between the fulcrum and the hand, 

by iron pins; these soon got worn and ac¬ 

quired too much room, making a clacking 

noise at every movement of the handle up or 

down. The tank of the engine in question is 

made of copper, or of galvanized iron; or it 

may be made of wood, which is better than 

the galvanized iron. If the latter, or copper, 

form the cistern, the bottom of it is bolted by 

screws to inch-and-quarter board below. The 

cistern is supported by the legs, and by the 

irons which extend so as to form bearings for 

the ends of the axle. These irons are about 4 

inches broad, half of which is bent at right 

angles downwards, the other half is fixed to 

the bottom by two screw-bolts. 

V.-UTENSILS. 

Pots.—These are generally made of clay, a 

certain quantity of which is called a cast. This 

is formed into from one to eighty pots, accord¬ 

ing to their size. The dimensions of the pots 

made in Loudon and its vicinity are as fol¬ 

lows : — 

Name. Number to 
the cast. 

Diameter 
at top. 

Depth. 

Twos, or 18-irioli,. 2 
Inches. 

18 
Inches. 

14 

Fours, or 15-inch,. 4 15 13 

Sixes, or 13-inoh. 6 13 12 

Eights, or 12-inch,. 8 12 11 

Twelves, or 11-inch,.... 12 iH 10 

Sixteens, or 9-inch,. 16 n 9 
Twenty-fours, or 8-inoh, 24 8 

Thirty-twos, or 6-ineh, . 32 6 6 
Forty-eights, or 5-inch, 48 4i 5 

Sixties, or 3-inch,. 60 34 34 
Eighties, or thumbs,.... 80 24 

The dimensions of pots vary, however, con¬ 

siderably, according to the locality and the par¬ 

ticular pottery in which the pots are made. 

The various sizes of garden pots have one 

prevailing characteristic in their form, which 

is that of being wider at top than at bottom. 

This is necessary on account of shifting the 

plants grown in them; for if the sides were 

perpendicular, the ball of earth could not be 

turned out without breaking the pot. Sandy 

soil, even without roots growing in it, could 

not by any means be pressed out of an earthen¬ 

ware cylindei’, unless a very short one. Hence, 

it is evident that pots must be made widest at 

top. Whilst this is admitted, yet the less they 

taper, so as shifting can be effected, the bet¬ 

ter; for the pot will then contain more soil 

for feeding the roots. It may be said, that 

the same quantity of soil could be insured by 

making the pot deeper; but in that case the 

ball of earth must assume a conical shape, and 

as it shrinks when dry, it would act like a 

wedge downwards. Then, when saturated, the 

ball cannot raise itself up, and must conse¬ 

quently be compressed. When again dry, it 

shrinks and wedges lower, to be again com¬ 

pressed when saturated. Long tapering pots 

are therefore not to be recommended. Gene¬ 

rally, pots of large size are wider than they 

are deep; and on the contrary, the depth of 

small-sized pots equals or exceeds their width. 

It has been a question, whether glazed or 

unglazed pots are best for plants. The glazed 
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pots liave a clean appearance; tliey do not eva¬ 

porate so much water as the porous earthen¬ 

ware ; and the ball can be more easily tm-ned 

out in shifting, from the smooth glazed surface 

than from a rough one. In these respects, 

the glazed pots have some advantages; but 

these are more than cormter-balanced by the 

liigher price. There is also a greater com¬ 

pression of the ball of soil, and consequently a 

greater cavity between the sides and ball of 

earth, than in the case of common pots. The 

price may not be a matter of great importance 

with some, although in extensive cidtivation 

it would be a consideration. But the glazed 

surface is objectionable as regards the growth 

of the plants. In the common pot there is 

somewhat less cohesion between the soil and 

the sides of the pot, than there is between 

the particles of the soil itself. But if this he 

the case to some extent with soil in contact 

with the rough material of the common pot, 

there wdl be still less cohesion when the soil 

is in contact with a glazed surface, afford¬ 

ing scarcely any hold for the soil. If a sub¬ 

stance could be made, to which the soil would 

have a degree of adherence equal to that which 

exists amongst its own particles, common rich 

garden soil might be used in pots, without 

becoming a hardened mass, as it almost in¬ 

variably does when employed in that way. 

Probably no substance capable of being ma¬ 

nufactured possesses so much the property of 

adhesiveness to the soil, as the common pot; 

whilst the glazed pot possesses the least; and 

therefore its use cannot be generally recom¬ 

mended. Where the nature of the plant ad¬ 

mits of a very fibrous soil, or peat, glazed pots 

may be used, for in such soil cohesion of tlie 

particles is prevented by the fibre. 

Drainage for the roots of plants being es¬ 

sential, it is usually provided for by one hole 

in the bottom, or by several smaller ones in 

tliat part, and in the side near the base. For 

large plants, however, pots are now made wth 

one hole in the bottom large enough to admit 

the end of an upright post, and over this is 

laid a stout moveable bottom without holes. 

AVhen the plant is to be shifted, the pot is 

kept upright and placed on the top of the 

post, and thus the pot is pushed down whilst 

the ball is not, but remains on the top of the 

post with the flat circular bottom under it. 

Besides the common forms, pots are made 

with double sides, with raised bottoms, also 

with projecting bases. The double-sided pot 

has a small opening at top by which the space 

between the two sides can be filled with water, 

and thus the withdrawal of moisture from the 

soil by evaporation from the sides of the pot 

is prevented. But the same object is usually 

effected by placing one pot within another of 

a size or two larger, and stuffing the space be¬ 

tween them with moss. The pot with a bottom 

raised like that of a champagne bottle, is the 

suggestion of Mr. Bendle, of Plymouth, and is 

considered useful for propagating. The hollow 

cone serves as a hot-air chamber, imparting a 

genial warmth to the soil in the pot, and so 

stimidating the vegetative powers of the cut¬ 

tings placed in it. Draining materials are 

introduced between the sides of the pot and 

the cone, in which there are holes to permit 

the escape of the water. In some particular 

cases where pots have to be placed where 

they ai’e apt to be turned over by wind, a 

projection may be formed so as to increase 

the base, and proportionally the stability of 

the pot. This projection may either be of a 

tripod form, or continuous like the base of a 

vase. 

Shallow pots and pans, the latter either 

square or round, of various sizes, are used in 

propagating. 

Earthenware Saucers or Flats, are made of 

different sizes, to suit those of the pots which 

are placed in them. Glazed saucers for plants 

in rooms are sometimes made, and are prefer¬ 

able because they do not allow the water to 

pass through and cause damp on whatever 

they may be set. Some are also made wfith 

a short column projecting from the centre, on 

the top of which a plant in a pot may be 

placed; the base of this column being sur¬ 

rounded with water, the plant so situated will 

be safe fi’om all enemies that cannot travel by 

water or air. A common saucer, in which is 

placed an inverted flower-pot, or a saxicer of 

a smaller size, bottom upwards, will answer the 

same purpose as the contrivance jxist men¬ 

tioned, and being cheaper, and, when not re¬ 

quired, more easily stowed awav, they are 

generally substituted for it. 

The Blanching Pot is used for blanching 

sea-kale, rhubarb, (fee.; it is an earthenware 

pot which is made in various shapes, and has 

a top which may be removed, so that the fit¬ 

ness of the vegetable for use may be ascer¬ 

tained without lifting the vdiole pot. Fre¬ 

quently, common garden pots, with the hole 

in the bottom covered with a piece of slate or 
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flat tile, are substituted for blaiicliiug pots, 

and answer the purpose very well. 

Plant Boxes are used for growing orange- 

trees and other plants of large size. They 

should he constructed with moveable sides, so 

that the roots may be examined and the soil 

renewed when necessary. Wood is the mate¬ 

rial usually employed in their construction, 

but slate is also sometimes used. Slate boxes 

possess the advantages of great durability, and 

of being easily kept clean and free from in¬ 

sects, to which they do not afford so many 

lurking places as the wooden ones. The orange 

tree boxes used at Versailles aie cubical and 

made of oak; the bottoms are pierced wuth 

holes to allow the water to pass away; two of 

the sides are fixed, the others are moveable; 

and each of the moveable sides is kept in its 

place bv iron bars, one end of which turns on 

a bolt, whilst the other lies in a hasp, and may 

be lifted up when the side is to be taken out. 

These boxes last for fifteen or twenty years, 

and in them are growing trees 30 feet in 

height, and 39 inches in circumference, some 

of which are upwards of 300 years old. 

Macintosh’s plant box (Fig. 84) has a neater 

appearance tnan the preceding; and all its 

sides being moveable, it offers greater facili¬ 

ties for removing the trees, examining their 

roots, replacing old soil with fresh, Ac. Two 

of the sides being hinged to the bottom, may 

be opened down by lifting up the iron bars; 

the others, which are not hinged but lift up, 

may then be easily removed. 

Wooden Tubs are used for- the same jiur- 

poses as plant boxes, the latter, however, when 

they have moveable sides are preferable; for 

the roots of plants grown in tubs can neither 

be examined, nor the soil renewed, without 

knocking off the hoops and removing the 

staves, to replace which the aid of the cooper 

becomes necessary. 

Sieves and Screens are useful in gardens for 

sifting earth and for screening gravel mould, 

Ac. Sieves with very small meshes are also 

used for cleaning seeds. 

Lime Duster.-—It is often necessary to scat¬ 

ter newly slaked lime on trees, Ac., for the 

destruction of insects; and as lime in this 

state is too caustic to be applied directly with 

the hand, a lime duster is occasionally em¬ 

ployed. It is made of tinned iron. Its gene 

ral form is that of a bottle with a wide neck. 

The length, exclusive of the handle, is about 

a foot, and it is about 7 inches in diameter 

at bottom, which is somewhat convex, and 

pierced with holes to permit the particles of 

lime to pass out by shaking. The handle is 

about 2 inches in diameter and 5 or 6 inches 

in length, with a cap which is fitted on after 

the lime has been introduced; or instead of the 

cap being pi;t on, the end of a long wooden 

handle may be inserted for the purpose of 

dusting high trees. 

Grindstone.—The utility of a grindstone is 

such, that it is said to be an accompaniment 

of civilization into the most remote parts of 

the world. It is almost indispensable in a 

garden, for when cutting tools are not kept 

properly sharpened, they can only be used 

with great disadvantage. In many cases, only 

half the amount of work can be performed 

with a blunt tool that can be done more per¬ 

fectly with a sharp one in the same time, and 

with less exertion. It would be well to have 

a large stone for spades, hoes, Ac., and a 

smaller one of closer grit for fine-edged tools. 

Watering-pots are generally made of tinned 

iron, sometimes of zinc, or of copper. AVhen 

made of copper, they possess the advantage of 

great durability, but are more expensive in 

the first instance, and heavier than those made 

of tinned iron; besides which they are liable, 

under certain circumstances, to communicate 

poisonous qvialities to the water. Zinc is 

cheap, bixt not durable. On the whole, stout 

tinned iron, kept w'ell painted, is most to be 

recommended. For general use in gardens, 

they are usually painted red, red lead being 

more durable on metal than perhaps any other 

paint. Watering-pots are sometimes painted 

green, or other colours; but the inside should 

nevertheless be painted red, as well as the 

outside of the bottom, and its surrounding 

ledge. When watering-pots require to be 

fresh painted, the old paint can be entirely 

removed, and the tinning renewed if it then 

be seen anywhere corroded; when well washed 
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and thoroughly dried in a tempex’ature above 

212°, a fresh coat of paint should be applied. 

According to the sort of plants to he watered, 

roses pierced with holes of greater or less size 

are employed. For plants growing out of 

doors, the common watering-pot with roses, 

also of tinned iron, pierced with comparatively 

large holes, is used. For tender plants, water¬ 

ing-pots of smaller size, with very fine holes, 

are necessary. These roses should be made 

of brass or copper, and to screw on and off, 

so that roses of two or three different degrees 

of fineness may be used with the same water¬ 

ing-pot. A pot with a long spout, which is 

bent where the rose is fixed, at right angles, 

or nearly so, is used for watering jilants in 

juts, or on shelves, at a distance from the 

operator; this spout may either be fixed or 

moveable; and fitting it, there should be two 

or three roses pierced with holes of different 

degrees of fineness. 

Money's Inverted Hose Watering-pot has a 

fixed spout, with which is employed a rose de¬ 

livering the water upwards, so as to let it fall 

in a gentle shower; there is, in addition, a 

tube which may be screwed on to the spout, 

and used with a smaller rose that delivers the 

water downwards, exactly over the object to be 

watered. Watering-pots of the above descrip¬ 

tion are well adapted for the use of amateurs, 

and for watering seedlings and delicate plants. 

There are several kinds of watering-pots, in 

which the escape of the water can be pre- 

x’ented at pleasure by the shutting of a valve 

by means of a spring or some other contri¬ 

vance; these are generally, however, of too 

complicated a nature for common use. 

The common form of the w'atering-pot with 

a straight rose, for open ground work, and 

smaller pots with straight tubes of different 

lengths, but adapted for having roses either 

straight or bent-necked fixed upon them, will 

answer every purpose required of these uten¬ 

sils. By the straight-necked rose, the water 

can be directed forward; and upwards, down¬ 

wards, or more or less to either side, by the rose 

with a bent neck capable of turning round. 

It is too frequently the case, that the bi-ass 

screws by which the fine roses are fixed, have 

the threads too small and shallow, and are, 

consequently, liable to be overhauled. The 

maker should recollect that the screws have 

to be worked by rougher hands than those 

accustomed to the use of delicate apparatus. 

Ladders.—Various kinds of these are re- 

quii’ed in gardens and orchards. For wall- 

trees, a Step-ladder, wdth boards for steps, is 

far preferable to one with rounds. The sides 

and steps should be made of clean well-sea¬ 

soned deal, and at the toji two ii-on spurs 

should he attached to the sides, for the steps 

to rest on when they are placed against the 

wall, that the trees may not be injured. The 

spurs, as well as the steps, should be fixed 

at an angle of about 85° with the sides, so 

that when the ladder is inclined against the 

wall, the steps and spurs may be horizontal. 

For pruning standard trees, and for gathering 

fruit from such, the ladder should have the 

sides from 2 to 2^ feet apart at the bottom, 

in order that it may have a good footing side¬ 

ways, for this is more necessary in ladders, 

the tops of which have to be placed against 

the bending branches of trees, than in those 

that are placed against solid walls. An iron 

round near the lower end, another in the 

middle, and one near the top, are very useful 

for keeping the sides from shifting out or in; 

the iron rounds should be shoxildex’ed against 

the inner part of the sides, and secured with 

a screw-nut on the outside. The iron round 

at top is sometimes made to project on each 

side, in order to receive the eyed ends of poles, 

which may be thereto attached, and secxired 

with a pin, to form support independent of the 

tree. But these projections cause obstruc¬ 

tions when the top of the ladder has to be 

pushed uji amongst the branches. It is, there¬ 

fore, better to dispense with the projecting 

ends, and have the poles foi’ked at top to catch 

the iron round. Two forked p)oles are gene¬ 

rally used in Herefordshire as supports to a 

fruit-gathering ladder. They are readily 

placed, and more easily carried from place to 

place when they are separate from the ladder, 

than if attached to it. Folding Steps are oc¬ 

casionally useful in gardens and hot-houses. 

Two pairs of them, with a plank between, may 

be used as a stage in summer-dressing wall- 

trees. Jointed.Ladders are required for curvi 

linear roofs. A piece of board is fixed across 

the top, to rest upon the bars, and another 

lower down, if necessary. liadders have been 

made for orchard work with two strong sup¬ 

ports, connected by iron stays from one sup¬ 

port to the other, and from the supports to 

each side of the ladder; it is thus rendered 

self-supporting. On the upper sides of this 

ladder irons are fixed and curved, so as to 

admit of a second ladder being pushed up be- 
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tweeu them and the rounds of the one below. 
The second ladder is secured by a stout iron 
strap, resembling an S in shape, in one end of 
which a round of the upper ladder is placed, 
and the other end of the strap is hooked upon 
the round next above of the fixed ladder. 
This contrivance may be usefully emjdoyed in 
some eases; for example, it may be placed near 
a tree, and without leaning against any of the 
branches, the upper ladder can be pushed up 
into the centre of the tree. It is, howevei', 
not so easily moved as a common ladder. 

Baskets.—Several kinds of these are required 
fur carrying vegetables and fruit, and for va- 
lious other purposes. They are generally 
made of willows, and in the finer kinds the 
willows are peeled. The bark, however, tends 
to rot the wood, and to occasion mouldiness; 
so that, in most cases, it would be economical 
to take it off, even though it occasions more 
labour in the first instance. 

Baskets used in England for carrying vege¬ 
tables are generally those well-known white or 
peeled willow-baskets, sometimes called cross- 
handled baskets. In Scotland, baskets for 

the above purpose, have the rim, handle, and 
libs, made of ash, hazel, or other flexible wood, 
and these are worked with peeled or unpeeled 
willows. They ai-e contracted in the middle, 
and this allows the weight to come nearer the 
centre of support, so that a load can be more 
oasily carried than in those of an oval form, 
in which the weight is thrown farther from 
the arm and side of the bearer, and, conse¬ 

quently, has a greater leverage. 
The gathering basket is about 12| inches 

in diameter at top, 8| at bottom, and 11 inches 
deep, inside measure; and it contains about 
one-third of a heaped bushel. It has a cross¬ 
handle, to which a hooked stick is attached 
by a cord; this serves to hook the basket on 
a branch, or on a round of the ladder, when 
gathering orchard fruit; and when employed 
for the purpose, the basket should be lined 
with some soft material to prevent the fruit 
from bruising. On this account a shallow 
basket would be preferable; but the one de¬ 
scribed is more convenient for passing between 

the branches. 
Baskets in use for fruit and vegetables for 

the London markets are of various kinds. 
That called a half-sieve, is a cylindrical bas¬ 
ket, from 12 to 12| inches in diameter, and 
6 inches deep. A rim tapering inwards is 
sometimes added to the top of this sieve, and 

over this willow caps are fixed, in some cases. 
The whole resembles a cylinder sui’mounted 
by a cone. The half-sieve, when heaped, con¬ 
tains about 3^ imperial gallons. 

A willow basket, called a harge, is used for 
packing half-sieves in. Its bottom and top 
are of the same size, the sides are parallel, the 
ends rounded to fit the curve of the half-sieve 
basket; its dimensions admit of two of these 
being placed in the bottom, two above these, 
and two with caps make a third tier, or in 
all six half-sieves. The two upper ones are 
lashed down by a cord passing through handles 
at the sides and ends of the barge. The pack¬ 
ing of the fruit in the half-sieves in the first 
instance, and again these in the barge, occa¬ 
sions much labour, and on this account, bas¬ 
kets called sieves, are made to hold as much 
as two of the half-sieves; others contain a 
bushel; these not being heaped are placed 
above each other in a spring van or waggon. 

Bushel baskets are also made like the in¬ 
verted frustum of a cone, and about 14| inches 
in diameter at top, 10 inches at bottom, and 17 
inches deep. 

Large i-ound baskets, for the carriage of 
choice fruit, are made of peeled willows, and 
are somewhat wider at top than at bottom. In 
order to keep the layers of fruit from pressing 
upon each other, a ledge is worked with wil¬ 
lows about half-way uj^; when a layer of fruit 
is packed in the bottom, a flat willow basket- 
worked partition is placed over it, and thi.s 
resting on the ledge, admits of another layer 
of fruit being placed upon it, without pressing 
upon the fruit below. The lid for covering the 
top of the basket in question should be convex, 
and fitted with an oil-cloth cover, in order 

that wet may be thrown off. 
Deep oval baskets or hampers, more coarsely 

made than the jtreceding, are frequently used 
for the carriage of vegetables. The lids should 
be convex, for in this form they have greater 
strength than Avhen flat; besides they admit 
of the substances being heaped likewise in a 
convex form above the edge of the hamper, 
so that when thatched over with seme broad 
kind of leaves, or with grass, the rain Avill de¬ 
scend towards the outside, instead of lodging 
among the contents of the basket. 

Hampers of smaller size are used for ]:)ack- 
ing small plants in pots, and occasionally par¬ 
cels of fiuit. For the latter purpose, the ends 
of the willows should be carefully trimmed off, 
otherwise they would injure the fruit; nor 
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should the form of the hamper he loug and 

narrow; for when this is the case, after the 

sides are lined, there is comparatively little 

space for holding fruit. The less difference 

there is between the length, breadth, and 

dejDth of any box or basket, the greater will 

1)6 its contents, in proportion to the area of 

its surface. Accordingly, it will be found 

that a hamper, say 36 inches long, 10 inches 

wide, and 6 inches deep, will have 1272 square 

inches of surface. Another, 17 inches long, 

15 inches wide, and 11 inches deep, will have 

a surface of 1214 square inches, or somewhat 

less than the preceding. Although the longer 

hamper would require more willows to make 

it, from its greater surface, yet its capacity is 

only 2160 cubic inches, scarcely a bushel; 

whilst that of the other, approaching more 

nearly to a cube in form, contains 2805 cubic 

inches, or more than 1^ bushel. This may 

be usefully borne in mind where capacity is 

the chief consideration, and where the sub¬ 

stances to be packed may be placed above 

each other without injury. Fruit hampers, 

20 inches long, 12 wide, and 8 deep, are found 

to be a very convenient form. 

Funnels are round shallow baskets, made of 

deal, split very thin. They are much used 

about London for holding strawberries, plums, 

peaches, or other fruits, also salading. The 

deal is first split like laths, the pieces are then 

steeped in water to give toughness and plia¬ 

bility, when they are again split for working. 

In doing this, the knife must be entered not 

in the direction of the annual layers, but at 

right angles to these, or in the direction of 

the medullary I’ays or silver grain, otherwise 

the wood will not split well. Some thin 

splints taken off in this way, and about an 

inch broad, are cut in lengths equal to the 

intended width of the punnet, and twice its 

depth. These are laid across each other, so 

that their extremities may radiate at equal 

distances. Thinner, narrower, and very pli¬ 

able strips are then woven in, till a circle, the 

width of the bottom, is formed. The straight 

jjieces are then bent upwards to form the 

sides; in some these are quite upright, in 

others they spread outwards or inwards, when 

the bottom of one punnet is intended to rest 

on the top of another. The size, form, and 

relative dimensions vary according to the piir- 

]>oses for which they are employed. They 

should always be lined with leaves, paper, or 

other substances that vdll prevent the shai-p 

edges of the wood from injuring the fruit, 

which they are apt to do, if it is packed with¬ 

out due precaution being taken. Although 

so very common about London, this basket 

has been thus noticed, because it is not known 

in many parts of the country. 

Follies.-—These are occasionally made to hold 

the measixre of a pottle, hence their name. 

Generally, however, they are much smaller, 

and are chiefly used for holding strawberries 

and raspberries; but they are certainly not 

well adapted for the purpose, and are now less 

employed than formerly. They are made of 

thin split deal, and of a long tapering form, 

narrow at bottom, and fiu'uished with a handle 

over the mouth. Being widest at top, they 

cannot stand without support, but may be 

packed in a head-load basket to the number 

of thirty-six; and in this way, chiefly, straw¬ 

berries were taken to the London market pre¬ 

viously to the general use of spring-vans for 

that purpose. 

VI.-METEOEOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

The Thermomeler.—The v'alue of this in¬ 

strument in the garden is so great, and so uni¬ 

versally acknowledged, that it is unnecessary 

to descant upon it. As there are several 

sorts of thermometers, differing in their con¬ 

struction, and adapted for particular purposes, 

a description of such of them as are necessary 

or useful in a garden may, without impro¬ 

priety, be given. 

The thermometer is constructed on the 

principle that all bodies expand under the in¬ 

fluence of heat, and contract by cold. To this 

general law, water below 40° is, however, an 

exception. Any body might be employed for 

the purpose of measui’ing the intensity of 

heat; but the expansion of solids is too small, 

whilst that of gases is too gi’eat for ordmary 

purposes—liquids, the expansion of which is 

greater than that of solids, and less than that 

of gases, must therefore be employed. Mer- 

ciu’y is the one most used, and which is best 

adapted for this purpose; for its expansion is 

more uniform, and the difference between its 

freezing and boiling points is greater than in 

other liquids. The common thermometer con¬ 

sists of a tube of very small bore, which should 

be of equal diameter throughout, and on one end 

of which a bulb is formed. Into this mercury 

is introduced, by rarefying the air in the inside 

of the ball, and then dipping the open end of 
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the tube into mercury recently boiled, in order 

to expel air and moisture. As the air in the 

bulb and tube cools and contracts, the mer¬ 

cury is forced up into the bulb by the pres¬ 

sure of the atmosphere. When the bulb and 

tube have been filled with a sufticient quan¬ 

tity of mei'cury, this is boiled once, or oftener, 

if a very accurate instrument is to be made. 

The open extremity of the tube is then her¬ 

metically sealed, the mercury being driven up 

the tixbe by heating the bulb, in order com¬ 

plete!}^ to expel the air. A scale has then to 

be graduated. To do this, two points must 

be obtained, namely, the freezing and boiling 

points of water; the height at which the mer¬ 

cury in the tube stands at these temperatures 

being marked, the intermediate space is divided 

into degrees, the number of which unfortu¬ 

nately varies in different countries. In Bri¬ 

tain and North America, Fahrenheit’s scale is 

used; in France, and nearly all over the Con¬ 

tinent, the Centigrade is employed; whilst in 

some countries Reaumur’s scale is still used. 

The freezing point of water on Fahrenheit’s 

scale is placed at 32°; and the interv’al between 

this and the boiling point is divided into 180°. 

On the Centigrade scale, and tliat of Reaumur, 

the freezing point, or 32° Fah., is 0°; and the 

interval between the freezing and boiling 

points is divided into 100° on tlie Centigrade, 

and 80° on that of Reaumur. Knowing the 

relation that exists between the degrees of 

the different scales, a temperature expressed 

in degrees of one scale may be easily rediiced 

to the corresponding temperature of another; 

but as the necessary calculations are very 

troublesome when they have frequently to be 

made, it is better to procure comparative 

tables, by the use of which the result may be 

obtained by inspection. 

The largeness of the divisions on Reaeimur’s 

and the Centigrade scales, render the use of 

fractional parts of a degree frequently neces¬ 

sary; but another and gi’eater objection is, 

that whenever the thei'mometer stands below 

freezing, the use of — degrees also becomes 

necessary, and this in every series of obser¬ 

vations is very inconvenient. 

Self-registering thermometers are so con¬ 

trived as to mark the extremes of tempera¬ 

ture; and on this account they are valuable 

for meteorological purposes, and likewise for 

jdacing in hot-houses. Several kinds of self¬ 

registering thermometers have been invented; 

but those of Six and Rutherford are the ones 

genei'ally use<l. Of the former of these in¬ 

struments, the following excellent account 

has been given by Professor Traill:— 

Six's Register Thermometer (Fig. 85) is a 

spirit-of-wine thei’mometer, with a long cylin¬ 

drical bulb, and a tube bent 

in the form of a siphon, with 

parallel legs, and terminat¬ 

ing in a small cavity. A 

portion of the two legs of 

the siphon, from a to 6, is 

filled with mercury; the bulb 

and the remainder of both 

legs of the siphon, as well as 

a small portion of the ca¬ 

vity, are filled with highly 

rectified alcohol. The double 

column of mercury is in¬ 

tended to give motion to the 

two indices c, d. Each index 

consists of a bit of iron wire 

inclosed in a glass tube, 

which is capped at each ex¬ 

tremity by a button of ena¬ 

mel. Their dimensions are 

such, that they would move 

freely in the tube, were it 

not for a thread of glass 

drawn from the upper cap 

of each, and inclined so as 

to press against one side of 

the tube, forming a delicate 

spring of sufficient power to 

retain the attached index at any part of the 

tube to which it is raised by the column 

of mercury. The action of the instrument 

will now, we believe, be readily understood. 

When an increase of temperature expands 

the spirit in the bulb, it depresses the mer¬ 

cury in the limb a, and proportionally raises 

it in the limb b of the siphon; the mercurial 

column in the latter raises the index d before 

it; and when the mercury sinks in that leg, 

the bottom of the index d, retained at that 

height by the glass spring, will indicate how 

high the mercury had risen. When the spirit 

in the bulb contracts by cold the mercury in 

the limb h descends, and the consequence is a 

proportional ascent of the column in the side 

a; which, likewise carrying the index c be¬ 

fore it, leaves its lower extremity at the point 

to which the column of that side had risen. 

In this manner, the maximum and minimum 

temperatures are seen at any desired interval 

of time; and all that is necessary to prepare 

Fig. 85. 

Six’s Self-Registering 
Thermometer. 
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the instrimient for a fresh observation is to 

bring down both indices to the surface of 

their respective columns by means of a mag¬ 

net, which will act on the bit of iron wire in¬ 

cluded in the body of each index. From the 

above description, it is obvious, that there 

must be an ascending scale to measure the 

degrees of expansion in h, and a descending 

scale applied to a, to mark the contx-action of 

the spirit. Mi'. Six graduated his thermo- 

metei's by placing them in water at different 

temperatures, and marking on his scales the 

heights corresponding to every 5° of a standai’d 

mercurial thermometer immersed in the same 

liquid. This elegant invention has become a 

common instrument; and on account of the 

ease with which the glass-spring of the index 

may be broken off, many insti’ument makers 

substitute a slender bristle, tied to the upper 

part of the index, and lapped round its body. 

This renders the spring less easily spoiled by 

the careless shifting of the index j but the haii’, 

by being long steeped in spii'it, is liable to 

have its elasticity destroyed; and a slender 

silver or platina wire would be preferable. 

The usual dimensions of the instrument are a 

bulb from 6 to 16 inches in length, and from 

0-2 to 0-3 inch in intei’nal diameter; the 

siphon, from the Ath to the T^th of an inch 

in width, and of a length proportioixed to the 

size of the bulb; the indices about 1 inch 

long; the terminal expansion of the tube is, in 

most of the insti’uments now made, rather too 

small; in Six’s original instrument, this part 

was a cylinder of 2 inches in length, by ^ inch 

in diameter, to a bulb of 16 inches in length, 

and /jjths of an inch in internal diameter. 

The chief defect of Six’s thermometer arises, 

as in most other conti’ivances of this sort, 

from the unequal expansion of the spirit, and 

the introduction of two liquids of very difler- 

ent expansibility in the instrument; while, 

from the construction, it would be difficult to 

apply any general correction to its indications. 

It does not indicate the expansion of the spii'it 

only, but also that of the mercurial column; 

which, where nice obsei'vation is required, 

would be of some moment; and the necessary 

friction of the indices will also tend to dimi¬ 

nish the effect of expansion. Yet this instru¬ 

ment is a valuable addition to meteorology; 

and is probably the most convenient for ascer¬ 

taining the temperature of the ocean at great 

depths, of any hitherto given to the public.— 

(Library of Usefiol Knowledge). 

RutherforcLs Day and Nigld Thermometers 

(Fig. 86) have now almost entirely supei’seded 
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Riitherford’s Day and Night Thermometers. 

Six’s instrument, being cheaper, more aceui'ate, 

and not so liable to get out of order. 

The Day Thermometer is a mercurial one, 

with a steel index, which is pushed forwai'd 

by the mercui'y, and left at the highest point 

the latter has risen to, thus indicating the 

maximum temperatui'e which has taken place 

since the last observation 

In the Night Thermometer, the index is of 

glass, and instead of mercury spii'its of wine is 

the fluid employed. In consequence of the at¬ 

traction between spirits and glasjs, the spirit, on 

contracting with cold, di'aws the index along 

with it towards the bulb; but on expanding 

with heat, passes freely up the tube withoxit 

affecting the position of the index, which thu.s 

indicates the minimum temperature which has 

occurred since its last adjustment. In pre¬ 

paring the day thermometer for an obsei’va- 

tion, it is merely necessary to depress the 

bulb, and the index will glide back to the sur¬ 

face of the mercui'y; or by employing a mag¬ 

net for the purpose, no distui'bance of the in¬ 

strument need take place. The index of the 

night thermometer is bi'ought to the aux'face 

of the spirit by merely elevating the bulb. 

Six’s thermometer frequently becomes de¬ 

ranged, in consequence of a pai't of the alcohol 

passing from one leg of the tube into the other. 

Besides this inconvenience, the indices, if their 

springs are made of bristle, are apt to slip down 

in consequence of the bristle losing its elasti¬ 

city; and thus may the whole object of the in 

vention be defeated. 

Ruthei'ford’s thermometei's ai-e liable to 

have the indices displaced by accidental shak¬ 

ing ; and in the mercurial or day thermometei', 

the index sometimes gets immersed in the 

mercury; to guard against this, a small piece 

of enamel or glass should be introduced be¬ 

tween the mercury and the index when the 

instrument is being made, and this is the prac- 
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tice of the first-rate makers. When tliese in¬ 

struments get out of order, in consequence of 

the indices becoming entangled, or from the 

breaking of the column of fluid, the derange¬ 

ments may be remedied in the following man¬ 

ner:—‘‘When this happens with the spirit 

thermometer, it may be rectified with ease by 

jerking the index down to the junction of the 

bulb and tube. The whole of the tube will, 

at the same time, become wetted with the 

spirit; and by setting it on end with the bulb 

downwards, the spirit will run together into 

one continuous column. 

“When the steel index of the mercurial ther¬ 

mometer becomes immersed in the mercury, 

it must be jerked in the opposite direction, till 

it, with the mercury which may be above it, 

is projected into the little bulb at the top of 

the tube. If this do not succeed, heat must 

be applied to the mercury bulb; and when the 

index is fairly lodged in the air bulb, by care¬ 

fully warming the mercury bulb with a spirit- 

lamp having a very small flame, the mercury 

must be made to expand till it rises to the 

very top of tilie tube, and projects convexly 

into the air bulb. The tube must then be 

placed upright, and, by tapping, the detached 

mercury will slip down beneath the steel in¬ 

dex, and will fairly unite with the convex pro¬ 

jection aforesaid. Now let the bulb cool, and 

the mercury will sink in one united column, 

and leave the index free.”—{^Report of the Com¬ 

mittee of the Royal Society on Physics, includ¬ 

ing Meteorology}) In Rutherford’s thermo¬ 

meters, also, it must be remembered that the 

end of the index nearest to the bulb must be 

taken in reading the maximum indication, and 

the end farthest from the bulb in reading the 

minimum one. 

Self-registering thermometers, when used 

for indicating the extremes of temperature of 

the external air, should be placed so that they 

may neither be affected by the direct rays of 

the sun, nor by those reflected from water, 

buildings, rocks, &c. The bulbs should be 

sheltered from rain by a cover of oil-cloth, or 

similar material, placed at some distance above 

the instruments. The thermometers should 

he fixed, and not hung; and when Ri;therford’s 

are employed, so that one end may be lifted 

up to allow of the indices sliding back to the 

end of the fluid columns. 

In reading all thermometers, care should 

be taken not to breathe upon or touch the 

instrument, or otherwise communicate heat 

to it; and in night obseiwations, not to affect 

it by the too close approximation of the light. 

To the important influence exercised on 

vegetation by the temperature of the ground, 

it has been and will be frequently neces.sary 

to allude. And it is highly desirable that 

regukr observations of temperature at cer¬ 

tain depths below the surface of the ground, 

to which the roots of plants usually penetrate, 

may be undertaken, and their results made 
public. 

The instruments used for ascertaining the 

temperature of the ground are called geother¬ 

mometers, or ground thermometers. For this 

purpose various contrivances have been adop¬ 

ted. One of these, Bregazzi’s Bark-bed Ther- 

Fig. 87.» mometer (Fig. 87), is used for ascei- 

taining the temperatures of hot-bed.s, ' 

vinery borders, &c. It consists of a 

thermometer wnth a tube 2 feet in 

length, inclosed in a copper tube; 

into the top of this is inserted a 

wooden cylinder, containing the scale, 

which is inclosed by a door, in which 

a small thermometer, for indicating 

the temperature of tlie air, is fixed, 

that of the ground being of course 

shown by the other instrument. But 

for correct indications of ground tem¬ 

perature, a thermometer should be 

employed, the tube of which is suf¬ 

ficiently long that the whole of the 

scale may be seen above ground, 

when the bulb is plunged in the soil 

to the depth at which obseiwations 

are to be taken. The glass tube and 

upper part of the bulb should be in¬ 

closed in a copper tube, and the inter¬ 

mediate space stuffed with powdered 

charcoal, cotton, or other non-con¬ 

ducting material, to prevent the com¬ 

munication of heat or cold from the 

air, and from the soil surrounding the 

tube. As the bulbs of geothermometers are 

usually made very thin, and are, consequently, 

very easily broken, the lower portion of the 

bulb should be protected by a copper guard. 

The instrument must be fixed in a perfectly 

upright position, with the centre of the bulb 

at the exact depth, and the copper tube should 

be closely packed round with earth. 

The Hygrometer is an extremely useful in¬ 

strument in the garden. By it the gardener 

* Fig. 87.—Bregazzi’s Bark bed Thermometer. 
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Fig. 88. 

may ascertain the hygrometrical state of the 

air in green-houses, conservatories, &c.; and 

'knowing this, he can maintain the degree of 

humidity best adapted for the growth of any 

jiarticular plant or plants. Without such an 

instrument it is very difficult to do this, and 

the consequence in many cases is, the injury 

or death of valuable plants, either from being 

parched up, or from being kept in too moist 

an atmosphere. Besides being valuable for 

the above purpose, the indications of an hy¬ 

grometer placed in the open air, combined 

with observations of the bai’ometer, afford a 

better criterion of the weather and the pro¬ 

bability of rain, than can be obtained by the 

iise of either instrument alone. 

Many different sorts of hygrometers have 

been invented by Saussure, De Luc, and others; 

but the best are Daniell’s, and the Dry and 

Wet Bulb Hygrometer. 

DanieWs Hygrometer (Fig. 88), which is 

more delicate than any other, was the inven¬ 

tion of the late 

talented Profes¬ 

sor Daniell, who 

gives the follow¬ 

ing description of 

the instrument, 

and the mode of 

using it;—a and 

h are two thin 

glass balls of 1^ 

inch diameter, 

connected toge¬ 

ther by a tube, 

having a bore 

about one-eiglith 

of an inch. The 

tube is bent at 

right angles over 

the two balls, 
and the arm, Damell's Hygi-ometer. 

h c, contains a small thermometer c, whose 

bulb, wliich should be of lengthened form, 

descends into the ball h. This ball having 

been about two-thirds filled with ether, is 

heated over a lamp till the fluid boils, and the 

vapour issues from the capillary tube, which 

terminates the ball a. The vapour having 

expelled the air from both balls, the capillary 

tube is hermetically closed by the flame of 

a lamp. This process is familiar to those who 

are accustomed to blow glass, and may be 

known to have succeeded after the tube has 

become cool, by reversing the instrument and 

taking one of the balls in the hand, the heat 

of which will drive all the ether into the other 

ball, and cause it to boil rapidly. The other 

ball, a, is now to be covered with a piece of 

muslin. The stand is of brass, and the trans¬ 

verse socket is made to hold the glass tube in 

the manner of a spring, allowing it to turn 

and be taken out with little difficulty. A 

small thermometer is inserted into the pillar 

of the stand. The manner of using the instru¬ 

ment is this: after having driven all the ether 

into the ball h, by the heat of the hand, it is 

to be placed at an open window, or out of 

doors, with the ball b so situated that the sur¬ 

face of the liquid may be upon a level with 

the eye of the observer. A little ether is then 

to be dropped upon the covered ball. Eva¬ 

poration immediately takes place, which, pro- 

diicing cold upon the ball a, causes a rapid 

and continuous condensation of the ethereal 

vapour in the interior of the instrument. 

The consequent evaporation from the included 

ether produces a depression of temperature in 

the ball h, the degree of which is measured 

by the thermometer c. This action is almost 

instantaneous, and the thermometer begins to 

fall in two seconds after the ether has been 

dropped. A depression of 30° or 40° is easily 

produced, and I have seen the ether boil, and 

the thermometer driven below 0° of Fahren¬ 

heit’s scale. The artificial cold thus produced 

causes a condensation of the atmospheric va¬ 

pour upon the ball b, which first makes its 

ajipearance in a thin ring of dew, coincident 

with the surface of the ether. The degree at 

which this takes place is to be carefully noted. 

A little practice may be necessary to seize the 

exact moment of the first deposition; but cer¬ 

tainty is very soon acquired. It is advisable, 

when the instrument has been constructed 

with a transparent ball, to have some dai’k 

object behind it, such as a house or a tree; as 

the cloud is not so readily perceived against 

the open horizon. The depression of tempera¬ 

ture is first produced at the surface of the 

liquid, where evaporation takes place; and the 

currents, which immediately ensue to effect 

an equilibrium, are very perceptible. The 

bidb of the thermometer, c, is not quite im¬ 

mersed in the ether, that the line of greatest 

cold may pass through it. In veiy damp or 

windy weather the etlier should be very slowly 

dropped upon the ball, otherwise the descent 

of the thermometer will be so rapid as to ren¬ 

der it extremely difficult to be certain of the 
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degree. lu dry weather, ou the coutrary, the 

ball requires to be well wetted more than ouce, 

to produce the requisite degree of cold. It is 

obvious that care should be taken not to per¬ 

mit the breath to affect the glass.—(Daniell’s 

Meteorological Essays.) 

Sulphuric ether is the sort employed, and 

it is necessary to observe that the ether should 

be of the best quality, otherwise great diffi¬ 

culty w’ill be experienced, and much ether 

wasted, even in lowering the temperature a 

few degrees. Strong ether, though it cost 

more at first, is the cheapest in the end, for a 

much less quantity will be required. 

The Dry and Wet Bulb Hygrometer con¬ 

sists of two thermometers, the readings of 

which, when both bulbs are uncovered, should 

be identical. One of the bulbs is uncovered, 

the other is covered with 

thin muslin, to which is at¬ 

tached a conducting thread 

of cotton lamp-wick, the 

other end of which is im¬ 

mersed in water. The eva¬ 

poration from the water thus 

conveyed to the covered 

bulb produces cold, and the 

difference in the indications 

of the two thermometers is 

the degree of dryness as 

measm-ed by this instru¬ 

ment. The instrument is 

represented in Fig. 89, 

where a is the dry bulb 

thermometer fixed to its 

scale; h, the wet bulb ther¬ 

mometer, fixed to its scale; 

c, the bulb of the dry ther¬ 

mometer, which is uncover¬ 

ed; d, the bulb of the wet 

thermometer, covered with 

thin muslin; and e, the con¬ 

ducting thread passing from 

the bulb d to .the water- 

A'essel. Directions for the 

use of this instrument, to¬ 

gether with a set of hygro- 

metrical tables, which should be procured by 

every one using it, have been published by Mr. 

Glaisher. of the Greenwich Observatory. 

The Barometer is an instrument constmc- 

ted for the piirpose of ascertaining the pressure 

* Hygrometrical Tables, by James Glaisher, Esq. 
London: K. and J. E. Taylor, Red Lion Court, Fleet 
Street, 

of the atmosphere. It is frequently called a 

weather-glass, from its indications aflbrding a 

means by which the probability of changes in 

the weather may be predicted. It is also 

employed for measuring heights. 

The princi])le upon which the construction 

of all barometers depends is, that the atmos¬ 

phere presses equally in every direction with 

a weight amounting to about 14| lbs. on each 

square inch at the level of the sea. This pres¬ 

sure is, however, subject to considerable varia¬ 

tions ; and it is to measure these that the baro¬ 

meter is employed. 

The mode in which this instrument is con¬ 

structed is very simple. Let a glass tube of 

34 inches in length, clean and perfectly dry, 

be completely filled with mercury; close the 

open end with the finger, and inverting the 

tube, plunge it into a cistern of mercury; on 

withdraw'ing the finger, the mercmy in the 

tube will sink to some point between 28 and 

31 inches above the level of the mercury in 

the cistern. If a scale, the graduation of 

which commences at the level of the mercury 

in the cistern, be attached to the tube, the 

aqjparatus will become a barometer, and one 

of the simplest construction. The space be¬ 

tween the top of the mercurial column and 

that of the tube will neither be occupied by 

air, nor any other body, if the experiment has 

been properly conducted; for it will be a 

vacuum, the mode of forming which was dis¬ 

covered by Torricelli, the inventor of the 

barometer, hence it is called the Torricellian 

vacuum. 

In accordance with a fundamental 23rinciple 

of hydrostatics, if a fluid is at rest in any 

vessel, every part of the surface of that fluid 

will be on the same level, no matter what 

may be the form of the vessel containing it. 

Hence, if water or any other fluid be 2)oured 

into vessels commiinicating with each other, 

it will rise to the same level in both. But if 

in one vessel a greater pressure were exerted 

on its surface than in the other, the fluid 

would rise to a gveater height, and in jwojoor- 

tion to that jmessure, in the vessel in which 

the least pressure was exerted on its surface. 

If two tubes, open at top, but closed and com¬ 

municating with each other at bottom, and of 

the respective lengths of 40 and 80 inches, be 

jjlaced in an U2)right ^^osition, and mercury be 

poured in, it will stand at the same height in 

both tubes. Let mercury now be poured in 

till both tubes are filled to the height of about 

Fig. 89. 

Dry and Wet Bulb 
Hygi'ometer. 
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40 inches. This having been done, let two 

}hstons of equal weight be fitted closely, one 

iuto each tube, the mercury will still stand at 

the same level in both tubes; but if the piston 

of the short tube be loaded with a weight 

equal to 30 lbs. on each square inch of its sur¬ 

face, and the piston of the long tube be loaded 

with only 15 lbs. to the square inch, the mer¬ 

cury in the latter will rise until a sufficient 

quantity be elevated to balance, by its weight, 

the difference in the pressure on the surface 

of the mercury in the two tubes, namely, 15 

lbs. on the square inch, and the mercurial 

column in the long tube would be about 30^ 

inches higher than in the short one. If any 

other unequal weights were used, a quantity 

of mercury wo\ild always be elevated in the 

one tube, the weight of which would be suffi¬ 

cient to balance the extra pres.sure in the 

other. 

From the preceding, the reason of the ele¬ 

vation of the mercury in the tube of the baro¬ 

meter above that in the cistern will be easily 

understood; for the mercury in the former is 

subjected to no joressure, whilst in the latter 

it is pressed upon by the weight of the at¬ 

mosphere, about 14f lbs. on the square inch. 

Accordingly, mercury is elevated in the tube 

until, by its weight, it balance the pressure 

of the atmosphere on the surface of the mer- 

cmy in the cistern. As the weight of the 

atmosphere varies at different times, so must 

the pressure on the surface of the mercury 

in the cistern; when this is less, a less weight 

of mercury will be required to balance it, and 

when more, a greater weight; accordingly, 

the mercury in the tube rises as the pressure 

of the atmosjjhere increases, and falls as it 

diminishes. When the mercury is high, the 

atmosphere is heavy; when low, the atmos- 

jffiere is light. 

If a hole were bored in the tojv of the baro¬ 

meter tube, and air admitted, the mei’cury, 

being subjected to equal or nearly equal pres¬ 

sure, both in the tube and in the cistern, would 

stand at the same level in both; and this is 

another proof that it is by the pressure of the 

atmosphere that the mercury is elevated in 

the tube. 

Having now explained the principle upon 

which the action of the barometer depends, it 

only remains to describe the usual form of the 

instrument, and the mode in which its indi¬ 

cations are read. 

Though any liquid might be employed in 

the construction of barometers, yet mercmy 

is the one commonly used; for not only is it 

more uniform than other fluids in its expan¬ 

sion, but on account of its being the heaviest 

fluid known at common temperatures, a much 

shorter tube is necessaiy to contain the same 

weight than would be the case if any other 

liquid were employed. Besides these adv^an- 

tages, it is not liable to waste from evapora¬ 

tion, and may be rendered entirely free from 

air and moisture, which, if present, would 

matei’ially interfere with the action of the in¬ 

strument. Water, however, may be employed; 

but as mercury is rather more than thirteen 

and a half times heavier than water, a column 

of the latter, nearly 34 feet in height, would 

be required to produce the same effect as one 

of mercury 30 inches in height; so that, allow¬ 

ing for range and expansion, a tube not less 

than 38 feet in length would be necessary; 

and this would rrot only be very inconvenient, 

but would place por-tability out of the ques¬ 

tion. A water barometer, the tube of which 

was 40 feet long, was erected in the apart¬ 

ments of the Royal Society at Somerset House. 

A barometer filled with linseed oil was also 

corrstructed by Howard. 

There are several forms of the mercurial 

barometer, and though the principle of all is 

the same, they vary considerably in the accu¬ 

racy of their indications. We shall confine 

oru’selves to describing one of the best, namely, 

Newman’s Standard, which is the one em¬ 

ployed by the Royal Society, and in most ob¬ 

servatories; and one of the worst, the common 

wheel barometer. 

Newman's Standard Barometer. — Of this 

instrument, we have beerr furnished by Mr. 

Newman with the following description and 

the engravirrg. Fig. 90:—a a, the mahogany 

board to affix against the wall: hh, brackets 

which srrpport the barometer, between which 

it is capable of being revolved, so as to ob¬ 

serve the light on the surface of the mercury: 

c, vmse, which unscrews to allow of the socket 

d being removed to receive the upper end of 

the barometer: e, the adjrrsting screws for 

shifting the lower centre, by which the baro¬ 

meter is to be brought exactly perpendicular 

—to accomplish this, the ivory point is to be 

adjusted to the surface of the mercury, the 

barometer gently turned between the two 

brackets; and if in any position the point 

should be elevated from the surface, or de¬ 

pressed irrto the mercury, the screws must be 
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nltered accordingly, until the point coincides 

in every position: f, the key by which the 

ivory point is adjusted—the ivory point being 

a termination of the brass scale marked olf at 

the temperature of 32°, and which is adjusted 

by means of a tangent screw; g, the glass part 

of the cistern, thi’ough which the surface of 

the mercury and ivory point are seen: h, the 

cistern: i, the screw which is to be loosened 

when the barometer is fixed, to admit the at¬ 

mospheric pressure: Jc, the moveable part of 

the cistern, on which the index is engraved: 

l, the key by which the vernier is adjusted: 

m, the thermometer dipping into the cistern, 

showing the temperature of the mercury in 

the insti-ument. 

With regard to the placing of the barome¬ 

ter, the Report of the Committee of the Royal 

Society contains the following instructions:— 

“ The barometer should be placed in an apart¬ 

ment subject to as little variation of tempera¬ 

ture as possible, and in a good light; and to 

facilitate night observations, an arrangement 

should be made for placing behind it a light, 

screened by a sheet of white paper, or other 

diaphanous substance. Great care should be 

taken to fix it in a perpendicular position by 

the plumb-line. Its height must be carefully 

ascertained above some permanent and easily 

recoverable mark, either in the building in 

which it is situated, or in some more perma¬ 

nent building, or rock, in its immediate vici¬ 

nity ■, and no pains should be spared to ascer¬ 

tain the relation which such mark may bear 

to the level of high and of low water at spring- 

tides, and ultimately to the mean level of the 

sea.” 

The instrument being fixed in its position, 

the following is the mode in which its indica¬ 

tions are read:—The ivoiy point terminating 

the brass scale, must be very carefully brought 

down to the surface of the mercury in the 

cistern, by means of the screw for that pur¬ 

pose, and the two are known to be exactly in 

contact when the ivory point and its reflection 

appear just to touch one another. The ver¬ 

nier must next be adjusted to the surface of 

the mercury in the tube. This is done by 

bringing down or raising up the vernier till 

its back and front form a tangent to the sur¬ 

face of the mercury so as just to exclude the 

light. The index will then point out on the 

scale the height at which the mercury stands. 

Tlie inches are read on the first column of the 

scale; the tenths on the second; and the hun¬ 

dredths are found by looking at the third 

column of the scale, which is divided into 

half-tenths. If the index j^oint above one of 

these divisions, the hundredths ai’e more than 

five in number; then looking at the divisions 

of the first column of the vernier, a line will 

be found that coincides with one of the divi¬ 

sions of the scale above this, and on the second 

column of the scale of the vernier will be 

found a number, and this will be the number 

of hundredths. But if the index point above 

20 
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one of the half-teuth divisions on the third 

column of the fixed scale, tlie half-tenth that 

is five hundredths must he added to the num¬ 

ber already found; by counting the divisions 

on the first column of the vernier between 

the numbered degree last found, and where 

the two lines coincide, the number of five- 

hundredth parts will be ascertained, and this 

being written as a decimal, must be doubled. 

30 

) 

and will then count as thousandths. Thus, 

the height of the mercury may be measured to 

the five-hundredth part of an inch with ease and 

accuracy, and without the assistance of a lens. 

To render the above description of the me¬ 

thod of reading the vernier clear, an example 

is necessary. Fig. 91 represents the vernier 

adjusted to the surface of the 

mercury; we see at once that Fig. 91, 

the index points above 29 

inches. Then, inspecting the 

second column of the scale, it 

is apparent that there are 

eight-tenths in addition; the 

reading thus far is, therefore, 

29-8. On looking at the third 

column, we find that there is 

a half-tenth, making 29'85; but 

the index is still above this 

])oint, we must, therefore, look 

in the first column on the ver¬ 

nier for two lines which coin¬ 

cide ; this is the case between 

the divisions 3 and 4, three- 

hundredths must therefore be 

added to the five already found, making the 

reading 29'88; counting the small divisions 

on the first column of the vernier, we find 

that between the divisions marked 3, and the 

place where the two lines coincide, there are 

three of the small divisions or five-hundredths, 

each of these counting as two-thousandths, we 

have six-thousands, and the reading is, there¬ 

fore, 29-886. In making the adjustments, and 

also in reading, a magnifying glass is of great 

assistance to the eye. 

Although the height of the mercurial col¬ 

umn is correctly measured in the above man¬ 

ner, yet several corrections are necessary be¬ 

fore the true height of a column of mercury 

at 32° is found. These corrections are for ca¬ 

pillary action and temperature; and in baro¬ 

meters the scales of which are fixed, and can¬ 

not be adjusted to the surface of the mercury 

in the cistern, a correction for capacity must 

likewise be applied. 

Vernier. 

The effect of the capillary action of the 

barometer tube, is to cause a depression of 

the surface of the mercury in the tube. The 

amount of this depression is greatest in tubes 

of small diameter; likewise in those not boiled 

after filling. In an unboiled tube, of ^ inch 

in diameter, the correction on account of ca¬ 

pillary action only amounts to 0-007 inch, and 

in a boiled one of the same width to 0-003 

inch. The amount of correction for capillary 

action has always to be added to the indica¬ 

tions, and it is ascertained, by experiments 

during the construction of the instrument, 

and marked upon it. 

The next correction is that for tempera¬ 

ture. In consequence of the expansion or 

contraction of the mercury, either more or 

less than the true height of a column of mer¬ 

cury at 32° would be indicated, according as 

the temperature of the mercury might he 

above or below that point. The instrument 

is therefore furnished with a thermometer, the 

bulb of which dips into the mercury in the 

cistern, indicating the temperature of the mer¬ 

cury, which must be ascertained at each obser¬ 

vation, and registered together with the un¬ 

corrected observation. 

The correction for capacity, as previously 

stated, is necessary in instruments the scales 

of which cannot be brought down to the level 

of the mercury in the cistern. At the time 

these scales are fixed, they are adjusted to the 

level of the mercury in the cistern, and the 

height at which the mercury then stands in 

the tube is called the neutral point. Now, 

it must be evident, that whenever the mer- 

cx;ry in the tube stands above the neutral 

point, the level of the mercury in the cistern 

must sink below the zero of the scale, in con¬ 

sequence of a part of the fluid passing into the 

tube; and that when the mercury falls below 

the neutral point, it must rise above the zero 

by reason of mercury being discharged into 

the cistern. It will be evident that the quan¬ 

tity of mercury withdrawn from the cistern, 

or discharged into it, in consequence of the 

mercury in the tube rising above, or falling 

below the neutral point, will be in proportion 

to that rise or fall, and to the relation which 

the capacity of the tube bears to that of the 

cistern. For instance, if the capacity of the 

cistern be fifty times that of the tube, and the 

mercury in the latter rise 1 inch above the neu¬ 

tral point, the mercury in the cistern will be 

lowered beneath the zero of the scale jotF of 
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an inch, and that amount must therefore be 

added to the observed height; but if, on the 

other hand, it fall the same distance below 

the neutral point, a corresponding amount 

must be subtracted on account of the mercury 

in the cistern rising above the zero of the 

scale. The correction for capacity must there¬ 

fore he made by dividing the difference be¬ 

tween the observed height of the mercury, 

and the neutral point, by the relation which 

the capacity of the tube bears to that of the 

cistern, and adding the product if the ob¬ 

served height is above the neutral point, and 

subtracting it when it is below. The neutral 

point and correction for capacity should always 

be marked on the instrument. 

In the Report of the Committee of the 

Royal Society on Physics, including Meteoro¬ 

logy,* will be found excellent tables of the 

corrections to be applied to barometers on 

account of temperature, capillary action, and 

capacity, as well as much useful information 

respecting the making and registering of me¬ 

teorological observations. 

The wheel barometer consists of a tube 

bent in the form of an U, one leg of which is 

about 34 inches longer than the other. As 

the* pressure of the air increases, or dimi¬ 

nishes, the level of the mercury in the short 

leg will be lowered or raised accordingly; and 

the difference between the levels of the mer¬ 

cury in the two legs, will be tlie height of a 

column of mercury balancing the pressiire of 

the atmosphere. In the short leg is a float 

having a string attached, from the other end 

of which is suspended a weight, nearly balan¬ 

cing the weight of the float. The sti'ing passes 

over a pulley, which it moves when the float 

lises or falls, and this pulley is connected with 

hands, which, playing upon a graduated dial, 

indicate the pressure of the atmosphere. 

Wheel barometers, though they may answer 

tolerably well as weather-glasses, are quite un¬ 

fitted for meteorological observations, for their 

indications are only approximations to the 

truth, requiring corrections of a very compli¬ 

cated nature, which are never made. 

The Rain-gauge is an instrument which 

ought to find a place in every garden. To 

the gardener its indications afford much assis¬ 

tance in judging of the quantity of water 

which in dry weather must be artificially 

* London: R. and J. E. Taylor, Red Lion Court, 
Fleet Street. 

supplied to trees and other plants. The for¬ 

mer frequently suffer from dryness at the root 

long before the effects of this deficiency of 

moisture become visible. This may, in most 

cases, be obviated, by observing the amount of 

rain which has fallen; and if it is known to 

be less than is requisite for the maintenance 

of trees in a healthy and vigorous state, the 

deficiency must be made up by an artificial 

supply of water. Again, in draining, the ca¬ 

pacity of the main channels must be regulated 

according to the quantity of rain which falls 

on a certain extent of ground in the locality; 

and to ascertain this, the rain-gauge becomes 

necessary. 

“The rain-gauge may be of very simple 

construction. A cubical box of strong tin or 

zinc, exactly 10 inches by the side open above, 

receives at an inch below its edge a funnel, 

sloping to a small hole in the centre. On one 

of the lateral edges of the box, close to tlie 

top of the cavity, is soldered a short pipe, in 

which a cork is fitted. The whole should be 

well painted. The water which enters this 

gauge is poured through the short tube into 

a cylindrical glass vessel, graduated to cubic 

inches and fifths of cubic inches Hence, 1 

inch depth of rain in the 

gauge, will be measured 

I by 100 inches of the gra¬ 

duated vessel, and icsWth 

of an inch of rain may be 

very easily read off”— 

{Report of the Commit¬ 

tee of the Royal Society 

on Physics, including 

Meteorology.) 

Another form of rain- 

guage is represented in 

Fig. 92. It consists of 

a copper funnel «, hav¬ 

ing an opening below 

of 4 inch in diameter. 

Fig. 92. 

Rain-gauge. 

fastened to a cylindrical tube b. At the side 

of the tube b, and having a communication 

with it below, a glass tube, c, is placed, to 

which is attached a graduated scale d, and a 

copper or brass cock e, for letting off the water 

collected in the tubes. Water, in accordance 

with a well-known law of hydrostatics, will 

rise to the same height in both tubes, and the 

amount of rain may easily be measured by the 

scale. The graduation of the scale is effected 

in the following manner: enough water is 

poured into the funnel to rise above the brass 
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ring which fastens the glass tube just above 

the cock e. Thus is formed the zero point of 

the scale, and enough water must always be 

kept in the gauge to stand at the level of this 

point. The area of the horizontal surface in¬ 

cluded by the rim of the funnel being found, 

the quantity of water sufficient to cover this 

to a certain depth may be easily calculated. 

In graduating the scales of rain-gauges, a quan¬ 

tity of water equivalent to rnth of an inch of 

rain should be employed. This is found in 

the following manner: suppose the area to be 

100 square inches, then 100 X fo — 10 cubic 

inches, the quantity of water sufficient to cover 

a surface of that extent to the depth of foth 

of an inch. The weight of an equivalent 

measure of water may be found by multiply¬ 

ing the weight of a cubic inch of water at 62° 

and 30 bar., 252-458 grains by the number 

of cubic inches necessary; thus continuing 

with the previous example, 252-458 grs. X 10 

= 2524-58 grs., or 5 oz. 5 dwts. 4-58 grs. troy, 

and this is the weight of water equal to a fall 

of i^oth of an inch of rain, on a receiving sur¬ 

face of 100 square inches. 

The quantity of water ascertained to be 

equal to Toth of an inch of rain, is then poured 

into the funnel, and the height to which it 

rises is max'ked on the scale, and this mode of 

proceeding is continued until a sufficient num¬ 

ber of divisions are made; these again are 

divided into ten parts, each of which will be 

equivalent to Tuoth part of an inch of rain, and 

the graduation is complete. 

As the area of the horizontal surface pre¬ 

sented by the lunnel is many times that of 

the united areas of the two tubes, an inch of 

rain will occupy several inches on the scale, 

and in this way a minute quantity of rain 

may be easily read. Tor instance, suppose the 

area presented by the funnel to be 100 square 

inches, and that of the tubes to be only 10 

squai'e inches, then, as 10 : 100 :: 1 : 10, or 

the division of the scale which would indicate 

an inch of rain, would be 10 inches in length. 

In the same way, rnth, or Touth of an inch of 

rain, would be indicated by divisions of the 

respective lengths of 1 inch, and of foth of an 

inch. 

In some rain-gauges, one of which is repre¬ 

sented by Fig. 93, a float is used, which, by its 

rising, indicates the amount of i-ain which has 

fallen. These instruments consist of a fun¬ 

nel, the top of which may be rectangular or 

circular, joined to a rim, the edge of which 

must be made perfectly true. A small rod 

with a loop in the middle to admit the index- 

rod which is attached to a 

float, extends from side to 

side across the funnel. The 

tapering end of the funnel 

is inserted into a copper 

cylinder made as true as 

possible, and furnished with 

a cock at bottom. The 

float is also made of copper, 

and should fit the cylinder 

closely, no more room being 

allowed than is sufficient to 

permit the float to rise and 

fall freely, and the water 

Riin-gauge. to descend into the lower 

part of the cylinder. If the funnel were cir¬ 

cular, and the cylinder made of exactly the 

same diameter throughout, the length of the 

divisions on the index-rod could be easily cal¬ 

culated ; for, as the areas of circles are to each 

other as the squares of their diameters, the 

square of the diameter of the funnel divided 

by the square of the diameter of the cylinder, 

would be the length in inches of a division on 

the index-rod, cori'esponding to a fall of rain 

to the depth of 1 inch on the horizontal sur¬ 

face presented by the funnel. Nevertheless, 

the practice of the best makers of these in¬ 

struments, is to graduate the scale by means 

of water, in the same way as in the preced¬ 

ing sort of rain-gaxige, because it is extremely 

difficult to form a true cylinder of sheet-cop¬ 

per. In frosty weather, the float should be 

suspended out of contact with the water, and 

only let down when an observation is to be 

taken, otherwise it will be injxxred. 

Rain-gauges of the above description pos¬ 

sess the advantage of not being subject to any 

appreciable loss of water by evaporation, this 

being almost entirely prevented by the float, 

especially when the latter fits the cylinder so 

as to have no more clear space than is abso¬ 

lutely necessary. 

The rain-gauge should always be jflaced so 

that the edge of the funnel may be perfectly 

horizontal; it must also be at a distance from 

houses, trees, or other natural objects which 

may interfere with rain falling in an oblique 

direction, 

I have endeavoured to explain, as clearly a.s 

possible, the mode in which the graduation of 

the scales of rain-gauges is effected, in order 

that those who may be desirous of possessing 
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one of these useful instruments, but unwilling 

to go to the expense of obtaining it from a 

philosophical instrument maker, may, if pos¬ 

sessed of a little ingenuity, construct one them¬ 

selves, which will indicate the amount of rain 

with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. 

But if the observations are undertaken witli 

the view of contributing to the science of me¬ 

teorology. an accurate instrument should be 

procured from a skilful philosophical instru¬ 

ment maker. 

I'he Fane,—For the purpose of ascertain¬ 

ing the direction of the wind, a vane is neces¬ 

sary. This instrument is made of various 

shapes and sizes j but it is frequently con¬ 

structed badly, and fixed in an improper posi¬ 

tion. On this subject, Mr. Howard, in his 

Climate of London, makes the following excel¬ 

lent remarks:—■ 
“ As to form, it should be simple, to insure 

durability; and such as that the resisting sur¬ 

face may be as nearly as possible confined to 

one side of the spindle. It is curious to observe 

how this principle is commonly violated on 

our public edifices. Either some inelegant 

caprice takes possession of the architect or 

artificer, or it is taken for granted that a new 

vane must be unlike any old one in existence. 

The shortest way to convince the workman 

on this point, will be to propose to him to 

solve the probable effect as to resistance of 

making a vane alike on both sides: as he will 

soon see that such a vane would be continually 

taken on its broad side by the wind; and, con¬ 

sequently, that every approach towards this 

equality of resistance must both diminish stea¬ 

diness, and increase the strain on the spindle. 

As to suspension, a spindle of hard iron, 

tapering to a point not finer than that of a 

crayon, should enter into a tube stopped by a 

harder substance. A flint, having a smooth 

concave face on one side, will answer for this ■, 
and it may be fixed in a socket as much larger 

than the tube itself as is necessary, and so 

joined to the tube. The spindle is likewise 

to pass through guides inserted in the tube, 

and to be sufficiently long to allow for sub¬ 

sidence by wear at top. On it the moving 

part should rest in equilibrium. The counter¬ 

poise is best made by a loaded ball, carried 

out to the proper distance, which may be 

found by trial before fixing it, on a slender 

single or double branch of iron. The whole 

is to be kept down on tlie spindle by means of 

a second and larger, moderately loaded ball. 
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mounted on the centre of the vane, and turn¬ 

ing with it. 

There are vanes to be had ready-made in 

London, which fulfil pretty nearly these con¬ 

ditions, that of great durability excepted. This 

is best insured where expense is not an object, 

by using copper well gilt for the material. 

As to position, it is obvious that this instru¬ 

ment ought to be clear of deflections and eddies, 

from objects on the same or a higher level. 

That it may the more easily be so placed, the 

spindle may end in a taper shaft, capable of 

receiving a fir polej the latter should be well 

painted before fixing, and the vane put on 

and adjusted after it is fixed. 

In this stage of the business, the workman 

will require a compass, if letters are as usual 

attached to the vane; and he must observe 

that when the needle, by moving the compass 

round, is made to point to the variation north, 

the north on the card wiU be the point for 

the north of the vane.” 

VII.-MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. 

Tallies.—No mode of numbering plants can 

excel that in which the Arabic figures are em¬ 

ployed ; for these being the most universally 

known, can be more easily read, and with less 

risk of mistake than any other. But in many 

cases, painting numbers in a manner not liable 

to be soon effaced by exposure to the weather, 

would occupy too much time, and would prove 

too expensive. Accordingly, marks to repre¬ 

sent numbers are cut on wood, and these cuts 

remain visible till the wood gets into a state 

of complete decay; for although the surface of 

the tally must waste more or less, according 

to the nature of the wood, by the action of 

the weather, yet, as the face wastes, the 

notches cut in it deepen from the same cause 

in an equal or even greater degree. The 

Arabic figures, with the exception of No. 1, 

cannot be qiuckly and well cut on wood with 

a knife. Nos. 4 and 7 require each a combi¬ 

nation of three cuts, and all the others are 

circular in their formation, and too difficult 

to imitate. Unquestionably the best method 

is that by which the numbers are represented 

with the fewest cuts, and those most easily 

made. In these respects, Seton's method has 

the advantage of various others that have 

been proposed. The digits are represented in 

Fio'. 94. It will be observed that none of 
O* . 

the units require for their formation more 
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than two strokes, and that the whole series, 

from 0 to 9 inclusive, is formed by thirteen 

cuts and three notches. This cannot be done 

by any other known method, with so few; and, 

whilst this is the case, Seton’s method must 

be considered the simplest and best. In this 

the chai’actei's all consist of straight lines; and 

each for the respective units is either simple, 

as 1, 2, 3; or composed of not more than two 

lines, 4, 5, 6, 7; whilst 8 and 9 are each re¬ 

presented by a single line and a notch. In 

cutting these lines, or bars, care should be 

taken that the 2 and 3 are made with a de¬ 

cided slant, so as not to be mistaken for 1. 

In 6, the right-hand stroke must be either 

square across, or it should preferably incline 

a little inwards towards the left, in order that 

it may not be mistaken for 4; the upright 

bar of 7 should incline towards the right for 

the same reason. 

These characters, from their simplicity, are 

easily understood; but notwithstanding this, 

they may be mistaken for each other, such as 

2 for 3, 6 for 7, 8 for 9, and vice versa. In 

order to avoid this, it will be advisable to ob¬ 

serve well, when first learning, that the slant 

of 2 is to the left at bottom, like the strokes 

of common writing; 3 slants the reverse; 6 

and 8 slant to the left; 7 and 9 to the right. 

It should also be recollected that of any two 

numbers liable to be mistaken for each other, 

the lower one slants to the left like common 

writing, and the higher to the right. A great 

advantage in using these numbers is, that 

they read exactly like those of the Arabic 

system, each additional figure increasing the 

previous value of the series tenfold, besides 

adding that of its own; thus—lA is 14, lAV is 

145, and 1857 is represented by l/V\- The 

numbers should be cut and read from the end 

of the tally placed in the ground. 

Painted tallies, for temporaiy use, are slightly 

rubbed with white paint, and written upon 

with a black-lead pencil whilst wet. Some 

composition pencils, of which the marks on 

paper cannot be effectually rubbed out by in¬ 

dia-rubber, are preferable to those of genuine 

jdumbago. Red chalk is found to withstand 

the weather, and to remain legible for many 

years. It is more durable than black-lead. 

Cast-iron Tallies, about 1 foot in length, 

with an oval top suiTounded by a rim, with 

which the numbers are raised in the casting, 

are very durable if dipped in boiling linseed 

oil. This will almost entirely prevent rust¬ 

ing, at least above ground, for more than 

twenty years. When rust appears, they 

may be put in the fire, cleaned, and re-dipped. 

An Iron Tally coated with zinc (Fig. 95), 

Eig. 95. with sides projecting so as to 

admit of a piece of glass being 

puttied over the name, an¬ 

swers well. The metallic face 

is painted white, and on this 

ground, when dry, the name is 

painted black. Afterwards, 

when perfectly dry, the tally 

is glazed. When being glazed, 

the tally should be warmer 

than the air of the place in 

which the operation is per- 

Tree Label. fonned. Putty that has been 

kept moist by immersion in water should not 

be used. Some very excellent kinds of tallies 

ai’e made of earthenware, on which numbers 

are stamped in, previous to burning, or names 

are burned in. 

Bricks set endwise in the ground, with a 

name or number painted upon them, are also 

frequently employed. 

Labels made of lead, and having the num¬ 

ber or names stamped in, are very durable, 

provided they be securely fixed, as when nailed 

against walls; but unless of small size, they 

are objectionable when suspended, because 

the wires cut their way out. For labelling 

plants or cuttings for travelling, tapering slips 

of sheet lead answer very well. The number 

is stamped on the broad end, and the slip is 

then rolled tight on the branch or stem of the 

plant. Small lead labels, just sufficiently large 

for a number to be stamped on them, are 

sometimes used; these should be attached to 

the bi-anch of the tree by copper wire. Zinc 

labels are frequently used; but if suspended 

from the plant, their edges are apt to injure 

the bai'k. When placed where there is no 

danger of this occurring, they answer exceed¬ 

ingly well. A number may easily be stamped 

in; they may also be written on with an ink 

composed of verdigris in powder—1 drachm, 

sal-ammoniac 1 drachm, lamp-black ^ drachm, 

and water 10 drachms; or, if rubbed over with 

white lead paint, a black-lead pencil may be 

used for the same purpose. 

Fig. 94 
1334 5 6 7 890 

Seton’s Tally. 
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Parcliment labels are veiy generally em- I 

ployed for the temporary labelling of plants; 

but they are ajit to become almost like a jelly, 

when kept close and damp, and the ink spreads, 

so that instead of letters, it exhibits a mere 

stain. A great improvement consists in giv¬ 

ing the parchment a coat of white lead. It 

may then be cut into slips of the required size, 

and written upon, either with pencil or ink. 

The white lead gives a firm surface to the 

label, so that the latter remains flat, without 

acquii’ing a gelatinous consistence with damp, 

or shrivelling up with drought. 

Nail Bag.—A bag or large pocket for hold¬ 

ing nails and shreds, whilst nailing wall-trees, 

&c., may either be made of stout close canvas, 

or of leather. In the latter case it sometimes 

contains one or two small pockets for knives. 

It is suspended by shoulder straps, and further 

secured by a belt. All this may be necessary in 

nailing against very high walls; but in ordin¬ 

ary cases, the canvas answei’s the purpose sufii- 

ciently well, and is at all times more pliable. 

Scrapers.—Where gravel walks have fre¬ 

quently to be entered upon from the culti¬ 

vated soil, there should be scrapers of some 

kind or other. They should be of cast-iron, 

for old spades, a piece of hoop-iron, or a piece 

of old scythe, fixed between wooden stumps, 

have a barbarous appeai’ance. A narrow plate 

of iron, exhibiting some adaptation for the pur¬ 

pose, and screwed on wooden suppoi-ts, is not so 

objectionable, and may be adopted in small 

gardens. 

Hand-glasses are made in various shapes; 

but their bases are generally square, hexago¬ 

nal, or octagonal; but now that glass is cheap, 

and that sheet-glass can be obtained of sizes 

corresponding with those of the sides, the pre¬ 

ference is given to hand-glasses with only four 

sides. The frame-work is usually constructed 

of lead, copper, or cast-iron, the latter, if kept 

painted, answers well. 

The hand-glass with a cast-iron framework 

Pig. 96. 

o 

Hand-glass. 

(Phg. 96) is very durable and convenient; the 

top being moveable, air can ea.sily be given 

without lifting the glass or injuring the leaves 

of the plant in replacing it; and by placing 

two or three of the lower portions .above each 

other, a protection of greater height may be 

formed. 

Bell-glasses of green glass, and of large size, 

are used in the open ground for protecting 

and forwarding vegetables, Ac. Others of less 

size, and made of whiter glass, are employed 

in propagating. 

Fig. 97 is an improved form of bell-glass. 

Fig. 97. 

for protecting vegetables, invented and manu¬ 

factured by Mr. Pilkington, of St. Helen’s, 

Lancashire. By removing the small bell-glass 

placed over the neck of the larger one, air may 

be admitted without lifting the latter, or rais¬ 

ing it up. 

The AiMs Brush (Fig. 98), invented by the 

Ptov. E. S. Bull, of Colchester, is useful for 

removing aphides from roses and other plants. 

The handle is of steel, and elastic. By the pres¬ 

sure of the fingers on one side, and that of the 

thumb on the other, the brushes are brought 

together upon the shoot to be cleaned, and the 

aphides are removed without injury to the 

plant. 
Various other articles will be required in 

a garden, such as planks for wheeling; canvas, 

gauze, and nets of twine for protecting seeds 

and fruits from birds and other spoliators; 

wall nails and shreds; tarred twine, willows 

for tying, mats, stakes for plants; irons for 

clearing between furnace-bars, fire-shovels, 
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and other implements for pushing hack or 

drawing forward the fuel; traps for vermin, 

and a great variety of other articles. 

CHAPTER VIIT. 

FORMATION OF THE FRUIT AND KITCHEN 

GARDEN. 

The principal considerations relating to the 

formation of the Fruit and Kitchen Garden 

are—1. Situation. 2. Soil. 3. Form. 4. 

Extent. 

I.-SITUATION. 

In choosing a site for a garden, it is desii'- 

able that the gi’ound should either be level, 

or have a gentle slope to the south, south-east, 

or south-west. If the ground is naturally 

sloping, drainage can always be effected; but 

if it is level, care should be taken that that 

level is not so low as to 2Mevent deep drain¬ 

age, for this is of jirimary importance. A slojie 

to the south-east is generally considered better 

than one to the south-west. Where there is 

a choice, we think that a slope a little to the 

east of south, or so as to face the sun at about 

eleven o’clock in the forenoon, is to be pre¬ 

ferred. Steep slopes should be avoided, espe¬ 

cially in jiarts of the country where the annual 

fall of rain does not average more than 24 

inches jier annum. In such parts, the ground 

selected should either be level, or not sloping 

more than 1 foot in 50. In very wet climates, 

a fall to the extent of 1 foot in 30 may be ad¬ 

vantageous for early crops; but for walled-in 

gardens, such steej)s are inconvenient. The 

base of a slope is a good situation, and on such 

the soil is generally of good quality from the 

washing down of the richer jiarts of the soil 

of the higher ground. “ Ground possessing a 

gentle inclination towards the south is desir¬ 

able for a garden. On such a slope effectual 

drainage is easily accomplished, and the great¬ 

est possible benefit is derived from the sun’s 

rays. The lower jiart of a gentle declivity is 

jierhaps to be preferred; but a very low situa¬ 

tion should scarcely be chosen, as the subsoil 

is apt to be damp; fogs often brood over such 

sjiots, and frosts are more injurious than on 

higher ground. It is beneficial to have an 

open exposure to the east and west, so that 

the garden may enjoy the full benefit of the 

morning and evening sun.”—(Neill’s Fruit, 

Flower, and Kitchen Garden.) 

We have seen a garden formed so that the 

whole had a regular declivity from north to 

south, in which direction a walk divided the 

area into two equal portions, each of which 

likewise sloped uniformly towards the central 

walk. The garden was thus generally in¬ 

clined to the south, whilst the one-half had 

an eastern inclination, the other a western. 

In this way the sun’s rays have greater effect 

on the surface soil, from their being more per- 

jiendicular to it; and the water runs off, but 

not too rajiidly. If the ground were level 

from north to south, and if it sloped only from 

both sides to the central walk, then the water 

would tend to flow directly from the sides to¬ 

wards the walk; but when the gTound like¬ 

wise slopes from north to south, the water 

will tend also to follow that direction, and its 

course will consequently be diagonal. 

Gai'dens have to be made in many instances 

where a sujiply of water can only be obtained 

liy sinking wells; but it would be exceedingly 

desirable if a running stream could be taken 

advantage of in choosing a site for a garden. 

If such flow in a natural channel, of course it 

will be in the lowest part of the ground, and, 

consequently, will not occasion wetness in other 

parts; but then it would, probably, be moi'e 

labour to cany the water where wanted than 

to pump it from wells. If, on the other hand, 

a conduit is carried nearly level with the ge¬ 

neral surface of the garden, the water will 

pass through the banks, and keep the soil in 

a cold wet state, as has been frequently ob¬ 

served, unless the course be projierly secured 

from leakage by stone or brick-work laid in 

cement. This sort of aqueduct style may be 

considered obsolete, since the conveyance of 

water by pipes has become so general. Al¬ 

though by means of pipes we can raise water 

from a source to any place not higher than 

that source, and although this may be done 

by means of pipes underground without caus¬ 

ing any obstruction above, yet there are cir¬ 

cumstances connected with the aqueduct sys¬ 

tem which renders it on some accounts desir¬ 

able. It is well known that cold water applied 

even to kitchen garden crops in summer is in- 

juiious, and the more so the greater the dif¬ 

ference between the temperature of the water 

and that of the soil, even if that difference 

should arise from an unusually hot state of 

the ground at the time. Spring water retains 
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an almost uniform temperature, nearly equal 

to that of the surface soil in March; but rising 

very little in comparison to the increase of 

heat in summer. Water conveyed in pipes, 

generally laid below the immediate influence 

of the sun’s rays, partakes of the coolness of 

spring-water, and is on that account likewise 

objectionable. But when it is conveyed in an 

open channel, exposed to the sun and air, it 

acquires a much higher temperature, aj^proxi- 

mating to that of the soil, and is, consequently, 

much better for the growth of plants. From 

what has been stated, it is evident that the 

command of a stream of water is very desir¬ 

able for a garden. 

The situation, then, of the fruit and kit¬ 

chen garden, considered with reference to it¬ 

self, shordd be either on a level, but admitting 

of efiectual drainage, or on a gentle slope, and 

preferably on the lower portion of a slope fac¬ 

ing the south, or some jDoint between south¬ 

east and south-west, so that it may be the 

more sheltered from northerly winds; whilst, 

at the same time, its inclination admits of the 

sun’s mys acting with greater effect. A com¬ 

mand of water from a higher source should 

also be kept in view. 

A situation possessing these qualifications 

is of great importance, and should be taken 

advantage of, if there be no weighty reason to 

the contrary. If the mansion is already built, 

and if groimds laid out in ornamental style oc¬ 

cupy the most desirable site for the fruit and 

kitchen garden, the latter must of course be 

placed in the next best situation that circum¬ 

stances will permit. When the place is new, 

and a mansion has to be built, and gardens 

have to be formed, the gardener ought to be 

consulted as well as the architect. Fortunately 

these are not likely to differ about the quality 

of the soil, for the very poorest soil is the most 

healthy one for a house to be built upon, and 

that which the gardener would the least covet. 

The gardener should first select the situation 

which is most eligible for the garden; then the 

architect and landscape-gardener ought to set¬ 

tle between them upon the objects which they 

may respectively have in view. 

“ It may in general be remarked, that as a 

place of interest to every well-informed pro¬ 

prietor, the garden should be so near to the 

mansion as to be conveniently accessible on 

foot, probably within little more than ^ of a 

mile; while it should be so distant as to avoid 

the possibility of offence azdsing from the ne¬ 

cessary gardening operations, and the resort 

of workmen. A position on one side of the 

house is to be preferred, unless a more eligible 

one occur in the rear. Wherever it be placed, 

it should be so masked by evergreen shrubs, 

and by trees, as not to be visible from the 

principal lawn, or from the walks in the 

shrubbery and flower-garden. If the surface 

of the domain be undulating, the garden is 

almost unavoidably seen from some point or 

other, and the coup d'ceil of the inclosure 

walls is apt to jzresent the idea of a huge box; 

an zmpleasant imjzression, which should be 

avoided, or lessened by plantations judiciously 

introduced.”—(Neill’s Fruit, Flower, mid Kit¬ 

chen Garden.') 

The distance must depend upon the size of 

the mansion, and the corresponding extent of 

the surrounding pleasure-grounds. If these 

are extensive, the garden will probably re¬ 

quire to be situated at more than of a mile, 

but a shorter distance than this would be de¬ 

sirable. And in proportion as the extent of 

the domain is limited, so also must be the dis¬ 

tance of the garden from the house, till the 

former becomes quite attached to the latter; 

or the house, as in the case of small villas, 

may even be inclosed by the garden walls. 

Some recommend the garden to be situated 

on the south side of the house, others on the 

north, others on the east or west, or on the 

south-east or south-west. When situated di¬ 

rectly south from the mansion, the garden 

cannot be readily entered without coming in 

at the back of the glass structures, the first 

view being consequently the worst, 25erhaps, 

in the whole garden, that of sheds and other 

places, which are generally wished to be con¬ 

cealed as much as possible. If situated to the 

north, there is no such objection, the houses 

being then apjzroached directly in front. But 

on the other hand, the garden, when north of 

the house, can rarely be screened from the 

mansion without raising a shade, which ob¬ 

structs a considerable portion of the rays of 

light jzroceeding from the brightest portion of 

the sky. If, however, it is situated either 

on the east or west side of the mansion, the 

above objections will not apjzly; neither will 

they do so if the situation is chosen in a 

south-east or south-west direction from the 

mansion. But of all others the east is prefer¬ 

able, where the nature of the surface I’equires 

artificial shelter to be foi'med against the 

north and north-east winds. Supposing the 
21 
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ground to be level, and the garden placed to 

the south-west, then to shelter it from the 

north and north-east winds, high trees at 

some distance, as they ought to be from the 

garden, would certainly interfere with the 

pleasure ground; whereas, if the garden is 

placed on the east side, the necessary shelter 

would be farther from the mansion than the 

garden itself, and therefore would not come 

within the space required for ornamental pur¬ 

poses. 

II.-SOIL. 

In treating of soils, the kinds most suitable 

for a garden were pointed out. A good loam, 

or a sandy loam mixed with humus, is the 

best. The former is better fitted for fruit- 

trees, but for early crops the sandy loam is 

desirable. Whilst the greater part of the 

warden should consist of such soil, either na- 

turally or artificially formed, it would be very 

useful in some cases to have a portion stronger, 

and another much lighter, in order to suit 

some plants that require a strong soil, and 

others that require a very light one. 

The depth of soil for a fruit and kitchen 

garden should be in general about 3 feet. If 

the situation is damp, the depth of soil may 

be 2^ feet, or even 2 feet; but certainly not 

less than 18 inches. Nicol says it is necessary 

to have a depth of from 24 to 36 inches, and 

that when the natiu-al soil is less than 24 

inches, it is to be made up to that depth by 

forcing, that is, carrying in soil from the adja¬ 

cent fields, for it is not advisable to trench 

up and mix much of the subsoil with it. In¬ 

deed, in many cases, gardens are almost ruined 

by the injudicious admixture of the subsoil 

with the surface mould. 

The subsoil should also be examined, for if 

it is bad, or mixed with two much oxide of 

iron, a site ought to be sought for elsewhere, 

however suitable the top-soil may be. When 

this is good, trees of course will grow well for 

several years, or till their roots penetrate into 

the bad subsoil. Vitiated sap is then absorbed, 

and by the time that the trees should be in a 

full bearing state, they begin to exhibit symp¬ 

toms of decay; and the hopes of their bearing 

good crops, and of their attaining a healthy 

old age, terminate in disappointment. 

The choice of soil is affected by three con¬ 

siderations : the quality of the soil itself, the 

nature of the subsoil, and the position with 

reference to the mansion, as already indicated. 

It may fortunately happen, that a good soil 

and subsoil exist in the most desirable situa¬ 

tion, and when this is the case, the matter, of 

course, is easily settled. But the subsoil may 

be good, and the top bad, in that desirable 

situation ; then it may be a question whether 

the two good qualifications should not be 

taken advantage of, and means adopted to re¬ 

medy that which is objectionable as regards 

the top-soil. The solution of this question 

will depend on the amount of expense that 

may be required, or allowed, for improvement. 

If the top-soil is too thin, the necessaiy thick¬ 

ness must be made up by the introduction of 

proper soil from other places where it can be 

spared. The soil thrown out in digging for 

the foundations of walls, or other buildings, 

and for the bottoms of walks, should be eco¬ 

nomized for the purpose. If the requisite ad¬ 

ditional soil be taken from a field, the surface 

should only be removed in stripes, in order 

that the field may be injured as little as pos¬ 

sible. A rich old pasture will afford excellent 

garden soil. The soil, it may be here re¬ 

marked, should be taken in the way that will 

least injure the field. If we remove the en¬ 

tire surface from half the field, that half in 

most instances will not soon recover. But if 

the whole surface be lined off in strips, say 

18 inches wide, and if only every other one 

be taken off a spit deep for the garden, and 

then if the field be trenched across the strips, 

and duly manured, it will soon recover its 

loss, which, in fact, by this mode will be 

scarcely ajiparent under good after-manage¬ 

ment ; but even with such management, the 

bad effects of the entire removal of the sur¬ 

face has been visible for many years. The 

area of the garden being known, less that of 

the walks, and the depth of soil required to 

be added being also ascertained, the number 

of cubic vards to be drawn in can easily be 

calculated, and estimated for. 

Then it becomes simply a question of ex¬ 

pense, as to whether the garden can be formed 

in the best situation and on a good subsoil or 

not. It should be recollected that pleasure 

grounds can be laid out, and altered, if this 

should prove desirable; but such is not the 

case with a fruit and kitchen garden, sur¬ 

rounded by walls, and containing a greater 

or less number of horticultural structures. 

Therefore, to have it established in the best 

situation, although at some considerable ex- 
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pense for soil iu the tirst instance, would be 

very desirable. Rather than it should not be 

so placed, a portion of the ground, say a half 

or one-fourth, including borders, and where 

trees are to be planted, could be done in tlie 

first instance; and soil could be collected as 

opportunities occur, for making good succes¬ 

sive portions, till the whole is completed. 

Thus, objections which are merely applicable 

to the defects of the top-soil may be overcome. 

Where the subsoil is at fault, the remedy is 

frequently not so obvious. If only some por¬ 

tions of it are bad, these may be removed and 

a better kind substituted. When oxide of 

iron is found in excess in the subsoil, the lat¬ 

ter may in certain cases be laid over with con¬ 

crete, or the oxides may be corrected by the 

application of lime or chalk, for if this be 

well rammed, the roots of trees will not 

readily penetrate through it; or if the ground 

be trenched about 18 inches deep, with di-ain- 

age at the bottom of this depth, the oxides 

will be partly washed down, and carried off 

by the drainage water, and the injurious ac¬ 

tion of the remainder may be wholly or partly 

counteracted by the application of calcareous 

matter. By these means, the subsoil may be 

greatly improved; but in all cases where it is 

not naturally good, or not completely sealed 

by concrete or other substances from the 

access of roots, the top-soil should be made 

deep, so that there may be plenty of good 

nourishment for plants without their seeking 

after that which is indifferent or bad. 

III.-FORM AND EXTENT. 

As regards the cultivation of vegetables, 

the form of a garden is not of material conse¬ 

quence. With the exception of such as may 

require a south border, they will succeed as 

well iu a piece of irregular ground as they 

will in one of any other shape. But when 

the area is not rectangular there is additional 

trouble and loss of time in digging, trenching, 

Ac. As fruit and kitchen gardens are gene- 

I'ally inclosed with walls, chiefly with the 

view of ripening fruits, the form of the gar¬ 

den, and consequently the relative lengths of 

these walls and the determination of their as¬ 

pects, become important considerations. Much 

depends upon the more or less direct exposure 

which the surface of the wall presents to the 

action of the sun’s rays, during the period of 

the day when they are most powerful. From 

the following observations made by Professor 

Daniell, and recorded in his Meteorological 

Essays, that period appears to be between one 

and two o’clock p.m. The obseiwations were 

made in the month of June. “The day was 

perfectly calm and cloudless, and the atmos¬ 

phere so clear, that the disk of the moon was 

visible throughout the day. The dew-point 

by the hygrometer was stationary at 57“.” 

Progress of Solar Radiation from Morning to Evening. 

Thermometer. 

Time. In Sun. In Shade. Difference. 

9 A.M. 93° 68° 25° 
H „ 103 69 34 

10 „ 111 704 404 
104 119 71 48 
11 „ 124 714 524 

114 .. 125 724 524 
12 „ 129 73 56 
124 p.m. 132 74 58 

1 „ 141 74J 664 

14 „ 140 75 65 
2 „ 143 754 674 
24 „ 138 70 62 
3 „ 138 764 6I4 
34 ,, 132 77 55 
4 „ 124 76 48 
44 1, 123 77 46 
6 ., 112 76 36 

54 n 106 75 31 
6 „ 100 73 27 

Means ... 124| 734 5li 

It will be observed from the above, that 

the highest temperature in the shade occurred 

between three and half-past four p.m.; but the 

power of the sun’s rays was greatest between 

one and two P.M. Although the observations 

were only taken for one day, yet it was well 

selected for the purpose by one who is ac¬ 

counted a high authority in these matters. 

The ball of the thermometer which he em¬ 

ployed for indicating the power of the sun’s 

rays, was covered with black wool. As trust¬ 

worthy observations of this nature are im¬ 

portant to the subject in hand, the following 

additional extract is given from the same 

work:— 
“The mean results of flve series of experi¬ 

ments, conducted with every possible precau¬ 

tion, are contained in the following table, 

showing the power of the sun s radiation from 

half-past nine a.m. to half-past six p.m., in the 

mouth of Jline:— 
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Progress of Solar Radiation from Morning to Evening, in 

June, upon an average of five experiments. 

Time. Force of Sun’s Rays. 

9| A.M. 32“ 
lOJ 46 

55 

124 V 63 
14 p.Ar. 65 

24 „ 63 

34 .. 58 
44 „ 49 

54 ,, 35 

14 29 

Here it will be observed, that the force of 

the sen’s rays at half-past nine A.M. is, on the 

average, 32°, and that it increases between one 

and two P.M. to its maximum, 65°, or to rather 

more than the double of what it was at half¬ 

past nine a.m. It will also be seen, that it 

increases rapidly between the hours half-past 

nine, half-past ten, half-past eleven, and half¬ 

past twelve; and then during the next two 

hours the force is nearly uniform. 

Moreover, the average force of the sun’s 

rays in the three hours before twelve noon, 

is, according to these observations, about 44°; 

and in the three hours after twelve it is 62°. 

From this it is evident that a wall with a 

west aspect must be miich warmer than one 

with an east aspect. The sun shines in a 

clear day as long on the one as on the other, 

but not with equal intensity. For three hoiu’s 

before noon, the sun shines on the east aspect 

at the same mean angle as he does on the 

west asj)ect for three hours after noon; but 

during the latter period his rays have, ac¬ 

cording to the above observations, about 40 

per cent, greater intensity. The wall with 

the west aspect must therefore become much 

more heated than one with the east aspect. 

After half-past three p.m., the power of the 

sun’s rays begins to decline considerably, but 

as some compensation for this they impinge 

more directly. 

The southern aspect, being the most im¬ 

portant, requires to be taken first into consi¬ 

deration. It may, according to circumstances, 

face either directly south; or it may be in¬ 

clined to the south-east, so as to face the sun 

about eleven a.m.; or it may incline to tlie 

south-west, to face the sun about one p.m. In 

parts of the kingdom where the climate is 

sufiicient to ripen peaches and nectarines per¬ 

fectly, on a wall facing the sun at eleven a.m., 

that aspect should be chosen, as in that case 

the adjoining walls can proceed at right 

angles and afford two good western aspects, 

on which the sun may commence to shine as 

early as eleven a.m., so that apricots, plums, 

cherries, and the finest sorts of pears, could 

be ripened to pei'fection upon it. But, if the 

heat against an aspect thus inclined an hour 

to the east of the mex’idian is not sufiiciently 

intense to ripen peaches satisfactorily, the as¬ 

pect must face the sun at noon; and where 

the climate is still colder, it will be advisable 

to turn the aspect directly to the sun at 

one P.M. 

With regard to the aspects of the other 

walls, it would not be desirable that ea,ch 

should receive an equal amount of sun-heat 

in the course of the day; for if this were 

the case, the consequence would probably be, 

that although many of the finer kinds of 

pears, &c., could be grown on both sides of 

the wall, yet none of the fruit would ripen to 

perfection. Ho comparison can be made be¬ 

tween the real value of any quantity of par¬ 

tially ripened pxears, and of half that quantity 

brought to full perfection. We should there¬ 

fore endeavour to provide an aspect that will 

insure good fiavour in those desirable fruits. 

The eastern aspect must be planted with such 

things as are most suitable, chiefly summer or 

early axitumn fruits; for, owing to the ripen¬ 

ing period of these being nearly that at which 

the hottest weather occurs, an indifferent as¬ 

pect will ripen them tolerably well. Hext, 

therefore, to the southern aspect, one that 

will be as little as possible inferior to it de¬ 

mands attention. It is desirable that the 

walls should be at right angles to each other. 

Where the southern aspect wall faces the sxxn 

at eleven a.m., the western aspect, if at right 

angles to it, will have the sun, as ah’eady ob¬ 

served, from eleven in the forenoon, and would 

then be inclined to the south of west as much 

as will insure the ripening of the fruits re¬ 

quired to be produced against that Avail. Where 

the Avail on the north side runs from east to 

west, and of course faces directly south, the 

walls joining it may run north and south, but 

then the west aspect will have an hour less 

sun than in the preceding case, and conse¬ 

quently some things that would require that 

hour of additional sun, could not be properly 

grown against it, and they would need to be 

planted against the south Avail, which, there- 
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fore, would have to be extended to afford 

space for* them. 

Where the southern aspect must be inclined 

to the sun at one p.m., if the walls joining it 

proceeded at right angles to it, the westeim 

aspects would be shaded till one P.M., and con¬ 

sequently would be rendered so much inferior, 

as to he unfit for the purpose of ripening 

such fruits as ought to have, as far as possi¬ 

ble, an aspect provided for them little inferior 

to that of a south wall. This can only be 

obviated by giving the walls on the eastern 

and western sides such a direction, as to pre¬ 

sent western aspects that will receive the sun s 

rays as early as eleven A.M., although, by so 

doing, these walls will not join the others at 

right angles. The garden will then assume 

the form of a rhombus (Fig. 99), or that of a 

rhomboid (Fig. 100). This is somewhat incon¬ 

venient in working the ground, and dividing 

it for crops; but the latter will grow equally 

well, whilst a great advantage will be derived 

in regard to the ripening of fruits. The op¬ 

posite sides of these figures being parallel, all 

the borders, beds, and quarters in the garden, 

can also have parallel sides; and this being 

the case, although their ends do not square 

off, yet they are more easily worked than it 

the ground were wider at one end than the 

other, which must be the case where the op¬ 

posite walls are not parallel. 

From the foregoing statements it appears, 

that the walls of a fruit and kitchen garden 

shoitld have the following directions, accord¬ 

ing to the climate of the locality:— 

1. In the warm parts of Britain, the wall 

on the north side should face the sun at 

eleven a.m., and the walls on the east and 

west sides should run parallel to each other, 

and proceed at right angles from the wall on 

the north side. 

2. Where the climate is not quite so good, 

the wall on the north side may face direct 

soutli, with east and west walls at right angles 

to it, and consequently running in the direc¬ 

tion of the meridian; but if the south wall is 

of limited extent, the other two may in that 

case run in the direction of the sun at eleven 

A.M., as in Fig. 99. 

3. In places where the hottest aspect is 

necessary to ripen the peach and nectarine, 

the wall on the northern side may be made to 

face the sun at one p.m.; and the walls on the 

eastern and western sides should then I'un in 

N Fig. 99. 

the direction of a point in the horizon, above 

which the sun is perpendicular at eleven A.M., 

as in Fig. 100. 

Where the peach succeeds well on the open 

wall, the position of the walls may be as in 

the first case. Where rather colder, the as¬ 

pects pointed out in the second case may be 

adopted; and in the northern parts of Britain, 

the direction of the walls as given in the third 

case, would be most proper. Where the situa¬ 

tion is too cold or northerly for the cultiva¬ 

tion of peaches and nectarines on the open 

■svall being siiccessfully attempted, the south¬ 

ern aspect should be occupied with apricots, 

plums, cherries, and pears. It is certainly 

not absolutely necessary that the southern as¬ 

pect walls should face or be exactly at right 

angles to the sun’s rays at the houis men¬ 

tioned, nor that the eastern and western 

walls should follow to a minute the direction 

of the hour-lines. Nevertheless, the indica¬ 

tion of the hour-lines will be a convenient 

guide, and they may be easily found with suf¬ 

ficient accuracy by a well-regulated clock or 
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watch, allowance being made for the equation 

of time. 

In tracing out the direction of the walls, 

it will be most convenient to find, in the first 

place, the meridian line. This being found, 

walls intended to run due north and south, 

must, of course, correspond with it; whilst lines 

at right angles to it will give the direction of 

walls running east and west. These lines, in 

the direction of the four cardinal points, should 

be those first ascertained in laying out a gar¬ 

den; and we think it advisable that they 

should be permanently marked, so that they 

may serve as guides for laying off other lines 

that may be required to run either parallel to 

them, or deviate fi-om them to any desired 

extent. Supposing it is required to find the 

direction of a line of wall that shall be in the 

direction of the hour line of eleven a.m. This 

might be done by a well-regulated watch, pro¬ 

vided the sun was visible at that hour; but, 

in certain seasons, weeks of delay might take 

place before such an opportunity occurred. 

Independent of this, however, the line in 

question may be easily traced, provided the 

angle which it forms with the meridian, or 

twelve o’clock line, is known, presuming the 

latter has been previously fixed, as above re¬ 

commended. This angle for eleven a.m., as 

well as the angles which the other hour lines 

form with the meridian in different latitudes, 

will be found in the following table:—■ 

I’able of the Angles which the Hour Lines form with the 

Meridian, or Twelve o'cloclc Line, for every half degree 

of Latitude, from 50 to 69. 

Latitude. 
A.M. 

11. 
P.M. 

1. 
A.M. 

10. 
P.M- 

2. 
A.M. 

9. 
P.M. 

3. 
A.M. 

8. 
P.M. 

4. 
A.M. 

7. 
P.M. 

4. 

50° 00' 11° 38' 23° 61' 37° 27' 53° 0' 70° 43' 
50 30 11 41 24 1 37 40 53 11 70 51 
51 00 11 46 24 10 37 51 53 24 70 68 
61 30 11 61 24 19 38 4 53 36 71 6 
52 00 11 55 24 27 38 14 53 46 71 13 
52 30 12 00 24 36 38 25 53 58 71 20 
63 00 12 5 24 45 38 37 54 8 71 27 
53 30 12 9 24 54 38 48 64 19 71 34 
54 00 12 14 25 2 38 58 54 29 71 40 
54 30 12 18 25 10 39 8 54 39 71 47 
55 00 12 23 25 19 39 19 54 49 71 53 
55 30 12 28 25 27 39 29 54 59 71 69 
56 00 12 32 25 35 39 40 55 8 72 5 
56 30 12 36 25 45 39 60 55 18 72 12 
67 00 12 40 25 51 39 59 55 27 72 17 
57 30 12 44 25 68 40 9 55 37 72 22 

i 58 00 12 48 26 5 40 18 55 45 72 27 
58 30 12 62 26 13 40 27 55 54 72 33 
69 00 12 56 26 20 40 36 56 2 72 39 

For a place in latitude 52°, it will be seen, 

by referring to the above table, that the eleven 

o’clock line forms an angle of 12° with the 

meridian, or twelve o’clock line; the one 

o’clock line forms the same angle, but, of 

course, on the opposite side. Those who are 

acquainted with practical geometry, or with 

the rules of trigonometry, will easily find the 

means of laying off with sufficient exactness 

the above or any other angle. But some who 

do not understand these may have occasion to 

set off angles on the ground. Perhaps the 

best way then, will be to proceed as follows:— 

For example, to lay down an angle of 12°, or 

the eleven o’clock line, for lat. 52°: take a 

square, which may be made of wood, each leg 

being 9 or 10 feet long; draw a straight line 

parallel to the edge of each leg, and ascertain 

that the said lines intersect exactly at right 

angles. Mark their in¬ 

tersection a (Fig. 101) 

\vith a fine point, and 

similarly mark from a 

the distance of 100 

inches along each of the 

lines to b and c. Lay 

one of the legs in the 

direction of north and 

south; the other will of 

course be in that of east and west. Look in 

the following table for 12°, and opposite to it 

is 21'255 inches; lay off that distance as ex¬ 

actly as possible from a to d; then stretch a 

fine line over the points c d, and it will form 

an angle of 12° with the north and south line 

a c, and will thus give the line of a wall that 

will be in the direction of the eleven o’clock 

hour line, and which may be prolonged to any 

required extent. The course of the wall may 

then be marked out upon the ground by rods. 

Any other angle iip to 45°, may be laid ofil 

in a like manner. But when the angle is 

greater than 45°, subtract the number of de¬ 

grees it contains from 90°, and lay off the dis¬ 

tance corresponding to the remainder from e 

towards b. Thus, 78° of an angle with the 

meridian line is 12° short of 90°; the number 

of inches opposite 12° in the table is as above, 

21'255, and this distance laid off from e to /, 

forms the angle a cf = 78°, and ecf— 12°. 

Where the garden is of the form of a rhombus, 

as in Fig. 99, or of a rhomboid, as in Fig. 100, 

the angles of intersection may be found, and 

permanently marked on the square, so that the 

direction of walks, &c., may be readily laid off, 

or other lines formed parallel to them. 

Fig. 101. 

Square lor setting off 
Angles. 
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Table shoioing the distajiees to be laid off to marh degrees on the side of a square, 100 inches on the side, 

for setting off angles. 

Deg. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. Degs. Ins. 

1 1-024 
2 3-492 
3 5-241 
4 6-992 
5 8-748 

6 10-510 
7 12-278 
8 14-054 
9 15-838 

10 17-633 

11 19-438 
12 21-255 
13 23-087 
14 24-932 
15 26-795 

16 28-675 
17 30-573 
18 32-492 
19 34-432 
20 36-397 

21 38-387 
22 40-403 
23 42-447 
24 44-522 
25 46-630 

26 48-773 
27 50-953 
28 53-170 
29 55-431 
30 57-735 

31 60-086 
32 62-487 
33 64-941 
34 67-451 
35 70-021 

36 72-653 
37 75-355 
38 78-128 
39 80-978 
40 83-910 

41 86-928 
42 90-040 
43 93-252 
44 96-570 
45 100-000 

The form of the garden is, to some extent, 

determined by the direction required to be 

given to the walls. We have seen that, ac¬ 

cording to circumstances of climate, it should 

either have a rectangiilar form or that of a 

rhombus or rhomboid. It has also been ex¬ 

plained that it is always desirable that the 

opposite walls should be parallel. 

The space most eligible for a garden, as re¬ 

gards soil and other circumstances, may not 

admit of the forms we have recommended; 

nevertheless, the best form should in all cases 

be approximated as mi;ch as possible. If 

length from north to south can be obtained, 

but not from east to west, then the requisite 

extent of south aspect may be secured by a 

cross wall running through the centre. In 

hot summers, certain fruits will ripen on a 

direct east or west aspect; but they will only 

do so imperfectly in ordinary seasons. We 

should not, however, be guided by exceptions. 

It is much better to have one good aspect 

than two that are indifferent. 

The form of the garden must now be con¬ 

sidered with regard to the extent of wall, and 

the area inclosed thereby; for some forms re¬ 

quire a much greater length to inclose a given 

area than others. AVithin any given extent 

of outline, the circle contains the greatest 

area; next to it regular polygons; these figures, 

howevei', are but little adopted in gardens, 

more especially in fruit and kitchen gardens. 

For such, rectilinear foui’-sided figures are the 

most convenient; and of all these, the square 

contains the greatest area in proportion to 

the extent of outline. This form is, there¬ 

fore, the one to be adopted, when it is an ob¬ 

ject to inclose by four sides as much ground 

as possible within the least extent of wall. 

The more any four-sided figure deviates from 

a square, either as regards the similarity of 

the angles or the equality of the sides, the 

less will be the area inclosed, compared with 

the extent of the inclosure. For example, if 

2 acres be inclosed in the form of a square, 

the length of the boundary will be about 

1180^ feet, and the length of each side about 

295 feet. AVith the same length of sides, but 

thrown a little out of the square so as to form 

a rhombus, as in Fig. 99, the area would be 

nearly 7^ rods short of 2 acres. The total 

length of wall that would be required to in¬ 

close a square of 2 acres, would not inclose so 

much by 20 rods, if the figm-e were a paral- 

lelogi’am, of which the length is to the breadth 

as five to three. For 2 acres, this form would 

require to be in length 381 feet, and in breadth 

228-^ feet; consequently, the total length of 

inclosure would be 1219 feet. It may here 

be observed that the extent, and, consequently, 

the expense, of inclosing a garden is greater, 

in proportion to the quantity of ground in¬ 

closed, for a small garden than for a large one. 

Thus, the total length of inclosure for— 

1 acre, in the form of a square, would be 
2 acres, ,, 
3 ,, !I 
4 „ 
5 ,, „ 
6 ,, 11 n 

835 feet. 
1,180 „ 
1i446 „ 
1,670 „ 
1,866 „ 
2,045 „ 

From the above, it appears that whilst 4 

acres require 1670 feet, one-fourth of this ex¬ 

tent of wall will not inclose one-fourth of the 

area; for 1 acre requires just half as much 

walling as 4 acres. Of course, a large garden 

must require more to inclose it than a small 

one; but, at the same time, the larger the gar¬ 

den the less will be the expense per acre in¬ 

closed. Supposing the walls to be 12 feet 

above ground, with a foundation 3 feet deep, 

in all 15 feet from base to top, estimating 

the brick-work at .£12 j^er rod, the expense 

of inclosing— 

1 acre would be about. 
2 acres ,, 
3 
4 „ 
5 
6 „ 

£552 
780 
957 

1,104 
1,235 
1,350 
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From this it appears that the inclosure of a 

single acre, according to the above estimate, 

costs £552; but when 6 acres are inclosed 

together’, the amount is £1350, or at the rate 

of only £225 for each acre inclosed. It will 

be evident, from what has been stated, that 

where it is an object to inclose a certain area 

with the least extent of wall, the garden, pre¬ 

suming that it is to be four-sided, must be in 

the form of a square. If, on the contrary, 

the object is to have a large extent of wall in 

proportion to the area inclosed, then the gar¬ 

den must deviate accordingly from the square, 

and Ije made to assume the form of a rhombus, 

the sides being equal, of a rhomboid, an oblong 

figure with the ends oblique, or of a parallelo¬ 

gram. 
The southern aspect is so advantageous for 

the ripening of fruit, that it ought to be kept 

chiefly in view in forming a garden. In bad 

seasons, other aspects may fail in bringing 

fruits to perfection; in such seasons, well- 

ripened fruit is more especially valuable, and 

the best chance of obtaining it then, is from 

a southern aspect. On this account, it would 

be desirable that the garden should be of a 

form Avhich would afford a greater extent of 

wall with this than any other aspect. 

The form may, therefore, be that of a pa¬ 

rallelogram, of which the length is as five to 

three. Fig. 102is verynearlyin this proportion. 

Fig. 102. 
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and represents a small garden, 272^ feet from 

east to west, and 160 feet from north to south; 

consequently it contains exactly an acre. On 

referring to the figure, it will be observed, that 

it admits of nearly double the number of trees 

on the south aspect, as compared with each of 

the others; and it allows a greater extent of 

espaliers to face the south, which is also im¬ 

portant, as the fruit is more fully exposed to 

the sun throughout the hottest period of the 

day, than it is in espaliers running north and 

south. Moreover, the figure admits of being 

divided into eight principal compartments, 

each of which forms nearly a square, after 

allowing for the space occupied by espaliers. 

Although it is not absolutely necessary to 

adopt exactly the above proportion of five in 

length to three in breadth, yet it will be found 

well suited for the convenient working of the 

ground, and for the ripening of fruits on walls 

and espaliers. The main area of the royal 

gardens at Frogmore is nearly in the above 

proportions, being 760 feet from east to west, 

and 440 feet from north to south. 

Where there is scope for laying out a fruit 

and kitchen garden in any way that may be 

thought joroper, the best form, in our opinion, 

for the reasons previously stated, is an oblong, 

which may either have the ends square or in¬ 

clined so as to present aspects facing between 

south-west and west, according to climate. 

But if circumstances render it necessary to 

limit the garden to a square, or nearly so, then 

a good aspect for the eastern and western walls 

is more especially necessary, owing to the com¬ 

paratively limited extent of south wall, and the 

rhombus form should, therefore, be adopted, if 

possible. 
Various other forms difiering from the above 

have been recommended, as well as a different 

direction of the walls. Most authors, how¬ 

ever, agree, that a square or parallelogram is 

the most convenient; btat they difier as regards 

the direction of the walls, and as to whether 

the length of the garden should be east and 

west, or north and south. Some recommend 

the walls on the eastern and western sides to 

face directly east, or between east and south¬ 

east, in order to have sun for a longer period 

during the early part of the day; we have al¬ 

ready stated our reasons for differing from this. 

Others make the length of the garden run 

north and south, in order to have compara¬ 

tively little extent of north aspect. As al¬ 

ready exqDlained, we however prefer to have a 

considerable extent of aspect decidedly good, 

rather than a small extent possessing this 

character, together with a large proportion 

indifferent in that respect. 

The extent depends on various circumstances. 

It should be in proportion to the capacity of 

the mansion, so as to afford sufiicient fruit and 

vegetables for the number of inhabitants which 

this is adapted to contain. A garden, even 

on a small scale, in the country, should not 
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be less than an acre. Tliis is ealculated to 

afford a moderate supi^ly for 16 persons; but 

much depends on the nature of the soil, and 

on the kinds of vegetables in demand. In 

many eases, such things as turnips, potatoes, 

main crops of pease and beans, are now grown 

in fields for family use, so that the garden 

does not require to be so large as where it has 

to afford the whole siq^ply. Again, the slips 

outside the garden may be of considerable ex¬ 

tent ; or, on account of boundaries, or of ar¬ 

rangements eonnected with pleasure groirnds, 

the slips may be necessarily limited on one or 

more sides. These circumstances will accord¬ 

ingly require to be taken into consideration 

when determining the extent of area to be 

inclosed by walls. In the colder parts of the 

country, and especially where the situation is 

rather high and exposed to cold winds, the 

garden ought to Ije larger, shelter being, under 

these circumstances, required for rnauy pro¬ 

ductions, which, in milder climates, could be 

grown outside. If there be an orchard to 

supply the hardier fruits, the garden may be 

less than where fruits will scai-cely grow ex¬ 

cept on walls. 

By a system of close and simultaneous crop¬ 

ping, a large quantity of vegetables may be 

grown in a comparatively small space. Vege- 

tables, however, when so raised, are not gene¬ 

rally so good as when the different crops have 

])lenty of room. Abundance of space is better 

than too little; for if, at any time, the whole 

should not be required for kitchen crops, the 

spare ground may be cropped with potatoes, 

turnips, mangold-wurzel, or any other crop 

tliat may be found most profitable; or a por¬ 

tion may be occasionally laid down in grass, 

which will refresh it for the growth of vejje- 

tables again. At all events, the ground need 

not be lost, however much more it may be 

than is absolutely necessary for a supply. 

Where ground is at command, the question 

of size depends greatly on the expenditure 

that can be allowed for walls, a tolerably cor¬ 

rect idea of the expense of which may be 

formed from the relative amounts which we 

have already given for inclosing from 1 to 6 

acres. Less than 1 acre would be inclosed at 

a very great expense for wall in proportion 

to the ground, 6 acres is as much as will be 

required for a very large establishment; and 

in general, a fruit and kitchen garden of 4 

acres will be sufficient to supply all ordinary 

demands. 

IV.-SHELTER. 

In treating of the most desirable site for 

a garden, that affording natural shelter was 

recommended to be taken advantage of, where 

it could be done consistently with other ar¬ 

rangements also necessary to be kept in view. 

But whei*e the natural dtsposition of the sur¬ 

face affords little or no shelter, recourse must 

be had to artificial means of supplying it. 

Walls, it is true, afford a certain amount of 

shelter for the interior of the garden, and by 

receiving heat from the sun’s rays, and radiat- 

ing it again, a warmer atmosphere is generated 

within the garden than that without. But 

it is often the case, especially in our unsettled 

springs, that, after the sun has heated the 

interior of the garden during a comparativelv 

calm period of the day, and when the motion 

of the sap has been stimulated in consequence, 

strong gusts of cold wind sweejj through the 

garden, and by their mechanical force easily 

displace the warmer and lighter air. Walls 

afford good shelter so long as there is but little 

wind, and that steady; but when it is other¬ 

wise, it eddies round the inside of the walls, 

and if cold, it produces far more injurious 

effects on the vegetation which it there meets, 

than it does on that which is entirely in the 

open ground, and not subjected to temporary 

excitements. It is, therefore, of great im¬ 

portance that the progress which vegetation 

makes in a garden should be as much pro¬ 

tected as possible from sudden checks; and 

this protection must consist in moderating 

the sudden effects of cold winds. This must 

be done artificially, and chiefly by means of 

jrlantations. These must be made on the 

north, north-west, and north-east sides; for 

the winds from these quarters are the coldest. 

The shelter to the north and north-east of 

the gai’den should ap2rroach it the nearest; 

for of all other’s these Avinds are the most to 

be dreaded. The nearer the sheltering ob¬ 

jects are to vegetation, the greater rvill be 

the obscured portion of the sky, and the les.s 

the amount of light which the j)lants will re¬ 

ceive. But what is grown on tlie north and 

north-east aspects is of little importance com- 

jrared with the subjects on the other aspects; 

so that the shelter of the latter is more to be 

considered than the |)artial loss of light to 

the former. But tlie trees for shelter on the 

west and east sides should be farther remoA’ed 

from the garden walls. Along the north side 

22 
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the screen may be as near as GO feet, depend¬ 
ing partly on the kind of trees employed; and 
about the same distance the screen may turn 
round the north-east and north-west corners, 
but should then gradually recede, leaving the 
garden quite open to the south-east, south, 
and south-west. After turning the north¬ 
west and north-east angles, the latter being 
especially guarded, the shelter, instead of 
being a continuor s belt or avenue, may con¬ 
sist of clumps at considerable intervals, having 
on one side a general direction to the south¬ 
east, and on the other to the south-west, with 
other clumps farther off, and opposite the 
intervals. 

The trees employed for shelter should, of 
course, be tall and quick growing sorts. In 
these respect, perhaps none excels the black 
Italian poplar {Populus monilifera). It will 
attain the height of 40 feet in a few years, 
especially if the ground is well trenched and 

manured previous to planting, and afterwards 
kept hoed and loosened on the surface when 
the trees are yoimg. The larch and sycamore 
are also quick growers, the same may be said 
of the lime {Tilia europcea), and it may be 
pruned and trained so as to form a close 
screen from the ground upwards. The elm 
and beech ultimately become lofty, but their 
growth is slower than that of the others above- 
named; and where the soil is suitable, the 
Norway spruce {Abies excelsa), the Scotch fir 
{Finns sylvestris'), and the Corsican pine (Pi- 
nus Laricio), will also answer the purpose ex¬ 
ceedingly well. 

The trees may be planted so as to form an 
avenue; and if this has a double row of trees 
on each side, the force of the wind will be 
more eftectually broken. In case an avenue 
should not be required, a belt not less than 
50 feet wide may be planted with two sorts 
of trees suitable for the purpose. The poplar 
may be, one of the sorts, and it should be 
planted near the side of the belt next the 
garden, and some slower-growing kind of tree 
behind it, elm or beech for instance, according 
to the nature of the soil. The po})lar will 
afford shelter by its rapid growth in the first 
place, and if its appearance is not liked, the 
trees may be cut down when the other kinds 
are high enough to afford shelter. If some 
outposts in the shape of oval clumps were 
established, the force of the wind would be 
considerably broken before it reached the belt 
or avenue above recommended. The ovals 

would be most effective if arranged, with their 
longest side towards the garden, in two series, 
and they may be at the distance of 200 or 300 
yards. The clear distance between the ovals 
in each series should be equal to their length, 
and the intervals so formed should be covered 
by the ovals in the second rank or series. In 
passing through these oval clumps, the velo¬ 
city of one portion of the wind will tend to 
neutralize that of another; for a portion of the 

air sweeping round an end of one of the outer 
ovals, will be partly checked by another por¬ 
tion sweeping round an end of the adjacent 
oval. If their forces should coalesce to a con¬ 
siderable extent, and the wind proceed in a 
direct course after squeezing through between 
the exterior clumps, it will again have to en¬ 
counter the body of the clumps placed on the 
inside opposite the intervals of the others, 
and afterwards, with a generally broken-up, 
indirect, and diminished force, the wind has 
to encounter the regular belt or avenue. 

As a means of preventing the Avind from 
sweeping along the external surfaces of the 
walls, diagonal projections at each corner have 
been recommended; and there is an example 
of such in the gardens of the Earl of Rosberry 
at Dalmeny Park. Supposing the walls of the 
garden to run from east to west and from 
north to south, it is evident that a jjiece of 
diagonal wall extending, say in a north-west 
direction, will protect the western wall and 
border, when the wind is blowing from the 
north; but if the wind should be from the 
point north-west by west, it Avill strike at an 
acute angle against the diagonal projection, 
and will, consequently, act with collected force 
in the angle, and will then commence to sweep 
along the west aspect. When the wind from 
the north, or from any point between that and 
north-west, is prevented by a diagonal projec¬ 
tion from acting against the western aspect, 
it will in that case be diverted with greater 
force against the northern aspect. Similar 
objections apply to a diagonal wall extending 
in a north-east direction. Instead of a diago¬ 
nal projection at each corner, it would be bet¬ 
ter to extend the wall on the north side of 
the garden beyond the eastern and western 
walls as far as the breadth of the respective 
borders, or even to the outside of the slip. By 
this means, also, an additional length of wall 
with a southern aspect will be secured. II 
the walls cannot be so extended, a good close 
hedge may be reared. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

FORMATION OF THE FRUIT AND KITCHEN 

GARDEN—Uoniinwec?. 

I.—levelling the ground. 

After the situation and outline of the fruit 

and kitchen garden have been decided upon, 

the next step is to determine the level of the 

ground or the slope thereof, as the case may¬ 

be. Walls cannot be built to any required 

height above the surface of the soil until the 

height of that surface is kno-wn. If the ground 

is apparently level, still it is necessary to de¬ 

termine whether it is really so or not; and if 

found irregular, the height of the plane which 

it will present, when the irregularities of sur¬ 

face shall have been levelled, is necessary to 

be ascertained. If this be done with sufficient 

accuracy, a proper starting point for the ele¬ 

vation of walls or other structures, the height 

of the surface of walks, the depth of drains, 

(kc., will have been obtained. Here, it is evi¬ 

dent that some knowledge of levelling is ne¬ 

cessary j and as much expense has been too 

frequently incurred for want of such know¬ 

ledge, some plain practical directions on the 

subject, as connected with gardening opera¬ 

tions, may prove useful, and lead to better 

results, with less expense than is usually the 

case when the operation of levelling the ground 

is commenced at random, and carried on al¬ 

most by chance. 

Supposing a plumb-line to be suspended 

from p (Fig. 103), it is evident that it would 

Fig. 103. 

hang in the direction of the line^? c, or towards 

the centre of the earth. Any line crossing 

this at right angles, as d d, is generally termed 

a horizontal or level line, the line of sight, or 

the apparent level. But, supposing the line 

k k a to represent the half of the globe, then 

the circular line k a k, parallel to the circum¬ 

ference, would be the true level, and so would 

a g, the straight line a d being only the a^r 

parent level, or horizontal line of sight. The 

sm’face of still water is considered to be a per¬ 

fect level] it appears so to the eye, neverthe¬ 

less it corresponds with the curve of the earth. 

If a canal were cut from a to g, the surface of 

the water with which it might be filled would 

form a curve like that connecting these two 

points. In short, if the point c represent the 

centre of the earth, and a a point on the sur¬ 

face, the circumference of the circle described 

by dt c as a radius, would coincide with the 

true level, whilst the straight line d d would 

be the tangent to it, and would represent the 

apparent level. For a short distance, the dif¬ 

ference between the tme and apparent levels 

is inappreciable; but it goes on increasing in 

proportion to the square of the distance; for 

it is equal to the square of the distance be¬ 

tween the station where the instrument is 

placed and the spot where the rod stands, 

against which the horizontal line of sight is 

directed, divided by the diameter of the earth. 

Thus, if the instrument is placed at a, and 

the distance from a to h be 1000 yards, ab 

will be the horizontal line of sight, or ap¬ 

parent level, and h h the difference between it 

and the true level, which difference can be 

found as follows:—First, squaring the distance, 

we have 1000 X 1000 = 1,000,000; this, di¬ 

vided by the diameter of the earth, which is 

about 13,924,000 yards, gives as a quotient 

•0718 yard, or -2154 foot, which is about 

2-58 inches, or a little more than 2^ inches; 

and this is the difference of level on a distance 

of 1000 yards. Therefore, if we multiply the 

square of the distance in yards by 2‘58, and 

divide by 1,000,000, or, what is the same, 

multiply by 258 and point off eight jilaces on 

the right, the difference of level will be re¬ 

presented in inches by the figures on the left, 

whilst those on the right will be decimals of 

an inch. 
Although it will very rarely be necessary 

to apply the correction for garden puiqioses, 

yet cases may occur where it would be of es¬ 

sential importance. For instance, if two re¬ 

servoirs were to be built, one in the garden, 

and another at a mile distant to supply the 

former; and if both were carried up to the same 

apparent level, the garden one would either 

not be filled to within 8 inches of its coping, 

or it would require to be built 8 inches higher 
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to prevent its overflowing, according as the 

apparent level had been taken from the sup¬ 

plying reservoir, or the contrary. 

The following table shows the height of the 

apparent above the true level for every 100 

jmrds, and also for every mile:— 

Yards. Inches. Miles. Feet. Inches. 

.50 0-00006 Oi 0 04 
100 0-026 04 0 2 
200 0-103 Of 0 44 
300 0-232 1 0 8 
400 0-413 2 2 8 
500 0-645 3 6 0 
600 . 0-928 4 10 8 
700 1-264 5 16 8 
800 1-651 6 24 0 
900 2-089 7 32 8 

1,000 2-584 8 42 8 
1,100 3-121 9 54 0 
1,200 3-715 10 66 8 
1,300 4-360 11 80 8 
1,400 6-056 12 96 0 
1,500 5-805 13 112 9 
1.600 6-601 14 130 9 
1,700 7-446 15 149 11 

From the above table it will be seen, that 

the difierence at the distance of 50 yards is 

almost nothing; therefore, if the levelling 

staves are placed 100 yards apart, and the 

instrument half way between them, no correc¬ 

tion will be required. 

It is scarcely to be supposed that a gardener 

can command an instrument, so nicely adjusted 

that the line of sight will be perfectly hori¬ 

zontal when the bubble is in the middle of 

the tube. Its line of sight may direct to a point 

too high or too low, but by placing the in¬ 

strument exactly in the middle, as at p (Fig. 

103), any error arising from the above cause 

may be avoided. If the instrument at p, when 

the bubble is in the middle of the spirit tube, 

has its sights directed to I, say on the right, 

it is evident that that point is below the 

horizontal line; and when the instrument is 

tm-ned round, it will point as much below the 

horizontal line at I, on the left. These two 

points 11, are both in the same horizontal line, 

although not in that of the instrument; for 

the distance being equal, the error is equal on 

both sides. It increases in proportion to the 

distance; therefore, if the instrument were not 

placed exactly in the middle, the two points 

11 would not be equi-distant from m m, and 

consequently the straight line between the 

two former would not be parallel to the hori¬ 

zontal line of sight. In all cases, therefore, 

where the instrument is not of the most per- [ 

feet description, and particularly well adjusted, 

it should be placed half-way between the staves, 

on which points in a horizontal line are to be 

marked. It may be observed, that on view¬ 

ing from I to I, the error of the instrument 

will be seen to he pn-, by measuring that dis¬ 

tance from I to m, and then adjusting the 

sights of the instrument so that they will 

direct to m whilst the bubble is in the middle 

of the spirit tube, a level may then be taken 

for a shoid distance without risk of any ma¬ 

terial error, even although the instrument 

should not be placed midway, which it may 

not be possible to do in some cases. 

To level a line, as, for example, that intended 

for the edging of a walk. Prepare a lozenge¬ 

shaped piece of wood (Fig. 104) about six 

inches broad; paint it 

white, with the excei> 

tion of an inch all round 

the margin, which should 

be black; also, a strong 

black line across from 

angle to angle. A square 

hole cut on the upper 

side of the cross line, ad¬ 

mits of anything against 

which it is placed, being 

marked exactly at the height of that line. If 

the length of the edging intended to be levelled 

do not exceed 600 feet, let a rod be placed at 

each end, and the instrument half-way be¬ 

tween these. Let an assistant hold the lo¬ 

zenge-shaped mark against the rod at one ex¬ 

tremity of the line, whilst the person at the 

instrument directs him to slide it up or down, 

till the line across its centre coincides with 

the line of sight from the instrument when 

the bubble is in the middle of the spirit-tube. 

Mark the rod at the height of the cross line; 

and in the same way the rod at the other end 

of the walk. The two points so marked on 

the rods at each extremity are in the same 

horizontal line, like the points m m, or I I, in 

Fig. 103. The instrument may now be re¬ 

moved, and a rod put in its place. By plac¬ 

ing the cross line of the lozenge-slide on one 

of the points to which the level was directed, 

and then viewing from the point at the other 

extremity, the rod placed in the middle can 

be marked at a point which will be in a hori¬ 

zontal line with the other two. There will 

then be three ascertained points on the same 

level; and by viewing between any two, as 

many more may be mai'ked along the line as 

Fig. 104. 
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may te found necessary. Thus, on the rods 

placed between the two extremities, a series 

of points may be marked, all of which shall 

be in the same horizontal line. By measur¬ 

ing down a uniform distance from each of 

these points, the horizontal line which they 

marked may be transferred to the ground, or 

to the height to which the edging is to be 

worked. If this height be determined at any 

place, then it is only necessary to measure 

down to it from the level point originally 

marked on the rod, and to the same distance 

below each of the level points the whole edg¬ 

ing .should be formed. 

But instead of being level, the walk may 

be required to have a uniform slope, so that 

one end shall be, say 2 feet lower than the 

other. In this, and similar cases, find the 

horizontal level points at each end as before; 

then mark a foot higher than the level point 

at the one end, and a foot lower at the other, 

and thus there will be a difference of 2 feet 

between these new points, and a straight line 

from one to the other will have the required 

uniform slope. 

If a border were to be made level across a 

piece of uneven ground, and so that neither 

more nor less soil shall be employed than that 

which is found within its limits, the following 

mode of proceeding may be adopted:—Place 

a rod at each end, and intermediately a num¬ 

ber of rods at equal distances from each other. 

Place the instrument in the middle of the 

length of the border, but not exactly in the 

direct line between the rods placed at the 

extremities, in order that these may be seen 

without obstruction from the other rods. 

Mark on the end rods two points on the same 

level, as before directed; and likewise points 

on the same level on the other rods along the 

line. Now, as the ground was stated to be 

uneven, the level points will be at unequal 

heights above the surface, and the question is, 

to what uniform distance below tliem the 

surface, when levelled, will reach without 

having soil to Avheel away as superfluous, or 

any to bring in to make up deficiencies. We 

shall suppose the number of rods placed along 

the line to be ten. Measure down from the 

level points to the surface of the ground. 

Then, from these perpendiculars, find the 

mean depth of the space between the hoi’i- 

zontal line and the surface of the ground. 

This is not unfrequently supposed to be done 

by dividing the sum of the perpendiculars by 

their number; but this is not quite correct; 

therefore, the following mode should be adop¬ 

ted:—To half the sum of the first and last 

perpendiculars add all the others, and divide 

the sum by their number, less 1; the quotient 

will be the mean depth of the space between 

the ground and horizontal line; and a line 

traced at that depth below the horizontal line 

will be the ground level to which, if the high 

parts are taken down, the soil from them will 

exactly fill the hollows. Suppose the distances 

from the ground to the level points marked 

on the ten rods as follows:— 

Ft. Ins. 
Rod 1, . 4 0 

>. 2, . 3 6 
„ 3, . 3 0 „ 4, . 2 6 
„ 5, . 3 0 
„ 6. 4 6 

„ 7, . 5 0 
„ 8, . 4 3 
„ 9. . 4 0 

„ 10, . 2 6 

Sum of first and last divided by 2, 3 6 

Sum of the other depths,.. 29 9 

Number of depths, less 1=9, . 33 3 

3 8J 

The sum of all the depths divided by their 

number would give an average of 3 feet 7^ 

inches, which is not far from the truth, be¬ 

cause a considerable number of depths were 

taken. But supposing the number of perpen¬ 

diculars had been only five, and that their 

lengths were respectively 4 feet 6 inches, 

3 feet 6 inches, 4 feet, 2 feet G inches, 5 feet 

6 inches; then their whole sum, 20 feet, di¬ 

vided by 5, their number, gives 4 feet; whereas 

the correct mean depth of the space is only 

3 feet 9 inches, the error being 3 inches; but 

this would amount to an excess of 50 loads 

of earth in a border 3O0 feet in length, by 

20 feet in breadth. 

But cases may occur where the ground is 

so irregular that the rods at each extremity 

cannot be seen from the middle, and it may 

be required to find— 

1. The difference of level between the points 

where the rod is placed at a and that at g. 

2. Tlie height of a horizontal fine, according 

to which the ground may be made perfectly 

level with its own soil. 

3. The direction of a line, accoj’ding to 
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which the surface will form a uniform slope, 

with the least possible movement of soil. 

(1.) To find the difference of level between the 

two extremities.—Place the rods A, B, c, (tc. 

(Fig. 105), at convenient distances, and so 

Fig. 105. 

that the surface of the ground will be straight, 

or nearly so, between every two. The opera¬ 

tion may be commenced at either end; here 

we shall proceed from A. Place the instru¬ 

ment half-way between A and b, mark the 

level points on these two rods, and enter their 

heights from the ground in columns as under. 

Thus, after directing the instrument back to 

rod A, the line of sight is found to intersect 

that rod at 3 feet from the ground; write 

that height in the column headed Back-sight. 

Then turning the sights of the instrument, 

and viewing forward to rod b, mark the level, 

and enter its height from the ground, 5 feet, 

in the column headed Fore-sight. Move the 

instrument to station 2. Take there the back¬ 

sight level to B, and the fore-sight one to c, 

and enter the heights of these level points in 

the proper columns. Proceed thus till the 

levels are taken at all the stations : then sum 

up both columns; their difference is the dif¬ 

ference of level. If the sum of the heights 

in the back-sight column be greater than that 

in the fore-sight one, the ground is rising; 

if the sura in the fore-sight column be the 

greater, the ground is falling, as is the case in 

the present instance. 

Station. Back-sight. Fore-sight. 
Distance of surface 
below horizontal 
line or datum, at 

Ft. Ins. Ft. Ins. Ft. Ins. 
A, 3 0 

1. A, 3 0 B. 5 0 B, 5 0 
2. B, 2 0 c. 5 6 c. 8 6 
3,. c. 3 c D, 3 6 D, 8 6 
4,. D, 4 6 E, 3 0 E, 7 0 
5,. E, 4 0 P, 4 6 F, 7 6 

6,. F, 2 6 a, 5 6 G, 10 6 

19 6 27 0 
19 6 

From the above it appears, that the sum of 

the back-sight column is 19 feet 6 inches, 

whilst that of the fore-sight one is 27 feet; 

and that their difference, 7 feet G inches, is 

the difference of level between the surface of 

the ground at A, and that at o. On looking 

at the figure, it will be observed that the sur- 

face of the ground is undulating; but it falls 

more than it rises. By inspecting the entries 

in the back and fore-sight columns, it is found 

that, mth the exception of the one at station 

4, they are either equal, or those in the fore¬ 

sight column are greatest, and that the sum 

of the latter exceeds that of the back-sight 

column by 7 feet 6 inches; and, accordingly, it 

is found, as above explained, that the gi’ound 

at G is that much lower than at A. If the 

woi’k had been commenced at G, then the sum 

of the fore-sight column would have been 

least; and when this is the case, it should be 

recollected that the ground is rising. 

The difference of level between the surface 

of the ground at A, and that at any of the rods, 

may be ascertained in a similar manner to 

that by which the difference between A and 

G has been found. For example, if the differ¬ 

ence of level between A and E is required, the 

sums of the columns as far as E, are respectively 

17 feet and 13 feet, the fore-sight column ex¬ 

ceeds the other by 4 feet; and so much the 

surface of the ground at E is below that at A. 

It will frequently be necessary, in practice, 

to know at any particular point the distance 

of the surface from the horizontal line adopted 

as a datum, such as the line A G. That dis¬ 

tance, taken at each of the rods, should be 

entered in a column ruled for the purpose. It 

may be ascertained as follows:—For example, 

at E: at this rod we have just ascertained 

that the ground is 4 feet lower than it is at 

a; and the ground at A is 3 feet below the 

horizontal line a g ; therefore, at e the sur¬ 

face is 4 -(- 3 = 7 feet below the horizontal 

line. The distance from this line may also be 

readily found by summing up both columns, 

as far as the entry inclusive of the fore¬ 

sight on the rod where the height is required, 

omitting the initial height of the first back¬ 

sight. The difference of the sums is the dis- 

tance of the ground from the horizontal line. 

Thus, at c the fore-sight column amounts to 

10 feet 6 inches—the other, omitting the initial 

3, is 2 feet; the difference, 8 feet 6 inches, is 

the distance of the ground from the horizon¬ 

tal line at c. Difference of level,... 7 0 
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(2.) To find the height ofi a horizontal line 

h l'(Fig. 105) according to which the ground 

may he made level with its own soil. Find the 

area of the perpendicular space between the 

surface of the ground and the horizontal line 

A G. Divide that area by the length of the 

horizontal line, and the quotient will be the 

distance from the line A G to a parallel hori¬ 

zontal line h I, according to which the ground 

will be level; for there will be as much of the 

solid ground above it as there are vacant spaces 

below it; so that when the heights are taken 

down to that line and turned into the hollows, 

the whole will be level. Supposing the rods 

are placed at the distance of 50 feet from each 

other, the areas of the spaces between each 

rod from the ground to the horizontal line 

A G should be found, in order to ascertain the 

area of the whole space. This can be done as 

follows:— 

culars, 

Base, 

Areas, 

• (A, 3 B, 5'0 C, 8-5 D, 8-5 E, 7 0 F, 7-5 

{b’.S C, 8'5 D, 8-5 E, 7-0 F, 7-5 G, 10-5 

8 13-5 17-0 15-5 14-5 18-0 

60 60 50 60 , 50 50 

■ 2)400 6T5 860 775 725 900 

.. 200 S37'5 425 387’5 362-5 450 

The total of these areas is 2162’5 square feet. 

Now, the object is, to find where a hori¬ 

zontal line can be drawn that will leave as 

much space or hollow below it as there will 

be of ground above it, or that will form the 

end of a parallelogram, the length of which is 

A G = 300 feet, and which shall contain an 

area equal to that of the whole space above 

ground, up to the line AG, or 2162-5 square 

feet. If it do the one, it will certainly do the 

other; for a line that will include all the cleat- 

space above it, must exactly leave that which 

is, or ought to be made, solid ground below it. 

We may, therefore, divide the area of the space 

by the length, and it will give the breadth of 

the parallelogram, or average perpendicular 

distance from the datum line to the surface of 

the ground. The total area of the irregular 

space is, as above found, 2162-5 square feet, 

which, divided by 300, the length, gives 7-208 

feet, or about 7 feet 2^ inches, and this dis¬ 

tance measured down from the daturn ^ hori¬ 

zontal line A G, w'ill determine the position of 

the required horizontal ground-line, h 1. 

In the above example, the rods are at equal 

distances, and this being the case, the mean 

distance from the datum line to the ground 

could be found by merely adding to the half 

sura of the first and last perpendiculars all the 

others, and dividing this sum by the number 

of perpendiculars, less one; thus— 

3 -j- 10-5 5 8-5 -}- 8-^ -{-7 -j- / "5 — 43'25, 
2 ■ 

which, divided by 6, the number of perpendi¬ 

culars, less 1, gives 7-208, or 7 feet 2| inches, 

as before. But cases may occiu- where the 

rods, to give the correct area, must be placed 

at unequal distances, so as to be at the extre¬ 

mities of the different slopes, and then the 

mean perpendicular distance cannot be ob¬ 

tained by averaging the respective heights, 

but must be calculated by multiplying the 

sum of each pair of perpendiculars by the dis¬ 

tance between them, and taking half the pro¬ 

duct for the area; or the sum of any pair of 

perpendiculars multiplied by half the distance, 

or half the sum of the perpendiculars by the 

whole distance between them, will, in either 

case, give the area of space included between 

the two perpendiculars. The rods, as before 

remarked, should be placed so as the surface 

of the ground will deviate little from a straight 

line between every two, or, in other words, at 

the highest and lowest parts of the surface. 

Thus, however irregular the surface may 

be, levels can be taken on the rods, so that 

the distance from the ground to a horizontal 

datum line can be found at any point, and, 

consequently, the area of the whole space, or 

section, between that line and the ground, can 

be ascertained. This area, divided by the 

whole base or distance between the rods placed 

at the extremities, will give the distance of 

the level ground line from the horizontal 

datum line. Here, it may be observed, that 

the centre of this ground-level remains at the 

same height although the ground may be laid 

to any slope. A border the length of the 

above line, 300 feet, may be perfectly level; 

and if three stakes, one at each end and one 

exactly in the middle, are driven in till their 

tops are level with the ground, as where the 

lines intersect the rod D, the ground may be 

laid sloping, by lowering one end below the 

level, and raising the other as much above it 

so that the top of the stake at one end shall 

then be, say 1 foot above the ground, and the 

other a foot below it; still the top of the middle 

stake will be, as formerly, level with siir- 

face, just as a plank supported at its midd e 

between two fixed points may be placed hori¬ 

zontally, or more or less sloping, but the point 

at the centre will always retain the same 

position. 
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(3.) To find tJie direct ion of a line, according 

to which the surface will form a regularly in¬ 

clined plane or uniform slope, with the least 

possible movement of soil. Instead of the 

ground being made j^erfectly level by the line 

h I (Fig. 105), let it be laid sloihng with its 

own soil by a line i p. Place a rod at each 

extremity, a g, and one exactly in the middle 

at D. Find a line that will correspond with 

the horizontal level of the ground between 

A and D, and another for the space between 

D and G. These lines may be found in a simi¬ 

lar manner to that by which the line A I was 

found. Here the total area of the spaces be¬ 

tween A and D is 200 -f- 337'5 -f- 425 = 962'5 

square feet. This, divided by the length of 

base between a and d, 150 feet, gives about 

6 feet 5 inches to be measured down from the 

datum line a g for the horizontal level of the 

ujyper half of the ground. The areas of the 

spaces between d and G are 387-5, 362-5, 450; 

and their sum, 1200, divided by 150, gives 8, 

the number of feet to be measured dowm from 

the line a g for the horizontal level of the 

loioer half of the ground. This is 1 foot 7 

inches below the level of the other half The 

mean between these levels gives the position 

of the horizontal line A I of the whole piece. 

Now, it has been exj)lained that, whether the 

surface is reduced to a horizontal level or 

whether it is laid sloping, the point in the 

middle of the horizontal ground line always 

retains the same position, the same distance 

from the datum line. A g, and it is always at 

the surface of the ground, whether this be 

level or formed with a uniform slope. Now 

the mean level of both the upper and the 

lower half of the ground has been ascertained, 

also the general level of the ground A I, and 

the central point at the intersection of the 

rod D, which point, it is certain, as above ex¬ 

plained, must always be in the surface plane, 

whatever the inclination of this may be. On 

this point as a centre, the line A I may have 

one end elevated to any requmed extent, 

whilst the other is equally depressed; and 

still the ground will suffice to level itself to 

that slope. But the question is, how to de¬ 

termine the amount of slope, so as to have the 

least possible quantity of soil to move. This 

can bo done by a line drawn through the 

centre of the mean higher and lower levels, 

and such line will also pass through the centre 

of the general level. The same will be effected 

by setting iq:) the difference of height between 

the higher and lower levels from I and down 

from A, marking the points i p, a straight line 

between which will give the dii-ection of an 

inclined plane, requiring less moving of soil 

to form it than would be the case with any 

other; and at the same time the ground will 

not have to be moved to so great a depth in 

certain places as if a horizontal plane were 

formed. These are important objects; for 

with reference to Fig. 105, supposing the 

ground were to be reduced to a level, and that 

the portion of bank between A and b extended 

200 feet, in that case 2670 cubic yards would 

have to be moved, partly into the adjoining 

hollow, and partly to the distance of upwards 

of 200 feet to the hollow between p and G. 

But by the slope, ascertained to be best, the 

removal of as much as 487 cubic yards is 

saved, as well as the distant carriage. If the 

ground were required to be taken down io the 

level, the depth to be cut down from the sur¬ 

face to I would be 4 feet 2| inches. At that 

depth solid rook might be met with; but by 

adopting a slope, the cutting would be reduced 

to 2 feet 7^ inches. 

Where the subsoil is as easily penetrated in 

one place as another, and where the surface 

has to be made of one unifonu slope at the 

least expense, proceed in the following man¬ 

ner:—Find the mean levels of the upper and 

lower halves, as a 5 and c-d (Fig. 106), and 

Fi«r. 106. 

the difference of their heights, a d, say 4 feet. 

Half the difference marks the p)Osition of A I, 

indicating the mean level of the whole piece. 

Measure i;p 4 feet from I to p, and down from 

A to i‘, the line ip will correspond with a slope 

requiring a less amount of labour than any 

other to reduce the undulating surface, repre¬ 

sented by the dotted line, to a uniform inclined 

plane. It will be observed that the rising 

ground oj>posite a, has only to be turned 

into the hollow at h, and the projection at c 

will suffice to make up the adjoining deficien¬ 

cies near d-, and with these two simple opera¬ 

tions the work is completed. If a steeper 
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slof)e were to be adopted, it is evident that a 

quantity of soil would have to bo moved up¬ 

hill from near i towards p. If, on the con¬ 

trary, the slope were to be made less than 

that represented in the figure, more than the 

minimum quantity of soil must be moved, al¬ 

though easier, of course, than in the other case, 

because down-hill. 

Hitherto the directions have been given for 

levelling a line, such as the edging of a walk 

or a strip like a border, which, although slop¬ 

ing irregularly in the direction of its length, 

was supposed to be all along horizontal across. 

If those directions are well understood, there 

will be less difficulty in comprehending a more 

complicated part of the subject, which must 

now be entered into. 

If the ground undulates with a general slope 

in one direction, say from north to south, and 

if it does so regularly across the whole area, 

the instructions already given will be suffi¬ 

cient; but it may also slope irregularly in 

other directions, so that neither the perfect 

level nor the general uniform slope of the 

least expensive formation, can be so easily 

determined. 

It is always desirable that the two upper 

corners of the ground should be on a level 

with each other; and the two lower corners 

should likewise be level, that is, in the same 

horizontal line. When ground undulating in 

various directions is to be made j^erfectly 

level, a strip or border might be so made along 

one side, and by working the entire area up 

to thi.s, the whole would of course be level. 

But whilst endeavouring to do so, it may be 

found that the soil of the place becomes defi¬ 

cient, or, on the contrary, superabundant. 

This would lead to great inconvenience and 

expense, and would tend to spoil the ground. 

The model level, ajid as much of the surface 

as had been worked up to it, would have to 

be altered, and in doing this the ground would 

be liable to be puddled worse than in the first 

instance. Moreover, the substratum should be 

so regulated as to be a certain distance below 

the surface, namely, the estimated average 

thickness of the top-soil. The soil and subsoil 

may be worked accordingly, but both too high. 

By reducing the surface to the proper level, 

the depth of good soil, so far as the reduction 

goes, will be less than it ought to be, unless 

the substratum be also lowered. In order 

that such iinsatisfactory and expensive labour 

may be saved, due care should be taken to 

Fig. 107. 

S’ 

ascertain the proper average level of the whole 

ground. In order to do this, it is necessary 

to find at some convenient height a number 

of points in the same horizontal plane, so that 

from these the average depth of the space 

between that plane and the surface of the 

ground, can be ascertained. Place a rod at 

each corner, as a, h, c, d (Pig. 107), and tak¬ 

ing care to place the instru¬ 

ment half-way between the 

rods, in case of error from the 

line of sight not being exactly 

liarallel with the axis of the 

spirit tube, mark level points 

on the rods, say a and h, move the instrument 

to one of the adjacent sides, as between h and 

d, and mark similar points on each of them. 

How, it will rarely hajipen that the marks on 

the rods taken from station f, will correspond 

with those taken at station g. The difference, 

however, whether higher or lower, will be 

seen on the rod b. If it be, say 10 inches 

lower, then mark 10 inches above the level 

point on the rod d, and this mai'k will corre¬ 

spond with the levels first taken between a 

and b. Proceed in the same manner with 

the levels between d c and c a, and thus four 

points, one at each corner of the gi’ound, will 

be obtained in the same horizontal plane. If 

the ground is not very irregular, place rods at 

equal distances in line from end to end, and 

across, so as to form the whole into squares, 

and by viewing from the level points- at the 

corners, as from a to b, mark others on the 

rods placed intermediate!}’' along that line, 

and likewise on the rods on the opposite side, 

between c and <7; and by viewing between each 

pair of opposite rods on these sides, the whole 

of the rods can be marked to the same level. 

Then, by the preceding rules, find the mean 

perpendicular of the space between the ground 

and the horizontal line on the side a b. Mark 

this down; and in a similar manner, the mean 

of the next parallel line of stakes, and of all 

the other lines running in the same direction. 

Add the mean height of the line a b to that 

of c d, and to half the sum add the means ot 

the heights of all the intermediate ones; di¬ 

vide the sum by the total number of rows ot 

stakes, less 1, and the quotient will be the 

distance to be measured down from the level 

mark on each rod for the mean level of the 

ground. But if the ground is very irregular, 

divide it into a number of equal portions, 

either squares or parallelograms, by rods in 

23 
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]on<''itudiiaal and transverse lines, and after 

marking a uniform level point on each, find 

in each portion the mean distance of the sur¬ 

face of the ground from the said level, and 

divide the sum of these distances hy their 

number for the general level of the whole 

ground. If the ground in each subdivision 

is tolerably even, that is to say, if there be 

no material height nor hollow between its 

opposite cornel’s, the heights of the level marks 

on the rods at these being added, and divided 

by 4, will give the mean height of the surface. 

Whei’e much irregularit}^ of surface exists in 

any square or oblong subdivision, the latter 

may be subdivided into two or four, and the 

mean distance of each from the horizontal 

line being taken, the average of these will 

then be correctly enough the mean of the 

whole square or parallelogram so subdivided. 

In order to find the slope to which the whole 

irregular surface of a piece of ground can 

be most easily formed: divide the whole area 

into foiir portions, by lines intersecting at 

half the length and breadth. Find the mean 

level of each; then it will be seen which 

two adjacent quarters are highest, and from 

the latter it is evident the ground must slope 

towards the other two quarters. Add the 

two higher means, and halve the sum for the 

mean of the higher part of the ground; and 

in a like manner the two lower means, for 

the mean of the lower half of the ground. 

The mean of these will be the mean level of 

the whole area. The ditference between the 

upper and low’er levels, added to the mean 

height of the whole area, will be the height 

of the upper .side of the ground; and the same 

difference subtracted from the general mean, 

will give the height of the lower side. By 

this the general inclination of the ground 

will be known; and whether it will be expe¬ 

dient to adopt that slope, or to modify it, can 

then be taken into consideration. 

The ground may naturally slope in one 

direction, as from ah to c d, or it may slojoe 

in that way and likewise from a c to h d, or 

the couti’ary. It may slope, for example, from 

north to south and also from east to west, 

and thus its general slope will be south-we.st. 

When a piece of ground slopes only one way, 

say from ah to cd, both these sides are hori¬ 

zontal, although not on the same level; but 

when it sloj^es two ways, none of the sides is 

horizontal. It is always desirable that a gar¬ 

den, if it slope at all, should do so only in one 

direction; but nevertheless it nray be found 

expedient to adopt a slope in two directions; 

and in some cases, such as in lawns and shrub¬ 

beries, this may be most desirable. Suppose 

the area, a b c d, is found to slope from a 6 to 

c d, and likewise from h d to a c, divide the 

ground by a line e f, half-way between the 

sides a b and c d\ then, following the directions 

already given for finding the mean distance 

of the surface of a piece of ground, from any 

horizontal plane that may be most conveni¬ 

ently adopted, find, separately, the mean levels 

of the upper and lower portions a b, ef^ and 

e/, c d. Add these two means together, and 

half the sum will be the mean level ot the 

whole ground, and will be the distance of the 

surfaQO from the horizontal line at the point 

0, the centre, but nowhere else when the 

ground is made to slope both ways. Mark 

this general mean distance on rods placed at 

g and h. Now, supposing the difference of 

the horizontal levels of the upper and lower 

halves of the ground to be 4 feet, measure up 

this distance from the mean level mark on 

the rod g, and down from that on the rod at 

li, and thus two new points will be obtained, 

a straight line between which will correspond 

with the slope of the ground in the direction 

of the middle line g h. It will be as well to 

drive stakes, so that their tops may be at the 

height of these points, and also one at o. The 

slope of the ground in one direction being 

thus ascertained, it yet remains to find the 

slope from b d to a c. Whatever that slope 

may be, three points in it are already fixed, 

being the height of the top of the stakes 

driven at/, o, and A; and however much the 

gi’ound falls from g h to a c, so much must it 

rise from g h to b d. This depends on the 

relative heights of the portions on each side 

of the line g h. Level horizontally from g to 

■ the rods a and b, and from h to c and d. The 

difference between the mean levels of the por¬ 

tions on each side of the line g h, being mea¬ 

sured up from the points last marked on the 

rods b d, and down from those on a c, four 

points will be obtained, which will determine 

the slope that can be formed with the least 

movement of soil, and, consequently, in the 

best and most economical manner, being that 

which is best adapted to the general inclina¬ 

tion of the ground. 

In cases where the level of any of the sides 

is already determined, as where walls have 

been previously built, terraces formed, or 
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buildings erected, the general level of the 

ground must be ascertained, and marked at 

the central point o, and a line, as e f, drawn 

across it, parallel to the side on wliich the 

level has been previously determined, which 

suppose to be a J. Ascertain how much the 

level of a 6 differs from the mean level ef, if 

it be, say 2 feet higher than the latter, then 

the opposite side, c d, must be 2 feet lower 

tlian e f; brrt if a 6 be lower than the mean, 

c d must in that case be so much higher than 

«/• 
After due consideration of the foregoincf 

directions and examples, with a little practice 

any one may understand how to level suffi¬ 

ciently well for garden purposes. It may be 

objected by some, that they have no instru¬ 

ment at command by which the levels may 

be taken as we have directed. To this it may 

be re23lied, that a mason’s common plummet 

level can always be obtained, and the levels 

can be carried on with it, from rod to rod, 

correctly enough, if proper care be taken, al¬ 

though not so expeditiously as by other means. 

But it is better that some time should be oc¬ 

cupied, even by this tedious process, with a 

plummet level, than to commence operations, 

at random, judging merely by the eye; for 

this, where the ground is very irregular, often 

ju'oves very deceptive. Workmen may be 

set to lower the parts that are obviously too 

high, and of course make up those which are 

evidently too low; but in doing this they can¬ 

not know how much the one part should be 

taken down, or how much the other should 

be raised. They may, however, contrive to 

bring a height and its adjoining hollow to a 

tolerably fair level; by successive lowerings 

the height is at last reduced, and a tmiform 

surface appears instead of the original height 

and hollow. After due pains have been taken 

to smooth this portion, the next height and 

hollow can be treated in a similar manner; 

but when this is done, in all probability the 

two j)ortions thus levelled will not agree; 

means must, therefore, be employed to make 

them do so. The carefully smoothed surface 

of the highest f)ortion miist be broken up; 

third and fourth portions can then be brought 

to a level with the two fii’st; still it may be 

questionable whether all may not have to be 

altered, in order to agree with the remaining 

portions of the ground. This is as likely as 

not, for it is all chance work. One cannot 

go to 'work by chance with confidence; he is 

always in danger of going too deep or too 

shallow, and of having to undo what he has 

done. He cannot tell, in fact, when or at 

what cost the work will be accomidished. It 

is very different when levels have been taken; 

the workman, in taking down a portion that 

is too high, knows by the marks on the ad¬ 

joining rods how deep to go in lowering, and 

how high in making ujj, and he can then work 

freely withoirt hesitation or fear of going 

wrong. If ground be only worked roughly 

to the level marks in the first instance, still 

it will be found that a digging will render the 

whole surface perfectly satisfactory. In short, 

it will be found that without knowing how to 

level, neither draining, trenching, nor other 

ground work, can be well, and at the same 

time economically performed. Having en¬ 

deavoured to explain this subject so that there 

need be no difficulty, we may now enter upon 

that of draining. 

II.-DRAINING. 

We have treated at considerable length on 

the subject of levelling, because its importance, 

in many garden ojierations, renders a know¬ 

ledge of it very desirable. We may now pro¬ 

ceed with draining, an operation which should 

precede that of trenching and other ground 

work, but which ought not to be commenced 

until the level of the ground has been deter¬ 

mined. 

The beneficial effects of draining having 

been noticed under the imjirovement of soils, 

matters more immediately connected with its 

practical details have now to be taken into 

consideration. 

The necessity of di'aining is naturally the 

first question; for it would only be a waste 

of money to drain a garden that is either na¬ 

turally too dry, or one that, on examination, 

is found to possess no superfluous moisture. 

It is generally not difficult to decide at any 

time in the case of ground being too dry. 

Occasionally, however, the soil may be of a 

dry open nature, and yet prove in certain 

seasons too wet below for the roots of fruit 

trees. In this case the subsoil is usually of a 

very imjiervious nature, and lower than the 

high-water level of the channel w'hich receives 

the drainage water of the site of the garden 

and its vicinity. The height to which the 

water channels rise after heavy rains, can be 

ascertained either from actual observation or 
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from water-worn mai’ks; and by taking the 

level from these to the garden, the height to 

which the temporary stagnant water will rise 

can be known. If the water only rise too 

high occasionally after heavy rains—if the rise 

is only the exception and not the rule—the 

trees will thrive very well. But if it stand 

too high for a great part of the year, then it 

ought to be drained, if possible. 

The site of a garden may be perfectly level, 

and at the same time naturally well drained. 

Where there is a good top-soil on a loamy sub¬ 

soil, and this again on gravel conducting to a 

considerably lower channel, no artificial drain¬ 

age is requisite; for the worms perforate the 

stratum of loam, even if it should be 2 feet 

deep, to the gravel, and by this means the 

surhice water readily passes down—sometimes, 

indeed, too readily; for under these circum¬ 

stances, and where the mean temperature of 

the year is about 50'’, and the annual amount 

of rain only 24 inches, fruit trees frequently 

suffer from dryness at the root; therefore, 

ground so situated, does not require drainage. 

Ground lying on a slope, but free from sj^rings, 

may be too wet in certain parts, for where the 

slope is not regular, water is likely to collect 

in the hollows. But when the subsoil is re¬ 

duced to a regular slope, these inequalities 

being removed, the rain water will not lodge 

in one place moi’e than in another, and in all 

probability there will be no necessity for 

drainage. In short, where the subsoil has, 

either naturally or artificially, a regular slope, 

and where no water reaches it except that 

derived from the rain which falls on the area, 

draining will not be requisite except in cli¬ 

mates where more than 30 inches of rain falls 

in the course of the year. With a uniform, 

and, it may be, only a slight descent to a lower 

level, a moderately porous soil, even in a wet 

climate, may not be in want of artificial drain¬ 

age ; and on the other hand, ground may be 

so circumstanced as to be absolutely unfit for 

crops iintil it be drained, although the annual 

quantity of i-ain may be comparatively little. 

Whether,, therefore, a soil requires draining 

or not, depends, it would appear, not so much 

upon the quantity of rain which falls on the 

spot as on various other circumstances. 

The great and constant source of moisdure 

for the soil is the ocean. This supifiies the 

land with an amount equal to that of all the 

■'vater which the rivers discharge into the sea. 

By the action of the sun’s rays, the water is 

raised from the ocean in the form of vapour, 

which is condensed and falls in the shape of 

rain, or is deposited as dew on cold surfiices. 

It has, however, to find its way, directly or 

indirectly, back to that ocean from which it 

was raised by evaporation. Water, it is true, 

is raised from the surface of the earth, as well 

as from the ocean; but it is evident, that 

whatever is evaporated from the soil will be 

again absorbed by it. If from a certain j)or- 

tion of ground that on an average contains 

100 gallons of water, nearly that quantity is 

evaporated during a j^eriod of drought so as 

to leave the soil almost completely dry, it is 

certain that the same portion will absorb 100 

gallons when rain falls in sufficient quantity. 

If a country had no supply of rain from any 

source of evaporation except that from its own 

surface, one of two things must happen, either 

it can have no rivers, or if it have any, the 

country must get every year drier and drier 

so long as these rivers continue to run; and as 

the ground becomes progressively drier so the 

quantity of rain must become less and less 

every year, from the drier surface affording 

less evaporation. Now, in Britain, rivers have 

flowed to the sea for thousands of yeare and 

the gi’ound is not thereby reduced to an arid 

state; therefore the rain which supplies these 

rivers must be derived from evaporation from 

the ocean, whilst, as previously stated, all the 

rain from local, or land evaporation, must, on 

the average, be re-absorbed by the sod. These 

islands have, then, a supply of moisture or rain 

from the ocean equal to the quantity of water 

discharged by all the rivers in the kingdom; 

and a quantity of moisture, equal to the amount 

of evaporation from all surfaces affording it, 

must be alternately in the state of aqueous 

vapour in the air and of moisture in the soil. 

With the exception of the comparatively small 

portion of surface presented by lakes, rivera, 

streams, or rivulets, all the water which flows 

to the ocean, must either percolate through 

the soil or run over its surface; and in addi¬ 

tion to this, a portion of the rain, equal to that 

derived from the evaporation from the land 

surfaces, will partly rest on these surfaces, and 

partly enter the soil, till again evaporated. In 

this way, a certain amount of moisture may 

pass and repass sevei’al times through the soil 

in the course of a year. But where the ground 

is either level or forms a uniform slope, no 

drainage has to be provided for this moisture, 

as it is no more than can be evaporated. 
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From what has been stated, it is apparent 

that the total drainage of a country, natural 

and artificial, is equal to the quantity of water 

discharged into the sea. If we were to sup¬ 

pose that the soil, instead of being disposed 

in mountains and valleys, were laid on a uni¬ 

formly sloping, impervious stratum, what, it 

may be asked, would be the consequence of 

such an arrangement? The whole of the 

moisture, except that kept up by evaporation, 

would drain regularly towards the sea; and if 

no river channels were formed, the soil of a 

large extent, comprising the lower part of the 

slope, would be continually in a state of satu¬ 

ration ; for there would have to pass through 

it all the rain-water locally due to it, also that 

from the whole of the ground above it. The 

greater part would be iinfit for cultivation un¬ 

til artificial channels, adequate to drain off the 

superfluous water, were formed. The general 

direction of these channels ought to be that of 

the slope, as is the case with natural rivers, 

which have, how^ever, to wind amongst the ir¬ 

regularities of the ground, from having to find 

the lowest bed. But this winding would not 

be necessary in the case of a uniform slope, 

and the subsoil which we have supposed, and 

the most economical way to drain it, would be 

parallel channels in the direction of the slope, 

with lateral or branch channels diverging up¬ 

wards from them at angles of 45°. Their 

number could be regulated, so as to leave the 

ground neither too wet nor too dry for vege¬ 

tation. Natural slopes are not unfrequently 

to be met with which might be drained on 

the above principle. 

The ground in this country being very iiv 

regular, the superfluous water is conveyed, as 

already observed, by rivers and streams. In 

some cases, these natural channels may require 

deepening, but in general they can be looked 

upon as affording sufiicient fall for the drain¬ 

age of the adjoining ground; and they accord¬ 

ingly answer the purpose of the parallel straight 

main channels in the supposed uniform slope 

of country, although not so speedily, from the 

circuitous route which they have to take. In 

the supposed case of the regular slope and 

uniformly impervious subsoil, a main channel 

would receive from each of its tributary ones 

a quantity of water equal to the amount of 

rain, less evaporation, which would fall on 

each intersected portion of the area. Presum¬ 

ing that the total quantity of rain was equally 

distributed over the whole sm’face, the branch 

channels, at equal distances and of equal 

lengths, would each receive the same quantity 

of water; but it must not be supposed from 

this, that in reality, drains of equal length 

will all contribute equal quantities of water 

to the natural channels or rivulets. In the 

same locality, perhaps in the same field on 

which the fall of rain on one part cannot dif¬ 

fer much from that on another, a drain may 

be cut of a certain length and draw but little 

water, perhaps a little after very heavy rains, 

or there may be none even then, if the soil is 

so deep as to absorb and retain the rain-water 

till it is evaporated. Another drain, similar 

to the preceding in every respect, may dis¬ 

charge ten times as much as the fall of rain 

on the portion of surface within range of its 

draught; and this it may do although the 

field be so situated as to derive no supply of 

water from the rain which falls on any part 

of the ground immediately surrounding it. 

It has been explained that all superfluoiis 

water must be derived from rain; but in the 

case we have supposed, similar, in fact, to many 

which are actually to be found, it may be 

asked whence so much more water than could 

be supplied by the fall of rain on the field, is 

discharged by one drain, whilst so little falls 

to the share of the adjoining one? As the 

excess coiild not be obtained from rain falling 

on the surface of the field itself, or conveyed 

to it by the surface of any adjoining slope, it 

evidently must have been dei-ived from rain 

that has fallen on some distant part, whence 

it must have found its way to the drain in 

question by underground channels, such as 

strata of porous materials through which water 

can penetrate. Strata of this description are 

frequently to be met with, and generally form 

more or less inclined planes, sometimes of con¬ 

siderable extent. This will be readily under-, 

stood by reference to the following diagram, 

in which the dark portions represent clay or 

other impervious strata, and the lighter gra¬ 

vel, sand, or chalk, permitting a passage to 

watei'. The naiTOw band a, f, b, c, d (Fig. 

Fig. lOS. T) 

108), represents the surface layer. The rain 

which falls between B and d must flow to- 
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ToratuC^raund.: 

1 ff i/t >Ley^oft/A\otrr 

Gravel or Sand contmninf Springs. 

wards c, where, in sinking through the sur¬ 

face soil, it reaches the impervious stratum e, 
which arrests the passage of the water in a 

perpendicular direction, and it therefore passes 

along the pervious stratum, and crops out at 

A, where it either forms open springs and 

rivulets or a swamp, or, at all events, it keeps 

the surface soil saturated for the whole or 

greater part of the year. In this way, a 

part of a district at A may be injuriously 

affected by rain or melted snow falling at 

a great distance from it, as in the part 

of the country between n and n. More¬ 

over, it will be understood that if a drain be 

cut in the pervious stratum, it will dischaige 

a large quantity of water, compared with one 

that may happen to be cut, it may be said 

improperly, into the impervious one. Fi 

109 will serve to illustrate this; let the light 

lines represent thin porous 

layers throi^gh which wa- 

ter am percolate. If a drai ti 

be cut, as at A, into the impervious sti’atum, 
it will reach none of the Avatery channels; 

whereas tlie drain c reaches a paid of them 
a.s it proceeds towards the surface at d. 

Fig. 110 rejiresents a tract of undulating 

ground, a large portion of which rests on a 

l)orous subsoil, as from n to c, Avhilst from 

A to B and c to D are marshy, from the rain 

which falls on these portions not escajiing; 

and it will be ob.served, that the portion 

from A to B receives, also, the water Avhich 

drains through the subsoil between b and c. 

Occasionally the strata are di.sposed in the 

which falls at a and b percolates toAvards tho 
centre, and the Avater may force its Avay 
through the thinner part of the mass of clay, 
as at D; by boring at c, an artesian well Avould 
be obtained. Fig. 112 also represents porous 

subsoil, in Avhich the Avater is confined by 
layers of clay, excejit Avhen it forces passages 
or .springs from its pinssiu'e through the upper 

layer, as at A, b, c. 
In some clay soils, 

a bed of sand or gra¬ 
vel, completely satur¬ 
ated Avith water, oc¬ 
curs at the depth of 
a feAv feet below the 
sm’face, Avdth Avhich it 
has corresponding un¬ 
dulations ; but in 
places where its wa¬ 
ter is subjected to the 

greatest pressure, and the stratum of clay aboAm 
it offers the least resistance, springs from it ap¬ 

pear at the surface, or it saturates the soil so 
as to render it only fit for subaquatic A^ego- 
tation. Fig. 113 exhibits this arrangement 
of strata, where A represents the surface soil; 
B, the impervious clayey subsoil; c, the Ava- 
tery stratum of sandy clay or gravel; and 
D, the loAver bed of clay resting upon the 

rocky strata; e and f springs. Supposing the 
lowest portion of the stratum c, or that be- 
tAveen e and F. is to be 4 feet loAA'er than tho 

form of a basin, as in Fig. 111. The rain 

highest jAart of tlie curve on each side of it, 
then Avhen the Avhole is comjdetely saturated, 

tlie upAvard pressure betAveen e and f will 
be equal to 250 lbs. on the square foot. 

Some rocky strata, imjiervious to Avater, 
are interrupted by fissAire.s, as represented at 
AB (Fig. 114), which are called faults by 
miners. Some of these fissures are occupied 

by substances Avhich obsti'uct the passage ot 
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water, others with those of a porous nature. 

Let A represent a sandy stratum, b a clay one. 

Fig. 114. 

and c and d porous strata charged with w^ater; 

on I’eaching the fault at b, the w’ater will col¬ 

lect, and rising upwards so as to form a spring 

at the surface, it will render the soil between 

B and A too wet. The water, however, on 

reaching the sandy fault at A, will pass down 

through it to the piorous strata, which, before 

the disruptions at a and b, had been continua¬ 

tions of the strata c, d. 

From the preceding diagrams, it will be ob¬ 

served that the strata are sometimes as irre¬ 

gular as the surface, but this is not generally 

the case. On the contrary, they mostly form 

inclined planes, so that when we once get 

trace of a "watery stratum, and can ascertain 

the ratio of its slope, its depth from the sur¬ 

face at any point so far as it extends, and the 

place where it crops out to the surface, can 

be pi’etty well determined. We must endea¬ 

vour, in the first place, to find, as nearly as 

possible, the direction of the greatest slope or 

inclination of the stratum. This may be done 

by digging down to it in three places, as at 

A, B, D (Fig. 115), their position being such as to 

form two sides of a square. Fig. iis. 

I'hen find the relative levels 

of w’atery strata at these 

tlmee points. If n be the 

lowest, and A and b be on 

the same level, the slope of 

the stratum is direct from 

A B to c D. If B is the 

highest, and A and n equally lowmr, the greatest 

slope wdll be from b to c, crossing the diagonal 

at right angles in o. If b is the highest, a the 

next lower, and D the lowest, then the line of 

greatest slope will be through some point be¬ 

tween 0 and D. To find this point, divide the 

line A D, in proportion to the slopes of a b and 

B D. Let that of the foianer be 8 inches, and 

that of the latter 20 inches. The line a d, 

226 j feet, or nearly so,in length, divided in the 

ju’oportion of 8 to 20, gives 64 feet 7 inches 

as the less, and 161 ft. 7 inches as the greater 

portion. It is evident that the gi-eatest fall 

will be nearer D than Aj therefore the greater 

proportion set off from a to n, or the less from 

D to A, will mark the point through which the 

line of greatest slope, b f, intersects the line 

A D. Or, as the difference of level between 

B and D is to the distance between these 

jioints, so is the difference of level between 

A and B to the distance from b towards n, 

where the stratum will be at the same level 

as at A. Stretch a line from A to the point 

thus ascertained between b and n, and a line 

across it anywhere at right angles, will indi¬ 

cate the direction of the greatest inclination 

of the stratum. Suppose that from b to a the 

slope is 8 inches, and from b to n 20 inches, 

and that the side of the sqiiare from B to d is 

160 feet; then as 20 in. : 8 in. ; : 160 ft. : 

64 ft. At the distance, then, of 64 feet from 

B to E, the stratum will have declined 8 inches, 

or as much as from B to a; consequently, a 

and B will be on exactly the same level, and 

a line drawn between them will be at right 

angles to the line of greatest declivity. Ac¬ 

cordingly, a line b f, stretched from b and 

across A e at right angles, will indicate the 

greatest inclination along this line. The depth 

of the strata below b should be ascertained 

at two or three places, say 50, 100, 200 feet 

or yards apart, noting at each place the depth 

of the stratum below that at b, in order to 

know the ratio of its slope per 100 feet or 

yards. If it slope, for instance, 6 inches in 

100 feet, it is easy to find the amount for 

1000, or any other number, so that at any 

point the depth below the starting j^oint, as 

B in this case, can be calculated. By the 

directions already given for levelling, the re¬ 

lation which the surface at any place bears to 

the starting point at b, whether higher or 

lower, can easily be known. To ascertain the 

depth of the stratum below the surface of the 

ground at any point, say 800 feet from b :— 

Find the depth of the stratum at that dis¬ 

tance, which, presuming that it slopes 6 inches 

in 100 feet, would be 4 feetj also, how much 

the surface at that distance is higher or lower 

than the surface at b; and let it be supposed 

that at the latter it is 3 feet above the stra¬ 

tum. If at the distance of 800 feet, the sur¬ 

face is found to be 4 feet lower than at b, 

then it will have sloped just as much as the 

stratum, and of course will be, as at the origin 

of the investigation, 3 feet above it. If on 

the same level as at B, then the stratum hav¬ 

ing, in the interval, sloped 4 feet, will be 

7 feet from the surface; and if the latter is 
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2 feet Ligher than at b, it will be 9 feet from 

the stratum. If, on the contrary, the surface 

of the ground fall as much as 7 feet, it will 

meet the course of the stratum, which will 

then, as it is termed, crop out, as is the case 

with the porous stratum c (ifig. 108), after 

passing under the elevated ground which in¬ 

tervenes between c and a. 

Spring water, conveyed to a distance through 

such porous channels as those to which we 

have endeavoured to direct attention, cannot 

be too much guarded against. Secluded from 

the influence of the sun’s rays, or of warm air, 

it acquires in the bosom of the earth the tem¬ 

perature of the latter, which at a certain dis¬ 

tance from the surface, differs little from the 

mean of the climate, from 46° to 49° in these 

latitudes. This temperature it communicates 

to the soil, rendering the latter not only wet, 

but too cold in summer for most kinds of gar¬ 

den plants. A slope may face the south, and 

the sun’s rays may exert their influence in 

warming vegetation above the surface j but 

this will be to little purpose, whilst the roots 

are constantly chilled with an unfailing sup¬ 

ply of cold spring water. In spring, the tem¬ 

perature of well-di-ained land, in some situa¬ 

tions, is probably not higher than that of 

spring water; but as the season advances, and 

the atmospheric temperature rises, so, in a 

nearly equal ratio, does that of the soil. But 

where affected by springs, the temperature of 

the soil does not rise in accordance with the 

increasing summer heat, and consequently, in 

such soils, a great discrepancy must take place 

between the temperature to which the roots 

of plants are subjected, and that to which their 

tops are exposed; and under such conditions 

vegetation cannot prosper. Referring again 

to Fig. 108, the rain, in descending the slope 

from F towards A, will probably be colder in 

winter; but when the plants are in active 

vegetation in summer, and requiring the most 

warmth at the roots, the moisture along the 

surface from f, being immediately derived 

from summer rains, and passing over or per¬ 

colating through the heated surface-soil, will, 

as regards heat, prove highly favoirrable to 

vegetation. It is, therefore, the chilling effects 

of cold spring water, derived from distant 

sources through porous underground channels, 

that ought to 1)6 most especially guarded 

against; and the most effectual means should 

be taken to render the soil and subsoil of the 

garden free from them. It is with this view 

that we have been more minute in details 

respecting the direction of strata, than some 

may consider necessary in treating of garden¬ 

ing operations. 

Before entering u]')on the formation of 

drains, it will be necessary to describe the 

different kinds of tools required for the pur¬ 

pose. 

Spades of different widths are required, such 

as ai‘e rejmesented in Fig.s. 116, 117, 118: the 

latter, and also 119, are called bottoming tools. 

Fig. 116. Fig. 117. 

In tenacious soils, tolerably free from stones, 

the curved form. Fig. 120, is preferred to tho.se 

that are flat; but for subsoils witli stones im- 

Fig. 120. 
Fig. 121. Fig. 122. 

Fig. 123 

bedded, the straight form. Fig. 122,„is the 

best adapted. A shovel much bent at the 
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neck, and pointed (Fig. 121), is useful for 

finishing the bottoms of some kinds of drains. 

A spade (Fig. 123), with the handle consider¬ 

ably bent, is also convenient in many cases; 

but a bent-handled spade is not so well adap¬ 

ted for penetrating a hard subsoil, as one in 

which both blade and handle are nearly 

straight. All these tools should be made of 

the best materials, and the iron straps from 

the sockets of the blades should be continued 

up to near the cross handles. Long-handled 

scoops of various widths, and rounded or flat¬ 

tened in the soles (Figs. 124, 125, 126, 127, 

129), are also employed. These are used for 

finishing the bottom for the reception of 

stones, flat tiles as a sole, or pipes. Such tools 

can be employed to reduce any slight irregu¬ 

larities, where the larger tools could not be 

introduced; and the more evenly the drain is 

cut out, and the smoother the bottom, the 

longer it will keep clear, and the better it will 

act. Where very hard strata have to be 

penetrated, a planter’s mattock (Fig. 130), will 

be necessary. The mattock or grubbing axe 

(Fig. 131), will also be useful for cutting 

through roots of trees and similar obstruc¬ 

tions. 

The foot-pick (Fig. 132), has the advantage, 

that in using it the workman is on the firm 

ground, instead of treading on the portions 

loosened by the implement. For laying pipes 

in narrow and deep-cut drains in which a man 

cannot stand, an instrument called a pipe- 

layer (Fig. 128), is found very convenient. 

As guides for the workmen, drain-gauges made 

to show the depth and width of the drain, as 

in Fig. 133, or merely the depth, as in Fig. 

134, are necessary. The former is made for 

stone drains, the latter for tile drains. 

In all cases, it is desirable that the fall 

should be regular; but the greatest care is 

necessary where very little fall can be afibrded; 

the workmen should therefore be provided 

with a level of the simplest form, such as 

they best understand, so that there may be 

the less chance of their not using it pro¬ 

perly. This, most probably, is the mason’s or¬ 

dinary level, only it will be most convenient 

to have the stem high enough to admit of the 

plumb-line being seen above the level of the 

ground, whilst the base of the level is placed 

in the bottom of the drain. This instrument 

is, however, rather cumbersome, and might be 

superseded by a straight-edge, with a spirit- 

24 
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level inserted, in the case of drains in which 

a man can stand to see the spirit bubble; or 

Fig. 130. 

otherwise the foot-level (Fig. 76), constructed 

so as to span 10 feet, might be used, a thick- 

Fig. 132. Fig. 133. 

0 
Fig. 134. 

0 

ness equal to the fall of the diain in that 

distance being added below one of the feet of 

the instrument. 

Various kinds of drains are formed, to suit 

different circumstances; they are usually di¬ 

vided into two classes, open and covered drains. 

Open Drains.—The open drain, or ditch, is 

doubtless the original mode of draining off 

superfluous moisture; but it is now mostly 

superseded by covered drains; for these do not 

occasion waste of ground for crops, or obstruc¬ 

tions on the surface; and they are ultimately 

the cheapest, open drains being apt to break 

down at the sides, and fill up with weeds, so 

that much expense for frequent scouring is 

incurred. In their usual form, moreover, open 

drains or ditches, in or near gardens, are un¬ 

sightly. If they are in any case admitted, 

they should be made in the form of ornamen¬ 

tal water-coiu’ses, their sides being constructed 

with that view; and their bottoms should be 

built channels, no larger than will at all times 

be amply sufficient for the quantity of water 

which may pass along them. 

The slope for the sides of open drains in 

garden soil ought not to be less than 45°. In 

this case, the width at top is equal to twice 

the depth, added to the width at bottom. 

Fig. 135 represents an open ditch, with the 

sides sloping at an angle of 45°, the width 

being 7 feet at top, 1 foot at bottom, and the 

depth 3 feet. On a slope of this amount, grass 

can be laid, and kept mowed; but whether 

turfed or not, it would be a great improve¬ 

ment on the usual form of the open ditch, if 

a built channel were constructed either square 

or semicircular, but in such a way that there 

may be at least a foot of level turfed margin 

on each side of the channel. 

Covered Drains.—Some of these are formed 

by cutting out a narrow trench, and making 

the bottom still more narrow, so that when 

a thick turf is put in, a cavity for the water 

is left; others are filled up with fagots. It 

is needless, however, to notice these parti¬ 

cularly, as stone or tile drains are so much su¬ 

perior to them. 

Stones are plentiful enough in some places, 

and may very well be used for the purpose of 

draining; and draining tiles can easily be ob¬ 

tained of any form, and at a reasonable rate, 

owing to the great improvements in the ma¬ 

chinery employed for their manufacture. In 

many cases, it is desii’able to construct stone 

drains, in order to get rid of stones taken out 

of the ground in trenching to the proper 

depth. They can be made to act very well; 

but they may, like most kinds of drains, get 

stopped; and when this occm’s, they cannot 
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be so easily taken up and relaid as tile drains, 

owing to the wedging of the materials, and 

their greater weight as compai'ed with that of 

tiles. There are three kinds of stone drains: 

the box drain, the couple drain, and the small 

stone or rubble drain. 

The box drain (Fig. 136) is chiefly formed 

Fig. 186. Fig. 137. 

with flat stones. Drains of this kind are best 

made with a paved sole, for which the largest 

stones should be selected, and those best 

adapted for covers should be reserved. At 

the same time great care should be taken to 

lay the soles flat, so that no part of the bot¬ 

tom stand so much as an inch above its gene- 

lul run, which can be ascertained by placing 

a straight-edge along the bottom. This being 

so far correct, the sides are built to the re¬ 

quired height, packing in some smaller stones 

to keep the others steady; the covers are then 

laid over, taking care to place their flattest 

sides downwards, so that there may be no pro¬ 

jections into the cavity. Small stones are 

then put over the covers. A layer of heath, 

fibrous turf, or other tough substance, should 

be placed over the stones, in order to prevent 

the soil from mixing with them; and if some 

coal ashes were then scattered over this layer, 

they would tend to prevent the worms from 

affecting the drainage. 

The coupled drain (Fig. 137) is formed by 

putting flat stones in the bottom for a sole, 

and upon this two other stones are placed, 

with their upper edges leaning against each 

other, so as to form a triangular cavity. The 

spaces between the sides of the drain and 

those of the cut trench, may be filled up with 

smaller stones, and precautions similar to 

those employed in the preceding case are 

necessary to prevent the soil from closing up 

the drainage. 

Figs. 138 and 139 represent sections of 

small stone or rabble drains. They are 7 

inches wide at bottom, and 9 inches wide at 

Fig. 138. Pig. 139. 

the top of the stones, the depth of the latter 

being 15 inches. These are reckoned to be 

good proportions. The stones should be 

broken to the size of road metal; and it is a 

good plan to put a layer of very small stones, 

several inches thick, over the others, as re¬ 

presented in Fig. 139; for by so doing, the 

earth is prevented from pas.sing down so 

readily among the lower portions of the drain¬ 

age. Bubble drains are not so well adapted 

for gardens as box drains; for rich soil, such 

as that of gardens, usually abounds in earth¬ 

worms, by the workings of which the drains 

are apt to be compactly cemented. They 

may, however, be adopted with advantage in 

some cases; for example, an orchard may re¬ 

quire a certain amount of drainage when the 

trees are first planted; but when they get 

large, it is frequently the case that they re¬ 

quire all the moisture they can get; so that 

if the rubble drains cease to act after the lapse 

of some years, the want of drainage will not 

be felt. 

Tile Drains.-—Experience has proved these 

to be, in general, the best and cheapest drains; 

and consequently they are the most in use. 

Thei-e are several kinds of them. Fig. 140 

Fig. 140. 

represents the horse-shoe tile and its sole. 

The latter is sometimes dispensed with; but 

it is considered bad economy; for in most sub¬ 

soils the bottom of the drain becomes soft, 

and allows the horse-shoe tiles to sink, dimi¬ 

nishing the opening not only by the amount 

of sinking, but likewise rendering it liable to 

be completely choked up; for it one should 
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sink and tlie other slionld not, there will be 

an opening at top between the two, through 

which soil will get in. This cannot take place 

to any extent where tile soles are used, espe¬ 

cially if care be taken to place the horse-shoe 

tiles so as to break bond, j-i„ 

that is, to rest on two ad¬ 

joining soles, as they are 

represented in the figure. 

The sole tile should be care¬ 

fully bedded, so that when 

pressed, it may be quite 

flat. Some fibrous mate¬ 

rials should be placed over 

the tiles, previously to the 

earth being filled in. Fig. 

141 represents a section of 

the finished drains. 

Pipe Tiles.—These are made of difi'erent 

shapes, but chiefly cylindrical, as in Fig. 142. 

Fig. 142. 

The cylindrical form is found, on the whole, 

to be the best. It can be laid with the great¬ 

est facility, and it retains its position better 

than the oval form, especially when the trench 

is projierly cut out by means of the bottom¬ 

ing tools (Figs. 118, 119, 120). 

The width of the trenches should be just 

sufficient for a man to work them out. If 

the top soil is of a loose nature, as much slope 

should be allowed as may be found necessary 

to prevent the soil from crumbling in whilst 

the drain is being laid. In clay soils, when 

the trench is cut out to within 9 inches or a 

foot of the intended depth, the bottoming 

tools should be employed to cut out a groove 

merely wide enoiigh for the recejhion of the 

Fig. 143. Fig. 144. 

pipe, as in Fig. 143. In gravelly or stony 

subsoils, it may only be possible to cut a nar¬ 

row groove so deep as 9 or 12 inches; but a 

dejith equal to the diameter of the pipe should 

be grooved out, so that the pipes may bed in 

the solid ground as accurately as possible. In 

Fi". 144, a section of the finished drain is re- 

presented. 

Pipe tiles are sometimes furnished with 

collars, as represented in Fig. 145. These 

Fig. 145. 

collars should be employed in draining gar¬ 

dens, as they not only tend to keep the pipes 

from shifting, and thus interrupting the con¬ 

tinuous flow of the water, but also to prevent 

roots from insinuating themselves into the 

drains. The size of the pipes, or width of 

then- bore, depends on the quantity of water 

which ought to be canned off. What this 

may be it is difficult to ascertain. It may be 

only that from the rain which falls in the 

locality; or the accession of springs, and the 

length of the drains themselves, may also have 

to be taken into account. Where the sub¬ 

soil is properly regulated in the formation of 

the garden, and where the fall of rain does 

not much exceed 24 inches per annum, little 

or no drainage is required on that account. 

The quantity of superfluous water from the 

accession of springs is the main consideration, 

and must be estimated from trial, by cutting. 

With regard to the length of the drain, it is 

easily understood that if pipes of a certain 

capacity are necessary for a certain length 

of drain, and if that length be increased, 

the capacity of the pipes, or at least of those 

towards the lower end, must also be increased. 

In all cases, however, it is well to make sure 

of ample capacity for drawing off all super¬ 

fluous water that may at any time collect. 

Mr. Faikes, in his Philosophy of Land Drain¬ 

age, gives some data resulting from experi¬ 

ments made with regaixl to the quantity of 

water discharged by 1-inch drain pipes. He 

states that “the drains were 24 feet asunder, 

and each pipe 1 foot in length, so that each 

lineal foot had to receive the water falling 

on 24 square feet of suifiice, equal to 60 lbs., 

or 6 gallons; and as the time which this quan¬ 

tity occupied in descending throiigh the soil 

and disappearing, was about forty-eight hours, 

it results that 1^ lb., or 1 pint per hour, en¬ 

tered the drain through the crevice existing 

between each pair of pipes. Every one knows. 
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without having recourse to sti’ict experiment, 

how very small a hole will let a pint of water 

pass through it in an hour, being only one- 

thii’d of an ounce per minute, or about twice 

the contents of a lady’s thimble. 

The weight of rain per acre which fell dur¬ 

ing the twelve hours, amounted to 108,900 

lbs., or 48'5 tons, which, on the whole piece of 

9 acres, is eqiml to 437-4 tons; and each drain 

discharged 19 tons, equal to about foiir-tenths 

of a ton per hour, on the mean of forty-eight 

hours; but when the flow was at the greatest, 

1 find that each drain must have discharged 

at the rate of five times this quantity per 

hour, which affords proof of the faculty of the 

pipes to receive and carry off a fall of rain 

equal to 2^ inches in twelve hours, instead 

of inch—a fall quite unknown in this cli¬ 

mate.” 

An inch deep of rain in twelve hours is a 

heavy fall; it is equal to 22,022 gallons per 

acre, or 226,225 lbs., or within 15 lbs. of 101 

tons. This is more than twice the quantity 

which Mr. Parkes actually found the 1-inch 

drains at 24 feet apart discharged in the course 

of forty-eight hours; but, as he observes, that 

when the flow was greatest, the drains must 

have discharged at the rate of five times the 

quantity he mentions, or as much as woTild 

be derived from 2^^ inches of rain, it may be 

concluded that pipes of an inch bore in drains 

24 feet asunder, will be more than adequate 

to discharge in forty-eight hours the super¬ 

fluous water produced by the heaviest rains 

which occur in this country, provided no stop¬ 

page take place in the pipes. In Mr. Parkes’ 

experiment, it may be presumed that the pipes 

were all in good working order; but after 

a time, it must be expected that obstacles to 

the free passage of water through the pipes 

Avill arise, in consequence of which many of 

them will have the bore 2)artially, and some 

of them entirely filled up. It is therefore 

advisable, in gardens, where there is generally 

a difficulty in relaying the j^ipes, in conse¬ 

quence of trees, to xise either a horse-shoe tile 

and sole, or pijoe tiles of not less than 2 inches 

in diameter. Where springs abound, even 

3-inch pipes may be necessary. 

Pigs. 146, 147, 148, 149, and 150, represent 

Fig. 146. 
Fisc. 150. 

various modes of forming main drains, one or 

other of which may be adopted according to 

circumstances. Pig- 14:6 is a combination of 

two horse-shoe tiles, with a tile sole or slate 

between them. In many cases the lower half 

of a drain may be so formed, whilst the single 

tile (Pig. 147) may be sufficient for the upper 

half. Pig. 150 is well adajited for allowing 

a large quantity of water to pass; the same 

may be said of the arrangement seen in Pig. 

149, which affords a chance that if roots get 

into one or even two of the openings, still the 

third may be clear to act. 

Depth of Drains.—In some cases the depth 

of drains is limited by the outlet. Where 

this allows of sufficient fall, the top of the 

materials forming the drain should not be less 

than 3 feet oelow the surface, in order that 

they may not interfere with occasional deep 

trenching, and that they may be further re¬ 

moved from the danger of getting choked by 

the roots of plants. If cii’cumstances will 

permit, it is desirable that the drain should 

be cut to the depth of 4 feet. In order, how¬ 

ever, to accommodate the drain to porous 

strata, a greater depth may be necessary, or, 

for the same reason, a less depth than 4 feet 

may be advisable, notwithstanding some in¬ 

conveniences arising from proximity to tlie 

surface. Instead of a very deep cutting to 

reach a watery stratum confined beneath an 

impervious layer, a drain may be cut 4 feet 

deep, and then small wells sunk and filled with 

stones, as represented in Pig. 151. The con- 
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(luit is formed on one side, on a sole, and small 

stones are filled in about a foot above it. 

Fig. 151. 

Frequency of Drains, or the Distance they 

should he Asunder.—The distance at wliicli 

drains should be formed, depends on various 

cii'cumstances; chiefly, upon the porosity of 

the soil or subsoil. Some kinds of subsoil 

are so porous that drains will draw water a 

great distance through it; in adhesive soils, 

on the contrary, they draw comparatively a 

little way. Smith recommends from 10 to 15 

feet from drain to draia in adhesive soils, and 

in lighter and more porous soils, fi'om 18 to 

24 feet. Parkes, in his Philosophy and Art 

of Drainage, recommends the deep and dis¬ 

tant drain system. His practice was to make 

drains from 4 to 6 feet deep accoixling to soil 

and outfall,and from 24 to 66 feet apart. Mor¬ 

ton {Cyclopedia of Agriculture, voL i. p. 701) 

says: “We have found a distance of 24 feet 

with a depth of from to 4 feet, produce 

very perfect results on soils of considerable 

tenacity, in districts subject to more than the 

average fixll of rain in the Briti.sh islands. 

These will be found safe examples to follow 

under similar circumstances; and, where there 

is nothing in the formation of the sixbsoil call¬ 

ing for a particular arrangement to meet it, 

these intervals and depths will generally be 

found perfectly successful.” 

Direction of the Drains.—In level groxxnd, 

the direction of the drain is, of course, deter¬ 

mined by the outlet, or by a main drain com¬ 

municating with some place of outfall. Where 

there are no springs, and only the superfluous 

water resulting from a wet climate has to bo 

drawn off, the drains should run in the direc¬ 

tion of the slope of the ground, with, perhaps, 

a few diagonal or branch drains. If a watery 

stratum, causing springs, is to be intercepted 

by a deep drain, such ought to be more or less 

oblique to the direction of the stratum; for 

it is certain, that by crossing the sloije of the 

stratum at right angles, the di'ain will be level; 

or, if cut so as to have a fall, part of its extent 

will be under the stratum. 

“ In many subsoils there are thin partings, 

or layers of porous materials, interposed be¬ 

tween the strata, which, although not of suffi¬ 

cient capacity to give rise to actual springs, 

yet exude sufficient water to indicate their 

presence. These partings occasionally crop 

out, and give rise to those damp spots which 

are to be seen diversifying the surface of 

fields, when the drying breezes of spring have 

begun to act upon them.” See Fig. 109, in 

which the light lines represent such partings. 

“How, it will be evident, in draining such 

land, that if the drains be disposed in a direc¬ 

tion transverse or oblique to the slope, it will 

often happen that the drains, no matter how 

skilfully planned, will not reach the partings 

at all, as at A. In this case the water will 

continue to flow on in its accustomed channel, 

and discharge its waters at b. But again, 

even though it does reach these partings, as 

ar c, a considerable portion of water will 

escape from the drain itself, and flow to the 

lower level of its old point of discharge at d. 

Whereas, a drain cut in the line of the slope, 

as from d to e, intersects all these partings, 

and furnishes an outlet to them at a lower 

level than their old 09ies.”—(Morton’s Cyclo¬ 

pedia of Agriculture, vol. i. p. 701.) 

In commencing the operation of cutting 

the drains, the place of outfall previously de¬ 

termined by levelling, should be cleared. If 

it be an open channel, irregular in width and 

depth, means should be taken to regulate it 

in these respects, so that after heavy rains 

the water may flow on without rising so high 

as it would otherwise do if its course were 

obstructed by contractions and irregular bends. 

A few pieces of rock, or a portion of some hard 

stratum across the bed of a rivulet, render 

tz’acts of ground liable to be flooded a long 

way back. The narrow crooked channel may 

be regulated; but overflowing will stiU occur 

whilst obstructions of the nature alluded to 
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are allowed to remain. If, from examination 

and trial by levelling, it is found that there 

ai’e obstructions, near or remote, that can pos¬ 

sibly influence the level of the water at the 

outfall of the drains, means should be taken 

to remove such obstructions. The outlets of 

the main drain should be, if the declivity will 

permit, several inches above the surfiice level 

of the water in the channel of outfall. Di-ains 

on different sides of the same channel of out¬ 

fall should not enter it exactly opposite each 

other, nor should any drain be led into the 

outfall, or into another drain at right angles. 

Although the general direction of drains will 

often be at right angles to the channel into 

which their water is discharged, yet, on ap¬ 

proaching it, they should form a gentle cuiwe 

in the direction of the stream or main drain, 

so as to enter at an acute angle. In this way 

the forces of the two streams, instead of acting 

against each other, will unite to clear away 

the mud that would otherwise accumulate at 

the mouth of the drain. If possible the smaller 

drains should have as much as 3 inches of a fall 

into the larger or main drains j and more than 

this, for the general outfall, would be desirable. 

It is a bad plan to terminate the minor drains 

in an open ditch, as they are apt to get choked 

when their discharge is too weak to clear them¬ 

selves. They should, therefore, be made to 

fall into main drains, from which the collected 

water will be discharged with greater force, 

and thus keep their outlets clear. 

The main drains should be cut first. The 

others should be laid as soon as they are cut 

out, commencing the laying at the top of the 

drain, or the place farthest from the outfall, 

and terminating in the main drain, with which 

each junction should be carefully made. If 

the main consist of tile pipes, there should be 

branched ones for the junctions; or, if not, a 

hole should be cut out in the side of a main 

pipe, into which the terminating pipe of the 

minor drain ought to be neatly fitted. When 

the first drain is laid into the main, the latter 

should be laid as fiir as the entrance of the 

next minor drain, and thus the work should 

proceed till the whole is completed to the 

place of outfall. 

III.-BORDERS FOR FRUIT-TREES. 

In some cases the soil intended for a fruit 

and kitchen garden is so good, that the bor¬ 

ders require nothing beyond ti’enching and 

manuring, in common with the rest of the 

ground. But frequently other means have to 

be employed to render borders suitable for 

fruit-trees. If the soil is bad, it may have to 

be removed, and a better description substi¬ 

tuted. Both soil and subsoil may have to be 

moved, and this should be done before the 

rest of the ground is trenched, for otherwise 

the conveyance of materials would be ren¬ 

dered difficult, in consequence of their having 

to be taken over the loosened ground, to the 

injury of the latter. For these reasons, the 

formation of the borders should precede the 

trenching of the rest of the ground. 

Width of Fruit-tree Borders.—The width of 
the borders is the first consideration. It was 
formerly recommended by various authors, to 
make the width of the borders equal to the 
height of the Avails; but this rule should not 
be implicitly followed in every case. The 
Avails of the royal gardens at Frogmore are 
all 12 feet high, but some of the borders are 
15 feet, others 18 feet wide, a greater Avidth 
being alloAved for borders appropriated to the 
growth of pears than to those for peaches and 
nectarines, because the roots of the former ex¬ 
tend farther than those of the latter kinds of 
fruit-trees. The principal consideration in 
determining the width of the border, is the ex¬ 
tent necessary for affording the roots sufficient 
nourishment. This partly depends on the 
nature of the soil, subsoil, and Avarmth of the 
situation. If the soil is naturally rich, or ar¬ 
tificially made so, it will contain more nour¬ 
ishment in less compass than where the soil 
is of a poorer nature. If the subsoil is bad, 
and the situation cold, then the borders should 
be made compai’atiA'ely shallow, in order to 
keep the roots near the surface; and as these 
are thus necessarily prevented from penetrat¬ 
ing far doAvnwards, they should have the more 
space allowed them to extend outwards. As 
borders can be cropped, it may be urged that 
there can be no loss of produce by making 
them broader than the trees may absolutely 
require. For the groAvth of certain vegetables 
—many of the smaller kinds, for instance, that 
require a Avarni soil and sheltered situation, 
and that do not root deeply—borders are pre¬ 
ferable; but there are others that require the 
ground to be trenched occasionally, and this 
cannot be done when the border becomes 
occupied Avith the roots of the trees. If the 
borders of a garden containing an acre were 
18 feet wide, they would occupy more than 
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one-third of the area remaining for cultivation, 

after deducting space for walks. In gardens 

of still less extent, if the breadth of the bor¬ 

ders be. the same as in the above, their area will 

of course bear a greater proportion to the rest 

of the ground; consequently, some kinds of 

vegetables which are taller and deeper rooted 

than would be desirable for borders, would 

have to be grown on them. Katlier than do 

this, it will be advisable, in such cases, to 

limit the width as much as can well be done, 

consistently with the actual requirements of 

the trees. 

A fruit and kitchen garden of the extent of 

1 acre, or less, may have the borders 12 feet 

wide from the wall to the edge of the gravel 

walk; but the ground below the latter should 

be made good, if it is not so naturally, in order 

that the roots may extend and feed under it. 

If the garden contain between 1 and 2 acres, 

the borders may held feet; and if more than 

2 acres in extent, they should be 18 feet wide; 

and this we consider to be the greatest width 

that any fruit-tree border need be formed under 

any circumstances. Whilst some woi;ld allow 

as much as 18 feet for the border, in front of 

the south aspect wall, yet they prefer a width 

of 12 or 15 feet for those in front of the east 

and west aspect walls. It is true the south 

aspect border is the most important, and the 

most useful for producing early crops, nevei- 

theless, it must be borne in mind, that espalier 

trees, that may be planted on the opposite side 

of the walk, tend to shade the trees on the 

wall, not, perhaps, from the direct rays of the 

sun, but from a certain portion of the sky 

illuminated by those rays. When the border 

is 18 feet, instead of 15 or less, there is so 

much more clear space for the play of light 

on the trees; and it is well known that these, 

whether on an eastern or western aspect, re¬ 

quire all the light they can possibly receive; 

therefore, it is advisable that a wide border 

should intervene between them and the espa¬ 

lier trees. From what has been stated, we 

may conclude, that where the soil is good and 

the garden not large, 12 feet may be taken 

for the breadth of the borders. If the soil is 

necessarily shallow, it would be desirable to 

add 2 or 3 feet more to the width. Lastly, in 

large gardens, where there is plenty of ground 

for the strong growing crops, the borders should 

all be 18 feet wide. 

Depth of Fruit-tree Borders.—There is much 

difference of opinion with respect to the depth 

of border’s. Some authors recommend them 

to be as deep as 3 feet, some as shallow as 15 

inches, and these may be considered as ex¬ 

tremes, between which various depths, as 18, 

21, 24, and 30 inches are recommended. Shal¬ 

low borders are advocated on account of their 

maintaining the roots near the surface, and, 

consequently, more within the heating influ¬ 

ence of the sun’s rays. Provided the border 

is well drained, and the subsoil completely freed 

from stagnant water and the chilling effects of 

water springs, there is less to be feared from 

cold in a border, made of the depth of 3 feet, 

than is generally supposed. This will be seen 

by the following table, which exhibits the mean 

monthly temperature of the soil at the depths 

of 1 foot, 2 feet, and 3 feet below the surface, 

in ground naturally well drained :— 

Months. 

Average Temperature of the Soil at—■ 

1 foot deep. 2 feet deep. 3 feet deep. 

February, ... 40-1° 39-7° 42 ■4° 
March,. 39-1 38-9 4M 
April,. 44-5 43-5 44-8 
May,. 51-4 49-3 50-7 
June,. 56-7 54-1 55-0 
July, . 65-5 62-8 62-8 
August,. 62-3 60-5 62-0 
September,.. 57-6 56-8 59-4 

From the above it appears that the soil at 

3 feet deep is, on the average, quite as warm 

as it is at 1 foot, and even warmer than at 2 

feet deep. In -winter the ground at 3 feet deep 

is warmer than at 2 feet. Twice a-j'ear, to¬ 

wards the end of April, and the end of August, 

the temperature of the ground at 1 foot and 

3 feet deep is equal. In winter, then, the roots 

in a deep border are warmer than those in a 

shallow one; but in summer the roots in shal¬ 

low borders have the advantage of a tempera¬ 

ture 2 or 3 degrees higher, but as the differ¬ 

ence scarcely averages 2 degrees during the 

months of May, June, and July, it may not 

be of siich importance as many have supposed. 

The effects of 2 or 3 degrees of heat are cer¬ 

tainly not to be overlooked; but the absence 

of that amount cannot be supposed to produce 

the great difference stated to have been ex¬ 

perienced, in some cases, between the results 

obtained from trees planted in shallow and in 

deep borders. Instances have been recorded 

of the good eflfects which have resulted from 
o 

taking up the trees, and replanting them after 

making the borders more shallow; but it should 
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be borue in mind that the removal and replant¬ 

ing of the trees, even in the same depth of 

soil, would of itself be the means of rendering 

them more productive. The only fault of; 

the trees was, perhaps, their over-luxuriance, 

arising from the very favourable condition in 

which the roots were placed, a condition re- 

quii'ing no change, provided the trees could 

have been once brought into a bearing state, 

and this can, in many cases, be done merely 

by good management in summer pruning. 

When they have to support a heavy crop, over¬ 

luxuriance in wood and leaves is sufficiently 

checked, and then there is no cause for com¬ 

plaint of the depth of the soil affording too 

]nuch nourishment. 

Trees may bear abundance of lai’ge fruit, 

which, in a good climate and favourable aspect, 

may ripen perfectly. The fruit may also be 

large and abundant, under less favourable cir¬ 

cumstances of climate and aspect, but the flav¬ 

our may be deficient. In this case, the amount 

of nourishment is evidently too much for the 

climate, and it becomes a question how this 

amount is to be reduced; whether by allowing 

a less quantity of the same rich kind of soil, 

or the same quantity but poorer in quality; 

in other words, whether the border should be 

made shallow and rich, or deep, but composed 

of materials that can only afford a limited sup¬ 

ply of food. A. deep, but very poor soil, we 

consider to be objectionable; and equally so, 

on the other hand, one that is very shallow, 

but exceedingly rich. We believe that the 

best conditions for a border, Under such cir¬ 

cumstances, will be intermediate as regards 

these extremes. 

Near London, in ordinary seasons, excellent 

crops of peaches and nectarines are produced, 

although the trees in some gardens are grown 

in borders, which, in many cases, have received 

no artificial making, except naerely trenching 

to the depth of 2, 2^, or 3 feet, some manure 

being given at the same time. The subsoil is 

a yellow, compact, sandy loam, adhesive when 

wet, and wdien turned up hardening with 

drought, after being soaked with rain, but fall¬ 

ing, tender like slaked lime, on again acquir¬ 

ing moisture. Tt rests on a bed of gravel, 

and is, in consequence, naturally well drained; 

the temperature averages quite as high at 3 

feet as at 1 foot below the surfiice. Trees in 

such soil thrive well for several years, although 

the soil be trenched only 18 inches deep, or 

down to the loam; but this they readily pene¬ 

trate when it is soft and moist, and in a dry 

hot summer they grow amazingly. In one, 

two, or three years more, however, the trees 

di’aw all available moisture out of the stratum 

of loam, which is then a compact dry mass, 

and such it generally remains, even after a 

very wet season. The roots so abundantly 

foi’med in it, wdien it was in a moist state, find 

themselves completely deprived of the mois¬ 

ture by which they were enticed downwards, 

and having nothing to draw from, they must 

fail in supplying the same quantity of sap as 

they formerly did. The trees soon exhibit signs 

of this privation, and sometimes never recover 

from its effects. Whether the border be 

trenched or not, the roots will penetrate quite 

to the depth above mentioned; but when the 

stratum of loam is broken up, the consequences 

of their doing so are far from being so disas¬ 

trous, for the loosened soil can at any time be 

more readily moistened than the dry loam; 

and rain, or water otherwdse supplied, will have 

more free access among the loose particles, than 

among those of the more compact mass of dry 

maiden loam. In a favourable climate, there¬ 

fore, and when the soil is good, with a loamy 

subsoil, a depth of 3 feet is necessary for fruit- 

tree borders, in order to break up the loamy 

substratum, wffiich, although easily permeable 

to the roots when it is moist, yet to moisture 

it is not so when it has once become dry, if 

allowed to retain its original compact state. 

There is no danger of the natural soil being 

too rich, provided it be friable and the border 

well drained. The excellent soil of the fruit- 

tree borders of the royal gardens at Frog- 

more, is a proof of this. The trees produce 

vigorous wood, but with good management 

are not over-1 uxux’iant, and they make substan¬ 

tial growth early in the season. In a strong 

clay soil, on a badly drained subsoil, the vege¬ 

tation of the trees is more backw^ard, and they 

generally commence an excessively vigorous 

gro^vtli after midsummer, so that, if the strong 

shoots developed after that period be stopped, 

the resulting laterals have not time to become 

thoroughly matured before winter. It may 

be concluded from the foregoing considerations 

and facts, that a depth of 3 feet may be allowed 

for borders in a good climate, other circum¬ 

stances of soil and subsoil being likewise 

favourable. The above depth may, however, 

be considered the maximum; and we now come 

to examine those conditions under which a less 

deixth should be adopted. 
25 
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Where the climate is not so good as to ripen 

fruit of large size, such as borders affording 

much nourishment are calculated to produce, 

the supply of food must be diminished in order 

to produce shoots that will not be more vigor¬ 

ous than can be w’ell matured, and fruit not 

larger than the amount of sun heat is adequate 

to thoroughly ripen. Presuming that the soil 

is a good loam, but the climate not so good as 

that for which a depth of 3 feet was recom¬ 

mended, that of 2^ feet will be advisable; and 

in a climate still less favourable, the depth may 

be reduced to 2 feet; or, if the svd^soil, as well 

as the climate, is cold, 18 inches may be pro¬ 

per, but this is the least depth we would recom¬ 

mend. As borders are usually formed with a 

slope from the wall to the edge of the walk, 

aud as this slope is generally greater than that 

of the bottom of the border, it follows, that 

the depth of soil will be greater at the wall 

than at the side of the border next the walk. 

The several depths above mentioned are to be 

understood as mean dejrths; thus, where the 

depth of soil is recommended to be 30 inches, 

that depth applies half way between the wall 

and the side of the border next the walk. If 

the surface slopes 12 inches, and the bottom 

only 4 inches, and the mean depth be 30 inches, 

then the depth of soil next the wall will be 

34, aud at the walk 26 inches. But whatever 

the respective depths at the wall and front of 

the border may be, their mean is that to which 

we refer in speaking of the depth of borders. 

The bottom of fruit-tree borders should have 

a regular slope from the wall towards the walk, 

where drainage should be provided. Some re¬ 

commend a fall of 6 inches from the wall to 

the latter; but the amount shoiild depend on 

the width of the border. In general, a uni¬ 

form fall of 1 inch in 3 feet will be quite suffi¬ 

cient. This amounts to 4 inches for a border 

12 feet wide; 5 inches for 15, and 6 inches for 

18 feet wide. It is equal to a fall of fully 

120 feet in a mile; and a stream flowing in a 

channel having this gi’adient, would certainly 

be the reverse of sluggish. So far, then, as a 

descent for stagnant water is concerned, the 

above may be considered, in any case, quite 

sufficient. In naturally dry subsoils, the slope 

may be less; yet we think that it should not 

be altogether dispensed with, because the fruit- 

trees usually planted against walls natuT-ally 

thrive well on slopes. The roots of a ti’ee 

])lanted against a wall extend outwards; and, 

consequently, in the direction of the slope. 

This being the case, their extremities, which 

are the principal absorbents, are situated the 

lowest, just where they have the best chance 

of receiving moisture as it descends to them. 

If, however, the bottom were quite level, the 

extremities would have no more chance of 

moisture, than the comparatively naked roots 

near the stem, wliich less require it. From 

this it appeal’s evident, that a little slope, even 

in dry soils, is beneficial. 

The amount of slope to be calculated for the 

surface of the borders is more dependent on 

circumstances than that of tlie bottom. In 

localities where the climate is good, and where 

the average quantity of rain does not exceed 

24 inches, the surface of the border may lie 

nearly level; for trees in such places require, 

ao'ainst a south wall at least, all the rain that 

falls on the border, aud frequently more. On 

the other hand, where the climate is cold and 

wet, a good slope is advantageous, not only 

for throwing off superabundant moisture, but 

also that the surface of the border may receive 

greatei- heat from the sun’s rays, by being more 

perpeji'licular to them. In such a case, the 

slope may be as much as I in 12, or an inch 

in every foot; so that a border 12 feet wide, 

would be a foot higher at the wall than at the 

side next the walk; and if 18 feet wide, 18 

inches higher; and so on in proportion. This 

slope may be allowed in cold wet situations; but 

under ordinary circumstances, a slope of 1 in 

18, equal to 8 inches on a 12-feet border, or 

12 inches on one 18 feet wide, will be sufficient. 

The average depth of the border, the slojie 

of its bottom, and that of its siu’face, having 

been decided upon, there yet remains for con¬ 

sideration the general level of the border re¬ 

latively to that of the rest of the ground. 

Before the importance of subsoil di’ainage was 

so well understood as it is now, borders were 

sometimes made deep by excavating below the 

subsoil level of the rest of the ground. If 

the bottom were covered to some depth with 

draining materials, the excavation would only 

form a sort of rubble drain from the higher 

subsoil, without an outlet, filled with water 

which of course must be stagnant. The trees 

having their roots in this damp medium coidd 

not thrive; deep borders were blamed, the trees 

were taken up, the border made shallow, and 

they succeeded. The fact of their doing so 

was proof condemnatory of deep borders; but 

in many such cases we doubt not if the whole 

depth of the border could have been elevated 
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FO as to rest as much above, as it was below 
the natural level of the adjoining subsoil, the 
trees would have succeeded equally well. The 
evil, in our opinion, lay not in the thickness 
of the soil, hut in the svinken position which 
it was made to occupy. No cultivated plant 
thrives well with its roots below the surround¬ 
ing subsoil. Even celery, though it naturally 
grows in ditches, will not thrive well when 
planted in very deep trenches in a garden; it 
need not, therefore, be a matter of surprise 
that fruit-trees do not succeed when placed in 
a similar condition. If the bottom of the bor¬ 
der is lower than the adjoining subsoil, and 
the two are not separated by a drain, we may 
easily suppose that watei’ will tend to sink into 
the bottom of the border, where it will be 
stagnant. It is not, however, so easy to con¬ 
ceive how the border could be affected if cut 
off from the rest of the ground by a drain. Let 
the accompanying figure (152) represent such, 

and let a be the subsoil level, below Fig. :S2. 

which complete saturation occa¬ 
sionally takes place. This being 
the case, moisture will, in some 
soils, rise to the same level at h, maintaining the 
bottom of the border damp, notwithstanding 
that the latter is above the bottom of the drain. 
From what has been above stated, and from 
experience, it is evident, that the bottom of a 
fruit-tree border should not be lower than the 
general level of the subsoil o, which would be 
the case if it were dug out down to c, that 
even at h it is liable to be damp, and therefore 
it is desirable that it should be formed at some 
elevation above the line a b, as at d. The 
height of the bottom d, above ct b, should not 
be less than 3 inches, and were it not for di¬ 
minishing by so much the height of the \vall, 
it might even be a foot. This would involve 
the additional expense of four more courses of 
bricks; but if that could be afforded, it would 
be compensated by the advantages arising from 
the roots of the trees being perfectly secure 
from an excess of moisture, and both foliage 
and fruit would be more exposed to air and 
light. In low damp situations these advan¬ 
tages are of great importance; therefore, in 
order to obtain them, whether the soil of the 
border be made deep or shallow, or whether 
it slope much or little, the bottom of the border 
should be made on a higher level than that of 
the subsoil of the rest of the ground. By so 
doing, however, the surface of the border will 

likewise be I’aised above the general level, un¬ 

less the border have a less depth of soil than 
the rest of the garden. It becomes a question, 
Avhether the level of the walks should be made 
to correspond with the general level of the 
ground, or with that of the border. Some 
approve of the former, and in cases where it 
is advisable to raise the border considerably, 
they recommend that a low parapet wall should 
be built along the front of the border. This, 
however, will be best taken into consideration 
when we come to treat of laying out the walks, 
and we shall, therefore, only remark at present, 
that the borders should be formed irrespective 
of the walks, according to the principles best 
calculated for the success of the trees. 

It is a question whether fruit-tree borders 
should be paved in the bottom, laid with con¬ 
crete, or otherwise rendered impenetrable to 
the roots of trees. Mr. Keane states, in the 
Gardeners' Chronicle, 1848, p. 781, that “the 
soil of the most productive pai’t of Kent is 
locally called hassock, or stone-shatter; the sur¬ 
face of this is a mixture of sandy loam, largely 
intermixed with small pieces of light-coloured 
Kentish ragstone; it is from 6 inches to 2 feet 
deep on solid stone rock. This land produces 
great quantities of hops, apples, cherries, fil¬ 
berts, and likewise good turnips, potatoes, seeds, 
and corn; also much excellent hay on old grass 
lands. Fruit-trees of all sorts flourish and 
produce abundantly; even peach and pear trees 
of the most delicate kinds grow with the great¬ 
est luxuriance, and are free from disease. To 
what are we to attribute such results? not to 
the climate, for localities enjoying a higher de¬ 
gree of temperature than the neighbourhood 
of Maidstone, do not produce such fruit. The 
answer, then, resolves itself into the fact, that 
the quantity and superior quality of the fruits 
are due to the soil being naturally in that state 
best suited for their healthy growth.” Mr. 
Keane further observes, that fruit-trees, grow¬ 
ing in such soil, produce short-jointed wood; 
they grow slowly, and their tissues become per¬ 
fectly organized as growth proceeds. Here we 
have a naturally hard bottom producing a 
healthy vegetation. Mr. Fleming has con¬ 
creted the fruit-tree borders at Trentham, as 
a means of preventing the injurious effects of 
the dampness of the soil and situation. This 
jjroceeding has produced very satisfactory re¬ 
sults. We may therefore conclude, that pav¬ 
ing with stones, tile.s, bricks, slates, or con¬ 
creting the bottoms of fruit-tree borders, is to 
be recommended, in all damp situations, as 
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liighly conducive to the success of the trees; 

and also where the subsoil contains substances 

which act injuriously on vegetation. In such 

cases, there can be no question as to the utility 

of the process of close paving; and, therefore, 

where expense is no object, it should be carried 

out. When, however, the subsoil is good and 

not over-moist, paving is superfluous, except 

it be resorted to with the view of limiting the 

supply of nom-ishment, where this is so abun¬ 

dant as to produce a more luxuriant growth 

than the climate can render perfect. On this 

subject, Mr. Fleming makes some very judi¬ 

cious remarks in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 

1849, p. 68; alluding to the gardens at Trent- 

ham, he says—“ As the situation of these gar¬ 

dens is very low and damp, I find it an advan¬ 

tage to concrete the floor of the border, as 

well as its surface; for it is necessary to pre¬ 

vent the roots from descending into the sub¬ 

soil, which is a wet stiff clay, and owes its 

superabundant moisture to the close proximity 

of a river. Wherever the same natural dis¬ 

advantages have, to be contended with, this 

double concreting will be found useful; but in 

medium soils, where the substratum can be 

effectually drained, the lower concrete is un¬ 

necessary, and, in many instances, would be 

worse than injurious, as the border would be 

liable to get too dry in summer. Wherever 

the soil is open, and the substratum naturally 

dry, concreting is altogether unnecessary. The 

utility of practice will, of course, depend upon 

the peculiarities of the climate, soil, and situa¬ 

tion, concerning which, every one must be 

guided by his own judgment; but I can safely 

affirm, that here concreting has been of im¬ 

mense advantage.” 

Concrete, which signifies to coalesce in one 

mass, is usually composed of a mixture of 

lime, gravel, and sand. It is now much used 

for the foundations of walls, and in most situa¬ 

tions the whole of the basements of houses 

are laid with it. A composition that will 

answer in these cases, will likewise be suitable 

for fruit-tree borders. A writer in the Gar¬ 

deners Chronicle, 1842, p. 571, says, “The 

best mode of forming what is now called con¬ 

crete foundations, is a question on which there 

exists much difference of opinion; nor is this 

cHflerence likely to be very soon settled, for 

this reason—that any mode in which there is 

the commonest attention to the known prin¬ 

ciples of calcareous cements, will do sufficiently 

well.” He then proposes to use a layer or 

layers of such stones as are fit for macadamiz¬ 

ing a road, either larger, smaller, or mixed, 

and then to fill up the interstices of these 

stones with a cement of sharp sand and good 

stone lime, the latter having been ground hot, 

and not slaked in the usual way. “ One part 

of lime and two or three of clean sand, well 

beaten up together, will make a very good 

mixtui-e for this purpose. The great difl'er- 

ence of opinion arises out of the mode in 

which the lime and sand shall be mixed 

with the stones, and the whole made compact 

in the trench. One mode, it is obvious, would 

have been to pour the lime and sand in a fluid 

state, \ipon each stratiTin of broken stones as 

they were laid in the trench, first ramming 

down the stones as much as was tli ought 

necessary, then pouring on the cement, and 

afterwards not distimbing that layer. This 

jfian has by some been recommended, and is 

in my judgment the best mode. The ordinaxy 

process is to mix the stones, sand, and lime, 

with enough of water, and to throw the whole 

into the foundations from a great height; the 

object of the fall being to give compactness, 

which is not, I think, to be so obtained. The 

fall produces a scattering action in the mass, 

which appears to me unfavourable to com¬ 

pactness.” Practically, however, it is found 

that concrete dropped from a height acquires 

the gi-eatest solidity, and this is the mode 

adopted in and near London. 

“With these general principles,” continues 

the writer above quoted, “any one can form 

and use concrete effectually. Hard clean 

stones, clean sand mixed with as Little clay as 

possible, and no humus, well-burned stone lime, 

or good chalk lime, and if slaked instead of 

being ground, it will not matter much; these 

materials packed closely in a trench, and dis- 

timbed as little as may be after the lime has 

begun to set, will make a good concrete foun¬ 

dation. Where good clean gravel, or gravel 

from which the clay has been washed, can be 

obtained, that wdll at once fuimish both the 

stones and the sand, requiring merely the 

admixture of about one-eighth of lime; the 

mixture may be laid in the trenches in layers 

of 3 or 4 inches, and rapidly trodden down; 

or it may be thrown in fi’om a height, accord¬ 

ing to the London practice, if that be pre¬ 
ferred.” 

“ The essential quality of concrete seems to 

be, that the materials used should be of small 

dimensions, so that the cementing- medium 
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may act in every direction round them^ and 1 

that tlie latter should on no account be more I 
in quantity than is necessary for that purpose. | 

Architects and engineers have much varied 

the proportions of lime and sand used. If the 

limCj which should be fresh and ground to 

powder, be good stone lime, such as that from 

Doi’king, used in the neighbourhood of Lon¬ 

don, it will bear three or four times its mea¬ 

sure, by bulk of sand. These, and the ballast 

or gallots, as the stone chippings are called, 

should be thoroughly turned over and mixed 

together. It is then filled mto the barrows, 

and run on to be dropped from a stage into 

the foundations. This latter operation should 

be j^erformed at as great a height as possible 

above the level of the trench, in order that 

the whole of the different particles of the 

composition may be compressed together, so as 

to occupy the least possible space. The stones 

employed should not exceed the size of a com¬ 

mon hen’s egg; the mass very quickly sets 

and becomes extremely hard.”—-(Braude’s Dic- 

tionary of Science, Literature, and Art.) 

“ The proportion of hot lime to the gravel, 

is about one-eighth part only. Others use 

lime in the proportion of one to five of loamy 

gravel. In countries w'here gravel is not com¬ 

mon, dry brick rubbish, broken stone, flints, 

or any material that will bind into one mass, 

will answer.”—(Loudon’s Uncyclopedia of Cot¬ 

tage, Farm, and Villa Architecture.) 

Mr. Fleming uses one part by measure of 

lime, and eight parts of gravel. Others ap¬ 

prove of five parts of stones, one of sand, and 

one of lime; and we consider these to be very 

good proportions; but whether a greater or 

less quantity of lime be used, the stones and 

sand employed in the composition for border 

floor,s, should be as clean as possible, for if 

there were loamy substances or patches of 

garden soil among.st the concrete, the roots of | 

the trees would take to such, and might pene¬ 

trate into the substratum. 

The thickness of the bed of concrete may 

be about 4 inche,s. Presuming that this is 

the case, and that lime constitutes one-seventh 

of the whole mass, the quantity of lime re¬ 

quired for concreting a border 18 feet in 

breadth, will be about 53 bushels for every 

100 feet run. The cost of the lime would not 

be great, and in many cases gravel will be 

found near the spot; so that the principal ex¬ 

pense is the labour. A concrete formed as 

above will be strong; but if stones fit for the 

purpose are not plentiful in the locality, sand 

and lime in the proportion to form a mortar 

— say one part lime to three or four of sand— 

will resist the roots of trees; and if laid on a 

bottom of as nearly uniform solidity as pos¬ 

sible, it will not readily break with ordinary 

care. This may be found cheaper, or at all 

events there will be less weight of materials 

required than in concreting. Whatever mode 

be adopted, we may feel assured, that in all 

cases where the borders do not naturally pos¬ 

sess a good bottom, the expense will be amply 

repaid by supierior crops. The first expense 

of the process is the only one, but on the 

other hand the advantages are permanent. 

The border may be made of the best materials 

at gTeat expense, but this would be in a man¬ 

ner thrown away, if the soil were laid on a 

bad substratum. 

In proceeding to lay down the concrete, 

great care should be taken to prepare for it 

an even floor of uniform sohdity. The breadth 

of the border should be marked off into three 

divisions, or into two, if the border is narrow; 

the soil of the one next the wall should be 

cleared out to the proper depth, throwing it 

so as to form a high ridge between the exca¬ 

vation and the walk. The bottom of the ex¬ 

cavated portion should next be made level, 

rammed equally all over, and any inequalities 

resulting from this operation should be regu¬ 

lated. The whole should then be ti’odden, 

raked, and well rolled. If the concrete ma¬ 

terials were mixed on this, the even surface 

would be destroyed, and the soil, notwith¬ 

standing the greatest care, would be occasion¬ 

ally shovelled up amongst the other materials. 

It' would therefore be preferable to have a 

moveable wooden floor, on which a load or 

cubic yard of sand and gravel could be 

thoroughly mixed with the lime. The quan- 

1 tity of lime to be added to each cubic yard of 

the other materials, so as to constitute one- 

seventh of the entire mass, will be about 2| 

bushels. Planks should be placed over the 

excavation and at a height of at least 6 feet 

above the floor, others should be laid so that 

when the materials are thoroughly mixed, they 

may be immediately wheeled i^p and dropped 

from the above height. A board should be 

placed on edge next the unremoved soil, in 

order that the concrete may there have a 

straight square edge. As the filling in of the 

concrete proceeds, it should be immediately 

gauged to the proper depth with a straight- 
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edge, in order that it may have an even sur¬ 

face, which should afterwards be made smooth 

by beating it evenly with the back of a spade 

or shovel. This should be done before the 

concrete has had time to set, for after it does 

so it ought not to be disturbed. After allow¬ 

ing the concrete to be fairly set, the soil of 

tiie next division of the border should be 

cleared out by turning it upon the concreted 

portion next the wall; the bottom should be 

levelled to the proper slope as before. When 

this has been done, the edging boards should 

be removed to admit of the complete junction 

of the concrete about to be laid with that 

previously done; and after placing them next 

the soil, the floor of this portion will be ready 

for the reception of the concrete. When this 

has been introdticed and set, the soil can l)e 

levelled in, and that of the third or outside 

division of the border may be thrown partly 

on the border and partly on the site of the 

walk. In finishing this portion the edge of 

the concrete should not be made square, but 

rounded offj so as not to be so readily broken. 

Instead of concreting the border in portions 

lengthwise, it may be done in sections right 

across, provided time is allowed for each to 

set before being covered with the soil of an¬ 

other. By following the preceding directions 

a very substantial floor will be the result. 

It will be impervious to the roots of trees; 

but it must not be supposed that it will be 

much warmer than the natural subsoil on 

which it rests. If this be undrained, and in 

summer comparatively cold, from the presence 

of spring water, that cold will be communi¬ 

cated to the concrete or other substance with 

which such water comes in contact. Where 

the subsoil is not drained, the concrete rests 

on a bed of substances, the interstices of which 

are occupied by water; but drain off the lat¬ 

ter and these interstices immediately fill with 

air. The temperature of the latter is governed 

l)y that of the atmosphere with which it is in 

connection, and the mean temjjerature of the 

two will nearly coi’respond; whereas the water 

of the undrained substratum maintains nearly 

the tempei’ature of the springs which consti¬ 

tute its source; so that it is but little affected 

by the atmospheric changes of temperature. 

In short, the temperature of the air in a 

drained substratum, rises in summer nearly in 

a corresponding degree with that of the at¬ 

mosphere in which the tree makes its growth 

above ground, so that both roots and branches 

are nearly in the same condition as regards 

mean temperature. There is, however, no 

such correspondence when spring water occu¬ 

pies the interstices of the substratum. On 

the contrary, when the atmospheric heat is 

such as to stimulate vegetation, the water of 

the subsoil participates but little in the rise 

of temperature, and a great discrepancy be¬ 

tween the temperatures to which the upper 

and lower portions of the tree are subjected 

is the conseqirence; and such discrepancy can¬ 

not fail to produce most injurious effects on 

the health of the trees. These eflects will, 

however, be sufficiently guarded against if the 

floor of the border is formed on a drained 

substratum, from which stagnant water is 

completely removed, so that air may occupy 

the interstices. 

IV.—SOIL FOR FRUIT-TREE BORDERS. 

The soil best adapted for fruit-tree border.s 

in general, is a good substantial loam. For 

pears and apples it may be rather strong, in¬ 

clining to clayey loam; but for stone fruits, 

such as plums, cherries, peaches, nectarines, 

and apricots, a fine loam inclining to the sandy 

is preferable. Under particular circumstances 

of climate and locality, various compositions 

have, however, been recommended and em¬ 

ployed with success. Where the soil is natu¬ 

rally a good fresh loam, trenching will be 

nearly all that the border will require, under 

ordinary circumstances, to fit it for the recep¬ 

tion of the trees. If, however, first-rate bor¬ 

ders are to be formed where the soil is natu¬ 

rally either too poor and sandy, or is, on the 

other hand, a very strong tenacious clay, the 

original, in either case, should be removed, 

and fresh materials introduced. The question 

is, what these should be ? Where the climate 

will mature shoots of vigorous growth, nothing 

could be better than turfy maiden loam, as 

free from iron as possible, such as is used for 

potting plants. This, however, might not be 

attainable in many cases, except at a very gi-eat 

expense. Recourse may therefore be had to 

fibrous turf from a good loamy pasture. lu 

some places, banks of loam occur, which, al¬ 

though dug to a considerable depth, become 

friable by exposure to the weather; and such, 

mixed with some of a fibrous nature, may be 

used. Some persons would be disposed to 

give the borders a good coat of manure; but 

this is worse than useless, for in a new and 
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vrell-made bordei-, the trees are generally com¬ 

plained of as being too luxuriant and r^nman- 

ageable; and dung only increases the dithculty 

of keeping them in proper order. Instead of 

applying the manure to the border to do harm, 

it will be better to give it to the field whence 

the tiu-f may have been taken, for by so doing, 

the field will be in a great measure compen¬ 

sated for the loss of the turf, especially if the 

latter be taken and left in alternate strips. 

One of the best fruit growers in this coun¬ 

try, Mr. Snow, gardener to Earl de Grey, at 

Swinton Park, is greatly in favour of turf for 

fruit-tree borders; and certainly his opinion 

of it is well supported by the splendid pro¬ 

ductions he obtains. He states (Gardeners 

Chronicle, 1846, p. 499), that “In using turf, 

the first outlay is certainly the only one in¬ 

curred ; the tiTi'f is cut, carted home, chopped 

in pieces, put into the border, the trees planted, 

and all is completed; but in making irse of an 

artificial soil, though yo\i go to work most 

carefully, who shall say where the expense 

will end ?—the labour consumed in the mix¬ 

ings, turnings, itc., that are requisite, besides 

the expenditure for such components as I con¬ 

ceive would be required to place it on an equa¬ 

lity with turf. If it be objected that the plan 

of paring a pasture is detrimental, I reply that 

a man’s labour for a day with a plough or 

spade (according to the quantity), and a few 

good grass seeds, will speedily make up for the 

turf, and is not unfrequently the means of 

re-invigorating and improving the pasture. 

And now a few words as to the advantages 

I believe turf to possess over mixed material. 

“I do not mean to assex’t that fruit-tree.s will 

not grow in other materials than tm-f I have 

tried various soils and compounds, and some 

with fail’ success j but I never by such methods 

produced crops equal to those grown from 

turfy matter, either in quantity, size, or fla¬ 

vour. I believe turf pirocured from a pasture 

to contain properties adajited to the wants of 

trees, which artificial substitutes do not pos¬ 

sess; and I have always found, that in turf, 

the trees “fibre” more, ramifying through in 

all directions. More moderate sized and fruit¬ 

ful wood is also formed. But in borders formed 

of different materials, the roots are found to 

be much stronger, but fewer; pushing farther 

from home, and very often downwards, though 

perhaps into a cold clay. Trees in this state 

will be seen to make tremendously strong 

wood and to be very unwilling to bear fruit. 

“ The durability of a turf border should also, 

I think, be a weighty argument in its favour; 

if p)roperly formed, it will not need renew’al 

for twenty or thirty years. I am aware that 

many are of opinion that injury is done to a 

piasture by paring off the turf; but I am of 

belief that it is mostly to the eye, and that 

only temporarily; and, surely, nobody who 

takes a delight in a garden would (even ad¬ 

mitting that some slight harm was done) con¬ 

sider it worthy of notice, or think anything 

too good which was essential; more esjiecially 

when counterbalanced by the production of 

good flavoured fruit, which, whether growing 

or placed on the table, is a source of pride and 

pileasure to all parties; but reverse the pictm’e, 

and with fruit not fit to be eaten or looked 

at, observe the painful feelings of all-—the 

gardener, the great sufferer, although the fault 

lies beyond his control. To produce good 

fruit, good means and good materials must be 

employed; and for fruit borders, my conviction 

is, that nothing is better than green turf.” 

We do not suppose that green turf is supe¬ 

rior to that which is dried. Indeed, we should 

not prefer turf with much length of grass upon 

it, unless the latter were in a withered state 

at the time; for if green grass ferment near 

the roots of trees it will kill them. In very 

many cases, borders cannot be made entirely 

of fresh soil on account of the expense. At¬ 

tempts should, however, be made to improve 

the natural soil as much as possible, with the 

means at command. If the ground is poor 

and sandy, manure alone will not jiroduce the 

permanent improvement which the trees re¬ 

quire. A compost of dung and turf, or dung 

and loam, is preferable; and that this compost 

may be where it will prove most useful, it 

should be placed not at the surface, where the 

roots could not be preserved in cropping; nor 

at the bottom, where it is not desirable that 

the roots should be enticed; but about halt- 

way between the top and bottom. If the 

soil be naturally a too heavy clay, it should 

be burned and corrected by such means as 

have been piointed out in treating of soils. 

In situations where the climate is not suf¬ 

ficiently warm to rijien the wood which would 

be produced by trees in borders formed in the 

manner above directed, great advantages have 

resulted from mingling stones with the soil 

of the border. This has been well explained 

by Mr. Gregor Drummond, gardener to Sir 

Robert Preston, of Valleyfield, in a memoir 
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of whicli an abstract was communicated by 

the Caledonian Horticultural Society, to the 

Horticultural Society of London. 

A site, near Valleyfield, Avhere glass-works 

formerly existed, was made that of a cottage 

and flower-garden; and Mr. Drummond state.s, 

in his excellent memoir, that “When the 

ground was levelled for the garden, it con¬ 

sisted almost entirely of coal-ashes, brick-bats, 

and lime-rubbish, to w'hich was added about 

15 inches of fresh soil, to prepare it for the 

flowers and shrubs. As it was projmsed to 

plant French pear trees in the borders next 

to the walls, the fresh soil was there trenched 

down about 18 inches, and mingled with the 

rubbish. Another foot of fresh soil was then 

laid over the whole surface of the border, and 

the trees planted. 

“It was predicted that a border so formed 

would never answer, but would asstu’edly 

canker the roots of the trees; this, however, 

lias not happened. On the contrary, the 

Crassane, St. Oennain, Chaumontel, Colmai’, 

Brown Beurre, Bergamotte de Paques, and 

Jargonelle, have all produced fruit the third 

year after they were planted, and have con¬ 

tinued to yield excellent crops ever since, far 

greater than similar trees planted in the deep 

rich borders of the other gardens. Of these 

latter trees, many had been planted twelve 

years before they produced any fruit; they 

grew, however, vigorously, ran greatly to 

breast-wood, and continued to grow so late in 

the season, that the flower-buds were fre¬ 

quently but ill-formed, and the young wood 

imperfectly ripened. The fruit, also, which 

they produced, was borne chiefly at the ends 

of the branches, and was frequently hard and 

gritty at the core. On the other hand, the 

trees in the cottage garden seem to have ac¬ 

quired a different habit; they did not, in¬ 

deed, grow" so vigorously, and they produced 

little brea.st-wood; but they rqiened their 

young- wood earlier in the autumn, and fruited 

more regularly over the wdiole surface of the 

tree.” 

In preparing another border, “as much of 

the rubbish of old bmldings as would form a 

layer of about 14 inches in thickness, was 

spread over the whole border. On this was 

laid a stratum of rich manure, about 6 inches 

ihick; and the wdiole was then trenched and 

turned over in such a way as to mingle the 

rubbish with the soil of the border, but not 

going so deep as to encroach on the subsoil. 

The whole being thus mixed together and 

made level, was then covered with about a 

foot of light soil.” In the border thus formed, 

different sorts of pear trees, one year grafted, 

were planted, and “all these trees show^ed 

fruit in the third year, and bore a beautiful 

crop in the fourth year after they were planted, 

and the crops produced every year since have, 

been astonishing. The surface of this border 

every w"inter gets a dressing of cow-dung, 

which is dug in about 8 inches below the sur¬ 

face. 

“Another border was similarly prepared by 

mixing up the rubbish of an old w^all with the 

soil of an old border, to which no dung w"as 

added, lest it might make the soil too rich; 

but this Mr. Drummond has since regretted, 

as he finds that where stones and rubbish are 

mixed witli the soil, there is no danger in 

making a free use of manure. The trees in 

this border came as early into bearing, and 

continued to be as productive as the trees at 

the cottage gai’den. 

“By thus mixing stones and rubbish wdth 

the soil of the border, and forming the border 

above the subsoil, we are able to bring French 

pear trees into a bearing state at a much earlier 

period of their growth, and to render some 

varieties of these trees, hitherto considered as 

shy bearers, not less productive than those of 

the more common kinds.” 

Mr. Drummond found, that the roots of 

trees raised from borders where the soil w'as 

mingled with stones and rubbish, presented 

a dense mass of fibrous rootlets; whilst others, 

which had grown in deep and rich borders, 

without such admixture of stony sirbstances, 

exhibited only long naked roots, more or less 

destitute of fibrous appendages. “ In the nib- 

bish borders, the fibrous rootlets might be 

seen to seize, as it Avere, on some substances 

of the soil in preference to others; pieces of 

lime-plaster, or mortar, were generally pre¬ 

ferred, being often found enveloped in a mass 

of such rootlets; next to these, pieces of wdiiu- 

stone and brick were selected by the rootlets; 

coarse gritty sand.stone they seemed to inject; 

but to like the fine Avhite sandstone which the 

roots of heaths are fond of.” 

“ In connection with this search after stony 

bodies, Mr. Drummond mentions some curious 

facts respecting the directions which roots 

take in borders formed in part of paving 

stones. If such stones be laid at ^the bottom 

of the border, with the view of preventing 
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the roots striking into the subsoil, the trees 

will soon send down their roots until they 

come in contact with the pavement, over the 

surface of which they will then spread them¬ 

selves in every direction. Should their ex¬ 

tremities not be able to penetrate the mortar 

or clay in which the stones are embedded, 

they will, after a time, push out beyond them, 

and then dipping down, take an inverted posi¬ 

tion, and extend beneath the pavement. On 

the other hand, if the stones be laid on the 

surface of the border, instead of its bottom, 

the roots then seem to strike upwards, and 

spread along under the surface of the stones. 

In both, the stones seem to attract and retain 

moisture, and, during the vegetating season, 

the roots strike towards them in order to ob¬ 

tain it; but with this difference in the ulti-. 

mate result—when the stones are laid at the 

bottom of the border, the principal roots are 

detained there, and their fibrous rootlets ai’e 

more or less destroyed during the winter by the 

too great moisture to which they are exposed. 

In such circumstances, the trees grow vigor¬ 

ously, but produce comparatively little fruit, 

and that of inferior quality; but when the 

stones are laid on the surface, the principal 

roots are also formed there; and their fibrous 

rootlets are thus preserved in a healthy state 

during the winter. Such trees gi’ow less 

vigorously than in the former case; but they 

produce excellent crops of fruit, and that of 

superior quality. 

“As the result of his inquii’ies and ex¬ 

perience, Mr. Drummond recommends the 

following mode of forming a border, as suit¬ 

able for every variety of fruit-tree which ■we 

are in the custom of raising against walls. 

He would make the border at least 20 feet 

wide; it should be composed of 2^ feet in 

depth of good soil, rather light, with 1 foot 

of broken wh instone and lime rubbish, and 

1 foot of cow and stable dung. These several 

ingredients should be thoroughly mixed toge¬ 

ther, and when the whole has been levelled, 

another foot of fine mould should be spread 

over the whole surface. The walk he would 

lay down on the surface of the border at the 

distance of 10 or 12 feet from the wall; and 

this should be done in such a manner as that 

the surface of the border may have a gentle 

slope from the wall to the walk, and the slope 

then be continued from the walk to the natu¬ 

ral surface ,of the ground. On no accoimt 

must the subsoil be disturbed. 

“Those who are advocates for the shallow 

planting of fi-uit-trees, may suppose the border, 

recommended as above, too deep, and also too 

rich, and that it will promote too great luxu¬ 

riance of growth; but, provided the materials 

employed favour the production of fibrous 

rootlets, we can hardly ever make the border 

too rich. Encouraging such rootlets seems to 

produce that fertile habit in the tree at an 

early stage of its growth, which checks any 

tendency to over-luxuriance afterwards; and 

to turn the powers of the tree to the forma¬ 

tion of flower-buds, and consequent produc¬ 

tion of fruit. Wall-trees are exposed to a 

higher temperature and greater evaporation 

than standards, and require, therefore, a larger 

body of soil and a more copious supply of 

moisture for their roots than standards do.”— 

{Horticultural Transactions, 2d series, vol. ii. 

p. 49.) 

The kind of hard materials to be mixed 

with the soil is not unimportant; for, as Mr. 

Drummond observes, the roots take to some 

in preference to others, and to such substances 

as old mortar or plaster more especially. This is 

most probably owing to these s\ibstances being 

slower conductors of heat than those that are 

of a silicious nature. From some experiments 

made by Dr. Tyndall, with reference to the 

conduction of heat, and which are detailed in 

the Philosophical Magazine, 4th series, vol. 

vi. p. 121, it appears that the conductive 

power of rock-crystal (pure silica) was 90°, 

and that of gypsum 19°, or, in other words, 

that silica conducts nearly five times quicker 

than gypsum. Impure silica, as it exists in 

flint, sand, or silicious rock, will probably not 

conduct so rapidly as the pure crystal; but if 

in these states the power of conducting heat 

should be only three or four times that of 

gypsum, still the difierence is remarkably in 

favour of the steadiness of temperature which 

gypsum maintains, compared with silicious 

substances. Its conductive power. Dr. Tyn¬ 

dall remarks, is scarcely superior to that of 

wood, while there is the strongest experimen¬ 

tal grounds for the belief that silica possesses 

a higher conductive power than some of the 

metals. As a general rule, it is admitted, 

that sudden changes of temperature are pre¬ 

judicial to animal and vegetable health, and 

hence the roots of plants prefer contact with 

those substances which maintain the most 

uniform temperature. Gypsum, as appears 

from what has been stated, being one of those 

26 
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substances possessing that property in a high 

degree, should be introduced in borders where 

the climate is cold and variable. Old plaster, 

for example, can in some cases be had in abun¬ 

dance; it of course will best answer the pur¬ 

pose if bi’oken scarcely so small as stones for 

rubble drains. Lime compounds are slow con¬ 

ductors; therefore pieces of old mortar and 

chalk lumps may be used. Charcoal, which 

acts likewise as a mamu-e, is one of the best 

non-conductors; hence it answers well for the 

drainage of pot plants, but would be too ex¬ 

pensive for borders. Coal ashes and scOria 

are much of the same nature in this respect; 

but their sharp anguhir surfaces are too cut¬ 

ting for the roots, and are apt to induce can¬ 

ker. Brick-bats, especially from bricks made 

near London, consist of a considerable quan¬ 

tity of carbonaceous matter, derived from the 

small coal mixed with the clay, and although 

exposed in a cold day with hint stones, till 

they ultimately acquire the same temperature 

as the latter, yet they do not feel by any 

means so cold to the touch, because they ac¬ 

quire and give out heat but slowly. They 

are, therefore, ranked among what are termed 

warm materials, and are very suitable for 

mixing with the soil of a border requiring to 

be formed of such materials. 

We have now endeavoured to point out the 

principles, and to detail the modes of making 

fruit-tree borders according to different cir¬ 

cumstances of soil, subsoil, and climate. Where 

all these are favoui’able, proper trenching and 

levelling are only necessary. If the subsoil is 

bad, or cold and wet, its contact with the roots 

should be cut off by an impervious and some¬ 

what elevated hoor; if the soil is indifferent, 

it should be ameliorated as much as possible; 

if bad, it should be entirely removed, and 

better substituted. Where the climate is at 

fault, it is advisable to use rather light soil, 

mixed with stones and other hard substances. 

There are, however, without doubt, very many 

cases where boi’ders could not, on account of 

expense, be made so effectually as we have re¬ 

commended. In these cases the borders should 

not be deeply trenched, if, by so doing, the 

principal roots would be encouraged to oc¬ 

cupy a position unfavourable to the health of 

the trees. It will be better to depend on keep¬ 

ing the roots near the siirface, and there feed¬ 

ing them by means of a well prepared compost 

of dung, and the most suitable kinds of soil 

that can be obtained, as will be explained when 

we come to treat of the planting and subse¬ 

quent management of the respective kinds of 

fruit-trees. 

V.-PREPAKATION OF THE GROUND. 

The formation of the borders having been 

completed, the preparation of the rest of the 

ground may be proceeded with. Where the 

surface is level or of the proper slope, and the 

soil naturally good and of the sufficient depth, 

merely trenching it over in the usual way ren¬ 

ders it fit for laying out and cropping. Where 

the ground is, on the contrary, irregular, and 

the undulations of the subsoil, not correspond¬ 

ing with those of the srrrface, render the soil 

of unequal depth—or where soil has to be 

wheeled or carted from one part of the ground 

to anothei-, or introduced from the outside—the 

operations become complicated, and various 

preliminary considerations are necessary, in 

order that the work may be commenced at the 

proper place, carried on with regularity, and 

in the best and most economical wmy. It is 

presumed that the level or slope of the ground 

has been previously determined, as recom¬ 

mended in the section on levelling. The depth 

of soil should also be ascertained. By digging 

down to the subsoil at a number of points, 

adding together the depths, and dividing by 

their number, the mean depth of the soil will 

be found. At the same time, the depth at 

which the subsoil lies below the proposed sur¬ 

face level, at the different points, should be 

marked on a plan. By these means we come 

to the knowledge of the present position of 

the subsoil, and also that which it should be 

made to occupy. If the surface is to be made 

level, and if the soil is to be of uniform depth, 

then the substratum must also be made level, 

or preferably with a slight declivity towards 

drainage. If the surface is intended to have 

a regular slope, the siibstratum ought to have 

a corresponding one. In either case it is evi¬ 

dent, that attention should be first directed to 

the levelling of the bottom. When a trench 

is turned out to the depth of all the good soil, 

its bottom most probably will be very irregu¬ 

lar ; it may l^e altogether too high or too low, 

or portions only may be too high, whilst others 

are the contrary; but before the soil of the 

next trench is moved, the bottom of the pre¬ 

ceding should be made up or taken down, as 

the case may be, to the proper level. In order 

to do this with the least amount of labour, 
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the trenches ought to run across where the 

Bubsoil is in ope part of their extent too low, 

and in another part too high, so that in taking 

down the latter, we may, at the same time, 

use the materials to make up the portion of 

the trench that is too low. It may not be 

convenient or possible in all cases to run the 

trenches so that the high portion will be ex¬ 

actly sufficient to fill up that which is too low; 

but this should be kept in view as much as 

possible. It should be a rule, that before a 

too high part is moved, a trench should be 

opened where the ground is too low. The work 

should be commenced in the lowest part of the 

ground, taking care, however, to leave road¬ 

ways for carting materials if necessary. 

In trenching ground that naturally lies on 

the desired level or slope, the ordinary mode 

of turning over trench after trench, each about 

3 feet wide, may be adopted. In this case, 

the ground should be divided into convenient 

portions, one of which is represented hj ah cd 

(Fig. 153). If the first trench were opened 

__ _a s at 

f -r .-.^ .f 

C ri 

out the whole breadth of the piece, as from 

b to d, the soil taken out of it would have to 

be wheeled to a c; but instead of doing so, it 

is better to divide the ground equally by a line 

fi’om etof. Then take out the opening across 

the end of one of the halves, as from h to f 

and lay the soil on the adjacent end of the 

other half, as from fto d. If the soil can be 

laid outside the limits of the piece marked 

out, so much the better. When the operation 

reaches a e, there will be an open trench there, 

which is to be filled by the soil taken out of 

the first trench of the other half, as from e to 

c. The work is continued till the whole of 

the second half is trenched over, the last trench 

at y c? being filled by the soil placed there, 

from the first trench h f. It will be observed. 

on referring to the figure, that the first trench 

6 y is marked off 3^ feet wide; whilst the 

others are only 3 feet wide. This is in order 

to allow for the slope necessary to prevent the 

loose soil from falling back into the bottom of 

the trenches; for these should be fully 3 feet 

wide at bottom, to make sure that no ridges 

are left unturned between the trenches, and 

this being the case, each open trench must be 

more than 3 feet wide at top, or both its sides 

must be perpendicular; that next the solid 

ground may, and indeed should, be as perpen¬ 

dicular as possible, but the loose soil on the 

opposite side must have a slope, for the reason 

above stated. The trench at e c should be 

equal in width to the one first opened athf. 

Where the ground is very uneven, and where 

the bottom has to be raised or lowered to a con¬ 

siderable extent in certain parts, the trenches 

should be more than 3 feet wide. According 

to the amount of elevation or depression re¬ 

quired, the width of the trenches may be 4, 

5, or even 6 feet. The latter is not too much 

in cases where the subsoil may have to be made 

ujD as high as the original surface level of the 

ground, or say 3 feet. Where deep hollows 

have to be made up, it may be advisable to do 

so according to circumstances, in portions from 

6 to 12 feet wide. 

Hitherto we have chiefly directed attention 

to bringing the substratum to the proper level, 

and if this be done, the good soil will rest on 

an even bottom. As already observed, the 

depth of the soil will probably vary, but if its 

mean depth in each trench correspond with 

that of the whole piece, then in trenching it 

can be taken from where it is deejoer than the 

average, and wheeled along the firm side to 

where it is too shallow. In general it will, 

however, be found best to throw up the soil 

at the place where an extra depth occiirs, and 

then to regulate the surface after the whole 

of the ground, including even the site of the 

walks, shall have been trenched. We shall 

then have an even surface, and an equal depth 

of soil, on an evenly formed substratum. If 

additional soil be required, and can be afforded, 

it may be introduced as the trenching proceeds; 

and the same may be said as regards manure. 

The latter should be put down about half way 

between the top and bottom, and a good layer 

of dung should also be dug or ridged in near 

the surface of the ground, after the latter has 

been levelled, especially if much fresh loam 

lias been turned up. Although it is desii’able 
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to obtain a depth of 3 feet of soil for a kitchen 

garden, and although the ground should be 

loosened to that depth, yet it may not, in some 

cases, be advisable to turn the lower part of 

the trench uppermost. If there be 18 inches 

deep of black soil, and as much of good loam 

beneath, the whole may be turned upside down; 

but if the black soil is shallow, or if the bot¬ 

tom part of the trench is a clayey loam, it 

will be advisable merely to loosen a spade’s 

depth of the bottom of the trench, and so leave 

it to be gradually brought up, a little at a time, 

at subsequent trenchings. 

VI.-WALKS. 

There is much diversity of opinion with re¬ 

gard to the laying out of walks in pleasure 

grounds; their number, divergence, and curves, 

are all matters of taste. In the fruit and 

kitchen garden, however, utility ought to be 

the leading principle; but without interfer¬ 

ing too much with this, regularity should be 

kept in view as much as possible. 

With regard to the number and direction 

of the walks in a kitchen garden, the necessity 

of one all round, so as to leave a border of 

greater or less breadth between it and the 

walls, is universally admitted; and two inter¬ 

secting each other in the centre of the garden 

are found convenient. This arrangement of 

surrounding walks consisting of two side and 

two ends ones, and two cross ones, is very 

generally adopted. Besides these six princi¬ 

pal walks, two or more subordinate ones, as 

represented in Fig. 102, may be necessary; but 

the number and direction depends upon the 

extent and form of the ground. The walks 

should of course run parallel to the walls. 

Their distance from the latter must be deter¬ 

mined according to circumstances. It was 

formerly a rule to make the walks at a dis¬ 

tance from the wall equal to the height of 

the latter, so that if the wall should be 8 feet 

hish, the border between it and the walk 

would only be 8 feet wide; but after deduct¬ 

ing say 3 feet for a path, and small border 

close to the foot of the wall, there is only 

5 feet left, which is a very narrow strip for 

vegetables; and yet to prepare and crop it 

would require nearly as much time as a 

broader one would. Supposing that the walls 

are 12 feet high, and that the inclosed area 

consists of 2 acres or more, the distance of 

the walks from the walls may be 18 feet. If 

the wall on the south side is lower than else¬ 

where, as is frequently the case, the walk 

next it may be 12 feet distant. Where the 

area is between 1 and 2 acres, the walk in 

front of the south aspect wall may be still 18 

feet distant, and that by the north aspect wall 

12 feet; bnt the others on the east and west 

sides, 15 feet. In gardens of about 1 acre, 

the distance of the walk from the south aspect 

wall may be 15 feet, and from all the other 

walls the distance of the walks may be only 

12 feet, in order that the ground to be laid 

out in quarters may not be too much reduced. 

For the same reason, in very small gai’dens 

the walks may run within 3 or 4 feet of the 

east, west, and north aspects; but still retain¬ 

ing, if possible, a width of not less than 12 

feet for the south aspect border, partly on ac¬ 

count of the trees on that aspect, and partly 

because the border, from its south exposure, is 

so useful for various early crops. The width 

of the walks should likewise bear some propor¬ 

tion to the extent of the garden. In pleasure 

grounds, we are aware that the breadth of 

walks should be regulated by their length, or 

at least by the portion of it that comes within 

view at one time; but this principle cannot 

be so strictly followed in gardens where utility 

is the main consideration. The space occu¬ 

pied by the walks cannot, however, be con¬ 

sidered as lost, except for the purpose of walk¬ 

ing on, for there is no objection to the walks 

being made within the limits of the prepared 

border; and when this is done, the roots of 

trees will feed as well beneath them as else¬ 

where. Indeed, if there were no walks, a row 

of fruit-trees would require a clear space on 

each side of them equal, or nearly so, to that 

which we should recommend for a walk. For 

small gardens, we should say, that the sur¬ 

rounding walks should not be less than 5 feet, 

and the cross walks 6 feet wide. The reason 

for the latter being wider than the others is, 

in order that there may be a more free circu¬ 

lation, and that the rows of espalier trees, 

which it is presumed will be planted on each 

side of these cross walks, may be farther se¬ 

parated. If the walled-in area is between 1 

and 2 acres, the surrounding walks should not 

be less than 6 feet wide, and the cross walks 

7 feet. In gardens of the extent of 2 or 3 

acres, the surrounding walks should, we thmk, 

be 7 feet wide, and to admit of manure, &c., 

being conveniently carted along the cross 

walks, it would be well to make them 8 or 9 
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feet -wide, with a circle, where they intersect, 

laro-e enough to admit of a horse and cart 

tui’niug round it. In gardens of more than 

3 acres, the cross walks might be at least 10 

feet wide, the others 8 feet. The above 

widths are greater than usually recommended, 

but if the ground is not very limited, walks, 

which by some persons would be considered 

too broad, are preferable to those that, for the 

sake of occupying but little ground, are made 

decidedly too narrow for admitting of a free 

circulation of air. 

The width of the walk having been deter¬ 

mined on, the next step is to fix upon its level 

with reference to the general level of the 

ground. If the level of the borders correspond 

with this, or nearly so, the edges of the walks 

may be made a little lower, hut so tliat the 

middle or crown of the walk, may be a little 

higher than that level. Where the borders 

have been raised considerably, the edges of 

the walk may be raised as high as the general 

level of the ground. The lines of the edgings 

having been marked by a small stake driven 

at each end of them, so that the tops of the 

stakes shall also mark the proposed height of 

the edging, the soil should be well ti-odden or 

otherwise made compact, then, by means of 

levelling rods, a number of points should be 

made on the same level, or inclined plane, as 

the tops of the stakes at each end. The 

ground between the different points having 

been made even, a line should be stretched 

about an inch from the line of edging towards 

the walk; and along this line a cut should be 

made with the spade, as a guide for the exca¬ 

vation of the soil to be removed, in order to 

admit of the bottoming materials. When the 

soil is taken out to the proper depth, the line 

should be again stretched so as to mark exactly 

the line of edging, and the inch of soil cut off 

straight by the line. Box, which is the best 

kind of live edging, may then be laid. The 

depth of the excavation should be such as to 

hold enough of materials to constitute a walk 

substantial enough for wheeling upon. Except 

the gai’den be very small, the cross walks should 

be made to bear carting; and in large gardens 

all the walks should be strong enough for any 

traffic of that kind that may occasionally be 

required. The excavation for materials to 

bear carting, should be about 9 inches deep 

from the level of the edging, and where the 

heaviest traffic is wheeling, 6 inches will be 

sufficient. It is a question whether the bot¬ 

tom of the walk should be dug out level, con¬ 

vex, or concave. Some recommend the bot¬ 

tom to be made deepest in the middle, the 

hard materials forming there a sort of rubble 

drain; others lay a drain pipe; but in either 

case, the worms are apt to stop the drainage. 

The moistm’e collected encourages the worms 

to work completely tinder the walk, as indeed 

is the case where the bottom is made level. 

The best plan is to give the bottom a curved 

form like that of the surface of the walks, in 

order that the water may fall to both sides, 

where the well-drained trenched ground will 

always be in condition to receive it. In wet 

climates, drains in the middle or at each side 

of the walk may be necessary, but in locali¬ 

ties where the annual fall of rain does not ex¬ 

ceed 28 inches, all the water that sinks from 

the walk into the adjoining soil will prove 

highly beneficial to the trees, and in many 

cases will save the labour of watering. Erom 

the consideration of these circumstances, we 

would recommend the bottom of walks to be 

curved, well beaten, and rolled firm. 

Various materials may be used for the bot¬ 

toming of walks, such as stones, flints, brick¬ 

bats, clinks, lumps of hard lime, rubbish, burned 

clay, &c.—in short, any hard substance that 

contains nothing pernicious to vegetation may 

be employed. Granite, broken like that for 

macadamized roads, is perhaps of all others the 

most substantial. Nine inches thick of this, 

with 2 inches of rather coarse, and 1 of fine 

binding gravel at top, will form an excellent 

walk, such as cannot probably be surpassed for 

a kitchen garden. Indeed, 6 inches of broken 

granite and 3 inches of gravel, will make a 

good substantial walk. Fine binding gravel 

for the surface is not easily obtained in some 

parts, and accordingly various substitutes have 

been more or less successfully tried. Sand, by 

proper management, may be made to answer 

very well. A very thin layer of it should be 

put on, and it will gradually mix with sub¬ 

stances that will render it tolerably adhesive. 

Another layer may then be sprinkled or sifted 

upon the previous one. Boad-sand loosens 

exceedingly after frost, so as to render walks 

made with it unfit either for walking or 

wheeling upon for a considerable time. De¬ 

composed sandstone answers tolerably well. 

Coal-tar and sand is very unsightly, and if not 

very thick, is liable to break when wheeled 

upon in cold weather; the tar melts, and has 

a very disagreeable smell, in hot weather; and 
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it is, moreover, dangerous for the roots of 

trees. Its use for garden walks should there¬ 

fore be avoided. When we take into consi¬ 

deration the cost of gravel walks in the first 

instance, and the subsec[uent expense of loll- 

iiyg0ding, turning, and occasional lenew^- 

ing, it is questionable whether stone paving 

would not prove cheaper than gravel in the 

long run. A quantity of rough and fine gravel 

equal to a cubic yard or load may cost about 

8s. Allowing that the materials were laid on 

9 inches thick, the load would make 4 square 

yards of walk, costing thus 2s. per superficial 

yard. Paving may be done for 6tf. per square 

foot, or 4s. M. per yard. It is therefore little 

more than double the price of gravel, and of 

the paving it may be said, that the first ex¬ 

pense is the last. This, however, is not the 

case with gravel. In the course of a few 

years small weeds, such as Sagina 'procumhens, 
and mosses, generally take such possession of 

the surface, that the expense of many days’ 

labour is every year incurred in endeavouring 

to eradicate them. It is impossible to say 

how much this tedious process may cost, but 

it requires to be done at a period of the year 

Avhen such fruitless labour can dl be spared. 

Although we are by no means favourable 

to the use of coal-tar compositions for garden 

walks, yet there are others, in which lime is 

the cementing substance, that may be advan¬ 

tageously employed. One of these appears to 

be well deserving of notice. The method of 

forming it is stated by Mr. E. Meehan, St. 

Clare, Isle of Wight, to be as follows:— 

“ To about 3 bushels of coal-ashes, previously 

passed through a coarse sieve, or fiue screen, 

are added one of gray lime, and one of fiue 

gravel. Water is applied till the whole is of 

the consistency of mortar. This composition 

is then spread 3 inches thick over the walks 

prepared for it, and made smooth and even 

with a flat piece of board or a trowel. In a 

few days it will become hard. The walks are 

prepared with rough gravel—the coarse sci’een- 

ina: of that used with the coal ashes. To this 

I might add that the only necessary precau¬ 

tions to obtain a hard and dry walk, are to 

break the lime small before it is mixed, and 

to raise the centre of the walk an inch or so 

above the sides.”—{Gardeners Chronicle, 1848, 

p. 68.5.) 

The depth and nature of the materials are 

usually suggested with respect to di-ainage. 

They may answer that purpose for a few years. 

but we do not suppose that even broken gi'a- 

nite would long continue porous in a garden 

walk. The spaces between the stones must 

soon get fllled up by the earthy matters in¬ 

troduced partly by worms, and partly by par¬ 

ticles of soil carried down by the rain from 

the surface, however clean this may be kept. 

Probably the best mode of maintaining the 

porosity of the bottoming of the walk, would 

be to fill the interstices of the coarser mate¬ 

rials as closely as possible with sand, which 

would prevent, to a considerable extent, the 

introduction of other matters of an unctuous, 

muddy, or adhesive nature. But ultimately 

sand-filters—and such the above arrangement 

would be—get clogged, and do not act; and we 

find that after a walk has been used for some 

time, and has, by good keeping and frequent 

rolling, acquired a smooth compact surface, 

the rain chiefly, or almost entirely runs off 

by the siirface. The porosity of the drainage 

is useful until such time as the walk can be 

brought to this smooth compact state; but 

afterwards it is of little or no consequence, 

the hard materials are then only useful for 

solidity, a sufficient degree of which is essen¬ 

tial for a walk, in order that it may bear 

heavy traffic without yielding, or exhibiting 

inequalities of surface. On this account we 

have recommended a good depth of hard ma¬ 

terials—more pex'haps than can well be afforded 

in some cases. To meet limited means, we 

may state that a very fair walk may be made 

with a considerably less quantity of materials 

than would be required to form a walk in the 

manner above recommended. Let the bottom 

of the walk be taken out to the depth of only 

a few inches j but let it be curved, beaten, and 

rolled, so as to appear as regular as the sur¬ 

face ought to be, and it should form a similar 

curve. The surface may be regular; bxit if 

the bottom be irregular, the former will, in 

consequence, become uneven. In places where 

the bottom is too high, the coating of gravel 

will be thin, and where this is the case, a sink¬ 

ing of the surface will take jflace. A walk 

with a uniform thickness of, say 3 inches of 

sravel, will retain a more even surface than 
O' 

one with the gravel 3 inches deep in some 

places, and 6 inches deep in others. There¬ 

fore, it is necessary that great care should be 

taken to make the bottom very regular, other¬ 

wise expense is incurred for materials which 

are worse than useless. When the bottom is 

prepared, a layer of lime rubbish or any other 
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hard materials that can he most readily ob¬ 

tained at the least expense, should be spread 

very equally over the bottom, and well rolled. 

If there be any hollows, they should be made 

up and the roller again passed over, after 

which it is presumed that the surface will 

appear nearly as even as that of a finished 

walk. A coat of gravel should then be laid 

on to the thickness of 2 or 3 inches, treading, 

raking, and rolling it, before it gets dry. Stones 

collected from among the gravel by the rake, 

should not be buried in patches immediately 

below the surface. They should either be 

distributed equally and beaten into the bed 

on which the top gravel is laid, or entii-ely 

removed, in order to be laid quite at the bot¬ 

tom with the other rough materials. If thus 

carefully made in the first instance, and after¬ 

wards well kept, a good walk for not very 

heavy traffic may be formed, with a few inches 

thick of gravel. If there should occasionally 

be' much wheeling upon it, planks could be 

used. By rolling into the surface a very thin 

coating of fine gravel every two years or so, 

the walk will become more and more solid. 

Curve of Walks.—That gravel walks have 

not a good appearance when they have too 

great a rise in the middle, and that such walks 

are inconvenient for walking upon, will be 

readily admitted. What the proper rise should 

be, is a question upon which authorities widely 

differ. Some recommend the middle to be 

1 inch, others 2, 3, or more inches, higher 

than the sides. But in stating the rise, the 

width of the walk ought to be taken into 

account, otherwise great mistakes may be 

made. For example, a walk 10 feet wide may 

have a rise of 2 inches from the sides to the 

middle, and this we think is one that will 

prove satisfactory; but in the case of walks 

only 4 feet wide, a rise of 2 inches would 

make the surface more like a ridge than most 

people would suppose. It would be like walk¬ 

ing along a cylinder of 12 feet radius. After 

careful observations on walks, and from expe¬ 

rience of those with high, and of others with 

low curves, in various situations, we venture 

to recommend that the rise of the middle 

above the sides should be 2 inches for a walk 

10 feet wide, and so on in proportion for other 

widths. This ratio is, in our opinion, the 

best. In the following table, the height of 

the middle of the walk above the sides is cal- 

cidated at the rate of Aths of an inch rise for 

every foot, reckoning from the middle of the 

walk to the side. Thus, in a 10-feet walk, the 

distance from the middle to the edge being 5 

feet, A inch per foot on that flistance amounts 

to 2 inches. Adopting this ratio, half the 

width of a 15-feet walk being 7-| feet, a rise 

of 3 inches is accordingly allowed; or, we may 

otherwise calculate the rise at A inch for every 

foot which the walk has in breadth, or take 

g’oth part of the whole breadth of the walk. 

Breadth of 
Walk. 

Elevation of 
Middle above 

the Sides. 
Radius of 

Curve. 

Fast. Inches. Ft, Ins. 
4 _8_ 30 0-4 
5 1 37 6-5 
6 1-2- 45 0-6 
7 1 52 6-7 
8 1-®- 60 0-8 
9 1-8. 67 6 9 

10 2 75 1 
11 9_2_ 82 7T 
12 90 1-2 
13 9 8 97 7-3 
14 9 8 105 1-4 
15 3 112 7-5 
16 Q 2 120 1-6 

The centre of the walk may be of the pro¬ 

per height above the edges; but if the gravel 

be laid on so as not to form a regular cimve 

between the two edgings, the work is imper¬ 

fect. It is frequently made too full for some 

distance on each side of the middle, and then 

sloping rapidly to the edges. In this case, 

the middle of the walk must be nearly flat, 

and instead of one curve, the surface is formed 

almost into a flat and two slopes. In ox'der 

that the water falling on the walk may have 

a regular descent,, the curve of the surface 

should correspond with the arc of a circle. 

To insure this, the best jfian is to take a board 

and cut out the curve, which the radius given 

opposite the breadth of the walk in the above 

table, would form. With this curve, the walk, 

when finished, should exactly correspond. In 

fact, unless it do so, it cannot be considered 

perfectly finished, either as regards appearance 

or utility. With respect to appearance, the 

eye will detect irregularities and interruptions 

in a curve which evidently ought to be a uni¬ 

form one; and with regard to utility, the more 

correct the curve, the greater will be the fa¬ 

cility with which water will flow over it, and, 

consequently, the sooner the walks will be 

again dry after rain. It is better to have a 

moderate rise with a regular curve, than a 

great one with an irregular curve, flat, or 

almost flat, in some places, and too steep in 
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others. We have seen walks having no 

o-reater curve than that above recommended, 

perhaps not so much, until within a foot or 

so of their edging, where they form a slope 

that no human being could walk upon with 

any degree of comfort. From what has been 

stated, we think it will be readily admitted, 

that for the sake of appearance, utility, and 

comfort, care should be taken to give walks a 

correct curve. This may easily be done in the 

way we have pointed out, and at no additional 

expense; consequently, there is no reason why 

the surface of walks should be formed on a bad 

principle, or on no principle whatever, when 

important advantages resulting from the con¬ 

trary, may be secured by a little trouble, and 

by attention to the preceding directions. 

Edgings for Fruit and Kitchen Garden 

Walks.—The principal use of an edging is to 

Diark the limits of the walk; for no walk, how¬ 

ever well formed, has a good appearance if it 

merge into the ground on each side. Some 

line of distinction is therefore necessary. 

Amongst the various plants which have been 

proposed for edgings, the box, so long employed 

for the purpose, still unquestionably maintains 

the pre-eminence. In small gardens, such 

things as parsley, thyme, strawberries, &c., 

are sometimes employed; but none of them 

forms a neat, compact edging, like the box, 

nor can they be made to show like it a line 

no stronger than merely to appear distinctly 

from end to end of the walk. Live edgings 

are all more or less objectionable on account 

of their harbouring slugs and vermin. A. box 

edging, however, can be kept within such small 

limits that it affords but little shelter for any¬ 

thing hurtful to vegetation. Yarioiis plants 

may be very appropriately used for edgings 

in flower gardens and pleasure grounds; but 

for edgings in the fruit and kitchen garden, 

no plant is so well adapted as the box. It 

will thrive in most situations where the soil 

is drained, as that of a garden ought to be. 

If the situation be damp, and the soil natu¬ 

rally heavy, lime rubbish should be put in the 

bottom of the walk, so that the roots of the 

box may reach it. Care should be taken to 

keep the edging clear from the leaves of vege¬ 

tables, and especially from decaying leaves. 

Sometimes, in order to avoid the trouble 

and expense of clipping and relaying box or 

other live edgings, and sometimes as a matter 

of taste, various hard materials, such as stone, 

brick, tile, slate, cement, wood, or iron, are 

employed for edgings. The materials, forms, 

and comparative merits of such edgings, will, 

however, be more conveniently considered at 

another place. From what has been stated, 

it appears that the walks in a fruit and kit¬ 

chen garden should run in straight lines; that 

they should be of equal bi’eadth throughout 

their length; that they should be made so as 

to bear the greatest weight that may be 

brought upon them in ordinary circumstances; 

that their surface, from end to end, should be 

perfectly level or uniformly sloping; that the 

elevation of the middle above the sides should 

be sufficiently great to insure dryness, but no 

greater than will allow of comfort in walk- 

ing; and, lastly, that the limits of the walk 

and the soil should be mai’ked by means of an 

edging. 

CHAPTER X. 

CULTIVATION OF KITCHEN GARDEN 

PLANTS. 

Having shown how the ground selected for 

the fruit and kitchen garden should be pre¬ 

pared for the reception of the plants to be 

grown in it, we shall now give the cultivation 

of these. In doing so, we shall adopt the al¬ 

phabetical arrangement, because it is simple, 

and the most convenient for reference. We 

are aware that in adopting this arrangement, 

we depart from the practice of most of our 

predecessors, they having generally sought a 

classification founded on the uses of the plants, 

or on the part made use of, But whichever 

of these circumstances be adopted as the basis 

of a classification, difficulties have to be en¬ 

countered ; for the same plant may be used 

for different purposes, and several parts of a 

plant are not unfrequently made use of; con¬ 

sequently, in such cases, a vegetable may be¬ 

long to two or three different classes. Again, 

some have aiTanged kitchen garden plants by 

their natural orders. For the convenience of 

those who prefer this mode of arrangement, 

we sribjoin a list of the plants treated of in 

this chapter, arranged according to the natural 

orders of Bindley and De Candolle:— 

Fungi, D. C. ; ^Fungales, Lind. 
Morel. 
Mushroom. 

Truffle. 

♦ Alliance. 
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Liliace^, D. C. , Liliaceje, Lind. 

Asparagus. 

Chive. 

Garlic. 

Leek. 

Onion. 

Rocambole. 

Shallot. 

D10SCOEE.E, D. C.; D1OSCOEEACE.E, Lind. 

Dioscorea Batatas. 

UETICE.E, D. C.; Cannabinace.®, Lind. 

Hop. 

Poltgone.e, D. C. ; Polyoonace^, Lind. 

Patience. 

Rhubarb. 

Sorrel. 

Chenopode^, D. C. ; CHEsropoDiACE.E, Lind. 

Beet. 

Orach. 

Quinoa. 

Spinach. 

Plantagine^, D. C. ; Plantaginace.®, Lind. 

Buckshorn Plantain. 

Labiat^e, D. C.; Lamiace^, Lind. 
Balm. 

Basil. 

Clary. 

Horehound. 

Hyssop.- 

Lavender. 

Margoram. 

Mint. 

Rosemary. 

Sage. 

Savory. 

Thyme. 

SoBANE.®, D. C.; SobanacEjE, Lind. 

Capsicum. 

Egg Plant. 

Potato. 

Tobacco. 

Tomato. 

Boeagine^, D. C. ; Boeaginace^, Lind. 

Borage. 

Campandlace^, D. C. ; Campandlace.®, Lind. 

Rampion. 

Composite, D, C. ; Asteeace^, Lind. 

Artichoke. 

Cardoon. 

Chamomile. 

Chicory. 

Costmary. 

Dandelion. 

Elecampane. 

Endive. 

Jerusalem Artichoke. 

Lettuce. 

-Marigold. 

Picridium vulgare. 

Salsafy. 

Scorzonera. 

Tansy. 

Tarragon. 

Wormwood. 

V.Ai.EEiANEjE, D. C.; Valeeianace.e, Lind. 

Corn Salad. 

Pedia Cornucopise. 

Umbellifer-e, D. C. ; Apiace.e, Lind. 

Alexanders. 

Angelica. 

Aniseed. 

Caraway. 

Carrot. 

Celery. 

Chervil. 

Coriander. 

Dill. 

Fennel. 

Parsley. 

Parsnip. 

Samphire. 

Skirret. 

Sweet Cicely. 

Ranuncolace.®. D. C. ; Ranuncdlace.e, Lind. 

Nigella sativa. 

Ceucifee^, D. C.; Beassicace^, Lind. 

Borecole. 

Broccoli. 

Brussels Sprouts. 

Cabbage. 

Cauliflower. 

Cress, American. 

Cress, Common. 

Cress, Water. 

Horse-radish. 

Mustard. 

Radish. 

Rape. 

Savoy. 

Scurvy Grass. 

Sea-kale. 

Turnip. 

OxALiDEAJ, D. C.; Oxalidace.®, Lind. 

Oxalis Dejjpei. 

Oxalis crenata. 

Wood Sorrel. 

Teop^ole^, D. C.; Teop.eolaceje, Lind. 

Nasturtium, or Indian Cress. 

Tropaeolum tuberosum. 

RuTACEiE, D C.; Rdtacejs, Lind. 

Rue. 

Poetdlaceje, D. C. ; Poetulaceae, Lind. 

Purslane. 

Ficoide.®, D. C. ; Teteagoniace.®, Lind. 

New Zealand Spinach. 

CUCUEBITACE.®, D. C.; CucGEBiTACE.®, land. 

Cucumber. 

Gourd. 

Onagraeie^, D. C.; Onageace^, Lind. 

Tree-Primrose. 

ROSACEjB, D. C.; S.ANGUISORBACEiB, Lilli’ 

Burnet. 

LEGDJnNOSiE, D. C.; Pabace.e, Lind. 

Bean. 

Chickpea. 

Kidney-bean. 

Lentil. 

Liquorice. 

Pea. 

ALECOST, See Costmary. 

ALEXANDERS {Smyrniuni Olusatrum, L.— 

I Pentandria Digynia, L.; Umbellifer.'c, D. C.; 

27 
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Apiacece, Lind.), a biennial plant, a native of 

Britain, was formerly cultivated for its leaf¬ 

stalks, which, having a jdeasant aromatic fla¬ 

vour, were blanched and used instead of celery. 

The leaves were likewise employed in flavour¬ 

ing soups. It is now, however, seldom if ever 

cultivated, celery having taken its place. Sow 

in March. 
ANGELICA [Archangelica officinalis, HofFm.; 

Angelica Archangelica, L.-—Pentandria Bigy- 

nia, L.; TJmbelliferfe, D. O.j Apiacete, Lind.) 

is a biennial plant, a native of England and 

the north of Europe. 

The tender stems, stalks, and mid-ribs of 

the leaves are candied with sugar, for which 

purpose considerable quantities are grown near 

London. The seeds are occasionally used in 

flavouring spirituous liquors j and in some 

parts of the north of Europe, according to 

Bose, the leaves and stalks are used as a vege¬ 

table, either raw or cooked together with flsh 

or flesh. 
Angelica grows well in any good soil, but 

succeeds best in cool moist situations, such as 

the banks of ditches. 

It is raised from seed, which should be sown 

in August, or as soon as it is ripe, covering 

lightly with mould. The seed-bed should be 

fi-equently watered, as also the young plants 

when they come up. These are allowed to re¬ 

main in the seed-bed till the following March, 

by which time they will have attained suffi¬ 

cient strength for being transplanted. 

The plants may be planted 2 feet apart each 

way; afterwards the ground should be occa¬ 

sionally hoed, and in dry weather, plenty of 

water should be given. The stalks will be fit 

for use in May or June of the following year, 

when the stems should be cut down. This 

should be repeated every year about that time 

in order to prevent the plants from running 

to seed, for if allowed to do so, their roots 

would soon afterwards perish; whereas if cut 

down annually before flowering, Angelica, 

though a biennial, will then live for three 

years. 

ANISE, or Aniseed (Pimpinella Anisum, L. 

•—-Pentandria Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, I). 

C.; Apiacese, Lind.)—is an annual plant, a 

native of Egypt. It is cultivated in the Le¬ 

vant and in Spain for the seeds, which are 

employed in confectionary, in distillation, and 

for the manufacture of a well-known cordial. 

IMedicinally, the seeds are carminative. The 

summers of this country are seldom sufiiciently 

warm to ripen the seeds perfectly, but tho 

plant is sometim.es grown for its leaves, which 

are used for garnishing, and occasionally as a 

seasoning. 

It requires a light soil and warm situation, 

where it may be sown in the beginning of 

April, in drills 6 inches apart. Thin the 

young plants to about 3 inches apart; no fur¬ 

ther care is necessary, except watering in dry 

weather and keeping the ground clean. The 

seeds ripen in August or September, if the 

season is warm. 

ARTICHOKE (Gynara Scolymus, L.—Synge- 

nesia Polygamia ..^Equalis, L.; Composite, 

D. C.; Asteracere, Lind.)—This is a hardy 

perennial plant, a native of the south of Eu¬ 

rope. It is cultivated for the immature flower- 

heads, of which the fleshy receptacle, commonly 

called the bottom, and the base of the involu- 

cral scales, are the parts used. Sometimes, 

also, the central leaves of plants in old plan¬ 

tations about to be destroyed are blanched, 

and the chard, as it is then called, is used like 

cardoons. 

The varieties cultivated in this country 

are:— 

1. Globe Artichoke. 

2. Green, Common, or Prench Artichoke. 

3. Purple Artichoke. 

The Globe, or Large Round-headed arti¬ 

choke, has dull purplish heads, with scales 

turned in at the top. It is the sort most es¬ 

teemed for cultivation in this country. The 

second sort has a conical or ovate head, with 

scales pointed and turned outwards. The 

Purple artichoke has a medium sized head; 

the scales are pointed, green at the base, but 

tinged with purplish red on the outside to¬ 

wards the extremities. It is earlier than the 

preceding sorts. In France, it is considered 

excellent a la poivrade, but not so good cooked. 

Several other varieties are described by 

French authors. The one most esteemed and 

most cultivated at Paris, is the Large Green 

or Laon artichoke [Artichaut gros vert ou de 

LaorC). It grows larger than the Common 

Green. The Gros Camus de Bretagne has a 

large, rather flat head, of a pale green colom’, 

and is somewhat earlier than the preceding, 

but is not so fleshy. The Rouge and the 

Sucre d,e Genes, cultivated in the south of 

Prance, do not prove suitable for the climate 

of Paris; and that being the case, their intro¬ 

duction into this country would probably be 

attended with little or no advantage. 
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The artichoke prefers a deep free soil, such 

as a saudy loam, and an open situation. The 

ground where it is intended to be grown 

should be well manured with stable dung, and 

trenched 2 feet deep. Sea-weed is also an 

excellent manure for artichokes, and the ap¬ 

plication of salt is likewise very beneficial. 

The plant is propagated by suckers, of which 

from six to twelve are usually produced by 

each plant. In the month of April, or as soon 

as the leaves are 8 or 10 inches in length, the 

old stools are uncovered to the origin of the 

suckers, which are then slipped off with a heel, 

two or three of the finest being allowed to 

remain on the parent plant. The strongest 

of those taken off, and such as have already 

formed some roots, are chosen for the new 

plantation; and they are prepared for plant¬ 

ing by cutting off any rugged parts at the 

heel, and removing withered leaves. The 

suckers may then be planted 8 or 9 inches 

apart, in clumps of three, placed 2 feet from 

each other, in rows 4 feet asunder. The sets 

should be planted about 4 inches deep in holes 

made by a dibble or trowel, and the soil 

pressed round them. Water should be given 

at planting, and subsequently in dry weather 

till the plants begin to shoot. Afterwards the 

ground ought to be loosened by the hoe, and 

this operation ought to be repeated several 

times in the course of the summer and autumn. 

In the autumn of the year of planting, some 

heads fit for use will be produced. If the 

heads are required for pickling, they should be 

gathered when about 2 inches in diameter; if 

for the bottoms, when they are nearly full- 

grown and before the opening of the scales. 

As soon as the crop from each of the flower- 

stems is gathered they should be cut down; 

and all dead leaves should be removed at the 

same time. Any heads remaining in Novem¬ 

ber may be preserved for a long time, by cut¬ 

ting them off with the whole of the stalk 

attached, planting the latter in moist sand in 

a shed or cellar, secure from frost, and cutting 

off every three or four days a small portion 

from the lower part of the stalk. 

Towards the end of November, or before 

frost sets in, the long leaves must be cut off 

to within a foot of the ground, which should 

then be dug; but in doing this, care must be 

taken not to injure the roots. After the 

ground has been dug, a good thickness of dry 

litter, fern, leaves, or other protecting mate¬ 

rials, should be packed closely round the plants. 

blit not over their heads. When frost sets in 

the plants should be well covered over head, 

but the covering must be removed whenever 

the weather is mild, and again replaced at the 

approach of frost. Towards the end of March, 

or as soon as all danger of severe frost is over, 

the protecting materials may be entirely re¬ 

moved ; but if any of the plants have been 

partially blanched, as is not unfrequently the 

case, they should only be gradually uncovered, 

and exposed to the light. Afterwards, when 

the leaves are 8 or 10 inches in length, the 

stools should be uncovered; and all the suckers, 

with the exception of two or three of the most 

vigorous, having been removed, the earth 

should be again replaced round the plants. 

This having been done, the ground may be 

dug or forked, and, with the exception of keep¬ 

ing it free of weeds, nothing further is required 

till the plants come into bearing, which will be 

the case in June or July. 

In the south of France, and particularly in 

the neighbourhood of Montpellier, when the 

heads have attained about the third of their full 

size, the flower-stalk is split through at about 

6 inches below the head, and a piece of wood 

passed through from side to side, so as to keep 

the two halves of the stalk separate. By this 

means a considerable increase in the size of 

the fleshy portion of the head is said to be 

obtained. We have tried this practice, but 

very little, if any increase in size was percej)- 

tible. Every year, as the crop is gathered, the 

flower-stems should be cut down, as previously 

indicated; and the same treatment with respect 

to protection from frost, removing suckers, 

digging the ground, Ac., should be pursued. 

After the second year, however, a quantity of 

well decomposed dung or sea-weed ought to be 

dug in before winter. Notwithstanding the 

care taken in protecting the plants in winter, 

they are sometimes injiired by frost. It is 

stated in the £on Jardinier, that to guard 

against this, in some parts of France the prac¬ 

tice of planting the roots in a dry cellar or 

shed, secure from frost, has been adopted, and 

that it presents the double advantage of pre¬ 

venting injury to the plants, and inducing an 

earlier production of heads. Some plants thus 

wintered by the Baron de Ponsort are stated 

to have borne their fruit a month before the 

usual time. 

Artichokes seldom continiie in good bearing 

longer than four or five years; therefore, a 

fresh plantation should be made eveiy third 
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or foTU-th year. As the plants in fresh plan¬ 

tations bear later than those in old ones, some 

persons make a small plantation every year, 

with the view of prolonging the season. 

If chards are required, when old plantations 

are to be destroyed, the plants should be cut 

over a little above the ground as soon as the 

principal part of the crop has been gathered, 

and when the leaves are about 2 feet high, they 

may be tied up and blanched like cardoons. 

In Italy, besides the head and chard, another 

product is obtained from the artichoke; the 

stem is bent down at right angles, the leaf¬ 

stalks collected together, and the whole covered 

xip to blanch. The result is a lump called 

gobbo, or hunchback, which is tender and very 

good when eaten raw with salt. It is used in 

autumn and winter, and is advantageously 

substituted for radishes. 

Except in very warm seasons the artichoke 

never ripens its seed in this country. If, not¬ 

withstanding this, an attempt to save seed 

be made, the heads should be sheltered from 

rain, either by gradually bending them down 

so as to throw off the wet, or by some other 

means. The seed keeps five or six years; but 

even when it can be saved it is seldom worth 

the trouble, for no dependence can be placed 

upon the plants raised from it, many of them 

producing only small and totally worthless 

heads, whilst others produce very good ones. 

It is for this reason that the artichoke is 

almost invariably propagated by suckers. 

ASPARAGUS (Asparagus officinalis, L.—Hex- 

andria Monogynia, L.; Liliacese, D. C.; Lili- 

acese, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native of 

Britain and of the sea-coasts of various coun¬ 

tries in Europe and Asia. According to 

Loudon it is found in abundance on the sandy 

steppes in the interior of Bussia. He also 

states that it grows near Bristol, in the Isle of 

Portland, and sparingly in Seaton Links, near 

Edinburgh. That growing wild in the fens of 

Lincolnshire is considered by Miller to be un¬ 

doubtedly the same as the cultivated species. 

A correspondent of the Gardener^ Chronicle 

states that it is also indigenous to Cornwall, 

that there is an island near the Lizard Point 

called Asparagus Island, where the plants 

grow natru’ally, and that in heavy gales the 

sea breaks over the part of the island on which 

the asparagus grows. It thus appears that it 

naturally grows in situations near the sea, 

though it may also be found in salt marshes 

some distance inland. 

Although cii'cumstances of soil, climate, 

situation, and cultivation may occasion diffe¬ 

rent aj^pearances, there is but one sort of aspa¬ 

ragus. In some places it can be grown under 

the same system to a much larger size than in 

others, and hence different names have been 

given to essentially the same variety. Thus, 

there were sold the Battersea asparagus, the 

Deptford, Gravesend, Beading, Mortlake, 

Grayson’s Giant, &c.; and on the Continent 

the names of places noted for the growth of 

asparagus are similarly applied. Some con¬ 

sider the Red-topped or Dutch asparagus and 

the Green-topped as two permanently distinct 

varieties, and that the former is the largest, 

but the latter the best flavoured. We have 

found, however, that colour depends greatly on 

the nature and texture of the soil; and with 

regard to size, we may mention that in one 

part of Mr. Grayson’s extensive plantations on 

the south side of the Thames, the so-called 

Giant variety was produced, and in another 

part the common sort; but when both were 

made to change places, the common acquired 

the dimensions of the Giant, whilst the latter 

diminished to the ordinary size. 

Soil and Situation.—A rich sandy alluvial 

soil, impregnated with saline matters, is natur¬ 

ally best adapted for the gi'owth of asparagus, 

and in such soil its cultivation is an easy mat¬ 

ter. Soils of a different texture may be made 

rich enough with manure; but whilst the soil 

retains too great a degree of stiffness, the re¬ 

sults of cultivation will not prove satisfac¬ 

tory, nor will the produce bee.r comparison with 

that from sod naturally well adapted for the 

growth of the plant. In preparing the ground 

for a plantation of asparagus attention should 

therefore be directed to the texture of the 

soil; and if this is too close, as is generally 

the case, such means should be adopted as will 

effectually reduce it to a sufEciently light and 

porous state. The application of large quan¬ 

tities of manure has this tendency, but sand 

would in many cases be of more permanent 

benefit, for if' the soil be stiff and retentive of 

moisture, manure reduced to the state of wet 

humus diminishes its natural adhesiveness but 

very little. The market gardeners near Lon¬ 

don are aware of this; for highly as they ma¬ 

nure their ground for crops generally, yet they 

procure sand or sandy mud from certain parrs 

of the Thames for asparagus plantations, where 

the soil is too heavy. 

The situation for asparagus should be open to 
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the sun, and it is also desimble that it should 

be sheltered from the quarter from which strong 

winds prevail, in order that injury from break¬ 

ing the stems in summer may be prevented. 

Propagation.—Asparagus is propagated by 

seed, w’hich may either be sown on the ground 

prepared for the plantation, and the plants 

thinned out to the proper distance, or broad¬ 

cast, or preferably in drills in beds, where the 

plants remain till they are one or two years 

old, when they are finally planted out. The 

seeds may either be sown when ripe, in Octo¬ 

ber, or in March, if the ground be not then too 

cold; if so, the sowing should be deferred till 

April. The soil for the nursery bed should be 

light, rich, and sandy. In order that there 

may be room to clean and refresh the ground 

near the plants, the seeds should be sown thinly 

in shallow drills, covering it with about half 

an inch of fine soil. 

Preparation of the Ground for the Planta¬ 

tion.—If the ground has been trenched or 

made good to the depth of 3 feet, as directed 

for the kitchen garden generally, that depth 

will suffice for the growth of asparagus. It 

should, however, be trenched over, and a large 

quantity of manure introduced, also, near the 

top, plenty of sandy mud, the scourings of 

ditches made into a compost, sea-weed where 

it can be obtained, decayed leaves or leaf- 

mould, good peat, decayed hot-bed dung, which 

are all excellent. It may not be practicable to 

make all the soil so light as some would re¬ 

commend, but excellent and heavy crops of 

asparagus are grown where the bottom is a 

yellow, rather heavy loam, the top, however, 

being sufficiently light from long working and 

plentiful manm-ing. In trenching this for as¬ 

paragus, of course the heavy subsoil is neither 

tm’ued up nor mixed with the humus soil, 

as might be advisable for some crops; on the 

conti’ary, the lightest soil is kept upmost, and 

made still more open by the addition of sandy 

mud as manure. In this way asparagus 

weighing 20 lbs. per 100 of the largest heads 

has been produced. Where the sod is not so 

deep and the subsoil coarse and rather gra¬ 

velly, the ground is trenched only one spade 

deep and a shovelling, the bottom of the 

trench being then merely dug over. Above 

this, however, a large quantity of manure is 

applied, and by this, together with good after 

management, chiefly consisting in making the 

soil fine and light for the shoots to push 

through, excellent ci’ops ai'e produced. 

In the asparagus plantations near London the 

beds wei’e formerly in general 3 feet, and the 

alleys 2 feet w'ide. At the ])resent time, how¬ 

ever, many beds 5 feet wide with 2-feet alleys 

are laid down. These widths we consider the 

best, and would recommend that in making a 

new plantation some of the beds should be 

3 feet and others 5 feet wide. The reason for 

having some of the beds so much narrower 

than the others is, that the narrow ones are 

sooner heated by the sun’s rays, and conse¬ 

quently an earlier production is induced. 

The distance between the rows may be regu¬ 

lated as follows :—Where the beds are 3 feet 

wide two rows should be planted along them, 

each row should be a foot from the edge of the 

bed, and they will consequently be a foot apart. 

In beds that are 5 feet wide three rows shoifld 

be planted, one along the middle and one on 

each side, a foot from the edge of the bed. The 

distance from plant to 23lant in the rows should 

not be less than a foot; at this distance good 

sized heads will be produced, but if very large 

heads are desired, the plants may be 15 or 

even 18 inches apart in the rows. 

Planting.—According to the season planting 

should be performed late in spring or early in 

summer. It should not be done whilst the 

ground is too cold, or, in other words, not before 

the plants begin to push. If possible, advan¬ 

tage should be taken of mild cloudy weathei', 

when the air is moist; and the planting 

should only be carried on when the ground is 

in good working order, not when it is too 

wet, for in that case it would become puddled 

in the process. The 3-feet beds should be 

traced out to run east and west, or so as to 

present the side of the bed to the direct action 

of the sun’s rays when they are most powerful. 

In this way they have greater effect than 

when the end of the bed is presented to their 

influence; and the consequence is that the 

asparagus in beds so formed pushes earlier in 

the season than it does in beds running north 

and south. For all, except the earliest beds, 

the direction is immaterial, and they may be 

run east and west, or north and south, as may 

be most convenient. In proceeding to plant, 

the beds and alleys should be marked off at 

the required distance. A stout peg or small 

stake should be driven in at each corner of the 

beds, and from these tlie distances for the rows 

should be measured. There are various ways 

of planting; some stretch a line aud cut out a 

trench, as if for laying box, only deep enough 
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to allow tlie roots to be laid out without 

doubling, aud they are sjjread out like a fan 

against the cut, the crown of the plant being 

kept 2 inches below the surface. Some dig 

out a trench, aud at the proj^er distances form 

little hillocks of fine soil, over which the roots 

are spread. Others make a ridge, on the top 

of which they set the plants, spreading their 

roots on each side of the I’idge; and, again, 

some take off a portion of the soil of the bed, 

and after the surface has been raked smooth, 

the roots of the plants are spread out on the 

level. The position given to the roots by this 

method is not natural, therefore we cannot 

recommend it; but any of the other modes 

may be adopted; in extensive plantations the 

first is generally practised, as it is the most 

exjjeditious, and answers very well; but what¬ 

ever method be preferred, the crowns of the 

2:)lants should all be on the same level, other¬ 

wise those that are too high would l>e liable 

to be injured by the knife in cutting. Good 

plants one-year old are generally preferred, 

but some employ two-year old plants. They 

should be carefully taken up with a fork, and 

the roots preserved as entire as possible. They 

sliould not by any means be allowed to get 

dry, to prevent which they may be laid in 

flat baskets as they are taken up, and immedi¬ 

ately covered over with beaten wet moss, or 

damp grass; and in planting, as soon as the 

roots are put in proper jjosition, they should 

instantly be covered with the soil. After the 

plantation is completed the ground will require 

to be kept moist; and if, notwithstanding due 

care in this respect, some failures should take 

place, they may be made good by reserve 

plants, which will succeed if planted even as 

late as the end of June, especially if shaded on 

transplanting. In proof of this we may adduce 

the following instance of the success of late 

planting. Mr. Fleming of , Trentham states 

{Gardeners Chronicle, 1844, p. 276), that after 

having made a new plantation with the great¬ 

est possible care, about the middle of Marcli, 

he found that many of the plants had perished 

after planting. It was June before he could 

take any decided step to remedy the evil; he 

then procured several thousands of two-year 

old plants, took up those that had not died, and, 

beginning entirely anew, had the ground dug 

over again, and replanted with the fresh plants, 

and although they had tops 8 or 10 inches 

high, scarcely one failed. “ Many of the top.s, 

indeed, withered and turned brown, but were 

in all cases succeeded by a fresh growth. Tho 

plants were taken up carefully, the roots were 

immediately covered with moss, and were kept 

moist till the moment of planting. In the 

course of the season the beds received several 

copious waterings with salt wnter. In the 

spring of 1843, before the shoots made their ap¬ 

pearance, the beds were sprinkled with salt suf¬ 

ficiently thick to make them appear white, and 

the waterings with salt water were repeated se¬ 

veral times through the summer season, and by 

September the shoots were 5 feet high. Since 

the 15th of this month (April, 1844) we have 

gathered daily a good supply of fine a.S23aragus 

from these beds. I should mention, that when 

the beds were planted the second time, the 

plants which were taken out (the remnant of 

the first planting) were put into two beds by 

themselves, where they grew veiy well, but 

not so strong as the others. It may appear that 

asparagus planted in March, and having the 

whole season to grow in, must have a better 

chance of doing well than that which is trans¬ 

planted in the middle of its growth; but I 

conceive that whatever advantages may aiise 

from early planting are counterbalanced by 

the ground being cold and wet, and the roots 

of the plants being so tender that many of 

them perish before the vegetative piinciple is 

excited; while at a later period the case is 

different, as the juices of the plant are in mo¬ 

tion at the time, and the soil being in a v^arin 

and genial state, is prepared to encourage im¬ 

mediate growth. I planted six more beds last 

yeai', also in the beginning of June, which, 

under the same treatment as the others, seem 

likely to do as well.” 

Instead of rearing the iDlants, and tlien trans¬ 

planting them when one or two years old, some 

prefer sowing the seed where the plants are to 

remain. When this method is adojited, shal¬ 

low dz’ills, at the distances marked out for the 

rows, should be formed, and in these the seeds 

may be so^vn thinly, and covered with about 

half an inch of fine soil; or the distances at 

which the plants are to stand in the rows may 

be marked out, and three seeds inserted, about 

half an inch apart, at the place which each 

plant is to occupy; the seeds should then be 

covered with rich light soil to the depth of 

half an inch, or rather more. When the seed¬ 

lings are 2 inches high, they should be thinned 

out to the requisite number of plants in the 

rows; and in thinning, the weakest should be 

removed. 
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After-management.—During the summer 

and autumn the ground should be kept free 

of weeds and stirred, but without disturbing 

the roots; and when the stalks are completely 

withered in autumn, they should be cut down 

and burned. The surface of the beds should 

be lightly stirred, and about 3 inches thick of 

manure and soil spread over the beds. In the 

following February, if the weather permit, the 

beds should be forked over carefully, so as not 

to injure the crowns; and the soil should be 

left rough, in order that the rain may not run 

oft' by the surface but soak into the beds. The 

alleys should also be forked over. Before the 

asparagus begins to push, the soil should be 

a^ain stirred, but this time it should be broken 

fine with the fork, and raked. The beds should 

then be lined off afresh, and some soil from 

the alleys laid on them, and after exposure to 

the weather for some time, it should also be 

broken fine, the beds made level to their full 

width, and the alleys straight. In autumn, 

when the stalks are cut down, the surface of 

the beds should be hoed off into the alleys; 

and both beds and alleys should be forked over, 

lowering a little the surface of the former at 

the same time, and leaving the whole rough 

for the winter. In spring, the forking, render¬ 

ing the soil fine, and making up the beds be¬ 

fore the buds begin to push, performed the 

previous spring, should be rejDeated. The thick¬ 

ness of soil to be laid on the beds from the 

alleys depends on whether blanched or green 

asparagus is preferred. In the third year the 

beds will admit of some asparagus being cut, 

but this should only be done sparingly, in order 

that the growth of the plants may not be 

checked. For, as the increase of roots depends 

on the qirantity of foliage, there must be shoots 

enough left to bear it. In the fourth year, 

however, the beds will be in full bearing. 

In cutting asparagus, a little of the soil is 

taken from beside the shoot with the asparagus 

knife, which is then pushed down, but so as 

not to endanger the crown, or other shoots that 

may be pushing up, then turning the edge of 

the knife towards the shoot, the latter is cut, 

or rather sawed off. It is the practice near 

London to cut off all the shoots as they appear, 

up to the period when it is thought proper to 

leave off cutting altogether; the period for do¬ 

ing this depends on the climate, season, nature 

of the soil, and strength of the plants. Where 

the climate is good, or when the season is an 

early one, cuttblg must commence early; and. 

of course, in that case, it ought not to be con¬ 

tinued late, otherwise the plants will be weak¬ 

ened. When green pease can be had, aspara¬ 

gus is less required; so that, in the southern 

parts of the kingdom, the cutting may cease 

towards the middle of June, and in the nor¬ 

thern parts, by the end of that month. If the 

plants are weak, they ought to be allowed to 

grow up as early as possible to make foliage, 

and consequently fresh roots, and thus to ac¬ 

quire more vigour for the ensuing year. It is 

also advisable to leave off, at an early period, 

the cutting some of the best of the beds formed 

for early produce, in order that the shoots may 

be well matured early in autumn; and, con¬ 

sequently, that the buds may be prepared to 

push vigorously early in spring. 

By essentially the same mode of cultivation 

as we have above pointed out, excellent aspara¬ 

gus is produced. As it is a more simple and 

less expensive method than many others that 

have been proposed, we give it in the first 

place. Those who may incline to adopt it 

should bear in mind, that jftenty of manure is 

necessary; that if the soil be not naturally 

so free and open as might be desirable, yet the 

top must be made light, or at least rendered 

sufficiently open for the shoots to push readily 

through it; and that the surface of the beds 

should be forked down and left rough, so that 

the soil may be acted upon by the weather, 

and in order that rain may soak down and 

thoroughly moisten the soil where the lower 

roots are situated. 

Besides the above, there are various other 

modes of cultivation, which we shall lay before 

our readers; but as the application of ax’tificial 

manures forms the most striking pecubarity 

of some of these systems, it will be necessary, 

before proceeding further, to give some account 

of the results produced by the application of 

this class of manures to asparagus. 

Artificial JJaxiMres.—The effect of these on 

the growth of asparagus is exceedingly varia¬ 

ble, and is greatly infiuenced by the greater 

or less dryness of the season. This was proved 

by some experiments made in the garden of 

the Horticultural Society, and of which an 

account is given in the Society’s Journal, vol. 

i. p. 264. 

The substances were applied to separate beds, 

the surface of each being equal to 100 square 

feet, or about 11 square yards, and the result¬ 

ing growth was estimated by the weight of 

haulm produced, as compared with that from 
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ii bed to wliick no manure was given. Tlie 

following were the manures applied, their re¬ 

spective quantities, and the modes of applica¬ 

tion :— 
Potters Guano, 2 lbs. in 16 gallons of water, 

applied once a-fortnight, commencing in the 

second week in July. Total quantity applied, 

18 lbs. 

Guano and Salt, guano 10 oz., salt 12 oz., 

in 16 gallons of water, applied once a-week, 

for 17 weeks. Total—guano, 10 lbs. 10 oz.; 

salt, 12 lbs. 12 oz. 

Sulphate of Magnesia, applied at once, spread 

over the bed in the middle of June. Total, 

20 lbs. 

Sulphate of Magnesia, applied in 16 gallons 

of water, once a-fortnight, commencing in the 

second week of July. Total, 18 lbs. 

Guano, applied like the preceding. Total, 

18 lbs. 

Salt, applied at once in the middle of t^une, 

like the sulphate of magnesia. Total, 20 lbs. 

Nitrate of Soda, applied at once, like the 

preceding. Total, 20 lbs. 

Superphosphate of Lime, applied once a-fort¬ 

night, in 16 gallons of water. Total, 18 lbs. 

The following table exhibits the increase or 

decrease per cent, in the weight of haulm pro¬ 

duced by the beds experimented on in the years 

1843 and 1844 j the comparison being made 

with the bed that had no manure;— 

1S43. 1844. 

Increase. Decrease. Increase. Decrease. 

No manm-e,. 
Potter’s guano,.. 55 

... 
*3 

Guauo and salt,. 
Sulphate of mag- 

61 

) 
nesia, applied 
at once,. 

V 44 43 

Ditto, once a- 
fortnight, . j- 44 

42 
22 

6 

37 

Salt, .. 
Nitrate of soda,. IS 84 
Superphosphate 1 

) "• 
.37 37 

276 37 173 37 

It will be seen from the above, that the in¬ 

crease in produce of the manured beds, over 

that to which nothing was applied, was, on the 

whole, much less in 1844 than it was in 1843, 

the latter was a wet season, whilst the former 

was very dry up to the end of the growing 

season—a circum.stance which will doubtless 

account for the difference between the results 

obtained in the two years. It is remarked in 

the Society’s Journal, that, “in 1844, most 

probably owing to the dry state of the weather, 

the results from Potter’s guano fell from an 

increase of 55 per cent, to 3. Guano and salt, 

in a like manner, from 51 to 0. Sulphate of 

magnesia, applied at once, gave the steadiest 

results, being an increase of 43 or 44 per cent, 

in both years; but this substance, applied at 

intervals in 1844, and in that year with the 

addition of 18 lbs. of mru'iate of lime, fell back 

81 per cent. Superphosphate of lime, on the 

contrary, raised the produce 74 per cent., or 

from 37 less than that from the bed which had 

no manure, in 1843, to 37 above it in 1844. 

Taking the average of the two years— 

Nitrate of soda gave an increase of.51 per cent. 

Sulphate of magnesia, applied at once, 43^ ,, 

Potter’s guano,. 29 ,, 

Guano and salt,. 25 ,, 

Guano,. 24 ,, 

Salt,. 11 „ 

Prom the above it appears that common salt 

was inferior as a manure to all the other sub¬ 

stances employed. Of these, nitrate of soda 

is at the head of the list, whilst salt ranks the 

lowest, the difference between the two being 

40 per cent. It follows, according to the above 

experiments, that nitrate of soda should be 

employed in preference to salt. The latter, 

however, can always be readily obtained, and 

being of all artificial manures the one most fre¬ 

quently employed for asparagus, it is necessary 

to say a few words respecting its application. 

It may be ajqolied at the rate of 2 lbs. per 

square yard. This we consider a good dressing. 

Less than this will do good, and much more 

will not do any harm. Mr. Coulam states 

{Gardeners Chronicle, 1844, p. 444), that 

he applied salt at the rate of upwards of 12 

lbs. per square yard, and with decidedly bene¬ 

ficial effects. In our oj^inion, the best time 

for salting asparagus beds is in spring, before 

active vegetation takes place. It should be 

scattered over the bed, and allowed to wash 

gradually into the soil with rain, or by occa¬ 

sional watering through the rose of a watering 

pot. Thus applied, it has the effect of amelior¬ 

ating and rendering the soil more friable, so 

that the shoots' can push through with facility. 

We have seen it more advantageously applied 

in this way, than in repeated waterings with 

solutions. If weed's are troublesome, solutions, 

strong enough to kill them, may also be occa¬ 

sionally employed in summer. For this pui’- 

pose, independent of its manuring properties, 

salt is very useful; and it is also particularly 
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RO for the destruction of the wireworm, and 

other insects which injure the roots of aspara¬ 

gus, and ultimately kill the plant. Salt should 

not be applied to plants recently I’emoved, for 

all such, however carefully transplanted, must 

have wounded roots; ami it is, doubtless, to 

its application under these circumstances, that 

the injurious results which have, in some cases, 

followed its use, are to be ascribed. Again, 

salt .should never be applied when the roots 

are in a dormant state, as late in autumn and 

in winter, for at that period the plants cannot 

avail themselves of the nourishment it affords; 

besides which we know that in many cases the 

roots have been destroyed by its application 

at that period of the year. This result may 

be caused by the formation of a frigorific mix¬ 

ture* of the salt with snow or ice, by the mois¬ 

ture wliich the salt attracts rotting the roots, 

or Ijy both these causes combined. 

Different Modes of Gultivatiem.—Mr. Erring- 

ton says:—“ With regard to the preparation of 

ground, I will commence with pease, which al¬ 

ways precede celery in my rotation. I appro¬ 

priate a considerable plot for these, or in other 

words, I keep them together as much as possi¬ 

ble for the sake of system; and having an even 

number of rows, I make it a rule to sow two 

at a time, at the distance of from 4 to 5 feet, 

and these when picked, and the haulm cleared 

away, fiumish space for a bed of celery of about 

the same width. The pease being removed, the 

ground is mai’ked out for the celery bed, after 

what is termed the Scotch method. The bed 

is now excavated to the depth of a foot, and 

the soil thrown right and left and made com¬ 

pact; and now 6 or 8 inches of half-decayed 

leaves and dung, chiefly the former, and which 

had been used as linings to pits or frames, is 

trenched in, at least a foot deep in the exca¬ 

vation. The surface is now covei’ed once more 

with 3 inches of the best rotten manure, which, 

when spread, is forked in and duly mixed. The 

bed is now planted, and when taken up for 

use, the operation, with a little cai’e, levels and 

leaves the bed right for planting the asparagus 

when the period arrives.” 

* On the mixture of equal parts of salt and snow or 

pounded ice, these substances become liquid, and intense 

cold is produced, a thermometer placed in the mixture 

sinking to zero, or 32° below the freezing point. In 

fact, Fahrenheit determined the commencement of his 

scale by this very means. Placed in a mixture of one 

part by weight of sea-salt and two of snow, the thermo¬ 

meter sinks from any temperature to 5° below zero. 

Mr. Errington invariably plants in May, 

when the asparagus is what the market gar¬ 

deners term “in feather,” that is, when the 

jDlants are about 6 inches high j and he .states, 

that from many years’ experience, he has found 

this the best time. 

“ In planting, the beds are set out for two 

rows each; the rows 2 feet apart, with an 

alley of 4 feet between them. The line being 

stretched precisely where the asparagus is to 

be, a slanting cut is made sloping from the 

line, about 9 inches deep, and the soil thrown 

out, as in forming an edge for box; the same 

cut is made on the opposite side of the line, 

leaving a sharp and angular ridge, across which 

the plants are set astride; the operator taking 

half of the roots in the one hand, and half in 

the other, divides them across the ridge, at 

the distance of 10 inches between plant and 

plant. 

“ Previous to planting, however, some fine 

highly decomposed old vegetable matter is 

placed up the line, in contact with the roots, 

and pressed firm; the roots are slightly tip¬ 

ped, and dipped in a puddle of thick dung- 

water. My plants are usually two years old, 

for it is a waste of ground to plant earlier, 

unless in cases of emergency. I need scarcely 

add, that the young plant must be watered 

every morning for a week, unless rainy. 

“ The only treatment necessary the first year, 

at least through the gi’owing season, is to keep 

them perfectly free from weeds. If any crop 

is planted between them, it should be a row 

of coleworts, which would make their growth 

chiefly after the asparagus had done its best. 

“In November, the ground is dressed with 

good rotten manure, and in spring the alleys 

are thrown over the manure, just deep enough 

to cover it. No cropping can now be carried 

on between the rows, although a good crop of 

cauliflowers may be grown in the alleys. The 

next point is the mode of dressing pursued in 

the autumn of the second year. 

“ I hold it of much more importance to feed 

the asparagus at the extremities of the roots 

in the alleys, than over the crown; good cul¬ 

tivators of it in brick-pits, do not allow the 

alleys, after forcing, to remain emjDty all the 

summer; they are filled with good rotten 

mamires, and any one who has witnessed the 

emjDtying of these alleys in autumn, prepara¬ 

tory to forcing, must have been struck with 

the abundance of strong white roots, of which 

such alleys are full, and which are annually 

28 
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(it may be) cut off. Such roots can scarcely 

be produced from the crown j and it occurred 

to me, some years ago, that the alley, above 

all, should be well attended to with manure. 

I, therefore, in November of each year, as soon 

as the ground is cleared of dead stalks and 

weeds, cause all the loosest of the soil to be 

drawn off the beds with a rake; the bed is 

then well dressed with very rotten manure, 

and left for the wintei'. In February, the 

alleys are dressed, about from 6 to 9 inches 

thick, with half-rotten manure and leaves, from 

])artially decayed linings, which is trenched 

down very deep, and the bed is then soiled 

over the manure, to the depth of 4 inches, 

with fresh soil from the alleys. This com¬ 

pletes the whole course of my mode of cul¬ 

ture. 

“ My mode of cutting is similar to the mar¬ 

ket gardeners’, excepting that after cutting 

about twice in the spring, I leave one stout 

shoot to each stool, with the intention of pro- 

motinsr the fibrous action of the root. As for 

the rest, I cut all that are of any size until 

about the end of May, when I cease cutting 

a bed or beds of my prime, which I now suffer 

to grow for the earliest cut in the following 

spring, continuing to cut from the rest until 

about the end of June.”—{Gardeners' Chroni¬ 

cle, 1844, p. 668.) 

Mr. Niven (Treatise on an Improved and 

Cheap Method of Cultivating Asparagus) adopts 

as a principle the enriching of the surface soil 

and the encouragement of surface roots, in 

opposition to the usual practice of deep trench¬ 

ing and deep manuring. He recommends the 

surface of the soil to be enriched with half-rot¬ 

ten leaves, or rotten hotbed dung, to the depth 

of 3 inches, adding, if it can be obtained, a 

stratum of sea-weed. Before planting, the 

ground is laid up in small ridges, and the 

roots are spread as it were astride these ridges 

at 6 inches apart. The roots and crowns are 

then immediately covered with sand about an 

inch thick, pressing it a little, so as to secure 

the roots from the action of the air. When the 

planting is finished so far, a second covering 

of about 4 inches of rich compost of dung and 

rotten leaves is put over the ridges. A small 

portion of the original surface between the 

rows is then thrown up with the spade right 

and left, dressing neatly between every two 

lines, and the process of planting is finished. 

When the shoots come up they are thinned 

by cutting away the weakest, so that by the 

end of the first season, not more than two, or 

at most three shoots are left to grow to ma¬ 

turity on each plant. In autumn, when the 

tops haA'e become yellow, about 4 inches of 

thick sea-sand is laid over the line of plants 

and rotten dung; leaves and sea-sand are 

slightly stirred into the soil between the 

ridges. 

Mr. Beaton says :—“By far the best way of 

growing asparagus is in single rows, 3 feet 

apart, and 9 inches plant from plant; but if 

the ground is not deeper than 2 feet or 30 

inches, or if room is scarce, the rows need not 

be more than 30 inches asunder. I have 

grown asparagus this way for the last fifteen 

years, and give them no dung in winter, merely 

clearing off the stalks and weeds in October, 

and pointing over the surface about 2 inches 

deep with a fork, and leaving it as rough as 

possible. Early in March, when the surface 

is quite dry, it is raked down, and about 2 

inches of soil drawn over the crowns from 

each side of the rows, which gives the ground 

something of the appeai'ance of a plot of pease 

earthed up for the first time; when the gather¬ 

ing is nearly over, the ground is stirred again 

to loosen the tramping made in gathering the 

crop. The hollow between the little ridges 

is then filled up with a powerful compost, con¬ 

sisting of equal portions of sandy soil, leaf- 

mould, and pigeons’ dung; the whole is then 

drenched with liquid manure from the stables, 

eow-houses, or laundry, and the foreman of 

the kitchen garden gets carte blanchs to water 

^he asparagus any day through the growing 

season when he can best spare his men, or at 

all events, every fortnight, and always with 

liquid manure if possible; as to the quantity 

of water, the only instruction he gets is that 

he cannot drown them.”—(Gardeners' Chro¬ 

nicle, 1843, p. 387.) 

Mr. Buchan, who has long occupied a first- 

rate position among judicious gardeners, gives 

the following account of a mode of cultivation 

which well deserves notice. He says;—“In 

preparing and planting the beds I do not de¬ 

viate from the usual practice, nor indeed until 

the plants have become sufficiently strong to 

produce asparagus fit for cutting; I then, in 

the spring of the year, put a quantity of sand 

in ridges between the beds, and as the aspara¬ 

gus begins to make its appearance above the 

ground, I cover the beds with sand about 2 

inches deep, which operation I again repeat as 

the asparagus reappeais, until the sand be- 
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comes 7 or 8 inclies in depth. When asparagus | 

again makes its appearance I commence cutting 

it for use, making the sand level again after 

each cutting. In the autumn the sand is 

raked into ridges in the alleys, which affords 

shelter to the beds during the winter and 

early spring months; a covering of rotten 

dung is then put on, which remains till the 

ensuing spring, when the roughest portions 

are raked off, and the same process pursued as 

before described. The advantages attending 

this method of cultivation are, that the 

blanched part of the asparagus is more tender, 

the colour more delicate, and the flavour im¬ 

proved; besides which, the covering of sand 

prevents an inexperienced operator from injur¬ 

ing the crowns of the plants in the process of 

cutting; nor are they so liable to rot in the 

winter as when the beds are covered to a great 

depth with dung and soil.”—(Oardeners' Chro¬ 

nicle, 1841, p. 86.) 

Irrigation was successfully tried by Mr. 

Foster of Winchester, who says :—“ I have 

three beds 60 yards long, four rows in each bed. 

These were laid down three years ago with 

seed. From the 1st of October to the middle 

of February, the beds were this last season, 

except about 4 rods, completely flooded to the 

depth of from 6 to 12 inches. When the 

water went off in the end of February, I 

ordered the beds to be forked over, with the 

intention of drying the ground, and getting 

the roots into health; but the shoots were 

appearing on every part; and on the 4th of 

March I cut 400 of good quality, and con¬ 

tinued to cut 100 per day ever since. Even 

the last frosts did not stop it; but, at such 

times I took the precaution of covering such 

shoots as rose during the day by small flower¬ 

pots in the evening.”—{Gardener's Magazine, 

vol. iv. p. 235). It appears from the above 

that the flooding had the effect of making the 

asparagus push earlier than usual. 

According to Captain Churchill, the follow¬ 

ing mode of cultivating asparagus is pursued at 

San Sebastian in the north of Spain;—“At the 

mouth of the Urumea is a narrow slip of land, 

about 3 feet above high-water mark, con¬ 

sisting of alluvial soil, and the wearing away 

of sandstone hills, at whose foot it is placed. 

This is the asparagus ground of San Sebastian. 

Beds are formed 5 feet wide, without any pre¬ 

vious preparation, except digging and raking. 

In March the seed is sown in two drills, about 

2 inches deep, and 18 inches from the alleys. 

thus leaving a space of 2 feet between the 

drills. The rows run invariably east and 

west, doubtless in order that the plants may 

shade the ground during the heats of summer. 

When the seedlings are about 6 inches high, 

they are thinned to something more than a 

foot apart. Water is conducted once a-day 

among the alleys and over the beds, so as to 

give these seedlings an abundant and constant 

supply of fluid during the season of their 

growth. This is the cultivation during the 

first year. 

“The second year, in the month of March, 

the beds are covered with 3 or 4 inches of fresh 

night-soil from the reservoirs of the town; it 

remains on them during the summer, and is 

lightly dug in during the succeeding autumn; 

the operation of irrigation being continued an 

diming the first season. This excessive stimu¬ 

lus, and the abundant room the plants have to 

grow in, must necessarily make them extremely 

vigorous, and prepare them for the production 

of gigantic sprouts. 

“In the third spring the asparagus is fit to 

cut. Doubtless all its energies are developed 

by the digging in of the manure in the autumn 

of the second year; and when it does begin 

to sprout, it finds its roots in contact with a 

soil of inexhaustible fertility. Previously, 

however, to the cutting, each bed is covered 

in the course of March very lightly with dead 

leaves, to the depth of about 8 inches; and 

the cutting does not commence till the plants 

peep through this covering, when it is care¬ 

fully removed from the stems, in order that 

the finest only may be cut, which are rendered 

white by their leafy covering, and succulent 

by the excessive richness of the soil. 

“In the autumn of the third year, after the 

first cutting, the leaves are removed, and the 

beds are again dressed with fresh night-soil as 

before; and these operations are repeated year 

after year. In addition to this, the beds are 

half under salt water annually at spring tides.” 

■—(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1842, p. 187.) 

Captain Churchill states that the asparagus 

grown in this way measures from 3 to G or 

more inches in circumference. 

M. Behrens of Travemiinde, near Liibeck, 

gives the following account of the mode in 

which asparagus is cultivated in his neigh¬ 

bourhood. He says:—“It is never planted 

otherwise than in a deep, light, and sandy 

soil, which has been trenched to a depth of 3 

feet, well drained and well manured. A thick 
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layei’ of liorse-dung is put ou the bottom of 
the trench, and mixed with the soil. Strong 
loamy or clayey soil is decidedly disadvanta¬ 
geous to the growth of this vegetable. It 
will not thrive in it, does not become tender, 
and will very often become brown spotted, 
which the common people here call iron mould 
{cipumald), especially if drainage has been ne¬ 

glected. 
“We take plants of two or three years’ 

growth, according to their vigour, and usually 
plant them in furrows, which are made at 2 
i'eet distance, and from to 1^ foot deep. 
The distance between the plants is likewise 2 
feet. In these furrows the plants are permitted 
to grow uncovered from the month of March 
or April, the usual and best time for planting, 
till the beginning or middle of November, at 
all events till severe frost is coming on. The 
soil, which has been taken o\it of the furrows 
and heaped up at the sides, is then put in, and 
the beds are completely levelled. The plants 
have had time during summer to establish 
themselves sufficiently. 

‘•Next spring the yonng shoots will make 
their appearance above ground; and if every¬ 
thing has been duly attended to—if strong 
and healthy plants have been selected, and if, 
besides, water has been given during a dry 
season—not a single one ought to fail. Some 
people begin to cut the strongest shoots in the 
third year, but a better result will be obtained 
by leaving them undisturbed till the fourth 
summer, only giving them every spring, in 
February or March, a good dressing of cow- 
dung. Manure is the most essential requisite 
for growing fine and tender asparagus. The 
shoots are cut at sunrise and late in the even¬ 
ing, at a length of not more than 9 inches, 
cutting them with a long knife under ground 
as soon as the top of the shoot is lifting the 
soil. Asparagus will always have the finest 
taste if eaten immediately after having been 
gathered, but ought never to be kept longer 
than one day, and should be covered mean¬ 
while with light earth, sand, or some other 
material of this description. It is a very bad 
practice, lately in use with our market gar¬ 
deners, to immerge the asparagus immediately 
after cutting in a tub of water, leaving it in the 
water till they bring it to market. By this 
practice the finer flavour is altogether lost, 
and the cooks should be warned against doing 
the same. 

“Wherever manure is not a very expensive 

article, the culture of asparagus pays well, since 
the lightest and the most sandy land, where 
nothing else can be grown with advantage, 
can be easily adapted to its culture, and will 
yield a rent for a long series of years. Living 
myself some hundred steps from the Baltic, 
and having read different accounts of the 
famous asparagus culture at the sea-coast near 
San Sebastian, in Spain, I last year made the 
experiment of growing it in pure sea-sand, 
containing no humus or vegetable matter what¬ 
ever. It only received a moderate supply of 
manure, and has even not been watered dur¬ 
ing the last hot summer; nevertheless, it is 
growing this year so well, that I might have 
cut a tolerable quantity of shoots, as big as a 
lady’s finger, had I been foolish enough to 
have done so.”-—{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1847, 

p. 404.) 
According to the Vienna mode, the beds, if 

3^ feet wide, are planted with two rows of 
asparagus, and with three rows if the beds are 
5 feet wide. Three-feet spaces are allowed 
between the beds; the latter are made from 
3 to 3^ feet deep, the soil being well screened 
through a sieve. In the bottom is placed 
a foot of fir leaves and earth taken from un¬ 
der the ti’ees, or else wood shavings, rotten 
wood, or other substances that will act as 
drainage. Then 6 inches of clean earth passed 
through a sieve, above this 6 inches of manure, 
then 6 inches of good earth, another 6 inches 
of manure, and finally 6 inches of fine rich 
soil. The asparagus is planted in April on 
hillocks 3 inches high and 12 inches in circum¬ 
ference, and on these the roots are spread out 
all round and covered with a little hotbed 
soil; the whole bed is then covered to a good 
inch over the tops of the roots. After plant¬ 
ing, the beds are gently watered. When the 
plants are of sufficient age for cutting, a hoUow 
earthenware covering, pierced with a small 
hole at top, is placed over the shoots as soon 
as these are about 6 inches high. 

Duration of the Flantation. — Asparagus 
beds ill favourable soil will continue to bear 
well for many years if properly managed, es¬ 
pecially as regards cutting; but if too severely 
cut they will soon become unproductive, how¬ 
ever well they may have been originally 
formed, or however good their treatmeut in 
other respects. By continually cutting off all 
the shoots throughout the season, as they 
appeared, the plants would be completely des¬ 
troyed, just as the most obstinate weeds would 
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ultimately be if so treated. If a strong aspa¬ 

ragus root were allowed to mature all the 

shoots it produced, these of course would re- 

tui’n organized matter for the production of a 

proportionate quantity of fresh roots. But if 

all the shoots are cut off as they appear, ex¬ 

cept one, perhaps, late in the season, sap cannot 

be elaborated for the proper maintenance of 

the whole of the roots, and, conseqiiently, a 

portion of those least in connection with the 

shoot which is left will perish. Pursue the 

same severe process of cutting on tliis plant 

the following season, and after that expect to 

find a blank in the part of the bed which the 

plant once occupied, and which it would have 

continued to have done if it had been under a 

more merciful treatment. When blanks begin 

to appear in beds, the latter should, in future, 

be more sparingly dealt with. There is only 

one case in which severe cutting is excusable, 

and that is, when a piece of asparagus is about 

to be throvm up, then market gardeners and 

others cut as long as the produce pays for the 

trouble of cutting. 

From the above considerations, and from 

actual observations, we have no hesitation in 

stating that the duration of asparagus beds 

mainly depends on the more or less judicious 

manner in which cutting is conducted. If 

carefully attended to in this respect, the beds 

may continue in good bearing for fifteen or 

twenty years, and even longer; but it is better 

to calculate on ten or twelve years’ duration. 

It should, however, be I’ecollected, that to 

have fresh beds in bearing condition to supply 

the place of those past good yielding, four or 

five years must elapse from the time of sowing, 

and therefore it will be necessary to be pre¬ 

pared with seed for that purpose. 

To save Seed.—Some of the finest shoots 

which push in the early part of the season, 

and on the south sides of the beds, should be 

allowed to run up for seed. As the stems 

grow up, some of the most promising may be 

tied to stakes to prevent breakage by the 

wind; but in doing this care should be taken 

not to crowd the branches, in order that the 

foliage may be as freely and equally exposed 

to the light as possible. With the growth of 

plants so reserved, that of others adjoining 

should not be allowed to interfere. When at 

maturity the largest berries, of the finest red, 

should be selected. After lying a week or two 

they may either be squeezed between the 

hands, and the seeds washed from the pulp, or 

the berries may be dried, in which case the 

seeds will keep the longest. 

Insects, &c.—Considerable damage is some¬ 

times done to asparagus plantations by the 

larvps of the asparagus beetle (Crioceris aspa- 

ragi), which feed upon the leaves, perforate 

the buds, and even gnaw the rind of the stems. 

The larvce, beetles, and eggs are found from 

June to the end of September; picking off the 

larvm and beetles, or shaking them into a net, 

ap]>ear to be the only means of freeing the 

plants from this insect. 

BAIM {Melissa officinalis, L.—Bidynamia 

Gymnospermia, L.; Labiatfe,D.C.; Lamiacete, 

Lind.)—is a hardy perennial, a native of the 

south of Eiu'ope. 

It is chiefly used for making balm tea and 

balm wine, though its young shoots are some¬ 

times employed in salads instead of parsley. 

It prefers a light warm soil, and is propa¬ 

gated by parting the roots in October, or in 

February and March, three or four buds being 

preserved on each piece; or by slips in spring. 

The divisions or slips should be planted about 

a foot apart. The subseq\ient culture is con¬ 

fined to keeping the ground free of weeds, and 

stirring it occasionally, and the stems should 

be cut down when the frosts set in; by these 

means the plants will remain vigorous for many 

years. When coming into flower some should 

be gathered and dried for winter use. 

BASIL {Ocymum, L.—Bidynamia Gymno¬ 

spermia, L.; Labiatse, B. C.; Lamiaccm, Lind.) 

—The aromatic leaves and tops of this plant 

are used in soups, stews, sauces, and some 

other dishes, occasionally also in salad; but the 

strong flavour of cloves which they possess is 

disagreeable to many persons. Sometimes the 

leaves and tops, cut when coming into flower, 

are dried and reduced to a powder for winter 

use. 

Two species are cultivated:—• 

1. Common Sweet Basil {0. Basilicum, L.) 

2. Bush Basil {0. minimum, L.) 

These are both annuals, and natives of the 

East Indies; the second sort is smaller and 

rather more hardy than the flrst. They are 

both raised from seed. 

Basil should be sown on a gentle hotbed in 

the beginning of March, and when the young 

plants come up, they should be thinned out 

where too close, otherwise they will draw up 

weak. The thinnings may be planted on an¬ 

other hotbed, or in pots or boxes, in a pit or 

vinery. Plenty of air and frequent waterings 
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should be given in mild weather. Having 

been hardened off, the young plants should be 

lifted with balls in May, or as soon as all 

danger of frost is over, and planted out in a 

light rich warm border. The larger sort may 

be planted G or fe inches from plant to plant, 

in rows a foot apar-t, and the smaller one 5 

or 6 inches apart, in rows 9 inches asunder. 

The plants should be shaded, and occasionally 

watered till they take root afresh; afterwards 

they only require to be watered in dry weather, 

and to be kept free of weeds. 

The seed being seldom ripened in the open 

air in this country, is imported from the con¬ 

tinent. 

BEAN, The, {Faha vulgaris, Moench.; Vicia 

Faha, L.—Diadelphia Decandria, L.; Legumi- 

nosfe, .D.C.; Fabaceffi, Lind.) is a hardy annual, 

a native of the East, of what part is uncer¬ 

tain, but Persia is usually considered to be its 

native country. 

The varieties cultivated in gardens are:— 

1. Early Mazagan—syn. Mazagan, Sti- 

dolph’s New Early, Early Bromley, Early 

Malta, Early Aldridge, Feve de Mazagan.— 

Stems rather slender, 2 to 4 feet high; pods 

containing tliree, seldom more than four beans, 

which are small, oblong, and thick. It is 

esteemed one of the best sorts for early crops, 

and should be sown in October, November, 

January, and Febiaiary. 

2. Marshall’s Early Dwarf Prolific— 
syn. Marshall’s Prolific.—Stems to 2 feet 

high, branching close to the stem; very prolific 

—producing in clusters, pods resembling those 

of the Mazagan, but containing somewhat 

larger beans, and nearly a fortnight earlier. 

3. Long Pod—syn. Common Long Pod, 

Early Long Pod, Large Long Pod, Hang- 

down Long Pod, Sword Long Pod, Windsor 

Long Pod, Turkey Long Pod, Moon, Wrench’s 

Early Moon, Lisbon, Eaidy Lisbon, Sandwich, 

Feve a longues Gosses.—Stems 3 to 4^ feet 

high; pods long, not very broad, generally con¬ 

taining four beans of good quality. Being 

veiy productive, this sort is generally one of 

those emjfioyed for the principal summer crop, 

especially in cottage gardens. 

4. Green Long Pod—syn. Green Nonpareil, 

Green Genoa, Feve verte, Feve toujours verte. 

—Stems 3 to 4^ feet high; pods long, a little 

flattened, generally containing four rather small 

oblong beans, which are green both when young 

and when ripe. They are much valued by some 

for their green colour when served up at table. 

but they require to be gathered when very 

young, otherwise they lose that fine colour in 

cooking. A good bearer, and in point of earli¬ 

ness succeeds the Long Pod. 

5. Dutch Long Pod.—Stems 3 to 4^} feet 

high; pods long and broad, containing from, 

four to six large, broad, white beans of good 

quality. An abundant bearer later than the 

Long Pod. 

6. Windsor—syn. Broad Windsor, Kentish 

Windsor, Taylor’s Windsor, Taylor’s Large 

Windsor, Taylor’s Improved New Windsor, 

Wrench’s Improved Windsor, Mumford, Small 

Spanish, Feve de Windsor.—Stems 3 to 4 feet 

high; pods short, but very broad, seldom con¬ 

taining more than two beans, which are very 

large, roundish, flattened. Esteemed the best 

for a summer crop, remaining longer fit for 

use than any other, with the exception of the 

two followung;.— 

7. Green Windsor—syn. Toker, F^ve de 

Windsor verte.—Similar to the Windsor, ex¬ 

cepting that the beans retain a green colour 

after being ripe. 

8. Green China—syn. Feve verte de la 

Chine.-—Stems about 2| feet high; pods long, 

roundish, containing three or four beans, which 

remain green even when dry; an abundant 

bearer, and in some cases may be found useful 

on account of its coming in late. 

9. Dwarf Crimson-Seeded—syn. Feve tres 

naine rouge, naine rouge.—The earliest and 

dwarfest of all the sorts of beans; stems scarcely 

attaining a foot in height, branching close to 

the ground, and bearing profusely; pods about 

3 inches in length, generally well filled; the 

beans are crimson, and nearly the size of those 

of the Long Pod. It may be grown in rows 

from 12 to 15 inches apart, and might be very 

conveniently introduced into systems of inter¬ 

mediate cropping, as it would occasion but 

little shade. 

10. Dwarf Fan—syn. Fan or Bog, Dwarf 

Cluster or Bog, Feve naine hative h chassis.— 

Stems to 2 feet high; pods small, nearly 

round, containing seldom more than three 

small oblong beans. 

11. White Blossomed, or White Blossomed 

Long Pod.—Stems 3 to 4 feet high; pods long, 

nearly round, usually containing four beans, 

which are somewhat oblong, of a dingy white 

colour when dry; only a moderate bearer, but 

is sometimes sown in May and June for the 

later crops. 

12. Red Blossomed—.syn. Scarlet Blossomed, 
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Purple Blossomed, Early Asper, F^ve a Fleurs 

pourpres.—Stems 3 to 4 feet high; pods short j 

beans generally three in a pod, of a dingy 

colour when ripe; more ornamental in blossom 

than useful for fruit. 

13. Dark Red, or Red Windsor.—^Allied 

to the Windsor, but differs in the beans being 

of a light red colour when young, dark red 

when ripe; its colour when cooked is objec¬ 

tionable. The Feve violette has similar char¬ 

acteristics. 

The best sorts for early crops are Marshall’s 

Early Dwarf Prolific, Eaidy Mazagan, and 

Green Long Pod; and for the later crops, 

Dutch Long Pod, Windsor, and Green Wind¬ 

sor. 

Soil.—The bean has a long tapering root, 

extending downwards in a perpendicular direc¬ 

tion to a considerable depth. Shallow soils 

are thei’efore not well adapted for it. That 

which is most suitable for the main crop is a 

deep, well-drained, rather strong loam; but 

for the first crops a light Avarm soil should be 

chosen. It may be inferred that the soil which 

contains the substances which are peculiarly 

abundant in the composition of the plant will 

be most suitable for its growth. These are 

exhibited in the folloAving table, which is the 

mean of six analyses by Messrs. Way and 

Ogden;—- 

Beans. Baan-stra-w. 

Silica,. 0-88 3-86 
Phosphoric acid, . 31-87 7-36 
Sulphuric acid,. 4-50 3-21 
Carbonic acid, . 1-94 22-73 
Lime. 8-65 21-29 
Magnesia,. 6'55 4-88 
Peroxide of iron,. 0*36 0-90 
Potash,. 42-13 21-26 
Soda,. 0-90 4-56 
Chloride of sodium,. 1-90 9-05 
Chloride of potassium. 0-34 0-90 

100-02 99-99 

From the above it appears that lime, potash, 

and magnesia occur in large quantities, and that 

a large proportion of phosphoric acid is also 

present, together Avith a considerable quantity 

of sulphuric acid. Aluminous soils usually 

contain large quantities of potash, soda, phos¬ 

phoric and sulphuric acids, and, accordingly, it 

is foimd that excellent crops of beans are 

obtained from such soils, provided they are at 

the same time rich enough in organic matter. 

It has been found by analysis that the bean 

contains a large amount of nitrogen; hence, in 

addition to the inorganic substances above- 

mentioned, a soil rich in decaying animal or 

vegetable matter is required. 

Manure.—As beans in garden culture are 

gathered young, it is obvious that any manure 

which it may be thought necessary to apply 

ought to be given so as to be available to the 

plants at an early stage of their groAvth. 

Manure may, hoAvever, be applied at the proper 

time, and it may eause a luxuriant growth; 

still it may not be the best kind that could 

possibly be selected, for a luxuriant groAvth is 

frequently in some respects imperfect or un¬ 

sound. and Avhen this is the case the produce 

must be more or less vitiated. Produce of the 

highest excellence, Avhether fruit or A’egetable, 

or farinaceous substance, can only be obtained 

from plants so circumstanced as to be enabled 

to make a healthy groAvth. Manure will 

generally promote a luxuriant groAvth in plants 

in most soils, but if in these soils elements 

essential to the growth of the plant should be 

deficient, and at the same time do not exist in 

the manure, then the growth of the plant 

must be so far defective; for, though a plant 

can appropriate certain substances necessary 

for its groAvth when they are present in the 

soil, yet it cannot create them, however neces¬ 

sary they may be for its perfect organization. 

The aim should be to supply, as far as possible, 

elements that are deficient; and the first step 

towards this is to ascertain what they are. Old 

garden soil, long cultivated and manured with 

organic manures, is, in many instances, reduced 

to a mass chiefly consisting of inert humus, the 

mineral constituents of plants being deficient 

to a great extent. Lime, marl, gypsum, super¬ 

phosphate of lime, bone dust, wood ashes, and 

burned clay, will prove highly beneficial to the 

bean crop on such soils. As lime and gypsum 

require a considerable time for solution, they 

should be apjdied in the autumn previous to 

soAving, and the other manures in spring. 

Where the soil is deficient in the inorganic 

substances required by the bean, the applica¬ 

tion of one or all of these manures will pro¬ 

duce healthier plants than dung alone would 

do. The groAvth in the former case might not 

be so rank, but the produce from a perfectly 

healthy plant is certainly to be preferred to 

that from one which is to some extent un¬ 

sound. Although farm-yard manure may in 

general be the best manure for beans, yet in 

cases Avhere the ground is already rich in 
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organic matter, but deficient in the inorganic 

substances required by the crop, it is evident 

that its application will not be attended with 

such good results as would follow the use of 

mineral manures, such as lime, potash, mag¬ 

nesia, and soda. On the other hand, when 

the soil is deficient in vegetable matter, but 

abounds in mineral substances, the application 

of such will not be so beneficial as that of 

organic manures. 

Cultivation.—When seeds are committed to 

the earth they are understood to be sown, but 

when large seeds, such as those of the bean, are 

placed in the soil singly by the hand, the pro¬ 

cess is termed planting by many. Beans are 

generally sown in drills; these are drawn 

about 24 feet apart for the smallest sorts, and 

3 feet for the larger. In light soil, and for 

the larger kinds, the depth of the drills 

should be about 3 inches; in stronger soils, 

and for smaller sorts, 2^ inches deep will be 

sufficient. The beans should be placed about 4 

inches apart in the drills, and then covered by 

returning the soil drawn out of the drill, pre¬ 

viously breaking it if too rough. The rows 

should then be well trodden, rolled, or beaten 

with the back of the spade, if the ground is 

not too wet; but if this be the case, it must 

neither be trodden nor afterwards pressed. In¬ 

stead of drills, holes may be made at proper 

distances with a blunt ended dibbei', and the 

seed dropped, pressing it close to the bot¬ 

tom of the hole with the dibber. When the 

plants appear, and have pushed about 6 inches, 

some earth should be drawn to the stems, 

taking care, however, not to cover the surface 

of the leaves. The ground between the rows 

must be kept well stirred and clean. When 

the plants have formed pods on the lower part 

of the stem, the latter should be topped. It 

is even advisable to top the early sorts as soon 

as the first pods can be well distinguished. 

Instead of placing the seeds at equal dis¬ 

tances in a line, some plant them in patches 

a foot apart, and three or four beans in each 

patch. In this way, by tying a strip of mat¬ 

ting round the plants forming each patch, the 

stems are not so liable to be broken by the 

wind as they are when standing in rows. In 

exposed situations, those in rows are sometimes 

supported by twine stretched from end to end 

of the row. 

The preceding is the simple routine for a 

general crop; but some other particulars have 

to be noticed, also the modes of obtaining early 

and late crops. For the former, some of the 

early sorts above described, such as Marshall’s 

Early Dwarf Prolific, or the Eaily Mazagan, 

should, of course, be selected. For these, a 

warm border in front of a south wall shoffid 

be chosen, or advantage may even be taken of 

a border in front of a very close well cut hedge. 

If very early produce be required, small sow¬ 

ings of these sorts may be made in the end 

of October, or beginning of November, and 

another in December for succession, or in case 

of accident to the previoiis sowing. If the win¬ 

ter is mild, the plants will require little or no 

protection; but if likely to be severe, a coat 

of litter or leaves, or a mixture of both, should 

be put between the row’s to keep the ground 

from freezing. 

As beans, however, transplant well, their 

safety through the winter may be insured by 

sowing or dibbling, in November or December, 

an early sort, about 2 inches apart, in rows 

from 4 to 6 inches asunder, in some rather 

light soil and warm situation, where they can 

be easily protected in severe weather by means 

of frames, hand-glasses, straw screens, mats and 

hoops, or similar contrivances. In protecting, 

care must be taken that the plants do not suf¬ 

fer from want of air and light. They will be 

fit for transplanting into a warm border in 

February, when they may be planted out if the 

weather is sufficiently mild, or as soon after¬ 

wards as possible. The plants may be planted 

in rows, not more than 2 feet asunder, as, in 

order not to crowd their roots in transplanting, 

they require to be further apart in the rows 

than is recommended for the seeds. The plants 

should be placed fully as deep in the soil as 

they were before removal, and they should be 

afterwards managed by drawing a little earth 

to the stems, and lopping, as'previously di¬ 

rected for the main crop. For succession, 

some of the Early Mazagan, or Marshall’s Early 

Dwarf Prolific, and Long Pod, should be sown 

in January and again in February; Windsor 

and Green Windsor', with some Long Pods, in 

March for the principal crop, and again in 

April and May for succession. For a late crop, 

the Long Pod, and Dutch Long Pod, should be 

sown in June, or the beginning of July. 

To obtain a very late crop, after gathering 

the summer produce of the Long Pod in a young 

state, let the soil be well watered, if dry, and 

in two or three days after the watering, let the 

stems be cut down to within a few inches of 

the ground. Fresh shoots will soon push, and 
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a better very late crop will be produced than 

it' seeds had been sown late for the jrarpose. 

If a late crop is a very special object, then the 

plants intended to produce it should be cut 

down when in flower. 

Steeping the seeds of beans accelerates their 

vegetation, and may be performed with advan¬ 

tage for the main crops. Those sown before 

or in winter, will acquire enough of moisture 

for their vegetation. By some experiments 

on seed-steeping, made by Professor Solly in 

the garden of the Horticultural Society, it was 

foimd that beans steeped in water not only 

came iip more quickly than those not steeped, 

but that the plants from steeped seeds main¬ 

tained to the last their superiority over those 

from seeds not steeped, all other circumstances 

being precisely the same. 

The season in which the experiments were 

made was a dry one. A quantity of beans of 

the same sort was selected as equally as possi¬ 

ble, and divided into parcels of 150 each; one 

of these parcels was not steeped, the others 

were soaked in water and different solutions. 

For the experiment, saturated solutions of pure 

nitrate of soda, chloride of calcium, sulphate 

of magnesia, muriate of ammonia, phosphate 

of ammonia, and common salt were made, and 

diluted with nine times as much water. 

The following is the result, as regards the 

number of plants which appeared above ground 

at the end of a fortnight, out of 150 seeds 

steeped in solutions of the above substances:— 

Nitrate of soda, . 0 

Chloride of calcium, . 0 

Sulphate of magnesia,. 13 

Muriate of ammonia,.... 0 

Nothing. 2 

Phosphate of ammonia. 1 

Water,. 56 

Common salt,.   0 

From ^ihe above it appears that water had 

a good effect, and next to it, sulphate of mag¬ 

nesia ; the other solutions appear to have pro¬ 

duced little or no effect. The seeds may be 

kept in steep for twelve hours or longer, ac¬ 

cording to their state of dryness. 

Gathering.prefer the beans when 

very young, or when the seeds have attained 

only one-fourth of their natm-al size. They 

should at all events be gathered before they 

appear black-eyed, that is, black at the hilum, 

or point of attachment to the pod. A por¬ 

tion, however, should be allowed to get older, 

in case they should be wanted for soups. 

To save Seed.—The sorts of which seeds are 

intended to be saved, should be sown in the 

end of February; and as the best seeds are 

those in the first formed pods, none of these 

should be gathered for cooking green, although 

those produced afterwards near the top may 

be taken with advantage to those which are 

left below to ripen. When the leaves become 

withered and blackish, the stems should be 

pulled up, tied in small bundles, and set up¬ 

right, where they will dry by exposure to the 

sun and air. The seeds will keep good for two 

years, after which time they are not to be de¬ 

pended on, though some will retain their vege¬ 

tative powers for five years or more. Seeds 

that have been long successively saved from 

plants gi’own in the same soil and situation, 

are liable to degenerate. It is therefore advisa¬ 

ble to obtain seed occasionally from a different 

soil and climate—from France, for example. 

Insects, &o.—The bean is subject to the at¬ 

tacks of many enemies. Mice eat the seeds 

deposited in the ground in autumn and win¬ 

ter, but they may be trapped or prevented 

from doing much mischief, by covering the 

drills with rough sand, or by sowing chopped 

furze along with the seed in the drills. But 

the most destructive agent is the “ blight,” 

caused by the attacks of the dolphin-fly, or 

collier (Aphis fabae), which attacks the leaves 

when the beans are beginning to swell in the 

pods. Commencing at the top, this insect 

works downwards, till at last nothing remains 

but black stalks and pods arrested in their 

development. The only effectual remedy con¬ 

sists in cutting off the tops of the plants, as 

soon as the insect makes its appearance, and 

burning them. The seeds are also sometimes 

attacked in the ground by the snake millipedes 

(Jul%), which bore into them, and cause them 

to rotjfand the leaves are eaten by the cur- 

culios, or weevils {Sitona Zmeatoand Otiorhyn- 

chus picipes), as well as by the caterpillars of 

the Y-moth. Humble-bees pierce the blossoms, 

and frequently render the pods abortive; and 

the beetles of Bruclius granarius and B. jlavi- 

manus lay their eggs in the flowers, and the 

larvce which are produced attack the seeds, 

which may, however, be freed from them by 

steeping in brine. 

BEET (Beta, L.—Pentandria Digynia, L.; 

Chenopodete, D. C.; Chenopodiaceas, Lind.)— 

Of this, varieties of two species, namely. Beta 

vutgaris and Beta Cicla, are cultivated; the 

sea-beet (Beta maritima) is also sometimes 

29 
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gi'own for it.s leaves, wliicli form a good sub¬ 

stitute for spinach. 

I. Beetroot {Beta vulgaris, L.) is a hardy 

biennial, a native of the sea-coast of the south 

of Europe. From it, numerous varieties have 

originated, and infinite shades of difference 

may be found among seedlings annually raised 

from those in cultivation; hence, new desig¬ 

nations are given to soi'ts so closely allied as 

to be scarcely Avorth distinguishing. 

The principal garden varieties are:—■ 

A.—Bed. 

1. Bed Castelnaudary Beet—syn. Bet- 

terave rouge de Castelnaudary, La petite rouge 

de Castelnaudary.—“ It derives its name from 

a town in the province of Languedoc, in France, 

where the soil is particularly adapted to the 

growth of these vegetables, and where this va¬ 

riety, which is so much esteemed in France for 

its superior fiavour, which they compare to 

that of a nut, was originally produced. The 

root grows within the earth, the leaves are 

thickly clustered round the crown, spreading 

on the ground; the longest of the foot-stalks 

do not exceed 3 inches; these, and the veins 

of the leaves, are quite purple; whilst the 

leaves themselves are green, having only a 

slight stain of purple, which proceeds from the 

borders of the veins; the root is little more 

than 2 inches diameter at the top, tapering 

gradually to the length of 9 inches, and is co¬ 

vered with fibres of different sizes; it is of a 

deep ptirple colour, exhibiting dark rings. It 

preserves its fine colour when boiled, is very 

tender and sweet, and looks delicate when 

sliced. This is certainly more distinct, as a 

variety, than any of the others; it is smaller 

in its whole habit, and as it occupies much 

less space in the ground, may be sown closer 

than the other kinds usually are.”—{Horticul¬ 

tural Transactions, vol. iii. p. 276.) The above 

are the true characters of this excellent va¬ 

riety ; but of late years it appears to have 

somewhat degenerated, for the stalks have a 

yellowish tinge, as if crossed with the Yellow 

Castelnaudary. 

2. Dwarf Bed.—Larger than the preced¬ 

ing, but in habit of growth much resembles 

it. The flesh is crimson, and, when boiled, of 

a deep pink, tender and free from fibre. 

3. Large-rooted Bed Beet—syn. Better- 

ave rouge grosse, Betterave grosse rouge or¬ 

dinaire.—Usually grows about half above 

ground; leaves erect; foot-stalks nearly a foot 

in length, and, together with the veins of the 

leaves, deep red. Boot cylindrical, about 4 or 

5 inches in diameter. Internal colour bright 

red, with white concentric rings; it boils soft 

of a bright pink, shoAving, however, the Avhite 

rings; rather coarse; flavour SAveet. It is the 

variety most cultiA’ated in France, being more 

robust, and better adapted for general cultiva¬ 

tion than the finer sorts. 

4. Long-rooted Bed Beet.—The root of 

this grows mostly undei’ground, tapers like a 

carrot, and, in good soil, attains the length of 

15 or 18 inches, throAving out strong fibres, 

but no fangs; the top is upwaz’ds of 3 inches 

in diameter; flesh bright scarlet, deep pink 

when boiled; sweet, but rather fibrous. 

5. Barrott’s New Crimson Beet.—The 

leaf-stalks of this haAm a yellowi.sh tinge. The 

root is somewhat larger than those of the Cas- 

teluaudary, and not apt to fork; flesh dark 

crimson. An excellent variety. 

6. Whyte’s Black, or Whyte’s Large 

Dark Bed Beet.—This is the darkest col¬ 

oured sort in cultivation, but it is rather coarse. 

7. Turnip-rooted Bed Beet—Betterave 
rouge ronde pr6coce.—The leaves not numer¬ 
ous ; foot-stalks 5 or 6 inches long, pale, tinged 
Avith purple. The root is chiefly beloAv ground, 
but the upper part is exposed, and of a broAvn- 
ish colour. The flesh is purplish red, with 
irregular rings of a lighter colour. The root 

boils to a pink colour, coarse in appearance, 
but tender and free from fibres; early in the 
season it is better flavoured than the other 
kinds. 

8. Bassano Beet.—In form, this is very 
like the preceding, being flat and round; but 
it differs in being Avhite internally. The skin 
is reddish, flesh Avhite, Avith concentric bright 
rose-coloured zones or rings. M. Audot states, 
that “the Bassano beet appeared to be the 
same as that which he met with in the month 
of June, in all the markets in the north of 
Italy, from Venice to Genoa. It was then 
from 2 to 2^ inches in diameter, young and 
tender, and it preserved its rose-coloured zones 
after it had been cooked.” He adds, “that at 
Venice it is called Betterave de Chioggia, from 
the name of the pjlace Avhence it is supplied to 
the Venetian market. This sort is not well 
adapted for Avinter use, but it is very good 
for summer and autumn consumption; and 
from its forming its root chiefly on the surface, 
it may be grown on thinner land than that 
required for the deep-rooting kinds. 
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B.— Yellow-rooted. 

9. Small Yellow Beet—syn. Yellow Cas- 

tclnaudary Beet, Betterave jauue de Castel- 

uaudary.—The type of this is thus described 

in the Transactions of the Horticultural 

Society:—“The root grows entirely in the 

ground; the leaves sjDread on the surface, the 

outside ones being on foot-stalks about 4 

inches long; the inner ones are shorter, num¬ 

erous, of a dark green colour, and rather waved 

on the edges; the foot-stalks are green rather 

than yellow; the root is nearly 3 inches dia¬ 

meter at the top, and extends about 8 inches 

into the ground; it is very similar to the other 

yellow kind, except in size, and its rings are 

consequently less coarse; in colour it exactly 

corresponds. When boiled it is tender, yet 

firm and very sweet, being unquestionably the 

most preferable variety that can be grown for 

the table, though its colour is not so agreeable 

to the eye.” 

10. Large Yellow Beet—syn. Betterave 

jaune grosse, Betterave jaune a sucre.—This 

grows mostly above ground. The foot-stalks 

of the leaves and the veins have a bright 

yellow tinge; the leaves themselves are of a 

dark lurid green, without any admixture of 

red; the outside of the root is of a pale 

orange, the inside a lemon colour. The flesh 

is very sweet, but rather coarse, and on this 

account much inferior to the preceding. This 

was the sort from which the French princi¬ 

pally manufiactured their sugar during the 

war in the beginning of the present century, 

when they were excluded from the trade of 

the West India Islands. 

11. Bound Yellow-rooted Beet.—Boot 

rather small, well-formed, and good. Accord¬ 

ing to the Bon Jardinier, it is the earliest of 

all the varieties. 

C.— White or Pale Green. 

12. White Silesian Beet—syn. White 

Silesian Sugar Beet, Betterave blanche de 

Prusse.—Boot very large, a little elongated, 

growing mostly below the surface of the 

ground. Skin white or greeni.sh white; flesh 

white. This variety is employed almost ex¬ 

clusively for the extraction of sugar, of which 

it contains from 5 to 12 per cent. The aver¬ 

age proportion of sugar may be as.sumed at 

10 per cent., but the actual quantity obtained 

in the factories seldom exceeds 5 per cent. 

The composition of two varieties of beet 

has been ascertained, by Mr. Cameron, to be 

as follows:— 

The following is the composition of the 

ashes, as ascertained by Messrs. Way and 

Ogden :— 

Yellow Globe. Long Red. 

Bulb. Leaf. Bulb. Leaf. 

Potash,. 23-54 8-34 29-05 27-53 
Soda,. 19-08 12-21 19-05 5-83 
Lirae, . 1-78 8-72 2-17 9-06 
Magnesia, . 1-75 9-84 2-79 9-10 
Oxide of iron,. 0-74 1-46 0-56 0-48 
Carbonic acid. 18-14 6-92 21-61 6-11 
Phosphoric acid,. 4-49 6-89 3-11 4-39 
Sulphuric acid,. 3-68 6-54 3-31 6-26 
Chloride of sodium. 24-54 37-66 14-18 29-85 
Silica,. 2-22 2-35 4-11 1-35 

Percentage of ash,. 
99-96 

1-02 
99-93 

1-40 
99-94 

1-00 
99-96 

1-91 

Beet requires a situation fully exposed to 

the light, for, however good the soil may be, 

the plants will not thrive well if in any way 

shaded by trees. A tolerably rich open loam, 

or a sandy loam, produces the cleanest roots 

and the best crops. Ground that has been 

manured for a previous crop will not require 

to be again manured for beet. It should, 

however, be trenched in winter two spades 

deep, throwing the soil in ridges, in order to 

expose it to the action of the weather. Ad¬ 

vantage should be taken of dry weather to 

level down the ridges, and dig the whole 

regularly over just before sowing. 

If manure is necessary, it should be applied 

in trenching, putting it down a foot or so be¬ 

low the surface. It appears, from the above 

analyses, that beet contaius a very large per¬ 

centage of chloride of sodium, or common 

salt, and it may therefore be concluded that 

salt will prove very beneficial as a manure 

for this plant, especially in inland situations. 

It is accordingly found that salt has a decided 

effect in promoting the growth of beet; but it 

Long Red. Short Red. 

Water,. 85-18 84-68 
Gum,. 0-67 0-50 
Sugar,. 9-79 11-96 
Caseine, . 0-39 0-26 
Albumen [?],. 0-09 0-18 
Fibre, pectin, and pectic acid. 3-08 8-31 

99-20 100-89 
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should only be applied in moderate qx;antities, 

as both it and ammoniacal manures, when too 

liberally given, have the effect of increasing 

the bulk of the produce at the expense of its 

quality. Some manures ju'oduce a marked 

effect even on those kinds of beet-root which 

do not naturally grow to a large size. In 

some experiments made in the garden of the 

Horticultural Society, with various manures 

applied to ground sown with Castelnaudary 

beet. Potter’s guano produced the heaviest 

crop. This compound was applied at the rate 

of 4 cwts. 5 lbs. per acre, or little more than 

2| lbs. per rod; it was mixed with about seven 

parts of fine soil, and scattered along the bot¬ 

toms of the drills previous to sowing. The 

rows were 15 inches apart, and the plants 

were thinned out to 9 inches apart in the 

rows. The weight of roots produced was at 

the rate of fully 28 tons per acre; whilst the 

produce from rows that had no nianm-e was 

at the rate of 15 tons 15 cwts. The same 

quantity of the best Peruvian guano, applied 

in the same way, j^roduced 22 tons 13 cwts. of 

roots. 

In most localities the main crop may be 

sown in the third week of April. The jxrecise 

time, however, depends on the soil and situa¬ 

tion. In some soils the plants are apt to run 

to seed in the same season; therefore, where 

this is found to be the case, the sowing should 

be made later than in soils where the plants 

are not subject to run. The market garden¬ 

ers near London sow their beet in the first 

week of May; for if sown as early as some 

recommend, the roots become too fuU of fibre, 

and are not so tender as those sown later. 

On the other hand, it may be sown too late 

to acquire its proper size and flavour. The 

medium between these extremes is the proper 

time for sowing the principal crop, and this, 

we presume, will generally be found to corres¬ 

pond with the period above recommended. In 

gardens where early crops must be raised, it 

will be advisable to sow some early kind at 

the end of February, or in the first week of 

March; or at this time plants for transplant¬ 

ing may be raised in a frame, where the heat 

is very slight. For succession, a few more 

rows, according to the demand, may be sown 

at the end of March. 

Previous to sowing, the seed should be 

steeped for about twelve hours in water of a 

temperature between 50° and C0°. The seeds 

having been taken out of steep, and allowed 

to drain, so as not to stick to each other, 

should be sown whilst their surface is still 

damp. Beet-root is best sown in drills about 

1^ inch deep; these for the smaller kinds, 

such as the Castlenaudary, should be about 

16 inches apart; and the plants should be 

thinned out to 9 inches apart in the row. 

The large sorts may have 18 inches between 

the rows, but still not more than 9 inches 

from plant to plant in the row. If we de¬ 

sired to grow beet-root to a large size, we 

might have the rows 18 inches or 2 feet 

apart, and the plants as much as 12 or 15 

inches distant from each other in the rows; 

but large roots are not desirable for table, 

and it is better to have two of medium size 

grown at 9 inches apart, than one of perhaps 

double the size from twice the space. As a 

square foot of ground should afford plenty of 

nourishment to produce a root large enough 

for table, we may therefore limit the area 

for each plant to that extent. If we make 

the rows 16 inches apart, and thin the plants 

to 9 inches apart in the row, each plant will 

have a space equal to a square foot. Such, of 

course, would also be the case if the rows 

were 12 inches apart, and the plants the same 

distance from each other in the row; but it 

is preferable to allow a greater space between 

the rows, than between the plants in the row; 

for by this arrangement the leaves have bet¬ 

ter scope to grow to each side, and the plants 

so situated grow better than those which have 

an equal but rather limited space in all direc¬ 

tions—whilst the ground can also be more 

easily stirred and kept clean. 

When the plants are about 2 inches in 

height, they should be singled oxit where two 

come up close together; and when they have 

made six leaves, they should be finally thinned 

to the proper distance. At this age they 

should be transplanted into any blanks that 

may be found in the rows. It is a good plan 

to sow a small bed for the purpose of making 

up deficiencies; or in some cases the entire 

crop may have to be transplanted. Great 

care shoxild be taken not to break the roots 

in removal, and the principal one shoidd be 

inserted at full length, and without doubling. 

Transplantation should, of course, be per¬ 

formed in cloudy weather, and when the 

ground is moist, either naturally, or by means 

of watering, but not wet. The ground should 

be frequently stirred during the sixmmer, 

watering only when absolutely necessary. 
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The crop will continue to grow till checked 

hy frost or cold weather. Part of it should 

be taken up in the end of October or begin¬ 

ning of November. A few days previous to 

the taking up of the roots, the leaves should 

be trimmed off several inches above their 

bases. In taking up, a trench must be dug 

out along the first row to be taken up, to the 

full depth of the roots; from these the earth 

should be carefully removed, in order not to 

break the fibres, for loss of colour will result 

from their being broken. The roots may then 

be housed, by laying them slanting among 

moderately dry soil, so that the herbaceous 

part only of the crown may be exposed. Some 

being taken up in case of severe frost, means 

should be adopted to protect those remaining 

in the open ground; for those preserved in this 

way have a much fresher flavour than those 

which are housed. The beet will stand a 

sharp frost tolerably well, provided the ground 

is not allowed to get frozen, and this should 

be prevented by leaves, fern, litter, or other 

means at command. 

To save Seed.—Por this purpose a row, or 

part of a row, according to the qiiantity of 

seed required, may be sown in an open situa¬ 

tion, and the jfiants thinned out to a foot 

apart; only those which appear the finest 

and true to the variety should be preserved. 

These should be well protected from frost in 

winter, and their stems secured in the follow¬ 

ing season from breaking by the wind. In¬ 

stead of sowing on purpose to raise plants for 

bearing seeds, a few roots of the finest of the 

main crop may be taken rip and replanted in 

spring. 

II. Leaf Beet (Beta Cicla L.) is a hardy 

biennial, a native of the sea-coasts of Spain 

and Portugal. It is cultivated for the leaves 

and leaf-stalks, but chiefly for the latter; for, 

as regards the roots, they aro hard, much 

divided, and unfit for cooking. The thin part 

of the leaves is sometimes put into soups, 

together with sorrel, the acidity of which it 

corrects; the stalks and mid-ribs, when peeled, 

are usually boiled and served up in the same 

way as asparagus or sea-kale; and they are 

sometimes stewed with sauce. 

The varieties are:—- 

1. Green or Common Leap-Bef.t. 

2. White or Sii.ver Leaf-Beet, 

Poir^e i carde blanche. 
3 Yellow-stalked Leaf-Beet. 

Poir^e i, carde jauue. 

4. Red-stalked Leaf-Beet. 

Poiree 3, carde rouge. 
5. Curled Leaf-Beet. 

Poirde 3 carde frisee. 

Of the above sorts, the Red-stalked and 

Yellow-stalked are very beautiful, owing to 

their bright colours; but the White, or Silver 

leaf-beet is esteemed the best. The leaves of 

the fifth sort are curled like those of a Savoy, 

and have broad white mid-ribs. 

Any good garden soil will suit the leaf- 

beet. The seed should be steeped previous to 

sowing, like those of the other beets; and it 

may be sown in ch’ills 18 inches apart, and 

about 1 ^ inch deep; in March for autumn and 

winter use, and again in August for a spring 

supply. When the plants are a few inches 

high, so that those likely to make the best 

growth can be distinguished, they should be 

thinned out to 9 inches or a foot apart, ac¬ 

cording to the richness of the soil, more room 

being allowed in rich ground. Some, how¬ 

ever, should bo left at half that distance, to 

make up any A'acancies that may occur. The 

ground should be kept clean, and occasionally 

stirred between the rows, taking care not to 

injure the roots. In dry weather, plenty of 

water should be given to promote the succu¬ 

lence of the leaves. When sown in autumn, 

the plants should be protected with litter dur¬ 

ing very severe weather. The outside leaves 

should be the first cut for use; the others will 

come in for succession. 

Insects.—The roots of young jfiants some¬ 

times suffer greatly from the grubs of A gratis 

segetum, A. exclamalionis, and Tiiiula oleracea. 

Hand-picking is the only way of getting rid 

of these. In France and Ireland, but nevei- 

in England, according to Mr. Curtis, whole 

crops are destroyed by the larvfe of the beet 

carrion-beetle (SiljAia opaca), which devour 

the young leaves; these are also attacked by 

the turnip-fly (Altica nemorurti), by the larv^pe 

of Cassida nehulosa, and Anthomyia hetce. 

BORAGE {Borago ojjicinalis, L.; Pentandria 

Monogynia, L.; Boraginese, D. C.; Boragina- 

ceiB, Lind.)—is an annual plant, a native of 

England, or naturalized in it. Its pretty 

white, reddish, or blue flowers, are employed 

for garnishing salads, and in cool tankards; 

the young leaves are used as a salad, some¬ 

times as a pot-herb; they are also pickled. 

It grows in almost any soil, but prefers a 

dry one. The seed may be sown at any time 

in the spring, summer, or autumn. A sowing 
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should be made in March, and if a constant 

succession is required, a small quantity may 

be sown monthly from that time till Septem¬ 

ber. The seeds should be sown where the 

plants are to remain, either broad-cast and 

rated in, or in drills 6 or 8 inches apart, only 

a light covering of earth being given. In dry 

weather, the seed-bed should be frequently 

watered, and when the young jdants are well 

established they should be thinned out to 8 

inches apart. 

Seed is easily saved by cutting off the 

flower-stalks a little before the seed is so ripe 

as to drop in handling, and drying them on a 

cloth; if the seed is allowed to ripen on the 

plant it will sow itself. 

BORECOLE, or Kale {Brassica oleracea ace- 

phala, r>. C.—Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cru- 

ciferse, p. 0.; Brassicacese, Lind.)—The bore¬ 

coles constitute one of the hardiest divisions 

of the Brassica tribe, and on this account they 

are very impoidant for northern climates, for 

in such they yield the principal sujoply of 

winter g’-^'^ns to the generality of the inhabi¬ 

tants. £vjpg so universally cultivated in most 

European countries, many of the sorts have 

acquired a multiplicity of names, as will be 

seen from the following list, which comprises 

the principal sorts and their synonymes:— 

1. Dwarf Green Curled—syn. Dwarf 

Curled Kale, Very Dwarf Green Curled, 

Dwarf Winter Curled, Scotch Kale, Green 

Scotch Kale, Dwarf Curlies, French Dwarf 

Curled, Canada Dwarf Curled, Labrador 

Kale, Green Borecole, Dwarf Green Bore¬ 

cole, Chou fris6 vert a pied court, Chou frise 

a pied court.—By one or other of the above 

names this is known to every one. The Ca¬ 

nada Dwarf Curled was found to represent 

exactly the finest Dwarf Curlies grown many 

years ago in some parts of Scotland, the plants 

being very dwarf and closely curled. This 

sort of borecole is very hardy, and the plants 

from their dwarf habit ai'e liable to be com¬ 

pletely covered with snow, and thus protected 

they are often preserved quite fresh when the 

taller kinds, having their tops above the snow, 

are either completely destroyed by frost, or 

rendered so tough as to be unfit for use. 

2. Tall Green Curled—syn. Tall German 

Greens, Tall Scotch Kale, Tall Green Boi’e- 

cole. Tall Greens, German Tall Curled Greens, 

Green Winter Greens, Chou fris6 vert du 

Nord, Chou fris6 vert du Kord grand, Chou 

frise, Chou frange du Nord, Chou frise non 

pomme, Chou fris6 d’AUemagne, Grosser 

Griinkohl, Krausser Grlinkohl, Kordischer 

Griinkohl.—Height iisually from 2 to 3 feet; 

but 2 feet is the preferable growth. The 

plants are capable of enduring a considerable 

degree of frost, and, like the preceding, it 

affords the best greens from the time that the 

first frost has mellowed its flavour, to the 

middle of February. The quality of these 

greens is improved by a moderate degree of 

frost, but deteriorated by dry frosty winds. 

3. Imperial Hearting or Cabbaging Kale. 

This is a new sort, which very much resem¬ 

bles the Dwarf Green Curled in the nature, 

colour, and general appearance of the leaves; 

the heart leaves, however, fold over each 

other, somewhat like those of a cabbage, but 

owing to the curls of the margin, of course, 

not so compact. The quality is excellent. 

4. Purple Borecole—syn. Bed Borecole, 

Purple Kale, Tall Purple Kale, Purple Win¬ 

ter Greens, Brown Kale, Curled Brown Kale, 

Curled Bed Kale, Braunkohl of the Germans. 

—This in its formation and habits differs little 

from the Tall Green Curled, but the colour is 

deep purple; as the leaves enlarge they have 

an inclination to become green, but the veins 

still retain the purple hue. 

The Purple borecole is very hardy; and the 

Germans esteem it much, probably from its 

being adapted to withstand the severity of 

their winters. They dress it with a rich 

sauce, and sometimes mix chestnuts with it, 

stewing them together.* 

5. YARiEGATED BoRECOLE; syn. Variegated 

Kale, Variegated Plumage Kale, Chou Plume, 

Chou fris6 panache. Aigrette, Chou fris6 vert 

et rouge, Bunten Plumage Kohl, Eederkohl.— 

A sub-variety of the Purple borecole, having 

the leaves beautifully variegated; sometimes 

gTeen and yellowish white, gxeen and purple, 

bright red, purple, or green. It is occasion¬ 

ally emjdoyed for garnishing; but it is very 

good cooked after frost. It is not quite .so 

hardy as the Purple borecole. 

* The following note at the description of this sort is 

given in the Transactions of the Horticultural /Society, 

vol. ii. p. 312:—German receipt for dressing Brown 

Kale.—Take lb. of butter, put it over the fire till it is 

quite brown, then acid 1 pint of veal broth to it while it 

is in a hot state, season it with a little pounded mace, 

.salt, and lump sugar. Into the.broth thus prepared, put 

the hearts and tender leaves of the kale, after they have 

been washed clean; let them stand till they become quite 

tender, and reduce the liquor as low as you can without 

burning the kale, before you .serve it.” 
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' Dwarf Purple Borecole, or Chou frise rouge 

a pied court, and the Dwarf Variegccted, are 

merely sub-varieties of the two preceding, dis- 

tinguislied by their dwarfer habit of growth. 

6. Buda Kale—syn. Prussian Kale, Buda 

Greens, Russian Kale, Hamburgh Kale, An¬ 

jou Kale, Manchester Kale, Camberwell Kale, 

Asparagus Kale, Duke of York’s Kale, and so 

closely allied as not to be worth distinguish¬ 

ing from it, are the Jerusalem Kale, Dela¬ 

ware Greens, Delaware Kale, Bagged Jack, 

Dwarf Feathered Kale, Jagged Kale, Chou ^ 

feuille de chene.—The Buda kale is not so 

tall as the Purple borecole; very hardy; leaves 

purplish, somewhat glai;cous, cut and fringed. 

It has been blanched in some cases like sea- 

, kale. 

7. WoBUEN Perennial Kale is a tall va¬ 

riety of the Purple borecole, with foliage veiy 

finely divided or fringed. The plant lasts 

many years, and may be propagated by cut¬ 

tings, as it neither flowers readily nor perfects 

well its seeds. Its produce at Woburn is 

stated to have been more than four times 

greater than that of either the Green or the 

Purple borecole, on the same extent of ground. 

The weight of produce from 10 square yards 

was 144 lbs. 10 oz.; but some of the large 

’ kinds of cabbages and Savoys will exceed this 

considerably, and prove of better quality. The 

Woburn Perennial kale can, therefore, only 

be recommended where the climate is too se¬ 

vere for the more tender kinds of the cabbaare 
I O 

I tribe. 

' 8. Tree Cabbage—syn. Great Cow Cabbage, 

Caesarean Borecole, Caesarean Cabbage, Water¬ 

loo Caesarean Cabbage, Chou en arbre. Grand 

Chou k vache, Chou cavalier, Chou k chevre, 

, Grand Chou vert, Chou vert de Tourraine, 

j Baumkohl, Grosser Kuhkohl.—This grows to 

; the height of 6 feet, and in La Vendee and 

Jersey it is said to attain the height of 12 

feet or upwards. The leaves are large, smooth, 

or but slightly curled; its sprouts are said to 

be good when cooked, and cottagers might 

gi’ow it with advantage in some cases, as it 

affords a supply for cattle. Its merits, how¬ 

ever, appear to have been greatly over-rated, 

for, when tried in this country against other 

varieties of cabbages, its produce was nothing 

extraordinary. 

9. The Thousand-headed Cabbage—syn. 

Chou k mille tetes, Chou a mille tetes du Poi¬ 

tou, Chou branchu du Poitou—is allied to the 

preceding, but does not grow so tall; it sends 

out numerous side-shoots. On the vdiole it is 

preferable to the Tree cabbage. 

10. Flanders Kale, or Caulet de Flandre, 

is a tall growing kind, distinguished from the 

Tree cabbage by its purplish foliage. 

11. Cock’scomb Kale, or Chou a feuilles 

proliferes, produces sprouts along the ribs on 

the surface of the leaves, but it is not of much 

value. 

Borecole, it is well known, will grow in any 

garden soil; of course, like aU the cabbage tribe, 

it likes plenty of manure. It wiU do very 

well on a north border, and such is frequently 

occupied with this crop; but for that situa¬ 

tion, and perhaps we may say for all others 

in a garden, the Dwarf Curled is the most 

suitable. Nothing is more unsightly than 

tall borecoles, hiding perhaps 3 feet or more 

of the wall, and rendering it so far useless for 

trees. The main crop of the first soi’t should 

be sown in the first week of April, or, in the 

northern parts of the kingdom, in the third 

week of March; and some for a succession 

should be sown in the first week of May. 

Another sowing may be made in August, to 

be planted in spring. A sowing of the Buda 

Kale for late spring use should be made in 

the last week of August, and transplanted in 

the end of September. The Tree cabbage. 

Thousand-headed cabbage, and the Flanders 

kale, if required, should be sown early in 

spring, or, preferably, in the north in the first 

week in August. 

The plants should not be allowed to get 

overcrowded in the seed-bed, as is often the 

case in cottage gardens, if not occasionally in 

others. Ground may not be in readiness to 

receive the plants when they are fit for trans¬ 

planting in consequence of its being occupied 

by some other crop; if so, there can be no 

gi-eat difficulty in relieving the over-stocked 

seed-bed, by pricking out a portion in some 

spare corner where they will enjoy light and 

air, and moisture should be duly supplied till 

they can be finally planted out. By these 

means, a healthy stock, capable of producing 

more succulent greens than could be expected 

from a plantation formed of lingering ill-con¬ 

ditioned plants, will be insured. The dis¬ 

tance of planting depends partly on the va¬ 

riety, and partly on the nature of the soil, 

the large growing sorts, of course, requiring 

more sjrace than the smaller ones, and the 

whole of the sorts more in rich soil than in 

that which is comparatively poor. In general, 
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however, the first six sorts may he planted in I 
rows 2 feet apart, and 18 inches from plant 

to plant in the rows. Tree cabbage and the 

Thousand-headed cabbage require to be plan¬ 

ted 3 or 4 feet apart each way. The subse¬ 

quent culture consists in watering till the 

plants strike root, if the weather proves diy, 

hoeing and stirring the soil between the rows, 

and as the tall sorts advance in growth some 

earth may be drawn to their stems. Cater¬ 

pillars should be shaken or picked off and de¬ 

stroyed. Buda kale may be blanched and 

used like sea-kale. In gathering, the hearts 

of the Dwarf and Tall borecole should be cut 

for use, and the remaining stem will push 

fresh sprouts. The cut shoiild be slanting in 

order to throw off the rain. 

To save Seed.—This is an easy matter; but 

to save the varieties true to the kind is fre¬ 

quently difficult, notwithstanding the greatest 

care, the different varieties of the Brassica 

tribe being so liable to cross in consequence 

of the pollen being carried from one variety 

to another by bees, flies, or other insects, el¬ 

even by the wind. It is therefore not suffi¬ 

cient to net the seed-plants, so that bees can¬ 

not reach the flowers; it is even questionable 

whether the reverse of what is intended is not 

occasioned by so doing, for the bees in hover¬ 

ing above the netting will lose some of the 

pollen brought on their hairs from flowers of 

other plants of the cabbage tribe, and that 

flilling amongst the plants frequently effects a 

cross. It has been well ascertained, that if a 

single plant of borecole is left for seed the 

flowers are much more liable to be impreg¬ 

nated with the pollen than when there are 

several; and when a large number are planted 

together the seeds obtained from them are 

generally true, for then the bees come dii-ect 

for their load, without stopping here and 

there. By selecting plants of the best cha¬ 

racters, and planting a dozen or so together, 

we have known a very fine Dwarf Curled 

borecole saved perfectly true for many years. 

The plants for seed should be taken up early 

in spring, and planted rather deeply in a spot 

well exposed to the sun, and rather sandy 

than stiff. They should be Avatered moder¬ 

ately so as to keep them in a healthy state, 

and the stems should be supported to prevent 

breakage by the wind. When the seeds are 

ripe, they should be rubbed out, cleaned, and 

dried, after which they may be put into can¬ 

vas bags, and hung up in a dry place. 

BKOCCOLI {^Brassica oleracea var. Botrytis cy- 

mosa, D. C.—Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cru- 

ciferte, D. C.; Brassicacese, Lind.) is a hardy 

biennial, though not so hardy as many others 

of the Brassica tribe; a native of Italy, and 

elsewhere on the shores of the Mediterranean. 

Some think that the broccoli has been derived 

from the tall open cabbages or greens, but 

from these it differs in many respects, espe¬ 

cially in the glaucous colour of the leaves. The 

difference between some of the Avhite brocco- 

lies and the cauliflower is scarcely perceptible. 

Miller, indeed, supposes, in his Gardener's 

Dictionary, that the broccolies known in his 

time were derived fi-om the cauliflower, which, 

he states, was imported from the island of 

Cyprus. 

The varieties of broccoli are now exceed¬ 

ingly numerous, and much confusion has ex¬ 

isted among them, as will be seen from the 

following list of their names and synonymes. 

They may be classed as follows:— 

I. Purple and Green. 

1. EARi.y Purple Cape. 

Purple Sicilian. 

Purple Silesian. 

Grange’s Early Cape. 

Blue Cape. 

Violet nain hatif. 

2. Green Cape. 

Autumnal Cape 

Improved Cape. 

Maher’s Hardy Cape. 

3. Sprouting. 

Aspai-agus Broccoli. 

Italian Sprouting. 

Grange’s Early Purple Sprouting- 

Autumn Sprouting. 

Early Branching. 

Nortli’s Early Purple. 

4. Green Close-Headed. 

Green Close-Headed Winter. 

Late Green. 

Late Hardy Green. 

Siberian. 

Late Green Siberian. 

Dwarf Roman. 

5. Late Dwarf Purple. 

Dwarf Danish Purple. 

Dwarf Swedish. 

Dwarf Hardy Siberian. 

Dwarf Close-Headed Purple. 

Late Purple. 

Italian Purple. 

Cook’seomb. 

6. Danish or Late Green. 

Dwarf Danish. 

Late Danish. 

Latest Green or Siberian. 

7. Dwarf Brown. 

Late Danish. 
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Late Dantzic. 

Late Brown. 

Lewisham Brown. 

II. Cre.4.m-Coloured and Sulphur. 

8. Chappell’s Large Cream-coloured. 

Chappell’s New Cream-coloured. 

9. Portsmouth. 

Cream-coloured. 

Southampton. 

Belvidere. 

Maher’s New Dwarf. 

10. Sulphur. 

Brimstone. 

Late Brimstone. 

Edinburgh Sulphur. 

Pine Late Sulphur. 

11. Mitchell’s Ne Plus Ultra. 

1 ri. White. 

12. Grange’s Early Cauliflower Broccoli. 

Grange’s Early White. 

Grange’s Impregnated. 

Hopwood’s Early White. 

Marshall’s Early White. 

White. 

Invisible White. 

Bath White. 

Italian White. 

Blanc d’ltalie. 

13. Cock’s Early White. 

14. Gillespie’s. 

15. Early White. 

Autumn White. 

Devonshire White. 

Neat House. 

16. Hammond’s White Cape. 

17. Steward’s Early White. 

18. Adam’s Superb Early White. 

Adam’s New Early White. 

19. Snow’s Superb White Winter. 

20. White Cape. 

21. Spring White. 

Cauliflower Broccoli. 

Large Late White. 

Close-headed White. 

Naples White. 

Neapolitan White. 

22. Cock’s Late “White. 

23. Knight’s Protecting. 

Hampton Court. 

24. Melville’s Superior Late White. 

25. Elletson’s Gigantic Late White. 

Elletson’s Mammoth. 

26. Miller’s L.ate White. 

Miller’s Dwarf. 

27. WlLLCOYE. 

Late Willcove. 

28. Ward’s Superb Late White. 

Other sorts of good repute are the Early 

Malta, Sutton’s Superb Early White, Dil- 

cock’s Bride, Winter Imperial White, Sum¬ 
ner’s Late White, Comming’s Reliance, Vic¬ 

toria White, and Dancer’s Late Pink Cape. 

Early Purple Cape.—This grows from a 

foot to 18 inches high. Leaves nearly entire, 

erect, tvaved; veins and mid-rib stained M’ith 

purple. Heads middle-sized, compact, purji- 

lish green, the whole becoming green when 

boiled. Sow first and third week in May, 

for use in September and October. A longer 

succession—namely, till January—may be ob¬ 

tained if required, from a sowing in the second 

week in June. 

Green Cape.—Leaves long, narrow, veins 

and mid-ribs green. Head greenish, generally 

covered by the leaves; comes into use in Octo¬ 

ber and November, from sowings in the middle 

of May, and in December if sown in the second 

week in June. 

Sprouting.—A strong-growing hardy sort, 

from 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves spreading, 

much indented, of a purplish green. The 

head is of a deep purple; the first one close, 

others smaller sprout from the axils of the 

upper leaves. If sown in April it produces 

heads or sprouts fit for use in November. 

After the first head is cut out a succession of 

sprouts is produced through the winter. Near 

London the principal sowing is, howevei’, 

made in the first or second week of May; but if 

the ground intended to be planted is not likely 

to be cleared of the previous crop in time to 

receive the broccoli plants sown in the begin¬ 

ning of May, before they get too old in the bed, 

the sowing must be deferred till the end of May 

or beginning of June; and from these late sow¬ 

ings, heads or flower sprouts will come in for 

use in April. 

Green Close - Headed.—The plants are 

dwarf and hardy, leaves large, waved, v^eins 

white. Heads middle-sized, growing exposed, 

of a greenish colour. Sown in the third week 

of May, it produces a succession of compact 

heads from November till the end of February. 

Late Dwarf Purple.—Very dwarf and 

hardy. Leaves short, dark green, deeply in¬ 

dented. Heads small, conical, deep purple, 

becoming fit for use in May. Sow in the 

second or third week in May. 

Danish or Late Green.—Leaves long, nar¬ 

row, much undulated. Heads toleraWy large, 

compact, exposed, and of a greenish colour; 

fit for use in April and May. The hardiest 

and best for withstanding severe winters. Sow 

in the second week in May. 

Dwarf Brown.—Leaves dark green with 

white veins. Heads exposed, yellowish bi'own. 

Sown about the middle of April, it comes in 

for use from March till May. 

30 
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Chappell's Large Cream-Coloured.—A 

very large sort, which comes in earlier thaD 

the Portsmouth, and continues to produce 

throughout the winter. Sow about the middle 

of April and first week in May. 

Portsmouth.—Leaves large, broad, with 

white veins, spreading, but the centre ones 

partially cover the flower or head, which is 

very lai’ge, and of a buff or cream colour. It 

is fit for use in March and April. A hardy 

sort for its size, and requires to be sown in 

the first or second week in May. 

Sulphur.—Leaves,with long stalks. Heads 

large, compact, somewhat conical, sulphur- 

coloured, sometimes tinged with purple. A 

hardy sort, in use in April and May. Sow in 

second or third week in May. 

Mitchell's He Plus Ultra.—Hardy, and 

of dwarf habit. Leaves smooth, glaucous, 

protecting the head, which is large, compact, 

cream-coloured. Sow middle of March and 

middle of April. 

Grange’s Early Cauliflower Broccoli. 

—This is the earliest of the white kinds, 

forming a succession to the late crop of cauli¬ 

flowers. Sown in the first and third weeks of 

May, beautiful heads will be produced in Octo¬ 

ber, November, and December. In the southern 

part of the kingdom it may be sown in June 

for use in January; but it is better to trust 

to a hardier sort for a supply at that period 

of the season. 

Cock’s Early White.—This is a very ex¬ 

cellent sort for autumn use. A small sowing 

should be made about the 1st of May, and 

the principal sowing about the 10th of that 

month. 

Gillespie’s White.—A fine early autumn 

soi't. Sow first week of May and June. 

Early W hite. — Plants tall, with erect, 

dark green leaves, which are nearly entire. 

Heads close in texture, and of a very white 

colour. Season—November, December, and 

January. 

Hammond’s White Cape.—This is a fine 

white autumn sort, but may be obtained in 

long succession if sown in April, and monthly 

till June; or it may be had at all seasons if 

treated the same as the Walcheren cauli¬ 

flower. 

Steward’s Early White.—A sort much 

esteemed about Edinburgh. Sow first week 

in May, or, in the north, in the third week in 

April, for produce in December and January. 

Adams’ Superb Early White.—A good 

autumn sort. Sow middle of April and first 

week in May. 

Snow’s Superb White Winter Broccoli. 

—Dwarf habit; leaves broad, with short pe¬ 

tioles. Heads rather large, very compact, 

well protected with leaves, white and equal in 

quality to those of the cauliflower. Sow early 

in March, first week in May, and middle of 

June, the produce will be fit for use in No¬ 

vember, December, January, and IMarch. If 

sown in the middle of August, protected if 

the weather should be severe, and planted out 

early in spring, they will come in to succeed 

the spring cauliflowers. Many prefer this sort 

to Grange’s Early Cauliflower broccoli. 

White Cape.—This forms compact heads of 

medium size. If sown in April and May, it is 

in season throughout January and February. 

Spring White.—Leaves large, with thick, 

white veins, encompassing the head so as to 

render it invisible when fit to cut. The head 

is of medium size, very white, and is fit for use 

in April and May. Sow third week in April. 

Cock’s Late White.—A fine close-headed 

late sort, coming in for use in February and 

March. The leaf-stalks are somewhat twisted, 

like those of Knight’s Protecting, and, conse¬ 

quently, protect the head. Sow first week in 

May. 

Knight’s Protecting.—Amongst the har¬ 

diest of the white sorts, and excellent when it 

can be obtained true; but it is apt to degene¬ 

rate. The leaf-stalks are peculiarly twisted, 

so as to encompass and protect the head, which 

is very large and white. Sow in the third 

week in April and second week in May. 

Melville’s Superior Late White is a 

good hardy late sort. The winter of the calen¬ 

dar in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1847, p. 471, 

states, that it was the only kind he saved the 

previous severe winter without losing a single 

plant. 

Elletson’s Gigantic Late White.—Stem 

short; head very large and fine, fit for use in 

May and June. Sow middle or end of April. 

Miller’s Late White.— This is an old 

variety; but is considered by some to be the 

best late sort if it can be obtained true. It 

is hardy, and requires to be planted early. 

Sow middle of April. 

WiLLCOVE Broccoli.—This is a good very 

late dwarf, and comparatively hardy variety, 

afibrding a supply till cauliflowers come in. 

It derives its name from a small village near 

Devonport, noted for the last forty years lor 
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producing the latest broccoli, and where this 

variety is said to be grown in great perfection. 

Ward’s Superb Late White. — A new 

sort, stated to be as large and as white as a 

cauliflower. Sow in the end of April. 

The varieties above noticed are too nume¬ 

rous; but some may wish to try different 

sorts, in order to ascertain which best suits 

their soil, climate, and demand. 

The genei'al times for sowing have been 

indicated in noticing the different varieties. 

Near London the principal crops of the early 

kinds are sown about the 10th of May, and 

the late kinds in the second or third week of 

April. Broccolies closely approaching to the 

cauliflower, and having like it the disposition 

to come early into flower, as is the case with 

many of the autumn kinds, do not require to 

be sown early. Such are Grange’s Early Cauli¬ 

flower broccoli, and similar early kinds. On 

the other hand, the Spiring White should be 

sown in the middle or end of April. The 

seed-beds should be composed of rich light 

earth, and not such as has been worn out by 

crops of the Brassica tribe, at least not such as 

has previously produced unhealthy or clubbed 

plants. Some fresh maiden loam, well mixed 

in digging with the soil of the beds, is veiy 

beneficial. If dry, the soil should be Avatered 

the day before sowing. If the seed has been 

proved to be good, it should be thinly sown, 

and it should be lightly covered with some 

soil from the alleys, made fine, and then evenly 

raked, and pressed Avith a light roller or the 

back of the spade. In some cases, after soav- 

ing, it may be advisable to cover the beds 

with mats, but these must be removed imme¬ 

diately the seeds begin to appear. When the 

plants come up they should be thinned wliere 

too close, and the ground should be stirred 

with an inch hoe. When they are about 3 

inches high, they may be transplanted Avherc 

they are to remain, if the ground can be cleared 

fi'om other crops; if not, the j)Iauts may 

remain a week or two longer, taking care to 

thin if crowding be likely to take place. 

Should it, however, be found that circum¬ 

stances will not admit of the nround beinir 

cleared before a later period, the plants must 

be carefully transplanted, to about 4 inches 

apart, into nursery beds. Early sorts, Iioav- 

ever, should not be transplanted except when 

the plants are very young, and then it should 

be done with great care, so as not to check 

their growth, for this might have the eflect of 

I starting them prematurely into flower. Be¬ 

fore taking up the plants, either for temporary 

or permanent plantations, the seed-beds ought 

to be Avell watered, moistening the soil to the 

full depth of the roots. The plants should be 

removed by loosening the soil Avhen it is 

moist, yet not in a wet state. Each plant on 

removal should be examined, to see that it is 

not blind, that is, without a heart, central 

bud, or growing point; for it frequentlj^ hap¬ 

pens, that after several leaves have been 

formed, the central bud is stopped and com¬ 

pletely overgrown by the base of the upper- 

mo.st petiole, so that no more heart-leaves 

nor any flower - heads can be formed. All 

that are found to be in this condition should, 

of course, be rejected, and likewise those which 

haA'e any small knobs on the roots that Avould 

probably lead to clubbing. 

Broccoli succeeds best in a good substantial, 

fresh, loamy soil. In such it may not grow 

so large as in that which is very rich and 

highly manured; but the quality is finer, and 

the plants are not so liable to be attacked by 

the maggot which causes the dub, as in old 

richly manured garden soil. Where this dis¬ 

ease is prevalent, the ground should be well 

trenched, taking care that the upper portion 

of the soil is turned to the bottom of the 

trenches. In this case, manure will generally 

be required. For autumn sorts, the ground 

may, in all cases, be highly manured; but if 

made too rich for Avinter and spring sorts, the 

plants will, in consequence, be succulent and 

tender, so that they will be more liable to be 

injured by frost than those not stimulated by 

manure. In many cases there is but little 

choice as regards situation; but where there 

is, it ought to be considered. It has been 

ascertained, that in the late severe winters, 

broccoli plants growing in the open fields haAm 

been nearly all savmd; Avhilst those of the same 

sort jflanted in well-sheltered gardens, have 

been killed almost entirely. 

AVith regard to manure, farm-yard manure 

is probably the best; but in some cases, othei' 

substances may be applied with advantage. 

In gardens that have been long cropped with 

vegetables, marl Avill be an excellent applica¬ 

tion for this crop. Lime may also be em¬ 

ployed with advantage, as well as a manure as 

for killing insects. It may be mixed with the 

soil in digging, or ap})lied occasionally, and 

when newly slaked, to the surface of the 

ground; but not after the heads begin to 
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form. Flowers of sulphur dusted on the roots 

at transplanting, will tend to prevent mildew; 

common salt and nitrate of soda may he used 

with advantage in killing worms or grubs 

wdiich attack the stem and roots. Guano is 

a powerful stimulant; but it produces a rank 

growth; and though the produce may be large, 

the quality is not so fine as that obtained 

where marl is applied. 

The distance at which any sort should be 

planted out, depends on whether it is a large 

growing sort or not, and also on the quality 

of the soil. Some of the largest sorts may 

be 3 feet between the rows, and the plants 

24 feet apart in the row. Moderately large 

growers may be planted 2 feet asunder each 

wayj and smaller sorts 2 feet between the 

rows, and 18 inches from plant to plant in 

the row. If the ground be too dry, it would 

be advisable to water it before planting. 

Where extensive tracts are cropped, as in 

some market gardens, this may not be prac¬ 

ticable; but in private gardens, where water 

is generally at hand, there can be no great 

difficulty. It is not a good plan to pour some 

water at the side of the plant, leaving the 

surrounding ground still dry; for in this case 

the roots, pushing through the moist earth, 

soon find themselves in contact with dry soil, 

and thus their action and progress is, for want 

of moisture, suddenly checked. It would be 

well to render moist the whole of the soil as 

deeji as the extremities of the roots; or if this 

cannot be done, shallow and rather broad 

drills should be drawn at the distances in¬ 

tended for the rows, and the whole extent of 

each watered through a wide-pierced rose. 

In this way the roots can extend unchecked 

among the moist soil in tlie direction of the 

rows, till rain fall and moisten the soil in all 

directions. After the drills have been tho¬ 

roughly watered, planting should not be at¬ 

tempted till next day, or till such time as the 

soil will not puddle by working. When 

planted, a moderate and regular watering 

should be given, and nothing more will be 

required till the surface become dry, and 

then it should be stirred. If dry weather 

continue, occasional waterings inay be re¬ 

quired. The surface of the ground should be 

kept stirred, and some earth drawn to the 

stems. When the heads of white broccoli 

are exposed to light, and especially to the 

direct solar rays, the colour is soon changed 

to a dingy or yellowish hue. It is, therefore, 

necessary to guard against this as much as 

possible, by frequently going over, and where 

any heads are not naturally hid, one of the 

adjoining side leaves should be bent over the 

flower-head, so as to shade it from the light, 

and likewise from rain. This can be done by 

half breaking the stalk of the leaf, or its mid¬ 

rib. Some kinds are almost self-protecting; 

whilst in others the leaves spread, and, con¬ 

sequently, more care is required in shading 

the heads of these sorts. 

Protecting and Preserving Broccoli in Win¬ 

ter.—Although most of the varieties of broc¬ 

coli are hardy enough to resist the cold of 

tolerably mild winters, and some kinds even 

withstand frosts that are rather severe, yet 

we occasionally experience winters that cut 

off nearly every kind. It is, therefore, advis¬ 

able to adopt such means as will insure at 

least a portion of the crop. This can be done 

most effectually, by taking up, on the approach 

of frost, those which have either formed, or 

are just beginning to form a head, and plac¬ 

ing them side by side on the floor of a cellar. 

They should be taken up on a dry day. The 

temperature of an underground cellar is usu¬ 

ally between 45° and 50°, and this will be suf¬ 

ficient to push the plants into flower-heads, 

the substance for the growth of which is de¬ 

rived from the stem. In this way broccoli 

is secure from frost, but the flavour is not so 

fine as that of plants grown in the open air. 

Another mode of protection is to dig a trench 

at the end of a row, and then incline the plants 

one after the other, so that the soil may come 

close up to the bases of the lower leaves; or, 

a trench adapted to the size of a transplanter 

may be dug along the side of a row, and the 

plants taken up and dropped in, so that their 

necks may be a few inches above the level of 

the quarter. When thus transplanted, the 

soil should be drawn up and pressed close to 

the necks of the plants, thus forming a slight 

ridffe to throw off the rain. Another mode 

consists in taking the plants carefully up with 

balls, and replanting them tolerably close to- 

s-ether, with their heads inclined towards the 

north. All these transplantations should be 

done in October, or in the end of September, 

in the north, and whilst there is still heat 

enough in the ground to encourage fresh roots. 

Means may also be adopted for protecting the 

plants without removing them. To do this, 

in planting, mark off two rows 18 inches 

apart; then a space of 4 feet; and again other 
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two rows, 18 inches apart, and so on, having 

a 4-feet space between every pair of rows. 

The plants may be only 15 or 18 inches apart 

in the rows, according as the sort is large or 

small, and according to the richness of the 

soil. In these rows, winter and spring sorts 

should be planted; but along tjie middle of 

each 4-feet space, a row of early broccoli 

may be planted, such as will be cleared off 

before protection is required for the winter 

kind; or, till that time, it may be found con¬ 

venient to occupy the space with some other 

oi’op. Before frost becomes severe, each pair 

of rows can be hooped over and protected by 

mats, straw covers, or any other protecting 

materials that can be easily removed, either 

partially or entirely, during the day, and re¬ 

placed at night, according to the state of the 

weather. But now that glass is cheap, boxes 

coidd be made so as to include rows, and with 

sloping glazed lids that could be readily opened 

and shut, and a protection of this kind would 

doubtless prove chea])er in the long run than 

some other modes less effective, and requiring 

more labour. 

Taking the Crop.—Broccoli, for some tables, 

is required to be cut when not larger than a 

tea-cup; for others it is allowed to be full- 

grown; but in no case should it be allowed 

to remain till the compactness of the head is 

broken. It should always be cut whilst the 

curd, as the flowering mass is termed, is en¬ 

tire, or before bristling leafy points make 

their appearance through it. In trimming 

the head, a portion of the stalk is left, and a 

few of the leaves immediately surrounding the 

head, their extremities being cut off a little 

below the top of the latter. 

To save Seed.—^Select those plants that in 

leaf and flower are most characteristic of the 

variety. Some allow them to remain where 

they have grown; others prefer transj^lanting 

them carefully, supplying them regularly with 

water during the summer. In selecting for 

seed, those plants which have a disposition to 

produce larger and coarser leaves than the 

other should be avoided, as they are most 

likely to produce a degenerate offspring. For 

early sorts, the smallest plants with the least 

undulated leaves may be selected and planted 

out late in the season, and afterwards removed 

and replanted in fresh soil, in order to retard 

their flowering till next spring. 

Insects, (fee.—See Cabbage. 

BKUSSEIS SPEOTTTS (Brassica oleracea hidlata 

gemmifera, D. 0.—Tetradynamia Siliquosa, 

L.; Cruciferae, D. C.; Brassicacese, Lind.)— 

Although buds or their rudiments exist at 

the axils of all the leaves of the cabbage tribe, 

yet in many cases they do not push, especially 

in the first year of their growth. In the 

second year after sowing, it will be observed 

that the stems of the common borecole become 

covei-ed with open leafy sprouts; but in the 

first season buds push all along the stems of 

Brussels sprouts from every point whence a 

leaf had proceeded. These buds, about the 

size of a walnut, are arranged spirally on the 

stem, which is often completely covered by 

them. They are firm like little cabbages, or 

rather like hearted Savoys in miniature. A 

small head, resembling an open Savoy, sur¬ 

mounts the stem, and maintains a circulation 

of sap to its extremity. Most of the original 

side leaves drop off as the buds enlarge. The 

stem sometimes attains the height of 4 feet; 

blit dwarf stems produce sprouts more tender 

and succulent when cooked than those obtained 

from very tall stems. Bnissels sprouts are, 

in fact, much allied to the Savoys, some of 

which, the Eaily Ulm Savoy, for instance, 

throw out sprouts from the axils of the leaves 

below the head, which are very similar to the 

Brussels sprouts, only larger and not so com¬ 

pact. 

This vegetable has long been cultivated near 

Brussels, the place from which it derives its 

name. Dr. Van Mons, of Louvain, says: “We 

have no information as to the origin of this 

vegetable; but it has been a very old inhabi¬ 

tant of our gardens, for it is mentioned in the 

year 1213, in our regulations for holding the 

market, under the name of Spruyten (sprouts), 

which it bears to this day.”—(Horticultural 

Transactions, vol. hi. p. 198.) 

There are no varieties of Brussels sprouts 

distinguished by name; some plants grow taller 

than others; but in this there is little perma¬ 

nence of character. Seedlings vary in height, 

as they also do with respect to the sprouts 

being more or less compact. The plant is, 

however, very apt to degenerate, owing to 

what cause it is difScult to say. “ Much bas 

been said,” remaiks Dr. Van Mons, “of the 

disposition of this plant to degenerate. In 

the soil of Brussels it remains true, and I have 

lately observed it to do the same in Louvain; 

but at Malines, which is the same distance 

from Brussels as Louvain, and where the great-. 

est attention is paid to the grovidh of vege- 
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tables, it deviates from its proper character 

after the first sowing; yet it does not seem 

that any particidar soil or aspect is essential 

to the plant, for it grows equally well and 

true at Brussels, in the gardens of the town, 

where the soil is sandy and mixed with a 

black moist loam, as in the fields, where a 

compact white clay predominates,” Having 

been long gi'own true at Brussels, and their 

degeneracy from seed saved elsewhere being 

so frequent, it has been supposed that from 

Brussels only could genuine seed be obtained; 

but Mr. Judd, of Althorp Gardens, Northamp¬ 

ton, and Mr. Lauder, of Goshen, near Edin¬ 

burgh, have proved that excellent sprouts, 

quite equal to those from seed obtained from 

Brussels, may be produced from seed saved 

year after year in this country. Mr. Judd 

has exhibited stems of Brussels sprouts raised 

from seed saved successively in this country for 

upwards of twenty years. These stems were 

more than 3 feet high, and studded through¬ 

out their length with close firm sprouts. 

This vegetable was supposed to be too ten¬ 

der for our winters. It proves, however, to be 

more hardy than the Savoy, or almost as hardy 

as the borecole, and it is possessed of much 

greater excellence than either. When well 

grown, the amount of its edible produce is 

more than equal to that of the borecole. The 

cultivation of Brussels sprouts ought, there¬ 

fore, to be more extensively adopted. In 

many parts of the country they are only to be 

found in the gardens of the rich; but they 

might be advantageously cultivated in those 

allotted even to cottagers. 

With regard to soil, Brussels sprouts will 

grow in any garden soil or cultivated field. 

Mr. Judd, who, as above mentioned, produced 

them in perfection, states, that one jjart of 

the garden is rather light and sandy, upon a 

substratum of old red sandstone; that another 

part is a stiff heavy soil, upon a substratum 

of blue clay; but that this vegetable grows 

equally well on both of these soils. This 

statement a.s to Brussels sprouts succeeding 

well in soils very diflerent in their nature, is 

corroborated by that of Dr. Van Mons, and 

by the observations of practical men. 

In poor soils manure may be given; but its 

application in large quantities is not in any 

case advisable, for it stimulates the plants 

rapidly into great luxuriance, and thus tends 

jto make them produce larger but not such 

compact sprouts. 

Sowing.—For the principal winter crop, 

sow about the middle of March, and first or 

second week in April; and for a succession 

for late spring use, a small sowing should be 

made in the first or second week in May. 

For an early crop, sow, as they do at .Bnissels, 

in slight bottom heat in February, and plant 

out in a warm situation in April. In Scot¬ 

land, and in cold situations in England, sow 

in August, and transplant the seedlings in 

spring; for succession, sow again in March, 

and a small sowing may be made in April. 

From late sown plants less produce is obtained 

than from those sown early, but the quality 

is more tender. 

Planting.—In strong rich soils, where the 

plants grow tail, the main crop may be 

planted in rows 2 feet asunder, and the 

j)lants 18 inches apart in the rows. In gen¬ 

eral, 2 feet between the rows, and 15 inches 

from plant to plant in the rows, may be consi¬ 

dered to be proper distances. The latest sow¬ 

ings may even be planted at 2 feet from row 

to row, and a foot apart in the rows. After 

planting, the usual routine of watering, stir¬ 

ring the soil, and keeping it clear of weeds, 

should be persevered in. A little earth may 

also be drawn to the stems, except when these 

are furnished with sprouts too low to admit 

of such being done. As the side leaves get 

old, or begin to fade, they should be gradually 

removed, commencing vdth the lowest. Some 

cut off the head entirely when the sprouts 

are formed, but this we do not recommend, 

for the leaves shelter the sprouts to a con¬ 

siderable extent from frost and snow. Be¬ 

sides, from the large wound exposed at the 

top of the stem, the latter is far more liable 

to be injured by fi'ost than would otherwise 

be the case. The tops may, however, be cut 

off, as they do at Brussels; that is, about ten 

or fifteen days before it is intended to gather 

from the stems. The tops may also be used as 

greens. In spring, when the sprouts are dis- 

]:)osed to run to seed, the plants should be 

taken up and planted in a shady place, to re¬ 

tard their growth. 

BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN, or Star of the Earth 

{PlantagoGoronopus, L.—Tetrandria Monogy- 

nia, L.; Plantaginepe, D. C.; Plantaginacese, 

Lind.) is a hardy annual, a native of Britain. 

It was formerly cultivated in this country for 

the leaves, which were gathered when tender, 

and used in salads: the French still continue 

to grow it for the same pttrpose. It prefers 
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a light soil, aud is propagated by seeds, which 

should be sown thinly, broadcast, and raked 

in, in March. Wlien the young plants are 

about an inch high they may be thinned out 

to about 4 inches apart. 

BURNET {Poterium Sanguisorha, L., Fig. 

154—Monoecia Polyandria, L.; Posacese, D. C.: 

Fig. 154. 

Sanguisorbaceas, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, 

a native of Britain, where it is commonly 

found growing in chalky soils. The young 

and tender leaves, which taste and smell like 

cucumbers, are put into salads, soups, and 

cool tankards. It will gi’ow in any soil, but 

succeeds be.st on a light dry one. Sow in 

March and April, or in autumn, when the 

seeds ripen, in drills 8 inches apart, and thin 

out, when the plants are 2 or 3 inches high, to 

G inches asunder in the row. Or propagate 

by parting the roots in February, planting 

the divisions in rows at the above distances. 

All the culture necessary is to hoe the ground 

occasionally, to water in dry weather, and to 

cut off the flower-stems when seed is not to 

be saved. 

CABBAGE (Brassica oleracea cagntata, D. G. 

— Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferfe, 

D. C.; Brassicacese, Lind.) is a hardy biennial, 

derived from the Brassica oleracea, which is 

found wild in Yorkshire, near Dover, in Corn¬ 

wall, and in Wales. It is also found wild on 

the coasts of France, and of many other coun¬ 

tries of Europe. De Candolle, in his excel¬ 

lent memoir on the different species of the 

genus Brassica, in the fifth volume of the 

Transactions of the Horticultural Society, 

states, that this race of cabbages was known 

to the ancient Gatils by the name of Chou 

cagiih; the Italians call it Capuccia; both 

names derived from caput, a head: whence 

has proceeded that of Chou cabus, and doubt¬ 

less from the latter the name of cabbage has 

arisen. 

The jnlucipal sorts of cabbage are ;— 

1. E.4RLY Battersea—syn. Dwarf Batter¬ 

sea, Early Dwarf Battersea, Yanack, Eaily 

Vanack, Early Bussian, Cock’s Best Cabbage, 

Early Imperial, Fulham, Early Fulham.—The 

type of the Early Battersea is very old. 

About the year 1776 some cabbage plants 

were received without a name, from near 

London, by Mr. Torbron, gardener to the 

Earl of Egremont, at Petworth. He con¬ 

sidered it to be the same soi't as one he had 

previously known, called the Yanack; and he 

continued to cultivate it under this name for 

upwards of fifty years. Latterly it has been 

found to correspond with Cock’s Best Cab¬ 

bage, which, I am informed by Mr. Cock, is 

the Early Dwarf Battersea, carefully saved 

and kept true. It has been grown in his 

grounds for upwards of fifty years. When 

fully grown, the four outside or lower leaves 

are about 16 inches in diameter—when taken 

off and spread out their general outline is 

nearly circular. The stem is very dwarf, and 

the leaf-stalks come out quite close to each 

other; so that scarcely any portion of the 

stem is to be seen between them. The whole 

cabbage measures about 3 feet in circumfer* 
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ence. The heart is shortly conical, with a 

broad base, near which it is about 2G inches 

in circumference, after the outside leaves are 

taken off, so as to leave only what is lit for 

use. The ribs boil tender. It is the best 

sort for the general crop of early cabbages, 

is not liable to crack, and if cut close to the 

base, four nice cabbages may be obtained in 

the course of the summer from each stem; 

thus affording a supply till the ground re¬ 

quires to be cleared for other crops. Nearly 

allied to the Early Battersea are Sutton’s Im¬ 

perial, Eaily Sugai’-loaf, Imperial Sugar-loaf, 

Early Wellington, Early Emperoi’, Early 

Nonpareil, London Market, Enfield Market, 

King of the Cabbages, Cattell’s Beliance, Cat- 

tell’s Superior Early, Cattell’s Dwarf Barnes, 

Barnes’ New Seedling, Norris’ Siipex-b Dwarf, 

Ilatif or Pain de Sucre. 

2. Cock’s Hardy Green.—This is some¬ 

what different from the Early Battersea, and 

answers well for coleworts. It is sown for 

that purpose about the third week in June. 

It is hardy, and though sown early, is not 

apt to run to seed. 

3. Early York—syn. Early Dwarf York.— 

An old and much esteemed sort, very gene¬ 

rally cultivated for the earliest crop. The 

stem is short, head small, oval, leaves dark 

green, fleshy, ribs less prominent than in any 

other variety. Atkin’s Matchless, Early Hope, 

Tiley’s Early Marrow, and Sutton’s Dwarf 

Combe, are very good dwarf early varieties, 

allied to the above. 

4. Early Cornish—syn. Cornish Baington, 

Benton.—This sort is cultivated in Cornwall, 

Devonshire, and other parts of the west of 

England, where the mildness of the climate 

suits its rather tender habit. It has long tall 

leaves, of a pale and somewhat yellowish 

green, forming a heart, but not a compact 

one. When boiled it is tendex’, and some¬ 

what resembles the Dwarf Bortugal cabbage, 

but not so good, neither is it equal in quality 

and earliness to such sorts as the Eaxdy Bat¬ 

tersea, and others mentioned above, 

5. Bomeranian Cabbage—syn. Chou conique 

de Bomeranie.—A hardy sort, tall, with a re¬ 

markably sharp-pointed, long, tapering, conical 

head, which becomes vexy firm. On the Con¬ 

tinent the plants are taken ixp when full 

gx’own, and laid sloping towai’ds the south, 

nearly close togethei’, and so deep as to admit 

of the soil being brought close to the neck of 

the cabbage. Sow in March for summer use, 

and in May for winter. It requires to be 

jxlanted 2 feet apart eveiy way. 

6. WiNNiGSTADT Cabbage — syn. Chou 

pointu de Winnigstadt. — Stem dwarf, head 

lai-ge, broad at the base, sharply conical, heart 

compact, boiling tender. The leaves, till 

blanched by heai’ting, are of a glaucoxxs hue, 

nice those of the cauliflower or broccoli. A 

good late cabbage. Sow in March for sum¬ 

mer use, and in May for autumn and winter 

supply. 

7. Large Drumhead—syn. Drumhead Field 

Cabbage, Scotch, Large Scotch, Flat-pole, 

Strasbui’g.—Of this there are some sorts dif- 

fei’ing in the length of stem, and also in the 

head being round, or more or less flat. This 

cabbage is well known, but is seldom required 

in gardens. 

8. JoANNET Cabbage—syn. Chou Joannet.— 

A vexy good early flat-headed sort, very Arm, 

and remarkably dwax’f. It may be planted a 

foot by 15 inches apart-; and, consequently, it 

is well adapted for small gardens. w 

9. YAUGiRARD Cabbage—syn. Chou de Yau- 

girai’d, Choxx pomme d’hivex-.—A large, veiy 

late, bxxt I'ather coarse French t^ariety. The 

head is generally round, leaves deep green, 

the oxxtside ones having the veins sometimes 

tinged with red. If sown in Jxxne, and 

planted out in the beginning of Augxxst, it 

will come in for use in February, March, and 

April; and thus fill xxp the void which some¬ 

times occurs when other cabbages are ex¬ 

hausted, and before the early crops come in. 

On this accoxxnt, a little of it may be some¬ 

times cxxltivated with advantage. 

10. Bortugal Cabbage—syn. Large-iibbed 

Cabbage, Bi'agaxxza Cabbage, Coxxve Tron- 

chuda, Choxx il grosses cotes blondes.—This 

is much cultivated at Braganza, in the jxro- 

vince of Ti-as-os-Montes, and in other pai’ts 

of the north of Bortugal. It was introduced 

into this country in 1821. It groxvs fxxlly 2 

feet high; the mid-rib is vexy thick, nearly 

white, and bi’anching into veins of the same 

colour. Divested of the green part, and well 

boiled, the ribs make a dish x’esembling sea- 

kale. 

11. Dwarf Bortugal Cabbage—syn. Dwarf 

Couve Ti’onchuda, Mxxrciana.—This is a dwai'f 

sort, earlier thaxi the preceding, with a I’oxxnd- 

ish, tolerably compact head. It is exceedingly 

tender when boiled, and of much finer quality 

than the other, to which it is to be preferred 

when the heax’t is to be cooked in the usual 
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wny. Not being adapted for withstanding 

severe winters, it should not be depended on 

except for summer and autumn crops. 

The White-ribhed Aviles Cabbage (Chou a 

cotes blanches d’Avilas), described by Profes¬ 

sor Morren in the Journal JHorticidture de 

Gand for January, 1848, appears to be closely 

allied to the Dwarf Portugal, if not identical 

with it. It has white ribs, and forms a close 

heart. Professor Lesoinne, of Liege, who in¬ 

troduced it into Belgium from the vicinity of 

Aviles, on the coast of the Bay of Biscay, 

gives the following mode of cooking this cab- 

liage:—It is first boiled whole j slices of soaked 

bread are then laid in the bottom of a baking 

dish; next a layer of the boiled cabbage; over 

i this some Parmesan cheese, well dried and 

grated, or high-flavoured Dutch may be sub¬ 

stituted ; other layers of soaked bread, cabbage, 

and cheese, are put in till the dish is full, 

taking care to finish with the cheese. The 

whole seasoned with salt, pepper, and other 

' aromatics, is sprinkled with boiling water, 

and then put into the oven till it acquire the 

requisite degree of tenderness : it is served up 

j hot. 

UED CABBAGE (Brassica oleracea capitata 

rulrra, D. C.)—Of this there are sevei’al varie¬ 

ties, differing in size and depth of colour. The 

principal arn:— 

12. Bed Dutch ^—syn. Drumhead, Large 

Bed, Large Blood-red.—Head large, round, 

or flattened; the sort chiefly grown in mai'- 

ket gardens. 

13. Dwarf Bed.—This has a small firm 

' head, of finer quality than that of the pre- 

' ceding. **■ 
14. Utrecht Bed—-syn. Chou noiratre 

1 d’Utrecht.—A small but very fine dark red 

; cabbage. It may be sown in the first week 

of April and in the end of July. 

15. Superfine Black.—Small like the 

preceding, but of a still darker red. When 

pickled, however, the dark colouring matter 

is greatly discharged, so that the substance is 

left paler than that of others originally not so 

dark. It is therefore not so good for pick¬ 

ling as other sorts which retain their colour 

and brightness. 

Soil.—A very rich soil, plentifully manured, 

is essential for the production of tender and 

succulent cabbages. Near London this vege¬ 

table is grown in perfection, in ground that is 

of a good substantial nature, and likewise in 

that wli^i has become light by the application 

of enormous quantities of dung, daring a long 

period of years. The ground, however, is 

trenched, or undergoes double digging; that 

is to say, it is dug two spades’ depth. By so 

doing, the lower portion is turned up to the 

action of the weather, and substances in the 

soil previously inert, are thus subjected to a 

fresh decomposing action, which renders them 

available for the nourishment of the plants. 

On the other hand, by turning down the top 

soil to the above depth, the eggs and larvae of 

many insects are destroyed; hence, in groimd 

so managed, the plants are not so liable to be 

attacked by the club, as in ground that is 

merely dug over. Cabbages will grow on soil 

that is too adhesive for turnips, but the man¬ 

ure applied to such a soil should be of an open¬ 

ing nature, and all the better if not much 

decomposed. Stable dung, or farm-yard man¬ 

ure, in a fresh state, will be most proper in this 

case, and it should be buried to the depth of 

one spit below the surface. They also grow 

well on peat soil; but to such, a dressing of 

lime, marl, gypsum, or even burned clay, will 

be advantageous. Guano, superphosphate of 

lime, lime rubbish, wood ashes, and marl, have 

been applied with advantage; and other arti¬ 

ficial manures may be given occasionally; yet 

they have not the mechanical advantages pos¬ 

sessed by farm-yard manure, for the latter, by 

keeping the soil open, acts as a kind of drain- . 

age, in consequence of which the plants are 

enabled to grow better during wet weather, 

in winter and spring, than would be the case 

if the ground were saturated with moisture. 
O 

The following analysis of the ash of the 

leaves of the cabbage, shows the inorganic sub¬ 

stances withdrawn from the soil by this vege¬ 

table, and may assist in determining the nature 

of the maniu’e required for the crop. The 

leaves, in an undried state, contain from 0'8 

to 1’5 per cent, of ash, which, according to 

Bromberg, consists of— 

Potash, . 11'70 

Soda,. 20-42 

Lime,. 20-97 

Magnesia, . 5-9-1 

Oxide of iron,. 0-60 

Phosphoric acid,. 12-37 

Sulphuric acid,. 21 -48 

Chlorine. 5-77 

Silica,. 0-75 

100-00 

From the above it will be seen that lime, 

soda, and sulphuric acid, occurring in nearly 

31 
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equal amounts, form the principal inorganic 

constituents of the plant j whilst the propor¬ 

tion of potash is small compared to that con¬ 

tained in most other vegetables. 

Sowings.—The first sowing should be made 

about the end of February or beginning of 

March. It should chiefly consist of the Early 

Battersea. A few, however, of the Early York, 

or allied kinds, may likewise be sown at the 

same time. From this sowing, a supply will 

be obtained for use in July and A ugust, and 

will thus form a succession to the autumn- 

sown crops. 

A second sowing, which may be considered 

the principal spring one, consisting chiefly of 

the Early Battersea and similar kinds, should 

be made in the last week of March, or first 

week in April. This will come in for use from 

August till November. 

A third sowing, to consist chiefly of the Early 

York, Atkin’s Matchless, or similar kinds that 

heart quickly, may be made in May for young- 

hearted cabbages in the early part of winter, 

or to be used as coleworts, if severe weather 

prevent their hearting. 

The fourth, or autumn sowing, as it is occa¬ 

sionally termed, is the most important, as it 

furnishes the plants which aflPord the principal 

supply of cabbages for spring and early sum¬ 

mer use. The proper time for this sowing 

cannot be precisely stated. It varies from the 

middle of July to the middle of August, ac¬ 

cording to the soil, climate, and variety em¬ 

ployed; a cold soil and climate requiring the 

earlier period, whilst the later period is the 

most suitable where the contrary is the case. 

The Early Battersea and allied sorts not being 

apt to run to seed, may be sown earlier than 

the Early York, and others similar to it, which 

often start into flower without previously form¬ 

ing a heart. In warm soils and situations, it 

is foiind, from long experience, that the best 

time for sowing such kinds as the Early Bat¬ 

tersea, is about the 25th of J uly. Many of 

the market gardeners near London always sow 

on that day, if circumstances will permit, and 

if not, as soon afterwards as possible. In cold 

situations, and generally in Scotland, the last- 

mentioned sort should be sown ten days or a 

fortnight earlier, or from the 10th to the 15th 

of Jiily. The Early York, and others of a 

similar natme, would run to seed if sown in 

July; such kinds, therefore, ought not to be 

sown till the second week of August in the 

north, and not till the end of that month in 

the warm parts of the south. Those sown in 

July will be ready to plant out in the begm- 

ning of September; and those sown in August, 

in the end of September, or beginning of Octo¬ 

ber, when ground, occupied by pease, beans, &c., 

can be cleared for their reception. 

Red cabbages should be sown in the end of 

July and in March; and a few of some small 

sort may be sown in a frame in the end of 

January, or beginning of Eebruary, as they 

may be wanted for pickling before those sown 

in March are fit. 

Sowing for Coleworts.—The cultivation of 

an open, hardy Dorsetshire kale, as winter 

greens, has long been discontinued. These 

greens were known under the name of cole- 

j worts. This name, or others evidently derived 

from it, as collard and collet, is now applied to 

young uuhearted cabbages, which are pulled 

up by the roots, and tied in bunches for the 

market. The Early Battersea answers well for 

this purpose, and a sort allied to it, called 

Cock’s Hardy Green, still better. These kinds 

are sown for coleworts about the third week 

in June. Atkin’s Matchless may be sown about 

the middle of July; and successional planta¬ 

tions, for filling up spare ground, may be made 

from the principal autumn sowing of cabbages 

in July. 

The sowings made at the above-mentioned 

periods will genei’ally be sufficient for a sup¬ 

ply throughout the year; but in case of any 

deficiency in the autumn-sown crop, it will be 

advisable to sow some of the early kinds, and 

also a few small red cabbages, on a warm bor¬ 

der, about the end of January, or beginning 

of Eebruary; or, preferably, in a frame, taking 

care, however, that the plants are kept thin, 

exposed as much as possible to the light, plenty 

of air being given at all times, and covering 

only when the severity of the weather renders 

it absolutely necessary. 

Mode of Sowing and Cultivation.—The soil 

for the seed-beds should be rather light, mod¬ 

erately rich, and well pulverized. On a large 

scale, the ground is raked tolerably smooth, 

sown broad-cast, raked, and rolled. Or, after 

sowing, 1-foot alleys are marked off, so as to 

leave 4-feet beds; a slight covering of soil from 

the alleys is scattered over these, and the beds 

are then raked and rolled. In private gar¬ 

dens, where extensive sowings are not required, 

they can be made with greater care. After . 

the beds are prepared for sowing, it is a good 

plan to lay a rod across the bed, and then press 
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it down, and draw it a little backwards and 

forwards, so as to make a shallow groove, mak¬ 

ing others about 4 inches apart, in the same 

way. Sow in these, cover thinly with fine 

soil, and then finish by passing a light roller 

over the bed, or by beating it lightly with the 

back of the spade. After sowing, water; and 

if the weather is very hot and dry, cover with 

a mat, in order to keep the surface moist till 

the plants begin to make their appearance. 

Being in rows, the plants can be easily and 

regidarly thinned, and the spaces between 

them should be kept stirred with a small hoe. 

By these means, healthy plants will be reared, 

and not being allowed to become crowded, their 

foliage will be enabled to form good roots, with¬ 

out pricking out into nursery beds, as is some¬ 

times done in order to encourage the produc¬ 

tion of more fibres. This object may also be 

effected by thoroughly watering the beds, about 

a week before transplanting, and then raising- 

up a little both soil and plants with a fork. 

In consequence of this moving, fresh roots are 

emitted, and the plants suffer less when they 

come to be finally transplanted. 

The distances at which different sorts re¬ 

quire to be planted, depend on the size which 

they usually attain, and on the richness of the 

soil. The smallest sorts may be planted a foot 

apart each way; the Early York, and others 

of a like size, may be 12 inches apart in the 

rows, and 15 inches from row to row; but a 

somewhat greater distance may be allowed in 

very rich soil. Near London, the Early Bat¬ 

tersea is planted for spring cabbages, at 2 feet 

apart each way; but then the rows are hacked, 

as it is termed, with plants, sown a week or 

ten days earlier. A plant is inserted between 

every two in the rows already planted, to be 

afterwards drawn as coleworts; and, for the 

same purpose, an intermediate row is planted 

a foot apart in the intermediate space. The 

ground is then occupied with plants at a foot 

apart each way, but all are removed for use 

as coleworts in the course of the winter, ex¬ 

cept those planted at 2 feet apart for hearting 

in spring. If coleworts are not to be grown 

intermediately, the distance between the plants 

is reduced to 22 inches each way. 

In soil that is not very rich, the Early Bat¬ 

tersea, and similar sorts, may be planted at 

20, or even 18 inches apart each way. The 

large sorts of red cabbage should have 2^ feet 

between the rows, and 2 feet between the 

plants in the row; the Large Driimhead, 2 

feet apart in the row, and 3 feet between the 

rows. 

The ground having been well prepared, and 

the distances for the rows accurately marked 

off on both sides, the line is stretched and 

pressed by stepping upon it all along, so that 

its mark may be left on the surface. All the 

rows having been thus marked in one direc¬ 

tion, say lengthwise, they are then marked 

across in a similar way, and the plants are 

inserted exactly at the intersection of the 

lines. It may here be observed, that great 

care is often taken to plant in line both length¬ 

wise and across, not-withstanding which, the 

planter is surprised by the crooked unsightly 

appearance which his work exhibits in every 

point of view except those above-mentioned. 

In general this is solely to be attributed to in¬ 

accuracy in measuring the distances from line 

to line, for if these are not equal, although 

they may run straight both lengthwise and 

across, yet the plantation will show crooked 

lines diagonally. If it be intended that the 

lines should be one way 24 inches apart, all 

lines in that direction should be exactly 24 

inches apart; and whatever distance between 

the transverse lines may be determined on, it 

should be equally carried out, and then regu¬ 

larity will be apparent in all directions, or 

from every point of view. 

Colewoi-ts, as previously mentioned, are fre¬ 

quently planted between plants intended to 

remain for heaibing; in which case, the dis¬ 

tances between the rows of the latter may be 

said to determine the distance between the 

coleworts. These, when planted by them¬ 

selves, may be about 7 or 8 inches apart, in 

rows a foot asunder, and every alternate plant 

in the row should be taken as required for 

use; the additional space thus given will soon 

be occupied by the remaining plants. 

In planting out cabbages, advantage should 

be taken, if possible, of cloudy moist weather; 

but in long-continued drought the plants in 

the seed-beds may get so large, as to render it 

absolutely necessary to plant them out at all 

hazards. The surface of the ground for the 

intended plantation should be well pulverized, 

and drills, similar to those made for pease, 

should be dra-wn for the rows, and well wa¬ 

tered a day previous to planting. If there 

are dry clods and dust on the surface, the con¬ 

sequence is this—when the dibber is thrust in 

and withdrawn, a portion of the dry clods and 

dust falls into the hole, and with this the 
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roots of the plants are placed in contact—a 

condition very unfavourable for their striking 

root. The seed-beds should also be well soaked, 

in order that the plants may be moved with 

little injury to the roots, which should be 

raised with a fork, and exposed to the air as 

little as possible. The plants should be planted 

towards night, as in that case they can be 

immediately Avatered without their sustaining 

injury from the sun’s rays. The dx’ills in 

which the cabbages have been planted should 

be kept only moist, and not what would be 

termed wet, tUl the plants have struck root, 

Avhen, if the surface of the ground be kept 

stirred, watering will scarcely be required. 

Except in dry weather, furrows or drills for 

the plants are not required. Grounds which 

supply the best cabbages for the London mar¬ 

ket are planted on the level, and no mould is 

drawn to the stems, which, in fact, do not 

require it; for the best growers do not culti¬ 

vate what are termed long-legged sorts, neither 

do they force their- plants to become such by 

bad treatment, such as overcrowding in the 

seed-bed. These cultivators find it advanta¬ 

geous to stir the whole surface of the soil, and 

close to the roots of the plants; this they prefer 

to forming a ridge, which prevents the bene¬ 

ficial stirring of the soil near the plants, and 

afibrds a secure lurking-place for slugs and 

other enemies to the crop. 

Propagation hy Cuttings. — Cabbages are 

best raised from seed ; nevertheless they may 

be advantageously propagated by cuttings in 

some cases—for instance, in warm climates, 

where it is difficult to save seed; and in this 

country it might be adoj)ted in order to pre¬ 

serve any particular variety true ; for by cut¬ 

tings we can always depend on perpetuating 

the identical sort, but by seed this is uncertain. 

Supposing that it were desirable to preserve 

some much prized sort, seed may be saved, 

and cuttings strnck as well. If plants from 

seed come true, so much the better; but if they 

do not, having the plants from cuttings, we are 

still in possession of the true variety, and of 

the means of again raising seeds from it. The 

mode of propagating by cuttings is very simple. 

The sprouts are taken oflp, and exposed to the 

air till their juices are so far exhausted as not 

to exude from the wounded ends, and thus 

tend to rot the cuttings. It is also advisable 

to dip the cut end in newly slaked lime, dry 

Avood ashes, or powdered charcoal. The cut¬ 

tings may then be planted out, either in the 

open ground, or, better, in a frame, where they 

can be properly shaded, not from diffused 

light, but from the sun’s rays, till roots are 

formed. They may then be fully exposed till 

fit for planting out. 

To save Seed.—The finest specimens should 

be selected for this purpose, and the more of 

them there are, the greater will be the chance 

of the sort being saved true. The plants may 

either be allowed to run to seed where they 

have grown, or they may be taken up early in 

spring, and planted up to the neck in some 

place where they can be protected from birds 

when the seed is ripening. 

Insects and Diseases.—The cabbage, broc¬ 

coli, cauliflower, and Savoy are attacked by 

numerous insect enemies. The leaves are 

devoui-ed by the caterpillars of Pontia bras- 

sicce, P. napi, and P. rapce, all of which are 

very abundant and destructive. The cater- 

fiillars of the cabbage-moth (Mamestra hras- 

sicce) do great mischief by eating the hearts 

of cabbages and cauliflowers, rendering them 

totally unfit for use; nor do they refuse the 

leaves of any of the cabbage ti’ibe. Hand¬ 

picking and dusting the plants with newly 

slaked lime are the only means known by 

which these destructive insects can be kept 

in check. Another insect injurious to the 

leaves, and especially so to those of cabbage 

and broccoli, is a minute fly, called Aleyrodes 

proletella. It is very abundant from midsum¬ 

mer to the end of autumn, and from going 

through all its changes in less than a month, 

its numbers increase Avith alarming rapidity. 

Cutting off and burning the infected leaves is 

the only way of arresting its progress. Be¬ 

sides the above, the cabbage-leaf plant-louse 

{Aphis brassiccB) proves very injurious to cab¬ 

bages, and particularly so to broccoli and 

Savoys; the blue cabbage-flea {Altica conso- 

hrina) perforates the leaves, Avhich ai-e also 

much injured by the caterpillars of the garden 

pebble-moth {Scopida forjicalis). The maggots 

of Anihomyia brassicce do great mischief by 

eating passages in the roots and base of the 

stem, caiising these parts to rot, in conse¬ 

quence; and the caterpillars of the heart and 

dart-moth {Agratis exclamationis), of the com¬ 

mon dart-moth (A. segetum), as well as those 

of the great yellow under-Aving moth (Tri- 

phcena pronuba), rapidly destroy the plants by 

eating through the tap-roots at a little below 

the surface. Hand-picking is the best means 

of diminishing the numbei’S of these destruc- 
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tive grabs. The larvse of the crane-fly {Ti- 
pula oleracea) likewise attack the roots, in 
which also the snake millipedes are sometimes 
found in great numbers. Snails and slugs 
attack all the cabbage tribe, and frequently 
jirove very destructive: the best mode of de¬ 
stroying them consists in dusting the plants 
and the ground about them with newly-slaked 
lime. 

Small excrescences are freqiiently seen in 
winter and spring, near the sur&ce of the 
ground, on the roots and stems of cabbages. 
These are caused by the deposition of the eggs 
of a small weevil {Geutorhynchus sulcicollis 
Gyllenhal Curcidio pleurostigma, Marsham), 
the larvas of which are hatched and attain 
their full growth in the galls. 

The formation of protuberances on the roots, 
usually termed clubbing, is the most destruc¬ 
tive disease to which the cabbage tribe is sub¬ 
ject. It is ascribed to one or more species of 
insects, maggots being generally foixnd in the 
tubercles. Lime, wood ashes, soot, nitrate of 
soda, and common salt, are considered to be 
useful applications to the soil in which cab¬ 
bages, &c., are to be grown, and marl unques¬ 
tionably is so. It is also a good plan to dip 
the roots of plants about to be planted in a 
mixture of soot and water made of the con¬ 
sistency of thick paint; to this some recom¬ 
mend the addition of saltjxetre, in the propor¬ 
tion of 1 lb. to every gallon of soot. The 
seed-beds should be frequently inspected, and 
if any symptoms of chibbing are discovered, 
the plants should be immediately transplan¬ 
ted into nursery beds of a different kind of 
soil from that of the seed-beds. In trans¬ 
planting, all plants in any way clubbed should 
be thrown away, or, if this cannot be afforded, 
the txibercles should be cut off with a sharp 
knife. 

Cabbages are also attacked by vaiious spe¬ 
cies of fungi, for which the best known remedy 
is sulphur, which is more especially eSicacious 
when applied at the earliest stage of the 
attack. It cannot, however, be adopted on a 
large scale after planting out, but it can be 
very advantageously applied to the plants in 
the seed-bed, and at little expense. Applied 
early, sulphur acts as a pi’eventive, and that 
jirevention is better than cure can in no case 
be said more truly than in that of the mildew. 

CAPSICUM. See Forcing. 

CARAWAY (Garum Garui, L., Fig. 155— 
Fentandi’ia Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. C. j 

Apiacese, Lind.) is a biennial plant, a native 
of the Continent, though it is said to be found 
wild in this country. 

Fig. 155. 

The seed is much used in confectionery, and 
for flavouring spirits and perfuming soap; it 
yields an oil, which is employed medicinally 
as a carminative. Considerable quantities are 
grown in Essex and Kent for these purposes. 

Sow in drills, 10 inches apart, in autumn, 
when the seed is ripe, or in March or April. 
When the plants are 2 or 3 inches high, they 
should be thinned out to 8 inches apart, and 
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the ground must aftemvards be kept free from 

weeds, and stirred by an occasional hoeing. 

The seed will ripen in the following year, in 

July or August. 

CAEDOON (Cynara Cardunculus, L.—Syn- 

genesia Polygamia .^qualis, L.; Compositse, 

D. C,; Asteraceoe, Lind.)—The cardoon is a 

perennial plant, a native of Candia and Bar¬ 

bary. The stalks of the leaves, or ribs, as 

they are usually termed, are blanched, and, 

when propeily cooked, constitute a tender and 

excellent vegetable, much esteemed on the 

Continent, but seldom used in this country, 

except by French cooks. The flowers, like 

those of the artichoke, have the property of 

curdling milk. The varieties are:— 

1. Common Cardoon. 

Cardon plein inerme. 
Cardon plein et sans epines. 

2. Spanish Cardoon. 

Cardon d’Espagne. 
3. Tours Cardoon. 

Cardon piquant. 
Cardon de Tours. 

4. Red-stemmed Cardoon. 

Cardon a c6tes rouges. 
5. Puvis Cardoon. 

Cardon Puvis. 

The common cardoon has spineless leaves, 

leaf-stalks solid, but not so thick nor so tender 

when cooked as those of the other varieties; 

the j^lant is also apt to run to seed. The 

Spanish cardoon has spineless leaves, large ribs 

nearly solid. Like the preceding, it is apt to 

run to seed. The leaves of the Tours cardoon 

are excessively spiny, so much so, that great 

care is requisite in working among the plants, 

for the spines are long and very sharp. Not- 

Avithstanding this drawback, the variety is 

much cultivated in France on account of its 

large, thick, solid, tender ribs. The plants 

are not so liable to run to seed as those of the 

preceding varieties. The red-stemmed car¬ 

doon is an excellent variety recently obtained 

from Marseilles. Leaves nearly smooth; ribs 

tinged with red, very large and solid, not apt 

to run to seed; but scarcely so hardy as the 

Tours cardoon. The Puvis cardoon is remark¬ 

able for its strong growth, the large size it 

attains, and the thickness of its ribs, which 

are almost solid. The leaves are thick, not 

at all prickly, or only very slightly so. It is 

a fine variety, of more tender substance than 

the Cardoon de Toiu’s. 

This plant prefers a light, warm, moderately 

rich soil, and an open situation. All the sorts 

are raised from seed, which may either be 

sown where the plants are to remain, or in 

pots under a frame for transplanting. A 

small quantity to come in early, may be sown 

on a slight hot-bed about the end of March; 

but the main crop should not, in general, he 

sown till the middle of April; and where the 

climate is warm, it is advisable to defer sow¬ 

ing it tUl the end of the month. A late oroji 

for a succession may also be sown in the end 

of June. 

Previous to sowing, trenches, 1 foot deep, 

18 inches wide, and not less than 4 feet apart 

from centre to centre, should be prepared. 

In the bottoms of these, from 6 to 9 inches 

of well-decomposed dung should be dug in; 

the seeds may then be sown in the centre of 

the trench, in patches of three or four, and 

covered with earth to the depth of about 1 

inch. The distance between the patches may 

be 18 inches. When the plants are 2 or 3 

inches high, they should be thinned out, only 

the strongest plant in each patch being allowed 

to remain. 

The after-management of the cardoon will 

be learned from the following account of the 

treatment adopted by Mr. Fleming, of Trent- 

ham:—“ I choose for the cardoon,” says Mr. 

Fleming, “a piece of ground that requires 

well pulverizing, and a rest from heavy crop¬ 

ping; as for growing them on the plan I fol¬ 

low, it matters not how poor or stiff the soil, 

so that the bottom be dry. The exposure 

must be an open one, as they will require a 

free circulation of air, and all the sun possible. 

Having marked off the spaces for the trenches 

and ridges, allowing 6 feet for each, those 

spaces marked out for the ridges are manured 

well and dug; for I keep in view the improv¬ 

ing of the pieces of ground for other crops, 

as well as providing for the cardoon. The 

trenches are next dug out 1 foot deep, laying 

the soil right and left on the ridges, and break¬ 

ing the lumps well as the Avork proceeds. The 

sides of the ridges should be Avell sloped off 

and beaten smooth with the back of the spade. 

The trenches being nOAv ready, we wheel into 

them, to the depth of 4 to G inches, a pre¬ 

viously prepared compost, consisting of chopped 

turfy soil, good solid half-rotted manure, and 

road-drift or fine ashes, and, if Ave have it, 

some burned clay, in about the proportion of 

equal parts of each kind. This is forked into 

the trench in such a manner as to keep the 

compost merely covered, Avhile the ground 
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below is loosened to the depth of 1 foot at 

least, and this finishes the trench, which ought 

to lie uncropped until the season for planting 

out the cardoons, by which time the ground 

will be in fine order to receive them. 

“We sow two rows of dwarf pease upon the 

ridges, and a row of spinach between; these 

will be off before the cardoons require earth¬ 

ing up. In the first week in May we sow 

the seeds in thumb pots, placing two sound 

seeds at opposite sides of the pot, and plunge 

the pots in a cold frame, which is kept close 

until the plants appear, when plenty of air is 

admitted to prevent them drawing up weakly. 

In a fortnight after the plants are up, they 

will be strong enough to plant out in this 

order: one row up the centre of each trench, 

18 inches apart, and a row 2 feet from it in 

quincunx fashion on each side. 

“ Planting two plants together is to guard 

against losses by insects, and when all danger 

from this is over, the weakest can be destroy¬ 

ed. Raising them in pots, instead of sowing 

them in the ground, is to prevent gaps in the 

rows, and to give the opportunity of having 

all the plants in the ridge of equal size, so 

that when earthed up, the plants being alike 

in strength, the same quantity of soil will be 

required for all. The weakest plants may be 

kept in the cold frame ten days longer, which, 

with a second sowing, will give a succession. 

Water the newly turned out plants, and loosen 

up the soil between them, which finishes the 

planting f)art of the business. If dry weather 

succeed this operation, the plants will require 

watering once or twice, until they get estab¬ 

lished, after which they will only require to 

be kept clear of weeds till October. This 

will be most advantageously done by forking 

among them occasionally, which will keep the 

weeds in check, and promote the growth of 

the plants better than the use of the hoe. In 

the beginning of October, the most forward 

trench of plants will have attained their full 

growth, and a sufficient number of well twisted 

hay-bands must be provided for winding roimn 

them. Take advantage of a fine dry day, and 

commence by carefully bringing all the leaves 

into an upright position, in which they should 

be held by one person while another fastens 

the hay-band round the bottom of the plant, 

and winds away tightly until the whole of 

the stalk is bound round, and the end of the 

rope secured. Proceed in this way until the 

trench is completed, and then earth up till 

the bands are covered with the soil, which 

should be pressed very tightly round the plant 

at the top, to exclude air and moisture as 

effectually as possible. Proceed in the same 

manner with the remaining trenches when fit, 

until the whole are finished. We have tried 

blanching by fastening the leaves closely to¬ 

gether with string or matting, and putting 

an earthen drain-pipe over the plants, and 

filling up with sand. This plan answered ad- 

mu-ably; the whole of the leaf-stalks were per¬ 

fectly blanched, quite crisp, and fit for use. 

The adoption of this plan would prevent the 

loss of room occupied by the ridges, as no soil 

would be wanted for earthing; but it takes 

a pipe 7 or 8 inches in diameter for a well- 

grown plant, and these, if many are required, 

are expensive. 

“ The cook here, who is one of the first in 

his profession, gives me the followhig recipe 

for cooking and serving;— 

“‘After the cardoons have been trimmed 

and washed, and their outside leaves removed, 

cut them into pieces about 4 inches long. 

Put the pieces into a pan of cold water; when 

boiled, take them out, and with a cloth rub 

the outer skin until it can be easily removed. 

After this is done, let them be well washed 

and boiled in good stock or broth. Serve 

them very hot with brown sauce made with 

good gravy. It is an improvement in serving 

the cardoon to put some marrow round it if 

you have any.’ ”—{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1849, 

p. 20). _ _ 

The cardoons will be fit for use in about 

three weeks after tying up. At the approach 

of severe frost it is advisable to protect the 

plants with litter. In Prance, before severe 

frost sets in, the plants having been tied up 

for about a fortnight, are taken up with balls 

in a dry day, and replanted close together in 

a cellar, where the process of blanching is 

completed. Kept in this way they are said to 

remain good till March. Those who have no 

room to spare, open, in a piece of dry ground, 

a trench 4 feet wide and 3 feet deep. They 

line the sides with a good thickness of straw, 

agamst which one or two rows of cardoons 

are placed, the extremities of the leaves being 

left above ground. They then introduce 

another layer of straw, and another row of 

plants, and so on till the trench is filled. The 

plants are next sheltered completely from rain, 

and protected from frost by long litter, which 

is always removed in mild weather. 
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Seed may be saved by planting some seed¬ 

lings expressly for the purpose, or by allowing 

some plants to remain unblanclied; in either 

case they must be protected from frost during 

the winter. The seed ripens in September, 

and will keep for five or six years, and even 

longer. The same plants will yield seed for 

several years in succession. 

CARROT, The, {Daucus Carota, L.—Pentan- 

dria Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. C.; Apia- 

cese, Lind.) is a hardy biennial, a native of 

Britain, where it is found wild very commonly 

by road-sides and on dry banks. The roots 

of the wild carrot are small, hard, and fre¬ 

quently much forked; but that it is the parent 

of our cultivated varieties has been proved by 

M. Vilmorin, who, by sowing late, and sav¬ 

ing seed from selected plants, succeeded in 

obtaining, in three generations, roots of consi- 

dei’able size. M. Vilmorin {Bon Jardinier) 

states that some of the roots so obtained, 

were as large as garden caiTots of the largest 

size, and their appearance was exactly the 

same; the flesh, however, was more compact 

and the flavour milder. By most of the per¬ 

sons who tasted them, they were considered 

to be superior to our old varieties. 

The principal varieties of carrot cultivated 

in gardens are:— 

1. Early Ked Horn—syu. Early Scaidet 

Horn, Early Short Bed, Garotte rouge court 

hative.—Leaves few and dwarf; root shoi’t, 

nearly cylindrical, terminating abruptly, with 

a slender tap-root. Flesh orange-red, heart 

reddish-yellow when young, becoming pale 

yellow when older. This is the earliest sort 

of cai'rot, and the one best adapted for forcing. 

2. Common Early Horn—syn. Dutch Car¬ 

rot, Dutch Horn.—Larger than the preced¬ 

ing, as regards both top and root; the latter 

tapers slightly, yet ends abruptly, and is ter¬ 

minated with a long fibrous tap-root. Flesh 

reddish, heart yellow. 

3. Long Horn •— syn. Long Bed Horn, 

Long Bed Dutch, James’ Orange.—Leaves 

few, moderately long, and slender. Boot long, 

cylindrical, ending abruptly, like all the horn 

cari’otsj surface rather uneven and wrinkled. 

Flesh reddish orange, tender, very juicy, and 

of excellent flavour; heart small and nearly 

of the same colour as the flesh. An excellent 

sort for Slimmer use. 

4. Long Bed—syn. Siu-rey, Long Surrey, 

liong Bed Surrey, Chertsey, Studley, Carotte 

*ouge longue.—Leaves of moderate length; 

roots long, tapering regularly to their extre¬ 

mity. Flesh reddish, heart yellow. This and 

the Altrincham are the best two for th.o gene¬ 

ral crop. 

5. Altrincham—syn. Altringham, Scarlet 

Altrincham, Green-topped Superb.-—-Leaves 

long; root large, tapering slightly, but ending 

rather abruptly in a small tap-root; the sur¬ 

face is rather uneven and wrinkled. Flesh 

bright reddi.sh orange; very sweet and crisp, 

like that of the horn caiTots; heart small, 

dark yellow. One of the very best sorts for 

garden culture. It derives its name from a 

place called Altrincham, in Cheshire, where it 

is supposed to have originated. In seedsmen’s 

lists it is frequently but errroneously called 

the Altringham. 

6. Long Orange—syn. Sandwich, Carotte 

rouge pale de Flandres.—Leaves long; root 

thick at the shoulder, thence tapering regu¬ 

larly to its extremity. Flesh orange; heart 

pale yellow. This sort was formerly moi’e 

generally cultivated than any of the others, 

and it is still much grown; but its quality is 

inferior to that of the Long Bed. 

7. White Belgian — syn. Green-topped 

White Carrot, Carotte blanche a collet vert. 

—This is the largest and most vigorous sort 

known, and will succeed in soils too strong 

for the finer varieties. It is better adapted 

for the field than for gardens; some of it may, 

however, be advantageously grown in cottage 

gardens. The leaves are strong and tall; 

roots very thick, a considerable portion rising 

above the surface of the ground acqufring a 

greenish tinge in consequence of exposure to 

the tight. It cooks tender, but its colour is 

objectionable. 

8. Purple Carrot—syn. Carotte violette. 

—Leaves tall, dark green; root of medium 

size, thick at the top, whence it tapers quickly. 

Flesh deep purple next the outside, light yel¬ 

low near the heart; the latter is dark yellow, 

but sometimes the very centre is pale yellow. 

It is very sweet, but not fine flavoured, and 

its appearance is not generally liked. It is 

apt to run to seed in the first season of its 

growth, and therefore requires to be sown later 

than other kinds. 

There are some other varieties named in 

seed-lists, &c., but the above comprise the 

principal sorts in cultivation, to one or other 

of which, new varieties, or those reputed as 

such, can be referred as identical, or nearly 

allied, as the case may be. 
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Soil.—A deep saudy loam is best for car¬ 

rots; saudy alluvial soil, proi^erly drained, 

Avill suit them, aud heavy crops have been 

obtained on some peat soils. It is essential 

that the soil shoiild be of a soft pervious na¬ 

ture, to permit the tap-root to descend per- 

jiendicularly, which it will sometimes do to 

the depth of 3, 4, or even 5 feet under favour¬ 

able circumstances. Cold stiff clay soils, and 

others that are too compact, should be avoided, 

for in such the tap-root cannot penetrate in 

its natural direction, and the carrots become 

forked, as will likewise be the case in stony 

laud. The Short Horn varieties may be grown 

on rather thin soil; but the long-rooted sorts 

ought to have a depth of 2 or 3 feet. 

Manures.—Lime, potash, soda, and chloride 

of sodium, or common salt, are found abun¬ 

dantly in the ashes of the jdant, and, accord¬ 

ingly, these substances may be applied with 

advaittage as manures. Farm-yard manure 

laid on the surface and dug in is apt to make 

the roots fork. The best way of a[)plyiug it 

is to trench the grottnd, and, in so doing, to 

let the manui'e be placed not nearer the sur¬ 

face than 18 inches. In this way, even fresh 

stable manure may be applied. Carrots are, 

however, generally sown without manure in 

soil that has been well-manured for the ]3re- 

ceding crop. 

Preparation of the Ground.—The ground, if 

not trenched, should at least be double dug, 

aud it should also be thoroughly worked, so 

that it may be as nearly as possible of uniform 

consistence, and not richer at the surface than 

it is from 1 to 2 feet lower down. If the soil 

is of a uniformly soft and permeable nature, 

the tap-root will strike down quite perjnen- 

dicularly, that being its natural disposition. 

It will neither diverge to the right nor to the 

left, if there be no impediment or temptation 

to the contrary; but if it have inch soil near 

the top and meet with hard poor soil below, 

the root will be apt to branch out, or fork 

into the good soil, and a deformed produce 

will be the consequence. The short-rooted sorts 

form exceptions to the above remarks. The 

Early Short Horn, for example, may be grown 

in a dejith of about G inches of good or pre¬ 

pared compost, laid on the top of a natural 

soil of inferior quality. It will frequently be 

the case, that none of the soil of a garden is 

of the best description for the production of 

cari'ots. It may be too heavy; if so, it pro¬ 

bably can be mixed with a large quantity of 

sand, or sand and mud, the latter being of a 

light nature when dry; or clay and heavy soil 

may be burned aud incorporated with the 

mass, and if sand can be added so much the 

better. Peat may also be employed in lighten¬ 

ing the soil. If circumstances do not permit 

of these means being resorted to, it will be 

necessary to trench and ridge up the ground 

before winter, taking the opportunity of dry 

weather in spring to break down the ridges, 

and pulverize the soil by all possible means. 

Or holes 18 inches deep may be made with a 

large dibber, about 3 inches in diameter’, and 

filled with prepared sandy compost. A few 

seeds nray then be sown in each of the holes, 

and when the young plants come up, only the 

best one should be allowed to remain. Fine 

large carrots have been jrroduced by this mode 

where the soil was naturally unfavourable to 

their growth. 

Sowings.—A small quantity of the Early 

Horn should be sown on a warm border in 

January, or in the first week of February. 

Another sowing of the same sort, together 

with some of the Long Hornr, nray be made in 

the last week of that month, or in the first 

week of March. The main crop of the Long 

Horn, Altrirrcham, and other large sorts for 

winter use, should be sown between the middle 

of March and the middle of April. If the 

weather and state of the groirud be favour¬ 

able, the earlier period will be proirer in the 

northern parts of the kingdom. Irr warm 

soils, in the sorrthern part, the middle of April 

will be early enough for the main crop. Small 

successional sowings of the Horn kinds may 

be made in dime and July; and, finally, in 

the first or second week in August, a sowing 

of the Early Horn for spring use may be made, 

in a situation where some protection can be 

conveniently given during severe weather. 

Carrots are either sown broadcast, on beds, 

usually about 4 feet wide, or in drills; but 

sowing in drills is preferable, as less seed will 

suffice, and the plants can be thinned more 

regularly. The drills should be very shallow. 

The distances may be, for the Early Horn, 

and other small sorts, 8 inches between the 

rows, and the plants should be thinned to 4 

inches apart in the rows. Altrincham, and 

others of similar growth, may be 10 or 12 

inches from row to row, and the plants 6 

inches apart in the rows. For larger sorts the 

rows may be from 12 to 15 inches apart, and 

the plants may be thinned to 8 or 10 inches 

33 
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asunder in the rows. In soil where the carrot 

attains a large size, more space should be 

allowed than where smaller roots and tops are 

produced. In general, 12 inches between the 

rows, and 6 inches from plant to plant in the 

row, will be about a proper average distance. 

The seeds of the carrot are hispid on the 

margin with forked hairs, by which they so 

adhere to each other, as to render it impossible 

to separate them till the hairs are broken by 

rubbing, and they cannot be regularly sown 

until they undergo this process, which can be 

effected between the hands, and which will be 

facilitated by mixing the seeds with some fine 

dry sand; with this addition they can also be 

more equally distributed in sowing. 

The seeds of the carrot, like most others 

that give o\it a strong aroma, are apt to lose 

their germinative powers; it is therefore ad¬ 

visable to try their goodness before sowing. 

When well mixed, take out a small portion, 

and spread out thinly; then select, or rather 

take, just as they come to hand, a certain 

number of the seeds and sow them in a flower¬ 

pot. in gentle heat; when they come up, the 

proportion of good and bad seed in the lot 

can be ascertained. The seed, if proved to be 

good, should be sown very thinly along the 

drills, and only just covered with soil. The 

edges of the drills may be smoothed dowi:i 

with the back of a wooden-headed rake, or a 

little fine light soil may be put over the seeds, 

and in all cases where the ground is in good 

condition as regards dryness, a light roller 

should be passed over the whole surface of the 

ground. The process of sowing is then com¬ 

plete. Care should be taken to insert a small 

stick or two at each end of the rows, so that 

the intervals can be hoed if weeds start up 

before the carrots themselves appear. 

In cold soils, and in sunless weather, the 

seeds lie long in the ground without germin¬ 

ating, and under such circumstances it would be 

as well in the seed-room. But to obviate this 

the seed may be steeped for twenty-four hours, 

and then kept in a temperature of about 55°, 

till germination commences, when it may be 

sown in the open ground. This plan may be 

advantageously adopted in cold situations, and 

where, from much wet, the ground cannot be 

worked at the proper time for sowing. 

As soon as the plants can be well laid 

hold of, they should be thinned, and carefully 

singled out, where two or more have come up 

close together. At the same time, especially 

as regards the Horn varieties, some should 

only be thinned to half the distance at which 

the plants are to remain for full growth; the 

intei’inediate ones will serve for drawing young, 

but they should be removed before their growth 

affects that of the plants intended to remain. 

It may here be remarked, that carrots are not 

iisuall}^ transplanted; yet, as blanks are a loss 

of ground if left, and have an unsightly ap¬ 

pearance if filled up with plants of a different 

species, transplanting may be occasionally re¬ 

sorted to. It is practised in France. If pos¬ 

sible, take the opportunity of a moist time; 

and when the plants have only made two 

leaves, besides the cotyledons, remove them 

carefully with a ball, without breaking any of 

their fibres, and insert them in the vacancies. 

Some of the transplanting instruments may 

be advantageously employed in removing the 

plants. 

After thinning, the usxial routine of weed¬ 

ing and hoeing mitst be persevered in; but the 

surface should not be deeply loosened, for this 

would encom’age foiking, instead of a prolon¬ 

gation of the tap-root. 

Taking the Crop.—Carrots are drawn young 

as required in that state. The main crop is 

taken up at the end of October or beginning 

of November, a dry day being chosen for the 

operation. This is performed by loosening 

the root with a fork, pulling by the top at the 

same time. Some cut off the tops a little 

above the crown; others cut off a small por¬ 

tion of the latter so as to remove all the crown 

buds. We prefer cutting as closely as possible 

to the crown, but not into the skin of the 

upper part of the root. The roots should 

then be stored in sand scarcely moist, but by 

no means over dry. The situation in which 

they are stored cannot be too cool, j^rovided 

the roots are safe from frost. An underground 

cellar is therefore not the best place, for the 

temperature of such ap])roaches that of the 

mean of the climate throughout the year; be¬ 

ing colder on the average than any out-house in 

summer, but warmer in winter. Carrots should 

therefore be stored in an open shed, and not 

even in contact with the floor, for that, pro¬ 

tected from cold by the mass of sand and car¬ 

rots, would maintain nearly the annual mean 

temperature of the ground. The carrot bin 

should, therefore, be elevated, so as to admit 

of a free circulation of air between it and the 

ground floor. Or it may be in a loft with an 

open shed below. In either case, the roots 
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should be covered witli as much sand as will 

])revent them from being affected by sudden 

changes of temperature. Carrots may also 

be stored in an airy shed, by piling them 

in the following manner, so that the crown 

may be outwards:—Select the longest roots 

for the lowest layer; lay them shoulder to 

shoulder, with their crowns towards the wall 

of the place, but not close to it—their ta¬ 

pering extremities will not of course touch 

each other; then place another layer in the 

same way, but with their crowns opposite to 

those first laid. Proceed thus with other 

layers, selecting always the next longest roots 

to those which formed the preceding layer, 

and, consequently, finishing with the shortest 

roots. The whole should have a sufficient 

covering of well-dried straw, or, preferably, of 

diy fern. They may also be thus arranged 

in the open ground, if it be dry, and then 

covered over with thin dry turf, leaving some 

openings, stuffed with straw, to permit the 

escape of exhalations, if any should be gene¬ 

rated. Whatever mode of storing is ado2)ted, 

no great bulk of roots should be put together, 

otherwise fermentation will be apt to ensue, 

and if it do, the flavour of the carrots will be 

deteriorated. In soils where maggots do not 

attack the roots, they may be left in the 

ground till towards spring, care being taken 

to cover them with litter in case of frost. 

To save Seed.—This may be done either by 

leaving some jilants in the ground, and pro¬ 

tecting them from frost; or, in taking up the 

crop some of the finest specimens may be 

selected, their tops cut off at some distance 

from the crown, and preserved in sand till 

February or March, when they should be 

planted out about 18 inches aj^art in good 

soil enriched with decomposed manuz’e. As 

the umbels successively ripen their seeds they 

should be cut off, and laid on a seed-cloth in 

the sun, to get thoroughly dry for rubbijig out. 

Some recommend hanging uji the stalks and 

rubbing out the seeds when they are wanted 

for sowing. Seed of more than one year old 

cannot be de2)ended upon. 

A peculiar method of saving the seed in 

India is described by William Ingledew, Esq., in 

the Transactions of the Horticultural Society of 

London, vol. v. p. ,510, a modification of which 

luight be tried with advantage in this country. 

It is called the Hyderabad practice, and has 

been in use near Seringajjatam from time im- 

memoi’ial. A composition is formed of equal 

parts of buffaloes’ and swine dung, as fresh as 

can be procured, and red maiden earth; these 

ingredients are mixed into a smooth paste; a 

little water is added so as to bring the whole 

to the consistence of tar, and to about every 5 

quarts, 3 drachms of asafoetida, dissolved in a 

small quantity of hot water, is added. The car¬ 

rots, radishes, or turnips, are drawn when they 

have attained about one-third of their natural 

growth; the tops are cut off to within a few 

inches of the ci'own; a little of the tap¬ 

root is likewise cut off. Two incisions are 

made across each other entirely through the 

body of the vegetable, dividing it in quarters 

longitudinally from the lower end to within 

an inch of the crown. The roots are then 

dipped into the composition till well covered 

with it, both externally and internally, and 

they are immediately pdanted 15 or 16 inches 

apart, and 6 inches deep, so that the upper 

extremities only appear in sight. “Innume¬ 

rable roots are thrown out from the edges of 

the incisions, and they consequently receive a 

greater abundance of nourishment, which, occa¬ 

sioning their luxuriant growth, causes them to 

yield, not only more than an ordinary crop of 

seed, but also of a superior quality.” A mix¬ 

ture of cow-dung and rich maiden loam would 

probably answer the purpose quite as well. It 

was found that cow dung answered as well as 

that of the buffalo; it is also remarked by the 

writer of the paper above referred to, that 

the asafoetida may be useful in repelling de- 

stiuctive insects for a time. 

Insects.—The carrot is attacked by several 

insects. When the plant makes its apipear- 

ance above ground, it is attacked by the carrot 

plant-louse (ffyj/ws dauci), which takes up its 

abode in the crown, and destroys the young 

p^lants. Dusting with newly-slaked lime is a 

good remedy. The larv* of the carrot-fly 

[Psila rosce) prove very destructive to this 

crop, by boring into the roots, causing what 

is called the “rust,” and ultimately the death 

of the pjlants. A dressing of sand, saturated 

with spiirits of tar, scattered over the ground 

p^revious to digging, at the rate of a gallon of 

spirits of tar to 60 or 70 square yards, pre¬ 

vents the attacks of this maggot; quicklime 

dug into the ground is also a good preventive. 

When the evil does appear, the plants attacked, 

which are easily known by the leaves turning 

yellow, should be immediately pulled up. Tho 

maggots of the crane-fly (Tiptda oleracea), 

likewise do great mischief to the roots, which 
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are also attacked by the snake millepedes, wire- 

worms, and Polydesmus complanatus. To the 

seed crop much injury is done by the cater¬ 

pillars of Depressaria applana, D. dancella, 

and D. depressella, which devmrr the seeds 

and seed-vessels. 

CAULIFLOWER {Brassica oleracea Botrytis 

cauliflora, D. C.—Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; 

Cruciferse, D.C.; Brassicace8e,Lind.)—Accord¬ 

ing to Miller and others, the cauliflower, and 

likewise the broccoli, were introduced into 

England and the continent of Europe from 

Cyprus; but it is supposed that they had been 

brought to the latter place from some other 

country. It is stated in the French Gardener, 

1658, and translated by Evelyn, that “they 

bi’ing the seed of calejlowers to us out of Italy, 

and the Italians receive it from Candia and 

other Levantine parts; not but that we gather 

as good in Italy, and France also, but it does not 

produce so large a head, and is ajjt to degene¬ 

rate into the bosse cabbages, and navets; and 

therefore it were better to furnish oneself out 

of the Levant.” From this it appears that 

the cauliflower has been cultivated for ages in 

the island of Cyprus, and, doubtless, on the 

coasts of the Mediterranean. It succeeds well 

at Malta, and exceedingly well at Cairo—but, 

of course, only in the winter there. It is 

evidently indigenous to a warmer climate than 

that of Britain; for, unprotected, it would 

rarely withstand the severity of our winters, 

and would become extinct in a few years. 

The varieties are not numerous; the prin¬ 

cipal are:— 

1. Eakly Cauliflower—syn. Early Lon¬ 

don White, London Particular, Mercer’s New 

Pearly, Epps’ Superb, New Dwarf Late Cy¬ 

prian, Early Dutch. — Under each of the 

above names has been obtained a large, rather 

tall cauliflower, with a fine, white, compact 

curd, as the unexpanded head is tenned. It 

is the sort cultivated near London for the 

early crop. 

2. Walciieren Cauliflower—syn. Wal- 

cheren Broccoli, Early Leyden Cauliflower, 

Legge’s Walcheren Broccoli or Cauliflower.— 

Under the latter designation, this excellent 

sort has been extensively cultivated dui-ing 

the last ten years or more. It was originally 

introduced by the Horticultural Society of 

London, under the name of Early Leyden 

Cauliflower, and was obtained from Messrs. 

Schertzer of Haarlem. The stem is rather 

dwarf; leaves broad, less pointed, and more 

undulated than those of the cauliflower usu¬ 

ally are; the difference in constitution is, 

however, im^iortant, for it not only I’esists the 

cold in winter, but likewise drought in sum¬ 

mer, much better than other cauliflowers. In 

hot, dry summers, when scarcely a head of 

these could be obtained, the Walcheren cauli¬ 

flower, planted under similar circumstances, 

formed beautiful heads, large, white, firm, and 

of uniform closeness. As the late Mr. Legge, 

gardener at Bishopsthorpe, was very successful 

in the cultivation of this excellent variety, 

some remarks of his upon the subject may 

prove useful. 

“ For the supply of a family,” says Mr. 

Legge, “sow the third week in April, middle 

and end of May, the middle and end of June, 

and the middle and end of July. This atten¬ 

tion will give a regular supply till the end of 

the year. I had a regular sujiply last year 

till 21.st January. For the purpose of saving 

seed I recommend to sow my Walcheren broc¬ 

coli at the time that the winter cauliflower is 

sown, say about the 25th or 27th of August, 

and winter the plants under hand-glasses as, 

cauliflowers. Give them good soil, not too 

light, nor leave more than three or four plants 

under each glass, and let them be well attended 

to with respect to air.”—{Journal of Horticid- 

tural Society, vol. i. p. 309.) 

3. Large Asiatic Cauliflower.—This was 

introduced into England from Holland under 

the above name. It is a very fine large 

vai'iety, somewhat later and taller than the 

Early Cauliflower, and if sown at the same 

time, it will afford a succession. 

Soil.—A rich, highly manured soil, such as 

that recommended for cabbages, will suit the 

cauliflower. It should in all cases be well 

drained, but a soil that is of too dry a nature 

is not well suited for the summer crop, as it 

stints the growth of the plants, and induces 

them to “ button,” that is, to form a very 

small heart, not larger than a button, or about 

the size of the top of a broccoli sprout. 

The manures recommended for cabbage and 

broccoli are likewise applicable for the cauli¬ 

flower. 

Sowings. — Where the climate is neither 

too cold for the cauliflower in winter, nor 

too hot and dry in summer, it flourishes at 

all seasons, and may be sown at any time 

without danger of not forming a head. Such 

is the case in climates like those of places 

in the Levant, whence this vegetable is said 
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to liave been originally obtained. But it is 

different with i:s; for we cannot sow at all 

seasons with success, owing to the plant not 

being adapted to withstand the severity of our 

winters. The sowing may be made so late in 

summer that the winter will ainesb the growth 

of the plant just Isefore they commence to 

form a head; but, being too late to do that, 

they will, at the same time, be too early for 

keeping over the winter. They might be pro¬ 

tected, but from having to linger so many 

months in an advanced state of grow'th, they 

would not form good heads on the return of 

active vegetation in the spring. 

We shall comprise the different sowings in 

three periods:— 

1. The autumn sowing, to produce in May 

and June. 

2. The winter and early spring sowing, to 

produce in July and August. 

3. The late spring sowing, to jmoduce in 

September and October, or later. 

|. From the different seasons at which these 

; sowings are made, it will be evident, that the 

I plants resulting from each will have to be 

!' reared under different circumstances, and that 

they will consequently require different treat- 

i ; ment. It will be the simplest mode to treat 

consecutively of the management of the plants 

ij , from each sowing. 

" 1. Autumn sowing, to produce heads in May 

,, and June. 

|| ; The time for this is, in general, about 

the 20th of August. In the warmest parts 

'll of the kingdom it may be as late as the 

25th of August; in the north of England 

about the 15th; and in Scotland from the 

I ^ 1st to the 15th, according to the nature of 

the soil, and the climate of the locality. Tlie 

I seed-bed should be in an open situation, well 

exposed to light; the soil should be rich and 

' friable, and, if well mixed, in digging, with 

some maiden loam, with which leaf mould 

has been incorporated, so much the better. 

Sow in drills 4 inches apart, and, if the weather 

is hot and dry, cover the sui'face with a mat, 

or other material, till the seeds begin to push. 

About three weeks after the plants appear 

above ground, they should be pricked out in 

good soil, in a cold frame. The s\irface of 

the soil, when filled in, should be within about 

6 inches of glass. The plants should be 

pricked out to 4 inches apart, in rows C 

inches asunder. A few rows may have 6 

inches from plant to plant in the row. From 

the time the plants are established in the 

frame till they are removed from it, when the 

weather permits in spring, the aim should be 

to expose them to as much light and air as 

can possibly be done, consistently with that 

amount of protection which the severity of 

the weather may render necessary. The sashes 

should be kept on for a few days after the 

plants are put in the frame, till they strike 

root. Except in case of heavy rain, they may 

then be left uncovered till frosts occur, when 

the sashes should be put on at night. In 

very severe weather, when frost continues 

night and day, the sashes must be kept close. 

As the season advances, the plants ought to be 

more and more exposed; and before planting 

out, the sashes should be again dispensed with, 

in order that the plants may be hardened off. 

Dui’ing the winter all dead leaves must be 

picked off; and if any plant is affected with 

mouldiness or mildew, it had better be re¬ 

moved ; and, as a preventive, some flowers of 

sulphur may be scattered in the frame by 

means of a sulphurator. Slugs, and other ene¬ 

mies, should be carefully looked after, and to 

prevent their attacks a little quicklime may 

be strewed along the sides of the frame; and 

if some be scattered all over, it will do the 

plants no harm. 

In the end of February, or as soon as the 

weather proves favourable, some of the plants 

should be taken up with good balls, and planted 

out in rich, well-manured ground, in patches 

of three or four, so that they may be covered 

with a hand-glass. Air should be given more 

or less freely according to the state of the 

weather. When the plants get too high for 

the hand-glasses, the latter should be raised by 

placing bricks beneath the corners, or, better, 

by putting another hand-glass on the top of 

the first. Dry turfy soil may be packed round 

the plants up to the lower leaves; at the same 

time a little earth may be drawn against the 

lower edges of the hand-glasses, when these 

are raised oji brick.s, to prevent a draught of 

air. The top of the hand-glass will require 

to be removed when the plants become large, 

and idtimately the whole of it. The hand¬ 

glasses thus set at liberty may be employed in 

forwarding successional plants. 

Cauliflowers wintered in frames may, how¬ 

ever, be obtained earlier by the following 

mode, which is practised near Pai'is. The 

cold there in February is generally greater 

than it is at the same period in this coimtry; 
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•we may, therefore, properly adopt the plan, 

even in cold situations. In the beginning of 

February a trench, about 18 inches deej), is 

filled -with equal parts of dung and leaves, in 

alternate layers, to the height of 15 inches, in 

order to produce a slight bottom heat. The 

dung and leaves are covered to the depth of 

9 or 10 inches, with a mixture of one-half de¬ 

cayed dung and one-half soil. Ten or twelve 

days after this is done, the cauliflowers are 

jilanted, 20 inches apart, and covered with 

cloches, or bell-glasses. Under each of these, 

four cabbage-lettuces are also planted. Some 

dry litter is placed between the glasses, and 

in severe frost they are covered with straw 

mats. In this way cauliflowers are obtained 

fit for use in April. 

Instead of wintering in frames, cauliflowers 

are frequently planted out in the end of Octo¬ 

ber or beginning of November, in patches 3 

feet apart eacli way, and protected through 

the winter by hand-glasses. Six plants or 

more may be sheltered under each hand-glass 

during the winter; but with the exception of 

two or three, according to the size of the 

hand-glass, all should be removed as soon as 

the weather will permit in spring. 

Sometimes cauliflowers are placed in front 

of a wall in the following manner:—A trench 

is taken out a foot wide, and not so deep as 

in any way to interfere with the roots of the 

trees. In this, about G inches thick of stable 

manure should be placed, and covered over 

with rich soil. The plants should then be 

put in at 6 inches apart. In spring remove 

two plants, and leave one alternately: those 

removed may be planted out elsewhere. After 

the cauliflowers are cut, the dung put in the 

bottom of the small trenches should be turned 

out and incorporated with the soil of the 

border, otherwise the roots of the trees might 

be induced to run in it too near the sui’face, 

and, consequently, be liable to be destroyed by 

future diggings. 

Near London, the autumn-sown cauliflower’s 

are pricked out 4 inches apart, in beds in the 

open ground, and protected by means of hoops 

and mats. In this way they are generally 

protected sufficient!}^ from frost and rain; but 

in continued severe weather, <the plants are 

apt to suffer from the want of light, and are 

then disposed to damp off. The labour re¬ 

quired for covering and uncovering is consi¬ 

derable, and mats are not only expensive, but 

are soon worn out; glass will doubtless be 

found a cheaper covering in the end, as well as 

the best adapted for the healthy growth of the 

plants. 

Mr. Barnes, gardener to the Bight Honour¬ 

able Lady Eolle, at Bicton, sows his cauli¬ 

flowers for spring, in the first week of Octo¬ 

ber, in pans, in a little bottom heat; and 

about the end of the mouth, or in the first 

week in November, the plants are potted 

into small 60’s or 3-inch pots, and these are 

plunged close to the glass. The plants are 

kept shifted on in some old melon mould, 

until in the beginning of January, when they 

are shifted for the last time into 7-inch pots. 

In the first week in February, the ground is 

prepared, and the places for the hand-glasses 

marked out. If wet, a little of the soil is 

taken out where each hand-glass is to stand, 

replacing it with some dry dusty rubbish, 

which Mr. Barnes states, is useful in prevent¬ 

ing the cauliflowers from getting “ black legs,” 

a disease by which the stems become black, 

and spoiled. Four plants are turned out un¬ 

der each hand-glass. If the weather proves 

dry in March, !i liquid manure, consisting of 

j lb. of nitrate of soda to one hogshead of toler¬ 

ably strong cow-dung water is prepared, and 

a few gallons of hot water are added. This 

mixture Avell repays the trouble, for the plants 

watered witlr it grow through the cold March 

winds, as in May, and fine cauliflowers are 

always produced early in April. Mr. Barnes, 

who is an excellent cultivator, states, that by 

shifting until the plants are in 12-inch jDots, 

and then placing them in a vinery just put 

to work, or peach-house, he has had cauli¬ 

flowers early in March.—{Gardener’s Maga¬ 

zine, 1843, p. 433.) 

Mr. Henry Baily, of Nuneham Park, gives 

a very clear account, in the Journal of the 

Horticultural Society, vol. v. p. 102, of his 

mode of cultivating the cauliflower. Mr. 

Baily grows only the Walchereu. He makes 

the first sowing for the spring crop about the 

25th of August, and another for smaller suc- 

cessional plants, a week later in the open 

border. As soon as the plants are large 

enough, they are pricked out, and after hav¬ 

ing made a few roots are again transplanted 

into 3-inch 25ots. They are then 2^1aced in 

any open airy situation, either in a frame, 

vinei’y, or peach-house, which is dormant, the 

plants simply requiring protection from severe 

frost. “ As they fill the pots with roots, larger 

ones are jn’ovided, and early in February, the 
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first crop or hand-ligiit division is planted out 

in a south border; the holes for their reception 

having received a barrowful of rotten dung, 

the mould is returned, forming a little hillock 

on which three plants are placed, and covered 

with the glass till they begin to be established.” 

2. Winter and early spring sowing, to pro¬ 

duce heads in July and August. 

In order to obtain plants to form a succes¬ 

sion to the crop produced by the autumn-sown 

plants, it is necessary to sow early in the sea¬ 

son. As the ground at that time is gene¬ 

rally too cold for the proper vegetation of the 

seeds, it is best to sow on a moderate hotbed, 

and rear the plants under glass. By so doing, 

we have it in our power to prevent the sud¬ 

den checks to which they are liable out of 

doors. On the other hand, we must not grow 

them rapidly. A slow regular, and therefore 

substantial growth, is what we should endea¬ 

vour to promote. When circumstances are 

conducive to quick growth, we may not be 

able to control it: for instance, the weather 

for some weeks may be unusually mild both 

day and night, for the season. All we can do 

in that case is to let the plants have as much 

air and light as possible; and if we do so, 

they will better resist the effects of continued 

severe weather which may subsequently occur. 

That the plants may be allowed to grow 

slowly, the sowing should be made about the 

middle of February, on a moderate hotbed. 

When fit, the plants should be pricked out as 

directed for the autumn sowing; they may 

very well occupy the frames in which lettuce 

plants have been wintered. They should be 

planted out, some in the end of April, and 

some in May; theAValcheren, 2 feet apart each 

way; the others, 2| by 2 feet. If the potting 

system be adopted, sow the Walcheren about 

the middle of February; pot and shift as 

before directed. Where this system is not 

adopted for the whole succession, yet it is 

advisable to have some portion in pots, as, in 

case of emergency, recourse could be had to 

various means of bringing in the potted plants 

for use, when a failure in the supply might 

otherwise occur. 

Besides the sowing in the middle of Febi’u- 

ary for a principal succession crop, a small 

sowing may be made in heat in the first week 

in January, in case of clubbing or other ac¬ 

cident to the autumn-sown plants; and an¬ 

other small sowing, also on gentle heat, may 

be made in the beginning of March. 

3. Late spring sowing, to produce heads in 

September, October, or later. 

In the first week in Apiil, a sowing should 

be made in the open border. The plants may 

be pricked out, when fit, to 6 inches apart by 

4 inches, but generally they are allowed to 

remain in the seed-bed till required to be 

finally planted out in June. This sowing 

should include the Walcheren, as it is not so 

liable to form buttoned heads as the other 

kinds. 

The principal sowing for the latest crop 

should be made on an east or west bordei’, 

about the 20th of May. The plants should 

either be kept very thin or they should be 

pricked out 6 inches apart each way, in fresh 

loamy but not stiff soil. If the weather prove 

favourable, they may be planted out in the 

end of July; but much depends on the 

weather, for if it is hot and dry, the plants 

being thin, the planting had better be deferred 

till rain come. Sometimes plants of the latest 

sowing do not form heads before frosts set in: 

in that case they may be divested of their 

outside leaves, taken up with a good ball, and 

planted nearly close together, in a cellar; or 

a pit, corresponding in length and breadth to 

the dimensions of a frame, may be dug out to 

the depth of two feet, and filled up with the 

materials of old hotbeds. On this the plants 

having been taken up with good balls, may 

be planted nearly close together, but they 

should not be watei’ed. The frame and sashes 

are then put on, aiid the former surrounded 

with a lining of hot dung, which should be 

renewed when necessary. In this way, heads, 

not perhaps large, but fresh and good, may be 

obtained throughout the winter. 

Talcing the Crop.—The heads of caulifiowers 

may be cut when they are 2^ inches in dia¬ 

meter, and from that till they attain their 

full size, but before they lose their compact¬ 

ness. The flower should never be exposed to 

sunlight, for that completely spoils its white¬ 

ness, one of its most valuable properties. 

Light is not essential to the growth of the 

head or flower, as the part used is termed. 

This in reality is no flower at all; it is a sort 

of monstrosity, com[)osed of cellular tissue. 

The true flower is regularly organized, and for 

the proper development of its organs, light is 

absolutely necessary. 

Modes of preserving from Frost.—When 

the heads of cauliflowers have once commenced 

to form, they will increase in size in the dark, 
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and without the assistance of the roots, if 

kept in a mild temperature. It draws sub¬ 

stances for its formation out of the succulent 

stem; the heads may therefore be preserved 

for use, for a considerable time, by any means 

that will secxire them from frost and damp. 

A nearly steady temperature, between 40° and 

45°, will maintain vegetation; a gentle circula¬ 

tion of air will be sufficient, for if too great 

it would be apt to exhaust the juices of the 

plant, and to render the heads tough. Some 

recommend taking up the plant by the roots, 

and suspending it head downwards, in a place 

free from damp; others take up and replant 

in dry sandy soil in an oj)en shed ; this is a 

more natural plan than the preceding. Some 

bury the heads in dry earth, leaving a portion 

of the root sticking out above the ground to 

lay hold of in pidLing up the plant. The head 

inay also be divested of most of the leaves, 

and buried in peat earth. By these, and 

similar means, cauliflowers may be preserved 

in a fit state, so firr as appearance goes, and 

even very good as regards flavour if no de¬ 

cayed leaves are allowed to remain. Peat, 

from its antiseptic properties, has been found 

to answer, but peat charcoal would he still 

better. Being a powerful deodorizer, it would 

prevent the effiuvia which might otherwise 

arise from vegetation deprived of a free circu¬ 

lation of air. The only objection to employ¬ 

ing peat charcoal arises from its dust adhering 

to the head; but this might be prevented by 

partially moistening the charcoal. Large bell- 

glasses, or cloches, with nightcaps of frigi- 

domo, would answer well for protecting cauli¬ 

flowers from such frosts as usually occur in 

November, or even till near the end of De¬ 

cember. Glazed protections to extend aloiig 

a row could now be constructed at little ex- 

jrense. They might be in the form of a ridge 

I’oof, or they might be 6 feet in length, and 

18 inches in breadth, with an upright glazed 

front 15 inches high, a wooden back 18 inches 

high, and a glazed top hinged to the back 

sloping 3 inches to the front, and ada]:)ted for 

readily giving air when the weather j^ermits. 

To save iS’eec?.—Seed is best obtained from 

autumn-sown plants which have been wintered 

in a frame. The selection should be made, 

and the plants marked, when the head is in 

perfection. Plants having short thick stems, 

with firm heads of a fine white colour, should 

be preferred. Those which exhibit a dispo¬ 

sition to form a head before the generality 

should be watched, and if with this disposition 

they do not quickly break the curd to run to 

seed, there is a chance that seed saved from 

them will be the best for early produce. 

CELERY {Ajnum graveolens, L.—Pentan- 

dria Digynia, L.; U mbelliferje, D. C.; Apia- 

ceae, Lind.) is a hardy biennial, a native of 

Britain, found wild by ditches, and in marehy 

situations. 

Some of the varieties of celery have hollow 

or inpecl stalks, but as these are unworthy of 

cultivation, it Avill only be necessary to notice 

such as have solid ones. Of these the follow¬ 

ing are the principal;— 

White. 

1. White Solid—syn. Fine White Solid, 

Celeri plein blanc, Celeri Turc.—Of strong 

and rather tall growth; leaf-stalks generally 

solid, but when grown in very rich, highly- 

manured soil, they will sometimes become 

slightly hollow. Leaves palish green, with 

large and rather obtuse serratures. This sort 

blanches readily, is crisp, and of excellent 

quality; comes into use earlier than the red 

solid varieties. 

2. Italian—syn. Italian Upright, Upright, 

Large Upright, Giant Patagonian. — Tall, 

strong, erect; leaf-stalks deeply furrowed, 

sometimes a little hollow; leaves large, deep 

green, with large obtuse serratures. Not so 

crisji as the preceding, and can only be recom¬ 

mended for soups, and where very tall celery 

is desirable. 

3. Wall’s White.—An improved variety 

of the Italian, and esteemed by growers for 

competition, where quantity, not quality, is 

the principal consideration. 

4. Seymour’s Superb White—syn. New 

Flat-stemmed White.—Moderately tall. The 

serratures of the leaves have pale tips; leaf¬ 

stalks solid, flat at the base, where they over¬ 

lap and form a compact crisp, and, with ordi¬ 

nary care, a well blanched heart of excellent 

quality. May’s Flat-stemmed White is closely 

allied to the above, as is also Seymour’s White 

Champion. 

5. Early Dwarf Solid White—syn. Ce¬ 

leri court hMif, Celeri Turc of some.—Bather 

dwarf, but thick-stemmed. The heart is re¬ 

markably full; the leaf-stalk solid, blanching 

promptly; there is, in fact, much more finely 

blanched substance in a plant of this variety, 

than in one of the tall sorts, and the quality 

is excellent. It comes into use rather early, 
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and it will stand the winter better than the 

other white kinds. 

6. Curled White—Celeri nain frise.— 

Dwarf and spreading. Leaves dark gi’een, 

curled, resembling tliose of parsley, and like 

it might be employed for garnishing; leaf¬ 

stalks tolerably crisp and solid, but not fine- 

flavoured. This sort, if not much earthed up, 

will stand the winter, and come in useful for 

soups in spring. ■ 

The following names occur in seed-lists, and 

designate good varieties of white celery:— 

Sutton’s Solid White, described as being very 

sweet, large, and solid; Cole’s Crystal White 

and Cole’s Superb White, appear to be the 

same and closely allied to No. 5. 

Red. 

7. Red Solid—syn. New Large Red, New 

Large Purple, New Russian, Cole’s Red, Cole’s 

Superb Solid Red, C61eri violet de Tom's, Ce¬ 

leri gros violet de Tours.—The plant grows to 

a large size, full-hearted, with a thick stem. 

Leaf-stalks thick, deeply furrowed, and very 

solid, of a dark red or purplish hue where ex¬ 

posed, rose-coloured where imrtially blanched, 

but the perfectly blanched portion is pure 

white, more so than the blanched part of the 

white varieties of celery; it is also crisp and 

of excellent flavour. This is unquestionably 

the best variety of red celery. 

8. Manchester Red—syn. Large Man¬ 

chester Red, Manchester Red Giant.—This 

scarcely differs fi'om the preceding. It has 

acquired a rather coarser habit, with a some¬ 

what rounder stalk, and this being the case, 

the heart is not so compact. 

9. Shepherd’s Red.—Allied to the pre¬ 

ceding, but has flatter stems, consequently it 

is more compact and better adapted for blanch¬ 

ing sooner and more perfectly than the Man¬ 

chester Red j to which, for these reasons, it is 

preferred by the gi’owers for competition. 

CELERIAC. 

10. Celeriac—syn. Turnip-rooted Celery, 

Knob Celery, Celeri- rave, Celeri-navet of the 

French, Knoll-sellerie of the Germans.—This 

is a variety of celery, the stem of which forms, 

under favourable circumstances, an in-esular 

knob, and this is the part chiefly used, either 

sliced, as an ingredient in salads, or cooked. 

It is not so delicate to eat as the other kinds 

of celery, yet it is much esteemed on the Con¬ 

tinent, especially where the frost is usually so 

intense as to render it impossible to preserve 

the other kinds fresh during winter; in this 

case celeriac becomes a valuable substitute, as 

its roots can be taken up and stored out of the 

reach of frost. On the Continent the roots are 

grown to the weight of from 8 lbs. to 4 lbs., 

but in this country they are not so succes.s- 

fully cultivated. 

Sod.—A light rich and rather moist soil is 

best adapted for the growth of celery, whilst 

one which is heavy, wet, and adhesive, is un¬ 

favourable to it. Although the plant requires 

plenty of water, yet it is apt to rot in win¬ 

ter in cold heavy soils saturated with mois¬ 

ture. Provided manure is at command, a 

poor light soil is better than one that is stiff 

and rich; for the growth can be made to de¬ 

pend chiefly on the manure supplied, and the 

plant grows better when its leaf-stalks are 

surrounded with light porous soil, than when 

it is pressed against by that which is heavy 

and compact. The latter is mechanically in¬ 

jurious; for though the expansive power of 

vegetation in its natural state is very great, 

yet the blanched heart of a celery plant, not 

being in its natural state, cannot force its way 

against such heavy obstructions as it would 

do when in possession of its full vital energy; 

and when too much loaded or pressed by soil 

of a heavy nature, it must rot. Light sandy 

loam, well manured with cow-dung, produces 

good celery, provided plenty of moisture be 

afforded. Good peat soil, limed and manured, 

will also produce large heads. 

Sowings.—For the early crops, the sowings 

should be on heat; and on the open border 

for the latest crop. For a very early crop, 

which will only require to be a very small 

one, a sowing should be made in the end of 

January, or beginning of February, in a pan 

of rich soil, decomposed dung, or leaf mould. 

The pan should be kept in moderate heat till 

the seeds begin to germinate, and then a very 

gentle heat is preferable. As soon as the 

young plants have made three leaves, they 

should be pricked out in boxes filled with old 

decomposed dung and leaf-mould; afterwards 

they should be kept near the light, and not 

allowed to draw up slender for want of air. 

If air and light cannot be duly afforded, the 

less artificial heat, the better. The leaves 

that are expanded by heat, with insufficient 

light and air, will make little more progress 

after planting out; on the contrary, they then 

33 
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linger and die, and tlie plant, though appa¬ 

rently forwarded to a good size, is reduced to 

very small dimensions. Any vinery, peach- 

Louse, or frame where the temperature is from 

60° to 55°, will be suitable for rearing early 

celery plants. This temperature will be abmit 

that of the open air in May, so that when the 

plants are then finally planted out, they will 

receive no check, the temperature to which 

they are exposed being not lower than that 

to which they had previously been accustomed. 

These remarks are applicable to other sowings 

which it may be thoiight desirable to make 

on heat. 

The first 'princvpal sowing for autumn use 

should be made on gentle heat, under glass, 

in the last week of February, or about the 

1st of March. When the plants have formed 

three leaves, they should be pricked out 2 

inches apart in a compost of leaf-mould, very 

rotten dung, and a little rich friable loam, the 

whole well mixed and laid to the depth of 

4 inches, on very slightly heating materials, 

and covered wdth a frame and lights, or with 

hand-glasses, if the former are not at com¬ 

mand. When the leaves begin to meet, the 

plants should be again transplanted into the 

same kind of soil as before. The roots should 

be kept quite moist from the instant they are 

taken up until they are again placed in the 

earth. The tap-root should be a little short¬ 

ened, especially if it be long in proportion to 

the lateral fibres. The plants should be in¬ 

serted in rows 6 inches apart, and about 4 

inches from each other in the rows. Water 

should be given as the planting proceeds, and 

afterwards it should be liberally supplied when 

required. In fine weather, the sashes should 

be drawn ofi" so as to fully expose the plants 

during the day; indeed, they will only be re¬ 

quired on for protection from the cold at 

night, and from frost, snow, and hail, at all 

times. 

A second principal sowing should be made 

in the end of March, and as the ground at 

that season is generally too cold, it will still 

be advisable to sow, either in a frame or un¬ 

der hand-glasses, or bell-glasses may be used 

for the purpose. Bottom heat may be dis¬ 

pensed with j but the frame or glasses should 

be kept close and warm until the plants begin 

to appear, when air should be freely admitted 

at all times when the state of the weather 

will permit. The plants should be pricked 

out in the same kind of soil as that recom¬ 

mended for the previous sowing, and in the 

same manner, only not on bottom heat. Be¬ 

fore these pricked-out seedlings are in the 

least danger of being overcrowded, a piece of 

irround with a hard surface should be selected 

for a nursery bed, and a compost should be 

formed consisting of rotten dung, leaf-mould, 

and about a fourth part of rich friable loam, 

which may contain old fibre, provided the 

whole be well reduced by chopping and turn¬ 

ing. This compost must be laid on the firm 

surface to the depth of 6 inches, and beaten 

close with the back of the spade, and after¬ 

wards thoroughly watered. As soon as the 

water has subsided, and the compost is not 

too wet for working, the plants should be 

transplanted to 4 inches apart, in rows 6 inches 

asunder. Care must be taken to keep the 

roots moist whilst out of the ground, and to 

shorten a little the long tap-roots before 

planting. 

A third sowing for a late crop should be 

made about the middle of April, on rich soil 

or compost, on an open border facing the south. 

Tlie plants, when fit, should be pricked out, 

and afterwards transplanted on a nursery-bed. 

In short, they should be treated in the same 

way as the plants of the preceding sowing. 

Finally, a small sowing for some very late 

celery may be required to be made in May. 

Preparation of the Ground for the Planta¬ 

tion.—Celery will bear to be flooded with 

water at the root when it is growing; but in 

winter, when it is making little or no growth, 

and is, moreover, in a blanched state, it is apt 

to rot if the roots and lower part of the stem 

are kept in a saturated condition. If the 

soil on both sides of the trench is hard, water 

wull not readily escape from amongst the soft 

materials in the trench, and, consequently, 

they will be frequently too long maintained 

in that saturated condition which proves in¬ 

jurious to the plant when its vegetation is all 

but suspended. In order to provide against 

this evil, it will be advisable to trench the 

whole of the ground, at least two spades deep. 

Thus loosened, the soil will permit the water 

to percolate downwards, and laterally, so that 

no stagnation will take place. 

Various modes of planting out have been 

practised and suggested. The mode generally 

adopted is in trenches, a single row being 

planted along the middle; or in broad beds, 

with the plants in rows across. The largest 

celery is grown in trenches; and in cold reten- 
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live soils it is, doubtless, the best mode, as 

the ridge can be made to throw off the water 

ill winter—an advantage which the flat-bed 

does not possess. On the other hand, the,bed 

system affords more heads from the same space 

of ground. For instance, supposing a rod of 

ground to be planted in rows 14 inches apart, 

across a bed 6 feet wide, with the plants 9 

inches apart in the rows, each plant will 

occupy 126 square inches. Allowing half a 

rod to be thus occupied, and the other half 

to be left for earthing up, the rod of ground 

will contain 155 plants. Now, supposing that 

trenches are formed 4 feet asunder, and that 

the plants are 9 inches apart in the trench, 

about 432 square inches must be reckoned 

for each plant; hence a rod will only contain 

90 plants. According to this, the bed sys¬ 

tem affords 7 2 per cent, more than is obtained 

from the trenches, or for every three heads 

obtained from the latter, five, at least, would 

be obtained from the former. It will fre¬ 

quently be the case, that the total weight of 

the three will exceed that of the five; but 

when, in both cases, the heads are reduced to 

the heart portion fit for table, the difference 

will generally be in favour of the beds. For 

winter celery, trenches are, however, to be 

jjreferred; and if larger heads than those grown 

in beds are not desired from the trenches, the 

])lants in these may be put closer together, say 

at 6 inches apart, and the trenches may be 

31 feet apart, and then the number of heads 

per rod obtained from the trenches will exactly 

equal that from the beds. 

Mode of Planting out in Trenches.—T}iq 

ground having been prepared, the direction 

of the trenches, their distance apart, and their 

width, should be determined. Their direction 

should be north and south, as admitting the 

fairest exposure to light. The distance should 

be greater for tall than for dwarf growing 

sorts. It should not be less than 3 feet from 

centre to centre of the trenches, nor more 

than 6 feet. In small gardens, very good me¬ 

dium-sized heads may be produced in trenches 

3 feet apart. When landed up, the ridges 

will necessarily be thin, and will consequently 

be easily frozen through; but this objection 

may be obviated by covering the ridges with 

litter, or other protecting material. Celery, 

as large as need be desired, and of better qua¬ 

lity than that grown to a larger size, may be 

produced in trenches 4 feet apart. In general, 

this may be considered a good distance. Where 

ground is plentiful, 5 feet may be allowed; 

and where the object is to have very large, 

tall celery, some make the trenches 6 feet 

apart. 

Some recommend the trenches to be a 

spade’s width, or about 12 inches; others, 18 

inches, and some as much as 2 feet. We con¬ 

sider 12 inches too little, because the roots, 

when planted, will, in many instances, occupy 

6 inches of the centre of the trench; then they 

can only extend 3 inches to each side without 

their spongioles, the principal feeders, coming 

in contact with soil beyond the limits of that 

which was manured, and specially intended for 

supplying them, with abundance of nourish¬ 

ment. The trenches should not be less than 

18 inches wide at bottom, and to this width 

the soil should be worked out and manured. 

When the distance between the trenches is 

4 feet, or upwards, they may be formed 2 feet 

wide. 

The depth of the trenches depends, in some 

measure, on the quantity or depth of manure 

intended to be introduced into them. It may 

be remarked, that the deeper and narrower 

the trenches, the slower will be the growth 

of the plants. These grow best, all other cir¬ 

cumstances being the same, when their leaves 

are fully exposed to the light. The market 

gardeners near London dig the trenches two 

spades deep, fill in a foot deep of strong ma¬ 

nure, and over that 3 or 4 inches of soil, and 

in this the plants are inserted. Near Man¬ 

chester, where excellent celery is produced, 

the trenches are taken out 18 inches wide, 

and 1 foot deep; then 9 inches deep of com¬ 

post is introduced; so that the plants are thus 

within 3 inches of the original surface. Where 

much manure is employed, as is the case near 

London, the depth of the trenches will require 

to be a little more than 1 foot; and where 

little manure is tised, they should be more 

shallow; but in most cases, 1 foot may be con¬ 

sidered a proper depth. The trenches should 

be cut with the sides as nearly perpendicular 

as the texture of the soil will permit, except 

near the top. They should be made, if pos¬ 

sible, as wide at the bottom as at 9 inches 

above it. The other 3 inches next the sur¬ 

face, together with the soil taken out of the 

trench, should slope backwards. The object 

of this is to form a wide receiver for rain, and 

to expose the plants to a greater expanse of 

sky, and consequently to more light. If the 

trench were 18 inches wide, and the soil taken 
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out of it were laid on each side, and beaten 

up so as to form nearly perpendicular sides 

towards the plants, as is generally aimed at, 

the plants in the trench would get little more 

rain than would fall upon an area equal to the 

length of the trench hy 18 inches wide. If 

a trench with upright sides is 32 feet in 

length hy 18 inches in width, and if rain fall 

to the depth of a quarter of an inch, it will 

receive little more than 65 gallons; but let 

the earth he laid sloping, so that across the 

trench from the commencement of the slope 

on one side, to that on the other, is 30 inches, 

the quantity received will be 11 gallons, most 

of which will tend towards the roots of the 

plants. When heavy showers occur, nearly 

all the rain which falls within the limits of 

the slopes will reach the trenches; and celery, 

when in a vigoroiis growing state, cannot 

have too much water, and the rain water 

diverted towards the plants by the above 

arrangement, is more beneficial than if the 

amount were otherwise supplied by pump 

water; besides, a great saving of labour is 

effected. 

The trenches having been dug out, mamire 

should be introduced. This may consist of a 

mixture of horse and cow dung, or these mixed 

with old rotten dung, or a compost of rotten 

dung and fresh maiden loam, and if leaf-mo\ild, 

or a little peat-soil, can be added, so much the 

better. Horse-dung should not be used in a 

dry littery state; it should be partially fer¬ 

mented, turned, and watered, till reduced to 

a moist consistency. The manure is usually 

turned over, and some soil turned up for 

planting in; but if the bottom is of a cold 

nature, it is better to use some of the top soil 

for this j^urpose, unless, indeed, the trench 

contains a sufficient depth of compost into 

which the plants can be inserted. The plants 

should be carefully taken up with balls by 

means of a trowel, and placed upright side by 

side on a hand-barrow. Previous to planting, 

each shoxild be minutely inspected, in order 

that every offset or side-slip may he removed; 

and they should then be immediately planted. 

The distance asunder at which the plants may 

stand in the row varies from 6 to 18 inches. 

These are extremes; the latter should only be 

adopted w'here large heads are to be grown 

for competition. When the plants are far 

apart, they grow too strong, fibrous, and coarse. 

This should be avoided by planting 8 or 9 

inches apart. 

Mode of Planting out in Beds.—The ground 

should, in the first place, be marked out in 

6-feet widths, commencing 3 feet from the 

north or south edge of the piece of ground. 

By this arrangement, the beds will run east 

and west, and the rows, when pdanted across 

them, will of coui-se be north and south; the 

surface of the ground in the intervals will 

thus be directly exposed to the heating influ¬ 

ence of the sun’s rays at noon; whilst both 

sides of the row will be equally exposed to 

light. If, on the contrary, the rows were 

east and west, each would shade the ground 

behind it. Each alternate 6-feet space is dug 

out about a foot deep, and the soil laid right 

and left on the intermediate spaces. If the 

ground has not been previously trenched, the 

bottom, after the foot of soil has been taken 

out, should be deeply dug over, especially for 

late celery, in order that superfluous moisture 

may pass downwards. The directions for in¬ 

troducing the manure or compost into the 

trenches are also ap)plicable to that proceed¬ 

ing as regards the beds. Hear Edinburgh, 

where the bed system is preferi’ed by the mar¬ 

ket gardeners, the plants are inserted 9 inches 

apart, in rows 14 inches asunder. Hicol 

directs that the rows should be 20 inches 

asunder, and the plants 8 inches from each 

other in the row. This gives 122 jjlants per 

rod, instead of 155, as by the former distances; 

but the rows may be 16 inches apart, and the 

plants 8 inches from each other in the rows; 

then the rod will contain 152 plants, very 

nearly as many as is obtained by the present 

Edinburgh practice. The greater space be¬ 

tween the rows must be an advantage in 

earthing up, whilst the distance of 8 inches 

between the plants in the row will be suffi¬ 

cient for the size to which celery in beds is 

required to be grown. 

Subsequent Culture.—This chiefly consists 

in watering, stirring the surface of the ground, 

keeping it clear of weeds, removing suckers 

or side shoots, and blanching. After trans¬ 

planting, water should be given moderately, 

so as merely to keep the earth rnoist, b\;t not 

saturated, till the plants take fresh root. 

Afterwards, abundance of water should be 

given, till a little before the plants are com¬ 

menced to be earthed up. If manure has 

not been plentifully supplied, manure-water 

may be given occasionally; hut it should not 

be strong, otherwise a rank growth is induced, 

and the flavour of the crop deteriorated. 
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Stirring the snrface of the ground should be 

done when it is rather dry than moist, and 

care should be taken that the soil do not rest 

upon the heaids of the plants. The outside 

leaves possessed by the plant at the time of 

planting never grow to a large size; therefore, 

when more vigorous ones have been produced, 

these old and comparatively useless leaves 

may be removed. This should be done be¬ 

fore earthing up takes place. When allowed 

to remain, they generally rot. In order to 

kill slugs, worms, and other vermin, the sur¬ 

face of the ground should be sprinkled with 

quicklime, and some, finely powdered, may be 

occasionally dusted thinly over the foliage. 

Salt may also be applied for the same purpose; 

when given in moderate quantities, it will not 

injirre the plants. 

Blanching.—A leaf, or leaf-stalk, grown in 

the dark is blanched, and the parts so treated 

are destitute of the green colouring matter, 

for the production of which light is essential. 

But the substance as well as the colour of 

plants grown in the dark is dififerent from 

that of plants grown in the light. For in¬ 

stance, a potato will push in the dark a great 

length of white, tender, brittle stem; whilst 

in the light the stems are green, strong, and 

woody; and if the latter were, when nearly 

full-grown, taken into a dark place, its leaves 

would become of a faded green, and its stem 

dingy; the woody fibre of its stem, once formed, 

will still retain its toughness so long as it 

lives, and tiU. it absolutely decays. So it is 

with celery; the part of it which we do not 

grow in the dark cannot be blanched, as it 

should be, white, crisp, and tender, by any 

subsequent seclusion from light. This, we 

think, is sufficient proof against the practice 

of allowing celery to grow nearly to its full 

size, and then earthing it up at once. We 

thus obtain a large plant from the number of 

leaves exposed to the light during a long 

period of growth. The stalks of the outside, 

or oldest leaves, are firm, with strong fibres, 

which render these parts totally unfit for use, 

except in cooking; a few of them will impart 

a strong flavour of celery, for the longer the 

plant grows in the light the stronger its fla¬ 

vour becomes. The next inner portion of 

stalks is of course paler, but not yet purely , 

blanched and crisp, as they ought to be for 

s.alad. Lastly, we come to the centre, and 

there we find a comparatively small portion 

•which is really fit for table. It is that Avhich 

has pushed up since the one earthing up was 

performed. It may be tolerably large in soil 

over a large quantity of manure, and which 

still retains a gi’owing heat; but in cold soils 

the heart-growth after a single, and that a 

late earthing up,* must be very small. It is 

evident that earthing up late, and once for all, 

is not to be recommended; neither, on the 

other hand, is too early earthing up advisable, 

for it prevents the plant from attaining a 

proper size. Before it can do this, it must 

have an extensive surface of healthy leaves 

exposed to light, to form roots and a thick 

base of stem. This cannot be the case if the 

foliage is either kept mostly buried in the 

soil, or otherwise crowded together. The 

plants must therefore be allowed to grow as 

freely exposed to light as possible for some 

considerable time after planting. At that 

stage their natural mode of growth should not 

be interfered with. When the earthing up is 

commenced, the soil should not be pressed too 

closely against the plants, for the heart-leaA’es 

must have room to push up; no soil ought to 

touch them, neither should the outside stalks 

be made to surround them closely till the 

final earthing up. As the plants advance in 

growth, the earthing up must be repeated 

at intervals of about ten days, or according as 

the weather proves favourable for the opera¬ 

tion, which should not be performed when the 

leaves are wet, and the drier the soil the 

better. Some tie up the leaf-stalks loosely with 

matting, and then put the soil against the 

plants vrith the spade. The best plan, hoAV- 

ever, is to make some of the soil fine with the 

spade, and to put it with the latter adjoining to 

the plants on each side, but not against them. 

Then with both hands gather the stalks to¬ 

gether, equally round, and as closely as may 

be thought advisable. When in right position, 

hold them with one hand, and with the other 

bring as much of the loosened soil against 

one side of the plant as may be necessaiy, 

then with the hand which did this, grasp the 

plant, and with the other hand bring up the soil 

on the opposite side. This operation is sooner 

done than it can be described. The heart is 

kept clear of soil, and the latter by this mode 

can be easily placed, and its quantity and 

position regulated, as we would wish. Until 

the last earthing up, at least, the soH should 

not be put higher than the tops of the set 

of leaves next to the outside ones. The leaf¬ 

lets of the latter aUII thus be left quite free. 
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and those interior to them should he suffi¬ 

ciently exposed to enable them to carry on 

their functions, and contribute to the growth 

of the stem and roots. At the earthing up pre¬ 

vious to the final one, the soil ought to be put 

quite as high as the tops of the leaves next 

within the outside ones, and the latter should 

be brought closer together than formerly, in 

order that the growth, which subsequently 

takes place in the centre, may be almost dark, 

and it will be entirely so when more is closed 

in at the final earthing up. Celery, however, 

will keep better if the tops are left a little 

above ground. This can be done, and the 

centre be still kept deprived of light. 

The principles upon which the preceding 

directions are based, are, to grow the plant up 

to a certain stage with all its foliage exposed 

to light as much as possible; to allow the 

outside leaves produced after transplanting to 

have full advantage of the light up to the 

latest period of earthing up; and to confine the 

next inner leaves only slightly till near the 

period just mentioned, so that they, together 

with the outer ones, may contribute to the 

sound growth of the stem and roots, enabling 

these to send up a full heart, which must be 

crisp and well blanched, in consequence of 

the light having been excluded from it dmdng 

the whole period of its growth. 

In giving these directions, the trench sys¬ 

tem has been kept in view, but the earthing 

up of celery in beds should be conducted on 

the same principles. The earth is best put to 

the plants by hand; but it has to be thrown 

in between the rows from the intervals between 

the beds, and, unless this is done with gi’eat 

care, the earth will get into the hearts of 

the plants. It will, therefore, be advisable to 

use two boards, about 9 inches wide, and in 

length equal to the width of the bed. These 

can be placed between the rows, so as to guard 

the plants on each side whilst the soil is being 

thrown in between. When a sufficient quan¬ 

tity is introduced, the boards are taken up 

and placed between the next two rows, and 

so on. Instead of boards, plates of stiff sheet- 

iron have been recommended— {Gardeners 

Chronicle, 1849, p. 440)—and, if kept clean 

and free from rust, would doubtless answer 

the purpose very well. 

Celery is usually blanched by means of the 

soil thrown out of the trenches, and that of 

the intervals; but other means are occasion¬ 

ally employed, and of these, perhaps, none more 

successfully than sea-sand, direct from the sea- 

moistened beach. The salt does not injru-e 

the plants, and either it or the sand is disliked 

by the grubs, worms, slugs, &c., which spoil the 

stalks, so that in some gardens more than half 

the stems dug up are found unfit for use, or, at 

least, cannot be presented at table on account 

of their damaged appearance Celeiy blanched 

by sand is clean, well blanched, and glossy; 

and where canker and the above-mentioned 

enemies attack the plant, sea-sand may be 

advantageously employed; or, if it cannot be 

had, clean river sand, or pm-e pit sand of any 

kind, free from oxide of iron, watered with a 

solution of salt, may be employed instead. In 

this case, the sand should be turned whilst it 

is watered, in order that the salt may be 

equally diffused throughout. In applying the 

sand, boards, or the sheet-iron plates, will be 

very convenient; they can be placed on each 

side of the roAv at a little distance from the 

plants, and the sand can then be introduced 

between the plants and the boards or plates, 

which can be backed up with soil to sujiport 

the sand when they are withdrawn. Sifted 

coal ashes are sometimes used for blanching, 

but they frequently contain substances inju¬ 

rious to vegetation. The French sometimes 

blanch by tying up the stalks, first near the 

base, next about the middle, and, finally, near 

the top. The whole is then closely covered 

with dry straw up to the top of the leaves. By 

this mode celery blanches, it is said, quickly 

and well. Semicircular drain tiles, placed one 

on each side of the plant, so as to inclose it, 

have been tried, but not very successfully. If 

the whole plant is not covered in at top as 

well as at the sides, the blanching will be 

imperfect; if it be completely covered, then 

the leaves previously healthy in the light will 

become languid in the dark, and will fail to 

supply elaborated sap, and a good heart for 

blanching cannot be produced. The power 

to do this must be derived from healthy, un¬ 

blanched foliage. 

Protection,—Although celery, being a native 

of Britain, is a hardy plant in its natural state, 

yet under artificial treatment it is apt to 

perish in winter. At that season its oldest 

leaves, like those of other herbaceous plants, na¬ 

turally begin to decay, and the central portion, 

though young, is unfitted for resisting frost, 

in consequence of its having been blanched. 

The alternate action of frost and wet soon 

causes it to rot, and frequently wet alone has 
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tliis effect. Melting snow and bail, descend¬ 

ing to the centre, check the growth, and 

rottenness frequently results from this cause. 

It might, in some measure, be prevented, by 

inclining the upper part of the plant in earth¬ 

ing up. In the usual way the stalks are kept 

upright, so that water from snow melting 

on the top readily passes down amongst them; 

but by bending the tops towards one side 

at the last earthing up, or even commenc¬ 

ing to do so at the previous earthing, the 

rain or snow water would not have a direct 

downward course. For example, suppose we 

take a bundle of willows, and place them 

erect, and up to the top in a ridge of earth; 

the interstices between the willows would 

be like so many tubes through which water 

would quickly pass down, and so it would 

among the celery stalks. If we bend the 

tops of the willows to one side, and cover the 

bend over as far as its summit, it is evident 

that no rain can then pass down as before, 

neither would it pass along the course of the 

Ijeud of the celery. In adopting this plan, one 

side of the ridge would necessarily be higher 

thaa the other. Tough dry turf, or some 

substance that would not wash down into the 

hearts of the plants, might be laid on the upper 

side of the bent celery tops. Various other 

means of protection could easily be devised. 

Inch-square deal rods could be driven in oppo¬ 

site to each other on each side of the ridge, 

and distant across about a foot. Cross pieces 

might be nailed to these about 6 inches above 

the tops of the plants, and on them rods, 10 

or 12 feet long, might be laid. Over these, 

neat straw mats could be made to fit, so as 

to be readily applied when protection against 

frost and snow is required. The width of each 

straw mat should be 3 feet, or more, according 

to the length of the straw, and two of them 

joined together will fold over the ridge rod, 

and hang down on both sides, affording suffi¬ 

cient protection from snow, and also frost, if 

it is not excessively severe. The mats should 

be rolled up during the day, if the temperature 

is not then below freezing; but when the 

weather is wet, and severe frost is not appre¬ 

hended, the ridge rods should be shifted to¬ 

wards the windward side. Then fold the mats 

or otherwise place them so that they may 

slope over the plants, from the horizontal rod, 

on the side next the wind and wet, leaving 

the other side open to the influence of light. 

Thatched hurdles afford good protection. Mr. 

Duncan uses leaves which have been previously 

heated, and remain in flakes of some 6 inches 

in thickness, and which resist alike the action 

of frost and moisrtire. This covering is re¬ 

moved in favourable weather, and the plants 

exposed to aii', as they should be in all cases. 

Dry fern, long litter, or any other substance 

that will form a light covering and resist frost, 

may likewise be used. Some plants may also 

be taken iip and buried in sand or light soil, 

under shelter, leaving, however, the tops of 

the leaves uncovered. 

Culture of Celeriac.—This should be sown 

early in March, and for succession in April, 

in a slight heat under glass, or under a hand¬ 

glass on a warm border, and afterwards pricked 

out like other celery. In the beginning or 

middle of June the plants should be planted 

out on the level ground in moderately rich 

and rather sandy soil, in rows 18 inches apart, 

and at 1 foot from each other in the rows. 

Before planting, all lateral shoots, and some of 

the outside leaves, likewise the lateral fibres 

on the root, must be removed. The plants 

ought to be planted shallow, the roots scarcely 

so deep in the ground as they had formerly 

been. Abundance of water should be sup¬ 

plied. Occasionally a little of the soil must 

be taken from around the bulb, and all lateral 

fibres removed. When nearly full-grown the 

bulb should be covered with a little soil to 

render it whiter than it otherwise would be. 

The roots will be fit for use in September or 

October; and before winter part of the crop 

may be taken up, divested of all the foliage 

except the heart-leaves, and placed amongst 

sand in a shed or cellar. The roots left in the 

ground will only require protection in very 

severe weather. 

To save Seed.—Select some of the finest 

jJants, mark them in order to give them but 

very little earthing up, and protect them in 

severe weather. Early in spring they should 

be carefully taken up and planted in a sunny 

situation. They should be well watered, and 

the flower-stems supported by stakes. The 

seeds ripen in autumn, and keep good for 

three or four years; but the newest seed is 

the best. 

Insects, &c.—Celery suffers from the attacks 

of the celery-fiy (fephritis onopordinis'), which 

lays its eggs in or upon the leaves, and the 

larvse produced feed upon the parenchyma of 

the leaves, forming large blisters. These mag¬ 

gots are found from June to November, and 
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the only way of limiting their nximbers is by 

pinching the blisters as soon as they appear, 

and cutting off and burning all the blistered 

and spotted leaves that can be removed with 

safety to the plant. Another insect injurious 

to celery is PiopMla apii, the maggots of which 

burrow into the stems and stalks of the plant, 

completely spoiling their appearance, and ren- 

derine them unfit for use. Considerable mis- 

chief is also occasionally done by the mole- 

crickets, which dig under the plants, and eat 

off the roots. Snails and slugs are also de¬ 

structive visitors. 

Celery is liable to canker in some soils, par¬ 

ticularly in such as contain much oxide of 

iron. A pai'asitic fungus also grows upon the 

leaves. 

CHAMOMILE {AntJiemis nohilis, I..—Synge- 

nesia Polygamia Superflua, L. j Compositas, 

D. C.; Asteracese, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, 

a native of Britain, where its flowers have long 

been used as a stimulating tonic. A strong 

infusion of them also acts as an emetic when 

taken warm. 

There ai'e two varieties, the single-flowared 

and douhle-floioered, the latter is that usually 

cultivated for sale, on account of the greater 

bulk of its flowers, which, however, are infe¬ 

rior in activity to those of the single flower¬ 

ing sort. Chamomile prefers a dry soil, and 

though it may be raised from seed sown early 

in spring, is usually propagated by dividing 

the roots in March, or in autumn, or by off¬ 

sets. The divisions should be planted in small 

patches, 9 inches apart, and water should be 

given at planting, and subsequently till they 

take root; after that they soon spread and 

cover the ground. The flowers ought to be 

gathered when just opened, and successively 

as they are produced; and after having been 

gradually and thoroughly dried, they may be 

stored like other herbs. 

CHERVIL {Anthriscus Cerefolium, Scandix 

Cerefolium, L.—Pentandria Digynia, L.; Um- 

belliferse, D. C.; Apiaceae, Lind.) is an an¬ 

nual plant, a native of the Continent, culti¬ 

vated for the leaves, which, when young, are 

used in salads, and to flavour soups. 

The varieties cultivated are:— 

1. Common Chervil. 

2. Curled Chervil—Cerfeuil frise of the 

French.—A very pretty variety; the beautir 

fully cui'led leaves of which are used as a 

gamish, and for the same purposes as those 

of the common sort. It is the kind generally 

preferred. To keep it tine, seed must be saved 

from plants with well-curled leaves. 

Chervil may be sown either broadcast and 

lightly raked in, or in shallow drills, 8 inches 

ajiart, covering very lightly with mould. If 

a constant succession of tender leaves is re¬ 

quired, seed must be sown every month or 

three weeks, from the end of February till 

September, when a small quantity may be 

sown for winter and spring use. In summer, 

it should be sown in a shady situation; at 

other times any aspect will do. 

CHICORY, or Succory (Cichorium Intybus, L. 

—Syngenesia Polygamia ..(Llqualis, L.; Com- 

positie, D. C.; Asteracefe, Lind.) is a hardy 

perennial, a native of Britain, where it i.s 

found growing by road-sides, and in waste 

places, particularly in calcareous soils. In the 

garden it is only grown as a salad plant, and 

as such it is not so generally cultivated as it 

deserves. The leaves, when cut quite young, 

constitute a rather bitter but veiy wholesome 

small salad, much esteemed at Paris, but sel¬ 

dom used in this country. When blanched, 

the leaves furnish the excellent winter salad 

known by the name of barbe de capvxin. The 

large fleshy roots are cultivated on an exten¬ 

sive scale for mixture with coffee, on the in¬ 

ferior sorts of which its addition effects a 

decided improvement. For this purpose the 

fresh roots are cut into small pieces, dried on 

a kiln, roasted, and ground. The leaves are 

also an excellent fodder, and are gi-eedily eaten 

by cattle of all kinds. 

The varieties are:— 

1. Common Chicory. 

2. Coffee Chicory. 

Chicoreo 3, cafe. 

3. Improved Chicory. 

Chicoree sauvage am^lioree. 

4. Variegated Chicory. 

Chicoree sauvage amelioree panaohee. 

The second sort has fleshy roots like those 

of carrots, and as long. It is the kind grown 

for mixture with coffee; but the leaves may 

be employed in salad like those of the others. 

The third sort is an improved variety, the 

leaves being large and pressed together so as 

to form a sort of heart, like Batavian endive. 

It was raised by M. Jacquiu, seedsman, of 

Paris, who has also found that it is tolerably 

good when boiled. The leaves of variegated 

chicory have red veins, which change to a 

beautiful bright red in blanching. 

If chicory is grown as a small salad, it may 
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bo liad all the year round by sowing every 

fortnight or three weeks in the open ground, 

or on a hot-bed, according to the time of the 

year. In general, however, sowings in the 

open ground from the end of April to the end 

of October will be suiEcient, a.s the blanched 

leaves are used during the interval. When 

sown for this purpose, the seed should be 

thickly sown broadcast; and in summer a 

cool shady sitxiation should be chosen. Water¬ 

ing is all that is required till the plants are 

fit for cutting over, which should be done as 

soon as they have made the first three or four 

leaves. 

Cultivation for Blanching.—In order to ob¬ 

tain the blanched leaves of chicory, several 

modes of cultivation have been recommended; 

and, according to circumstances and conveni¬ 

ence for forcing, one or other of these methods 

may prove the most eligible. We shall, there¬ 

fore, lay before our readers sevei’al modes of 

proceeding, so that they may choose the one 

best suited to the means at their command. 

Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, in an article in 

tlie Gardeners Chronicle, recommends the fol¬ 

lowing mode of cultivation, in addition to 

which he makes some excellent observations 

on the dilferent modes of blanching, which we 

shall also extract;— 

“An open bordei’,” says Mr. Fleming, “should 

be chosen for this plant, and as it produces 

long carrot-shaped roots, the soil should be 

deep, rather light, and moderately rich. Fresh 

manure should not be applied unless the ground 

is very poor; and when it is really necessary, 

guano will be found preferable to that from 

the stable. If guano is used, it shoidd be 

sown broadcast over the beds as soon as the 

jjlants are fairly up. The ground should be 

doiible dug and well pulverized to the full 

depth, in order that the long tap-roots may 

meet with no impediment in their downward 

progress. About the middle or end of June, 

the seed should be sown in drills, 16 inches 

asixnder. If the seed seems good it should 

not be sown too thickly, for the plants must 

be thinned out to the distance of 8 inches 

from plant to plant. This is a much better 

method than sowing in a bed and afterwards 

transplanting, as they are liable to lose their 

tajj-i’oots diming the operation, to obviate 

which, is an essential point in their successful 

cultivation. As snails are particularly fond 

of chicory, especially when the plants are 

young, it will be advisable to sprinkle a little 

quicklime over the beds as soon as the plants 

are above ground. Nothing more is necessary, 

except to fork between the rows before the 

leaves cover the ground, and afterw'ards to 

keep the beds free from weeds. By the end 

of November the larger leaves will have de¬ 

cayed, leaving only a few small ones in the 

hearts of the plants. At this time they should 

be taken up and neatly laid in at the back of 

a north wall, to prevent the undue excitement 

occasioned by warm summer weather. Care 

should be taken to injure the roots as little as 

possible during this operation. 

“About a fortnight before the blanched 

leaves are required for use, a sufficient quantity 

should be removed into a spare corner of the 

mushroom-house, or some similar place, where 

they can have a little heat. They should be 

planted in old tan, sand, or some other light 

material which contains just sufficient mois¬ 

ture to set the fibres in motion. In planting, 

the crowns should stand at least 4 inch above 

the surface, and any loose soil should be re¬ 

moved from about the leaves with a syringe, 

in order that the young foliage may be per¬ 

fectly clean when cut. In the space of ten 

days the leaves will have made a vigorous 

growth of as many inches, and if they have 

grown in perfect darkness the colour will be 

a delicate creamy white. When the leaves 

are about a foot high they will be ready for 

use, and as soon as they are cut the roots 

should be removed and others brought for- 

ward to succeed them. After the earlier forced 

roots are removed they may be returned to 

the north border, and have a little old tan 

strewed over their crowns. Here their strength 

will in some measure be recruited, and they 

will bear forcing a second time, and will pro¬ 

duce a second crop of leaves towards the mid¬ 

dle or end of March. These leaves will be pro¬ 

duced from the lateral buds around the base 

of the crown, if in the first cutting it has not 

been pared too close; they will scarcely be so 

fine as the first crop, but will prove very use¬ 

ful late in the season, if the su2:)2ily of roots is 

limited. 

“An easy, and at the same time an effectual 

method of blanching chicory leaves is to have 

a few wooden boxes consti-ucted, about 12 or 

14 inches deep, and to invert these over the 

plants. Each box should be large enough to 

cover a sufficient number to supply a respect¬ 

able salad for a week, wEich will vary from 

one to three dozen, according to the require- 

34 
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meats of the family. By proper attention to 

removing the old roots in rotation, and sub¬ 

stituting fresh ones in their places, a supply 

of excellent salad may be obtained from a 

space large enough to hold three of these 

boxes. 

“Any one who possesses a garden in which 

to gi’ow- the plants in summer, may blanch 

them in a cellar, with equal facility, if it is 

kept sufficiently dark, except that it will re¬ 

quire three weeks to produce leaves of the 

requisite length. If the cellar is used for this 

purpose, it will be the readiest way to form a 

stack in one corner, and lay the roots horizon¬ 

tally in sand as you would to preserve carrots. 

The roots should not be all put in at once, 

but a layer or course of I’oots should be brought 

in once a-week, and by the time the fourth 

course is in, the first will be ready to cut. 

Under this system the old roots should not 

be removed, but retained to produce a second 

cutting; and by taking advantage of this pro¬ 

perty, it will not be necessary, after the fii'st 

four or five weeks, to bring in a fresh supply 

of roots oftener than once in a fortnight or 

three weeks. The roots should be laid about 

3 inches asunder in quincunx order with those 

below them, and with about 3 inches of sand 

between the courses. I flatter myself that 

this hint will be particularly useful to the de¬ 

nizens of towns, in pointing out to them a 

cheap method of procuring the luxury of a 

first-rate winter salad. 

“It is worth while to I’emark, that as chicory 

commences its growth very early, the blanched 

leaves may be obtained out of doors in the 

months of February and March, by planting 

the roots in a moderately dry border, and in¬ 

verting a close box over them, in the same 

manner as directed for growing them in the 

mushroom-house. By this method a some¬ 

what longer time will be necessaiy to pro¬ 

duce leaves of the requisite lengths, for which 

reason it will only be resorted to when other 

means are not convenient.”—{Gardeners Chro¬ 

nicle, 1849, p. 308.) 

The French, who excel in the production 

of Barhe de capucin, adopt the following modes 

of treatment, the account of which we trans¬ 

late from the Bon Jardinier:—“The seed is 

sown thinly in April or May. In November 

or December, one or several beds of light sandy 

soil, or well-decomposed •dung, about 2 feet 

in width, and 3 inches thick, are formed in a 

cellar. On these is placed a row of chicory 

roots laid on their side, with the crowns out¬ 

wards; next comes another layer of earth of 

the same thickness as before; then another 

row of roots, and so on. The mild and equable 

temperature of the cellar, and the want of 

light, soon occasion the production of blanched 

leaves, which are cut as soon as they have 

attained a sufficient size. Water must be 

given as required if the soil used is too dry. 

Near Paris, a more expeditious method is pur¬ 

sued ; beds of hot dung are made vip, and the 

roots of chicory, tied up in bundles, are placed 

in an upright position upon the beds, and wa¬ 

tered from time to time, so as to keep them 

moist. Another method of blanching with¬ 

out taking up the roots, consists in sowing in 

drills fi-om 6 to 8 inches asunder, and covering 

the chicory in February with 4 or 5 inches 

thick of earth, or with double that thickness 

of leaves. In three weeks or a month after¬ 

wards, according to the season, it pushes, and 

as soon as it appears above the additional soil 

or leaves, it is cut over by the original level 

of the ground. In this way the leaves are 

very white and tender.” 

Another mode of blanching consists in 

boring holes in a cask with an auger, in row's 

3 inches asunder, and filling it up with alter¬ 

nate layers of sand and roots, with the ci’owns 

protruding through the holes. The cask is 

then placed in a dark cellar, and the sand is 

moistened if it becomes too dry. In this way 

several cuttings of blanched leaves may be 

obtained till the roots are exhausted. This 

method is sometimes adopted on board of 

ship. 

In order to save seed, a few plants may be 

left throxigh the winter. They will flower in 

July and Augxxst, and ripen their seed in 

autumn. 

CHICKPEA, The, or Egyptian Pea (Cicer arie- 

tinum, L., Fig. 156—Diadelphia Decandria, 

L.; Leguminosse, D. C.; Fabacepe, Lind.) is an 

annual plant, a native of the south of Eu¬ 

rope, where it is much cultivated for its seeds. 

These, though not vmry digestible, are largely 

emploj^ed in soups, and form the basis of the 

puree aux croutons, so highly esteemed at 

Paris. 

Three varieties are distinguished by Noisette, 

one having yellow, another vjhite, and the third 

red seeds; the flowers of the first two are 

white, those of the last sort rose-coloured. 

Except in warm summers, the seeds do not 

ripen well in this country, bxxt would do so in 
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most parts of the United States. Sow, like 

pease, early in spring, in drills 3 feet apart. 

Fig. 156. 

and gather the pods a little before the seeds 

are perfectly ripe. 

CHIVES {Allium Schcenoprasum, L.^—Hex- 

andria Monogynia, L.; Liliacete, D. C.; Lilia- 

cese, Lind.)—Tliis is a hardy perennial plant, 

a native of Britain, cultivated for the leaves, 

Avhich are cut over by the ground, and used 

in salads and soups instead of young onions. 

It prefers a rich warm soil; but will grow 

well in almost any soil or situation. It is 

propagated by dividing the roots in spring or 

autumn, and planting them in small patches, 

6 inches apart, in rows from 9 to 12 inches 

asunder. The plants soon form large bunches 

of leaves, which become the more tender tlie 

more frequently they are cut. Chives will 

grow in the same spot for four or five years, 

after which the plants must be taken up, 

divided, and replanted in fresh soil. The 

ground between the rows should be hoed oc¬ 

casionally. Some cut the plants over at the 

end of autumn, and after leaving them for some 

time to dry, cover them with an inch or two 

of mould. 

CIBOHLE. See Onion. 

CLAET {Salvia Sclarea, L.—Diandria Mono- 

gynia, L.; Labiatie, L). C.; Lamiaceie, Lind.) 

is a biennial plant, a native of Italy. The 

leaves are occasionally used in soups. Sow 

in April, in drills 18 inches apart, and when 

the young plants are 2 or 3 inches high, thin 

out to 1 foot asunder in the row. Or, sow 

broadcast in a bed, and transplant to the aboA'e 

distances. The subsequent culture is confined 

to keeping the ground clean, and stirring it 

by an occasional hoeing. The leaves will be 

fit for use till the following summer. The 

plants flower in August, and die off soon after 

the seed is ripe. 

CORIANDEB (Goriandrum sativum, L., Fig. 

157—Pentandria Digynia, L.; UmbeUiferie, 

D. C.; Apiacese, Lind.) is an annual plant, a 

native of the south of Europe, though it is 
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said to be occasionally found wild in some 

pai’ts of England. 

Its young leaves are put into soups and 

salads, and the seeds are extensively employed 

in confectionary, for disguising the taste of me¬ 

dicines, and by distillers; they are also used 

in soups, and some other made dishes. 

It succeeds best on a warm loamy soil; and 

may be sown thinly, either broadcast or in 

drills 1 foot ai)art, in September, or about the 

middle of February, or in March, according 

as the season is favourable or otherwise; in 

some soils, however, the plants from seed sown 

in spring are apt to die off at the time of 

flowering. If grown for the leaves, a small 

quantity maybe sown every six weeks through¬ 

out the spring and summer. The ground must 

be hoed occasionally till the seed ripens, which 

will be the case in August. 

COEN SALAD, or Lamb’s Lettuce ( Valerianella 

Dufr.—Triandria Monogynia, L.; Valerianepe, 

E. 0.; Valerianacese, Lind.) is much esteemed 

in Fi-ance as a small salad, and as a substitute 

for lettuce during the winter and spring. 

Three sorts, all of which are annuals, are 

cultivated:— 

1. Common Corn Salad {Valerianella oli- 

toria, D. C.) 

2. Bound Corn Salad. 

3. Italian Corn Salad {Valerianella erio- 

carpa, D. C.) 

The second sort, the Mdche roncle of the 

French, is superior to the first; its leaves are 

thicker and of a darker green than those of 

the other corn salads. The Italian corn salad, 

Mdclie d'ltalie, or Regence, of the French, is 

said to belong to a distinct species; its leaves 

are larger and of a lighter green than those 

of the common sort; they are occasionally used 

early in spring instead of spinach, for which 

they form a very good substitute. 

Corn salad is raised from seed, which should 

be sown on a bed or border of light rich earth, 

manured the preceding year. It may either 

be sown broadcast, and lightly raked in, or in 

shallow diills 5 or 6 inches asunder. All the 

culture required is confined to watering the 

seed-bed, and young plants, in dry v'eather, 

and to protecting them with long litter during 

severe frost. The plants will be sufficiently 

thinned by removing the most advanced for 

consumption, leaving the youngest to come in 

for use in succession. 

The first sowing may be made in the begin¬ 

ning or middle of August, and from that time 

till the end of October, a small quantity may 

be sown every week or fortnight, according to 

the demand. These sowings -will afford a sup¬ 

ply for autumn, winter, and early spring use. 

If required in the latter part of the spring, 

and in summer, it may be sown monthly from 

the beginning of March till the end of July. 

Seed is saved by allowing some of the plants 

to run, and, as it is easily shed, it must be 

gathered as it ripens; in doing this, a cloth is 

spread under the plants, which are then shaken; 

this having been repeated on several occasions, 

as the seed successively ripens, the plants are 

carefully pulled up and hung up in a shed to 

I’ipen the remainder of their seed. The seeds 

remain good for six, or even eight years. 

COSTMAEY, or Alecost {Pyrethrum Tanacetum, 

D. C.; Balsamita vulgaris, Willd.; Tanacetum 

Balsamita, L.—Syngenesia Polygamia AHqua- 

lis, L.; Compositje, D. C.; Asteracefe, Lind.) 

is a perennial plant, a native of the south of 

France and Italy. The leaves were formerly 

put into ale, and are occasionally used in 

salads. It prefers rather a dry soil and a 

warm situation. Propagate by iiarting the 

roots in spring or autumn, and plant the divi¬ 

sions 2 feet apart. 

CEESS, American {Barharea prcecox, D. C.— 

Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferpe, D. C.; 

Brassicacepe, Lind.)—^The American or Belle- 

isle cress is a perennial plant, a native of Eng¬ 

land, growing naturally by the sides of brooks. 

The leaves are used for the same purpose as 

those of the common cress. It prefers a light 

and somewhat moist soil. It is raised from seed, 

which should be sown thinly in shallow drills 9 

inches asunder, thinning out the young plants 

to 4 inches apart in the row. A sowing for 

winter and spring use may be made in the be¬ 

ginning of September. To have tender leaves 

in winter, some plants of this sowing should 

be transplanted to 3 or 4 inches apart, so that 

they may be covered by hand-glasses in severe 

weather; or they may be protected by spray, 

covered with dry litter. If required in sum¬ 

mer, it may be sown in a warm situation in 

March, and in a shady spot in May and July; 

but if in constant demand, it should be sown 

monthly from March till September. All the 

culture it requires is to water occasionally in 

dry weather. In gathering, the plants may 

either be cut over like mustard and cress, but 

not too close to the ground; or the leaves may 

be gathered singly; in either case, fresh leaves 

for another gathering will be produced. 
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CHESS, Garden {Lepid'mm sativum, L.—Te- 

tradyuamia Siliculosa, L.; Craciferse, D. C.; 

Brassicacefe, Lind.)—The garden cress is a 

hardy annual, wliich has been cultivated in 

this country since 1548. It is supposed to be 

a native of Persia. 

The varieties are:— 

1. Common Cress.—The sort most gene¬ 

rally grown. It is sown and treated in the 

same way as mustard. 

2. Curled Cress.—Used as a salad and for 

garnishing. Unless carefully saved, it is apt 

to degenerate. 

3. Golden Cress.—Dwarf, yellowish green, 

slower in growth than the preceding, and of a 

mild flavour. 

4. Broad-Leaved Cress.—A coai-se sort, 

seldom grown, except for feeding poultry. 

5. Normandy Cress.—This is a very hardy 

and excellent sort of cress. The leaves, being 

finely cut, also make a good garnish. It was 

first brought into notice by Mr. McIntosh, who 

speaks highly of its merits. He considers that 

five sowings are enough to afibrd a succession 

throughout the year. For winter and spring 

use it should be sown at the foot of a south 

wall, in the beginning of September, and again 

ftbout the middle of October. For a succes¬ 

sion, sowings may be made in an open border 

in March, April, and May, choosing a shady 

situation for the May sowing. The seeds 

should be sown thinly, in rich soil, in drills 4 

inches apart. In gathering, instead of cutting 

the plants over, the leaves should be picked; 

after this operation fresh leaves are soon pro¬ 

duced. 

CRESS, Water {Nasturtium officinale, Br. 

Sisymbrium Nasturtium, L.—Tetradviiamia 

Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferse, D. C.; Brassicacese, 

Lind.)—The water cress is a hardy perennial, 

a native of Bntain, where it is found growing 

in ditches and small streams. It is considered 

to possess antiscorbutic properties; it is also 

said to contain iodine, to which, probably, 

some of its virtues may be attributable. Near 

Rickmansworth in Hertfordshire, at Spring¬ 

head near Gravesend, and at Waltham-Abbey, 

Essex, it is extensively cultivated for the Lon¬ 

don market, which also receives supplies of 

this salad from the banks of the Thames and 

other waters, in which the plant naturally 

grows. At Erfurt, and in the neighbourhood 

of Paris, large quantities are also grown. It 

is propagated by seed; but, in forming plan¬ 

tations, seedlings from the natural habitat of 

the plant, or rooted divisions, are usually em¬ 

ployed. 

The best information respecting the culti¬ 

vation of this plant is contained in a paper 

by Henry Bellenden Ker, Esq., in the Horti¬ 

cultural Transactions, vol. iv. p. 540, describ¬ 

ing the mode of cultivation adopted by Mr. 

Bradbery, at West Hyde, near Rickmans¬ 

worth. Of this account the following is the 

substance:— 

Mr. Bradbery conceives that there are three 

sorts of this vegetable; the first he calls the 

Green-leaved, the second the Small Brown¬ 

leaved, and the third the Large Broimi-leaved. 

The three ^rts’he considers to be the same in 

taste, but some are more fitted than others 

for particular waters. The Green-leaved is the 

easiest of cultivation, and the Small Brown¬ 

leaved is the hardiest; whilst the Large Brown¬ 

leaved—which, on account of its appearance, 

and probably also from its having a less pro¬ 

portion of stalk to the leaf, is preferred in the 

market—is the only sort he cultivates, and is 

the only one which can be well grown in situa¬ 

tions where shallow water is not to be obtained. 

At Northfleet, Springhead, where Mr. Brad¬ 

bery first began to cultivate the water cress, 

it was soon perceived that the plants grew 

better, and had a superior flavour, when dis¬ 

posed in rows parallel with the course of the 

stream, than when left in irregular patches. 

When in rows, the plants are moi’e regularly 

exposed to the influence of the current, and the 

water is not so much impeded in its course, be¬ 

cause there are regular open channels between 

the rows. The cress is also more easily gathered 

from the rows; and more readily freed from 

weeds, and the different matters which pass 

down the stream, and become entangled with 

the plants. Mr. Bradbery, having left North- 

fleet, began to plant beds of the cress at West 

Hyde, near Rickmansworth. It was found 

necessary to vary the spaces between the rows, 

according to the depth of the water. When 

it is deep the rows are 5, 6, and even 7 feet 

apart, whilst, in shallow waters, about 18 

inches space between the rows is considered 

as sufficient. The plants are found to thrive 

best in shallow water; that is, when the depth 

is about 1^ inch, which increases to about 3 

inches when the plants begin to grow, and 

thereby to check the current. In deep water 

the roots are easily drawn out of the soil, which 

makes it difficult to gather the vegetable freed 

from the roots; if, therefore, a sufficient space 
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covered with shallow water could be obtained, 
the deep water would not in any case be used. 

The shoots are cut for market, not broken 
off, which is the usual mode of gathering the 
wild cress, a practice which is found to be very 
injurious to the plants in the beds. After 
frequent cuttings the heads are found to grow 

small. 
The most expensive part of the cultivation 

is the necessity of clearing out and replanting 
the beds twice a-year; as the mud quickly 
collects about the roots, and the duck-weed 
and other plants become intermixed with, and 
choke up the cress, it is almost impossible to 
pick it in a fit state for mai'ket after the plan¬ 
tation has been made five or six months. 

The mode of replanting is to remove all the 
row^s of plants, beginning at the stream-head, 
and then clear the bed of the stream from mud 
and rubbish; which, however, it should be re¬ 
marked, make excellent garden manure. From 
the mass of plants thus taken out, the youngest 
and those with most roots are selected; these 
ai-e placed on the gravel in rows, at the requi¬ 
site distances, with a stone on each plant, to 
keep it in its place. 

The cress will not grow freely in a muddy 
bottom, nor will it taste well when there is 
mud about the roots, which should be care¬ 
fully removed and replaced by gravel or chalk. 
It is absolutely necessary to have a constant 
current, as when there is any obstruction to 
the stream or flow of water, the plants cease 
to thrive. The times of renewing the beds are 
May and June, and from September to Novem¬ 
ber. The planting is done in succession, so 
that the crops may come regularly into cutting. 
Those planted in May are fit to cut in August, 
and those planted in November are ready to 
gather in the spring. 

After the plants have been ciit about three 
times they begin to stock, and then the oftener 
they are cut the better. In summer it is 
necessaiy to keep them very closely exit; and 
in water of a proper depth, and with a good 
soil, each bed supplies a gathering once a-week. 
In winter the water should be rather deeper 
than in summer (4 or 5 inches); to obtain this 
the plants are left with more head, that the 
water may thus be impeded. 

It is essential that the plantations should be 
made in fresh or newly risen spring water, as 
the plants not only thrive better in it, but in 
consequence of its being rarely frozen, they 
generally continue in vegetation, and in a good 

state for gathering through the whole winter 

season. 
Water cress may also be grown in a shady 

border of rich soil, covered with a thin layer 
of sand to keep the leaves clean, and kept con¬ 
stantly moist by frequent waterings; but in 
this way the pi'oduce is inferior in quality to 
that obtained from plants grown in water. 
It may be also grown in txxbs partially filled 
with soil, which is covei'ed with water. The 
water should be frequently drained off and 

replaced by fresh. 
The cocoons of the water-cress fly, Tipida 

reptans, as well as the eggs and larvxe of va¬ 
rious other insects, are found on the water 
cress, and sometimes cause much inconveni¬ 
ence when eaten; the leaves should therefore 
be thoroughly cleaned previous to use. The 
most effectual mode of doing so consists in 
steeping the cress for some minutes in salt 
water, and then washing well with fresh. 

CUCUMBER. See Forcing. 
DANDELION {Taraxacum Dens Leonis—■ 

Syngenesia Polygamia .^qualis, L.; Compo- 
sitse, J.; Asteracepe, Lind.)—This well-known 
plant, which medicinally is of some importancse 
as an anodyne, aperient, and diuretic, is occa¬ 
sionally blanched and eaten as a salad, both 
in this country and in Fi’ance; and, as such, 

it is much esteemed by many persons in both 

countries. 
It shoixld be sown in spring, in a rather 

moist soil, previously well dug; or roots may 
be planted, In the following spring, as soon 
as the plants begin to push above ground, they 
may be covered with a layer of sand 3 or 4 
inohes in thickness, or flower - pots may be 
placed over them; but blanching by means of 
sand is preferable. When the leaves begin to 
make their appearance above the sand, a por¬ 
tion of the plants may be cut over by the 
ground, and by casting the sand which covered 
them over the uncut portion, the latter will 
be covered to a greater depth at each cutting, 
and will consequently come in for use in suc¬ 
cession. It is hardly necessary to observe 
that the plants should not be allowed to scat¬ 
ter their seeds in summer. 

DILL {Anethum graveolens, L.—Pentandria 
Digynia, L.; TJmbelliferse, D. C.; Apiacese, 
Lind.) is a biennial plant, a native of Spain 
and Portugal. The leaves are used in soups, 
sauces, and pickles. It shoixld be sown, where 
it is to remain, in autumn when the seed is 
ripe, in the end of Februaiy, or in March or 
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April, iu sliallow drills 9 iuclies apart. When 

the young plants are 2 or 3 inches high, they 

should he thinned out to about 8 inches asun¬ 

der in the row. If allowed to seed it will 

sow itself; but when this is not desirable the 

flower-stalks should be cut oflT a little before 

the seed is completely rijoe, and dried. 

DIOSCOBEA BATATAS, Decaisne, (Dioecia 

Ilexandria, L.; Diosoorese, D. C.; Dioscore- 

acepe, Lind.) is a perennial plant, a native of 

China, and introduced from France in 1854. 

This new introduction is supposed to be cap¬ 

able of becoming a substitute for the potato, 

or even a formidable rival to that esculent. 

The following extracts are from an excellent 

memoir by M. Decaisne, which appeared in 

the Bon Jardinier for 1855:— 

“ After the unsuccessful attempts,” says M. 

Decaisne, “ which have been made durino; the 

last seven or eight years to obtain a substitute 

for the potato, there appears to be a timidity 

on the part of most persons in recommending 

to the public any plant to fill its place. This, 

however, I do not pretend to do, for, on the 

one hand, I do not believe that the potato is 

for ever lost to agriculture; and, on the other 

hand, I look upon it as difficult, if not impos¬ 

sible to replace it with another plant, capable 

of yielding an equal amount of nutriment, and 

at the same time accommodating itself so well 

to our climate and agriculture. But after 

having made these reservations, I have still 

I’eason to believe that the agriculturist will 

give a favourable reception to the plant which 

is the subject of this article, and that he will 

derive sufficient advantages from it to place it 

not on an equality with the potato, but still 

to assign it a distinguished, though secondary, 

place in his rotations. 

“ This plant is a Chinese yam, sent to the 

museum, four years ago, by M. de Montigny, 

French consul at Shanghai. 

“ In vain have I sought to attach it by its 

botanical chai’acters to any of the numerous 

species of yams nrentioned by authors as being 

cultivated in various countries. Mr. Foidune 

does not speak of it in the account of his tiu,- 

vels in China. It is certainly different from, 

though closely allied to Dioscorea japordca and 

D. oppositi/olia, described by Thunberg and 

Rumph, under the names of Ubium anguin- 
um and Cf. draconum, species or varieties 

which it would also be very desirable to in¬ 

troduce into the south of Europe and Algeria. 

I have, therefore, considered the plant as new 
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to botanists, and have called it Dioscorea Ba¬ 

tatas. 

“ Dioscorea Batatas, like the black bryony, 

Tamus communis, of our own country, belongs 

to the small family of Dioscorefe, and in out¬ 

ward appearance it greatly resembles that 

plant. Its stems are annual; but its roots, 

or more properly speaking, its rhizomes, are 

perennial, full of starch and somewhat milky, 

true subterranean stems, which, instead of ex¬ 

tending horizontally above or beneath the 

surface of the ground, strike perpendicularly 

downwards to the depth of a yard, and some¬ 

times more, according to the looseness of the 

soil. The stems, pvojierly so called, grow to 

the length of from 3 to 6 feet, are cylindri¬ 

cal, as thick as a large qirill, turning from 

right to left, violet, specked with white. 

When left to themselves they spread over 

the ground and readily take root. The leaves 

are generally opposite, a remarkable character 

in a monocotyledonous plant, they are trian¬ 

gularly heart-shaped, acuminate at the upper 

part, and have seven or nine principal ner- 

vures converging towards the apex, with a 

fine net-wmrk of small veins between. Their 

leng-th and breadth are nearly equal, varying 

from 1 to 2 inches; their surface is smooth, 

shining, and dark green; the petioles, which 

are generally half the length of the leaves, are 

deeply channelled on the upper side, and fre¬ 

quently tinged with violet at the origin of the 

blade. The flowers are dioecious, disposed in 

small racemes at the axils of the leaves; the 

males, which are the only ones we have seen, 

are very small, of a pale yellow or livid hiie, 

and scarcely vjth of an inch in diameter; they 

are composed of six leaflets, the three outer 

ones roundish, the three inner ones shorter 

and roundish oval; the stamens, six in mim- 

ber, are likewise exti’emely small, but w'ell 

formed; the anthers ai’e oval, and supported 

by short separate filaments, which ai‘e in a 

group in the centre of the flower. 

“ The I’hizomes, or roots, as they arc com¬ 

monly called, vaiy in length and thickness 

with the vigour of the plants, and, probably, 

also with the soil, by the looseness or adhe¬ 

siveness, as well as the depth of which, their 

form and mode of development must certainly 

be affected. They may, in general, be compared 

to a club, the blunt end of which is as big as 

the fist, but which gradually tapers upwards 

till it is no thicker than the finger. The skin 

is fawm-coloured, or of the s.arae colour as 
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coffee and milk, and is covered with numerous 

rootlets. Under the skin is a white, opaline, 

very friable cellular tissue, full of starch, and 

somewhat milky. In cooking, this tissue 

softens and dries till it becomes in taste so 

nearly the same as the potato, that a person 

Tiot informed of the difference, might easily 

mistake the one for the other. 

“ Each plant may produce several of these 

ihizomes, though usually there is only one. 

We have had some weighing as much as 2 lbs. 

15 j oz., but in general, their average weight 

may be estimated at from 10^ to 14 oz., and 

their length is said to be sometimes more than 

a yard, but we have seen none of that length. 

The average circumference at the thickest 

part is about 6 inches. 

“Speaking from my own experience, and 

that of the persons whom I have invited to 

taste this yam, I think there can be no serious 

objection to its being employed as an article 

of food; but it remains to be seen whether a 

root which buries itself so deeply in the ground, 

and which would be difficult to take up, would 

suit our agriculture. 

“On this point, I will for the present con¬ 

fine myself to remarking, that jn China, this 

peculiarity does not appear to be an obstacle, 

for the .Dioscorea Batatas is extensively cul¬ 

tivated in that empire, as will be seen by the 

following notes by M. de Montigny, and some 

extracts from works on Chinese husbandry, 

which I owe to the kindness of M. Stanislas 

J ulieu. 

“ M. de Montigny says—‘ The Sain-Tn is of 

great importance in China. Its produce is 

large, and the country people use it as food to 

as great an extent as the potato is used in 

the north of Europe. For propagating the 

plant, the smallest roots (rhizomes) are pre¬ 

served through the winter iu a pit, well lined 

with straw and covered over with earth. In 

spring, they are taken out of the pit and laid 

down on their sides, and pretty close together in 

furrows in well-dug ground. They soon sprout 

and produce trailing stems, which are made 

into cuttings at the expiry of a month, or as 

soon as they are 6 feet in length. The cut¬ 

tings are planted in the following manner:— 

The ground having been prepared, ridges are 

throAvn up by means of the plough or spade, 

along the top of the ridge very shallow fur¬ 

rows are formed, and in these, pieces of the 

stems or shoots are laid down and covered, all 

but the leaves, with a thin layer of earth. If 

rain follow this operation, the euttings strike 

immediately; if, on the contrary, the weather 

be dry, water must be given till they begin 

to push. After the lapse of a fortnight or 

three weeks, the tubers begin to form, and 

fresh stems appear; the latter must be removed 

from time to time, otherwise they would take 

root on all sides, and prevent the tuhers al¬ 

ready formed from attaining their proper size.’ 

“ Many details, wliich it would be desirable 

to have, are not given in this note; for in¬ 

stance, the distance between the ridges, the 

depth of the fiu’rows, and mode of taking up 

the crops, are not mentioned. 

“ The following are the extracts from the 

ti'eatises on Chinese agriculture which seem 

to relate to the plant of which we are speak¬ 

ing, but I suspect that some of them refer to 

other yams cultivated along with it; thus the 

details immediately following, aj^pear to have 

reference to a species with roundish rhizomes, 

as big as a large apple:—• 

“ The Chinese yam, according to the Pen- 

Tsao-Kang-Mo (book xxvii. fob 33), is called 

in Chinese Chou-Yu; it is also named Tchou~ 

Yu, Tou-TcJmu, Chan-Tchou, Gkan-Yo, Chan- 

Yu, names the literal meaning of which is 

mountain arum. It is universally cultivated. 

That of Nankin is very large and of excellent 

flavour; that from the Chou country is still 

better; but for medicinal pui’poses the Chou- 

Yu of Hoai-King is considered the best. It 

pushes iu spring, and spreads over the ground ; 

its stem is violet; its leaves are green and 

three-lobed, they resemble those of the Pe- 

Kien-Nieou, only they are thicker and more 

glossy. This plant flowers in the fifth .and 

sixth months; its flowers are small, disjjosed 

in spikes, and of a pale red colour; they re¬ 

semble those of the jujube tree. 

“ In autumn, the fruits aj^pear between the 

leaves; they are of a yellowish green, ripen in 

the eighth month, and drop of their own accord. 

The lower extremity of the roots is covered 

with a thin skin; they are sometimes large-, 

sometimes small, and the flesh is white. They 

are boiled in water; they are mild in taste, 

and laxative; the varieties having a blackisli 

blue flesh are not held iu much esteem, those 

with white flesh being greatly preferred. 

“ In the south of China there is another 

species or variety of Chou-Yu, which grows on 

the mountains. Its roots are as thick as the 

finger, and the tissue is very compact. They 

are scraped, crushed by a millstone, and made 
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into forcemeat-balls, which, when boiled, have 

a delicious taste. Those who partake of them 

acquire strength and \’igour. 

“In the province of Fo-Kieii, there is an¬ 

other species of yam, the root of which resem¬ 

bles that of the Kiang-Yu, but the skin is 

violet. The lai’gest roots, having been peeled 

and cut into thin slices, are boiled; they are 

excellent, but of a colder nature than those 

from the north of China, where the plant bears 

the name of Tchou. This food is mild, seda¬ 

tive, and in no way injurious. It is much 

used in the local medicine, but for medicinal 

pm’poses the roots of the plant growing in its 

wild state are preferred. 

“ The following details respecting the Chan- 

Yu, which is probably the same species as 

Dioscorea Batatas, are given in the Chinese 

work entitled Nong-Sang-Tsi-Yao:— 

“ ‘ The species (variety) having the roots 

white (as rice) is chosen, and the seeds are 

gathered. Three or five trenches, each 10 feet 

long, 3 feet broad, and 5 feet deep, are formed, 

and the bottom is covered with bricks, well ce¬ 

mented together. The sides and ends of the 

trenches are also lined with bricks, to prevent 

the roots of the adjoining plants from pene¬ 

trating into the interior. 

“ ‘ The trenches having been completed, and 

filled with earth mixed with dung, three shal¬ 

low drills are formed in which the seed is 

sown. When the plants begin to push, they 

are supported with stakes. 

“ ‘ In a year the roots will become extreme¬ 

ly large, and a man may live upon the produce 

of a single trench for a whole year. If the 

plant is to be propagated by means of the 

roots, they must be cut into pieces a foot in 

length and planted singly.’ 

“ In the book entitled Ti-U-King (that is to 

say, the Book of the Products of the Earth) we 

find the following passage, which relates to 

species of Dioscorea, and most probably to the 

one which is the subject of this article:— 

“ ‘When the root is very long it is cut in¬ 

to pieces 2 inches in length for planting. In 

the same year seeds are produced, which, after 

they are gathered, are buried in the ground 

to preserve them. In spring, they are taken 

out of the ground and sown. In the culti¬ 

vation of this plant, night-soil must never be 

made use of—stable-dung (that of the ox or 

cow) mixed wfith earth, should alone be em¬ 

ployed. Thus treated, the plant will push 

vigorously, and soon yield its products.’ 

“ Lastly, the following, which relates to the 

cultivation of the Chan-Yo (syn. of the Chou- 

Yu) occurs in the Wou-pen-si-Ghou:— 

“ ‘A little before the period called Han-chi 

(April 4th) a sandy piece of ground is chosen, 

and in it are formed trenches about 10 feet long, 

and 2 feet deep. These are filled up with a 

compost consisting of equal parts of earth and 

well-decomposed stable-dung. Long and strong 

roots of the Chan-Yo, the siuLace of which is 

covered with needles (fibrous roots), are then 

cut into pieces 3 or 4 inches in length, and 

the pieces ai’e laid down in the trench so as 

to overlap each other like the tiles of a roof; 

they are then covered with 6 inches thick ot 

the same compost as that used to fill up the 

trenches. If the weather is dry, they are 

moderately watered. Above all, care should 

be taken to use no night-soU. When the 

stems have grown to some size, they are sup¬ 

ported by stakes. After the Choang-kiang 

(October 2d) and before the ground is frozen, 

the largest roots are taken up and preserved 

in a cellar. In the following spring they are 

planted as before. That they have not been 

injured by frost is an important point.’ ” 

From the above extracts, M. Decaisne con¬ 

cludes that the mode of cultivating the plant 

might be varied according to the locality, and 

that nowhere would it be diSicult with our 

improved tools. 

“It is certain,” continues M. Decaisne, “that 

none of the plants hitherto proposed as sub¬ 

stitutes for the potato can be placed in com¬ 

parison with the Chinese yam. Every one 

knows how transient was the favour enjoyed 

by such novelties as the Ulluco, Psoralea es- 

culenta, Apios tuberosa, Tropoiolum tuberosum, 

(fee. The TJlluco, in spite of all efforts to 

reclaim it, has proved to be totally unfit for 

human food. As for the Psoralea and the 

Apios, the necessity of keeping them for seve¬ 

ral years in the same place in order to obtain 

a trifling produce of doiibtful value, excluded 

them from all chance of success. 

“If a new plant is to have a chance of be¬ 

coming useful in rural economy, it must ful¬ 

fil certain conditions; and unless it do so, its 

cultivation esannot be profitable. In the first 

place, it must have been domesticated some¬ 

where, and must suit the climate; moreover, 

it must, in a few mouths, pass through all the 

stages of its growth, so as not to interfere with 

the ordinary and regidar course of cropping; 

and, finally, its produce must have a market 

85 
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value. If the plant is intended for the food 

of man, it is also indispensable that it shall 

not offend the tastes and culinary habits of 

the inhabitants of the country into which it 

is to be introduced. To this we may add that 

most of the old perennial plants of the kit¬ 

chen garden have been abandoned for annuals, 

whenever these could be found with similar 

properties; thus, Lalhyrus tuherosus, Sedum 

Telephium, and Cirsium oleraceum, have been 

abandoned for potatoes, spinach, &c. Now, 

the Chinese yam fulfils every one of these con¬ 

ditions : it has been domesticated from time 

immemorial; it is perfectly hardy in our cli¬ 

mate; its root is bulky, rich in nutritive mat¬ 

ter, edible raw, easily cooked, either by boil¬ 

ing or roasting, and has no other taste than 

that of potato starch. It is as much a ready¬ 

made bread as the potato, and more so than 

the batatas or sweet potato.” 

M. Decaisne, in a second article, gives the 

following account of the experience gained in 

1854 

“About the middle of April, when danger 

from frost was considered to be over, some 

pieces of the roots were planted out in the 

garden of the Museum of Nati\i’al History. 

Some were taken from the upper and smaller 

part of the tubers, others from the thicker 

part. The former were scarcely as thick as 

the little finger, and averaged 2| inches in 

length; the others were much larger, and 

formed slices or cross sections of a cylinder, 

each to 1^ inch thick on the edge. Three 

tubers, weighing from 10^ to 14 oz., were 

])lauted whole, in order to compare their pro¬ 

duce with that of the cut sets. The planta¬ 

tion was made in an open border, and on the 

level, not on ridges, as ought to have been 

done—a circumstance, however, which in no 

way affected the growth of the tubers, but 

only rendered the taking up difficult. The 

distance between the plants was 19^ inches 

every way; this was another mistake; for, 

according to the judicious observations of 

M. L. Vilmorin, they should have been much 

wider apart. 

‘ The short time which has elapsed since the 

introduction of the Chinese yam, prevents mo 

from determining what may be called a good 

or bad year for it; the future alone will show 

under what conditions of climate it best suc¬ 

ceeds. All that can be said at present is, that 

in 1854, the gi’owth of the ])lants was regular, 

that theii' long twining stems grew vigoroush^. 

and were thickly covered with leaves; that 

abimdance of flowers were produced in the 

beginning of August (all our plants are 

males); and, lastly, that active vegetation 

ceased, and the leaves gradually acquired a 

yellowish tinge after the middle of September, 

thus indicating that the tubers had neai'ly 

come to maturity. 

“With the exception of some specimens kept 

apart for other experiments, all the plants 

were separated into three distinct lots. Two 

of these lots were staked — one with strong 

stakes 10 feet or more in height, the other 

with stakes 6 or 7 feet high. The stems 

twined round the stakes very regularly, in the 

same way as scarlet runners, and soon grew 

beyond them. 

“In the third lot the plants were left unsup¬ 

ported, and their stems spread over the ground 

without taking root, twining amongst each 

other; these did not nearly attain the length 

of those which were staked. 

“In no case were the plants either earthed 

up or the ground weeded, for these operations 

appear to be unnecessary. The tubers were 

taken up on the 6th of November. The fol¬ 

lowing tables exhibit the results of the differ¬ 

ent modes of planting and cultivation which 

wei'e adopted. 

“A.— Tubers planted whole, weighing, on the 

average, 10| oz. each. 

“The three tubers planted whole produced 

very vigorous plants, each of which formed one 

fresh tuber; two of these were enormous, and 

quite out of the common run, one weighing, 

when taken up, about 3 lbs., the other 2 lbs. 

9 oz. The third was attacked by the grub of 

the cockchafer or May-bug [Melolontha vul¬ 

garis, Fab.), and only yielded pieces; its 

stems, moreover, withered in August. The 

tubers which had been planted, were much 

shrivelled, without, however, being in a state 

of decay. Notwithstanding the size of tlie 

two new tubers obtained, I consider this mode 

of planting to be objectionable. 

“B.—Plantation made with pieces of the 

tubers varying in length and thickness. 

“1. Plants with stakes 10 feet high. This 

lot consisted of sixteen plants, of which one 

produced two middle-sized tubers, weighing 

together fully 11^ oz., and which ought to be 

oonsidered as only forming one. The tubers 

were weighed carefully three days after taking 

up, when clean and dry, with the following 

results:—• 
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ro. Graramed. 1 No. Grammes 
]. 1 9.... . 175 
2. . 140 10. 
3. . 390 11. . 185 
4. . 540 12. . 105 
5. . 260 13.. .. . 95 
6. 14. . 100 
7. . 390 1 15 .. 100 
8. . 420 16. . 30 

3 k. 705 gr. 

[About 8 lbs. oz., or a mean per tuber of oz.] 

“2. Plants with stakes from 6 to 7 feet high. 

These plants, twenty- eight in number, also 

produced only one tuber each. The weights 

were:— 

No. Grammes. No. Grammes. 
1. . 40 15. . 550 
9 . 50 16. . 270 
3. . 55 17. . 380 
4. . 195 18. . 370 
5. . 690 19. . 270 
6... . 550 20. . 265 
7. . 520 21. . 220 
8. . 790 22. . 230 
9.... 23. . 225 
10. . 420 24. . 355 
11 . . 420 25. . 55 
12. . 440 26. . 165 
13. . 450 27. . 210 
14. 28. . 175 

9 k. 655 gr. 

[21 lbs. o_z., or a mean weight per tuber of oz.] 

“3. Plants not staked; their stems spreading 

over the ground without taking root in it. 

“These plants, thirteen in number, gave the 

following results;— 

Grammes. No. Grammes. 

. 488 8. . 245 
.. 475 9 ..... . 150 
.. 460 10. . 140 
.. 488 11 .... . 120 

. 400 12. . 110 
.. 495 13. . 55 
.. 290 

3k. 916gr 

[8 lbs. oz., or oz. per tuber.] 

“The sum total of the produce of the three 

lots planted with pieces of tubers, gives 17 k. 

286 gr., or 38 lbs. If oz., as the produce of 

fifty-seven plants, which is rather more than 

10^ oz. for the average weight of •each tuber. 

“ In this calculation the space on which the 

plants grew is not taken into account, for it 

would not have led to any useful inference, 

because, as has been already stated, the plants 

were too far apart. But when we take into 

consideration the tap-rooted nature of the 

plant, the shortness and fineness of the lateral 

roots, which are not more than 3 or 3^ inches 

long; and, moreover, the large development of 

the leaves, which indicates that the plant lives 

principally on the elements contained in the 

atmosphere, we arrive at the conclusion, that at 

the distance of 10 or even 8 inches apart every 

way, the plant would have sufficient space for 

its proper growth. There would thus be from 

16 to 25 plants in a square metre (rather more 

than lOf square feet). Assuming that the 

twenty plants produce, on an average, each 10^ 

oz, of tubers, we have about 13f lbs. per square 

m^tre, or about 23 tons 17 cwts. of tubers per 

acre. This is double the average weight of po¬ 

tatoes produced in France on the same space of 

ground. 

“So large a produce is, I admit, nothing but 

an assumption, and calculated for the most 

favourable conditions of soil and temperature 

in the climate of Paris. It is also made upon 

the supposition that the whole of the ground 

is occupied. But although the computation 

may be too high, and notwithstanding that 

the Chinese yam costs more to plant than the 

potato, I have every reason to believe that 

the produce of the Dioscorea Batatas will ex¬ 

ceed that of the potato, and that the greater 

difficulty in taking up will be compensated by 

the larger amount of nourishment which the 

tubers contain. It is in order to diminish the 

labour of taking up that I recommend this yam 

to be planted on ridges, following, as much as 

possible, the Chinese method previously de¬ 

scribed. The following are the grounds upon 

which this opinion is founded ;— 

“ The tubers of the Chinese yam were, in 

general, from 13J to 19^ inches long, seldom 

more. The upper third is small, perhaps as 

thick as the little finger; this, in my opinion, 

is the only part that should be kept for plant¬ 

ing; and, in most cases, three or four slices, 

large enough to form vigorous plants, may be 

obtained; the rest of the root may be eaten. 

It is, therefore, important that the entire 

root should be taken up, especially as its lower 

extremity is always the largest part, and that 

which is richest in starch. Now, by laying 

out the ground in ridges or narrow beds, 10 

or 12 inches high, the operator has only to dig 

a spade’s depth into the furrow, at the side 

of the ridge or bed, to reach the lower end of 

the root; and by turning over the ridges so 

as to level the ground at the same time, the 

crop may be taken up without difficulty. It 

is evident, indeed, from what has been stated, 

that if the sets are planted sufficiently close, 

the labour of taking up will not be greater 
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than that required for the same weight of po¬ 

tatoes. I cannot at present settle the breadth 

of the beds, or the distance from ridge to 

ridge; but it seems to me that a space of 20 

inches, planted with three rows of yams, would 

answer very well. The furrow or alley between 

the beds should not be more than a foot wide 

—just enough for a man to work in it. I 

may add that the plants should not be staked, 

because their stems, if allowed to spread over 

the ground, 25reserve its moisture, and also 

because they may be made to root by a sort 

of layering, similar to that practised by the 

Chinese, who by that means propagate the 

plant with great facility. 

“I have no hesitation in stating, that I con¬ 

sider the Chinese yam to be superior in quality 

to the potato. Although no comparative ana¬ 

lyses of the two have been made, I believe the 

Chinese yam to be much the richer in nutri¬ 

tive principles. Its roots are white as snow 

in the interior; they contain neither visible 

fibres nor tough woody matter; and, when 

boded, they become so soft that a slight pres- 

siire converts them into a paste, which can 

only be compared to that of the finest wheaten 

flour. Cooked by steam or roasted they look 

and taste like the best potatoes. They have 

one advantage which every one will appreciate, 

namely, the short space of time required for 

cooking. Two pieces of tubers, of the size of 

a hen’s egg, one the Chinese yam, the other 

the sweet potato of the white variety, were 

put into boiling water, at the same time as 

a Dutch potato of the same size; the first 

and second were done in ten minutes, the 

third in twenty minutes. In respect to the 

facility with which it is cooked, the Chinese 

yam is, therefore, as much superior to the 

potato as that esculent is to farinaceous grains; 

and it must not be forgotten that this quality 

has greatly contributed to the popularity of 

the potato, as it requires but little fuel to 

cook it; an advantage which, as we have seen, 

is possessed in a still greater degree by the 

Chinese yam. 

“ There is yet another point to which it is 

necessary to draw attention. It is the facility 

with which the roots may be preserved for 

a whole year, and even longer. The potato 

sprouts in spring when kept in cellars. The 

Chinese yam is wholly free from this disadvan¬ 

tage ; it is not afiected either by heat or cold, 

perhaps not even by moisture. Left in the 

gremid its tubers remain witho\it being in¬ 

jured, as I proved by leaving a root in the 

ground, v/here it remained throughout the se¬ 

vere winter of 1853—4, and pushed again at 

the return of spring. It is, therefore, a hardy 

plant in the widest acceptation of the ,term. 

“ The Chinese yam has been cultivated at 

Algiers with equal success; and M. Hardy, 

speaking of its quality, says: — ‘ The tubers 

contain a slightly viscous, but tasteless juice, 

which entirely disappears in the cooking. 

Cooked by steam, or roasted, they taste hke 

the best potatoes. The flesh is white and 

floury.’ 

“ Many of the Dioscoreae have the power of 

propagating themselves by bulbs, which drop 

off from the stem as soon as they ari’ive at 

maturity. The Dioscorea Batatas is one of 

these; at the axils of its leaves small round 

bulbs, which are used in China for the propa¬ 

gation of the plant, are very frequently formed. 

It is from these that the useful rhizome of the 

plant originates, or, to speak more correctly, 

the rhizome is merely a continuation of these 

bulbs in a downward direction.” 

M. Vilmorin says (Bo?z Jardinier, 1855, p. 

489), that the mode of cultivation which has 

hitherto succeeded best with him, consists in 

taking moderately large pieces of the tubers, 

and preferably the crowns of such as are begin¬ 

ning to vegetate, and planting them in April 

in small pots placed on a hot-bed. When all 

danger of frost is over, the young plants are 

planted out in light rich soil. The roots hav¬ 

ing a tendency to strike perpendicularly down¬ 

wards are not injured by the twisting which 

they experience in the pot. He even thinks 

that the plant might be successfully grown in 

large pots plunged into the ground, especially 

where the depth and looseness of the soil 

would induce the roots to strike down to the 

depth of a yard or more. Judging from its 

growth being arrested in dry weather, the 

plant appears to like moisture. From the 

small proj)ortion which the foliage bears to 

the bulk of the root, he imagines that the 

plants may be planted pretty close together— 

8 or 10 plants to a square metre (about lOf 

square feet). At this distance, plants which 

were watered produced roots weighing, on the 

average, nearly 18 oz. each. When not staked 

the stems spread over the ground, and get en¬ 

tangled with each other. Shoifi straight stakes 

appear to be necessary, in order to allow of the 

groiind being cleaned, for the small amount of 

foliage which the Dioscorea produces does not 
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protect it from tlie intrusion of weeds. With 

respect to the comparative amount of produce 

yielded by plants staked and those not staked, 

in a first experiment there was a trifling ad¬ 

vantage in favour of the latter. 

The roots are taken up as late in the season 

as possible, for the chief increase in their size 

takes place in autumn. The upper and slen¬ 

der part of the root may be reserved for pro¬ 

pagation, and the lower or fleshy portion may 

be made use of after having been allowed to 

dry for a few days. 

The above mode of cultivation applies to 

plants already in bearing; and, by adopting 

it, a crop is produced the same year. If, how¬ 

ever, it be desu-able to propagate the plant 

rapidly, the easiest way is to make cuttings of 

the stems. This is done in the following 

manner, about the month of July:—^The stems 

are cut into as many pieces as there are leaves, 

and these small cuttings are planted close 

together, in peat or light sandy soil, and 

covered with a bell-glass. The piece of the 

stem should only be put into the ground to 

the depth of a quarter of an inch, and the leaf, 

unless altogether out of proportion to the rest 

of the cutting, should be left entire. At the 

end of five or six weeks the cuttings are 

rooted, and bear a little bulb, about the size 

of a small nut, at the axil of each leaf. These 

increase but little in size duiing the rest of 

the season: they are allowed to ripen by ceas¬ 

ing to give water; and, by the following 

spring, they furnish plants as strong as those 

irom the pieces of the roots. In this way each 

jdant may be made to produce several hun¬ 

dred others. Cuttings may also be struck, 

without the aid of bell-glasses, in a somewhat 

shady part of the garden. In this case, in¬ 

stead of cutting the stems into pieces, it is 

better to lay them horizontally in the ground, 

so that the leaves may lie flat upon the sur¬ 

face, and to cover slightly with earth. The 

surface should be kept constantly moist by 

frequently watering through a fine rose. 

From experiments made in the garden of 

the Horticultural Society, in 1856, the Dios- 

corea is found to be perfectly hardy in this 

country. It was grown from small axil tubers, 

about the size of marrow pease; from small 

roots; from large-sized whole I'oots; and from 

cut roots. All these were planted in the open 

ground, in the beginning of March, and the 

produce was taken up in the end of November. 

The greatest produce was obtained from whole 

roots; but sets from roots cut in sections of 

about an inch, or an inch and a half in length, 

planted 3 inches deep, gave a fair average. 

Mr. Sibbon, of Trent Park, East Barnet, also 

cultivated it very successfully, by employing 

cuttings of roots raised in the previous year 

from small stem or axil tubers. The ciittings 

of the roots were somewhat forwarded in pots 

under glass, and planted oiit a foot apart, in 

June, in a raised bed of half-decayed leaves, 

covered over with common garden mould. 

The crop was taken up in November, and the 

weight from 24 square yards was 42^ lbs. The 

largest tuber was 39 inches long, and 7 inches 

in circumference, and weighed l^ lb. 

Although the Hioscorea will force its root 

into compact loam, yet there can be no doubt 

that the ground should be trenched at least 3 

feet deep; and that by forwarding the plants in 

spring, so as to have a longer season of growth, 

a larger produce will be obtained. In short, 

the tubers can only be formed by the action 

of light on the leaves; and it is evident that 

the greater the amount of foliage, and that of 

the light to which it is exposed, the larger 

the tubers will be. Means should, therefore, 

be taken to grow the plant early, so as to have 

a considerable extent of foliage to be acted 

upon, whilst the days are long. 

EGG PLANT. See Forcing. 

ELECAMPANE {Inula Helenium, L.—Syn- 

genesia Polygamia Superflua, L.; Compositje, 

D. C.; Asteracepe, Lind.) is a perennial plant, 

a native of Britain, where it is found growing 

in moist pastures. It is cultivated for its 

root, which is considered to be tonic, diuretic, 

and diaphoretic. It may be propagated by 

dividing the roots, leaving an eye or bud on 

each piece. These divisions should be planted 

a foot apart, in rows 15 inches asunder, in 

newly dug ground, rather moist than other¬ 

wise. It may also be raised from seed sown 

in September, the plants being thinned out in 

the following year to the above distances; the 

former is the mode generally adopted. Roots 

two years old are considered to be the best 

and most tender, consequently a fresh planta¬ 

tion must be made every year, if an annual 

supply of roots of that age be required. 

ENDIVE {Cichorium Endivia, L.—Synge- 

nesia Polygamia Hlqualis, L.; Compositce, D. 

C.; Asteracese, Liud.) is a hardy anmial, said 

to be a native of the East Indies. The varie¬ 

ties are numerous, and are divided into two 

classes: — I. Curled-leaved {C. E. crispa), 
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chicQvees of the Frencli, wliicli iucludes those 

with narrow leaves, more or less divided, and 

much curled; and, II. Batavian, or Bboad- 

REAVED {C. E. latifolia), scaroles of the 

French,which includes all with broad leaves 

not curled. These divisions comjirise the fol¬ 

lowing varieties:— 

1.—Curled Endives. 

1. Small Green Curled-—syn. Green 

Curled, Chicoree frisde, Chicoree de Meaux, 

Chicor6e Endive. — Leaves much cut and 

curled, from 6 to 7 inches long, lying flat on 

the ground; heart-leaves full and close. It 

is slow in hearting, and when sown early is 

apt to run. It was formerly almost the only 

sort cultivated in Fi'ance, but for eaidy crops 

the succeeding sort is now preferred; it is, 

.however, still esteemed for the later sowings. 

2. French Small Green Curled — syn. 

Fine Curled, Chicor6e frisee fine d’ltalie, Chi- 

cor4e d’ete, Chicoree fine d’et6.—A small, very 

dwarf sort; hearts closer and sooner than the 

|)receding. Excellent for early use. It can¬ 

not be tied up, but blanches readily when 

covered. 

3. Large Green Curled—syn. Green Cur¬ 

led, Cut Yellow Winter Endive of the Ger¬ 

mans.—Leaves longer, and rather more upright 

than those of the Small Green Curled. It 

ties up well to blanch, is hardy, and not sub¬ 

ject to rot. 

4. Italian Green Curled—syn. Indivia 

Riccia.—Leaves naiTow, divided to the very 

mid-rib, segments also much cut and curled; 

v/hole plant dark green. Ties up well. 

5. Dutch Green Curled — syn. Large 

Green Curled of the Dutch.—Scarcely worth 

distinguishing from the Large Green Curled; 

it differs in the outer leaves being broader, 

deeper cut, and not so much cmded. It is 

hardy and blanches well. 

6. Long Italian Green Curled—syn. lu- 

divia longa. — Resembles the Italian Green 

Curled, the leaves being deeply cut, but their 

segments are not disposed to curl; and it is 

on the whole inferior. 

7. White Curled — syn. White Endive, 

Chicoree toujours blanche, Chicoree blanche. 

—Leaves 7 or 8 inches long, with a very open 

heart, growing flat on the ground. The whole 

plant is of a pale yellowish colour. It is best 

when cut very young for salads, as the French 

use it. When full-grown, the leaves are tough. 

very bitter, and do not form a good heart, it 

should therefore only be used young. 

8. Stag-horn Endive—syn. Come do cerf, 

Rouennaise.—Leaves deep gveen, finely cut, 

but not much curled; heart full, yellow, and 

tender. Preferred at Rouen, but not so much 

esteemed at Paris, where they find it more 

apt to run to seed, and to decay sooner than 

No. 2. 

9. Moss Endive—syn. Trijde Curled Moss, 

Extra Curled Moss, Chicorde mousse.—A new 

and very finely curled sort allied to the pre¬ 

ceding. 

10. Picpus Curled—syn. Chicoree de Pic- 

pus.—According to M. Yilmorin, this is a fine 

sort, intermediate between the Stag-horn en¬ 

dive and the Small Green Curled, being closer 

and fuller than the latter. 

11. —Batavian, or Broad-leaved Endive. 

11. Broad-leaved Batavian—syn. Broad¬ 

leaved Endive, Double Yellow, Common Yel¬ 

low of the Dutch.-—Leaves long and broad, 

the edges somewhat ragged, the outer ones 

very upright. The sort of Batavian endive 

most commonly cultivated. It requires to be 

tied up for blanching. 

12. Curled Batavian—syn. Fine Curled 

Batavian, Yellow Curled Batavian.—Leaves 

not so large as those of the preceding, curled 

at the edges, and growing flat on the ground. 

The heart forms of itself, is small, and lies 

close to the ground. 

13. Small Batavian—syn. Scarole petite, 

Scarole courte, Scarole ronde.—Leaves jiale 

green, broad, of moderate length, slightly rag¬ 

ged at the edges; inner leaves hooded at the 

top, naturally forming a good heart, blanch¬ 

ing with little trouble. It is mild and sweet, 

compared with many others. 

14. Large Batavian-—syn. Scarole grande, 

Scarole de Hollande.-—This can only be con¬ 

sidered a large variety of the preceding, 

scarcely hearting so well; nevertheless it forms 

a large heart, well blanched, and of good fla¬ 

vour. Does not require to be tied up. 

15. Lettuce-leaved Batavian—syn.White 

Batavian, New Batavian, Scarole blonde, Sca¬ 

role ^ feuille de laitue.—Leaves lai’ge, obtuse, 

ragged at the edges, of a pale colour even 

when young. They require to be tied up for 

blanching. This sort should only be cultiva¬ 

ted for early use, as it is tender as regard.s 

damp and severe weather. 
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16. White-flowered Batavian—syn. Sca- 

role a fleur lilanche.^—A new and excellent 

variety, which blanches remarkably white and 

tender. Flowers white. This sort is highly 

deserving of cultivation. 

The best sorts for general cultivation are 

Nos. 2, 3, 5, 11, 13, 16. 

A light rich soil, with a dry subsoil, is the 

best adapted for the gi'owth of endive. A 

situation not shaded by trees should also be 

selected for this crop. 

A small sowing to be used j’oung may be 

made in the beginning of May, but the plants 

produced will be very liable to run. In the 

end of May another small sowing may be 

made; and about the middle of June the first 

main crop may be sown. The principal crops 

for winter use require to be sown in the mid¬ 

dle and end of July. Lastly, a small quantity 

to come in late may be sown towards the mid¬ 

dle of August. 

The seed should be sown thinly, on a bed 

of rich earth raked fine, in shallow drills 4 

inches apart, covering lightly Avith fine soil. 

In dry weather, the seed-beds should be 

watered thiough a fine rose till the plants 

make their appearance. The plants, as tliey 

advance in growth, should be thinned out to 

3 or 4 inches apart in the rows; and in dry 

weather frequent waterings should be given 

in order to promote a rapid growth. When 

the plants have made four leaves, and are suf¬ 

ficiently strong for transplanting, they should 

be carefully taken up and replanted where 

they are to remain, the ground having been 

previously deeply dug. Plants of the curled¬ 

leaved varieties may be planted 1 foot apart 

ea<^L way; but for the Batavian endives, which 

generally require more room, 15 inches by 12 

inches may be allowed. Water should be given 

at planting, and till the plants are established; 

subsequently, in dry weather, watering should 

be persevered in, with the vieAv of encourag¬ 

ing the production of tender and succulent 

leaves. 

Instead of sowing in seed-beds and trans¬ 

planting, some sow at once where the plants 

are to remain, and thin out to the proper dis¬ 

tances. This answers well for the early crops, 

or such as have not to be planted on sloping 

banks, or in frames in Avinter; but when the 

contrary is the case, sowing in seed-beds, and 

planting out, is a better plan, as the produc¬ 

tion of roots is encouraged by the latter ope¬ 

ration; and, consequently, the plants can be 

27'9 

finally transplanted Avith a better chance of 

success. 
About three months after sowing, or as 

soon as the plants are nearly full-grown, 

blanching may be commenced. This opera¬ 

tion can be performed in various ways. Com¬ 

monly the leaves are gathered togethei’, and 

tied up near the top with matting, and about 

a week afterwards they are again tied, this 

time round the middle. Tying up should only 

be performed when the leaves are perfectly 

free from moisture; afterwards, if water should 

be necessary, it should only be given at the 

root of the plant. Blanching is also effected 

by placing inverted floAver-pots over the plants, 

and covering the hole in the bottom with a 

piece of slate or tile; by means of sea-kale 

pots; laying a slate, or, preferably, a fiat tile, 

over the plants; by covering with sand or coal 

ashes; or by placing boards on each side of 

the roAv, leaning their upper edges against 

each other, so as to form a roof, and prevent¬ 

ing the light from getting in at the ends. A 

mat laid over the plants also answers tolerably 

Avell for the flat-gTOwing kinds. The best 

methods, however, ai’e tying up, or using a 

blanching-pot. 

According to Captain Churchill, endive is 

blanched in the following manner in the pro¬ 

vince of Gruipuscoa, in the north of Spain :— 

“ The blanching is generally performed by 

pressing the heart of the plant gently doAvu, 

on w'hich a fragment of tile is laid; over this 

a light covering of earth is sifted. The frin¬ 

ged edges of the exterior leaves are carefully 

freed from earth, and exposed to light; having 

small bits of tile laid over that portion of 

the soil from Avhence they protrude, to render 

the blanching perfect, and produce what the 

gardeners particularly pride themselves on, 

namely, a plant of endive white all over, ex¬ 

cepting the edges of the outer leaves, whicli 

should show about 2 inches of green. The 

plants thus cultivated are slightly bitter, 

crisp, and juicy.”—{Gai'deners Chronicle, 1842, 

p. 452.) 

The time occupied in blanching varies from 

ten days to three weeks — a longer period 

being required for completing the process in 

winter than in summer, Avhen growth is more 

rapid. A number of plants, sufficient to af¬ 

ford a supply for a week, should be set to 

blanch at one time, and by doing the same 

eveiy week, a constant succession of blanched 

endive will be secured. 
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Various modes of protecting endive during 

the winter are adopted. The market gar¬ 

deners near London form sloping banks facing 

the south, and sheltered from the north. On 

these they plant the endive in November, at 

6 or 8 inches apart, and protect it with litter 

in severe weather, but leave it uncovered at 

all other times. A supply dui-ing winter may, 

however, be more certainly secured by taking 

up the late sown crops before frost, and re¬ 

planting in dry earth or sand, in a frame or 

shed, or by placing a frame over them with¬ 

out taking up. 

To save Seed.—Only the finest specimens 

of plants, true to their varieties, should be 

selected for bearing seed, otherwise a degene¬ 

ration is likely to be the result. Seed may 

be saved either from autumn-sown plants pro¬ 

tected through the winter, and planted out in 

a warm sheltered situation in March, or from 

plants raised from seed sown early in spring. 

The flower-stems should be supported by 

stakes or strings, to prevent injury from the 

wind, and the seed should be gathered as it 

successively ripens. After having been spread 

upon a cloth till it is dry, it may be rubbed 

out and stored. It remains good for five or 

six years; plants raised from old seed are 

not so apt to run as those from seed newly 

saved. 

FENNEL {Anetlmm Foeniculum, L.—Pentan- 

dria Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. C.j Apiacese, 

Lind.) is a perennial aromatic plant, indigenous 

or naturalized in this country. The leaves 

are used in fish sauces, and for garnishing] the 

stalks are eaten in salads; and the seeds are 

employed in confectionary, and for flavouring 

liquors. 

There are two varieties cultivated;— 

1. Common Fennel. 
2. FiNocnio. 

The common sort may be propagated by 

sowing the seed in February, March, or April, 

on a light warm soil. It may be sown in 

.shallow driUs 15 inches apart, thinning out 

the young plants when 2 or 3 inches Ifigh to 

1 foot apart; or the seed may be sown in a 

bed, and the seedlings planted out when 3 or 

4 inches in height to the above distances 

apart. It may also be propagated by parting 

the roots in March. With the ordinary cul¬ 

ture of keeping the ground free of weeds, and 

stirring it occasionally, a plantation will last 

several years. If seed is not to be saved, the 

plants should be topped, with the view of 

encouraging a growth of young and tender 

leaves, and to prevent the production of seed, 

which, if allowed to ripen, would scatter, and 

seedlings would spring up in all directions. 

Finochio is the name given to another va¬ 
riety, or perhaps species of fennel, much culti¬ 
vated in Italy for its stalks, which swell out 
to a considerable thickness just above the 

STOund, and which are blanched like celerv. 
We translate from the Bon Jardinier the 

following details respecting its natui'e, and the 

manner in which it is used in Italy:—- 

“Large quantities are consumed in Italy; 

it is eaten raw, with pepper and salt, generally 

without any other seasoning; it is excellent 

for garnishing ragouts, whether made of fowl 

or meat; also when eaten with white sauce, 

gravy, or macaroni. When used in the tliree 

last-mentioned ways, it is flrst boiled^ 

“At Naples, in the Roman States, and at 

Venice, this fennel is so generally used, that 

one cannot pass thi’ough a town or village 

without meeting with it,- and every table is 

served with it from January till June. 

“The plant has a small root, and arising 

from it are leaf-stalks like those of celery, but 

which form a rounder and shorter swelling; 

this part is very tender and savoury, sweeter 

than celery, and differing from it so much 

in taste, as to form a change to those only 

accustomed to that vegetable. A horizontal 

section of the swelling forms an oval 4 or 5 

inches long, and 2 or 3 inches wide. 

Finochio requires a light rich soil, and 

shorild be sown in drills 1 foot apart, thinning 

out, when the young plants are well estab¬ 

lished, to 8 inches asunder in the row; or it 

may be sown broadcast, and transj)lante^ to 

these distances. The ground should be stirred 

and kept free from weeds, and the plants 

should be frequently watered, in order that 

they may gi-ow rapidly and swell their stems, 

which should be earthed up about three weeks 

before they are to be used. 

A sowing should be made about the middle 

or end of March, according to the season; 

monthly from that time till the end of July 

or beginning of August, if a constant succes¬ 

sion is required. The plants from the first 

sowing will be fit for use in July, and the 

others wiU come in for use in succession till 

December. At the approach of frost, the 

plants should be protected with fern or litter. 

OABLIC {Allium sativum, L. — Hexandria 

Monogynia, L.; Liliacese, J.; Liliaceae, Lind.) 
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is a hardy perennial, a native of Sicily and 

the south of France. It is cultivated for the 

bulbs, ■which are used in soups, stews, and 

other dishes; but not so much in Britain as 

in Italy, Spain, Germany, and the south of 

France—its strong flavour, and the oflensive 

smell which it communicates to the breath, 

causing it to be sparingly used in onr cookery. 

Garlic succeeds best in a light, rich, and 

rather dry soil, and a warm situation. It is 

propagated by separating the cloves of the 

bulbs and planting them in February or 

March, 6 inches apart, in shallow driUs 1 foot 

asunder, and covering with earth to the depth 

of about 2 inches. 

A small quantity may also be planted in 

the end of October or beginning of November, 

to come in earlier than the spring planting. 

All the cultm’e necessary is confined to keep¬ 

ing the ground free of weeds. When the 

leaves turn yellow, the plants may be taken 

up, and having been dried in the sun, they 

should be tied up iii bunches by the stalks, and 

lumg up in a dry airy room for use. Some 

bulbs from the autumn planting may be taken 

lip in May or June, for immediate use. 

GOURD (Cucurbita, L.—Monoecia Monadel- 

phia, L.; Cucurbitacese, B. C.; Cucurbitacere, 

Lind.)—The species and varieties of gourd 

are very numerous. They are tender or half 

hardy annuals, natives of the warm parts of 

both hemispheres, and particularly India. They 

are hardier than their allied genera, the cu¬ 

cumber and melon, and siicceed very well in 

the open ground, in ordinary summer’s, in the 

southern parts of Britain. The varieties cross 

with each other very readily, so that it is dif¬ 

ficult to keep any one distinct, if other sorts 

are growing in the neighbourhood, and flower¬ 

ing at the same time. 

The following are some of the sorts best 

deserving of cultivation:— 

1. Large Yellow Gourd {CumrhitaPepo, L.) 

*—syn. Mammoth Pumpkin, American Gourd; 

Potiron jaune of the French.—This is the lar¬ 

gest-fruited variety known. In a very rich 

compost above a large qirantity of manure, 

and under favourable conditions of climate, 

it grows to an enormous size; fruit weighing 

120 lbs. is by no means uncommon. In Ame¬ 

rica, it has weighed 226 lbs.; and at Sutcombe, 

in Devonshire, one weighing 245 lbs. was pro¬ 

duced. This, we believe, is the heaviest fruit 

on record. The leaves are very large, and 

the stems thick, running along the ground to 

the distance of 20 or 30 feet, if not stopped, 

and readily striking root at the joints. The 

fruit is round or oblate, sometimes flattened 

on the under side, owing to its great weight, 

sometimes obtusely ribbed, yellowish, or pale 

buff, frequently covei’ed to a considerable ex¬ 

tent Avith a gray netting. Flesh very deej) 

yellow. It is only used in a full-grown or ripe 

state, in which it will keep for several months, 

and eA’en during the vdnter, if preserved in 

a dry airy place, where it may be suspended 

in a strong net. The flesh is used in soups and 

stews, mashed like potatoes, or baked in pies. 

Harrison’s Pumpkin is a very productiA’e 
A'ariety of the preceding, according to Ken- 

rick, who states that it has produced upwards 
of 50,000 lbs. per acre. 

2.Ye6etable Marroav—syn. Succade Gourd, 

Courge a la moelle of the French.—Fruit 

about 9 inches long, and of an elliptic shape; 

but it is sometimes groAvn to tAvice that length, 

and of an oblong form. Surface slightly un¬ 

even, by irregular longitudinal obtuse ribs, 

which terminate in a projecting apex at the 

extremity of the fruit. When mature, it is 

of a uniform pale yellow, or straAv colour; the 

skin, or shell, is very hai’d when the fruit is 

perfectly ripened. Flesh Avhite, tender, and 

succulent, even till the seeds are ripe. It may 

be used in every stage of its growth. Some 

prefer it Avhen the flower is stiU at the extre¬ 

mity of the fruit; others like it older. When 

well ripened, it Avill keep well throughout the 

Avinter, if stored in a perfectly dry place, out 

of the reach of frost, and not exposed to great 

changes of temperature. To have vegetable 

marrows large and fine for Avinter, the young 

fruit should be regularly taken ofiP for use, 

and Avhen the plant has acquired strength, a 

moderate quantity ought to be alloAved to set 

for maturity; sufficient for this purpose being 

reserved, the young fruit that may be subse¬ 

quently formed should be removed for use in 

a very young state. The vines or shoots may 

be allowed to run along the sui’face of the 

ground, directing them towards the south; 

or they may be trained against a wall, if on 

such there be any vacancy; against palings, 

or on trellises. 

3. Italian Vegetarle Marrow — syn. 

Courge d’ltalie. Courge Coucourzelle.—This 

forms a dwarf bush Avith short reclining stems 

and upright leaves, Avhich are deeply five-lobed. 

The fruits are used Avhen the flowers are about 

to di'op from their ends; they are then from 
36 
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4 to 5 inches long, and 1^ to 2^ inches in 

diameter. When ripe, the fruit is from 15 to 

18 inches in length, and about 6 inches in 

diameter. It is of a pale yellow, striped with 

green. It should, however, be used in the 

young green state, for when mature, it is not 

so good as many of the other gourds. It bears 

very abundantly, and as it does not run, may 

be gi'own in smaller compass than the true 

vegetable marrow. 

4. Egg-shaped Goued—syn. Eeeves’ Gourd. 

—Fruit large, weighing from 15 to 20 lbs,; 

but in rich, highly-manimed soil, and with 

only a few on each plant, it may be grown to 

upwards of 50 lbs. weight; it is short, ovate, 

sometimes tapering abruptly. Skin or shell 

hard, of a reddish colour. Flesh firm, red, 

excellent in a ripe state cooked as a vegetable, 

or in any other way in which gourds are pre¬ 

pared. The stems run to a very great length, 

and bear all along most abundantly. Alto¬ 

gether it is a sort highly deserving of cultiva¬ 

tion. It was brought into notice by the late 

John Eeeves, Esq., who has contributed to 

the horticulture of this country many valuable 

plants from China, where he resided many 

years, and from other parts. 

5. Crook-neck—syn. Early Bush, Summer 

Crook-neck, Courge crochue.—Obtained from 

America, where it is much cultivated, and 

esteemed the best sort for summer. It is a 

bush variety, very early and productive. Fruit 

small, crooked-necked, with numerous warty 

excrescences on the surface; colour bright yel¬ 

low; shell very hard when ripe. As it does 

not run, it may be planted 3 feet apart. 

6. Fall, or Winter Crook-neck.—The 

kind most generally cultivated in New Eng¬ 

land for autumn and winter use. Necks long, 

curved, and solid, of a pale yellow; but the 

deeper the colour the better. An abundant 

bearer, excellent for pies. Being a runner, it 

should be planted 6 feet apart. 

Canada Crook-neck.—-This is also a runner, 

and is a small variety of the preceding, to 

which it is preferred by some. Kenrick says 

{American Orchardist, 1844, p. 370), “The 

Canada Crook-neck is, without doubt, far su¬ 

perior to any and all others for the late or 

main crop. It is fine-grained, mealy, and of 

a sweet excellent flavour. By being kept in 

a dry and suitable temperatm’e [not below 38°] 

the fruit may be preserved till the following 

summer.” 

7. Green-striped Bergen.—A bush va¬ 

riety of strong growth, requiring to be planted 

4 feet apart. Fruit small, bell-shaped, striped 

with dark green and white. It is used both 

in the green and ripe state. It is cultivated 

to a considerable extent for the New York 

market; and, although it is not so productive 

as some, yet it is said to be comparatively 

hardy, ripening well even in the coldest seasons. 

8. Crown Gourd—Bonnet d’Electeur and 

Patisson of the French, Scollop Gourd, Patty¬ 

pan of the Americans.—^The plant forms a 

round bush, and does not run. The fruit, 

which is produced very close to the stem, is 

flat and scolloped on the edge. In America 

two sub-varieties are cultivated: the Early 

Yellow Bush Scollop, and the Early White Bush 

Scollop; both used when young and tender 

for boiling, and at maturity for making pies. 

9. Egg, or Apple Squash—syn. Orange 

Gourd.—In size, form, and colour, this re¬ 

sembles an orange; hence its name. It beai-s 

abundantly; and trained on a pole, is very 

ornamental. It may be used in a young state, 

but in quality is not equal to the vegetable 

marrow. Tliis is different from the Orange 

gourd of the East Indies, which is poisonous. 

10. Spanish Gourd—syn. Spanish Pump¬ 

kin; Potiron d’Espagne.—Fruit middle-sized, 

very flat; skin smooth and hard, usually 

green. Flesh firm, and of excellent flavour. 

11. Turk’s Cap—syn. Turban Pumpkin, 

Giraumon Turban.—Fruit middle-sized, flat, 

with a rounded margin, and elevated centre, 

which is deeji green; the rest is yellow, or 

pale green. Flesh firm. This variety is chiefly 

grown for ornament in this country; as are 

also various others, some of which are poison¬ 

ous, such are the Bottle gourd, or false cala¬ 

bash, and the Orange gourd of the East In¬ 

dies. Indeed, great caution should be exercised 

in eating the fruits of Cucurbitaceoe, for mauy 

of them are strong cathartics, inducing chole¬ 

raic symptoms when partaken of. 

All the sorts require a rich soil; in fact,* 

they grow best on a dung-heap. The seeds 

should be sown in heat, in April, and for¬ 

warded under glass; but after the plants are 

above ground they should only be kept in 

very gentle heat. They must be shifted into 

larger pots, as may be necessary, and kept 

growing moderately, gradually exposing them 

to the open air, previous to planting out, 

which should be done when the weather be¬ 

comes sufficiently mild in May, sooner or later, 

according to season and climate. After plant- 
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iug out, they should be protected by hand¬ 

glasses, or, at all events, they must, byisome 

means, be protected from cold or frost at 

night. If heat is not at command, the seeds 

may be sown early in May, in pots, under a 

hand-glass; or^ after the middle of May, they 

may be sown in the open ground. 

HEKB PATIENCE. See Patience. 

HOP, The (Humulus Lupulus, L.— Dicecia 

Pentandria, L.; Urticeie, D. C.; Cannabin- 

aceffi, Lind.), is a perennial plant indigenous to 

this country. The use of its flowers in brew¬ 

ing is well known. In gardens it is princi- 

jtally grown as a screen to hide unsightly 

objects. Its young shoots, cut when about 4 

inches in length, are occasionally used in spring, 

when they appear above ground, instead of 

asparagus; they are not, however, held in 

much esteem. The hop is a dioecious plant; 

that is, the male and female flowers are borne 

on separate individuals; the kind producing 

the female flowers is the one cultivated in 

the hop plantations, though the male kinds 

are grown for the purpose of impregnating 

the female flowers. Several varieties of the 

hop are distinguished by hop-gi’owers; but it 

will be unnecessary to enter into these distinc¬ 

tions, as far as the cultivation of the plant in 

gardens is concerned. 

It prefers a rich deep loam, and the ground 

should be deeply dug, and manured, if neces¬ 

sary, with well-Totted stable dung, mixed with 

the earth. It is propagated by parting the 

roots in spring, or autumn, or by cuttings of 

the shoots of the preceding year, taken off 

from the crown of the plant in March. If 

the plants are intended for the production of 

tops, they may be planted a foot apart, in rows 

3 feet asunder; or in a single row, near any 

object which it may be desirable to hide. 

Poles or sticks should be placed for the bine to 

climb upon, and the ground should be kept 

free of weeds, and stirred in spring and autumn. 

Insects, &c.—The roots of the hop are at¬ 

tacked by wireworms, and by the caterpillars 

of the otter or ghost-moth {Hepialus humuK); 

the young shoots are eaten off in spring as 

fast as they appear by the hop-flea {Altica con- 

cinnal); the bine is devoured by the cater- 

jiillars of Pyralis rostralis, Laria 'pudibunda, 

Vanessa G-album, V.lo; whilst the leaves 

are perforated and their juices exhausted by 

the hop frog-fly (Amblycephalus interrupUis'), 

and by the hop-fly {Aphis humuli), the great 

scourge of the hop plantations. 

The hop is liable to be attacked by a fatal 

disease, known as the mould, which appears 

to be a species of Oidium. It originates 

amongst the cellular tissue of the leaves, 

spreads with astonishing rapidity, exhausting 

the plant, and arresting its growth, so that in 

hop grounds the entire destruction of the croji 

is sometimes the consequence. Damp, and a 

deficiency of air and light, ai’e favourable to 

the development of this disease. Sulphur is 

the best remedy. 

HOEEHOUND {Alarrubium vidgare, L.—Di- 

dynamia Gymnospermia, L.; Labiatie, D. C ; 

Lamiaceae, Lind.) is a perennial plant, a native 

of Britain. Its leaves and tops have long 

been a popular remedy for coughs. Dr. Kittoe 

states, in the Chemist, that he has for many 

years been in the habit of employing hore- 

hound in cases of troublesome chronic cough, 

particularly in that species which is found so 

frequently after attacks of influenza, and other 

severe forms of cold; and that he invariably 

found that it restored the tone of the stomach, 

and subdued irritation, when other and more 

valued remedies had been employed in vain. 

It may be propagated by dividing the plant 

in spring; by sowing the seeds in February, 

March, or April; or by cuttings, planted in a 

shady border, in April. Plant 18 inches apart, 

in a dry warm situation. All the care neces¬ 

sary is to keep the ground clean, and the 

plants will last for many years. 

HOKSE-KADISH (Gochlearia Armoracia, L.— 

Tetradynamia Siliculosa, L.; Oruciferse, D. C.; 

Brassicacefc, Lind.)—The horse-radish is a 

hardy perennial, indigenous to, or naturalized 

in Britain. It is cultivated for its long roots, 

or, more properly, underground stems, the use 

of which, along with roast beef, is so well 

Imown that it need hardly be mentioned. They 

also sometimes form an ingredient in winter 

salads. 
It grows well almost anywhere; but the 

best and most tender roots are produced iu 

a deep, rich, and rather moist soil; a sandy 

loam, sufiiciently moist, is well suited for its 

growth. It is propagated by planting the 

crowns, cut off with a piece of the root 2 inches 

in length attached; or by pieces of the root of 

the same length. The crowns are, however, 

the best. The ground where horse-radish is 

to be planted should be ti’enched 2 feet, or, 

if possible, 3 feet deep, in autumn, and man¬ 

ured, if necessary,with rotten cow-dung, which 

should be placed at the bottom of the trenches, 
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otherwise the roots are apt to ramify. The 

ground is allowed to lie in a rough state till 

January, February, or the beginning of March, 

when it should be again trenched 2 feet deep, 

and planting at once proceeded with. The 

sets should be planted in holes 15 or 18 inches 

deep, made by a dibber, and 1 foot apart, in 

rows 18 inches asunder, the holes being filled 

up with fine earth or coarse charcoal. The fol- 

lowinsr directions for the cultivation of horse- 
O _ 

radish are given by Mr. Joseph Knight:— 

“Trench the ground 3 feet deep, and, if 

fresh grass-land, it should lie twelve months 

to pulverize, and will be improved by growing 

a crop of potatoes the first summer. In the 

following February, procure your sets, in the 

choice of which take the strongest crowns or 

leading buds firom old plants, cutting them 

about 2 inches long. When a sufficient quan¬ 

tity is thus prepared, proceed to mark out the 

ground in 4-feet beds and 1-foot alleys, by 

strong durable oak-stakes; then take from the 

first bed 9 inches of the top soil, laying it 

upon the adjoining bed; after which take out 

an opening at one end of the bed, in the com¬ 

mon way of trenching, 15 inches deep from the 

present surface; then level the bottom, upon 

which plant a row of sets across the bed, at 

9 inches apart each way, with their crowns 

upright; afterwards dig the next trench the 

same width and depth, turning the earth into 

the first trench over the row of sets; thus 

proceeding trench after trench to the end. 

“ Where more than the produce of one bed 

is required for the supply of the family for 

twelve months, the third bed is next to be 

planted, which treat as directed for the first, 

only observing to lay the earth on the fourth, 

and so on, for any number of beds, being care¬ 

ful to leave the earth of the beds which ai’e 

planted as light as possible, and taking great 

care to avoid treading them at any time until 

the crop is in a proper state to take up, or to 

plant or sow other crops iipon the ground; 

but upon every alternate bed which is not 

planted a dwai’f annual crop may be grown. 

About the month of May the plants will make 

their appearance, and in the course of the 

summer grow very strong. They must be 

kept clear from weeds; and as soon as the 

leaves decay in autumn, let them be carefully 

laked off with a wooden-toothed rake, which 

is all that is required until the following Feb¬ 

ruary, when 18 inches of the earth of the un¬ 

planted bed must be laid as light as possible. 

and equal over the beds that are planted; 

then trench and plant the vacant beds exactly 

in the same manner as before directed. Let 

the same care be observed to keep the ground 

clear from weeds until the following autumn, 

by which time the plants will have made sur¬ 

prising progress. As soon as the leaves decay 

let them be taken off by a wooden rake, after 

which the first planted horse-radish may be 

taken up, by opening a trench at one end of 

the bed to the bottom of the roots, so that 

they may be taken up entire and sound; these, 

for size and quality, will be such as ai’e not 

generally seen. It is also necessary to be very 

careful, in digging up the crop, to pick every 

lateral root and fibre out of the ground, as the 

smallest roots rarely fail to grow, and would, 

if left in the groTind, injure the succeeding 

crop. The following February, the one-year 

old crop will require additional earth, as before 

directed, and must of course be taken from 

those beds which are now vacant; which, when 

done, if the ground appears poor, or unlikely 

to produce another vigorous crop, they must 

have a coat of manure.”—(Horticultural Trans¬ 

actions, vol. i. p. 207.) 

The following mode of cultivation, practised 

in Denmark and Germany, is given by Mr. 

Petersen, in the Transactions of the Horticul¬ 

tural Society of London :■—• 

“ The ground must be trenched and manured 

the year before planting. In the autumn, 

when the old roots are taken oiit of the gro\md, 

select all the small side roots, from 9 to 12 

inches in length, and as thick as a quill or 

thereabouts; tie them in bunches, and pre¬ 

serve them in sand, in a place protected from 

the frost during the winter. The planting is 

commenced in the beginning or middle of 

April. In dry weather divide the ground 

into beds 4 feet wide (some make them only 

3 feet wide). These beds are with me raised 

a little with the mould out of the alleys, so 

that they are about a couple of inches higher 

in the middle than on the sides next the alleys. 

With a woollen cloth rub off all the lateral 

fibres from the roots above described; and also 

pare off each extremity, so that the wounds 

may be fresh; then plant them, by inserting 

them horizontally into the sides of the ele¬ 

vated beds, about 1 foot apart, in a quincuncial 

manner, so that the bottom part of the root 

is about 6 or 7 inches below the surface, and 

the top or crown end of the root stands a little 

out of the side of the bed, remarking that the 
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roots are to be iucliiied a little, so that their 

lower extremity is rather deeper than their 

upper. 

“ In the latter end of June, or some time 

in July, take and cut off with a sharp knife, all 

the lateral fibres of each root, which is done by 

placing the foot on the lower extremity, and 

carefully lifting the root out of the ground as 

far as may be necessary. This operation is 

performed two or three times every summer. 

When the operation is over, replace the roots 

as before, and cover them with mould. The 

roots or fibres which are left at the end of the 

main root, and not disturbed (for the opera¬ 

tion must be done carefully), are sufficient to 

nourish the plant. In the third year the 

roots have attained their full size. Laying 

the roots horizontally has the advantage that 

they are easily taken out of the ground with¬ 

out breaking, while cutting off the side roots 

makes the main root grow straight and thick. 

It is advisable to plant a bed every year.” 

— (^Horticultural Transactions, second series, 

vol. i. p. 91.) 

The ground should be occasionally forked, 

and at all times kept free of weeds. Two 

or three applications of liquid manure during 

the summer will also prove beneficial to the 

plants. From the aiitumn of the same year, 

some small roots may be taken up for imme¬ 

diate use, if there is no old plantation j but the 

main portion of the roots should not be taken 

up till the a^itumn of the second year, from 

which time till the succeeding autumn, they 

will be in perfection. In taking up the roots 

a trench should be opened as deep as the lower 

roots, so that they may be taken out as nearly 

whole as possible; for any portion that is 

broken off and left in the ground will certainly 

grow. For this reason, the horse-radish when 

once planted is very difiicult to eradicate; the 

only method of doing so, being to remove all 

fragments as far as possible. The pungency 

of the roots being greatly diminished by keep¬ 

ing above ground, they should either be taken 

up as wanted, or a month’s supply may be dug 

up at a time and preserved in earth in a shady 

border. At the approach of winter, a quan¬ 

tity should be preserved in sand or dry earth 

in a shed, for use during frosty weather. As 

roots more than three years old become hare 

and woody, a fresh plantation should be made 

every year in order to have a constant supply 

of roots in perfection. Some gardeners grow 

horse-radish for many years in the same place, 

leaving the smaller roots in the ground as sets 

for the succeeding crop. This may answer 

tolerably well if manure be given; but even 

then we cannot recommend it as a practice to 

De followed for more than four or five years. 

HYSSOP {Hyssopus officinalis, L.—Didyna- 

mia Gymnospermia, L.; Labiatse, D. C.; La- 

miacete,Lind.) is an aromatic evergreen under¬ 

shrub, a native of the south of Europe. An 

infusion of the tops and fiower-spikes is some¬ 

times employed medicinally as an expectorant. 

Three varieties are cultivated :— 

1. Common, ok Blue-flowered Hyssop. 

2. Red-flowered Hyssop. 

3. White-flowered Hyssop. 

Hyssop succeeds best in a light dry soil, 

with a warm aspect. It may be propagated 

by seed sown in April; by dividmg the plant 

in February, March, or in autumn; or by cut¬ 

tings made in April or May, and planted in a 

shaded situation, and watered until they take 

root. The plants raised from seed, and those 

from cuttings, may be planted out where they 

are to remain in June or July, at I foot apart 

each way, watering till they take fresh root. 

This plant is sometimes planted or sown as an 

edging, in which case it must be taken up 

and replanted every two or three years, in 

spring or autumn, otherwise it will become 

straggling. All the care the plants require 

is an occasional trimming. 

INDIAN CRESS. See Nasturtium. 

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE (Helianthus tuhero- 

sus, L. — Syngenesia Polygamia Frustranea, 

L.; Compositse, D.C.; Asteracese, Lind.) The 

Jerusalem artichoke is a hardy tuberous-rooted 

jierennial, a native of Brazil. It must not be 

supposed that this plant is an artichoke, for it 

is only so called in consequence of resembling 

that vegetable in fiavour, and not because it 

belongs to the same family; neither does it 

come from Jerusalem, that word in this case 

being merely a corruption of the Italian name 

girasole. 
The tubers are baked, roasted, or boiled, 

and are served up with milk or butter, and in 

various other ways. They are much liked by 

some persons, and their flavour, when pioperly 

cooked, is agreeable. The plant is also some¬ 

times grown near preserves, for the winter 

feeding of pheasants, which are very fond of 

the tubers. 
The Jerusalem artichoke was one of the 

many plants recommended as a substitute for 

the potato, and it is probably the best that 
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lias as yet been proposed. It is much more 

hardy than the potato, as easily cultivated, 

thrives in the poorest soil, and in the -worst 

situations; and the nutritive value of the 

tubers is very considerable. Their composi¬ 

tion -was ascertained by Braconnot to be as 

follows:— 

Grape sugar, . 14-800 
Iiiuline, . 3-000 
Gum, . 1-220 
Albumen,. 0-900 
Eat, . 0-090 
Citrate of potash,. 1-070 
Phosphate of potash. 0-060 
Sulphate of potash, . 0-120 
Phosphate of lime,. 0-140 
Citrate of lime,. 0-080 
Chloride of potassium,. 0-080 
Malate of potash,. 0-030 
Tartrate of lime,. 0-015 
AVoody fibre,. 1-220 
Silica,. 0-025 
Water.77-150 

100-000 

The following summary of the average com¬ 

position of the tubers of the Jerusalem arti¬ 

choke, and those of the potato, will serve to 

show the comparative nutritive value of the 

two vegetables:— 

Boussingault. Horsford and Krocker. 

Jerusalem 
Artichoke. 

White Potatoes 
grown at 
Giessen. 

Blue Potatoes 
grown at 
Giessen. 

Natural 
State. 

Dry. 
Natural 
State. 

Diy. Natural 
State. 

Diy. 

Nitrogenized, 1 

ing constitu- 1 2-38 10-00 2-49 9-94 2-37 7-63 

ents, . J 
Substances not 1 

containing 
nitrogen, and 1 
fitted to sup- (■19-99 84 00 ... 

port respira- 1 
tion, or to 1 
produce fat,.. J 

sugar, &c. I - 
18-00 71-86 23-00 74-05 

by Fibre,... 3-66 14-61 4-65 14-97 
Ashes,. i'43 6-00 O-PO 3-59 1-04 3-35 
Water,. 76-20 74-95 68-94 

100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 

From the above analyses, it appears that 

the Jerusalem artichoke contains a greater 

amount of water and inorganic matter than 

the potato; that the difference in the amount 

of the flesh-forming constituents which exist 

in the two vegetables, is so remarkably small, 

tliat, in this respect, they may be said to be 

on an equality; and that starch, which is found 

so abundantly in the potato, does not occur in 

the Jerusalem artichoke, but is replaced by 

grape sugar, into which starch is converted in 

digestion, and inuline, which is merely a pecu¬ 

liar form of starch. It may be observed, that 

as an element of respiration, grape sugar is 

somewhat inferior to starch, 97 of the latter 

being equal to 106 of the former. From the 

preceding analyses, it may be concluded, that, 

as an article of food, the Jerusalem artichoke 

is, upon the whole, inferior in value to the 

potato, but that this inferiority is not great. 

The Jerusalem artichoke will grow in almost 

any soil and situation, but succeeds best in a 

deep, friable, sandy loam, and in an open situa¬ 

tion. It is propagated by planting small en¬ 

tire tubers, or pieces of larger ones, each piece 

being furnished with two or three eyes. Pre¬ 

vious to planting, the ground should be deeply 

dug or trenched, and manui-ed if necessary. 

The sets may be planted in the end of Janu¬ 

ary, in February, or March, either in shallow 

trenches 4 or 5 inches deep, or in holes made 

to that depth with a dibber. They may be 

placed 1 foot apart, in rows 3 feet asunder. 

The rows should run north and south in order 

to admit the sun’s rays, vFich Avould other¬ 

wise be to a great extent excluded by the 

luxuriant foliage of the plants facing the 

south. After planting, with the exception of 

hoeing the ground occasionally, and drawing 

a little earth to the stems, nothing further is 

required till November, when the tubers will 

be fit to take up. A quantity should be taken 

up and stored in sand, for use in frosty wea¬ 

ther; but as the tubers are not injured by 

frost, and keep best in the ground, the greater 

portion of them may be allowed to remain 

to be taken up as wanted; if, however, the 

ground is required for other purposes, the 

whole crop may be taken up and pitted like 

potatoes. In digging up, which is best done 

Avith a fork, care should be taken to remoA-e 

all the tubers as far as it is possible to do so, 

for any that are allowed to remain Avill spring 

up when the growiug season arrives; for this 

reason, the plant is not easily eradicated from 

the spot where it has once been grown. A 

fresh plantation should be made every year. 

The Jerusalem artichoke never pi-oduces 

seed in this countrj'^; according toM. Noisette 

it can only be saved from plants obtained 

from tubers freshly imported from America, 

for those which haA’e been long cultiA'ated in 

France cease to produce seed. 
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M. Vilmorin states, iu the Bon Jardinier, 

that he has obtained several varieties from 

seed, some of them having yellow or yellowish 

white tubers, hut of their value as compared 

with the common sort, we are not informed. 

Insects.—The Jerusalem artichoke seldom 

sustains injury from insects, the only one 

which is known to be peculiar to the plant, 

is the Jerusalem artichoke aphis {Rhizohius 

lieliantliemi), which feeds upon the tubers; but 

as it is only found in small numbers, it does 

not do much damage. 

KIDNEY-BEAN {Phaseolus, L.— Diadelphia 

Decandria, L.; Leguminosae, D. C.; Fabace*, 

Lind.)—The kidney-bean is a tender annual, 

a native of India, and is probably indigenous 

to Cashmere, and other northern parts of that 

continent. It is the Phaseolus vulgaris, L.j 

but under this name it appears that several 

species have been confounded: these have been 

separated in De CandoUe’s Prodromus; how¬ 

ever, as regards their cultivation, and for the 

sake of convenience, they may here be consi¬ 

dered as forming only one. 

The kidney-bean is an important and excel¬ 

lent vegetable, affording a large amomit of 

produce from a small space. When the wea¬ 

ther is sufficiently warm, it soon yields a sup¬ 

ply, and continues to do so in succession for a 

long time. If the green pods are superabun¬ 

dant in summer, they may be preserved in 

salt, for use in winter; they may be made into 

a pickle alone, or together with other vegeta¬ 

bles ; and, finally , the ripe seeds can be used in 

a variety of ways, in haricots, soups, and stews. 

The varieties are exceedingly numerous, 

and most of the principal ones being each de¬ 

signated by several names, much confusion 

and inconvenience is the result. The diffi¬ 

culties arising from this cause will be obvi¬ 

ated, it is presumed, to a considei’able extent, 

by dividing the different sorts as follows:—■ 

A. —Seeds White, • | 

B. —Seeds Coloured, -[ f 
( 4. Tall sorts. 

A.—Seeds White. 

§ 1.—Dwarfs. 

1. Ea.ely Dwarf Dutch—syn. Dwarf White 

Dutch, Dwarf Dutch, Large White Dwarf 

Dutch, White Long-pod Dutch, Early Dwarf 

White, Nain hatif de Hollande, Nain de Hol- 

lande tres hatif.—Pods long, slender, excellent 

when green; seeds white, small, oblong, a little 

compressed. Suitable for forcing. 

2. Dwarf Canterbury—syn. Nain blanc 

sans parchemin.—Early, and a good bearer; 

the plants branch much near tlie ground; pods 

narrow; seeds small, oblong, white. 

3. Dwarf Battersea—syn. Early Dwarf 

White, Earliest Dwarf Battersea. —• This is 

somewhat earlier, but otherwise scarcely dif¬ 

ferent from the preceding. Both are veiy old 

varieties. 

4. Early Laon—syn. Early White, Dwarf 

White, Brewer’s White, Nain hatif de Laon, 

Flageolet.—Being very dwarf and early, it is 

adapted for forcing. The fohage is of a veiy 

dark green colour; pods fleshy and tender; 

seeds white, oblong, and nearly cylindrical. 

It is much cultivated near Paris, where it is 

esteemed both in the green and mature state. 

5. Dwarf White American—syn. Nain 

blanc d’Am6rique.—The plant branches much, 

and forms a large bush, sometimes inclined to 

run, but generally remaining dwarf. It is 

very productive. The pods are short, thiclc, 

slightly curved, and marbled with brownish 

red, exceedingly crisp and tender. The seeds 

are small, oblong, and white. 

6. Dwarf Sabre—syn. Sabre nain.—The 

plant branches much, forming a large bush. 

It is very productive. Pods long and broad; 

seeds small, flat, and white. In the green 

state, the pods are good and tender till three 

parts grown; and the beans are excellent in 

the mature or dry state. Wet soils do not 

suit it, for the long pods produced near the 

ground are apt to spoil from contact Avith it. 

The French White—syn. Nain blanc tres 

productif—is closely allied to this sort. 

7. Dwarf Soissons—syn. Haricot de Sois- 

sons nain, Gros pied.—Seeds and pods similar 

to those of the Large Running White in col¬ 

our, size, and quality. A good bearer, and 

although not an early sort, yet it is earlier 

than tlie preceding. 

§ 2.-—Tall Sorts, or Runners. 

8. Large Running White—syn. Long 

W’hite, White Long-pod, Large White Sugar, 

Tender-pod Bean Runner, Dutch Case-knife, 

De Soissons, Sabre a tres grandes cosses, Hari¬ 

cot gigantesque.—Plants tall, seeds large, flat, 

and white; excellent in a dry state, and much 

cultivated for use in that way, especially at 
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Soisscns, where it is said to acquire a finer 

fiavour than anywhere else. 

9. Sabre—syn. Haricot Sabre d’Allemague, 

Sclachtschwerdt - Stangenbohue of the Ger¬ 

mans.—Plants tall, requiring strong sticks. 

Pods curved, remarkably large, from 10 to 14 

inches in length, and about 1 inch in breadth 

when full-sized; tender, even when the seeds 

are half-grown, and they may then be used 

fresh, or they may be cut into narrow strips, 

and preserved with salt, for winter use. The 

dry seeds are tolerably large, flat, kidney- 

shaped, and w^hite. In point of quality, whe¬ 

ther in the green or di'ied state, the French 

rank this variety amongst the best. It does 

not, however, produce so long a succession of 

green pods as some others, neither does it bear 

so abundantly. 

10. Haricot Predome—syn. Prudhomme 

Prodommet.—Pods tender, even when large; 

seeds small, oval, grayish white. This variety 

is not well adapted for the climate of Britain. 

11. Rice Haricot—syn. Small White French 

Runner, Haricot Riz.—Bears abundantly, and 

is very good in a green state. The seeds are 

smaller than those of any other variety known; 

they are very fine, white, oblong; in the ma¬ 

ture state, they are best when newly shelled. 

This sort is too tender to ripen its seeds in 

this climate, except in very warm situations. 

B.—Seeds Coloured. 

§ 3.—Dwarfs. 

12. Dwarf Speckled China—syn. Dwarf 

China, Early China, Robin’s Egg, Dwarf Ro¬ 

bin’s Egg, Early Dwarf Pink-spotted.—-An 

early dwarf variety, adapted for forcing; but 

it is now superseded by the following. 

13. Wilmot’s Forcing Cream-speckled— 

syn. Wilmot’s Early Speckled. — Pods long, 

crisp, and tender; seeds oblong, of a pale dun 

colour, sjieckled with dark chestnut. An 

abundant bearer, and an excellent forcing 

variety. 

14. Dwarf Yellow Canadian—syn. Nain 

jaune du Canada.—Very dwarf and early. 

Pods very tender and excellent; seeds nearly 

round, pale yellow, with a small brownish 

circle round the hilum; very good when dry. 

15. Fulmer’s Early Dwarf—syn. Fulmer’s 

New Dwarf, Fulmer or Fulner’s Dark Red, 

Early Dun, Dwarf Dun-coloured, Dwarf Forc¬ 

ing Dim-coloured, Early Frame, Earliest Forc- 

i*^g-—Dwai-f, early and good for forcing. Pods 

long, narrow, and tender; seeds small, dun- 

coloured when ripe. 

16. Newington Wonder. — Very dwarf, 

about 1 foot high; early and productive. Pods 

of a dark green colour, of medium length, not 

very broad, but with thick, fleshy sides, within 

which the seeds form slowly; the pods remain 

long crisp and excellent. The mature seeds 

are small, oblong, light chestnut-coloured. 

17. Crimson-—syn. Rouge d’Orleans.—Seeds 

red, small, and flat; much esteemed in a dry 

state for stews. 

There are many varieties of Swiss kidney- 

beans. The French distinguish the Blanc (it 

is rather cream-coloured); the Rouge, the Gris, 

the Gris de Bagnolet, the Plein de la Fleche, 

and the Ventre de hiche, as the principal. These 

varieties are allied by their quality, and by 

the oblong form of the seeds. The Gris de 

Bagnolet is known in tliis country as the 

Dwarf Black Speckled; and the Rouge as the 

Dwarf Red Speckled. 

18. Cream-coloured Swiss—syn. Suisse 

blanc.—Tolerably dwarf, rather late; young 

pods excellent; seeds long, cylindrical, cream- 

coloured. 

19. Gray Swiss—syn. Suisse gris.—Seeds 

oblong, dark red, marbled with white. Good 

for use both in the green and dried state. 

20. Plein de la Fleche.—Decidedly dwarf 

and early; much grown in the department of 

the Maine. The pods are narrow, and con¬ 

tinue to form in long succession. 

21. Ventre de Biche.—Plant inclined to 

run. Pods slender and very good; seeds ob¬ 

long; excellent in soups. 

22. Dwarf Red Speckled—syn. Fulmer’s 

Speckled Dwarf, Dwarf Light Red Speckled, 

Early Dwarf Forcing Speckled, Long Sjiotted 

French, Suisse rouge. — Seeds oblong, cylin¬ 

drical, speckled with light and dark red. Used 

both in the green and dry state. 

23. Dwarf Black Speckled—syn. Dwarf 

Black Spotted, Dwarf Black Mottled, Suisse 

gris de Bagnolet.—Dwarf, and not apt to run, 

as most of the Swiss varieties are inclined to 

do. It is largely cultivated near Paris, for 

the pods in a fresh state, and also for the dried 

seeds, to be preserved for winter use; they are 

of a grayish colour, spotted with black or dark 

red. 

24. Early Dwarf Purple Speckled—syn. 

Early Purple, Dwarf Speckled, Dwarf Purple 

Speckled.—Closely allied to the preceding. 

25. Bush Haricot—syn. Haricot solitaire. 
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—This grows about 15 inches high, and throws 

out a number of branches near the ground, 

forming a sort of bush. The shoots succes¬ 

sively emitted bear in succession, whilst tliey 

shade the ground, and tend to keep it moist 

in dry weather. The jjods are produced abun¬ 

dantly, and even when 5 inches in length, they 

are still crisp, transjjarent, and excellent. They 

commence to form tolerably early, and they 

continue long fit for gathering in succession. 

The seed.s are speckled or marbled with red 

and white. 

26. Dwarf Negro — syn. Early Negro, 

Early Black, Nain noil', Negre.—A very pro¬ 

ductive variety, extensively cultivated in the 

market gardens in the vicinity of London. 

27. Black Belgian—syn. Haricot noir de 

Belgique.— An excellent sort, bearing con¬ 

siderable resemblance to the Dwarf Negro, 

but differing from it in having dai’ker green 

foliage, and in being dwarfer and earlier. It 

is good for forcing, and for the earliest and 

latest crops in the open ground. Being very 

dwarf, it may be sown and forwarded in pots, 

but well exposed in favourable intervals till 

the ground becomes sufficiently wann, and if 

then planted out, it will soon come into bear¬ 

ing. Again, for a very late crop, if sown at 

an advanced period of the season, it will pro¬ 

duce pods till cut olf by frost; whilst mo.st 

other sorts, if sown at the same time, would 

not even blossom. 

28. Long-Podded Negro.—A new variety 

of the Negro, later, taller, and of stronger 

growth, producing broad luxuriant foliage, 

and consequently requiring to be jdanted at 

wider distances. The pods are long, of uni¬ 

form breadth, and very succulent. In rich 

soil, the jilants should be topped, so as to be 

little more than 1 foot high. 

§ I.— Tall Sorts, or Rimners. 

29. Bed Prague—syn. Haricot Pois rouge. 

Haricot de Prague rouge sans jJ^'-i’chemin. 

—Plants tall, requiring sticks; late, but very 

ju’oductive in fine autumns. Pods tender; 

seeds round, purplish red when ripe, rather 

thick-.skinned; but mealy, and of good flavour, 

similar to that of a chestnut. 

30. Prague Bigolor.—A variety of the 

preceding, possessing the same qualities. The 

seeds are likewise round, but somewhat larger 

than those of the Bed Prague. 
o 

31. Prague Jaspe—.syn. Haricot chou.— A 

tall running sort. Pods rather thin-sided, 

and the seeds become soon prominent; there¬ 

fore, its cultivation for use in a green state is 

not to be recommended. The dry seed.s, how¬ 

ever, are said to be of excellent quality, and 

on this account the sort is much cultivated 

near Paris. 

32. Baudin—syn. Prague marbre nain—is 

a sub-variety of the preceding, and of a dwarfer 

habit. 

The Prague varieties are not much to be 

recommended for this climate. The green 

pods soon become unfit for use; the jdants re¬ 

quire sticks; and our seasons are occasionally 

too cold for them. 

33. Lafayette resembles the Sabre in the 

size and length of the pods, which hang in 

clusters. The seeds are whitish, marbled with 

light fawn colour. 

31. Algiers—syn. Haricot d’Alger, Hari¬ 

cot beurre. Haricot cire.^—According to the 

Bon Jardinier, this variety has long been cul¬ 

tivated in Lorraine, but has lately been repro¬ 

duced under the name of Haricot beurre and 

Haricot cir6. The plants are runners, and con¬ 

sequently require sticks, or to be topped if these 

cannot be afforded. It is amongst the earliest 

of the tall sorts. The pods are of a pale yel¬ 

lowish colour, and entirely destitute of any 

tough lining. They are exceedingly tender, 

and soft, like butter, when cooked. The seeds 

are middle-sized, roundish, and black. It is 

not an early soi-t, neither will it fruit if sown 

late. 

Soil, Manure, and Situation.—Originally 

from the warm parts of the world, it may 

easily be conceived that the kidney-bean re¬ 

quires a warm soil and situation. In fact, 

when the ground is cold and wet, the seeds 

will rot rather than vegetate. For early crops, 

more especially, a rich sandy loam is desirable, 

and as warm a situation as can be aflbi'ded, 

such as the border in front of a south wall, or 

along the bottom of a wooden fence, or, in 

short, any situation that is well sheltered, but 

at the same time exposed as fully as possible to 

the sun. Eor the main crops, however, any 

well-conditioned garden soil will answer. It 

should be of such a nature as not to retain 

stagnant water about the roots; for though 

these require moisture, yet a saturated con¬ 

dition of the ground is very injurious to them. 

For the latest ci’ops a light warm soil and a 

good situation, similar to that for early crop.s, 

should again be chosen. In the northei'n parts 
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of tlie kingdom it may, in some cases, ke ad¬ 

visable to depend chiefly for a supply on the 

dwarfest sorts grown on a south border. 

As regards manure, none is required where 

the soil is rich, and has been manured for the 

previous crop j but, where the soil is not suffi- • 

ciently rich, half-rotted stable dung is good 

for the early sown crop; and for this, a com¬ 

post of light hot-bed dung and leaf-mould, the 

whole in a state that will readily permit the 

passage of water, may be put into the drills, 

made deeper than usual for the purpose of 

receiving it. This will aflbrd nourishment to 

start the plants, and at the same time will act 

as drainage. A mixture of leaf-mould, or de¬ 

composed dung and dry fibrous turf, will have 

a similar beneficial effect. In such substances 

the roots will thrive better than when they 

are in contact with cold soil, saturated with 

water. For the main crop well-rotted manure 

is preferable, unless the soil is rather strong 

and damp; and in this case horse-dung not 

much decomposed may be used. 

Time and Manner of Soioing.—The princi¬ 

pal sowing for the main croji should be made 

in the first week in May. The earliest may, 

under favourable circumstances, be made in 

the end of March; but more frequently the 

beginning of April will be as soon as the 

ground will.be sufiiciently warm. The latest 

crop should be sown earlier or later in July, 

according to the climate. These, and a few 

intermediate sowings, will suffice to produce a 

constant supply during the time that kidney- 

beans can be expected from the open ground. 

The best time for sowing the main crop in 

the open ground is, as previously stated, in the 

first week of May, somewhat earlier or later, 

according to the season and climate. Whilst 

the temperature of the soil is below 45°, kid¬ 

ney-beans make but little progress. If they 

do appear above ground, the foliage is yellow 

and sickly, and many blanks occur. 

A second sowing, under favourable circum¬ 

stances, frequently yields an earlier, and gene¬ 

rally a better produce than is obtained from 

the first sowing. But where there is little or 

no opportimity of forcing kidney-beans, it is 

desirable to use eveiy available means to pro- 

cui’e them from the open ground as early as 

possible; and, even where they are kept in 

vineries or other houses, the gardener is glad 

to dispense with them as soon as he well can; 

for, unless he, fortunately, have a house or pits 

for the purpose of forcing these things, he 

must look on his in-door crop as a great pest, 

on account of the sustenance which the plants 

aflbrd to the red spider, the spread of which 

alarms him for the safety of his principal crops 

of forced fruits. It is, therefore, advisable to 

sow in the end of March, in small pots, in 

moderate heat, and to keep the plants well 

sheltered at night till they can be transplanted 

out of doors; or they may be sown in a frame, 

in I'ows 6 inches apart, and 2 inches asunder in 

the rows, and if likely to become too tall before 

the weather admits of their being planted out, 

they may be topped once or twice, or they 

may be shifted; and sometimes, early in April, 

they can be placed in pots, close to the bottom 

of a wall, and afterwards planted out in rows 

acro.ss the border. For the earliest out-of- 

doors crop it is easy to protect the plants from 

frost, and the soil from being chilled, by means 

of neatly-made well-thatched hurdles, placed 

sloping on bearers supported by posts. 

In some seasons the ground acquires as 

much heat by the end of March as it does in 

others at the end of April. When this is the 

case, the opportunity may be taken of making 

a small sowing in the end of March, and an¬ 

other in the beginning of April. If they should 

not succeed it is but little loss except the few 

seeds, for the ground can be dug over, and at 

the first favourable opportunity sown again. 

If, on the contrary, they go on favourably, 

another sowing need not be made till the 

third week in April. The main sowing is 

then to be attended to in the beginning of 

May; and for a succession a sowing should take 

place in the beginning of June, and this will 

be sufficient till the latest sowing, which should 

consist of one or two of the earliest sorts, is 

made in July. 

Culture.—The open air cultivation of this 

vegetable is very simple. The seeds, especi¬ 

ally, if more than one year old, should be 

steeped six hours before sowing. When the 

ground is prepared, drills should be drawn so 

as to admit of the seeds being covered 1 ^ or 2 

inches deep. The direction of the drills for 

the early crop on a border in front of a south 

aspect wall, may be oblique, from north-west 

to south-east. By this arrangement, the sun’s 

rays, when hottest, will fall almost perpendi¬ 

cularly, and consequently with the greatest 

effect, on the sides of the ridges formed by 

earthing up the plants, the rooting of which 

will be encouraged by the soil being thus 

heated. Tlie distance between the rows should 
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be about 2 feet. Where the soil is not vejy 

rich, some of the dwarfest sorts may be in 

rows only 18 inches apart, and the plants from 

4 to 6 inches from each other in the row. For 

some of the tall kidney-beans 2^ or even 3 

feet may be allowed, and the plants may be 

from 6 to 8 inches apart in the rows. Some 

plant in patches. For the earliest and latest 

crops this may be done with some advantage 

as regards shelter; for examjde, hand-glasses 

could be placed over the patches when sown, 

and whilst the plants are being reared in 

spring; and, in autumn, circular basket-work, 

covered with some warm material, may be 

employed for protecting the patches from frost. 

The subsequent cultivation consists in wa¬ 

tering when needful, stirring the soil, aud 

earthing up. The latter operation is not abso¬ 

lutely necessary, yet in wet seasons, aud in 

cold soils, it is of considerable utility, for 

it has been observed, that, when the lower 

fibres of the root have mostly perished from 

much wet, fresh fibres have pushed from the 

stem in the upper part of the ridge. The 

running kinds should be sticked like pease, if 

sticks can be cheaply and easily obtained; but 

if not, the running tops should be cut or 

pinched off when the plants are from to 2 

feet high. 

Gathering the Crop.—In some cases the pods 

are required very small and young; in others 

they are allowed to be considerably larger; 

but in all cases they ought to be gathered 

whilst they ai’e so crisp as to be readily snapped 

quite in two when bent. When the seeds are 

to be used in the dry state, the crop should 

be only gathered when the pods are quite 

dried up. In gathei’ing for use in the state 

of green pods, none should be left that ai’e 

getting too old. If all the older ones are 

timeously removed, new ones will continue to 

be formed in great abundance; whereas, if pods 

are allowed to remain till the seeds approach 

maturity, the formation of young ones in suc¬ 

cession is, in a great measure, prevented. 

To save Seed.—The best seed is produced 

from plants sown at the earliest season that 

their growth can proceed without a check, 

and this is generally the case with the May 

sowing. The first formed pods should be re¬ 

served, except some of tlie smallest, which 

may be thinned out. After a considerable 

number of pods have been thus reserved on 

each plant, it will be advisable to gather, in 

a young state, all that may be subsequently 
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produced. By these means plump and weU- 

matured seeds will be obtained. 

Insects.—Kidney-beans, both in hot-houses 

and in the open air frequently suffer from the 

attacks of the red spider (Acarus telarius), 

which, by exhausting the leaves of thefr juices, 

enfeebles, defoliates, and ultimately kills the 

plants, if its progress is not arrested. The 

red spider is always most numerous where 

there is a deficient supply of moisture; accord- 

it is found to be more destructive in 

warm dry seasons than when the contrary is 

the case. Dusting with fiowers of sulpiiui-, 

and syringing strongly with water, are amongst 

the best modes of freeing the plants from this 

troublesome insect. Several species of thrips 

also attack kidney-beans, especially when these 

are grown in forcing structures. They are 

destroyed by the same means as the red 

spider. Snails and slugs are also sometimes 

very destructive to young plants in the open 

ground. 

The Scarlet Kunner {Phaseolus multijlo- 

rus, Wild.) is a half-hardy perennial, a native 

of South America. Being commonly grown 

in cottage gardens, both for use aud ornament, 

it is well known to every one. It is not, how¬ 

ever, so generally known that the plant is 

a perennial, having tuberous roots like the 

dahlia; and that these, after having been pre¬ 

served during the winter in any dry place out 

of the reach of frost, and planted out in spring, 

will yield another crop earlier in the season 

than that afforded by plants raised from seed. 

It may here be remarked that the roots of the 

scarlet runner are very poisonous. 

The varieties are :— 

1. Scarlet Eunner — syn. Tall Scarlet 

Eunner, Haricot d’Espagne, Haricot 6car- 

late.—Grows from 9 to 12 feet high. Flowers 

scarlet. Seeds dark red; pods rough on the 

outside, and on that account less esteemed 

than kidney-beans; nevertheless they are more 

tender when cooked than kidney-beans, even 

if these are gathered when of much less size. 

2. White Eunner—syn. White Dutch 

Eunner, Haricot d’Espagne 5, fleur blanche.— 

A variety of the preceding with white fiowers 

and seeds. For alimentary purposes it is pre¬ 

ferred to the Scarlet by the French; it does 

not continue so long in flower and bearing as 

that sort, which*is therefore the more useful 

of the two; but for ornament a few of tlie 

White may be intermixed with the Scarlet 
kind. 
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3. Painted Lady—syn. York and Lan¬ 

caster, Haricot d’Espague ^ fleur bicolor.— 

Flowers bright scarlet and pure white; very 

ornamental; but, as regards quality and pro¬ 

ductiveness, this sort is scarcely equal to the 

Scarlet. 

Cultivation.—The same mode of cultivation 

is applicable to all three varieties. The soil 

should be rich, rather deep, not dry and thin, 

and by no means cold and wet. As tlie plants 

are too tall and rambling for borders, the seeds 

should be sown in the open quarters; and as 

they are not required so eaiiy as the other 

kidney-beans, which are better adapted for 

affording an early supply, the crop of runners 

need not be ri.sked by sowing too early. The 

first week in hlay will be soon enough for the 

first sowing. If it come up well, and be likely 

to go on favourably, another sowung need not 

be made till the beginning of June; but if it 

is checked by cold w'eather, another sowing 

should take place in the third w'eek in May, 

or as soon as the weather is favourable. Two 

sowings will generally be sufficient, or at all 

events there need not be more than thi’ee, 

namely, one in the beginning of May, another 

in the end of that month, and a third in the 

middle of June. Plants raised from these sow¬ 

ings will aflbrd green pods till destroyed by 

frost. 

Scarlet runners are grown in various w’ays. 

A common method in the large market gar¬ 

dens near London, is to sow at from 8 to 12 

inches apart, in rows 3 or 4 feet asunder, ac¬ 

cording to the richness of the soil. The plants 

are not supported by sticks, but kept dwarf 

by pinching or cutting off the twining tops 

when from 2 to 2^ feet high. In private gar¬ 

dens, the rows are, or should be, at least 4 feet 

apart, and the plants ought to be supported by 

sticks like those used for pease. The sticks 

require to be strong, otherwise, when loaded 

with the plants, high winds sway the whole to 

one side. In many cases, such sticks cannot be 

procured; when this is the case, it is a good 

plan to sow in patches or circles of about 2 

feet in diameter, and 6 feet apart, six seeds 

being placed in the circumference of each circle. 

Three sticks, on which the branches and twigs 

are retained, should be stuck in at three equi¬ 

distant points, just outside the circle, and their 

tops brought together and tited. Secured in 

this way, the sticks will afford good support. 

The ground can also be planted with some 

crop, such as broccoli, ifec., in the intervals. 

It has been previously stated, that by pjro- 

serving the roots of the scarlet runner during 

the winter, an earlier produce will be obtained 

than would otherwise be the case. With re¬ 

ference to this, Mr. Cuthill makes the follow¬ 

ing remai'ks:— 

“In November, 1830, I saved a number of 

roots of scai’let runner, and stored them in 

moderately damp mould away from frost. 

These same roots were planted out in single 

row.s, 1 foot asunder, some time in March, or 

early in April, the crowns being placed ^ inch 

below tlie surface. Scarlet imnners were sown 

in rows at the same time. The transplanted 

roots came into bearing just one month befoj'e 

the sown seed. This afforded me a lesson 

which I did not forget. I have had several 

roots three years old; but one in particular 

I grew for seven years, and this one I exhi¬ 

bited at the May show at Chiswick in 1834. 

Many were surprised to see a scarlet runner 

10 feet high full of flowers and beans, the pro¬ 

duce of a plant forced in a vinery. From this 

little experiment, I would infer, that if cot¬ 

tagers saved their roots in autumn, and j^ut 

them carefully by, they would have this valu¬ 

able vegetable a month earlier on their tables 

than they now do.”—{Gardeners' Chronicle, 

1850, p. 134.) 

Mr. Cuthill recommends the roots to be 

saved in autumn, packed away like dahlia 

roots, and replanted in March, 6 inches apart; 

in rows 5 feet asunder. 

When the plants are growing slowly, or 

■whilst the soil and air is colder than is con¬ 

genial to them, they will not require much 

water; but when in vigorous growth, and the 

pods forming abundantly, plenty of water 

should be supplied, but not from a cold spring. 

Earth should be drawn to the stems, as direcc- 

ed for kidney-beans. In training straggling 

shoots to any support that may be employed, 

they should be directed from right to left, or 

contrary to the course of the sun. If turned 

otherwise, they ^vill not go on. Gathering the 

crop and saving seed are conducted on the 

same principles as explained for those pro¬ 

ceedings in the case of the kidney-bean, and 

they therefore need not be again detailed. 

KOHL EABI, or Turnip-Cabbage {Brassica oler- 

acea Caulo-rapa, D. C.—Tetradynamia Sili- 

quosa, L.; Cruciferie, D. C.; Brassicaceie, Lind.) 

—This holds a place intermediate between the 

cabbage and the turnip, the upper part of the 

stem swelling into a round fleshy head, re- 
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sembling a turnip in appearance; and it may 

be used for the same purposes as that esculent. 

This plant must not be confounded with the 

turnip-rooted cabbage, or Chou-navet of the 

French, the root of which is swelled into a 

tuber at the origin of the stem, and which be¬ 

longs to Brassica cavipestris Napo-Brassica, 

D. C., a race in which the Swedish turnip is 

also comprised. 

Kohl rabi is exceedingly hardy, withstand¬ 

ing even severe frost. It also resists drought 

better than the turnip; but in every other re¬ 

spect it is inferior to that vegetable. Though 

much cultivated in Germany, it is only now 

beginning to find its way into English gardens, 

in wliich, however, it deserves a place. 

The principal varieties are :— 

1. White Kohl Kabi—syn. Hungarian 

Turnip.—Bulb large, when full-grown from 8 

to 10 lbs. in Aveight, more or less, according 

to circumstances of soil and climate; it is sup¬ 

ported on a stem about 6 inches high. It is 

the latest sort, and is chiefly employed as food 

for cattle. 

2. Bubble Kohl Babi.—Skin of the bulb 

purple, with which colour the foot-stalks and 

veins of the leaves are also tinged. Like the 

preceding, it is only adapted for field culture, 

not being fine enough for a garden vegetable. 

3. Early Dwarf Kohl Rabi—syn. Chou- 

rave naiii hatif—Bulb white, and supported 

nearly close to the ground j leaves few and 

small. It is early as compared to the two pre¬ 

ceding sorts, and was the best for garden pur¬ 

poses till superseded by the two following. 

4. Early White Yienna Kohl Rabi—syn. 

Chou-rave blauc hatif de Yienne, Chou-rave 

blanc tr& hatif de Yienne. — Dwarf, small, 

early; bulb handsome, firm, glossy, white, or 

very pale green. The leaves are few, small, 

with slender foot-stalks, the bases of which 

are dilated, and thin where they spring from 

different parts on the surface of the bulb. 

The flesh is white, tender, and succulent; 

whilst the bulb is young, or till it attains the 

size of an early white Dutch turnip; and at 

or under this size, it should be used. 

5. Early Purple Yienxa Kohl Rabi—syn. 

Chou-rave violet hatif de Yienne, Chou-rave 

violet tr^s hatif de Yienne.—This corresponds 

with the preceding, except in colour, which 

in this sort is a beautiful purple, with a fine 

glaucous bloom. The foot-stalks and leaves 

are very smooth, few and slender. 

These two varieties, obtained from Yienua, 

are by far the best for table use; and when 

taken young, and properly dressed, they form 

an excellent substitute for turnips, especially 

in diy seasons, when a crop of the latter may 

fail or become of inferior quality, in conse¬ 

quence of drought or insects. 

6. Cut-Leaved Kohl Rabi—syn. Arti- 

choke-leaved Kohl Rabi, Chou-rave a feuille 

decoupee.—The leaves of this sort are beauti- 

fidly cut, and very ornamental. It Avas im¬ 

ported from Germany into France, under the 

name of Chou-rave feuilles d’artichaut, and 

Avas so named from some of the leaves resem¬ 

bling the leaf of the artichoke. The fleshy 

portion is smaller than that of the Early 

Dwarf kohl rabi, from Avhich this variety is 

supposed to have originated. 

Kohl rabi may be soAvn either thinly broad¬ 

cast or in drills 4 inches apart, in A pril, May, 

June, and July. When the young 2jlants are 

an inch or tAvo in height, they may be ti’ans- 

planted into any good, Avell-manured piece of 

ground, 2>lanting them 8 inches ajiart, in roAvs 

15 inches asunder, and not deeper in the 

ground than they Avere in the seed-bed. _ Wa¬ 

ter should be given till they take fresh root, 

and subsequently in dry weather, as required; 

for though the plant suffers little from drought, 

yet the tenderness of the produce is greatly 

impaired by an insufficient supply of moisture. 

With the exception of stirring the ground 

and A\meding, no further culture is required. 

The crop Avill be fit for use when the bulbs 

are of the size of an early Dutch turniji; when 

allowed to get much larger than that, it is 

only fit for feeding cattle. In the varieties 

grown in the fields, the bulbs sometimes attain 

an immense size, Aveighing, in some cases, as 

much as 14 lbs. 

The kohl rabi possesses an important advan¬ 

tage over the turnip, inasmuch as it rarely 

suffers from the attacks of insects or diseases. 

LAMB’S LETTUCE. Bee CoRN SalAD. 

LAVENDER {Lavandula Spica, L.—Didyna- 

mia Gymnosjiermia, L.; Labiatie, D. C.; La- 

miaceiB, Lind.) is an aromatic under shrub, a 

natRe of the south of Europe. It is culti¬ 

vated in almost every garden for its floAvers, 

which are dried and put into Avardrobes. They 

yield, on distillation, the highly-esteemed jier- 

fume, lavender-Avater; and for this jnuqiose it 

is groAvn on a large scale in the neighbourhood 

of Mitcham, in Surrey, upwards of 200 acres 

being occupied Avith lavender alone. 

There are three A-arieties:— 
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1. ISTaRROW-LEAVED BlUE - FLOWERED, OR 

Common Lavender. 

2. Narrow-leaved White-flowered La- 

ENDER. 

3. Broad-leaved Lavender. 

Lavender succeeds best in a light, warm, 

and dry soil; in such, also, it resists frost bet¬ 

ter, and is more aromatic than when planted 

in a rich moist one. It may be raised from 

seed sown in spring; but the universal method 

of propagating it is by slips taken off, if pos¬ 

sible, with roots in March, Apidl, or Septem¬ 

ber. These should be planted deeply in rows 

2 feet apart, and 1 foot from plant to plant in 

the rows, water being given till the plants are 

well established. The ground should be hoed 

occasionally, and the plants trimmed of over- 

luxuriant and straggling shoots and withered 

flower-stalks. The flowers are produced in 

July and August, and the spikes should be 

cut off close to the stem when the blossoms 

on the lower part begin to change to a brown 

colour. 

LEEK (Allium Porrum, L.—Hexandria Mo- 

nogynia, L.; Liliacese, D. C.; Liliacese, Lind.) 

—The leek is a hardy biennial plant, said to 

be a native of Switzerland. It was cultivated 

in this country prior to 1562. 

The varieties are:— 

1. London Flag—syn. Large Flag, English 

Flag, Tall London.—Tall, with a thick stem; 

leaves broad; the sort most generally culti¬ 

vated. 

2. Musselburgh—syn. Scotch Flag, Edin¬ 

burgh Improved.—Very large and hardy; 

leaves broad and tall; stems long and thick. 

3. Large Bouen—syn. Very Large Bouen, 

Gros de Bouen, TrSs gros de Bouen, Gros 

court de Bouen.—Leaves very dark green, 

broad, and of thick substance. Stem rather 

short, but remarkably thick. It is said to 

grow as thick as a man’s arm in the soil and 

climate of Normandy. It is now the sort 

most cultivated near Paris, and since its in¬ 

troduction to this country, it has been much 

approved of by all who have seen it. It is 

found to be the best kind for forcing, as it 

acquires a sufficient thickness of stem sooner 

than any other. It is one of the best, if not 

the best, that can be grown. 

4. Yellow Poitou—syn. Poireau jaune 

de Poitou.—A very large sort, the leaves 

having sometimes measured 5 feet in length, 

and upwards of 6 inches broad. They are of 

a yellowish green colour. The underground 

or blanched part of the stem is yellowish 

white, and boils more tender than that of any 

other variety. On this account, and for its 

large size, it deserves cultivation. Owing to 

the great length of the leaves, the plants 

should be allowed more space than the other 

varieties. 

5. Small Early Netherlands Leek—syn. 

Poireau d’6te petit de Brabant.—Leaves long, 

narrow, dark green; stem small. On this 

account, it is not so well adapted as various 

others for a main crop; besides, if sown at the 

same time as they are, it is apt to run to seed 

before winter. A small sowing of it may, 

however, be made with advantage for early 

use. 

The leek prefers a light, inch soil, and an 

open situation; if the ground where it is to 

be grown require manure, well-decomposed 

stable dung should be applied in the autumn 

of the year, previous to sowing, for strong and 

recent manure is injurious to this crop. The 

seed should be sown thinly broadcast, on a 

seed-bed, and lightly covered with earth, which 

should be pressed with the back of the spade; 

or it may be sown in shallow drills 6 inches 

apart. 

A small quantity to come in early may be 

sown about the middle or end of February, if 

the weather is favourable. The principal crop 

should be sown about the middle of March, 

and a small quantity for a succession in the 

end of April. With the exception of thinning 

where too close, watering in dry weather, and 

keeping the ground free of weeds, nothing 

further is required till June, when the young 

plants of the main croji will be fit for planting 

out; those of the late crop may be planted out 

in August. A moist day should be chosen 

for the operation, or in default of that, the 

ground should be previously well watered; 

and after the water has subsided, so as to leave 

the ground in good working order, but still 

moist, planting may be proceeded with. The 

plants may be replanted in four ways:—■ 
1. In the bottom of a furrow, or trench, 

about 6 inches deep, the earth being drawn in 

as the plants grow larger, so as at last to fill 

the furrows level with the rest of the ground. 

2. Holes about 3^ inches in diameter maj' 

be made Avith a large blunt dibber, and in 

these the plants should be placed upright, 

allowing little more earth to fall in at the 

time than is sufiicient to cover the roots, or, 

at all events, not more than Avill come up as 
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far on the stem as the latter was in the ground 
previously. The sod will gradually be washed 
into the hole by rains, or it works in by hoe¬ 
ing; but, if lumpy, it had better be made fine, 
and put in with a trowel. 

3. A good spade wide, or even a foot open¬ 
ing may be taken out along one side of the 
quarter, and the soil taken where it will be 
required to fill up the last opening. Dig over 
and level about 1 foot wide from the side; 
then at 9 inches from the latter stretch the 
line, cut down perpendicularly by it with the 
spade, and bring back the 3 inches towards 
the undug ground, then plant the leeks against 
the perpendicular cut made by the line in the 
newly dug ground, spreading their roots, and 
placing them as low as can be done without 
burying the hearts of the plants when the 
soil is made level. The ground can even be 
lowered after planting the row, so as not to 
cover the green part of the bases of the leaves, 
01’, at most, but very little of them. 

4. They may be planted on the surface by 
the dibber quite as deep in the ground as they 
previously were, and be so allowed to grow; 
and, as they advance in growth, they may be 
gradually earthed up. 

In shallow soils, or where there is a damp 
subsoil, it will be advisable to adopt the last 
method; but where the contrary is the case, 
the largest and best blanched stems are ob¬ 
tained by the other methods, and of these the 
second is, in our opinion, the best. 

The plants may be planted 9 inches apart, 
in rows from 12 to 18 inches asiinder, accord¬ 
ing to the greater or less richness of the soil, 
and the size that the sort usually attains. 
Water should be given at planting, and mod¬ 
erately afterwards, till the leeks take fresli 
I’oots. With the exception of loosening the 
soil with the hoe, and drawing earth to the 
stems, where that method is adopted, nothing- 
further is required. In September the leeks 
will be fit for use, and will continue so through¬ 
out the winter and spring—those of the late 
sowing till the end of April. Any then re¬ 
maining may be taken up, and planted close 
together, but not touching each other, in deep 
trenches, in a cool situation, in order to pi'e- 
vent them from running to stalk. With the 
same view, the bottom from which the roots 
jiroceed may be cut off, and the leeks kept in 
a cool cellar. 

In order to obtain seed, some of the largest 
and most vigorous plants should be taken up 

in the beginning of March, and planted in a 
w'arm situation, sheltered from the wind. The 
seed ripens in autumn, and its maturity is 
known by the heads changing to a brown 
colour. It keeps best in the heads, and these 
should be cut off with a portion of the stalk a 
foot long, tied in bunches, and hung up in a 
dry aiiy shed. In this way the seed will retain 
its vegetative powers for two or three years; 
after that time it is not to be depended on. 

LENTIL {Ervum Lens, L.—Diadelphia De- 
candria, L.; Leguminosfe, D. C.; Fabacese, 
Lind.)—The lentil (Fig. 158) is an anuual 

Fig. 15S. 

Paris it is largely cultivated, both io fields 
and gardens, for the seeds, which are much 
used in cookery; nevertheless, there is little 
doubt that they are very unwholesome, being 
hard and difficult of digestion. It prefers a 
light, warm, dry soil; if planted in one that 
is rich it grows vigorously, but produces only 
a small quantity of seeds. It should be sown 
in the end of March or beginning of April, in 
drills 20 inches asunder. When the .stems 
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begin to turn yellow, and the pods change to 

a darker coloru', the plants are pulled up, dried 

in the sun for two or three days, and carried 

under cover. The lentils should not be thrashed 

till required for use, for it is found that they 

keep best in the husk; in this way they re¬ 

main fit for use or sowing for two years. 

LETTUCE {Lactuca saliva, L.— Syngenesia 

Polygamia -^Equalis, L.; Gompositse, D. C.; 

Asteraceie, Lind.)—The lettuce is a hardy 

annual, which has been cultivated in this 

country ever since 1562, and probably before 

that time. It is generally considered to be a 

native of Asia, but of what part of that con¬ 

tinent is not certainly known. De Candolle 

supposed it to have been brought from India, 

his opinion being founded on its supposed iden¬ 

tity with the Lactuca Iracteata of Wallichj 

found wild on the moirntains of Nepaul. Seve- 

i-al varieties appeal-, from their names, to have 

come from the Greek archipelago, and the 

coast of the Levant. Indeed, one of the two 

divisions into which the varieties of lettuce 

are classed, derives its name from the island 

of Cos, the modern Stancho. 

The varieties of lettuce are divided into two 

classes: — I. Cabbage Lettuces, which in¬ 

cludes those with round or spreading heads; 

and, II. Cos Lettuces, or those w-hich grow 

erect, and of an oblong form. These divi¬ 

sions consist of a vast number of varieties, the 

princijial of which are;— 

I.—Cabbage Lettuce.s. 

1. Hammersmith Hardy Green — syn. 

Hardy Hammersmith, Hardy Green, Green 

Dutch, Green Cabbage, Early Dwarf Dutch, 

Early Frame, Prussian Cabbage Lettuce, Ro¬ 

man Cabbage Lettuce, Lattughe verde. — 

Leaves of thick substance, dai-k green, wrin¬ 

kled, and concave. Seeds white. This sort 

has long been extensively cultivated on account 

of its standing the winter better than any 

other variety known. Sow about the middle 

of August, and again a month later, for 

winter and early spring use. It is an excellent 

winter lettuce, but soon runs to seed in summer, j 

2. Tennis Ball—syn. Green Ball, Button, ' 

Cajiuclne.—Leaves dark green, slightly curl- ! 

ed; inner leave.? forming a small but compact j 

heart, blanching white and crisp. Seeds black. 

Hai'dy, and longer in running to seed than the 

preceding. It is sown at the same time as j 

that sort, and will afford a succession to it. 

3. Laitue Petit Noire— syn. Crepe.— 

Small, but quickly forms a heart, which is very 

white. Employed in forcing. 

4. Black - seeded Gotte — syn. Laitue 

Gotte a graine noire.—This grows very close 

to the gTound. Leaves forming a compact 

white heart, about 4 inches in diameter, of 

excellent quality. Seeds black. It is allied 

to the Tennis Ball, but its leaves are more 

curled and of a lighter green than those of 

that sort; and it does not so readily run to 

seed, eA'en in summer. It is one of the sorts 

employed in France for winter forcing. 

5. Laitue George.—A sub-variety of the 

Gotte, forming a larger head; seeds white. 

Near Paris it is much esteemed for winter 

forcing, in which it is made to form a succes¬ 

sion to the Gotte lettuces. 

6. White Dutch — .syn. Early Cabbage, 

Early Green for forcing. Early Yellow, Laitue 

a bord rouge, or Cordon rouge.—Somewhat 

larger than the Hardy Hammersmith. Leaves 

roundish, yellowish green, tinged with reddish 

brown at the top; hearts readily, and is hardy. 

With a little protection in winter it is very 

good for siting use. Seeds white. 

7. Brown Dutch.—This bears considerable 

resemblance to the White Dutch, but the 

leaves are of a darker green on the under side, 

and more brown where exposed. It cabbages 

freely, and forms a good-sized head, which 

blanches white, crisp, and of excellent quality. 

It is not so hardy as some of the smaller sorts 

already described; but it is considered the 

hardiest of its size. 

8. Malta—syn. Laitue de Malte.—Scarcely 

so large as the White Silesian, of which it is 

considered to be an improved variety. The 

leaves are pale gi-een, smooth and soft, dentate, 

but not curled on the margins. The head is 

flat, compact, and blanches white and very 

tender, though less crisp than the Neapolitan, 

to which, how'ever, on account of its peculiarly 

soft texture, it is by some preferred. 

y. Neapolitan Cabbage Lettuce — syn. 

Laitue Chou de Naples.—Very dwarf. Leaves 

much curled on the edges. Head large, firm, 

white, crisp, and of excellent quality. Seeds 

white. This is considered the best of the 

summer cabbage lettuces. It soon begins to 

heart, yet it is longer in running to seed than 

any other cabbage lettuce. 

10. Versailles—syn. Laitue de Versailles, 

Versailles blonde, Swedish or Sugar Lettuce 

of some.—^Leaves paler green than those of 
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tl\e Neapolitan, and tlie heart not so firm • yet 

it is white, crisp, and of excellent quality. 

11. White Silesian—syn. Drumhead, Tm- 

pcrial. Large Green-headed Cabbage Lettuce, 

Spanish, Bataida blonde, Silesie.—Leaves un¬ 

dulated on the margin, pale green, slightly 

tinged with reddish brown on the outside. 

The head is very large, moderately firm, and 

of very good quality, if its growth is not 

checked by drought. Seeds white. 

12. Imperial — syn. Union, Imp&'iale, 

Grosse Allemande.—'Very large, and tolerably 

close-hearted, but it is not equal in quality 

to some of the preceding. Seeds white. The 

Laitue Turque is very similar to this, with 

the exception of the seeds, which are black. 

13. Mogul—syn. Grosse brune paresseuse, 

Laitue de Hollande, Grosse grise of the Pa¬ 

risian market gardeners.—Leaves large, round¬ 

ish, wrinkled, grayish green, marked here and 

there with patches of pale brown. The head 

is very large and regularly formed, tinged with 

brownish red on the top; but it is long in 

forming, and when formed soon runs to seed. 

It must, therefore, rank as inferior to most of 

those already described. The seeds are black. 

14. Large White Cabbage Lettuce—■ 

syn. Late White Cabbage, Saxony, Union, 

Swedish or Sugar of some. Fine Large Mogul, 

Princesse, Royale ^ graine blanche. Blonde 

paresseuse, Blonde d’ete, Jaune d’ete.—Leaves 

smooth, with an even surface; pale green. 

Heads large, compact, somewhat flattened; it 

forms rather slowly, but does not run quickly 

to seed in hot weather. Seeds white. A very 

good summer cabbage lettuce. 

1/). Black-seeded Yellow—-syn. Blonde 

de Berlin, Blonde a gi’aine noire, Royale a 

graine noire.—Yery similar to the preceding, 

except in the colour of the seeds, which are 

black. 

II.—Cos Lettuces. 

16. White Paris Cos—syn. Sutton’s Su¬ 

perb White Cos, Romaine blonde maraichere, 

Chicon blond.—Yery large, pale green, leaves 

hooded at the top, so that they close over, and 

a large heart is blanched without tying. It 

is very white, crisp, and excellent. It con¬ 

tinues growing and hearting for nearly a fort¬ 

night after other Cos lettuces sown on the 

same day commence to run to seed. In a note 

on this variety, in the Journal of the Horticul¬ 

tural Society, vol. vi. p. 26, it is stated, that 

“of all the varieties of summer Cos lettuces, 

this was the largest, the best, and the longest 

in running to seed. It was sown April lOtli, 

and had not commenced to run July 27th, 

when all other Cos lettuces sown on the same 

day were showing flower.” It is generally 

esteemed as the best summer Cos lettuce, and 

is the sort most extensively cultivated in the 

neighbourhood of Paris. The seeds are white. 

17. Green Paris Cos—syn. Sutton’s Su¬ 

perb Green Cos, Ady’s Fine Large Cos, Wel¬ 

lington Cos, Romaine verte maraichere, Chicon 

vert.—This very much resembles the White 

Paris Cos, except that it is hardier, and its 

leaves, till blanched, are of a fine dark green 

colour. It is very large, and closes in for 

blanching without tying. The heart becomes 

white, crisp, and excellent. As regards quality, 

some prefer this to the White Paris Cos, and 

it has the advantage of being hardier, an im¬ 

portant considei’ation, especially in a northern 

climate. It will stand through ordinary win¬ 

ters, with a little protection, in a shelteretl 

situation. It is nearly as hardy as the Brown 

Cos, and should be substituted for that sort 

where its colour is objected to. The seeds are 

white. 

18. Cock’s Hardy White Cos.—This re¬ 

sembles the White Paris Cos, and equals it in 

quality; but it is hardier, and better adapted 

for standing the wintei’, and for that purpose 

it is valuable. 

19. Early Green Cos—syn. Egyptian Cos, 

Egyptian Green Cos, Early Egyptian, Brighton 

Cos, Brighton Green Cos.—Leaves pointed, 

very dark green. Heart blanches very crisp, 

but requires to be tied. It is not so large as 

the Green Paris Cos, but is rather earlier. A 

very good and tolerably hardy sort. 

20. Black-seeded Alpiiange Cos — syn. 

Alphange blonde a graine noire. Magnum 

Bonum of some. 

21. White-seeded Alphange Cos—syn. 

Alphange blonde a graine blanche.—These 

two are very much alike, except as regards 

the colour of the seed. They are very large ; 

leaves broad and thick, the outside ones a lit¬ 

tle tinged with brown; they require to be tied 

for blanching. The heart then becomes very 

good, though not so crisp and excellent as in 

the Paris Cos. The plants have the merit of 

remaining long without running to seed. 

22. Brown Cos — syn. Brown Bath Cos, 

Bath Cos, White-seeded Brown Cos, Sutton’s 

Berkshire Brown Cos, Wood’s Improved Bath 

38 
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Cos.—A very Lardy sort of Cos, and of all 

others the best for standing the winter. It 

grows to a large size, hearts well with the as¬ 

sistance of a little tying up, and is crisp and 

excellent. The leaves are brown, and, not¬ 

withstanding the good properties of the va- 

i-ietv, objections are made to it on this account, 

any shade of green being more pleasing in a 

vegetable. But though the outside leaves are 

brown, the heart, with a little attention, can 

be rendered beautifully white, with the excep¬ 

tion of a slight tinge of pale pink at the mid¬ 

rib, and which contrasts well witli the white¬ 

ness of the rest of the leaf. It is better to 

grow^ and blanch well a good heart, so that it 

wdll still be a large one after all leaves of an 

objectionable tinge are removed, than to en¬ 

deavour to produce only small cabbage lettu¬ 

ces, consisting of little else but tough green 

outside leaves. There can be no cpiestion as 

to the superiority of the former; and we think 

the Brown Cos would get into general favoui' 

if well cultivated, properly blanched, and then 

fairly tried. 

23. Artichoke-LEAVED—syn. Romaine a 

feuilles dArtichaut. — Leaves long, upright, 

narrow, much cut or jagged, so that they 

somewhat resemble the leaves of the artichoke; 

they are numerous, forming a thick tuft; the 

outside ones are brownish green, the heart- 

leaves blanch white, some of the mid-ribs be¬ 

ing slightly tinged wdth pale crimson. It is 

very tender, cilsp, and excellent, even wdthout 

tying, but by this it is much improved. This 

vaiiety is veiy hardy; and as it is long in ruji- 

ning to seed, it is w'ell adapted for late au¬ 

tumn and early winter use. It will continue 

to furnish excellent salads wdieu the other 

summer-growm Cos lettuces are either de¬ 

stroyed by frost, or have acqi\ired a bitterness 

that rendei’s them unfit for use. The seeds 

are black, and for late produce should be sowm 

in June and July. 

24, Spotted Cos—syn. Aleppo, Bloody, Ro¬ 

maine panachee. Sanguine.— Of medium size. 

Leaves spotted and streaked with red. The 

heart blanches tender, but the plant reqiures 

tying up. Seeds white; tliei'e is also a spot¬ 

ted variety with black seeds. 

The varieties above described are much 

more numerous than will be required for any 

l)rivate garden; but some prefer one kind, and 

some another, and therefore it is well to have 

plenty for choice. Moreover, by trying a 

number of varieties, some may be found better 

adapted for particular circumstances of soil, 

climate, and means of protection, than othem. 

For example, one person may have it in hi.s 

power to grow a fine sort of Cos lettuce, in 

winter, wdiilst another may only have the 

means of gi’owing the Hardy Hammersmith. 

First main crop of Cos Lettuces in the open 

ground. These lettuces are produced, to come 

in for use in high perfection in the early part 

of summer, earlier or later according to the 

season. I.arge tracts of market garden grounds 

are planted, and the crop in almost eveiy in¬ 

stance is so uniformly excellent, that w’e can¬ 

not do better than detail the mode for imita¬ 

tion; for on a small scale in private gardens, 

it may be perfectly well and very advantage¬ 

ously imitated. Preparation should be made 

as early as the end of July or beginning of 

August. About that time some convenient 

oj^en space sheltered from the north and north¬ 

east, and having a hard surface, should be se¬ 

lected, and the dimensions of a one, twm, or 

three-light frame, according to the supply re¬ 

quired, should be traced out. If all go on 

w^ell, it may be observed, 1000 plants fit for 

])lanting out may be reared in each light; but 

allow'ance should be made for accidents. The 

frame should either face the south-east, south, 

or south-west, but preferably the sim at about 

eleven a.m., as this aspect will admit of the 

sun’s rays drawing off the damp at an early 

period of the day. When the position is traced 

out, the bed may be formed; it shoidd consist 

of stable litter, shaken and beaten with the 

fox'k, so as to be as equally compact as possi¬ 

ble. It should be about 2 feet high at back, 

and not more than 1 foot at front, for it is 

necessary that the sashes shoxild have a steej) 

slope, in order that the moisture may run 

down the glass rather than drip on the plants, 

for if it do they woidd damp off. Tlie object 

of jmtting up the bed so long before the time 

of sowing, is to allow the litter to subside, 

and the fermentation to cease, for its stimu¬ 

lus is not required. The soil for the frames 

should be got ready in the first week of Oc¬ 

tober. It must be light, but it need not be 

very rich. Leaf-mould is very good, and it may 

be mixed with a little sand. It may be put 

on 6 or 7 inches thick; at all events, it should 

be filled in to within 4| inches of the sashes. 

From very long experience, the best time for 

sowing is the 11th of Octobei", or as near as 

possible to that day. Sowings made sooner 

or later than this for the crop under consi- 
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deration may occasionally succeed better than 

those made at the period above indicated; but 

they are the excejrtions, this the rule. After 

sowing, the sashes should be kent on till the 

seeds begin to germinate. When this takes 

place, air ought to be freely given, and the 

sashes may even be drawn quite off in favour¬ 

able weathei’, during the day; and when put 

on at night, and even in w^et weather, they 

should be raised so as to admit plenty of air, 

but of course less in severe than in mild wea¬ 

ther ; and if very severe, the frames should be 

kept close. If it should happen that the 

jjlants get frozen, the frames must be kept 

close till the plants are fairly thaw'ed. If a 

sash be lifted up when the plants beneath it 

are stiff with frost, they are almost sure to 

(lamp off; therefore great care must be taken 

in giving air in such cases. The external air 

should not be admitted in large quantity when 

it is much warmer than the soil in the frame; 

for whatever the temperature of this may be, 

the plants will be of nearly the same tempera¬ 

ture. Therefore, if the one be colder than 

the air, so wdll be the other likewise, and on 

both the moisture of the warmer air wdll be 

condensed, and the plants will be liable to 

damp off in consequence. Very little water¬ 

ing will be required. AVhen the plants are 

up. and can well be laid hold oftj they should 

be thinned by removing all the weakest, so 

that those left may be about 1^ inch apart. 

The aim should be to keep the plants merely 

growing till the days begin to lengthen; there¬ 

fore, during December, if occasional sunshine 

should throw heat into the frame, the stimu¬ 

lus miTst not be t<aken advantage of. On the 

contrary, additional air should be given, so 

that the sun-heat may escape rather than ac¬ 

cumulate to stimulate the plants. In January, 

if the weather be favourable, a more active 

growth should be encouraged; but it is still 

desirable that it should be steady. If the 

plants are backward in growth, the directions 

for giving abundance of air may be somewhat 

modified, and less air may be given in Janu¬ 

ary, and till near the time of j^lanting out, 

when the plants should again be fAely ex¬ 

posed. In January, the weather is sometimes 

um;sually mild, with a south-west wind, but 

wet and sunless. There is then danger of 

the plants drawing up tall and weak before 

they can be planted out. In this case, whilst 

the sashes must necessarily be employed as 

protection from wet, yet they should be re¬ 

moved so as to allow a free circulation of air 

whenever it is possible to do so with safety. 

In mild winters, planting out is done to a con¬ 

siderable extent near London in J anuary. In 

private gardens a portion may then be planted 

out in a sheltered situation; but the prefer¬ 

able time is February. A great object is to 

get the plants well rooted before the dry 

March winds set in. The ground should ac¬ 

cordingly be prepared before that time. It 

should be light and rich, and it ought to be 

well manured, not at top but below the jrlants. 

The best kind of manure is fresh littery stable 

dung. It is, however, desirable that the lit¬ 

tery portion should be moistened with the ma¬ 

nure water of the stables. The dung should 

be spread equally over the surface to a good 

thickness. The ground should then be lined 

off for 2-feet trenches; the first trench being 

taken out one sjrade deep, the dung on the 

second space of 2 feet should then be turned 

into the bottom, and covered with a spade 

deep of soil from the second trench, and so on, 

till the whole piece of ground be worked over. 

The littery manure will thus be about 1 foot 

below the suiface, where it will act as drainage, 

preventing any stagnation of water at the roots 

of the plants, whilst its ammonia will stimu¬ 

late their growth. They are usually planted 

out at 1 foot apart each way. In planting at 

this early season, the dibber, in closing in the 

soil, should be inserted on the south side of 

the plant. There have been instances in which 

it has been observed, that every alternate row 

of plants had perished, and on examination, it 

was found that this was the row in planting 

which, the dibber had been inserted on the 

north side of the plants; whilst in planting 

the next row the dibber had been inserted on 

their south side, and these jfiants were all safe. 

The planter should therefore proceed from the 

west to the east end of the row, and then, in¬ 

stead of turning to the adjoining row, and 

workino- from east to west for the sake of 
o 

greater expedition, he should return again to 

the west end. The dibber holes will thus be 

always on the south side. This may seem a 

trifling matter, but when the loss of half the 

plants in a plantation is taken into account, 

besides the labour of replacing them, and 2Jer- 

haps the difficulty of doing so owing to a scarc¬ 

ity of plants, the circumstance becomes of such 

importance as to claim attention. The holes 

left by the dibber should, however, be filled 

up as soon as possible after planting, cither 
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with a hoe or piece of wood; indeed, it should 

be done tolerably well by the planter at the 

time, but it cannot be then done ])erfectly 

where several acres have to be planted with 

upwards of 43,000 plants in each; besides, the 

soil turned loosely into the dibber hole will 

subside in a few days; the hollow formed in 

consequence ought, however, to be again filled 

level with the surface. After planting, al¬ 

though there may be no weeds, yet the ground 

should be frequently hoed, or otherwise stiired 

and kept loose. This greatly encourages the 

growth of the plants, and crushes slugs and 

other enemies of the crop. Of course the 

ground should not be worked or trodden u2:>on 

when it is not in tolerably moist condition. 

The White Paris Cos, as was observed in 

describing that sort, does not require tying 

up; nevertheless, like all other sorts, it is tied 

up before being sent to market, where, if seen 

untied, they would not sell so readily. It is 

therefore init round, if only a day or two be¬ 

fore the lettuces are taken up, as is sometimes 

the case if the demand is brisk, or if wet wea¬ 

ther prevent the tying being performed at an 

earlier period. As regards blanching, little 

efiect can be jiroduced in so short a time by 

the tying; but it is of some use in keejjing 

the heads compact, and rendering them less 

liable to be bruised from packing and carriage. 

The jilants should be tied up when they are 

perfectly dry; strips of matting are used for 

the purpose, and in applying it the leaves 

shoiild first be gathered regularly together, 

but not tightly, and the matting is then put 

round a little above the thickest part of the 

head. 

Having followed up the management of the 

principal crop, from the formation of the seed¬ 

bed till it attains perfection, we shall now re¬ 

turn to the subsequent sowings. 

A succession should be sown in frames, in 

the same manner as already described, but at 

an interval of not less than three weeks after 

the first sowing, that is, not before the 1st of 

November. If there are not at least three 

weeks between the first and second sowings, 

no succession will be insured; for if the second 

should start more favourably than the first, 

the crop from both will become fit for use 

at nearly the same time. About the 5th of 

November will be a good time for the second 

sowing. The plants should be managed as 

directed for the imevious one. 

For a third succession, sow again in frames 

about the end of January, or first or second 

week in February; and a small sowing should 

be made at the end of that month, in light 

rich soil, in a frame placed on the ground; or 

the plants may be sheltered with hand-glasses 

at night, and also diiring the day, but with 

plenty of air. 

As soon in March as the ground is in good 

condition, and the weather favourable, sow, 

on a south border, or in some warm situation, 

some of the best varieties of both Cos and cab¬ 

bage lettuces. In April, the different varie¬ 

ties of summer lettuces should be sown on a 

border in front of a west aspect wall. In 

May and June, successional sowings may be 

made in any open situation, or on a border in 

fi’ont of an east aspect, that being cooler than 

the west aspect border, and at this hot period 

of the season coolness is desirable for this crop. 

Sowings of the Green Paris Cos, and of the 

Artichoke-leaved, should be made in the end 

of June, and in the middle of July, for use in 

autumn and in the early part of winter. 

Between the 15th and 20th of August, sow 

some of the Green Paris Cos, Brown Cos, 

Brown Dutch, and more especially the Hardy 

Hammersmith, as it is most to be dejjended 

on in case of a severe winter. They may be 

planted on the sides of ridges, which may be 

formed obliqxiely, across a sheltered border in 

front of a wall, hedge, or boarded jialing, fac¬ 

ing the south. If the ridges are made from 

south-east to north-west, and planted with 

lettuces on both sides, those on the north-east 

will have some portion of the sun’s rays to 

dry the foliage in the morning; and those on 

the other side, facing the south-west, will re¬ 

ceive nearly direct the sun’s rays at the hot¬ 

test time of the day. The Hardy Hammer¬ 

smith may be planted on these ridges at the 

distance of 6 or 8 inches apart. In f'lanting 

at the bottom of walls, care should be taken 

not to plant where the di-ip falls from the cop¬ 

ing. This can easily be discovered by a small 

track made in the soil by the drops after heavy 

rain. 

Another sowing of the same kinds, or of 

similar hardy ones, should be made towards 

the middle of September, for use in spring, if 

they should happen to survive the winter. 

Lettuces are sometimes required for cutting 

yoimg, or when about 2 inches high; these are 

termed by the French Laitues a couper. The 

small earl^^ sorts, such as the Hardy Hammer¬ 

smith and Black-seeded Gotte, are preferreti 
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for this purpose; but any sort that is green or 

})ale green, and not brown or otherwise col¬ 

oured, will do. They should be sown in the 

open air once a-week, or every ten days, from 

April throughout the season. In winter they 

are best raised in heat. They should be sown 

rather thickly, in drills 6 inches apart. 

Lettuces sown in the open border, as well 

as those sown in frames, should be regularly 

thinned; and this should be done before the 

plants crowd or draw each other. Plants 

that, for want of this attention, are drawn up 

weak and slender before planting out, never 

make such full succulent heads as those that, 

by proper thinning, have a shorter, but com¬ 

paratively thicker stem. Transplanting from 

the seed-bed should take place as soon as pos¬ 

sible after the plants have made two or three 

leaves. In planting, the dibber should not be 

strongly pressed against the roots; otherwise, 

being tender, they are apt to be bruised. 

Cloudy weather should be preferred for the 

operation. The ground should be made fine, 

and for the summer crops it cannot be too 

rich j in winter, the plants will stand better 

in soil that is rather poor; but when vegeta¬ 

tion commences to be active in spring, ma¬ 

nure water will greatly promote their growth. 

Instead of planting with the dibber, where 

the plantation is not of such extent as to ren¬ 

der the expense of labour a great considera¬ 

tion, it is better to make a small perpendicu¬ 

lar cut with the spade by the side of the line, 

and against the face of this cut, to spread the 

roots with the right hand, whilst with the 

other the plant is held so that the soil cannot 

get into the heart. After planting the first 

row, another foot wide of the ground should 

be duff and levelled, and the line stretched at 

the proper di.stance from the first row. That 

row should then be watered through not too 

coarse a rose, and not merely at the root of 

each plant, biit all along the row. A cut 

should again be made by the line, and the 

second row planted in the manner directed 

for the first. Pi’oceeding thus till as many 

rows are planted as may be necessary, the 

ground will be left even, untrodden, and of 

equal looseness. If subsequent waterings be 

necessary, the whole surface should be watered, 

and at every time copiously enough to moisten 

quite as far as the roots extend. 

To save Seed.—This should be done from 

the plants sown in autumn or in spring. The 

finest specimens should be selected, avoiding. 

however, those that show a disposition to run 

qt;ickly to seed. Those that heaid readily, 

and yet are slow to run up, are to be prefiir- 

red. Care should be taken that no two dif¬ 

ferent varieties be allowed to seed near each 

other, in order that the sorts may be kept 

true. The seed which ripens first on the 

plant is the best; therefore it should be se¬ 

cured, rather than wait for the general ripen¬ 

ing. The branchlets which first ripen their 

seeds should be cut off, and laid on a cloth in 

the sun. Or, when the forward portion of 

the seed is as near maturity as it will safely 

bear, without shaking off, the plants should 

be carefully pulled up, and placed upright 

acfainst a south wall, with a cloth under them, 

to perfect their ripening. The seed will keep 

three or four years; but in any case none 

should be depended on without trial. Plants 

from seed two years old heart more readily 

than those from one-year-old seed. 

Insects, (fee.—Several insects attack the let¬ 

tuce. The maggots of the spotted crane-fiy 

{Ti2mla maculosa, Hoff.), and the caterpillars 

of the garden-swift {Ilepicdus lupulinus'), of 

the heart and dart-moth {Agrotis exclama- 

tionis), and those of the common dart-moth 

(A. segetum), soon make their presence known 

by the extensive ravages which they commit. 

They eat through the tap-root at a little be¬ 

low the surface, and if allowed to remain, soon 

j^erpetrate the like mischief on fresh victims. 

The true wireworms, which are the larvje ot 

various species of Agriotes, sometimes do con¬ 

siderable damage by eating the roots and even 

the stems. A new enemy, in the shape of a 

species of Aphis, attacking the roots and caus¬ 

ing the plants to droop and die suddenly, has 

also ma(le its appearance of late years. The 

leaves of lettuces are sometimes injured by 

the caterpillar of the cabbage-moth {Mamestra 

hrassicce), and the maggots of the lettuce-fiy 

{Anthomyia lactucoi) prove very destructive 

to the seed crop, sometimes causing its entire 

failure by devouring the seeds. 

LIQUORICE (Glycyrrhiza glabra, L.—Pia- 

delphia Decandria, L.; Leguminoste, P. C.; 

Pabacess, Lind.) is a perennial plant, a native 

of the south of Euroj)e. It has a fleshy I’oot. 

which runs deep into the ground, and a stem 

rising from 3 to 5 feet high, and clothed with 

dull green pinnated leaves. The sweet muci¬ 

laginous juice, extracted from the roots by 

boiling, is much esteemed as an emollient in 

colds. Large quantities are grown for the 
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use of druggists, iu the viciuitj of Mitcham, 

in Surrey, to which place its cultivation, on 

an extensive scale, is almost entirely confined. 

A plant or two is kept iu most gardens. 

Liquorice succeeds best in deep, rich, and 

i-ather sandy soils, or in an alluvial one. The 

ground should be heavily dunged the year 

jirevious to planting, in order that the ma¬ 

nure may be completely decomposed; and it 

should either be trenched 3 feet deep in au¬ 

tumn, laid in ridges, and allowed to remain in 

that state till spring; or it may be trenched 

immediately before pJanting. Tlie former 

method is the preferable one. Liquoinee is 

propagated by portions of the creeping stem, 

commonly termed the creeping root, from 4 to 

C inches iu length, each having two or three 

buds. These having been prepared, should be 

])lanted in February, or early in March, in 

rows 3 feet apart, and 18 inches from each 

other in the row, covering with earth to the 

depth of 2 or 3 inches. Every year in No¬ 

vember, Avhen the sap has gone down, and the 

leaves have turned yellow, the old stems should 

be cut doAvn with a pruning-knife to the level 

of the ground. At this time also the creeping 

stems ought to be forked up, and exit off close 

to the main stems, and preserved in sand or in 

heajxs covered with straw and earth, for future 

qdautations. The ground between the rows 

should be forked occasionally, and kejxt free 

of weeds. The roots will be readv for taking 
t, O 

up three years after planting; this should be 

done in winter, after the descent of the sap. 

A trench about 3 feet deep must then be cast 

out, and a rope being fastened round the top, 

the roots should be pulled up, after which they 

may be stored in sand for use; or if there is a 

large quantity, they may be kept in pits like 

potatoes. 

LOVE APPLE. See Tomato. 

MARIGOLD, or Pot Marigold {Calendula offici- 

nahs, L.—Syngenesia Polygamia Necessaria, 

L.; Composite, D. C.; Asteraceae, Lind.) is a 

hardy annual, a native of the south of Europe. 

It is cultivated in the kitchen garden for its 

flowers, which are put into soups. 

The varieties cultivated for use are:— 

1. CojiMON, OR Single-flowered Marigold. 

2. Double-flowered Marigold. 

It is raised from seed, which should be soxvu 

in March or April, in shallow drills 1 foot 

apart. When the plants are 2 or 3 inches 

high, they should be thinned outdo 10 inches 

or 1 foot apart. The plants from these sow- 

I ings will flower in June, and continue flower¬ 

ing till September. The flowers may be ga¬ 

thered when full-blown, dried in the shade, 

and stored for winter and spring use. 

MARJORAM {Origanum, L. — Didynaniia 

Gymnospermia, L.; Labiatm, D. C.; Lamiaceie, 

Lind.) is cultivated for the aromatic leaves, 

which are used both in a green and in a dried 

state for seasoning soups, and other dishes. 

Four species are cultivated :— 

1. CoM.MON Marjoram. 

2. Pot Marjoram. 

3. Sweet, or Knotted Marjoram. 

4. Winter Sweet Marjoram. 

The second and third sorts are those gene¬ 

rally cultivated. 

1. Common Marjoram (^Origanum vulgare, 

L.) is a perennial plant, a native of Britain, 

growing naturally iu thickets. It is seldom 

cultivated; but if required, may be raised from 

seed sown in spring, or it may be propagated 

by parting the roots iu spring or autumn. 

Plant 1 foot apart in any soil that is not very 

moist. 

2. Pot Marjoram {Origanum Oolites, L.) is a 

perennial plant, a native of Sicily. It flowers 

from July to November, but seldom ripens its 

seed in England. It is propagated by divid¬ 

ing the roots in March or April, or by slips 

or cuttings taken off in summer and planted 

in a frame or under a hand-glass; when well 

rooted they may be planted out. It prefers 

a light and rather dry soil, and a warm situa¬ 

tion. It may be planted in rows 1 foot apart, 

and 10 inches from plant to plant in therowv 

3. Sweet, or Knotted Marjoram {Origa- 

num Majorana, L.) is a tender biennial, a 

native of Portugal. In this country it will 

not stand the winter in the open ground; it 

is therefore treated as an annual. It is raised 

from seed, sown broadcast on a south border, 

in the beginning of April. When the plants 

are about 2 inches high, they may be trans¬ 

planted into rows 9 inches apart, and 5 or G 

inches asunder in the row. Or it may be 

sown in shallow chills 9 inches apart, thinning 

out when the plants are about 2 inches hio-h 

to 6 inches asunder in the rows. Some may 

also be sown in March, on a slight hot-bed, 

either to remain for early use, or to be planted 

out at the above distances. 

The flowers appear in June and July, and 

are collected into roundish close heads, resem¬ 

bling knots, from which circumstance it is fi’e- 

quently called knotted marjoram. The seed 
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seldom ripens in Britain, and is obtained from 

the Continent. 

4. Winter Sweet Marjoram {Origanum 

loeradeoticum, L.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of the south of Europe. The flowers appear 

from June to ISTovember, but the seeds seldom 

ripen. It succeeds best in a dry soil, and is 

propagated by dividing the roots in spring or 

autumn, and planting the divisions 10 inches 

apart, in rows 18 inches asunder. 

Tops of all the sorts of marjoram should lie 

cut when coming into flower, and dried in the 

shade, for winter and spring use. 

MINT {Mentha, L. — Didynamia Gymnos- 

permia, L.j Labiatse, D. C.; Lamiacea3, Lind.) 

—Three species of this are cultivated:—■ 
1. Common, or Spear-Mint. 

2. Peppermint. 

3. Pennyroyal. 

1. Spear-Mint {Mentha viridis, L.) is a 

hardy perennial, a native of Britain. The 

tops are used in soups and salads, in sauce for 

lamb, and they are boiled along with pease and 

other vegetables. It prefers a moist soil, but 

will grow in almost any soil and situation. 

It is easily propagated by dividing the roots 

in Pebruary or March, planting the divisions 

in rows 9 inches apart, and covering the roots 

with soil to the depth of 2 inches. It may also 

be propagated by offsets at the same periods, 

and by cuttings about 6 inches long, taken off 

in summer, planted about 3 inches deep, and 

watered till they take root. Every year at 

the approach of winter, the old stems should 

be cut down, and the beds cleaned and covered 

with mould to the depth of 2 inches. In some 

soils, fresh plantations require to be made every 

three or four years; in others only after the 

lapse of several years. When the plants are 

coming into flower, a quantity of tops should 

be cut and dried for use in winter. 

2. Peppermint {MentJia jnperita, L.) is a 

hardy perennial, a native of England. It is 

principally cultivated for the distillation of 

the well-known cordial that bears its name. 

It requh’cs the same soil and treatment as the 

preceding species, and is propagated in the 

same way and at the same times. 

3. Pennyroyal {Mentha Pulegium, L.) is a 

hardy perennial, a native of Britain. It suc¬ 

ceeds best in a moist loamy soil, and is easily 

propagated by offsets, or by dividing the roots 

in September, March, or April. Plant in rows 

1 foot asunder, and 6 inches from yilant to 

plant in the row, and water at planting. 

MOREL {Morchella esculenta, Pers.—Cryp- 

togamia Fungi, L.; Fungi, D. C.; Alliance, 

Fungales, Lind.)—The morel is an edible fun¬ 

gus, a native of Britain, where it is found 

growing in orchards, woods, and moist jias- 

tures. It is said to occur most abundantly in 

places where wood has been burned, or char¬ 

coal made. It rises to about 4 inches in 

height, and consists of a smooth white cylin¬ 

drical stem, and a hollow spherical cap adher¬ 

ing to the stem by its base; pale brown, or 

gray in colour, and marked wdth deep pits all 

over its surface. The morel is used either 

fresh or in a dried state, in gravies, stews, &c. 

It usually makes its appearance in spring or 

early in summer. It should not be gathered 

when w'et, otherwise it wdll not keep well. It 

has not as yet been subjected to cultivation, 

but it is probable, that if morels commencing 

to decay, and the soil about them, were col¬ 

lected, and placed under diflerent circumstan- 

'ces of soil, lieat, and moisture, the attempt 

might prove successful, and a proper mode of 

cultivation be arrived at. 

MOUNTAIN SPINACH. See Orach. 

MUSHROOM. See Forcing. 

MUSTARD {Sinapis alba, L.—Tetradynamia 

Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferie, D. C.; Brassicacea', 

Lind.) is a hardy annual, a native of Britain, 

where it is found in fields and waste places. 

It is only used, generally along wdth cress, as a 

small salad, for which purpose it is cut in the 

seed-leaf It is raised from seed, which should 

be sown every week or ten days throughout 

the yeai; either in the open ground or in heat, 

according to the season. The sowings in the 

open ground may be commenced about the 

middle of March, and given up about the mid¬ 

dle of Octobei’, earher or later, in both cases, 

according to the greater or less mildness of the 

season. The ground where it is to be sown 

should be light, rich, and raked very fine; for 

the early and late sowings a warm spot should 

be selected; for those made in the heat of 

summer, a shady situation must be chosen; 

at other times any open compartment with 

good soil will do. It should be sown thickl}", 

in shallow drills G inches apart, and only 

slightly covered with earth, after wdiich the 

surface should be pressed smooth with the back 

of the spade, so that there may be no rough¬ 

ness to interfere with the cutting. With the 

exception of watering the seed-bed and the 

young plants in dry weather, no further cul¬ 

ture is necessary. In gathering, the plants 
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are cut over by the ground; if allowed to re¬ 

main they will put forth leaves a second time, 

but those first produced are greatly to be pre¬ 

ferred. 
The Black Mustard {Sinapis nigra) is al¬ 

most entirely cultivated for the seed, which, 

when ground, constitutes the table mustard. 

Its leaves are sometimes, though rarely, grown 

as a small salad; the culture of both species 

for this purpose is the same. 

NASTURTIUM, or Indian Cress {Tropceolum, L. 

•—Octandria Monogynia, L.; Tropteol®, D. C.; 

Tropseolacese, Lind.)—Of this, two species are 

cultivated:— 

1. Large Nasturtium {Tropmolum via- 

jus, L.) 

2. Small Nasturtium {I'ropceolum mi¬ 

nus, L.) 

They are both natives of Peru, and peren¬ 

nials in their own country, but are treated as 

annuals in this. There are varieties of both 

species with double flowers, but these, requir-" 

ing the protection of a greenhouse, are chiefly 

cultivated for ornament; there is also a variety 

of T. raajus having brownish purple flowers. 

The leaves, young shoots, and flowers are fre¬ 

quently eaten in salads. The flowers are used 

as a garnish; and the young flower-buds and 

fruits, gathered when green, are pickled in 

Vinegar, and employed instead of capers, to 

which they are by some considered superior. 

For this purpose the second species is pre¬ 

ferred, as it produces more flowers and fruits 

than the other, and requires no support. 

These plants succeed best in a light rich 

soil, with a warm aspect. They are raised 

from seed, which should be sown in the end of 

IMarch or in April, depositing the seeds about 

4 inches apart, in a drill 1 inch deep. As the 

plants of the first species climb to the height 

of 6 or 8 feet, the seed should be sown in front 

of a paling or other object by which they may 

be supported; or the sowing may be made in 

the open ground, and pea-sticks placed for the 

plants to climb upon; the distance, in this case, 

between the rows, if more than one be sown, 

may be 3 feet. 

The plants should be frequently watered in 

dry weather, and will require a little training 

at first, beyond which no other culture is ne¬ 

cessary. 

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH {Tetragonia expan- 

sa—Icosandria Pentagynia, L.; Picoideae, D. 

0.; Tetragoniacese, Lind.) is a hardy annual, 

a native of New Zealand, whence it was in¬ 

troduced into this country, in 1772, by Sir 

Joseph Banks. Though inferior to spinach it 

forms a good substitute for that vegetable, 

especially in the hot dry months of summer, 

when the common spinach runs so quickly to 

seed, that even with frequent sowings it is 

sometimes impossible to gather a good dish. 

On the other hand, the New Zealand spinach, 

under the same circumstances, always produ¬ 

ces, when properly cultivated, an abimdance 

of succulent leaves. It is therefore advisable 

to have a few plants of it as an auxiliary, in 

case of the partial failure of any of the sum¬ 

mer sowings. 

It is raised fi’om seeds, which are exces¬ 

sively hard, and therefore should be steeped for 

twenty-four hours before sowing. It should 

be sown in March on a gentle hot-bed, placing 

the seeds 3 or 4 inches apart. When the seed¬ 

lings have grown to the length of 2 or 3 inches, 

they may be lifted, and planted singly in small 

pots, which should be placed under a frame till 

the middle or end of May, when the yoimg 

plants may be planted out. This should be 

done in a light rich soil, with a southern as¬ 

pect. The distance between the plants in the 

row may be 3 feet, and between the rows from 

4 to 6 feet. If planted on a border sloping 

towards the south, the plants should not be 

less than 18 inches from the path, as they will 

incline to grow most in that direction. Water 

should be given at planting, and afterwards all 

the care they will require is confined to water¬ 

ing frequently in dry weather. In gathering, 

the young leaves should be pinched off; abun¬ 

dance of fresh ones are produced throughout 

the summer and autumn. Seed may be .saved 

by placing a plant or two in poor soil, in lime 

rubbish, or by training them against a wall. 

In warm seasons, however, it ripens its seeds 

in the open ground. 

NIGELLA SATIVA, L. (Bolyandria Bentagy- 

nia, L.; Ranunculacese, D. C.; Eanunculacea?, 

Lind.), is a hardy annual, a native of Candia 

and Egypt. Its aromatic seeds are employed 

in French cookery under the name of quatre- 

epices. It requires a light soil and a warm 

aspect. It is raised from seed, which should 

be sown in April, in drills 1 foot asunder. 

The sowing should be made where the plants 

are to remain, for they seldom grow well when 

transplanted. When the seedlings are 2 or 3 

inches high, they may be thinned out to 6 

inches apart in the rows. After this no fur¬ 

ther care is necessary, with the exception of 
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keeping the ground clean and watering fre¬ 

quently in dry weather. 

ONION {Allium Cepa, L.—Hexandria Mo- 

nogynia, L.; Liliacece, D. C.; Liliacepe, Lind.) 

. —The onion is a hardy biennial, by some sup¬ 

posed to be a native of Africa; but the date 

of its introduction, and its native country, 

have not been ascertained. The uses of the 

onion are univei’sally known, and few plants 

have such a wide range of cultivation; for it is 

grown from the tropics to the coldest verge of 

the temperate zone. The leaves and roots are 

of an annual nature, in as much as they die in 

the course of a single summer after perfecting a 

bulb; the latter, however, is bifennial, and after 

a temporary rest it has the power of emitting 

new roots, pushing fresh leaves, and sending 

up a flower-stalk. In some cases, also, it forms 

offset bulbs. There are many varieties, all of 

which are still subject to variation, so that if 

shades of difference were taken into account, 

names would be uselessly multiplied. It is 

necessary, however, to know sorts that are 

early or late, large or small, mild or strong, 

and to be able to distinguish such as naturally 

keep till late in spring from those that decay 

even before winter. All this it is presumed 

may be known from the following brief de¬ 

scriptions of the principal sorts at present in 

cultivation. These are;—■ 
1. Silver-skinned—syn. Large Silver-skin¬ 

ned, White Egyptian, Large White, Oignon 

blanc gros.—Middle-sized, round or flat, skin 

thin, white, and shining; when it splits, as it 

is apt to do when the bulb is nearly ripe, or 

when otherwise removed, the layer beneath it 

is of a beautiful clear white, striped with fine 

green lines, extending from the base to the 

neck. It does not keep long, but is much es¬ 

teemed and cultivated for its mild quality, and 

for pickling. In pickles, its white colour in 

contrast with the fine green veins or lines 

gives it a very agreeable appearance. For 

pickling, the seed should be sown thickly in 

March; it should only be slightly sprinkled 

over with fine soil, and the ground should 

afterwards be rolled. If the seed is covered 

more deeply, the bulb, from not being quite 

on the surface, has a larger root and a thicker 

neck, so that it loses its finely rounded form, 

and is, moreover, less compact. 

2. Early Silver-skinned—syn. Oignon 

blanc hatif—A variety differing from the pre¬ 

ceding in being smaller and earlier; in other 

respects, the two perfectly resemble each other. 

Esteemed for its earliness, and for being well 

adapted for pickling. 

3. White Nocera—syn. Oignon blanc de 

Nocera.—This is a variety of the Early Silver¬ 

skinned. It is very small, occasionally roun¬ 

dish, but generally oblate; skin white, beneath 

it the layers are striped with bright green 

lines. The leaves are very small, sometimes 

the bulb has only a single leaf, frequently no 

more than two; and if there are more than 

four, the plant has not its true character. It 

is the smallest and earliest variety known, 

and is excellent for pickling. 

4. Spanish—syn. White Sjmnish, Reading, 

White Reading, Portugal, White Portugal, 

Evesham, Cambridge, Sandy, Oignon d’Es- 

pagne.—Very large, flat; skin loose, pale brown, 

falling off spontaneously, exhibiting the next 

coating, which is greenish white. Elavour par¬ 

ticularly mild. This sort is not a long keeper, 

but is much esteemed for its quality, and is 

one of the best for early winter use. 

5. Lisbon—syn. White Lisbon, Early Lis¬ 

bon, Florence, Oignon blanc de Florence.— 

Large, globular, neck rather thick; the skin 

smooth, thin, clear, and white. A late but 

hardy sort; if sown in August it affords a 

good supply of young onions for spring salads; 

or it may be transplanted from the autumn 

beds in April, and if so, large onions will be 

formed towards the end of summer. 

6. Two-bladed—syn. Double Tige.—This 

sort derives its name from the small bulbs 

having, in general, only two leaves; the larger 

ones have more, rarely, however, exceeding 

four; but unless by far the greater portion of 

the crop have only two leaves, either the seed 

or the cultivation is at fault. The bulbs are • 

small, flat, light brown, very firm, and attain 

maturity very early. 

7. Strasburg—syn. Flanders, Dutch, Essex. 

—Large, varying in shape from flat to globu¬ 

lar or oval; outside coating brown, of firm 

texture; divested of this the colour is reddish- 

brown, tinged with gi-een. Flavour strong. 

Being a hardy sort, and a good keeper, it is 

very generally cultivated. Where but few va¬ 

rieties are grown, this should be one of them. 

8. Deptford.—This can only be considered, 

at most, a variety of the preceding. It some¬ 

times agrees with the description of that sort; 

occasionally it has a pale-brown skin, without 

any tinge of red, and when this is the case its 

flavour is milder than that of the Sti-asbm-v. 
O 

9. White Globe.—Under this name a sub- 

39 
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variety of tlie Strasburg is now cultivated, and 

much approved of by the growers near Lon¬ 

don. It is rather large and firm; general form 

roundish, but inclining to taper abruptly to¬ 

wards the neck, and also to the root, which is 

an advantage, as the hard portion in connec¬ 

tion with the root is somewhat prominent, and 

can be cut olf without entering deeply into 

the softer substance of the bulb. It is of ex¬ 

cellent quality, and a good keeper. 

10. Brown Portugal—syn. True Portu¬ 

gal, Brown Spanish, Oporto, Lisbon, Viauna, 

Large St. Ubes, Catalogue, Cambrai, Oignon 

jaime des Vertus.—Large, roundish or flat¬ 

tened; skin yellowish-brown on the outside, 

next interior layer not tinged with red. Of 

excellent quality and a good keeper. 

11. Yellow Danvers—Oignon jaune de 

Danvers.—Middle-sized, roundish oblate, firm, 

with a very slender neck; skin yellowish- 

brown. A new and very fine variety, as early 

as the Silver-skinned, or even earlier, accord¬ 

ing to the excellent authority of M. Yilmoriu 

of Paris, by whom it was sent to this country. 

It appears to be a much better keeper than the 

Silver-skinned. 

12. Blood-red—syn. French Blood-red, 

Dutch Blood-red, St. Thomas’, Oignon rouge 

fence.-—Middle-sized or rather large, flattish; 

skin clidl red, the coating next below it glossy 

and very dark red. The internal layers are 

palest at the base, and, except at the top, 

they are only coloured on their outsides; each 

layer is paler than the one which surrounds 

it till the centre is reached, which is white. 

Of all others, this sort is the strongest fla¬ 

voured; it keeps remarkably well. 

13. Pale Bed—syn. Amiens, Bouge pale, 

De Niort.—Middle-sized, roundish, flat on the 

under side, but the upper side is not so flat as 

the Blood-red, of which this sort may be con¬ 

sidered a variety. It is paler than that sort, 

and not so strong flavoured. 

14. James’ Keeping — syn. James’ Long 

Keeping, Oignon poii-e, Oignon pyriforme.— 

Large, pear-shaped; skin brown, the coating 

next under it reddish-brown. Flavour strong. 

This variety is much esteemed for its long and 

sound keeping. It is said to have been origi¬ 

nated by Mr. James, a market gardener in 

Lambeth Marsh. It is believed that a simi¬ 

lar variety, or one identical in character, coidd 

be raised by selecting for seed those amongst 

the Blood-red onions which approach to the 

oval or pear-shaped form, and which are of 

the palest colour. By selecting successively 

from the previous selection, a variety having 

the characteristic appearance and properties 

of James’ Keeping will be obtained; and as 

the varieties of the onion, including the one 

in question, are apt to vary or degenerate, re¬ 

course may be had to this mode in order to 

obtain one having the desirable qualities of 

the original James’ Keeping. 

The Arnstadt Pear-shaped Onion — syn. 

Oignon poire d’Arnstadt—is considered by 

M. Vilmorin to be a large variety of James’ 

Keeping. 

15. Madeira—syn. Oignon de Madere, Bo- 

main, Bellegarde.—Yery large, roundish obo- 

vate, with a thick neck; skin reddish brown,, 

the layer under it pale red. A soft mild onion, 

but does not keep long. On account of its 

large size and mild flavour it is well deserving 

of cultivation for autumn and early winter use. 

16. Tripoli—syn. Besagnina.—Yerylai’ge, 

tapering sometimes abruptly from the middle 

to the neck, and almost equally so to the root; 

colour light reddish brown, beneath the skim 

pale brownish red tinged with green. It is of 

a soft nature, and does not keep long, but 

whilst it lasts it is much esteemed on account 

of its mild quality. 

17. Fusiform Onion—syn. Druses Onion, 

Oignon fusiforme. Come de bceuf.—Large, from 

6 inches to 1 foot in length, bent and ta23er- 

ing like the horn of an ox. A singular variety, 

but it wants com2)actness and keeps badly.- 

On the whole, it is more curious than useful. 

18. Under-GROUND Onion — syn. Potato 

Onion, Oignon Patate, Sous-terre.—This forms 

a number of bulbs on the: parent root beneath 

the surface of the ground, and by means of 

these it is propagated, and in this way an 

abundant supply may be insured, although 

the sorts usually raised from seed should either 

wholly or jjartially fail. Or if other kinds of 

onions do not keep well, as is frequently the 

case, the Under-ground onion will aflbrd a 

supply before the others are fit. It is very 

prolific. Maher states {Horticultural Trans¬ 

actions, vol. iii. p. 305), that from sixty bulbs, 

planted in February, he obtained 360 in the 

July following. In the west of England this 

sort is planted on the shortest day, and taken 

uj) on the longest. They do not keep in good 

condition for use later than the beginning ot 

February, but by removing the soil, so as to 

leave only the fibres in the ground, and the 

growing cluster exposed, they keep much better. 
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19. Tree Onion—syn. Bulb-bearing Onion, 

Egyptian Onion, Oignon d’Egypte, Oignon 

bulbifere, sometimes also called the Eocani- 

bole Onion, but it must not be confounded 

with the true rocambole (A Ilium Scorodopras- 

sum).—When the stalks of the Tree onion are 

allowed to run up, they become viviparous, 

small bulbs instead of flowers being formed 

along the sides at the top. A few offset bulbs 

are also formed under ground, and by these, 

hut chiefly by the little bulbs on the stem, 

the variety is propagated. It cannot be con¬ 

sidered a useful sox't except as regards the 

stem-bulbs, which are excellent in pickles, and 

for which, on account of their very small size, 

they are well adapted. 

20. Welsh Onion—syn. Ciboule.—This is 

i]x& Allium Jistulosum, L., an herbaceous peren¬ 

nial, a native of Siberia, and, consequently, 

very hardy. The Erench have two varieties 

—the white and the red. It is quite distinct 

from the common onion, inasmuch as it never 

forms a bulb; its roots are long and tapering, 

with strong fibres, and its stems and leaves are 

hollow. Its principal use is for sowing in the 

end of July, or beginning of August, to furnish 

young onions for salads early in spring. Being 

very hardy, some of it should be grown for a 

supply, in case the common onion should be 

cut off by a severe winter. 

Soil.—Onions succeed best in an open situa¬ 

tion, and in a rich substantial loam, rather 

light than strong. Such a soil is not, how¬ 

ever, always at command; nevei’theless, good 

crops of onions are obtained from soils of very 

different texture and quality, by the aid of 

suitable manui’es, and by judiciously varying 

the modes of cultivation, according to circum¬ 

stances. If the soil is too strong, it should 

be corrected by proper admixtures; or if that 

cannot be done, it is possible, in most cases, 

to pulverize and otherwise ameliorate soil that 

is too adhesive by trencliiug, digging, and ex¬ 

posure to the weather. For the spring crop, 

the ground should be ridged up before winter, 

as roughly as possible. It should not be dis¬ 

turbed in wet weather, nor whilst it is satur¬ 

ated with moisture; but when it is so dry that 

its lumps will crumble, rather than stick to¬ 

gether, it cannot be too much worked. If, 

on the contrary, the soil should be too light, 

means ought to be taken to consolidate it. It 

should, in the first place, be finely dug, to in¬ 

sure an equal looseness throughout, in order 

that, by subsequent treading and rolling, it 

may be rendered uniformly compact. In dry 

light soils, good crops are obtained in wet sea¬ 

sons; and it is not merely the quantity that 

has to be taken into consideration, the quality, 

in such seasons more especially, is of still 

greater importance. If onions are not well 

ripened, they cannot be expected to keep 

soundly, and of course they will become better 

ripened in dry light soil, in a cold wet season, 

than in soil of a contrary description. If cir¬ 

cumstances will permit, it is advisable to grow 

a portion of the ci'op on warm and rather dry 

soil, calculated to yield comparatively sounder 

produce, than can be obtained from ground of 

a contrary description. The subsoil should be 

well drained, so as to admit of the rain passing 

doxvnwards with tolerable facility; and it will 

generally be in a condition to do this, if jxre- 

pared as directed in treating of the formation 

of the garden, so that double digging will be 

sufficient. If not so prepared, and if the 

stratum next the subsoil is too retentive, the 

ground should be sub-trenched. When this 

is done there will be a free passage for air and 

moisture throughout the soil. Rain-water will 

not stagnate, neither will saturation long pre¬ 

vail after the rain ceases; and as soon as the 

jiarticles of soil are free from saturation, air 

will, of course, occupy the interstices, whether 

it be warmer or colder than the soil with which 

it comes in contact. If warmer, it will de¬ 

posit moisture on every particle; and of this 

moisture the spongioles will avail themselves; 

and growth will be promoted; if colder, it will 

withdi’aw moisture from the soil, when the 

latter contains moisture, and when it does not, 

of course the air would be comparatively dry; 

but it is well known that dry and moist air, 

in contact with each other, will mix; so that, 

if the soil should be too dry at top and about 

the roots, the air, from the tendency to a uni¬ 

form difi'usion of its vapour, will be constantly 

conveying moisture from below upwards. If 

the soil were so compact as to admit of little 

circulation of air, except near the surface, the 

top soil might get too dry, and the plants suffer 

from want of moisture, although there might 

be plenty below. Hence the necessity of as¬ 

certaining if the soil is sufficiently porous to 

a good depth, and of sub-trenching when it is 

not. It is easy to know whether the ground 

is pervious enough throughout, by observing 

whether water passes readily downwards, and 

if it do, air will, of course, circulate freely; if 

not, trenching must .be resorted to. 
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Manures.—Pigeons’ dung has been long very 

generally employed as a manure lor onions, 

and from experience, it can be mentioned as 

one of the best. The dung of other poultry, 

sheep’s dung, and well-decomposed night-soil, 

are likewise excellent. Pigs’ dung is very 

powerful; it answers well spread on the ground 

for a considerable time previous to sowing, 

most of it being removed when the ground is 

about to be dug for sowing. Strong but well- 

decomposed farm-yard manure may also be 

employed; it may either be used fresh, in large 

(juantities, for the preceding crop, or it may 

be turned into the ground before winter, and 

thoroughly mixed with the soil previous to 

sowing. Blood, or slaughter-house offal, formed 

into a compost with fresh mellow soil, answers 

well. Guano may be used in the same way, 

or, largely diluted with water, it may be em¬ 

ployed in the form of a liquid manure. Super¬ 

phosphate of lime is good, especially in moist 

seasons, and where the soil is damp; and so is 

bone-dust. In dry soils, liquid manure is ad¬ 

vantageously applied. Salt, soot, and lime are 

useful as manure, and also for preventing the 

attacks of the onion maggot, and other insects. 

Charcoal is sometimes sprinkled along the drills 

with the view of preventing canker. Wood 

ashes, and charred rubbish, are good along with 

other manures. 

Cultivation of Spring-sown Onions.—The 

precise time of sowing the main crop of spring 

onions cannot be stated, for it greatly depends 

oil the state of the weather and the nature 

of the soil. Prom the middle of February to 

the middle of March is the period in which 

it would be desirable to sow the main crop, 

if circumstances will permit; but should the 

ground be either frozen or covered with snow, 

or saturated with rain, during that period, so 

that sowing cannot be accomplished before the 

middle of March, then the first opportunity 

of the soil being in good working order should 

be seized. In bad springs, or in very cold 

situations, it may be as late as the beginning 

of April before the principal crop can be well 

got in. The ground having been rendered 

friable by exposure to the weather, and pre¬ 

viously well enriched by manure, it should be 

dug over in the end of February, or as early in 

March as the weather will permit. It should 

not, however, be dug when it is in a wet state, 

neither should the seed be sown till it is in 

])roper working order as regards dryness. It 

should be dug in small spits, the full depth of 

the spade, but narrow, and each spit ought to 

be thoroughly broken before another is turned 

over. The ground should not be made fine 

merely on the top, leaving the rest of the spit 

in coarse lumps, but the whole must be thor- 

broken. The surface should be made 

even and fine in digging, so that the rake shall 

not be reqtiired to regulate the general level, 

but only to pulverize the soil as it lies. This 

being done, if the soil is light, it should be 

trodden or rolled; and heavy soil should also 

be rolled, if rather dry, at the time, but not 

otherwise. The whole must then be marked 

off in 4-feet beds, with 1-foot paths between. 

Shallow drills should then be drawn along the 

surface of the bed, not closer than 6 inches 

apart, but 8 inches will be a proper distance 

for the medium-sized varieties, whilst for the 

large sorts a space of 12 inches between the 

drills may be allowed. The drills cannot be 

too shallow. If thich necks only are desired to 

be produced, the better way will be to bury 

the seeds deepl}' and even, earth up the plants 

like leeks; but in order to have well-formed, 

sound-keeping onions, the seed cannot be too 

near the surface, so long as it is just covered. 

The seeds, if good—and this ought to be previ¬ 

ously ascertained—should be sown thinly along 

the drills, then covered with a little finely 

broken soil from the paths, and then the whole 

surface should be trodden, then smoothed with 

the rake, or rolled with a roller of greater or 

less weight, according to the nature of the soil, 

for the lighter it is the more it should be 

pressed. In many cases, a roller may not be 

at command; if so, the surface of the bed 

should be pressed with the back of the spade. 

This being done, the line ought to be stretched, 

and a shallow cut made to mark each of the 

edges of the bed. A small rake passed along 

the paths will complete the operation, and the 

beds will present a finished appearance. In¬ 

stead of drawing drills, the line may be 

stretched, and a round straight rod, about 

^ inch in diameter, laid alongside of it, then 

by treading, or otherwise pressing down the 

rod, a groove of uniform depth, smooth and 

firm at bottom, will be formed. In this the 

seeds can be regularly sown, and covered with 

a little mould. The advantage of this system 

is, that all the seeds will be near the surface, 

wliex’eas, when drills are drawn in the ordinary 

way, some seeds drop into holes, and from being 

too deeply bui’ied, are apt to produce thick 

necks. 
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After sowing, weeding, thinning, and water¬ 

ing ai’e all that is necessary till the crop is 

mature or nearly so. It will be observed 

that the plant does not come up with an erect 

point, but is doubled like a whip, and as it 

advances in growth the point gets clear of the 

soil. Very soon after this takes place, the 

surface of the ground should be hoed, in order 

to cut up all seedling weeds; and at the same 

time the onions should be thinned with small 

2-inch broad hoes. This first thinning ought 

to be partial, in case of failure. Hoeing and 

weeding should be repeated as often as may 

be necessary, for nothing is more unsightly 

than weeds rising above the tops of the plants. 

These, moreover, require all the light that our 

latitudes afford, and the crop must therefore 

be injured by the shade of weeds. Although 

the surface of the soil should be hoed in order 

to destroy weeds, and although the growth of 

the young plants may be promoted by the 

shallow stindng requisite for that purpose, yet 

the deep loosening of the soil, so beneficial for 

many crops, is not so for onions. The best 

formed and soundest bulbs are grown where the 

surface is rather firm than loose. Shallow 

hoeing is therefore the best. It has frequently 

been observed, that where the soil of the beds 

has been loose, the best onions were those 

which sprung from seeds accidentally dropped 

on the paths. The final thinning should be 

to the distance of from 3 to 6 inches in the 

row, according to the richness of the soil and 

the usual size which the variety attains. If 

some very large onions are required, the drills 

in one or more beds may be 15 inches asunder, 

and the plants thinned to 9 inches in the row ; 

and, if the seeds are sown broadcast, each 

plant should be allowed from 5 to 8 inches 

square. When the weather is dry, watering 

is beneficial till the tops acquire a good size; 

but when there appears a disposition to form 

thick necks, a slight check from drought will 

assist in the formation of bulb. When the 

onions approach maturity, water should be 

withheld; for if much water be absorbed at 

that time it cannot be thrown off effectually 

by the decaying foliage, and the bulbs conse¬ 

quently cannot be expected to keep so sound as 

when their tissues are filled with the properly 

elaborated and more inspissated juices of the 

stem. When the foliage begins to flag, and 

the stems to bend, it is a sign that they have 

performed their part as regards the growth of 

the ^fiant, and the first opportunity of dry 

weather should be seized to pull up the bulbs; 

after heavy rain it would not be desirable to 

do so till several dry days have elapsed. But 

whatever may be the state of the weather, 

care should be taken to pull up the onions 

before a second growth commences, for if it do, 

they will not keep well, and if wet weather 

should prevail, the best plan is to take the 

crop up, and lay it on a dry sui’face, sheltered 

from rain, but exposed to aii’, and to whatever 

sunshine there may be. Onions when pulled 

are usually laid on the ground with their roots 

towards the south, in order that the sun’s 

rays may assist in withering them. They 

should be turned over on a dry day, and when 

the surface of the ground is dry. In private 

gardens it is sometimes possible to lay the 

onions on a dry gravel walk, or some other 

hard surface, and this is preferable to the cul¬ 

tivated ground, because more free from exha¬ 

lations. When the roots and tops are com¬ 

pletely withered, the greater portion of the 

latter should be taken off, and the bulbs may 

then be stored in a dry cool place. They keep 

very well in a loft above an open shed, secured, 

however, from frost by a covering of straw, 

and a lining of the same material round the 

walls. They also keep well strung together 

by the remaining portion of the top, a string 

being tied firmly round the necks of a few, 

then successively adding others, and winding 

round the string; or, for greater security, the 

onions are tied on a straw rope. In either 

case they can be suspended so as not to touch 

the walls of the place in which they are stored. 

Onions have been known to keep well till late 

in the spring by storing them several feet 

thick in a cool loft, without turning, or in any 

way disturbing them, till finally removed for 

use. 
Sowing for Pickling Onions.—The White 

Spanish or Reading, the Early Silver-skin¬ 

ned, and the Nocera, are sorts adapted for this 

purpose. As security against failure, some 

of each of these may be sown. The ground 

should be rather poor than rich, and it shoidd 

not be manured. It must be firmly trodden, 

and then smoothed with the back of the rake. 

The seed should be sown thickly in March, 

covered very slightly, and the ground should 

then be well rolled. It the seed is covered 

deeply the bulbs are apt to become oblong 

instead of round, or oblate. Thinning is not 

required, for the plants should be very thick, 

and it is the duty of the sower to scatter the 
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seed so that the plants may not be in too 

dense patches. 

If the onion be sown early in spring, and 

cultivated so as to attain a fair size; and if 

the bulb be taken up when mature, and re¬ 

planted in the following spring, it pushes fresh 

roots, sends up a flower-stalk, produces seeds, 

and dies; but if sown in autumn, the plant 

will survive ordinary winters, and produce a 

large bulb in the course of the following spring 

and summer. It will, however, become much 

larger, if, instead of being allowed to remain 

in the seed-bed, it be transplanted early in 

spring, or as soon as the weather will permit. 

If an early sort be sown thickly in not very 

lich soil, in the beginning of May, small bulbs 

will be matured sufficiently well to keep 

through the winter; and, in consequence of 

having been sown late, and from being of 

small size, they will not be disposed to run to 

seed when replanted in spring, and their vege¬ 

tation not taking that direction, the small 

bulbs become very large. It thus appears 

that very large onions result from two seasons’ 

growth, as is the case when the small bulbs of 

one year’s growth are planted in the spring of 

the next, or when a growth made in autumn 

•is continued in the following spriug and sum¬ 

mer. It is by a mode analogous to this that 

,the large Portugal onions are produced. In 

Portugal they do not require to be sown so 

-early in the autumn as in Britain; but they 

are forwarded in a little heat in November 

and December, and thus have a considerable 

.amount of substance elaborated before the 

-spring-sown onions are above ground. Prom 

having this advantage, they swell to a miich 

larger size than those which are sown in 

March, and which have, consequently, a much 

shorter period of growth; for, whether sown 

in autumn, or early or late in spring, the 

onion has a disposition to rest after the hottest 

period of the summer is over. 

From what has been stated it appears:—• 

1. That onions may be sown in autumn, and 

either drawn young in spring, or allowed to 

attain maturity in the bed Avithout trans¬ 

planting. 2. That they may be sown in 

autumn and transplanted in spring. 3. That 

an early sort may be sown in May, under cir¬ 

cumstances conducive to the formation of only 

very small bulbs, which being planted in spring 

form much larger bulbs than are obtained in 

the same kind of soil from seeds sown at that 

season. 

Autumn Sowing for Drawing as required 

without Transplanting.—For this purpose seed 

of the White Spanish, or of the Silver-skinned, 

should be sown about the 17th of August. 

The ground must be well prepared, rolled 

Avith a light roller, and sown; it should then 

be worked off in 4-feet beds with 1-foot 

alleys, and from the latter soil should be taken 

to cover the seeds'about fths of an inch deep. 

The seed-bed must then be lightly and evenly 

raked, and again rolled. The seeds of autumn- 

sown onions require to be covered to a greater 

depth than those soAvn in spring, otherwise 

they are liable to be thrown out of the ground 

by frost; on this account, in sandy soils, an 

inch deep Avill not be too much. 

Autumn Sowing for Transplanting in 

Spring.—For this purpose the White Spanish 

or Reading is sown in the first week of Sej> 

tember, and transplanted as early in spring as 

the state of the weather will permit, in ground 

prepared as for the spring-soAvn crops. The 

plants may be 6 inches apart, in rows 1 foot 

asunder. The distance should, however, be 

varied according to the richness of the soil; 

for if the ground is highly manured, and if 

other means are adopted to produce very large 

onions, the plants may be 1 foot apart, in rows 

15 inches asunder. The plants should be care- 

fidly removed from the seed-bed, in order that 

their roots may be preserved as entire as pos¬ 

sible. It is scarcely necessary to observe that 

the plants, whilst out of the ground, should 

not be exposed to the trying influences of the 

air. Previous to taking up, the bed ought to 

be well watered, and when the water has sub¬ 

sided, so that the soil is just free from being 

saturated, it should be loosened with a fork. 

On a large scale, the dibber is almost neces¬ 

sarily employed, and in this case the ground 

should be lightly rolled previous to planting; 

but in private gardens the following method 

will be found preferable:—The ground having 

been prepared, let a line be stretched, and the 

surface made smooth and close by beating with 

the spade, lightly, if the ground is rather moist 

and strong; more heavily, if light and sandy. 

Next cut by the line a small trench; and if 

some good compost can be spread in the boR 

tom, so much the better. Then, Avith the plant 

in one hand, place the roots so that the fibres 

only shall be under the snrface. The fibres 

should then be sjDread out and covered by soil 

brought forward by the hand not occupied in 

holding the plant, at the proper depth. When 
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tlio row is thus planted, and the soil levelled 

in, the latter should he made even, and ren¬ 

dered moderately compact with tlie back of 

the spade. Proceed in this manner till the 

whole is finished, watering as the transplant¬ 

ing goes on, and subsequently when the plants 

absolutely require it. If onions for di-awing 

young are likely to be in demand, the j)lants 

may be put at half the distance in the rows at 

which the crop is to remain, and every other- 

one taken out for early use. 

The very lar-ge onions from Portugal are 

produced, as previously stated, by transplant¬ 

ing; and the following account of the system 

jmrsued in that country is given by Mr. Warre, 

in the Transactions of tlm Horticultural So¬ 

ciety:— 

“The general practice of cultivating the 

onion in Portugal, is to sow the seed very 

thinly in November or December, on a mo¬ 

derate hot-Vjed in a warm situation, with a few 

inches of light rich loam upon it, and to pro¬ 

tect the plants from frost by mats and hoops. 

In Api’il or May, when they are about the size 

of a large swan’s quill, they are transplanted 

on a rich light loam well manured with old 

rotten dung. The mode of transplanting is 

particular. The plants are laid flat, about 9 

inches asunder each way in quincunx, the head 

of the root, and part only of the plant, lightly 

covered with very rich mould, well mixed with 

two-thirds of good old rotten dung. This 

compost is slightly pressed down on the 2)lant; 

water is given when the weather is dry till 

the plants have taken root. Subsequently the 

earth is occasionally broken around them by 

slight hoeing. In Portugal, the means of ir¬ 

rigation are easy, the eflects of which are jDar- 

ticularly beneficial to the onion, for by letting 

the water filter or pass through small hea2)S of 

dung placed in the alleys of the beds, a very 

rich liquid flows in uj)on the plants. The 

dung as it is exhausted or washed away should 

be renewed, and the water must be checked 

in its current, so that it may gently s^mead 

over the surface.” 

Transplanted onions frequently escaj^e the 

giuib in gardens where the spring-sown croj) 

is greatly injured by it. Mr. M‘Kenzie, gar¬ 

dener at Posenhaugh, near Inverness, gives 

an account in the Gardeners' Chronicle ot the 

mode by which he obtained a suj^erior croji of 

sound onions from autumn sowing. In autumn 

he made choice of a rich sandy loam, well ex- 

jjosed, and sheltered only by a hedge. The 

ground waswell manirred with vegetable mould 

and pigs’ dung. After digging, he opened drills 

1^ inch deei,>, and 12 inches apart; a little 

pigeons’ dung, which had been three months 

exposed to the weather, was spread in the 

drills. On the 8th of September, the Stras- 

bin-g onion was sown, and the seeds covered 

with the feet, the surface being afterwards 

raked smooth. On the 6th of May, the jfiants 

in the drills were thinned to 3 or 4 inches, 

apart. The thinnings, removed with all their 

roots, were transplanted into a piece of ground 

prepared and manured as above, with the ex-, 

ception of pigeons’ dung. In transplanting, 

the fibrous roots only were covered; the ground 

was gentlv in-essed and watered as the plant¬ 

ing went on, and in dry weather every even¬ 

ing for eight days. None of the plants were 

attacked by the maggot, whereas the spring- 

sown onions were nearly all destroyed by it 

in the same kind of ground, and to which the 

same kind of manure had been apjjlied. 

Planting Small Bulbs of the Preceding 

Years Growth.—To ^iroduce these, sow the 

Two-bladed, if it can be obtained, or other¬ 

wise the White Spanish or Reading, about 

the 10th of May, in dry, rather poor soil, in 

the manner directed for sowing pickling onions. 

If the weather be dry, give a good watering 

immediately after sowing, but no more. Let 

the bulbs be taken up when ripe, and when 

perfectly dry they may be kept in paper bags, 

in a cool jfiace, till the beginning of February, 

when, if the weather permit, they should be 

jjlanted in rich soil, 4 inches a2)art, m rows 9 

inches asunder; and 6 or 8 inches ajjart, in 

rows 1 foot from each other, if very large bulbs 

are desired. The ground having been in-ejiared, 

trodden, and then raked, the bulbs should be 

taken between the finger and thumb, and 

pressed a little way into the ground. If thei-e 

should be any small onions, not larger than a 

hazel nut, they may be ydanted in the same 

way. 
Production of Offset Onions.—-Yy sowing 

thickly in April, and allowing the jfiants to 

remain without thinning, bulbs of small size 

will be produced. Those of the size of wal¬ 

nuts should be jfianted in January or Febru¬ 

ary, pressing the bulb into the ground so as 

scarcely to cover the top. W^hen the stem 

begins to shoot up for seed, it should lie 

broken off, and in consequence of the check 

to the growth in this direction, young bulbs 

form round the old ones. It is stated by Mr. 
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Smith, in a communication to the Hoi’ticul- 

tural Society, that by a similar process young 

onions, 2 or 3 inches in circumference, and fit 

for the kitchen, may be obtained at a time 

when spring-sown onions are not larger than 

quills, and that onions thus thrown into clus¬ 

ters, will be full grown and fit to take up by 

the end of June. They do not keep; but this, 

we may add, is of no great consequence, as 

their principal use is to afford a supply be¬ 

tween the new and old crops. 

Cultivation of the Potato or Under-ground 

Onion.—This is generally planted as early in 

the spring as the weather will permit, but it 

may be planted in December, especially if the 

bulbs then begin to push. The ground should 

be deep, rich, and well prepared; the bulbs 

should be planted almost on the surface, and 

in rows 15 inches apart, and about 10 inches 

from each other in the row. In Devonshire, 

where this sort of onion is much cultivated, 

the rule is to plant on the shortest day, and 

to take up the crop on the longest. They 

plant in rows 1 foot apart, and place the biilbs 

at 6 inches from each other in rows. The win¬ 

ters in Devonshire are mild, but in parts of 

the country where this is not the case, eaily 

spring planting is to be preferred. 

Maher {Horticultural Transactions, vol. iii. 

p. 305) covers the bulbs with leaf-moidd, rot¬ 

ten dung, or any other light compost, so that 

just the crowns are exposed. As they push, 

the i)lants are earthed up like potatoes, and in 

this way they form large clusters. Mr. Wedge- 

wood, on the contrary {Horticultural Transac¬ 

tions, vol. iii. p. 403), removes the soil from 

the bulb. When the onions have shot out 

their leaves to their full size, and when they 

begin to get a little brown at the top, his plan 

is to clear away all the soil from the bulb 

down to the ring from which the fibres of the 

roots proceed, and thus foiun a basin round 

each bulb, which catches the rain and serves 

as a receptacle for the water from the water¬ 

ing-pot. The old bulbs then immediately be¬ 

gin to form new ones, and if the roots are 

kept moist, and if the soil is good, the clusters 

will be very large and numerous. The bulbs 

thiis grown above ground are much sounder 

than those formed beneath the surface, and 

will keep much better. 

Cultivation of the Tree Onion. — This may 

be propagated by the bulbs formed in the 

ground; also by the small bulbs formed on the 

stem. The former are planted 1 foot apart 

each way, in shallow drills, about the same 

time as the main crop of onions is sown in 

spring, and the stem-bulbs in the beginning 

of April, 4 inches apart, in rows 8 inches 

asunder. Stems that bear heavily require to 

be supported. When mature, the stem bulbs 

should be gathered, dried, and kept free from 

damp, in a cool place. 

It is attempted to grow onions in almost 

every cottage garden, in some, or indeed in 

many of which, the soil is not well adapted 

for this crop; yet it is important to the cot¬ 

tager that he should be able to raise a supply. 

We may therefore give some of the inodes ol 

cultivation, by which difficulties in the way 

of raising good crops on indifferent or even 

bad soils have been overcome, and from which 

some useful hints may be obtained. The fol¬ 

lowing method, of which the peculiar advan¬ 

tage is, that good onions may be obtained by 

it on a very moderate soil, without the abun¬ 

dant supply of manure which broadcast sow¬ 

ing requires, was communicated to the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society by Mr. James:—■ 
The seed is sown on a slight hot-bed in the 

second week in March; the plants, when up, 

are exposed to the air whenever the weather 

permits, and in the last week in April, they 

are planted out in the following manner:— 

Deep drills are made on a piece of welhdug 

ground, 15 inches asunder, and the drills are 

filled with a good compost of equal parts of 

sandy loam and rotten diing; the plants being 

drawn carefully from the beds, are placed in 

these drills at 12 inches’ distance from each 

other, their fibres only being covered with 

the mould, and the entire bulb kept above 

ground. When planted, they receive a gentle 

watering, which is continued daily, unless rain 

falls, till the roots have got hold of the com¬ 

post. They are afterwards hoed when neces¬ 

sary, and occasionally watered, till they are 

fit to take up. Mr. James has found that by 

sowing onion seed on a good south border in 

the second week in September, the plants, if 

of a hardy variety, will stand the winter, and 

that they may be treated in the spring as 

above described, with the same success as if 

they had been raised on a hot-bed.—{Horti¬ 

cultural Transactions, vol. iv. p. 130.) 

Mr. Snow describes {Gardeners' Chronicle, 

1844, p. 606) a mode of cultui-e by which he 

obtained a fine crop on the worst ground for 

the cultivation of onions that he ever met 

with. The gi’ound was deeply dug late in 
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autumn, left in a rougli state, and salted witli 

common salt. He then spread, separately, on 

diliei’ent portions, hog, cow, and horse manure. 

The manui-e thus spread over the surface was 

allowed to remain till April, when it was 

forked olf and wheeled away. Onions drawn 

from the seed-hed were planted in this piece 

of gi’ound, and the re.sult was as fine a crop as 

could be desired. It was good on all the por¬ 

tions, but best on that to which the hog-ma- 

nure was applied. The onions were perfectly 

free from the grub, whereas in other parts of 

the garden, three-fourths of the crop was at¬ 

tacked by it. 

In the sod of the gaz’den at Rosenhaugh, a 

light sandy loam which had been under gar¬ 

den crops for sixty years, onions did not suc¬ 

ceed well. Mr. Mackenzie, however, found a 

very successful remedy in the following appli¬ 

cation ;—He laid some rich clay where all the 

house slops were thrown upon it from July 

tni the following February. The ground in¬ 

tended for onions having been dug in auti;mn, 

the clay was spread upon it 3 inches thick, and i 

left ill that state from February till March, 

when it was stirred up, pulverized, and mixed 

with some of the earth, at the same time. 

A good barrow-load of pigeous’-dimg, fresh 

from the pigeon-house, was then spread on 

every 20 square yards of surface. On this 

the seed was sown, pressed hard with the 

back of the spade, and covered with about 

^ inch of well-broken earth from the alleys. 

The result was an excellent crop, as regards 

both size and quality, and in every respect 

much superior to that obtained from ground 

treated in the ordinary way. 

To save Seed.—For this purpose select some 

of the largest and best formed onions when 

the crop is taken up. Plant them either in 

Hovember or February, in warm soil, and in 

a situation well exposed to the sun, but shel¬ 

tered from wind. In planting, drills should 

be formed 3 or 4 inches deep, according to 

the size of the bulbs. These should be planted 

iu perfectly straight rows, 1 foot apart, and 6 

inches asunder in the row. Instead of drills, 

the bulbs may be planted in holes made by the 

dibber. The flower-stems require support as 

they advance in height. Stakes should there¬ 

fore be driven in, and tarred cords stretched 

horizontally on each side of the row of stems. 

In August or September, when the seed is ripe, 

the Stalks should be cut over by the ground, 

and laid on a ch>th in the open air for a few 

days to dry; but during this ju’ocess the seeds 

ought not to be exposed to rain. The seed 

keeps good for two years, seldom longer. 

Insects.^The onion crop is sometimes de¬ 

stroyed and frequently much injured by the 

maggots of theonion-fly {Anthomyia ceparum). 

These, on emerging from the eggs, bore through 

the outer leaf, and descend between the leaves 

into the bulb, which they feed upon, and soon 

destroy. As soon as the presence of this in¬ 

sect is detected, all the plants attacked, which 

are easily known by the leaves fading and 

turning yellow, should be at once pulled up, 

burned, and lime-water poured into the holes. 

Strewing soot or powdered charcoal round the 

plants, leaving a few unprotected as traps, has 

been found useful. Saturatiug the beds with 

strong soapsuds has likewise been attended 

with some success. Soot, applied to the gi'ouud 

previous to sowing, is found to Vie an excellent 

preventive of the attacks of this insect; and 

so are deep ti-enching and the alternation of 

crops. The maggots of the brassy onion-fly 

[Eumerus ceneus) likewise attack the bulbs, in 

the destruction of which the snake millepedes 

(JuHy and Folydesnms complanatus also assist. 

OKACH, or Mountain Spinach {Atriplex horten- 

sis, L.—Polygamia Monoecia, L.; Chenojjodese, 

H. C.; ChenopodiaceiB, Lind.) is a hardy an¬ 

nual, a native of Tartary. The leaves are used 

as a substitute for spinach, and to correct the 

acidity of sorrel. 

Four varieties are distinguished 

1. White Orach, or Pale-green Leaved. 

2. Green Orach. 

3. Red Orach. 

. 4. Dark Red Orach. 

This plant will grow well iu any soil; but 

the leaves are largest and most succulent in 

rich soils. It should be sown in drills 2 feet 

apart, thinning out the plants when 3 or 4 

inches high, to 20 inches apai-t in the row. 

Or seed may be sown broadcast- in a small 

bed, and the young plants transplanted to the 

above distances. It may be sown any time 

from the end' of Februaiy to September; a 

sowing in March, and one iu June, for suc¬ 

cession, will, in general, prove sufficient; but 

if in constant demand, it must be sown more 

frequently, for it soon runs to seed. Where 

seed is not to be saved, the flowers shoidd be 

pinched off, as the seed is very light and easily 

carried by the wind; it should be gathered 

before it is completely ripe, and dried aud 

shaken out upon a cloth.. 
40 
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0XALI8 CRENATA (Jacq.—Decandi’ia Penta- 

gyma,L.; Oxalideas, D.C.; Oxalidacese, Lind.) 

is a tiiberous rooted plant, a native of Peru, 

wlience it was introduced into tliis country 

in 1829. 
Several varieties of this plant are cultivated 

in Peru, under the name of Oca. Two sorts 

have been brought to Europe. In one of these 

the tubers are covered with a yellow skin; in 

the other, with a red one; their comparative 

merits have not as yet been ascertained. The 

tubers, which are produced in great abundance, 

seldom exceed the size of a hen’s egg. They 

are covered with a smooth skin, and have 

numerous eyes, by which the plant may be 

propagated. Their composition, according to 

Payen, is as follows:—■ 

Starch, . 2'5 
Albumen,. I'o 
Gum, &c. 5 o 
Woody fibre,. 
Water,. 86T 

100-0 

They, however, possess a somewhat acid 

taste, which is rather disagreeable; but it may 

be removed by changing the water when they 

are about three-quarters boded; or by the pro¬ 

cess given in the following interesting observa¬ 

tions of M. Decaisne respecting this plant 

“ The Oca is very extensively cultivated in 

the temperate parts of Bolivia, where several 

varieties are distinguished. Two are known 

by the names of Oca hlanca and Oca colorada. 

The museum is indebted to M. Bomrcier, 

French consul at Quito, for the latter, which 

he considers superior in quality to the Oca 

hlanca, although Mr. Weddell is of a different 

opinion. The Oca hlanca is beginning to ap¬ 

pear in our markets; it is now to be found 

in most greengi’ocers’ shops, but the slightly 

acid flavour of the tubers is disagreeable to 

some persons. This acidity may be converted 

into a sugary flavour by exposing them to 

the sun, which converts the acid into saccha¬ 

rine matter. This phenomenon is analogous 

to what goes on at the ripening of most 

fruits. The Oca, when treated in this way, 

loses all trace of acidity, and becomes as 

floury as the best varieties of potatoes. Ac¬ 

cording to Mr. Weddell, the Oca should be 

exposed to the sun from six to ten days. In 

Bolivia this operation is performed in woollen 

bags, which appear to facilitate the conver¬ 

sion of the acid. To obtain this result, the 

baffs should contain no more tubers than are 
o 

sufficient to form a thin layer within the bag. 

If the action of the sun is continued for seve¬ 

ral months, the Ocas become of the consis¬ 

tence and sweet taste of dried figs; they are 

then called Caui. The Caui is cooked by 

steam, the tubers being placed on a bed of 

straw, which keeps them from contact with 

the water over which they are cooked. In 

Bolivia, and more especially at La Paz, the 

Oca is Cultivated to double the extent of the 

ootato. The price is also twice as high as 

that of the last-named vegetable.”—(/forifcM?- 

tural Society's Journal, vol. ix. p. 58.) 

At Lima, the leaves and young tops are 

eaten in salad, and they may be substituted 

for sorrel, which they resemble in flavour, 

both plants, in feet, containing a considerable 

amoiint of oxalic acid. The stems have also 

been proposed as a substitute for rhubarb and 

gooseberries in tarts, but never having tasted 

them when so treated, we must be silent on 

their merits. 

The Oxalis crenata requires a light rich 

soil and a warm situation. It is propagated 

by sets like the potato, or by cuttings, -vv-hich 

easily take root. The sets should be planted 

on a hot-bed in March, and planted out in 

May, 2^ feet apart, in rows a yard asunder. 

According to Mr. Maund, the mode of cul¬ 

ture which is likely to cause the greatest pro^ 

duction of tubers consists in laying the stems, 

and covering them with light rich mould as 

they proceed in growth, leaving only perhaps 

6 inches of the end of each shoot out of the 

soil. A similar course is recommended by M. 

Guesnet, who states that the earthing up 

should be commenced when the shoots are 

about 4 inches in length, and continued till 

September, when the tiibers begin to form. 

These may be allowed to remain in the 

ground till late in a^itumn, or till the stems 

are exit down by frost, when they should be 

taken up and preserved in sand, in a dry 

place throughout the winter. 

This plant being easily killed by frost, it is 

only in warm seasons that tubers are formed 

in England, although abundance of foliage is 

produced. There is, however, no room to 

doubt that the plant would succeed perfectly 

well in the warmer parts of the United States. 

OXALIS DEPPEI (Bot. Cab.— Decandria 

Pentagynia, L.; Oxalidefe, D. 0.; Oxalidaceie, 

Lind.)—This is a perennial plant, a native of 

Mexico, whence it was* introduced into this 
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Gountiy iu 1827. According to Professor 

Morren, the following are the uses to which 

this oxalis has been applied in Belgium 

“The uses of the oxalis are many. The 

young leaves are dressed like sorrel in soup, 

or as a vegetable; they have a fresh and 

agreeable acid, especially in spring. The 

flowers are excellent in salad, alone, or mixed 

with corn salad, endive of both kinds, red 

cabbage, beet-root, and even with the petals 

of the dahlia, which are delicious when thus 

employed. When served at table, the flowers 

with their pink corolla, green calyx, yellow 

stripes, and little stamens, produce a very 

jn'etty effect. The roots are gently boiled 

with salt and water, after having been washed 

and slightly peeled; they are then eaten like 

asparagus iu the Blemish fashion, with melted 

butter and the yolks of eggs. They are also 

served up like scorzonera and endive, with 

white sauce. They form, in whatever way 

they are dressed, a tender, succulent dish, easy 

to digest, agreeing with the niost delicate 

stomach. The analogy of the root with salep, 

indicates that its eftect should be excellent 

upen all constitutions.”—{Gardeners' Chro¬ 

nicle, 1841, p. 68.) 

The roots are fleshy, tapering, white, and 

semi-transparent, and furnished on the top of 

the crown with a mass of scaly bulbs, some¬ 

times amounting to flfty in number, by means 

of which the plant can easily be propagated. 

When well grown, the roots are aboiit 4 inches 

in length, and from 1 inch to 1^ inch in thick¬ 

ness. 

The Oxalis Beppei requires a light rich soil, 

mixed with decayed vegetable matter, and it 

prefers a southern aspect, j^i'ovided the soil is 

not dry. Professor Moi-ren states that it does 

not thrive in loam, still less in calcareous earth, 

and that it always suffers in heavy land, where 

it often will not produce its tap-roots. 

It may be raised from seed, but is generally 

propagated by planting the bulbs, about the 

middle or end of April, or when all danger of 

frost is over, 6 inches apart, in rows 1 foot 

asunder. The bulbs should be only just 

covered with soil, for thus they occtipy a posi¬ 

tion with regard to the surface similar to that 

in which they are produced; and this seems 

indispensable, if fine roots are to be obtained. 

The stems have been observed to spring up 

from a considerable depth; but in this case 

tap-roots were not formed. 

The following is the subsequent treatment 

which we recommended in a paper on this 

plant in the Transactions of the Horticul¬ 

tural Society of London (second series, vol. 

iii. p. 32) :—“ During summer, the soil must 

be kept moist in dry weather; otherwise, when 

rain falls abundantly, the sudden accession of 

water to the roots occasions their splitting. 

The plants should be allowed to grow as long 

as there is no danger from frost; but pre¬ 

viously to this occurring, they should either 

be taken up or protected. If protected from 

frost, by frames or otherwise, the roots will 

continue to increase in size till November. 

When taken up, the roots should be divested 

of the numerous bulbs formed on their crowns, 

and then stored up for use in a cool dry place, 

but secure from frost. A similar situation 

will be proper for the bulbs, or they may be 

kept in dry sand till the season of planting. 

“Mr. Gockburn, gardener to the Earl of 

Mansfield, at Caen Wood, Hampstead, grows 

this plant in perfection, with no particular pre¬ 

paration of soil; merely planting the bulbs in 

shallow drills, 1 foot apart, in borders dug and 

manured as for other kitchen garden crops.” 

The bright rose-coloured flowers being very 

ornamental, the plant is sometimes employed 

as an edging for walks, particularly on the 

Cont^ient. 

.Parsley {Petroselinum sativum, Hofiln.; 

Pentandria Digynia, L.; Umbelliferje, D. C.; 

Apiacese, Lind.) is a hardy biennial, a native 

of Sardinia. It is extensively used in stuffings, 

for flavouring soups and stews, and as a gar- 
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nish. The Fool’s Parsley, Mtlt.usa Cynapium, 

a poisonous plant, belonging to the same na¬ 

tural order as the true parsley, bears consider¬ 

able resemblance to the plain-leaved variety 

of the latter, and dangerous mistakes some¬ 

times occur ill consequence. When eaten it 

produces nausea, numbness, and insensibility; 

and, in some cases, even death. According to 

Dr. Christison, the best applications in case 

of accident are milk, mustard poultices on 

the legs, and cold sponging with vinegar. It 

may, however, be readily distinguished from 

parsley by the unpleasant smell of the leaves 

when bruised, by their being of a much darker 

green, and of a different shape. It is further 

and more certainly known, by having three 

long narrow leaves hanging down from one 

side of each of the partial umbels, as in Fig. 159. 

Mistakes may, however, be altogether avoided 

by cultivating only the curled sorts. 

The varieties of parsley are:— 

1. Common Parsley.—The leaves of this 

are plain, and the plant produces them in 

greater quantity than the curled sorts, than 

which it is also somewhat hardier; neverthe¬ 

less it is so much inferior to them in quality 

and appearance that its cultivation ought to 

be discontinued. 

2. Dwarf Curled Parsley—syn. Engle^ 

field Curled Parsley, Sutton’s Dwai’f Curled, 

Usher’s Curled, Persil nain tres frise.—This 

is a very fine dwarf curled variety, which 

lias been for many years imported into this 

country, and distributed by the Horticultural 

Society of London, and most probably, under 

high cultivation, it has given rise to other 

varieties, which, whilst retaining its fine curl, 

are of stronger growth. It is slow in running 

to seed. 

3. Rendle’s Treble Garnishing.—This is 

described in the Journal of the Horticultural 

Society as having proved of stronger growth 

than the preceding, and being beautifully 

curled. It is an excellent variety, and one 

highly deserving of cultivation. 

4. Myatt’s Treble Curled—syn. Myatt’s 

Treble Garnishing, Myatt’s Extra Fine Curled. 

—This grows about as tall as Pendle’s Treble 

Garnishing, and, if obtained true, is as finely 

curled. 
5. Mitchell’s Winter Matchless.—This 

is finely curled, and is considered hardier than 

some of the other curled sorts. 

6. Hamburg Parsley.—Only cultivated for 

its fleshy roots, which are eaten like parsnips. 

7. Neapolitan, or Celery - leaved.— 

Persil-c61eri of the French.—This is grown 

for the leaf stalks, which are blanched and 

eaten like those of celery. 

Parsley requires a good, but not too rich soil, 

and a somewhat shady situation. It is raised 

from seed, which may be sown any time be¬ 

tween February and the end of August. A 

sowing in January or February, another in 

April or May, and one in July for winter and 

spring use, will in general suffice. The last 

sowing should be made at the foot of a south 

wall, and the plants ought to be covered with 

hand-glasses in frosty weather. The seed 

should be sown in drills 1 foot apart, and 

covered with fine mould to the depth of about 

^ an inch. It usually takes several weeks to 

come uf). In dry weather the seed-bed should 

be frequently watered j and, when the young 

plants are sufficiently strong they may be 

thinned out, first to 3 inches apart in the row, 

and afterwards, when rather further advanced, 

to 6 inches from each other. Parsley is fre¬ 

quently sown as an edging, but in this way, 

wherever there is much traffic, the leaves are 

liable to get bruised and dirty. In gathering 

for use, the largest and best leaves are picked 

off singly. When the leaves become old, and 

no longer tender, the plants should be cut 

over, and fresh ones will be produced. This 

may also be done in autumn, when no sow¬ 

ing has been made for winter supply. In frosty 

weather some plants should be protected with 

fern or litter. 

In saving seed of the cmled sorts, the plants 

with the most perfectly curled leaves should 

be selected and transplanted into an open spot 

of ground by themselves. The seed ripens in 

July, and preserves its vegetative powers for 

two or three years. 

Culture of Hamburg Parsley.—In order to 

have large roots of this, the ground should 

not be too highly manured, but it ought to be 

deeply trenched. The seed is sown early in 

March, in shallow drills 1 foot apart, and the 

plants are thinned out to 10 inches asunder in 

the rows. In October or November, the roots, 

having attained their full size, are taken up 

and preserved in sand, or kept in earth in a 

border. 

Culture of Neapolitan Parsley.—This may be 

sown in March, and again in May for a succes¬ 

sion. The seed should be sown thinly broad¬ 

cast, and raked in. When the young plants 

are about 4 inches high, they should be trans- 
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planted into trenches about 6 inches deep, and 

2 feet apart; the distance between the plants 

in the trench may be 9 inches. Afterwards 

they must be treated like celery in regard to 

earthing up, but they require less moisture. 

PABSNIP {Pastinaca saliva, L.—Pentandria 

Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. 0.; Apiaceae, 

Lind.)—The parsnip is a hardy biennial, a 

native of England, cultivated for its roots, 

which are eaten along with meat and fish, or 

in soups. A tolerable wine may also be made 

from them. They are very nutritious, their 

composition, as determined by Dr. Yoelcker, 

being:— 

Natural State, Dry. 

82-050 
8-022 44-691 

Inorganic matters attached to 
1 -208 1-159 

Insoluble albuminous com- 
1 -550 3-064 

•665 3-704 
Nitrogen in the form of ain- 

1 -033 •184 

•748 4-166 
2-535 

16-055 
1-888 

19-537 

Salts insoluble in alcobol, .... •465 
2-882 

Salts soluble in alcohol, ....%.. •339 
3-507 

•546 3-041 

100-005 100-025 

The following is a general summary of the 

residts of the above analysis :—• 

Natural State. Dry. 

Nitrogenized matters capable 
1 7-30 7-25 

of forming flesh, . 
Substances, not containing ni- 1 . 

trogcn, fitted for the support 
1 9-65 87-18 of respiration and formation 

of fat,. 
Ashes, . 1-00 5-57 
Water,. 82-05 

100-00 100-00 

The composition of the ash has been ascer¬ 

tained by Dr. Richardson to be in 100 parts— 

Potash,. 3G12 

Soda,. 3T1 

Magnesia, .   9’94 

Lime,.;. 11-43 

Phosphoric acid,. 18-66 

Sulphuric acid,. 6-50 

Silicic acid, . 4-10 

Phosphate of iron, . 3-71 

Chloride of sodium, . 5-54 

Charcoal and loss,.. -89 

The varieties of parsnip are 

1. Common Parsnip—syn. Swelling Parsnip, 

Large Swelling Parsnip.—The roots of this 

are from 3 to 4 inches in diameter at the 

shoulder, thence tapering regularly to the depth 

of 20 or 30 inches. Crown generally below the 

surface of the ground. 

2. Guernsey Parsnip—syn. Jersey Pars- 

nqi, Panais long of the Erench, Panais coquin 

of Guernsey.—An improvement on the pre¬ 

ceding ; the roots, which are long and taper¬ 

ing, sometimes attaining the length of 3 feet 

in this country, and 4 feet in Guernsey, are 

nearly the same in quality as those of the 

common parsnip. 

3. Hollow-crowned Parsnip—syn. Hol¬ 

low - headed Parsnip, Panais Lisbonnais of 

Guernsey.—The leaves of this are shorter 

than those of the common parsnip; the roots 

are about 18 inches long, 4 or 5 inches in dia¬ 

meter at the thickest part, and end somewhat 

abruptly in a small tap-root. The crown is hol¬ 

low round the insertion of the foot-stalks, and 

is generally below the surface of the ground. 

When well-grown they sometimes weigh as 

much as 5 lbs., and in quality they are excel¬ 

lent, being tender and of fine flavour. It is 

the best variety for general cultivation. 

4. Turnip-rooted Parsnip — syn. Round 

Parsnip, Panais rond, Panais royal, Panais do 

Metz.—Leaves not numerous; roots resem¬ 

bling a round turnip in shape, from 4 to 6 

inches in diameter, and terminating in a strong 

tap-root. It is the earliest sort, and from the. 

root growing principally above ground, it 

succeeds well in ground too shallow for the 

other kinds. 

Besides the above there is another variety, 

the Panais batard, or Panais de Siam, which 

is said to be more tender and richer in flavour, 

than the other sorts. It is mentioned by Dr. 

Neill, in the Uncyclopedia Britannica, and 

is described by M. Noisette, in his Manuel 

complet du Jardinier, as being yellowish in 

colour, and in form intermediate between the 

Guernsey and Turnip-rooted parsnips; he 

also states that it is the most esteemed. It 

does not, however, appear to be known at the 

present day in this country. 

The parsnip succeeds best in a rich deep 

soil, not too stiff, and an open situation; a 

free sandy loam is well adapted for its growth. 

The ground where it is intended to be grown 

should be trenched and manured if necessary 

in the autumn, as the addition of fresh ma- 
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niire just befoi'e sowing causes the roots to 

fork. The seed should be sown thinly, in the 

middle of March, in shallow drills 18 inches 

apart. When the plants are about 2 inches 

high they may be thinned out where too close, 

but not finally, till they are further advanced, 

when they may be thinned out to 1 foot apart, 

or to 15 inches if very large roots are desired. 

With the exception of hoeing the ground, 

nothing further will be required till the leaves 

begin to decay in the end of October or begin¬ 

ning of November, when a portion of the roots 

may be taken up and stored in dry sand, for 

use in frosty weather; but as they are always 

best when newly dug up, the principal portion 

should be allowed to remain in the ground to 

be taken up for iise as required. The remain¬ 

der may be taken up in February, before they 

be£rin to shoot, and stored for use. These will 

keep till April or May in a dry cool place. 

If seed is to be saved, some of the best roots 

should be carefully taken up and replanted 

2 feet apart in a sheltered situation, where 

they will flower in July, and ripen seed in 

the end of August. Seed more than one year 

old seldom germinates. 

Insects.—Several insects attack the parsnqD; 

the celery-fly {Tephritis onopordinis) lays its 

e22s in the leaves, and the larvse which result 

live upon the parenchyma, producing large 

blisters. The best mode of preventing further 

inroads is to pinch the blisters and burn all 

leaves that are much infested. The maggots 

of the carrot-fly (Psila Rosce) as well as those 

of Psila nigricornis, eat passages in the roots; 

and the caterpillars of Depressaria applana, 

D. Daucella, and D. depressella, feed upon the 

flowers and seeds. 

PATIENCE, Patience Dock, or Herb Patience (Ru- 

mex Patientia, L.—Hexandria Trigynia, L.; 

Polygoneas, D. C.; Polygonacefe, Lind.) is a 

hardy perennial, a native of Italy. The leaves 

were formerly much used in this country as 

spinach, and are still in some parts of France; 

where they are also employed in the early part 

of the season as a substitute for sorrel, being 

produced several days sooner than the leaves 

of that plant. The leaves should be gathered 

when tender, and if used instead of spinach, 

should be mixed with a fourth part of sorrel. 

The plant will grow well in almost any 

soil, but best in one that is rich and rather 

moist. It may easily be raised from seed 

sown in spring in drills 18 inches asunder, 

afterwards thinning out the young plants to 

1 foot apart in the rows. It may al.so be 

sown broadcast in a seed-bed, and planted out. 

Or the roots may be divided, and planted at 

the above distances. The stems naturally 

grow to the height of from 4 to 6 feet, but 

should be cut over several times in the course 

of the summer, to induce them to throw out 

young leaves in succession, and to prevent 

seed from being ripened and scattered about 

in all directions, for when this takes place, the 

plant becomes a troublesome weed. 

PEA {Pisum sativum, L.—Diadelphia De- 

candria, L.; Leguminosse, D. C.; Fabaceae, 

Lind.)—The pea is a hardy annual, most pro¬ 

bably a native of the Levant, where the com¬ 

mon gray field-pea, supposed to be the pa¬ 

rent of the garden varieties, is found wild. 

The uses of the seeds are so well known as 

not to require mention here. As an article 

of food, pease, whether in a green or in a ripe 

state, are very nutritious. According to Dr. 

Yoelcker, the average proximate composition 

of ripe pease, as calculated from the analyses 

of Horsford, Krocker, Einhof, Braconnot, and 

Boussingault, is as follows:— 

Air-dry. When quite dry. 

Legumin,. 23-4 27-24 

Starch,. 37-0 43-07 

Fatty matters,. 2-0 2-33 

Grape sugar, . 2-0 2-33 

Vegetable fibre, . lO'O 11-64 

Peotic acid, . 4-0 4-65 

Gum,. 5-0 5-82 

Inorganic matters (ash),.. . 2-5 2-92 

Water, . 14-1 

100-0 100-00 

Pease, according to this average analysis, 

thus contain:— 

1 

Air-dry. Quite dry. 

Nitrogenized or fiesh-forming 
1 23-4 27-24 

Substances free from nitro¬ 
gen, fitted to support respi¬ 
ration and to lay on fat:— 

a, Starch, sugar, fat, &c., 50-0 ■ 
10-0 

j- 2-5 

58-20 1 
11 64 

Ash used to supply the ma¬ 
terials for the formation of 2-92 

14-0 

1000 100-00 

The average composition of the ashes of 

pease, as derived from several analyses, may 

be stated as follows:— 
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Potash, . 36‘67 

Soda,. 7'32 

Lime, . 5 39 

Magnesia,. 8'62 

Oxide of iron,. LOO 

Phosphoric acid, . 33'88 

Sulphuric acid,. 4-43 

Chloride of sodium, . 2T7 

Silicic acid,. 0'52 

100-00 

It is a generally admitted fact, that the 

varieties of pease are far too numerous, and 

yet reputed new ones are eagerly sought for. 

Whilst this is the case, new names will doubt¬ 

less annually appear in seedsmen’s lists, and 

the varieties to which such names are applied 

may not be permanently distinct from some 

already known. An Early Frame, for instance, 

may be saved under particular circumstances 

of soil and situation; and it may, in conse¬ 

quence, be somewhat altered in character. In 

a few years, however, its generations may re¬ 

turn to their original type; but until this is 

the case, some distinguishing designation may 

be allowed to the sort. We shall endeavour 

to classify the varieties at present known; and 

by means of this classification, together with 

the descriptions, it is px’esumed that the prin¬ 

cipal sorts will be readily distinguished; and 

if that be the case, new sorts may be easily 

arranged by the side of such old ones as they 

most resemble, so that if both be grown in 

adjoining rows, their relative merits can be 

fairly tested. 

Pease may be arranged into the following 

classes;— 

I. —Pease, White. 

§ 1. Dwarf sorts. 

§ 2, Tall sorts, requiring sticks. 

II. —Pease, Blue, Green, or Light Olive. 

§ 3. Dwarf sorts. 

g 4. Tall sorts. 

III. —Pease, -wrinkleu or indented when dry. 

g 5. Dwarf sorts. 

g 6. Tall sorts. 

IV. —Pease without a tough lining to the pods. 

g 7. Dwarf sorts. 

g 8. Tall sorts. 

I. — Pease, White. 

§ 1.—Dwarf Sorts. 

1. Improved Early Dwarf—syn. Nain 

hatif extra.—About 1 foot high, very early, 

and exceedingly prolific in pods, which are 

straight, nearly round, and contain about six 

tolerably large peas. It is well adapted for 

sowing in frames, and in the open ground it 

may be sown in rows 18 inches apart; or, 

with advantage, between the rows of tall 

pease; for it would be better to do so than to 

make the rows of the latter too close, as is 

often the case where ground is scarce. It is 

a great improvement on the Early Dwarf, or 

Bishop’s Early Dwarf. 

2. Bishop’s New Long-Pod.—About 2 feet 

high; early, bearing abundantly and in suc¬ 

cession. Pods nearly straight, almost cylin¬ 

drical, containing six or seven rather lai’ge 

pease of excellent quality. It was raised by 

Mr. David Bishop of New Scone, near Perth, 

and is a cross between Bishop’s Dwarf and 

a Marrow pea. It is not quite so early as 

Bishop’s Dwarf, but in other respects it is 

much superior. It is the best early dwarf. 

3. White Prussian—syn. Dwarf White 

Prussian, Prolific or Poor Man’s Profit, Boyal 

Prolific, White Prolific, Royal Dwarf, Royal 

Dwarf Marrow, New Dwarf Norman, Dwarf 

Twesley, Twesley Marrow, Wrench’s White 

Union, Stowe Pea.—About 4 feet high, a 

good bearer. Pods long, rather flat, contain¬ 

ing seven or eight good-sized 2ieas, which are 

white when dry. Is fit for use about the 

same time as the Blue Prussian, but will not 

continue so long in bearing. It much resem¬ 

bles that sort, except in the colour of the 

seeds. An excellent summer ^lea, both as 

regards quality and productiveness. 

§ 2.—Tall Sorts, requiring Sticks. 

4. Early Frame — syn. Earliest Frame, 

Early Dwarf Frame, Early Double Blossomed 

Frame, Single Blossomed Frame, Mason’s 

Double Blossomed, Perkin’s Early Frame, Best 

Early, Superfine Early, Young’s Yery Early, 

Early May, Early Wilson, Early Nicholas, 

Early Nana, Early French, Early One-eyed, 

Early Warwick, Early Racehorse, Early Hot¬ 

spur, Golden Hotsjmr, Dwarf Albany, Batt’s 

Early Dwarf Nimble, Essex Champion, Pois 

le plus hatif, Michaux de Hollande, Pois Ba¬ 

ron, Pois Laurent, Pois de Paris.—Stems about 

4 feet high, and rather slender. Pods small, 

round, genemlly containing five or six peas, of 

excellent quality, and which, when dry, are 

small, very round, and white. Tliis sort is 

well known, and is the one usually sown be¬ 

fore winter for the earliest production. The 

flowers sometimes come single, and sometimes 
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double; tbe .stalk from tke same axil branch¬ 
ing into two, hence the names of single blos¬ 
somed and double blossomed have both been 
occasionally applied to this variety. 

5. Pbince Albert—syn. Cormack’s Prince 
Albert, Early Kent.—About 3^ feet high, of 
rather slender growth, not so tall as the pre¬ 
ceding, and fit for use a week or ten days 
before it. In other respects, the characters of 
this sort are very similar to those of the Early 
Frame, of which it is a sub-variety. 

6. Waite’s Daniel O’Rourke—syn. Sang- 
ster’s No. 1, Sangster’s New.—In habit and 
growth, this resembles Warner’s Early Em¬ 
peror ; the pods are larger than those of the 
Early Frame, and it is as early as the Prince 
Albert. It is one of the very best sub-varieties 
of the Early Frame. 

7. Early Charlton—syn. Golden Charlton, 
Hotspur, Early Hotspur, Double Dwarf Hot¬ 
spur, Wrench’s Hot.spur, Early Nicholas Hot¬ 
spur, Nimble Taylor, Paddington, Essex, Read¬ 
ing, Russell’s Early BlosSoined, White Boiling, 
Early Sugar Frame, Michaux, Michaux ordi¬ 
naire, De Ruelle, Domini, Petit Pois de Paris. 
—About 5 feet high, and of vigorous growth. 
Leaves large, with short petioles, tendrils small. 
Pods broad, containing six or seven peas of 
excellent quality. They are rather larger than 
those of the Early Frame, with which this is 
often confounded. The Early Charlton may, 
however, be distinguished by its stronger ha¬ 
bit of growth, its pods being flat instead of 
round, its larger seeds, and its becoming fit for 
use about a fortnight later than the Early 
Frame; so that when sown at the same time 
it forms a succession. It is well adapted for 
standing the winter, and is one of the sorts 
usually sown for that purpose. 

8. Warner’s Early Emperor—syn. War¬ 
ner’s Early Conqueror, Early Bedalean, Early 
Railway, Stevenson’s Railway, Early Wonder, 
Beck’s Morning Star.—This grows stronger 
and somewhat taller, and is a few days earlier 
than the Prince Albert; the pods and jiease 
are also somewhat larger. It is an abundant 
bearer, and on the whole it must be considered 
a good sub-variety of the Early Frame. 

9. D’Auvergne.—About 5 feet high, and 
an abundant bearer, ripening about ten days 
later than the Early Charlton. Pods very 
long, nearly round, curved at the extremity, 
and contains frequently ten and sometimes 
eleven peas, the quality of which is excellent. 

10. Dixon’s Early Favourite.—About 4| 

feet high, and a most abundant bearer. Pods 
long, and slightly curved, containing nine or 
ten medium sized peas, of excellent quality. 
Those who give the preference to fine and 
rather small peas, will find this a desirable ac¬ 
quisition. It bears considerable resemblance 
to the Auvergne; but diflers in the pod being 
less curved. It ripens so as to form a succes¬ 
sion to the Early Charlton. 

11. Tall White Marrow—syn. Tall Mar¬ 
row, Large Imperial Marrow Fat, Tall Caro¬ 
lina, Large Carolina, New Tall Temple, Clive, 
Wooton, Princesse, White Rouncival, De 
Marly, Suisse. — From 6 to 7 feet high, of 
strong growth, and an abundant bearer, but 
late; pods large, very broad, containing eight 
or nine large peas of good quality, tender when 
young, round and white when dry. 

II. — Pease, Blue, Green, or Light Olive. 

§ 3.—Dtvarf Sorts. 

12. Blue Prussian—syn. Dwarf Blue Prus¬ 
sian, Royal Prussian Blue, Prussian Prolific, 
Green Prussian, Blue Union, Early Green, 
Early Dutch Green, Fine Long-podded Dwarf, 
Nain royal.—Generally from 3 to 4 feet high, 
very prolific, ripening rather late. Pods mostly 
in pairs, long, roundish, containing seven or 
eight p)eas of middling size, and excellent 
quality; when dry, of a light blue colour. An 
old variety, but still highly deserving of culti¬ 
vation for late summer use. The Blue Prus¬ 
sian, Mr. Masters states {Gardeners' Chronicle, 
1850, p. 198), is undoubtedly the parent of all 
the Sabre Blues, Blue Imjierials, and the like. 

13. Imperial—syn. Dwarf Lnperial, Blue 
Imperial, Dwarf Green Imperial, New Dwarf 
Imperial, New Long-podded Imperial, Suma¬ 
tra, Dwarf Blue Imperial, Dwarf Blue Pro¬ 
lific, Nain vert imperial, Nain vert gros.— 
About 4 feet high, pods long, curved at the 
extremity, which is tajieriug; they are well 
filled, containing eight or nine peas of good 
quality. According to Mr. Masters, this has 
been derived from the Blue Prussian, and seed 
from plants grown in poor soil has a tendency 
to reproduce the original type. 

14. Blue Scimitar—syn. Sabre, Blue Sabre, 
Dwai’f Sabre, New Sabre.—About three feet 
high, pods generally in pairs, well filled, long, 
roundish, gradually curved from the calyx 
to the point, or scimitar .shaped. Seeds of 
good quality, larger than those of the Blue 
Prussian, from which the variety has doulitlesa 
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originated, and to wiiich, when grown in poor 

soil, it has a tendency to return. It bears 

abundantly, but not in succession, and on this 

account it suits the market gardeners; for all 

the pods becoming fit for gathering nearly at 

the same time, an opportunity of at once clear¬ 

ing the ground for some other crop is afforded. 

15. Bedman’s Imperial — syn. Eedman’s 

Dwarf Imperial. — From 21 to 3 feet high. 

Pods somewhat curved, roundish, generally 

containing six or seven large blue peas. An 

excellent bearei’, not early, but highly deserv¬ 

ing of cultivation as a summer jjea. 

IG. Groom’s Superb Dwarf Blue.—About 

18 inches high, and an abundant bearer. Pods 

large, rather flat, containing about eight peas 

of excellent quality. A few days later than 

the Blue Prussian. 

17. Dwarf Green Marrow—'syn. Early 

Green, Early Dw'arf Green, Boyal Dwarf Mai’- 

row, Extra Green Marrow, Holloway Marrow 

Eat, Green Bouncival, Wellington, Hew Green 

Nonpareil, Prince’s Superfine Sugar, Vert hatif 

a la moelle.—About 4 feet high, prolific, and 

rather late. Pods large, flattish, straight or 

slightly bent back. Seeds large, slightly com- 

pi'essed, of excellent quality; light green when 

dry, and some half-green half-white. 

18. Woodford’s Green Marrow.—About 

3 feet high. Pods large, flattened, containing 

about six large peas, which keep long green, 

and have a fine green colour, and are of good 

flavour when dressed. An excellent bearer, 

ripening about ten days later than the Blue 

Prussian, to which it will form a succession, if 

both be sown at the same time. 

§ 4.—Tall Sorts. 

19. Bellamy’s Early Green Marrow.— 

From 4^ to 5 feet high, and a good bearer. 

Pods long, straight, cylindrical, generally con¬ 

taining six or seven jieas, usually of an olive 

green when dry, but some are white. Early 

for a Marrow pea, and on the whole an excel¬ 

lent variety. 

20. Adamson’s Matchless Marrow. — 

About 5 feet high, an excellent bearer, as early 

as the Eai'ly Charlton. Pods large, flat, curved, 

containing about seven peas of good quality. 

21. Fairbeard’s Surprise—syn. Fairbeard’s 

Early Surprise.—About 5 feet high, and an 

abundant bearer, becoming fit for use about 

eight days later than the Early Erame. Pods 

thick, roundish, slightly curved, containing 
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from seven to nine large peas of excellent 

quality. 

22. Tall Green Marrow—syn. Late Green 

Marrow, Valleyfield, Imperial Green, New 

Large Green.—Veiy tall, about 7 feet high. 

Pods large, broad, rather flat, containing eight 

or nine peas of excellent quality, and which, 

when ripe, are of a pale bluish green colour. 

A good late variety. 

23. Victoria Marrow.—From G to 7 feet 

high; an abundant bearer. Pods remarkably 

long, being nearly 4 inches in length, generally 

in pairs, straight, roundish, well filled, contain¬ 

ing from six to eight very large peas of good 

quality, and olive green when dry. This va¬ 

riety bears some resemblance to Knight’s Tall 

Marrow; but like all others it is less sugaiy 

than Knight’s Marrows. Those who have a 

fancy for very large pease will find this, per¬ 

haps, the largest. 

III.—Pease wrinkled or indented when 

DRY. 

§ 5.‘—Dwarf Sorts. 

24. 25, 2G. Knight’s Dwarf Marrow— 

syn. Knight’s New Dwarf, Knight’s Dwarf 

Green Wrinkled, Eid6 nain.—Of this there 

are sub-varieties, differing in the colour of the 

seeds, being either (24) White, (25) Blue, 

or (2G) Green. Stems about 3-l feet high, 

strong, and branching, with short joints; an 

abundant bearer, about a week earlier than 

Knight’s Tall Marrow. Pods broad, rather 

flat, containing about six peas, sugary, and of 

excellent quality. 

27. Hairs’ Dwarf Mammoth—syn. Hairs’ 

Dwarf Green Mammoth—is very closely allied 

to the preceding, and has doubtless arisen from 

it. The principal difference is that it is dwar- 

fer and somewhat earlier. 

§ (j.—Tall Sorts. 

28, 29, 30. Knight’s Tall Marrow—syn. 

Knight’s Pea, Knight’s Late, Bide, or de 

Knight. — There are three sub-varieties of 

Knight’s Tall Marrow, distinguished by the 

colour of the seeds when dry, but not differing 

essentially in any other respect. They are 

designated (28) Knight’s Tall White Mar¬ 

row, (29) Knight’s Tall Green Marrow, 

and (30) Knight’s Tall Blue Marrow. Of 

strong growth, from G to 7 feet high. Leaves 

large, dark glaucous green. Pods large, broad, 

41 
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and well filled. Tlie pease are remarkably 

tender and sugary, more so than in any other 

variety known j their skin is very thiuj and 

when dry they are wrinkled or indented. If 

planted not less than 6 feet apart, and sup¬ 

ported with tall and strong sticks, these pease 

will bear most abundantly from the gTound to 

the top; they also bear in succession. They 

are the best for late crops. 

31. British Queen.— From 5 to 6 feet 

high, and an abundant bearer. Pods large, 

straight, nearly round, generally containing 

seven very large peas, nearly the size of small 

beans, indented when dry, and of a light olive 

green colour. They are larger than Knight’s 

Marrows, but not so sugary. 

32. Fairbeard’s Champion op England. 

_About 5 feet high, and an abundant bearer. 

Pods long, somewhat curved, slightly flattened, 

containing seven or eight large peas, sugary 

when young, and of a bluish colour when dry. 

An early variety of great excellence. 

IV.—Pease without a tough lining to 

THE PODS. 

§ 7.—Dwarf Sorts. 

33. Dwarf Dutch—syn. Dwarf Crooked 

Sugar, Dwarf Sugar de Grace, Kain hatif de 

Hollande, Kain de Hollande.—About 2^ feet 

high; rather late. Pods small and crooked. 

It may be cultivated where sticks cannot be 

afforded for this class of pease. 

34. Tamarind—syn. Late Dwarf Sugar.— 

About 4 feet high, therefore only dwarf as 

compared with some of the other Sugar pease, 

that are usually very tall; an abundant bearer, 

and the latest variety of this class. Pods 

large, curved, from 4 to 6 inches long; seeds 

large and white. 

§ 8.—Tall Sorts. 

3.5. Large Crooked Sugar—syn. Broad¬ 

sword, Six-inch Pod Sugar Pea, Sans-parche- 

min blanc a grandes cosses. Comes de b61ier. 

—About 6 feet high, and rather late. Pods 

veiy large, broad, flat, crooked, something like 

a ram’s horn; tender when young, so that they 

can be snapped in two like the young pod of 

a kidney-bean, and are then fit for use. The 

sides exhibit prominent marks where pushed 

out by the seeds, even at an early stage of 

growth. 

36. Pois geant sans parchemin.—'Tall, 

with larger pods than those of any other va¬ 

riety of this class. It is the sort most culti¬ 

vated for the Paris markets. 

The sorts above described are much more 

numerous than any one individual could wish 

to cultivate; but tastes and circumstances are 

so different, that it is necessary to afford plenty 

for selection. No one will affirm that early 

and late varieties are not required; and it 

will be admitted that tall and dwarf sorts 

must be supplied. Again, some prefer small 

pease, others large; some white, others blue or 

green. There can be no harm in sowing be¬ 

fore winter, early in spring, or at both these 

seasons, the Early Frame, Waite’s Daniel 

O’Kourke, Prince Albert, Warner’s Early Em¬ 

peror, and the Early Charlton. On the con¬ 

trary, as there is some difference in these as 

regards the time of their becoming fit for use, 

the supply will be better; for these early 

sorts do not bear long in succession; and, if 

the whole sowing were to consist of any one 

of the above, a continuous supply would not 

be so well insured as would be the case by 

the several sorts producing in succession. If 

dwarf sorts are, from circumstances, most con¬ 

venient for an early sowing. Bishop’s New 

Long-Pod will be the most to be depended on, 

although some gatherings from the Improved 

Early Dwarf may be obtained still earlier. 

To the above, the Auvergne and Dixon’s Early 

Favourite will form a succession of fine white 

pease. If larger pease are preferred, then the 

succession may consist of Bellamy’s Early 

Green Marrow, Adamson’s Matchless Marrow, 

and Fairbeard’s Surprise. 

The Blue Prussian breed is good for sum¬ 

mer crops, as they remain longer fit for use 

than the early white sorts. In this section. 

Groom’s Superb Dwarf Blue and Bedman’s 

Imperial will suit as dwarfs; and the Blue 

Prussian and Imperial, though not ranked 

among tall pease, will be improved by stick¬ 

ing. The Scimetar, as already observed, yields 

a crop which can be mostly gathered at once, 

and on this account it is desirable in some 

cases. In § 4 there is a choice of Marrows, 

which although rather taller than could be 

properly included among the dwarfs, are, 

nevertheless, suitable for those who cannot 

easily pi’ocure tall sticks; and for those who 

can, the Tall Green and the Victoria Marrow 

will supply late summer pease of the largest 

size. 
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In § 5 and § 6 we liave Knight’s Dwarf 

and Tall Marrows, which should be sown in 

large jiroportion. Fairheard’s Champion of 

England, as regards height, is intermediate 

between these, and is, moreover, earlier. 

Class IV. is composed of the Sugar pease, the 

sans parchemins, or mange-tout of the French. 

These are destitute of the tough film of skin 

with which the inside of the pod is lined in 

pease belonging to the other classes; the pods 

readily snap over like those of kidney-beans. 

On the Continent they are cooked so as to 

form an excellent dish, which is probably a 

more wholesome one than that supplied either 

by the French bean or scarlet runner. 

goil_—A rich calcareous friable loam is best 

for the main crops of pease, in the composi¬ 

tion of which lime is a principal ingredient; 

and if the soil do not naturally contain a suffi¬ 

ciency of calcareous matter, the latter should 

be added to it in the shape of lime, chalk, 

gypsum, <tc. It should be deep, so that the 

roots may easily penetrate downwards to ob¬ 

tain moisture in time of drought, otherwise 

the foliage will be liable to be attacked with 

mildew. When this is the case, or if the 

plants get once too dry after they have com¬ 

menced to blossom, the pods never fill well. 

For early crops, and especially for the very 

earliest, a warm, rather sandy loam is desir¬ 

able, because, earliness rather than abundance 

is the desideratum. The ground in all cases 

should be well drained, and the surface should 

be kept so that the rain-water may not run 

. off by it, hut pass through the soil. 

Manure should be applied in greater or less 

quantity, according as the soil is more or less 

Ijoor. In general, pease are sown in ground 

that has been manured for a previous crop; 

but for the latest crop it is a good plan to 

trench the ground, putting a layer of rotten 

dun<r aboi\t 1 foot below the surface. For early 
O ^ ^ 

crops horse-dung is preferable, and in moist 

situations it may be employed in a littery 

state when only partially decomposed, so that 

it may act mechanically as drainage. When 

soil has not been enriched for a previous crop, 

and is too poor for pease, good farm-yard ma¬ 

nure can always be depended on. With re¬ 

gard to artificial manures, the natural compo¬ 

sition of the soil should be ascertained, and, if 

possible, substances of which it is deficient 

should be supplied. In calcareous districts it 

would, of course, be worse than useless to add 

lime, chalk, or gypsum; but these substances 

will, on the contrary, he highly beneficial in 

all soils where they only exist in vei-y limited 

quantity. Some artificial manures act injuri¬ 

ously when they are in immediate contact 

with the germinating seed, and the seed itself 

doubtless affords the best nourishment that 

can be given, and till that is exhausted, or 

iieaidy so, stimulants of any kind must be 

either superfluous or injmious. Guano, how¬ 

ever, has been found to answer well when 

mixed with the soil in the bottom of the drill, 

and then covered with 1^ or 2 inches of soil. 

When at this distance from the pushing em¬ 

bryo the latter cannot be injured by the ma¬ 

nure, and the radicle, when it approaches it, 

is strong enough to assimilate the nourish¬ 

ment thus afforded. Excellent crops have 

been obtained with guano applied in a similar 

manner, and the haulm was shorter and 

stronger than where no guano was employed; 

but on Marrow pease, which are naturally 

inclined to grow too luxuriant, the effect as 

regards produce was not so good. 

Culture.—The ground having been prepared, 

the first thing to be done is to mark the dis¬ 

tances for the rows, and this will depend on 

the height of the variety, which again ought 

to be selected according to circumstances. 

Where the space is limited, or where tall 

sorts would injuriously shade other things, it 

may be advisable to select dwarf kinds, or at 

all events not very tall ones. It has been well 

ascertained, that rows standing far apart yield 

the best and most abundant produce. Hence, 

some have them 20 or 30 feet apart or moi'e, 

the intermediate space being occupied by other 

crops. The usual plan, however, is to make 

the rows from 3 to 6 feet asunder. The very 

dwai-f sorts, not requiring sticks, such as 

Bishop’s New Long-pod, may be sown in rows 

2 feet apart; the Early Frame and its sub- 

varieties, 3 or 4 feet apart; and, as a general 

rule, the distance between the rows may be 

made equal to the height to which the variety 

usually gTOws. The vigorous-growing dwarf 

Marrows should, however, be made exceptions, 

as from their broad foliage they require more 

space than the slender growing kinds, such as 

the Early Frame. Knight’s Tall Marrow 

should not be less than G feet between the 

rows, unless when space is very limited, and 

then the distance may be somewhat less, tak¬ 

ing care, however, to top the plants when 5:^ 

or not more than C feet high. Some recom¬ 

mend two rows to be sown 9 inches or 1 foot 
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apart, and tlien to insert a row of sticks be¬ 

tween for both rows of pease to lay hold of, 

the same distance being allowed between the 

})airs of double rows as between single ones. 

For early pease, the best direction for the 

rows is east and west. This would be length¬ 

wise along a south border; but it is generally 

more convenient to sow across the border, 

and if it be done obliquely from south-east to 

north-west, the ridge of soil drawn to the 

roots of the plants will have the sun’s rays 

nearly chrect on its broadside when they are 

hottest. For the main crops in the open 

(■[uarters, it is considered best to draw the 

rows from north to south. The average depth 

of the drills should be about 2^ or 3 inches 

for small sorts, and 3| inches for the large 

kinds. This depth may, however, be ex¬ 

ceeded in the case of November and winter 

sown pease. The seeds are often sown too 

thickly; and, on the other hand, some direct 

them to be placed as much as 3 inches apart. 

This, however, is not advisable as regards 

quantity of produce from a certain extent of 

ground, and can only be recommended when 

the object is to have as much increase as pos¬ 

sible from some particular sort of pea, which 

it may be desirable to multiply. The seed 

should be tried previous to sowing, and allow¬ 

ance made for the proportion of it that either 

does not come up at all, or so weakly as not 

to be reckoned upon. Early sorts may be 

sown with seeds of a fafr sample, at the rate 

of a pint for 45 or 50 feet of row, or 60 feet 

for medium growing sorts; and in the case of 

late strong kinds, such as the Tall Marrows, 

the same quantity may be allowed for 70 or 

80 feet. When the seeds have been sown, the 

soil raised in forming the drill should be 

chopped, if lumpy, with the back and teeth of 

the rake, and then returned on the pease, and 

it may be trodden lightly, or rolled, if it be 

not wet. As soon as the plants are a few 

inches above ground, a little earth should be 

drawn towards the lower part of the stem, 

blit so as to press very little against the 

foliage. As the plants advance, some more 

soil should be drawn towards them. They 

should then be immediately sticked, if that 

be at all intended, for it is most injurious 

to the pea crop to allow the plants to grow 

till the haulm bends. Once this is the case 

they will never take up well. By the time 

the tendrils appear, the sticks should be in 

readiness for them to lay hold of, and then 

they will keep the haulm straight, which is 

more than can be effected by any propping up 

after it has been knee’d. When pease are not 

intended to be sticked, the earth should be 

drawn more against one side of the row than 

the other. This will incline all the haulm to 

the opposite side. Were this not done, some 

plants would incline one way and some the 

other, and get into confusion with those in the 

adjoining rows. It is better to incline the 

plants when young, than allow them to grow 

upwai’ds to some considerable height, and then 

be bent all at once by the force of the wind. 

Earliest Crops.—It was formerly an aim in 

pea culture to have the first gathering as early 

as the 4th of June, the birth-day of George III. 

But by various modes of forwarding and pro¬ 

tecting, green pease are obtained mi\ch earlier 

in ordinary seasons. To have them, however, 

in the first week in June, is as early as some 

can attempt, when means are limited. There 

may be a south border at disposal, sheltered 

either by a wall, hedge, or other fence. Taking 

advantage of such, the first sowing for an early 

crop may be made about the middle of Novem¬ 

ber, choosing, of course, the earliest sort of pea, 

or several of the earliest varieties; but enough 

of each to afford a dish, by taking the one or 

two most forward pods on each plant. To 

protect from mice, the seed should be covered 

with a greater depth of soil than is usual for 

summer crops; but the nature of the covering 

should be lighter. The pea will spring through 

a considerable depth of soil without injury. 

The seeds when sown may be just covered 

with some good soil, and then with several 

inches of sand. The sand would be easily 

enough worked by mice, but it forms too un¬ 

stable a roof for their burrows, and by falling 

in, renders their mining operations in vain. 

Chopped furze has been employed as a pro¬ 

tection, but it is not quite effectual; for mice 

live snugly enough under furze bushes where 

old fallen prickles abound. Powdered rosin 

rubbed over the seeds is said to he a preven¬ 

tive, so is a covering of about 1 inch deep of 

sifted coal ashes. 

Before the pease reach the siirface of the 

ground, the latter should be stirred and made 

fine, taking care in doing so not to injxu’e the 

tops of the young plants. When they are a 

little above ground, earth should be drawn to 

them, and they ought to be sheltered by sticks, 

stronger, and placed closer together, on the 

north than on the south side. On the latter, 
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iudeed. the sticks should be as thinly set as is 

consistent with pre\'enting the plants from 

falling, till their tendrils can lay hold of the 

more substantial sticks, intended for both 

shelter and support. In quarters, and some¬ 

times in borders, the ground for early sown 

pease is thrown up in ridges, the bases of 

which are equal to the distance which the 

sort of pea would require between the rows, 

if sown on level gi’ound. Their height may 

be 2 feet above the bottom, which should be 

made lower at one end than the other, in 

order that water may not collect there. In 

this way the roots of the plants will be free 

from stagnant water; whilst the pease, being 

sown about half-way up the slope, will be 

sheltered by the upper part of the ridge. If. 

the weather and state of the ground permit, 

another sowing should be made in January, 

still choosing warm sheltered situations. 

Mr. Hardy recommends the first crop to be 

sown on a southern border and on a northern 

aspect, both at the same time:—“ This insures 

success either in inclement or mild winters; 

and sometimes both crops are preserved. In 

open compartments, let the gi’ound be ridged 

1 yard wide; sow both on the southern and 

northern sides of the ridges. In case of long 

frost and snow, thei’e are ten chances to one 

that those on the cold side will be protected, 

whilst those on the sunny side, deprived of 

snow, will be destroyed by frost. In mild 

weather, dredge soot between them, in order 

to ward off slugs, &o. Sink a pot or pitcher, 

greased with good lard, and half-filled with 

water, into the earth up to the brim, as soon 

as the pease are sown; this will trap all mice.” 

—{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1850, p. 726.) 

Eaily dwarf pease are occasionally sown 

along the bottoms of walls; but it is better 

not to do so if any other means can be adop¬ 

ted, because they interfere with the perfor¬ 

mance of operations necessary for the trees. 

The wooden pales of any inclosure, not imme¬ 

diately connected with the garden, may be 

taken advantage of, and various other means 

of shelter may be devised, according to the 

means and materials at command. In case 

of severe frost, it is a good plan to mulch near 

the pease with litter, leaves, or other sub¬ 

stances that will prevent the ground from 

being frozen. 

Sowing in Pots.—Pots, where they can be 

spared for the purpose, afford a very conveni¬ 

ent means of forwarding an early crop, as they 

can be easily moved from place to place, and 

exposed to air and light. Various modes of 

sowing in pots have been recommended; some 

dispose the pease in a circle by the side of the 

pot, and on planting out, the ball is opened 

so as to allow of the circle of pease being ex¬ 

tended along the dxdll. In this way a ring 

of pease in an 8-inch pot would occupy nearly 

2 feet of row. We, however, prefer pots about 

3 or 4 inches in diameter. In these the seeds 

should be sown equally, but not too thickly, 

and reared in a house or frame, but in all cases 

near the light, till the state of the weather 

admit of their being planted out in the open 

ground. A mild time should be chosen for 

this operation, and it would be desirable that 

the wind should be in the south-west; for in 

that case there would be little danger of frost 

at night. If turned oixt of the pots, and 

planted by means of a trowel, with the balls 

entire, and aboxit 1 foot apart, and the plants 

be immediately sticked, the latter will fan so 

as to fill the rows better even than if the balls 

were broken and extended, so as to meet each 

other in the drill. After the sticks are in¬ 

serted, some spruce branches may be stuck in 

on the northern side for additional shelter. 

The plants should be earthed up in the usual 

way, and stopped above the third or foixrth 

flower. 

The Parisian market gardeners, according 

to Courtois-Gerard, sow in the beginning of 

November, in frames, placed on a border with 

a good aspect. They allow about If pint of 

seed to 52 square feet, and this produces plants 

sufficient for six or eight frames of that area. 

The seeds are covered very slightly; the sashes 

are put on; and when the pease have begun 

to push, they are covered with a thin layer of 

fine earth. In the course of Decembei', the 

fr’ames into which the young plants are to be 

transplanted are placed, and the gi’ound inside 

is dug out, so as to be 18 or 20 inches below 

the sashes, the earth removed being placed 

against the outside of the frames. After this 

the ground on the inside is dug, levelled, and 

raked, and four di’ills 3 inches deep ai-e drawn 

lengthwise in each frame, at equal distances; 

but a greater space should be given between 

the first row and the front of the frame than 

that allowed between the rows themselves, 

because that part is naturally the dampest. 

The frames having been prepared, the young 

plants, as soon as they are 3 or 4 inches high, 

are taken up, but without breaking the roots, 
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and planted in patches of three or four, placed 

8 inches asunder in the row. During frost, the 

sashes are covered at night with straw mats, 

and air is given whenever the weather is suf¬ 

ficiently mild. When the pease are 8 or 10 

inches high, all the stems are inclined towai-ds 

the back of the frame, and to keep them in 

this position, a little earth is drawn to their 

base. When the plants come into blossom, 

they are pinched above the third or fourth 

fiower, in order to make them bear the sooner. 

Whenever the sun has sufficiently warmed 

the groiind, gentle waterings are given; but 

this should only be done very sparingly till 

the pease begin to pod, otherwise a too vigor¬ 

ous growth, which would be detrimental to 

the crop, might be the result. Usually the 

pease thus treated produce pods fit for gather¬ 

ing in the first fortnight in April. 

When pots cannot be had in sufficient 

qaantity for raising plants for an early sup¬ 

ply, the above method may be advantageously 

adopted. Although every possible care may 

have been taken to protect winter sown pease 

from accidents, and the ravages of mice, birds, 

and other enemies, it frequently happens that 

the rows have many blanks; and as pease 

transplant very well, especially when not 

above 4 inches high, it is a good plan to sow 

some in a frame for the purpose of filling up 

vacancies. By this means the ground where, 

from various causes, only stragglers linger, can 

be properly furnished with well-conditioned 

plants. 

In the climate of Britain there are few in¬ 

stances in which the temperature is not above 

freezing during some period of the twenty-four 

hours; and pease, when the plants are young, 

will bear several degrees of frost without in¬ 

jury. They may, therefore, be forwarded in 

any place where they can be protected at 

night, and that will be sufficient. They may 

be exposed to the open air and light every 

day for a sufficient length of time to maintain 

the foliage in a green state; and with few 

exceptions they will daily advance, more or 

less, in growth. If frames are not at com¬ 

mand, turf pits could, in many cases, be formed 

with rods or slender poles laid to support 

thick straw covers, fitted so as to be easily 

rolled up or unrolled. Or, the pease may be 

sown in large pots, a branched twiggy stick, 

as tall as the plants are intended to be grown, 

being, at the same time, firmly inserted in 

the centre of the pot. Instead of a branchy 

stick, Mr. Wilson employed moderately strong 

willows, inserted at the sides of the pot, Avith 

courses of small tAvine run round the willows, 

and at 6 inches apart. The advantage of this 

mode is, that the plants can be kept in the 

pots till the produce is obtained, and previous 

to that they can be moved to where there is 

light, and a sufficient amount of heat. Pease, 

AA'hen young, will not bear forcing. Mr. Wil¬ 

son tried to force them in juts, and in various 

Avays, but found that they would not bear 

forcing till they are out of bloom, and the 

pods set; then they will bear it, and be for- 

Avarded admirably. 

Main Crops.—The sowings for the main 

crops should be made in March, April, and 

, May, at intervals, which must vary according 

to the variety employed, and other circum¬ 

stances. Many soav for succession when the 

jArevious soAving ajipears above ground ; but 

this rule should not be made absolute. Por 

example, a soAving made when the Aveather is 

very favourable for vegetation, and on the 

first appearance of the ju’evious soAving, will 

almost overtake it, and thus form too close a 

succession. If sorts are emjjloyed that do not 

naturally form a succession, the soAvings will 

require to be made at intervals of a fortnight 

or three Aveeks. The periods which the re¬ 

spective varieties require from the time of 

sowing till they come into bearing, varies, of 

course, in different seasons and localities, so 

that the only way by Avhich a coi'rect know¬ 

ledge as to those which Avill naturally form a 

succession can be acquired, is to try the differ¬ 

ent kinds, and note the order in which they 

become fit for use, and then it will be easy to 

regulate the soAvings so as to keep Aip a suc¬ 

cession. The following statement as regards 

the time which some of the principal varieties 

requii’e, from the time of soAving in the last 

week of March, till the pease are fit for use, 

will afford some idea of the relatAe earliness 

of the different sorts. From this, it will be 

seen that, by selecting certain varieties, more 

than a month’s successional supply can be ob¬ 

tained from one soAving:— 

Number of Wcehs required from the time of Sotcing in 

the last Week of March till fit for use. 

Weeks. 

Prince Albert, . 13 

Early Frame, . H 
Bishop’s New Long-pod, . H 

Bellamy’s Early Green Marrow,. 14-15 

Fairbeard’s Surprise, . 14-15 

Early Charlton, . 15-16 
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Weeks. 
Flack’s New Large Victoria,. 15-16 

Adamson’s Matchless Marrow,. 15-16 

Blue Prussian, . 16 

White Prussian,. 16 

Auvergne,. 16-17 

Imperial,. 16-17 

Bedman’s Imperial, . 16-17 

Woodford’s Green Marrow,. 17 

Victoria Marrow,. 18 

Knight’s Tall Marrow, . 18 

liATE Pease.—By selecting proiier soi-ts, 

and adopting a suitable mode of cultivation, 

pease may be obtained late in autumn, if the 

weather be tolerably mild. It is necessary 

that the ground should be well and deeply 

trenched, and, if dry, it should be thoroughly 

moistened, particularly the lower portion of 

it, otherwise the crop is apt to mildew. The 

gi’ound being so far prepared, shallow trenches 

should be dug out as for celery, and some good 

i-otten dung laid in the bottom. Part of the 

soil turned out of the trench ought to be scat¬ 

tered over the dung—then a layer of dung and 

soil mixed; and, finally, a layer of soil without 

manure; and in that the seed should be sown. 

The best sorts for a late crop are Knight’s 

Marrows, of which some prefer the dwarf, 

others the tall kinds. In warm soils and 

situations, these may be sown in the second 

or third week of June; but in the northern 

parts of the kingdom, the first week will be 

as late as they will blossom and form pods in 

any quantity. The tall sorts for late produce 

should be topped when 4 feet high, and again 

when they attain the height of 6 feet. The 

Early Charlton, and the Auvergne, may be 

sown as late as the middle of July, and may 

afford a late supply, as they form pods in a 

shorter period from the time of sowing than 

the Marrow kinds. 

The plants raised from these sowings should 

be earthed up and sticked in the usual way; 

and great care should be taken that the ex¬ 

tremities of the roots are well sup23lied with 

moisture. If the air be hot and dry, the drain 

of moisture from the soil by the roots will be 

very great, so that before one is aware, their 

extremities drain the soil to too great an ex¬ 

tent, and then the whole plant must suffer. 

If once too dry, the evil cannot be effectually 

remedied, but it may be easily prevented by 

timely and effectual watering. If the wea¬ 

ther continue dry, a good mulching to the 

distance of 1 foot on each side of the row wiU 

be very beneficial. 

It is not natural, however, for the pea to 

vegetate from seed in the hottest period of the 

season, and then have, con.sequently, to form 

its seeds under a great decline of temperature. 

It succeeds best when sown so that it may 

progress towards maturity with a rising tem¬ 

perature. Therefore, it is iDrobable that the 

best plan to obtain good late pease, with the 

greatest certainty, would be to sow in j)ots in 

July, and kee^i the jilants in a rather cool place 

till they have nearly advanced to a flowering 

state, and then remove them to a warmer situ¬ 

ation, such as that in front of a south wall. 

In this way they would be kept comparatively 

cool during the early period of their growth; 

and although the heat would decline as they 

advanced to flowering, yet to them the effects 

would be in a great measure counteracted by a 

removal from a cool to a warm aspect, where 

the plants would be exposed even to an in¬ 

crease of temperature compared with that in 

which they had been reared. 

To save Seed.—In order to have well-ma¬ 

tured seeds, the crop should be sown at the 

most favourable period, for the uniformly pro¬ 

gressive growth of the 2*lant. If sown too 

early, the plants suffer from a too lingering 

vegetation, and on the other hand, if sown in 

the heat of summer they suffer still more from 

being stimulated to make too rai)id growth, or 

from drought. The best time to sow for a 

seed crop is intermediate between these ex¬ 

tremes, namely, in March. Early sorts, such 

as the Early Frame and Early Charlton, are 

more apt to be attacked by certain insects 

than later kinds, which are supposed to escape 

from not coming into flower till the insect 1ms 

changed. On this account, it may be advis¬ 

able where early sorts are attacked to sow 

them later, so as not to come into flower when 

the insects are abundant. 

Insects, d'c.—Pease are attacked by numer¬ 

ous enemies—mice, birds, and the snake mille¬ 

pedes eat the seeds dei^osited in the ground. 

The young plants, as soon as they ap2)ear above 

it, are cut off by snails, slugs, and by the }3ea- 

weevils, Sitona crinita, S. lineata, and Otior- 

hynchus picipes. The caterpillars of the F-moth 

{IHusia gamma) feed upon the leaves, which 

are also mined by the maggots of a minute 

fly, Phytomyza nigricornis. Birds and the 

pea-maggots, which are the offsj^ring of a moth 

called Grapholitha pisana, attack the 2:iease in 

the pods. Lastly, the interior of the seed- 

pease ai’e eaten out by the maggots of Bruclms 
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granarius, aud in North America the pea- 

beetle {Bruchus pisi) proves very destructive 

ill the same way. Pease are also subject to 

be attacked by the mildew (Erysiphe com¬ 

munis), which appears to be induced by a de¬ 

fective supply of moisture. This disease may 

be prevented by copious waterings, and kept 

under by dusting with sulphur. 

PENNYROYAL. See Mint. 

PICRIDIUM VULGAEE, Desf. (Syngenesia 

Polygamia .^qualis, L.; Compositpe, D. C.; 

Asteraceai, Lind.)—is an annual plant, a na¬ 

tive of the south of France, which has been 

introduced into the Fi-ench kitchen gardens 

through the exertions of M. Vilmorin. The 

leaves, cut when young and tender, furnish a 

salad much esteemed in Italy, and which is 

said to be mild and good, partaking slightly 

of the flavour of a leg of mutton. It is sown 

in a warm situation in March or April, and 

in succession throughout the summer and au¬ 

tumn. In summer, it should be sown in a 

shady situation, and watered frequently. The 

leaves from each sowing may be cut several 

times, as fresh ones are produced after cutting. 

POTATO {Solanum tuberosum, L.—Pentan- 

dria Monogynia, L.; Solanere, D. C.; Solana- 

cess, Lind.)—The potato is a perennial plant, 

with a tuberous subterranean stem; a native 

of the western coast of South America, where 

it is found wild under widely different condi¬ 

tions of soil and climate—on dry sterile moun¬ 

tains, and in damp forests near the sea. It is 

generally supposed to have been introduced 

into England, from Virginia, by Sir Walter 

Raleigh, in 158G. According to Sir Joseph 

Banks, it also appears to have been brought 

to Spain from South America in the early part 

of the same century, and from that country it 

was carried into Italy and Germany. It was 

oidy towards the end of the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury that the potato began to be extensively 

cultivated in Britain; and from that period it 

rapidly advanced in favour till it became an 

important article of food to all classes of the 

community, and the jirincipal support of the 

people of Ireland; and even since the appear¬ 

ance of the destructive disease with which the 

plant has of late yeai’S been attacked, it still 

is, and probably ever will continue to be, a 

crop of the greatest importance to the people 

of that island. 

The composition of the potato varies consi¬ 

derably, according to the variety cultivated, 

the soil in which it is grown, and various 

other circumstances; but the average compo¬ 

sition, as deduced from numerous analyses by 

Fresenius, is as follows:— 

In Natural 
State. In Dry State. 

Albumen,. 2-43 8-41 
Starch,. ..... 15-00 51-89 
Gum and organic acids, . 3-30 11-42 
Fatty matters,. 0-10 0-35 
Fibre, . 7-00 24-22 
Asparagine, . 0-10 0-35 
Ashes, . 0-97 3-36 
Water, . 71-10 ... 

100-00 100-00 

The proportion of nitrogenized, non-nitro- 

genized substances, ashes, and water, has been 

determined by Horsford and Krocker with 

the following results:—■ 

White Potatoes 
grown at Giessen. 

Blue Potatoes 
grown at Giessen. 

Natural 
State. 

Diy. 
Natural 
State. 

Dry. 

Nitrogenized, or flesh- 
forming constitu- 1 2-49 9-94 2-37 7-63 
ents,.... 

Substances not con¬ 
taining nitrogen, 
and fitted to sup¬ 
port respiration, or 
to lay on fat:— 

a, Starch, sugar, 
&c.,. 

00
 

o
 

o
 

71-86 23-00 74-05 

6, Fibre,. 3-66 14-61 4-65 14-97 
Ashes,. 0-90 3-59 1-04 3-35 
Water, .. 74-95 68-94 

100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 

The composition of the ash, as calculated 

from the analyses of five different varieties 

made by Mr. T. Herapath, is as follows 

Potash,. 54-401 

Soda,. traces. 

Chloride of sodium,. 0-419 

Carbonate of lime, . 2-030 

Carbonate of magnesia, . 1-639 

Sulphate of lime,. 0-025 

Phosphate of lime, . 3-222 

Phosphate of magnesia, . 8-052 

Pliosphate of iron, . 0-012 

Phosphate of alumina. . traces. 

Phosphoric acid, . 7-301 

Sulphuric acid. 4-748 

Silicic acid, . 0-025 

Carbonic acid, .18-124 

100-000 
Per centage of ash,. 1-1221 

From the above analyses, it appears that 

the potato ^ujiplies nearly all the substances 

required for the nourishment of the human 
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fi’nme, and that it is a good supporter of I’e- 

spiratioa, and well fitted for the production 

of fat ■ but greatly inferior to pease, beans, and 

all sorts of corn as food. The comparatively 

small amount of nitrogenized matter which it 

contains, renders it of little value for the for¬ 

mation of muscle, and incapable of supporting 

prolonged muscular exertion, iinless consumed 

in greater quantity than can be digested by 

ordinary men. It is to this cii'cumstance that 

the disinclination to labour, remarked in those 

who live almost exclusively on a potato diet, 

is, probably, in great measure to be ascribed. 

In confirmation of this view, it may be re¬ 

marked that the Irish labourer in England, 

where he obtains food containing a large pro¬ 

portion of flesh-forming matter, easily performs 

work of the most laborious description. An¬ 

other cii'cumstance worthy of remark is, that 

milk, in Avhich the flesh-forming, or nitrogen¬ 

ized matters predominate, is frequently used 

along with the potato, and this would seem as 

if nature taught the rude peasant how to sup¬ 

ply the deficiency of these highly important 

elements of nutrition. 

T/ie varieties of the potato were exceedingly 

numerous previous to the outbreak of the dis¬ 

ease which universally attacked them. Their 

characters till then were generally permanent, 

but the disease appears to have completely de¬ 

stroyed a large portion of these varieties; for 

nothing is now heard of them, whilst the cha¬ 

racters of others, which have escaped total de¬ 

struction, seem to have been greatly altered. 

This being the case, particular descriptions can 

not be well attempted, until the absence of the 

disease allows the plants to return to their nor¬ 

mal condition. We shall therefore only name 

a few of those which are most approved of for 

garden culture at the present day. These 

are:—Early Sorts—Ash-leaved Kidney, Early 

Manly, Kufford Kidney or Lady’s Finger, 

Fox’s Seedling. Second Earlies—Cornish Kid¬ 

ney or Chapman’s Lawhead Early White, and 

Eai'ly Ked, Fluke Kidney, Rylot’s Flower Ball, 

Fifty-fold Kidney. Late or Main Crop — 

Lapstone Kidney, York Regent. 

Of the above sorts, the Ash-leaved Kidney 

is the one generally employed for forcing, and 

for the earliest border crops. It is preferred 

on account of its form and appearance to the 

Early Manly and similar round varieties. The 

Cornish Kidney is well adapted for a particu¬ 

lar mode of treatment, by which, previous to 

the disease ac least, a tolerably good substitute 
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for forced potatoes during winter was obtained 

from late grown tubei's packed in earth. 

Soil.—The best soil for the potato is a na¬ 

turally good friable loam, rather light 'than 

otherwise, and free from stagnant water. In 

such soil the produce is abundant, and the 

quality good. Thin sandy soils also produce 

well-flavoured potatoes, but of course to ob¬ 

tain quantity of produce, the assistance of ma¬ 

nure is necessary. The worst soils for the 

potato are those which are naturally wet and 

heavy, and those which have long been cropped 

and heavily manured; hence, garden ground, 

in most cases, does not produce tubei-s of so 

good quality as those obtained from the fields. 

It is therefore not advisable to occupy the gar¬ 

den with any but early kinds, if the general 

supply can be obtained from the fields. 

Manure.—in good garden soil, the less ma¬ 

nure that is used, the better flavoiu'ed will be 

the produce; and it will also be much less 

affected by the disease. Therefore, whilst the 

malady jirevails, or symptoms of it still re¬ 

main, it is not advisable to apply nmch ma¬ 

nure. It is to be hoped, ho-wever, that the dis¬ 

ease will soon disappear, and that the plant 

will return to its former state of health; and 

in that case it would be desirable to know 

what kinds of manure have proved beneficial. 

Amongst the manures that have been em¬ 

ployed for the potato may be enumerated stable 

yai'd manure, horse, cow, and pig dung, leaves, 

leaf-mould, peat ashes, wood ashes, peat char¬ 

coal, and other carbonaceous substances, lime, 

gypsum, bone-dust, superphosphate of lime, 

sulphate of ammonia, sulphate of magnesia, 

sixlphate of soda, nitrate of soda, and common 

salt. 

Farm-yard manure spread along the bottom 

of the furrows, and the sets placed upon the 

manure, is a very common practice. Many 

prefer planting the sets, and then laying the 

dung over them. Where dung is scai'ce, and 

the soil poor, these modes of application may 

be advantageously pursued; but in ground so 

rich as that of most gardens, the manure may 

be dug in equally, and in this way the crop 

is considei’ed to be better flavoured than when 

the dung is more immediately applied to the 

roots. Long dung is good for moist loamy 

soils, and fresh littery stable dung is suitable 

for early crops. Farm-yard manure, together 

with wood ashes, has been found to answer 

well as regards quantity of produce, whilst the 

ashes lessen the tendency to disease. Cow- 

42 ' 
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dung is a more lasting manure than horse- 

dung, and is considered better for late sorts 

in warm, dry, sandy soils, as it retains more 

moisture. It should be well mixed with litter, 

and he placed below the sets, so as not to be 

in contact with the young tubers, otherwise it 

is apt to make them scab. The same remark 

applies to pigs’ dung, which should be either 

well mixed with the soil, or formed into a 

compost with earth previous to planting. 

Leaves make a good manure, and wdrere the 

soil is damp and heavy they are of advantage 

in keeping the ground open, when rrsed in an 

undecomposed state. They may be placed 

under or over the sets, or both, or distributed 

equally throughout the soil in digging, but 

they should be turned over and thoroughly 

wetted before they are dug in, for, if turned 

The potatoes were of the bread-fruit variety, 

the sets were as nearly as possible of the same 

size, and were planted on the 20th of March ; 

and on the 12th of May, when most of the 

young plants were from 2 to 4 inches above 

ground, the mamrres were sprinkled as uni¬ 

formly as possible on each side of the row of 

young plants to a distance of about G inches. 

The crop was taken up in the middle of Sep¬ 

tember. 

In the year 1844 experiments as to the 

cifects of various manures on the potato crop 

were again undertaken. The potatoes, which 

were of the bread-fruit variety, were cut into 

into the soil in cakes, they are apt to remain 

in that state and become musty. Wood as’nes 

are useful for supplying potash and other 

inorganic substances required by the plant; 

and they may be advantageously applied where 

tlie soil contains a large amount of decayed 

vegetable matter. The same remark will apply 

to lime, which is also usefpl in killing slugs 

and other vermin which attack the tubers. 

Gypsum, bone-dust, and superphosphate of 

lime are best for humid soils; they induce 

earliuess, and where this is an object, as it 

must be whilst the disease continues, they may 

be applied with considerable advantage. 

From experiments made in the garden of 

the Horticultm-al Society of London, with 

thirty different substances as manures for the 

potato, the following results were obtained:— 

sets, and planted on the 3d of May, in rows 2^ 

feet asunder, about 7 inches apart in the row, 

and 6 inches deep. After having been mixed 

with about 7 jtarts of fine soil, the guano ma¬ 

nures were scattered along the bottoms of the 

trenches, and then watered from the rose of a 

watering-pot. The crop was taken up and 

weighed on the 21st of October. Many of 

the tubers were injured by slugs, and on that 

account the relative amount of total produce 

will afford the best criterion by which the 

comparative value of the manures experimen¬ 

ted upon can be judged, as far at least as can 

be done from the results of a single trial:— 

Manure. 
'Wliole produce 

per Acre. 
Incroaee per 

Acre. 
Large Tubers. 

Increase per 
Acre. 

"Wholo 
Haulm. 

Increase per 
Acre. 

tons, cwts lbs. tons. cwts. lbs. tons. cwts. lbs. tons. cwts. lbs. cwts. lbs. cwts lbs. 

11 7 109 .. . 10 4 105 6 39 
73 

Phosphate of ammonia, ... 13 2 6 1 14 9 11 16 78 1 11 83 9 0 2 

Sulphate of soda, . 13 6 111 1 19 8 12 4 74 1 19 81 8 4 1 i i 

Sulphate of magnesia, .... 13 19 94 2 11 97 13 0 61 2 15 68 8 71 2 32 

Sulphate of ammonia, .... 14 9 105 3 1 108 13 6 101 3 1 108 8 27 1 100 

Muriate of potash,. 15 0 55 3 12 58 14 1 22 3 16 29 10 69 4 bU 

Common .salt,. 15 2 72 3 14 75 13 18 2 3 13 9 11 5i> 4 108 

Nitrate of soda, . 15 9 89 4 1 92 14 1 22 3 16 29 10 36 8 109 

Muriate of ammonia,. 17 1 75 5 13 78 16 15 7 6 10 14 15 77 9 38 

Substances applied as JIanures. 
Rate per 

Acre. 
Approximate 
cost per Acre. 

Produce per Acre. 

Total 
per 

Produce 
Acre. 

Large. 
Small or 

Damaged. 

cwts. lbs. £ S. d. tons. cwts. lbs. tons. cwts. lbs. tons. cwts. lbs. 

1. Guano F, Gibbs’,. 4 5 2 4 6 12 10 86 5 3 91 17 14 6 

2. Potter’s artificial guano,. 4 5 2 10 6 15 2 0 2 0 50 17 2 50 

3. Charcoal dust,. 75 bush. 6 0 0 10 14 104 6 18 72 16 3 64 
cwts. lbs. 

4. Sulphate of magnesia,. 16 20 7 10 0 10 10 36 5 7 96 15 18 20 

5. Bone-dust,. 16 20 9 0 0 8 9 98 5 18 72 14 8 58 

6. Bone-dust,. 10 88 6 0 0 7 2 102 6 14 14 13 17 4 

7. Sulphate of magnesia. 10 88 6 0 0 10 4 104 2 19 36 13 4 28 

8. No manure, . ... 10 15 80 1 6 108 12 2 76 
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It appears from the above that guano, 

marked F, from Gibbs, afforded the most pro¬ 

fitable return after allowing for the cost of 

the manure, and next to it Potter’s artificial 

guano. 

In some ex])eriments carried on by Mr. Fle¬ 

ming, of Barochan, a mixture of one-third of 

nitrate of soda with two-thirds of sulphate of 

soda, applied as a top-dressing at the rate of 

200 lbs. per acre, to jiotatoes grown in g?’ound 

manured with 30 cubic yards of dung, had a 

wonderful effect, increasing the produce as 

much as 60 per cent., and gave a much better 

crop than either salt applied by itself. 

The proper selection of manures must de¬ 

pend on the nature of the soil, the climate, 

and the variety cultivated. In soils where 

the haulm grows too luxuriantly, no manure, 

or at all events none that would increase that 

luxuriance, should be applied, especially if the 

climate is moist. Superphosphate of lime 

would probably be the best api)lication under 

such circumstances. Varieties naturally dwarf 

will bear ammoniacal manures better than 

those that are naturally tall. 

Propagation.— Potatoes are easily propaga¬ 

ted by seeds, cuttings of the stem or branches, 

by planting whole tubers, or by those cut into 

sets. The seed should be sown early in spring, 

in pans filled with rich light soil, placed in 

moderate heat. Before the young plants get 

crowded, they should be pricked out into small 

pots, and shifted as they i-equire it; or they 

may be planted in rich soil under a frame with 

veiy slight heat, giving tliem plenty of air in 

fine weather, and more or less at all times when 

there is no danger of frost. The plants should 

be fully exposed before planting out, which 

liad better be deferred till fine weather in 

May. They ought to be planted in a rich warm 

border, piitting a little leaf-mould below them, 

if it can be afforded, to assist their rooting. 

Afterwards they should be earthed up accord¬ 

ing to their sti-ength. Some small tubers will 

be produced the same year; and these, planted 

in the following spring, will produce good-sized 

tubers. Seeds from the same individual will 

produce very different varieties, and hundreds 

of such have been raised since the prevalence 

of the disease. If neither glass nor artificial 

heat is at command, the seeds may be sown on 

a warm border. 

Propagation by cuttings may be success¬ 

fully resorted to for increasing any particular 

variety. For example, the original tuber may 

be cut into sets, planted early in sj^ring, in 

heat, and the shoots cut off near their bases 

when they have reached a finger’s length, and 

planted deeply in rich soil. Fresh shoots will 

push again and again from the original sets, 

and may be treated in the same way. Pro¬ 

pagation by planting the tuber, or parts of it 

furnished with eyes, is, however, the mode 

usually employed. 

With many it is a doubtful question whether 

whole or cut tubers yield the greater return. 

From experiments made in the garden of the 

Horticultural Society at Chiswick, it was 

found, on the mean of two plantations, one 

made in March, and the other in April, that 

the produce from-cut sets exceeded that from 

whole tubers by nearly 1 ton per acre. In 

the April planting the produce from whole 

tubers was somewhat greater than that from 

single eyes; but in the March plantation the 

cut sets gave nearly 2 tons per acre more pro- 

dtxce than the whole tubers, the weight of po¬ 

tatoes planted being deducted in every case. 

Another important consideration is, whether 

small tubers or large ones should be employed 

for making sets; for, if by using the former 

an equally good crop could be obtained, a con¬ 

siderable saving in the expense of sets would 

be effected. Large tubers, however, are pre¬ 

ferable, for the following reason:—In all plants 

large buds tend to produce large shoots, and 

small or weak buds the reverse. How, the 

eyes of potatoes are true buds, and in small 

tubers they are comparatively weak; they 

consequently produce weak shoots, and the 

crop from such is inferior to that obtained 

from plants originating from larger tubers, 

furnished with stronger eyes; and this conclu¬ 

sion has been justified by the results of actual 

experiments. 

The part of the potato emjfioyed for sets is 

not a matter of indifference. It was found by 

an experiment made in the garden of the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society, that sets taken from the 

points of the tubers, and planted in March, 

yielded at the rate of upwards of 3 tons per 

acre more jiroduce than Avas obtained from em¬ 

ploying the base of the tubers. In a plantation 

made in April the difference was much less, 

but still in favour of sets from the points or 

top ends of the potatoes. Cottagers may 

therefore use Avith advantage, say two-thirds 

of the base of the tuber, and put aside the top 

for sets. 

Mode of Cutting the Potato for Sets.—I'he 
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potato slioulcl be held with the top end up¬ 

wards. The eyes at the base are few as com¬ 

pared with those at the top, and they are also 

sometimes blind, or so weak that they do not 

push. They should therefore be closely in¬ 

spected; and in cases where the development 

of an eye is suspected, it will be advisable to 

cut the set so that it may have two eyes. 

Sorts which have the eyes almost level with 

the general surface are most apt to be blind. 

As the base of the eye slants downwards to¬ 

wards the centre of the tuber, the knife should 

be entered above the eye, and the cut should 

slant downwards towards the centre, and pa¬ 

rallel to the direction of the base of the eye. 

In this way the portion of tuber containing 

the lowest good eye must be detached; then 

turning the potato round, the knife should be 

entered above the next higher eye, and with 

it a similar portion should be taken off. Pro¬ 

ceed thus till near the top, where the eyes are 

so numerous that if each Avere cut into a set, 

the latter would be too small; but this may 

be done in cases Avhere it is desirable to mul¬ 

tiply some particular sort as speedily as 2dos- 

sible; or, in other Avords, to obtain a nume¬ 

rous return, irres23ectiA"e of size or Aveight. A 

small 23ortion containing a number of these 

to23 eyes, is therefore usually pared off, so as 

to leave only one or tAvo to a moderate 23or- 

tion of tuber. In times of scarcity, recourse 

has been had to merely scoo23ing out the eyes 

for sets, or stamping them out Avith a holloAV 

2mnch, the bulk of the potato in either case 

being left for food. By early jjlanting in Avell- 

pre23ared soil, good 2>lants can be reared by 

this mode, especially if the early 23art of the 

season prove favourable. It appears from 

experiments recorded in the Transactions of 

the Horticultural Society, that cut sets 23lauted 

in March produced a better crop than similar 

sets 23lanted in A23ril, although the 233'oduce 

from Avhole tubers planted at these 23eriods 

was the reverse. From this it may be infei’- 

red, that Avhen only small portions of the 

tuber accompany the bud, the 23lanting should 

be performed as early in spring as the state 

of the Aveather Avill 23ermit. If the Aveather 

or state of the ground be unfavourable, the 

small 23ieces for sets may be 23laced with the 

buds u2)Avards, in soil under cover till they 

can be planted out in the open ground. Po¬ 

tatoes intended for sets are considered better 

if exposed to the light, Avhen taken U2i, until 

they become green throughout; they are then 

stored in a dry 23lace till the time of planting. 

It is thought that this 23roceeding has the | 

effect of increasing their poAvers of vegetation, 1 

and renders the 23lants less subject to disease. ' 

Others cut the sets and dry them before 

23lanting, but this does not appear to be of 

any advantage; on the contrary, many of the 

dried sets do not push at all, and others but 

Aveakly. A change of sets is advantageous. 

Instead of using tubers 23roduced for many 

years successively in the same soil, and in the 

same locality, it is found advantageous to ob- | 

tain sets groAvn in a different soil, or in a dif- ! 

ferent 23a'i't of the country, or both. Mr. I 
EAving, of Crieff, Perthshire, states {Gardeners' j 

Chronicle, 1845, p. 248), that in his part of 

the country “ it has been the general practice, 

for a good number of years back, to get seeds ' 

[sets] from the higher districts of the county, | 

confirming the 02)inion that the less ripe pota- j 

toes are, the better seed do they make.” That 

it is profitable to procure sets from a higher | 

23art of the country is highly 23robable; indeed, j 

if it were not so, it is not likely that it would ^ 

have been made a general 23ractice for a num¬ 

ber of years. We do not, hoAA^ever, concur in 

the O2)iniou, that it is in consequence of the 

potatoes groAvn on high ground being less ripe 

that they 23rove better for sets. The 23otato 

cannot 23roduce good tubers unless its foliage 

be Avell exposed to light; for it is by the 

agency of light that all the secretions are 

formed. The superiority for sets of potatoes 

grown in elevated situations is, therefore, 23ro- 

bably to he attributed to the 2dants being 

Avell ex2)osed to light, rather than to the im- 

23erfect rq^ening of the tubers. The 23otato 

may suffer in its vegetative poAvers from either 

too much or too little jnoisture; but as regards 

light, it does unquestionably suffer from too 

little of that agent — certainly not from too 

much. Tubers groAvn in shaded situations 

are of bad quality as compared Avith those 

23roduced in the 023en fields, all other circum- !| 

stances being the same. On elevated ground 

the plant is ex230sed to light from almost an 

entire hemisphere. In such a situation the 

23lant is most favoui'ably circumstanced, as far 

as the agency of light is concerned. The ques¬ 

tion is, whether, in a Ioav but AAmrm situation, 

Avhere the 23lant makes a rapid growth of long 

straggling stems, from not being fviUy exposed , 

to light, the tissues are as perfectly formed as ' 

in 2dants groAvn in an eleA'ated situation, in a 

loAver temperature, but more ex230sed to light. 
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under tlie influence of which the plants form 

strong steins capable of maintaining them¬ 

selves erect. In the latter case, the buds on 

the stem above ground produce substantial 

shoots; and, that being the case, there is every 

i-eason to believe that the buds on the tubers 

below ground will also produce vigorous shoots 

when circumstances admit of their develop¬ 

ment. We therefore conclude, that sets are 

best from tubers grown in elevated situations, 

not because they may happen to be more Ava- 

tery than those grown in Ioav ground, but from 

the plants haAung had the advantage of a 

greater share of light; and as it is admitted 

that a change of sets is beneficial, that change 

should be from high open situations to such 

as are lower. 

Time and Manner of Planting.—The usual 

time of planting is spring, and the earlier the 

better, provided the ground is in proper work- 

inof order. If this be the case in the end of 
o 

February, so much the better; but at all events 

the planting should be done by the 1st of March, 

or as early in that month as circumstances 

Avill permit. The late Thomas AndreAV Knight 

paid much attention to the CAiltivation of the 

potato, and Avith great success. With regard 

to the period of planting, he says, “I have 

uniformly found that to obtain crops of pota¬ 

toes of great Aveight and excellence, the period 

of planting should never be later than the 

beginning of March.” 

Autumn planting has been recommended 

as a preventive of the disease; but, if the po¬ 

tatoes are kept in contact with soil of nearly 

the same temperature as the ground, they 

Avill be in much the same circumstances as if 

they were planted, only more secure from the 

injurious effects of frost and saturation. Be¬ 

sides, the ground when dug and jjlanted be¬ 

fore winter, and afterwards drenched and 

beaten by the winter rains, cannot be in such 

good condition for the progress of the roots 

as that which is ncAvly prepared at the time 

of planting in spring. 

The distance apart at which the sets should 

be placed depends on the richness of the soil, 

tlie habit of groAvth of the sort planted, and 

on the situation as regards exposure to light. 

The richer the soil the taller the variety; and 

the less exposed the situation is to light, the 

greater should be the distance between the 

rows. According to these circumstances, the 

rows ought to be from 15 to 30 inches apart. 

Mr. Knight was of opinion that the distance 

of the roAvs from each other should be equal 
to the height of the stems. Hence, those 
Avhich groAv only 6 inches high, Avould bo 
6 inches apart, and those Avhich attain the 
height of 3 feet should be, accordingly, 3 feet 
apart. As regards exposure to light, this is 
a good rule; but rows only 6 inches, or even 
1 foot apart, do not admit of being properly 
earthed up, and this consideration must not 
be overlooked. If soil be taken from betAveen 
the roAvs to form the ridge in earthing up, it 
can scarcely be done properly if the rows are 
only 1 foot apart. Sufficient earth could be 
introduced betAveen the roAvs from alleys or 
adjoining spaces left for the purpose, but it 
is better to make the roAvs not less than 
15 inches apart, even for dwarf early sorts. 
Those Avhich are somewhat stronger groAviug, 
and latei’, may be alloAved 18 inches between 
the rows, or 21 inches if the soil is rich, and 
the situation not fully exposed to light. In 
light soil, 2 feet for second early crops may 
be considered sufficient. For the general 
crop, 27 inches betAveen the rows has been 
found a good distance, and one Avhich admits 
of the plants being earthed up on a good prin¬ 
ciple. In rich garden soils, the kinds of po¬ 
tato Avhich have tall luxuriant stems, requir¬ 
ing a wider distance than that above-men- 
tioned, should not be employed; such Amrieties 
are better adapted for cultivation in the open 

fields. 
The distance betv.^een the sets in the roAvs 

should be regulated by the natime of the soil, 
and the vigour of the variety. In rich soil, 
of course, more space should be alloAved than 
in poor; and considerably more for vigorous 
growing sorts than for those Avith small dAvarf 
stems. In consideration of these circum¬ 
stances, the distance betAveen the sets may 
vary from 6 to 12 inches. The less distance 
Avill be proper for the dAvarf sorts; the greater 
for the strong groAving ones. In genei-al, 
8 inches from centre to centre of the sets Avill 
be found a very good distance for garden crops. 
In the case of A'ery strong groAving kinds, it 
cannot be denied that quite as much produce 
may be obtained at 12 or 15 inches apart as 
at 8 inches; but, Avhen the plants have much 
space, they are apt to produce tubers varying 
greatly in size, some of the first formation 
being too large, Avhile those of a later pro¬ 
duction are too small. In neither case are 
the tubers so good as Avheu there is a moro 
equal and middle-sized cx’op; and it should 
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therefore be the aim to obtain a crop of tins 

de.scription. If a sort is naturally inclined, to 

grow too large, it is well to plant it rather 

closely in the row; and it is better to do this 

than to limit the distance between the rows. 

It is much better to have the rows 27 inches 

apart, and the sets 8 inches asunder, than to 

have the rows 24 inches apart, and the sets 

9 inches from each other; and this, again, is 

preferable to rows 18 inches asunder, and sets 

12 inches from each other. In either of these 

ways, the same number of sets will be required 

to plant a rod of ground; but there is, in the 

greater distance between the rows, and the 

less distance between the sets, a double advan¬ 

tage: first, as regards the labour in planting, 

and, secondly, in a greater space for earthing 

up being afforded. When planted at the dis¬ 

tance of 27 inches from row to row, the num¬ 

ber of trenches required to be cut out is one- 

third less than when the rows are 18 inches 

apart; and when planting by the dibber is 

adopted, one-third more ground has to be tra¬ 

versed. The advantages in earthing up will 

be noticed when that o])eratiou comes to be 

considered. 

In general, about 6 inches is a proper depth 

for the sets. In strong, rather heavy soils, 

that depth ought not to be exceeded; but in 

light sandy soils, good sets may be placed 

7 inches deep. The following experiment 

was made in the garden of the Horticultural 

Society of London, to try the effects of dif¬ 

ferent depths of planting: — A quarter was 

divided into four equal parts, and planted 

with sets in the second week in April, at the 

respective depths of 3, 4, 6, and 9 inches. 

The results computed for an acre are as fol¬ 

lows:— 

Depth. Produce. 
tons. cwts. lbs. 

. 13 0 14 

. 14 1 18 

. 14 11 4 

. 13 0 111 

The greatest produce was from the planta¬ 

tion 6 inches deep; and next to it, from that 

at 4 inches. Those planted only 3 inches deep 

gave the least return. Many of the sets buried 

9 inches did not vegetate, or at least failed in 

reaching the surface. This was also found to 

be the case by Hasler Hollist, Esq., in 1835, 

when he adopted the mode of deep planting. 

The results of his experiments are detailed in 

the following note:— 

“ I have this year renewed my experiments 

on the potatoes you sent me in 1833 from Mr. 

Knight’s collection. I planted in the latter 

end of March, and at intervals during the 

whole month of April, but I am satisfied I was, 

contrary to the received ojiinion, too early in 

some instances. 

“ I also planted at various depths, 9 inche.s, 

7 inches, and from 5 to G. In nearly every 

instance the shallow planting has succeeded, 

but in none the deepest, and in the latter case 

many of the sets have not vegetated at all; 

many more have not reached the surface.” 

As a precaution against frost, autumn-plan¬ 

ted potatoes should be planted fully 7 inches 

deep; or if more shallow, the rows should be 

covered with leaves, fern, litter, or other pro¬ 

tecting material. 

Potatoes are planted in various ways; but 

the modes usually adopted in gardens are in 

trenches cut out by the spade, or in holes 

made by a blunt dibber. The former mode is, 

in our opinion, the preferable one; the soil for 

potatoes cannot be too loose, and the trench 

mode has, in this respect, a great advantage 

over that in which the dibber is employed. In 

planting in trenches, if the ground requires no 

manure, let an opening be taken out along one 

side of the quarter in the direction of north 

and south, or nearly so, next dig a breadth 

equal to rather more than half the distance 

between the rows, then stretch the line at the 

half distance from the edge of thq quai'ter, and 

cut dovm by the line to the depth of 6 inches, 

or to whatever other depth the sets are to be 

put. Level the bottom of the trench so that 

its depth may be tolerably uniform, and then 

place the sets, with the eyes or buds upwards, in 

a line along the bottom, at the proper distance 

asunder, and cover them with some well-broken 

soil. After this, dig another breadth, levelling 

the surface at the same time, and stretcliing the 

line at the distance which is to be allowed be¬ 

tween the rows; cut out another trench, plant 

the sets as before; and so proceed till the 

whole is completed. If dung is to be used, 

the trenches must be cut a little deeper than 

where no manure is employed. In digging, a 

good wide opening should be maintained, and 

in cutting off by the line, the workman should 

draw the soil well forward, so that the bottom 

of the trench may be wide; if 1 foot wide so 

much the better, but it should be as wide as 

the breadth of the spade. It is preferable to 

have dung spread on this breadth, instead of 
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confining it within a narrow triangular trench, 

thereby crowding too great a depth of manure 

immediately under the roots of the plants, 

which is objectionable, as the potatoes pro¬ 

duced when this is the case are not so clean. 

In order that too much manure should not be 

in any one place, some prefer distributing it as 

equally as possible throughout the soil; but 

in that case much of it will come in contact 

with the newly formed tubers. These do not 

require it;on the contrary, the poorer the soil 

the cleaner they grow. On this account it is 

considered better to place the dung under the 

sets than over them, as some recommend. Be¬ 

sides, the fibres of the roots tend downwards 

after nourishment, and if the manure is placed 

below the sets, they will soon find it; the run¬ 

ners do not seek after nourishment, they can¬ 

not feed themselves, but are fed by the roots 

through the medium of the stem and leaves. 
o 

After the dung is sjDi’cad along the bottom of 

the trench, it is advisable to throw some soil 

over it previous to placing the sets, for these 

are liable to be injured by being placed in con¬ 

tact with manure, from which they can derive 

no benefit. All that the sets can effect is to 

yield up their own substance to support the 

vegetation of the young shoot till the lat¬ 

ter is able to obtain nourishment from other 

sources. By the time the sets are exhausted, 

the fibres of the roots will have reached the 

manure, which will then afford the necessary 

supply. 

Planting by means of a dibber is extensively 

practised, and is, perhaps, the most expeditious 

that could be adopted, except where the plough 

can be employed. The mode of proceeding is 

very simj)le. A blunt dibber, having a cross 

tread rather further from the end than the 

depth at which the sets are intended to be 

planted, is used by one person to make holes, 

whilst another drops in the sets, so that the 

eyes of the cut sets may be \ippermost. The 

holes are afterwards filled up with earth drawn 

by the hoe. Exjredition, however, is the only 

advantage which can be claimed for dibber 

planting over planting by the spade as already 

described. By the latter mode, the ground 

when the operation is finished is left untrodden, 

and of equal looseness, a gi’eat advantage, es¬ 

pecially in moist ground. In a trench made 

by the spade, the sets can also be placed at an 

equal depth. In planting by the dibber, moist 

soils are rendered too compact by the treading 

in performing the operation; and, if the soil be 

dry and light, the earth falls more or less into 

the holes, and the sets are, consequently, at 

unequal depths. For these reasons, we consider 

that planting by the spade is preferable to that 

by the dibber for garden crops of potatoes; and 

it will be found, that the advantages with which 

the former method is attended will more than 

compensate for the trifling saving of time ef¬ 

fected by adopting the latter. 

In some parts of the country, and particu¬ 

larly in Lancashire, the ground for early crops 

is thrown up in ridges before winter; in spring 

a portion of the pulverized soil from the sur¬ 

face of the ridges is collected in the bottom 

of the fun’ows; a little manure is placed over 

this, and the sets are planted upon it, and 

covered with 2 inches of soil. When the young 

plants appear, another 2 inches of soil is added, 

and 2 inches more when they again make their 

appearance. 

Subsequent Culture.—This consists in stir¬ 

ring the surface of the ground, keeping it clear 

of weeds, and earthing up the plants. The 

ground cannot be too loose; the more it is 

pulverized the better. It is a good plan to 

hoe it over, when not too moist, before the 

shoots reach the surface; and agaiir before 

earthing up, if it is not naturally friable. As 

regards the growth of the plant, and bulk of 

produce, this operation is unnecessary in deep, 

light soils; for the roots are, in general, found 

below the level of the original surface of the 

ground, so that they do not derive any benefit 

from the operation. On the other hand, in 

dry seasons and dry soils, the crops from plants 

earthed up have been lighter than where they 

have not been earthed up, probably owing to 

the earth being drawn to a sharp ridge, by 

which the rain is thrown off beyond the roots. 

When properly done, however, earthing np is 

advantageous, and even necessary for the kinds 

of potatoes which have a tendency to throw 

their tubers above the surface. About ten 

days or a fortnight after the plants have ap¬ 

peared above ground, a little earth should be 

drawn towards the stems, but not so as to cover 

the foliage, or interfere with its free exposure 

to light. If the soil is not very moist, and 

the season dry, this earthing up should be 

highest at the outsides, so that in consequence 

of the slope towards the plants the rain may 

penetrate to the roots; and the earth .should 

not be drawn so as to leave the interval deep¬ 

est in the middle, otherwise the rain water 

would run there, instead of to the roots. On 
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tlie other hand, wliere there is too much mois¬ 

ture, the earth should be made to slope from 

the plants. As these advance in growth, the 

intervals between the rows should be stirred, 

and made fine, in order to render it suitable 

for the second and final earthing up. The 

principal use of this is to form a covering for 

the tubers, so that with their increase in size 

they may not be exposed to light, which would 

soon render them itnfit for human food, though 

ffood for sets. The soil should therefore be 

drawn not so as to form a triangular ridge, 

with straight sloping sides, through which the 

tubers would be apt to protrude, but, on the 

contrary, broad-shouldered ridges, as wide at 

top as they can well be made. Their height 

will partly depend on the distance between the 

rows, and partly on the depth of the roots. 

If the former is limited, no great ammint of 

earth can be obtained; and such is also the 

case if the roots are near the surface. 

Some recommend the flowers to be removed 

previous to the formation of the berries; others 

contend that the operation is injurious. Mr. 

Knight was in favour of the practice, and con¬ 

sidered that by adopting it, as much as 1 ton 

])er acre more produce would be obtained. On 

tlie other hand, the results of several expe¬ 

riments, not very conclusive it is true, are 

adduced as evidence against the proceeding. 

There is no doubt, howmver, that the berries 

are formed at the expense of organizable mat¬ 

ter, which would otherwise have been employed 

in increasing the size of the tubers; and it may 

therefore be concluded, that the removal of 

the flowers is beneficial, at all events, no harm 

can result from the operation if not performed 

too soon. 

To forward Early Crops. — This may be 

done in various ways, even by those who can¬ 

not spare frames for regular forcing. The 

tubers can be placed in a warm place, in Jan¬ 

uary, and kept there till they push. They 

may then be jdanted in some sheltered situa¬ 

tion, where they can be protected with litter, 

fern, or other substance that will serve as a 

protection. Dwarf early sorts may be foi- 

warded in pots in any warm place, and when 

above ground they should be exposed to light 

and sun when there is no danger of frost. In 

jNIarch they may be planted out iu front of a 

wall or paling, where they can be protected 

in case of severe weather. They may also be 

planted in some warm spot, in beds with dry 

turf sides, about 1 foot or 15 inches high. 

over which thatched hurdles can be placed at 

night, or as the state of the weatlier may 

render necessary. 

To have Young Potatoes in Winter.-—Select 

a middling early sort,' such as the Cornish 

Kidney, and let the tubers be kept in a cool 

dry ]flace, on a hard bottom, and frequently 

turned, so as to check the vegetation as much 

as jDossible till the end of July or beginning 

of A.ugust. If then planted, tubers will be 

formed before winter, which should be taken 

up and packed in dry soil, closely beaten. 

Kept in this way they will form in winter 

a pretty good substitute for forced potatoes. 

The following is another method:—Tubers 

of the preceding year’s growth are kept in a 

cool place till autnmn; care is taken to pre¬ 

vent vegetation as much as possible, and all 

sprouts are taken off as they appear. About 

three months before a supply is required, the 

old tubers are piled up in alternate layers with 

light garden soil, laid to the thickness of 5 or 

6 inches, in a cellar, or in boxes placed in any 

spot where there is a temperature of 50° oi 

60°. By this process, although no leaves are 

produced, small tubers are formed out of the 

substance of the larger ones; but, as might be 

expected, the produce is vastly inferior iu 

quality to forced potatoes. 

Taking up and Storing the Crop.—Early 

crops, of coui’se, are taken up as soon as they 

are fit for use. Before the disease attacked 

the potato, the maiu crop for storing was al¬ 

lowed to remain till the stems and foliage 

withered from natural decay. After this had 

taken place, and before there was any danger 

from frost, was considered the best period for 

taking i^p. Such it still would be if there 

were no attack of disease to arrest prema¬ 

turely the vegetation of the plants, and render 

it necessary to remove earlier than iisual the 

tainted crop of tubers. Dry weather is, of 

course, the most favoiirable for the operation; 

if cloiidy so much the bettei', for the tubers 

should be exposed to light as little as possible, 

and more especially not to bright sunshine. 

It is well known that all the green parts of 

the potato are more or less poisonous, and so 

the finest white floury potatoes become, if 

greened by exposure to light. Potatoes may 

be white, black, or purple, externally, anfi 

their fle.sh, notwithstanding, be very white 

and good; but expose them to the light for a 

longer or shorter period, according to its in¬ 

tensity, and the flesh of all will become green 
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and uiiwliolesouie. Some persons dig up their 

potatoes, and leave them exposed to the sun’s 

rays to dry, previous to storing; but this is a 

had practice, for three days of bright autumn 

sun will green newly taken up potatoes to a 

very injurious extent; and this being the case, 

the tubers should not be exposed to the sun¬ 

shine even for a single day. As for the neces¬ 

sity of drying potatoes that are to be pitted in 

the soil, there is none; for we have seen pota¬ 

toes as wet as possible put into pits, small ones 

it is true, without any bad effect; and when 

uncovered in the folloAving spring they were 

quite dry. It should always be boime in mind, 

as a general principle in the management of 

potatoes, that, from the time they are taken 

out of the ground till they are to be cooked, 

they should be exposed to light as little as pos¬ 

sible. If, after having been dug up, they must 

lie on the gi-ound in heaps for but one day, or 

even less, they should be completely covered 

from light till they are pitted. If stored in 

a shed, loft, cellar, or any other place, light 

should be entmely excluded; if in a building, 

to the interior of which light must be admit¬ 

ted, it should, nevertheless, be prevented from 

reaching the tubers by some close covering. 

In towns, large quantities of potatoes for 

sale are too commonly seen exposed to the in- 

j urious effects of light; and in London, inore 

formerly than at present, washed potatoes are 

so exposed by many of the retail dealers. 

Now, a few days’ exposure will have the effect 

of tinging the flesh of unwashed potatoes; but 

when their surface is washed, and thus de- 

ju’ived of the partial shade which the particles 

of soil afford, the action of light will be still 

more injurious. The purchasers, who suffer 

by the practice more than the generality of 

them are aware, have the power of remedying 

the evil; for the vendors Avould not take the 

trouble to wash the tubers if they found the 

unwashed preferred, neither would they ex¬ 

pose the potatoes mirch to the light, if their 

customers objected to the practice. From 

what has been stated, it will be understood 

that potatoes should be stored so as to be in 

the dark. The next consideration is, how to 

protect them best from frost, and at the same 

time to preserve them from being contaminated 

by gases arising from fermentation and from 

rotting. In choosing materials for protecting 

from frost, care should be taken to avoid 

rising srrch as will, on contact, taint the flavour 

of the potatoes. It has been ascertained that 

potatoes keep best irr small quantities; for, 

when in large heaps, they sometimes ferment. 

The form of a ridge is more couA^enient than 

that of a cone, becarrse, AA’hen portions are 

taken out for use, the breach in the end of the 

ridge carr be more easily closed than one in 

the side of a conical heap. The ridges should 

run in the direction of north and south, so 

that if it be necessary to open them in frosty 

Aveather, that may be done at the south errd, 

Avhen the suir’s rays at nooir will prevent that 

part from being frozen. The ridge may be 

about 3 feet, or not more than 4 feet Avide at 

the base, and as high as the potatoes can be 

conveniently piled trp. The ridges should not 

be formed on Avet heavy ground; that Avhich 

is pool', dry, and on a slope is 'to be pi-eferred. 

In throAving up the soil for covering, a trench 

Avill be formed round the base of the ridge, and 

this trench should be made deepest at one 

end, from Avhich a track should be cut, so that 

AA'ater may not collect in the trench, which 

ought, in all cases, to be lower than the base of 

the ridge. In dry soil the latter may be sunk 

a feAv inches, but if otherAvise the potatoes 

should be laid quite on the surface of the 

ground. As already observed, soil is best next 

the tubers, and the poorer it is the better, 

StraAV admits of the potatoes being taken out 

comparatively free from earth, but as it de¬ 

cays from contact Avith the soil, it injuriously 

affects their flavour. Dry turf may be laid 

next the potatoes to prevent loose soil from 

mixing Avith them, or fresh turf, laid with its 

green side outAvards, may be used for the 

same purpose; but as regards the flavour of 

the potatoes these appliances are unnecessary, 

if not worse than useless. The spaces between 

the tubers are, of course, filled Avith air, and 

if much decay take place the Avhole of the 

potatoes Avill be in contact Avith a contami¬ 

nated atmosphere; but if the interstices are 

filled Avith soil, the gases arising from a de¬ 

caying tuber Avill be in a great measure ab¬ 

sorbed by the surroAmding earth. After cov¬ 

ering Avith 8 or 9 inches thick of soil, it is a 

good plan to thatch the ridges Avith straw, 

fern, heath, or any other matei'ial calcidated 

to keep out frost and Avet. Potatoes intended 

to be kept till the following summer should 

be placed in a shaded situation Avhere the 

sun’s rays cannot affect the ridges. It the 

soil of these should happen to be frozen in 

sj)ring to the depth of a feAV inches, then by 

covering thickly Avith straw the potatoes may 

43 
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be kept from pusbing muck longer than would 

otherwise be the case. 

To save Seed.—The ripest potato apples 

should be selected and exposed to the sun’s 

rays till they begin to shrivel. They should 

afterwards be thrown into water, and remain 

in it till they again become plump. The seeds 

can then be easily squeezed out, washed, and 

laid on a paper to dry. 

Insects and Diseases.—-“Potatoes are as¬ 

sailed by a host of insects, but in a healthy 

state the wireworms are the most injurious. 

Aphis rapce is found on the potato as well as 

the tiu’nip. Thrips minutissima and Smyn- 

thurus solani also live beneath the leaves, and 

the plant-bugs, Lygiis solani, contaminatus, 

hipunctatus, and umbellatarum, pievce the leaves 

and imbibe the sap, as well as the frog-flies, 

Eupteryx solani and picAt. Al- 

tica exoleta riddles the leaves, 

and the caterpillars of Sphinx 

atropos live upon them. Those 

of Agrotis segetum and excla- 

viationis, called surface - grubs, 

and the maggots of crane-flies, 

Tipula oleracea, paludosa, and 

macidosa, infest the roots, to¬ 

gether with the wireworms of 

Agriotes lineatus, obscurus, and 

sputator, as w'ell as snake mil¬ 

lipedes, Jid'us Londinensis, ter- 

restris, pulchellus, and Polydes- 

nms coniplanatus, with centi¬ 

pedes and scolopendroe, named 

Lithohius forcipatus, and Geo- 

philus longicornis or electricus ; 

whilst the destruction of the 

rotting tubers is accelerated by 

miiltitudes of the maggots of 

flies, rove-beetles, worms, and acari.”—(Curtis, 

in Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture.) 

Potatoes are sometimes attacked by a dis¬ 

ease called the curl, which towards the close 

of the eighteenth century excited considerable 

alarm, particularly in the northern parts of 

the kingdom, but has now nearly disappeared. 

In this disease the shoots become curled when 

young, and their growTh is arrested ■, the 

leaves are curled and crumpled, and no tubers, 

or only small and worthless ones are produced. 

"Various conjectures have been formed as to 

the cause of the disease, biit the most pro¬ 

bable is that it arises from an excessive supply 

of nourishment; and this view seems to be 

confirmed by the circumstance that potatoes 

from impei’fectly ripened sets, or from sets 

raised in poor ground, are not so liable to bo 

attacked as those grown in rich soil, and 

oi'iginating from wmll-matured tubers. 

The scab is a disease in w'hich idcers are 

formed upon the surface of the tubers. Though 

not very destructive it is very prevalent, most 

crops being more or less affected. The cause 

of its appearance has not been satisflictorily 

determined, but the disease is said to be 

brought on by coal ashes, lime rubbish, or 

dung being added in excessive quantities to 

the soil, or not properly mixed with it. But 

the niost fatal disease by which the potato is 

attacked is that known a.s the potato murrain, 

or potato disease, which broke out with such 

fearful violence in 1845. It appears to be 

caused by a fungus, called Botrytis infestans 

Fig. 160. 

Botrytis iNrEST..kNs. 

(I, Young plants, witli spores proceeding from stomata, h, Section of potato 
leaf, showing the mode in which the mycelium creeps amongst the 

loose tissue of the leaf. 

(Big. 160), which first attacks the haulm, 

and afterwards descends to the tubers, which 

soon become a mass of putridity. Though nu¬ 

merous experiments have been made wdth a 

view to discover a remedy, all have termi¬ 

nated unsuccessfully, and no effectual means 

either of prevention or cure are known. Hap¬ 

pily this disease is diminishing in intensity, 

and it is probable that in a few yeai-s it will 

have become a matter of history. 

PURSLANE {Portulaca oleracea, L.^—Dode- 

candria Monogynia, L.; Portulaceoi, D. C.; 

Portulaceie, Lind.) is an annual plant, a na¬ 

tive of South America and of both Indies. 

The leaves and young shoots possess cooling 

and antiscorbutic propei'ties, and when young 
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are used in salads; when rather older they are 

employed as a jiot-herb ; they are also some¬ 

times pickled with vinegar. 

I'liere are three sorts:— 

1. Common, or Green Purslane. 

2. Golden Purslane. 

3. Large-leaved Golden Purslane (Pour- 

pier dore a tres large feuille). 

The second sort is more esteemed than the 

common. The third is a new and improved 

French variety. 

Purslane i-equires a light rich soil and a 

warm situation. It should be sown in shal¬ 

low drills 9 inches apart, or thinly broad¬ 

cast, and very lightly covered with earth. As 

this plant is cut off even by a slight frost, it 

cannot be sown out of doors until the middle 

of April or beginning of May, according to 

the state of the weather. Prior to this time, 

it is sown under glass, if an early supply is re¬ 

quired. The first sowing may be made on a 

south border at the above period, and a small 

quantity may be sown for succession in May, 

June, July, and August; after Avhich time it 

ceases to be required. Botli the seed-bed and 

plants should be frequently watered through 

a fine rose. This gi’eatly contributes to the 

succulence of the shoots and leaves, and en¬ 

courages their speedy reproduction after cut¬ 

ting. Seed shoiild be saved from the most 

vigorous plants of the first sowing; and, as 

soon as the capsules begin to open, the plants 

should be carefully cut over, and spread upon 

a cloth in the sun, fully to ripen their seeds, 

which can afterwards be easily separated from 

the seed-vessels by rubbing with the hands 

and sifting. 

QUINOA {Chenopodiuni Quinoa, Willd. — 

Pentandria Digyjiia, L.; Chenopodese, D. C.; 

Chenopodiacem, Lind.)—The quinoa (Fig-161) 

is an annual plant, growing from 4 to 6 feet 

high, a native of Peru. In the high table¬ 

lands of the Cordilleras it was, at the time of 

the conquest by the Sj^aniards, almost the 

only farinaceous seed used as food; and it 

still forms, together with the potato, the com¬ 

mon food of the poorer inhabitants of those 

regions. The seeds are used in soups or made 

into a sort of bread, and are said to be easy of 

digestion, and in no way prejudicial to the 

health. By fermenting them together with 

millet, a sort of beer is made. They also con¬ 

stitute an excellent food for poultry; and the 

leaves gathered when tender form a very good 

substitute for spinach in summei'. The last 

two purposes are the only ones for which this 

plant is likely to be cultivated in Britain, for 

Fig. lei. 

ject M. Yilmorin makes the following remarks 

in the Bon Jardinier:—“ The plant is very 

vigorous, almost insensible to cold; it pro¬ 

duces, when grown on good soil, seeds in great 

abundance, but these have never as yet been 

found capable of being used in a satisfactory 

manner. Whether it is that the seed does 

not acquire in France the same qualities that 

it does in America, or, what is more likely, 

that we are not acciistomed to its taste, few 

persons relish it. It has the great di’awback 

of being distinctly acrid and bitter, and this 

taste can only be removed by repeated wash¬ 

ings. By the aid of these very good cakes 

and tolerable soup have been made at my 
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house, but their preparation was very trouble¬ 

some, on account of the bitterness, which had 

to be removed, and the long baking or boiling 

which they required.” 

There aro several varieties of the quinoa; 

some having green, or variously - coloured 

leaves, and black, red, or white seeds; the last 

is the one grown for seeds to be used as food. 

It requires a rich soil, rather light than 

otherwise, and a warm situation to ripen the 

seeds. It may either be sown on a gentle 

hot-bed in March, for planting out in April or 

May; or oitt of doors in April, in drills 2 feet 

asunder. When the plants are 4 or 5 inches 

high, they may be thinned out to 18 inches 

apart in the rows, and the thinnings may be 

planted in rows at the same distances apart. 

In dry weather water should be given; and if 

the plants are grown for spinach, the stems 

should be topped at the first gathering, to 

induce them to branch. The leaves may be 

gathered in succession throughout the sum¬ 

mer. The seeds ripen in September. 

EADISH {Rajyhanus sativus, L.—Tetrady- 

uamia Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferte, D. C.; Bras- 

sicacesR, Lind.)—The radish is an annual plant, 

a native of China, and was grown in this coun¬ 

try before 1548. It is chiefly cultivated for the 

roots; but the seed-pods, pulled when green, are 

occasionally pickled, and the seed-leaves are 

sometimes used as a small salad. 

The principal varieties may be classed as 

follows:—• 

§ 1. Long-rooted Spring and Summer 

Radishes. 

1. Long Scarlet — syn. Salmon Badish, 

Transparent Badish, Bave rose, Bave coleur 

de rose, Bave saumonee.—Boots long, a con¬ 

siderable portion gi'owing above ground; out¬ 

side of a deep pink colour. Flesh white, trans¬ 

parent, crisp, and of good flavour. It is much 

cultivated for the London mai'ket, and is greatly 

esteemed for its bright colour. There are 

several sub-varieties of this, differing in size 

and earliness, and distinguished as the Scarlet 

Short-top, Early Frame Scarlet, and Wood’s 

Early Frame. 

2. Purple—syn. Bave rouge longue, Bave 

de corail.—Boot long, a large portion growing 

above ground; outside deep purple, flesh white, 

and of good flavour. The seed-leaves, which 

are large, are used as a small salad. An early 

sort, good for forcing. 

3. Long White—syn. White Transparent, 

White Italian, Naples Badish, Bave blanche 

of the French. — Boot long, small; outside 

white, except where exposed to the light, 

when it is tinged with green. Flesh white 

and mild. 

§ 2. Turnip-rooted Spring and Summer 

Radishes. 

4. Scarlet Turnip-rooted—syn. Crimson 

Turnip-rooted, Badis rouge, Badis rose rond. 

—Bulb turbinate; outside deep scarlet. Flesh 

white, sometimes stained with red, and of mild 

flavour. An excellent variety, much culti¬ 

vated for the London market. The Early 

Scarlet Turnip-rooted, or Badis rose rond ha- 

tif, the flesh of which is rose-coloured, appears 

to be a sub-variety. It is cultivated for the 

Paris markets. 

5. Purple Turnip-rooted—syn. Badis vio¬ 

let rond. — Besembles the preceding in form, 

size, and flavour; only the outside is purple. 

G. Oblong Bose - coloured—Badis rose 

demi-long of the French.—Boot oblong, or 

somewhat oval; outside bright crimson; flesh 

tender, rose-coloured, and excellent. In point 

of quality it is admitted to exceed all otliera. 

It is early, well adapted for forcing, and for the 

general crops. 

7. White Turnip-rooted—syn. Badis blanc 

rond, Badis blanc ordinaire. — Bulb round, 

terminating in a small fibrous root; outside 

white. Flesh white, transparent, and of mild 

flavour. 

8. Early White Turnip - rooted—-syn. 

Badis blanc hatif, Badis blanc hatif de Hol- 

lande.—Bulb resembling the preceding in 

form and colour, only of smaller size. An 

early and excellent variety, very generally 

cidtivated. 

§ 3. Autumn Radishes. 

9. Long-leaved White Chinese—Badis 

blanc de Chine a feuille longue of the French. 

—Bulb inversely turbinate; the outside white. 

Flesh tender, excellent, and milder in flavour 

than that of the Spanish I'adishes. The leaves 

are long, nearly entire, and very unlilce those 

of the other varieties. An excellent autumn 

sort. 

10. Bose-coloured Chinese—Badis d’hi- 

ver de Chine of the French.—Bulb somewhat 

conical, of a bright rose-colour. Flesh solid. 
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of tine texture, and ratlier hot. An excellent 

autumn variety. 

§ 4. JVinier Radishes. 

11. Black Spanish—Badis noir d’hiver, 

Baifort of the French.—Bulb of large size, 

oval, or pear-shaped, terminating in a long 

slender tap-root; outside rough and black. 

Flesh white, hard, and hot. The Purple 

Spanish, or Large Purple Winter Badish, is a 

sub-variety of this. 
12. White Spanish — Badis gros blanc 

(PAugsbourg of the French.—Bulb oval, at¬ 

taining a large size; outside white, tinged with 

green. Flesh white, solid, and hot, niildei, 

however, than that of the preceding. 

The radish will succeed well in any good 

garden soil, not over moist, or too heavy. For 

Lrly and late crops a warm, sheltered situa¬ 

tion should be chosen; whilst for those sown 

in the heat of summer a rather shady spot 

must be selected. The ground where the 

sowing is to be made should be deeply dug, 

and raked fine. The seed is generally sown 

thinly broadcast, in beds from 4 to 5 feet 

wide, with 1 - foot alleys between, the soil 

from the latter being used to cover the seeds, 

but only lightly. The sui-face is then raked 

smooth, and in light soils pressed with the 

back of the spade. W inter radishes, however, 

are best sown in drills 6 inches asunder; but 

if roots of large size are desired, as much as 

9 inches may be allowed. After sowing, the 

beds should be netted ovei’ to protect from 

birds, which are very fond of the seeds. 

Where radishes are not forced, a sowing 

may be made in the middle of December, if 

the weather is mild; and immediately after 

having been sown the seed-beds should be 

covered with about 4 inches thick of litter, 

which should not be removed till the plants 

come up, and then only in the day-time when 

the temperature is above 32°. The crop, if 

not destroyed by frost, will be fit for use about 

the beginning of March; but this greatly de¬ 

pends upon the weather. 

A sowing, to be treated in a similar manner, 

may be made in the course of January, wea¬ 

ther permitting; and another may take place 

in the first fortnight in February. With the 

Parisian market gardeners this is the first crop 

of radishes they raise out of doors. For this 

sowing they form a sort of hot-bed, by digging 

a trench 18 or 20 inches deep, and filling it 

up with from 14 to IG inches of dung, which 

is covered with 4 inches thick of vegetable 

mould. On this the seed is sown; and if the 

weather is frosty at night the bed is protected 

with straw mats. Another sowing, also in a 

warm situation, may be made in the second 

fortnight of February, and from that time till 

the middle of October, a small quantity may 

be sown, in any open situation, every fortnight 

in spring, and every ten days in the heat of 

summer. 
Lastly, in the end of October, and again in 

the middle of November, a small sowing may 

be made on a south border, or on a sloping 

bank. The plants from these sowings must 

be protected in severe weathei’ with litter, or 

straw-mats, which should be removed at eveiy 

favourable opportunity. After sowing, with 

the exception of thinning out the plants where 

too close to about 3 inches apart, weeding, 

and frequent watering, no further attention is 

necessary. 
The winter radishes may be sown in the 

beginning of July, and again in August, in 

shallow drills from 6 to 9 inches asunder, and 

the plants where too close may be thinned out 

or drawn for use in a young state, so as to 

leave those which are intended to attain a 

large size at 5 or 6 inches from each other in 

the row. The roots are fit for use to'waids 

the end of autumn. Those required for win¬ 

ter consumption should be taken up in Novem¬ 

ber or December, before severe fiost sets in, 

and stored in dry sand like carrots. 

To save Seed.—Only the finest plants, true 

to their variety, should be selected from one 

of the spring sowings for producing seed. The 

plants should be taken up in April or May, 

and planted 2 feet apart in well-dng giound, 

water being given at planting, and subsequently 

till they take fresh root. The seed ripens in 

September, and must be gathered successively 

as it comes to maturity. It should then be 

dried in the sun, rubbed out of the pods, and 

stored. It keeps good for four or five years. 

Seed of the winter radishes is saved from full- 

grown roots, transplanted in Mai'ch. 

BAMPION, The (Campanula Rapunculus, L. 

_Pentandria Monogynia, L.; Campanulacem, 

D. C.; Campanulacefe, Lind.)—is a biennial 

plant, a native of Britain. It is cultivated foi 

its fusiform, white, and fleshy root, which is 

generally eaten raw, but sometimes in a boiled 

state in salads; the leaves as well as the roots 

are occasionally used in winter salads. 
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It prefers a rich, free, and rather light soil; 

and a shady situation. It is raised from seed, 

which may be sown any time between March 

and July; but if sown earher than the end 

of May the plants are apt to run to flower 

the same year, and when this is the case, the 

roots become tough and unfit for use. The 

ground should be well dug, and raked as fine 

as possible; the seed may then be sown either 

broadcast, or in drills 6 inches apart, and about 

^ inch deep, formed by pressing the angle of 

a measuring rod upon the ground. As the 

seeds are very small it is advisable to mix them 

with fifteen or twenty times their bulk of fine 

sand, in order to insure their even distribution 

in the drills, and to prevent the plants from 

coming up too closely. The seed should only 

be very slightly covered with fine earth, and 

the seed-bed ought to be frequently watered 

Avith a fine-rosed watering-pot till the plants 

come up, which will be in about a fortnight. 

When the young plants are about 1 inch high 

they should be thinned out to about 4 inches 

apart; after this no further care is necessary 

than to Avater frequently, and to keep the 

ground free of Aveeds. Small soAviugs may be 

made in the end of June and July, in case the 

plants from the May sowing should run. 

The roots will be fit for use from November 

till April or May; and they may either be 

pulled up as Avanted, or taken up at once and 

stored in sand. The plants send iip floAver- 

stalks about 2 feet high, which bear small blue 

or Avhite floAvers in July and August. The 

seeds ripen in autumn. 

EAPE (^Brassica Napus var. oleifera, D. C.— 

Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferoe, D. C.; 

Brassicacese, Lind.) is a biennial plant, a na¬ 

tive of Britain. It is only grown in gardens 

as a small salad; it is soAvn at the same times, 

and treated in exactly the same manner, as 

mustard and cress. 

KHUBABB {Rheum, L.—Euneandria Trigy- 

nia, L.; Polygoneas,D. C.; Polygonacete, Lind.) 

is cultiA-ated for the leaf-stalks, Avhich, both 

in a natural and blanched state, form an ex¬ 

cellent substitute for fruit in tarts and pies. 

They likewise make a delicious preserve. A 

Avine is also obtained from them, but it is very 

unwholesome. Eor these purposes several 

species and Amrieties of Rheum are cultiAmted. 

Amongst the best are the following:— 

Tobolsk Rhubarb.—Early, and good for for¬ 

cing. The Elford, raised by Mr. W. Buck, of 

Elford, Staffordshire, an early sort, Avell adapted j 

for forcing. The stalks are rather slender, 

covered Avith a thin skin of a bright scarlet 

colour, and their substance throughout is of a 

fine red, which they retain when cooked, if not 

peeled, a process which, oAving to the thinness 

of the skin, is not considered necessary. Ea-cu 

Avhen grown in the dark, the stalks still pre¬ 

serve the crimson tinge. Mitchell’s Royal 

Albert.—Yery early and prolific; stalks large, 

red, and of excellent flavour. Randall’s 

Early Prolific.—An abundant bearer; the 

stalks are produced early in the season, and 

are of excellent quality. Myatt’s Linn^us. 

—A very good early sort, of fine quality. 

JMyatt’s Victoria.—About a fortnight later 

than the preceding; stalks very large and thick; 

of good quality. 

The leaf-stalks of Rheum australe, Don. 

{Rheum Emodi, Wallich), attain an immense 

size, but are unfit for use in consequence of 

their strongly purgatiA^e properties; but the 

leaves, which are frequently a yard in diame¬ 

ter, are A’ery useful for coA^ering baskets con¬ 

taining A’egetables or fruit, and it is only on this 

account that the species is mentioned here. It 

requires to be planted 4 feet apart, in roAvs 6 

feet asunder. 

Rhubarb succeeds best in a rich deeji soil, 

rather light than otherAvise, and in a situation 

Avell exposed to light. It may be raised from 

seed soAvn in .spring, but the mode of propaga¬ 

tion generally adopted is by diAudiug the roots, 

a bud, of Avhich there are seA'eral on the croAvn, 

being preserved to each piece. 

The ground having been deeply trenched, 

and Avell manured with rotten dung, the divi¬ 

sions of the roots may be planted Avith the bud 

about 2 inches beloAV the surface, 3 feet apart, 

in roAvs from 3 to 4 feet asundei’, according to 

the variety planted, and the quantity of ground 

at disposal. The plantation should be made 

as early in spring as the Aveather and state of 

the ground will permit. After planting, Avith 

the exception of keeping the ground clean, 

stirring the surface occasionally, and digging 

or forking it over early in spring, no further 

culture is required. No leaves should be re¬ 

moved the first year, but in the following 

spring an ample supply may be obtained. In 

gathering for use, the leaf-stalks should be bent 

doAvn, and pulled, not cut off. The floAver- 

steins, if seed is not required, should be cut off 

soon after they make their appearance. In 

other respects, the culture in this, and every 

succeeding year, is the same as before. Some 
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•well-decomposed duug may, however, be dug 

iu when the ground is stii-red. Plantations 

will continue in good production for several 

years; but it is advisable to make a new one 

every fourth or fifth year, otherwise the pro¬ 

duce is inferior in size and quality to that ob¬ 

tained from ground more recently planted. 

Some sorts of rhubarb will, however, continue 

in good bearing for twelve years, and even 

longer when properly supplied witli manure. 

Ehubarb is sometimes blanched; this may be 

partially effected withont removing the plants, 

by means of sea-kale pots, or earthenware cylin¬ 

ders left uncovered at top, or more perfectly 

by taking up the roots and placing them in 

some dark place with a temperature of 55° or i 

G0°, Avhere they should be slightly covered 

with soil to prevent them from drying. 

ROCAMBOLE {Allium Scorodoprasum, L.— 

Hexandria Monogynia, L.; Siliacese, D. C.; 

Siliacere, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of Denmark. It is cultivated for its bulbs, 

which are smaller and milder than those of 

garlic, and are used for the same purposes. 

The bulbs are chiefly produced at the roots, 

and consist of several cloves; but the stem, 

which rises to the height of about 2 feet, also 

produces a cluster of small bulbs. It may be 

propagated either by separating the cloves of 

the radical bulbs, or by planting those pro¬ 

duced on the stem. The former mode is the 

preferable one, and that generally adopted; for 

plants raised by the second method do not 

yield bulbs fit for use till the second year. 

The cloves should be planted, in ■well-dug 

ground, in the end of February, or in March; 

or after the leaves have died down in autumn. 

They ought to be planted 2 inches deep, in 

rows 8 inches apart, and 6 inches asunder in 

the row. All the culture necessary is to keep 

the ground clean. When the leaves begin to 

decay, the bulbs should be taken up, dried in 

the sim, and stored for use. Some may also 

be drawn for use before they have attained 

complete maturity. 

ROSEMARY {Rosmarinus officinalis, L. — 

Diandria Monogynia, L.; Labiatas, D. 0.; La- 

miaceae, Lind.) is a hardy evergreen under¬ 

shrub, a native of the south of Europe. 

Though not employed in cookeiy, this plant 

is grown in every kitchen garden. A decoc¬ 

tion of the foliage is employed to relieve head¬ 

aches, and is very eflicacious in promoting the 

growth of the hair, and in curing baldness. 

It is likewise used in the manufacture of Hun¬ 

gary water, and eau de Cologne. The sprigs 

are sometimes used as a garnish. 

Three varieties are cultivated;— 

1. Common, or Green-leaved Eosemary. 

2. Silver-striped Eosemary. 

3. Gold-striped Eosemary. 

The last two varieties, being rather more 

tender than the common sort, require protec¬ 

tion in winter; they are chiefly cultivated for 

ornament. 

Eosemary requires a light dry soil, and a 

warm sheltered situation. It is propagated by 

cuttings or rooted slips, taken off in April or 

May, or by layers. The rooted slips may be 

planted at once where they are to remain. 

The cutting-s, which ought to be 5 or 6 inches 

in lengt.h, should first be planted 3 or 4 inches 

deep in a rather shady situation, where they 

may remain till the beginning of September, 

by which time they Avill have taken good root. 

They may then, or in the following spring, be 

finally planted 2 feet apart. Cuttings may 

also be struck iu gentle heat, with greater ex¬ 

pedition. The second and third sorts should 

be planted under the shelter of a wall or pal¬ 

ing, and protected in frosty weather with mats, 

otherwise they are liable to be killed. All 

the culture required is to trim the plants oc¬ 

casionally, to keep the ground free of weeds, 

and to stir it occasionally. 

RITE {Ruta graveolens, L.—Decandria IMo- 

nogynia, L.; Eutaceie, D. C.; Eutaceie, Lind.) 

is an evergreen under-shrub, a native of the 

south of Europe. The leaves have a nauseous 

smell, and a hot, bitter taste. They are some¬ 

times employed as a garnish, and are adminis¬ 

tered to poultry affected with the croup. It 

is still much used iu popular medicine, being 

considered to be emmenagogue, antispasmodic, 

stimulant, and sudorific, and its efficacy as an 

anthelmintic is unquestionable; but danger at¬ 

tends its incautious use. 

This plant grows well in any soil, but is not 

so liable to be injured by frost in poor, dry 

soil, as in a rich garden mould. It may be 

propagated in March or April by seeds, cut¬ 

tings, and slips; the last is the method gener¬ 

ally adopted. The seed may be sown broad¬ 

cast, and raked in; and wlien the young plants 

are 3 or 4 inches high they may be planted 

out where they are to remain. The cuttings, 

or slips, should be put iu deeply in a shady 

border till they have taken root, after which 

they may be planted out in rows 18 inches 

apart, and 8 inches asunder in the row. All 
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the plants will require is au occasional trim¬ 

ming. It is also advantageous to cut clown a 

portion of the plantation- every third year, to 

cause a ju’oduction of young shoots. 

SAGE {Salvici officinalis, L.—Diandria Mo- 

nogynia, L.; Labiatce, D. C.j Lamiacece, Lind.) 

is a hardy evergreen under-shrub, a native of 

the south of Europe. The leaves are much 

used in stuffings and sauces, and were formerly 

in great demand for sage-tea. 

The varieties cultivated are:— 

1. Common, or Red Sage. 

2. Green Sage. 

3. ISTarrow-leaved Green Sage, or Sage 

OF Virtue. 

4. Broad-leaved Green, or Balsamic Sage. 

The first and second sorts are those most 

esteemed for culinary purposes, the Red sage 

being generally prefeiTed; the others are used 

for medicinal purposes. 

It grows well in most soils and situations, 

but succeeds best in a light, warm, and rather 

dry soil. It may be raised from seed sown on 

a gentle hot-bed in sjiring; and when the young 

plants are well-rooted, they should be hardened 

off, taken up with balls, and planted 1 foot 

apart, in rows 18 inches asunder. Sage is, 

however, seldom raised from seed, being gene¬ 

rally propagated by cuttings or slips of the 

young shoots taken off in April, May, or 

June. The lower leaves should be cut off, 

the cuttings inserted in a shady border, and a 

hand-glass placed over them; or they may be 

planted at once in any vacant frame. Water 

must be given at planting if the soil is not 

sufficiently moist, and occasionally till they 

strike. After this, harden off, and, when well- 

rooted, plant out at the distances previously 

indicated. It is a good practice to pinch off 

the exti'emities of the shoots, to prevent the 

plants from floweiing, and to induce them to 

throw out laterals, and become compact bushes. 

The plants require an occasional trimming to 

make them grow close and bushy. The ground 

should be kejit free of weeds and stirred in 

spring and autumn. Sage will continue a long 

time in the same place; but as the plants be¬ 

come naked and straggling with age, a fresh 

plantation ought to be made every three or 

four years, if necessary. In gathering, the 

young side and top shoots should be taken; and 

a quantity of these should be cut before com¬ 

ing into flower, and dried for winter use. 

SALSAFY {Tragopogon porrifolius, L.—Syn- 

genesia Polygamia ACqualis, L.; Gompositie, 

D. C.; Asteraceae, Lind.) is a hardy biennial 

plant, a native of England. It is cultivated 

for its long, tapering, fleshy root, which is 

white both outside and inside, larger than that 

of scorzonera, and not so liable to fork. The 

roots are scraped, cut into pieces, and steeped 

for a while in vinegar;they are then boiled in 

water like parsnips, and served up with melted 

butter, white sauce, and in various other ways. 

They are also fried in butter after boiling, and 

served with parsley. The stalks are sometimes 

cut when 4 or 5 inches long, and dressed as 

asparagus, and in this way they are said to be 

excellent. 

It requires a free rich soil which has net 

been newly manured, and an open situation. 

The ground where it is to be grown should be 

trenched 2 feet deep in the end of autumn, or 

at least dug two spades deep, in order that the 

long roots may freely strike downwards. 

It is raised from seed, which should be sown 

on the ground trenched in autumn, and further 

prepared by digging previous to sowing, in 

drills 1 inch deep, and 1 foot apart. A first 

crop may be sown in March, the main one to¬ 

wards the end of April, and small sowings may 

be made towards the end of May to come in 

a little later, and to supply the place of the 

others, in case the plants of the former sow¬ 

ings should run to seed the same year. In 

dry weather the seed-beds should be copiously 

watered to induce germination. When the 

young plants are 2 or 3 inches high, they may 

be thinned out to 8 inches apart in the row. 

The ground should be hoed occasionally and 

kept free of weeds. In October and Novem¬ 

ber, roots may be drawn for use; and at the 

approach of frost, some may be taken up and 

stored in sand, for a supply during its continu¬ 

ance. The roots left in the ground vdll be fit 

for use throughout the spring till they run 

to seed, when they become tough, woody, and 

useless. The flowers appear in May and June, 

and seed is ripened in autumn. 

SAMPHIRE [Crithmum maritinium, L.— 

Pentandria Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. C.; 

Apiaceae, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of Britain, growing naturally on rocks near 

the sea. The stem rises to the height of about 

1 foot or rather more; the leaves are lanceo¬ 

late and fleshy; the flowers, which are yellow, 

apjiear from July to September. The leaves 

pickled in vinegar are used in salads, and as a 

seasoning. It is rather difficult to cultivate 

in gardens, and the produce is never so good 
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as that obtained from the places where it na¬ 
turally gi-ows. It may either be propagated 
by dividing the plant, or by sowing the seed 
in April, or in autumn soon after it is ripe; 
the latter period is preferable, for if kept till 
spring the seed does not germinate so well. It 
succeeds best in a light sandy or gravelly soil, 
kept constantly moist, and sprinkled occasion¬ 
ally with a little sea-salt, or barilla, or watered 
with a solution of these substances in order to 
supply the plant with soda, which is a neces¬ 
sary element of its food. It will grow still 
better if planted or sown among stones at the 
foot of walls, with a south or east aspect; this, 
and an occasional watering with a solution of 
sea-salt, will give conditions nearly the same 
as those under which the plants uatui’ally 
grow. As it is rather delicate and liable 
to be injured by frost, it should be protected 
with dry litter or leaves during the winter. 
Towards the end of summer, leaves may be cut 
for pickling. The seeds resemble those of fen¬ 
nel, but are larger; they ripen in autumn, and 
do not usually germinate after the following 
spring is past. 

Samphire, Golden (Inula critlimifolia, L. 
—Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua, L.; Com- 
positse, D. C.; Asteracese, Lind.)—The golden 
samphire is a hardy perennial, a native of 
England, where it is found growing in salt 
marshes. The leaves are fleshy and succulent, 
and the young branches are sometimes sold 
for the true samphire, to which they are much 
inferior. They are used in the same way. It 
wfll grow if planted in a shady border and 
watered frequently; if salt be occasionally dis¬ 
solved in the water, the plant will thrive so 
much the better. 

SAVORY (Satureja, L. — Didynamia Gym- 
nospermia, L.; Labiatce, D. C.; Lamiacese, 
Lind.)—The aromatic tops of savory are put 
into salads and soups; they are also boiled 
along with pease and beans. 

Two species are cultivated — Summer Sa¬ 
vory and Winter Savory. 

Summer Savory (Satureja hortensis, L.) 
is a hardy annual, a native of Italy and the 
south of France. It is raised from seed, which 
should be sown on a warm border in April, 
in shallow drills 1 foot apart, thinning out 
the young plants when 2 or 3 inches high, to 
6 inches asunder in the rows; the thinnings 
may be planted at the above distances, and 
watered at planting, and till they take fresh 
root. When just coming into flower, a quantity 

should be pulled up, dried in the shade, and 
tied up in packets for winter use. 

Winter Savory (Satureja montana, L.) is 
a hardy evergreen under-shrub, a native of the 
south of France and Italy. It may be raised 
from seed sown in April; but is generally 
projiagated by dividing the plant in March or 
April, or by cuttings of the young shoots 
taken off in April and May. The cuttings 
should be planted on a shady border, and wa¬ 
tered till they take root. When well-estab¬ 
lished, they may be planted out 1 foot apart, 
in rows 15 inches asunder. Some may also be 
planted as an edging. The plants should be 
trimmed every year in autumn, and the ground 

between the rows ought to be occasionally stir¬ 
red; but in‘doing this care must be taken not 
to injure the roots. Fresh plantations should 
be made before the plants grow old, and cease 
to produce a sufiicient supply of leaves. 

SAVOY (Brassica oleracea hullata major, D. 

C. — Tetradynamia Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferas, 
D. C.; Brassicaceie, Lind.)—The Savoy differs 
from other cabbages in having blistered leaves, 
which form one large head, instead of several, 
as in the case of the Brussels sprouts, the small 
heads of which are merely miniature Savoys. 

The principal sorts are:— 
1. Early Ulm—syn. Early Green Guided, 

New Early, Chou de Milan tres hatif d’Ulm.— 
Head small, round; outer leaves rather plain, 
forming a sort of cuji, with the edges rolled 
a little outwards, of a deep green colour. It 
heads veiy quickly, is of excellent quality, and 
the earliest sort known. It may be planted 
much closer together than the larger kinds, 
in good soil 15 inches apart, and in poor ground 
15 inches by 12 will be sufiicient. 

2. Marcelin.—A new sort allied to the 
Early Ulm, but grbwing somewhat larger. 
Though not so eaidy, it is next to it in point 
of earliness, and if both sorts are sown at 
the same time, the Marcelin will form a suc¬ 
cession. It is dwarf; the leaves dark green, 
finely wrinkled and curled. The head is round, 
compact, and of excellent quality. When cut 
above the lower course of leaves, about four 
small heads, almost equal in delicacy to Brus¬ 
sels sprouts,, are generally formed. This sort 
is exceedingly hardy, and, on the whole, it 
must be considered a valuable acquisition. It 
may be planted 18 inches by 12 inches apart. 

3. Early Dwarf Green Curled — syn. 
Dwarf, Dwarf Green, Milan hatif—Similar in 
quality to the preceding, but dwarfer. 

44 
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4. Early Elat Green Curled—syu. Chou 

de Milan court, nain, or trapu.—Middle-sized, 

very dwarf and flat-headed; deep greeu, tender, 

and veiy good. 

5. Dwarf Green Curled—syn. Small Dwarf 

Green Curled, Pancalier de Tourraine.—Stem 

dwarf; leaves deep green, very rugose, much 

curled at the margin; hearts well, and is very 

good, especially when mellowed by the first 

frosts in autumn. It is hardier than the 

preceding sorts, and forms a succession to 

them. 

6. Large Late Green Curled—syn. Large 

Green, Late Green, Large Late Green, Globe, 

Milan ordinaire, Gros Chou de Milan.—Larger 

than the preceding, and lighter green; very 

rugose and hardy. 

7. Large Green German—syn. Drumhead, 

Cape, Large Late Green, Milan des Vertus, 

Gros Chou pomme-frise d’Allemagne.—This is 

the largest kind of Savoy, and the best among 

the large. The leaves are plainer than in the 

other varieties; the head roundish, a little 

flattened, like a Drumhead cabbage, which it 

also approaches in size. It is hardy, with¬ 

standing the frosts of ordinary winters very 

well. 

8. Conical —- syn. Milan a t^te longue.— 

Lather small, pointed, green, hardy, of very 

good quality, but affording a less weight of 

jiroduce than several of the preceding sorts. 

■ 9. Early Yellow—syn. Yellow Globe.— 

Middle-sized, roundish, yellow; hearts early, of 

tender substance when cooked, and very good, 

but some object to the colour. 

10. Early Long Yellow, or Milan dore a 

tete longue.—This also is an early variety, but 

it does not heart firmly. 

11. Yellow Curled—syn. Yellow, Large 

Late Yellow, White Savoy, Bloemendale, New 

Bloemendalers, Milan dore or de Savoie. -— 

Dwarf, middle-sized, round; leaves pale green 

at first, but quite yellow in winter. The heart 

is not so compact as some, but it is of tender 

quality, and by many it is preferred, being 

considered much sweeter than the other kinds. 

It is later and hardier than the other yellow 

Savoys. 

The Savoy succeeds best in a moderately 

rich soil, neither veiy stiff nor too highly ma¬ 

nured, and in an open situation. Eor a supply 

in the end of autumn, and throughout the 

Avinter, three soAvings will generally be suffi¬ 

cient; namely, one towards the close of Feb¬ 

ruary for an early crop, another about the 

middle of March, and a third in the middle of 

April for late productions. In early soils the 

third weeks of March and April will be soon 

enough. Sometimes, also, a small quantity is 

sown in the beginning of August, to come in 

for use early in autumn; but sowing some 

early sort, such as the Early Ulm, in spring is 

preferable. 

The ground for the seed-bed having been 
prepared, the seed is sown thinly broadcast, 
and raked in, and in light soils the surface is 
pressed with the back of the spade. When the 
young plants have made two or three rough 
leaves, they should be pricked out 3 inches 
apart into nursery beds. In May some of the 
most forward plants of the early sowing may 
be planted out for use in September, if this 
vegetable is required so early; the remain¬ 
der may be transplanted in the course of the 
month of June. The main crop and latest 
soAving may be planted out in J uly and Au¬ 
gust, when rain is likely to fall. In all cases 
the strongest plants of the respective soAvings 
should be planted out. On taking up the 
plants, tlieir roots should be examined, in or¬ 
der to ascertain Avhether they are clubbed or 
not, and all that exhibit any signs of that dis¬ 
ease shordd be rejected. The distances at 
Avhich the plants may be put in, varies with 
the sort, and nature of the soil; in poor 
ground, less space being required than in rich 
soil. Small kinds, like the Early Ulm, may 
be planted 12 inches apart, in roAvs 15 inches 
asunder, whilst for the Large Green, and simi¬ 
lar sorts, the distance should be increased to 
2 feet each way; sorts of medium groAvth may 
have the above distance between the roAA’s, 
whilst 18 inches may be alloAved betAveen the 
plants in the roAvs. After planting, if the Avea- 
ther be dry, the plants should be watered, and 
this ought to be continued till they are again 
established; afterwards all the culture required 
is confined to hoeing the ground occasionally. 

Except in very severe Avinters, Savoys do not 

require protection from frost; sometimes, how¬ 

ever, the plants are inclined toAvards the north, 

and the earth taken from that side placed over 

the roots on the opposite side. The late crop 

remains fit for use till the end of February or 

later. 

Seed is saved in the same way as practised 

with the cabbage; it ripens in the months of 

July and August. 

SCOEZONEEA {Scorzonera hispanica, L. — 

Syngenesia Polygamia Squalls, L.; Composi- 
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in', D. 0.; Asteraceae, Liud.) is a hardy per¬ 

ennial, a native of Spain. The root, for which 

the plant is cultivated, is tapering and shaped 

like that of a carrot; its skin is black; the 

flesh on the inside white. The roots are 

cooked in the same way as those of salsafy. 

It succeeds best in a light, deep, free soil, 

and an open situation; and the ground for its 

reception should he trenched. It is raised 

from seed, which may be sown in drills 1 foot 

apart, covering the seed with soU to the depth 

of ^ inch. As it is apt to run to seed the 

same year in which it is sown, and conse- 

cjuently to become tough and woody, it is bet¬ 

ter not to sow the general crop till the end of 

April, in the hotter part of the kingdom; else¬ 

where it may be sown in the end of March, 

or from that time to the middle of Api’il. A 

second sowing may be made in May, as a pre¬ 

cautionary measure, in case the plants of the 

first sowing should run. The young plants, 

when 3 or 4 inches high, should be thinned out 

to 8 inches asunder in the rows. In Septem¬ 

ber, some of the roots will have attained suffi¬ 

cient size to be drawn for immediate use; others 

will come in for use in October and November. 

In the latter month they will be in perfection, 

and before frost sets in, a quantity maybe taken 

lip and stored in sand for a supply diming its 

continuance. At other times, the roots re¬ 

maining in the ground will afford a supply 

throughout the winter and spring; and will 

continue fit for use till April or May, about 

which time the plants begin to run to flower. 

Before this takes place any roots remaining in 

the ground should be taken up and placed in 

sand. The seed ripens in autumn, and is best 

when saved from plants two years old. 

SCURVY GRASS (Cochlearia officinalis, L.—: 

Tetradynamia Siliculosa, L.; Cruciferse, D. C.; 

Brassicacere, Liud.) is a hardy annual, a na¬ 

tive of Britain, found growing on the sea¬ 

shores, among sand and stones. It grows from 

6 to 12 inches high, has shining, roundish, 

heart-shaped leaves, and small white flowers, 

which appear in tufts among the branches in 

May. In a fresh state it is stimulant, diure¬ 

tic, and a powerful antiscorbutic, on account 

of which qualities it is still cultivated in some 

gardens for use in salads. It is raised from 

seed, which is sown broadcast in April on a 

moist soil, and in a shady situation. When 

the young plants are about 2 inches high, they 

should be thinned out, if too close, to about 

4 inches apart, after which they require no 

further culture than to keep them free of weeds, 

and to water frequently in dry weather. 

SEA-KALE {Crambe maritima, L.—Tetrady¬ 

namia Siliculosa, L.; Cruciferre, B. C.; Bras- 

sicacetB, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of the shores of Britain, and which has been 

cultivated for more than a century, but most 

extensively within the last fifty years. Bor- 

merly the green leaves were used boiled as 

greens; but now the young blanched shoots 

are the parts used, and the chief aim in its 

cultivation is to produce these large, crisp, and 

well blanched. 

Soil and Situaidon. — The situation for a 

plantation of sea-kale should be open to the 

sun, and not under the drip of trees. The 

best soil is a rich, deep, sandy loam, but the 

plant will succeed in any good garden ground 

that is not stiff. The kinds of manure that 

were recommended for asparagus Avill also be 

suitable for sea-kale. The ground should be 

trenched to the depth of from 2 to 2^ feet, 

and according as it is poor or rich, more or 

less farm-yard or other manure should be well 

incorporated with it. 

Gidtivation.—Sow in rich soil in March, or 

as early in April as possible, in rows 1 foot 

asunder, and thin the plants to 6 inches apart 

in the rows. Stir the ground, and keep the 

plants clear of weeds during the season. To¬ 

wards midsummer, a sprinkling of salt or of 

nitrate of soda may be applied with benefleial 

efl’ects. Either of these salts may be sown 

over the leaves of the plants as well as on the 

ground, and no injury will result. 

In the following March, the ground being 

trenched and duly prepared, commence at 2^ 

feet from the side of the quarter, and mark 

three rows at 2^ feet apart. Then a 3-feet 

space should be allowed; and again three rows 

should be marked off at 2^ feet apart, and so 

on. If ground is scarce, it will nevertheless 

be advisable to retain the distance of 3 feet 

between every third and fourth row; but be¬ 

tween the others an interval of only 2 feet 

may be allowed. This distance will also be 

proper for a plantation which is to be forced, 

only the plants should be 2 feet apart in the 

row, in order to admit of blanching pots being 

placed over them. 
When the plants are taken up, the top of 

each with all the crown buds should be pared 

off. If this precaution be not taken, the plants 

would be apt to run to seed in the first sum¬ 

mer after planting; but when the crown is cut 
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off several buds will push which will not have 

this tendency. A trench about 1 foot deep 

should then be made by the side of a line, and 

the plants inserted so that their crowns may 

be about 2 inches below the surface. Water¬ 

ing after planting is not required, at least till 

the plants have sti’uck fresh root. 

After planting, the growth of the plant 

should be imomoted as much as jjossible, and 

with this view a mulching of rotten dung may 

be applied, or liquid manure may be occasion¬ 

ally given. The flower-stems, if any push, 

should be cut off as they appear. Buds will 

be formed in the axils of each leaf, and in the 

spring of the second year of planting, they 

will form a sprout which becomes fit for use 

when blanched, and, of course, the larger and 

more vigorous it is the better. Its strength 

greatly depends on that of the bud, and this 

again on the size of the leaf in the previous 

autumn j efforts should therefore be made to 

grow only large leaves. In order to do this, 

it is adv'isable to make an early removal of 

some of the weaker ones, so that a limited 

number may have more light and air. If some 

very large sprouts are intended to be grown, 

the plants should be kept far apart. In the 

autumn the leaves should be removed as they 

decay, and, when all are cleared off, the ground 

should be forked over, and a covei-ing of leaves, 

^6 or 8 inches thick, jffaced over the plants, 

and on this some litter should be put to pre¬ 

vent the leaves from being blown away. If 

leaves are not at command, the plants may be 

covered with 6 or 8 inches thick of light soil, 

and by this means they will be blanched, 

though not forced. 

Instead of sowing in a nursery bed, and 

transplanting the year - old seedlings, some 

prefer sowing the seed in patches, at the pro¬ 

per distances, where the plants are to I’emain 

for produce. This is certainly the more natu¬ 

ral mode, and well-established plants can be 

obtained by it; the only objection is the loss 

of the ground for a year. The plants should 

be allowed to follow their natural mode of 

growth diu’ing the first summer, but after the 

winter is over, the crowns of every plant should 

be pared off, as was recommended in trans¬ 

planting, to prevent the formation of flowering 

stems. In the second spring after sowing a 

portion may be blanched if required. 

Plantations may also be made from cuttings 

of the roots, for any part of these will push 

shoots, and form a plant. The extremities of 

the roots of plants taken up for forcing, in 

November, or subsequently, answer very well. 

Being the younger portions of the roots, they 

ultimately make better plants than woiild re¬ 

sult from transplanting the older and thicker 

parts. These thongs, or extremities of the 

roots, should be cut in lengths of about 4 in¬ 

ches, and laid in a heap till the time of plant¬ 

ing, in spi-iug. Cuttings should not be taken 

from any but very healthy plants, a few of 

which will afford enough to make a moderate 

plantation. 

Taking the Crop. — The blanched sprouts 

should be cut when they are from 3 to 6 in¬ 

ches in length, and whilst crisp, stiff, and com¬ 

pact; they should not be left till they are 

drawn up so as to bend or hang down. The 

soil or other material used for excluding the 

light should be carefully removed so as to ex¬ 

pose the stem of the sprout, and the latter 

should be cut a little below the base of the 

petioles, and just enough to keep these at¬ 

tached. 

To save Seed.—Select some strong plants, 

and allow them to take their natural growth, 

without cutting off the crowns, or blanching. 

When the seed is ripe, collect the pods, dry 

them, and put them into open canvas bags. 

The seeds keep best in the pods. 

SHALLOT {Allium ascalonicum, L.—Hexan- 

dria Monogynia, L.; Liliacese, D. 0.; Liliacefe, 

Lind.)—The shallot is a hardy perennial, a 

native of Palestine, found near Ascalon; hence 

the specific name. The bulbs, which are milder 

in flavour, and do not possess sirch an offen¬ 

sive odour as those of garlic, are used in a raw 

state for flavouring steaks and chops; and 

boiled, in soups, stews, and some other dishes. 

The varieties are:— 

1. Common Shallot. 

2. Long-keeping Shallot. 

3. Jersey, or Russian Shallot. 

4. Crosse Echalote d’Alencon. 

The second sort will keep nearly two years, 

and is not so liable to be attacked by vermin 

at the root as is the case with the variety gen¬ 

erally cultivated. The Jersey shallot has very 

glaucous leaves, and is much earlier than the 

other sorts; but the bulbs do not keep so long. 

The leaves of the fourth sort resemble those 

of the preceding; the bulbs are slower in for¬ 

ming, but acquire a much greater size. It jiro- 

duces the largest bulbs of any, but the worst 

keepers, as, when stored, they soon begin to 

push. 
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Much dependence cannot, however, he placed 

in these varieties, for they are all extremely 

liable to degenerate in two or three years to 

the common sort. 

The shallot requires a rich, free, and rather 

dry soil, not recently manured, and a warm 

aspect. In recently manured, and in damp 

gi-ound, the bulbs are very liable to be attacked 

by the maggot; in such, therefore, it should 

never be planted. It is propagated by plant¬ 

ing the cloves 6 inches apart, in shallow diills 

1 foot asunder, leaving the points of the bulbs 

a little above ground. Formerly the biilbs 

Avere planted 2 or 3 inches deep; but in moist 

soils and wet seasons they were very liable to 

rot when so treated. Mr. Knight, having found 

that his crops of shallots, planted in the usual 

manner, had, during several years, become 

mouldy, and perished, and that the same thing 

frequently occurred in other gardens in his 

vicinity, adopted the following mode of cul¬ 

ture with very successful results. 

A few bulbs, divided as far as practicable 

into single buds, “were planted upon the sur¬ 

face of the ground, or rather above it, some 

very rich soil having been placed beneath 

them, and the mould having been raised on 

each side to support them, till they should 

become firmly rooted. This mould was then 

removed by the hoe and watering-pot, and the 

biilbs in conseqiience were placed wholly out 

of the ground. The growth of these plants 

now so closely resembled that of the common 

onion as not to be readily distinguished from 

it, till the irregularity of form, resulting from 

the numerous germs within each bulb, became 

conspicuous. The forms of the bulbs, how¬ 

ever, remained permanently different from all 

I had ever previously seen of the same species, 

being much more broad, and less long; and 

the crop was so much better in quality, as 

well as much more abundant, that I can con¬ 

fidently recommend the mode of culture adop¬ 

ted to the attention of every gardener.”— 

{Uorticultural Transactions, vol. ii. p. 98.) A 

small plantation to afford young bulbs in June 

and July may be made in the middle of Octo¬ 

ber, or from that to the beginning of Novem¬ 

ber; but the principal crop should be planted 

in February or the beginning of March. 

The ground must be kept free of w^eeds, 

and in wet seasons it is a good practice to 

remove the earth fiem about the bulbs, so that 

they may be wholly out of the ground. In 

July or August, when the leaves turn yellow 

and dry iij), the bulbs may be taken up, and, 

having been exposed to the sun for several 

days to dry, they should be placed in nets, or 

tied up in ropes like onions, and then hung 

up in a dry airy room into which frost can¬ 

not penetrate. 

SKIKRET {Sium Sisamm, L.—Pentandria 

Digynia, L.; Umbelliferse, D. C.; Apiacese, 

Lind.) is a perennial plant, a native of China 

and Japan. The roots, which are the part 

used, are composed of several prongs about the 

thickness of a finger, joined together at top. 

They were formerly much esteemed, but their 

taste being disagreeable to some palates, the 

plant is now seldom cultivated. The roots ai’e 

boiled, and afterward served in the same way 

as those of salsafy and scorzonera. It suc¬ 

ceeds best in a free, rich, deep soil, and in an 

open situation. It is generally raised from 

seed, but may also be propagated by slipping oft' 

the side shoots in spring, before they begin to 

shoot. Each of these must be furnished with 

at least one eye or bud, and they should be 

planted in a shallow trench, with their crowns 

1 inch below the surface. This method is, 

however, seldom practised; for not only is it 

more troublesome, but the roots produced are 

neither so large nor so tender as those yielded 

by plants raised from seed. It should be sown 

in the end of March, or in April, in drills 1 

foot apart. In dry weather the bed should 

be watered, and Avhen the young plants are 

about 2 inches high, they may be thinned out 

to 6 inches asunder. The ground should be 

slightly stirred, and frequent waterings given 

in dry weather. This will greatly tend to 

increase the size and tenderness of the roots. 

Some of these may be taken up young in Sep¬ 

tember, and they will be in perfection in No¬ 

vember, and continue so till the plants begin 

to exhibit signs of pushing up ftower-stems, 

when they should be taken up and stored in 

sand. The flowere are white, and appear in 

July and August. The seed ripens in autumn. 

It should only be saved from the plants which 

flower the second year, for that produced by 

those which run the first season is generally 

worthless. 

SORREL {Eumex, L.—Hexandria Trigynia, 

L.; Polygonefe, D. C.; Polygonacese, Lind.)— 

The leaves of sorrel are used in soups, salads, 

and sauces, e.specially on the Continent, where 

they are also used as spinach. 

Three species and several varieties are cul¬ 

tivated ;— 
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I. Common Sorrel {R. acetosa, L.) a peren¬ 

nial, a native of Britain, where it grows na¬ 

turally in meadows and pastures. The flowers 

of this species are dicecious. The varieties 

are:— 
1. Common Garden Sorrel. 

2. Belleville Sorrel (Oseille de Belleville). 

3. Blistered-leaved Sorrel {Oseille afeu- 

illes cloquees). 

The second sort is the best: its leaves are 

larger than those of the common sort, and not 

so acid. It is the kind generally cultivated 

near Paris. The third sort has also large leave.s, 

the surface of which is blistered; it is slow in 

running to seed. 

II. French Sorrel, also called Eoman or 

Bound-leaved Sorrel {R. sctitalus, L.), is a 

liardy perennial, a native of France and Swit¬ 

zerland. Its stem is trailing, and rises from 

12 to 18 inches high; the leaves are roundish, 

heart-shaped, entire, glaucous, and smooth; the 

flowers are hermaphrodite. The leaves are 

more acid than those of the preceding species, 

on which account they are preferred by many 

persons* 

III. Mountain Sorrel {R.montanus,'ii.V.), 

a hardy perennial, a native of the same coun¬ 

tries as the preceding, is dicecious. There are 

two varieties of this species:— 

1. Mountain Sorrel {Oseille vierge). 

2. Green Mountain Sorrel {Oseille vierge 

verte lisse). 

These are both of French origin. The leaves 

of the first sort are slightly blistered, larger 

than those of the common soirel, of a paler 

gi’een, and not so acid. It is an excellent sort, 

and does not run quickly to flower. The 

leaves of the Green Mountain sorrel possess 

much acidity, are of darker green, lai'ger, more 

abundant, and earlier in spring than those of 

the preceding sort. It is the latest in running 

to flower, and is considered to be preferable to 

any of the other sorrels. The male individuals 

of R. montanus are mentioned in the Bon 

Jardinier as well adapted for being planted as 

an edging in the kitchen garden. 

Sorrel grows well in almost any soil, but 

succeeds best in one that is I'ich, deep, and 

rather moist. All the sorts may be propaga¬ 

ted by dividing the roots in March or April, 

and tills method is that which must be adop¬ 

ted in propagating the dioecious kinds when 

male plants are required. It may also be raised 

from seed, sown at the same time, or in au¬ 

tumn; the best plants are obtained from seed. 

but the varieties when sown are apt to return i 

to their original type. The seed may be sown 

either broadcast or in drills, on well - dug ' 

ground, raked flue, and it should be covered 

with flue earth to the depth of ^ inch. The 

distance between the drills may be 15 inches 

for the small-leaved sorts, and 18 inches for 

the large-leaved kinds. When the young plants 

are 2 or 3 inches high, they should be thinned 

out to 1 foot apart in the row, and the thin¬ 

nings may be planted at the above distances, 

water being given at planting, and afterwards 

till they take root. About two months after 

sowing, some of the leaves may be gathered. ; 

In doing this, the plants are generally cut 

over; but the market gardeners near Baris pre¬ 

fer gathering the leaves singly, always taking 

those which are full grown, leaving the younger 

to increase in size, and this is the best plan. 

As the acidity of the leaves is increased in the 

heat of summer, a small quantity to come in 

for use at that season should be sown or plant¬ 

ed in a shady, and rather moist border. All 

the care necessary, is to hoe the ground be¬ 

tween the rows occasionally, to fork it in 

spring or autumn, and to take up the plants, ' 

divide, and replant them every three or four 

years, or less frequently if they are growing 

vigorously and produce full-sized leaves. 

SPINACH {Sqnnacia oleracea, L. — Dioecia | 

Pentandria, L.; Chenopodeie, D. C.; Chenopo- 

diacese, Lind.) is an annual plant, supposed by i 

some to be a native of Northern Asia, but its ! 

native country is not certainly known. i 
The varieties, which are few, may be divided 

into two classes;—I. Smooth-seeded. II. \ 

Prickly-seeded. 

i 
I.—Smooth-seeded. 

1. Summer Spinach—syn. Bound Spinach, 

Spring Spinach, Thick-leaved Botmd Spinach, 

Epinard de Hollande, Epinard rond.—Leaves 

large, roundish, and thick. This sort is adap¬ 

ted for summer use; all the others for winter 

supply. In consequence of its soon running 

to seed, it requires to be sown frequently. 

2. Flanders Spinach — syn. Epinard de 

Flandre, Epinard de Flandre a tres larges feu- 

illes.—Leaves large, hastate, from G to 8 inches 

in breadth. It is a hardy and good winter 

spinach. 

3. Lettuce-leaved Spinach—syn. Epinard ! 

d’Esquermes, Ejiinard a feuilles de laitue.— 

Leaves very large, rounder than those of the 
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preceding sort, of thick substance, and of a dark 

green colour. It is not perhaps quite so hardy 

as the Flanders spinach, but on account of its 

superior quality, at least half of the ground 

alloted for the winter crop should be occupied 

by it. A. variety called the Epinard Gaudry 

appears to be the same as this sort; at least 

it is very similar to it. 

II.—Pricklv-seeded. 

4. Peickly-seeded—syn. Winter Spinach, 

Bordeaux, Epinard commun of the French.—• 

Eeadily distinguished by its seeds being prickly. 

Leaves smaller and thinner than those of the 

Flanders and Lettuce-leaved, to which varie¬ 

ties it is inferior in everything but hardiness. 

The soil for spinach should be deep and rich, 

neither very stiff, nor very light. The groimd 

for the summer sowings should be rather moist, 

otherwise frequent waterings will be necessary; 

whilst for the winter crops a dry, wai-m spot 

must be selected. In all cases the ground 

should be deeply dug, and, if necessary, ma¬ 

nured with stable-dung. Blood, guano, and 

other nitrogenous manures, are also used with 

advantage. 

The first sowing of the Summer spinach 

may be made in the middle of February, and 

from that time a small quantity should be 

sown every three weeks till the beginning of 

May, afterwards a small sowing may be made 

every ten days till August, if a constant supply 

is required, for the summer crops soon run to 

seed. In the first week in August, and again 

in the third week of that month, the j^rincipal 

oro;^ of Flanders and Lettuce-leaved spinach 

for winter use should be sown; and lastly, an¬ 

other sowing of the same kinds may take place 

in the beginning of September. The sowings 

for summer use should be made in a somewhat 

shady situation, with the view of preventing 

the plants from running to seed so soon as 

they otherwise would. Frequently, the sum¬ 

mer crops are sown in a single drill between 

rows of pease or beans; in this way they do 

veiy well, and in rich soil do not injure the 

plants between which they are grown. 

The ground having been deeply dug, the 

seed should be sown in drills about 1 inch 

deep, 12 inches apart for the Summer spinach; 

but for the Flanders and Lettuce-leaved varie¬ 

ties, from 15 to 18 inches between the rows 

may be allowed. The winter crops are also 

frequently sown broadcast, in 4 or 5 feet beds. 

with 1-foot alleys between. Previous to sow¬ 

ing, if the ground is dry, the drills should be 

Avell watei'ed; it is also advantageous to steep 

the seeds before sowing for five or six hours, 

when their speedy germination is desired; but 

in this case they must not afterwards be al¬ 

lowed to get diy, nor sufler from Avant of 

Avater. 

After sowing, the seed-bed should be fre¬ 

quently watered in dry weather. When the 

young plants have made three or four leaves, 

they shoidd be thinned out to about 2 inches 

apart; afterwards, Avhen rather fm-ther ad¬ 

vanced, they may be thinned out to 6 inches 

apart in the rows, for the Summer spinach; 

but the other kinds should be allowed 9 inches 

between the plants. Some, before thinning 

the summer crops a second time, make a first 

gathering, and then cut out every alternate 

plant. After thinning, the culture is confined 

to keeping the ground clean, stirring occasion¬ 

ally, and watering frequently and copiously in 

dry Aveather. In gathering for \Ase, the largest 

leaves should be taken off first, either by cut¬ 

ting or picking, the others being left to pro¬ 

duce in succession; but during the Ireat of 

summer the plants may be cut over. 

To save Seed.—Seed of the Summer spinach 

may be saved from plants of the early spring 

sowings; and to obtain that of the Avinter 

kinds, a portion may be transplanted in spring. 

After fertilization has taken place, all the male 

plants may be at once remov^ed. The seed 

remains good for tAvo or three years. 

SITCCORY. See Chicoey. 

SWEET CICELY (Scandix odorata, L.—Pen- 

tandria Digynia, L.; XJmbelliferas, D. C.; Api- 

acete, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of Britain. In this country the leaves Avere 

formerly put into salads, but the strong flavour 

of aniseed, which the whole plant possesses, 

renders them disagreeable to most persons. It 

is no longer cultivated in Britain, but the 

leaves and roots are still used in France; the 

former for the same purposes as those of cher¬ 

vil ; the latter in soups, to which they are said 

to communicate an agreeable taste. The plant 

Avill grow in any situation, and may be i-aised 

from seed, Avhich is best sown in autumn. 

TANSY {Tanacetum vulgare,E.-—Syngenesia 

Polygamia Superflua, L.; Compositae, L). C.; 

Asteraceos, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a na¬ 

tive of Britain. The young aromatic leaves 

are employed in colouring and flavouring pud¬ 

dings, &c. 
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Two varieties are cultivated;— 

1. Common Tansy. 

2. Curled Tansy. 

The second sort is the most esteemed, and 

the one generally cultivated. 

Tansy may be raised from seed sown in 

spring, but is usually ]3ropagated by dividing 

the roots in February or March, or in autumn. 

The divisions should be planted 1 foot apart, 

in rows 18 inches asunder. The ground be¬ 

tween the rows should be hoed and loosened 

occasionally; no other culture is necessary. 

By topping the plants before they come into 

flower, the production of young leaves will be 

encouraged. The plants will continue many 

years in the same place; but in a few seasons 

they exhaust the soil, so that the leaves are 

not so tender; therefore a new plantation 

should be frequently made in fresh soil. 

TARRAGON {Artemisia Dracunculus, L. — 

Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua, L.; Compo- 

sitfe, D. C.; Asteracefe, Lind.) is a perennial 

plant, a native of Siberia. The aromatic leaves 

and tops are used in salads and soups, are 

pickled with gherkins, and an infusion of them 

in vinegar forms the much esteemed tarragon 

vinegar. It requires a free, light, and some¬ 

what dry soil, and a warm situation. It is 

propagated by dividing the roots in March or 

April, planting them in deeply dug ground, 

8 inches apai’t, in rows from 12 to 15 inches 

asunder, covering the roots with soil to the 

depth of 2 or 3 inches. It may also be pro¬ 

pagated by cuttings of the shoots, taken off in 

July or August, planted under a hand-glass, 

and transplanted when they have made good 

roots, water being given at planting and until 

they are established. As the jilants are liable 

to be injured by severe frost, it is a good plan 

to cut them down at the approach of winter, 

and to cover the crowns with a little mould 

and then with litter. In spring the ground 

should be slightly stirred, but not so deeply as 

to injure the roots. A fresh plantation should 

be made every year; for tarragon, though a 

perennial, is apt to die off in this climate, sel¬ 

dom lasting good for more than two or three 

years. Where not forced in winter, a quan¬ 

tity should be cut and dried for use in that 

season. 

TETRAGONIA EXPANSA. See New Zealand 

Spinach. 

THYME {Thymus, L. ■—Didynamia Gymno- 

spermia, L.; Labiatae, D. C.; Lamiaceae, Lind.) 

—The leaves and tops of thyme are extensively 

used in soups and stufiings, for which purposes 

two species are cultivated, namely. Common 

Thyme and Lemon Thyme. 

I. Common Thyme {Thymus vulgaris, L.) 

is an evergreen under shrub, a native of the 

south of Europe. Of this there are three va¬ 

rieties :—- 

1. Narrow-leaved Common Thyme. 

2. Broad-leaved Common Thyme. 

3. Variegated Common Thyme. 

The first two sorts are those cultivated for 

culinary purposes, the other being chiefly 

grown for ornament, 

II. Lemon Thyme {Thymus citriodorus, Vera.) 

is a low evergreen shrub, of a trailing habit, 

and rarely exceeding 4 inches in height. Its 

native country is not known. Its smell is 

exceedingly pleasant, and, on account of the 

flavour, it is preferred to the common sort for 

some dishes. 

Thyme is always most aromatic, and thrives 

best when planted in a light, rich, and rather 

dry soil, and in a warm situation. It may be 

propagated by seed, by dividing the plant, or 

by rooted branches; the last is the mode in 

which Lemon thyme may be most readily pro¬ 

pagated. The best plants are raised from seed. 

This should be sown in April, on a bed of light 

earth raked fine. They may be sown broad¬ 

cast, in shallow drills 8 inches apart, or in a 

single drill to form an edging; in all cases 

covering lightly with earth. The seed-bed 

and th,e young plants, when they come up, 

should be watered occasionally in dry weather. 

They may be thinned out in June or July to 

4 inches apart; or, if sown in drills, to about 

3 inches apart in the row. The thinnings may 

also be planted, water being given at planting, 

and subsequently till they take root. 

Old plants may be divided in March or 

April, and rooted branches may be taken off 

and planted at the same period, in both cases 

watering at jilanting. Branches may be in¬ 

duced to take root by bending them down and 

covering the lower ])ortion with earth, when 

they will soon take root. 

Thyme is frequently planted or so^vn as an 

edging, and answers the purpose very well; 

but after the lapse of three or four years, or 

when the edging commences to exhibit gaps, 

the plants should be taken up. When coming 

into flower a quantity should be cut, or pulled 

up, and dried for winter use. 

TOBACCO {Nicotiana Tabacum, L.—Pentan- 

dria Monogynia, L.; Solanem, D. C.; Solana- 
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ceje, Lind.)—The tobacco is an annual plant, 

a native of South America, now cultivated in 

all the warmer regions of the globe. Its cul¬ 

tivation in this country for sale is not only 

absolutely prohibited, but even if it were al¬ 

lowed it could not be profitably carried out on 

account of the inferior quality of the produce 

in our climate, the exhausting nature of the 

crop, and high rent of the land. Leaves, how¬ 

ever, can be produced in this country of a qua¬ 

lity which is found to answer exceedingly well 

for the destruction of insects, and its cultiva¬ 

tion in gardens for this purpose is desirable, 

as the heavy duty on the imported article is 

saved by so doing. Although it is unlawful 

to plant tobacco except for medicinal purposes, 

and even then the quantity must not exceed 

half a pole, yet we are not aware of any in¬ 

stance in which the growing of it for the de¬ 

struction of insects has been objected to by the 

excise authoritiesnevertheless, it is advis¬ 

able to obtain their permission in the first 

place. 
Many vaideties are distinguished: two of 

the best are the Broad-leaved Virginian and 

the Guatemala Tobacco. The leaves of both 

these are very similar; but the former has 

pink, the latter white flowers. 

Tobacco is raised from seed, which should be 

sown on a moderate hot-bed about the middle 

of March, and covered lightly with fine earth. 

The after management in the garden of the 

Horticultural Society at Chiswick is thus de¬ 

scribed by Mr. John Wilson:— 

“When the plants were come up, and had 

acquired sufficient strength, they were pricked 

into shallow pans, about 2 inches apart; they 

were then gradually inured to the open air on 

good days, and finally planted out in the mid¬ 

dle of May, at 3 feet apart, in rich ground. 

They were shaded with flower-pots, and occa¬ 

sionally watered, till they had taken root and 

begun to grow. No more attention was be¬ 

stowed, except keeping the ground clean, until 

their lateral shoots began to show themselves, 

which were constantly kept pinched off as they 

appeared: these, if suffered to remain, would 

have had the effect of very much reducing the 

supply of sap from the useful leaves of the 

plants; they were topped at sixteen or eigh¬ 

teen leaves, according to their strength. The 

tobacco was ripe in the beginning of Septem¬ 

ber, as was indicated by the leaves becoming 

mottled with yellow spots, those at the bot¬ 

tom more so than at the top of the plant; 

they were also more glossy and shining than 

before. 
“ The mushroom-house, being at this time 

disengaged, was thought an eligible place for 

the curing process. The plants were taken up 

quite dry, with a few of their roots; but no 

particular attention was paid to saving many 

of the latter, as the object was only to avoid 

breaking the bottom leaves (which might have 

been the case by cutting the stems); the plants 

were carried immediately to the house, and 

hung on nails in the walls, and on ropes in 

the middle of it. When all had been brought 

into the house it was shut up quite close, the 

fire lighted, and the temperature kept to 70°, 

until the leaves got completely yellow, which 

they did in four or five days. The heat was 

then raised to 75°, and, in about a week, the 

leaves, with the exception of the midribs, were 

cured, and of a fine brown colour. The heat 

was then increased to between 80° and 90°, 

and in five days the midribs were so completely 

killed, that the thick ends of them would have 

broken immediately on attempting to bend 

them. The leaves were now very much curled, 

and dry as fire could make them, and, if sub¬ 

jected to any pressure, would have crumbled 

to snuff. Fire was discontinued, and the floor 

of the house well watered; this was repeated 

as it evaporated; and, in twenty-four hours, 

the leaves were as soft and pliable as could be 

desired: they could now be handled without 

breaking or wasting them. When stripjjed 

off the stalks they were stretched out singly, 

and laid above one another, smoothing them 

gently with the hands; when all were laid out 

neatly, they were well pressed to give them 

form and keep them smooth; they were then 

tied in hands of about half-a-dozen leaves in 

each, and packed into a tub, being well pressed 

as they were put in. In this way they re¬ 

mained a fortnight, when they began to mould 

slightly at the midribs, in consequence of the 

weather being moist and warm; they were 

then rehung in the house, and very gradually 

dried by Are heat; were afterwards brought 

to a moist state in the manner above described, 

and Anally were repacked in the tub. The 

important points in the above mode of curing 

are, to carry the plants to the house when¬ 

ever they are taken up; for, if the sun be 

bright, the leaves would sunburn in a short 

time; the leaves require to be yellow before 

the heat is increased, othei-wise the tobacco 

would cure too light-coloured; and the midribs 

45 
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must be completely killed before the leaves are 

taken otf the stalks; for, if not once made very 

dry, they would never keep. 

“ The number of leaves that each plant ought 

to be allowed to produce should be determined 

by the quality of the ground, the earliness or 

lateness of the season, Ac.; where these com¬ 

bine to the advantage of the plants, they are 

able to perfect propoi’tionally more leaves.”^— 

{Horticultural Transactions, second series, vol. 

i. p. 213.) 

In curing, merely drying the leaves is not 

sufficient, for the addition of water is neces¬ 

sary for the formation of nicotine; and a sbght 

fermentation is also said to assist in producing 

the same effect. It is to the presence of nico¬ 

tine that tobacco owes its poisonous projierties; 

hence, wliere due attention has not been paid 

to the formation of this organic base, the to¬ 

bacco is not unfrequently rendered totally un¬ 

fit for fumigation, proving more injurious to 

the plants themselves, than to the insects 

wliich it is intended to destroy. 

TOMATO, The, or Love Apple {Lycopersicum es- 

culentum, Dunal; Solanuni Lycopersicum, L. 

■—Pentaudria Monogynia, L.; Solaneas, D. C.; 

Solanacefe, Lind.) is a tender annual, a native 

of South America, and some say of Mexico as 

well. It is cultivated for its fruit, 'which forms 

the principal ingredient of various sauces; and 

it is also used in soujis, and made into a 2iickle 

when in a green state. 

The varieties are :—■ 

1. Large Red. 

Tomate grosse rouge. 
2. Smai.l Red. 

Tomate petite rouge. 
3. Cherry Tomato. 

Tomate Cerise. 
4. PEAR-SIIArED. 

Tomate en poire. 
5. Early Red. 

Tomate rouge h&tive. 
6. Large Yellow. 

Tomate grosse jaune. 
7. Small Yellow. 

Tomate petite jaune. 

The Large Ped is the best, and most gene¬ 

rally cultivated both in this country and in 

France. The fruit sometimes weighs as much 

as 12 oz., and a single jdant will jDroduce from 

20 to 40 lbs. of fruit. The Early Pted resem¬ 

bles the preceding, but is earlier. It is the 

sort forced by the market gardeners near Paris. 

The tomato is raised from seed, which should 

be sown in February or early in March, either 

in pots placed in gentle heat, or on a moderate 

hot-bed; in either case the jdants should be 

potted off, singly, into small pots, as soon as 

they have made their second leaves. As the 

plants increase in size, they should be shifted 

into larger pots, and plenty of air and water 

ought to be given. An occasional application 

of liquid manure will also be found beneficial. 

As the weather gets warmer, they must be 

more and more exposed to the air till the end 

of May, when, if the weather is favourable, 

they may be {:)lanted out against a wall or 

paling, with an east, west, or south aspect; the 

latter, however, is indispensable in cold locali¬ 

ties, both in England and Scotland. If neither 

of these be at command, they may be planted 

in warm situations, in the open ground, or 

better, at the foot of a bank slojoing to the 

south, with an inclination of about 45° more 

or less, as the soil will j^ermit. By planting 

in this way, due attention having been giA'en 

to training, removing superfluous branches, 

and thinning both fruit and leaves, Mr. Wil- 

mot of Isleworth obtained, in a warm season, 

400 half-sieves of ripe fruit from 600 jflants. 

In planting, holes 1 foot in dejith should be 

made, and in them should be put a quantity 

of rotten dung, which must be covered with 4 

or 5 inches of earth. Water ought to be given 

at planting, and subsequently in dry weather. 

As the branches increase in length, they should 

be nailed rather widely apart, to the wall or 

fence, the object bemg to expose the fruit as 

much as jAossible to the sun’s rays, without at 

the same time depi’iving the plant of its due 

proportion of foliage; or, if the plants are 

grown on a slojAing bank, they may be pegged 

down. Shoots, where too close together, or 

likely to cause confusion, should be thiimed out; 

but much foliage should not be removed at one 

time. Some almost entirely strip the jolant in 

order that the sun may colour the fruit, but it 

should be recollected that this colouring with- 

out the action of the leaves, does not consti¬ 

tute perfect ripening. When as much fruit 

is set as is likely to rijoen, and it is only those 

earliest formed that Avill do so in this countiy, 

the plants should be sto^DjAed by 2')inching. This 

operation must also be performed aboAm the 

fruit on each of the secondary branches; and 

laterals should be removed, but not all at one 

time. Afterwards all leavms that tend to shade 

the fruit from the sun should be taken off. 

The fruit rijjens in August, Sejfleraber, and 

October; it should be gathered as it succe.s- 
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pively comes to matui'ity, and when perfectly 

dry; if hnng up in a dry place, it will keep 

till November. Before frost sets in, all fruit 

not perfectly ripe should be gathered and 

placed in a vinery or peach-house to complete 

its maturity; but fruit so ripened, though use¬ 

ful, is never so good as that matured on the 

plant. 

Although the tomato is generally raised 

from seed, it may also be propagated by cut¬ 

tings, a plan which, from the following state¬ 

ment of a correspondent of the Gardener^ 

Chronicle, appears to be attended with some 

advantages. He says:— 

“Living not very far distant from Man¬ 

chester, I cannot boast of having the largest 

share of sunny days, but for fog and smoke I 

believe we can vie with any district in the 

kingdom. Nevertheless, I generally succeed in 

getting a good supply of tomatoes, well rip¬ 

ened, before autunui frosts set in. I propagate 

by cuttings, putting them in about the begin¬ 

ning of September. I need scarcely state, that 

the lateral shoots are preferable to the leading 

ones. They strike readily, either singly in 

small pots, or two or three together in larger 

ones; but I prefer the former method, as their 

roots are not so liable to get injured in potting. 

As soon as the plants are well rooted they are 

shifted into 5-inch pots, in which they remain 

till about the beginning of February, when they 

are repotted, giving them a decent shift; no¬ 

thing more is required except attention, &c., till 

planting out time. The tops may at this time 

be taken off and struck; they make excellent 

plants, fully the best, by the middle of May. 

The only objection to this system is the diffi¬ 

culty of keeping them over winter; but if one 

half of the plants only lives, the certainty of 

a crop will amply repay the trouble. Not 

only do plants raised in this way bear and 

ripen sooner than those produced from seed, 

but the fruit is both larger and there is more 

of it.”—{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1852, p. 70.) 

The above is a good plan to adopt in cold 

situations. But in these there is always much 

uncertainty as regards perfect ripening ; and 

where there is the means, it is better to grow 

the plants in a pit or in pots, which may be 

moved into any house where there is sufficient 

heat and light. In ripening off they will 

bear the heat of a pine stove. 

THEE PRIMROSE {fEnothera hiennis, L. — 

Octandria Monogynia, L.; Onagrarise, D. C.; 

Onagraceae, Lind.)—This is a hardy biennial 

plant, a native of Virginia, but naturalized in 

many parts of Europe. It is cultivated in 

Germany for its long fusiform roots, which 

are cooked in various ways. The following 

details respecting the method in which it is 

cultivated and used in that country, are trans¬ 

lated from the Bon JardinierIt is sown 

thinly broadcast in April, on well-dug ground, 

and when the young plants have made a few 

leaves, they are planted in quincunx order, at 

from 12 to 20 inches apart, in ground manured 

the previous autumn. During the summer 

the ground is kept clean, and the plants wa¬ 

tered when necessary; in the autumn the roots 

are taken up, deprived of all the leaves, with 

the exception of the heart-leaves, and stored 

in a cellar; or they are left in the gi’ound and 

taken up as required, for the plant is perfectly 

hardy. The roots are eaten boiled, either cut 

into slices and put in salad, or served up with 

white sauce like the roots of salsafy. They 

are also put into soups. This vegetable is 

recommended for weak stomachs, being easy of 

digestion, and nourishing at the same time. 

It is not used after Easter, as the roots by 

that time become hard and woody.” 

TROP.ffiOLRM TUBEROSUM (Octandria Mono¬ 

gynia, L.; Tropreolese, D. C.; Tropieolacesc, 

Lind.) is a perennial plant, a native of Peru, 

deserving of mention as a recently introduced 

esculent. It produces an abundance of pretty 

yellow and red tubers, about the size of small 

pears, the taste of which is not, however, very 

agreeable. On this account a particular mode 

of preparation is adopted in Bolivia, where, 

according to M. Decaisne, they are treated in 

the following manner:— 

“ The tubers of the TrojXKolum tuberosum, 
designated ysano at La Paz, require to be 

prepared before they become edible. Indeed, 

when they were prepared in Europe like pota¬ 

toes, and immediately after being taken up, 

their taste was very disagreeable. But a mode 

of making them palatable was discovered in 

Bolivia, and the ysano has there become, if 

not a common vegetable, at least one which is 

quite edible. The means of making them so 

consists in freezing them after they have been 

cooked, and they are eaten when frozen. In 

this state M. Weddell affirms that they con¬ 

stitute an agreeable dish, and that scarcely a 

day passes at La Paz without two lines of 

dealers being engaged in selling the ysano, 

which they protect from the action of the sun 

bv enveloping it in a woollen cloth, and straw. 
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“ The ladies of La Paz are all very fond of 

the vsano; and in the season of the taiachas 

large quantities are sopjoed in molasses, and 

taken as refreshment during the heat of the 

Jay.”—{Journal of Horticultural Society, vol. 

ix. p. 59.) 

This plant may he propagated by pieces of 

the tubers in the same manner as potatoes, an 

eye being preserved on each piece. The sets 

should be jDlanted in April, about 4 feet apart, 

in light rich soil. The stems may either be 

allowed to trail along the ground, or pea-sticks 

may be placed for their support; in dry soils 

and seasons, the former method should be 

adopted; in those which are moist, the latter. 

The tubers are taken up in October or No¬ 

vember, when the leaves begin to decay, and 

stored in sand. 

TRUFFLE {Tuber ciharium, Sibth.—Crypto- 

gamia Fungi, L.; Fungi, D. C.; Alliance, Fun- 

gales, Lind.) — The common truffle is nearly 

spherical in shape, and when full grown rarely 

exceeds the size of a large walnixt. The sur¬ 

face is rough, warty, and of a black coloui’. 

The flesh is grayish, or white, when young, 

black veined with white, when old. The smell 

is powerful, but by no means unpleasant. It 

grows from 2 to 10 inches under the sxxrface 

of the ground, and the spots where it is to be 

found are discovered by means of dogs trained 

for the purpose. It is abundant in some parts 

of Britain, particularly in Wiltshire, Kent, and 

Hampshire; but never occurs in any but cal¬ 

careous soils, where it grows under the shade 

of trees, generally the oak and beech. In 

warm moist years it may be found throughout 

the year, but most abundantly from August 

to October. 

Truffles constitute a mxxch esteemed Ixxxixry, 

seldom indulged in by axxy but the lich. They 

are used in saixces, gravies, and in a great va¬ 

riety of dishes; indeed, it is an axiom xvith 

first-I’ate French cooks that the truffle im- 

Ijroves all that it toxxches. There is, howevei’, 

no doubt that they are indigestible, and inju¬ 

rious to the health wheix eaten in large qixan- 

tities. 

Besides the common species, there ai'e other 

and more esteemed sorts, not foxmd in tliis 

country, which are imported from the Conti¬ 

nent, axxd always command a very high price 

in oxxr markets. The most celebrated of these 

is the Piedmontese truffle {Tuber magnatuni), 

which is sold at an enormous price. It occux’s 

xibundantly in the moixntains of Piedmont, and 

probably nowhere else. The ti’xxffle of the 

Pai-is mai'kets {Tuber melanosporum), is richly 

scented, and also greatly superior in flavour to 

the common sox-t. 

Although mxxch has been written on the 
o 

cxxltivation of the trxxffle, yet aU attempts to 

grow it anywhere but in the localities where 

it naturally occixrs have termixxated unsuccess¬ 

fully. Some accoxxnt of the methods proposed 

may, however, afford useful hints to oxxr readers. 

The first person in this coxxntry who called at¬ 

tention to the possibility of cultivating it, ap¬ 

pears to have been Bi’adley, who has the fol¬ 

lowing obsei’vations on the subject, in a work 

entitled New Improvements of Planting and 

Gardening, both Philosophical and Practical:— 

“ The truffle may be easily cultivated whex’e 

thex’e are woods or coppices of oak or hazel, 

and where the soil is not too stiff or inclining 

to chalk. The soil where they are most found 

is a reddish sandy loam. This will then be 

the best for our purpose, especially if it has 

lain long uncxxltivated. AVhen we ai’e thus 

provided with the px’oper soil we must be sure 

to let it lie xxndistui’bed till we ai’e ready to 

plant, which will be in the months of October, 

Novembei', and Decembei*, if the weather be 

ojxen; for then the trxxffles are to be found ixi 

their fxxll ripeness, and then likewise one may 

find them in a state of pxxtrefaction, which is 

the time when the seeds are prepared for ve- 

getatioxx; it is in the last state that one ought 

to gather truffles for planting, or at least they 

should be in perfect ripeness. 

“ The proper soil and these I'otten truffles 

being found, we may begin our work as fol¬ 

lows :—Opexx a spot of groxmd of a convenient 

space, and take out the earth about 8 inches 

deep, and screen it, that it may be as fine as 

possible; then lay about 2 or 3 inches thick 

of this fine earth at the bottom of the trench 

or open ground, and upon it lay some of the 

over-x’ipe truffles, about 1^ foot distance from 

one xiiiother; and as soon as possible px-epai'c 

a thin mxxd, made of the screened earth and 

water, well mixed together, and poixr it on the 

trxxffles till the opened groxmd is qxxite filled 

up. By this means, in a few houi’S, the ground 

will be as close settled aboxxt the truffles as if 

it had never been dug or distui'bed at all, and 

yoxx may expect a good crop in dxxe time. Yoxx 

mxxst, however, take care to choose your spots 

of ground in woods or coppices, or such places 

as are shaded with trees.” 

The method proposed by Bradley does not 
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appear to have been successful; that of the 

Comte de Borch, whose work upon the sub¬ 

ject appeared at Milan in 1780, is said to have 

been attended with a better result. 

“ The Comte de Borch, previously to com¬ 

mencing his researches into the mode of pro¬ 

pagating truffles, took an ojjpoi-tunity of ex¬ 

amining the growth of the singular conglome¬ 

rations of clay and fungus-spawn, which are 

known in Italy by the name of Pietra fongh- 

osa. These are not only objects of curiosity 

in consequence of their producing, when pro¬ 

perly watered, a crop of fungi, hut the fungi 

so produced form an excellent article of food. 

They are not often brought over to this coun¬ 

try; but I have seen in an herbarium a speci¬ 

men produced from one of these fungus-stones 

in England. The cointe first removed a lump 

of the spawn from the surrounding earth, and 

contented himself with simply watering it, and 

under these circumstances it produced a pileus, 

which, however, withered when it had attained 

a certain height. He then as closely as possi¬ 

ble imitated the soil of which the agglomera¬ 

tions were composed, and placed one of them 

in the centre of it, and after repeatedly sprink¬ 

ling it with water, in which some fungi of the 

same species had been washed, he had then an 

excellent crop, which were distributed to many 

of his friends. He determined to keep this in 

view in his experiments on truffles. 

“ His attention was directed chiefly to the 

nature of the soil in which the particular spe¬ 

cies of traffle, on which he experimented, grew. 

He found that it was a light soil, mixed with 

pai’ticles of imperfectly decomposed vegetable 

substances, with a slight admixture of clay, 

and that a moist but not wet condition of it 

was most favourable to their development. He 

therefore prepared an artificial soil of such a de¬ 

scription as that in which he found the truffles 

most abundant. It was composed of seven 

parts of good garden earth, two of light ar¬ 

gillaceous soil, and one of oak sawdust; this 

was intimately mixed together, and abundantly 

sprinkled with rain-water. It was then ex¬ 

posed to the full sun till the moisture was ab¬ 

sorbed to the degree he wished, and in the soil 

thus prepared he placed four truffles of the 

best quality, but without any favourable re¬ 

sult, as they all gradually became mouldy. 

“ He then paid close attention to the struc¬ 

ture of the truffle itself, and he was led to 

suspect the existence of reproductive bodies in 

the veins, and having carefully collected a quan¬ 

tity, he had the satisfaction of finding, after 
forty-five days, a number of minute truffles. 

“ Having now ascertained that truffles were 
really ju-opagated by seed, he thought that it 
would be more convenient to try the effect of 
planting whole truffles, and this plan proved 
successful. Having prepared an entirely arti¬ 
ficial bed—or if the natural soil were prefer¬ 
able, taking care, after first trenching it to the 
depth of 2 feet and removing all lai'ge stones, 
to make such additions to it as should brins 
it as nearly as possible to the requisite condi¬ 
tion, especially that of a due proportion of oak 
sawdust, and if the clay Avere at all too stifi', 
about one-tenth of pounded snail - shells, and 
choosing an aspect rather exposed to the north 
than the south, and where no reflected rays 
could fall upon it, with every precaution to 
insure its being thoroughly di’ained—he first 
watered it thoroughly with pure rain-Avater, 
and after Avaiting a day or tAvo till it Avas in a 
proper state of moisture, he made roAvs ^ foot 
deep, and in these, at 6 inches’ distance, he 
placed good and sound truffles, each of them 
being surrounded with two or three handfuls 
of oak sawdust, taking care to mark the roAvs 
accui'ately. Bidges Avere then made over each 
roAv to prevent the truffles being injiAred by 
too abundant moisture; the bed Avas then left 
till the following autumn Avith no other pre¬ 
caution than in dry weather to take care that 
it did not become too dry. The result, Ave 
are informed, Avas an abundant harvest every 
year from October to JaniAary.”—(Rev. M. J. 
Berkeley, in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1845, p. 223). 
With reference to the preceding method, it is 
necessary to observe that the experiment Avas 
confined to the Piedmontese species. 

A treatise on the cultivation of the truffle, 
by Alexander von Bornholz, Avas published at 
Quedlinburg and Leipzig, in 1825; and a 
translation of it appeared in the Gardener's 

Magazine, vol. xiii., to Avhich we would refer 
such of our readers as may be desirous of 
entering minutely into the details of the sys¬ 
tem proposed, of Avhich the folloAving is a 

short account:— 
M. von Bornholz states, that Avhether a 

truffle plantation be made in a wood or in a 

garden, a someAvhat moist soil, and a Ioav 

situation should be chosen; at the same time 

the soil should be melloAV, fertile, and by no 

means boggy. As truffles are finest and most 

abundant in a light, ferruginous, calcareous 

soil, such should be selected for the planta- 
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tion; and if a soil of this description does not 

naturally occur in the neighbourhood, it must 

be artificially formed. A pit from 2^ to 3 

feet deep shoidd then be dug, and the sides 

and bottom lined Avith unbiu-ned calcareous 

stone, to prevent the burrowing of mice and 

other vermin; but where the subsoil is com¬ 

pact, the bottom should not be so lined. The 

pit is next to be filled to the depth of 1 foot 

with ferruginous calcareous soil, and the re¬ 

mainder of the space filled up with a compost 

of completely decomposed cow-dung, oak or 

hornbeam leaves, and wood soil, the whole of 

the ingredients having been thoroughly mixed. 

In this, young truffles are planted from 2 to 

6 inches deep, and the whole covered with 

oak leaves, above which some branches of the 

oak or hornbeam should be placed, and some 

young plants of these trees inserted. If truf¬ 

fles are to be raised in gardens, a Ioav, moist 

spot, shaded by trees, should be chosen, and 

a hole prepared and filled as before; but the 

compost iised must contain a larger proportion 

of oak leaves, pounded bark, and spent tan¬ 

ners’ bark. After planting, the bed should 

be covered every autumn with a layer of 

fiillen oak leaves 1 foot in thickness. 

It is very probable that the above method 

was merely theoretical. At all events there 

is no evidence to prove that successful results 

have been obtained. 

In a review {Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1852, 

p. 518) of M. Tulasne’s History and Mono- 

graphy of Truffles, a beautiful but scarce 

work, it is stated that the production of truf¬ 

fles “can easily be effected in certain calca¬ 

reous soils, even where they may not have 

been observed before. The plan consists sim¬ 

ply in sowing acorns on the soil, and when 

the oaks have attained the age of ten or 

twelve years, truffles begin to appear. The 

extensive truffle layers of Loudon, in Vienne, 

were actually produced in this manner. They 

consisted a few years since of naked unculti¬ 

vated plains, where truffles were unknown. 

The plantations must not be too thick; they 

are cut down for the first time when they are 

about twelve years’ groAvth, and then at inter¬ 

vals of from seven to nine years. They con¬ 

tinue fertile for about twenty-five or thirty 

years, when at length scarcely any truffles are 

produced.” 

Notwithstanding the failure of all the at¬ 

tempts Avhich have been made to subject the 

truffle to cultivation, there is still much reason 

to suppose that fui'ther experiments may ter¬ 

minate successfully. By ascertaining the che¬ 

mical composition of the truffle itself, by the 

careful analysis of the soils in which it grows, 

by ascertaining their cohesion, their power oi 

absorbing and retaining moisture, their tem¬ 

perature at vai’ious depths, the amount ot 

moisture they receive, and by observing any 

other peculiarity of soil and situation, the con¬ 

ditions which it naturally enjoys may be dis¬ 

covered. Then, by systematic experiments, 

the conditions essentially necessary to its 

growth may be found, and a proper mode of 

cultivation arrived at. In conclusion, it may 

be observed, that though experiments may be 

carried on with the common species, yet suc¬ 

cess once obtained with that, attention should 

be immediately directed to the naturalization 

and cultivation of the more valuable foreign 

sorts. 

TURNIP {Brassica Rapa, L.—Tetradynamia 

Siliquosa, L.; Cruciferce, D. C.; Brassicacere, 

Lind.)—The turnip is a hardy biennial, a 

native of Britain, as well as of many other 

parts of Europe. It has been cultivated for 

its roots from time immemorial, and the leaves 

are also frequently used as greens, or sometimes 

blanched as a substitute for sea-kale. 

The French turnip, a fleshy-rooted variety 

of Brassica JVapus, which is sweeter and of 

better flavour than the common turnijD, but 

inferior to it in size, is likewise cultivated for 

the same purposes; and the Swedi.sh turnip 

{^Brassica campestris rutabaga, D. C.) is some¬ 

times, on account of its extreme hardiness, 

grown in gardens in very cold situations where 

other kinds are liable to be injured by frost. 

The principal garden varieties of turnip 

are:— 

1. Early White Dutch—syn. Turnep ha- 

tif de Hollande, Have de Limousin.—Bulb 

roundish-oblate or flattened, skin white; flesh 

white and very tender, but must be used in a 

young state, for after the bulb has attained 

its full size, its quality becomes much deterio¬ 

rated; from 2 to 2^ inches in diameter, is a 

good size for use. This sort has been long in 

cultivation, and is still the one principally 

employed for the earliest crops. 

2. Early Elat White—syn. Navet blanc 

plat hatif.—Bulb small, much flattened; flesh 

Avhite and tender. A veiy eai’ly sort. 

3. Entire-Leaved Early Elat White— 

syn. NaA^et blanc plat hatif ^ feuille entire.— 

This is a A-aiiety of the preceding. The leaves 
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are not cut on the margins, and the bulb is 

round,^handsomely formed, early, and of good 

quality. 

4. Early White Strap-Leaf.—An excel¬ 

lent early variety, with small round bulbs, 

the flesh of which is white and tender. The 

top is small, consisting of a few long, narrow, 

or strap-shaped leaves. 

5. Early Six-Weeks—syn. Early Dwarf, 

Eai'ly Ball. — Bulbs globular, and growing 

chiefly above ground. Skin gi-eenish white; 

flesh white, tender, and of good flavour. Very 

early, and only adapted for use in a young 

.state, in summer and autumn. 

6. White Stone.—Bulbs round, somewhat 

flattened, larger than those of the Early White 

Dutch. Skin Avhite, tinged with green; flesh 

white, of fine quality, and firmer than that of 

the Early White Dutch. It is well adapted 

for late sowings, and is soon fit for use; but 

v/hen sown in spring it is apt to run quickly 

to seed. 

7. Vertus—syn. Erencli Tender, Navet 

tendre des Vertus.—Oblong; flesh very white, 

and of good quality. In this country, how¬ 

ever, the round form is generally jireferred to 

the oblong. 

8. Bed American Stone.—Bulb small, ob¬ 

late, growing chiefly above ground. Skin 

violet, where exposed to the light, wliite else¬ 

where; flesh Avhite and tender, but not so 

sweet as that of many other sorts. 

9. Chivas’ Orange Jelly.—A Cheshire 

Aariety of a handsome round form, Avith a 

small top. The skin is pale orange, the flesh 

yellow, juicy, sweet, and tender. It has very 

little fibre, so that Avhen boiled it almost ac¬ 

quires tlie consistence of a jelly. 

10. Yelloav Malta—syn. Maltese, Yellow 

Maltese, Golden Maltese. — Bulbs about 2 

inches in diameter, round, flattened above, and 

rather concave belovA', AAuth a small tap-root 

proceeding from the centre of the hollow. 

Flesh yelloAv and tender. An excellent sort. 

11. Yellow Finland—syn. Early Finland, 

Navet jaune de Finlande.—Bulb small, round 

above, concave below, with a A’ery small tap¬ 

root. Top small. Skin smooth and yellow; 

flesh yelloAv and very sweet. An excellent 

sort, which keeps long and is somewhat earlier 

than the Yellow Malta, to Avhich it bears con¬ 

siderable resemblance. It should be soAvn in 

June and July. 

12. Scotch Yellow—syn. Aberdeen Yellow. 

•—Bulb small, or middle-sized, roundish, grow¬ 

ing about half above ground. Skin yellow; 

flesh yellow, firm, and very sweet. An ex¬ 

ceedingly hardy sort, standing a severe winter 

better than any other garden variety. In the 

south, it should be sown for winter use about 

the middle of July; and in the north, in the 

beginning of that month. 

13. Teltoav—syn. Teltau Navet petit de Ber¬ 

lin, Markische TeltoAver.—Very small, with a 

tajieriug root, and a top not larger than that 

of a radish. The flesh is firm, very hot, but 

the rind is more especially so; this part, hoAv- 

ev’er, is not peeled off, as in it the piquant 

flavour is principally contained. It is em¬ 

ployed in ragouts, and for seasoning in various 

ways. It should be sown in light sandy soil. 

In rich ground its flavour is deteriorated. In 

the neighbourhood of Teltow, in Brandenburg, 

it is sown in April, and again in August; but 

for the second soAving in this coimtry, July is 

late enough. 

Soil and Manure.—The turnip succeeds 

best in light sandy soils, and loams containing 

a large proportion of sand. Stiff retentive 

soils, on the contrary, are ill adapted for the 

groAvth of good crops of well-flavoured bulbs, 

and on such, also, early crops are more apt to 

run to seed. In light dry soils, Avell-decom- 

jiosed farm-yard dung is one of the best appli¬ 

cations that can be made, as it not only affords 

nourishment but moisture to start the young 

plants into the rough leaf. For heavy laud, 

littery dung, not much decomposed, may be 

advantageously employed. Bone-dust, super¬ 

phosphate of lime, or guano, applied either 

separately or together Avith farm-yard manure, 

exercise a highly beneficial effect on the tur¬ 

nip crop, esjiecially in old garden soils con¬ 

taining an excess of organic matter, forcing 

the plants into the rough leaf, and encourag¬ 

ing the development of the bulbs. 

Culture.—Turnips are usually sown broad- 

ca.st in gardens; and as they are not required 

to be grown to a large size, this mode answers 

very well in light soils. Where the soil, how¬ 

ever, is more tenacious than could be Avished 

for this crop, it is a good plan to draAV drills 

AAdth a hoe at about 15 inches apart, fill them 

with well-rotted manure, which may be Ava- 

tered AAuth guano-water, and then cover Avith 

about 2 inches of soil. Bidges will thus be 

formed, and their tops should be levelled by 

passing a light roller along them. A small 

grove ought next to be opened along the centre 

of the ridges, and in it the seeds should be 
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so'VN'n as regularly as possible, then slightly 

covered with fine soil, which should afterwards 

be rolled. By this mode the plants will re¬ 

ceive abimdance of nourishment from the ma- 

niire immediately below them, as soon as they 

require it; at the same time, whether the 

weather prove dry or wet, the soil in the 

lidge, although naturally tenacious, will al¬ 

ways be looser than the same kind of soil laid 

flat. 

The times and frequency of the sowings 

depends on whether very young turnips are 

much in request or not. If such be the case, 

some of the Early White Dutch may be sown 

in a warm border in the end of January or 

in February, and protected. A larger sowing 

should be made in March, two sowings in 

April. In May, one sowing will suffice; but 

it would be advisable that part of it should be 

made in a cool situation; also that two or 

three varieties should be employed, for it often 

happens that one sort succeeds, whilst another 

fails. The risk of failure is greatly decreased, 

however, by employing two or more varieties. 

The principal autumn and winter crops should, 

in northern and cold districts, be sown in the 

last week of June; and in southern parts of 

the kingdom, in the first fortnight of July. 

A small sowing may be made in the first or 

second week of August, and even in the last 

week of that month, for supplying young tur¬ 

nips occasionally in winter, and for standing 

later in spring than the main crop. In most 

situations, a sowing once a-month, from March 

to July inclusive, will be sufficient, especially 

if, from experience, the most suitable varieties 

can be chosen. 

After sowing, the fii’st attention should be 

directed to the protection of the plants from 

the ravages of the flea. In some states of 
O 

the weather this is very difficult, and the 

whole sowing may either be destroyed, or the 

plants be so cripjDled that they never recover, 

nor form a sncculent bulb. Just before the 

plants make their appearance, the ground 

should be well moistened, if the weather is 

dry; and when the seed-leaves appear, the 

whole of the ground should be dusted over 

with lime. A very light frame-work mounted 

on wheels, and covered -svith canvas, daubed 

with tar or other sticky substance, has been 

employed with considerable success in catch¬ 

ing the flea. Several persons may drive the 

flea from a quarter of young turnips as fol¬ 

lows :—In the first place, let a supply of water 

be brought close to hand, or say to each end 

of the quarter; then let one person move 

steadily along one side of the piece of ground 

from one end to the other, delivering the 

water through a rose as he proceeds. The 

fleas will jump forward as the water ap¬ 

proaches them; and a second person following 

the first will keep them on the hop forward; 

whilst a third will drive them still further, 

and so on till the whole are driven off the 

ground. This process occasionally repeated, 

will permit the plants to acquire their rough 

leaves, and the crop, which would otherwise 

have been destroyed, or greatly injured, will 

probably be saved. The subsequent culture 

essentially consists in watering, thinning, and 

keeping the ground stirred and free from 

weeds. A moist season, or one in which 

warm cloxrdy weather pi’evails, is most suit¬ 

able for turnips. In continued dry weather, 

the growth of the plants is checked, and al¬ 

though genial weather should ensxxe, and start 

them into an over-growth, still the bulbs are 

never so tender and succulent as if growth 

had taken place at a uniform rate. Watering 

should therefore be attended to in dry wea¬ 

ther. Cold spring water must not, however, 

be used, as such would tend to check the 

growth, in hot weather more especially. The 

soil, by means of moistening and stirring, 

should be kept as loose as possible, and, as 

a matter of course, free of weeds. Partial 

thinning should be commenced as soon as the 

plants are fairly above ground, or at all events, 

as soon as they have acquired their first rough 

leaves. The distance left between the plants 

must be regulated according to the size of the 

variety. In rows, or drills, the small sorts 

may be left at 4 inches apart, and the larger 

at 5 or 6 inches. In broadcast sowings, 6 

inches may be allowed each way for summer 

crops, and 8 inches for those intended to stand 

the winter. 

Taking and Storing the Crop.—Crops for 

summer and autumn use are, of covu’se, drawn 

as soon as they become fit for use—the largest 

bulbs being taken first. With respect to the 

crops for winter supply, the greater portion 

may genei'ally be left in the ground to be 

taken up as wanted; but a small quantity of 

bulbs should be taken up, topped, tailed, and 

stored in sand for use in frosty weather. In 

cold situations, if the more tender sorts are 

grown, it is advisable to take up the whole 

crop, and store it in ridges like potatoes; and 
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the same precautious should he taken to secure 

it from frost and damp. The tops should he 

removed; hut the roots or tails should he left^ 

as the hulhs keep better when this is the case. 

To sam Seed.—It is rather a difficult matter 

to obtain the seed of turnips true in gardens, 

on account of the tendency which all plants 

of the brassica tribe have to cross with one 

another. For this reason, no other plant of 

that genus should he allowed to flower at the 

same time in the neighbourhood of the sort, 

the seed of which is to be saved. Only the 

best formed bulbs ought to be selected for 

bearing seed; and they should be taken up in 

autumn, and planted 2 feet apart in an open 

situation. When the seed is perfectly ripe, it 

may be beaten out, and, after having been well 

dried, hung up in a canvas bag in a cool, diy, 

airy place. It preserves its germinative power 

for four or five years, and sometimes longer. 

Insects and Diseases.—“ Turnips often fall 

a sacrifice to the inroads of insects; indeed, 

this iuvahiable vegetable is attacked by a 

greater variety of species than probably any 

other crop. At first, the ants run off with 

vast numbers of the seeds; and no sooner have 

the seed-leaves appeai’ed above ground than 

the fiea, fly, or beetle (A Itica nemorum), alights 

upon the field to devour the succulent leaves; 

and the plant dies. The allied species, named 

Altica consohrina, ohscurella, and concinna, as 

well as a weevil {Ceutorhynchus contractus), 

assist in defoliating the turnips. At a more 

advanced stage of growth, the nigger cater¬ 

pillars, the offspring of Athalia spinarum, 

make skeletons of the foliage, which is also 

an acceptable food to the caterpillars of the 

white butterflies {Pontia brassicce, napi, and 

raped), the white diamond-back moth {Ceros- 

toma xylostella, Chrysomela or Phesdon betulee), 

and the Y-moth (Plusia gamma)', wffiilst the 

fields swarm with voracious .slugs and snails. 

The green leaves are mined by the larvis of 

flies named Phytomyza nigricornis and Dro- 

sopliila flava; and in the autumn they are de¬ 

prived of all nourishment by the plant-lice 

(ffp/u's brassicce and raped). The seed crops 

are diminished by the Aphis floris-rapcB, the 

rose-chafer {Getonia aurita), and a minute 

beetle [Aleligethes ceneus)-, and the seeds ai’e 

not secure in their pods from the larvte of a 

weevil {Ceutorhynchus assimilis). Another 

species {G. pleurostigmus), causes galls upon 

the bulbs, which are eroded and injured by 

the surface-grubs, produced by the moths 

named A grotis segetum and exclamationis, and 

Triphoena pronuba, as well as by the maggots 

of flies {Anthomyia gnava and radicuni); whilst 

wireworms from the click-beetles (Agriotes 

obscurus, lineatus, and sputator, and possibly 

Athous rvficaudis), snake-millipedes (Julus 

terrestris and pulchellus, with Polydesmus com- 

planatus), centipedes, and scolopendim, com¬ 

plete their desti’uction, leaving the decompos¬ 

ing bulbs to generate rove-beetles {Oxytelus 

rugosus and sculpturatus), the winter-gnat 

{Trichocera hiemalis), and a minute fly {Sci- 

ara fmatce), whose larvfe live in putrid vege¬ 

table substances. 

“ISTumbers of parasitic insects accompany 

these pests to keep them down; whilst rooks, 

starlings, gulls, lapwings, pheasants, partridges, 

and a number of smaller birds, live at certain 

periods entirely upon them.” 

The remedies proposed to destroy the turnip 

insects are very numerous, and can only be 

alluded to here. Burning, hoeing, and rolling 

are recommended to banish the turnip beetle 

or fly. Draw'ing nets and painted boards over 

the ground will reduce their numbers; and 

dusting the young crops with powdered lime 

wfill drive away the beetles, and tend to reco¬ 

ver the crop. The black caterpillar or nigger 

is best got rid of by ducks and poultry; but 

drawing a cart-rope, a bushed hurdle, or green 

furze over the rows, will wound and kill large 

quantities, and those wdiich are moulting at 

the time must die. Hand-picking is not to be 

neglected. The plant-lice can only be checked 

by cutting off the infested leaves and burning 

them. Lime-dust, also lime and tobacco-water, 

will kill them. The other caterpillars defoliat¬ 

ing the leaves, as well as those at the roots, 

together with the wireworms, can only be 

conquered by persevering in hand-picking.— 

(Curtis, in Alortods Cyclopedia of Agricxdtvrre). 

The principal disease by which turnips are 

liable to be attacked, is that known as anbury, 

or fingers-and-toes, in which the roots become 

forked or fingered, and ultimately rot. The 

anbury has been attributed to the agency of 

insects, but these are now generally considered 

to be a consequence, and not the cause of the 

malfoimation—the rotting mass merely afford¬ 

ing them a suitable place in which to deposit 

their eggs, and the larvfe produced from these 

assist in completing the destruction of the 

root. The disease occurs most frequently in 

ill-drained land, old garden gro\ind, black or 

moory soils, and in such as have been worn 

46 
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out by turnip crops following each other too 

closely. The application of liniOj bone-dustj 

and other manures of a calcareous nature, has 

been attended with some success in soils where 

anbury is frequent; and its recurrence is like¬ 

wise wholly or partially prevented by allowing 

several years to elapse before the gi'ound is 

again cropped with turnips. The true cause of 

the disease is not as yet fully understood; but 

it appears to us that anbury is to be ascribed 

to a deficient supply of one or more of the in¬ 

organic constituents of the food of the plant. 

Where too much manure has been given, 

the leaves of turnips are sometimes attacked 

bv a fungus called Botrytis parasitica (Fig. 

162). A species of oidium also makes its ap- 

a, Plant with mycelium magnified, h, Extremity of branch 
with spores more highly magnified, c, Separate sjiore. 

pearance upon the leaves, particulaily when 

the jdants have been suffering from a deficient 

supply of moisture. In both cases, more or 

less injury to the crop of roots is the result. 

VALERIANA, CornucopIjE, L. (Triandria Mo- 

nogynia, L.; Valerianese, D. C.; Valerianacefe, 

Lind.)—This pretty annual, a native of Bar¬ 

bary, is said to furnish an excellent salad, su¬ 

perior to corn salad. We are not aware whe¬ 

ther the plant has as yet been grown for 

this j^urpose in Britain; but it appears to be 

worthy of a trial. It should be sown on a light 

warm border; and by successive sowings from 

April till the end of July, asupply may be ob¬ 

tained throughout the summer and autumn. 

"WOOD SORREL (Oxalis Acetosella, L. ^—De- 

candria Pentagynia, L.; Oxalideee, D. C.; Oxa- 

lidaceps, Lind.) is a hardy perennial, a native 

of Britain, where it grows wild in woods. 

The leaves are occasionally used in salads, to 

which they are by many considered to be a 

gi’ateful addition. In common with other 

plants of the same natural order, they contain 

a considerable amount.of oxalic acid. This 

plant is seldom cultivated in gardens; but if 

required, a few plants may be transplanted in 

sj)ring from the places where they naturally 

grow, into a moist shady border, the soil of 

which should be mixed wuth leaf-mould. By 

cutting over the plants in April or May, be¬ 

fore they come into flower, a fresh growth of 

young leaves will be induced, and the troiible 

arising from seed being shed will be prevented. 

WORM'WOOD [Artemisia, L.—Syngenesia Po- 

lygamia Superflua, L.; Compositce, I). C.; As- 

teraceas, Lind.) 

Of this three species are cultivated :— 

1. Common Woemwood (A. Absinthium,Ij.). 

a native of Britain. 

2. Roman Woemwood (A. pontica, L.), a 

native of Airstria and Hungary. 

3. Sea Woemwood (A. maritima, L.), a na¬ 

tive of Britain. 

They are all hardy perennials, aromatic, and 

intensely bitter. An infusion of the leaves 

and tops is used as a vermifuge, tonic, and sto¬ 

machic; and the leaves are found to be bene¬ 

ficial to poultry. The second sort, not being 

so nauseous as the others, is the one generally 

preferred. 

. Wormwood grows well in any soil, but is 

most aromatic when planted in a poor and 

rather dry soil, with a warm aspect. The 

common sort may easily be raised from seed 

sown in spring, but both this and the other 

kinds are generally propagated by dividing the 

plants in spring, or by cuttings. It may be 

planted 1 foot apart in rows 15 inches asun¬ 

der, and will stand for many years in the same 

pfiace, no other culture being required than to 

hoe the ground occasionally. Some shoots 

may be cut when coming into flower, ^nd 

dried for winter irse. 

CHAPTER XI. 

CROPPING THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

It is a well-known fact, that the same kind 

of crop) cannot be successfully grown on the 

same ground for several consecutive year’s. A 

striking instance of this is found in agricul- 
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tiu'e. Farmers know that if land be too fre¬ 

quently cropped with clover, it becomes what 

is termed clover-sick, and refuses to produce 

that crop till a considerable space of time has 

elapsed. So much is this the case, that in some 

districts two rotations intervene before the 

ground is ascain sown with clover. 

Various theories have been formed as to the 

causes whieh render the rotation or alterna¬ 

tion of crops necessary. De Candolle, sup¬ 

ported by the experiments of Brugmans and 

IMacaire, supposed that the roots had the power 

of excreting or throwing olf sirbstances unire- 

cessary, or injurious to the plants to which 

they belong. Hence, it was concluded that 

the soil eventually became poisoned by the 

excrementitious matters of the plants grown 

on it, and was iir consequence rendered unfit 

for the growth of plants of the same kind un¬ 

til these substances w'ere decomposed. The ex¬ 

periments upon which these conclusions were 

founded having been considered inconclusive, 

others were undertaken, and from them it has 

been found that excretion from the roots only 

takes place when these are wounded. This 

theory has therefore fallen to the ground. 

The next theory which claims attention is 

founded on the exhaustion of the mineral sub¬ 

stances contained in the soil. It has already 

been shown, that inorganic substances are es¬ 

sential to the growth of plants, and that with¬ 

out mineral food plants cannot live. It has 

also been shown that these substances are ob¬ 

tained from the soil. If, then, they are not 

present in sufficient quantity, or do not exist 

in such a state that they can be taken up by 

the roots, it is evident that the plant must 

suffer in consequence. It cannot be denied, 

that by the successive removal of crops of the 

same nature from the soil, the amount of mi- 

nei’al substances contained in it, in a state 

available for the food of plants, is decreased. 

How, it is known that some plants contain 

a greater amount of certain mineral substances 

than others; for instance, some plants require 

much potash or soda, others much phosphoric 

acid, some much lime, others a large quantity 

of silica. This being the case, it is evident 

that it would be beneficial to cause one crop 

requiring only a small quantity of any particu¬ 

lar inorganic substance, to succeed another re- 

quu'ing that substance in large amount. Such 

is the explanation of the beneficial results at¬ 

tendant on the rotation of crops given by this 

theory—a theory which, though more satis¬ 

factory than the preceding, is still far from 

being conclusive, inasmuch as in practice re¬ 

sults at variance with its conclusions are ob¬ 

tained. Crops requiring a large amount of a 

certain mineral substance, are found to succeed 

well after other crops requii-ing the same arti¬ 

cle in nearly equal quantities. Moreover, ex¬ 

perience tells us, that by merely restoring the 

inorganic matters abstracted from the soil by 

any crop, we do not fit it for the immediate 

production of other crops of the same kind, 

and that the same will be the case even if the 

inorganic constituents be returned in much 
O 

greater quantity, and in such a state that they 

can be readily taken up by the roots of plants. 

The part which those important constituents 

of the food of plants, the carbonic acid and 

ammonia contained in the soil, may have in 

the beneficial effects of a proper rotation, ap¬ 

pears to have been undeirated. May not the 

exhaustion of these substances, likewise, and 

not solely that of the inorganic food, be the 

true cause of the necessity of a rotation of 

crops? On this basis the contradictory re¬ 

sults previously referred to might be easily 

explained. 

The necessity of a change of crops, whatever 

be the cause, being evident, it remains to point 

out what are the general rules which are found 

the best in practice. These are as follows:— 

1. Plants of the same natural order should 

not succeed each other. 

2. Crops which occupy the ground for seve¬ 

ral years should be succeeded by others of short 

duration; thus asparagus or strawberries may 

be followed by cabbages or lettuces. 

3. Plants grown for their roots or bulbs 

should not be succeeded by others grown for 

the same purpose; neither should plants grown 

for their seeds follow each other'. 

The above rules apply to all systems of ro¬ 

tation, but it is impossible to recommend any 

particular course of cropping as the best, for 

this must entirely depend upon the richness of 

the soil, the amount of manure at command, 

the size of the garden, the products required, 

and the relative proportion of each. The 

market gardeners round London, who may 

justly be considered our best kitchen garden¬ 

ers, adopt no particular system of rotation. 

They mayiure highhj, trench frequently, and 

plant any crop that is jit for planting out when 

the ground becomes vacant. In doing so, how¬ 

ever, they follow, as much as possible, the rules 

just given. 
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Two modes of cropping are adopted in gar¬ 

dens. The first may be termed separate crop¬ 

ping, tiie second simultaneous cropping. In 

the former, the ground is only occupied by one 

crop at a time; in the latter, by several. Tor 

instance, summer spinach may he sown between 

the rows of pease and beans, radishes along 

with carrots, or lettuces together with onions, 

or planted between the rows of celery, Ac. 

With regard to the comparative merits of 

these two modes of cropping, there is much 

difference of opinion. The finest productions 

are undoubtedly obtained by the separate sys¬ 

tem ; whilst a greater weiglit of produce of 

all sorts, but generally of inferior quality, is 

obtained by the simultaneous mode. To carry 

out the latter properly, the soil must be rich 

and frequently manured; whilst by the other 

mode, good vegetables may be grown without 

so much artificial enrichment. Upon the whole, 

we consider that the separate mode of cultiva¬ 

tion is the best adapted for large gardens; that 

Bimultaneous cropping may be advantageously 

adojffed in those of small extent; and that in 

gardens of medium size, from which a great 

variety of productions are required in consi¬ 

derable q\iantity, both systems may, to a cer¬ 

tain extent, he combined. Thus, succession 

crops of spinach, lettuce, likewise coleworts 

and borecole, may occupy the ground between 

other crops. 

It is impossible to detail systems of crop¬ 

ping that would be applicable in all cases. Cir¬ 

cumstances render the demand for any parti¬ 

cular article exceedingly variable, so that no 

exact limit can be assigned to the quantity of 

ground necessary to be allotted to each. Again, 

the garden may be large enough to admit of 

several quarters being cropped with potatoes; 

and in that case it would be proper to direct 

that the crops of coleworts and cabbages should 

be planted where the potato crop has been 

cleared. But, should the garden be small, so 

as to render it advisable to grow only a few 

early jjotatoes on some of the borders, other 

places must be found for the cabbage crops 

above mentioned. 

Although directions cannot be given to meet 

all circumstances, yet it may be useful to jjoint 

out such crops as may not inappropriately fol¬ 

low each other, either in the same season or 

in the one next ensuing. In the following 

observations the principal crops are brought 

under notice; and in most cases an ample choice 

will be found, so that either as regards crop¬ 

ping the ground, or producing successional suj)- 

plies, no great difiiculty need be expei’ienced. 

Beans may follow borecole, broccoli, cab¬ 

bages, parsnips, carrots, or potatoes; between 

the rows may be planted borecole, or Brussels 

sprouts. Beaus may be succeeded by celery, 

leeks, lettuce, turnips, and any of the cabbage 

tribe, especially when the ground in the pi’e- 

vious year has not been cropped wdth any of 

these. 

Beet may follow the cabbage tribe, and any 

other crop, except spinach, turnips, parsnq:)s, 

carrots, salsafy, and scorzonera. Between the 

rows, nothing. May be succeeded by pease, 

beans, cabbages, cauliflowers, lettuces, or any 

other spring-sown crop, except spinach, turnips, 

parsnips, and carrots. 

Borecole may follow pease, beans, lettuces, 

and potatoes. Between the rows, beaus. May 

be succeeded in the following spring by pease, 

beans, beet, carrots, parsnips, onions, potatoes, 

kidney-beans, or any but cruciferous plants. 

Beoccoli may follow, in the same season, 

pease, beaus, or kidney-beans. Between the 

rows, nothing. May he succeeded by any crop 

reqi^iring to be sown or planted when it is 

cleared off, cruciferous plants excepted. 

Brussels Sprouts. Same as Borecole. 

Cabbages may follow, in the same season, 

pease, beans, kidney-beans, potatoes, lettuces, 

onions, and any other crop not belonging to 

the same natural order as themselves. Be¬ 

tween the rows, coleworts. May be followed 

by pease, beans, kidney-beans, potatoes, let¬ 

tuces, carrots, parsnips, beet, salsafy, scorzo¬ 

nera, celery, or any but cruciferous plants. 

Carrots may follow any but root crops and 

ximbelliferous plants, as parsnips, celery, and 

parsley. Between the rows, nothing. May 

be succeeded by any except root crops and 

plants of its own natural order. 

Cauliflowers may follow pease, beans, po¬ 

tatoes, celery, kidney-beans, onions, carrots, 

lettuces, beet. Between the rows, lettuces, 

spinach, endive. May be succeeded by any 

of the preceding. 

Celery may follow any crop which may be 

cleared off the ground, except, perhaps, pars¬ 

nips, carrots, parsley; but even as regards 

these, it is not of much consequence, as the 

celerj’’ is chiefly dependent for nourishment on 

the manure introduced in the trenches. Be¬ 

tween the rows, lettuces may be planted. May 

be succeeded by pease, beans, kidney-bean.s, 

potatoes, turnips, or any of the cabbage tribe. 
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Endive may follow potatoes, pease, beans, 

the brassica tribe; but not lettuces, scorzo- 

nera, or other compositie; and with these ex¬ 

ceptions, may be succeeded by any crop suit¬ 

able for borders or other situations where en¬ 

dive is grown. 

Kidney-beans. The same as Pease. 

Leeks may follow any crop but onions, gar- 

lick, shallots, rocambole, or chives. 

Lettuces may follow pease, beans, potatoes, 

the brassica tribe, and any other crop with the 

exception of endive, chicory, salsafy, scorzo- 

nera, artichoke, cardoon, and other compositje. 

Onions may follow the brassica tribe, celery, 

potatoes, pease, beans, kidney-beans, and even 

onions, where the ground has been highly en¬ 

riched by suitable manure, and where the pro¬ 

duce is obtained free from canker. May be 

succeeded by cabbages or coleworts. 

Parsnips may follow any crop except car¬ 

rots, celery, parsley, or other umbelliferous 

plants, and beet, potatoes, salsafy, and scorzo- 

nera; and, with these exceptions, may be suc¬ 

ceeded by any crop. 

Pease may follow potatoes, carrots, parsnips, 

turnips, broccoli, or any brassicaceous_ plants. 

Exception need only be made to the plants of 

the same order, such as beans, kidney-beans, 

or scarlet runners. Between the rows may be 

sown radishes or summer spinach. Borecole, 

or Brussels sprouts, may be planted between 

the rows of dwarf sorts; and if wide enough 

apart, other crops may be sown or planted in 

the intermediate spaces. They may be suc¬ 

ceeded by broccoli, cabbageis, spinach, turnips, 

late celery, &c. 

Potatoes may follow any crop except car¬ 

rots, parsnips, beet, salsafy, or scorzonera. Be¬ 

tween the rows, Brussels sprouts, borecole, or 

broccoli may be planted; or late celery, if cer¬ 

tain rows are left somewhat wider than usual 

to admit of a trench being dug between them. 

They may be succeeded by any crop requiring 

a loose, clean, well-worked soil. 

Sea-kale may follow potatoes, or any spe¬ 

cies of an annual or biennial nature, except 

crucifera3. hlay be succeeded by potatoes, 

pease, beans, and others not included in the 

above exceptions. 

Shallots may follow pease, beans, potatoes, 

cabbages, and the like, also, lettuce, endive, 

spinach. May be succeeded by any crop not 

of an alliaceous nature. 

Spinach may follow pease, beans, kidney- 

beans, cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, or any 

other crop, beet excej^ted. Winter spinach 

may be succeeded by any spring crop, spina- 

ceous plants excepted. 

Turnips may follow potatoes, spinach, pease, 

beans, lettuce, or any other crop not consist¬ 

ing of cruciferous plants; and, with the above 

exception, may be succeeded by any crop. 

It may happen that some crops may have 

to be sown or planted not in accordance with 

the above observations, in other words, a crop 

may have to follow another of the same na¬ 

ture ; such may be the case owing to limited 

space, or a backward season may render cer¬ 

tain crops too late for being gathered in pro¬ 

per time for allowing the ground to be occu¬ 

pied by the usual succession. But when this is 

the case, the ground should either be trenched 

or dug two spades deep, and manured. 

Quantities of Seed required for cropping the 

Kitchen Garden.—A correct seed estimate can 

only be made from experience of the relative 

amount of each kind of vegetable required. 

The extent of ground to be cropped may be 

taken into consideration, in connection with 

the srreater or less demand for certain articles. 
o 

In some families, certain kinds of vegetables 

are in great demand, even to the total exclu¬ 

sion of various others. The estimate must be 

framed accordingly. The following quantities 

have been calculated as an approximation to 

the quantity of seed generally required to crop 

an acre. According to circumstances they may 

be found too little in some instances, some¬ 

what in excess in others. A few deficiencies 

may easily be made up in good time; whilst 

a slight excess is, in most cases, desirable, and 

even advantageous. Many kinds of seeds keep 

good for several years, and of these it is well 

to have a surplus; for if they prove true to 

their variety, a sowing can be made in the fol¬ 

lowing season that can be depended on. 

The quantity of seeds required, in general, 

to crop an acre of garden, may be estimated 

as follows :—■ 

Pease.24 qts. 
Beans,.10 qts. 
Kidney-beans,. 6 qts. 
Scarlet runners,. 2 qts. 
Borecole,. 2 oz. 
Brussels sprouts, .... 2 oz. 
Broccoli,. 6 oz. 
Cabbage,. 8 oz. 
Eed cabbage,. 1 oz. 
Savoy,. 3 oz. 
Cauliflower,. 3 oz. 
Beet,. 3 oz. 
Carrot,. 8 oz. 
Celery,. 2 oz. 

Cress,. ,. 1 lb. 

Endive,. . 3 OZ, 

Leek,. . 1 oz. 

Lettuce,. . 4 oz. 

Mustard,. . 1 lb. 

Onion,. .12 oz. 

Parsley, . . 4 oz. 
Parsnip,. . 4 oz. 

Radish,. . 2 qts. 
Spinach (summer). . 3 qts. 

„ (winter), .. . 2 qts. 
Salsafy,. ,. 2 OZ. 
Scorzonera,. ,. 2 oz. 
Turnips.. ,. 8 OZ. 
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French. English. 

Absinthe. Wormwood. 

Ail. Garlic. 

Ail d’Espagne. Rocambole. 

Alleluia. Wood Sorrel. 

Anet. Dill. 

Angdlique. Angelica. 

An is. Anise. 

Appetit. Chive. 

Arroohe. Orach. 

Artichaut. Artichoke. 

Asperge. Asparagus. 

Aubergine. Egg-Plant. 

Aun^e. Elecampane. 

Baoile. Samphire. 

Basilic. Basil. 

Belle Dame. Orach. 

Bette. Leaf-beet. 

Betterave. Beet-root. 

Blanchette. Corn Salad. 

Bonne Dame. Orach. 

Boucage. Aniseed. 

Bourrache. Borage. 

Boursette. Corn Salad. 

Brocoli. Broccoli. 

Camomille. Chamomile. 

Capucine. Nasturtium. 

Cardon. Cardoon. 

Garotte. Carrot. 

Carvi. Caraway. 

Celeri. Celery. 

Celeri-rave. Celeriac. 

Cercifis. Salsafy. 

Cerfeuil. Chervil. 

Champignon. Mushroom. 

Cherui. Skirret. 

Chervis. Skirret. 

Chioor^e blanche. Endive. 

Chicoree sauvage. Chicory. 

Chirouis. Skirret. 

Chou de Bruxelles Brussels Sprouts. 

Chou cabus. Cabbage. 

Cho'u-fleur. Cauliflower. 

Chou marin. Sea-kale. 

Chou de Nilan. Savoy. 

Chou pomme. Cabbage. 

Chou pomm^ frise. Savoy. 

Chou vert. Borecole. 

Ciboulette. Chive. 

Citronnelle. Balm. 

Give. Chive. 

Civette. Chive. 

Coohlearia. Scurvy Grass. 

Concombre. Cucumber. 

Coriandre. Coriander. 

Come de Cerf. Buckshorn Plan¬ 
tain. 

Courge. Gourd. 

French. English. 

Cranson. Horse-radish. 

Cranson rustique. Horse-radish. 

Cresson alenois. Common Cress. 

Cresson d’Ame- American Cress. 

rique. 

Cresson defontaine. AYater Cress. 

Crete marine. Samphire. 

Criste marine. Samphire. 

Dent de Lion. Dandelion. 

Doucette. Corn Salad. 

Echalote. Shallot. 

Epinard. Spinach. 

Epinards immor- Patience. 

tels. 

Estragon. Tarragon. 

Fenouil. Fennel. 

Fhve de marais. Bean. 

Giroles. Skirret. 

Grand Raifort. Horse-radish. 

Grosso Lentille. Lentil. 

Haricot. Kidney-bean. 

Herbeauxcuillers. , Scurvy Grass. 

Herbe Saint- Samphire. 
Pierre. 

Houblon. Hop. 

Hyssope. Hyssop. 

Jambon des jar- Tree Primrose. 

diniers. 

Laitue. Lettuce. 

Lavande. Lavender. 

Lentille blonde. Lentil. 

Lentille commune. Lentil. 

Maoeron. Alexanders. 

Mache. Corn Salad. 

Marjolaine. Marjoram. 

Marrube Wane. Horehound. 

Mayenne. Egg Plant. 

Meli.sse. Balm. 

Mdlongfene. Egg Plant. 

Menthe-coq. Costmary. 

Menthe. Spear Mint. 

Menthe poivree. Peppermint. 

Meranghne. Egg Plant. 

Morille.* IMorel. 

Moutarde. Mustard. 

Navet. Turnip. 

Navette. Rape. 

Oignon. Onion. 

French. English. 

Onagre. Tree Primrose. 

Orvale. Clary. 

Oseille. Sorrel. 

Oseille-epinard. Patience. 

Panais. Parsnip. 

Patience. Patience. 

Persil. Parsley. 

Perce-pierre. Samphire. 

Petite Oseille. Wood Sorrel. 

Petite Pimpre- 

nelle. 

Burnet. 

Piment. Capsicum. 

Pimprenelle. Burnet. 

Pissenlit. Dandelion. 

Poire de terre. Jerusalem Arti¬ 

choke. 

Poireau. Leek. 

Poiree. Leaf beet. 

Pois. Pea. 

Potiron. Gourd. 

Pomme d’Amour. Tomato. 

Pomme de terre. Potato. 

Porreau. Leek. 

Pouliot. Pennyroyal Mint. 

Pourpier. Purslane. 

Radis. Radish (Turnip- 
rooted). 

Raifort sauvage. Horse-radish. 

Raiponce. Rampion. 

Rave. Radish. 

Rdglisse. Liquorice. 

Rhubarbe. Rhubarb. 

Romarin. Rosemary. 

Rue. Rue. 

Salsifis. Salsafy. 

Salsifis d’Espagne. Scorzonera. 

Salsifis noir. Scorzonera. 

Sariette. Savoy. 

Sauge. Sage. 

Savores. Savory. 

Savoures. Savory. 

Scarole. Batavian Endive. 

Scorsonhre. Scorzonera. 

Souci des jardins. Marigold. 

Surelle. Wood Sorrel. 

Tabac. Tobacco. 

Tanaisie. Tansy. 

Tanaisie-baume. Costmary. 

Tdtragone etalde New Zealand Spi- 

or cornue. nach. 

Thym. Thyme. 

Tomate. Tomato. 

Topinambour. Jerusalem Arti¬ 

choke. 

Truffe. Truffle. 

This must not be confounded, as it sometimes is, with the MoreUe, which is the French name of Solamm 

nigrum, a plant which, if not poisonous, belongs to a very suspicious family. 
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German. English. 

Ackersalat. 

Alant. 

Amerikanische 

Kresse. 

Andorn. 

Angelika. 

Anis. 

Artischocke. 

Basilikmn. 

Beete. 

Blatterkokl. 

Blumenkolil. 

Boknenkraut. 

Boretscli. 

Borrage. 

Braunkolil. 

Broccoli. 

Brockelkolil. 

Brunnenkresse. 

Briisseler Kohl. 

Briisseler Spros- 

sen. 

Cardy. 

Garotte. 

Champignon. 

Cichorie. 

Citronenmelisse. 

Coriander. 

Dill. 

Dragun. 

Eierpflanze. 

Endivie. 

Engelwurtz. 

Englische Spinat. 

Erhse. 

Erdapfel. 

Esshare Bliitter- 

schamme. 

Estragon. 

Peldsalat. 

Fenchel. 

Erauenmiinze. 

Frauensalhei. 

Gartenkresse. 

Grosse Bolme. 

Griinkohl. 

Gurke. 

Ilaferwurzel. 

Hopfen. 

Corn Salad. 

Elecampane. 

American Cress. 

Horehound. 

Angelica. 

Anise. 

Artichoke. 

Basil. 

Beet. 

Borecole. 

Cauliflower. 

Savory. 

Borage. 

Borage. 

Borecole. 

Broccoli. 

Broccoli. 

Water Cress. 

Brussels Sprouts. 

Brussels Sprouts. 

Cardoon. 

Carrot. 

Mushroom. 

Chicory. 

Balm. 

Coriander. 

Dill. 

Tarragon. 

Egg Plant. 

Endive. 

Angelica. 

Patience. 

Pea. 

Jerusalem Arti¬ 

choke. 

Mushroom. 

Tarragon. 

Corn Salad. 

Fennel. 

Costmary. 

Costmary. 

Common Cress. 

Bean. 

Borecole. 

Cucumber. 

Salsafy. 

Hop. 

German. 

Lattich. 

Lauch. 

Lavendel. 

Liehesapfel. 

Linse. 

Ldfielkraut. 

Ldwenzahn. 

Mangold. 

Mangold-Kraut. 

Marjoran. 

Meerfenohel. 

Meerkohl. 

Meerrettig. 

Melde. 

Melisse. 

Mdhre. 

Morchel. 

Miinze. 

Pastinak. 

Petersilie. 

Pfeflerkraut. 

Pfetfermunze. 

Pimpernell. 

Pimpinelle. 

Poleimiinze. 

Porre. ^ 

Portulak. 

Puffbohne. 

Kabinschen. 

Radies. 

Rapontica. 

Rapuntica. 

English. 

Lettuce. 

Leek. 

Lavender. 

Tomato. 

Lentil. 

Scurvy Grass. 

Dandelion. 

Beet. 

Leaf beet. 

Marjoram. 

Samphire. 

Sea-kale. 

Horse-radish. 

Orach. 

Balm. 

Carrot. 

Morel. 

Mint. 

Parsnip. 

Parsley. 

Savory. 

Peppermint. 

Burnet. 

Burnet. 

Pennyroyal Mint. 

Leek. 

Purslane. 

Bean. 

Corn Salad. 

Radish. 

Tree Primrose. 

Tree Primrose. 

German. 

Rapunzel. 

Rapunzel Sellery. 

Raute. 

Repskohl. 

Rettig. 

Rheinfahrn. 

Rhabarber. 

Ringelbliime. 

Rocambollen. 

Rockarabol. 

Rockenbollen. 

Rosenkohl. 

Rosmarin. 

Rothe Riibe. 

Riibe. 

Tabak. 

Thymian. 

Truflfel. 

W einraute, 

Wermuth. 

Winter-Spinat. 

Wirsing. 

Wiirsing. 

Zipolle. 

Zuckermerk. 

Zuckerwurzel. 

Zwiebel. 

I 

English. 

Rampion. 

Tree Primrose. 

Rue. 

Rape. 

Radish. 

Tansy. 

Rhubarb. 

Marigold. 

Rocambole. 

Rocambole. 

Rocambole. 

Brussels Sprouts. 

Rosemary. 

Red Beet. 

Turnip. 

Tobacco. 

Thyme. 

Truffle. 

Rue. 

Wormwood. 

Patience. 

Savoy. 

Savoy. 

Onion. 

Skirret. 

Skirret. 

Onion. 

Neuseelandischer New Zealand Spi- 

Spinat. nach. 

Salat. Lettuce. 

Salbei. Sage. 

Sauerampfer. Sorrel. 

Sauer klee. Wood Sorrel. 

Savoyerkohl. Savoy. 

Schalotten. Shallot. 

Scharlachkraut. Clary. 

Scharlach-Salbei. Clary. 

Schlangenkno- Rocambole. 

blauch. 

Schminkbohne. Kidney-bean. 

Schnittlauch. Chive. 

Sehwarzwurzel. Scorzonera. 

Scorzonere. Scorzonera. 

Scorzonerwurzel. Scorzonera. 

Seefenchel. Samphire. 

Seekohl. Sea-kale. 

Sellerie. Celery. 

Senf. Mustard. 

Smyrnerkraut. Alexanders. 

Spanischer Pfeflfer. Capsicum. 

Spargel. Asparagus. 

Spargelkohl. Broccoli. 

Spicke. Lavender. 

Spinat. Spinach. 

Sprossenkohl. Brussels Sprouts 

Siissholz. Liquorice. 

Indianische Kresse. Nasturtium. 

Isop. Hyssop. 

Kamille. 

Kapuzinerblume. 

Kapuzinerkresse. 

Kardone. 

Kartoffel. 

Kerbel. 

Knoblauch. 

Knollensellerie. 

Kbll. 

Kopfkohl. 

Kbrbel. 

Koriander. 

Kriihenfuss. 

Kiimmel. 

Kiirbis. 

Chamomile. 

Nasturtium. 

Nasturtium. 

Cardoon. 

Potato. 

Chervil. 

Garlic. 

Celeriac. 

Savory. 

Cabbage. 

Chervil. 

Coriander. 

Buckshorn Plan¬ 

tain. 

Caraway. 

Gourd. 

47 
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CHAPTER XII. 

PROPAGATION. 

Plants are propagated by seeds for new in¬ 
dividuals, and by bulbs, tubers, runners, off¬ 
sets, suckers, slips, layers, cuttings, sometimes 
by leaves, and by grafting, inarching, and bud¬ 
ding, for the multiplication of those indivi¬ 
dual species or varieties that have been raised 

from seed. 

I.-PROPAGATION BY SEED. 

This is the most natural mode, and the one 
which is common to all plants in their natural 
state. It is from seed that the most healthy 
and vigorous plants are produced; and, gene¬ 
rally speaking, it is the most advantageous 
mode of propagation, except where the exact 
counterpart of a plant is required. In that 
case, other modes, such as budding, grafting, 
&c., must be resorted to where practicable. 
The way in which nature effects the dissemina¬ 
tion of plants is worthy of notice; for if care¬ 
fully observed, useful lessons may be learned 
from it. Some seeds are round and heavy; 
but others are furnished with wings, or other 
]i"ht appendages, by which they can be carried 
to a distance by the wind, so that, instead of 
a number of new individuals being crowded 
together in a limited space around the parent 
plant, to the injury of the latter, as well as of 
each other, they are scattered far and wide. 

In our climate seeds generally ripen in 
autumn, but in most cases germination does 
not take place till spring; yet they mostly 
fall from the plant in autumn; for, were they 
to hang on, most of them would be injured 
by being alternately wet and dry, and by ex- 
jiosure to frost. “ By an admii’able provision 
of nature,” remarks Professor Du Breuil, in 
his Cours Elementaire Theorique et Pratique 
d'Arboriculture, “the seeds of our largest trees, 
as the oak, beech, and chestnut, drop before 
the fall of the leaves, which then cover them 
to the depth of some inches. The leaves de¬ 
cay in the course of the winter, and form to¬ 
wards spring a light covei’ing of leaf-mould, 
highly favourable to vegetation. Small seeds, 
such as those of the lime and ash, do not begin 
to drop till after the leaves have commenced 
to fall, and are thus placed at a less depth.” 
Prom this it may be concluded, that seeds 

have naturally a light covering previous to 
germination. Although the oak thrives well 
in strong deep loam, yet, self-sown, the acorns 
are placed amongst leaf-mould. Hence it may 
be inferred, that the soil best adapted for the 
growth of a plant is not always that which 
should be selected for the seeds to germinate 
amongst; and it may be adopted as a general 
rule, that seeds are best sown in a fine, light, 
rich soil. This, in many cases, cannot be af¬ 
forded; nevertheless, where seeds must neces¬ 
sarily be sown in the uatui-al soil, the latter 
should be ameliorated as much as possible by 
pulverization, and other means. It should 
be made as fine as possible, unless by so doing 
there is danger of rendering the surface too 
compact and crusted. This is apt to be the 
case when aluminous soils, after having been 
reduced to a fine powder, are soaked and 
beaten by rains, and afterwards baked by heat 
and drought. They then form a uniformly 
compact crust, through which the tender plum¬ 
ule cannot readily make its way, and when it 
does appear above the surface, it has a crippled 
appearance. Fi’om what has been stated, in 
accordance with what is observed in nature, 
and from experience, it may be laid down as 
a general principle, that seeds should be sown 
in rich soil, easily permeable to the young 
roots as well as to the plumule. Also, that 
whilst large seeds should not be buried much 
below the surface, small seeds ought to be 
sown very shallow, in fact, merely covered, 
say one-tenth of an inch deep, and that the 
depth of covering should be increased some¬ 
what in proportion to the size of the seeds. 
Those of the bean and oak may be 2 inches 
deep, the walnut and chestnut 3 inches. 

For successful propagation by seeds, several 
conditions are necessary—1st. That the seeds 
have been perfectly ripened; 2d. That they 
have been properly kept till the period of 
sowing; 3d. That they be sown at the proper 
time; and, finally, that the sowing be per¬ 
formed in the proper manner. 

The perfection and maturity of seeds can be 
generally determined by their external and in¬ 
ternal appearance; and in many cases by their 
specific gravity, their sinking or swimming 
in water being frequently a good test. If 
the seeds have a plump appearance and clear 
colour, it may be presumed that they are 
good. If, in a fair sample, the section pre¬ 
sent a substance of the natural colour, and 

I the rudiments of the radicle be perfect, there 
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is every probability that the stock will ger¬ 

minate rinder favourable circumstances. Seeds 

of a plant that sink in water when good, are 

of very doubtful quality when they swing al¬ 

though, in some cases, they may grow, and espe¬ 

cially when they float at first, but after having 

been moistened some time, either sink to the 

bottom, or only below the surface. The mi¬ 

croscope, in skUful hands, will detect perfec¬ 

tions and imperfections, imperceptible to the 

naked eye. But of all others, the surest test 

is to sow a small quantity under favourable 

circumstances, and the proportion which the 

number of the seeds which germinate bears to 

the number sown, will afford the most positive 

proof of the quality of the seed. A quick 

mode of accelei'ating the vegetation of seeds, 

for the purpose of trial, is to sow in a pot, 

cover them with nearly ^ inch of soil, and 

plunge the pot in hot stable dung. The cov¬ 

ering of soil is made thicker than necessary 

for the seed when sown for a crop, in order to 

protect it from the direct action of the steam 

from the dung. 

Seeds may be perfect, but if badly stored, of 

course their germinative powers become im- 

paii-ed, or totally destroyed, before the period 

at which they can be sown arrives. Canvas 

bag.s, of greater or less thickness and fineness, 

are found to keep many kinds of seeds exceed¬ 

ingly well. They answer well for all the 

brassica tribe, pease, beans, and, in short, most 

kitchen garden seeds. For some, hov/ever, 

which are highly aromatic, paper is considered 

to be preferable, as it is closer and does not 

so readily permit the essential qualities of the 

seeds to escape by exhalation. Brown paper 

which has been made from old ships’ ropes is 

good for pi-eventing the attacks of insects, 

owing to the tar, which can still be smelled 

after the fibrous materials have undergone the 

process of manufacture. The place in which 

seeds are kept should be so situated and con¬ 

structed as to be as little as possible affected 

by changes of temperature. A cool tempera¬ 

ture is best for not exciting the vegetative 

principle in seeds, and consequently the best 

for their preservation; yet it should not be 

below freezing; in fact near, biit not lower 

than 40° is probably that which is most de- 

simble, for at that temperature the water 

which the seeds contain is at its greatest den¬ 

sity ; lower or higher it expands, and by ex¬ 

pansion the organs of the seed must be more 

or less disturbed. It should be possible to 

exclude the air when too cold and too warm, 

and if the internal air be too damp, the first 

opportunity should be taken to induce a free 

circulation of air when it is in a dry state. 

The floor of the seed-room should be boarded 

and dry underneath; or, if it be large, Port- 

land stone cement may be employed. Some 

tree seeds, such as acorns and chestnuts, soon 

lose their vitality if kept dry; the best mode 

of preserving it is to pack them in slightly 

moist sand, or in tolerably dry loam, and keep 

them in a cool place till spring; but when 

about to be sown, care mi;st be taken to cover 

them immediately, so that they may not be 

exposed to the effects of the sun’s rays, or to 

drought. Seeds of this description are some¬ 

times packed in slightly damp, well-beaten 

moss. This substance, growing abundantly 

in many woods, doubtless forms a natural pro¬ 

tection to seeds that drop amongst it, for it 

retains a certain degree of moisture without 

being saturated, w'hilst it resists the vicissi¬ 

tudes of heat and cold, and is not apt to go 

into a state of fermentation. Seeds closely 

packed in dry soil, and consequently almost 

excluded from the air, retain their powers of 

vea'etation much better than those that are 
O 

hermetically sealed in glass bottles or jars. 

In the latter case, the air in the jar or bottle 

must become contaminated by the exhalations 

from the seeds, and more or less saturated 

with the moisture they contain. The conse¬ 

quence is, that the seeds are then in an im¬ 

pure, damp, close atmosphere, and in most 

cases become completely spoiled. 

Tivie of Sowing.—The most favourable time 

for sowing all seeds indigenous to any country, 

is when they naturally drop from the plants, 

except some, such as haws, which hang till 

they are swallowed by birds, and vegetate 

after undergoing the digestive process. This 

rule, how^ever, is not of general application as 

regards seeds of plants that are natives of a 

coxmtry having a very different climate from 

that of this, or any other part of the world 

w'here they are to be sown. Favoured by mild 

weatlier, seeds of exotics may vegetate in au¬ 

tumn, and grow slowly, yet safely, through the 

winter; but in many cases the same kinds of 

plants, if raised in autumn, in a climate like 

that of Britain, would perish during the win¬ 

ter; wdiereas, if the seeds are well kept, and 

not sown till spring, the young plants can 

progress as the weather becomes more and 

more favourable to their growth. The time 
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when seeds are self-sown is doubtless the most 

proper for propagating the species with the 

greatest certainty in the absence of cultiva¬ 

tion, and if no other object were in view, the 

cultivator might closely imitate nature as to 

the period of sowing; but he has other motives 

which render it necessary to deviate from the 

natural mode. He has to cultivate the plant, 

not solely for reproduction, but also for its 

use, or for ornament; and in either case he 

has to afford a supply to suit the demand, 

sometimes throughout the year, often for a 

considerable portion of it. These remarks 

chiefly apply to such plants as are of an her¬ 

baceous nature, and more especially to annuals 

and biennials. Witli regard to trees and 

shrubs, it is, generally speaking, well to adopt 

the natural period of sowing, if circumstances 

will permit. At the same time it is highly 

desirable that the seedlings should only make 

their appeai’ance at a period of the season 

which is favourable to their growth. Accord¬ 

ingly, some seeds that do not keep well dry 

are committed to the soil, or mixed with it, 

in autumn; but their vegetation is not encou¬ 

raged till spring. This is done by the process 

called stratification, which consists in plq,cing 

a layer of seeds on the surface of the ground, 

then a layer of sand or light soil from 1 to 

2 inches in thickness, then another layer of 

seeds, and so on, the whole being laid so as to 

form a cone, over which a covering of soil is 

spread for protection from wet and frost, or, 

with the view of doing so more effectually, 

the cone is sometimes thatched. Care must, 

however, be taken to guard against the attacks 

of mice and other animals. Small quantities 

of seeds requiring this mode of preparation 

may be stratified in boxes, jars, or flower-pots, 

and placed in a cool situation till spring. It 

is immaterial whether the seeds are placed in 

alternate layers, or simply mixed with the 

soil. The only advantage of the former mode 

is, that should the seeds or a part of them 

happen to vegetate before sowing, each layer 

can be uncovered and taken up for planting 

without so much danger of breaking as if they 

were mixed promiscuously with the soil. Some 

seeds, like those of the hawthorn, require to 

be in the soil for more than a twelvemonth 

before they vegetate; and those of the holly 

two years. When stratified, or mixed with 

the soil, they occupy but little space, and 

when vegetation does take place, whether in 

the fir.st, second, or third spring, the ground 

should be prepared, and the vegetating seeds 

taken out and sown along with the substance 

in which they have lain; or when they are 

large, it is sometimes advisable to plant them 

in drills at proper distances. 

Preparation of Seeds for Sowing.—Some 

seeds, like those of the carrot, which adhere 

to each other, require to be rubbed between 

the hands along with dry sand, in order to 

insure a more equal distribution than would 

otherwise be the case. Others that are en¬ 

cased in a hard substance, as the seeds of the 

beet, should be steeped in water till their 

coating is softened to a considerable extent. 

Very small seeds are in some cases mixed with 

sand, or finely sifted soil, in order that they 

may be more easily distributed over a large 

extent of ground. 

Modes of Sowing.—There are two principal 

modes of sowdng — broadcast, or in drills or 

rows. Broadcast sowing is merely scattering 

the seeds over the surface, and is doubtless 

the most original. But the drill system has 

of late been much practised, both in the gar¬ 

den and in the field. It has the advantage 

of admitting of the ground being more expe¬ 

ditiously cleaned and stirred in the intervals, 

inasmiich as the hoe, or other implement, can 

be freely worked; whilst in the case of broad¬ 

cast sowing, no full sti'oke can be made; for 

even supposing the plants were to be generally 

1 foot apart, every draw or stroke of the hoe 

must be limited to less than 1 foot along the 

surface. On the other hand, small plants with 

spreading roots are, doubtless, best disposed 

promiscuously over the surface, unless the 

rows are made very little distant from each 

other, or not further than the roots of the 

plants extend. With regard to tap-rooted 

plants—carrots, for instance—the distance be¬ 

tween the rows should be regulated, not so 

much by the horizontal extension of the roots, 

as by the space which the tops require, in order 

to have suflficient light and air. 

Seeds will vegetate with due supplies of 

heat and moistiu’e; but a fertile soil is essen¬ 

tial for further progress; thus, the seeds of 

many plants do not vegetate well in strong 

loam, although the plants afterwards flourish 

in soil of that description. In a natural state 

of the ground, seeds rarely fall i;pon bare loam, 

brrt for the most part among the decayed or 

decaying vegetable matter with which it is 

covered; in this the seeds vegetate, and the 

young plants are nourished by it, until they 
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ac(\uire strengtli to enable tliem to penetrate 

the loam. 
INIr. Pepys, well known for his chemical re¬ 

searches, made some experiments on the vege¬ 

tation and growth of plants in the pure earths, 

and also in these with the aid of stimulants 

and manures. The earths employed were— 

Silex, or white sand,. 15 
Alumiiie, or pipe-clay,. 15 
Carbonate of lime, or whitening,. 10 

100 

These earths were put in glass pots, consist- 

m<y of an inverted wine bottle with the bot¬ 

tom ground oif. In the first experiment three 

lupine seeds were planted ^ inch deep on the 

26th of April. The earths were kept moist 

by distilled water and exposed to the atmo¬ 

sphere. On the 5th of June, a small but very 

weak plume appeared; on the 10th of July, the 

plant had six leaf-stalks of six leaves each, and 

on the 1st of August eleven. Being then very 

weak, and exhibiting no sign of bloom, it was 

removed. 
“ In one of the same glass pots, filled with 

peat and loam, three lupine seeds of the same 

weight were planted and watered with cistei'n 

water each day, and on the twentieth day from 

planting broke ground; only one was suffered 

to grow, which was strong and healthy, and 

on the fortieth day from its breaking ground 

had twelve leaf-stalks, with six to seven leaves 

each. Twenty days after it showed for flower, 

and being taken up weighed 192/g grains. 

“April 28, 1843.—Planted three lupine 

seeds, 2 grains weight each, in the pure earths; 

watered them with a solution of guano (1 oz. 

to 20 oz. water); continued the watering to 

the 14th of June, without any appearance of 

the plants, examined the earths and foimd the 

shells of the lupine seeds, the whole of the 

pulp in the interior having disappeared. — 

(Journal of the Horticultural Society of Lon¬ 

don, vol. iv. p. 58.) 

Here it might have been supposed that the 

pure earths, with the addition of one of the 

richest of artificial manures, would have an¬ 

swered as well as a compost of peat and loam, 

but the result proved quite the contrary. In 

another experiment, four out of twenty mus¬ 

tard seeds vegetated in the pure earths, and 

were watered with distilled water; the plants 

decayed in a few days. 

Seeds of lupines planted in the pure earth.s, 

and watered with a solution of sub-carbonate 

of ammonia, ^ oz- fo a quart of water, did not 

veaetate. A similar solution of muriate of 

ammonia gave a like unfavourable result, as 

was also the case with nitrate of potash, and 

with nitrate of ammonia mixed with the soil. 

In these experiments, soot mixed with the 

pure earths answered better than any other 

substance employed along with them. In 

April, 1844, three lujjine seeds, each weighing 

2 grains, were planted in the pure earths, well 

mixed with 30 grains of soot, and watered up 

to the 14th of April, when all three broke 

ground and grew well. On the 10th of June, 

20 grains more of soot were applied as a top¬ 

dressing, and though the soot remained with¬ 

out apparently mixing with the earths, yet the 

plants thus treated improved, and on the 25th 

of July showed for flower. After the earth 

had been removed from the roots the three 

plants weighed 215 grains. 

It thus appears that though 'seeds may ger¬ 

minate when sown in the pure earths, and 

duly supplied with pure water, yet to insure 

success in the after-growth, the soil miist pos¬ 

sess certain fertile properties. Now, it may be 

considered fully proved, that the peat and loam 

in the above experiments constituted the fer¬ 

tile soil favourable to germination and growth, 

whilst the composition of the three pure earths 

was quite the reverse. Fine, light, and rich 

soil, or compost containing peat or leaf-mould, 

is favourable to the vegetation of most seed.s, 

and on this account rich compost might be 

employed with great advantage even in ex¬ 

tensive cropping. 

The following remarks on the use of com¬ 

post, with the view of promoting vegetation, 

are made in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1844, 

p. 404, by “ Falcon,” who says:— 

“ I have no difficulty in bringing up my 

seeds, during this unusually dry weather, by 

piu’suiug the following system;—Dig and pul¬ 

verize the earth well, soak it with water (not 

immediately from a spi'ing—it should be ex¬ 

posed for some time to the air), fine the top, 

sow the seed in shallow trenches, which is far 

preferable to broadcast, and then sift over the 

bed a coating of rich compost; in a few days 

the appearance of green leaves will reward 

your trouble. In this way I coax parsley 

above the ground in three weeks.” 

II.—propagation by bulbs, coiwis, and 

TUBERS. 

Propagation by bulbs is easily effected. The 
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new bulbs may be separated wiien tbe leaves 

of the old plant decay. Those of the garlic, 

shallot, onion, tuli23, &c., are usually kept in 

a moderately dry airy place for some time 

before planting. This is done in order that 

the bulbs may commence to vegetate at the 

most convenient season, and besides, the bulbs 

are considered to grow better in consequence 

of their moistrire being to some extent eva- 

jjorated. By similar treatment, corms, such 

as the crocus, are found to ju’oduce better 

jdants and stronger flowers, than if suffered to 

I'emain without removal. Tubers also admit 

of being taken uj) w^hen mature, and being 

kept till the most convenient season for re- 

iflanting. They may in general be cut into 

a number of pieces, from which as many jflants 

may be raised, provided there is a perfect eye 

or bud in each piece. The Chinese jmm has 

not visible buds like the potato, but a number 

of small wrinkles disposed horizontally apj^ear 

on its surface, and if the tuber be cut in slices 

and planted; buds will jmsh from the wrinkles. 

III.—PROPAGATION BY DIVISION. 

Strictly speaking, propagation in every way 

except by seed is effected by division. If we 

propagate by cuttings, suckers, grafts, or buds, 

we must, in either case, divide the ^jlant to 

obtain them. Propagation by division is, how¬ 

ever, usually understood to imply the parting 

of such plants as the daisy, aster, sorrel, mar¬ 

joram, &c. Every one knows that a jiateh of 

the daisy can be taken up and sepai’ated into 

a number of plants with roots to each. The 

aster, and herbaceous perennials that have 

annual stalks, can be divided -with a spade or 

trowel, and such plants as thyme, hyssop, or 

box can be dug uji and split into slips with 

some iiortion of root to each. This is frequently 

termed propagating by slips. In some cases, 

the number of j)lants which can be obtained 

by division may be greatly increased by in¬ 

troducing a quantity of fine soil among them 

in order tliat the lower branches may strike 

root in it; or the jflants may be taken uji and 

replanted deeper than before. Thus, an over¬ 

grown box edging may be taken up in spring, 

partially divided, and then laid in so that the 

soil may cover the bases of the twigs or shoots; 

most of them will strike root in the course of 

the season, and the whole may afterwards be 

separated into as many jDlants as there were 

shoots in the edging. On the same principle 

other jflants of a shrubby nature may be jiro- 
pagated. 

IV. —PROPAGATION BY RUNNERS. 

Like the strawberry, many plants emit run¬ 
ners, which proceed along the surface of the 
ground, deriving nourishment fisom the parent 
jilant, and develojie, at a greater or less dis¬ 
tance from it, a bud on the ujiper side, Avhilst 
small projections form on the opjiosite or un¬ 
der side. These are young sjiongioles, the 
rudiments of roots, which, under favourable 
circumstances, strike into the soil, and assist 
in nourishing the young jilant immediately 
aboA^e them. The groAving point of the run¬ 
ner proceeds, and another plant is formed at 
the next joint or bud, and so on. It will have 
been observed, that runners cannot Avell take 
root in dry weather; but when in contact with 
moist soil the roots penetrate quickly. To 
facilitate the rooting, the joint is sometimes 
pegged down, or a small stone is placed over 
it. The stone not only keejis the joint close 
to the soil, but also attracts moisture, yet care 
should be taken not to j^lace the stone so as 
to check the growth of the young plant. It 
should not be jilaced, for instance, on the bud, 
but a little behind it. In jiropagating by run¬ 
ners, if the object be to obtain as many plants 
as jiossible, the old jjlants should be prevented 
from bearing floAvers and fruit, by cutting ofl‘ 
all flower-stalks as they ajjpear. If jiarticu- 
larly strong plants are required, the runner 
should be stopjied after it has made one or two 
joints. By so doing, the whole flow of saj) 
conA’eyed from the old jflant by the runner, 
will be ajiprojiriated by one or two jflants, in¬ 
stead of proceeding onward to sujjjily a num¬ 
ber. It is like shortening a shoot to a feAv 
eyes near the base, Avhich then push strongly; 
Avhilst, if the shoot is left entire, the flow of 
sap is divided amongst a number of buds, and 
it then frequently hajijiens that the lower ones 
do not push at all. 

V. —PROPAGATION BY SUCKERS. 

Two kinds of suckers may be distinguished, 
namely, root-suckers and stem-suckers, some¬ 
times called slips. 

A root - sucker jiroceeds from the under¬ 
ground part of a jflant, sometimes close to the 
stem, as in the gooseberry and currant, fre¬ 
quently at a considerable distance from it, as 
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in the plum, robinia, and poplar. When the 

roots have taken up a large quantity of sap, 

and when from some cause the leaves do not 

perform their functions, or when they are dis¬ 

eased, or mostly destroyed by insects, tubercles 

are formed on the roots from an exuberance of 

sajj not otherwise expended, and from these, 

adventitious buds are produced, which push 

above ground, fed by the roots from which 

they spring, and in some cases they also form 

young roots in connection with themselves. 

When this takes place, the sucker is more in¬ 

dependent of the parent plant, and may be re¬ 

moved and replanted with the greatest chance 

of success. By suckei-s are propagated the fil¬ 

bert, raspberry, rose, lilac, poplar, and elm, 

sometimes the gooseberry and fig, and occasion¬ 

ally the apple, pear, and plum for stocks. With 

all these the mode of proceeding is very sim¬ 

ple; it merely consists in removing the suckers 

with all the roots that properly belong to them, 

and planting them. This should be done at 

the time that would be most proper for trans¬ 

planting the plant from which they are taken. 

Whilst it is desirable that suckers intended 

for propagation should be taken up with plenty 

of roots attached, yet, in doing this, care should 

be taken to injure the roots of the parent plant 

as little as possible. If the suckers spring from 

a thick root, the soil should be removed, and 

instead of severing the large root, a slice of it 

can be detached with the sucker. In general, 

plants propagated from suckers occasion incon¬ 

venience, from having a greater disposition to 

produce suckers again than those propagated 

by other means. The best way of preventing 

this, when no increase is desired, is to be vigi¬ 

lant, and when a sucker makes its first ap¬ 

pearance, instantly to check it. This being 

attended to, and the plant at the same time 

well managed, its foliage being kept clean and 

healthy, so as to elaborate the full flow of sap, 

the disposition to produce a superabundance 

of suckers will be gi’eatly diminished. 

Stem-suckers proceed from the base of the 

stem, when this part is under the surface, as 

when soil is raised higher than the collar of 

the plant, or when a cutting, such as that of a 

gooseberry or currant, is inserted 8 or 9 inches 

in the ground. The growth and increase of 

these suckers is made at the expense of the 

j^art of the plant above them. When the old 

stem gets cby and hard, with sap-vessels much 

contracted as compared with those of the young 

wood of the suckers, the sap tends to flow 

into the latter, and they accoi-dingly exhibit 

great vigour; whilst the old plant surrounded 

by them gets more and more stunted in its 

growth. A vigorous sucker, in proportion 

to the breadth of foliage which it exposes to 

the light, contributes in a like ratio to the 

formation of roots. All those which have de¬ 

rived their existence from a sucker are more 

in connection with it than with any other part 

of the plant. The juices which any particu¬ 

lar portion of the roots imbibe have a tendency 

to flow towards the part which bore the leaves 

through the agency of which that portion of 

roots was formed, and simultaneously with 

it a set of buds. The leaves ultimately drop, 

but the buds remain and are in direct com¬ 

munication with the recently formed roots. 

It is therefore natural to suppose that the 

fluids absorbed by the roots will flow in the 

most direct channels towards the buds more 

immediately in connection with them, that is, 

to those formed on the sucker to which the 

roots belong. If the communication with most 

of these buds were interrupted, as would be 

the case if the sucker were cut off nearly close 

to the ground, still the sap would tend to flow 

in the same direction, and act in the first place 

with sTeat force on such buds as still remain. 

If there be any latent buds they will be stimu¬ 

lated j and in many cases adventitious buds 

become, under these circumstances, developed 

into .shoots. These shoots originating close to 

the ground frequently strike root and form 

rooted suckers. When they do not naturally 

strike I’oot, they may be encouraged to do so 

by earthing them up with some good mould, 

which should be kept moist by mulching when 

necessary. If the plant is one of those of 

which the suckers readily strike, and make 

sufficient roots in the course of a season to 

supply them, when taken up as distinct plants, 

the principal stem may be cut over by the 

surface of the grouiid, provided it is of less 

consequence to preserve it than to obtain a 

number of young plants, by the production of 

suckers which the cutting down of the old 

stem would encourage. But before this pro¬ 

ceeding is adopted, some precautions should be 

taken in case the cutting down of the stem 

should not have the desired effect. If suckers 

have already made theii' appearance, there is 

no danger; but if there are no symptoms of 

them, it must be considered whether the plant 

is one that infallibly produces suckers when 

cut down. Again, if the suckers require more 
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than one year to root properly, and if the 

amount of foliage which they bear is but little 

compared with that of the old plant, it will 

not be advisable to cut dawn the latter till 

after the first season, because, if done too soon, 

the roots would be deprived for two seasons 

of the action of a proportionate amount of 

foliage, and although, from their previous vig¬ 

our, they may act tolerably well for one sea¬ 

son, yet in a second season their action will be 

greatly limited, owing to the scanty formation 

of fresh spongioles, in consequence of the little 

foliage produced in the previous summer. 

When the suckers are taken from the parent 

stock, they may be considered plants, and 

treated as such. In many instances, however, 

it is likely that the quantity of roots will be 

small in proportion to the rest of the plant; 

and this also will probably be the case when 

the sucker has received a large share of nour¬ 

ishment from the roots of the mother plant, 

as well as from those of its own formation. 

Greater care will then be advisable to reduce 

the plant somewhat in proportion to its roots, 

to plant it out for nursing in rich soil, to 

water it moderately, and to mulch the surfiice 

of the ground. After growing in the nursery 

for a season or two, both roots and top will be 

in due proportion to each other, and the plant 

will be fit for transplanting to the place where 

it is to remain. 

VI.-PROPAGATION BY LAYERS. 

A layer is a branch or shoot, part of which 

is introduced into the soil, and strikes root 

whilst fed by the parent plant, Avith which, 

however, its communication is partially inter¬ 

rupted to induce the returning sap to form 

roots where checked, instead of returning to 

the parent stock. When treating of the flow 

of sap it was stated, that when absorbed by 

the roots it passes upwards through the al¬ 

burnum and the youngest layers of wood to 

the leaves, and that, having been exposed in 

the tissue of these to the influence of light, it 

returns by the inner bark, forming woody mat¬ 

ter, and depositing secretions in its progress, 

a portion extending to the roots, to which it 

supplies organized matter for the growth of 

spongioles, or, in other words, for the produc¬ 

tion of young roots. Now, as the upward flow 

of the sap is by the young wood, it is evident 

that we may cut ofl‘ from a branch a ring of 

bark, including the liber or inner bark, with¬ 

out stopping the flow of sap by the alburnum. 

The returning sap will, however, be deprived 

of its regular channel when it reaches the place 

where the bark and inner bark were removed 

by ringing. If this part is in dry air, the 

obstructed sap forms a swelling on the upper 

edge of the ringed space; or if it protrude a 

little in the form of cellular tissue, it soon 

dries, exhibiting a margin of irregular excres¬ 

cences. But, when the ringed portion is placed 

in the soil, the cellular tissue, protected from 

the drying influence of the air, forms granula¬ 

tions, which by degrees elongate and assume 

the form and office of spongioles. It is upon 

these principles that the operation of layering 

is founded. The shoot or branch is kept alive 

by the flow of sap from the mother plant, and 

various means are adopted to check its return, 

and induce the formation of roots on the layered 

branch, where it is placed in the soil. When 

these have formed in sufficient quantity for the 

entire support of the layer, it may be severed 

from the parent plant, and removed at the 

l^roper season for transplanting the species. 

According to circumstances, various modes 

of layering are adopted; the principal are sim¬ 

ply bending in the earth, twisting, incision, 

tongneiug, slitting or heeling, strangulation or 

Aviring, ringing, piercing, serpentine arching, 

insertion of the growing point, and circumpo- 

sition. These having been detailed, and the 

principles upon Avhich they are founded un¬ 

derstood, the modes of operation can be varied 

still more. 

1. Simply Bending in the Earth.-—This is 

represented in Fig. 163, Avhere a represents 

the branch to be layered; h, a hooked peg to 

keep it from springing up; c, a stick to main¬ 

tain the extremity of the shoot in an upright 

position. It will be seen that this is a very 

simple operation, consisting in making a slit. 
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into which the shoot is bent, secured, and 

covei-ed with soil. The extremity of the shoot 

may, in most cases, be more or less shortened, 

so that the buds left may have the more sap 

to enable them to push vigorously. When 

a straight stem is required, the terminal bud 

may be preserved, and the end above groimd 

kept upright by a stick. Or, the shoot may 

be cut down to two buds above the surface, 

and, when they push, the strongest may be 

selected to be trained upright for the future 

stem, and the other rubbed or cut off. If, in 

the course of the season, buds should push into 

shoots on the part of the layered branch, be¬ 

tween where it is laid in the ground and the 

parent stock, they should be checked, other¬ 

wise, from theii’ upright position, the sap would 

flow into them rather than along the more 

depressed part towards the extremity where 

it is wanted to produce learms; for on the ela¬ 

borated sap returned from these, the forma¬ 

tion of roots depends. 

2. Twisting.—This is performed in the same 

way as the preceding, except that the branch 

is twisted, in order to check the returning 

sap, and, consequently, favour the emission of 

root s. 

^.Incision hy Splitting.—Small branches are 

sometimes split by thrusting a sharp-pointed 

knife througli the middle of the branch at the 

])art which is to be laid in the earth, and then 

splitting it longitudinally to the extent of 2 

inches or so, more or less, according to the 

size of the branch. The parts are kept sepa¬ 

rate by a ])iece of wood or stone. The split, 

of course, occasions an obstruction of the sap, 

and allows of the emission of roots by the 

edges of the cleft. 

4. Tongwing or Heeling. —'Ts\xs is repre- 

Layenng by Tougueing and Ringing. 

seuted by Fig. 164, where a reju-eseuts the 

branch cut lialf way through at c, by entering 

the knife about the loAvest part of the bend 

below the bud h, and cutting upwards; the 

branch, being then placed at the proper depth 

in tlie groove made for its reception, is kept 

from springing up by the hooked peg d. In 

placing it, care must be taken to keep separate 

the divided portions at c, for if in contact 

they would unite, and the object of making 

the cleft Avould be defeated. A piece of stone 

or wood is sometimes employed to keep them 

apart. It is also necessary to observe, that 

all buds, including that at h, should be rubbed 

off, or cut out, before the shoot is laid down. 

Now, it will be seen, that the sap can ascend 

by the upper side into the buds 1 and 2; but 

when these expand into shoots and leaves, and 

when the latter are able to return elaborated 

sap, a portion will return to the stem, whilst 

another portion will go towards h, and accu¬ 

mulating there, it must break out in the shape 

of roots. The bud 1 will have the flow of sap 

more direct, because the vessels on that side 

are entire; but it will also find its way to 

bud 2. The sap from the leaves produced by 

the latter will, however, tend to return to¬ 

wards h, in consequence of that part being on 

the same side. The future shoot and foliage 

on that side, being most in connection with 

the part from which roots proceed, should be 

encouraged. The reason of cutting below the 

bud at b is, that when a shoot is cut a little 

above a joint or bud, the divided part is ajit 

to die up to the next joint; but when cut im¬ 

mediately below the joint, the heel usually 

keejDS alive to the joint situated at its extre¬ 

mity'. Instead of the tongue or heel being 

formed on the imder side of the branch, it is 

sometimes made on the up])er side. The bi-anch 

is then twisted, so that the tongue may be 

placed in a perpendicular position, and in a 

downward dii-ection. In other cases, it is cut 

on either side of the branch; but, in general, 

it is preferable to make an incisioia on the 

under side, unless the shoot is of a brittle na¬ 

ture and may bend, when cut on the upper side, 

with less danger of breaking. Some, after 

raising the tongue, have split it u]i the middle, 

and, in some cases, it is said, with advantage, 

b. Strangulation or Wiring. — If a wire is 

9 twisted tightly round a branch, the ascending 

sap will flow along the vessels of the albur¬ 

num, but the returning sap, descending by the 

inner bark, will be checked. Woody layers 

continue to be foi'ined so long as the outside 

bark adndts of being comj)ressed; but by do- 

48 
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grees the portion of it within the ring becomes 

iiard, and so compact as to prevent the return 

of the sap below the ring, and, of course, the 

fiu’ther deposition of woody layers. An ac¬ 

cumulation of the returning sap then takes 

2ilace above the wire. ExjDosed to the diy- 

ing influence of the air, roots do not readily 

break out in consequence of this accumula¬ 

tion ; but an increased dejwsition of woody 

matter is indicated by the swelling of the 

branch to a much greater thickness immedi¬ 

ately above the wire than below it. When, 

however, the jiart around which the wire is 

twisted is laid in the earth, the accumulated 

sap tends to form roots; and to encourage their 

breaking out, the part above the ring is some¬ 

times jjricked with a shaiq) instrument, in va¬ 

rious places, quite through the inner bark. 

6. Ringing.—This mode is represented in 

Fig. 164, where e is a hooked peg, the use of 

which is obvious; f, a portion of the branch 

from which a ring of bark has been removed; 

g, a stick, to which the extremity of the shoot 

A is trained. The xdng at f should be taken off 

quite through the inner bark, otherwise the 

returning sap would j^ass by it to the stem, 

and thus the object of ringing, to interrujDt it, 

would be defeated. Singing is to be jireferred 

to strangulation or wiring, inasmuch as the 

granulated cellular tissue has a clean-cut edge 

to issue from, and on which it can sooner ac¬ 

cumulate in sufficient quantity to form jiro- 

trusions, in the shajie of sjiongioles, than it can 

when it has to overcome the resistance of 

soinid bark, above the wdring, before it can 

burst out; besides, [previously to its doing so, 

[Part of it is appropriated for the deposition of 

woody layers. 

7. Piercing.—The branch, where laid in the 

ground, is sometimes pierced or punctured. 

The returning sap is thereby obstructed, and 

the emission of roots encouraged. But punc¬ 

tures are more apt to cause disease than clean 

cuts; therefore, veiy small circular notches 

will answer the purpose better, except when 

the branch is of a tender, succulent nature, 

and liable to bleed when cut. 

8. Serpentine Layering.—This mode is v'ery 

a[)plicable to the vine, wistaria, clematis, and 

other plants, that make long running shoots. 

It is represented Ipy Fig. 165. The shoot a 

is laid at every 2 feet, or less, accoi'ding to 

the nature of the plant, its [)liability, and the 

situation of the buds. Fach curve above 

ground d, d, must be furnished with a bud or 

buds; whilst from the portion below grounti, 

held down by pegs h, b, b, the buds must be 

rubbed or cut off. The extremity c is sup¬ 

ported by a stick, and when the shoot is suf¬ 

ficiently rooted at the different parts laid, it 

is cut as represented by the dotted lines e, e, e. 

When this mode of propagation is adopted in 

summer with a growing shoot, the latter must 

be layered as it proceeds in growth, and the 

leaves on the part above ground should be pre¬ 

served and encouraged; consequently, the shoot 

will have to be laid shallow, and the curves to 

be but slight. Sometimes, pressing the shoot at 

its joint the depth of its thickness in the soil, 

and then laying small stones upon it, will be 

sufficient. 

9. Layering by Lnsertion of the Growing 

Point.—Many plants that emit few roots, and 

these but slowly, by the previously detailed 

modes, will produce them in surprising abun¬ 

dance by merely inserting the growing point in 

the soil. Take, for instance, the rubus, goose- 

beny, or curi-ant, and, as soon as the shoots 

have acquired some length and firmness, insert 

the growing points in well-dug soil, and be¬ 

fore autumn a large bundle of roots will be 

formed, with a bud, which mi;st be carefully 

preserved in transplanting, and afterwards 

trained to form a stem. This mode, though 

not in general essential for the propagation 

of either the gooseberry or the cuiTant, might 

yet in some [iarticular cases be advantage¬ 

ously adopted; for instance, when a sort is 

required to be increased as quickly as possible, 

a number of strongly rooted plants may be 

obtained long before such could be produced 

by cuttings. This mode of propagation de¬ 

serves notice, for it can easily be tried, and 

doubtless will often be found successful in the 

case of many kinds of plants that are difficult 

to propagate by other means. 

10. Circumposition is an old term fora mode 

of propagation employed in cases where the 

branch is far from the ground, or when, from 

stiffness, brittleness, or other circumstances, it 

cannot be bent down. Whilst the branch, for 
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any of these reasons, retains its position, some 

soil or compost is carried up, and, in various 

ways, made to surround it. For holding the 

soil, a box, garden pot, basket, or any other 

article, adapted so that the branch can be in¬ 

troduced into the interim-, may be used. A 

gax-den pot, cut down the middle before the 

clay is burned, will answer; the branch can 

be inclosed between the two halves, which close 

against each other, except where the hole in 

the bottom allows room for the branch to be 

introduced into the pot. The pieces, of course, 

requii-e to be bound or hooped together. This, 

however, is rendered unnecessary by the ar¬ 

rangement represented in Fig. 166, where a is 

a slit in the side of 

the pot, sufficiently 

wide to admit the 

branch; h, a post to 

support the pot at 

the proper height; 

c, a stick to keep 

the branch upright. 

After the branch 

has been introduced 

into the pot, and 

placed in its proper 

position, the slit 

above and below it, 

is closed by two 

blips of thin tile, or 

slate; and the pot 

can then be filled 

with soil. From being raised in the air, the 

soil will be apt to dry rapidly; this should be 

prevented by mulching it with moss, which 

should be kept moist, and it will also prove 

advantageous to cover the whole surface of 

the pot with moss, in order to prevent evapo¬ 

ration through the pores of the material. Pots 

or boxes made of slate, not being porous like 

those of earthenware, would be proper for this 

mode of propagation. 

The Chinese ring a part of a branch, and 

then fasten round it a large ball of clay and 

cow dung, well incorporated, and similar to 

our grafting clay; and the whole is maintained 

in a moist state by means of a vessel placed 

above it, and kept supplied with water, of 

which enough is allowed to escape by a small 

hole at the bottom. The mode was practised 

in Britain more than 130 years ago. Reid, 

in his Scots Gardener, published in 1721, after 

describing the mode of propagation by circum- 

position, says:—“I have effected this with clay 

and cow’s dung, well mixed (after part of the 

bark has been taken off round), and wrapped 

about with a double or triple swaddling of 

straw or hay ropes.” 

The vine, and various other plants, will 

strike root by merely surrounding the branch 

or shoot with grafting clay;.but, in general, 

rinffiiiff, or some of the modes of incision, 

should be employed when layering by cir- 

cumposition is performed. 

VII.-PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS. 

A cutting for propagation is an entirely 

detached jiortion of a plant, usually a shoot, 

or part of a shoot, furnished with buds, or 

with buds and leaves. AVhen properly select¬ 

ed, duly prepared, and placed under favour¬ 

able circumstances, the cutting emits roots, 

and thus an individual plant may be increased 

to an extent corresponding to the number of 

parts eligible for cuttings which the plant can 

afford at once, or in succession. 

If a iilant be cut over by the surface of the 

ground, and, consequently, be dej^rived of its 

nourishment from the roots, it 'svill, notwith¬ 

standing, remain alive; and its buds will con¬ 

tinue to attract the sap from the vessels with 

Avhich they are connected, and will expand 

into leaves. These, as well as the others with 

Avliich the cutting may be already furnished, 

will continue to perform their functions nearly 

as before the sejiaration of the plant from its 

roots, that is to say, they will elaborate the 

sap till all that can be drawn from the cutting 

is exhausted. As long as the leaves have a 

supply of sap, so long will they continue to 

form cellular tissue, and when this is formed, 

it will naturally fall into the proper channels, 

and pursue its usual course, as far as possible. 

It will descend from the leaf by the vessels 

in the petiole, and by the inner bark of the 

shoot, depositing secretions, and forming woody 

tissue in its progress. But it is not usual for 

the tissue, organized by the leaves, to be wholly 

monopolized by the stem and its parts above 

ground; for, whilst a certain quantity is thus 

appropriated, a considerable portion passes on 

to the root, and adds to their groAvth and ex¬ 

tension. If a plant be 3 feet in length from 

a certain part of a shoot to the extremity of 

the roots, then the sap elaborated by the leaves 

on that part deposits more or less substance 

throughout the whole length of 3 feet. More¬ 

over, if the soil be in a favourable condition, 
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especially as regards temperature, an extension 

of the extremities of the roots or spongioles is 

effected. But instead of the process extend¬ 

ing along the assumed distance of 3 feet, or 

more, if a cutting, 6 inches in length below 

the leaves, is made, presuming these to con¬ 

tinue their functions as usual, the cutting will 

receive and appropriate the share of elabora¬ 

ted sap due to a portion of shoot 6 inches in 

length; whilst the tissue, not so appropriated, 

and which would have extended 30 inches 

farther towards the extremity of the roots, 

accumulates where its channel of communica¬ 

tion with the latter is cut off, that is to say, 

at the base of the cutting. There, it forms 

a callosity of organized matter, which, under 

favourable circumstances, protrudes, and ulti¬ 

mately assumes the form of roots. The cut¬ 

ting has now become a plant. This result 

depends, however, upon various cii-cumstances, 

to which it is necessary to advert. The cut¬ 

tings require to be selected of the proper age; 

they should be inserted at the proper season, 

and in a suitable medium; and they should 

afterwards be kept in a well-regulated condi¬ 

tion, as regards heat, moisture, and light. 

Selection.—Guttings should be taken from 

healthy plants, and from parts of these which 

are not in a weakly state; for if the shoots or 

branches of a plant are not in a condition to 

make a fair growth with a supply of nourish¬ 

ment from the roots of the parent plant, they 

cannot, when made into cuttings, be expected 

to possess sufficient energy to produce a good 

plant. At the same time, excessively vigorous 

shoots, accustomed to receive a very abundant 

supply of nourishment, are not so well able to 

keep alive, when deprived of that supply, as 

others that have been less highly fed. Some 

kinds of trees, as the willow and poplar, strike 

from either old or young wood; but most strike 

more readily, and make the best plants, from 

well-matured shoots of the current year’s 

growth. In the case of hard-wooded plants 

difficult to strike, considerable nicety is re¬ 

quired in selecting a portion of the shoot, the 

wood of which is neither too old and hard, nor 

too young and soft; for in the former case, 

roots are not readily emitted, whilst, in the 

latter, the cuttings are apt to damp off. A 

knowledge of the proper degi’ee of firmness 

which the cutting should possess, can only be 

acquired by practice, and this differs in differ¬ 

ent plants. When not exactly known, it is 

well to insert cuttings of different degrees of [ 

firmness, and observe for future guidance the 

condition in which they succeed the best. 

Time of talcing off Cuttings.—The cuttings 

of hardy deciduous trees and shrubs should bo 

taken off after the fall of the leaf, and before 

the sap rises in spring. The sap is then in 

a condensed state; as it expands, by the in¬ 

creased warmth of spring, the buds swell, and 

sap is returned to form callosities, and the 

more readily if placed in soil that is moist and 

waim. The worst time for taking cuttings 

from these kinds of plants is when the sap is 

in full fiow, and when the leaves from buds 

formed in the jwevious summer are just ex¬ 

panding. At that period of their vegetation, 

they evaporate the moisture contained in the 

cutting with great rapidity, and, at the same 

time, return organized tissue but slowly, so 

that, before enough of it to produce roots is 

accumulated, the cutting is exhausted. As 

a general rule, cuttings should be taken off, 

either when the vegetation of the plant is in 

a dormant state, or when it is active and has 

made a new shoot, with leaves so far matured 

as to be in the act of forming abundance of 

woody tissue. 

Preparation of Cuttings.—There are trees 

that strike root so readily, that a piece of 

branch or stem may be sharpened like a stake, 

and then driven into the ground, when they 

become plants. In the south of Europe, where 

the ground is much warmer than in this coun¬ 

try, branches of apple or pear trees, of the 

thickness of a man’s wrist, are cut into lengths 

of 2 or 3 feet, pointed, and driven into the 

ground, where they strike root, and soon form 

strong stemmed plants. Stout willow stakes 

are sometimes driven in, to form a fence in 

watery places, or to mark a boundary in srrch 

situations, and they soon take root. In one 

instance, willow stakes for this purpose had 

been sharpened at the smaller, or top end, and 

driven in bottom upwards; yet they grew, 

although not so freely at first as if the sap had 

risen through vessels not so inverted. Cut¬ 

tings of the gooseberry, currant, and some 

other plants, emit roots, not only from the 

callous substance at the lower end of the cut- 

ting, but also along the side. In these, and 

other kinds of cuttings from deciduous trees, 

the buds on the under-ground part of the cut¬ 

ting must be cut, picked, or rubbed out, other¬ 

wise they w-ould, sooner or later, push into 

shoots. It may be observed that, in the goose¬ 

berry and currant, the leaves have chiefly per- 
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formed their olEce when tlie fruit is ripened 

off; and, as tliis occurs early in the season, 

cuttings made at that time and planted in 

warm, moist soil will form roots before win¬ 

ter, and will, consequently, be ready to push 

into vigorous growth early in the ensuing 

season, and before cuttings of the same sort, 

inserted in spring, could have formed a single 

root. Thus, the plants from cuttings made 

early in autumn will be nearly a year in ad¬ 

vance of those planted in spring. The goose¬ 

berry and currant are mentioned as familiar 

examples of what may be observed and taken 

advantage of, in regard to the propagation of 

other plants. In such cases, the leaves*must 

be taken off, otherwise they would evaporate 

the moisture of the cutting. 

When plants are difficult to strike by the 

ordinary mode of cutting off a portion of 

branch or shoot, for immediate insertion, it is 

a good plan to ring it below a joint aboiit mid¬ 

summer. The returning sap being checked, 

a swelling commences above the ring, and con¬ 

tinues to increase till active vegetation ceases 

in autumn. The branch should then be cut 

off below the I’ing, and laid in the soil till 

spring, in order that the swelling may be soft¬ 

ened by the moisture of the soil, and to faci¬ 

litate the emission of roots. In spring, the 

cutting is taken up, and the ringed portion 

cut off close by the under part of the swell¬ 

ing ; the cutting is then again inserted in the 

soil to the proper depth, the top having been 

previously shortened to a few buds above the 

joint corresponding with the surface. Instead 

of ringing, a ligature is sometimes employed 

to obstruct the returning sap. For this pur¬ 

pose, a small wire is generally used, biit, in 

many cases, a piece of fine twine, drawn very 

tightly, will answer better, as it is not liable 

to corrode, like metallic substances. 

Instead of being cut off, the portion to be 

propagated, consisting of a lateral shoot, is 

occasionally torn off with a heel, the sepai’a- 

tion presenting a somewhat oval surface which 

is smoothed with a sharp knife. The section, 

then, is oblique to the direction of the fibre, 

and is, of course, larger than if it had been 

made right across the shoot, consequently, it 

presents a larger surface for the absorption of 
moisture. 

Cuttings of some things strike more readily 

when, after having been cut across, they are 

spUt upwards, about half an inch, more or less 

according to the size of the cutting. The shoot 

should be cut with a very sharp knife immedi¬ 

ately below the joint. Some of the lower 

leaves should be cut or clipped off very little 

farther from the base than the length to which 

the cutting is inserted in the ground. The 

older leaves elaborate more sap for the forma¬ 

tion ot roots than the very young onesj and, 

from being near the moist surface, they absorb 

moisture, or, at least, they do not evaporate 

so much as when they are elevated from that 

source of moisture. The petioles of the leaves 

to be i-emoved should be cut off as close to 

the stem as can be done without injuring the 

bark, or the vessels of the stem. When much 

of the petiole is left, and buried in the moist 

soil, it is apt to rot j and from decaying mat¬ 

ter being thus pi-oduced in the viciuity of the 

cutting, and, in fact, connected with it, the 

damping or decomposition of the cutting itself 

is induced. 

With regard to the preparation of cuttings, 

and the importance of leaving the proper 

quantity of leaves, some excellent remarks are 

made in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1844, p. 540, 

by Mr. Wood, who says, “It is the common 

practice to cut through the joint and remove 

three or four of the lowermost leaves; but the 

removal of these, I am fully convinced, is. of 

great disadvantage, as it is generally admitted 

that the foliage has aii office to perform, viz.— 

that of elaborating the sap or juices of the 

plant. The sap ascends by the minute vessels 

of the cuttings, and, entering the leaves al¬ 

ready formed and undergoing the elaboratiug 

process, is converted into cambium, or the pro¬ 

per juices of plants, by the influence of light 

and heat. Afterwards it descends, formina- 

wood in its course, but in considerably less 

quantity in cuttings than in rooted plants. 

After it has reached the base of the cutting, 

it comes into immediate contact with the soil, 

or compost, of whatever nature that may be, 

and there it assumes a congealed appearance, 

or white warty substance, which, owing to the 

sap continually descending, enlarges until it is 

forced into different directions in the shape . 

of roots. These supply the plant with food, 

growth commences and proceeds, and the plant 

elongates and soon becomes established. If 

we deprive a cutting of its lowermost leaves, 

we deprive it of a considerable portion of its 

power to emit roots. I have inserted a great 

quantity, with every leaf attached, and these 

retained the same healthy appearance as be¬ 

fore they were taken off the parent plant; 
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many of tliem looted rapidly, and not one leaf 

died until after tliey had become well-estab¬ 

lished plants. It is evident that the leaves 

were of service to the cuttings, from their re¬ 

maining so healthy; these cuttings were in¬ 

serted deep enough to bury in the soil the 

whole of the leaf-stalk of the lowermost leaf. 

It is worthy of remark, that those cuttings 

having the largest leaves rooted quickest; 

thus showing that the descent of the sap was 

stronger and quicker in them than in others 

with smaller foliage, but which, nevertheless, 

also succeeded well. How different was the 

case of some tried on the old plan of remov¬ 

ing the leaves! Many soon became languid, 

some ultimately withered away; and those 

which did succeed were much slower in emit¬ 

ting roots. In removing the leaves, generally 

a small portion of the foot-stalk is left, which 

sap enters, but, on account of the leaf being 

absent, is not elaborated; consequently, these 

become dropsical, and damping off very often, 

kill the cutting. This would not have been 

the case had the leaves been left on.” 

The substances in which cuttings are struck 

are various; biit silver sand, Avhite and pure, 

is that which is most in use, and, on the whole, 

found to answer best. It is free from decay¬ 

ing matter, and therefore does not induce 

putrefaction. It is porous, and affords a ready 

passage for the spongioles; yet, being fine, it 

retains moisture by capillary attraction. It 

contains very little nourishment; but scarcely 

any besides what may be dissolved in the water 

is required, till rootlets begin to be formed. 

The sand, as already mentioned, should be pure 

and free from the oxides of iron. Many plants, 

such as laurels, some kinds of roses, chrysan¬ 

themums, &c., will strike in common garden 

soil. Various other substances, such as pow¬ 

dered charcoal, brick-dust, burned clay, chop¬ 

ped moss, and water have been employed. 

Charcoal has the property of absorbing gases 

that might otherwise juove injurious to the 

health of the cutting by inducing putrefac¬ 

tion; it likewise retains moisture within its 

pores. It has been successfully employed 

alone, or mixed with other substances. 

Mr. Wood, in the article akeady quoted, 

states, that for salvias, petunias, fuchsias, ver¬ 

benas, heliotropiuras, anagallises, &o., together 

with several cobteas, lophospermums, and the 

like, charcoal is an excellent ingredient in the 

soil used for their propagation. He also found 

that cuttings of AbutUon sinaiMOT, fuchsias, 

and various other green-house plants, succeeded 

well when inserted into powdered charcoal 

alone; nevertheless, he prefers mixing it with 

a little good soil and silver sand. 

Brick-dust has also been successfully used 

in striking cuttings, by Mr. Drummond, for- 

meily of Howick Hall, who says, “ My first 

trial was with the heliotrope, for wdiich I used 

common bricks that had not been over-burned, 

first reducing them to powder, and filling a 

shallow seed-pan, fifteen inches in diameter, 

the coarser particles being placed at the bottom 

as drainage; the cuttings were then planted 

over the whole surface. These were firmly 

rooted in a shorter time than others planted 

amongst sand, loam and sand, or leaf-mould 

and sand, although receiving the same treat¬ 

ment, with this difference—that those in brick- 

dust required less water. Brick-dust, being 

an absorber and retainer of moisture, requires 

but a small quantity of moisture; therefore, 

the larger the pan is the more holes there 

should be in the bottom, and the coarser should 

the substances used for drainage. Should the 

brick-dust become too damp, it may be partly 

remedied by placing the pan on slate, or any 

other black body, without abstracting the heat, 

as a black substance absorbs heat freely, but 

readily parts with it to surrounding bodies. 

If a cutting pot or pan were blackened, it 

would perhaps be greatly in favour of the 

young plant; but this experiment I have not 

yet tried. Brom the success attending the 

cuttings of the heliotrope, I ventured to try 

those of various plants, such as pelai'goniums, 

fuchsias, roses. Euphorbia jacquiniflora, Ipo- 

mcea Learii, and Passijlora Loudonii, all of 

which rooted freely. 

“ When brick-dust is used, it matters not 

what the diameter of the pan may be; the 

cuttings can be planted over the whole surface 

with little fear of their damping off. The pan 

should be plunged to the rim in leaf-mould, 

and freely exposed to the sun in a hot frame, 

that the brick-dust may acquire a certain de¬ 

gree of heat and moisture before the cuttings 

are put in, and when planted, they should be 

immediately taken back to the frame. If the 

hot-bed is made on the same construction as 

for early melons, or cucumbers, rather rough 

leaf-mould, to the depth of 4 inches, may be 

spread upon the surface, and upon that, 3 

inches of pounded bricks; if this is rendered 

firm and level, the cuttings may be planted 

out upon it in rows. This method is well 
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adapted to extensive place.®, where a great num¬ 

ber of plants are required in spring to decor¬ 

ate the flower-garden.”—{Gardeners Chroni¬ 

cle, 1842, p. 742.) 

Burned clay is a substance nearly allied to 

the preceding: it is a powerful absorber of am¬ 

monia. It may, therefore, be advantageously 

employed in cases where the cutting requires 

other nourishment than water, and yet will 

not succeed in rich garden soil. 

Many plants will strike and grow in moss, 

such as sphagnum chopped; and if the plants 

are to be grown for some time in the pots in 

which they are struck, some leaf-moiild, mixed 

with the moss, w'ill be advantageous. 

Cuttings of many plants will readily strike 

root if their ends are put in water, provided it 

be of the proper temperature. Bottles, vials, 

or jars, may be employed to hold the water; 

but, as light is not necessary for the produc¬ 

tion of roots, which are usually and best formed 

in the dark, the vessel, if transparent, should 

be shaded. Roots growing in water are dis¬ 

posed to subdivide exceedingly, so that many 

are as flue as hairs, and when taken out of the 

water, are too delicate to act well in the soil. 

It is therefore advisable to remove the cut¬ 

tings struck in water at an early stage of the 

gi-owth of the roots, before their length be¬ 

comes too much out of pi’oportion to their 

thickness. It should be observed, that the 

soil an which plants struck in water are 

planted ought to be fine, and kept moist; and 

the plants should be carefully shaded till they 

strike fresh root. 

The following materials, which may be ad¬ 

vantageously employed in striking the cuttings 

of almost any sort of plant are recommended 

by a correspondent of the Gardeners' Chroni¬ 

cle. He says:—“ Provide either broken pot¬ 

sherds, pebbles, or chips of stones from a ma¬ 

son’s yard, and place them in the bottom of 

the pot. Over these put rough fibrous peat, 

or turf; this will act as drainage, which is most 

essential; then prepare peat, loam, and silver 

sand, in equal parts, with the addition of a 

little powdered charcoal; let these be well in¬ 

corporated together and passed through a fine 

sieve; put this compost on the top of the above- 

mentioned drainage, and press it well down. 

This must be in sufficient quantity to reach 

within 1^ inch of the top of the pot. Finish 

with pure silver sand, and let the whole be 

well watered, to settle all down before the cut¬ 

tings are put in.” The cuttings should then 

be inserted into the sand, and watered to 

settle it round them. 

Insertion. — Cuttings of hardy plants that 

strike in the open air are sometimes inserted 

by means of a dibber; but it is always better, 

when circumstances will permit, to cut off, by 

a line, a straight edge in the dug soil, and 

place the prepared cuttings against it, pressing 

the soil closely round them. When propaga¬ 

tion is effected under glass, and the cuttings 

are small, a pointed stick proportioned to their 

size is employed. Some kinds do very well 

when planted equally over the whole surface; 

others do better when inserted near the sides 

of the pot, a circumstance which is not easily 

accounted for, but that such is the case is a 

well-known fact. The roots of a plant increase 

much more readily when they reach the sides 

of a pot than they did previously when in the 

soil. Stones, in arable land, have a similar 

effect; for they have been frequently observed 

matted with roots. This may be owing to 

there beius a less cohesion between the soil 

and the stone than between the particles of 

the soil itself, and, consequently, a more fr-co 

passage for roots will be afforded in the for¬ 

mer than in the latter case. Moreover, nroi.s- 

ture is generally to he found condensed on the 

sides of the pot; for if the pot should be colder 

than the soil within it, condensation will take 

place on the inner surface, and if it be warmer 

than the soil, then it will warm the air in con¬ 

tact with its interior, and moisture will be con¬ 

densed on the adjoining colder particles of the 

soil, so that in either case there will be mois¬ 

ture between the soil and the sides of the pot; 

and thus the production of roots is encouraged. 

Cuttings, particular cases, are therefore in¬ 

serted at the sides of the pot, sometimes with 

their ends against its bottom, against the sides 

of a smaller pot within the cutting pot, or 

resting on potsherds placed at the proper depth 

below the surface. In putting in the cutting.®, 

the soil or sand should be pressed with the 

pointed stick, as in planting with the dibber, 

and when the pot is filled, the cuttings should 

be watered, for this will close the sand about 

them better than any other process. 

Mr. W. P. Ayres gives, in a few w'ords, some 

very good directions for propagating by cut¬ 

tings. He says:—“For cutting-pots I gene¬ 

rally use 48’s, prepared in the following man¬ 

ner : Over the hole at the bottom I place an 

inverted 60-sized pot, and round it potsherd.s, 

broken small • over these some moss, and then 
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fill up Avitli a compost of peat, sand, and leaf- 

mould, in equal quantities, leaving about half 

an incli at tbe top for white sand, which runs 

into the holes as the cuttings are inserted. A 

stock of pots thus prepared should be kept in 

a frame or propagating house, as nothing is so 

injurious to cuttings taken from plants grow¬ 

ing in heat as to put them into cold soil. 

Cuttings cannot be too short if they have the 

necessary buds to form a plant; neither can 

they be inserted too shallow if they are made 

firm in the (Gardeners Chronicle, 1843, 

p. 116.) 

Temperature.— If a well-rooted plant be 

kept in a high temperature, whilst its roots, on 

the contrary, are in a low one, the parts above 

ground will be stimulated into rapid growth, 

but the roots will increase very little, for the 

returning sap is checked Avhen it reaches the 

parts colder than itself. When the soil is as 

warm as the air, or somewhat warmer, the 

growth of the roots is in proportion to that of 

the top; and, if the soil be considerably warmer 

than the air, the disposition to produce i-oots 

will be greater than that to produce tops; and 

this is the relative condition which should be 

maintained between the soil and the atmo¬ 

sphere in striking cuttings, that is to say, the 

bottom heat should exceed the average top 

heat. With regard to the ju'oper degree of 

these, no precise data can be given, as it Amries 

in different plants. In general, the temperature 

should be higher than that in which the species 

naturally groAvs. For example, the hawthorn, 

wild pear, and many other trees indigenous to 

Britain, rarely, if ever, strike root from cut¬ 

tings in the open ground, but when placed in a 

strong, moist bottom heat these, and most hardy 

trees, strike readily. In regulating the tem¬ 

perature, it is necessary, in the first instance, 

to take into consideration that in Avhich the 

jAlant from Avhich the cuttings are taken has 

been groAving. Sometimes, the plant is forced, 

in order to 2^1’oduce shoots for cuttings; the 

latter, in that case, must not be 2>laced in a 

lower, but rather in a higher temiAerature 

than that to which they Avere subjected on the 

jAarent plant. Cuttings taken from deciduous 

jilants in a dormant state, and furnished only 

Avith buds, should be jAlaced, at first, in a tem¬ 

perature very little higher than that which 

is sufficient to excite and swell the buds of 

the parent tree. As the buds of the cuttings 

expand, the temperature should be increased 

in a higher ratio than that Av’hich brings the 

tree naturally into leaf, or Ashich causes ir to 

jAush into shoots; and whilst the process is 

going on, care must be taken that the soil is 

warmer than the atmosphere. In short, if the 

buds are not driven out too rapidly, and if the 

heat is afterwards increased as much as the 

exjAanding foliage will bear without becoming 

weak, thin, and unsubstantial, and if the bot¬ 

tom heat is ahvays increased in a ratio higher 

than the mean tem^Aei-ature of the atmospihere 

in which the foliage is groAving, roots must 

ultimately be jjroduced, if the cutting remain 

health}^ If, on the contrary, too much top 

lieat is given, and too little bottom heat, the 

foliage Avill be imperfect, and unfit to elabo¬ 

rate jAroperly, CA'en a limited quantity of sap, 

and that little will be checked on reacliing the 

lower part of the cutting, placed in the cold 

soil, and the formation of roots imder these 

circumstances will not be satisfactory, if it 

take jfiace at all. If both top a,nd bottom 

heat are too low, vegetation must of course bo 

languid; yet the cutting, partially excited, 

Avill waste during the long period Avhich must 

elapse before roots can be formed to supply 

it with fresh nourishment. The heat, Avhat- 

ever may be the degree of it which the na- 

tirre of the cutting may require, shorxld bo 

steady, or nearly so; for cuttings Avill not bear 

such vicissitudes as Avell-rooted jAlants Avill do. 

Tro])ical plants naturally experience conqiai-a- 

tively little variation of temperature, day or 

night, summer or winter; and, in ^Ai’opagat- 

ing them by cuttings, the temperature should 

vary still less; in fact, it may be steady. A 

someAvhat greater I’ange may be allowed to 

jjlants indigenous to temperate or colder cli¬ 

mates ; but by no means ought this to extend 

to the extremes of temperature which, during 

even the growing season, occur in most of 

those climates. This remark refers to the toji 

heat; as for the bottom heat, it should not be 

high at one time and low at another. If it be 

found necessary to increase the bottom heat, 

it should be regularly made every day a little 

higher than on the one preceding; occasionally, 

it may be the same for several days; but care 

should bo taken to prevent its falling lower, at 

any time, than in the jAreceding day or night. 

Moisture.—The extent of surface by which 
a cutting can absorb moisture, for su^AjAlying 
evaporation, is small, comjAared Avith that jaos- 
sessed by Avell-rooted 2)lants. It is therefore 
necessary to adojAt means to limit the amount 
of evajAoration, so that it may corresjAond, as 
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nearly as possible, with that of absorption. 

The free air is frequently too dry for delicate 

cuttings, on which account a sort of artificial 

atmosphez’e is formed for them by propagating 

glasses or hand-glasses. It is possible, by means 

of these, to maintain a constantly humid atmo¬ 

sphere ; but,’ on the other hand, this is not 

congenial to the stems and foliage of some 

plants, and accordingly there is danger of the 

cuttings damping off. It would, therefore, be 

desirable tliat moisture should be regulated 

like heat; but it is more difficult to do. When 

the earth, sand, or other substance, in which 

the cuttings are inserted, is kept moist, and a 

bell-glass pressed closely down upon it, the 

bottom heat will raise vapour, to keep the air 

within the glass in a saturated state, and whilst 

that is the case, evaporation from the surface 

of the leaves cannot take place. If the glass 

were raised, of course the vapour would escape, 

and the cuttings would be too suddenly ex¬ 

posed from a close to a free atmosphere. It 

would be desirable to reduce the amount of 

vapour within the glass by gentler means if 

possible. With this object in view, it will be 

necessary to take into consideration how the 

the moisture of the air within the bell-glasses 

can be affected by the external temperature 

without moving them, presuming the propa¬ 

gation to be carried on in a frame, pit, or 

other glass structure. Supposing the air under 

the bell-glass to be completely saturated with 

moisture, then, 1st. When the air outside the 

bell-glass is colder than the air inside, the 

internal moisture will be condensed on the 

sides of the glass, and being thus abstracted 

from the internal air, of course the latter will 

be rendered so much drier. 2d. When the 

air outside the glass is warmer than the air 

inside, some condensation may take place out¬ 

side, but none inside. 3d. When the tempera¬ 

ture, both outside and inside the bell-glass, is 

the same, no condensation either on the out¬ 

side or inside will appear. Now, if the atmo¬ 

sphere in wliich the cuttings are placed be too 

much saturated with moisture, so that the fo¬ 

liage, from being constantly moist, is in danger 

of damping off, the sashes may be so far opened 

as to cool the air of the house, or fr’ame, to a 

little below the temperature of the air within 

the bell-glasses, or till the moisture is seen to 

be condensed on their insides. Tliis will have 

the effect of relieving, for a time, the foliage 

of its load of moisture; and thus one of the 

principal causes of damping off may be re¬ 

moved. The moisture will remain condensed 

on the inside of the bell-glass, or, if abundant, 

part of it will trickle down the sides of the 

glass into the substance in which the cuttings 

are inserted. The water thus distilled will 

again moisten the air, but, until the latter be 

saturated, the leaves will be enabled to exhale 

as m\ich as will tend to keep them healthy. 

The air, by this means, will not be rendered 

so dry as to cause the leaves to wither, nor 

so moist as to prevent exhalation. By the 

latter, the gorged tissiie will be enabled to dis¬ 

charge the supei'abundant moisture, and with it 

gases which water has the power of absorbing. 

Light.—The importance of this agent of 

vegetation has been already pointed out. But 

as cuttings, with their buds and foliage, the 

parts acted upon by light, are not in the same 

condition after being severed from the rooted 

plant as they were before, some remarks be¬ 

come necessaiy. Without light, buds cannot 

expand into a healthy green foliage, and with¬ 

out the latter, roots cannot be foimied, except 

in some cases where they may be derived from 

matter stored in the vessels, and, some time or 

other, elaborated by the leaves, through the 

agency of light. It decomposes the carbonic 

acid held in weak solution, in the crude sap, 

and effects other important changes. It is, 

therefore, an agent of great power and activ¬ 

ity; but, as such, it is evident that it must 

have substance to act upon. This is afforded by 

the roots when they are in communication with 

the leaves; but when the latter are deprived 

of that supply, the light requires to be mode¬ 

rated by judicious shading, otherwise its action 

would have an exhausting effect. All cut¬ 

tings should, however, have as much light as 

they can well bear, and some will bear much 

more than others; thus, scarlet pelargoniums 

will strike well if exposed to the direct rays 

of the sun, and so will many other plants of a 

succulent nature. But there are many plants 

that will not bear that treatment, and miist 

either be kept entirely shaded from the solar 

rays, or these must be only partially admitted 

through a screen. As the cuttings become 

rooted, light may be more freely admitted. 

Bell-glasses.—Tlh&se are of various forms 

and sizes. The form shoiild be such as to 

allow the condensed water to I'un down the 

sides, instead of dropping on the foliage of the 

cuttin". Consistent with this, the lower they 
o *■ 

are the better, provided there is room for the 

cutting to grow till rooted; for there is an 

49 
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advantage in having the leaves near the glass. 

Different colonred glasses have been employed 

in France; according to Neumann, blue and 

violet coloured are preferred; but, in the cli¬ 

mate of Britain, the light is less powerful than 

at Paris, and white glass is considered the best. 

Pots.—The usual forms of pots, well drained, 

are extensively employed for the purpose of 

striking cuttings. Those of which the width 

exceeds the depth are usually preferred; and 

round or square pans are also well adapted for 

the purpose, where bell-glasses are not required. 

M. Neumann’s pot is much approved of by 

propagators; it is 2\ to 3^ inches wide, and 

2\ to 2\ inches high. The hole in the bot¬ 

tom is not covered in the usual way, but a 

small pot is inverted over it; the bottom of 

this is level with the surface of the soil, or 

other material, in which the cuttings are in¬ 

serted. The small inverted pot receives the 

heat which ascends through the hole in the 

bottom of tlie outer pot, and thus a warmth 

favourable to vegetation is maintained in the 

materials surrounding the inverted pot, around 

which the cuttings are inserted. Instead of 

inverting an inner pot, as in the above arrange¬ 

ment, Mr. Forsyth employs it as a reservoir 

for water. The hole in the bottom being closed, 

it is placed on drainage within a larger pot, so 

that the mouths of both may be on the same 

level. The space between the sides of the 

outer and inner pot is filled with the proper 

soil, and the cuttings are inserted with their 

ends touching the side of the inner pot, which 

is then filled with water. The water perco¬ 

lates slowly through the porous earthenware 

material, and affords a steady supply of mois¬ 

ture to the cuttings, without danger of satu¬ 

ration. 

VIII.-PROPAGATION BY LEAVES. 

The first attempt, on record, to raise a tree 

from a leaf, was made by Mandirola, an Italian 

horticulturist, whose mode of proceeding was 

published by Richard Bradley, in the begin¬ 

ning of the last century. This mode of pro¬ 

pagation is now advantageously practised with 

such plants as the gloxinia, gesnera, echeve- 

ria, &c. 

Roots and buds, it has already been stated, 

derive their origin aud their rudimentary sub¬ 

stance, either directly or indirectly, from the 

loaves. This being the case, it might be pos¬ 

sible to propagate most plants by their leaves. 

provided the latter could be kept alive, after 

3eing detached from the stem, such length of 

time as would allow of a sufficient quantity 

of cellular tissue being elaborated and pro¬ 

truded from the petiole, or from the section 

of the midrib, to form granulated callosities 

for the production of spongioles and adventi¬ 

tious buds. The leaves of some plants, whilst 

not detached, return this abundantly to the 

roots by the natural processes of digestion and 

continuous supply. The crude sap, which 

leaves are capable of containing, is in some 

quickly elaborated, and as quickly replaced; 

so that, although all the sap which such leaves 

contain at any instant, may afford but a very 

small quantity of matter available for the 

formation of roots, yet, when the supply is 

continuous, the amount may be very consider¬ 

able in the course of several weeks. If a piece 

of clean paper were dipped in a solution of 

salt and water, and then exposed to evapora¬ 

tion in the sun and air, the quantity of salt 

left on the paper would be imperceptible to 

the naked eye; but let a supply of the solu¬ 

tion be repeated as evaporation proceeds, and 

ultimately an incrustation of salt will be 

formed on the paper. Somewhat similar must 

be the case with some kinds of leaves; they 

may be full of sap when detached, but this, 

when elaborated and returned to the section 

of the petiole, would not be in quantity to 

form a callosity. The selection of leaves in¬ 

tended for striking, is of importance. Such 

as are either too young, or too old, are not 

proper. The energy of young leaves is em¬ 

ployed towards their own growth. Mr. 

Knight, in his Physiological Papers, p. 34, 

states, that “young leaves expend, in adding 

to their own bulk, that which ought to be 

expended in the creation of shoots.” On the 

other hand, leaves that are too old may be 

considered to have performed their functions, 

or nearly so, and therefore on the eve of be¬ 

coming inactive, or of entering into a state 

of decay. Leaves that are very nearly full- 

grown are to be preferred; such will generally 

be found in the middle part of the shoot. 

Some recommend the petiole to be inserted 

its whole length. M. Neumann cuts it off, 

nearly close to the base of the leaf. The foot¬ 

stalk, or whatever part of it is left, should be 

inserted, up to the base of the leaf, in pmn 

wliite sand, laid over sandy peat, or other 

compost suitable for the growth of the plant, 

after the leaf has struck root. When the 
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foot-staJk is cut off close to the base of the 

leaf, the latter should be laid on its back, aud 

the base part slightly inserted in the sand, in 

w-hich it should be kept by a small peg; or 

a small stone may be placed upon it. The 

leaves, thus placed in contact with moist sand, 

should be covered with a bell-glass, the edges 

of which ought to be w'ell pressed into the 

sand. They should then be placed in a gi’eater 

bottom heat than is required for cuttings of 

the same kind of plant. The glasses must 

be shaded at first, and although the atmo¬ 

sphere within the bell-glass should be moist, 

yet it ought not to be too much so. If the 

leaves are in a state to absorb moisture from 

the sand, it will, in that case, prove beneficial 

to allow the air within the bell-glass to be 

occasionally a little below the point of satu¬ 

ration; or, in other wmrds, it may, at times, 

possess a very slight degree of dryness. In¬ 

stead of a bud being formed from a callus of 

tissue at the section of the petiole, or the 

midrib, &c., buds are, in some cases, emitted 

from the indentations of the margin, as in 

Bryophyllum calycinum. 

IX.—PROPAGATION BY ROOTS. 

All plants that readily throw up suckers 

from the roots themselves, as the hawthorn, 

poplar, elm, plum, &c., may easily be propa¬ 

gated by cuttings of the roots. Although 

the normal formation of buds giving rise to 

shoots is in the axils of the leaves, yet buds 

frequently appear on parts where no leaf ever 

existed. These are termed adventitious buds. 

If healthy, vigorous roots of, for instance, the 

common hawthorn, are taken up, chopped into 

short pieces, scattered on the surface of a piece 

of raked, dug ground, and then covered with 

soil, they will push shoots, and strike root. 

Plants raised by cuttings of the roots will 

form a hedge sooner, by several years, than 

those raised from seed. Although cuttings of 

the roots of the above plants will strike when 

laid horizontally, yet it is better to plant them 

in an upright position, with their tops level 

with the surface, or only covered with the 

slightest possible quantity of soil. The cut¬ 

tings may be from 3 to 9 inches in length; 

and in planting, care should be taken that the 

end of the cutting which was nearest the stem 

be placed uppermost. 

Neumann remarks of the Cydonia japonica, 

that it is propagated much more slowly by 

layers than by cuttings of the roots. He 

says, that if the roots of this plant are cut, 

when as thick as a quill, into pieces of from 

2 to 2^ inches long, and planted upright, as 

many plants will be obtained in the same 

year as there were pieces planted. The cut¬ 

tings should be planted in a peat border, in 

the open air. If placed vertically, they should 

be covered A'ery slightly with earth; if hori¬ 

zontally, the covering should be about the 

Tsth of an inch thick. The latter method suc¬ 

ceeds very well, but the upright mode is more 

certain. The whitethorn, plum, apple, pear, 

quince, rose, robinia, poplai', elm, mulberry, 

and maclura, are some amongst the many trees 

which may be propagated by roots. Many 

herbaceous plants, as the horse-radish, sea-kale, 

anemone japonica, &c., may also be increased 

in the same way. Some coniferous plants are 

difScult to strike from branches, or if they do, 

are apt to retain the character of branches; 

but by root cuttings, shoots that have the 

true character of stems are produced. It 

may be mentioned, that a plant raised from 

a root cutting, bears leaves, flowers, and fruit 

exactly similar to those of the original tree. 

For instance, trees have been reared from the 

roots of the Ribston pippin, and they possessed 

all the excellent qualities of that well-known 

sort. 

X.-PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING. 

Grafting is an operation in which two cut 

surfaces of the same plant, or of different 

plants, are placed so as to unite and grow 

together. The cutting, or portion cut off, is 

termed the scion, or graft, and the rooted 

plant, on which it is placed or worked, is 

called the stock. 

The art of grafting is of great antiquity, 

but by whom it Avas invented is not known. 

It was spoken of by Theojihrastus, Aristotle, 

Yarro, Pliny the naturalist, Virgil, Agricola, 

and other ancient authors. It would appear, 

however, from their writings, that the princi¬ 

ples were very imperfectly understood, other- 

Avise they Avould not have entertained the 

belief that the vine could be grafted on the 

Avalnut or cherry, and the peach on the wil- 

loAv; or that black roses Avould be the result 

of grafting on the black currant; for these 

plants, having no natural affinity, can never 

form a vital union, hoAvever accurately they 

may be mechanically joined. 
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The inodes of grafting are exceedingly nu¬ 

merous. but they all depend upon one princi¬ 

ple, which should be well understood. But 

previous to explaining that, it must be re¬ 

marked, that wood does not unite with wood 

so as to form a vital union; for, after trees 

have been grafted for many years, it is found 

on dissection, that between the portions of the 

wood of the scion and stock, which were jdaced 

together at the time of grafting, no union has 

ever taken place. When all the wood subse¬ 

quently formed is removed, the parts previ¬ 

ously formed can be readily separated, exhibit¬ 

ing two clean cut surfaces, or, occasionally, with 

a little dead cellular substance interjiosed; it 

is therefore evident, that the pieces of wood al¬ 

ready formed do not unite, however accurately 

they may be joined. 

If a tree is cut horizontally through in au¬ 

tumn, or before the sap rises in spring, and if 

the section be covered over with grafting clay, 

or other material, so as to protect it from the 

drying effects of the air, it will be found that, 

in the course of the season, a protrusion of 

tissue will take place all round, from between 

the wood and inner bark. Sap may exude 

from the woody part of the section, but that 

sap produces no organized tissue; when ex¬ 

posed to the air, it evaporates, and its resi¬ 

duum, if any, is dead matter. Additional or¬ 

ganized substance is only formed, as above 

stated, at the circular line which traces the 

limits between the wood and inner bark. 

There, it may be frequently observed, project¬ 

ing above the level of the section of the stem, 

and thus rendering evident the seat of organi¬ 

zation where nascent tissues readily unite, when 

brought in contact with similar tissues in a 

young and active state. This constitutes the 

fundamental princijDle of grafting. 

With regard to the cutting intended for 

the scion, if it is cut off whilst its buds are 

but little expanded, and its lower end be in¬ 

serted in the earth, cellular substance will 

protrude from that end, as the warmth of the 

season expands the sajJ, stimulates the buds, 

and excites the vital action of the tissues. 

Now, if the cellular substance thrown up 

from the cross-cut stem, and that thrown down 

by the cutting, could meet each other before 

tlie air formed a sort of skin on their respec¬ 

tive surfaces, they would coalesce and unite. 

Such a union, however, would be very inse¬ 

cure, for it is diificult to fix firmly together 

two pieces of any substance, end to end. The 

scion, in this case, would derive no mechanical 

support from the stock to keep it in an uji- 

right position; and it would be very liable to 

be displaced before the cellular substance above 

mentioned, could acquire a sufficiently woody 

nature to enable it to resist the slightest dis¬ 

turbing force. 

If, in the young stem, represented by Fig. 

167, the edge of a sharp knife be entered at 

a, and, with one straight slop¬ 

ing cut, brought out at b; and 

if the parts be again joined 

exactly, ties at c and d will 

hold them together so that they 

would not be readily displaced. 

The sap, interrupted by the sec¬ 

tion a b, will not accumulate at 

i, but will pass along by the 

inner bark of the section be¬ 

tween a and b, and will there 

meet with the tissue descend¬ 

ing from the upper part a b i, 

which may be termed the scion. 

Presuming that the parts are 

very exactly fitted, a most per¬ 

fect example of grafting will be 

^ ... obtained; like parts will be 

everywhere joined to like, and 

the whole will be in the best possible position 

for uniting; the outer barks will coincide per¬ 

fectly, so will the inner barks, and every part 

of the wood will be brought in contact with 

its counterpart. It is not, however, on the 

junction of the outer barks, nor on that of 

the woods, however exact, that the success of 

the operation is attributable, but it is on the 

junction of the inner barks that union depends. 

This is the leading principle in all the modes of 

grafting, and they may be infinitely varied, pro¬ 

vided that principle be kept in view. Strictly 

speaking, the vital union is not effected by the 

contact of the portions of inner bark, for it, 

like the outer bark, is a part already formed, 

whereas the union takes place in consequence 

of the contact of tissues that are in a forming 

state; such tissues are formed by the cells of 

the cambium, which lies between the surface 

of the alburnum and the inner bark; but the 

latter is a convenient term to use, because it 

is generally kno'wn; and if two portions of 

inner bark be joined edge to edge, the sub¬ 

stance immediately below them will also be in 

contact. If we take a piece of clean grown 

willow branch, when the sap is in motion, in 

spring, and beat it a little, an entire cylinder 
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of bark may easily be taken from the wood, 

tlie latter exhibiting a smooth, slippery sur¬ 

face, as if it had been rubbed with tallow or 

thin gum. The inside of the cylinder of bai-k 

will be found coated with a similar substance. 

If we take a piece of older wood, with bark as 

much as | inch thick, dead, rugged, and corky 

on the outside, yet, on removal, the internal 

surface of the wood beneath it will be found 

smooth, and lubricated with the organizing 

sap. It is the place where this forms a thin 

semifluid layer that should be joined in graft¬ 

ing, and this will be the case if the inner 

barks are placed in contact. We have sup¬ 

posed Fig. 167 to represent a plant divided by 

the middle; but let us now suppose that the 

stock k a b is a quince, and that the scion 

abi is a pear shoot well joined. If so, all 

other cu'cumstances being favourable, a union 

will take place, and the pear shoot will grow 

into a tree, fed by the roots of the quince; 

whilst the latter will add to its b\ilk by means 

of sap elaborated by the leaves of the pear. 

But, whilst this takes place, whatever wood is 

added to the quince side of the line a b, will 

be quince, and that on the pear side of the 

same line, will be pear. If the bud e should 

be allowed to push, it would produce a quince 

shoot, although the stem opposite to it chiefly 

consists of pear wood; and, on the contrary, 

the bud f would give rise to a pear shoot, 

although backed by quince wood. The stock 

may modify the graft, just as different soils 

will modify the growth of plants that derive 

their nourishment from them; and so the 

stock does not otherwise essentially alter the 

nature of the tree grafted upon it. There is 

a common communication of fluids between 

the vessels formed above and below the line 

a b, but the pear and quince form their own 

peculiar secretions from the same common 

source. Wherever there is quince bark in a 

healthy state, under it quince wood alone will 

be formed; and wherever there is pear bark, 

pear wood only will be produced. The ela¬ 

borated sap, from leaves on shoots pushed by 

the buds g h, does not, in its descent, form a 

layer of pear wood from b to k over the 

quince, although M. Gaudichaud, and others, 

were of opinion, that wood was an assemblage 

of the roots of buds extending from the lat¬ 

ter to the extremities of the roots. A more 

correct view of the subject is taken in an 

article by M. Trecul, in the Revue Horticole, of 

which a translation is given in the Gardeners' 

Chronicle, 1853, p. 788. He says, “In discus¬ 

sing the experiments of M. Gaudichaud, I have 

given the following as some of the facts which 

are apparently the most favourable to the 

theory of radical fibres descending from the 

leaves. A poplar root was uncovered at the 

middle, and cut completely across, so that 

neither the wood nor the bark of the two 

parts remained in any way connected. The 

cut surfaces were brought together and main¬ 

tained in close contact, with collars; they were 

then surrounded with moss, and covered over 

with earth. The two halves of the root united. 

According to the partizans of this theoiy, the 

two parts of the root unite by the radical fila¬ 

ments which descend from the leav^es, and 

these, they say, having come in contact with 

the lower part of the root, penetrate between 

its wood and bark, thus continuing their down¬ 

ward course. According to my observations, 

the phenomenon takes place in quite another 

manner. Although I have not myself made 

the experiment, which I am only acquainted 

with by means of the parts sent to me by M. 

Gaudichaud, yet I believe that a satisfactory 

explanation can be given, one founded on the 

principles laid down in my different memoirs, 

and on what occurs during the taking of the 

graft. A swelling of cellular tissue is produced 

round each of the two sections, by the cells of 

the cambium {couche generatrice)', the swelling 

of the upper portion of the root is larger than 

that of the lower, but that is of no importance. 

When the two sections come in contact, the 

nascent tissues unite all round the root, or on 

a part only of its circumference. This union, 

by means of the protruded tissue, consolidates 

by the formation of fibro-vascular elements in 

the interior of the aforesaid tissue. These 

fibro-vascular elements are developed in this 

tissue, in the same way as they are in that 

which, first of all, constitutes the excrescences 

on the sui-face of the alburnum when it has 

been barked. In the same manner, on this 

swelling, a bark is formed, which covers the 

young ligneous layer. From that time, vege¬ 

tation goes on as usual. Still, however, more 

wood is produced at this point than elsewhere, 

because the primitive accumulation presents 

an obstacle to the flow of the nourishing fluids 

contained in the descending sap, which passes 

from cell to cell, and not between the wood 

and bark, as it was once generally supposed to 

do. The partial stoppage of the juices at this 

point also causes the fresh layer of .alburnum 
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to be thicker above than below the graft. A 

graft bears the same relation to its stock as 

an adventitious shoot to the jdant on which it 

grows. When the pai'ts have once united by 

means of the cellular tissue, and when the 

first fibro-vascular elements have been formed, 

there is perfect continuity between the wood 

and the cambium, or between the inner bark 

of the stock and those of the graft. All the 

other anatomical phenomena are also the same, 

for although the nature of the stock is not 

modified by the graft, the vascular filaments 

(called erroneously radical fibres) or vessels, 

for they are nothing else, do not the less ap¬ 

pear to descend from the graft to the stock, in 

the same way as they seem to descend from 

the adventitious shoot to the stem that bears 

it. This is in both cases merely an appear¬ 

ance, because cellular multiplication is always 

carried on horizontally, and because it is the 

cellules which result from this horizontal mul¬ 

tiplication, which change some into vessels and 

others into woody fibres and medullary rays. 

“Like the adventitious shoot, the graft draws 

nutriment from the wood of the stock; it ela¬ 

borates it in its leaves, and returns it princi¬ 

pally by its inner bark to the lower part of 

the plant. In descending from cell to cell, 

the juices leave part of their assimilable sub¬ 

stance ; each cellule appropriates what is best 

ada|)ted to its nature. This is the reason 

why the nature of the stock is no more modi¬ 

fied by the juices which descend from the graft, 

than the latter is by the juices which it de- 

rAes from the stock. The cells nourished in 

this manner produce, by their division in a 

horizontal direction, cells of the same nature 

as themselves, which are modified according to 

the functions they are called on to fulfil.” 

Affinity between Graft and Stock.—However 

well the operation of grafting may be per¬ 

formed, and that in accordance with the prin¬ 

ciples already explained, yet the results will 

be unsuccessful unless the stock and scion are 

nearly related, such as varieties of the same 

sjjecies, species of the same genus, or genera 

of the same natural order, beyond which the 

power does not extend. The joear will succeed 

on the pear, quince, hawthorn, mountain ash, 

a,nd medlar; but it can scarcely be said to do 

so on the apple, although it is less dissimilar 

in appearance than some of those above men¬ 

tioned, and which have, in fact, a greater gene¬ 

ric difi’erence. The peach and nectarine suc¬ 

ceed on the almond, a species of the same 

genus, and also on the plum, a different genus. 

Much as is practically known with regard to 

the species and varieties that will agree with 

each other when grafted, yet there is much 

which can only be learned by experience. For 

instance, some kinds of pears do not succeed 

well on the quince, and it is only after trial 

that such as do, and such as do not, can be 

distinguished. 

Modifying influence of the Stock upon the 

Graft.-—This chiefly arises from the stock sup¬ 

plying the graft with a greater or a less amount 

of nourishment than it worrld receive from its 

natural root, and, consequently, producing a 

more or less vigorous growth. It is, how¬ 

ever, to be remarked, that if a weak growing 

variety is worked on a stock that is compara¬ 

tively too vigoror^s, a strong growth may be 

induced in the first instance; but, in such 

cases, a disparity in the rate of increase in the 

size of the stems checks the free circulation of 

the sap at the point of junction, and the tree 

is apt, ultimately, to become stunted. In 

short, too great a disparity in the natm’e of 

the graft and stock should be avoided, if a 

steady growth be considered desirable. When 

the nature of the stock is such that its stem 

increases in diameter quicker than that of the 

stock, the latter usually grows more vigor¬ 

ously than on its own root; but, as the swell¬ 

ing increases at the junction beyond certain 

limits, the flow of sap is checked, and a degree 

of vigour annually decreasing, is the conse¬ 

quence. When, on the contrary, the stem of 

the stock is naturally of slower growth than 

that of the kind worked \ipon it, a dwarfing 

effect is the immediate result. Such, for in¬ 

stance, is the case when a variety of the apple 

is worked on the French paradise. 

The hardiness of the stock is of great im¬ 

portance in the cultivation of trees and shrubs 

indigenous to southern climates, for many of 

such plants either perish or thrive badly on 

their own roots, when planted in the compara¬ 

tively cold soil of Britain. They are, of course, 

affected somewhat injuriously by the coldness 

of our atmosphere, but they are more than 

doubly so when the roots, upon which their 

supply of nourishment depends, are also in a 

colder medium than they are adapted to en¬ 

dure. But when grafted on a stock, the roots 

of which are not likely to be injured, in a pro¬ 

perly drained soil, by the lowest ground tem¬ 

perature which occurs in this country, tender 

plants, that can be properly grafted on such. 
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tlirivo tolerably, in consequence of being fed 

by roots uninjured by cold. 

In many cases, the stock can be suited to 

the nature and condition of the soil and sub¬ 

soil. The pear, for instance, sends down strong 

roots to a great depth; and in a wet subsoil, 

where they woiild be in a constantly saturated 

medium, they w'ould perish. The quince roots, 

on the contrary, extend near the surface, and 

thus avoid the too wet subsoil; besides, the 

quince likes to be near water, and it will thrive 

in low situations that are liable to be occasion¬ 

ally flooded. Under these circumstances, pears 

on their own roots would not thrive, and re- 

coiu’se must be had to grafting on the quince 

stock. 

Grafting may be employed with great ad¬ 

vantage in bringing trees and shrubs sooner 

into a flowering and fruiting state, than would 

be the case on their own roots. Many kinds 

of trees, if in that healthy vigorous state which 

they ought to be, do not commence bearing 

till they have attained almost their natui’al 

height, and have formed a stem and branches 

of considerable thickness, and then, from these 

thick branches others which bear fruit proceed. 

A young plant might be twenty years before 

it formed a stem to support limbs, and these 

again, branches or spurs for fruit. But by 

taking such young plant and grafting it on 

a tree, having a bulk of stem and branches al¬ 

ready foi’med, it is at once placed in the same 

condition as if it had been allowed to grow 

to that bulk of wood itself, that, however, re¬ 

quiring the lapse of many yeara. 

By grafting a young shoot of a seedling tree 

on a part of another tree, furnished with fruit- 

buds, the disposition of the young shoot to pro¬ 

duce wood shoots only is modified; and it soon 

acquires the condition of the branch on which 

it is grafted, and early bearing is induced. 

JIODES OF GRAFTING. 

1. Whij)-grafting, Splice-grafting, or Tongue- 

grafting, is, on the whole, the best mode of 

grafting, and the one most extensively em¬ 

ployed in this country. It is represented by 

Fig. 168, where A is the scion, B the stock. 

In each, a cut surface is exhibited, showing the 

wood a a. The points, at the extremities of 

the dotted line, a and a, touch the inner barks 

of both stock and scion, whilst the points at 

h touch the outer barks. It will be readily 

observed that the bark of the stock, because 

Fig. 168. 

older, is thicker than that of the scion; con¬ 

sequently, if, as ought to be the case, equal 

surfaces of wood are ex¬ 

posed, the cut surface of 

the scion would not com¬ 

pletely cover tliat of the 

stock, nor would this ever 

be the case, except when 

the barks of both stock 

and scion are of equal 

thickness. In proceeding 

to operate, cut the top of 

the stock in a sloping di¬ 

rection from c towards d, 

terminating, if possible, 

above a bud, developed or 

latent, as at d. Then 

take the scion and cut it 

sloping from above c, and 

thin towards the end at 

f; next enter the knife at 

h, and cut a thin tongue 

upwards to c. The scion 

is now prepared. Then, 

proceeding to the stock, 

enter the knife at g, and 

cut a slice upwards to c, 

so that the surface of the wood shall be, as 

AV hip-grafting. 

nearly as possible, a counter-part of the ex¬ 

posed surface of the wood of the scion. If 

this should happen to be the case by a single 

cut, so much the better, but if not, it should 

rather be too narrow than too wide; for, in 

that case, a shaving can be taken off till the 

cut face a of the stock equals that of the 

scion. Enter the knife very little below c, 

and cut a notch to receive the tongue of the 

scion; this notch should be kept open with 

the point of the knife, whilst the tongue of 

the scion is being inserted; the inner bark, 

indicated by the points at the ends of the 

dotted lines a a of the scion and stock, should 

be placed in contact, the parts secured by tying 

with matting or other material, and surrounded 

with clay, grafting wax, or other substances, to 

exclude the air and Avet. 

In operating as above detailed, the princqile 

to be kept in view is the coincidence of the 

inner bark of the stock and scion. This being 

understood, some explanatory remarks may 

now be made, to prevent mistakes that might 

otherwise occur. 
In the first place, it will be observed, that 

the head of the stock is cut off sloping, and, 

that the slice is taken off for the scion on the 
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side where the slope is lowest, as at c. This 

is done in order that the wood may be soixnd 

behind the graft, after allowing for a portion 

dying back, which is generally the case, more 

or less. If the scion were placed on the side 

d, then, after a portion of the top had died 

back, tlie graft would have little but dead wood 

behind it, and there would, consequently, be 

a weakness at that part. The slojxe is made 

to terminate above the eye at d, and to this 

it may die back, but not likely farther. In¬ 

deed, the eye will be apt to push, but if it do 

so, it must be checked. Some recommend the 

notch for the tongue to be made half way down 

the cut surfaces of the scion and stock, as at 

a, but it is better to be very near the top, as 

represented; for, by making tlie incision at a, 

the flow of sap would be there interrujxted, 

and, in a great measure, cut off from supply¬ 

ing the part between a and c. Care should be 

taken that not the least portion of the wood 

of the scion at e extend below the wood of the 

stock at the same point; for if it do, the con¬ 

sequences would be as follow:—Supposing that 

the termination of the wood of the scion at e 

were placed as far down as f on the stock, 

then, when vegetation took place, and the re¬ 

turning sap of the scion reached the oblique 

end section of the inner bark, it could meet 

with no corresponding vessels to receive it; 

for the sliced bark of the stock, on which the 

sap from the end of the scion exudes, could 

not unite; accordingly, a mass of cellular tis¬ 

sue would collect, become woody, and form a 

knob, which, as it increased, would raise an un¬ 

sightly projection, instead of a smooth junc¬ 

tion, at the end of the scion. It is better that 

the point e of the scion should scarcely extend 

so far as e on the stock, than that it should, 

to any extent, exceed it. 

It is well to have a bud at the back of the 

cut face of the scion, near the lower part, as 

bX f. Fig. 167; for it sometimes happens that 

the scion is broken by wind, or otherwise acci¬ 

dentally injured, and, in that case, the only 

chance of saving the graft is by encouraging 

the budy’to j)ush. In making the sloping cut 

on the scion, it is advisable to enter the knife 

below a bud; for that bud will contribute to 

the healing of the wound in its vicinity. 

The scion having been fitted as accm-ately 

as possible to the stock, keeping in view the 

coincidence of the inner barks, the next pro¬ 

ceeding is to secure the parts in their proper 

position. A strip of matting is generally em¬ 

ployed for this purpose. Take the strip near 

the end, and place it so as to catch across the 

lower extremity of the scion. Pass the long 

end of the tie from the left hand to the right, 

and, at the same time, the short end fi’om the 

right to the left hand, making the tie cross 

over the short end, so as to prevent it from 

slipping. Continue to wind the strip of mat¬ 

ting closely round, till it reach the top of the 

stock; then make one or two turns down¬ 

wards, drawing the end vinder the last turn, 

in order that the tying may not unroll. 

The final operation is to defend the graft 

from the drying influence of the air by some 

sort of covering, usually grafting clay, or graft¬ 

ing wax; some preferring the one, and some 

the other. We shall suppose that gi’afting 

clay is to be employed. In that case, take a 

little of it and rub it over the matting, squeez¬ 

ing it on rather closely, so that it may not 

readily part; then take a ball of the clay, 

larger or smaller, according to the size of the 

parts grafted, and put it round, tapering the 

ball at top and bottom, like an oblong spheroid. 

Some dry sand, or sifted coal ashes, taken be¬ 

tween the hands and daubed over the clay, 

will render it easier to press the whole into 

form, and will tend to prevent cracking. In 

working stocks near the ground, the soil, in 

many instances, can be drawn up over the graft. 

This preserves the moisture in the clay, and, 

consequently, prevents the scion from being 

dried xxp before it unites, so as to derive sap 

from the stock. In this way, success is often 

insured where it xvould otherwise be pi’ecarious. 

In particxilar cases, the clay round the graft 

should be covered with moss, the latter being 

secxxred with matting, and kept moist, in diy 

weather, by freqxxent watering throxigh a toler¬ 

ably fine rose; and althoxxgh it get dry at in¬ 

tervals, that is immatei’ial, provided that water 

is always sxxpplied before the ball of clay be¬ 

comes completely dry. 

The scion xxsually pushes but sloxvly for some 

cousidei'able time after it has been grafted; 

and whilst that is the case, there is little dan¬ 

ger of the ligatxire becoming too tight. But 

when fairly xxuited, the scion frequently makes 

I’apid growth; and due pi’ecaxxtion mxxst be 

taken to prevent it from being galled in con¬ 

sequence of the ligatxxre not gixdng way to the 

increasing thickness of the stock and scion. 

Before there is danger of this, the clay mxxst 

be removed, and the tie loosened. The clay 

is best removed after it has been softened by 
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rain, and, if possible, the opportunity sliould 

be taken when it is in that state. If there 

should be no such opportunity, and if the un¬ 

tying cannot be delayed, the clay ought to be 

moistened through the rose of a watering pot. 

The ball can then be readily broken off by 

holding a brick against the one side, whilst 

the ojjpiosite one is struck a smart tap with 

a hammer. It is frequently advisable to re¬ 

tie the graft rather slightly; for the tissue 

at the junction will scarcely be adapted for 

withstanding exposure, and it will not have 

formed woody fibre enough to resist the action 

of the wind. In particular cases, or where 

the union is found to be yet imperfect, it will 

be well to put on a little clay after retying 

the graft. When the ligature employed in 

binding the scion and stock together is finally 

removed, the graft is sometimes in danger of 

being broken off by the wind. In order to 

guard against this, a rod should be made secure 

to the‘stock, opposite to the graft, and to this 

rod the latter should be tied. In August the 

heel, or slanted extremity of the stock, behind 

the graft, should be neatly pared off; and if 

the graft is vigorous, and the stock not very 

thick, the wound will heal over before winter. 

Any suckers or shoots that appear below the 

graft should be cut clean off. 

Saddle-grafting.—This is represented by 

Fig. 169. It cannot be well performed ex¬ 

cept when the stock and 

scion are of nearly equal 

thickness. The stock A is cut 

sloping on both sides, like 

a wedge, terminating at c. 

The scion B is split up the 

centre, and each half is thin¬ 

ned to make it fit astride the 

wedge-like end of the stock. 

A thin narrow-bladed knife 

should be emjfioyed for this 

purpose. The inner bark of 

the scion and stock having 

been made to coincide as 

nearly as possible, the parts 

should be secured by a liga¬ 

ture, and covered with some 

grafting composition. 

This mode of grafting is liable to some ob¬ 

jections. Unless the scion is cut out without 

splitting, there must be a rent, as from c to d, 

which will never unite, and is even liable to 

open and form a blemish. The operation 

requires more time to perform than whip¬ 

Fig. 169. 

Saddle-grafting. 

grafting; and, as already observed, it cannot 

be well employed unless the stock is nearly 

of the same size as the scion; for, supposing 

the stock to be f inch in diameter, and the 

scion only ^ inch, the inner bark might be 

joined at the lower part, but could not pos¬ 

sibly be so at the thinned edge at the top of 

the stock; on the contrary, ^ inch of the 

wood must be there uncovered by the scion. 

Cleft-grafting (Fig. 170) is a common mode 

in some parts of the coun¬ 

try, but it is, nevertheless, 

a very objectionable one. 

The stock is cleft with a 

chisel, or other instru¬ 

ment, at a; and the cleft 

is kept open till the scion 

is inserted. The scion is 

cut wedge-shaped, and in¬ 

serted in the cleft, so that 

the inner barks may co¬ 

incide. It is then cover¬ 

ed with one or other of 

the grafting compositions, 

f generally grafting clay 

Cleft-grafting. when the stock is large. 

In preparing the scion for insertion, it is cut 

tapering towards the lower end, and made 

thin at the side intended to be placed towards 

the interior of the stock. There should be 

no bark left upon the inserted part of the 

scion, except that on the outside; for, if any 

were left on the ojrposite or interior part, the 

sap descending by the inner bark of that part 

would find no substance with which it could 

unite. When the stock is thick, and requires 

considerable force to keep the cleft open, it is 

apt to pinch and bruise the inner bark of the 

scion, next the outside, if it is thinned with 

a straight slope from the back to the edge; 

for, in that case, the whole of the pressure 

would be upon the part next the bark. The 

section of the scion should not be like a tii- 

augle, b (Fig. 170), but like half an oval, c. 

Occasionally, when a large stem or limb is 

cleft-grafted, two scions ar^e inserted, one as 

re2rresented in Fig. 170, and another ojrposite 

to it, in the end of the cleft next to a. In 

some cases the stock has been cleft across, and 

again transversely, so that four scions might 

be inserted. But cleft-grafting is a bad mode. 

It will be observed that there is an opening 

which extends from the insertion of the scion 

to the opposite side of the stock at a. This 

rent in the solid wood can never heal so as to 

60 
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Idg ftgciin solid, felioold tlicrG bo ^inotliGr scion 

introduced at a, the two scions would contri¬ 

bute to produce new wood to heal over the 

top of the stock, and the chasm would be 

lessened, but not closed in the middle. On 

the Continent, in cleft-grafting with one scion, 

the stock is frequently cut sloping, as at a 

(Fig. 171), a small shoulder being left at the 

summit, Avhere a cleft is made and the scion 

inserted. Tliis mode does away with much 

of the projection which otherwise exists, as 

at a (Fig. 170), and renders the stem more 

tapering at the graft j but it is still objection¬ 

able, as it leaves a. rent or blemish behind the 

graft. Instead of splitting the stock, it would 

be better to cut out a triangular groove in the 

Fis. 171. 

Fig. 171. Cleft-grafting. Fig. 172. Triangular Notch-grafting. 
Fig. 173. Crown or Rind Grafting. 

side, and in that fit the scion, so that the inner 

barks might correspond, as in Fig. 172. 

Crown or Rind Grafting (Fig. 173) is much 

to be preferred to cleft-grafting, inasmuch as 

.the wood of the stock is not rendered unsound 

by cleaving. It is easily performed; the 

lower end of the scion is cut sloping, as in 

whip-grafting; the head of the stock is cut 

over horizontally, and a slit a is made just 

througli the inner bark. A piece of wood, 

bone, or ivory, in shape somewhat resembling 

the thinned end of the scion, is introduced at 

the top of the slit, between the alburnum and 

inner bark, and pushed down, in order to raise 

the bark, so that the thinned end of the scion 

may be introduced without being bruised. 

The edges of the bark, on each side, are then 

brought close to the scion, and the whole is 

bound with matting, and clayed. When the 

stock is large, in order that its top may be 

soon healed over, and in case of a single graft, 

a, failing, two others are introduced at h and 

c. It is to be obsei-ved, that although the 

scion may be pared flat on the side intended 

to be placed next the wood of the stock, yet 

the latter being circular, the flat cut face of 

the scion can only be in part closely applied 

to it; for a perfectly flat surface can only 

touch the circumference of a cylinder longi¬ 

tudinally along one line. Therefore, ii the 

central portion of the flat cut face of the 

scion touch the wood of the stock, or layer 

of cambium, the edges of the inner bark can 

scarcely do so, and the organizing cellular 

substance of the stock must accumulate to¬ 

wards the edges of the scion before it can 

reach its inner bark. Instead of the scion 

being made flat, it would better accord witli 

the principles of grafting if its wood were 

made slightly hollow, so that its inner bark 

might be in immediate contact with the layer 

of cambium from which the bark of the stock 

was raised. If this cannot be done, care should 

be taken that the scion be at least c\it flat, 

and by no means with convexities. The raised 

bark is of no use, beyond affording some secu¬ 

rity and protection for the scion. Paib of it 

I dies; and by affording a lurking-place for in¬ 

sects, and collecting moisture, induces decay 

in the tree. On the whole, crown-grafting is 

not so good as whip-grafting; and, generally, 

the latter proves the supeiior mode of the 

two, when tried irnder similar circumstances. 

Even when the stock is of large size, as much 

as 3 or 4 inches in diameter, whip-grafting 

answers well. 

Side-grafting.—This is a modification of 

whip-grafting, and is performed in the same 

manner, except that the stem or branch, in¬ 

stead of being cut completely off, is notched 

to a greater or less depth, according to cir¬ 

cumstances, as at h (Fig. 174). It is useful 

for supplying a branch, where one is deficient, 

on an upright stem, as at a; and for replacing 
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the branches of a tree with others of a differ¬ 
ent sort, the original being allowed to remain 
till the grafts extend so as to nearly occupy 
their place. With this object in view, a 
notch is made near the stem, on the upper 
part of the branch, as at b, and a slice is taken 
off between the notch and the stem, as at c. 
The graft is placed there; when it pushes, 
the shoot must be trained horizontally; and, 
as it extends, any growths or spurs that are 
in its way, as at d, should be cleared off. In 
the case of fruit-trees, the original branch, 
notched in this Avay, bears as well as if no 
such operation had been performed, and some¬ 
times even better. When the new branch 
has grown to a considerable extent, the ori¬ 
ginal should be entirely cut off at b. In sup¬ 
plying a branch, as at a, the scion miist be 
placed with a bud pointing outwards, and the 
shoot proceeding from it trained in a hori¬ 
zontal direction towards e. 

Herbaceous Grafting, as its name implies, is 
applicable to plants, or parts of plants, that are 
in an herbaceous state. It was brought into 
notice by the Baron de Tschudy, about the year 
1815. It has been successfully practised in 
grafting the melon on the cucumber, the cauli¬ 
flower on the borecole, the tomato on the po¬ 
tato ; and Dr. Maclean, of Colchester, grafted 
the white Silesian beet and the red beet on 
each other. Dwarf species of cactus are very 
commonly grafted on tall ones; and walnuts, 
resinous trees, and others, which are difficult 
to rmite by the ordinary modes, may be suc¬ 
cessfully grafted by employing parts that are 
still in a growing and almost herbaceous state. 
The time for the operation is when both the 
stock and the tree from which the scion is 
taken are in full growth, and when the shoots 
have commenced to acquire a somewhat woody 
consistence at some distance below their ex¬ 
tremities; and the place to opei’ate is where 
this is found to be the case. M. Du Breuil 
recommends making an oblique incision, b 
(Fig. 175), as close as possible to the base of 
the petiole of the leaf a, merely saving the 
bud in the axil. Into this incision, the scion 
c, of the same diameter, and in the same state 
of growth as the stock, is fitted. The graft 
is then tied with coarse worsted. The leaf 
a is intended to draw the sap towards that 
point; whilst the leaf e, on the scion, partly 
alisorbs the sap thus obtained. The fifth day 
after the operation, the central eye in the 
axil of the leaf a is removed. Five days 

latei’, the disks of the leaves f,f are cut off, 
leaving only the midribs; the buds in the 
axils of these leaves are removed at the same 
time. About three weeks after the opera¬ 

tion, the disk of the terminal leaf a should 
be cut off. The successive removal of the 
leaves tends to throw the ascending sap into 
the scion, and about a month after grafting, 
the scion will begin to grow; the tying may 
then be loosened, and a piece of paper wrap¬ 

ped round for ten days. 
Herbaceous Grafting of Resinous Trees.— 

This has been extensively practised in the fo¬ 
rest of Fontainebleau and elsewhere in France. 

The mode of opera¬ 
tion, as detailed by 
Du Breuil (Cours ele- 
mentaire ihe'orique et 
pratique d'Arboricid- 
ture), is as follows:— 
When the terminal 
shoot of the stock a 
(Fig. 176) has attain¬ 
ed about two-thirds of 
its length, it is cut 
back with a horizontal 
cut, to the point where 
it begins to lose its 
herbaceous consistence 
and commences to be¬ 

come woody. The 

young leaves are cut off' between a and d, a 
distance of between 2^ and 3 inches, leaving, 
however, about two pairs at the top d d, to 
attract the sap. Thus prepared, the stock is 
split down the middle, to the depth of 1 inch, 
or 1^ inch. The scion b is cut wedge-shaped, 
and inti’oduced into the split, so that the com¬ 
mencement of the cuts on each side of the 
scion may be nearly an inch below the top of 

Herbaceous Grafting— 
Resinous trees. 
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tlie stock. The scion should bo cut at the 

place where its consistence is similar to the 

part of the stock where it is to be inserted. 

Its diameter ought to be as nearly as possible 

equal to that of the stock. The graft being 

jilaced, it is secured with coarse woreted, com¬ 

mencing the tying at the top and winding 

it down to the lower part. In the case of 

delicate species, it is well to wx’ap paper round 

the gi’afted part, as a protection against the 

drying action of the sun and air. The shoots 

at c are then broken at about ^ inch from 

their bases. Five or six weeks after grafting, 

the cuts will be completely healed; the tie 

may then be removed, and the two portions d 

furnished with leaves at the top of the stock, 

should be cut off, otherwise they might give 

rise to buds which, in pushing, would weaken 

the graft. 

Root-grafting.—Many kinds of jdants may 

be increased by root-grafting more quickly 

than by any other means, when stocks are not 

in readiness. A few scions worked on the 

branches of a grown-up tree may soon pro¬ 

duce hundreds of shoots; and thus the variety 

can, in one sense, be increased; but this increase 

only constitutes a single tree. If, instead of 

grafting the branches, the tree had been cut 

down and its roots grafted, then every piece of 

root upon which the operation had been per¬ 

formed would have formed a distinct plant. 

Root-grafting is conducted on the same 

principle as the grafting of stems and branches, 

and that having been already explained, need 

not be here repeated. When vegetation is at 

rest, the roots ought to be severed from the 

base of the stem; and if the latter can be en¬ 

tirely removed, so much the better. The cut 

end of the root should be raised nearly upright, 

if possible, so that the scion, when put on, may 

point upwards. The part of the root operated 

upon must then be washed, or otherwise freed 

from soil, in order that the wound may be 

clean. The graft should be tied, and clayed to 

prevent wet from entering the wound; and the 

root ought then to be again covered with soil, 

which should also cover the grafted part, leav¬ 

ing only one or two buds of the scion exposed. 

When the graft pushes, the ligature must be 

loosened, as in the case of grafts above ground. 

In grafting fleshy roots and tubers, such as 

those of the dahlia and pseony, the stock is cut 

in a triangular form, and a piece of exactly 

the same shape is fltted in. The mode is the 

same as that represented in Fig. 172. 

Grafting Clay.—This may consist of two 

parts clay, or clayey loam, and one part of 

cow-dung, free from litter; but we have foimd 

from experience that some flne, tough, short 

hay, mixed and beaten up with the clay and 

cow-dung, is of great utility in preventing 

the clay from cracking and falling off. In fact, 

it answers the same purpose as hair in plaster. 

Some recommend horse-dung to fxe used in¬ 

stead of cow-dung, others part of both; but 

cow-dung is best for retaining moisture. It 

is not absolutely necessary that the above 

proportions should be preserved. The French 

grafting clay consists of a mixture of equal 

parts of clay, or fresh clayey loam, and cow- 

dung; this, they term onguent de St. Fiacre; 

and they employ it not only for grafting, but 

also for covering the wounds of trees. It is ad¬ 

visable to prepare grafting clay several weeks 

before it is required; in doing so, the clay 

should be well beaten, the cow-dung ought 

next to be mixed with it, and the hay may 

then be added. The whole should be mois¬ 

tened, turned, mixed, and beaten, several times, 

at intervals of a day or two. It must then 

be formed into a round heap, and covered to 

prevent evaporation. A hollow, made in the 

top of the heap, and filled with water, has the 

effect of keeping the mass in a moist state. 

Grafting Wax.—Various proportions of dif¬ 

ferent substances are used in forming grafting 

wax. 

Daniell Powell, Esq., recommends (Ilorticul- 

tural Transactions, vol. v. p. 285) the follow¬ 

ing ingi'edients be made use of, viz.:—Pitch, 

1 lb.; rosin, 1 lb.; bees’-wax, ^ lb.; hogs’ lard, 

^ lb.; and txirpentine, ^ lb. In the above com¬ 

position, however, we consider the introduction 

of turpentine objectionable, as it has an inju¬ 

rious effect upon the buds and tender bark. 

A French grafting wax is composed of 

pitch, 5 parts by weight; rosin, 1 part; yel¬ 

low wax, 1 part; tallow, 1 part; with as much 

fine brickdust as will give it consistence. 

Du Breixil recommends black pitch, 2 parts; 

Burgundy pitch, 2 parts; yellow wax, Ijpart; 

tallow, 1 pai't; sifted ashes, 1 part. 

According to Downing, excellent grafting 

wax is made of 3 parts bees’-wax, 3 parts 

rosin, and 2 parts of tallow; but, he adds, that 

the grafting wax most commonly used in Ame¬ 

rica is made of tallow, bees’-wax, and rosin, in 

equal jxarts; or, as many prefer, with a little 

more tallow to render it pliable. This we pre¬ 

fer to compositions containing so much pitch 
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as tliere is in those used by the English and 

French. The use of grafting wax is to keep 

out air and moistui'e; and, provided it does 

that, the softer it is the better. 

It is a question whether grafting clay or 

wax is the better; some prefer the one, and 

some the other. In grafting small and deli¬ 

cate plants, clay cannot be well applied, and 

therefore it becomes necessary to use some 

kind of grafting wax; but in the case of strong 

plants, such as fruit-trees, in the open air, 

clay has some decided advairtages. In the 

fii-st place, clay retains moisture for the benefit 

of the scion, whilst no moisture can be derived 

from the grafting wax; and the scion is apt 

to be di'ied up before it has time to form 

a union. A cold, dry state of the weather 

may ensue after grafting, so that little or no 

movement of sap, and, consequently, as little 

progi-ess towards forming a union, can take 

place. During such periods, the scions are 

enabled to retain their vitality by absorbing 

moisture from the clay. Again, it is well 

known that the bark of trees is not liable to 

be injured by contact with common earthy 

substances. It may be covered with such for 

any length of time, and still retain its fresh¬ 

ness ; and its expansion is rather promoted 

than otherwise, a circumstance which is favour¬ 

able to the flow of sap. Pitchy substances, 

on the contrary, rank among those which in¬ 

jure tender bark; even if there be nothing 

speciflcally injurious in their ingredients, the 

mere mechanical effects are bad; for expan¬ 

sion is prevented, perspiration is obstructed, 

and canker is produced. 

XL—PROPAGATION BY BUDDING. 

Budding is an operation by which a bud, 

together with a portion of bark, is removed 

from a plant, and inserted beneath the inner 

bark of another plant, or beneath that of the 

same plant; for this is sometimes done where 

the natural buds do not push to form shoots 

at places where these are necessary. As in 

grafting, only nearly allied species or genera 

will succeed when budded on each other. The 

main principle of budding is the same as in 

grafting. The union is effected by means of the 

organizable matter, or cambium, which exists 

between the alburnum and inner bark; and the 

success of the operation depends upon the abun¬ 

dance of that matter being such as to permit 

of the bark being easily raised from the wood. 

When both the stock, and the tree from which 

the bud is taken, are in that condition, the 

union is most readily effected. Thei’e are 

periods when the flow of sap is arrested, and 

then the bark adheres flrmly to the wood, and 

when that is the case budding should not be 

attempted. Calm but warm weather is the 

most favourable; excessively dry weather with 

str’ong sun is apt to kill the buds, and wet 

weather proves injurious to them, unless they 

can be protected from rain; for, when the 

latter gets into the wound it decomposes the 

sap, and organization cannot proceed so as to 

form a union. 

Buds are generally inserted in July or Au¬ 

gust, in which case they remain dormant, or, 

at least, do not usually push into shoots till 

the ensuing spring; this is termed by the 

French, budding with a dormant eye {greffe 

en ecusson a ceil doTnvxnf), but, occasionally, 

buds formed in the previous year are inserted 

in spring, or when they are preparing to grow; 

this is called budding with a pushing eye 

{greffe en ecusson a ceil poussani). 

The modes of performing the operation are 

various; the principal are;—shield-budding or 

T-budding, inverted T-budding, square shield¬ 

budding, flute-budding or tube-budding, and 

annular or ring-budding. 

Shield-hudcling, or T-budding, is represented 

in Fig. 177, where A represents the stock, and 

B B the bud in 

different posi¬ 

tions. In oper¬ 

ating, take a 

shoot from the 

tree from which 

buds ai’e to be 

worked, and im¬ 

mediately cut oft’ 

the leaves at half 

the length of the 

petioles. Make 

a transverse in- 

siiieid-bxidding. cision ffl in the 

stock A, and from the middle of this make a 

longitudinal one ah. A bud should next be 

removed from the shoot, by taking the latter 

in the left hand and entering the knife about 4 

inch below the bud, more or less according to 

the size of the stock and of the shoot; with a 

clean sloping cut, pass the knife upwards and 

inwards till under the bud, and then slope out¬ 

wards so that the eye may be nearly in the 

middle of the piece or shield thus detached, 

or rather nearer its upper end. In doing this, 
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the kuife will necessarily cut off a j^ortion of 

the wood along with the bud, this is usually re¬ 

moved; to do so, turn the cut surface upwards, 

holding the piece between the forefinger and 

the thumb of the left hand, enter the point of 

the knife between tlie inner bark and upper 

extremity of the wood at c, raise this extremity 

a little, so that it can be laid hold of between 

the point of the knife and the edge of the nail 

of the thumb, and then, with a sort of twitch, 

remove the wood. When this is done, see 

that along with the wood, the base, root, or 

core of the bud, as it is variously termed, is 

not also removed. If this come alons with 

the wood, leaving a hole at d, the bud will 

not likely succeed, and another bud should be 

taken off more shallow, so that the portion of 

wood to be removed may be very thin. The 

base of the bud at d is greenish, and of a 

pulpy, herbaceous nature; it is, in fact, the 

commencement of the medullary sheath, the 

upper extremity of which is terminated by the 

growing point. If the wood comes clean out, 

with the exception of a few slight woody fibres 

connected with the lower part of the base of 

the bud, these need not be removed; for, in 

attempting to do so, the tissue on the inner 

bark is very liable to be bruised. 

The bud is now ready for insertion. With 

the ivory handle of the budding knife, raise 

the bark of the stock A at each side of the in¬ 

cision a b, commencing at the corners imme¬ 

diately below the cross cut at a. In raising 

the bark, the handle of the knife should never 

touch the portion of cambium lying on the 

alburnum, but, to avoid doing so, should be 

slipped along, pressing against the inner bark. 

In short, the handle of the knife must not be 

used like a wedge forced in between the wood 

and bark of the stock. Mr. Knight frequently 

dispensed with the knife-handle in raising the 

bark he merely lifted it between the blade of 

the knife and edge of the thumb. ' When the 

bark is sufScieutly raised to admit the bud, 

take the latter by the petiole and gently in¬ 

troduce it with the assistance of the ivory 

handle. Let the part e of the shield be at 

the cross cut a of the stock, and, keeping the 

bud steady with the thumb of the left hand, 

cut off the top of the shield, so that it may fit 

closely to the upper edge of the cut at a. The 

bud or shield must not be forced down like a 

wedge; on the contrary, it should be intro¬ 

duced so as to touch the cambium of the stock 

as little as possible, till its inner bark, and the 

cambium adhering to it, can be directly ap¬ 

plied to that of the stock; these coalescing, 

organization proceeds, and, circumstances prov¬ 

ing favourable, a union is soon effected. The 

operation, to be done well, should be done 

quickly, for the organizing tissue is very deli¬ 

cate, and soon becomes vitiated by exposure 

to the air; therefore, the least jmssible delay 

should take place between the raising of the 

bark and the application of the bud. If ex¬ 

posed for some time to the full influence of the 

air, the cambium would become brown, and 

form a species of thin dead bark, and, although 

this may serve to protect fresh tissue that may 

be forming under it, yet it cannot unite with 

living tissue placed in contact with it. 

The bud, after having been inserted, must be 

bound in with fine matting or worsted; and, in 

doing this, care must be taken not to shift the 

bud in any way that would cause friction, and 

so injure the tissues below it. In tying, com¬ 

mence below the end of the incision at b, and 

pa.ss the tie closely round as far as the bud. 

The shield ought here to be pressed close, iu 

order that the base of the bud d may be close 

on the albirrnum. This should be done with 

the fingers, without, however, injuring the 

bud; and, whilst the shield is thus kept par¬ 

ticularly close to the stock at that part, the 

tie should be brought round tolerably close to 

the under side of the bud, and the next turn 

must be wider, so as to clear the point of the 

bud, and allow it to peep out between the 

turns of the tie. Continue binding closely, 

and so that one of the turns may embrace 

under it the cross incision, the top edges of 

the raised bark, and the rrpper edge of the 

shield, which, as already observed, should be 

close to the sound bark of the stock at the 

cross cut a. Make one or two turns more, 

and di-aw the end of the tie under the last 

turn to fasten it. The operation is now com¬ 

pleted. In some cases it is advisable to shade 

the part budded for a few days from the direct 

rays of the sun. In the course of two or three 

weeks, it will generally be seen whether the 

buds have taken or not. If the portion of 

the petiole drop off, it is a sign that the bud 

has taken; if, on the contrary, it wither or ad¬ 

here, it is an indication that the bud is either 

dead or dying, As soon as it is ascertained 

that the buds have taken, the ties should be 

loosened, and these, indeed, ought to be fre¬ 

quently examined, in order that they may be 

slackened and retied, if they are becoming too 
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tight, in which case they would gall the bud¬ 

ded part. This will take place quite indepen¬ 

dently of the inserted bud, and its success or 

failure, at least as regards buds that do not 

push into shoots till the following spring. The 

circumstance of the ligature becoming sooner 

or later over-tight, depends, in a great mea¬ 

sure, on the greater or less vigour of the stock, 

and the activity of its vegetation after the 

bud is inserted. If the stock is vigorous, 

with healthy foliage, and if the period after the 

insertion of the bud is favo^^rable to growth, 

the leaves above the bud will rapidly form 

woody layei's, and thus soon increase the thick¬ 

ness of the stem too much for the ligature, 

which, under other circumstances, might not 

have required loosening for a long time. It 

should therefore be boime in mind that those 

stocks which have the greatest quantity of 

healthy foliage, are^those which require the 

earliest inspection for retying. This having 

been attended to, nothing more is required 

till the following spring. In the meantime, 

till the end of autiimn, the foliage of the stock 

Mull contribute to the increase of the stem and 

the production of roots, which in the follow¬ 

ing season will supply the bud with abundant 

nourishment. 

In spring, befoi’e vegetation or the flow of 

sap becomes active, the head of the stock must 

be cut back to within a few inches of the bud. 

This stump should also be cut back close to 

the bud after the latter has pushed a shoot, 

having sufficient foliage to receive the flow of 

sap, but previously, the stump will serve as a 

support to which the shoot from the bud can 

be secured. In some cases, the head of the 

stock may even be cut off before winter, but 

this is not advisable if the bud is so prominent 

that, if the winter should prove mild, it would 

be liable to push too much before spring, in 

consequence of the bud being the only point 

of atti'action left for the movement of the sap. 

When there is no danger of this occurring, the 

stock may be headed back immediately after 

the fall of the leaf, and the consequence muII 

be a stronger shoot from the bud in the fol¬ 

lowing season. At any rate, the stock should 

be cut back before the sap commences to move 

actively in spring, otherwise, the vigour of the 

whole plant will be diminished. 

Inverted T-hudding.— In this mode (Fig- 

178) the transverse cut is made at 6, and the 

longitudinal one is commenced at a, in prefer¬ 

ence below a bud, and is continued down to 

the transverse cut h. The bud, having been 

inserted, is cut across at c, to join exactly the 

section h of the stock, and 

is afterwards treated as 

in shield-budding. 

Different opinions are 

held as to the compai’a- 

tive merits of the two 

modes of T-budding. In 

the south of Fi’auce, the 

inverted one is preferred 

for the propagation of 

the orange tree, and is 

said to be more success¬ 

ful. Its success appears 

to depend on whether the bud derives its sup¬ 

ply of nourishment from sap having an as¬ 

cending or a descending movement. Let Fig. 

179 represent T-b\idding, and Fig. 180 inver- 

Fig. 179. Fig. ISO. 

ted T-budding. In the former, a is the cross 

cut, and h a point where the base of the bud 

is situated ■, in the latter, the corresponding 

parts are marked c and d. The parallel lines 

represent, in both figures, the downward course 

of the returning sap. Now, it will be seen 

that the direct course of the returning sap is 

interrupted by the incision a-, and, until its 

communication is restored over the space a b, 

the base of the bud b is twice as far from the 

continuous downward channels as the bud d. 

In Fig 180, the two sides of the triangular 

space, from which the bark has been raised for 

the insertion of the bud, are exposed through¬ 

out their whole length to the course of the re¬ 

turning sap, and the latter can therefore soon 

flow to the centre of the space. This being 

the case, inverted T-budding may frequently 

be found the preferable mode of the two. 

Square Shield-budding consists in merely 

cutting out a square patch from a strong branch 

Inverted T-budding. 
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or stem, a (Fig. 181), and a similar piece, but 

furnished with an eye, from another strong 

branch. Having been ex- pig. isi. 

actly fitted, it may be co¬ 

vered with a piece of paper, 

pierced with a hole for the 

eye; or adhesive plaster will 

answer exceedingly well. 

This mode is sometimes 

adopted for spring-budding 

trees having thick bark. It 

has the advantage of cover¬ 

ing, exactly, with the inner 

bark of the piece containing 

the bud, the whole of the al¬ 
burnum laid bare; but in T- shieid-budding. 

budding this is impossible, as it is, indeed, with 

any method in which the shield is introduced 

below the bark. Instead of cutting out the 

square piece entire, some make the incision 

across the top, and down the two sides, but 

not across the bottom; and the bark is peeled 

down to this, and replaced by the shield, over 

which the loosened bark is brought up, a hole 

being made in it for the bud to push through. 

As this piece of bark is exactly the size of the 

place from which it was taken, and of the shield 

which is made to fit that place, it is evident 

that it can only cover the latter, and that 

it cannot extend over the edges of the wound 

where it is most wanted; therefore it is not so 

good as a. bandage, which protects the edges 

of the wound from the weather, and keeps the 

whole close together. 

Flute-hudding (Fig. 182) is so named from 

the parts being made 

to fit like the top of a 

flute. A cylinder of 

bark is taken off from 

an even part of the 

stock at A, and is re¬ 

placed by another cy¬ 

linder B, furnished with 

buds and made to fit 

close to the sound bark 

of the stock at e. It 

only requires a slight 

bandage to cover the 

junction of the barks 

at e. and a cap of soft 

adhesive plaster to keep 

out the wet, and to 

prevent evaporation at 

top. Walnuts, and other thick-barked tree.s, 

are propagated in France by this mode. 

Ring-budding.—In this, a ring of bark is 

taken off at any convenient part of a stock, 

or branch, as at c (Fig. 182). From another 

shoot, or branch, a piece d, of the same di¬ 

mensions as that removed from the stock, is 

traced by two circular incisions, and a longi¬ 

tudinal cut, made between the two circular 

ones, permits the piece to be taken off and ap¬ 

plied to the stock. The piece D should be 

taken from a part somewhat wider than the 

stock, for, when found too wide, on application 

at c, the edges can be pared till they just meet 

when the piece is brought tightly ro\md. A 

bandage, leaving an opening for the bud, is 

applied, and the operation is completed. It 

will be observed, that budding by this mode 

can be performed without cutting off the head 

of the stock. 

Shield-budding with a 'portion of Wood, or 

American Shield-budding*—does not dif¬ 

fer from the common method, except that the 

slice of wood is not removed from the shield. 

The latter should be cut off rather thin, with 

a very sharp knife, and immediately inserted 

and bound i;p in the usual way. This mode 

answers well for spring - budding fruit-trees, 

roses, (fee., the shoots being taken off, as in the 

case of grafts, and eyes selected that are dis¬ 

posed to push and make a shoot in the coui-se 

of the summer. It is also used in summer, 

when the bark does not easily separate from 

the wmod, and when budding must neverthe¬ 

less be proceeded with. If buds, inserted at 

the usual time, and in the ordinary mode, are 

seen to fail, wooded shields may still be em¬ 

ployed with a chance of success. According 

to Downing, this method, which he terms the 

American variety of shield-budding, is found 

much preferable to the common mode for the 

American climate, in which many trees, and 

especially plums and cherries, nearly mature 

their growth and require to be budded in the 

hottest part of summer. The operation can be 

performed with less skill than is reqviired to I'e- 

move the wood from the shield, is performed 

in much less time, and, observes that much re¬ 

spected author, is uniformly more successful. 

XII.—PKOPAGATION BY INARCHING. 

This mode of propagation, which is also called 

grafting by approach, depends on the same 

principles as grafting; in the latter, however, 

a part is entirely detached from a plant, and 

placed so as to grow upon another part; whilst, 

Fig. 182. 

Flute and Ring Budding. 
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in inarching, both parts are nourished by their 

own roots, and tlnis co-operate in forming a 

union. In woods and thickets, branches of 

trees have frequently been observed to be 

united, but this only occurs when the barks 

of contiguous parts are bruised, or fretted, so 

that the alburnums can come in contact. 

Inarching was formerly more employed for 

uniting two or more trees for picturesque ef¬ 

fect, than for the purpose of propagation. In 

rustic gardens, for instance, doorways were 

formed by planting two trees of the same kind, 

one on each side of the intended entrance; these 

were trained upright to the desired height, and 

then their tops were bent to form a Gothic arch, 

and united where brought into contact, so as 

to form but one head. Trees 

to form arbours, Ac., may be so 

united, or the stems of several 

trees may be inarched to a cen¬ 

tral one, which may ultimately 

be rendered inde^rendent of its 

own stem and root.s. But in¬ 

arching is now chiefly employed 

for propagating such exotic 

plants as cannot be readily pro¬ 

pagated by other means. 

There are various modifica¬ 

tions of inarching, all, neverthe¬ 

less, depending on the principle 

of bringing the cambium of the 

individuals into contact. Tlie 

simplest mode is represented 

in Fig. 183, where a is the 

stock; B, the plant to be inarched u])on it. 

The two may be planted and growing in 

the ground, one of them may be growing 

in a pot and the other in the ground, or 

both may be in 2:)ots, but in each case the 

mode of proceeding is essentially the same. 

At a convenient place where A and B can 

be brought in contact, as between a and h, 

cut off corresponding slices from each; then 

bind the part.? together, and clay, or otherwise 

protect, as in grafting. The stock may be 

allowed to remain at full length, or it maj^ 

be cut back to c or d, and afterwards to a, 

When the two have formed a union, B may 

be separated from its own roots, by cutting 

it off in the direction of 6, thus leaving it 

wholly deiieudent for support upon the roots 

of the plant A. Before this final separation 

is made, it is advisable to wean off gradu¬ 

ally the portion h e from its original source 

of nourishment, by making an incision below 

h, deepening it from time to time, till, at last, 

there is but little communication left between 

B and its proper roots, when that little may 

be cut off without causing any material dif¬ 

ference to the inarched part h e. Instead of 

diminishing the connection between the in¬ 

arched part and its own roots, by gi’adually cut¬ 

ting in at, or below b, it is a good plan to take 

off a ring of bark, as at /, when the nature of 

the plant will permit. This may be done by de¬ 

grees as the union is effected. The sap will flow 

upwards, through the vessels of the alburnum, 

to nourish the parts above b, but the returning 

sajD will be checked when it comes to the ringed 

part, and must then direct itself with greater 

force towards the junction, and will conse¬ 

quently flow down in greater quantity by the 

liber of the stock A. INow, it cannot do so with¬ 

out forming a proportionally greater quantity 

of albiirnum as it descends; and, by the vessels 

of the alburnum so formed, sap will be conveyed 

upwards to the source of their origin, in B. If 

buds are retained on A, with the view of main¬ 

taining the necessary amount of circulation in 

the stock till that can be done by^ B, care should 

be taken to check the shoots that push from 

them; for, if allowed to grow vigorously, they 

would attract the sap from the ]5art B. On 

referriu£c to the figure, it will be observed that 

on the sej^aration being effected at b, there 

must be a heel left at that place which will 

take some considerable time to heal over. 

Inarching is sometimes done with a tongue, 

but, in any case, it does not form so nice a 

junction as whip - grafting, where, in conse- 

Sylvan Inarching. 

quence of the lower end of the scion being 

made thin, there is scarcely any inequality. 

51 

Fig. 183. 
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The stems of young trees are frequently in¬ 

arched, so as to form a lozenge-shaped trellis- 

work, or an arch, as in Fig. 184. Summer 

shoots may also be inarched on shoots of the 

same age, or on a stem or branch several 

years older than themselves. In this way, 

branches which have died, or become diseased, 

may be readily replaced by others, so as to 

preserve the regular appearance of the tree. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

TRANSPLANTING. 

Transplanting is the removal of a jdant 

from the place where it has previously been 

growing, and jdacing its roots again in tlie soil, 

in a new situation. The utility of this opera¬ 

tion is obvious. Were it not for transplant¬ 

ing, the seeds of plants would have to be sown 

where they are intended to remain. Planta¬ 

tions of fruit and forest trees can be reai’ed 

much sooner by means of transplanting, at 

less expense, and with a greater certainty of 

success, than they otherwise could. Plants 

for hundreds of acres can be sown in a nur- 

serv, and reared in a comparatively small sj'jace 

for several years, till fit for transjdanting; and 

in this way they can be much better taken 

care of than would be the case if, instead of 

transplanting, seeds had to be sown where 

trees are intended to be produced, at perhaps 

30 or 40 feet apart, and where the seedlings 

would be exposed to all manner of accidents 

in their very yoimg state. 

The spongioles, by Avhich nourishment is 

taken up from the soil, are extremely delicate, 

yet they gradually elongate and push their 

way among the particles of soil, if this be of a 

nature at all permeable. In a sound state each 

contiubutes to the general supply required for 

canying on the vegetation of the tree, and, un¬ 

der favourable circumstances, the supply they 

afford is adeqiiate to the demand. Much of 

this supply consists of water, and the carbonic 

acid which it holds in solution; and if all the 

roots of a plant could be taken up without the 

least mutilation, but deprived of every particle 

of soil, and kept quite as moist as they were 

in the ground, they would continue to afford 

support to the plant for a considerable time. 

Some plants spread their roots in water only, 

and, iu this case, the roots suffer no injury 

either in their removal from the water or on 

their being repilaced in that fluid. They are 

taken uninjured from their source of nourish¬ 

ment, and introduced, in the same perfect 

state, to where they continue their functions 

as before; consequently, the plant experiences 

no derangement of its organization, and no 

check in its growth. To secure these condi¬ 

tions should be the principal aim in trans¬ 

planting. 

In removing the roots of plants from soil, 

and transferring them into soil again, the 

spongioles, tender, as in all plants they inva¬ 

riably are, must be greatly injured, and in 

many cases, the greater part of them must be 

totally destroyed in the taking up. Again, 

in replanting, when covered with a mass of 

soil, such of them as were previously entire 

cannot be in a similar position to that in which 

they formei'ly were, and where they could 

gently wend their Avay in the interstices of 

the hardest materials without pressing more 

against any obstacle than their tender tissues 

could bear. In their new situation, however, 

they are liable to be squeezed between stones 

and hard lumps of earth; and that, too, when 

they are, pei’haps, in a revemed position. In¬ 

jury, to a greater or less extent, is unavoidable; 

it may be slight in some cases and extensive 

in others, notwithstanding that the greatest 

amount of skill and care has been employed 

in conducting the mechanical operations. Such 

being the case, it becomes necessary to inqume, 

under what circumstances the plant can sus¬ 

tain those injuries without suffering materially 

as regards its future success. The age of the 

plant, its state of vegetation, the state of the 

weather, and that of the soil, are the first con¬ 

siderations. 

The age at which plants may be successfully 

transplanted varies, of course, according to the 

species. Most plants can be transplanted when 

very young, and from that time till they are 

middle-aged, if due pi-ecautions are taken, and 

adequate mechanical means employed. Indeed, 

with such means and proper care, plants of 

any age can be transplanted, although, when 

the subjects are naturally approaching decay, 

they are not worth the trouble. Many tender 

plants, raised under glass, are transplanted from 

the seed-pans as soon as they can be laid hold 

of; or, in other words, they are pricked out, as 

the operation is termed in the case of very 

young plants, into pots, or elsewhere, at s\ich 

distances as will permit them to advance la 
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growth, without being crowded, and drawn 

up weakly in consequence of their foliage not 

being fully exposed to the light. There are, 

besides, other advantages from this early re¬ 

moval. In a young state, tlie quantity of 

roots is u,sually large in iDroportion to the tops, 

and, therefore, if a portion of them is broken, 

there are still sufficient to feed the plant, and, 

with due precaution as regards shading and 

watering, the effects of ti-ansplanting are but 

little felt; on the contrary, the slight check 

to the spongioles of the rootlets tends to en¬ 

courage the emission of a greater number of 

lateral ones, and thus the plant is better fitted 

for subsequent transplantations than if such 

early removal had not taken place. 

There are many plants that require to be 

nursed till they have sufficient strength to 

bear planting out in the open quarters. In 

general, if there be any great interval between 

the period of their vegetating from seed, and 

that of their final planting out, an interme¬ 

diate transplantation is beneficial. 

The state of the vegetation of the plant is 

another impoi’taut consideration; for some 

things are best transplanted when they are in 

an active state of growth; others when they 

are comparatively dormant. Annuals do best 

when transplanted before they commence to 

form a flower-stem; herbaceous perennials, just 

before the growth of the season commences; 

deciduous trees and shrubs, as soon as the 

greater portion of their leaves have fallen in 

autumn, and whilst vegetation still po.ssesses 

some activity to push fresh roots before winter, 

the production of these being also encoiiraged 

by the temperature of the soil being higher 

than that of the air at that period. Next 

to this last stage of vegetation for the season, 

is that immediately preceding the commence¬ 

ment of active growth in spring; for, although 

the leafless plant would not suffer from eva¬ 

poration at any time during winter, yet, as 

the wounded roots cannot heal, owing to the 

inactivity of vegetation, they are apt to die 

back to a greater or less extent, especially in 
wet, cold soils. 

The transplanting of some kind of plant or 

other has to be performed in every month of 

the year, weather and state of the ground pei’- 

mitting. Dry weather is of course unfavour¬ 

able; the operation is, in most cases, imprac- 

ticaljle during severe frost, or when the ground 

is covered with snow; and in very wet wea¬ 

ther the soil is apt to become puddled in work¬ 

ing, and does not then fill in well amongst the 

roots, except in such cases as it may be made 

of a thin consistence. Mild weather, with a 

moist atmosphere, is the best for transplanting. 

The air may be excessively dry, even in the 

shade, and a plant transplanted under these 

circumstances will, consequently, be liable to 

suffer, although not exposed to the sun’s rays; 

but, when so exposed, the drying effects are 

greatly increased, as may be observed when 

cut herbs are placed, some in the sun, and some 

in the shade, for an equal period. Whilst the 

former still retain moistm-e enough to be pli¬ 

able, the latter will be quite dried up and fit to 

grind to powder. Hence may be inferred the 

benefit of shading plants from the sun, when 

newly transplanted, or until they have struck 

fresh root. This is more necessary when the 

plants have foliage than when they are with¬ 

out it; because, in the former case, the surface 

from which evaporation takes place is so much 

greater. If a shoot be | inch in circumfer¬ 

ence, and 20 inches in length, the exposed sur¬ 

face is equal to 15 square inches; but if the 

same shoot is furnished with twenty leaves, 

averaging, say about 2 square inches each, or 

presenting, collectively, an area of 40 square 

inches of XTpper, and 40 of under surface, the 

surface from which evaporation takes qflace 

would be increased to 95 square inches, or to 

more than six times what it would be if no 

leaves existed. 

For deciduous trees, as already stated, the 

best time is before the gi-oimd becomes too 

cold for the broken roots to heal over par¬ 

tially, or to form callosities from which spon¬ 

gioles can readily push in spring. In some 

kinds of trees and shimbs, fresh roots are 

formed even before winter, but these often 

prove too tender to endure the severities of 

that season. It is therefore better, in cold, 

wet soils, if fresh roots do not push till spring, 

when their growth can proceed with the sea¬ 

son, withoixt check. In warm, well-drained 

soils, trees may be advantageously planted so 

early in autumn as to insure the tree being 

well established with fresh roots before win¬ 

ter. When this is aimed at, it will be advis¬ 

able not to wait till nearly all the leaves have 

naturally dropped. In the absence of fro.st, 

shoots produced late in autunan, retain their 

foliage late. The greater part of such shoots, 

where not wanted for leaders, should be cut 

off, and, likewise, nearly all the older foliage. 

Transplanting deciduoiis trees may then be 
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done in the last week of September, or first fort¬ 

night of October. It may be remarked that 

the apricot, peach, nectarine, cm-rant, goose¬ 

berry, and such kinds of trees as push early 

in the spring, are best planted in autumn. 

When these have pushed into leaf, the apple 

shows little sign of active vegetation; it is, 

therefore, not so apt to suffer from spring 

planting. 

Mr. M'Nab, an excellent authority, con¬ 

siders the period between the middle of Octo¬ 

ber and the middle of December as the best 

for transplanting evergreens; but he states 

that they may be removed from the middle 

of October till the middle of February. Mr. 

Glendinning says that August is a good month 

to begin transplanting, but that September is 

the safest month. We should recommend the 

last fortnight of September, and the first fort¬ 

night of October; the temperatirre of the soil 

is then from 53° to 58°, near London, or as 

warm as it is from the third week of May till 

the middle of June; therefore, certainly warm 

enough to encoixrage evergreens to make fresh 

roots. They will not so rapidly do so then, 

as they would with a corresponding ground 

temperature in the beginning of summer, when 

the days are longer, and vegetation more ac¬ 

tive from the greater amount of light; nor is 

it necessary that they should do so, because 

the dryness of the air is fully one-third less 

in the end of September and beginning of 

October, than it is when the ground is equally 

warm, in the end of May and beginning of 

June, and, consequently, the demand on the 

roots to supply the loss by evaporation is so 

much the less. We therefore conclude that 

the former period is generally most proper for 

the transplantation of evergreens. With pro ¬ 

per care, however, they may be safely trans¬ 

planted during the period stated by Mr. 

M'lSTab, provided the weather is favourable. 

It will, doubtless, frequently be the case, that 

the transplanting of evergreens cannot be 

entered upon so early as September, owing 

to a pressure of other garden work, and the 

attention necessary to be paid at that period 

to crops and pleasure grounds. Sometimes 

the weather is mild up to the end of Novem¬ 

ber; and if there be little frost, and no fall of 

snow to melt and render the soil cold, ever¬ 

greens transplanted as late as the middle of 

that month, will make some roots to support a 

little circulation, and supply the very limited 

amount of evaporation which can take place 

at that season, the air being almost constantly 

saturated with moisture. It is scarcely neces¬ 

sary to observe, that evergreens, as well as 

deciduous plants, may be transplanted at any 

season, if they are taken up with a good ball, 

just as plants in pots may be shifted at any 

time. 

The soil, in general, should be prepared by 

draining, trenching, and other means recom¬ 

mended for the improvement of soils. Plants 

strike root more readily in well-trenched 

ground than they do in that which is not 

trenched. One would suppose that, if the 

soil is of sufficient depth for the roots to be 

in du2 or loosened soil, it can be of no conse- 

quence, so far as regards their first starting, 

whether the ground below the roots of the 

transplanted trees be loosened or not; but we 

have observed it to be invariably the case, 

that when trees were transplanted in well- 

trenched ground, they succeeded better in 

the first instance than those that were planted 

without any such preparation, other circum¬ 

stances being the same. This can scarcely be 

accounted for, but sr;ch is the fact; we can, 

therefore, recommend trenching as a highly 

necessary operation, preparatory to transplant¬ 

ing. Nor is it merely in the first instance 

that its beneficial effects are evident, for the 

tree thrives much better afterwards than if 

the roots had been put in a hole where the 

soil is loosened. 

When transplanting has to be performed 

in continued dry weather’, it is a good plan 

to dig the ground two spades deep, and, as 

the top one is turned down, it should be tho¬ 

roughly watered. This proceeding will ren¬ 

der less watering necessary after the ground 

has been planted. 

The operation of planting varies according 

to the nature of the plant, and the natural 

disposition of its roots; for, in some, these are 

spindle-shaped, in others they creep along just 

below the surface; and, in planting, the roots 

should generally be placed in conformity with 

that disposition. We say generally, because 

there are cases in which it is desirable that 

the roots should be encouraged to spread 

horizontally, instead of following their natu¬ 

ral tendency downwards. The details of par¬ 

ticular modes can be best given in treating of 

the cultivation of each plant; we shall, there¬ 

fore, confine our observations to that which 

is applicable to the planting of the generality 

of young fruit and forest trees. 
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The ground having been prepared by drain¬ 

ing, trenching, and manuring, according as the 

nature of the plant and soil may render neces¬ 

sary, the first operation is to dig holes for the 

reception of the roots of the plants to be 

transplanted. The size of the holes depends 

on the size of the plants) but it is better to 

make them large than too small. The depth 

shoidd permit the neck of the plant to be as 

near the surface as it was before, provided the 

soil is in good condition, and other circum¬ 

stances are favourable. If the subsoil is bad, 

or wet, there is sufficient reason for planting 

shallow, or even on raised mounds; but it is 

desirable that such subsoils should be cor¬ 

rected, otherwise the plants, if deep-rooting, 

cannot thrive. 'W^e shall, therefore, presume 

that the ground is, as it ought to be, in good 

condition. The diameter of the holes must 

be sufficient to allow of the roots being ex¬ 

tended at full length. There is a difference 

of opinion as to whether the holes should be 

made square or round. We much prefer the 

square form. In the first place, a larger hole 

can be sooner made j but there is another 

point of still greater importance. Although 

the ground may have been well dug, yet, when 

the spongioles come to the side of the hole, 

they have to penetrate a firmer medium than 

that of the more recently loosened soil within 

the limits of the hole, whether this be round 

or square. In the former case, however, the 

resistance is more direct. No roots proceed¬ 

ing from the centre of a circle, or from the 

base of a root situated there, can radiate to¬ 

wards the side of a circular hole without hav¬ 

ing to turn at less than a right angle; whereas, 

in a square hole, the sides can only be directly 

approached from the centre at four points, 

and at these, the roots can turn aside at not 

less than a right angle. At all other parts 

the roots meet the sides obliquely, excepting 

when directed towards the corners, and then 

they have the advantage of a long run to ac¬ 

quire strength before they encounter any ob¬ 

struction. In digging the hole, the best soil 

should be laid on one side, the rest on the 

opposite one, leaving the other two clear for 

a line to be stretched. The hole ought to be 

made quite as wide at bottom as at top, if 

the nature of the soil admit of the sides being 

perpendicular. It should also be deeper at 

the sides than at the centre; in other words, 

the bottom ought to be convex, not concave 

like a basin. In dry weather the bottom may 

be dug, but still formed convex, as above 

recommended, and watered j but the water 

should be allowed to subside, so that the soil 

may be moist, but not saturated, or in a work¬ 

ing condition at the time of planting. The 

hole being ready, the platit should be exam¬ 

ined. If the top is irregular, it is advisable to 

reduce it to some form before planting. Cross 

branches, or others that are very badly placed, 

should be removed; but, except in the most 

obvious cases, the removal of branches, and 

other pruning, shoidd be deferred till after the 

tree is planted. Attention must next be di¬ 

rected to the roots; all that are bruised should 

be cut clean with a sharp knife. If, in conse¬ 

quence of long carriage, or other unavoidable 

causes, the small fibrous extremities are found 

in bad condition, or dead, they should be cut 

back to parts that are sound. Some plants will 

bear the cutting back of the roots better than 

others; some emit fibres in gi-eat abundance 

from where a root has been cut back; and, 

with regard to these, it will sometimes be 

advantageous to shorten the roots, or at least 

some of them, in order to have fresh fibres near 

the stem. When roots are matted with fibres, 

these should be disentangled as much as pos¬ 

sible, or even thinned with the knife. Tufts 

of fibrous roots should not be buried together. 

If such cannot possibly be divided and spread 

out so as to be tolei'ably well separated by 

soil, introduced amongst them in planting, the 

knife may be judiciously applied. The plant 

being prepared, its roots should be jfiaced on 

the convex surface, to ascertain whether the 

hole is of the proper depth. This can be judged 

pretty well by the eye; but it is more sure to 

lay a straight rod, close to the stem, across 

the hole, resting it on the level ground on 

each side. It may then be seen whether the 

neck of the idant is too high or too low, and 

the hole should be deepened, or made more 

shallow as the case may require. But what¬ 

ever alteration may be necessary in this re¬ 

spect, the hole ought to be brought to the 

proper form, as above directed, before the 

tree is planted, that is to say, it should, if 

possible, be as wide at bottom as at top, and 

the bottom convex. This repetition will be 

excused if it tend to draw attention to that on 

which the better success, not of a single tree 

only, but of many thousands may depend. 

It having been ascertained that the hole is 

in every respect properly formed, the planting 

may be proceeded with. Bet the stem be held 
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in the position it ought to occupy, erect, if for 

a standard in a sheltered situation; but in one 

that is exposed, incline the tree a little towards 

the side from which the strongest gales may 

be expected, or from which trees in the vici¬ 

nity are observed to lean. At the same time, 

let the tree be held lightly till the roots, or at 

least the lower portion of them, can be sjDread 

nicely over the convexity, or mound of soil, 

raised in the bottom of the hole. Train out 

the leading roots as much as possible at equal 

distances; then the smaller roots and fibres. 

To the latter particular attention should be 

paid; they ought not to be bundled together, 

and then covered %vith soil, like faggots in a 

drain; they were not so disposed when the 

tree was taken up. It may have been ob¬ 

served, in carefully taking uj) the tree, that 

the latei’al fibres had taken a diverging route, 

and that from the point of branching off, they 

were, for the most part, completely separated 

from each other by particles of soil. In plant¬ 

ing, this should be aimed at as much as pos¬ 

sible, keeping them, at the same time, in a 

natural position; for, although the fibres di¬ 

verge in different directions, yet it should be 

recollected that their general tendency is for¬ 

ward, and away from the stem of the tree. 

Very inconsistent with this natural tendency, 

is the common practice of scattering the earth 

with the spade against the direction of the 

roots; for, by so doing, all the fibres that have 

not been earthed over by hand are liable to 

be turned back towards the stem, by particles 

of soil, thrown with force in that direction, 

and kept in a reversed position by the weight 

of earth. Instead of this, the soil should be 

thrown from near the stem towards the extre¬ 

mities of the roots. When the roots are partly 

covered, the tree may be moved or shaken a 

little, but very little; it should not be moved upj 

and down, because by so doing the fibres will 

be drawn up, and when it is let down again 

they will be more or less doubled. If a piece 

of whip cord, which may be taken to represent 

a tough flexible root-fibre, be fixed to the end 

of a stick, laid out straight, and covered with 

soil, it will be seen that, when the stick is 

drawn iip, the cord will also be drawn up so 

much through the soil, and that when the 

stick is pushed down,.so as to occupy its for¬ 

mer position, the piece of cord will not do so, 

but will form a double; and so it is with the 

fibres of the roots. It is, therefore, not advis¬ 

able to shake or otherwise move the tree much 

in planting, in order that the soil may fall 

into cavities among the roots. It is better 

to introduce it carefully by hand. Some use 

a taper blunt-pointed stick for the purpose; 

and though this may be advantageous in some 

cases, yet the hands are more to be trusted. 

When the soil is of a friable nature, it may be 

washed in among the roots; and in some cases 

the soil in the bottom may be made into a 

puddle, and the roots immersed in it, care be¬ 

ing taken that they are properly spread out. 

When the lower portion of the roots is 

covered, those above should be put in a proper 

position, and soil introduced amongst them 

with due care; and, when all are well covered, 

water may be given as found necessaiy. If 

the soil and weather are moist at the time, 

watering may be dispensed with; but othei’- 

wise, cai’e should be taken that all the soil 

about the roots is thoroughly moistened. In 

dry weather part of tlae soil may be reserved 

till a copious watering has been given; when 

the water has subsided the soil may be levelled 

round the stem, and the looser it is, and, w'e 

may add, the drier it is, the better will it 

resist di-ought. 

We have not alluded to treading the soil on 

the roots whilst the tree is being planted. 

This is less practised now than formerly, when 

it was done too indiscriminately. In general 

it is not neces.sazy, though in some cases it 

may be done, but only in a moderate degree. 

Some plants grow best in loose soil, treading 

in this case is not necessary; others prefer 

firm soil, and in planting these, it may be made 

rather compact than otherwise. Where the 

soil is wet at the time of planting, treading 

should be avoided; if dry and light, it may be 

moderately pressed. 

If planting is conducted according to the 

above directions, success will almost invaria¬ 

bly be the result. In particular cases, some 

after care is neces,sary in respect to watering, 

mulching, and staking. The trees will soon give 

indications of want of water; but, in guarding 

against dryness, too much moisture should be 

avoided. With the exception of water-plants, 

most others will make better and more sub¬ 

stantial roots in soil that is moist, but not 

saturated. When it is watered it shozzld be 

so thoroughly, and, for the time, it will, of 

course, be saturated with moisture; but it 

should not be maintained constantly in that 

condition. In well-prepared ground the super¬ 

abundant water will soon subside, after which 
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the soil will retain sufficient moisture for a 

longer or shorter period, according to circum¬ 

stances connected with the state of the wea¬ 

ther, nature of the soil, and extent of evapo¬ 

rating surface which the foliage of the plants 

may present; and whilst, on the one hand, con¬ 

tinued saturation of the soil is to be avoided, 

any deficiency of moisture approaching to dry¬ 

ness must Ije carefully guarded against on the 

other; for it should be recollected that newly 

planted trees cannot bear vicissitudes with 

such impunity as those Avhich are well estab¬ 

lished. 

Mulching is a good means of retaining a 

steady degree of moisture about the roots of 

trees, whether recently transplanted or not, 

but, for the reasons just given, the former need 

it most. Besides, if the mulching consists of 

long dung, or other material containing nour¬ 

ishment in a soluble state, it likewise proves 

beneficial by the substances which are washed 

down by rain, or artificial watering. Staking 

is necessary when the plant is weakly, top- 

heavy, or planted where it would be liable to 

be shaken too much by wind before it can re¬ 

fix itself in the soil by fresh roots. If trees 

have been well reared, and transplanted at the 

right age, and in a proper manner, they will 

rarely stand in need of stakes; nevertheless, 

Avhen trees, not the best that could be reared, 

but the best that can be had, have to be planted, 

and Avhen trees of considerable size are re¬ 

quired to be transplanted for immediate effect, 

or for coming sooner into a fruiting state, 

the support of a stake or stakes becomes, in 

any case, absolutely necessary. A single stake 

wiU be sufficient when the tree is not large. 

The stakes should be secured, first, near the 

ground, and again, near the top. The greatest 

seciu’ity is, however, obtained by three stakes 

placed so as to form an equilateral triangle at 

the base, and brought towards each other at 

the top, where they should be \inited by cross 

pieces, inclosing the tree. Three posts or 

stakes are, of co\xrse, less expensive than foui’, 

and they are, at the same time, more secure. 

In supporting trees, whatever mode be adop¬ 

ted, great care must be taken to prevent the 

bark from being injured by rubbing against 

the support. When a single stake is employed 

for a young standard tree, some place it at a 

little distance from the stem, and then twist 

a thick hay or stra^v band once or twice round 

the tree. The ends of the band are next 

plaited two or three times round each other 

towards the stake, round which they are finally 

twisted, and tied with rope yarn or tarred 

twine, with which, also, the plaited band is 

likewise bound close behind the stem. If there 

is only a single padding of hay or straw be¬ 

tween the stake and tree, it generally gives 

way, and leaves the two to act upon each other. 

The ti’ee ought, therefore, to be surrounded 

with twisted hay or straw bands, and a pad of 

the same kind of material should be secured 

against the part of the stake Avhich is to be 

brought in contact with the bands surround¬ 

ing the tree. Before the stake and tree are 

bound together, it will be necessary to adopt 

some means to prevent the cord, employed for 

that purpose, from cutting through the bands, 

Avhich, after a time, it would most probably 

do. A piece of leather, or stout canvas, may 

be used, or some bits of old lath, placed on the 

opposite side of the stem, will answer the same 

purpose. The tree and stake may then be 

firmly tied together. In the case of a large 

tree, a triangular support, formed as above, 

shoxxld be made use of, and the stem having 

been securely padded, may be bound to the 

side from which the strongest winds prevail; 

or three short bars may be placed close against 

the padding of the tree, and nailed on the three 

bars which connect the tops of the poles, so as 

to keep the stem from shifting backwards and 

forwards. In some cases, guy-ropes may be 

found necessary for securing trees with large 

branching tops, and without a tall central stem 

to which a triangular support of poles could 

be well applied. 

Transplanting Trees and Shrubs of a larger 

size than that at which they are usually re¬ 

moved. — The preparation of the plants for 

transplanting chiefiy concerns the roots, but 

trees and shrubs should have their tops regu¬ 

lated a season before remoA'al, in order that 

the Avoxxnds may be healed whilst the roots 

are entire, and the vigour of the plants unim¬ 

paired. The healing is, of course, better effec¬ 

ted when this is the case, than when vegeta¬ 

tion is checked by transplanting. Plants that 

have been growing in thickets and in sheltered 

places ax'e apt to suffer, to some extent, when 

removed to open situations. Even deciduoxis 

trees, when they have been shaded, and most 

of their foliage has been produced under a 

limited amount of light, sufier on removal into 

a more open space where they are fully ex¬ 

posed to the direct rays of light, to which, 

perhaps, they have never previously been sub- 
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jected. A sudden change to full light is as 

much as foliage grown in the sliade can hear, 

even if the roots are not disturbed; but when 

plants have to suffer from that change, as well 

as from the effects of removal, at the same 

time, they often give way under the double 

ti-ial. It would therefore be advisable to ex- 

jiose the foliage as much as jDossible for some 

time before transplanting. If gi’owing in 

thickets, other plants can either be removed, 

or they may be drawn aside from those in¬ 

tended to be removed. This is better than to 

transplant them unprepared, and then trust 

to shading, which must otherwise be adopted 

as the only alternative. 

It is generally the case that, when a branch 

is shortened back, several young shoots break 

out below the section. If the top of a tree 

consist chiefly of long naked branches, and if 

these be shortened back considerably, a crowd 

of shoots usually break out from the previously 

naked jiart of the branches left. The tree is 

thus furnished with shoots and foliage near 

the stem. In a like manner, if roots that are 

nearly destitute of fibres for a considerable dis¬ 

tance from the stem are shortened, the com- 

]>aratively naked portions left will push out a 

quantity of fresh fibres, either at the section 

or nearer the stem. These young roots will 

rapidly increase, especially if encouraged by 

fi-esh soil; and the tree will soon acquire as 

many feeders as it had before, but with this 

difference, that, previoiis to the amputation, 

the main portion of the feeders were far from 

the stem, but in consequence of the operation 

they are produced comparatively close to it. 

It is, of course, much easier to remove a tree 

with a sufficient quantity of filmous roots with¬ 

in a shoi’t distance from the stem, than it is 

when the same quantity is, for the most part, 

far distant from it; and hence the advantage 

of causing the roots of a tree to push near the 

stem previous to its being transplanted. This 

can be done by digging a trench all round at 

a moderate distance from the stem, and cut¬ 

ting off all the roots that extend across the 

trench. When this is cleared, the cut ends of 

the roots left should be examined, and any that 

are bruised must be cut clean with a sharp 

instrument. The trench should then be filled 

with good soil, of as light a nature as possible, 

in order that the ends of the roots may not be 

injured by exposure to the air. During the 

growing season, roots will generally form very 

abundantly, so tliat in auiumn a trench may 

be dug outside the limits of the former one, 

the soil of which, being light, can be easily 

separated from the young I'oots; and, if they 

are preserved, the preservation of a ball is not 

of so much importance as would otherwise be 

the case. Instead of filling in the soil, some 

have successfully tried the plan of boarding 

over the trench, and placing earth over the 

boards, in order to exclude the air, and to 

preserAm moisture in the cavity beneath. By 

this mode, young roots, from want of soil to 

travel in, are not encouraged to extend beyond 

the limits of the ball, but more of them will 

be formed in it, and, consequently, success in 

transplanting will be rendered more certain. 

It may, however, be remarked that the quan¬ 

tity of roots which by this mode can only 

break out laterally from the old roots into the 

firm soil, will not be so great as if they had 

been encouraged to strike into a trench filled 

with good, fresh, loose soil. As the production 

of roots in the former case, must be compara¬ 

tively limited, so must also be the nourish¬ 

ment supplied, and the reduction of the vigour 

of the tree must consequently be greater. In 

fact, there is danger of the vegetation of the 

tree being so reduced that, when transplanted, 

the power of producing fresh roots Avill Ije too 

much diminished; therefore, we conclude that, 

instead of adopting this mode, it is better to 

encourage an abundance of roots by filling the 

trench with soil. The distance of the trench 

from the stem depends on various circumstances 

—such as the size of the tree, the mechanical 

means at command for its removal, and, it may 

be, the extent of clear sj)ace through Avhich it 

may have to pass to its new situation. The 

less, of course, that is cut off from the extre¬ 

mities of the roots the better. If, however, 

it is found necessary to cut far back, it will, 

in that case, be advisable to cut partly, say 

one half, round in one year, and not wholly 

Fig, iso. round till the next. 

By so doing, the ve¬ 

getation of the tree 

Avill receive a less 

chock than if all 

the roots had been 

shortened at once. 

In cutting out a part 

of the trench, equal 

to half way round, 
Transplanting. meant that 

this should be done continuously, so as to form 

a semicircle, as from w to e (Big. 185); but 
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it bliould be done by alternate quadrants, as 

from n to e, omitting the next space from e 

to s, then clearing out from s to w leaving the 

portion from w to n. In the coui'se of the 

season, fresh roots will push into the portions 

n e and s w, and these will support the tree 

when it is deprived of the roots extending 

beyond n e and s w. 

We consider the following to be an advan¬ 

tageous plan to be adopted in pi’eparing large 

trees for removal. Let a trench, a yard wide, 

be marked out at what may be considered a 

proper distance from the stem; uncover tlie 

roots which traverse the trench, then ring all 

of them that are of any considerable thickness; 

and, when this is done, fill in the soil, or sub¬ 

stitute better, for young roots to strike in. 

The extremities of the roots will collect nour¬ 

ishment, which will pass upwards through the 

alburnum, and will support, almost unimpaired, 

the vegetation of the tree; but the returning 

sap cannot pass the rings, and will therefore 

form at these parts, in the course of one or two 

years, a sufficient number of roots to support 

the tree; and this being the case, it is merely 

necessary to preserve them in transplanting, 

the other roots beyond the rings being dis- 

jieused with. 

Preparation for transplanting is occasionally 

effected by digging round the tree so as to 

leave a ball, which is exposed to frost till the 

whole becomes a compact frozen mass, so that 

it can be moved without danger of breaking. 

It is evident that this mode can only be 

adopted in frosty weather, aird that it is only 

applicable to very hardy species, such as wuli 

bear the freezing of their roots without injury. 

There is a mode, described in Dowming’s 

Horticulturist, vol. i. p. 171, which deserves 

notice. It was practised by S. G. Perkins, 

Esq., of Brookline, near Boston, and its prm- 

ciple, being simple, may be acted upon with 

advantage in many cases. A blank was left in 

a plantation, into which a particular jiear tree 

was omitted to be transplanted in spring. Mr. 

Pej-kins was anxious to transplant the tree 

into its allotted space, in the end of May, al¬ 

though it was then in full leaf. He accordingly 

directed a trench to be cut round the tree, as 

deep as the roots w'eut into the ground, and 

about 3 or 4 inches wide. “This being done,” 

says Mr. Perkins, “I had the trench filled wuth 

water, and covered over to prevent the earth 

from ffettins into it. In tliis state the tree 

was left betw'een thirty and forty hours, w’hen 

the ball of earth round its roots was found to 

be very firm and solid, so that the tree could 

be removed wuth perfect security; and it w'as 

actually done with perfect success, so much so 

that the tree never stopped growing, and made 

considerable wood during the summer. I soon 

after, about June 1, removed several other 

pear, peach, and apricot trees with the most 

complete success. 

“Encouraged by this success, I removed, on 

the 18th of June, 1844, teir trees to a trellis 

that I had recently made—viz., four plums, 

four peaches, and two apricots, all of which 

grew rapidly that year, and so filled the trel¬ 

lis that I was obliged to take the peaches 

away this summer, 1845, in the early part of 

August, and place them on another trellis 

which I had built. 

“I continued, during the summer of 1844, 

to remove trees in full leaf, and some with 

the fruit on them, until the middle of Sep¬ 

tember; and out of seventy-six trees removed, 

I lost only six, seventy having succeeded 

perfectly. One tree that was removed, con¬ 

trary to my advice, after having been pre¬ 

pared only twenty-four hours, lost the earth 

in part from its roots, and after lingering 

some time died. The reason of this was, that 

time was not given for the superabundant 

water to be discharged from the ball, and it 

of course was not as firmly consolidated as it 

would have been, had it been left six or eight 

hours longer before it was taken up. My 

gardener now became a convert to my system, 

and had what he calls a ‘turban’ made to 

tie round the ball before it is removed. This 

has been very useful; for with the aid of this 

cloth, we can remove balls so large, that they 

require three strong men to lift them. This 

year, 1845, I have removed, during the sum¬ 

mer, many fine trees, with the fruit on them, 

with perfect success; some of them were 

peaches, trained trees, 5 and 6 feet high, and 

spreading 6 and 8 feet on the trellis.” 

It is to be observed, that although this 

mode was employed, as above stated, in the 

removal of trees in summer, yet it is also ap¬ 

plicable in transplanting at any other period 

when the soil at the roots of the trees is dry. 

In adopting it, the canal formed round the 

tree should be steadily filled with water, in 

order that the soil may not be washed out 

from amongst the roots; as mrich as a tubful 

should not be suddenly turned in to dash 

along like a small torrent. It should be 
* O 

5i 
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quietly and repeatedly poured in, till the mass 

of soil inclosed by it is completely soaked. 

This can be ascertained by pushing down an 

iron rod near the stem of the tree, and on 

withdrawing it, water will collect in the hole 

if saturation has readied so iar. 

We now come to the removal of the tree. 

In doing this, the constant aim should be to 

pi'eserve both roots and branches from injury, 

from whatever cause, so that they may be 

continued in an efficient state. Bushy or 

spreading tops should be tied up, to render 

them as compact as possible. If tall, the cen¬ 

tral stem ought to be firmly secured to a 

pole, and the ties should be made very tight, 

pads of straw, or other material, being intro¬ 

duced between the rope and the tree, and like¬ 

wise between the latter and the pole. In the 

case of the removal of a large tree, the next 

opei’ation is to lay bare the surface roots; by 

doing so, 1 foot deep of soil may often be dis¬ 

posed of When a tree is to be taken iip 

with a ball, the removal of so much sui'face 

soil is of great importance; for, if the mass to 

be removed is in the form of a square of 10 

feet on the side, the tree being in the centre, 

and if, within this square, an average depth 

of 1 foot can be taken off from the surface, 

the quantity would be 100 cubic feet, less 

some allowance for the part occupied by the 

stem, and the weight to be raised would be 

reduced by about 5 tons. This weight alone 

would require a considerable amount of me¬ 

chanical power to raise it; but, besides that, 

the roots are relieved of a weight which, if 

not removed previous to their being under¬ 

mined, is apt to break them down. Having 

got clear of the superincumbent mass of soil, 

a trench ought to be formed round the tree, 

and as far distant from it as the roots are in¬ 

tended to be saved. This trench should be 

ample, not merely just as wide as a man can 

stand in, for nothing is gained by working in 

a confined space, but it should be 3 feet wide; 

its deptlrraust depend on whether the roots 

are deep or shallow; and the bottom should 

be about 6 inches below the generality of the 

roots. The workman will then possess ad¬ 

vantages that will compensate for the extra 

labour in removing so much soil as is con¬ 

tained in a trench of the above dimensions; 

he will work with much greater ease, for he 

will not have to work below the level on 

which he stands, and this he should always 

avoid, as much as possible, during the after 

process of undermining. By dealing the bot¬ 

tom of the trench as the loosened soil is drawn 

out, the roots can be better taken care of than 

when the soil is allowed to accumulate and 

mix with the portions of roots previously dis¬ 

entangled. 

The tree may be taken up by carefully 

loosening or separating the greater portion ot 

the roots from the soil; or it may be removed 

along with a ball. We shall suppose that the 

former mode is to be adopted. If the ti’ee 

were to be undermined in the easiest and 

most expeditious manner, the workman would 

pick out a groove beneath the mass, and level 

with the bottom of the trench, so as to per¬ 

mit a quantity of the soil, thus undermined, 

to be easily tumbled down; and this having 

been cleared away, he will again proceed as 

before, till the whole is undermined. In this 

way, howevei', large lumps of soil will be sud¬ 

denly precipitated, together with all the rami¬ 

fications of fibrous roots which they contain. 

Instead of this mode of proceeding, the soil 

must be worked out from amongst the roots 

by gentler means; for instance, when the ex¬ 

tremity of a root presents itself, it should be 

traced back by carefully removing the soil till 

a lateral is discovered, the latter should then 

be followed out to its extremity; the main 

root may then be traced back to the next 

lateral, which should be treated in a similar 

manner, and so on. A small round-pronged 

fork, with a short handle, adapted for being 

worked with one hand, whilst with the other 

the loosened fibres are kept oiit of the way 

till they can be tied up in small bundles with 

matting, is useful for this purpose. When an 

inroad has been effected in the above manner 

at one place, and the soil which has been 

woi-ked down is cleared away, the exposed 

fibres should be protected from sun and 

drought by placing a wet mat closely over 

them. When the gi'eater portion of the roots 

are disentangled, the bundles of fibres should 

be tied to the stronger roots; and if there be 

danger of their being affected to any injurious 

extent by drought, they ought to be covei'ed 

with mats, damp straw, or moss. To preserve 

them from breaking in the course of removal, 

it will, in some case.s, be necessaiy to lay across 

the surface some poles, planks, or battens, to 

which the principal roots can be secured by 

ropes. The tree is then ready for removal, 

and must be planted according to the princi- 

2)les already explained. For moving trees with 
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balls of soil, various inodes have been advo¬ 

cated. The difficulty is not so much as re¬ 

gards mechanical means, as in the preservation 

of the roots during the application of tliese 

means. The mass of earth and roots cannot 

easily be rendered sufficiently compact; it 

may be inclosed, as it were, in a box, but the 

latter must consist of very strong materials, 

otherwise it would be crushed by the heavy 

pressure, or torn to pieces by the strain to 

which some of its parts would be subjected; 

besides such materials are not easily with¬ 

drawn from under the tree after it is placed 

in its new situation. 

For the removal of moderate-sized and even 

large shrubs with balls, Mr. Pratt of Cheshunt 

states, in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. xi. p, 

134, that he uses plates of sheet iron of various 

sizes—namely, 4 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, 3 feet 

by 1 foot 9 inches, aud 2 feet 2 inches by 1 foot 

3 inches, all of them rounded at the corners, 

and somewhat like a tray. They are strength¬ 

ened by flat iron bars, carried round on the 

under side near the edges, and welded so as to 

form turned-up handles at each end. When 

the plant has been undermined on three sides, 

the iron plate or tray is slipped in below the 

ball, the remaining side is cut do-wn, and the 

plant then falls upon the iron, and, having been 

adjusted in the centre, is hauled up. “ If the 

]4ant is large and heavy, an inclined plane is 

dug on the most convenient side of the hole, 

and a rope being put into the iron handles, 

the plant is hauled out. A short strong board 

is, in some states of the ground, used for this 

jiurpose instead of the inclined plane. The 

plant may then, if not too heavy, be carried on 

a hand-barrow, which admits of the applica¬ 

tion of the strength of six men—two between 

the handles, and the other four on the outside. 

Heavier plants, which are to be carried to any 

distance, are lifted on a truck with low wheels, 

made strong for the purpose; and if too heavy 

for this mode, as many boards as are wanted 

are laid down in succession, and the plant is 

hauled by the iron upon these boards to the 

place where it is to be planted. The plant is 

invariably hauled into the new hole on the 

iron, which is not removed till its proper 

l)osition is ascertained; this prevents the dis¬ 

turbance of the ball of earth or roots. The 

jilant is then lifted a little on one side aud the 

iron drawn out; earth is then filled into the 

level of the fibres, which are untied and laid 

out straight, and the plant is eai’thed up. The 

heaviest plants, Portugal and other laurels, 

8 feet and 9 feet high, and 6 or 7 feet in dia¬ 

meter, which cannot be lifted by any strength 

that can be applied without injury to the roots, 

are thus moved with great ease and expedi¬ 

tion, with large balls of earth, and without any 

disturbance of the roots; and consequently the 

plants invariably proceed in their growth, often 

without experiencing the slightest check.” 

There is a great advantage in using the sheet- 

iron plate, compared with wooden platforms. 

The latter may, indeed, be introduced below 

the ball, and conveyed, without much difficulty, 

to the new situation of the plant; but when 

set down, the thickness of the wood renders it 

more difficult to draw out. The friction is not 

only greater, but whilst the wooden iilatform 

is being withdrawn, a portion of the ball must 

rest unsupported, thus permitting the soil to 

drop from the under side of the ball; but this is 

not the case with the iron tray, for, being so 

thin, it can be slipped out without leaving a 

vacant space of any eonsequence behind it. 

The plan adopted by Mr. M'Nab, of the 

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, does not so com¬ 

pletely secure the soil from falling from the 

bottom of the ball; nevertheless, it is very 

good, as may be supposed, otherwise it would 

not have been employed by that celebrated 

horticulturist. A piece of cord is put loosely 

round the ball, and between the latter and 

the cord thin pieces of board, 2 or 3 inches 

broad, are placed upright all round, at 3 or 4 

inches apart. They are then hooped, as it 

were, to the ball by strong I’opes made tight 

by a rack-jiin. By gently drawing the tree, 

first to one side and then to the other, two 

strong boards are introduced, and beneath their 

ends two ropes are passed so as to cross the 

boards at right angles. The ends of the ropes 

are brought up on each side of the ball, and 

fastened to handspikes or bearers for carriage; 

or the ball, if very heavy, may be placed on a 

low truck. 

Jesse’s Tree-lifter, described and figured in 

Loudon’s ^Encyclopedia of Gardening, p. 556, 

is on the same principle as regards lifting as 

Mr. M‘Nab’s, only bent irons are employed 

t instead of ropes. 

It consists of two 

pieces of iron, 6 

feet long, 3 or 4 

^ inches broad, and 

I’ather more than ^ inch in thickness, bent as 

in Fig. 186, so as to reduce the distance a h 

Fig. 1S6. 
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to 3 feet; but larger dimensions may be al¬ 

lowed if necessary. The two irons are intro¬ 

duced below the tree 2 feet or more apart, 

according to its size, and the whole is lifted 

Ijy poles placed under the hooked ends of the 

irons. Below these i)oles, which are used as 

bearei-s, cross ones may be put, to allow of an 

additional number of men taking part in car¬ 

rying the weight. 
Mr. Saul’s Transplanting Machine is on a 

very good principle, as regards the siipport 

given to the soil at the under part of the ball. 

It consists of two irons, as represented in Fig. 

187. Each iron has a horizontal base a b, in 

which there are three holes; and from its 

centre rises a perpendicular piece c, with a 

hole near its top. These irons having been 

placed one on each side of the ball, three rods, 

d, d, d, are passed through the holes at the 

base into the corresponding ones on the oppo¬ 

site side. The tree is then ready for removal. 

This is effected by means of a sort of tiaick 

with a strong pole in front, and hooks attached 

at its hinder part. The hooks are depressed 

by elevating the pole till they catch in the 

holes in the tops of the uprights c, c; and 

when the pole is lowered the back of the truck 

is of course raised, and with it the tree. The 

latter, having been firmly seciu'ed by ropes, is 

then conveyed to its destination. 

Mr. M'^Intosh has improved on the above 

machine by having it construeted with three 

uprights instead of one. These afford better 

support to the sides of the ball, and, moreover, 

the uprights are perforated, so that iron rods 

may be passed througli them to support the 

other two sides of the ball. 

hl'Glashan’s Small Transplanter, for re¬ 

moving small trees and shrubs, consists of a 

square iron frame, one side of which is hinged 

at one corner, so as to open and allow of the 

frame being placed on the surface, round the 

base of the plant to be taken up. The move- 

able side, fixed at one corner by the hinge, is 

then secured to the end of the opposite side. 

Four broad spade-like plates with wooden han¬ 

dles are then driven into the soil on the inside 
of the frame to the required depth, and an 
extension rod is passed through each handle 

into the one on the opposite side. The han¬ 
dies are then drawn outwards, and kept in 
their new position by pins passed through 
holes in the extension rods. Now, it is easily 
understood that, if the handles are pressed out 
at top, the spades must be pressed in at bot¬ 
tom, and the soil being compressed at that 
part does not drop away. Beard’s are then 
hooked on to the iron frame, and the whole 
can be lifted and carried to the hole prepared 
for the plant. For any shrub or small tree 
that has plenty of fibres within the space in¬ 
closed by the iron frame and spades, this ma¬ 
chine answers very well; but where most of 
the principal roots are beyond the limits above 
mentioned, it is evident that the plant would 
by its use be deprived to a great extent of its 
means of obtaining nourishment from the soil; 
consequently, it will in such cases be advisable 
to adopt some other plan by which the ex¬ 

tremities of the roots can be saved. 
In transplanting large trees, a considerable 

amount of mechanical power and strength of 
materials are required to raise above the sur¬ 
face of the ground the tree and its roots, to¬ 
gether with the mass of earth adhering to 
them. In removing large trees, two principles 
have been chiefly acted upon. According to 
one, the stem of the tree Avith a strong piece 
of timber braced to it forms a lever; and on 
this being drawn down over a fulcrum, consist¬ 
ing generally of an axle supported on wheels, 
the root with its ball of earth is raised up, 
and the tree is conveyed, in an inclined posi¬ 
tion, to its destination. By the other prin¬ 
ciple, which is that more recently adopted, 
the tree with its ball is raised perpendicularly 
by screw power, or otherwise; and this mode 
is ixnquestionably the best Avhere there is clear 
space to move the tree along in an erect posi¬ 
tion, and even in some cases Avhere the tree 
must necessarily be inclined after it is taken 
up, on aecount of the want of head-room in 

its course of transit. 
The mode of removing trees by means of 

leverage over an axle has the disadvantage of 
straining the roots very much; the stem is 
also liable to be bruised. Sir Henry Stuart 
employed a machine on this principle in mo\'- 
ing a number of large trees at Allanton; but, 
in the first place, he partially inclined the 
tree so as to introduce a quantity of soil beloAV 
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the raised side of the ball; this having been 

effected, the tree -was inclined in an opposite 

direction, and the other side of the ball blocked 

lip with soil in a similar manner. By con¬ 

tinuing the same process, the ball was elevated 

as high as the surface of the ground, or even 

higher if desirable, and thus the tree was 

raised without employing any powerful lifting- 

machine. It is supposed that the ancient 

Egyptians adopted some mode analogous to 

the above in raising the immense blocks of 

stone of which the pyramids are formed. On 

this subject some interesting details will be 

found in the Philosophical Magazine, 1844, 

p. 404. 

The general mode by which trees are raised 

according to the principle of a perpendicular 

lift, is by means of two strong carriages, each 

mounted on a pair of wheels, and which are 

made to approach each other within a certain 

distance of the stem of the tree to be moved. 

The two cai’riages are then connected by strong 

beams, sufficiently high to allow of the ball and 

roots being suspended below them so as to be 

clear of the ground. The weight is then trans¬ 

ferred by screw power to the beams resting 

upon the carriages. If the weight consisted of 

a compact solid mass, the operation of raising it 

would be very simple; for it would merely 

be necessary to attach it to screws by ropes 

or chains of sufficient strength, and then to 

elevate it by applying whatever amount of 

leverage might be found necessary to work up 

the screws. But the tree with its ball and 

roots does not by any means form a mass so 

compact; the latter two are below the bear¬ 

ing of the working power, but they are apt to 

break aird give way when pressure is applied; 

whilst the greater part of the weight of the 

stem and its branches is above that bearing, 

and is consequently apt to overbalance. Care 

must therefore be taken to secure the ball 

and roots, and to keep the tree steady. Keep¬ 

ing these objects in view, the simplest and 

easiest mode by which the tree can be moved 

must be considered the best. 

Mr. Barron’s large tree-lifting machine con¬ 

sists of two carriages, which when placed at a 

proper distance from each other, with the tree 

between them, are connected with two strong 

oak beams 21 feet in length. An excavation 

about 2 feet wide is made under the ball or 

mass, from one end to the other, and as nearly 

as possible under its centre. In this cavity, 

two strong poles are laid, and on them, length¬ 

wise, a broad 3-inch plank. In order to give 

further support to the mass, which is somewhat 

oblong in form, four bevelled-edged planks 

are emi^loyed; one of these is made to rest 

across the end of the broad centre plank, an¬ 

other across its other end; whilst the other- 

two are placed one on each side of the mass, 

and rest on the end of the first two. Cavities 

between the different planks and the soil and 

root.s, are firmly packed in with litter. Thus 

secured, the whole is raised by means of screws, 

with chains attached to the platform. By 

taking great care of the extremities of the 

roots, and introducing the platform completely 

under the centre of the weight to be raised, 

Mr. Barron has removed large trees with very 

great success. 

Mr. Mackay, gardener to the Hon. E. Stnitt, 

of Kingston Hall, Kegworth, has also very 

successfully moved large trees on an extensive 

scale. The principle of his machine is essen¬ 

tially the same as that of Mr. Barron’s, but 

there is the addition of four side, or, they 

may be termed, corner chains, for there is one 

at each corner of the platform under the tree. 

These act as auxiliaries to the two main chains; 

for, when the screws attached to the latter are 

worked up, the corner chains sustain the weight 

till the two main screws are reversed and the 

chains attached to them shortened, so that the 

main sci-ews can take a fresh hold, ready for 

being again worked up. As this is being 

done, the side chains become relieved of the 

weight; but when the main screws are worked 

lip to their full extent, the corner chains are 

tightened, and the main screws are then re¬ 

versed. The weight is about equally divided 

between the corner chains and the two main 

ones. By this ai-rangement, the weight of the 

tree and ball is borne with greater steadiness, 

supported, as it then is, at six points instead 

of two. 

Mr. MHlashan’s large machine is well-con¬ 

structed as regards power. It differs from 

several others in regard to working the lifting 

screws. Instead of these being worked by a 

lever through a box-screw, fixed in the sup¬ 

porting beams, a box-screw, with levers at¬ 

tached, is turned round on an iron plate, on 

the upper side of the beam, to work up the 

screws. The lifting screw, from its not re¬ 

quiring to be turned round, can therefore be 

attached, without a swivel, to chains or ropes 

supporting the weight of the ball. But in 

some respects of great importance, the machine 
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requires improvement. In noticing the prin¬ 

ciple of Mr. M'Glashan’s small transplanter, 

it was observed that the extremities of the 

roots beyond a certain extent were entirely 

cut off. This is unfortunately the case, but 

to a greater extent, with his large machine. 

Although with a large tree 10 or 12 tons of 

soil, or a ball of the dimensions of 10 feet 

square by 3 feet deep, may be taken up, yet 

this would only include the roots within a 

distance of 5 or 6 feet from the stem of the 

tree; and, in a large tree, most of the feeders 

are beyond that distance, and are consequently 

cut off. This will readily be understood when 

it is explained, that sti’ong iron plates, 3 feet 

long and 1 foot wide, with a short round 

ii-on stem and pummel-shaped top, are driven 

in as far as the top of the plates, along the 

inside of a strong iron frame, about 10 feet 

square. Iron bars are then placed against 

the iron handles of the spades or plates, just 

below the pummel-tops, and these are forced 

outwards by means of extension rods, whilst 

the plates are consequently pressed inwards. 

How, on a small scale, the principle will 

act tolerably well. With Mr. M'Glashan’s 

small transplanter, for example, the soil is 

compressed so that scarcely any will drop from 

the bottom of the ball. But it is well known 

that beyond a certain thickness earth cannot 

be compressed, nor affected in any way, even 

by the force of a cannon ball; and we believe 

that if an egg were inserted 2 or 3 feet deep, at 

or near the centre of a mass of earth, 10 ft. sq., 

and which is acted upon by the lower part of 

iron plates inserted 3 feet deep, and 5 feet 

from the centre of the mas-s, no breakage would 

take place, in consequence of the pressure so 

produced. The pressure, exerted by the lower 

part of the plates, would probably affect the 

mass of soil veiy little more than 1 foot in¬ 

wards on each side, and certainly not so far 

as to prevent the soil towards the centre of 

the ball from dropping when the mass is lifted 

up. This we know to be the case when the 

soil is of a loose nature. The principle is 

good as regards the raising and retaining a 

mass of soil of small size in a compact state; 

but beyond this it loses groiind. Double the 

screw power will lift double the weight in any 

case; but double the grasping power, as that 

■I’esultinn: from the action of the extension 

rods may be termed, will not compress the 

soil towards the centre of a large mass half so 

much as if half the jiressure were exerted on 

half the mass; so that the latter may be in¬ 

creased till the arrangement can be of no 

avail as regards the retention of the soil near 

the centre of the bottom of the ball. 

Two beams are laid, one on each side of the 

tree, at some distance from it, and so as to 

rest upon the frame, to which they are then 

secured by strong chains. Two other beams 

are laid across these, one on each side of the 

stem, and close to it. Two pieces of broad 

and thick bar-iron, bent in the middle, so 

that when put one on each side of the tree 

they form a clamp, are placed very closely 

down \xpon the cross-beams, and screwed 

tightly round the stem of the tree, which, 

of course, should be protected at that part by 

several folds of matting or other soft mate¬ 

rial. Chains are p\it round the ends of the 

two lower beams, and connected with the 

lower ends of the screws which pass through 

the bearers of the machine. When the screws 

are worked up, the lower beams .are raised, 

and all that is connected with or dependent 

ujwn them—namely, the iron frame, the two 

cross-beams, and the clamp surrounding the 

stem, which, of course, cannot rise without 

bi’inging the tree along with it. In fact, if 

the iron clamp or collar were strong enough, 

and made sufficiently tight, the tree must 

rise, whatever quantity of torn roots and soil 

might be left behind. When screwed up till 

suspended high enough to clear the surface, 

the machine is set in motion, and drawn over 

the hole prepared for the tree; the screws are 

reversed, and the ball is gradually lowered till 

it rests upon the soil at the bottom of the 

hole. 
Mr. McIntosh suggests some very judicious 

improvements in this machine. We fully 

agree with him in recommending the roots 

to be saved, as much as possible, by digging 

a trench, and undermining the ball in the 

usual way. He says, “When the ball is thus 

prepared, if broad grippers, in form like the 

letter L, were iiitroduced along the sides ot 

the ball, just as Mr. M'Glashan’s cutters are, 

but not quite so close together as to prevent 

the roots which extend beyond them from 

passing lietween them, the turned-in ends of 

the grippers made to pass under the ball on 

all sides, the extension rods attached to them, 

and the T-iron placed as in his method, the 

ball would be kept together not only at the 

sides, but under the bottom likewise. The 

operations of lifting should be exactly as re- 
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commended by the patentee; for of all modes 

hitherto employed, none are so simple and 

effective as his. The turning in the ends of 

the grippers below the ball would prevent the 

soil from falling away from below; and the 

ball being prepared as in ordinary cases, this 

transplanter could be employed in all soils, 

however stony or gravelly, which at present 

it cannot be, on account of the moral impos¬ 

sibility of driving in the cutters amongst stones 

and gravels.”—{Booh of the Garden, vol. ii. 

p, 385.) This, which Mr. McIntosh designates 

a slight modification, we think a great im- 

jwovement, which the patentee would do well 

to adopt. 

The following is a .simple plan, which, it is 

presumed, might be advantageously adopted 

in transplanting large trees; and we are not 

aware that it has hitherto been proposed. 

Let Fig. 188 represent the surface of the 

mass to be raised. Fig i88_ 

with the tree 

in the centre. 

With a crowbar 

make holes along 

the centre, as at 

a, h, c, d, say 3| 

feet deep, and 

2^ inches wide. 

The holes may be shifted a little, if strong 

roots are in the way; but, in most cases, the 

crowbar can be inserted without any mate¬ 

rial injury to the roots. In the holes made 

by the crowbar, insert strong iron rods with 

an oblong slit near the bottom, like the eye 

of a needle, but large enough to admit a bar 

of iron edgewise. The slit may be 8 or 10 

inches long, and the top of each rod may 

have a strong threaded screw worked down 

1 foot; or it may be formed with an opening, 

as in the lower end, to admit a bar of iron. 

The mass should then be undermined on both 

sides, nearly to the centre, and four bars of 

iron introduced through the lower ends of the 

rods; on these bars a flooring of ])lanks should 

then be laid, packing being equally introduced 

between the planks and the mass of soil and 

roots. This being done, poles ought to be 

laid on the surface, as at a, b, c, d, across the 

direction of the line of the inserted rods; and 

above these poles, two strong beams, trans¬ 

versely. These should be tightly pressed down 

by the horizontal extension of the ends of 

a collar or clasp, fixed round the stem of the 

tree, and by cross pieces of wood or iron 

worked down by nuts adapted to the top of 

the upright rods, if these are screwed, or by 

wedges, if eyed. This will have the effect of 

drawing up the I'ods; and, consequently, the 

bars with the flooring will be brought up very 

close to the base of the mass. Moreover, by 

means of rods of iron, pieces of wood, or chains, 

the ends of the poles a, h, c, d, can be firmly 

braced to the ends of the bars directly below 

them. Pieces of wood and packing can then 

be put along the four sides, so as to render the 

whole a compact mass, ready for lifting. This 

can be effected by screw power, applied ac¬ 

cording to the modes already mentioned, or 

otherwise, as may be found most convenient. 

Planting Large Trees. — Previous to re¬ 

moval, a hole or pit ought to be prepared for 

the reception of the mass of soil and roots 

moved with the tree. It should be made so 

that the tree may be nearly as deep in the 

soil as it was before, making allowance foi- 

sinking; and its length and breadth must be 

ample. The tree may be drawn to its new 

situation either by horses, or more steadily by 

oxen, or by a windlass with ropes and pulleys. 

It will be advisable to lay down planks for 

the wheels of the vehicle wherever the ground 

or roadway is not so firm as to prevent the 

wheels from sinlcing; and properly supported 

planks should extend right across the hole, 

and so that the ball of the tree can be brought 

right above its centre. When this has been 

effected, the tree should be gradually lowei’ed, 

which may generally be done by reversing 

the process of lifting. The greatest difficulty 

now is, the withdrawal of the planks from 

beneath the ball; for, if the mass were allowed 

to settle down, jflanks or poles would not 

easily be got out. Mr. Barron adopts a veiy 

good plan for obviating this difficiilty. Pie 

rests the bottom planks upon props, and then 

fills up the cavity below the roots with soil, 

which supports a great part of the weight, so 

that when the props are removed, the planks 

can be drawn out. This having been effected, 

the side roots should be carefully spread out, 

and the soil worked in amongst them. When 

a layer of roots is covered with an inch or two 

of soil, water should be given from a watering- 

pot with a coarse rose, and, if poured from a 

good height, so much the better. If water 

cannot be made to act directly in this way, an 

engine with a flexible hose may be used. As 

soon as the water has subsided, more soil may 

be added for a fre.sh layer of roots, and so on 
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till the whole is covered. The hole should 

then be filled with loose soil, which ought to 

be raised at least 6 inches above the level of 

the adjoining ground, and, if still higher, it 

will tend to steady the tree. The latter 

should, independent of this, be well secured 

from being shaken by the winds, otherwise 

fresh fibres would be liable to be broken as 

soon as formed. Three poles, disposed in form 

of a triangle, or rather a triangular pyramid, 

will form a most efficient support, from what¬ 

ever quarter the wind may blow. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

PEUNING. 

Pruning is the cutting ofl' or otherwise se¬ 

vering some portions of the stem, branches, 

shoots, leaves, or roots of a plant. The object 

of doing so is to regulate the vegetation of 

the plant by removing growths that are 

worse than useless, or which would become 

such if allowed to proceed unchecked. When 

trees are subjected to artificial treatment, 

pruning, in most cases, becomes indispensable. 

For instance, a tree in its natural state forms 

a top with branches which are free to point 

in all directions; but, when ti-ained against a 

wall, they are limited to a flat surface repre¬ 

senting the section of a hemisphere, on which 

it would be impossible to dispose the branches 

of the naturally formed top, without over¬ 

crowding them. But when a tree is jdanted 

in good soil, and otherwise favourably cir¬ 

cumstanced for making a luxuriant growth, 

as it cannot pusli in all directions, it will push 

the more vigorously where it can. If it is 

prevented, by a wall, from piishing on one 

side, the well-fed buds will, nevertheless, push 

and produce a superabundance of shoots to¬ 

wards the other side; no more, indeed, than 

the roots would be able to feed, but more than 

twice as many as could have their foliage duly 

exposed to light. To expose the foliage well 

to this essential agent, is a most important 

object in cultivation, and which, in this as well 

as in many other cases, can only be attained by 

pi'uning. 

The effects produced by pruning are vari¬ 

ous, and depend on the natime and condition 

of tlie subject, as well as on the time and man¬ 

ner of the operation. As the gi-owtli of a 

Fig. 189. 

plant depends on the amount of foliage duly 

exposed to light, it is evident that any reduc¬ 

tion of the branches or shoots which bear the 

leaves must tend to diminish, in the first place, 

the rate of increase in the bulk of the plant 

generally; but, in consequence of removing 

certain parts from a plant, those that are left 

make not only a larger, but likewise a more 

substantial growth, from having a greater share 

of sap, and from being better exposed to light, 

so that, ultimately, a larger and much stronger 

plant results from judicious pruning than would 

otherwise be the case. The immediate effect 

of jiruning is to encourage a greater flow of 

sap towards the parts which are left. Thus, if 

a shoot is shortened, as at B, Fig. 189, the sap 

which would otherwi.se flow in the part above 

B, will go to the increase of the other parts, 

and especially to the shoots a and c; and if 

the shoots B and c are both shortened, a still 

greater force of sap will 

be directed to the cen¬ 

tre shoot A. Here, it 

may be remarked that, 

when the shoots had 

grown only so far as to 

reach but little above 

the points c and B, 

and when these points 

would, consequently, 

have had the same re¬ 

lative situation with 

reference to the grow¬ 

ing point, as at E and 

D, a practised observer 

would have instantly 

seen that these shoots 

would be competitors 

with each other and 

with the central shoot 

A; and, this being the 

case, he would not have 

hesitated to pinch off the extremities when 

these reached no higher than c and B. By so 

doing, the central shoot A would have been 

stimulated at an earlier stage of its growth, 

and, consequently, would have been taller by 

the end of the growing season, than it would 

by sharing longer the flow of sap with its two 

powerful rivals. Whilst the greatest imme¬ 

diate effect of shortening the two side branches 

at c and D, is to throw the largest portion of 

the sap which can no longer pass above those 

points into the central stem a, yet the whole 

will not be diverted into the channels of that 

Pruning. 
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Fig. 190. 

part. The leaves on the remaining part of the 

two branches b and c will be expanded; more 

sap will be elaborated by them; the buds in 

their axils will swell, or some of them may 

even push into shoots in the same summer, 

and, whether this be the case or not, the buds 

in the axils of the leaves below b and c will 

be more plump than they otherwise would 

have been, and will be more disposed to be¬ 

come fruit-buds. By taking advantage of this 

tendency of sap when interrupted to flow with 

greater force into adjoining parts, shoots can 

be obtained almost wherever we please. For 

example, in Fig. 190, there are two shoots, a 
and h, and it is 

desired to have 

two otliers at 

the height of 

c d. To insure 

this, the up¬ 

right leading 

shoot is pruned 

ofF in winter, 

by a cut at e. 

The vessels be¬ 

low this part 

are naturally 

adapted for 

conveying sap 

to feed the 

buds whicli 

were above it 

when the shoot 

was entire. In¬ 

terrupted l)y 

the cut at e. Pruning, 

the force of the sap is exerted on the adjoin¬ 

ing parts, and the three buds immediatel}' 

below the section are almo.st sure to push into 

shoots, as represented by the dotted lines; the 

uppermost bud left, that immediately below 

the section, supplies the upright leader, and the 

two next lower furni.sh the two side shoots 

which are desired. Had these been required 

lower, they might have been obtained in a 

similar manner, by cutting lower down, as at g. 

In the same way, it is evident that if shoots 

were required to commence the formation of 

a head immediately below the point a, Fig. 

191, they would be obtained by cutting off 

the top of the upright shoot at that point; 

but, in that case, it is presumed that a clean 

stem will be required from the ground up to 

the shoots so produced, and the question is. 

By what mode of pruning will this best be 

I obtained, seeing that there are a number of 

bi’anches proceeding from the stem between h 

and i 1 The obvious way 

would be to cut off at 

once all those branches, 

as has been too long prac¬ 

tised in such cases, with¬ 

out the slightest hesi¬ 

tation, either in sprung, 

summer, or winter. That 

this, however, is not the 

proper mode, will ap¬ 

pear from a considera¬ 

tion of the consequences. 

It should be borne in 

mind that all these 

shoots are in connec¬ 

tion with the roots; that 

there is a reciprocal ac¬ 

tion between the grow¬ 

ing parts above gi-ound 

and those below gi-oirnd; 

and that the roots sujr- 
Pnining. p]y nourishment, or the 

raw materials to be manufactured by the leaves, 

whilst these return substairces for the exten¬ 

sion of the roots in quest of more food. On 

all the Imanches between 6 and i, there would 

be a greater aggregate breadth of foliage than 

between i and a; therefore, if these branches 

were entirely cut off in the growing season, 

the growth of the roots would be proportion- 

ably checked. If, on all the shoots between 

h and % there should be 100 leaves, and only 

twenty-five between i and a, and if the former 

were at once removed, the roots of the plant 

would be suddenly deprived of four-fifths of 

their means of growth. This privation would 

I^rove too severe a check to the roots, and 

weaken, to a very injuiious extent, the vege¬ 

tative power’s of the plant; and although the 

buds immediately below a may freely appro¬ 

priate all the sap, yet that will be a very 

limited amount. Such being the case, it is evi¬ 

dent that a different mode of proceeding from 

cutting off so many shoots at once must be 

adopted. Supposing that the plant is in a 

healthy growing state, we may deprive it of 

a small portion of foliage without injury, 

and, in a short time, the expanding foliage 

will make good the deficiency. As soon as 

that is judged to be the case another portion 

may be cut off, and so on. Thus, again refer¬ 

ring to Fig. 191, we may cut off the lower 

branch close to the stem, as at 6, and the two 

53 
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next shoots may have their points ])iuched 

or cut off at e and d. The loss of the few 

and imperfectly developed leaves taken off 

with these points will not materially affect the 

roots, although, at the same time, the flow of 

sap previously directed towards them, being 

checked, will tend to pass into the upright 

shoot, and its remaining laterals, and will more 

rapidly expand the foliage which these bear, so 

that the aggregate expanse will soon be greater 

than it was at the time the lower shoot was 

cut ofl’ at h. When that is the case, the two 

shoots stopped at e and d may be cut closely 

off, as at c and f. The remaining side shoots 

had better be allowed to grow untouched dur¬ 

ing the season, with the exception of pinching 

the tops of one, two, or more of them, if they 

appear to grow too vigorously. The action 

of the leaves they bear will assist in healing 

over the wounds at h, c, f, strengthen the lower 

part of the stem by the layer of alburnum 

which will be deposited from the sap elabora¬ 

ted by their foliage, and form a greater pro- 

])ortion of roots. At the autumn or early 

winter pruning, these shoots may all be cut 

clean off; and the buds above i will swell 

boldly and push vigorous shoots. If the lead¬ 

ing shoot had been stop])ed at a, in summer, 

lateral shoots would have, doubtless, been pro¬ 

duced; but if the leader had been allowed to 

jmoceed with \miuterrupted growth till the 

end of the season, and had been then cut at a, 

much stronger and more substantial shoots 

woidd have been the result. By the gradual 

and gentle process above detailed, the ob¬ 

noxious side branches are removed without 

any shock to the general vegetation of the 

])laut, as would certainly have been the case 

had they been cut off in the growing season, 

all at one time. It has thus been shown that, 

although the effect of pruning is to throw more 

sap into the adjoining shoots, yet when the 

operation is carried to too great an extent, and 

a large amount of foliage removed at one time, 

the vigour of the whole plant must be greatly 

reduced. 

As by pruning a stem can be made to di¬ 

verge into bi’anches, so, on the other hand, 

when a single stem is the principal object de¬ 

sired, that can be insured by judicious prun¬ 

ing. Various kinds of trees will sometimes 

grow with single straight stems to the height 

of 50 or 60 feet, or more, and afford useful 

limber; but they will occasionally branch out 

near the ground, and form, instead of a stately 

tree, a sort of huge bush. Probably, in this 

case, quite as much wood will be formed in a 

certain number of yearn as if the tree had 

grown with a single stem; but comparatively 

little that can be 

reckoned timber 

will be obtained 

from a tree which 

chiefly consists of 

ramifications. 

Fig. 192 repre¬ 

sents the stem of 

a tree, the pruning 

of which has been 

neglected in its 

youth, and it has 

consequently sub¬ 

divided into the 

branches h and c, 

and the latter 

again into d, e,f and g. The following dimen¬ 

sions are from actual measurement:— 

Circumference 

at — 

a = 78 ins. 
6=61 „ 
c = 45 „ 

Diameter. 

24-838 ins. 
19-417 „ 
14-318 „ 

Area of 

Section. 

484 sq. ins. 
290 
161 „ 

Side of 
Square. 

17-5 ins. 
13-7 
10-1 

Fig. 193. 

'.S' 

\A 

From the above it appears that the area of 

the section of the two forks at c and d is 

nearly equal to that of the stem at 

a, but then there is very little use¬ 

ful timber. The stem is of large 

dimensions as regards thickness, 

but it is only feet in length. 

The limbs h and c are of tolerable 

size, but their length is, respec¬ 

tively, 8| feet and 3^ feet. After 

the subdivisions of these limbs 

at d, e,f, g, we have only large 

bi-anches scarcely coming under 

the denomination of timber. 

Now, when the tree was young, 

and the extremity of its central 

® leader was at a, Fig. 193, that 

leader had a competitor at h, 

which should have been stopped, 

as at c. In the following season, 

the part between d and c might 

have been allowed to have borne 

foliage to strengthen the lower 

part of the stem and the roots; 

but, presfiming that a clean stem 

Fnmiug. desired, that branch should 

soon have been removed, and therefore its 

vegetation ought to have been kept in check 
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aucl when there was an abundance of leaves 

above it, or ot shoots to bear such, it might 

have been cut off close to the stem at d, and 

thus a limb, such as that at h. Fig. 192, would 

have been prevented from growing. On again 

referring to Fig. 193, it will be seen that, 

when the upright stem had attained the height 

ot e, it was threatened with a competitor, 

which should have been checked at /, other¬ 

wise, instead of a continuation of a clean stem, 

two limbs, such as d, e, Fig. 192, would be 

formed. When the upright leading shoot was 

as high as g, a shoot likely to prove too strong 

for it should have been stopped at h. Thus, 

by a few slight cuts, c, d, f h, the ramifications 

seen in Fig. 192 would have been prevented. 

By following up the system of checking rivals 

to the leader, and by gradually reducing and 

clearing away successively the lower branches 

of the tree, a single clean stem of solid tim¬ 

ber, like that represented in Fig. 194, will 

be the residt. By the check ate. Fig. 193, 

and subsequent removal of the lower branches 

at d, the formation of such a strong limb, as 

at h, Fig. 192, is prevented, and 

the other ramifications, d, e, 

f 9, by stopping the shoots 

having a tendency to form 

such ramifications when the 

tree is young, as at / and h, 

Fig. 193. 

Although straight timber is 

much in request, and thick, sin¬ 

gle stems are more valuable than 

the same bulk in the form oflimb.s 

and branches, yet, for particular 

purposes, bent or knee’d tim¬ 

ber is required. It is true that 

such as is grown straight can 

now be bent by powerful arti¬ 

ficial means; but it is question¬ 

able whether it is then so stroim 
O 

as that which is grown to the required form. 

There are three ways of obtaining knee’d 

timber:—1st. By selecting a strong limb, as at 

b'ig- 19/5, diverging naturally from the up¬ 

right trunk a. 2d. By pruning off the cen¬ 

tral upright leader at h, Fig. 196, so that the 

whole flow of sap may be directed into the 

shoot c. 3d. By bending the central shoot, 

when one or two years old, and keeping it in 

the position to foim the required bend. From 

inspection of the figures, it is evident that the 

knee formed by the natural divergence in Fig. 

] 95 cannot be so strong as that represented in 

Pruning—Clean 

Stem. 

Fig. 196. 

Fig. 196, for this reason—the woody fibres of 

the limb b continue downwards to the root, 

chiefly on 

the same 

side of the 

stem as that 

from which 

the branch 

proceeds, 

whilst the 

rest of the 

trunk is made up 

from fibres descend¬ 

ing from a c. Af¬ 

ter the cross cut d 

has been made, if, 

from drying, a rent 

should commence in 

the top of the cross 
Framing for Knee’d Timber. section d, the knee’d 

portion might easily be separated somewhere 

by the dotted line. In Fig. 196 we have the 

young plant c increas¬ 

ing in thickness, say to 

the dotted lines. The 

fibres of the wood are 

bent as they 

are formed, but 

everywhere 

uninterrupted; 

the knee can¬ 

not split across 

the top of the 

bend as in the other 

case j for the cross 

fibres must there be 

cut or broken across. 

To obtain a knee’d 

piece of timber in 

which the woody fi¬ 

bre, although bent, 

is nevertheless conti¬ 

nuous, and consequently insuring the greatest 

strength, as in Fig. 196, it is best either to bend 

the young one or two year old part of the stem, 

or to prune the upright a above a suitable di¬ 

verging branchc. The small sectional wound at 

h is soon healed over, and the continuous course 

of the woody layers is but little interrupted. 

Perpendicular shoots will be apt to push from 

the upjjer side of the horizontal part of the 

bend; but such must be kept closely pruned off. 

The effects of pruning will be understood 

to be:— 

1st. Checking the growth of certain parts 

I Jest Mode of Pruning for 
Knee’d Timber. 
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wliere tliat is necessary, and promoting it in 

others, as shown in Fig. 189. 
2d. Stimulating buds to push wliich other¬ 

wise would have remained dormant, as at c, d, 
Fig. 190, by removing a portion of a plant, so 
that the sap may flow with greater force, and 
in greater abundance, into the adjoining parts. 

3d. Tlie production of a clean straight stem, 
as in Fig. 194, by judiciously stopping, and 
pruning off a number of superfluous branches, 
an opei’ation wdiich can be performed in sucli 
a manner as not to materially affect the growth 

of the plant. 
4th. The production of kuee’d timber, as in 

Fig. 196, by the application of the same gentle 
means when the tree is young. 

From these illustrations it is presumed that 
the general effects of pruning will be readily 
understood. We may therefore proceed to 
enumex’ate its principal objects. By pruning, 
trees may be made to receive a form and pro¬ 
portion different from that which they would 
assume if left to themselves. Thus, trees that 
naturally grow with large heads elevated on 
tall stems can be made to form a head near 
the ground, as is done with the pear, apple, 
jflum, cheny, apricot, (fee. On the other hand, 
some plants that are naturally dwarf and bu.shy 

can be formed so as to have a modei’ately tall 
stem, as, for instance, the gooseberry and cur¬ 

rant. 
The exposure of the foliage to light should 

constantly be kept in view. It is especially 
necessary in trees subjected to dwarf training. 
The more the growth of a tree is diverted 
from its natural form, the more it is disposed 
to throw out a greater amount of shoots than 
can have a due amount of light. Pruning 
then becomes absolutely necessary, as in the 
case of wall-trees. By reducing, to a certain 
extent, the number of shoots, more nourish¬ 
ment is supplied to the remainder. Instead 
of a certain amount of nourishment being 
distributed sparingly amongst a number of 
branches or shoot.s, the same amount may be 
concentrated among a few, which will conse¬ 
quently be rendered much more vigorous than 
they would have been had the whole supply 
of sap been divided into many shares. On 

these comparatively few, but well-fed shoots, 
cleared from spray, larger leaves, buds, flowers, 

and fruit are obtained. 
The proper time for performing the opera¬ 

tion of pruning varies according to the nature 
of the subject, and the object in view. In 

general, in the case of deciduous trees, it 
should not be performed when the buds are 
bursting, or nearly so, in spring, for then the 
sap is in active circulation, and if suddenly 
checked, the plants are apt to bleed and die, 
or become greatly weakened. We have seen a 
nursery row of vigorous apple trees which had 
been grafted several years, cut down nearly to 
the ground in autumn. These, in the follow¬ 
ing season, pushed shoots upwards of 5 feet in 
length. In the other part of the row no 
such growth was desired, some shoots, merely 
to preseiwe the sorts, being all that was 
wanted. With this limited view, the plants 
were cut down, just when bursting into leaf. 
The consequence was, in the course of the sum¬ 
mer, instead of vigorous shoots, like those re¬ 
sulting from pruning down in autumn, weakly 
growths were made, the shoots not exceed¬ 
ing 18 inches in length. These trees were of 
naturally strong-growing, cider varieties. This 
shows how important it is to prune at the 
proper time. Supposing that the plants treated 
as above had been intended for standards, good 
stems wmuld have been obtained from those 
cut back in autumn, and very bad ones from 
those subjected to similar treatment in spring. 
Rather than cut too late in spring, when vigor¬ 
ous growth is the object, it would be advis¬ 
able to defer the operation till the following 
autumn, and encourager the trees to make 
good foliage, and, consequently, good roots, 
during the summer. A little summer plum¬ 
ing may be performed, when, by so doing, 
better leaves can be insured, more efficient 
from being better exposed, fewer, but not pre¬ 

senting a less aggregate surface to the light. 
From the above instance, as well as from 
many others, it is a well-established fact, that, 
by pruning in autumn or winter, before the 
sap has swelled the buds in the upper parts 
of the plant, we obtain, generally speaking, 
strong shoots in the course of the ensuing 
season; on the contrary, if we delay till the 
sap is in active circulation, and then cut back 
the plant, we certainly weaken its powers of 
vegetation, and, in many cases, induce disease. 
The saji is not only too suddenly checked, and 
its circulation deranged, but its quality be¬ 
comes altered, especially at and for some di.s- 
tance below the wound. We may be con¬ 
vinced of the altered quality of the sap by 
cutting the branches of a vigorous apple tree 
when the buds are breaking, the weather 
warm, and the sap in full flow. Then, after 
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£i week or so, take off a slice of bark below 

one of the wounds, and as deep as the albur¬ 

num, and another slice from a branch not cut 

back; the two will smell very differently; and 

it will be found that the sap of the amputated 

tree has become vitiated and sour, if not put¬ 

rescent. The vitality of the cambium is de¬ 

stroyed for some distance below the wound, 

and a dead or cankered stump is the result. 

As pruning after active vegetation has ceased 

in autumn, results in the production of vigor¬ 

ous shoots, and as, in cultivation, excessive 

vigour has to be modified, the question is. 

How is this to be best effected 1 It is evident, 

from what has been already stated, that al¬ 

though priming, when the sap is in full flow, 

and before the leaves expand, has the effect 

of diminishing the general vigour of the plant, 

yet the constitution of the plant is, at the 

same time, injuriously affected, and therefore 

this mode is highly objectionable. Recourse 

must be had to summer pruning, which, if 

judiciously performed, will have tlie desired 

effect. By this means the vigour of the whole, 

or of any particular jmrt, can be reduced, or 

limited, without impairing tlie constitution 

of the tree. If the branches of a young tree 

are cut back in autumn to an equal length, 

as at a, h, c, cl, e, Fig. 197; and supposing 

Fig. 197. 

the branches, when so cut back, are all of 

equal strength, they will, notwithstanding, 

grow very unequally. l\Iost sap wdll naturally 

flow into the most upright branches. In such 

a case, the growth resulting from either of 

the cuts c ov d will alone equal or even exceed 

that of both a and bj whilst the upright 

shoots, from the section at e, will sometimes 

make more growth than all the others put 

together. The horizontal branches at a and 

b push each a single shoot; from c and d two 

shoots proceed from each; whilst the three buds 

immediately below the section e, push into 

shoots which occupy the best position for re¬ 

ceiving the principal flow of sap; and, at the 

end of the season, the superiority of growth 

in tlie central portion of the tree, as rejire- 

sented in the figure, will not be found to be 

exaggerated. If the shoots were again pruned 

before winter to the limit of the second dotted 

line, and if the excess of growth in the central 

part proceed in the same ratio, it is easy to 

perceive that a comparatively small share of 

sap would go to the support of the two hori¬ 

zontal branches proceeding in the directions 
a and b. 

In order to prevent the more upright parts 

from becoming too strong for tlie horizontal 

ones, summer jiruning must be resorted to; 

for, by autumn pruning, say to the other 

dotted line, the sap which would have been 

required to supply the buds above that line 

will be concentrated to stimulate the buds 

situated immediately within it, and especially 

those resulting from the section at e. A rush 

of strong shoots from these would be the conse¬ 

quence. Some have said of such shoots, “Let 

them grow and exhaust their over-vigorous 

disposition;” but that will not do; for the 

sti’onger they grow, the more alburnum they 

form, and of course the more vessels for the 

ascent of sap. If, therefore, we could pre¬ 

vent the formation of alburnum in any part, 

ac we would, at the same time, diminish the 

flow of sap, and consequently reduce the 

luxuriance of that part. This can be done, 

to a greater or less extent, by summer prun¬ 

ing. Let us now return to the tree as it was 

cut at a, b, c, d, e; and supposing that the ob¬ 

ject is simply to check excess of vigour in 

the centre of the tree, the shoots pushing at 

: e should be watched, and only one allowed to 

grow unchecked for the present. It may be 

the central one. The other two ought to be 

pinched when about 4 inches long; and, soon 

after, at short intervals, first one, and then 

the other, should be cut clean off. When the 

one left reaches h, it should be stopped; a 

lateral will then likely push, and if so, it must 

also be kept in check, by always shortening 

to a few buds. The shoots from c and d 
should, in a like manner, be reduced to one 
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tioin each, and ought not to be allowed to 

grow to a greater length than those proceed¬ 

ing from a and 6. By timely stopping, none 

of the shoots pointing to the letters, from n 
on the left, to x on the right, would be allowed 

to exist, except three, namely, those in the 

direction of n, f, and x. The two lower 

branches, favoured by the checking of the 

others, will grow longer than represented in 

the figure; and whatever their length may be, 

the other thi-ee may be allowed to extend 

nearly as far in the direction n, f x. If, 

during the summer, all the shoots in the 

direction of y, n,f, x, z, have an equal quan¬ 

tity of foliage, and that equally etficient, the 

strength of the shoots at the end of the season 
o 

will also be equal. We may limit the extent 

of the foliage by stopping or summer pruning 

the young shoots. This can be done without 

injuring the healthiness of the foliage on the 

part of the shoot left, and, that being the case, 

that part of the shoot must also be healthy. 

A great amount of vigour can, therefore, be 

repressed by means of summer pruning, with¬ 

out injuring the general health of the tree. 

Having shown how the object proposed by 

pruning can be accomplished, it may now be 

remarked, that, by the aid of training, the 

balance between the strength of the upper or 

horizontal branches can be maintained with 

less cutting back than is necessary when that 

is effected wholly by pruning. The effect of 

lowering and raising shoots will be explained 

more practically when we come to training; 

but till then we shall suppose that by main¬ 

taining the shoots ?/ s in an elevated posi¬ 

tion, that is, one more favourable to growth, 

the other branches may be allowed more scope, 

but still the central force will require to be 

kept more or less in check. We may there¬ 

fore show how this may be done, especially as 

the figure is well adapted for illustrating va¬ 

rious points connected with summer pruning. 

The central shoot / may be cut off, leaving 

s and t diverging, unless an upright leader be 

required; then f may be cut as low as A, and 

s can be taken upright in the place of/. Soon 

after this, the shoot proceeding in the direction 

of q may be cut off at and, at the same time, 

to balance this the shoot v should be cut at 

m. The shoots n and x may be allowed to 

proceed, but it will be observed, that w, spring¬ 

ing from the upper side of the branch at d, 
and profiting by its more elevated position, 

hr,s taken the lead, or, in other Avords, is fast 

gaining an ascendency over the intended lead¬ 

ing shoot X', and the shoot o Avould do precisely 

the same thing with regard to the shoot n, 
but it will be observed that o is checked by 

being stopped or cut back, as at 7c; and w should 

have been stopped in a similar manner. In 

practice, shoots having the same relative posi¬ 

tion as 0, n, and w, x, will be very frequently 

met with. The consequence of not interfer¬ 

ing with these will be understood by referring 

to 10, X; whilst this is borne in mind, the mode 

of dealing with such cases is exemplified by 

the check given to the upper shoot of the two, 

as at 7r. By the end of the growing season 

the shoot n, from having its rival o checked 

at k, will be stronger than x with its rivals 

unchecked. Again, the lower jmrt of to will be 

stronger than that of o. The strength of each 

would be in proportion to the amount of 

foliage they respectively boi’e; and it will be 

readily observed that w, left free during the 

summer, would bear much more foliage than 

if restricted. The latter will be kept some¬ 

what weaker than the leader n, which will be 

in a condition to take the lead in the following 

spring, without danger of close competition 

from 0, for some time at least. 

On the other hand, lo and x are not fairly 

matched. If we estimate the nitmber of leaves 

on X at twenty, and on w at thirty, the flow 

of sap will be one-third less towards x than to 

w. Both shoots may be pruned to an equal 

length at the winter pruning, say to the outer 

dotted line; but then the buds on the upper- 

one would be stimulated by all the sap, which, 

had the shoot been unpruned, would have 

flowed to supply thirty buds, as originally found 

on that shoot; while the shoot to x would 

only have the proportion of sap necessary for 

twenty buds, the difference being as three to 

two in favour of the upper shoot. This should 

be borne in mind; for, to enable the shoot x 
to overcome this disparity, recourse must be 

had to pinching, to the pruning-knife, or to 

both, in the following summer. But it would 

have been better if the disparity had been pre- 

veirted in the previoirs season, as is represented 

to have been done in the case of the shoot o. 
It should always be remembered, that by a 

little timely interference, as at k, much warfare 

with the knife is afterwards rendered unneces¬ 

sary. This is one of the most important prin¬ 

ciples of pruning, and should be applied with 

the greatest assiduity; for it is certain that 

large Avounds cannot be inflicted on a tree 
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\eithout injuring, more or less, its constitution. 

All the hranclies of a tree may, it is true, be 

cut back, and a new and moi-e vigorous toj) 

may be the result. But when a tree is com- 

jwsed of parts, some of which are far too strong, 

and others much too weak, then, w'heu the 

strong have to be cut out, the tree mu.st suf¬ 

fer. Tt can neither be so healtliy nor so fj-uit- 

ful as one that has its vigour equally distri¬ 

buted. All the branches of a tree may be too 

strong, or all of them may be too weak. Per¬ 

haps in neither of these cases is the pruner to 

be blamed; but wdien we see, in the same tree, 

some branches too strong, and others too weak, 

then he cannot be free from blame, for ju’un- 

ing must either have been neglected, or it must 

have been injudiciously performed. 

The bad consequences of rmskilful pruning, 

as regards both fruit and forest trees, are in¬ 

calculable. Many of them may be avoided by 

attending to the explanations already given. 

In the case of fruit-trees trained as dwarfs, 

we have not only to prune so as to keep the 

branches, thin, in order that the foliage and 

fruit which they bear may be duly exposed to 

light, but we must, at the same time, endea¬ 

vour to divert the flow of sap into the lower 

branches, otherwise these would become too 

weak j for the sap will still naturally tend with 

greatest force to the highest branches, so long 

as the tree is not permitted to attain its na¬ 

tural height. We have shown how this dispo¬ 

sition may be checked; and that, as it should 

be, by the most gentle means. With regard 

to forest trees, this diversion of the sap into 

the lower branches is not generally requisite. 

On the contrary, the object is, in general, to 

direct it so as to form a tall and thick central 

stem, in which as much wood as possible should 

be concentrated; and, of course, the less there 

is in the limbs and branches the better. But 

here we must not be led away by the idea 

tliat, in proportion as we reduce the branches, 

we shall increase the stem; for such an idea, 

if followed out, would prove most fallacious. 

The bulk of the stem has passed in a fluid state 

tlirough the leaves, and the matter for its fur¬ 

ther inci'ease must likewise pass through suc¬ 

cessive sets of these organs. This must be 

constantly kept in mind in imuning. And, as 

we must have leaves, there must be bi-auches 

to bear them. The difliculty in the operation 

of pruning for timber consists, therefore, in 

determining the proportion of branches neces¬ 

sary for the above purpose. For, it is evident, 

that if we deprive the stem of all branches, 

exce])t perhaps a few at the top, we depi-ive 

it of the means by which are elaborated the 

substances for forming the stem, and not only 

the stem, but the roots also; and without roots 

■we cannot obtain that nourishment, in the 

absence of which, even the leaves themselves 

cannot exist. We must therefore jn'omote the 

growth of leaves as much as we possibly can, 

without encouraging the production of large 

limbs, when a clean stem only is desirable. 

It should be a rule nevmr to cut off a vigor¬ 

ous branch without first reducing its vigour. 

If, when a clean stem is desired, a lower branch 

stronger than those above it is seen, that 

branch should be immediately checked by the 

modes ah-eady explained. Whilst being re¬ 

duced, the sap which it would otherwise have 

appropriated, will And its way to the higher 

branches; and they will, consequently, grow 

more rapidly. When the branch is much re¬ 

duced, it may then be entirely dispensed with. 

If the lowest branches are, on the contrary, 

weak as compared with those above them, 

their loss will be but little felt; and they may 

be at once cleared off. 

If among the branches sju’inging above the 

lower ones, but still from the part intended to 

be ultimately clear, one or more branches 

should exhibit signs of much stronger growth 

than the generality, they ought to be checked 

at an early stage; for then it can be easily 

done by one or other of the modes represented 

in Fig. 197. On referring to Fig. 198, we find 

nothing objectionable in the branches, except 

the one at e, but that one has evidently been 

allowed to become too strong. An obvious 

consequence is, that the tree docs not taper 
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regularly, being abruptly mucli smaller above 

the branch than below it, where it has all the 

increase due to the great amount of foliage 

which the shoots of that branch have succes¬ 

sively borne. This irregularity of taper would 

have been prevented had the branches d, e, f 

been equal in strength to those on the other 

side, and to each other. Of the whole amount 

of sap which has flowed above a and f into 

the four branches seen above these, it may be 

fairly estimated that as much has gone to the 

branch e as into the other three. If that 

branch had been j udiciously checked, so as to 

1)6 on an equality in point of growth with the 

others, tlie sap would have flowed equally into 

all. The superabundance which went to e 

would have partially increased the strength of 

all the others represented, and part would have 

])assed on to stimulate the central leader and 

other parts above c. The small branch f should 

be cut off immediately, for the stem below it 

is not I'equired to be thickened to a still more 

disproportionate extent by its agency. Then 

the removal of e has to be encountered, and 

this requires some consideration. It has con¬ 

tributed to the formation of a great portion of 

the bulk of the stem; whilst it remains, all 

the vessels and woody fibre which it has formed 

maintain a connection with it. If at once 

severed close by the stem, these vessels may 

empty themselves, but their contents su2)ply 

no healing matter for covering the wounds, 

for that can only be furnished by the agency 

of the leaves. Or, if the fluids do not over¬ 

flow, they must remain stagnant like so much 

water, and are likely to ferment. The wood 

is in consequence discoloured, and decay fre¬ 

quently ensues, extending from the wound 

down the stem, even to the roots. Instead of 

closely cutting off the branch at once, it must 

be gradually i-educed till very little sap move 

towards it. This I'eduction may be effected 

in two ways. The mode usually adopted is 

called foreshortening. The branch is cut off, 

tis at g. The lateral branches below this are 

allowed to vegetate, but they should be checked 

if they are disposed to push into strong shoots, 

which they will be apt to do in the first in¬ 

stance, from the flow of sap destined for the 

supply of the whole branch being dij'ected 

towards them. Next season, a limited sup- 

])ly, suitable to the reduced state of the bi’anch, 

will come forward, so that, if the latter were 

[)reviously cut off, little derangement would 

take place, and the timber would remain 

sound. If as much vegetation is permitted 

as will merely keep the ])arts alive, the base 

of the branch e will scarcely increase in thick¬ 

ness, neither will it rob the other branches of 

the sap to any serious extent; therefore, it 

need not be cut off close till the second year, 

and then it will heal still more soundly. But, 

instead of by foreshortening, the same object 

may be attained by depriving the branch of 

its laterals from the base almost to its extre¬ 

mity, leaving just as much as will di’aw a 

little sap to maintain life in the branch. For 

example, the three next the base and on the 

lower side may be pruned clean off. As the 

one on the upper side is rather large, it may 

as well be cut back, at first only to its lowest 

lateral. The one immediately below g should 

be cut close. With the exception just men¬ 

tioned, there will be left only the three ter¬ 

minals h, i, k, which can be likevdse partly 

reduced, as may be found necessary. In 

autumn all may be cleared off except h; and 

in the autumn following, the branch may be 

safely cut off close to the stem. 

Our limits do not permit us to enlarge 

further on this subject, respecting which, it 

it presumed, enough has been said to enable 

any one to understand the general principles; 

and knowing these, it will be easy to compre¬ 

hend the details into which it will be neces¬ 

sary to enter in treating specially of the man¬ 

agement of the different kinds of trees usually 

cultivated. In connection with the subject 

of pruning, two operations, namely, ringing 

and root-pruning, may be briefly adverted to. 

Ringing.-—This consists in cutting a ring 

of bark from the stem or branches of a tree. 

The breadth of the ring should not be wider 

than can be healed over, if not in the same 

season, at least in the one following that in 

which the operation is performed. ITe inci¬ 

sion should be made through both the outer 

and inner bark, penetrating, therefore, as far 

as the alburnum. As the crude sap rises 

through the vessels of the wood, and mostly 

through the youngest layers, it will still do 

so, notwithstanding the removal of a portion 

of the bark; but after passing upwards by the 

vessels just mentioned, and being elaborated 

in the leaves, it will, in its descent by the 

inner bark, encounter an obstruction on reach¬ 

ing the ringed part, for its usual course will 

be cut off. This causes a greater accumula¬ 

tion of elaborated sap above the ring than 

would be the case if the natural channels of 
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its descent were uninten-npted j hence the 

portion of the stem immediately above the 

incision is thicker tlian that below, the buds 

are more disposed to form blossom-buds, and 

the fruit is larger and more highly coloured. 

Similar results may be observed when a branch, 

through canker, has a portion of both inner 

and outer bark destroyed, and this offers quite 

as much interruption as if the portion had 

been entirely removed. We have observed a 

branch of an apple tree li^e for many years 

with a canker extending nearly all round, 

and the fruit was large, and acquired a brighter 

colour than that on a sound branch, until the 

branch thus affected became enfeebled. Al¬ 

though ringing may be advantageously prac¬ 

tised iu some cases, yet it should be done with 

caution, for it weakens the tree, and will cer¬ 

tainly kill it, if carried to a great extent. 

We may assist and guide nature, but cannot 

violate her laws with impunity. 

Root-'pruning.—This operation consists in 

shortening, more or less, the roots of a plant. 

Its immediate effect is a reduction of the sup¬ 

ply of nourishment, and, consequently, a less 

rapid development of shoots; and, within cer¬ 

tain limits, the slower the growth, the greater 

is the disposition to form blossom-buds. We 

say, within certain limits; for if root-pruning 

is practised too severely, a general debility 

must result, and the plant, however predis- 

pofsed by the operation to produce fruit-buds, 

is unable to bring fruit to maturity. It is, 

in many cases, advantageous to have the prin¬ 

cipal feeders of the plant near its stem, just 

as it is to have the principal branches near 

the ground. Take, for example, a tree planted 

against a wall and in a rich border; left to 

nature it would grow perpendicularly, and 

throw out most of its branches near the top 

of the wall, while its roots would extend hori¬ 

zontally, and the prineipal feeders would be 

found near the outer limits of the border. 

By pruning and training, the branches can 

be made to furnish the lower part of the wall; 

but, notwithstanding this, the roots would 

still ti’avel outwards; but by root-praniug, 

the portion of border next the wall can be 

occupied with fibrous instead of thick roots; 

for, by cutting the latter, a number of small 

ones is produced. Boot-pruning is also use¬ 

fully practised when plants have their roots ! 

injured in transplantation. It is generally 

better to cut lacerated or bruised roots clean i 

off than to allow them to I’emain and linger; i 

> for the young roots, which are encouraged to 

! push from the sound portion by the cutting 

! back, are greatly preferable to old, unsound 

ones. The spongioles at the extremities of 

hair-like roots are so delicate, that it is almost 

impossible to transplant them without their 

tips being so far injured as to render them 

incapable of further extension; and, when this 

is the case, it is frequently better to cut back 

to where the fibres are substantial enough to 

throw out spongioles of an efficient character. 

In practising root-pruning, with the view of 

checking excessive vigour and undue fruitful¬ 

ness, we must endeavour not to go to any 

greater extent than will be just sufficient to 

produce the desired effect. It is injurious to 

cut off at once a large branch; therefore, the 

removal should be effected by degrees, and so 

it is with a large root. Of the part intended 

to be removed, one-half, or rather a portion 

with half the total quantity of fibres, may be 

cut off in one year, and half in the following 

year. Boot-pruning may be performed at 

various seasons; in general, the safest and best 

season is that which is the most pi’oper for 

transplanting, say, for fruit-trees, either im¬ 

mediately after the leaves have fallen in au¬ 

tumn, or just before the sap is in active flow 

in spring. Mr. Beattie, however, was very 

successful in root-pruning pear trees in sum¬ 

mer. The end of July is a good time for 

trees that have no crop on them. Mr. Fleming 

root-prunes the apricot, peach, and nectarine 

as soon as the fruit is gathered, and finds it 

beneficial in the rather cold and damp climate 

of Trentham. Mr. Bivers, an excellent autho¬ 

rity in all matters relating to fruit-trees, for¬ 

merly 2)ractised root-pruning very extensively, 

but is now favourable to taking up the trees 

every seeond year, in autumn, and replanting 

them. This biennial removal answers the 

purposes of root-pruning, and, in our opinion, 

is preferable in the case of trees not too old 

for being readily transplanted. It has the 

advantage over root-pruning as regards the 

spreading out of the roots. In replanting, 

these can all be regulated, and placed in the 

best jjossible positions. In cold soils they 

can be raised uniformly near the surface, al¬ 

though most of them may have previously 

been too deep, and extended nearly at full 

length in a horizontal position. It is not so 

when, by root-pruning, the perpendicular roots 

are merely cut at a certain depth below the 

surface. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

TRAINING. 

Training is the conducting of the stem and 

branches of trees or other plants in directions 

different from that which they would in gene¬ 

ral naturally take. Thus, instead of an up¬ 

right direction, they may be made to assume 

one which is oblique, horizontal, or pendulous; 

and, where they are naturally oblique, they 

may be raised to the perpendicular, or de¬ 

pressed to a horizontal or pendulous position. 

It is, in short, to give the stem and branches 

of plants certain artificial positions, in order 

to adapt them to artificial circumstances. 

For example, a tree planted against a wall 

\vould, if left to itself, form a huge irregular 

mass of branches and foliage; the number of 

branches has, therefore, to be regulated by 

l)ruuing, and their position by ti-aining. Plants 

under cultivation have generally to be limited 

to a certain space; wall-trees, for instance, in 

an upright direction, at least, by the height 

of the wall. Fruit-trees in walled gardens 

cannot be allowed to take their natural growth 

and elevation, otherwise those on the walls, 

as well as the low crops, would be too much 

shaded. The trees must therefore be kept 

within certain limits; and their branches and 

shoots ought to be disposed to the best ad¬ 

vantage within those limits by training. By 

this we can place the branches so that all of 

them may have a fair share of as much light 

as possible. This requires regularity, so that 

several branches may not be crowded into the 

space which only one should occupy. The 

leaves of the branches ought not to be allowed 

to shade one another, when, by distancing the 

branches projjerly in training, each can have 

the leaves fully exposed. A fair exposure to 

light is one of the principal objects to be 

borne in mind in training. 

But the branches may be well regulated 

as regards exposure to light, without being 

equally so with respect to the flow of sap. 

For instance, they may be disposed like the 

radii of a circle, touching the circumference 

at equal distances, as at a a, h h, c c, and v, 

Fig. 199. We shall, however, suppose that 

the central vertical shoot v has been cut 

back nearly to its base, in order to furnish, 

from buds there situated, the rudiments of 

other branches; so that for the present we 

have only to consider the branch on each side 

of the perpendicular. It has been already 

Fig. 199. 

explained, that the sap flows with much 

greater force into the upright and nearly up¬ 

right branches than it does into those hav- ■ 
ing a horizontal position; therefore, branches 

radiating at equal distances, like those in the 

figure, would soon become very unequal in 

point of vigour; c c would, of course, be 

strong; a a comparatively ■weak; whilst h h 

would maintain a somewhat intermediate con¬ 

dition. If, instead of training the shoots c c 

in a straight direction, we depress them at 

d d, and bend them in the growing season, 

as indicated by the curved line, towards 6 b, 

we shall greatly check their over-luxuriance. 

On the other hand, by elevating the horizon¬ 

tal shoots at e e, and training them in the 

direction of the dotted line towards h h, those 

shoots will be thereby greatly invigorated. 

In short, by curving the upper branches down¬ 

wards, and the lower ones upwards, the flow 

of sap is checked in the former and promoted 

in the latter; and the consequence is, that 

a a and c c are equal in vigour to the me- 

diirm b b, and to each other. If we -were to 

raise the branches a os so as to occupy the 

position of the straight-trained branches b b, 

it is evident that their growth would corre¬ 

spond ■with that which b b would make if 

they were allowed to remain; and such, also, 

would be the case if c c were brought down 

to the same position as b b. But supposing 

that the branches b b must occupy their pre¬ 

sent position, it cannot, of course, be occupied 

by either of the adjoining branches; yet by 

curving the lower and weaker ones upwai’ds, 

and the upper or stronger ones down^wards, 

the same or nearly the same effect is produced. 

To regulate the branches of plants with re¬ 

gard to light, and to elevate or depress them i 

in reference to the flow of sap, constitute the j 

essential principles of training, so far as a well- : 
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biilanced vegetation is coucerned. Wliere this 

is not taken into much account, as in some 

cases of ornamental training, the operation 

may be left to the guidance of fancy, assisted 

by mechanical ingenuity. 

The principal modes of training are the fan, 

the horizontal, the vertical, the oblique, and 

the wavy or curved. All others, however de¬ 

signated, must be considered as modifications 

of these five. 

Fan-training, Fig. 200, is so called from the 

principal branches being disposed somewhat 

Fig. 200. 
a 

like the ribs of a fan. This mode of training 

may be commenced as. in Fig. 201, where the 

Fig. 201. 

tree is supposed to have made its first three 

shoots. 01 these, b and c have been trained at a 

considerable elevation, say about 45°, to favour 

their growth, and, consequently, the strength 

of the whole plant. At the winter pruning, a 

is cut over above three eligibly situated buds, 

one to form a new upright leader, the others, 

d and e, to give rise to two lateral branches. 

Tiu’uing now to Fig. 200, we find that b and c 

have been lowered, and that their place is 

occupied by the two new shoots springing from 

d and e. Fig. 201. But these, it will be ob¬ 

served, are shortened above buds which give 

rise to the branches k, I, h, ij and the leader, cut 

back at the same time, produces from the buds 

below the section two shoots, f and g-, also a 

new upright, if necessary. The two original 

side-shoots, 6 and c, are further lowered to m n, 

and finally to o p-, and as these are lowered, 

those above them can likewise be successively 

brought down. By so doing, the spaces occu¬ 

pied by h, i, f g will be left vacant, but they 

can be filled up by again cutting back the 

upright shoot, as was done when f g were 

produced. It is obvious that the further the 

branches extend the greater will be the dis¬ 

tance between them, so that there would be 

room for more leading branches. When that 

is the case, each of the branches should be 

subdivided. 

Fan-training, or some modification of it, is 

usually adopted for stone fruits, such as the 

peach, apjricot, cherry, and plum. It is neces- 

^ sary, however, to observe, that when employ- 

th ed for these the branches should not diverse 

at or nearly at right angles from the central 

upi'ight stem; for if so, the sap passes them, 

and they become weak in consequence, and 

prematurely die off. They ought, therefore, 

to be allowed to pj’oceed from the stem ac¬ 

cording to their natural direction, and that 

position they should be allowed to retain 

near the stem. In the case of stone fruits it 

would, indeed, be better to originate the shoots 

b c lower down the stem than they are i-epre- 

sented in the figure, then allow them to follow 

at first their natural direction, and afterwards 

incline them by gentle means no lower than 

m n. In training the peach and nectarine, 

the upright shoot is dispensed with, and a 

modification of the fan-shape is effected by 

branches j^roceeding from two main branches, 

such as b, c. Fig. 201. 

Horizontal Training, Fig. 202, has been long 

employed, chiefly for the pear, on walls and espa¬ 

liers. The formation of the tree is veiy simple. 

When the young plant consists of a single up¬ 

right shoot or stem, it is cut down, as at c, 

almve three buds, one on each side, situated at 

the proper height for originating the two lower 

horizontal branches a, h, and the third one for 

the upright leader. When the shoots push, 

the lattei-, of course, is trained upright, and 

the other two at some elevation, in order to 

strengthen them; for they cannot be too 

strong, provided they can be bent down easily 

when that is necessary, or towards autumn. At 
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the next winter pruning, the distance between 

the courses of horizontal branches being de¬ 

termined, two buds, one on each side, a little 

Fig. 202. 

Horizoatal Training. 

below that distance, are to be selected, and at 

one bud above these the upright shoot is cut 

over. These three buds give rise to a second 

pair of horizontals and an upright shoot. By 

a similar mode of proceeding, all the horizontal 

branches are successively originated. It was 

stated that the buds for the lower horizontals 

should be selected a little below the line along 

which they are intended to be trained, but 

before reaching this, they will have an up¬ 

ward curve. This is recommended in order 

to facilitate the flow of sap into these branches. 

At each successive stage, the distance from 

the origin of the branches to the horizontal 

line should be less and less, and towards the 

top they may jn’oceed from the stem in a per¬ 

fectly horizontal line. But this only applies 

to apple and pear trees, and not to stone fruits; 

for their branches should never be trained at 

right angles from a perpendicular stem; they 

should in all cases be allowed to take an 

ascending direction for some distance from 

their origin. Instead of cutting back the cen¬ 

tral stem at each winter pruning, so as to have 

only one horizontal course in a year, some, 

favoured with a good soil and climate, will 

make two or more, as has been done in many 

instances with pear trees in the royal gardens 

at Frogmore. But to do this, the trees must 

be vigorous, and the central shoots stopped in 

summer, so as to throw out laterals at the pro¬ 

per place. Unless, however, the tree is vigor¬ 

ous, it is not advisable to originate branches 

except from mature buds, for laterals are not 

so substantial. 

Oblique Training is represented in Fig. 203. 

The branches are obtained at regular aistances, 

Fig. 203. 

in the same way as in horizontal training, the 

only difiereuce being, that instead of afterwards 

training them in a horizontal direction, they 

are made to start upwards. That direction of 

the branches is more favourable to their growth 

than the horizontal, and is consequently better 

adapted for weak-growing varieties. The wall 

is sooner completely covered, with the excep¬ 

tion of the portions a h, at the lower part. 

Upright Training is represented in Fig. 

204. The horizontal portion a b should be 

trained obliquely at first, like an open Y, and 

Fig. 204. 

lowered by degrees to the horizontal position. 

Shoots will push, more especially on the upper 

side; but they must be kept in check till the 

horizontal branches a and b have had their ex¬ 

tremities advanced towards c and d, and then 
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the whole may be allowed to grow upwards, 

but at au equal pace. The greatest care must 

be taken to prevent any one from getting in 

advance of the others. If any show this dis¬ 

position, it should be immediately checked. 

Wavy or Curvilinear Training.—This ad¬ 

mits of many variations. The stem may be 

Fig. 205. 

serjDentine and the bi’anches oblique. Fig. 205; 

the stem may be straight and the branches 

wavy; or both stem and branches may be 

Wavy or Curvilinear Training. 

wavy, as in Fig. 206. The object of all those 

modes is to prevent the sap from flowing, 

according to its natural tendency, in much 

greater abundance towards the upper jjart 

of the tree than it does into the low'er 

branches. It has been -well ascertained that 

if the main stem were straight, instead of 

curved, as it is in Fig. 205, and the branches 

diverging from it in the same direction as 

they are represented to do in that flgure, the 

.sap, following its direct upward tendency, 

would not turn readily aside to give a fair 

supply to the lower bi-auches, which would 

consequently become weak, and the more so 

as those on the upper part become, on the con¬ 

trary, too strong. But this is not the case 

when tlie stem is wavy, for we can depress its 

leader a towards h, till it has no vertical ad¬ 

vantage over the branch c. Tlie strength of 

the laterals, with reference to the main stem, 

can thus be regulated so as to bear a due pro¬ 

portion to each other. In starting the young 

tree for this mode of training, the maiden shoot 

of the preceding summer’s growth should be 

cut back before winter to three good eyes, one 

on each side, to give rise to the branches d, e, 

and the other for the j^Tolongation of the 

leader. The former two should be trained 

during the summer at an angle of about 45°. 

The leader ought to be inclined, say to the 

right, and then to the left, so as to form a 

bend where the next branch, f, is intended to 

be originated; and, as it grows, the same leader 

must be again turned from left to right, thus 

forming another bend from where it is in¬ 

tended that the bi'anch g should proceed. As 

the bud situated at the outward or convex 

paid of a bend is almost sure to jjush, several 

bends may be made in the same season, if 

the leading shoot is vigorous, but otherwise 

it will be a more certain course to cut back, 

a,s in horizontal training, to a bud for a 

leader above two others eligible for the for¬ 

mation of two side branches. The distance 

between the branches must be determined 

^ according to the kind of tree. In j)ears the 

branches may be 9 inches or 1 foot apart, 

, in peaches 1 foot, in order that there may be 

room to train in bearing shoots and others 

from the bases of these for succession. It has 

been found, that where the sun’s rays strike 

directly on the bend at about two or three 

o’clock P.M., the bark is a])t to scorch and 

crack, and, to prevent this, it is advisable to 

train some shoots over the stem. 

The stem may be straight and the branches 

wavy; but this, as already observed, would 

be no encouragement for the sap to enter 

the latter, but quite the contrary; therefore, 

on the whole, that mode cannot be recom- 
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meucled. lu some cases it may, however, be 

partially adopted, as when certain branches in 

the upper part of a tree, and favoiu’ed by an 

upright position, ai’e likely to become too luxu¬ 

riant for the others. 

The mode represented in Fig. 206, in which 

both the stem and branches are wavy, was 

recommended by Mr. Hayward. It succeeds 

with careful management, but there are serious 

objections to its general adoption. In the first 

place, two naked stems are trained in the Y 

fashion, each to the length of about 4 feet. 

This takes some years. Then the upper sides 

of these branches, if not protected, become 

scorched with the sun. Again, if a branch of 

a fan-trained tree should die, others can be 

brought down to fill up the vacancy, so that 

the loss is not apparent; but, by the mode in 

question, if one of the limbs should gum and 

die, the tree is left unsightly, with only one 

wing the position of which cannot be altered 

to cover the bare poi'tion of the wall. One 

of the two limbs of a subdivided stem is much 

moi-e liable to die than a single stem. In¬ 

stead of two, it would, therefore, be far bet¬ 

ter, in wavy training, to have only a single 

serpentine stem, as in Fig. 205, with wavy 

branches, like those in Fig. 206. The latter, 

it will be seen from the figure, have an ascent 

•on springing from the stem, then incline to a 

nearly horizontal position, and again curve 

upwards towards their extremities. The first 

direction allows the sap to enter; it is a little 

checked in the nearly horizontal position, but 

it will there swell the buds for fruit, while the 

turued-\ip extremities will be in a favourable 

position for drawing sap to maintain sufficient 

vigour in the branch. The advantage, then, 

of this mode is, that all the principal branches 

are on an equality as regards inclination. One 

portion is not horizontal, or nearly so, whilst 

another is almost or quite vertical, as must be 

the case in fan-training. This equality tends 

to a regular distribution of the sap, and uni¬ 

formity of growth throughout the tree is con¬ 

sequently induced. Should one of the branches, 

except the lowest, die, a shoot may be trained, 

from the base of the one next below it, to sup¬ 

ply its place. If the lowest fail, a bud may be 

inserted even under the old bark in spring, or 

at the usual season of budding. 

In Hitt’s mode of training the peach, the 

stem is divided into two branches, which, after 

diverging, are carried up in a serpentine man¬ 

ner, as in Hayward’s; but the branches are 

made to proceed from the bends in a horizontal 

direction, and from these horizontals bearing 

shoots are trained perpendicularly at regular 

distances. The trees subjected to this mode 

bear very well, but are liable to the same ob¬ 

jections as those trained in Haywai d’s; that is, 

when one of the main limbs gives way, a large 

portion of wall is left bare, while the remain¬ 

ing half of the tree presents an unsightly ap¬ 

pearance. 

Seymour's Traininy—Fig. 207. — Among 

the modifications of fan-training we must men¬ 

tion Seymour’s; for none presents a more ele¬ 

gant design or greater regularity. From a 

point near the base of the tree, a semicircle 

with a radius of 10 feet is described. A nail, 

driven in at every 10 inches on the circum¬ 

ference, serves to mark the points towards 

which the leading shoots are directed. The 

number of these shoot.s, when the tree is com¬ 

plete, is about forty. Bearing shoots are en- 

coiu'aged at every 12 inches, but only upon the 

upper sides of the branches, and to these they 

ai'e tied down, a succession shoot being encour¬ 

aged from the base of each. The whole has a 
o 

very regular fan-like appearance. We have 

seen a tree trained in this way extending nearly 

40 feet along the wall, and covering it to the 

height of 10 feet. But when trees so trained 
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have attained nearly their perfect form and de¬ 

velopment, they commence to decline. As the 

upper branches, profiting by their more upright 

position, become strong, the lower ones, pro¬ 

ceeding at right angles to the stem, become 

weak, lingei', and ultimately die otf. Previous 

to this, their junction with the stem has not a 

natural appearance. They have not that shoul¬ 

dering which branches taking their natural 

direction have, and a round stick, thrust into 

a hole made horizontally in the side of a tree 

with an auger, presents a nearly similar j unc¬ 

tion. The lower branch can only increase in 

thickness in proportion to the quantity of 

leaves which that branch can bear. The stem 

not only thickens partly by these, but also by 

the leaves borne by all the branches above the 

lower ones, and when these amount to the 

number of eighteen on each side, the increase 

of the stem will be eighteen times greater than 

that of the horizontal branches. The dispro¬ 

portion between these and the stem becomes 

every year more and more apparent. The sap 

prefers the abundant channels, and is not in¬ 

clined to turn suddenly, at right angles, from 

that course into the contracted channels of 

the lower branches, and hence these branches 

perish one after another. 

Horizontal-training ivith a Double Stem.— 

In the formation of this, the young tree is cut 

back to two good eyes, one on each side. If 

both push with equal vigour, they are trained 

like the forks of the letter Y, but if they do 

not do so, the stronger must be depressed, and 

the weaker elevated, till an equality is ob¬ 

tained, and when this is the case both should 

be trained at an angle of 45°. The shoots 

ought to be directed perpendicularly, so as to 

form stems about 1 foot apart. From one of 

these stems shoots are trained at proper dis¬ 

tances for horizontals to the right, and from 

the other to the left. The only difference be¬ 

tween this mode and common horizontal train¬ 

ing is that, instead of the horizontal branches 

proceeding from each side of a single stem, 

they are taken from one side of two stems. 

This is apt to cause some inconvenience, aris¬ 

ing from the liability of one stem to become 

stronger than the other. In that case, there is 

a loss to the general growth of the tree, for the 

vigorous growing side must be held in check 

till the one of weaker growth make up for it. 

Fan and Horizontal Training combined.— 

This is represented in Fig. 208. It may be 

very conveniently adopted in the case of apple, 

and more especially pear trees, which have 

been trained for some time against a wall that 

Fig. 208. 

Fan ail(1 Horizontal Trahiiug combined. 

is too low for such a mode being profitably 

continued. A certain portion of wall can also 

be much sooner covered in this way than by 

the horizontal method. 

Modification of the Common Horizontal 

Training. — It was explained, with reference 

to Fig. 202, that one or more pairs of hori¬ 

zontal branches were annually obtained, that 

in some cases only one pair could be substan¬ 

tially originated, and that each horizontal pro¬ 

ceeded more or less directly from the upright 

stem. Presuming that the horizontals are as 

much as 1 foot apart, and that the wall on 

which they are to be trained is 10 feet high, 

it then takes ten years, at one course a-year, 

to reach the top of the wall. If the wall could 

be covered in half the time it would certainly 

be most desirable; and, in order to do this, 

the mode represented in Fig. 209 may be 

adopted. It essentially diSers from the com¬ 

mon mode, in having only half the number of 

Fig. 209. 

branches proceeding immediately from the 

stem, but at double the distance, and in these 

being afterwards subdivided. Thus, side shoots 

are encouraged at every 2 feet, and then sub¬ 

divided, so as to form horizontals 1 foot apart. 

The following is the mode of proceeding, which, 

it is presumed, will be found easy enough. 

Let the maiden plant be cut down as for or¬ 

dinary horizontal training, and let an upright 
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and two horizontals, represented by the dotted 

lines a, b, be trained in the following summer, 

throughout the greater part of which they 

should be allowed to take the direction b c, 

Fig. 201, but lowering them towards the end 

of the growing season to the position of b c, 

Fig. 200. In autumn, cut the upright about 

2 feet above where it was cut in the previous 

year, for a new upright and two side shoots. 

Also cut the shoots a, b, Fig. 209, within 

about 4 inches from the stem, as at c, d. In 

the following spring, buds will i)ush from the 

base part, or that which was left by the cut¬ 

ting back at c and d. Select two from each, 

and train at 1 foot apart. Thus, instead of 

one horizontal, as a, b, there will be two on 

each side, as e,/, g, h. Proceed in a similar 

manner with the other branches, till the whole 

of the horizontals are formed. From the cut¬ 

ting back of the upright shoot to 2 feet from 

where it was previously shortened, three young 

shoots are auniially produced and trained, one 

as an upright, another as a horizontal to the 

right, and the third as a horizontal to the 

left. Both of the latter are cut back near the 

base in autumn ; and from the base of each 

of them, two shoots are trained in the follow- 

mg season. 

The advantages of this mode are, first, the 

covering of the wall in about half the time 

required for single horizontals; second, the 

united bases of the two branches e f must, 

of course, become much thicker than the base 

of a single horizontal, b'ecause the former de¬ 

rives substance from the foliage borne by two 

branches, the latter from that borne by one 

only. By the mode in question, then, it is 

evident that the branches are of thicker sub¬ 

stance at their connection with the stem than 

would be the case by the common mode of 

horizontal training, and this must be an ad¬ 

vantage, inasmuch as it gives them a better 

hold. The thicker the stem, and the smaller 

the branches that proceed from its lower part, 

the more liable the latter are to die off. Let 

us suppose a tree to have sixteen horizontal 

branches, or eight on each side, and eaeh to be 

1 inch in diameter. The area of the section 

of each would be '7854 inch, or rather more 

than fths of a square inch; and the aggregate 

area of the sixteen branches would then be 

12-5664 inches. Now it has been ascertained 

that the area of a section of a stem is about 

equal to the aggregate sectional area of all the 

branches above it; and that being the case. 

the stem would be aboiit 4 inches in diameter. 

Supposing that on each horizontal branch a 

layer of Tsth of an inch thick of alburnum is 

deposited, their diameter would consequently 

be increased -r'oths. The sectional area of each 

wmild be 1-1309, and the aggregate inerease 

5-5292, or rather more than 5^ inches. The 

area of the stem section, increasing in propor¬ 

tion to that of the branches, would then be 

rather more than 18 inches. But this area 

requires a diameter of 4t®o inches. Hence, 

it appears that whilst each of the sixteen 

branches increases Troths of an inch in diame¬ 

ter, the stem below them increases Totbs, or 

four times as miich. When two horizontals 

spring from one base, as in Fig. 209, the sec¬ 

tional area of that base, being equal to that 

of both the horizontals, is 1-57 inch, and its 

diameter 1-414 inch. Inereasing in the same 

ratio as the branches, its area at the end of the 

season would be 2-2618 inches, and its diame¬ 

ter 1-696 inch, being an increase in diameter 

of nearly Toths of an inch, or nearly one-third 

more than when the branches spring directly 

from the stem, as in common horizontal train¬ 

ing. The proportion which the diameter and 

the circumference of the base, subdividing into 

the branches e, f, Fig. 209, bear to the dia¬ 

meter and circumference of the stem, is as 17 

to 48; but supposing all other circumstanees 

to be the same, the horizontals to be of equal 

strength, and each directly attached to the 

stem, the proportion woiild only be as 12 to 

48. The mode represented in Fig. 209 may 

therefore be adopted, not only on account ot 

its covering the wall more speedily, but also 

in order' to give the branches a stronger con¬ 

nection with the stem. It may be observed, 
that Mr. Smith, 

of Hopetoun 

House, invented 

a mode of train¬ 

ing very similar 

to the above, but 

differing from it 

in the stem being 

divided into two 

upright bran- 

ehes, from which 

the horizontals 

were originated 

in precisely the 

stellate Fun-traminj. same manner. 

Stdlate Fan-training—Fig. 210.—This was 

formerly much employed for temporary stan- 

Fig 210. 
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dajds, intended to cover the upper j^art of a 

wall until such time as the permanent trees 

lequircd the space. It is mei’ely training the 

jirincipal branches so as to radiate in all direc¬ 

tions. Care must be taken to prevent, as 

much as possible, the upper part from grow¬ 
ing too strong. 

Chandelier-training, with the branches 6b- 

ligue, is represented by Fig. 211. Two main 

Pig. 211. 

case of apple and pear trees against walls, 

especially when the variety, either naturally 

or owing to other circumstances, is more apt 

to grow to wood than to produce fruit. This 

mode has certainly the effect of inducing fruit¬ 

fulness, and trees by means of it can be kept 

in small space. But great care must be taken 

Fig. 212. 

branches are trained horizontally, nearly as far 

as the tree is intended to extend, and their ex¬ 

tremities are then turned up perpendicularly. 

As these proceed, secondary branches. A, b, c, d, 

are trained obliquely inwards, at an angle of 

45°. When these have extended as far as 

their assigned limits, the branches e, f, g are 

allowed to grow, and are inclined at the same 

angle as the others; consequently, each second¬ 

ary branch is parallel to all the others on the 

same side. From this uniform inclination of 

the branches, an equal distribution of the sap 

must result. It is true that the branches 

E, F, G are reversed; but were this not the 

case, or were they allowed a more erect posi¬ 

tion, they would appropriate too much of the 

sap, and become too strong for the others. 

The sap will not flow so readily into g as it 

will into A, for instance, because the latter 

diverges at a more natural angle j but if g, 

and likewise e, f, be allowed to gi-ow erect for 

2 or 3 inches, and are then inclined parallel 

to A, the flow of sap will be equalized. 

Oblique Single-stem Training.—This mode 

is sometimes employed in order to cover a 

wall more promptly than it could be by any 

other means. It consists in planting maiden 

plants of peaches, or other kinds of fruit-trees, 

at 2^ or 3 feet apart, and then training the 

stems at an angle of 45°, bearing wood being 

encouraged in the intervals. 

Pendulous Training, Fig. 212, has been re¬ 

commended, and occasionally practised, in the 

in summer to check aU shoots taking an 

upward direction, otherwise the pendulous 

branches will be robbed, and will ultimately 

become too weak, which they are also apt to 

do if allowed to bear too much fruit. 

Pyramid-training.—There are several kinds 

of this, but they all present the same general 

appearance—that of an upright stem furnished 

from the top to within 15 inches of the ground 

with branches, of which those next the ground 

are longest, the next above these somewhat 

shorter, the next higher shorter again than 

those immediately below them, and so on to 

the top; the whole presenting the form of a 

pyramid or cone. This may be of greater or 

less height; but the form in which the height 

is equal to the circumference at the base is 

considered the most handsome. 

Pyramid with the branches bent downwards. 

—In rich, damp soils, the apple and pear, when 

trained in the form above described, are apt 

to throw out shoots instead of formina; fruit- 

spurs. When this is the case, it is a good 

plan to leave the shoots at length, and train 

them downwards, as represented in Fig. 213. 

The branches are allowed to grow without 

shortening until the lower extend fully be¬ 

yond the sj^ace which the tree is intended to 

occupy. A hoop is then placed on the ground, 

to mark a circle of which the tree is the centre. 

Small stakes are driven in the line marked by 

the hoop, and so as to stand about 10 or 12 

inches above the ground, and to the tops of 

66 
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these the hoop is secured. Strings are then 

attached to the branches, and, having been 

Fig. 213. 

Fig. 214. 

Pyramid with Pendulous Branches. 

pulled so as to arch them downwards, are tied 

to the hoop. The 

lower branches be¬ 

ing thus secured, 

the next tier is 

tied down to them, 

and so on. In pro¬ 

ceeding, however, 

towards the top, 

the curves should 

extend less and less 

from the tree, so 

as to preserve the 

conical or pyrami¬ 

dal outline. No 

branch will then 

be completely over¬ 

hung by any one of 

higher origin on 

the stem. 

Chandelier Py¬ 

ramidal Training 

(Pyramide Giran¬ 

dole of the French) 

is represented in 

Fig. 214. Instead 
of the branches be- Chan.leller Pyramidal Training. 

iiig encouraged at uniform distances along the 

stem, as in the common pyramid, they are in 

this form placed in stages, with about 18 inches 

of clear stem between each. It has the advan¬ 

tage of allowing a freer access of light to the 

foliage and fruit near the stem, and, conse¬ 

quently, favours the colouring and ripening 

of the fruit. 

Besides the above modes, pyramids are also 

formed by stages at the uniform distance of 

about 15 inches, with the branches trained 

horizontally. Again, the branches forming 

the different stages are, by some, so trained 

that the branches of one stage are not directly 

over those of the one beneath it, but over the 

intervals between them. Others, again, make 

five branches radiate from the stem for the 

lower tier, then other five exactly over the 

first five, and so on; thus forming, as it were, 

five angular recesses, separated by five parti¬ 

tions of branches. Some trees trained in this 

way at the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris, have 

an elegant appearance. 

Balloon-training, Fig. 215, answers tolera¬ 

bly well for pear and apple trees, pi’ovided 

- the top is kept perfectly clear, in summer, 

of upright shoots, which are so apt to spring 

up. These should be rubbed off immediately 

In forming the 

balloon, the 

shoots ought 

to be trained 

horizontally 

at first, and 

whilst in that 

position they 

should be sub¬ 

divided, till as 

many shoots 

are obtain¬ 

ed as may 

be necessary. 

When they 

have extend¬ 

ed sufficient- 
B.aUoon-trauiing. [y form 

the curve representing the top of the balloon, 

they should be tied down to a hoop, which 

is secui-ed by small stakes driven somewhat 

obliqiiely into the ground. 

Vase with dwarf stem and upright branches, 

Fig. 216.—To form this, the maiden plant is 

cut about 1 foot from the ground. Three shoots 

may be encouraged, and trained at an angle 

of about 45°. In the succeeding autumn 

these si oiildbecut to within 3 or 4 indies of 

they make their appearance. 

Fig. 215. 
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their origin, and in the following season two 

shoots can be trained from each, at the same 

angle as were the shoots of the previous year, 

till near the end of the growing season, when 

Fig. 216. 

they may be brought nearer to the horizontal. 

By again shortening the shoots, the number 
for training in the 

ensuing season will 

be doubled. Al¬ 

though three shoots 

could be obtained 

from each one that 

is shortened, yet 

two is a preferable 

number, because 

one of the three is 

apt to grow too 

strong for the 

others, but two 

can be more easily 

kept on an equa¬ 

lity. When the 

shoots have grown 

to the intend¬ 

ed width of the 

vase, their points 

should be turned 

up perpendicular¬ 

ly at regular dis¬ 

tances, and trained 

to hoops; and 

from the uprights Pyraniid. 

bearing branches should be trained obliquely. 

Vase Pyramid, Fig. 217.—When the vase 

is completely formed, as in the preceding case, 

a shoot is, in this form, allowed to grow up¬ 

right from the centre, and is trained with a 

single stem till it is about 20 inches above 

Fig. 218. the top of the vase. 

It is then managed 

so as to form a 

small pyramid from 

2^ to 3 feet high, 

according as the 

upright branches 

forming the vase 

are more or less 

vigorous. Accord¬ 

ing toM. DuBreuil, 

this pyramid af¬ 

fords an outlet for 

the super-abund¬ 

ance of sap in the 

uprights of the 

vase; but if these 

should get weak 

from bearing, the 

growth of the py¬ 

ramid should be 

kept in check. 

Vase with a tall 

stem, Fig. 218.— 

The only difference 

between this and 

the dwarf vase is 

the taller stem. There is a number of fruit- 

trees trained in this form in the gardens of 

the Luxembourg at Paris, and with very good 

effect. They require to be carefully attended 

to as regards summer pruning and training; 

but, if well managed in these respects, they 

bear very well, and are preferable to common, 

rambling-headed standards near walks in 

walled-in gardens. 

Vase with Tall Stem. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

THE APPLE, PEAR, QUESTCE, AND MEDLAR. 

THE APPLE (^Pyrus Malus, L.; Modus com¬ 

munis, D. 0.) — Icosandria Pentagynia, L.; 

Rosacese, J.; Pomaceae, Lind.), termed in its 

wild state the crab, is indigenous to Britain, 

and to most warm and temperate parts of 

Europe. It proves only half-hardy at St. 

Petersburg, but resists the cold which occurs 

in the exti’eme north of tlie British Isles, and 
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some of its cultivated varieties can be there 

fruited in tolerable perfection. 

The tree forms, in general, a round spread¬ 

ing head, and does not aspire to the height of 

the pear, yet, under equal circumstances, it 

acquires a thicker stem. Where the soil is 

wood, and the subsoil not retentive nor liable 

to become at any time too dry, it will live for 

hundreds of years. It will succeed in climates 

too cold for the pear, i>lum, and cherry; it 

also blossoms later than any of these—in May, 

generally a warm period of the season—and 

thus escapes the frosts which often ruin the 

crops of the above-mentioned fruit-trees, which 

blossom in April, or earlier. The blossoms of 

the apple are, however, equally as tender as 

those of the earlier flowering sorts of fruit- 

trees, or even more so, if subjected to an equal 

degree of frost. 

No other kind of fruit-tree is so well 

adapted for cultivation in the gardens of all 

classes, and none affords so lasting and so gene¬ 

rally useful a supply. The fi-uit of some of 

its early varieties is fit for use in July, and 

that of some later ripening sorts may be kept 

till that time in the following season, and even 

later. Its usefulness for the dessert, for nume¬ 

rous culinaiy preparations, in confectionary, 

and for the production of cider, is so well 

known as only to need allusion here. 

The varieties of the apple. are exceedingly 

numerous, and we may safely state that thou¬ 

sands of them exist nameless, and only known 

as seedlings in the locality where they origin¬ 

ated. There are hundi-eds of such in this 

country; and in America, according to all 

accounts, the number is much greater. Some 

varieties are cultivated for their rich flavour, 

others for their peculiar fitness for culinary 

purposes, and for the confectioner; some for 

their size and beauty, others for their late 

keeping, hardiness, and abundant bearing; and, 

finally, a numerous class is extensively culti¬ 

vated for their pecidiar adaptation for the 

manufacture of cider. When we further con¬ 

sider that, with regard to dessert apples, tastes 

vary greatly—some persons prefen’ing brisk, 

and others sweet - flavom-ed apples — that a 

considerable number of sorts is required for a 

full succession throughout the year, and that 

different soils and climates require different 

varieties, it is evident that the number of 

sorts necessary to be retained in cultivation 

must be considerable. 

The varieties of which the following descrip¬ 

tions are given are all of great merit, and form 

a collection of good sorts for the dessert and 

for kitchen use. 

I.-DESSERT APPLES. 

1. Adams’ Pearmain—syn. Norfolk Pippin. 

—Shoots long, rather slender, of a dark chest¬ 

nut colour, thinly sprinkled with small pale 

dots, slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, 

ovate, concave, acuminate, doubly and sharply 

seiTated. Petioles about 1 inch in length, 

rather slender. Fruit rather above the me¬ 

dium size, pearmain - shaped, with a regular 

outline, broadest towards the base, without 

angles. Eye rather large, open, deeply sunk in 

a narrow, slightly plaited basin. Stalk gener¬ 

ally long and slender, inclining to one side, and 

inserted in a shallow cavity. Skin greenish 

yellow, thinly covered with spots of soft, brown 

russet on the shaded side; next the sun red, 

intermixed with yellow, lightly streaked with 

darker red, and thinly sjrrinkled with whitish 

spots, which are most numerous near the base. 

Flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, rich, sugary, 

juicy, with an agreeable, brisk acidity and 

high flavour. 

A handsome and sound-keeping dessert 

apple; in season from November to February. 

The tree is very hardy, healthy, and a good 

bearer. 

2. Autumn Pearmain—syn. American Pear¬ 

main, Royal Pearmain of many. Summer Pear¬ 

main of some.—Shoots moderately strong, of 

a brownish violet colour, thinly strewed with 

gray specks, moderately downy. Leaves middle- 

sized, ovate, somewhat acuminate, rather 

sharply serrated. Petioles of medium length, 

slender. Fruit large, pearmain-shaped, taper¬ 

ing gently towards the apex, without angles 

on the sides. Eye open, set in a broad, shal¬ 

low, slightly plaited basin, sometimes almost 

level with the top. Stalk short, obliquely 

inserted, having on one side a fleshy projec¬ 

tion of the base of the fruit. Skin smooth, 

brownish yellow on the shaded side, yellow 

mai-bled with red and streaked with brighter 

red next the sun, frequently covered with 

russet at the base, and sprinkled with nume¬ 

rous specks of brown russet. Flesh yellow, 

firm, crisp, not very juicy, but sweet, rich, 

and highly aromatic. 

A very handsome and excellent apple for 

the dessert, and one which is also suitable for 

kitchen purposes. It is in season during Sep- 
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tember, aud the first fortnight of October, 

after which period it generally becomes mealy. 

The tree attains a large size, is of an up¬ 

right habit, vigorous, aud a good bearer. 

3. Barcelona Pearmain—syn. Speckled 

Golden Reinette, Reinette Rousse, Reinette 

des Carmes, Glace Rouge, Kleine Casseler 

Reinette.—Shoots long, moderately strong, of a 

dull chestnut colour, thinly sprinkled with pale 

brown dots, very downy. Leaves rather small, 

oval, terminating abruptly in a long taper¬ 

ing point, rather sharply serrated. Petioles 

rather long and slender. Flowers rather small. 

Petals oval, inclining to ovate, not imbricated 

when fully expanded. Fruit middle-sized, 

oval, without angles. Eye small, open, set in 

a rather shallow, slightly plaited basin. Stalk 

short, slender, inserted in a small, shallow 

cavity, and having generally a small fleshy pro¬ 

tuberance from the base of the fruit attached 

to one side. Skin pale brownish yellow where 

shaded, rich bright red next the sun, and 

mai'ked with numerous triangular russet scars, 

which are brownish on the shaded side, yel¬ 

lowish on that exposed to the sun; the whole 

presenting a speckled appearance. Flesh yel¬ 

lowish, firm, and rich, with an agreeably sub¬ 

acid juice, and an aromatic flavour. 

A very good, and, when well coloured, a 

beautiful dessert apple; in season from No¬ 

vember till February. 

The tree is vigorous, of rather dwarf habit, 

and an excellent bearer, either as a dwarf or 

standard. 

4. Baxter’s Pearmain. — Shoots stronar, 
O’ 

brown, very downy towards the extremities, 

sprinkled near the base with distinct gray 

dots. Leaves large, roundish oval, somewhat 

acuminate, coarsely and sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles of medium length. Fruit rather large, 

roundish pearmain-shaped. Eye rather large, 

open, set in a shallow depression, surrounded 

with some obtuse folds. Stalk short, thick, 

placed in a wide, rather shallow cavity. Skin 

light green, tinged and obscurely streaked with 

red next the sun. Flesh yellowish, fii’m, 

moderately juicy, with a brisk rich flavour. 

An excellent kitchen apple, and very good 

for the dessert; in season from November to 

March. 

The tree is of large growth, very hardy and 

productive, bearing well even in unfavourable 

seasons. 

5. Beachamwell — syn. Motteux’s Seed¬ 

ling.—Shoots moderately strong, bright chest¬ 

nut, sprinkled with small whitish spots, slightly 

downy. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, 

obtusely crenated. Petioles rather short. 

Flowers middle-sized. Petals oval, not im¬ 

bricated when fully expanded. Fruit small, 

ovate, with a regular outline, somewhat flat¬ 

tened at the base and apex. Eye small, open, 

set in a shallow, evenly rounded hollow. Stalk 

short, moderately thick, set in a small, round 

cavity. Skin greenish yellow, sprinkled with 

some brown spots. Flesh yellowish, tender, 

juicy, brisk, and i-ich. 

An excellent dessert apple; in season from 

December till March or April. 

The tree is of medium growth, very hardy, 

and a good bearer. It should find a place in 

every collection. 

G. Blenheim Pippin—syn. Blenheim, Blen¬ 

heim Orange, Northwick Pippin, Woodstock 

Pippin. — Shoots strong, spreading, purplish 

brown, sprinkled with a few large gray dots, 

covered with a silvery epidermis, slightly 

doAvny, the lower portion nearly smooth. 

Leaves large, roundish cordate at the base, 

acuminate, rather sharply but not deeply ser¬ 

rated. Petioles very short. Fruit very large, 

globular, somewhat depressed, rather broader 

at the base than at the top. Eye large, open, 

set in a wide, shallow, even depression. Stalk 

short, thick, inserted in a cavity of medium 

size. Skin greenish yellow at first, deep yel¬ 

low when fully ripe, streaked with dull orange 

red next the sun. Flesh yellow, crisp, juicy, 

sweet, and rich. 

A beautiful and regularly formed apple, of 

excellent quality either for kitchen or table 

use; in season from November to February. 

The tree is vigorous, and in good soil grows 

rapidly to a large size. Whilst young it bears 

rather thinly, but after it has formed a con¬ 

siderable quantity of wood, it commences to 

bear in larger quantity, and ultimately very 

abundantly. 

It Avas raised near Blenheim Park, at Wood- 

stock, in Oxfordshire, where the original tree 

till lately existed. 

7. Boston Russet—syn. Putman’s Russet, 

Roxburgh Russet, Shippen’s Russet of some. 

—Shoots strong, of a bright chestnut coloui’, 

covered with a silvery epidermis, thinly sprin¬ 

kled Avith Avhitish dots, moderately downy. 

Leaves middle-sized, rouadlsh oblong, acumi¬ 

nate, regularly serrated. Petioles of medium 

length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish, some¬ 

times obtusely conical, broadest near the base, 
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flattened at both ends, obtusely angular on 

the sides. Eye rather large, closed, set in a 

wide, moderately deep cavity. Stalk short, of 

medium thickness, sometimes long and slender, 

inserted in a moderately deep hollow. Skin 

yellowish green, intermixed throughout with 

brownish russet, and faintly tinged with red¬ 

dish brown next the sun. Flesh yellowish, 

crisp, sugary, and rich, with a brisk juice, par¬ 

taking of the flavours of the Ribston Pii^pin 

and Old Nonpareil. 

A most excellent dessert apple; in use from 

January to April. 

The tree is not a strong grower, but very 

hardy, and a great bearer; the fruit proving 

good even in the most unfavourable seasons. 

8. Bradbick’s Nonpareil — syn. Ditton 

Nonpareil.—Shoots moderately vigorous, of a 

chestnut colour, thinly strewed with whitish 

spots, covered with a fine down. Leaves mid¬ 

dle-sized, ovate, tapering to the point, doubly 

and deeply serrated. Petioles long and I’ather 

slender. Fruit middle-sized, depressed globu¬ 

lar, tapering a little towards the apex. Eye 

rather small, set in a deep even cavity. Stalk 

short, not deeply inserted. Skin smooth, 

greenish yellow on the shaded side, brownish 

red next the sun, generally covered with russet 

round the eye, and frequently russeted slightly 

elsewhere. Plesh yellowish, sugary, juicy, and 

I'ich, with a somewhat aromatic flavour. 

A very excellent and sound-keeping dessert 

apple; in season from December or January to 

April. 

The tree is not a strong grower, in conse¬ 

quence of its being a most abundant bearer, 

and apt to overbear, which, if circumstances 

will permit, should be prevented. 

This variety was raised by John Braddick, 

Esq., of Thames-Ditton, who brought it under 

the notice of the Horticultural Society in 

1818. 

9. Brickley Seedling.—5'/ioo<s rather slen¬ 

der, like those of the Nonpareil, of a brownish 

chestnut colour, thinly sprinkled with small 

gray dots, moderately downy. Leaves small, 

elliptical, acuminate, sharply serrated. Petioles 

I’ather long and slender. Fruit small, round¬ 

ish, tai)ering a little towards the apex. Eye 

small, open, inserted in an evenly rounded, 

rather shallow depression. Stalk short, placed 

in a wide shallow cavity. Skin greenish yel¬ 

low on the shaded side, of a rich, deep, brown¬ 

ish red next the sun, with broken streaks of 

red towards the junction of the two colours. 

Flesh yellowish, firm, with a brisk, lich fla¬ 

vour. 

A dessert apple, valuable on account of its 

sound keeping; in season from J anuary to April. 

The tree is of moderate growth, hardy, and 

an abundant bearer. 

10. Cambusneth.4N Pippin—syn. Watch 

Apple, Winter Red Streak.—Shoots strong, 

of a dark chestnut brown, sprinkled with a 

few small pale dots, slightly downy. Leaves 

large, roundish oval, somewhat acuminate, 

glossy above, crenated. Petioles short. Fruit 

rather above the middle size, oblate. Eye very 

large, set in a wide, even cavity. Stalk mo¬ 

derately thick, not deeply inserted. Skin pale 

green, tinged with a blush of red next the sun. 

Flesh white, tolerably rich and juicy. 

A good dessert and kitchen apple; in season 

from October till J anuary. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, a good bearer, 

and suited for northern climates. 

11. Claygate Pearmain.—Shoots spreading, 

of a dark chestnut colour, covered with a sil¬ 

very epidermis, which is somewhat reticulated 

near the base, thinly sprinkled with gray dots, 

moderately downy. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 

acuminate, sharply serrated. Petioles long and 

slender. Flowers large. Petals oblong-ovate, 

cordate at the base. Fruit middle-sized, pear- 

main-shaped. Skin dull yellow, slightly rus¬ 

seted on the shaded side, streaked with dark 

red next the sun. Eye large, open, rather 

deep. Stalk of medium length and thickness, 

placed in a shallow cavity. Flesh yellowish, 

crisp, brisk, juicy, sugary, and rich, with a 

high flavour, somewhat resembling that of 

the Ribston Pippin. 

A dessert apple of great excellence, in sea¬ 

son from November till March; but, if not 

preserved from air and light by stowing in 

casks or drawers, it is apt to lose its briskness 

towards the latter period. 

The tree is of medium growth^ hardy, healthy, 

and an abundant bearer. 

The variety was discovered in a hedge-row 

at Claygate, near Thames-Ditton, by John 

Braddick, Esq., who first made it known to 

the Horticultural Society in 1822. 

12. Cockle Pippin—syn. Bro^vn Cockle 

Pippin, Nutmeg Pippin, Nutmeg Cockle Pip¬ 

pin, White Cockle Pippin.—Shoots long, rather 

slender, chestnut-coloured, greenish bro^vn near 

the base, sprinkled with small whitish dots, 

slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 

inclining to ovate, acuminate, sharply serrated. 
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Petioles of medium length, rather slender. 

Fruit middle-sized, ovate. Eye small, closed, 

not deeply sunk, surrounded by small plaits. 

Stalk short, rather slender. Skin gi-eenish- 

yellow, sometimes smooth, but generally cov¬ 

ered or freckled—especially near the base and 

next the sun—with light brown russet. Flesh 

yellowish-white, firm, crisp, juicy, rich, and 

sugary. 

An excellent, sound-keeping dessert apple; 

in season from January till April or May. 

The tree is healthy and an abundant bearer, 

well deserving cultivation as a late dessert 

apple. It is extensively grown in Sussex. 

13. Coe’s Golden Drop.—Shoots slender, 

chestnut-coloured where well exposed, else¬ 

where of a light olive brown, spi'inkled with 

small dots, slightly downy. Leaves small, ovate, 

acuminate, irregularly and rather sharply ser¬ 

rated. Petioles about 1 inch in length, slender. 

Fruit small, ovate or conical. Eye small, 

nearly close, level with the surface, and sur¬ 

rounded by small plaits. Skin smooth, yellow 

on the shaded side, tinged with red, and gene¬ 

rally marked with ferruginous specks on the 

side next the sun. Plesh yellowish, firm, and 

rich, with a brisk, vinous juice. 

An excellent dessert apple; in season from 

January till May. 

The tree is not a strong grower, but is a 

good bearer, and deserving of cultivation on 

account of the richness of its fruit. 

14. Cornish Aromatic.—Shoots long, of 

moderate strength, chestnut brown, thickly 

strewed with distinct grayish dots, slightly 

downy at the extremities. Leaves middle- 

sized, ovate, somewhat acuminate, crenated. 

Petioles of medium length. Flowers middle- 

sized. Petals roundish oval, imbricated. Fruit 

mther large, roundish, somewhat angular, the 

angles more prominent towards the eye, which 

is small, closed, and rather deeply sunk. Stalk 

generally rather long, and deeply inserted. 

Skin on the shaded side yellow, spotted with 

brown, russeted with light brown at the base, 

of a rich laisset red next the sun. Flesh yel¬ 

lowish, firm, juicy, rich, and aromatic. 

A good table apple; in season from October 

to January. 

The tree is of moderate vigoui', and a tole¬ 

rably good bearer. 

15. Cornish Gilliflower—syn. Cornish 

July-flower, Pomme Regelans.—Shoots rather 

slender and straggling, of a dark chestnut 

colour, thinly strewed with small, pale, gray 

dots, moderately downy. Leaves small, nar¬ 

row, oval, acuminate, sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles slender. Flowers middle-sized. Petals 

oval. Fruit middle-sized or rather larare, 

ovate, angular on the sides, the angles ter¬ 

minating in unequal knobby protuberances 

round the eye, which is deep and closed. 

Stalk generally rather short, slender, not 

deeply inserted. Skin dull yellowish green 

on the shaded side, brownish red intermixed 

with russet, and streaked with red next the 

sun. Flesh yellowish, firm, exceedingly rich, 

sugary, and delicious. 

This is by many esteemed the best of all 

the dessert apples for flavour, but it is by no 

means handsome in appearance. It is in use 

from the beginning of December till May. 

The tree is of medium size, but a shy bearer. 

The fruit-buds are principally produced at the 

extremities of the shoots, and this circumstance 

should be borne in mind in pruning, otherwise 

a great portion of the crop may be destroyed. 

The variety was discovered by a gentleman, 

about the beginning of the century, in a cot¬ 

tage garden near Truro, and was brought under 

the notice of the Horticultural Society of Lon¬ 

don by Sir Christopher Hawkins, in 1813. 

16. Court of Wick—syn. Court of Wick 

Pippin, Court de Wick, Fry’s Pippin, Golden 

Drop, Knightwick Pippin, Phillips’ Heinette, 

Bival Golden Pippin, Weeks’ Pippin, Wood's 

Huntingdon, Wood’s New Transparent, Yel¬ 

low.—Shoots long and moderately vigorous, 

of a dark chestnut colour, marked with nume¬ 

rous whitish dots, slightly downy. Leaves of 

medium size, roundish oblong or ovate, acumi¬ 

nate, acutely crenated. Petioles of medium 

length. Fruit rather small, roundish oblate, 

of a very handsome, regular form. Eye large, 

open, set in a shallow, evenly rounded cavity, 

upon the sides of which the segments of the 

calyx recline. Stalk short, rather slender, 

deeply inserted in a wide, shallow cavity, the 

sides of which are even, and generally russety. 

Skin yellow on the shaded side, orange yellow, 

spotted with brownish russet, and sometimes 

faintly streaked with red next the sun. Flesh 

deep yellow when fully ripe, crisp, juicy, rich, 

brisk, and delicious. 

A 'handsome and very excellent dessert 

apple; in season from October to March. 

The tree is of medium growth, very hardy, 

and an abundant bearer, even in the most ex¬ 

posed situations. It ought to be cultivated 

in every garden. 
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The variety is said to have been raised from 

a seed of the Golden Pippin, at Court de Wick, 

in Somersetshire. 

17. Court-PENDR Plat—syn. Court-pendu, 

Court - pendu Extra, Court - pendu Musque, 

Court - pendu Plat Rougeatre, Court - pendu 

Rouge Musque, Court - pendu Rond Gros, 

Court-pendu Rond Tres Gros, Court-pendu 

Rond Rougeatre, Court-pendu Rose, Court- 

pendu Rosat, Rode Korpendu, Rosenfarhiger 

Kurzstiel, Rothe Kurzstiel, Coi-ianda Rose, 

Garnon’s Apple, Pomme de Berlin, Princesse 

Noble Zoete, Russian, Wollaton Pippin.— 

Shoots short,, reddish brown, moderately downy, 

tliickly covered with down at the extremities. 

Leaves middle - sized, ovate, somewhat acu¬ 

minate, their edges turned up and having 

small serratures. Petioles of medium length. 

Flowers rather small. Petals ovate. Fruit 

middle - sized, oblate, the transverse section 

somewhat resembling the figure 8 placed in a 

horizontal position. Eye large, open, set in a 

wide, evenly-formed basin. Stalk very short, 

deeply inserted in a wide cavity, rarely pro¬ 

jecting beyond the base of the fruit. Skin 

yellowish green, streaked with deep brownish 

red on the shaded side, deep red marked with 

russety spots next the sun. Flesh yellowish 

white, firm, very juicy, brisk, rich, sugary, and 

delicious. 

One of the best late-keeping dessert apples; 

in season from December till April. 

The tree is of dwarf habit, very hardy, and 

an abundant bearer. The blossoms and leaves 

appearing at a much later period than in any 

other variety, the crop frequently escapes in¬ 

jury from late spring frosts, when the blossoms 

of other sorts are destroyed; hence, in some 

localities, it is called the Wise Apple. It suc¬ 

ceeds well as a dwarf, especially when grafted 

on the Paradise stock, and maj'^ even be kept 

under 3 feet high with but little pruning. 

It is also very eligible for cultivation in pots. 

It requires, however, a good climate and full 

exposure to the sun, otherwise the fiuiit does 

not attain full perfection as regards colour and 

flavour. 

18. Devonshire Quarrenden — syn. Red 

Quarrenden, Sack Apple.—Shoots moderately 

long, dark violet brown, thinly sprinkled with 

roundish and oblong whitish specks, very 

dowuy. Leaves middle-sized, oblong - ovate, 

somewhat acuminate, irregularly serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles rather long, moderately thick. Flowers 

middle-sized, early. Petals roundish. Fruit 

middle-sized for a dessert apple, oblate or de¬ 

pressed globular, from 21 to 2^ inches in dia¬ 

meter transversely, and about 1^ inch fl*om 

the base to the apex. Eye rather large, but 

completely closed, level with the top, or 

slightly depressed, surrounded by shallow 

ridf^es or knobs. Stalk rather short and thick, 
O 

not deeply insei-ted. Skin polished, of a uni¬ 

form rich dark red, pale green where shaded. 

Flesh greenish white, tender, crisp, and sweet, 

with an abundance of brisk, very agreeable, 

vinous juice. 

A beautiful and excellent early dessert 

apple; ripe in August, and keeping till about 

the end of September. 

The tree is of medium size, very hardy, and 

an abundant bearer either as a dwarf or as an 

orchard standard. 

19. Dutch Mignonne—syn. Christ’s Gol¬ 

den Reinette, Copmanthorpe Crab, Grosser 

Casseler Reinette, Paternoster Apfel, Pomme 

de Laak, Stettin Pippin, Reinette Doree of 

the Germans.—Shoots strong, erect, bright 

chestnut, thickly set with whitish spots. Leaves 

large, ovate, acuminate, regularly serrated. 

Petioles long, much stained with red. Flowers 

rather large. Petals ovate, much imbricated 

at their base, pale blush. Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish, somewhat oblate, rather broader at 

the base than at the apex. Eye very small, 

generally closed, deeply inserted in a narrow 

basin, the sides of which are sometimes slightly 

plaited. Stalk 1 inch in length, deeply in¬ 

serted. Skin greenish yellow, mottled with 

dull red, and marked with broken streaks of 

red and crimson next the sun, sprinkled all 

over with numerous white, green, and russet 

dots. Flesh greenish yellow, firm, crisp, and 

rich, with an abundance of brisk, sub-acid 

juice. 

An excellent apple either for the table or 

for culinary purposes, keeping well, and re¬ 

taining its flavour from December till April. 

The tree is vigorous, of large growth, very 

hardy, and a great bearer; but to attain per¬ 

fection for table use, the fruit requires a good 

season. 

20. Early Harvest—syn. Yellow Harvest, 

Large Yellow Harvest, Prince’s Yellow Har¬ 

vest, Prince’s Harvest, July Pippin, July 

Early Pijtpin, Large Early, Large White Jun¬ 

eating, Prince's Early Lemon, Tart Bough, 

Early French Reinette of the Americans, 

Pomme d’Ete of Canada. — Shoots slender, 

j chestnut brown, partially covered with a 
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grayish epidermis, and sprinkled with a few 

small, pale, yellowish brown spots, slightly 

downy. Zeaues small, roundish or roundish oval, 

shortly acuminate, finely serrated. Petioles of 

medium length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish, 

somewhat flattened at both ends. Eye small, 

closed, placed in a shallow basin. Stalk short, 

rather slender, inserted in a wide, rather shal¬ 

low cavity. Skin pale greenish yellow when 

the fruit is first gathered, turning to pale yel¬ 

low when it is best for eating, marked near 

the eye with numerous whitish dots appearing 

as if below the skin. Flesh white, crisp, ten¬ 

der, sweet, and rich, with a brisk, highly re¬ 

freshing juice, and a flavour closely resembling 

that of a well-ripened Newton Pippin. 

Hardly surpassed as a summer dessert applej 

useful also for culinary purposes. It ripens 

about the beginning of August, aud continues 

in u.se for two or three weeks. 

The tree forms a spreading head with strag¬ 

gling branches, and is not a strong grower, 

but healthy, aud an excellent bearer. 

This variety is of A merican origin, and was 

introduced into this country by the Horticul¬ 

tural Society. It is one of the few American 

apples that acquire a satisfactory degree of 

flavour in this country. 

21. Early Nonpareil—syn. Hicks’ Fancy, 

New Nonpareil, Stagg’s Nonpareil, Summer 

No'npareil.—Shoots long and slender, upright, 

near the base aud where shaded of a deep 

olive green, elsewhere of a bright chestnut 

colour, sprinkled with a few well - defined 

roundish or oval dots of a grayish colour, very 

slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, roundish 

oval, or somewhat ovate, acuminate, crenated. 

Petioles of medium length and rather slender. 

Flowers middle-sized. Petals roundish oval. 

Fruit below the middle size, oblate, broadest 

at the base. Eye slightly open, set in a nar¬ 

row, evenly formed, shallow cavity. Stalk 

short, rather thick, deeply inserted. Skin dull 

greenish yellow, covered with very thin brown 

lusset, and thinly sprinkled with gray spots. 

Flesh yellowish white, ci’isp, and tender, with 

an abundance of rich, brisk juice, nearly ap¬ 

proaching to the sprightly flavour of the Old 

Nonpareil. 

A most excellent dessert apple; in season 

from October to December. 

The tree is hardy and very productive, 

comes soon into bearing, and succeeds well as 

a dwarf on the Paradise stock. 

The variety was raised from a seed of the 

Old Nonpareil, about the year 1780, by a 

nurseryman of the name of Stagg, at Caister, 

near Yarmouth. It is highly deserving of 

cultivation; for, besides its good bearing pro¬ 

perties, it affords a supply of fruit with the 

Nonpareil flavour, at a comparatively early- 

period of the season. 

22. Early Red Margaret—syn. Margaret, 

Early Margaret, Margaretha, Marguerite, Red 

Juneating, Early Red Juneatiug, American 

Red Juneating, Striped Juneating, Early 

Striped Juneating, Striped June, Striped 

Quarrenden, Summer Traveller, Eve Apple in 

Ireland.—/S'/mo^s moderately strong, of a chest¬ 

nut colour, sprinkled with well-defined whitish 

spots, downy towards the extremities. Leaves 

rather large, ovate, cordate at the base, acu¬ 

minate, doubly serrated. Petioles rather long 

and strong. Floioers large, produced in thick 

clusters, chiefly towards the extremities of the 

branches. Petals roundish ovate, much im¬ 

bricated, of a rich cream colour tinged with 

red. Fruit middle-sized, roundish ovate, taper¬ 

ing towards the eye, obtusely angular on the 

sides. Eye small, open, set in a very shallow 

basin, and surrounded by small plaits. Stalk 

short, thick, inserted in a medium-sized cavity. 

Skin greenish yellow, streaked with red, with 

sometimes a bright red cheek next the sun. 

Flesh white, crisp, and rich, with a bri.sk and 

very pleasant ai’omatic, sub-acid flavour. 

One of the best of the early dessei’t apples; 

ripe about the beginning of August, but be¬ 

coming mealy in a few days after gathering. 

It is best eaten fresh from the tree. 

The tree is not a strong grower, but hardyq 

and a good bearer. 

23. Fearn’s Pippin—syn. Clifton Nonesuch, 

Ferris Pippin, Florence Pippin.—Shoots mo¬ 

derately vigorous, purplish browm, very downy. 

Leaves scarcely middle-sized, longish ovate, 

tapering to the point, slightly serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles long, rather slender. Famit middle- 

sized, roundish oblate. Eye large, partially 

closed, placed in a wide, shallow, slightly 

plaited basin. Stalk short, not deeply inserted. 

Skin on the shaded side greenish yellow, 

changing to a fine golden colour, slightly in¬ 

termixed with brownish red, when the fruit 

is fully ripe; next the sun dark red, marked 

with numerous small, whitish dots, and spots 

of brownish russet. Flesh whitish, firm, and 

rich, with an abundance of brisk, pleasant j nice. 

A handsome and excellent dessert apple, 

which is also suitable for kitchen use; in 

56 
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season from November to February or IVIarcb. 

It bears a close resemblance to the Court- 

pendu Flat, but may be distinguished from 

that sort by its being of a darker red next the 

sun, and by the white spots which occur at 

that part. 
The tree is very hardy and a gxeat bearer, 

but liable to canker in some soils. It is much 

cultivated for the London markets, and is 

well adapted for growing in orchards, the 

fruit not being liable to be blowm down by 

the wind. 

24. Golden Harvey—syn. Brandy Apple. 

— S/ioots very slender, erect, reddish brown, 

covered with an epidei’mis of a silvery or 

leaden hue, slightly downy. Leaves small, 

ovate, acuminate, doiibly and sharply serrated. 

Petioles rather long, slender. Fruit small, 

roundish, flattened at both ends. Eye small, 

open, inserted in a wide, very shallow depres¬ 

sion. Stalk short, inserted in a shallow cavity 

of moderate width. Skin russety yellow on 

the shaded side, tinged with brownish red and 

spotted with russet next the sun. Flesh jml- 

lowish, firm, and exceedingly rich, with a high- 

flavoured, very sugary juice. 

A dessert apple of great excellence; in season 

from December to May. It is also much 

esteemed as a cider fruit, from the very rich, 

saccharine quality of its juice. 

The tree is hardy, but not a strong grower. 

It is generally a shy bearer, but should be in 

every gentleman’s garden, on account of the 

fruit being rich and sound-keeping. 

25. Golden Pippin—syn. Balgone Golden 

Pippin, English Golden Pippin, Herefordshire 

Golden Pippin, London Golden Pippin, Milton 

Golden Pippin, Old Golden Pippin, Russet 

Golden Pqipin, Wartei-’s Golden Pippin, Ame¬ 

rican Plate, Balgone Pippin, Bayfordbury Pip- 

])in, Pepin d’Or, Pomme d’Or, Koenings 

Pippeling, Reinette d’Angleterre.—Shoots of 

moderate vigour when the tree is healthy, 

remarkably short-jointed, chestnut - coloured 

beneath a thin pubescence, and marked with 

pale brown spots of various forms and sizes. 

Leaves small, roundish oval or ovate, slightly 

acuminate, sharply and doubly serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles short, about Troths of an inch in length. 

Stipules linear-lanceolate, about half the length 

of the petioles. Fruit small, generally round¬ 

ish, sometimes oblate, or, on the contrary, in¬ 

clining to oblong, outline regular. Eye small, 

open, set in a shallow, evenly rounded cavity. 

Stalk short, moderately thick, not very deeply 

inserted. Skin, when fully ripe, of a rich 

golden yellow, with white specks appearing 

through it, generally clear, occasionally inter¬ 

spersed with small russet spots. Flesh yellow, 

firm, crisp, and rich, with an abundance of 

brisk, sugary juice. 

A dessert apple so well known to be of the 

highest excellence, as to need no further eulo- 

gium. It is also an esteemed cider fniit. It 

is in use from November to April. 

The tree does not succeed in many situa¬ 

tions, but in some it does not exhibit such 

signs of decay as would warrant the correct¬ 

ness of the current opinion, that the variety 

is exhausted from old age. That such is not 

the case is proved by my friend Mr. Hogg, in 

his excellent work on British Pomology, p. 95, 

where an able account of this celebrated va¬ 

riety is given in detail. The tree should be 

planted in a favour-able situation, in good, well- 

trenched soil, and, when it comes into a bear¬ 

ing state, it ousht to be assisted with some 

good compost, introduced within reach of the 

extremities of the roots. 

26. Golden Reinette—Syn. Kirke’s Gol¬ 

den Reinette, Yellow German Reinette, Rei¬ 

nette d’Aix, Reinette Gielen, Reinette von 

Orleans, Aurore, Court-pendu Dore, Dundee, 

Elizabet, Englische Pippin, Megginch Fa¬ 

vourite, Princesse Noble of the French, Wy- 

ger’s, Wyker Pippin. — Shoots moderately 

strong, of a dark chestnut colour, partially 

covered with a silvery epidermis, and sprinkled 

with white spots, moderately downy. Leaves 

middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, doubly and 

sharply serrated, of a shining dark green. 

Petioles of medium length. Fruit middle- 

sized, depressed globular, with a regular out¬ 

line. Eye large, open, set in a wide, shal- I 
low basin. Stalk sometimes short and thick, 

frequently 1 inch in length, and of medium 

thickness or rather slender, inserted in a 

middle-sized, evenly-formed cavity, the sides I 
of which are generally covered with russet, j 
Skin on the shaded side greenish yellow at , 

first, of a golden colour when fully ripe; dull j 

light red, lightly streaked with bright red i 

next the sun; the whole surface covered, in t 

general, more or less thickly with triangular 

russet scars. Flesh yellow, crisp, and rich, ; 

with a brisk, saccharine juice. 

A handsome dessert apple, of the highest 

excellence; in season from November till Jan¬ 

uary or February. 

The tree is healthy, and a good bearer. 
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27. Herefordshire Pearm.\ix—syn. Old 

Pearmeau, Royal Pearmain, Paiunaiu Royal, 

Ro3'ale d’Augleterre.—Shoots vigorous, olive 

brown, sprinkled with few but di.stinct whitish 

specks, rather downy. Leaves middle-sized, 

broad oval, somewhat cordate, acuminate, 

sharply and doubly serrated. Petioles strong, 

nearly 1 inch in length. Fruit large, flat, 

pearmain-shajied, with a roundish outline, or 

but slightly angular on the sides. Eye middle- 

sized, open, placed in a wide, moderately deep, 

slightly plaited basin. Stalks short, inserted 

in a rather deep, evenly formed cavity. Skin 

dull green at first, changing to yellowish green, 

brownish red, and faintly streaked with red 

intermixed with russet next the sun. Flesh 

v'ellowish, firm, sugary, and rich, with a brisk, 

aromatic j nice. 

An old and deservedly esteemed apple, 

suitable both for the kitchen and dessert; in 

season from November till March. 

The tree is of medium growth, hardy, and 

a tolerably good bearer. One of the best, if 

not the very best, of the Pearmains. 

28. Hubbard’s Pearmain.—Shoots mode- 

i-ately strong, olive brown, partially covered 

with a silvery epidermis somewhat reticulated 

near the base, like the one-year old bark of a 

hazel shoot, strewed with very few spots, 

slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 

acuminate, sharply serrated. Petioles scarcely 

1 inch in length. Fruii small, ovate, with a 

regular outline. Eye small, closed, set in a 

shallow depression. Stalk short, not deeply" 

inserted. Skin sometimes smooth, but in gene¬ 

ral almost entirely covered with pale brown 

russet; where not so covered, of a jmllowish 

green colour on the shaded side, dull brownish 

red next the sun. Flesh yellow, firm, very 

sweet, rich, and highly flavoured, though not 

very juicy. 

A dessert apple of great excellence; in season 

from November till Apidl. 

The tree is hardy, and a great bearer. 

29. Hughes’ Golden Pippin—syn. Hughes’ 

New Golden Pippin.—S toots of moderate vi¬ 

gour, dark brown, sjirinkled with whitish dots, 

])artially covered with a silvery epidermis, 

rather downy. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, 

acuminate, doubly and sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles of medium length. Fruit rather small, 

globular or conical, flattened at both ends. 

Eye small, open, surrounded with slight plaits, 

and placed in a very shallow depression, or 

sometimes level with the top. Stalk very short. 

thick, set in a very shallow cavity, frequently 

not at all sunk, but forming a knob-like pro¬ 

jection from the base of the fruit. Skin rus- 

seted, yellowish green. Flesh yellow, firm, 

with a very rich, brisk flavour. 

A very excellent winter dessert apple; in 

season from December to February. 

The tree is not a strong grower, nor so pro¬ 

ductive as the Court of Wick and several 

other dessert kinds already mentioned, but, on 

account of the richness of the fruit, it is highly 

deserving of cultivation. 

30. Irish Peach Apple—syn. Early Croffcon. 

—Shoots moderately strong, purplish brown, 

spotted with pale brown, thinly covered with 

white down. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acu¬ 

minate, irregularly serrated. Petioles of mo¬ 

derate length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish, 

somewhat depressed, obtusely angular on the 

sides. Eye small, nearly closed, set in a 

wide, shallow depression. Stalk short, thick, 

not deeply inserted. Skin yellowish green, 

sprinkled with numerous green or pale brown 

dots on the shaded side, marbled with brown- 

i.sh red and streaks of bright red next the sun. 

Fle-sh white, tender, crisp, rich, and sweet, with 

a pleasant, brisk, aromatic juice. 

An excellent summer dessert apple; in use 

during August. 

The tree is vigorous, and an abundant 

bearer. 

31. Kerry Pippin—syn. Edmonton’s Aro¬ 

matic Pippin.—Shoots moderately strong, cov^- 

ered for the most part with a silvery ejiider- 

mis, elsewhere of a chestnut colour, thinly set 

with whitish spots, downy towards the extre¬ 

mities. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, 

doubly serrated. Petioles long and slender. 

Fruit middle-sized, oval, flattened at the eye, 

generally with one or more shai'p ridges, ex¬ 

tending from the base to the opposite extre¬ 

mity. Ejm small, closed, set in a shallow, 

plaited basin. Stalk short, sometimes thick¬ 

ened at its insertion, set obliquely in a con¬ 

fined cavity, with a protuberance of the fruit 

on one side. Skin very smooth and polished, 

of a pale straw colour; when fully ripe, 

streaked and tinged with red next the sun, 

sometimes jiresenting a bright red cheek, 

streaked and tinged with a darker shade. 

Flesh yellowish, very firm for an early apple, 

but crisp, juicy, brisk, very rich, sugary, and 

highly flavoured. 

A highly esteemed dessert apple; in season 

in September and October. Owing to its 
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fii-m, sugary flesh, it retains its flavour longer 

after gathering than most early apples. 

The tree is hardy, and a great bearer. 

32. King of the Pippins—syn. Hampshire 

Yellow, Golden Winter Pearmain.—Shoots 

vigorous, of a dark chestnut colour, sprinkled 

with a few light brown spots, very downy at 

the extremities. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, 

acuminate, doubly but not deeply serrated. 

Petioles short. Fruit middle-sized, of a round¬ 

ish pearmaiu-shape. Eye large, open, deeply 

sunk in a regularly formed, slightly plaited 

hollow. Stalk short, inserted in a rather 

shallow cavity. Skin smooth, pale orange on 

the shaded side, orange tinged with red, and 

faintly streaked with a deeper red next the 

sun. Plesh yellowish white, tender, very sweet 

and juic}’^, with a tolerably rich, pleasant fla¬ 

vour. 

A very beautiful and much esteemed dessert 

apple; in season from October till January, 

but in perfection during November. 

The tree is very hardy, vigorous, and a most 

abundant bearer. 

33. Lamb Abbey Pearmain.—Shoots slen¬ 

der, of a dull chestnut colour, strewed with 

whitish spots, slightly downy. Leaves middle- 

sized, ovate, acuminate, sharply and doubly 

serrated. Petioles of medium length. Fruit 

rather small, oval or oblong, somewhat de¬ 

pressed at each end, tapering slightly towards 

the eye, without angles on the sides. Eye 

small, open, set in a wide, rather deep, slightly 

plaited basin. Stalk short, deeply inserted in 

a narrow cavit}^. Skin greenish yellow on the 

shaded side, orange yellow streaked with dull 

red, and sprinkled with numerous small dark 

coloured dots next the sun. Flesh yellowish 

green, very firm, crisp, juicy, rich, and sweet. 

A valuable dessert apple, which keeps with¬ 

out shrivelling; in use from January till May, 

or even later. 

The tree is of medium size, and a good 

bearer. 

34. Margie—syn. Muscat Eeinette, Never- 

fail. Small Pfibston, Munche’s Pippin of some. 

-—Shoots slender, purjilish brown, sprinkled 

with numerous small, whitish dots, moderately 

downy. Leaves small, ovate-lanceolate, some¬ 

what acuminate, regularly serrated. Petioles 

long, slender. Flowers middle-sized. Petals 

longish ovate, pale pink. Fruit small, round¬ 

ish ovate, angular on the sides. Eye small, 

closed, surrounded by ridges formed by the 

terminations of the angles on the sides. Stalk 

short, slender, deeply inserted. Sldn pale 

orange, with a sprinkling of thin russet, and 

streaked with dull red next the sun. Elesh 

yellow, firm, very rich, juicy, and sweet, with 

a flavour like that of the Kibston Pippin, only 

more aromatic. 

An excellent table apple; in season from 

November to March. 

The tree is of very dwarf, slender habit, 

hardy, and an abundant bearer; so much so 

that, if care is not taken to thin spurs and 

encourage young wood, it is apt to overbear 

itself. 

It is exceedingly well adapted for situations 

where trees of low growth only can be culti¬ 

vated. It may also be successfully grown as 

an espalier. 

35. New Rock Pippin.—Shoots long, slen¬ 

der, of a bright chestnut colour, thinly set 

with white spots, moderately downy. Leaves 

middle-sized, oval, acuminate, serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles short. Fruit small or middle - sized, 

roundish, depressed. Eye small, nearly closed, 

placed in a slight depression, and surrounded 

by small plaits. Stalk short, thick, inserted 

in a wide, rather shallow cavity. Skin green 

at first, changing to a dull yellowish green on 

keeping; brownish red next the sun, slightly 

russeted, and sometimes exhibiting jiatches of 

a silvery or pearl gray - epidermis. Flesh 

yellowish white, firm, crisp, not very juicy, 

but brisk-flavoured. 

A very good table apple; in season from 

January till May. 

The tree is hardy, and an excellent bearer. 

36. Newtown Pippin—syn. American New¬ 

town Pippin, Green Newtown Pippin, Hunt’s 

Green Newtown Pippin, Large Newtown Pip¬ 

pin, Green Winter Pippin, Hunt’s Fine Green 

Pippin, Petersburg Pippin. — Shoots mode¬ 

rately strong, of a bright chestnut colour, 

set with numerous small whitish dots, slightly 

downy. Leaves rather small, ovate, acumi¬ 

nate, regularly serrated. Petioles of medium 

length, slender. Fruit middle-sized, round¬ 

ish, somewhat flattened, with broad flat ribs 

on the sides, and extending to the crown, 

where they become very prominent, like 

those of the London Pippin. Eye small, open, 

set in a rather shallow basin. Stalk half an 

inch long, inserted to its full length in a wide, 

deep cavity. Skin green at first, changing, 

when fully ripe, to a greenish yellow; tinged 

with brown, and frequently of a light brown 

colour next the sun, a portion near the base 
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and the sides of the cavity in whicli the stalk 
is inserted being covered with thin russet. 
Flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, and very 
juicy, with a i)ecu]iaiiy brisk, rich flavour when 
fully matured. 

A dessert api)le of the liighest excellence; 
iir season from December till April. 

The tree is too delicate to ripen its fruit 
well as a standard in most situations in Bri¬ 
tain, and the fruit produced upon walls rarely 
attains the same degree of perfection as that 
imported from America. 

37. Old Nonpareil—syn. Due dArsel, 
English Nonpareil, Grune Eeinette, Hunt’s 
Nonpareil, Loveden’s Pippin, Nonpareil, Non¬ 
pareil d’Angleterre, Eeinette Nonpareil. — 
Shoots long, slender, upright, of a reddish 
chestnut colour, thinly sjn’inkled with whitish 
dots, very slightly downy. Loaves rather 
small, oval, acuminate, finely serrated. Pe¬ 
tioles rather more than 1 inch in length, erect, 
slender. Flowers of medium size. Petals 
ovate. Fruit rather below the middle size, 
roundish, flattened, and broadest at the base. 
Eye very small, nearly closed, set in a very 
slight plaited depression. Stalk about 1 inch 
in length, slender, inserted in a wide cavity of 
moderate depth. Skin greenish yellow, inter¬ 
mixed with thin pale brown russet, occasion¬ 
ally of a deep reddish brown where much 
exposed to the sun, and sometimes almost com¬ 
pletely covered with thin russet. Flesh pale 
yellowish green, firm, crisp, rich, and sugarj^, 
with an abundance of siirightly juice, of a pecu¬ 
liar and highly aromatic flavour’. 

One of the best of late winter and spring 
table apples; in season from January to May. 

The tree is of rather small growth, some¬ 
what tender, and apt to canker in eold, moist 
soils; but it thrives and bears very well in 
good soils and favourable situations. It suc¬ 
ceeds Avell as a standard in the southern and 
midland counties of England; more to the 
north, exeept in warm situations, it requires 
and deserves a wall. It may be grown in pots 
when grafted on the Paradise stock. 

The variety is supposed to have been intro¬ 
duced fi’om France, by a Jesuit, in the six¬ 
teenth or seventeenth century. 

38. Ord’s Apple.—»S'/ioo<s moderately strong, 
of a dark chestnut brown colour, strewed with 
a few pale gray spots, and mostly covered with 
gray pubescence. Leaves below the middle 
size, ovate, acuminate, shaiqily and irregularly 
serrated. Petioles nearly 1 inch in length, 

slender, erect. Fruit middle-sized, oblong, 
inclining to ovate, somewhat flattened at both 
ends, obtusely ribbed on the sides. Eye small, 
closed, set in a narrow, rather deep, plaited 
basin. Stalk short, obliquely inserted in a 
narrow, irregularly formed cavity. Skin dark 
green, tinged with light brownish red, and 
marked with numerous large rust-coloured 
spots on the side next the sun. Flesh green¬ 
ish, firm, and crisp, with an abundance of rich, 
brisk juice, scarcely surpassed in its refreshing 
qualities by that of any other apple. 

A most excellent dessert apjile; in season 
from January to May, and having the I'alu- 
able pi'opei’ty of retaining its briskness when 
the flavour of most other apples has become 
flat. 

The ti’ee is hardy, and an excellent bearer. 
The vai’iety was obtained by Mrs. Anne 

Simpson, in the garden of her brother-in-law, 
John Ord, Esq., at Purser’s Cross, near Ful¬ 
ham, and originated from a seedling raised by 
him from the pip of an imported Newtown 
Pippin. 

39. OsLiN—syn. Arbroath Pippin, Oi’geline, 
Orjeline, Original Pippin, Summer Oslin, White 
Oslin.—Shoots rather slender, short-jointed, of 
upright growth, dull grayish purple, speckled 
with pale brown, moderately downy. Leaves 
middle-sized, roundish, or even of greater 
dimensions across than from the base to the 
apex, abruptly acuminate, irregularly serrated. 
Petioles of medium length. Fruit middle- 
sized, roundish oblate, without angles on the 
sides. Eye small, closed, nearly prominent, 
surrounded by a few large plaits. Stalk short, 
thick, inserted in a wide, shallow cavity. 
Skin pale yellow, sprinkled with numerous 
greenish specks and small dark brown dots, 
of thick texture, and often deeply cracked. 
Flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, very rich, 
sweet, and juicy, with a peculiar, brisk, and 
highly aromatic flavour, which chiefly resides 
in and near the skin. On this account, the 
skin should be pared off as thinly as possible. 

A dessert apple, surpassed by none in the 
excellence of its flavour. It is in season in 
August and September. 

The tree is of medium size, tolerably hardy, 
and a good bearer; but when old, planted in 
very rich soil, or much confined by other trees, 
it is very subject to canker. Grown in highly 
manured soil, the fruit does not acquire its 
aromatic flavour. 

The variety is supposed either to have been 
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raised at Arbroath, or, wliat is more probable, 

to have been introduced from France by the 

monks of the abbey. 

40. Peakson’s Plate.—Shoots long, slender, 

light brown, set with small, whitish spots, mo- 

dei-atel}' downy. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 

acuminate, doubly serrated. Petioles of me¬ 

dium length, rather slender. Fruit small, 

roundish oblate, with a regular outline. Eye 

generally open, frequently closed, set in a 

broad, shallow, slightly plaited basin. Stalk 

sometimes 1 inch in length, and slender, fre¬ 

quently very short and thick, seldom deeply 

inserted. Skin smooth, yellowish green on 

the shaded side, tinged and streaked with a 

rich, bright red, and strewed with light brown 

spots next the svm, the whole occasionally 

thinly sprinkled with russet. Flesh greenish 

yellow, firm, juicy, very rich, sugary, brisk, 

and excellent. 

A handsome dessert apple, of peculiar excel¬ 

lence ) in season from December to March. 

The tree is healthy, but not a strong grower; 

and it is well adapted for dwarf training. 

41. PiTMASTON Golden Harvey.—Shoots 
slender, of a light chestnut brown, sprinkled 

with a few inconsi:iicuous spots, thinly coated 

with gray pubescence. Leaves middle-sized, 

oval, of thin textm’e, acuminate, sharply and 

deeply serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in 

length, slender. Fr%dt small, but larger than 

that of the Golden Harvey, which it resembles 

in form, i-oundish, flattened at both ends. Eye 

small, close, rather deeply sunk. Stalk nearly 

1 inch in length, inserted in a wide, rather 

shallow cavity. Skin with a ground colour 

of an orange tinge, scarred, and sometimes 

thickly coated with russet. Flesh yellowish, 

firm, rich, and sugary, with a brisk, sub-acid 

juice. 

A very excellent dessert apple; in season 

from January till May. 

The tree is more vigorous than the Golden 

Harvey, from a seed of which, fertilized with 

the pollen of the Yellow Siberian Crab, it 

s]n’ung. It was raised by John Williams, Esq., 

of Pitmaston. 

42. Pitmaston Golden Pippin.—Shoots 
tolerably vigorous, of a light chestnut brown, 

thinly sprinkled with jiale brownish spots, 

slightly downy, bearing considerable resem¬ 

blance to those of the old Golden Pippin, but 

more vigorous. Leaves small, oval or ovate, 

acuminate, slightly serrated. Petioles short. 

Fruit small, roundish ovate, somewhat flat¬ 

tened at both ends. Eye small, open, set in 

a wide, shallow depression. Stalk short, rather 

slender. Skin of a golden yellow, intermixed 

with russet. Flesh yellow. Arm, rich, and 

very sweet. 
An excellent dessert apple; in use during 

December, January, and February. 

The variety was raised by Mr. Williams of 

Pitmaston. 
43. Pitmaston Nonpareil—syn. Pitmaston 

Kusset Nonpareil.—Shoots not so long as those 

of the Old Nonpareil, but much stronger, dark 

olive brown, covered with a silvery epidermis, 

strewed with a few spots, very downy near the 

extremities, slightly so at the base. Leaves 
middle-sized, ovate, concave, rather sharply 

serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in length. 

Fruit middle-sized, roundish, and depressed, 

tapering towards the apex. Eye small, open, 

set in a wide, shallow, slightly plaited cavity. 

Stalk short, slender, not deeply inserted. Skin 

pale green, tinged with red next tlie sun, the 

whole surface almost entirely covered with 

russet. Flesh pale yellowish green, moderately 

Arm, rich, and excellent, with a brisk Non¬ 

pareil flavour. 

A most excellent dessert apple; in season 

during December, January, and February. 

The tree is more vigorous and hardy than 

the Old Nonpareil, and is also a more abun¬ 

dant bearer; the fruit, grown under equal cir¬ 

cumstances, is also larger. 

The variety was raised by J ohn Williams, 

Esq., of Pitmaston. 

44. Pitmaston Pine Apple.—Shoots vigor¬ 

ous, of a bright chestnut colour, tinged with 

olive near the base, very slightly downy. 

Leaves middle-sized, oval, acuminate, sharply 

serrated. Petioles scarcely 1 inch in length. 

Fruit small, tapering a little towards the top, 

which is flattened. Eye small, partially open, 

set in a shallow depression. Stalk short, not 

deeply inserted. Skin of a rich orange colour, 

partially covered with russet. Flesh yellow, 

firm, very rich, sugary, and aromatic. 

A dessert apple, of first-rate excellence; in 

season from December to March. 

This variety was also raised by Mr. Williams. 

45. Ked Astrachan.—Shoots strong, of a 

clear chestnut colour, thinly sprinkled with 

well-defined whitish dots, very slightly downy. 

Leaves middle-sized, roundish oblong, some¬ 

what acuminate, obtusely serrated. Petioles 

of medium length and thickness. Fruit rather 

above the medium size, roundish, or roundish 
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oblong. Eye small, closed, rather deeply in¬ 

serted, surrounded by irregular protuberances. 

Stalk short, deeply inserted. Skin greenish 

yellow on the shaded side, of a fine deep crim¬ 

son next the sun, everywhere covered with a 

fine white bloom. Flesh white, crisp, and 

sweet, with an abundance of brisk, pleasant 

juice. 

A beautiful dessert apple, which ripens in 

August, but does not keep long. 

The tree is vigorous, of uj^right growth, 

hardy, and an excellent bearer. 

46. Keinette DU Canada—syn. Rcinette 

du Canada blanche, E-einette du Canada il 

cotes, Eeinette Crosse du Canada, Canada 

Reinette, Reinette de Caen, Reinette Crosse 

d’Angleterre, Wahre Reinette, Pomme de Bre¬ 

tagne, Pomme du Canada, Portugal Apple, 

St. Helena Russet, Mela Janurea of the Ionian 

Islands.—Shoots strong, spreading, of a dark 

chestnut colour, thinly strewed with small, 

light brown spots, covered here and there with 

patches of a grayish epidermis, very woolly 

towards the extremities. Leaves middle-sized, 

cordate, acuminate, obtusely serrated. Petioles 

short, very thick, downy. Flowers rather 

large. Petals oval, cordate at the base, not 

much imbricated. Fruit very large, broad at 

the base, flatly conical, with an irregiTlar out¬ 

line, obtusely ribbed; the ribs being prominent 

towards the eye, diminishing as they pass 

downwards. Eye large, half open, inserted in 

a wide, plaited cavity. Stalk short, generally 

rather thick, deeply set in a wide hollow. 

Skin greenish yellow, tinged with brown and 

sometimes red next the sun, strewed more or 

less with dots and scars of brown russet. 

Flesh yellowish white, firm, and rich, with a 

brisk juice of a Nonpareil flavour. 

A large and esteemed kitchen apple, and 

surpassed by none of so large a size for the 

dessert. It is in season from November to 

April. 

The tree is vigorous, and a good bearer. 

47. Reinette de Laak.—Shoots vigorous, of 

a reddish chestnut colour, thinly sprinkled with 

small dots, very slightly pubescent. Leaves 

large, ovate, tapering to the point, sharply 

serrated. Petioles of medium length. Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish, inclining to conical, 

without angles on the sides. Eye a little 

open, set in a slightly plaited, shallow basin. 

Stalk short, thickened at its insertion, placed 

obliquely in an evenly rounded cavity. Skin 

smooth, of a fine golden yellow, streaked with 
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red next the sun. Flesh white, tender, and 

juicy, with an agreeable, sub-acid flavour. 

A remarkably handsome dessert apple, in 

use during September. 

The tree is vigorous, and a great bearer. 

48. Ribston Pippin—syn. Formosa Pippin, 

Glory of Fork, Travers’ Apple.—Shoots strong, 

spreading, light chestnut, thinly strewed with 

small, roundish spots, of a whitish colour, very 

downy towards the extremities. Leaves mid¬ 

dle-sized, broad oval, somewhat acuminate, 

serrated, covered beneath with a thick silvery 

down. Petioles of medium length and thick¬ 

ness. Flowers middle-sized. Petals ovate. 

Fruit rather above the middle size, roundish, 

somewhat flattened, obtusely angular on the 

sides. Eye large, nearly closed, slightly sunk 

in an irregular, plaited basin. Stalk short, 

of medium thickness, woolly, generally in¬ 

serted to its full length in a moderately large 

cavity. Skin deep greenish yellow, marked 

with broken streaks and specks of pale crim¬ 

son on the shaded side, brownish red streaked 

with dark crimson next the sun, frequently 

russety about the eye, also near the base; 

and there the yellow streaks appearing ob¬ 

scurely through the russet, give it a rich ap¬ 

pearance. Flesh yellow, firm, and crisp, with 

a rich, saccharine juice, and highly aromatic 

flavour. 

A dessert and kitchen apple of the highest 

excellence; in season from November to March, 

but generally in greatest perfection about 

Christmas. 

The tree is generally growm on walls in the 

north, where its produce is more juicy and 

crisp than in the south; for there its flesh is 

liable to be deficient in moisture, especially 

when grown in dry soils. The soil for it 

should be well drained and deeply trenched 

to retain moi.sture. 

The variety, according to tradition, was 

raised from some apple seeds brought from 

Rouen, about 170 years ago, and sown in the 

garden at Ribston Hall, near Wetherby, in 

Yorkshire. However this may be, the parent 

tree existed there till 1835, when it died. 

That this was the original seedling, and not 

a grafted tree, was thought to have been con¬ 

clusively proved, from the circumstance that 

rooted suckers, which were planted in the 

garden of the Horticultural Society at Chis¬ 

wick, produced fruit exactly the same as that 

borne by the grafted trees. But Mr. May, 

a nurseryman at Bedale, states that the tree 
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had been giafted on the Paradise stock, and 

that the rooted suckers originated above the 

"raft after the tree had become bent to the 

gi'oimd on one side. 
49. Sam Young—syn. Irish Russet.—Shoots 

moderately strong, spreading, of a dull pur¬ 

plish brown, thinly strewed with pale gray 

dots, moderately downy. Leaves middle-sized, 

ovate, cordate at the base, acuminate, obtusely 

crenated. Petioles short, moderately thick. 

Fruit small, oblate. Eye large, open, set in a 

wide, shallow depression, the sides of which 

are slightly plaited. Stalk short, thick, in¬ 

serted in a shallow cavity. Skin russet brown, 

■\'ery apt to crack. Plesh yellowish and firm, 

with a brisk, rich, sugary juice, and high 

flavour. 

A dessert apple of great merit, but apt to 

crack; in season from November to Februaiy. 

The tree is of medium size, and a good 

bearei'. 
50. ScAKLET Crofton—syn. Red Crofton. 

—Shoots slender, of a light chestnut colour, 

distinctly marked with small white spots, 

downy. Leaves small, roundish obovate, some¬ 

what acuminate, serrated. Petioles short. 

Fruit middle-sized, oblate. Eye large, inserted 

in a wide, very shallow depression, or nearly 

level with the top of the fruit. Stalk short, 

not deeply inserted. Skin greenish yellow, 

intermixed with slight brown russet on the 

shaded side, bright red and russeted next the 

sun; the whole traced or irregailarly reticu¬ 

lated with russet veins. Flesh yellow, crisp, 

juicy, rich, and highly flavoured. 

A favourite Irish table apple; in season from 

October to December. 

The tree is of medium size, and a good 

bearer. 

51. Scarlet Nonpareil—syn. New Scarlet 

Nonpareil.—Shoots long, rather slender, of a 

bright chestnut colour, covered with a silvery 

epidermis, and thinly sprinkled with whitish 

dots, slightly downy. Leaves middle - sized, 

ovate, acuminate, sharply serrated. Petioles 

of medium length. Fruit middle-sized, round¬ 

ish, a little depressed, without angles on the 

sides. Eye rather large, open, set in a shallow, 

very slightly plaited basin. Stalk usually 

about 1 inch long, thickened at its insertion, 

sometimes merely a short, flesliy knob; it is 

set in an evenly rounded shallow cavity. Skin 

yellowish green on the shaded side, deep red, 

slightly streaked with a darker shade, and 

covered with small pale brown spots next the 

sun. Flesh yellowish white, firm, juicy, rich, 

sweet, and excellent. 

A much esteemed and beautiful dessert 

apple; in use in January, February, and March. 

The tree is hardy, and a great bearer. 

52. Scarlet Pearmain—syn. Bell’s Scarlet, 

Oxford Peach.—Shqots long, rather slender, of 

a bright chestnut colour, marked with small 

brown spots, slightly downy. Leaves small, 

oval, acuminate, doubly serrated. Petioles 

long, slender. Fruii. middle-sized, conical, with 

a regular outline. Eye middle-sized, partially 

open, the segments of the calyx remaining 

green, sunk in a rather deep, slightly plaited 

cavity. Stalk about 1 inch in length, slendei’, 

deeply inserted. Skin red, intermixed with 

yellow on the shaded side, of a rich bright 

crimson next the sun. Flesh yellowish white, 

tender, and sugary, with an abundance of rich 

j nice. 
A very handsome dessert apple; in season 

from September to January. 

The tree is healthy, and a good beai’er. 

53. Sturmer Pippin.—Shoots vigorous, of 

a dark chestnut colour, sprinkled with small 

whitish dots, which are most numerous near 

the base, slightly dowmy at the extremities. 

Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, acutely 

crenated. Petioles of medium length. Fruit 

middle-sized, shortly conical, somewhat flat¬ 

tened at both ends. Eye small, closed, placed 

in a shallow, irregularly formed cavity. Stalk 

of medium length, inserted in a deep, evenly 

formed hollow. Skin yellowish green on the 

shaded side, of a dark brownish red next the 

sun. Flesh yellowish, firm, crisp, and sweet, 

I with an abundance of brisk juice, and a slight 

Ribston Pippin flavour. 

One of the best late dessert apples known, 

for it is neither apt to shrivel nor lose its brisk¬ 

ness. It is useful also for culinary purposes, 

and is in use from February till June. 

The tree is healthy, and an abundant bearer. 

It should be in every collection. 

The variety was raised at the nursery of 

Mr. Dillistone, at Sturmer, in Suffolk, and 

was obtained by impregnating the Ribston 

Pippin with the Old Nonpareil. 

54. Summer Golden Pippin—syn. White 

Summer Pippin, Summer Pippin of some.— 

Shoots below the average length, of moderate 

thickness, short-jointed, olive, sprinkled with 

a few not very conspicuous spots, very slightly 

downy. Leaves roundish oval, sometimes nearly 

round, shortly acuminate, slightly sen’ated. 
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Petioles from ^ inch to | inch in length. Fruit 

rather small, ovate, flattened at both ends. 

Eye open, set in a shallow, evenly formed 

basin. Stalk short, inserted in a cavity of 

moderate size. Skin smooth, pale yellow on 

tlie shaded side, of a brighter yellow and tinged 

with brown next the sun. Flesh yellowish 

wliite. Arm, very rich, and sugary. 

An excellent dessert apple j fit for use in 

August or the beginning of September, but 

not keeping in full perfection longer than a 

fortnight j yet it does not lose its flavour so 

soon as most others ripening at the same early 

period. 

The tree is of moderate vigour, and a good 
bearer. 

55. Summer Thorle—syn. Watson’s None¬ 

such, Whorle Pippin. — Shoots modei’ately 

strong, olive brown, sprinkled with a few spots, 

mostly covered with gray pubescence. Leav s 

small, cordate, somewhat acuminate, ii-regu- 

larly serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in length. 

Fruit rather below the middle size, oblate, 

with a regular outline. Eye large, partially 

closed, jdaced in a wide, shallow depression. 

Stalk very short, thick, not deeply inserted. 

Skin smooth, pale yellow and marked with 

broken streaks of pale red on the shaded side, 

bright red streaked with a deeper colour next 

the sun. Flesh white, crisp, tender, with an 

abundance of brisk, pleasant juice. 

A handsome, early desseii; apple, ripening 

in August and September. 

The tree is hardy, suited for northern cli¬ 

mates, and a most abundant bearer. 

56. Syile House Russet—syn. Syke House, 

Reinette des Hopitaux, Euglische Spitals- 

reinette. — Shoots slender, of a dull chestnut 

brown, sprinkled with some minute spots, and 

thinly coated with grayish pubescence. Leaves 

small, oval, slightly cordate at the ba.se, some¬ 

what acuminate, slightly serrated. Fruit be¬ 

low the middle size, oblate. Eye small, set 

in a deep, slightly plaited cavity. Stalk gene- 

i-ally short, moderately thick, inserted in a. 

shallow depression. Skin on the shaded side 

yellowish green, sometimes entirely covered 

with russet, frequently with only a few russety 

spots and patches; deep brown next the sun. 

Flesh yellowish white, firm, rich, with a brisk, 

highly flavoured, sub-acid juice. 

A sound keeping dessert apple of great ex¬ 

cellence; in use from November till February. 

The tree is of moderate growth, hardy, and 

an abundant bearer. 

The variety takes its name from the village 

of Syke House, in Yorkshire; but, from its 

being clo.sely allied to the Reinettes Grises, it 

is not improbable that it may have been carried 

there from the Continent. 

57. WHITE Astrachan—syn. Pyrus astra- 

canica, D. 0., Glace de Zelande, Pomme dAs- 

trachan, Transparente de Moscovie. — Shoots 

rather strong, bright cliestnut red, sj^eckled 

with pale brown, slightly woolly. Leaves 

middle-sized, oval or somewhat ovate, slightly 

acuminate, obtusely and finely serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles scarcely 1 inch in length. Flowers mid¬ 

dle-sized. Petals roundish, white, tinged with 

pink. Fruit middle-sized, shortly conical, flat¬ 

tened towards the base, angular on the sides; 

the angles rather flat at the base, more pro¬ 

minent towards the eye, round which they 

form obtuse plaits. Eye closed, set moderatelv 

deep in a small cavity. Stalk very short, 

thick, inserted in a ver3' shallow, e’\ en hollow. 

Skin smooth, greenish white, often with faint 

reddish streaks next the sun, covered with a 

very slight white bloom. Flesh snow white, 

very transparent, crisp, tender, juicy, and of a 

pleasant flavour. 

A dessert apple ripening in August or the 

beginning of September, but soon decaying. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, hardy, and 

a good bearer. 

58. White Juneating—syn. Joanneting, 

Juneating, Owen’s Golden Beauty, Primiting 

in Kent and Sussex. — Shoots moderatelv 

strong, brown, with a chestnut tinge whei'e 

well exposed, sprinkled with a few light brown 

dots, rather downy. Leaves middle - sized, 

roundish oval, acuminate, not deeply serrated. 

Petioles about 1 inch in length. Fruit small, 

roundish, slightly depressed. Eye small, closed, 

set in a very shallow, slightly plaited cavity. 

Stalk short, slender, not deeply inserted. Skin 

smooth, pale yellow, sometimes tinged with 

orange or pale red next the sun. Flesh white, 

crisp, and sweet, with a brisk and very plea¬ 

sant juice. 

A handsome and very good early dessert 

apple, ripening in the end of July and begin¬ 

ning of August, but not keeping good for more 

than a week. 

The tree is of rather dwarf habit, and a very 

abundant bearer. 

59. WoRMSLEY Pippin—syn. Knight’s Cod- 

lin.—Shoots very strong, of a dark brown 

colour, covered with a silvery epidermis, 

strewed with small, roundish, pale gray spots, 

67 
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slightly downy. Leaves large, ovate, cordate 

at the base, acuminate, sharply and doubly 

serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in length. 

Flowers middle-sized. Petals oval, somewhat 

cordate at the base. Fruit rather large, round¬ 

ish, obtusely angular on the sides. Eye large, 

open, set in a narrow, deep, irregularly formed 

cavity. Stalk short, deeply inserted. Skin 

pale greenisli yellow, tinged with orange or 

brown next the sun, strewed with numerous 

small bro\vnish dots. Flesh white, tender, 

melting, and sugary, with a brisk, high-flav¬ 

oured, refreshing juice. 

A most excellent dessert apple, and of great 

merit for kitchen use, requiring but little 

sweetening. It is in use during September, 

October, and November. 

The tree is vigorous, attaining a large size, 

very hardy, and a great bearer. 

This variety was raised by the late T. A. 

Knight, Esq., and communicated by him to the 

Horticultural Society, in 1811. It takes its 

name from Wormsley Grange, in Hereford¬ 

shire, where he at one time resided. 

II.-KITCHEN APPLES. 

60. Alexander — syn. Aporta, Emperor 

Alexander, Russian Emperor, Kaiser Alex¬ 

ander von Pussland.—Shoots strong, brownish 

violet, sprinkled with small, oval, or linear 

specks, slightly downy. Leaves large, thin, 

roundish oval, acuminate, coarsely seri'ated. 

Petioles of medium length and strength. Fruit 

very large, shortly conical, with a regular out¬ 

line. Eye large, deeply sunk in an evenly 

formed cavity. Stalk about 1 inch in length, 

slender, deeply inserted. Skin smooth, yel¬ 

low, with a few broken streaks of red on the 

shaded side, of a deeper yellow^ and streaked 

with bright red next the sun, the whole sur¬ 

face covered with a fine bloom. Flesh yellow¬ 

ish, soft, sweet, not very juicy, of an agreeable 

though not high flavour. 

A large but light kitchen a})ple of a veiy 

beautiful appearance j in season from Septem¬ 

ber to December. 

,The tree is vigorous and a good bearer. It 

should be planted so as to be well exposed to 

the light, in order that the fruit may acquire 

its proper colour. 

The variety is of Russian origin, and was 

introduced into this country, in 1817, by Mr. 

Lee of Hammersmith; but it is supposed to 

have been brought to Twickenham some years 

previously. 

61. Alfriston—syn. Lord Gwyder’s New¬ 

town Pippin, Oldaker’sNew, Shepherd’s Pippin, 

Shepherd’s Seedling, Baltimore and Newtown 

Pippin of some.—Shoots strong, chestnut red, 

much spotted with pale brown, slightly downy. 

Leaves ovate or oblong, with a long tapering 

apex, regularly serrated. Petioles rather long. 

Fruit very large, roundish, with obtuse angles 

on the sides. Eye nearly closed, rather deeply 

set in a moderately large and tolerably even 

cavity. Stalk short, thick, deeply inserted. 

Skin greenish, veined with russet next the 

sun, slightly mottled with grayish white where 

shaded. Elesh yellowish white, crisp, and very 

juicy. 
An excellent kitchen apple; in season from 

November till April. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and a good 

bearer. 
62. Beauty of Kent—syn. Kentish Pippin 

of some.—Shoots strong, olive brown, mode¬ 

rately sprinkled with pale gray specks, slightly 

downy. Leaves large, broad oval or ovate, 

acuminate, coarsely and irregularly serrated. 

Petioles of medium length. Fruit large, some¬ 

what conical, flattened at the base, and slightly 

so at the apex. Eye small, closed, set in a 

narrow, angular cavity. Stalk shoi't, inserted 

in a large hollow. Skin on the shaded side 

greenish yellow, with numerous pale spots, 

next the sun mostly covered with broken 

streaks and blotches of red. Elesh yellowish 

white, tender, juicy, and sub-acid. 

A very good kitchen apple; in season from 

October to Eebruary. 
The tree is hardy, vigorous, and a good 

bearer; but, according to Mr. Hogg, always 

subject to canker when grown on the Para¬ 

dise stock, and in moist and heavy soils. 

63. Bedfordshire Eoundling—syn. Cam¬ 

bridge Pippin.—Shoots remarkably vigorous, 

chestnut-coloured with a violet hue, partially 

covered with a silvery epidermis, and marked 

with a considerable number of pale brown 

spots, moderately downy. Leaves very large, 

broad oval, acuminate, doubly and very sharply 

serrated. Petioles nearly 1 inch in length. 

Fruit very large, roundish, broadest at the 

base, obtusely angular on the sides, the angles 

prominent, and forming plaits round the eye. 

Eye large, open, inserted in a broad, rather 

deep hollow. Stalk short, inserted in a rather 

large, even cavity. Skin greenish yellow on 

the shaded side, slightly tinged Nvith orange 

and thinly speckled with slight russet next 
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the sun. Flesh yellowish white, tender, and 

juicy, with a pleasant sub-acid flavour. 

A very large, handsome, and excellent kit¬ 

chen apple; in use from November to March. 

The tree is a very strong grower, and a good 

bearer after it has attained a considerable size. 

64. Burr Knot—syn. Biut Apple.—Shoots 

.slender, light chestnut, marked with very few 

gray dots, but mostly covered with thick grav 

pubescence. Leaves small, ovate, somewhat 

cordate at the base, slightly acuminate, with 

obtuse, moderately deep serratures. Fruit 

middle-sized, shortly conical. Eye large, nearly 

closed, rather deeply placed. Stalk shoi't, 

inserted in a wide cavity. Skin smooth, yel¬ 

low, brownish yellow next the sun. Flesh 

white and tender, with a sub-acid flavour. 

A very good kitchen apple; in season from 

October to January. 

Tlie tree is of iipright growth, rather dwarf 

in habit, and a moderate bearer. Numerous 

excrescences, like callosities of cellular tissue, 

form upon the branches, and if covered with 

earth, they readily strike root. 

65. Carlisle Codlin.—Shoots moderately 

strong, brownish violet, sprinkled with a few 

roundish, gi-ay dots, slightly downy. Leaves 

rather large, cordate, acuminate, rather sharply 

but not deeply serrated. Petioles about 1 inch 

in length. Fruit nearly of the medium size, 

ovate, or conical. Eye closed, set in a small, 

plaited cavity. Stalk slender, upwards of 1 inch 

in length, inserted in a small, narrow cavity. 

Skin pale greenish yellow. Flesh white, tender, 

with a brisk sub-acid juice. 

An excellent kitchen apple; be.st from Au¬ 

gust to October, but continuing good till De¬ 

cember. It may be used at a very early stage 

of its growth, and is then a veiy good sauce 

apple. 

The tree is of medium size, hardy, and a 

good bearer. 

66. Dumelow’s Seedling — syn. Dume- 

low’s Crab, Duke of Wellington’s, Normanton 

Wonder, Wellington.—Shoots vigorous, dark 

brown, very thickly set with whitish dots, 

slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, round¬ 

ish oblong, acuminate, irregidarly serrated. 

Petioles about 1 inch in length. Fruit large, 

roundish, flattened at each end. Eye lai’ge, 

open, rather deeply inserted in an irregular 

hollow. Stalk short, placed in a small cavity. 

Skin smooth, pale yellow on the shaded side, 

tinged with a blush of light red next the sun, 

and when much exposed, bright red on that 

side. Flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, with 

an abundance of brisk, acid juice. 

One of the best long-keeping kitchen apjiles; 

in season from November to March, and not 

apt to shrivel or lose its briskness. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and an abun¬ 

dant bearer. 

The variety was raised by a fainuer called 

Dummeller, of Shackerstone, near Ashby-de-la- 

Zouch; and was first brought into notice by 

Mr. Williams, nurseryman, of Turnham Green, 

who, in 1820, exhibited the fruit to the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society, under the name of the Wel¬ 

lington Apple, the designation hy which it is 

still best known in Covent Garden. 

67. Dutch Codlin—syn. Chalmers’ Large. 

—Shoots very strong, brownish chestnut, with 

a tinge of violet, partially covered with a sil¬ 

very epidermis, and sprinkled near the base 

\vith a few pale dots, moderately downy. 

Leaves very large, broad ovate or somewhat 

cordate, slightly acuminate, doubly and sharply 

serrated. Petioles short. Fruit verv lame, 

roundish oblong, obtusely angular on the sides. 

Eye small, deeply sunk in an angular cavity. 

Stalk short, thick, inserted in a rather wide, 

irregular cavity. Skin smooth, yellowish green, 

with a bright brown tinge next the sun, when 

well exposed. Flesh white and tender, with 

a pleasant sub-acid juice. Core large and open. 

An excellent kitchen apple; in season in 

August and September. 

The tree is vigorous; and although the fruit 

is rather thinly set, yet, owing to its large 

size, the crop is often heavy. 

68. Gloria Mundi—syn. American Gloria 

Mundi, Glazenwood Gloria Mundi, New York 

Gloria Mundi, American Mammoth, Joseph¬ 

ine, Ox Apple, Baltimore of some.—Shoots 

long, vigorous, erect, of a bright reddish chest¬ 

nut colour, thickly sprinkled with very small 

pale yellowish brown dots, very slightly downy. 

Leaves large, concave, roundish oval, acumi¬ 

nate, slightly serrated. Petioles about 1 inch 

in length. Fruit very large, roundish or 

roundish oblong, somewhat flattened at both 

ends, obtusely angular on the sides. Eye large, 

open, set in a wide, rather deep, slightly plaited 

basin. Stalk short, thick, deeply inserted. 

Skin smooth, greenish yellow, tinged with red 

next the sun, and having numerous small 

whitish spots appearing as if beneath it. Flesh 

white and firm, with a rich, brisk, acid juice. 

A very good kitchen apple; in season from 

November to January, and not apt to shrivel. 
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The tree ib vigorous, a moderate bearer, 

and deserving of cultivation, especially where 

fruit of a very large size is desired. 

69. Golden Noble.—Shoots vigorous, of a 

chestnut colour towards the extremities, olive 

brown near the base, moderately sprinkled 

with white spots, slightly downy. Leaves large, 

ovate, tapering to the point, doubly crenated. 

Petioles about 1 inch in length. Fruit large, 

roundish, very regularly formed. Eye small, 

closed, shallow. Stalk short, inserted in an 

evenly rounded hollow, and sometimes having 

a fleshy projection on one side, connecting it 

with the fruit. Skin of a fine golden yellow, 

with sometimes a few patches of thin russet. 

Flesh yellowish, with a pleasant acid. 

A first-rate kitchen apple, in season from 

October till February. According to Lindley, 

it bakes of a fine clear amber colour, and is 

then perfectly melting, with a rich acidity. 

The tree is vigorous, an excellent bearer, 

and highly deserving of cultivation. 

70. Geavenstein — syn. Grafensteiner, 

Grave Slije, Sabine of the Flemings.—Shoots 

strong, spreading, dark purplish red, sprinkled 

with a few whitish dots, moderately downy. 

Leaves rather large, broad ovate, acuminate, 

serrated or acutely crenated. Petioles mode¬ 

rately long, strong. Flowers very large. Pe¬ 

tals roundish ovate, much imbricated. Fruit 

rather large, roundish, broadest at the base, 

generally somewhat flattened, angular on the 

sides, the angles forming large plaits surround¬ 

ing the eye. Eye large, open, deeply inserted. 

Stalk short and rather thick, placed in a deep, 

rather wide cavity. Skin smooth, yellowish 

green or pale yellow on the shaded side, 

streaked and mottled with various shades of 

pale red and crimson next the sun. Flesh 

yellowish when the fruit is fully ripe, semi¬ 

transparent, crisp, tender, and very rich, 

abounding with a highly sugared juice, whicli, 

in warm seasons, is almost like a syrup. 

Excellent for kitchen use, and particularly 

valuable as a sauce apple. It is also service¬ 

able for the dessert. It is in season from Oc¬ 

tober to December. 

The tree is tolerably hardy, and a good 

bearer, but it requires a good warm soil, not 

too dry, and a warm season and situation, 

otherwise the fruit does not come to full per¬ 

fection. 

71. Green Apple.—Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish, somewhat flattened at both ends, 

and having a very regular outline. Eye small. 

close, set in a small cavity, and surrounded 

with knobby plaits. Stalk very short, inserted 

in a shallow, evenly rounded cavity. Skin 

green, marked with some rusty spots next the 

sun. Flesh greenish yellow, firm, moderately 

jiiicy, with a brisk acidity. 

A good kitchen apple, valuable for its long 

and sound keeping, fit for use from January 

till June. 

The tree is an excellent bearer, hardy, and 

well adapted for noi'thern climates. 

72. Hawthoenden—syn. Hawthorndean, 

Red Hawthornden, White Hawthornden.— 

Shoots strong, of a light chestniit colour, 

sprinkled with white spots, rather downy. 

Leaves large, oval or roundish oblong, acumi¬ 

nate, regularly serrated. Petioles long. Flowers 

middle-sized. Petals roundish ovate, of a 

bright rose colom\ Fruit in general large, 

sometimes very large, roundish, flattened at 

both ends, with sometimes a broad prominent 

rib extending from the base to the apex. Eye 

small, closed, rather deeply set in an irregular 

basin. Stalk very short, thick, frequently 

thickened at its insertion, which is in a deep 

but wide-spreading cavity. Skin smooth, 

pale greenish yellow, tinged with brignt red 

next the sun when well exposed. Flesh white, 

firm, and crisp, with an abundance of acid 

juice. 
A most excellent apple for culinary pur¬ 

poses; in use from October till the end of 

December. 

The tree is very hardy, vigorous, and an 

early and most abundant bearer. 

73. Kentish Codlin.—Shoots moderately 

strong, erect, of a dull chestnut brown, with 

scarcely any dots, rather downy at the extre¬ 

mities. Leaves rather large, broad oval, acu¬ 

minate, sharply serrated. Petioles rather long. 

Fruit large, conical. Eye close, placed mode¬ 

rately deep in a plaited cavity. Stalk very 

short, deeply inserted. Skin smooth, greenish 

yellow. Flesh white, tender, juicy, sub-acid. 

A good kitchen apple, in season in August 

and September. 

The tree is a good bearer. 

74. Kentish Fill-basket—syn. Lady de 

Grey’s, Potter’s Large, Kentish Pippin of some. 

—Shoots vigorous, chestnut-coloured, tinged 

with violet, profusely spotted, slightly downy. 

Ijeaves very large, broad oval, somewhat cor¬ 

date, acuminate, doubly, rather sharply, but 

not deeply serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in 

length. Fruit large, roundish, somewhat irregu- 
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larly shaped, obtusely angular on the sides. Eye 

large, closed, rather deeply placed, surrounded 

by plaits. Stalk very short and thick, placed 

in a wide cavity. Skin smooth, yellowish 

green on the shaded side, tinged with reddish 

brown, and marked with rusty spots next the 

sun. Flesh pale yellowish green, firm, and 

tender, with a brisk, sub-acid juice. 

An excellent kitchen apple; in season during 

November, December, and January. 

The tree is vigorous, and a good bearer. 

Its leaves are remarkably large. 

75. Keswick Codlin.—Shoots long and 
^ o 

vigorous, light brown near the base, tinged 

with violet, towards the extremities sprinkled 

with numerous gray dots, moderately downy. 

Leaves middle-sized, oval, acuminate, finely 

serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in length. 

Fruit large, conical, obtusely angular on the 

sides, the angles very prominent towards the 

apex. Eye nearly closed, deeply sunk in an 

angular cavity. Stalk short, thick, obliquely 

inserted in a deep cavity. Skin greenish yel¬ 

low on the shaded side, of a brighter yellow 

next the sun, sprinkled with numerous, small, 

dark green spots. Flesh yellowish white, and 

crisp, with an abundance of brisk, rather acid 

juice. 

A very good kitchen apple, valuable on 

account of its earliness. It may be used in a 

young state as early as the middle of July, but 

only in perfection in August and September. 

The tree is hardy, and beara abundantly, 

and at an early age. 

76. London Pippin—syn. Five-crown Pip¬ 

pin, Five-crowned Pippin, New London Pip¬ 

pin, White Pippin of York.—Shoots moderately 

strong, of a dull chestnut colour, thinly sprinkled 

with pale gray spots, very downy. Leaves 

middle-sized, roundish oblong, somewhat acu¬ 

minate, obtusely crenated. Petioles short. 

Fruit middle-sized or rather large, roundish, 

somewhat dejiressed, broadest at the base, with 

several ribs, the five principal becoming more 

prominent as they approach the eye, where 

they terminate in an equal number of ridges. 

Eye large, open, inserted in a shallow cavity. 

Stalk moderately long, rather slender, deeply 

inserted. Skin smooth, shining, deep brown¬ 

ish red next the sun, gradually fading away 

towards the shaded side, which is of a fine 

pale lemon colour when the fruit is perfectly 

ripened. Flesh yellowish white, firm, crisp, 

with an abundance of brisk juice. 

An excellent kitchen apple, which keeps 

well and does not shrivel. It is in use from 

November till April, and, when mellowed by 

keeping, may also be eaten at the dessert. 

The tree IS a moderate bearer, somewhat 

inclined to canker in some soils. The Newtown 

Pippin, grown under favourable circumstances 

in this country, bears more resemblance to this 

fi'uit than to any other. 

il. Manks Codlin—syn. Frith Pitcher, 

Irish Codlin, Irish Pitcher, Eve Apple of 

Scotland.—Shoots of medium length, chestnut- 

coloured, tinged with violet, thickly covered 

with down towards the extremities, where 

there ai-e scarcely any dots, and but few near 

the base. Leaves middle-sized or rather laro^e. 

oval, somewhat cordate and acuminate, doubly, 

rather sharply, but not deeply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles scarcely 1 inch in length. Fruit middle- 

sized, conical. Eye small, deeply set in a small 

qilaited cavity. Stalk rather short, in general 

obliquely inserted, the base of the fruit pro¬ 

jecting on one side. Skin glossy, of a fine 

pale yello-w, set with numerous, small, greenish 

white spot.s, with a fine clear blush of red 

next the sun. Flesh white and firm, with a 

brisk and pleasant sub-acid juice. 

An excellent kitchen apple; in season from 

the beginning of August to October or later. 

The tree is hardy, and a good bearer. 

7 8. Mere de Menage—syn. Haus Mutter- 

chen, Eiesenapfel, German Spa.—Shoots vigor¬ 

ous, olive brown near the base, brownish violet 

towards the extremities, sprinkled with small 

round gray dots, and rather downy. Leaves 

large, roundish, cordate at the base, shortly 

and abruptly acuminate, entire at the base, 

slightly serrated elsewhere. Petioles short 

and thick. Fruit very large, irregularly 

round. Eye very large, open, with the seg¬ 

ments of the calyx converging. Stalk very 

short, inserted in a wide cavity. Skin, for 

the most part, deep dark red, greenish brown, 

faintly tinged with red where shaded, the 

whole covered with a fine bloom like that of 

a plum. Flesh greenish white, and very firm, 

with a refreshing, sub-acid juice. 

A first-rate kitchen apple; in use through¬ 

out the winter and spring. 

The tree is a very free grower and a gi’eat 

bearer. 

79. Monstrous Leadington—syn. Green 

Codlin.—Shoots very vigorous, dull brown, 

very downy. Leaves broad oval, acuminate, 

coarsely serrated. Petioles of medium length, 

strong. Fruit very large, oblong, flattened, 
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and nearly of equal width at both ends, libbed 

on the sides. Eye very large, deeply set in a 

moderately wide, deep cavity, the sides of 

which are plaited. Stalk short, thick, not 

deeply inserted. Skin smooth, green, tinged 

with brownish red next the sun, slightly mot¬ 

tled with white near the base. Flesh green¬ 

ish white, soft, and rich, with a brisk, acid 

j nice. 
An excellent kitchen apple 3 in use from 

October to January. 

The tree is hardy, and a tolerably good 

bearer. 
80. Nelson Codlin — syn. Nelson Apple, 

Backhouse’s Lord Nelson.—Shoots long, rather 

slender, chestnut brown, marked with a few 

small spots, rather downy. Leaves middle- 

sized, oval, somewhat cordate at the base, acu¬ 

minate, doubly, sharply, but not deeply serrated. 

Petioles slender, upwards of 1 inch in length. 

Fruit large, conical or oblong, slightly angular 

on the sides. Eye small, closed, deeply placed 

in a confined, plaited basin. Stalk very short, 

slender, deeply inserted in an angular cavity, 

beyond the mouth of which it does not pro¬ 

trude. Skin greenish yellow, sprinkled with 

green specks on the shaded side, deep brownish 

yellow next the sun. Flesh yellowish, soft, 

sweet, and juicy, with a pleasant, slightly aro¬ 

matic flavour. 
An excellent kitchen apple, which is also 

useful for the dessert; in season from Septem¬ 

ber to January. 

The tree is hardy, a most abundant bearer, 

and suitable for northern climates. 

81. Nonesuch. — Shoots tolerably strong, 

dark chestnut, sprinkled with a few small 

spots, moderately downy. Leaves middle-sized, 

oblong, somewhat cordate at the base, acumi- 

nate, slightly serrated. Petioles short. Fruit 

middle-sized, oblate, with a regular outline. 

Eye large, neai-ly closed, placed in a shallow, 

even depression. Stalk short, slender, in a 

medium-sized, evenly rounded cavity. Skin 

smooth, pale green on the shaded side, yellow 

next the sun, marked all over with broken 

streaks of red. Flesh white, soft, with an 

abundance of pleasant, sharp juice. 

An excellent kitchen apple, which, from 

falling well in cooking, is much esteemed for 

sauce. It is also well adapted for making 

apple jelly. In season during September and 

October. 

The tree is an abundant bearer, producing 

fruit at an earl}' age; but, when old, apt to 

canker in some soils. It should, nevertheless, 

be in every collection that is not too limited. 

82. Norfolk Beaufin—syn. Norfolk Bee- 

fin, Norfolk Beefing, Catshead Beaufin, Bead’s 

Baker.—Shoots moderately vigorous, chestnut- 

coloured, moderately sprinkled with yellowish 

brown dots, rather downy. Leaves large, 

roundish oval, somewhat cordate at the base, 

acuminate, flat or convex, sharply serrated. 

Petioles about Troths of an inch in length. 

Fruit middle-sized, oblate, obtusely angular 

on the sides. Eye large, open, placed in a 

rather deep, plaited cavity. Stalk short, 

deeply inserted. Skin dull dark red next the 

sun, changing to a pale copper colour towards 

the shaded side, where the ground colour of 

green breaks through in places. Flesh green¬ 

ish white, very firm, rather dry, acid, and 

somewhat astringent. 

A good kitchen apple; in season from Janu¬ 

ary to June, and considered superior to every 

other for drying. When dried and flattened 

it constitutes the heejins of the shops. 

The tree is a good bearer, but requires a 

good warm soil, otherwise it is apt to canker. 

83. Northern Greening — syn. Walmer 

Court, John Apple of some.—Shoots long and 

vigorous, of a dark chestnut colour, sprinkled 

with very numerous whitish dots, moderately 

downy. Leaves large, oval, somewhat acumi¬ 

nate, sharply serrated. Petioles of medium 

length. Fruit middle-sized or rather large, 

oval or ovate, with a regular outline. Eye 

small, closed, set in a small, shallow basin, and 

surrounded by some small, knobby plaits. 

Stalk short, frequently inserted obliquely, the 

base of the fruit forming a projecting curve 

on one side. Skin very smooth, green where 

shaded, becoming yellowish green by keeping, 

tinged with brownish red next the sun. Flesh 

greenish white, crisp, and very juicy, with a 

sharp, brisk flavour. 

An excellent, sound-keeping kitchen apple; 

in season from November till April. It is 

one of those apples that are not apt to shrivel. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and a good 

bearer. Its shoots are marked with a greater < 

number of spots than those of any other apple. 

84. Beinette Blanche d’Espagne — syn. 

Beinette d’Espagne, Camuesar, Fall Pippin, i 

Cobbett’s Fall Pippin, Large Fall Pippin, 

White Spanish Beinette.—Shoots long, of a 1 

dark chestnut colour, tinged with violet, and i 
thinly strewed with whitish spots, moderately ^ 

downy. Petioles long and strong. Fruit of !■ 
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the largest size, roundish oblong, flattened at 

both ends, slightly angular on the sides. Eye 

large, open, very deejily sunk in a wide angu¬ 

lar cavity. Stalk generally short, moderately 

thick, set in a narrow, evenly formed hollow. 

Skin smooth, yellowish green on the shaded 

side, brownish red next the sun, the whole 

sprinkled with small, blackish dots. Flesh 

yellowish white, tender, juicy, rich, and sweet, 

with an agreeable acidity. 

An excellent kitchen apple, which is also 

very good for the dessert; in season from No¬ 

vember to March. 

The tree is subject to canker in this coun¬ 

try, and therefore should not be planted in 

orchards; but, on account of the extraordin¬ 

ary size of the fruit, one or more trees of it 

may be grown as dwarfs. 

85. Bound 'Winter Nonesuch. — Shoots 

strong, olive brown, with few spots, very 

downy. Leaves large, concave, reflexed, cor¬ 

date, acuminate, irregularly serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles remarkably short, about Troths of an inch 

in length. Fruit large, roundish. Eye small, 

not deeply sunk. Stalk short, thick, not 

deeply inserted. Skin yellowish green where 

shaded, streaked with shades of dull and deejj 

red on the side next the sun. Elesh white, 

firm, juicy, and rather acid. 

A good kitchen apple; in season from No¬ 

vember to March. 

The tree is vigorous and a great bearer. 

86. Eoyal Eusset — syn. Leathercoat, 

Passe-pomme du Canada, Eeinette du Canada 

Grise, Eeinette du Canada Platte. — Shoots 

strong, spreading, of a reddish chesnut colour, 

thinly strewed with light brown dots, very 

downy. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, 

obtusely serrated. Petioles short and thick. 

Flowers large, forming dense umbels. Petals 

broad, roundish, cordate at the base. Fruit 

large, obtusely conical, flattened at the base, 

obtusely angular on the sides. Eye closed, 

placed in a narrow, rather deep cavity, the 

sides of which are jdaited. Stalk very short, 

thick, inserted in a wide, deep hollow. Skin 

covered with russet, Avhich is brown on the 

shaded side, reddish next the sun; the whole 

sui'face strewed with small whitish and pale 

bi'own spots. Flesh greenish white, tinged 

with yellow, firm at first, but apt to become 

elastic, with a brisk, somewhat aromatic, acid 

juice. 

An excellent, long-keeping kitchen apple; 

in use from November till May or June. It 

should be preserved in dry clean sand, other¬ 

wise it is apt, like all the russets, to become 
tough. 

The tree bears abundantly, but, as Mr. 

Eonalds observes in his Pyrus Malus Brent- 

Jordiensis, it is apt to canker if not in loamy 

rich soil. It, however, deserves attention; 

for many prefer russets for kitchen use, and 

this in particular, on account of the large size 

of the fruit. The size of the flowers is a 

character by which this variety may be readily 

distinguished fi-om other russets. 

87. Eymer syn. Caldwell, Green Cossings, 

Newbold’s Admiral Duncan, Newbold’s Duke 

of York.—Shoots strong, short-jointed, of a 

chestnut colour tinged with violet, sprinkled 

with numerous gray specks, rather downy. 

Leaves large, thick, roundish oval, acuminate, 

doubly but not very deeply serrated. Petioles 

scarcely 1 inch in length. Fruit large, round¬ 

ish, broad at the toji. Eye very large, open, 

placed in a wide, deep hollow. Stalk very 

short, scarcely, if at all, sunk at its insertion. 

Skin smooth, clear pale green where shaded, 

tinged with brownish red, and streaked with 

brighter red next the sun; the base marked 

with pearly specks appearing as if in or be¬ 

neath the skin. Elesh greenish white, firm, 

and acid. 

A good kitchen apple, not apt to shrivel; in 

use from December till April, and even then 

retaining its briskness. 

The tree is vigorous and an extraordinary 
bearer. 

88. Striped Beaufin—syn. Striped Beefing. 

—Shoots moderately strong, of a dark chest¬ 

nut colour, rather downy. Leaves large, oval, 

somewhat cordate at the base, doubly serrated. 

Petioles of medium length. Fruit very large, 

roundish, flattened a little at both ends, and 

having a tolerably regidar outline. Eye large, 

open, set in a wide, deep, angular cavity. 

Stalk short, deeply inserted. Skin bright green, 

marked nearly all round with broken streaks 

of red. Elesh yellowish white, firm, with a 

brisk, agreeably acid juice. 

A valuable kitchen apjile; in season from 

October till May. 

The tree is very hardy, and a good bearer. 

The variety was first brought into notice 

by Mr. George Lindley, who, in 1794, found 

it growing in a garden at Lakenham, near 

Norwich; but its extensive distribution is due 

to Mr. Hogg. 

89. Sweeny Nonpareil. — Shoots erect, 
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rather slender, of a dark chestnut colour, 

strewed with numerous small, obscure dots, 

slightly downy. Leaves small, oval, rather 

sharply but not deeply serrated. Petioles 

slender, 1 inch or more in length. Fruit rather 

above the middle size, roundish, broadest at 

the base. Eye small, partially closed, set in a 

narrow, shallow cavity. Stalk short, rather 

.slender, not deeply inserted. Skin of a deep 

green, always thickly set with patches of russet, 

and sometimes almost entirely covered with 

brown russet, occasionally tinged with red next 

the sun. Plesh greenish and tolerably firm, 

with an abundance of brisk, acid juice. 

An excellent kitchen aj^ple; and, late in the 

season, with those who prefer a sharp apple, it 

is considered tolerably good for the dessert, 

but otherwise it is too acid for that purpose. 

It is in season from December to April or 

May for kitchen use; but for dessei-t from 

February till May. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, healthy, 

and a very abundant bearer. 

The variety was raised, in 1807, by Thomas 

Parker, Esq., of Sweeny, in Shropshire. 

90. Tower of Glammis — syn. Glammis 

Castle, Late Oarse of Gowrie, Gowrie.—Shoots 

vigorous, light brown, sjiotted with white, 

moderately downy. Leaves large, ro^indish, 

cordate at the base, acuminate, acutely cre- 

nated. Petioles very short. Fruit large, coni¬ 

cal, and having four prominent angles extend¬ 

ing from the base to the apex, where they 

form large plaits surrounding the eye. Eye 

large, closed, deeply sunk. Stalk short, thick, 

inserted in a deep cavity. Skin greenish yel¬ 

low on the shaded side; yellowish brown, with 

sometimes a tinge of red next the sun. Flesh 

white, solid, and crisp, with an abundance of 

brisk juice. 

A large heavy kitchen apple of first-rate 

excellence; in season from November till Feb¬ 

ruary. 

The ti’ee is hardy, vigorous, and a good 

bearer. It is much cultivated in the Carse 

of Gowrie and other parts of Scotland, for 

which climate it is well adapted; and it also 

succeeds well in the southern parts of the 

kincdom. It therefore deserves to be recoin- 

mended for general cultivation. 

91. Waltham Abbey Seedling.—Shoots 

not very strong, chestnut-coloured, with few 

spots, slightly downy. Leaves small, ovate, 

tapering to the point, finely serrated. Petioles 

about 1 inch in length. Fruit large, roundish. 

Eye small, partially open, set in a small, some¬ 

what contracted hollow. Stalk short, inserted 

in a small, moderately deep cavity, the sides 

of which are lined with russet. Skin pale 

yellow, thickly strewed with small pale dots, 

and partially sprinkled and mottled with rus¬ 

set. Flesh yellowish, soft, sweet, moderately 

juicy, and of an agreeable flavour. 

An excellent kitchen apple, requiring but 

little sugar, and particidarly good for baking; 

in season from September to January. 

The tree is vigorous, attains a large size, 

and is a good bearer. 

92. Winter Greening—syn. Claremont 

Pippin, Easter Pippin, French Crab, Ironstone 

Pippin, Young’s Long-keejiing, Ironside in 

Gloucestershire.—Shoots long and strong, of 

a deep chestnut colour, sjirinkled with very 

small dots, moderately downy. Leaves middle- 

sized, oval, concave, cordate at the base, acu¬ 

minate, coarsely serrated. Petioles from six 

to nine-tenths of an inch in length. Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish. Eye small, closed, 

scarcely sunk, surrounded by small knobs and 

plaits. Stalk short, placed in a shallow, 

rounded cavity. Skin smooth, deep green, 

changing to greenish yellow on long keeping, 

tinged with dull red next the sun; the whole 

sprinkled with small dark spots, and occasion¬ 

ally with some rust-coloured specks. Flesh 

greenish, very firm, with a brisk, pleasant, 

acid juice. 

A very good kitchen apple, useful also late 

in the season for the dessert, and valuable for 

its long keeping, frequently remaining sound 

for more than a year. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and a good 

bearer. 
93. Yorkshire Greening—syn. Coates’. 

Yorkshire Goose-sauce, Seek-no-further of I 

some.—Shoots strong, dark violet, tinged with ; 

olive where shaded, sprinkled with a few spots, 

moderately downy. Ljeaves rather large, round- , 

ish oval, tapering abruptly to a long point, 

doubly serrated. Petioles scarcely 1 inch in j 

length, with remarkably large stipules. Fruit 

large, oblate, somewhat angular on the sides. | 

Eye large, closed, set in a shallow cavity, the 

sides of which have projections formed by the i 

terminations of the ribs. Stalk very short, ; 

thick, woolly, placed in a wide, shallow cavity, 

the sides of which are usually russeted. Skin 

dark green, obscurely streaked with red, inter¬ 

spersed with broken streaks and small patches 

of bright red next the sun. Flesh greenish 
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white, firm and crisp, with an abundance of 

brisk, acid juice. 

A fii-st-rate apple for kitchen use, and es¬ 

teemed by cooks as an excellent sauce a2')ple. 

It is in season from October till February. 

The tree is of a spreading habit, hardy, 

and a great bearer. 

The following tables exhibit, in a compre¬ 

hensive form, the periods during which the 

varieties described generally continue in use, 

and will afford considerable facilities in making 

selections of sorts to ripen in succession, or at 

any particular period. The asterisks indicate 

the months in which the fruit is in use. 

Taile exhibiting the Months in viiiieh the Dessert Apples previously described are generally in use. 

Name. I July. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 
Autumn Pearmain,. 
Barcelona Pearmain,. 
Baxter’s Pearmain,. 
Beachamwell,. 
Blenlieim Pippin,. 
Boston Russet,. 
Braddick’s Nonpareil,. 
Briekley Seedling,. 
Cambusnethan Pippin,. 
Cbaygate Pearmain,. 
Cockle Pippin,. 
Coe’s Golden Drop,. 
Cornish Aromatic. 
Cornish Gilliflower. 
Court of Wick,. 
Court-pendd Plat,. 
Devonshire Quarrenden,. 
Dutch Mignonne,... 
Early Harvest,. 
Early Nonpareil. 
Early Red Margaret. 
Feam’s Pippin,. 
Golden Harvey,. 
Golden Pippin. 
Golden Reinette,. 
Herfordshire Pearmain,. 
Hubbard’s Pearmain. 
Hughes’ Golden Pippin, . 
Irish Peach Apple,. 
Kerry Pippin,. 
King of the Pippins,. 
Lamb Abbey Pearmain,. 
Margil,. 
New Rock Pippin. 
Newtown Pippin,. 
Old Nonpareil,. 
Ord’s Apple,. 
Oslin,. 
Pearson’s Plate,. 
Pitmaston Golden Harvey,. 
Pitmaston Golden Pippin,. 
Pitmaston Nonpareil. 
Pitmaston Pine Apple.,. 
Red Astrachan. 
Reinette du Canada,. 
Reinette de Laak,. 
Ribston Pippin,. 
Sara Young,. 
Scarlet Crofton,. 
Scarlet Nonpareil,. 
Scarlet Pearmain,. 
Sturmer Pippin,. 
Summer Golden Pippin,. 
Summer Thorle,. 
Syke House Russet,. 
White Astraehan,. 
White Juneating,.. 
Wormsley Pippin,. 

Aug. Sept Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb, March April. May. June. 

... ... * * * ... ... 
... * ... ... 
... * * * ... 
... * * •ft ft ... 
... ... * ft ft ... 

* * ft ... ... ... 
... ... ft ft ft ... 
... ... ... * ft ft ft ... 

... * ft ft ft ... ... 
... ... * * * * ... ... 
... ... * * * ft ft ... ... ... 
... ... ... ft ft ft 

... ... * ft ft ft ft 

... * * * * ... ... ... 
... ... ... * * ft ft ft ft 
... ... * * * * ft ft ... ... 

... ■A ft ft ft 
... ... ... ... 

... * * ft ft ft ... 

* ... ... ... ... ... 

* * * ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... ... * ft ... ... ... 

... ... ... * * ft ft ft ft 

... ... ... * * * ft ft ft ... 

* * * ... •• ... 
... ... ... * * * ft ft ... ... 
... ... •* * ft ft ft ... 

... ... * * ft ... ... ... 

* * ... ... ... ... ... ... 

* * ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... * * * * ... ... ... 

... ... * ft ft ft ... 
... * ft ... 

... ... ... * ft ft ft ft 

... ... ... ... ft ft ft ft ... 

... ... * ft ft ft ft 

... ... ... ... * ft ft ft ft 
* * ... ... ... ... ... 

... ... ... * * ft ft ... • • 
... ... ... ... * ft ft ft ft ... 
... ... •* * ft ... ... ... 

... ... * ft ... ... 
... ... ft 

* ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... ... * * * ft ... 

* ... ... ... ... 

... * * * ft * 
... * * * ft ... 

... ... * * ... ... 

... ... -ft ft >K 

... * * * * * ... ... ... 

... ... ft ft ft * 

* ... ... ... ... ... 

* ... ... ... 

* ... ... ... 

* * ... ... ... ... 

* ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

♦ ♦ ... ... ... ... ... 
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Table exhibiting the Months in which the Kitchen Apples previously described are generally in use. 

Name. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov, Dec. Jan. Feb. March j April. May. June. 

Alexander,. !k * ■it * ... ... ... ... ... 

Alfi-iston,. ... ... •it •it it it it it ... 

Beauty of Kent. •it * k it it ... ... ... 
Bedfordshire Foundling,. ... •it k it it it ... 

Burr Knot,. ... * •it k it ... ... ... ... 

Carlisle Codlin,. * * •it * k ... ... ... 

Dumelow’s Seedling,. ... ... * k it it it ... ... 
Butch Codlin......... * ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Gloria Mundi. ... •it •it it ... ... ... ... 

Golden Noble,. ... •it * k it it ... ... ... 

Gravenstein,. •it * k ... ... ... ... ... 

Green Apple,. it it it it it it 
Hawthornden,. •it * k ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Kentish Codlin,. >k Ht ... ... .... ... ... 

Kentish Fill-Basket,. ... ik k it ... ... ... 
Keswick Codlin,. * ... • •• ... ... ... 
London Pippin,. ... * k it it it it ... ... 
Manks Codlin. * •it ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Mere de Menage. •it •it k * ... ... .... ... ... 
Monstrous Leadington,. ... •it k it ... ... ... ... ... 

Nelson Codlin,. •it * ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Nonesuch. * ... ... ••• ... ... ... ... 
Norfolk Beaudn,. ... ... it it it it •jt it 
Northern Greening,. ... ... ■it * it it it it ... ... 
Reinette Blanche d’Espagne,. ... ... •it it it it it ... .... ... 
Round Winter Nonesuch,. ... ... ... 4t it it it it ... ... ... 
Royal Russet,. ... * ■it it it it it it ... 
Rymer... ... ... it it it it it ... ... 
Striped Beaufin,. ... * •it it it it it it it ... 

Sweeny Nonpareil,. ... ... ... it it it it ... ... 

Tower of Glaminis,. •... ... •it it it ... ... ... ... 

Waltham Abbey Seedling,. •it •it •k it it ... ... ... ... 

Winter Greening,. * * * k it it it it it it it 
Yorkshire Greening,. 

Dessert Apples which are also suit¬ 
able for Culinary Purposes. 

•it k it it 

Autumn Pearmain,. A . . ... ... ... 

Baxter’s Pearmain,. ... it it it it ... ... ... 

Blenheim Pippin,. •it it * it ... ... • A. ... 

Dutch Mignonne,. it it it it it ... ... 

Fearn’s Pippin,. ... •it it k it ... 

Herefordshire Pearmain. ... ... ... ... 

Reinette du Canada,. it it k it it it ... ... 

Ribston Pippin,. ... k it it •* it ... ... 

Stm'mer Pippin,. ... it it it it it 
Wormsley Pippin,. •it •it ... ... 

In addition to the varieties already de- 

sci’ibed, the following may also be briefly 

adverted to;— 

DESSERT. 

Ashmead’s Kernel.—Fi*nit rather small, 

roundish, flattened, yellow and russet; flesh 

juicy, rich, and sugary. Season, from Decem¬ 

ber to May. 

Api Petit (Lady Apple of the Americans). 

—Fruit small, oblate, pale jmllow, of a glossy 

bright red next the sun; flesh white, juicy, 

perfumed. Season, October to April. The 

tree is subject to canker. The fruit is im¬ 

ported from America for the London market. 

Its beauty is its chief recommendation. 

Augustus Pearmain.—Fruit very hand¬ 

some, middle-sized, pearmain-shaped, greenish 

yellow and bright red; juicy and pleasant. 

Season, November and December. The tree 

is an abundant bearer. 

Betsey.—Fruit small, roundish or flatly 

conical, pale yellow, with slight russet; flesh 

greenish yellow, juicy, and exceedingly rich. 

Season, from November to January. 

Borovitsky.—Fruit middle-sized, pale green 

and bright red, streaked; flesh white, juicy, 

and sugary. Pipe in the middle of August, 

Borsdorffer.—Fruit small, oblate, yellow 

on the shaded side, red next the sun; flesh 

white, perfumed, only moderately good in this 

country. The fruit is as much esteemed in 

Germany as the Golden Pippin is in England. 

Season, from November till March. 
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Calville Blanche d’Hiver.^—Fruit large, 

roundish, with prominent ribs, white or pale 

yellow, sometimes slightly tinged with red; 

flesh white, tender, rich, and pleasant, but re¬ 

quiring a warm climate. Season, from January 

till April. Useful also for culinary purposes. 

Downton.—Fruit small, round, flattened 

at the ends, lemon yellow; flesh crisp, juicy, 

rather acid. Season, November till January. 

It is only preferred by those who like a sharp, 

brisk apple. The tree is an abundant bearer. 

Downton Nonpareil.—Fruit middle-sized, 

oblate, russeted; flesh greenish Avhite, with a 

rich, rather shai’p juice. Season, from Janu¬ 

ary till April. The tree is an abundant bearer. 

Duchess of Oldenburg. — Fruit large, 

handsome, round or oblate, pale greenish yel¬ 

low, with red and bright crimson streaks next 

the sun; flesh crisp, tender, and pleasant. 

Season, September. 

Franklin’s Golden Pippin.—Fruit small, 

approaching the middle size, oval, flattened at 

the ends, yellow, with brown spots; flesh crisp, 

juicy, and tender, rather sharp in ordinary 

seasons. Season, October to December. A 

good bearei'. 

Male Carle, or Charles’s Apple.—Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish ovate, greenish yellow, 

with a deep crimson blush next the sim; flesh 

greenish white, fine, tender, and sweet, with a 

rose perfume. Season, November till March. 

Tree vigorous, shoots bright chestnut. A good 

bearer. It is of Italian origin, and cannot be 

grown to full perfection in an English climate. 

Mannington’s Pearmain.—I'ruit middle- 

sized, short pearmain - shaped, yellow, thinly 

russeted, tinged with brownish red next the 

sun; flesh yellow, crisp, j uicy, and sugary, with 

a brisk, rich flavoui’. Season, from Novem¬ 

ber till March. 

Pennington’s Seedling.—Fruit middle- 

sized, oblate, yellowish brown and rich russet; 

flesh yellow, rich, and sugary, but rather defi¬ 

cient in juiciness. Season, from November till 

March. A good bearer. It is useful both as 

a dessert and kitchen apple. 

PoMUE DE Neige. — Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish, glossy, pale green w'here shaded, 

deep red next the sun; flesh remarkably 

white, tender, sweet, and pleasant. Season, 

November till January. 

PoMME Royale.—Fruit middle-sized, round¬ 

ish, rather broadest at the base, entirely co¬ 

vered with russet; flesh yellowish, rich, and 

suffaiy. Season, from January till March. It 

is an excellent table russet, and valuable for 

its sound keeping; it is also suitable for culin¬ 

ary purposes. The ti’ee is a good bearer, and 

the variety deserving of cultivation. 

R.4VELST0N Pippin. — Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish, yellowish green, streaked with red 

next the sun, distinctly marked with pale rus¬ 

set spots; flesh yellowish, sweet, and pleasant. 

Season, August. 

ScREVETON Golden Pippin.—Fruit small, 

but somewhat larger than the old Golden 

Pippin, w'hich it much resembles in form, but 

its skin is more russeted; flesh yellow, sugary, 

and rich. Season, from November till April. 

Uellner’s Gold Reinette.—Fruit small, 

oval, yellow where shaded, rich russet and red 

next the sun; flesh yellowish, firm, juicy, and 

sugary. Season, from January till May. 

White Paradise—syn. Paradise Pippin.— 

Fruit middle-sized, ovate oblong, smooth, yel¬ 

low, slightly streaked with red; flesh yellow¬ 

ish, crisp, juicy, and pleasant. Season, from 

October till December. The tree is hardy, and 

a good bearer; it is well adapted for northern 

situations. 

Wyken Pippin.—Fruit small, oblate, brown¬ 

ish yellow and dull orange; flesh greenish 

yellow, tender, and rich, though not equal to 

the Court of Wick and some others. The 

tree is a good bearer, and is much cultivated 

in the midland counties. 

KITCHEN. 

Brabant Bellefleur.—Fruit very large, 

roundish, finely coloured and streaked in a hot 

year, but unsuited for cold seasons and situa¬ 

tions. Season, from November till April. 

Cellini.—A handsome apple, resembling 

the Nonesuch in appearance and flavour, and 

the tree seems more vigorous. 

Lucombe’s SfeEDLiNG.—Fruit large, round¬ 

ish, streaked, firm, juicy. Season, from October 

to February. Tlie tree is an abundant bearer. 

Old English Codlin.—Fruit middle-sized, 

conical, broad at the base; skin pale yellow, 

with a faint brown blush next the .sun. A 

good sauce apple; in season from August till 

October. The tree is a moderate bearer. 

Rhode Island Greening.—Fruit lai-ge, 

roundish, green; flesh yellowish green, crisp, 

juicy, brisk, and rich in a good season; and it 

may then be used either as a kitchen or des¬ 

sert apple. Season, December to April. The 

tree is vigorous and a good bearer. 
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Wadhurst Pippin.—Fruit large, roundisli 

oblong, tapering a little to the eye, yellowish 

brown, tinged with red; flesh yellowish, ciisp, 

juicy, and brisk. Season, October to Febru¬ 

ary. The tree is hardy and a good bearer. 

List of Sorts adapted for Espalier Training. 

DESSEKT. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 

Barcelona Pearmain. 

Blenheim Pippin. 

Boston Russet. 

Claygate Pearmain. 

Court of Wick. 

Court-pendfl Plat. 

Dutch Mignonne. 

Early Harvest. 

Early Nonpareil. 

Golden Reinette. 

Herefordshire Pearmain. 

King of the Pippins. 

Old Nonpareil. 

Pearson’s Plate. 

Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

Red Astrachan. 

Reinette du Canada. 

Ribston Pippin. 

Scarlet Nonpareil. 

Sturmer Pippin. 

Wormsley Pippin. 

KITCHEN. 

Alexander. Hawthomden. 

Beauty of Kent. Mere de Mduage. 

Dumelow’s Seedling. Tower of Glammis. 

Golden Noble. Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Selection of Sorts for a Cottage Carden. 

DESSERT. 

♦Baxter’s Pearmain. Scarlet Nonpareil. 

♦Blenheim Pippin. ♦Sturmer Pippin. 

♦Ribston Pippin. ♦Wormsley Pippin. 

KITCHEN. 

Dumelow’s Seedling. Tower of Glammis. 

Mere de Mdnage. Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Selection of Twelve Dessert and Six Kitchen Apples. 

DESSERT. 

♦Blenheim Pippin. Pearson’s Plate. 

Boston Russet. Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

Court of Wick. ♦Ribston Pippin. 

Devonshire Quarrenden. Scarlet Nonpareil. 

Golden Reinette. ♦Sturmer Pippin. 

Old Nonpareil. ♦Wormsley Pippin. 

KITCHEN. 

Dumelow’s Seedling. Rymer. 

■ Golden Noble. Tower of Glammis. 
Hawthomden. Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Selection of Twenty Dessert and Twelve Kitchen Apples. 

DESSERT. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 

♦Blenheim Pippin. 

Boston Russet. 

Claygate Pearmain. 

Court-pendd Plat. 

Court of Wick. 

Devonshire Quarrenden. 

Early Harvest. 

Early Nonpareil. 

Golden Harvey. 

Golden Reinette. 

King of the Pippins. 

Old Nonpareil. 

Pearson’s Plate. 

Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

♦Reinette du Canada. 

♦Ribston Pippin. 

Scarlet Nonpareil. 

♦Sturmer Pippin. 

♦Wormsley Pippin. 

KITCHEN. 

Alfriston. Dutch Codlin. 

Bedfordshire Foundling. Golden Noble. 

Dumelow’s Seedling. Hawthomden. 

♦ Those marked ♦ are also suitable for culinary purposes. 

Mhre de Menage. 

Rymer. 

Tower of Glammis. 

Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Winter Greening. 

Yorkshire Greening. 

Selection of Thirty Dessert Apples. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 

Beachamwell. 

♦Blenheim Pippin. 

Boston Russet. 

, Braddick’s Nonpareil. 

Claygate Pearmain. 

Cockle Pippin. 

Cornish Gilliflower. 

Court-pendd Plat. 

Court of Wick. 

Devonshire Quarrenden. 

♦Dutch Mignonne. 

Early Harvest. 

Early Nonpareil. 

Golden Harvey. 

Golden Reinette. 

Kerry Pippin. 

King of the Pippins. 

Old Nonpareil. 

Ord’s Apple. 

Pearson’s Plate. 

Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

Pitmaston Pine-apple. 

Red Astrachan. 

♦Reinette du Canada. 

♦Ribston Pippin. 

Scarlet Nonpareil. 

♦Sturmer Pippin. 

Summer Golden Pippin. 

♦Wormsley Pippin. 

List of Sorts which will succeed as Standards, Dwarf 

Standards, or as Espaliers, in the northern parts of 

England and in Scotland. 

DESSERT. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 

Baxter’s Pearmain. 

Blenheim Pippin. 

Boston Russet. 

Braddick’s Nonpareil. 

Cambusnethan Pippin. 

Claygate Pearmain. 

Cockle Pippin. 

Cornish Aromatic. 

Court of Wick. 

Devonshire Quarrenden. 

Dutch Mignonne. 

Early Harvest. 

Early Red Margaret. 

Early Nonpareil. 

Golden Reinette. 

Herefordshire Pearmain. 

Hughes’ Golden Pippin. 

Irish Peach. 

Kerry Pippin. 

King of the Pippins. 

Lamb Abbey Pearmain. 

Margil. 

Oslin. 

Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

Ravelston Pippin. 

Red Astrachan. 

Ribston Pippin. 

Scarlet Crofton. 

Scarlet Nonpareil. 

Sturmer Pippin. 

Summer Golden Pippin. 

Summer Thorle. 

White Astrachan. 

White Paradise. 

Wormsley Pippin. 

KITCHEN. 

Alexander. 

Alfriston. 

Bedfordshire Foundling. 

Carlisle Codlin. 

Dutch Codlin. 

Dumelow’s Seedling. 

Golden Noble. 

Hawthomden. 

Keswick Codlin. 

Mauks Codlin. 

Mhre de Blenage. 

Nelson Codlin. 

Nonesuch. 

Northern Greening. 

Round Winter Nonesuch. 

Rymer. 

Striped Beaufin. 

Sweeny Nonpareil. 

Tower of Glammis. 
Waltham Abbey Seedling. 

Yorkshire Greening. 

List of Sorts which deserve a Wall in the northern parts 

of England and in Scotland. 

Adams’ Pearmain. 

Blenheim Pippin. 

Boston Russet. 

Court of Wick. 

Court-pendd Plat. 

Early Nonpareil. 

Golden Harvey. 

Golden Pippin. 

Golden Reinette. 

Old Nonpareil. 

Pearson’s Plate. 

Pitmaston Nonpareil. 

Reinette du Canada. 

Ribston Pippin. 

Scarlet Nonpareil. 
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List of Cider Apples. 

Sp. Grar. 
Bennet,. 1073 

Best Bache,... 1073 

Coccagee,. — 

Cowarne Red,. 1069 

Devonshire Red Streak,. — 

Devonshire Wilding,. — 

Downton Pippin.  1080 

Forest Styre,. 1076 1081 

Foxley,. 1080 

Fox Whelp,. 1076-1080 

Friar,. 1073 

Garter,. 1066 

Golden Harvey, . 1085 

Golden Pippin,. 1078 

Grange, . 1079 

Hagloe Crab,. 1081 

Herefordshire Red Streak,. 1079 

Hogshead,. — 

Kingston Black,. — 

New Woodcock,. — 

Pawsan,. 1076 

Red Must. 1064 

Red Norman,. —• 

Red Styre,. — 

Royal Wilding,. — 

Siberian Bitter Sweet,. 1091 

Siberian Harvey,. 1091 

Woodcock,. 1073 

Propagation.—The apple may be propagated 

by seeds, cuttings, suckers, layering, grafting, 

budding, and inarching. 

Seeds obtained from the pomace of cider 

apples produce vigorous plants, suitable as 

stocks for orchard trees with tall stems. Seeds 

picked out from the cores of good table or 

kitchen apples are frequently sown by indivi¬ 

duals with the view of raising new varieties, 

and occasionally that object is attained. In 

Normandy, where apples are extensively cul¬ 

tivated, the pomace is taken and rubbed be¬ 

tween the hands in a vessel of water, in order 

to separate the pulp from the pips. After al¬ 

lowing some time for settling, a part of the 

contents of the vessel is poured off so as to get 

clear of the pomace and bad seeds, the pips at 

the bottom being the only ones that should be 

made use of. These are dried and kept in a 

dry place till they are sown. The sowing is 

then performed as soon as the hard frosts are 

over, for the seed of the apple does not long 

preserve its germinative powers. The ground 

should be well prepared, finely pulverized, and 

enriched with decayed manure. Drills are 

made 1 inch deep, and from 7 to 9 inches 

apart, and in these the seeds are deposited, 

then covered with fine soil, and afterwards 

rolled or pressed close with the back of the 

spade. It is sometimes advisable to mvdch 

the surface, to prevent it from becoming too 

dry. When the plants are 1 or 2 inches 

high, they are thinned out in rainy weather; 

otherwise the seed-beds should be watered, to 

settle the earth about the roots of the plants 

left. In thinning, care should be taken to leave 

the strongest plants. The ground must be 

kept stirred and clear of weeds during the 

growing season. 

When a year old the plants are selected for 

transplanting. Stout plants are preferred to 

tall ones. In light soils transplanting takes 

place in November, but in strong ones in Feb¬ 

ruary or March. The plants are jDut in at 

from 20 to 24 inches apart, in rows distant 

from each other 40 inches. In light soils the 

rows are made to run east and west, but in 

cold soils north and south, in order that the 

rays of the noon-day sun may penetrate be¬ 

tween them and warm the ground. The stem 

is not shortened in the same year in which 

transplantation takes place, unless it is very 

tall and slender, and then the third, or one- 

half at the utmost; is cut off; but at the same 

time a sufficient number of buds is left to pro¬ 

duce plenty of leaves, for these encourage the 

tree to take root by elaborating sap for the 

production of numerous small roots. 

If it is intended to graft the trees standard 

high, the upward growth of plants that are 

inclined to grow straight should be encouraged 

by pinching the young shoots on the sides, 

in order to divert the sap into the terminal 

shoot; and such plants as are crooked ought 

to be cut down to obtain a vigorous upright 

shoot. 

The shoots on the young stem should be 

preserved until it has attained a sufficient size 

to be grafted, but they must not be allowed to 

grow too large. They ought to be shortened 

to 8 inches or 1 foot in the beginning of June, 

earlier or later according to the season. The 

stubs or shortened shoots left on the stem 

should not be cut off at once, but partial re¬ 

movals should be annually made in autumn, 

or before the sap rises in spring. They should 

be removed by an upright cut, at about one- 

tenth of an inch from the stem, and parallel 

to the circular wrinkles or rings at the base of 

the shoot, for if cut off in the direction of these 

the wound soon heals over. 

The above are the essentials of what is con¬ 

sidered, in Normandy, the best mode of rais¬ 

ing apple trees from seed, and of rearing them 

with a tall stem, fit for standards. In this 
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country they are raised from stocks nearly in 

the same manner, but they are transplanted, 

first from the seed-bed, again when they are 

strong enough for bedding out, and finally 

when they are to be placed in nursery rows 

for grafting. 
Propagation hy cuttings is seldom resorted 

to with the apple, but the Burr-Knot, Codlins, 

and some other sorts, strike readily in warm, 

moist soil; and any of the Yarieties may be pro¬ 

pagated in this manner with a little extra 

care, if circumstances should render that mode 

necessary, as when some sort is required to be 

preserved when no stocks are in readiness for 

budding or grafting. 

Propagation hy suckers is also seldom adopt¬ 

ed. When suckers spring up they are some¬ 

times taken advantage of for stocks; or if 

they come from the roots of a seedling tree, 

young trees of the identical variety are at once 

obtained. Propagated in this manner, how¬ 

ever, the plants are apt to throw up suckers 

again. It will be advisable, therefore, to plant 

the suckers where they can grow for a year or 

two before they are planted where they are to 

remain; and on removing them for this pur¬ 

pose, any buds likely to push and form suckers 

on the underground portion of the stem ought 

to be cut clean out. If the sucker is at once 

plaiited in the spot which it is finally to oc¬ 

cupy, the roots and lower part of the stem 

should be cleared of buds previous to planting. 

Layering. — Dwarf varieties, such as the 

English and French Paradise, Doucin, &c., are 

propagated by layers for stocks for dwarfs. 

Grafting.—This mode of propagation is the 

one most generally adopted for the multiplica¬ 

tion of the varieties of the apple. Any of the 

methods detailed in the article on gi-afting 

may be employed, but of all others whip-graft¬ 

ing is to be preferred for the reasons stated in 

that article, where the process is so folly de¬ 

scribed that there remains but little to be add¬ 

ed. It may be well, however, to remark, that 

the stocks should be grown in well-manured 

soil, so as to be healthy and vigorous, and at 

least as thick as the finger. They ought to be 

headed back to where the graft is to be placed, 

in January if the weather is not too severe, 

but in any case before vegetation becomes 

active. It is not advisable to cut them down 

in hard frost, as in that case small splits 

often take place at the wounded part. If the 

weather jiermit, the heading-back should not 

be deferred to a later period than the end of 

January or beginning of February. The scions 

ought to be cut from the healthiest trees that 

can be found. Where canker is observed in 

any part of a tree, the apparently healthy 

shoots from that tree should not be taken if 

scions can be obtained from a healthy one. 

The scions ought to be cut in January, but 

not when they are in a frozen state; and to 

preserve them till the time for grafting ar¬ 

rives, a spade-deep trench should be dug out 

from east to west, throwing the soil on the 

south side, so as to form a ridge, on the north 

side of which the cuttings should be laid in, 

but not in bundles, the inner portion of which 

would be hardly, if at all, in contact with the 

moist soil, and would, consequently, be apt to 

become dried up. Each cutting should have 

its side laid against the slope of the trench, 

and its end in contact with the soil at the 

bottom. The lower portion of the cutting 

must then be covered with soil, which may be 

tapered up to nearly its entire length, and 

pressed close. Scions may also be preserved 

until the time of grafting, by sticking their 

ends in moist sand; and they may be kept 

alive for a year by shortening them a little, 

and inserting to the depth of 5 inches in 

moist, shaded ground. Treated in this way, 

we have seen cuttings taken off in J anuary, 

and grafted successfully in the March of the 

following year, fourteen months after their 

removal from the tree. 

Grafting is performed at 9 inches from the 

ground for dwarf trees, and also for standards 

when the sort worked is calculated to form a 

good straight stem, as is the case with many 

of the strong-growing kitchen apples. But 

with regard to many of the weaker dessert 

sorts, it is better to select such stocks as ap¬ 

pear likely, from their upright growth, to make 

good stems, and graft them at standard height. 

For exposed situations, where the trees are apt 

to be broken by the wind, there is an advan¬ 

tage in having the tree worked low, because if 

the top should be broken off, a strong shoot, 

pushing from some part of the stem below, 

can be trained up to form a fresh head. For 

orchard standards the crab stock is to be pre¬ 

ferred ; and also when the tree is to be sub¬ 

jected to some modes of dwarf-training in 

which long shoots are required. For gardens 

of limited extent, in which small standards are 

more appropriate than large, and generally for 

all dwarf trees, with the above exceptions, the 

Paradise stock should be chosen. For very 
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dwarf trees, and for those to be grown in pots, 

the dwarfest of all stocks, the rrench Paradise, 

may be employed. 

Budding is now more practised than for¬ 

merly. Finer growths are sometimes the re¬ 

sult, and the operation may often be more 

conveniently performed than grafting, which 

has to be done when planting and other ground 

work has to be carried on. 

Inarching is not usually practised for ob¬ 

taining a new plant. It might be occasion¬ 

ally employed for trees in ^jots, as a poi’tion of 

a branch with fruit-spiu-s might be transferred 

to the stock in the and thus fruit could 

be obtained from it in the following year. 

Situation.—In general, the best situation is 

on a slope inclining towai’ds some point be¬ 

tween south-east and south-west. Between 

south and south-west would be preferable, were 

it not for the strong gales which frequently 

come from that quarter about the time of the 

autumnal equinox, and which spoil much of 

the crop by shaking it from the trees. This 

evil may, however, be considerably modified 

by planting trees adapted for shelter in such a 

manner as to efiectually break the force of the 

wind. A southern exposure is most desirable 

for giving richness of flavour to the fruit, yet 

there have been instances where tolerable.crojas 

have been obtained from apple trees planted 

on slopes facing the north, when the crop from 

those facing the south has been destroyed by 

frost in spring. This, however, would not 

compensate for the greater degree of perfec¬ 

tion which the southern aspect would gener¬ 

ally insure. 

In choosing a situation, the climate of the 

locality as regards the fall of rain deserves to 

be taken into consideration. Trees are apt to 

sufier from want of moisture when the sub¬ 

soil is naturally well drained, and when the 

fall of rain does not exceed 24 inches per an¬ 

num. They do so in the valley of the Thames, 

where they happen to be planted in good gar¬ 

den soil, resting on a bed of loam, and this 

again on gravel affording perfect drainage. So 

long as the soil and loam is moist, the trees 

thrive exceedingly well; but as the trees in¬ 

crease in size, and acquire a surface of foliage 

capable of evaporating more rain than falls 

on the sui’face of the soil in which the roots 

extend, di’yness at the root must be the con¬ 

sequence; for whilst the foliage is healthy 

it will act, and must evaporate when the air 

is not saturated with moisture, and to supply 

the waste caused by this evaporation the roots 

will absoi’b all the moisture within their reach. 

In a short time the principal portion of the 

roots is in a medium as dry as dust, and in 

which they must remain as inert as pieces of 

dry sponge. The greatest dryness is found to 

take place in the stratum of loam, where the 

roots chiefly penetrate so long as moisture is 

to be found there, and from this, consequently, 

the tree chiefly derives its nourishment. De¬ 

prived of this, it can no longer thrive, and 

has to depend for mere existence on a few 

roots at the surface, where, especially if it is 

kept stiiTed, some moistui-e, which has been 

deposited during that period of the twenty- 

four hours when the air is considerably warmer 

than the soil with which it comes in contact, 

will always be jDresent. With this limited 

supply, the tree can only linger. Vigorous 

shoots are no longer produced; sometimes the 

wood of the previous year dies back; layers 

of alburnum can scarcely be deposited; the 

numerous buds and spurs previously originated 

can be only partially developed; a large por¬ 

tion of them dies in the attempt to vegetate, 

and the whole tree assumes a stunted, sickly, 

or cankered appearance. This deplorable con¬ 

dition is neither owing to the variety nor the 

soil and aspect, but solely to the action of the 

roots being suspended for want of moisture. 

It is therefore obvious that the cause of so 

much evil demands serious consideration. 

The lower part of slopes, and the level at 

their base, will generally have a subsoil moist 

enough at all seasons, owing to the descent of 

water from the higher ground. Where the 

amount of rain does not exceed 24 inches, 

such places will be found eligible for the apple, 

so far as moisture is concerned. For the 

greatest amount of heat and light, the southern 

exj)osure is to be chosen. Similar situations 

will answer for moister climates, provided effec¬ 

tual means are taken to carry off sujierfluous 

moisture. 

Soil.—The apple tree will thrive in any 

good soil which is neither too dry nor too 

moist; but it lives longest, and produces the 

heaviest crops, where the soil is a good sub¬ 

stantial loam; and, in all cases, the less iron 

there is in the subsoil the better. It succeeds 

very well in maily soils; and the addition of 

marl to soils that are not naturally calcareous 

improves them for the growth of the apple. 

In hot sandy soils the trees are apt to canker, 

and the extremities of their shoots to die back; 
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■vv'liilst in sucli as are too heavy, or with cold, 

wet subsoils, they become diseased, and are 

frequently overgrown with moss. 

I'TepcLTdtion of the Ground.—To prepare the 

ground properly, the directions given in treat¬ 

ing of the formation of the kitchen garden 

should be followed. If circiimstances will not 

admit of their being followed out to their full 

extent, yet they should be kept in view, and 

acted upon as far as possible. If the ground 

i-equires draining, that should be seen to in the 

lirst place. It must then be well trenched, 

whether the plantation be of small or large 

extent; for, in either case, the trees will amply 

repay the trouble of the operation. In trench¬ 

ing, let the good soil be thrown up where it is 

deep; let all inequalities which may then ap¬ 

pear in the bottom of the trench be reduced, 

and, when all is trenched over, the surface can 

either be levelled, or made to form a regular 

slope or sloq)es, such as may be found to agree 

best with its general inclination. In wet or 

cold subsoils, it has been recommended to plant 

the trees on the surface, or in raised mounds 

or ridges. This may succeed very well for a 

time, but ultimately the roots will go down 

after moisture, if this should, in some dry sum¬ 

mers, be deficient near the top. It is therefore 

a much better plan to drain the subsoil effec¬ 

tually, and thus render high planting unneces¬ 

sary, so far as regards too much moisture at 

the root. As already observed, there are, how¬ 

ever, many situations in which the trees are 

liable to suffer for want of sufficient moisture 

at the roots. It may appear paradoxical to 

propose remedying this serious evil by plant¬ 

ing on mounds or ridges—the very means by 

which too much moisture is frequently to be 

remedied. An explanation, therefore, becomes 

necessary; and we shall take an actual case in 

point. On a level garden soil, 18 inches deep, 

lying on an equal or greater thickness of yellow 

loam resting on a naturally good drainage of 

gi’avel, trees suffered after their roots hac 

drained the loam of all apparent moisture; anc. 

the rain uniformly penetrated the surface soil, 

but was mostly absorbed by the latter before 

reaching the stratum of loam. A row of trees, 

in the same kind of soil and subsoil, grew luxu¬ 

riantly every season. These trees were planted 

near the edge of a walk, in front of a south- 

aspect border. The soil where their roots were 

situated had, of course, its due share of the 

rain which fell over the general surface; but, 

in addition to this, it had that which flowed 

down the slope of the border, and that of the 

walk. These slopes formed a sort of gathering 

ground; and the water thus collected proved 

sufficient to kept moist the subsoil in the vici¬ 

nity of the trees, whereas if tl\e border had been 

level, and no water had flowed from the surface 

of the walk, the trees would have been in the 

same condition as the others that had only the 

quantity due to the equal distribution of the 

amount of rain. Now, if the trees of an orchard 

were planted on a ridge, say about 6 inches, or 

from that to 1 foot above the general level of 

the ground, a slope could be formed on each 

side of the tree by digging the soil towards it 

to a certain extent. At first, the slope might 

terminate in a depression or furrow, running 

parallel to the row of trees, and about 4 feet 

from it on each side; and, as the roots extend, 

the distance of the furrows from the trees 

could be increased. In this way moisture for 

the extremities of the roots may be obtained, 

A tree cannot thrive well when the extremi¬ 

ties of the roots are in a dry medium, even 

although the soil close to the stem may be 

moist in consequence of the tree being placed 

in a hollow. Hut reverse this: let the soil at 

the extremities be moist, and it matters little 

if it is dry near the stem. Therefore, it is 

advisable to supply moisture to the extremi¬ 

ties of the roots, even if the ground in the 

vicinity of the stem is deprived of that supply; 

and, accordingly, the rows of trees may be 

deviated on convex ridges, with a sort of valley 

between, in which water may accumulate in 

sufficient quantity, not only to saturate occa¬ 

sionally the surface soil, but also to moisten 

throughout the stratum beneath. If the ex¬ 

tremities of the roots can be thus supplied 

with water, the extremities of the shoots will 

never perish for want of it. 

If the soil is not naturally rich enough, it 

should be well manured. By duly attending 

to this point, larger trees will be produced in 

ten years than would be the case in twenty 

years if this precaution were neglected. We 

do not wish to encourage over luxuriance in 

any case; but a healthy, vigorous growth should 

be promoted. If, consistent with this, a tree 

make annually twice the quantity of shoots 

and foliage that another does that is stinted 

of nourishment, the former will assuredly at¬ 

tain double the size of the latter in a given 

number of years, and will also be able to bear 

double the quantity of fruit; and although it 

may not be disposed to commence bearing at 
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so early a period, it may, uotwitlistandiug, be 

induced to do so by skilful pruning. 

Instead of ajtplying manure from the farm¬ 

yard in a fresh state, it is better to form it 

into a compost with such kind of soil as would, 

by itself, prove beneficial. Turfy loam will, in 

all cases, be suitable. The compost should be 

worked in as the trenching jmoceeds; and it 

should be placed chiefly between 1 foot and 2 

feet below the surface. Some good compost 

ought to be reserved for mixing with the soil 

in planting the tree. 

Planting.—Before commencing this opera¬ 

tion, it will be necessary to determine the 

distances between the trees, for this, of course, 

must vary according to circumstances and mode 

of cultivation. 

For wall-trees, the average distance may be 

about 20 feet. 

For espaliers, the distance of 20 feet will 

generally be suitable, except in the case of 

some strong growing kitchen sorts, for which 

24 feet may be allowed. 

For dwarfs, trained in the pyramidal form, 

the distance may be from 10 to 15 feet. 

Standards may be planted at 25, 30, 35, or 

40 feet between the I’ows, varying the dis¬ 

tances between the trees in the rows according 

to circumstances presently to be noticed. 

As a general rule, trees should be planted 

farther apart in rich soil than in that which 

is poor; and wider in a warm, moist climate, 

than in one that is hot and dry. Under cir¬ 

cumstances of a moist soil, combined with heat 

and moisture, the trees ai’e disposed to grow 

to wood rather than to bear fruit, and that 

disposition is increased when they have to be 

much cut, in order to restrain them within a 

limited space. 

The best season for j)lanting the apple tree 

is in autumn, as soon as the greater portion of 

the leaves has fallen. If planted whilst the 

greater part of the foliage is still in action the 

shoots are apt to shrivel, because the leaves 

evaporate more than the recently moved roots 

can supply. If, however, the autumn continiie 

mild, the young leaves at the extremities of 

the shoots will remain green for a considerable 

time after the older ones have either dropped 

or become all but inactive. Whilst waiting 

for the falling of these leaves, the ground is 

cooling; and it is very desirable that*the trees 

should be planted as long as there is still heat 

enough in the soil to encourage the emission 

of fresh roots before winter, for when such is 
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the case, the trees, if carefully transplanted, 

start in spring with scarcely any signs of re¬ 

moval. In order that the planting may be 

eommenced at an early period, it will be ad¬ 

visable to cut off the leafy extremities of tlie 

shoots, except where the mode of training 

renders it necessary to retain them at full 

length. 

If circumstances prevent the planting being 

executed so early as above recommended, it 

may be done at any time when the state of 

the weather permits, before vegetation becomes 

excited, which is often the case, in forward 

seasons, by the middle of February. It is 

therefore desirable that the planting should 

take place before that time. If the ground ba 

not then ready, and from unavoidable causes 

the planting cannot be finished before the mid¬ 

dle or end of March, the trees should, never¬ 

theless, be taken up in good time before the 

rise of the sap, say not later than the begin¬ 

ning of February, weather permitting. They 

should be laid in a eool situation till planted 

out where they are intended finally to remain. 

If they are not kept in a cool place, buds will 

push, and young roots, or spongioles, will com¬ 

mence to form; but as these have little woody 

fibre in their early stage, they will be very sus¬ 

ceptible of injury from bruising when the trees 

are finally planted out. This should therefore 

be done before young roots have begun to push 

from the plants which have been removed with 

the view of being retai’ded in their vegetation. 

It is only for this purpose that I’emoval can be 

recommended to be done before the tree can 

be immediately planted. In all other cases, 

the best plan is not to take up till it can be 

replanted with the least possible delay. 

The ground ought to be marked where the 

trees are to be jdauted; and to the places de¬ 

termined on some good compost should be 

brought, say one or more barrow-lpads to each 

tree, according as it can be obtained, and ac¬ 

cording to the greater or less natui’al richness 

of the soil. The compost should be laid so as 

not to interfere with the stretching of the 

line, as must likewise be the soil dug out of 

the hole for the reception of the tree. 

The holes ought to be square, wider than 

the length of the roots when these are ex¬ 

tended at full length, and as w'ide at bottom 

as at top, if the nature of the soil will admit. 

They should be so deep as to allow of the tree 

being quite as much in the ground as it was 

before removal, and deeper at the sides tlian 

59 
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ill the middle; the bottom will thus be convex, 

instead of being flat or carelessly hollowed 

out like a basin, against the sides of which 

the roots are turned up, whereas they should 

slope gently downwards, a direction of which 

the convex form of the bottom will admit. 

The tree should be taken up with its roots 

as entire as possible, but all that are unavoid¬ 

ably bruised ought to be cut clean off, for the 

bruised portions either linger and act imper¬ 

fectly, or rot; in either case it is better to I'e- 

niove them at once, so that fresh ones may be 

produced instead. In planting, the roots must 

lie disentangled and carefully and equally 

spread over the mound. It should be recol¬ 

lected, that a tree having its roots properly 

disposed, will resist the wind better than one 

with its roots twisted round each other, so 

that they cannot extend freely. The roots 

having been properly placed, flue soil, mixed 

with compost, ought to be introduced among 

them, but no I'ank manure should be brought 

in contact with them. The soil ought to be 

scattered in the direction of the fibres, for 

these would be improperly reversed by throw¬ 

ing the soil against that direction or towards 

the tree, as is frequently done. 

As already remarked in the chapter on trans¬ 

planting, it is better to settle the earth about 

the roots by a copious watering than by hard 

treading; therefore, when the roots are little 

more than just covered with soil, a good wa¬ 

tering should be given, moving the tree gently 

at the same time. By this means the small 

cavities among the roots will be filled up by 

the washing in of the soil. When the water 

has completely subsided, which may be in a 

few hours, or the next day, according to the 

state of the weather and nature of the soil, 

the I’emaining portion of the earth dug out of 

the hole should be levelled up to the tree. 

The latter must be secured to a stake if it re¬ 

quire such; and a mulching of litter as far as 

the roots extend may also be given with bene¬ 

ficial effects. 

In planting against walls, the bottom of the 

hole should be highest next the wall, and slop¬ 

ing equally downwards towards the other three 

sides. It ouglit to be deep enough to admit 

of the tree being as far in the soil as it for- 

mei’ly was; and the tree should be placed about 

9 inches from the wall, to allow the stem to 

thicken without danger of pressure against the 

bi’ick-work. 

Management of Standards. —is highly 

important that these should be reared with 

clean straight stems; that the stem should be 

self-supporting; that the head should be com¬ 

menced at the proper height; and that it 

should be formed with regularity. We may 

here observe that the mode formerly adopted 

to obtain clean stems, was that which rendered 

staking necessary; and, moreover, it should 

be understood that a tree for which staking is 

absolutely necessary in its youth, will always 

be liable to lean and twist after it has at¬ 

tained a considerable size. We shall suppose 

that the maiden plant or young tree has been 

well transjfianted, and that it is consequently 

in a vigorous state. We shall select two trees 

as similar as possible in every respect. We 

shall treat one according to a mode which has 

hitherto been the one too commonly practised, 

and the other according to that which we 

would recommend. It was not an unusual 

practice to keep the stems of standard trees 

well trimmed, that is to say, every shoot that 

ap2)eared upon them was cut closely in till the 

desired height was attained. A few shoots at 

toj) were only to be seen, and a slender stem 

unable to keej:) itself ujjright was the conse¬ 

quence. This is an artificial stem, for the 

apple d(»es not grow to the height of 6 or 7 

feet without side branches, which bear leaves 

to thicken and streng-then the lower part of 

the stem. When the tree with the artifi¬ 

cially formed stem is transjfianted, it has, how¬ 

ever, this advantage, that though liable to 

bend from feebleness, it can, from that very 

circumstance, be easily lashed straight to a 

stake, and so far some good comes out of evil; 

but, on the other hand, the stem will require 

supjoort for years. Rather than have crooked 

trees, it is better to make sure of straight 

ones by supplying a fresh set of stakes, and 

by the time these become decayed, the trees, 

on their removal, will exhibit straight and 

apjiarently self-sup2)orting stems; but left to 

their o'wn strength to supjDort their to]:)s, now 

large enough to be acted ujion with consider¬ 

able effect by the wind, the stems bend, and 

cannot then be well straightened. All thi.s 

arises from an improjier use of the knife whilst 

the young stem is being reared. 

To rear a straight substantial stem incurs 

little additional troirble in the first instance, 

and much trouble and expense is afterwards 

.sav'ed, and at the same time a satisfactory re¬ 

sult is insured. It has been exjilained in the 

chauffer on yjruning, that roots and wood are 
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produced iu proportion to the amount of 

foliage. In rearing a properly constituted 

stem, we must bear in miud that important 

fact. We cannot by any means get so mucli 

woi'k done by a few leaves at the top of a stem 

as we can by ten times the number, produced 

partly at the top, and partly along the sides. 

We want thickness of stem, for, if we have 

that, height can easily be got in one or two 

seasons; but if the stem is tall and dispro¬ 

portionately slender, it is very difficult to ren¬ 

der it inflexible. A slender stem, 6 or 7 feet 

high, and which has no leaves to thicken it, 

except those above that height, will increase 

equally along its whole length, and conse¬ 

quently will be almost cylindrical; and it is 

well known from experience that, when such 

is the case, it will be always apt to bend in 

the middle. To be self-supporting, it should 

be thickest at the base, as would have been 

the case had it not been for the injudicious 

use of the knife. By such, it is possible to 

produce a stem 6 feet in height, and every¬ 

where about 1 inch in diameter; but, in that 

case, it could easily be bent like a bow with 

one hand. A stem may, however, be grown 

so as to have, for example, about the following 

dimensions—height, as iu the other case, 6 feet; 

diameter at base, 3 inches; in the middle, 

2 inches; and at 6 feet high, where the top 

begins to branch off, 1 inch; thus forming a 

long, tapering, frustum of a cone, a form very 

difficult to bend in any way. Of this fact any 

one may convince himself by taking a piece 

of willow—a much more flexible wood than 

the apple, and, after shaping it to the above 

dimensions, trying to bend it. Now, a stem 

that has once assumed a tapering form will 

retain it so long as it exists. The whole tree 

might be torn up by a hurricane, but the stem 

will not become crooked, and this is 2)recisely 

the kind of stem that is wanted. We shall 

therefore endeavour to show how it may be 

obtained. 

Commencing with the maiden shoot from 

the graft or bud, we find it, during summer, 

furnished with leaves from near its base to its 

extremity. If, at the end of the growing 

season, we girth the shoot at the top and suc¬ 

cessively below each leaf downwards, we shall 

find that every girth is' greater and greater as 

we descend. The difference between each 

measurement will be greater or less according 

to the health, nature, and size of the leaves. 

In one which we have just measured, the dif¬ 

ference is about 5oth of an inch. Where a 

portion of a shoot is deprived of leaves such 

gradation does not take place, that part being 

nearly cylindrical; but if there are leaves be¬ 

low the naked portion, there will be a sensible 

difference in the increase of girth below the 

first of them, and so on to the base. From 

what has been stated, it is evident that all 

the leaves on the first shoot from the cu’aft or 

bud should be encouraged. When the leaves 

drop in autumn, buds more or less prominent 

will be seen along the stem, and, perhajjs, 

some may have jmshed into laterals; the latter 

should be shortened at the autumn or winter 

priiniug to two buds. 

In the second season, the terminal bud will 

certainly jmsh a fresh uj)right, if no accideiit 

has hapj)ened to it, as will, also, several others 

along the shoot, and some will remain dor¬ 

mant, especially those near the base, which, in 

vigorous shoots, are mostly buried iu the mass 

of alburnum there accumulated from the a"- 
O 

gregate elaborations of all the leaves above 

that part. The shoots that do push should 

be allowed to grow, taking care, however, to 

check any that are likely to compete with the 

leader. Foliage should be encouraged on the 

latter, and likewise on the young shoots of the 

jn-evious year. With regard to the laterals 

on the former year’s shoots, they may be 

allowed to grow till the end of July, and their 

extremities should then be pinched or cut off. 

The reason for allowing them to grow is iu 

order that they may bear foliage to give addi¬ 

tional strength to the stem below them, so 

that it may be rendered perfectly self-support¬ 

ing. It is better to use them for this puiqjose 

than to give support by means of stakes, for, 

whilst the foliage of these laterals increases 

the thickness of the stem, it also contributes 

to encourage the formation of roots. 

In autmnn, when the growth of the second 

season is comifieted, the tree will exhibit a 

stem consisting of the first summer’s shoot, 

now two years old, and, in continuation, the 

young shoot or leader which has just ceased 

growing. The laterals, stopped in July, should 

now be shortened back to one or two eyes, 

with the excejjtion of two or thi'ee of the 

lowest, which should be cut close to the stem. 

The same mode of jwoceeding with regard to 

the side shoots on the stem shordd be ado^ffed 

every year. As the head of the tree is in 

course of formation, and is producing abund¬ 

ance of foliage, the side shoots can be gradu- 
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ally dispensed with. The quantity of foliage 

on a young tree should every year consider¬ 

ably exceed that of the previous one; there¬ 

fore, in gradually removing side shoots, care 

should be taken that the consequent diminu¬ 

tion of foliage should bear only a small pro¬ 

portion to the increase made by the new 

branches and shoots at top. The rate of in¬ 

crease of these must regulate the more or less 

"I’adual removal and final clearance of the 
o 

side shoots. 
If the tree has been planted in rich soil, 

and has consequently grown vigorously, the 

iipright leader will have attained the height 

of more than 6 feet. But whatever may be 

the intended height of clean stem, the leading 

shoot ought to be cut three buds above that 

height, which would be at about 0 feet 3 or 4 

inches from the ground for a stem 6 feet high. 

Supposing, however, that the extremity of the 

shoot reached very little above the intended 

height of stem, the buds immediately below 

the cut, and which are to commence the 

main limbs of the tree, would be situated on 

the softest or almost herbaceous part of the 

.shoot. Instead of this, it would be desirable 

that these limbs should originate from buds 

on the more substantial part of the shoot; 

therefore, if it happen that the shoot is not 

firm at the required height, it will be advis¬ 

able to let it grow for another season, and 

then cut it over. 

In the following spring, three shoots should 

be encouraged from the three buds just below 

the place where the leader was cut over. 

Three main branches are better than two, as 

regards the formation of a well-balanced head; 

four are too many from the same point, or 

so nearly from the same point that when they 

become large they appear to have done so; 

further, when more than three originate so 

closely together, they form between them a 

basin or hollow, in which water lodges to the 

injury of the tree. 

As the shoots grow, they should receive 

particular attention throughout the summer, 

for much depends on the limbs being fairly 

and equally started. If left to themselves, 

they will rarely proceed at an equal rate of 

growth. The uppermost will incline to take 

the lead, and will endeavour to grow upright 

to form a stem. This tendency mixst, how¬ 

ever, be strictly watched, and checked in good 

time. The shoot having this inclination 

should be made to diverge at a lower angle 

than either of the others; and, on the other 

hand, the weakest shoot ought to be elevated 

the most. In short, the greatest possible 

equality of growth between these primary 

shoots must be maintained, by bringing into 

operation the means pointed out for effecting 

that object in the chapters on pruning and 

training. Before the growing season is over, 

1 foot, at least, of the lower part of each shoot 

ought to be made straight, and all three shoiild 

be trained equidistant, and to diverge from the 

stem at an angle of about 45°. When put in 

the proper position whilst still growing they 

will afterwards retain it. At the autumn or 

winter pruning, each of the shoots should be 

cut back to within 9 inches or 1 foot of their 

bases, observing to cut above two buds as 

nearly opposite to each other as possible, and 

pointing in the direction which it is desirable 

the shoots springing from them should take, 

that is, not inwards, but like a Y with its open 

part facing the centre of the tree. In the 

following season, two s-hoots, and no more, 

should be encouraged from each of the three 

original ones. The head will then consist of 

six shoots, originating six principal branches. 

By a little attention in summer, these can 

easily be kept at equal distances from each 

other, and also from the centre. The tree, it 

is presumed, being vigorous, many shoots will 

push from the branches formed as above 

directed. If these were allowed to remain 

till autumn, and then be cut back, many more 

would again push in the following spring; or, 

if they were cut off closely, the branches would 

be too naked. It will therefore be advisable to 

pinch them in summer, when they have pushed 

C inches, commencing with the strongest. By 

this process, shoots that would otherwise cause 

confusion can be made to assume the charac¬ 

ter of fruit-spurs, from which some of the 

largest and fairest fruit will be obtained. This 

is also the way to turn to account any strong 

shoot, or rather any one that would evidently 

become such, and which, if allowed to proceed, 

would occupy a position where it is not wanted. 

It is better to operate in summer than to 

allow the shoot to grow till autumn and then 

cut it back; and this, again, is better than 

permitting it to remain for some years, and 

form a thick branch which must then be cut 

out. In short, the head being fairly started 

with its six equidistant branches, it may be 

left to itself, with the exception of pinching, 

as above recommended, any badly placed shoot. 
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aud checking any of the leaders that are likely 

to become too strong for the others. 

Management of Oiien Dwarfs.— The dis¬ 

tance between the trees may be from 10 to 

15 feet, according to the variety aud the size 

which the trees may be allowed to attain. In 

small gardens, they may be as close together 

as 10 feet, provided they are pinched in sum¬ 

mer. In orchards or in open quarters, they 

may be in rows 15 feet apart, and the trees 

10 feet in the rows; or they can be planted 

in the quincunx form, 15 feet between the rows 

one way, and about 13 feet the other. 

Supposing the tree to be a maiden plant, or 

that which has made one season’s growth from 

the graft or bud, it may be planted in autumn, 

and, if carefully transplanted, may then be 

headed back; if not, the extremities of the 

shoots must be shortened a little, and it should 

be allowed to grow at full freedom till next 

autumn, when it must be cut down to within 

9 inches of the ground. The tree, having 

been a year established, will now be able to 

produce vigorous shoots, three of which should 

be selected, as in forming the head of a 

standard. During the summei’, care should 

be taken that the three shoots make equal 

growths. They must be cut back at the win¬ 

ter pruning to between 6 and 9 inches in 

length, and thus, as in the case of standards, 

six branches will be originated. These should 

be allowed to grow freely during the summer, 

so as to be tolerably straight, and if kept 

equidistant, so much the better. It would 

be advisable to regulate these six shoots in 

winter, by training them to a hoop, which 

ought to be 6 feet in circumference, and the 

branches, secured at equal distances, would then 

be just 1 foot apart. In many cases, materials 

for hoops might not be at hand, and the pur¬ 

chase of them might be found too expensive. 

If so, three straight or nearly straight sticks, 

about 2 feet long, may be substituted. Three 

such lengths can be much more easily pro¬ 

cured than a hoop G feet round. At ^ inch 

from each end of the 2 feet sticks, cut a notch, 

so that a piece of bass, tied round, may not 

slip. Place the stick across the centre of the 

tree, and secure the two opposite shoots by 

the ties, near the end of the stick. Stretch 

the sticks in a similar manner between the 

other two pairs of opposite branches. When 

this is done, each branch ought to be exactly 

1 foot from those next to it; if any are wider 

apart than that distance, let them be brought 

to it. Whether a hoop or this contrivance 

be employed, the shoots, after being secured, 

should be shortened to a few inches above the 

hoop or place where they are 1 foot apart, in 

order that each of the six branches may bo 

there subdivided into two, making twelve in 

all. In shortening, where the leading branch is 

not intended to be subdivided, observe to cut 

above a bud pointing away from the centre, 

or in the direction that the shoot forming a 

prolongation of the branch is wished to take. 

From the inclination of the branches, and 

favoured by the open space which they form, 

strong shoots from the upper sides of the in¬ 

clined branches will be ajit to push in the 

middle of the tree, where their presence would 

prove injurious. The means already pointed 

out for converting what would otherwise prove 

worse than useless shoots into fruit - spurs, 

should therefore be employed. 

Dwarf Pyramids.—These occupy less space 

than the open dwarfs, of which we have just 

been treating. If not allowed to grow tall, 

aud where the space is limited, they may be 

planted at 10 feet apart, or in the quincunx 

mode, 12 feet from tree to tree in every direc¬ 

tion. This will require the lines running east 

and west to be 10 feet I/g inches apart, and 

the trees in these rows 12 feet from each 

other. 

In order to have a well-formed tree, it is 

best to plant a maiden plant and merely top 

it. Allow it to establish itself for a year, 

then exit it down to about 1 foot from the 

ground. Train a shoot from the uppermost 

bud upright, and the others that may push 

below outwards. After the leaves have fallen, 

shorten the upright leading shoots to 15 inches 

above where it was cut in the preceding year. 

Proceed thus every year till the tree attains 

the desired height. This may properly be 

6 feet, or from that to 12 feet, according to 

their distance from other things that would 

be injured by their shade. Further directioixs 

applicable to the apple tree, as well as the 

pear tree, will be given in treating of the 

latter. 

Espaliers. — This mode of training is well 

adapted for the apple either in large or small 

gardens. Of all others, it occupies the least 

space, and allows of the ground between the 

rows being closely, if judiciously, cropped to 

within 1 foot of the trees. The latter are by 

this mode easily managed; and the fruit can 

be well exposed to the sun’s rays and to the 
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free access of air; wliilst it is more seciire from 
beiug blown down by wind than when it is 
"I'own either on standards or dwarfs. These 
o 

advantasres ought to more than counterbalance 
the only drawback, namely, the expense of the 
espalier rail, which, after all, may be erected 
at no great cost. This mode has long been in 
use in Biitish gardens, yet it has been decried 
as an unproductive one. Certainly, we have 
seen many espalier trees that j^roduced scarcely 
anything but wood; and, of course, annual dis¬ 
appointment was the result. It may be well, 
therefore, to point out the cause of this, in 
order that it may in future be avoided, and 
that espalier training may have the patronage 
which it deserves when conducted in a proper 
manner. It will, in the first place, be neces¬ 
sary to investigate the main source of the 
evil. We shall suppose that the horizontal 
branches have been trained at proper distances, 
and that the intended number of them has 
been obtained. A number of shoots will jmsh 
in an upright direction from the upper sides 
of each horizontal, but more especiallj’' from 
the two upper ones. Each of the shoots on 
these Avill, from their position, command more 
sap than the shoots which comstitute the 
leaders of the horizontals. Let us take one 
of them: if we allow it to grow during the 
season, and then cut. it entirely oif, it is so 
much of the vigour of the tree wasted; if it 
is ciit to within a few inches of its base, at 
the autumn or winter pruning, two or more 
equally strong shoots will push in the ensuing 
season; and if each of these is treated at the 
next pruning like the original, a mass of shoots 
will result, so that that which was in the be¬ 
ginning but a single bud, will soon become a 
sort of burr, yielding crops of shoots like a 
willow stool. These vigorous shoots will con¬ 

tribute to form, on the branches on which they 
are situated, thicker layers of alburnum than 
will be deposited on the lower branches, fur¬ 
nished, as they are, with a less quantity of 
shoots, and connected with a less number of 
leaves, the organs in which the organizable 
matter is elaborated. The sap flows in greatest 
abundance into the branches which have the 
greate.st thickness of alburnum, because there 
it finds the largest number of vessels; and 
accordingly a large share of the sap will flow 
towards the upper branches in the ensuing 
season to be again fruitlessly expended, instead 
of being equally distx’ibuted throughout the 
whole of the bi'anches of the tree, and unpro¬ 

ductiveness is the consequence. The cause 
having been traced to the buds on the upper 
branches, and more especially the buds on the 
upper sides of these branches being allowed to 
develope strong shoots, it is evident that the 
remedy consists in checking that tendency, 
and this is in fact the principal object to be 
kept in view in managing espaliers; for, how¬ 

ever well they may be attended to in other 
respects, they will not afford a satisfactory 
result if that be neglected. Having arrived 
at this conclusion, we .shall jiroceed to the 

management of the tree. 
First Season.—This may date from the 

planting of the tree in autumn; it should then 
be cut down to 1 foot above the ground. 
Train the shoot from the uppermost bud up¬ 
right in summer; also one to the right and 
another to the left, at an angle of 45° in the 
first instance, and if one grow stronger than 
the other, depress the strong and elevate the 

weak. 
Second AS'easom.—Cut back the upright shoot 

to about 1 foot from where it was formerly 
shortened, oi’ to one bud above two biids eli¬ 
gible for forming a second pair of horizontals. 

These two buds should be a little below the 
horizontal line, along which the shoots from 
them are ultimately to be trained. Let the 
lowest two be brought to the horizontal posi¬ 
tion if strong, but only nearly to that position 
if weak. These lowest branches cannot be 
too strong; therefore, the shoots they produce 
should be allowed to grow iinchecked, except 
so much as may be found necessary to prevent 
them from competing too much with the 

leaders. 
Third Season.—Cut back the upright shoot 

as before, and shorten the laterals on the hori¬ 
zontals to about 2 inches. Shoots will push 
from the parts left, and they should be pinched 
when about 6 inches in length. 

Proceed in this manner till the requisite 
number of horizontals is obtained. When the 
upright shoot is cut in order to obtain the 
two uppermost horizontals, only two buds 
should be allowed to push, a third one, for an 
upright, being no longer required. 

The direction of the branches being that of 
horizontal lines at equal distance.s, the leaders 
have only to be trained in that direction, and 
the intended form of the tree will be insured. 
This part of the management is so simple that 
it requires no comment. It is, howevei’, neces- 

I sary to direct particular attention to the way 
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in •wliicli the flow of sap should be equalized, 

and, consequently, an equal degree of vigour 

maintained among.st the respective branches, 

and according as that equality is maintained, 

the more healthy and productive they will be; 

moreovei’, the fruit will be of better flavmir 

than when some of the branches are starved, 

whilst others are over-luxuriant. 

When the shoots begin to push in the early 

part of the season* inspect the tree, and take 

especial notice of the strongest branches, and 

also of the weakest. If any of the younger 

branches are thicker and more vigorous than 

those that are older, siich ought not to have 

been the case, and eqiiality must if possible be 

restored. The shoots on the strong branches 

must be kept well pinched in, commencing 

early; as soon as they have pushed five or six 

joints, they should be pinched immediately 

below the fifth one. The shoots on the weak 

branches, on the contrary, ought not to be 

pinched till they have attained a considerable 

length, and then they should be left long 

enough to bear a greater amount of foliage 

than those which are over-vigorous. By these 

means the weak branches will gain upon the 

strong. When that equality is regained, which, 

indeed, ought never to have been lost, it will 

still be necessary to commence summer prun¬ 

ing the upper branches first. Presuming that 

in the spring all the branches possessed an 

equal degree of vigoiir, and if, when the shoots 

pushed, they were all stopped or pruned equally 

and at the same time, the upper ones would 

gain an advantage over the lower, from the 

natural disjjosition of the sap to flow into the 

former in preference to the latter. Hence 

the necessity of always checking the young 

shoots in the upjjer parts of the tree before 

those in the lower. This is veiy easily done; 

and with regard to the other points of ma¬ 

nagement, we presume that they will be under¬ 

stood from the explanations given, and that 

being the case, thei’e will be no great difficulty 

in performing the necessary operations. 

Wall-trees.—Although the apple is pro¬ 

duced in perfection in the southern parts of 

the kingdom on standards, dwarfs, and espa¬ 

liers, yet certain sorts are very generally pro¬ 

vided with a wall in northern situations. 

Apple trees do not require the minute care 

that some other kinds of wall-trees do; yet, 

as walls are expensive, every kind of tree 

planted against them ought to be well man¬ 

aged and productive. 

The first consideration is the mode of train¬ 

ing which should be adopted. If the wall is 

low, the horizontal mode is decidedly the best, 

and so it is, likewise, for those of the usual 

height. In some particular cases, as against 

the high gable end of a house, the tree may 

be trained in the fan manner, in order that 

the wall may be the sooner covered. If the 

horizontal mode is the one adopted, the next 

consideration is the distance between the hori¬ 

zontal branches. For Nonpareils, and the 

weaker growing kinds of dessert apples, the 

distance may be three courses of bricks, or 

9 inches; but for vigorous, large-leaved sorts, 

12 inches, or four courses of bricks, will bo 

preferable. In cold situations, this width is 

not too miich; for if part of the surface is not 

covered with foliage, the sun’s rays acting 

directly against the naked bricks, will heat 

the wall to a much higher degree than if the 

surface were entirely covered with foliage. 

Whether the distance between the branches 

be 9 or 12 inches, the lowest should be 1 foot 

from the ground. But the upright leading 

shoot oiight to be cut back, so that the two 

buds intended to originate the lowest pair of 

horizontals may be about 9 inches above the 

surface, thus allowing them 3 inches of an 

ascent to the line by which they are after¬ 

wards to be trained. The next pair of hoil- 

zontals may be allowed nearly as much; the 

thii’d course of horizontals somewhat less than 

the preceding, and so on till near the top, 

where the branches may proceed at right 

angles from the stem. In some cases two 

courses of horizontals may be taken in the 

same season, cutting back the upright shoot 

to one bud above the jfiace from which the 

side shoots are required to push. Tliis should 

not be done later than the end of June. 

The directions for maintaining equality of 

vigoiu- among the branches of espalier-trained 

trees, are likewise applicable to those trained 

on walls. The summer pruning, and the 

pruning of the spurs in winter, are conducted 

in the same manner as with the pear, to which 

article we refer for further particulars. 

Gathering and Storing the Crop.—The period 

for gathering any particular sort of apple can¬ 

not be precisely stated, for it varies in different 

localities according to the soil and climate, and 

even in the same locality in different seasou.s. 

In light, dry soils, the fruit will not hang so 

long as in those that are of a stronger nature. 

The dropping of unsound fruit is no criterion; 
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but when that which is sound begins to fall, ( 

the crop may be gathered. Or, the apple 1 

may be tried without pulling, and if the stalk 

then parts easily from its connection with the 1 

spur, it is fit to gather; but if it hold firmly < 

at that place, so that in order to sej^arate the i 

fruit it must be twisted and broken, then fruit I 

has not attained the degree of maturity which i 

the tree can aftbrd. When this is the case, the ' 

seeds are of a brownish colour. Some early ( 

sorts of apples ripen in succession, and shoidd : 

be gathered accordingly; such, indeed, require 

particular attention in respect to gathering; 

for if taken a few days too soon, they are 

watery; if a few days too late, they are mealy. 

Dry weather is to be preferred; but if the 

season is wet, the apples must sometimes be 

gathered when wet, in which case they should 

be spread thinly in an airy place to dry. In 

gathering, great care should be taken not to 

bruise the fruit by any means. The gathering 

baskets ought to be lined with some soft sub¬ 

stance, and too many fruits should not be 

placed above each other. Indeed, choice 

apples, and such as are intended to be kept 

through the winter and spring, should be laid 

singly on a light hand-barrow, the bottom of 

which is of large area and lined with a mat 

or cloth; over tliis first layer another mat or 

cloth should be spread, and then a second layer 

may be placed in the barrow. The apples 

should be taken out by hand and not tumbled 

out of the baskets, for fruit that will bear con¬ 

siderable pressure without briusing, will never¬ 

theless give way iinder a slight iiercussion. 

The effect may not be apparent at the time, 

except by a small depression, but afterwards 

it will be found, on removing the skin, that 

the flesh immediately beneath it exhibits a 

derangement of tissue and a change of colour, 

a disposition to decay being the consequence. 

The late-keeping sorts should be stored in 

a place where the exhalations from ripe and 

nearly ripe fruit cannot reach them. The 

latter could be kept in baskets lined with 

some well-di’ied straw, and placed above each 

other. If the q\iantity of apples fit for use 

be too large for the space that can be allotted 

for them in the fruit-room, they may be laid 

in heaps on the floor of a loft or other place 

where there is a free circulation of air, which, 

though necessary, cannot, however, be admitted 

at all times without occasioning vicissitudes 

of temperature. If the air is cold for sevei’al 

days and nights, the fruit will also become 

cold, and if the air should get suddenly warm, 

the apples will get wet from condensation. 

In order to protect them from being afiected 

to any considerable extent by sudden changes 

of temperature, it is advisable to cover them 

about 1 inch thick with straw made very dry 

by exposxire to the sun, or by placing it on a 

kiln. The straw will absorb any moisture 

that may arise from the fruit, which wdll ripen 

of a fair colour and be more plump than if 

fully exposed to the air. 

The most essential points in keeping apples 

are coolness and a steady temperature, with no 

greater circulation of air than is absohitely 

necessary to prevent exhalations from accumu¬ 

lating, and they should not be kept in the 

dark. They keep very well packed in dry 

fern, kiln-dried straw, or dry silver sand; they 

should not, however, be buried in the latter 

to any great depth, for if almost entirely ex¬ 

cluded from the air they lose their flavour. 

When hermetically inclosed, fruit becomes 

insipid, although it may seem quite perfect 

as regards external appearance. The fruit 

may also be preserved very well in clean, dry 

ware casks; for packing in these, the apples 

should be carefully selected, all that are in 

any way bruised or specked being rejected, 

ikfter having been in the cask for two or three 

weeks, it should be opened and the whole 

picked over, so that any that may then give 

indications of decay may be removed. Those 

which do not exhibit symptoms of this pro¬ 

cess taking place will, on being repacked, keep 

plump till fit for use, if the cask be put in a 

dry cool place. 
Diseases and Insects.—The diseases to which 

the apple tree is chiefly subject are canker and 

mildew. 
Canker, it is well known, attacks some 

varieties more than others gi’owing in the 

same soil. Hence, it must be inferred, that 

some varieties are constitutionally more dis¬ 

posed to this disease than others; again, in 

some soils, almost every variety is, more or 

. less, subject to canker, whilst in others the 

! whole of them are comparatively free from it. 

The cause is imperfectly understood, and so, 

[ consequently, is an effectual remedy. It pi o- 

s bably arises from a combination of causes, ovei 

, which we can have no complete control. We 

I may mention sudden checks to the vegetation 

i of the tree, especially in spring and^ the early 

i part of summer, derangements of the flow of 

5 sap from vicissitudes of heat and cold, as well 
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as of moisture aurl dryness, unskilful and 

severe pruning, and vitiation of the sap by 

deleterious substances in the soil or subsoil. 

When a tree pushes rapidly in conseqxtence 

of high temperature, and is then suddenly 

checked by cold, small lateral shoots, that 

have pushed to the length of 1 or 2 inches, 

are apt to die, and, in that case, canker takes 

place round their bases. As soon as this is 

observed, the dead shoot should be cut in very 

closely to the branch from which it springs, 

and the cankered bark ought to be cut entirely 

away. If this is done when the tree is in full 

growth, the wounds will heal rapidly. If 

trees canker where the soil has not been 

drained, draining should be immediately pro¬ 

ceeded with, and beneficial results will cer¬ 

tainly follow. 

Dryness at the root doubtless gives rise to 

a species of canker which manifests itself on 

the younger branches and on the shoots. 

When the sap, from excessive dryness at the 

root, cannot be maintained in a proper state 

of fluidity, it cannot circulate so as to produce 

a healthy organization. 

Severe and untimely pruning unquestion¬ 

ably induces canker. If a large limb is cut 

off late in spring, when the buds are just 

breaking, the sap must either overflow by the 

wounded surface and cause weakness, or it must 

stagnate, and when it does so, being partly 

in contact with the air, it very soon becomes 

vitiated, and the bark cankers; sometimes the 

latter shells oflP, leaving, in some instances, as 

miicli as G inches of a naked, dead stump, 

which requires to be cut off, and, even then, 

the wound is difficult to heal over as compared 

with a wound of similar extent made in au¬ 

tumn, or indeed at any other period, except 

tliat from the commencement of the active 

flow of sap, in spring, till the buds have fully 

expanded into leaf. 

If canker attacks varieties that are not 

usually subject to it, and if the trees have not 

suffered from any of the above-mentioned 

causes, the evil may reasonably be attributed 

to some deleterious principle in the soil. If 

the canker is evidently progressing, and if the 

trees are not too old for removal, they had 

better be taken up, and the soil ameliorated 

by trenching and other means. In some cases 

a considerable portion of a bad substratum 

may be turned up to the top, where it will be 

comparatively harmless, and, besides, by ex¬ 

posure to the weather, and by cultivation, it 

must there undergo a change for the better 

and when the soil turned down from the top 

to the bottom is reached by the roots of trees, 

the latter generally thrive well. 

Mildew frequently attacks the foliage of the 

apple, and sometimes the extremities of the 

shoots. The soil should be examined, and 

care taken that it is not at any time too dr}^ 

at the extremities of the roots. Removing 

the tree, trenching the ground, and replanting, 

have pi’oduced beneficial results, apparently by 

removing the cause by which mildew is in¬ 

duced. To act specifically, sulphur ought to be 

applied at intervals, commencing as soon as 

the first symptoms make their appearance. 

Moss and lichens should be scraped off, but 

it is better if the trees can be made to thrive 

so well as to tlirow off the old bark, moss and 

all, as we have seen ill-thriving, moss-grown 

apple trees do, in conseqirence of draining the 

soil. 

The American blight {Eriosoma niaZi, Leach; 

Aphis lanigera and Eriosoma lanigera of others) 

is onq of the most troublesome and injurious 

of the insects which infest the apple, attack¬ 

ing both roots and branches, and frequently 

causing the death of the tree if remedial mea¬ 

sures are not promptly adopted. At first 

sight, a fine, white, cottony substance, lodged 

in the crevices of the bark, is all that is ap¬ 

parent, but on closer examination, numerous 

small, wingless insects will be observed. These 

are, with the exception of the head, entirely 

covered with long, cottony filaments, and are 

furnished with a strong proboscis, by means 

of which they imbibe the sap of the tree. 

Various remedies, such as scrubbing with soap¬ 

suds and then painting with lime-water, wash¬ 

ing with tobacco-water, soap-lees, vinegar, or 

sulphuric acid diluted with water, as well as 

painting with clay, have been recommended, 

and are practised with more or less success; but 

the mosteffectual mode of freeing thetrees from 

this pest is to wash them thoroughly with water 

ajiplied through a powerful garden engine. The 

insects, which are dashed down to the groxind 

in consequence of this proceeding, though sel¬ 

dom capable of doing much injury afterwards, 

should be removed from near the tree by means 

of the hoe, and the ground, as far as the branches 

extend, ought to be hoed and raked. VTien 

the roots are attacked, it is generally those 

nearest the surface that sufler the most. All 

that can be safely done, in this case, is to dig 

out the old soil to the depth of 6 or 8 inches, 

60 
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and to the distance of 2 or 3 feet from the 

stem, and after wasliing the roots well, to re- ' 

])lace it with fresh. Afterwards the old soil 

should either he burned or removed to a pai’t 

of the garden where fruit-trees are not culti¬ 

vated. 
The apple-tree mussel scale (^Asjndiotus con- 

cJiiformis) is occasionally troublesome, espe¬ 

cially in the case of trees trained against walls. 

It may, however, be exterminated by scraping 

the bark with a wooden spatula, or by using 

a scrubbing-brush and sand, a little quicklime 

having previously been strewed round the 

base of the stem. The bark should afterwards 

be washed clean with soap and water, a pro¬ 

ceeding which is greatly conducive to the 

health of the trees. The best time for per¬ 

forming these ojierations is in May, when the 

young brood begins to make its appearance 

fi’om beneath the scales. 

The apple-bark beetle {Bostrichus dispa/r) 

bores into the stem and branches in order to 

deposit its eggs, but is seldom, if ever, found 

in this country. 

The stem - boring weevil (Rhyncliites al- 

liarice) sometimes does considerable injury by 

cutting over young shoots and grafts, in spring, 

after having deposited one or two eggs in each. 

In about a week, a small white grub is hatched, 

which feeds xipon the pith of the shoot, and 

which, in a month afterwards, having attained 

its full size, buries itself in the earth; it re¬ 

mains there till spring, when the beetle ap- 

jieai's. Collecting and burning the shoots cut 

over by the beetle, and in which the eggs are 

deposited, appears to be the only mode of de¬ 

stroying the insect in lai’ge plantations. 

The caterpillar of the goat-moth (Cossus 

Ivjnijyerdci) attacks the apple, as well as other 

fruit-trees, and does great mischief by boring 

long passages in the wood, thus inducing de¬ 

cay, and rendering the stems of young trees 

liable to be broken over by the wind. The 

willow and poplar are, however, its favourite 

food. It is one of the largest known species, 

remaining two years in the larva state, and 

measuring, wlien full grown, about 4 inches 

in length. The moth appears in June and 

July, and may generally be observed sitting 

in the neighbourhood of its cocoon, which may 

be seen protruding from the hole formed by 

the caterpillar. The only remedies are kill¬ 

ing the moth, and destroying the caterpillars 

by thrusting a wire up the holes, into which 

tobacco smoke has also been recommended to 

be blown. Recently, chloroform has been suc¬ 

cessfully employed for the same purpose. 

The wood leopard-moth {Zeuzera cesculi) 

deposits its eggs in July and August in the 

crevices of the bark, and, in a few days, a yel¬ 

low caterpillar is produced. This immediately 

proceeds to eat its way into the wood, and con¬ 

tinues boring till full gi'own, at which time it 

is about 1| inch in length. It then makes its 

way towards the bark of the tree and changes 

into a pupa, from which the moth emerges in 

the following summer. Painting the stems 

with whale-oil soap is the best preventive to 

the attacks of the caterpillar, which may also 

be killed by blowing tobacco smoke into the 

holes. 

Aphides, though subject to the attacks ot 

numerous enemies, sometimes appear in such 

numbers as to prove prejudicial to the tree by 

exhausting it of its saj), in which case artifi¬ 

cial means must be resorted to for their de- 

stniction. Syringing with a powerful garden 

engine, with or without the application of 

snuff afterwards, and dusting with newly 

slaked lime, are amongst the most approved 

remedies. 

The caterpillar of the figure-of-8 moth 

(J'Jpisema ccerideocephala) occasionally devours 

the loaves, though it generally prefers feeding 

on thorn hedges. The moth deposits its eggs 

in autumn, and the caterpillar makes its ap¬ 

pearance in the following spring. When full 

grown, it is about 2 inches in length, of a yel¬ 

lowish green colour, with one dorsal and two 

lateral pale yellow stripes, and a bluish head. 

In June it forms itself a case out of moss or 

chips of wood, either upon the trees or in 

crevices in the wall, changes into the pupa 

state, and appears as a moth in the following 

October, or later. Hand-picking the cater¬ 

pillars at an early stage of their growth is the 

best means of pi’eventing injury to the trees. 

The caterpillars of the winter moth {Idy- 

beryiia brumata) are very destructive to the 

apple, as well as to most other deciduous trees, 

devoui'ing not only the buds, flowers, and 

leaves, but the young fruit also. When newly 

hatched in spring, they are of a grayish colour, 

and not thicker than a horse-hair, but when 

full grown are yellowish green, and about 

^ inch in length. Aboxit the end of May, 

they let themselves down by a thread to the 

1 ground, in which they bury themselves to the 

depth of 2 or 3 inches, and change into a 

I pupa, fi’om which the perfect insect comes 
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foi'tli iu November or December, and proceeds 

to deposit its eggs on the trees. The females, 

being wingless, must ascend the stem by crawl¬ 

ing; they may, consequently, be caught by 

placing bands of brown paper or canvas, covered 

with tar or bird-lime, round the base of tlie 

stem. Digging round the trees iu autumn, or 

removing the surface soil to the depth of 3 or 

4 inches and burying it in trenches, may also 

be resorted to for the destruction of the insect 

in its pupa state. 

The caterpillar of the small ermine apple- 

moth {Ypononiettta malivorella'^ devours the 

leaves in spring and early summer, covering, 

at the same time, the shoots and branches 

with thick webs. In these it spins a cocoon, 

and changes into a chrysalis, from whicli a 

white moth emerges in the end of June. The 

remedies consist in destroying the pupte and 

moths. With the latter object in view, Mr. 

Westwood recommends a sheet to be sjjread 

under the tree, and the branches to be sharply 

struck with a stick, when the moth, being; 

sluggish during the day, will fall and be caught 

in the sheet. 

The garden chafer [Anisoplia horticola) at¬ 

tacks the flowers as well as the foliage. If 

the beetles are numerou.s, they may be shaken 

at night into a cloth spread under the tree, 

and destroyed. The rapid increase of the in¬ 

sect is kejjit in check by birds, which devour 

multitudes of the larvre. 

The apple-weevil {Antliononxus ponioruin) 

frequently does great injury to the crop. The 

beetle, having concealed itself in the ground, 

or beneath the bark during the winter, makes 

its appearance early iu spring, and deposits a 

single egg in each of the flower-buds. In 

April a small white grub with a black head 

is produced, and this feeds upon the organs of 

fructification, causing the blossom to wither 

up before its expansion. In less than a month 

from the time of its being hatched, the grub 

is transformed into a beetle which feeds iipon 

the leaves till autumn, when it seeks a place 

of concealment where it may pass the winter. 

Little can be done to lessen the numbers of 

this destructive insect except by keeping the 

trees clean, and removing loose bark and fallen 

leaves, beneath which the beetle might find 

shelter. Collecting and burning the withei’ed 

blossoms may also be resorted to with bene¬ 

ficial results. 

The apple saw-fly {Tenthredo tesludinea) 

appears in May, and deposits its eggs in the 

blossoms, and the larva feeds upon the interior 

of the young fruit, which generally falls to the 

ground when about the size of a walnut. The 

caterpillar then eats its way out, and forms a 

cocoon in the earth, where it remains till the 

following season. Collecting the fallen fruit 

and destroying it by fire, or by burying it 

deeply in the ground, is the only mode of 

preventing the further attacks of this insect. 

The purple apple-weevil {Rhynchites Bac¬ 

chus) deposits its eggs about midsummer iu 

the interior of the fruit, and in a few days a 

small whitish grub is hatched. After feedin<r 

upon the flesh of the apple for three or four 

weeks, it quits it, and buries itself iu the 

earth, where it remains during the winter. 

Shaking the trees early in the morning during 

the months of June and July, so as to cause 

the beetles to fall, and then destroying them, 

as well as collecting the perforated fruit, are 

the best means of limiting the attacks of the 

insect. 

The codling moth (JJarpocapxsa pomonancC) 

deposits its eggs either at the stalk or eye of _ 

the young fruit, early in May. In a few days 

a small whitish grub is hatched, and this im¬ 

mediately eats its way into the apple, upon 

the substance of which it feeds for three weeks 

or a month. Having by that time attained 

its full size, the grub quits the fruit, which in 

the interval generally falls to the ground, 

spins itself a cocoon on the stem, and changes 

into a chrysalis, from which the moth appears 

in a few days and gives rise to a second brood 

of grubs. Destroying the fallen apples, and 

keejiing the stems free of loose bai’k, are the 

best preventive measures. 

In addition to the above, the following in¬ 

sects may also be mentioned as attacking the 

apple, namely, the caterpillars of the lackey 

moth (filisiocampa neixstria), mottled umbre 

moth (Jlyhernia defoliaria), pale brindled 

beauty-moth [Amphidasis pilosaria), gipsy- 

moth {Bombyx dispar), yellow - tailed moth 

[Bombyx chrysorrhoea), the lunar spotted 

pinion-moth (Noctiia piyralina), and the haw¬ 

thorn pontia (Pieris cratcegi). 

According to Downing, the apple tree suffers 

in America from three insects which, though 

not troublesome in Britain, it may be well to 

mention. 

The apple-borer is a fleshy, white grub, 

the larva of a brown and white striped beetle 

{Saperda bivittata), which deposits its eggs 

during the months of June and July in the 
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collar of tlie tree. The grub, which takes two 

or three years to go through all its transfor¬ 

mations, penetrates into the stem, and eventu¬ 

ally causes the death of the tree, either by its 

perforations or by consuming the alburnum. 

It may be destroyed by thrusting a wire into 

its hole, and its attacks prevented by placing 

a mound of ashes round the stem; also, to a 

great extent, by washing the stem with a 

solution of 2 lbs. of potash in 8 quarts of 

water. 
Another insect pest is the caterpillar of a 

reddish brown moth {Clisiocampa Americana), 

the eggs of which are deposited about mid¬ 

summer on the young branches. The cater¬ 

pillars are hatched in the following May, and 

feed voraciously on the foliage for six or seven 

weeks, often completely stripping the trees. 

The most effectual remedies are hand-picking, 

brushing the caterpillars down with a round 

brush fixed to the end of a pole, or touching 

them with a sponge dipped in strong spirits 

of ammonia, when they instantly perish; but 

whatever mode of destruction be adopted, it 

should be practised early in the morning, be¬ 

fore the insects quit their nests. 

The canker worm {Anisopieryx pometaria) 

proves very destnictive to the foliage in some 

parts of America. The moth occasionally 

appears late in autumn, but more commonly 

early in spring; and the females being wing¬ 

less, are obliged to crawl up the stems, on 

which, after pairing, they deposit their eggs. 

The larva, which is ash-coloured or dusky 

brown, appears in the end of May. The 

most effectual means of checking the ravages 

of this insect consist in surrounding the 

stem with a piece of canvas smeared with 

bird-lime, so as to entrap the females in their 

ascent. 

THE PEAR {Pyrus communis, lu.—Icosandria 

Di-Pentagynia, L.; Mosacese, J.; Pomacete, 

Lind.) is a native of England, as well as most 

temperate parts of Europe and Western Asia. 

It attains a greater height than the apple, and 

generally assumes a more pyramidal form of 

growth. Under favourable circumstances it 

lives to a great age, in some instances upwards 

of 400 years. It was cultivated more than 

2000 years ago by the Greeks and Eomans; 

and the cultivated vaiieties are supposed to 

have been introduced by the latter into Gaul, 

and from thence into England. 

The uses of the fruit are well known; for 

the dessert it is highly esteemed, and many 

varieties are excellent for stewing, baking, 

drying, and for the manufacture of perry. 

The varieties cultivated for these purposes 

are scarcely less numerous than in the case of 

the apple, and new ones are being continually 

added. By the exeidions of Mr. Knight in our 

own country, and of Yan Mons, Esperen, and 

others, in Belgium, many valuable sorts have 

been obtained, which have proved superior in 

hardiness and quality to the older kinds, and 

have rendered the cultivation of some of these 

no longer desirable. The quality of the fruit 

and bearing in this country of many of the 

most recent Belgian sorts have not, however, 

as yet been sufficiently ascertained to permit 

of our speaking of these varieties with cer¬ 

tainty; we shall therefore confine ourselves in 

the following descriptions to sorts which are 

known to be of first-rate excellence in this 

country. 

I.—DESSERT PEARS. 

1. Althorp Crassane. — Shoots vigorous, 

olive brown, marked with numerous pale 

brown dots. Leaves rather large, ovate, acu¬ 

minate, somewhat cordate at the base, dentate 

or slightly serrated. Petioles nearly 1 inch in 

length. Frxiit middle-sized, roundish obovate. 

Eye partially open, the segments of the calyx 

inclining to collapse, set in an evenly formed 

depression. Stalk from ^ inch to 1 inch in 

length, of medium thickness. Skin greenish 

brown, in some cases becoming but very faintly 

tinged with yellow when fit for use. Plesh 

pale greenish white, buttery, melting, very 

juicy, rich, and excellent, with a slight rose¬ 

water perfume. 

A dessert pear of the highest merit; in use in 

the end of October and throughout November. 

The tree is vigorous, very hardy, and a good 

bearer as a standard, even in unfavourable 

years. 

The variety was raised by Mr. Knight. 

2. Ambrosia—syn. Early Beurre.—Shoots 

vei’y vigorous, dark brown, sprinkled with 

linear specks. Leaves lai’ge, oval, acuminate, 

very sharply serrated. Petioles about 1 inch 

in length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish obo¬ 

vate. Eye large, open, set in a shallow de¬ 

pression. Stalk about 1 inch in length, thick¬ 

ened at its base, inserted, frequently obliquely, 

in a small cavity. Skin greenish yellow, 

thickly sprinkled with pale brown spots and 

smooth russet. Flesh whitish, buttery, melt- 

insr, and rich, with a honied sweetness. 
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A delicious dessert pear; ripe in September, 

but oulj^ keeping good for a few days. 

The tree is an upright and moderately 

strong grower, and succeeds as a standard. 

3. Aston Town.—Shoots long, vigorous, 

erect, of a dark olive colour, strewed with 

small ]oale brown specks, slightly downy. 

Leaves rather small, ovate, abruptly acuminate, 

serrated near the apex, almost entire towards 

tlie base. Petioles scarcely 1 inch in length, 

strong. Floioers rather small. Petals round¬ 

ish obovate. Fruit below the middle size, 

roundish. Eye small, open, placed in a shal¬ 

low depression. Stalk long, slender, not sunk 

at its insertion. Skin pale gray, with specks 

of russet on the side next the sun. Plesh 

yellowish white, melting, very juicy, rich, and 

sugary, with a Crassane flavour. 

An excellent dessert pear; in season in Oc¬ 

tober and November, but not in perfection 

till the end of the former month. 

The tree is very hardy, and well adajited for 

cultivation as a. standard, bearing abundantly 

as such even in exposed situations. Its 

branches, when allowed to grow at full length, 

have a peculiar tendency to twist or curve, 

and in forming the heads of standards this 

must be counteracted by judicious pruning. 

The vai’iety was raised at Aston in Cheshire. 

4. Autumn Bergamot-—syn. Common Ber¬ 

gamot, English Bergamot, York Bergamot.— 

Shoots moderately strong, olive brown, thinly 

sprinkled with pale brown dots. Leaves mid¬ 

dle-sized, oval or ovate, somewhat cordate and 

acuminate, finely serrated. Petioles about 

1 inch in length, slender. Flowers middle- 

sized. Petals roundish obovate, imbricated, 

of a cream colour. Fruit rather small, de¬ 

pressed globular. Eye middle-sized, open, set 

in an evenly formed, shallow depression. Stalk 

short and thick, inserted in a r-ather wide, 

round cavity. Skin brownish green on the 

shaded side, reddish brown next the sun, the 

whole surface sprinkled with spots and specks 

of rough brown russet, and sometimes entirely 

covered with it. Elcsh whitish, tender, gritty 

uear the core, sugary, and rich, with an 

abundance of perfumed juice. 

A very good dessert pear; in season during 

October’. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, hard}', and 

a good bearer, even as a standai’d. 

The variety is supposed to have existed in 

this country for upwards of 1800 years. 

5. Bebgamotte Cadet — syn. De Cadet, 

Beauchamps, Beurre Beauchamps.—Shoots of 

medium length and thickness, dull brown, 

with very few obscure, linear, pale brown dots. 

Leaves small, oval, somewhat acuminate, very 

sharply serrated. Petioles short, about ^ inch 

in length. Flowers middle-sized. Petals oval. 

Fruit middle-sized, roundish obovate. Eye 

small, set in a shallow depression. Stalk rather 

short and thick, not deeply inserted. Skin 

pale green on the shaded side, yellowish brown 

next the sun, partially covered with soft rus¬ 

set. Flesh yellowish white, buttery, juicy, 

rich, and sweet, with a peculiarly agreeable 

perfume. 

An excellent dessert pear, valuable on ac¬ 

count of its ripening in succession from Octo¬ 

ber to January, and in some cases continuing 

to do so from the same tree till March. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and a good 

bearer, succeeding as a standard in England. 

6. BEUERfi d’Amanlis — syn. D’Albert, 

Hubard, Kaissoise, Wilhelmine.—Shoots vigor¬ 

ous, dark chestnut brown, sprinkled with rather 

large pale brown specks. Leaves large, broad 

oval, acuminate, very sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles f inch in length. Fruit large, obovate. 

Eye open, set in a shallow depression. Stalk 

long, moderately thick, inserted in a shallow 

cavity. Skin yellowish brown where shaded, 

tinged with brownish red next the sun, and 

sprinkled with russet. Flesh yellowish white, 

buttery, melting, and rich. 

A handsome and excellent dessert pear; in 

season in September and October. 

The tree bears well as a standard. 

7. Beurre d’Aremberg—syn. Due d’Ar- 

emberg, D’Aremberg Parfait, Colmar Des- 

champs, Deschamps, Delices des Orphelines, 

L’Orpheline, Orpheline d’Enghien. — Shoots 

moderately vigorous, of a clear yellowish brown, 

and sprinkled with small, oblong, light brown 

spots. Leaves middle-sized, oblong, tapering 

to the point, somewhat folded, nearly entire 

on the old wood, slightly serrated towards the 

extremities of the young shoots, the mid-rib 

frequently much recurved towards autumn. 

Petioles of medium length, moderately strong. 

Fruit middle-sized, obovate, with a fleshy pro¬ 

tuberance on one side of the stalk. Eye small, 

set in an evenly rounded cavity, the segments 

of the calyx in many cases entirely disappear¬ 

ing. Stalk about 1 inch in length, thick, 

generally inserted nearly at right angles witli 

the axis of the fruit. Skin pale green, dotted 

with cinnamon russet. Flesh whitish, melting, 
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veiy juicy, and when well ripened, rich and 

sweet, with a slight, agreeable acidity, but 

which in unfavourable seasons and localities 

becomes disagreeable to most persons. 

An excellent dessert pear; in season during 

December and January. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, and a great 

bearer, succeeding as a standard in good situa¬ 

tions, but better as an espalier, or against a 

wall. I 
8. Beurek Bose — syn. Calebasse Bose, 

Bose’s Flaschenbirne, Marianne Kouvelle, 

Beurre d’Yelle of some.—Shoots vigorous, 

Ilexuose at the buds, olive, spi’inkled with dis¬ 

tinct pale brown dots. Leaves rather large, 

ovate, acuminate, slightly crenated. Petioles 

about 1 inch in length. Petals long, ellipti¬ 

cal, not imbricated. Fruit large, pyriform, a 

little curved. Eye rather small, open, in¬ 

serted in a shallow depression. Stalk about 

1^ inch in length, slender, curved. Skin 

tolerably smooth, entirely covered with einna- 

mon russet. Flesh yellowish, buttery, juicy, 

rich, and sugary, with a very agreeable, cin¬ 

namon flavour. 

A handsome and excellent dessert pear; in 

season during October and November. 

The tree is hardy, vigorous, and a good 

bearer either as a standard or against a wall. 

The fruit does not generally form in clusters, 

but is distributed singly over the tree. 

The variety was raised by Dr. Van Mons. 

9. BEUREk DE Capiaumont—syn. Aurore, 

Capiaumont, Calebasse Voss.—Shoots vigorous, 

of a clear reddish brown colour, sprinkled with 

numerous white spots. Leaves large, ovate 

oblong, much folded, acuminate, finely ser¬ 

rated. Petioles | to 1 inch in length. Fruit 

middle - sized, turbinate^ tapering generally 

with a slight curve. Eye large, open, promi¬ 

nent. Stalk generally short, thickened at its 

base, and continuous with the fruit. Skin 

yellow on the shaded side, of a fine cinnamon 

colour with a blush of light red next the sun, 

the whole surface sprinkled with slight russet. 

Flesh yellowish white, melting, buttery, juicy, 

rich, sweet, and pleasant. 

An excellent dessert pear; ripe about the 

middle of October, and keejiing till the end 

of that month or beginning of November. 

The tree is hardy in constitution, and its 

blossom is not liable to injury from frost. It 

is a great bearer either as a standard or open 

dwarf. 

10. Beure6 Diee—syn. Beurre Incompar¬ 

able, Beuire Magiiifique, Beurre Pvoyal, Diel, 

Dillen, Gros Dillen, Dorothee Boyale, Grosse 

Doroth6e, De Melon, Melon de Kops, Des 

Trois Tours, Diel’s Butterbirne, Beurr6 Spence 

and Beurre d’Y elle of some.—Shoots strong, of 

a dull olive brown, sprinkled with a few small, 

linear, ash - coloured specks, slightly downy, 

especially at the extremities. Leaves large, 

roundish ovate, acuminate, nearly flat, finely 

and irregularly serrated. Petioles from f inch 

to 1 inch in length. Flowers large. Petals 

roundish oval, imbricated. Fruit very large, 

varying greatly in form according as it is pro¬ 

duced on a wall or in the open ground, obovate 

in the latter case, obtusely pyriform in the 

former, thickest a little above the middle, 

tapering from thence pretty regulaily towards 

the stalk, but there it is obtuse, and some ob¬ 

tuse angles pi’oceed from the middle towards 

the other extremity when the fruit assumes 

the elongated form. Eye open, set in an un¬ 

even hollow, which is generally deep, some¬ 

times rather shallow. Stalk strong, from 

1 to 1| inch in length, placed in a deep cavity, 

and surrounded by fleshy protubei’ances. Skin 

smooth, greenish brown at first, changing 

towards maturity to brownish yellow, and 

sprinkled with cinnamon - coloured russet 

Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melting, a 

little gritty near the core, juicy, and sweet, 

with a rich, aromatic flavour. 

A dessert pear of the highest excellence; 

in season from the end of October to the be- 

sinning: of December. 

The tree is very vigorous, attaining a large 

size, hai’dy, and a most abundant bearer either 

as a standard or upon a wall. Grown in the 

latter mode, its fruit is inferior in flavour to 

that produced by standards, dwarfs, and espa¬ 

liers, though of larger size. 

In pruning the tree, care should be taken 

to admit air and light to the large foliage by 

thinning out the shoots to a suflB.cient extent. 

The variety was named after Dr. Diel, the 

celebrated German pomologist, by Yan Mous, 

who is said to have been its raiser. 

11. Beurre Range—syn. Beixrr6 de Ranz, 

Beurre Epine, Beurre de Flandre, Beurre Noir- 

chain. Bon Chretien de Ranee, Hardenpont du 

Printemps, Ranzige Butterbirne.—Shoots mo¬ 

derately strong, brownish yellow, sprinkled 

with distinct and I’ather numerous roundish 

gray spots. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, taper- 

pointed, toothed or not deeply seiTated. Pe¬ 

tioles short, genei’ally from g to | inch in 
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length. Flowers rather early, large. Petals 

roundish oval, imbricated. Fruit large, ob¬ 

tusely pyriform. Eye rather large, open, with 

the segments of the calyx projecting. Stalk 

long, slender, inserted in a shallow depression. 

Skin dark green, thickly sprinkled with specks 

of dark brown russet Flesh greenish, melt¬ 

ing, a little gritty near the core, very juicy, 

rich, and sweet, not apt to become mealy. 

A handsome and most delicious long-keep¬ 

ing dessert pear; in season from January till 

April or May. 

The tree is moderately vigoroixs, of a rather 

straggling habit of growth, tolerably hardy, 

and an abundant bearer either as a standard 

or upon a wall. When grown on a wall, it 

succeeds best on a western aspect, but in cold 

situations it fully deserves a place on a southern 

aspect. It should be worked upon the pear 

stock, as it does not thrive upon the quince. 

The variety was raised at Mons, by M. 

Hardenpont. 

12. Bishop’s Thumb.—Shoots moderately 

strong, of a twisted growth, yellowish brown, 

thinly sprinkled with dull pale brown specks. 

Leaves middle-sized, ovate oblong, acuminate, 

rather shai’ply seri-ated. Petioles 1 inch or 

more in length. Fruit large, oblong, thickest 

near the eye, where the sides are a little flat¬ 

tened, tapering irregularly towards the stalk, 

where it terminates somewhat obtusely. Eye 

small, open, set in a slight depression, and 

having the segments of the calyx projecting. 

Stalk rather long, cuiwed, obliquely inserted 

between fleshy protuberances. Skin on the 

shaded side brownish green, spi’inkled with 

numerous spots and patches of russet, and en¬ 

tirely covered with it at the base and towards 

the stalk, of a dark ferruginous red on the 

side next the sun. Flesh yellowish white, 

melting, juicy, rich, and sweet, with a peculiar 

perfumed flavour which is much relished by 

some. 

A dessert pear; ripe about the end of October. 

The tree is a good bearer as a standard. 

13. Broom Park.—Shoots rather slendei’, 

thorny, olive-coloured, tinged with red towards 

the extremities. Leaves small, ovate, acumi¬ 

nate, slightly toothed or serrated. Petioles 

slender, | inch in length. Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish obovate. Eye large, open, rather 

deeiily sunk. Stalk thick, about 1 inch in 

length, not sunk at its insertion. Skin brown, 

sprinkled with cinnamon russet. Flesh yel¬ 

lowish white, melting, and juicy, with a rich 
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and peculiar flavour, partaking of the melon 

and pine apple. 

An excellent dessert pear; in use during 

J anuary. 

The tree is vigorous, very hardy, and a 

good bearer as a standard. 

The variety was mi.sed by Mi*. Knight. 

14. Brown Beurre—syn. Beurre, Beurre 

d’Ambleuse, Beurre d’Amboise, Beurr6 Dore, 

Golden Beurre, Beurre Gris, Beurre du Boi, 

Beurre Bouge, Beurre Vert, Badham’s, Isam- 

bert, Isambert-le-Bon, Bed Beurre of some.— 

Shoots moderately strong, short-jointed, of a 

bright chestnut colour, strewed with pale 

brown dots. Leaves rather large, oblong, in¬ 

clining to ovate, tapering to the point, folded, 

irregularly dentate. Petioles about 1 inch in 

length, of medium thickness. Flowers middle- 

sized. Petals obovate, not much tinged with 

red. Fruit generally large, obovate, tapering 

to the stalk. Eye small, partially closed, set 

in a shallow depression. Stalk from ^ inch 

to 1 inch in length, thick and fleshy at its 

junction with the spur, thickened and some¬ 

what twisted at its base. Skin greenish yel¬ 

low, covered more or less with thin russet, and 

tinged to a greater or less extent with reddish 

brown on the side next the sun. Flesh white, 

with some greenish veins, buttery, very juicy, 

and rich. 

A valuable, highly esteemed, and, when 

well ripened, most excellent dessert pear; in 

perfection during October. It is, however, 

subject to considerable variation in size, form, 

colour, and quality, according to the soil and 

situation in which it is grown. 

The tree requires the protection of a wall 

with a west aspect; and in northern situations 

it should have a southern aspect. It is a good 

bearer, vigorous and healthy in a warm climate, 

but very apt to canker in this country. 

15. Burgermeester.—Shoots moderately vi¬ 

gorous, yellowishbrown,ratherthinly sprinkled 

with oblong specks. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, 

tapering to the point, flnely toothed, almost 

entire at the base. Petioles of medium length. 

Fruit middle-sized, oblong pyriform. Eye 

open, level with the top, somewhat oblique. 

Stalk about 1 inch in length, fleshy at its 

junction with the fruit, near ■which the latter 

is a little twisted, so that the stalk points in 

one direction, whilst the eye inclines to the 

opposite one. Skin greenish yellow, mostly 

covered with cinnamon russet. Flesh yellow¬ 

ish white, tender, melting, and very sugary. 
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A dessert pear; in season in Novembei’. 

The tree is a good bearer, and succeeds as 

a standard. 
16. OnAUMQNTEL—syn. Beurre d’Hiver, 

Winter Beurr6, Bezi de Chaumontel, Oxford 

Chaumontel.—Shoots rather slender, flexuose 

at the buds, bright chestnut red next the sun, 

paler chestnut where shaded, sprinkled with 

oblong, oval, and linear pale brown specks. 

Leaves middle-sized, ovate, with a tapering 

])oint, finely serrated. Petioles about | inch 

in length. Fruit very large when well grown, 

oblong, blunt at the stalk, somewhat irregular, 

widest about two-thirds from the stalk, ob¬ 

tusely angular towards the eye, which is small, 

partially open, in a deep, irregularly ribbed 

cavity. Stalk short, thick, obliquely inserted 

in a narrow, irregular, moderately deep cavity, 

but often without being sunk, and having a 

curved projection of the fruit on its upper side. 

Skin on the shaded side yellowish green or 

olive brown, covered where well exposed with 

dark reddish brown russet. Flesh yellowish 

white, melting, juicy, and sugary, with a pecu¬ 

liarly rich, perfumed flavour. 

A delicious dessert pear; in season from 

November to March. 

The tree bears well as a standard in the 

soiithern parts of England, but elsewhere re¬ 

quires a wall. It is particularly well adapted 

for jtyramid and espalier training, either on 

tlie quince or pear stock. 

The Chaumontel is much grown in Jersey 

and Guernsey, and is the sort chiefly imported 

from these islands to London, where it is often 

sold at the rate of £5 per hundred when pears 

are scarce. 

The original tree of this variety was a seed¬ 

ling which sprung up at Chaumontel (Oise) 

where, according to Duhamel, it existed in 

1765, and though 100 years old, was still bear¬ 

ing good crops. 

17. Citron des Carmes—syn. Madeleine, 

Rose Angle Early.—Shoots vigorous, chest¬ 

nut-coloured, with numerous specks. Leaves 

middle-sized, ovate, somewhat cordate at the 

base, tapering to the point, entire, or but 

very slightly crenated. Petioles upwards of 

1 inch in length. F’Zoicers eaidy, large. Petals 

roundish, imbricated, of a pale colour. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate, rising a little higher on 

one side of the stalk than on the other. Eye 

rather large, open, set in a very shallow de¬ 

pression. Stalk long, rather strong, somewhat 

obliquely attached. Skin soft, smooth, yel¬ 

lowish green, with sometimes a faint blush of 

red next the sun. Flesh greenish white, melt¬ 

ing, juicy, sweet, and rich. 

A most excellent early dessert pear; ripe in 

the end of July and beginning of August. 

The tree is a vigorous upright grower when 

young; but when old, it is apt to canker in 

some sods. It is an abundant bearer as a 

standard. 

18. Colmar—syn. Colmar Dore, D’Auch, 

Be Manne, Incomparable.—Shoots vigorous, 

yellowish brown, moderately sprinkled witli 

distinct spots. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, 

tapering towards the point, slightly acuminate, 

flnely, not deeply serrated. Petioles about 

1 inch long. Fruit middle-sized, or rather 

large, oblong, tapering towards the stalk, at 

the insertion of which it is obtuse. Eye large, 

open, in a rather deep, evenly rounded hollow, 

on the sides of which the segments of the 

calyx closely recline. Stalk 1 inch in length, 

inserted somewhat obliquely in a slight de¬ 

pression. Skin grayish green. Flesh yel¬ 

lowish white, tender, juicy, rich, and high- 

flavoured. 

In season in November, and may be kept 

till March. 
There is perhaps no pear which will con¬ 

tinue good so long after it becomes flt for use 

as this excellent variety. 

The tree requires a wall, and is sometimes 

I a shy bearer; but in favourable situations it 

is very productive. 

19. Comte de Lamy—syn. Beun-fi Curt6, 

Dinglei’, Marie Louise Nova, Marie Louise 

the Second.—Shoots very long and vigorous, 

dark reddish chestnut, with a moderate sprink¬ 

ling of small round dots. Leaves rather large, 

oval, acuminate, sharply and irregularly ser¬ 

rated. Petioles rather more than | inch in 

length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish obovate, 

broad at the eye, which is large, open, set in 

a wide depression. Stalk about ^ inch iu 

length, of medium thickness. Skin smooth, 

yellowish green, tinged with red and speckled 

with the same colour on the side next the sun. 

Flesh yellowish white, tender, melting, juicy, 

exceedingly rich and delicious. 

A dessert pear of great excellence; in use 

during October. 

The tree is vigorous, of upright growth, and 

a very abundant bearer, succeeding well as a 

standard. 
20. Crassane—syn. Bergamotte Crassane, 

Beurre Plat, Cresane.—Shoots of medium 
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strength, brown, with a thin, grayish epider¬ 

mis where exposed, yellowish brown where 

shaded, moderately sprinkled with gray dots. 

Leaves middle-sized, ovate-oblong, tapering to 

the point, slightly crenated. Petioles from 

f inch to 1 inch in length. Fruit middle- 

sized, or rather large, roundish or turbinate, 

flat at the eye and a little so at the stalk. 

Eye small, open, set in a shallow depression, 

but sometimes rather deeply sunk. Stalk 

remarkably long, from 2 to 2^ inches in length, 

slender, woody, but fleshy at its insertion, which 

is on a level or sometimes in a slight hollow. 

Skin a little rough, grayish green, dotted with 

brown, and occasionally sprinkled with russet. 

Flesh whitish, buttery, rather gritty near the 

core, juicy, with a rich, saccharine flavour. 

An old and much esteemed dessert pear; 

in season during November and December. 

The tree requires a wall, and is sometimes 

shy in commencing to bear, but afterwards it 

is frequently very productive. 

21. Doyenne d’Ete—syn. Beurre d’Ete, 

Doyenn6 de Juillet, Saint-Micbel d’Ete.— 

Shoots moderately vigorous, of a clear olive yel¬ 

low, spi'inkled with pale brown dots. Leaves 

rather small, oval, tapering to the point, mo¬ 

derately serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in 

length, slender. Fruit small, obovate. Eye 

closed by the convergent tips of the segments 

of the calyx. Stalk scarcely 1 inch in length, 

thick. Skin pale yellowish green on the 

shaded side, streaked with deep red next the 

sun. Flesh white, melting, juicy, rich, and 

sweet, with a very agreeable flavoxir, which 

is free from muskiness. 

A handsome and very excellent early des¬ 

sert pear j ripe about the middle of July. 

The tree is a most abundant bearer. 

22. Duchesse d’Angouleme—syn. Poire 

d’Eparonnais, Pofre de Pez^nas.—Shoots vi¬ 

gorous, olive, faintly tinged with red where 

well exposed, sprinkled with small, OAal, and 

linear specks. Leaves rather large, oval, taper¬ 

ing to the point, acutely crenated. Petioles 

about 1 inch in length. Fruit very large, 

obtusely obovate, with an uneven, somewhat 

knobby surface. Eye partially ojien, set in a 

deep cavity. Stalk of medium length, stout, 

deeply inserted, and surrounded with knobby 

protubei’ances. Skin dull yellow, sprinkled 

with numerous spots and patches of brown 

russet. Flesh yellowish Avhite, buttery, melt¬ 

ing, very juicy, rich, and high flavoured, with 

a peculiar spicy aroma. 

A very large dessert pear, of the highest 

excellence; in use in October and November. 

The tree is healthy, vigorous, and a good 

bearer either as a standard, espalier, or against 

a wall. It produces the best flavoured fruit 

when trained as a standard or espalier, but 

requires a wall in the colder parts of the 

kingdom. 

The A^ariety is said to liaA’e been found in 

a hedgerow, near Angers, in 1815. 

23. Easter Beurre—syn. Bergamotte de 

la Pentecote, Beurre Anglaise, Beurre d’HiAmr 

de Bruxelles, Beurre de Paques, Beurre de la 

Pentecote, Beurre Rousse, Bezi Chaumontel 

tres Gros, Canning, Chaumontel tres Gros, 

Doyenne d’Hiver, Doyenn6 d’Hiver Nouveau, 

Doyenn6 de Paques, Doyenne du Printemps, 

Philippe de Paques, Du Patre, Seigneur d’Hi¬ 

ver, Griine Winter Butterbirne, Bergamotte 

d’Hiver and Pastorale of some.—Shoots mo¬ 

derately strong, of a clear reddi.sh brown, 

sprinkled with well defined light broAvn or 

whitish dots. Leaves oblong or elliptical, 

slightly folded, somev/hat recurved, slightly 

serrated. Petioles longish, slender. Flowers 

rather early, middle-sized. Petals OAml, not 

imbricated when fully expanded. Fruit large, 

roundish obovate. Eye small, closed by the 

converging tips of the segments of the calyx, 

set in a moderately deep, somewhat irregular de¬ 

pression. Stalk very short and thick, inserted 

in a deep cavity, and surrounded by irregular 

projections. Skin brownish green, becoming 

yellowish brown at maturity, sprinkled with 

numerous russet spots. Flesh white, very but¬ 

tery, melting, rich, SAveet, and high flavoured. 

A valuable late-keeping dessert pear; in 

season from January till April or May. 

The tree is an earl}" and most abundant 
bearei’, especially Avhen worked Aipon the 
quince stock. In the southern and midland 
parts of England it succeeds as an espalier, 
pyramid, or standard; in colder situations it 
requires a Avail, but the fruit so produced is 
generally inferior' in quality to that obtained 
from trees in the open ground. When groAvn 
as a standard, it should be as a Ioav one, for 
the fruit being heavy is apt to be blown down. 
When the tree is trained against a Avail with 
an east or Avest aspect, the branches should be 
placed at least 1 foot apart, in order to alloAV of 
a gr-eater amount of heat being absorbed and 
radiated by the Avail than Avould otherwise be 
the case. When the fruit becomes mealy, as 
it does sometimes upon a Avarm aspect, it 

61 
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should be gathered before it parts easily from 

the spur, and ripened in a warm place. 

The variety was introduced into this coun¬ 

try from Belgium, but its oidgiu is unknown. 

24. Elton.—Shoots vigorous, dull chestnut 

brown, slightly spotted, downy. Leaves mid¬ 

dle-sized, ovate, acuminate, much waved on 

the margin, downy. Petioles long and slender. 

Fruit middle-sized, regularly formed, oval or 

obovate. Eye small, ojien, in a slight depres¬ 

sion. Stalk short, inserted in a small cavity. 

Skin yellowish brown, slightly russeted. Flesh 

white, melting, buttery, juicy, and rich. The 

fruit is singular in not having any core. 

A very good dessert pear; ripe in September. 

It must be gathered before it parts too readily 

from the tree. 

The tree is an extraordinarily strong grower, 

and an excessive bearer. 

The original tree was found in an orchard 

of pear trees in the parish of Elton, in Here¬ 

fordshire. 

25. English Caillot Bosat—syn. King 

Pear. — Shoots vigorous, }'ellowish brown, 

sprinkled with a few small linear specks. 

Leaves middle-sized, ovate, of thin substance, 

finely and sharply serrated. Petioles upwards 

of 1 inch in length. Fruit large, obtusely 

pyriform. Eye middle-sized, open, set in a 

shallow depression. Stalk about iuch long, 

of medium thickness, woody. Skin yellowish 

green, sprinkled with russet spots on the shaded 

side, dark browni.sh red, interspersed with some 

gray specks on the side next the sun. Flesh 

yellowish white, juicy, rich, and aromatic. 

A good dessert pear; ripe in August. 

The tree is vigorous, and a good bearer as a 

standard. 

26. Eyewood.—Shoots of firm growth, but 

I'ather slender, short-jointed, often thorny, 

olive-coloured near the base, reddish chestnut 

where exposed, and deep red towards the ex¬ 

tremities, maiked with very few spots. Leaves 

very small, roundish ovate, somewhat acumi¬ 

nate, slightly toothed or serrated. Petals 

about f inch in length. Fruit middle-sized, 

bergamot-shaped, but somewhat irregular. 

Eye open, set in a shallow depression. Stalk 

u}5wards of 1 inch in length, of medium thick¬ 

ness. Skin yellowish brown, mostly covered 

Avith cinnamon russet. Flesh yellowish white, 

melting, buttery, rich, and high flavoured. 

A very good dessert pear; in season in Oc¬ 

tober and November. 

The tree is very hardy, and a good bearer. 

This is one of the hardy varieties raised by 

Mr. Knight. 

27. Figue he Naples—syn. Comtesse de 

Frenol, Poire de Vigne Pel one.—Shoots strong, 

erect, dark brown, sprinkled with light broAvn 

spots. Leaves large, oblong, a little folded, 

entire, or slightly crenated. Petioles more 

than 1 inch in length. Fruit large, oblong, 

obtuse at the stalk, and of nearly equal thick¬ 

ness at both ends. Eye rather small, open, 

set in a very shallow cavity. Stalk very 

short, obliquely inserted without any depres¬ 

sion. Skin thick, tough, broAvnish green on 

the shaded side, dark reddish broAvn, and 

strewed with numerous spots of brown russet 

on the side next the sun. Flesh greenish 

white, very melting, sugary, and rich. 

An excellent dessert peai-, in season during 

November; but unless kept in drawers, or 

otherwise preserved from the action of the air, 

it is apt to lose its melting properties. 

The tree is very vigorous, and a great bearer 

either as a standard or dAvarf. 

28. Flemish Beauty—syn. La Belle de 

Flandre, Belle des Bois, Bergamotte de Flan- 

dre, Beurre des Bois, Bosch, Bose Sire, Poire 

Brilliant, Bouche Nouvelle, Davy, Impera- 

trice de la France, Tougard.—Shoots long, 

rather slender, dark reddish chestnut, with a 

purplish tinge, strewed with whitish dots. 

Leaves rather small, ov’ate, tapering to the 

point, slightly serrated. Petioles 1 inch or 

more in length, slender. Flowers middle-sized, 

early. Petals obovrate. Fruit large, obovate, 

inclining to oval, terminating obtusely at the 

stalk. Eye small, open, set in a rounded 

shalloAY depression. Stalk of medium length 

and thickness, inserted in a small cavity. 

Skin greenish yelloAv, mostly covered with 

brown russet on the shaded side, and next 

the sun Avith reddish russet, Avhich becomes of 

a Amrmilion colour when the fruit has com¬ 

pleted its maturity. Flesh yelloAvish Avhite, 

melting, buttery, juicy, rich, and sweet. 

A handsome and excellent dessert pear; in 

use from the end of September to the end of 

October or later. The fruit must be gathered 

before it parts readily from the tree, or when 

it is just beginning to acquire a crimson tinge 

next the sun. After keeping some time, it 

will then come to its full perfection as regards 

flavour; but if alloAved to hang on the tree till 

perfectly ripe, it AAdll, though improving in 

size and appearance, become dry and worthless, 

and acquire a disagreeable anise flavour. 
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The tree is of spreading habit, and a good 

bearer, succeeding as a standard. 

The variety, according to M. de Jonghe, 

was found at Heure, a village in East Flanders. 

29. Fondante d’Automne—syn. Belle Lu¬ 

crative, Seigneur Esperen.—Shoots vigorous, 

yellowish brown, chestnut-coloured near the ex¬ 

tremities, on the exposed side thinly sprinkled 

with small spots. Leaves rather small, oval 

or ovate, acuminate, sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles nearly 1 inch in length. Fruit i-ather 

below the middle size, obovate, tapering to 

the stalk. Eye open, set in a shallow depres¬ 

sion. Stalk about 1 inch in length, moderately 

thick, obliquely inserted in a small cavity. 

Skin soft, greenish yellow. Flesh greenish 

white, melting, very juicy, sugary, rich, and 

delicious. 

An excellent dessert pear; in use in October. 

The tree is healthy, and a good bearer as a 

standard. 

30. Forelle—syn. Trout Pear, Poire Truite, 

Forellenbir-ne.—Shoots vigorous, glossy, dark 

red tinged with violet, thinly sprinkled with 

pale gr-ay spots, a little woolly towards the 

extremities. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, some¬ 

what cordate at the base, acuminate, finely 

toothed. Petioles from 1 inch to 2 inches in 

length. Fruit middle-sized, obovate, some¬ 

times oblong. Eye small, set irr a rather 

shallow depression. Stalk slender, from 1 inch 

to inch in lerrgth, inserted in a small cavity. 

Skin, when fully ripe, of a pale brown colour on 

the shaded side, tinged with vermilion, and 

strewed with numerous, roundish, bright gray 

spots, which are margined with crimson. Flesh 

white, very smooth, buttery, melting and rich, 

with an aromatic vinous jirice. 

A beautiful and excellent dessert pear; in 

season from November to January. 

The tree is of upright habit, vigorous, and 

an early as well as great bearer, succeeding as 

a standard. Although it blossoms early, yet 

it withstands the late spring frosts better than 

most other sorts. It is a German variety, 

and most probably originated in Northern 

Saxony. It is called the Trout Pear from its 

being speckled like a trout. 

31. Gansel’s Bergamot—syn. Brocas Bex’- 

gamot, Ives’s Bergamot, Bei’gamotte d’Angle- 

terre. Bonne Rouge, Diamaut, Guile’s Beurr6, 

Staunton. — Shoots I’ather short, moderately 

strong, light brown, leather thickly sprinkled 

with pale bi’own sjjecks, which are mostly 

linear, downy at the extremities. Leaves 

small, ovate, cox-date at the base, obtusely 

crenated, the young ones downy. It is a re- 

max-kable chax-actex'istic of this sort that the 

spur leaves, instead of being longer and moi-e 

elliptic than those of the shoots, are, on the 

contrary, small and heart-shaped. Fruit mid¬ 

dle-sized or rather large, obovate, much flat¬ 

tened at the cx'own, regularly foi-med. Eye 

lax-ge, open, placed in a wide, shallow depx-es- 

sion. Stalk thick and shox-t, being scarcely 

^ inch in length. Skin somewhat rough to 

the touch, grayish brown, tinged with dull 

yellow, and reddish brown next the sun, some¬ 

times sprinkled with russety spots. Flesh 

white, buttery, a little gritty near the core, 

moderately juicy, very rich, sugary, and high 

flavoured. 

A dessex-t pear of the highest excellence; iix 

season in October and November. Although 

many pears have smoother flesh, yet in point 

of x-ich flavour very few can compete with it. 

The tx-ee is occasionally a shy beax-er, but 

in good seasons and well managed, it genex-ally 

bears well. 

The variety was raised aboxxt the year 1768, 

from a seed of the Axxtumn Bergamot, by 

Liexxt.-genex-al Gansel, at Donneland Hall, near 

Colchester. 

32. Glou Morceau—syn. Beixrx-e de 0am- 

bron, Beurx'4 d’Hax-denpont, Beurre d’Hiver 

Nouvelle, Colmar d’Hiver, Glout Morceau, 

Gloux Morceaux, Got Lxxc de Cambron, Har¬ 

den pont d’Hiver, Hardenpoxxt’s Winter But- 

terbirne, Knonpx-inz Ferdinand, Kronpx-inz 

Ferdinand von Oestx-eich, Linden d’Axxtonxne, 

Roi de Wux-temberg, Stiick.—Shoots vigox’oxxs, 

dark olive, x-ather thinly spx’iukled with small, 

not very conspicuous spots. Leaves xniddle- 

sized, ovate-oblong, waved on the margin, 

crenated, near the extremities of the shoots 

shai'ply sex-x-ated. Petioles about | inch in 

length. Fruit large, oblong-obovate, obtusely 

angular towards the eye. Eye middle-sized, 

open, with the segments of the calyx partly 

x-eclining on the sides of a x-ather deep, bxxt 

ixot wide hollow. Stalk 1 inch in length, 

inserted in a small, obtxxsely angular cavity. 

Skin gx-eenish bx-own, dotted and spx-inkled 

with russet, becoming at xnaturity of a pale 

yellowish brown. Sometimes, iix fruit from 

standards, it is mostly covered with browix 

russet, but where not rxxsseted, it is not glossy 

but feels a little x-ough. Flesh white, exceed¬ 

ingly smooth and bxxttery, melting, rich, jixicy, 

and sweet. 
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A dessert pear of the highest excellence; 

in season from November or December till 

January or February. 

The tree is tolerably hardy, and an abundant 

bearer, succeeding as a standard in the southern 

parts of England. It also grows and bears 

well as an espalier. 

The variety was raised at Mons, in Belgium, 

by the Abbe d’Hardenpont, about the year 

1759. 

33. Green Pear of Yair — syn. Green 

Yair.—Shoots vigorous, of a clear i-eddisb 

brown, thickly sj^rinkled with oblong specks 

of a whitish or pale brown colour. Leaves 

rather small, ovate, cordate at the base, taper¬ 

ing to the point, creuated. Petioles short. 

Fruit rather below the middle size, obovate, 

tapering to the stalk. Eye open, set in a shal¬ 

low depression. Stalk short, moderately thick, 

rather obliquely inserted. Skin green, slightly 

sprmkled with msset. Flesh greenish, crisp, 

juicy, very sweet and pleasant. 

A dessert pear; ripe in September. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, and a good 

bearer, suited for northern situations, where 

it may be grown as a standard. 

34. Hagon’s Incomparable—syn. Down- 

ham Seedling, Hacon’s Norfolk Incomparable. 

— Shoots moderately vigoroils, somewhat 

twisted, of an olive colour, thinly and rather 

obscurely spotted. Leaves scarcely middle- 

sized, somewhat cordate, slightly acuminate, 

finely serrated or acutely dentate. Petioles 

f inch in length. Fruit large, roundish. Eye 

large, open, set in a shallow depression. Stalk 

of medium length and thickness, inserted in 

a moderately deep cavity. Skin somewhat 

rough, pale yellowish brown, slightly russeted. 

Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melting, juicy, 

rich, and sweet. 

A very excellent dessert pear; in season 

from the end of November till January. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, of a rather 

pendulous habit, hardy, and a great bearer, 

succeeding well as an orchard standard in the 

southern parts of England, but requiring a 

wall in the northern parts of the kingdom. 

The variety originated at Downham-Market, 

in Norfolk. 

35. IIe.ssel—syn. Hazel Pear.—Branches 

pendulous. Shoots slender, purplish brown. 

Leaves small, oval or elliptic, slightly serrated. 

Petioles slender, upwards of 1 inch in length. 

Fruit below the middle size, roundish obovate, 

with a slight projection on one side of the 

stalk. Eye small, somewdiat open, set in a shal¬ 

low depression. Stalk about 1 inch in length, 

rather slender. Skin yellowish green, speckled 

with brown russet, and entirely covered with 

russet near the stalk. Flesh yellowish white, 

juicy, sugary, and rich, but gritty near the core. 

A very good dessert pear; in season during 

September. 

The tree is small, with pendulous branches, 

and is a most abundant bearer, on which ac¬ 

count it is much cultivated for supplying the 

London markets. 

36. Jargonelle op the English — syn. 

Beau Present, Epargne, Grosse Cuisse Madame, 

Frauenschenhel, Poire des Tables des Princes, 

Saint Lambert, Saint Sampson, Sweet Sum¬ 

mer.—Shoots very long, and remarkably vig¬ 

orous, of a reddish colour, yellowish green 

where shaded, thinly sprinkled with yellowish 

brown spots. Leaves rather large, ovate, acu¬ 

minate, doubly and finely serrated, woolly 

when young. Petioles long. Flowers veiy 

early and large. Petals roundish, imbricated. 

Fruit large, pyriform. Eye small, open, the 

segments of the calyx long and projecting. 

Stalk long, generally a little curved, not sunk 

at its insertion. Skin smooth, greenish yel¬ 

low on the shaded side, tinged with red next 

the sun. Flesh yellowish white, a little gritty 

at the core, but melting, very juicy, rich, and 

excellent. 

One of the best of the early dessert pears; 

ripe about the middle of August, but only 

keeping good for a few days. 

The tree is vigorous, with a straggling, pen¬ 

dulous habit of growth, and a great bearer, 

either as a standard or upon a wall. 

37. Jean de Witte.—Shoots olive brown, 

buds short and downy. Leaves middle-sized, 

ovate, slightly serrated. Petioles slendei’, 

rather more than 1 inch in length. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate. Eye very small, close, 

set in a slight depression. Stalk rather slen- 

dei’, scarcely 1 inch in length. Skin green, be¬ 

coming pale green at maturity, sprinkled with 

small brown dots. Flesh yellowish white, 

buttery, melting, sweet, and rich, with a 

flavour somewhat resembling that of the Glou 

Morceau. In season from January to March. 

The tree is hardy, and a good bearer as a 

standard. 

The variety is highly deserving of cultiva¬ 

tion, as it comes into use when the really good 

pears are becoming scarce. 

38. Jersey Gratioli—syn. Norris’s Pear. 
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— Shoots strong, short, erect, dull }"ellowisli 

brown, moderately sprinkled with not very 

conspicuous dots, downy. Leaves rather large, 

ovate-oblong, tapering to the point, crenated. 

Petioles above 1 inch in length. Fruit mid¬ 

dle-sized, sometimes rather large, roundish, 

regularly formed. Eye large, open, set in an 

even, shallow depression. Stalk about ^ inch 

in length, thick. Skin pale brown, sprinkled 

with russet specks. Elesh yellowish white, 

tender, melting, very sweet, and rich. 

A most excellent dessert pear; in use 

during October. 

The tree is vigorous and a good bearer, 

succeeding as a standard in the south of Eng¬ 

land. 

39. Knight’s Monarch. — Shoots slender, 

yellowish olive, sprinkled with a considerable 

number of pale dots. Leaves small, ovate, 

slightly acuminate, very slightly crenated. 

Petioles slender, about 1 inch in length. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate, sometimes roundish or 

even oblate. Eye small, open, set in a shallow 

depression. Stalk very short and thick, but 

sometimes rather slender, very little and oc¬ 

casionally not at all sunk at its insertion. Skin 

yellowish brown, tinged with red next the 

sun, the whole surface strewed with numerous, 

roundish, pale gray specks. Elesh yellowish 

white, buttery, melting, juicy, very rich and 

sweet, with an agreeable, slightly musky 

flavour. 

A delicious dessert pear; in use during 

J anuary. 

The tree is vigorous, hardy, healthy, and an 

abundant bearer as a standard. It is inclined 

to bear in clusters at the extremities of the 

branches. 

The variety was raised by hlr. Knight. 

40. Louise Bonne (of Jersey)—syn. Beurre 

or Bonne Louise d’Araudor6, Bonne de Lon- 

gueval, Louise Bonne d’Avranches, William 

the Eourth.—Shoots long, moderately vigor¬ 

ous, dark purplish brown, with numerous dis¬ 

tinct spots. Leaves middle-sized, ovate-oblong, 

tapering to the point, doubly and rather 

sharply serrated. Petioles from ^ to | inch 

in length. Fruit large, pyriform. Eye middle- 

sized, open, set iir a small, shallow, evenly 

rounded depression. Stalk of mediirm length, 

curved, scarcely sunk at its insertion. Skin 

smooth, on the shaded side green at first, 

changing to greenish yellow when fully ripe; 

brownish red, thickly sprinkled with pale 

bro^vn dots on the side next the sun. Elesh 

whitish, buttery, melting, juicy, very sugaiy, 

rich, and high flavoured. 

A most excellent dessert pear; in season 

during October. 

The tree is of upright habit, hardy, vigor¬ 

ous, and a good bearer, succeeding as a stan¬ 

dard. 

The variety originated at Avranches, in 

Normandy. 

41. March Bergamot.—Shoots slendei-, 

olive yellow, sprinkled with pale brown dots, 

often prickly. Leaves small, ovate, slightly 

acuminate, irregularly and acutely crenated. 

Petioles slender, about 1 inch in length. Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish, depressed at the eye 

and stalk. Eye large, open, with the seg¬ 

ments of the calyx projecting. Stalk thick, 

about f inch long. Skin yellowish brown, 

partially covered with russet. Flesh yellowish 

white, buttery, a little gritty near the core, 

very rich and excellent. 

A valuable late-keeping dessert pear; in 

season from Eebruary till April. 

The tree is hai dy, and a good bearer as a 

standard. 

The variety was raised by Mr. Knight. 

42. Marie Louise—syn. Braddick’s Field 

Standard, Forme de Marie Louise, Maria, 

Marie Chretienne, Princesse de Panne. — 

Shoots long and moderately strong, inclined 

to be a little twisted, olive brown where ex¬ 

posed, sprinkled with numerous yellowish 

brown dots. Leaves middle-sized, oval, some¬ 

times ovate, acuminate, sharply semited, ex¬ 

cept near the base, which is nearly entire. 

Petioles of medium length. Fruit large, ob¬ 

long, tapering, but obtuse at the stalk. Eye 

small, partially open, set in a shallow depres¬ 

sion, beyond which the segments of the calyx 

project. Stalk long, of medium thickness, 

obliquely attached, and having frequently a 

projection of the fruit on one side. Skin 

smooth to the touch, green at first, changing, 

when fully ripe, to pale brownish yellow, 

mostly covered with soft russet. Flesh white, 

buttery, melting, very juicy, sweet, and rich. 

A dessert pear of the highest excellence; 

in use during October and November, but, 

when grown in some soils and situations, keep¬ 

ing good till January. 

The tree is healthy, vigorous, and an abun¬ 

dant bearer, succeeding well upon the quince 

stock and as a standard, from which, or from 

an espalier, the fruit is best flavoured. It will 

also succeed on a north wall in the southern 
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part of the kingdom; but it requires the jmo- 

tection of a wall with a warm aspect in the 

north. 

The variety is of Belgian origin, and was 

raised by the Abb4 Duquesne, in 1809. It 

should find a place in every collection. 

43. Napoleon — syn. Archiduc Charles, 

Belle Canaise, Beurre d’Antein, Beurre Na¬ 

poleon Bonaparte, Bon Chretien Napollon, 

Captif de Saint-Helene, Charles X., L’Em- 

pereur, Cloire de I’Enipereur, Liart, Medaille, 

Medaille d’Or, Napoleon’s Butterbirne, Roi 

de Rome, Sucree Doree,'W’urteinberg.—Shoots 

strong, olive green, sprinkled with mimerous, 

well defined, pale brown spots. Leaves broad, 

ovate, tapering to the point, widely but not 

deeply serrated. Reticles of medium length 

and thickness. Flowers very large, late. Pe¬ 

tals obovate. Fruit large, obtusely pyriform, 

broad and slightly angular at the eye, con¬ 

tracted near the middle, and truncated at the 

stalk. Eye large, open, set in a shallow depres¬ 

sion. Stalk thick, rather more than 1 inch in 

length, inserted in a shallow cavity. Skin 

smooth, green at first, changing, when fully 

ripe, to a pale yellowish green. Flesh whitish, 

melting, not very fine, with an extraordinary 

abundance of rich, saccharine juice. 

A delicious, melting pear; in use during No¬ 

vember and sometimes partly in December. 

The tree is vigorous, and a good bearer as a 

standard against a wall, and as a dwarf upon 

the quince stock. It is better flavoured 

grown as a dwarf or espalier, than against a 

wall, where, if not well exposed, its juice is 

too watery. 

The variety was raised in 1808, by M. 

Liart, of Mons. 

44. Neill—syn. Colmar Bose.—Shoots y&vj 

strong, reddish, sprinkled with pale brown 

spots. Leaves middle-sized, oval, serrated. 

Petioles of medium length. Fruit very large, 

obovate. Eye large, open, placed in a shallow 

depression. Stalk generally short and rather 

thick, set in a small cavity. Skin pale yel¬ 

low, sprinkled with light russet. Flesh white, 

buttery, melting, sweet, and very agreeable. 

A large, handsome, and, when well ripened, 

almost first-rate dessert pear, becoming fit for 

use in September and October. 

The tree is vigorous, healthy, and an extra¬ 

ordinary bearer, succeeding well as a standard 

in the southern parts of the kingdom. 

The variety was raised by Van Mons, and 

named after Dr. Neill, of Edinburarh. 
' O 

45. Ne plus Meurts.—Shoots strong, rather 

short-jointed, olive, sprinkled with gi’ay specks. 

Leaves middle-sized, elliptic, tapering regularly 

to both extremities, finely serrated. Petioles 

about 1 inch in length. Flowers large. Petals 

oval, very little imbricated. Fruit middle- 

sized, roundish or roundish obovate, but very 

irregularly formed, with large rounded pro¬ 

jections. Eye large, open. Stalk very short 

and thick. Skin brownish yellow, partially 

covered with russet. Flesh yellowish white, 

buttery, melting, juicy, and rich. 

A most excellent dessert pear; in season 

from January to March. 

The tree is of upright habit, hardy, and an 

abundant bearer in the warmer parts of Eng¬ 

land at least. The fruit often grows in com¬ 

pact clusters. 

The variety was raised by Dr. Van Mons. 

and named after his gardener Meuris. 

4(1. Passe Colmar — syn. Passe Colmar 

Gris, Passe Colmar Gris dit Precel, Passe 

Colmar Epineux, Chapman’s Colmar, Colmar 

Dore, Colmar Epineux. Colmar Gris, Colmar 

Hardenpont, Colmar Preul, Colmar Souve- 

rain, D’Ananas, Beurre d’Argenson, Beurre 

Colmar Gris dit Precel, Cellite, Chapman’s, 

Fondante de Mons, Fondante de Panisel, 

Gambler, Konig von Baiern, Marotte Sucree 

Jaune, Precel, Present de Malines, Regentin, 

Souveraine.—Shoots long, straight, moderately 

strong, of a fine clear olive yellow, spiiukled 

with small pale brown spots. Leaves rather 

small, oval, tapering to each end, nearly flat, 

finely serrated. Petioles of medium length, 

rather slender. Fruit middle-sized, obovate 

or obtusely pyriform, broad and flattened at 

the eye, with sometimes longitudinal furrows 

proceeding from the stalk. Eye rather large, 

open, set in a slight depression. Stalk of me¬ 

dium length and thickness, obliquely attached. 

Skin greenish brown at first, becoming yel¬ 

lowish when fully ripe, sprinkled with russet, 

and tinged with red next the sun when well 

exposed. Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melt¬ 

ing, juicy, very sugary and rich, with a slightly 

aromatic flavour. 

A highly esteemed dessert pear; in use 

during December and January, and sometimes 

tolerably good in February. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, healthy, 

and a great bearei’, either upon the pear or 

quince stock, against a wall or as a standard. 

It is well adapted for dwarf and espalier train¬ 

ing ; but in whatever mode the tree is trained, 
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care should be takeu to shorten the shoots to 

a sufficient extent, as they have a great ten¬ 

dency to grow long and slender, becoming too 

weak, and overbearing themselves. 

The variety is of Belgian origin, having been 

raised at Mons by M. Hardenpont. 

47. Bed Doyenne—syn. Gray Doyenne, 

Dean’s Gray, Gray Butter Pear, Doyenne 

d’Automne, Doyenne Galeux, Doyenn4 Gris, 

Doyenn6 Rouge, Doyenng Roux, Saint-Micliel 

Dore, Rothe Dechantsbirne, Rothe Herbst- 

butterbirne. Red Beurre and Beurre Rouge 

of some. — Shoots rather short, of medium 

vigour, greenish gray wliere shaded, reddish 

chestnut where exposed, thinly sprinkled with 

small pale brown dots. Leaves small, elliptic, 

tapering to the point, finely but not deeply 

toothed. Petioles very slender, about 1 inch 

in length. Flowers rather early, small. Pe¬ 

tals oval, inclining to obovate. Fruit middle- 

sized, obovate. Eye small, closed by the con¬ 

verging points of the calyx, set in a shallow 

depression. Stalk about ^ inch long, curved, 

very thick, set in a rather deep cavity, with a 

projection on one side. Skin covered with 

bright cinnamon-coloured russet, becoming of 

a bright red as the fruit approaches maturity. 

Fle.sh white, melting, buttery, sweet, and rich, 

with a cinnamon flavoui’. 

A handsome and excellent dessert pear; in 

use during October and November, succeeding 

the White Doyenn6, over which it has the 

advantage of keeping longer. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, healthy, 

and a most abundant bearer, either upon the 

pear or quince stock. 

48. Saint-Germain—syn. Saint-Germain 

Gris, Saint-Germain Jaune, Inconnue-la-Pare. 

—Shoots rather slender, olive yellow, moder¬ 

ately sprinkled with small dots. Leaves middle- 

sized, elliptic, folded, rather sharply serrated. 

Petioles fully 1 inch in length. Fruit large, 

oblong, widest at two-thirds of its length from 

the stalk. Eye small, open, set in a shallow 

depression, sometimes nearly prominent. Stalk 

of medium length, obliquely inserted. Skin 

yellowish green, sprinkled with brown russet 

next the sun. Flesh yellowish white, rather 

gritty, but very juicy, sweet, and rich. 

A dessert pear, formerly in much esteem for 

its abundant, refreshing juice; in use from No¬ 

vember to January. 

The tree is a good bearer, but requires a wall. 

49. Shobden Court. — Shoots small and 

short, olive brown towards the extremities, of 

a chestnut colour next the sun, thinly and 

obscurely spotted. Leaves very small, roundish 

oval, shortly and abruptly acuminate, slightly 

serrated. Petioles 1 inch or more in length, 

very slender, deeply tinged with red. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate. Eye middle-sized, open, 

set in a shallow depression. Stalk of medium 

length, inserted in a small cavity. Skin yel¬ 

lowish russet. Flesh yellowish white, buttery, 

melting, rich, and high flavoui’ed. 

An excellent dessert ])ear; in use during 

January and February. 

The tree is hardy, vigorous, thorny when 

young, and a good bearer. 

This variety was raised by Mr. Knight. 

50. Rousselet de Rheims—syn. Rousselet, 

Rousselet Petit.—Shoots long and strong, dark 

violet, thickly set with round dots. Leaves 

middle-sized, ovate, shortly acuminate, finely 

serrated. Petioles from | inch to 1 inch in 

length. Fruit small, pyriform, or obovate, 

rounded at the top, obtuse at the stalk. Eye 

open, with the segments of the calyx rather 

jirominent. Stalk from ^ inch to 1 inch in 

length, of medium thickness. Skin brownish 

green, almost entirely covered with russet, 

next the sun dark brownish red, interspersed 

with yellowish brown specks. Flesh yellowish, 

tender, and melting, with an exceedingly rich 

and honied flavour. 

A delicious dessei't pear, which dries well; 

it is ripe in September. 

The tree is vigorous, and an abundant bearer 

as a standard. 

51. Seckel—syn. New York Red Cheek, 

Red Cheeked Seckel, Shakspeare. — Shoots 

short and stout, reddish brown, thinly sprinkled 

with whitish or pale brown dots. Leaves 

rather large, ovate, tapering to the point, 

crenated or slightly serrated. Petioles about 

1 inch in length. Flowers small, disposed in 

clusters at the ends of the shoots. Petals 

obovate, tapering to the claw, when expand¬ 

ing of a bright rose colour. Fruit small, ob¬ 

ovate. Eye small, open, rather prominent. 

Stalk short, insei’ted in a very small cavity. 

Skin olive brown on the shaded side, deep 

red on the side next the sun, becoming of a 

brighter colour after gathering; the whole 

sprinkled with pale specks, which are most 

conspicuous on the sunny side, also with nu¬ 

merous dark-coloured dots. Flesh yellowish 

white, buttery, melting, juicy, and rich, with 

a honied sweetness and highly aromatic, 

musky, but very agreeable flavour. 
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A most delicious dessert jiear; ripe about 

the end of October, but only keeping good a 

few days. 

The tree is healthy, vigorous, hardy, and a 

great bearer as a standard. 

52. Suffolk Thorn.—Shoots small, short, 

but of firm growth, often thorny, light olive 

brown, with few s]5ots. Leaves small, ovate, 

somewhat acuminate, near the base of the shoot 

cordate and acuminate. Petioles rather slen¬ 

der, little more than 1 inch in length. Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish. Eye tolerably large, 

open, set in a shallow depression. Stalk short, 

inserted in a shallow cavity. Skin yellowish 

brown, spidnkled with russet. Flesh white, 

tender, somewhat gritty near the core, but 

rich and excellent, partaking somewhat of the 

flavour of Gansel’s Bergamot. 

A most excellent dessert i^ear; ripe about 

the beginning of October. 

The tree is hardy; its branches are some¬ 

times thorny, or have sharp-pointed twigs and 

fruit-spurs. It is an abundant bearer as a 

standard. 

The variety was raised from a seed of Gan- 

sel’s Bergamot, by Andrew Arcedeckne, Esq., 

of Gleveriug Hall, Wickham-Market, Suffolk. 

53. Summer Franc Real—syu. Franc Real 

d’Et6, Franc Royal d’Ete, Beurre d’Aout 

Ronde, Beurre Hatif, Frause Caneel-peer, Gros 

Micet d’Ete.—Shoots strong, yellowish brown, 

sprinkled vuth a few pale brown dots. Leaves 

large, ovate, somewhat cordate at the base, 

acuminate, entire, very woolly when young. 

Petioles long, rather slender. Fruit middle- 

sized, irregiilarly obovate. Eye partially open, 

set in a moderately deep cavity. Stalk very 

short and thick, a little sunk at its insertion. 

Skin j^ale yellowish green, sprinkled with 

brown russet. Flesh white, buttery, melting, 

juicy, and rich. 

A dessert pear; in season during the first 

fortnight of September. 

The tree is vigorous, healthy, hardy, and 

an abundant bearer, succeeding as a standard 

or dwarf, either on the pear or quince stock. 

54. Swan’s Egg.—Shoots moderately vigor¬ 

ous, short-jointed, of a bright chestnut colour, 

strewed with obscure, small brownish dots. 

Ljeaves middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, sharjdy 

but not deeply serrated. Fruit rather below 

the middle size, obovate or roundish oval. 

Eye large, open, prominent. Stalk long, slen¬ 

der, inserted in a slight depression. Skin yel¬ 

lowish green, sprinkled with numerous green 

specks and russet spots, frequently tinged 

with brownish red next the sun. Flesh white, 

melting, modei’ately juicy, and sweet, with a 

veiy pleasant flavour. 

A favourite dessert pear; in season dui-ing 

October. 

The tree is of upright habit, hardy, a good 

bearer as a standard, and extensively culti¬ 

vated as such. 

55. Thompson’s. — Slioots vigorous, olive 

yellow, slightly spotted. Leaves middle-sized 

or rather large, ovate, tapering to the point, 

with moderately sharp serratures. Petioles 

about I inch long. At young trtrit-spurs the 

leaves are long, narrow, elliptic, with long 

petioles. Fruit middle-sized, 3 inches long, 

and 2| inches broad at the widest part. Eye 

middle-sized, open, in a small cavity, the seg¬ 

ments of the calyx projecting, a little recurved 

at the apex. Stalk small, about ^ inch long, 

inserted in a small cavitj' with the fruit pro¬ 

jecting most on one side. Skin pale yellow, 

with a tinge of brown next the sun, occasion¬ 

ally sprinkled with slight, thin russet. Flesh 

white, buttery, very melting and juicy, exceed¬ 

ingly rich and sugary. 

A delicious dessert pear; in use during 

November. 

The tree is vigorous, healthy, and a good 

bearer. 

The variety is a seedling from the collec¬ 

tions of Dr. Van Mons. 

56. IJrbaniste—syn Beurre Picquery.— 

Shoots moderately strong, of an olive colour, 

thinly sprinkled with 2)ale gray specks. — 

Leaves middle-sized, oval, acuminate, finely 

serrated. Petioles upwards of 1 inch in length, 

rather slender. Flowers rather below the 

middle-size. Petals oval, tapering to the claw, 

not imbricated when fully exjjanded. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate. Eye small, ojien, set in 

a narrow, evenly rounded depression. Stalk 

of medium length, rather thick, a little sunk 

at its insertion. Skin smooth, soft, greenish 

brown, slightly russeted. Flesh white, vei-y 

buttery, melting, juicy, sweet, and rich, with 

a slight perfumed flavour. 

A dessert pear of the highest excellence; 

in use during October. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, healthy, 

and a good bearer, succeeding as a standard, 

dwarf, or esp.alier. and the fruit so produced 

is of much higher flavour than that ripened 

upon a wall. 

The variety was found by the Comte de 
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Coloma, in the garden of a convent at Mech¬ 

lin. 
57. Van Mons-Leon Leclerc—Shoots mo¬ 

derately vigorous, olive, with a slight tinge 

of gray, sprinkled with numerous, small, gray 

dots. Leaves scarcely middle-sized, oval, with 

a long tapering point, slightly crenated. Pe¬ 

tioles slender, 1 inch or more in length. Fruit 

large, oblong. Eye small, open, set in a shal¬ 

low depression. Stalk about 1 inch in length. 

Skin pale brownish yellow, partially covered 

with cinnamon russet. Flesh yellowish white, 

buttery, melthig, juicy, rich, and excellent. 

A most excellent dessert pear; in use in 

October and November. 

The tree is moderately vigorous, and a good 

bearer on the pear stock, but will not succeed 

on the cjuince. 

58. White Doyenne—syn. Beurre Blanc, 

White Beurre, White Autumn Beurre, But¬ 

ter Pear, Dean’s, Doyenn6 Blanc, Pine Pear, 

Poire a Courte Queue, Bonne-ente, Citron de 

Septembre,DeLimon, Monsieur, Neige,St. Mi¬ 

chel, De Seigneur, Snow Pear, Valencia, Virga- 

lieu, Warwick Bergamot, Dechantsbirne, Kai- 

serbirne, Kaiser d’Automne, Weisse Herbst- 

butterbirne. —Shoots moderately vigorous, light 

brown, tinged with chestnut where exposed, 

sprinkled with pale_ brown spots. Leaves 

small, oval, folded, recurved, slightly and re¬ 

gularly serrated. Petioles about 1 inch in 

length, slender, of a whitish colour. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate, depressed at the eye and 

stalk. Eye small, closed by the converging 

points of the calyx, set in a shallow depression. 

Stalk very short and thick, a little sunk at its 

insertion. Skin whitish or pale yellow, and 

from a standard sprinkled more or less with 

cinnamon russet. Flesh white, very buttery, 

melting, juicy, rich, and excellent. 

A very good dessert pear; in use from the 

end of September till the end of October. 

The toee is moderately vigorous when young, 

but when old it is apt to canker, and the fruit 

then cracks. It is a great bearer, succeeding 

well either upon the pear or quince stock. 

59. Williams’s Bon Chretien—syn. Bart¬ 

lett, Williams’s.—Shoots vigorous, olive-col¬ 

oured, light chestnut where well exposed, 

marked with few, not conspicuous brown spots. 

Leaves middle-sized, of thick substance, ovate 

vsdth a tapering point, regularly and finely 

serrated. Petioles about f inch long. Fruit 

large, obtusely pyriform, angular near the eye, 

which is small, nearly closed, prominent or 

set in a very shallow depression. Stalk short, 

thick, obliquely inserted in a small, angular 

cavity. Skin greenish yellow, becoming pale 

yellow when ripe, thickly strewed with small 

green spots, tinged with red next the sun 

when well exposed. Flesh wdiite, buttery, 

melting, juicy, sweet, and perfumed. 

A very good early dessert pear; in use from 

the end of August till the middle of September. 

The tree is a strong grower, and a good 

bearer as a standard. The fruit should be 

gathered a little before it parts readily from 

the tree, otherwise it is not so juicy, and its 

flavour is too mu.sky. 

60. Windsor—syn. Kongo, Summer Bell 

of some.—Shoots strong, erect, dark brown, 

thinly sprinkled with dull brown spots. Leaves 

larsre, roundish oval, somewhat acuminate, 

toothed or acutely crenated. Petioles about 

1 inch in length, strong. Fruit large, pyri¬ 

form. Eye small, partially open, prominent. 

Stalk upwards of 1 inch in length, of medium 

thickness. Skin smooth, yellowish green 

where shaded, becoming pale yellow when 

fully ripe, and having a blush of red next the 

sun. Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melting, 

juicy, and sweet. 

A handsome dessert pear; ripe in the end 

of August and beginning of September. 

The tree is remarkably upright in its habit, 

vic^orous, and a moderate bearer, but apt to 

canker in cold- soils. 

61. Winter Nelis — syn. Nelis d’Hiver, 

Beurre de Malines, Bonne de Malines, Etour- 

ueau. La Bonne Malinaise, Malinaise, Cuve- 

lier.—Shoots rather slender, of a darkish yel¬ 

low, and sprinkled with small pale brown dots. 

Leaves middle-sized, very narrow, elliptical, 

tapering to the point, or almost entire. Pe¬ 

tioles long and slender. Fruit middle-sized, 

turbinate. Eye large, open, set in a shallow 

depression. Stalk long, of medium thickness, 

inserted in a small cavity. Skin yellowish 

green, much speckled, and sometimes almost 

entirely covered with’^dark brown russet. 

Flesh yellowish white, buttery, melting, with 

a very rich, high-flavoured, saccharine juice. 

A most excellent winter dessert pear; in use 

during December and Januaiy. 

The tree is not a strong grower, but a good 

bearer as a standard in the south of England. 

It requires a wall farther to the north, and in 

cold localities it may even be allowed a place 

on a south wall. 
The variety was raised by M. Nelis. 

62 
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II.-KITCHEN PEAKS. 

62. Bequene Musque.—Shoots moderately 

vigorous, brown, slightly spotted. Leaves 

rather small, elliptical, slightly serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles about 1 inch in length, slender. Fruit 

middle-sized, oblong, tapering slightly towards 

the stalk. Eye small, open, prominent. Stalk 

long, slender, inserted in a small cavity. Skin 

l)ale yellow, sprinkled with numerous brown 

dots, sometimes slightly tinged with brownish 

red next the sun. Flesh yellowish white, and 

oris]!, with a perfumed, rather disagreeable 

flavour. 

A stewing pear of great merit; in use from 

November to January. 

The tree is tolerably hardy, and a great 

bearer, succeeding as a standard. 

63. Bezi d’Heri—syn. Bezi Boyal, De Bor¬ 

deaux.—Shoots moderately strong, reddish 

brown, strewed with pale brown dots. Leaves 

middle-sized, ovate, acuminate, slightly cre- 

nated, almost entire. Petioles f inch in 

length. Fruit middle-sized, roundish, inclin¬ 

ing to oval. Eye open, set in a very slight 

depression. Stalk rather long, slender. Skin 

greenish yellow, speckled with brown, tinged 

with red next the sun. Elesh white, firm, 

crisp, and sweet, with an anise flavour. 

An excellent stewing pear; in use from 

October to January. 

The tree is a very abundant bearer as a 

standard. 

64. Catillac — syn. Bell Pear, Cadillac, 

Grand Monarque, Groote Mogul, Katzenkopf, 

Pound Pear and Poii’e de Livre of some.— 

Shoots very strong, slightly downy, brown, 

reddish brown next the sun, sprinkled with 

numerous, not very conspicuous ash-coloured 

spots. Leaves very large, broad oval, abruptly 

acuminate, of thick substance, downy. Pe¬ 

tioles about 1 inch in length. Fruit very 

large, broadly turbinate, projecting more to 

one side of the core than to the other. Eye 

small, open, in a wide, rather deep hollow. 

Stalk thick, about 1 inch long, inserted some¬ 

what obliquely in a small cavity. Skin yel¬ 

lowish brown. Flesh yellowish white, hard, 

crisp, rather gritty, with an astringent juice. 

An excellent baking pear, and although 

more gritty than some others, much esteemed 

for stewing; its pulp by that process acquii-ing 

a fine red tinge. It may be used from De¬ 

cember to April. 

The tree is hardy, vigorous, and a good 

bearer as a standard. It does not succeed on 

the quince stock. 

65. Chaptal.—Shoots short, very stout, 

dull chestnut brown, moderately sprinkled 

with spots of light brown, which are not very 

conspicuous, from their colour approaching 

that of the shoot in general. Leaves middle- 

sized, roundish ovate, somewhat acuminate. 

Petioles short, about i^gths of an inch in length. 

Fruit large, obovate. Eye open, inserted in 

a small cavity, on the sides of which the seg¬ 

ments of the calyx are reflexed. Stalk scarcely 

1 inch in length, of medium thickness. Skin 

greenish brown, speckled and sometimes nearly 

covered with cinnamon brown. Flesh yellow¬ 

ish white, firm, tolerably juicy and sweet, with 

a slight perfume. 

A very good kitchen pear; in use from De¬ 

cember to April. 

The tree is vigorous, healthy, and a very 

good bearer. 

66. FmvNC Beal d’Hiveb—syn. Franc Beal, 

Fiu-Or d’Hiver.—Shoots moderately vigorous, 

brownish yellow, strewed with numerous dis¬ 

tinct spots. Leaves oblong, tapering to the 

point, entire or slightly crenated, woolly. Pe¬ 

tioles of medium length. Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish obovate. Eye small, open, set in a 

shallow depression or level with the top. 

Stalk slender, about 1 inch in length, inserted 

in a small cavity. Skin yellow, strewed with 

numerous spots of brown russet. Flesh whitish, 

crisp, coarse, and rather dry, but sweet. 

An excellent kitchen pear, which on stew¬ 

ing becomes tender and acquii’es a light purple 

colour; in season from December to March. 

The tree is a good bearer, and succeeds as 

a standard. 

67. Flemish Bon Chretien—syn. Bon Chre¬ 

tien Nouvelle, Bon Chretien Turc. — Shoots 

vigorous, bright yellowish brown, slightly 

spotted. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, tapering 

to the point, finely and sharply serrated. Pe¬ 

tioles slender, fully 1 inch in length. Fruit 

large, obovate. Eye middle-sized, open, set in 

a shallow, evenly rounded depression. Stalk 

rather more than 1 inch in length, slightly 

curved, inserted by the side of a fleshy pro¬ 

tuberance. Skin green at first, changing to 

a yellowish colour when fit for use, sprinkled 

with numerous russet spots on the shaded side, 

mottled and sometimes almost entirely covered 

with russet on the side next the sun. Flesh 

whitish, crisp, gritty near the core, sweet, and 

moderately juicy. 
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An excellent stewing pear; in use from 

November to Mai'ch. 

The tree is hardy, vigorous, and a most 

abundant bearer as a standard. 

68. Gilogil—syn. Gillogille, Jilogil, Garde 

d Ecosse, Poire h Gobert.—Shoots vigorous, 

olive brown, slightly and obscurely spotted. 

Leaves large, downy, ovate, rather sharply ser¬ 

rated. Petioles of medium length. Fruit 

large, roundish, flattened at the base. Eye 

large, set in a large hollow. Stalk short, thick, 

inserted in a deep, uneven cavity. Skin thickly 

russeted, tinged with brownish red next the 

sun. Flesh white, firm, juicy. 

A very handsome kitchen pear, highly es¬ 

teemed for baking and preserving; in use from 

November to February. 

The tree is vigorous, and a great bearer, 

succeeding as a standard in the soiithern parts 

of England. 

69. XJvedale’s Saint-Germain—syn. Beaute 

de Tervueren, Belle Angeviue, Belle de J ersey, 

Bolivar, Chambers’s Large, Duchesse de Berry, 

German Baker, Grosse de Bruxelles, Lent 

Saint-Germain, Pickering Pear, Pickering’s 

Warden, Boyale d’Angleterre, De Tonneau, 

Union, Uvedale’s Warden. — Shoots strong, 

somewhat downy, dark olive green, chestnut 

next the sun, sprinkled with numerous light 

gray dots. Leaves large, ovate, acuminate, 

entire or slightly dentate. Petioles upwards 

of 1 inch in length. Fruit very large, pyri¬ 

form, being broad at the top, more or less con¬ 

tracted in the middle, and obtuse at the stalk. 

Eye open, a little sunk. Stalk of medium 

length, thick. Skin greenish, acquiring a 

yellowish tinge, and, when well exposed, a 

blush of red next the sun. Flesh firm, tole¬ 

rably juicy, but astringent. 

A very heavy kitchen pear, which has been 

groAvn to the weight of upwards of 3 lbs, and 

of first-rate quality; in use from January till 

April. 

The tree is vigorous, but in some situations 

inclined to canker. A moderate bearer, re¬ 

quiring a wall. 

70. VERULAM — syn. Buchanan’s Spring 

Beurr6, Buchanan’s New Spring Beurre.— 

Shoots tolerably vigorous, dark olive, sprinkled 

with roundish and linear gray specks. Leaves 

middle- sized, oval or obovate, acuminate, slight¬ 

ly serrated. Petioles slender, upwards of 1 inch 

in length. Fruit large, oblong obovate. Eye 

rather large, partially open, set in a mode¬ 

rately deep cavity, and surrounded by folds. 

Stalk 1 inch in length, slender, and woody. 

Skin thinly but completely covered with rus¬ 

set, which is dark olive brown on the shaded 

side, bronze or dark purplish brown next the 

sun. Flesh crisp, juicy, sometimes tolerably 

good late in the season. 

An excellent stewing pear, becoming of a 

fine rose colour on cooking; in use from No¬ 

vember till May. 

The tree is hardy, and an excellent bearer, 

succeeding as a standard. 

Table exhibiting the Months in which the Dessert Pears above described are generally in use. 

Name. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo. Jan. Feb. March 
1 

April. jMay. June. 

Althorp Crassane,. !k * ... ... ... ... ... 
Ambrosia,. . • • tik ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Aston Town. ... ... 
Autumn Bergamot,. * ... ... ... ... 
Bergamotte Cadet,. * ift * * ... ... 

Beurre d’Amanlis,. ... ... ... ... 
Beurrd d’Aremberg,. ... •K- * ... 
Beurrd Bose,. * ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Beurre de Capiaumont,. 
Beurre Diel. 

... ... ... ... ... ... 

Beurrd Ranee,. • • . >k * * ... 
Bishop’s Thumb,. ... ... ... ... 
Broom Park,. ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Brown Beurrd,. ... ... ... 

Burge rmeester,. ... ... ... ... 

Chaumontel,. ... * * * ... 

Citron des Carmes. ... ... 
Colmar,. ... * * * * ... 

Comte de Lainy. ... * ... ... ... 

Doyennd d’Etd,.-.. !k ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Duchesse d’Angouleme,. ... * * ... ... ... 

Easter Beurrd,. . . . ... ik * * ... 

Elton. Ht ... ... ... ... ... 

English Caillot Rosat,. ... >k ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
1 
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Table exhibiting the Months in which the Dessert Pears above described are generally in use—Continued. 

Name. July. Aug. yept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Fob. March. April. May. June. 

* 

* 

* 
* Figue de Naples. 

Flemish Beauty,. 
Fondante d’Automne,. 
Forelle,. 

* 
* 

Gansel’s Bergamot,. 
■jt 
* 

Green Pear of Yair,. 
Hacon’s Incomparable. 
Hessel,. 

* 
* 

* * 

* ... 

Jargonelle (of the English),. 
Jean de Witte,. 

* ... 
* 

* 

... 

Jersey Gratioli,. 
Knight’s Monarch. 
Louise Bonne (of Jersey),. 
March Bergamot. 
Marie Louise,. 

... 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* * 

* 
Neill,.. 
Ne plus Meuris,. 
Passe Colmar,... 

* * 

Red Doyenne,. * 
•k * 

Rousselet de Rheims,. 
Saint-Germain,. 

... * 
* 

Seckel,. * 
* 

Shobden Court,. 
Suffolk Thom,. 
Summer Franc Rdal,. 
Swan’s Egg,. 

* 
¥: 

... 
... * * 

... 
Thompson’s,. 

... 
Urbaniste,. 

* 

Van Mons-Ldon Leclero,. 
White Doyennd,. 

... 

* Williams’s Bon Chrdtien,. 
Windsor,. 

... ... 
Winter Nelis,. * * 

Table exhibiting the Months in which the Kitchen Pears above described are generally in use. 

Name. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March. April. May. Jime. 

Bequene Musque,..' .. 
Bezi d’Heri,. 

* 

* * * ... 
Catillac.. 

* * • * ... 
Chaptal. 

* * * * * 

Flemish Bon Chre'tien,. 
¥: * * * 

Franc Real d’Hiver,. 
* * * * * 

Gilogil,. 
* * * 

Uvedale’s Saint-Germain,. 
* * * * 

* Verulam,. 
* * * ... 

* * * * * * * 

In addition to the varieties already de¬ 

scribed, the following are also worthy of 

notice:— 

Beadnell’s Seedling.—Fruit middle-sized, 

turbinate. Eye a little 023en. Stalk short. 

Skin pale yellowish green on the shaded side, 

red intermixed with gray dots next the sun. 

Flesh perfectly melting, with an abundance 

of highly refreshing juice. In season in the 

end of September or beginning of October. 

Tree vigorous, and an abundant bearer. 

Belle Apres Noel,—Fruit middle-sized, 

bergamot-shaped. Eye j'laced in a large hol¬ 

low. Stalk shoi’t and thick. Skin yellowish 

brown, red next the sun. Flesh melting, 

rich, and agreeably perfumed. Ripe in De¬ 

cember and January. 

Bezi de Caissoy.—Fruit small, roundish 

obovate. Eye open. Stalk about ^ inch in 

length, inserted in a small, rather deep cavity. 

Skin yellowish green, sprinkled with russet. 

Flesh melting, buttery, and rich. In season 

from November till March. 

Beurre Clairgeag.—Fruit large, pyriform, 

tapering to the stalk. Eye open, slightly 

sunk. Skin yellowish, sprinkled with brown 
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clots, and sometimes slightly coated with soft, 

olive brown russet. Flesh fine, buttery, and 

rich. Ripe in November. It partakes of 

the nature of the Beurre de Capiaumont. The 

tree is hardy, and a good bearer. 

Bergamotte Esperen. — Fruit large, re¬ 

sembling the Easter Beurre in appearance, but 

with a longer stalk. Flesh buttery and rich. 

In season from January till April. 

Blanc Perne.—Fruit large, obovate. Eye 

open, shallow, with the segments of the calyx 

projecting. Stalk upwards of 1 inch in length, 

rather slender. Flesh yellowish white, half 

melting and buttery, sugary, and tolerably 

rich. Ripe in April, and may be kept till 

June. 

Charlotte de Brauwer.—Fruit large, 

obovate, obtuse at the stalk, a little contracted 

below it. Eye small, closed by the segments 

of the calyx, in a moderately deep depression. 

Stalk short, thick, a little sunk at its insertion. 

Skin mostly covered with cinnamon-coloured 

nisset. Flesh melting, rich, and sugary, with 

a flavour resembling that of the Beurre Biel. 

Colmar d’Aremberg.—Fruit middle-sized, 

or rather large, turbinate, or somewhat col- 

mar-shaped. Eye deepily sunk. Stalk scarcely 

1 inch in length, of moderate thickness, 

obliquely insei'ted. Skin greenish yellow, 

speckled with russet. Flesh melting, rich, 

and excellent. Ripe in November. 

Esperen.—Fruit middle-sized, oblong obo¬ 

vate. Eye small, shallow. Stalk short. Skin 

pale yellow, tinged with red next the sun. 

Flesh white, buttery, perfumed, sugary, and 

rich. Ripe in October. 

Gansel’s Late Bergamot.—Fruit smaller 

than Gansel’s Bergamot, from which the variety 

was raised, but otherwise resembling that ex¬ 

cellent and hitherto unequalled peai’, as regards 

its peculiaidy exquisite flavour; and it is in 

use two months later, or in December and Jan- 

uary. The tree is vigorous, and bears as a 

standard. 

Henri Quatre.—Fruit small, turbinate, 

flat at the crown. Eye small. Stalk about 

1 inch in length. Skin dull greenish brown, 

reddi.sh brown next the sun, interspersed with 

gray specks. Flesh yellowish white, melting, 

juicy, and very rich, with an aroma nearly 

equal to that of the Seckel. Ripe in Septem¬ 

ber and October. The tree is a great bearer 

as a standard, and, although the fruit is not 

large, yet, for its rich aroma, a small tree of 

it may find a place in every good collection. 

Josephine de Malines. — Fruit middle- 

sized, turbinate. Eye open, in a shallow de¬ 

pression. Stalk of medium length and thick¬ 

ness. Skin pale yellowish brown, tinged with 

red next the sun. Flesh melting, butter}^ 

sugary, and rich. In season fi’om January 

till March. A valuable late pear. 

Langelier’s Seedling Queen Victoria.— 

Very much resembling the Glou Morceau. 

The flesh is melting, buttery, and exceedingly 

rich and sugary. Ripe in Januaiy. 

Nouveau Poiteau.—Fruit rather large, 

obovate, tapering to the stalk, which is long, 

with a fleshy projection at its insertion. Eye 

small, open, slightly sunk. Skin pale greeu, 

sprinkled with brown dots. Flesh buttery, 

melting, with an abundance of rich, refresh¬ 

ing, slightly sub-acid juice. Ripe in October 

and November. 

PoMME Poire.—Fruit middle-sized, oblate, 

concave at the eye and stalk; the former some¬ 

what open. Stalk short. Skin speckled with 

brown, or occasionally covered with cinnamon- 

coloured russet. Flesh yellowish, buttery, 

melting, rich, and excellent, but a little gritty 

near the core. Ripe in the end of October 

and beginning of November. 

Prince Albert.—Fruit middle-sized, obo¬ 

vate or pyriform. Eye small, open, placed in 

a shallow depression. Stalk ot medium length 

and thickness. Skin yellowish brown, with 

russet specks. Flesh fine, melting, and but¬ 

tery, with a richly sugared juice, partaking ol 

the flavour of the Passe Colmar. A valuable 

late ]iear of the highest excellence; in season 

from February till April. The tree is healthy, 

vigorous, and highly deserving of cultivation. 

SuCREE Verte.—Fruit small or middle- 

sized, obovate. Eye open, shallow. Stalk 

about I inch in length. Skin green, even 

when the fruit is fully ripe. Flesh greenish 

white, melting, juicy, sweet, and rich. Ripe 

in the end of October. The tree is vigorous, 

and a great bearer as a standard. 

Triomphe de Jodoigne.—Fruit large, tur¬ 

binate. Eye open, set in a shallow depression. 

Skin mottled with yellow and cinnamon-col¬ 

oured russet. Flesh yellowish white, melting, 

sugary, and delicious, with a rich, perfumed, 

vinous flavour. Ripe in November and De- 

cembei’. 
Virgouleuse.—Fruit middle-sized, yellow¬ 

ish green. Flesh remarkable for its yellow 

tinge, melting, buttery, sometimes excellent. 

The variety is mentioned because it is one of 
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the sorts used for working on the quince, and 

being afterwards worked itself with any variety 

of pear that does not succeed when worked 

immediately on the quince stock. 

Zephirin Gregoire.—Fruit small, obovate, 

yellowish brown, sprinkled with russet. Flesh 

melting, buttery, rich, and sugary. An ex¬ 

cellent pear; in season during November and 

December. 

List of Varieties for Orchard Culture in England. 

Althoi'p Crassane. 

Ambrosia. 

Aston Town. 

Autumn Bergamot. 

Bergamotte Cadet. 

Beurre d’Amanlis. 
Beurrd Bose. 

Beurre de Capiaumont. 

Beurre Diel. 

Beurre Ranee. 

Bishop’s Thumb. 

Broom Park. 

Burgermeester. 

Chaumontel. 

Citron des Carmes. 

Comte de Lamy. 

Doyennd d’Etd. 
Elton. 

Eyewood. 

Figue de Naples. 

Flemish Beauty. 

Fondante d’Automne. 
Forelle. 

Green Pear of Yair. 

Hacon’s Incomparable, 
llessel. 

Jean de Witte. 

List of Sorts for Culture 

Beurrd d’Aremberg. 

Beurrd Bose. 

Beurre Diel. 

Beurre Ranee. 

Brown Beurre. 

Chaumontel. 

Colmar. 

Crassane. 

Duchesse d’Angouleme. 

Easter Beurrd. 

Forelle. 

Jersey Gratioli. 

Knight’s Monarch. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 

March Bergamot. 

Marie Louise. 

Ne plus Meuris. 

Passe Colmar. 

Red Doyennd. 

Rousselet de Rheims. 

Seckel. 

Shobden Court. 

Suffolk Thorn. 

Summer Franc Rdal. 

Swan’s Egg. 

Thompson’s. 

Urbaniste. 

Williams’s Bon Chretien. 

Windsor. 

Winter Nelis. 

Kitchen:— 

Bequene Musqud. 

Bezi d’Heri. 

Catillac. 

Chaptal. 

Flemish Bon Chrdtien. 

Verulam. 

on Walls in England. 

Gansel’s Bergamot. 

Glou Morceau. 

Jargonelle. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 
Napoleon. 

Passe Colmar. 

Saint-Germain. 

Winter Nelis. 

Kitchen:—• 

Uvedale’s St. Germain. 

Selection of Varieties for Cultivation as Dwarf Pyramids 

on the Quince Stoch. 

Bergamotte d’Esperen. 

Beurrd Clairgeau. 

Beurre d’Amanlis. 

Beurrd d’Aremberg. 

Beurrd de Capiaumont. 
Beurre Diel. 

Beurre Sterckmans. 

Chaumontel. 

Citron des Carmes. 

Comte de Lamy. 

Duchesse d’Angouleme. 

Easter Beurre. 

Forelle. 

Glou Morceau. 

Jersey Gratioli. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 
Passe Colmar. 

Prince Albert. 

Red Doyenne. 

Urbaniste. 

Williams’s Bon Chretien. 

Winter Nelis. 

List of Sorts for Cultivation on Espaliers. 

Beurrd d’Amanlis. 

Beurrd d’Aremberg. 

Beurre Bose. 

Beurrd de Capiaumont. 

Beurrd Diel. 

Beurrd Ranee. 

Chaumontel. 

Duchesse d’Angouleme. 

Easter Beurrfe. 

Figue de Naples. 

Flemish Beauty. 

Forelle. 

Glou Morceau. 

Ilacon’s Incomparable. 

Jean de Witte. 

Knight’s Monarch. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 

Marie Louise. 

Napoleon. 

Neill. 

Ne plus Meuris. 

Passe Colmar. 

Suffolk Thorn. 

Thompson’s. 

Urbaniste. 

Van Mons-Ldon Leclerc. 

Williams’s Bon Chrdtien. 

Winter Nelis. 

Kitchen:— 

Catillac. 

Selection of Varieties for a Cottage Carden. 

Beurrd Diel. Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 

Beurrd Ranee. Passe Colmar. 

Glou Morceau. Williams’s Bon Chretien. 

And if a stewing pear is required, the Verulam may be 

added. 

Selection of Twelve Varieties. 

Althorp Crassane. 

Beurrd d’Amanlis. 

Beurrd Diel. 

Beurrd Ranee. 

Easter Beurrd. 

Glou Morceau. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 

Marie Louise. 

Passe Colmar. 

Thompson’s. 

Williams’s Bon Chretien. 

Winter Nelis. 

Selection of Twenty Varieties. 

Althorp Crassane. 

Beurre d’Amanlis. 

Beurrd Bose. 

Beurrd de Capiaumont. 

Beurrd Diel. 

Beurrd Ranee. 

Doyennd d’Etd. 

Duchesse d’Angouleme. 

Easter Bcui re. 

Glou Morceau. 

Jean de Witte. 

Knight’s Monarch. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey) 

March Bergamot. 

Marie Louise. 

Ne plus Meuris. 

Passe Colmar. 

Thompson’s. 

Williams’s Bon Chrdtien. 

Winter Nelis. 

Selection of Thirty Varieties. 

Althorp Crassane. 

Bergamotte Cadet. 

Beurrd d’Amanlis. 

Beurrd Bose. 

Beurrd de Capiaumont. 

Beurrd Diel. 

Beurrd Ranee. 

Broom Park. 

Comte de Lamy. 

Doyennd d’Etd. 

Duchesse d’Angouleme. 

Easter Beurrd. 

Eyewood. 

Figue de Naples. 

Flemish Beauty. 

Forelle. 

Glou Morceau. 

Jean de Witte. 

Knight’s Monarch. 

Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 

March Bergamot. 

Marie Louise. 

Ne plus Meuris. 

Passe Colmar. 

Seckel. 

Suffolk Thorn. 

Thompson’s. 

Van Mons-Ldon Leclerc. 

Williams’s Bon Chrdtien. 

Winter Nelis. 

List of Varieties for Cultivation as Standards in 

Scotland. 

Althorp Crassane. Beurrd de Capiaumont. 

Aston Town. Broom Park. 
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Chaumontel. Green Pear of Yair. 
Citron des Cannes. Hessel. 
Comte de Lamy. Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 
Doycmid d’Etd. Red Doyeund. 
Elton. Seekel. 
Eyewood. Suffolk Thorn. 
Flemi.sh Beauty. Swan’s Egg. 
Forelle. Williams’s Bon Chrdtien. 

List of Varieties for Cultivation on Walls in Scotland. 

Althorp Crassane. Glou Morceau. 
Autumn Bergamot. Hacon’s Incomparahle. 
Beurrd d’Amanlis. Jargonelle (of the English). 
Beurrd Bose. Knight’s Monarch. 
Beurrd Diel. Louise Bonne (of Jersey). 
Beurre Ranee. Marie Louise. 
Colmar. Ne plus Meuris. 
Crassane. Passe Colmar. 
Easter Beurrd. Suffolk Thorn. 
Figue de Naples. Thompson’s. 
Flemish Beauty. Van Mons-Ldon Led ere. 
Forelle. Williams’s Bon Chrdtien. 
Gansel’s Bergamot. Winter Nelis. 

List of Perry Pears. 

Barland. Moorcroft. 
Brown HuflFcap, Oldfield. 
Green Huffcap. Red Huffcap. 
Holmore. Yellow Huffcap. 
Longland. Teinton Squash. 

All the above are of great excellence, and, 
with the exception of the last, abundant 
bearers. 

Propagation.—This is effected by seed for 
obtaining new varieties and stocks, whilst the 
identical sorts may be multiplied by cuttings, 
layers, and inarching; but the best and most 
generally practised mode of doing so is by 
budding and grafting. 

The manner of raising pear trees from seed 
is similar to that adojjted in the case of the 
apple; and, therefore, the details of it need 
not be repeated. Sowing, with the vieAV of 
obtaining new and improved varieties, has 

long been a favourite practice in Belgium; 
and the result has been a number of varieties 
of better quality and hardier than those for¬ 
merly in cultivation. Many such were raised 
by Dr. Van Mens, of Louvaine; but the origin 
of some which rank among the finest has been 
traced to the gardens attached to religious 
establishments. M. de Jonghe, of Brussels, 
who has for forty years paid much attention 
to the cultivation of the pear tree, gives, in 
an article in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1855, 
p. 55, various details respecting the choice of 
seeds, their preservation, time, and manner of 
sowing, more especially with the view of rais¬ 
ing improved varieties. He remarks that 
“seedling varieties of pears vary infinitely in 

successive generations. This truth is being 
continually proved by ocular demonstration 
There is another principle connected with the 
above, which is, the more a tyjie has entered 
into a state of variation, the greater is its 
tendency to continue doing so, and the more 
it has varied from the original type, the more 
it is disposed to vary still further.” With 
this we entirely coincide; and, although we 
already possess varieties so excellent as to 
leave nothing further to be desired, yet for 
our climate greater hardiness still remains a 
desideratum. Seedlings can easily be raised, 
and some among them may possess that i)ro- 
perty in a high degree; for, if we compare the 
hardiest of many of these now cultivated in 
England and Belgium, with those which have 
been for ages and are now cultivated in Italy, 
it must be admitted that the pear tree has 
greatly varied in respect to hardiness; and, 
having done so, there is no proof that it will 

not vary stdl more in the same desirable direc¬ 
tion. According to M. de Jonghe, the seeds 
should be taken from fruits 25i'oduced by 
vigorous trees, worked on the pear stock. 
“ When taken out of the cells the seeds should 
be put in a small jar, half filled with dry sand, 
with which the seeds should be mixed. The 
jai-s should be placed in the dark, where the 
seeds can neither dry nor rot. After remain¬ 
ing in this situation for a month or two, the 
seeds should be taken out and put in papers, 
each sort separately, marking the name or 
number of the variety of fruit from Avhich the 
seeds were taken, together with the date of 
the ripening of the fruits. By keejaing it in 
the way above-mentioned, the skin of the 
seed will acquii’e a consistence, and the kernel 
a firmness that will enable it to vegetate with 
greater vigour when committed to the soil, 
in the open air. I have seen pear seeds sown 
in garden pots, in wooden, boxes, and on a 
gentle hot-bed; but from many years’ ex])ei'i- 
ence I have found that it is jjreferable to sow 
the seeds in the open ground. They gi’ow in 
the latter with the proper degree of vigour, 
and make a substantial growth. In Septem¬ 
ber, a jiart of the gai’den is chosen which 
is not infested by any kind of insect. The 
ground is dug deeply, but not manured. It 
is carefully cleaned from all weeds, and at the 
same time the soil is made as fine as i^ossible. 
About the end of the month drills are made 
2 feet ajDart, and about 2 inches deep. After 
the bottoms of the drills have been levelled, 
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a. thin layer of wood-ashes is sown in them. 

The seeds, preserved since the winter or spring, 

are steeped in a solution of sulphate of lime, 

and placed about 2 inches apart in the drills.” 

The seeds ai’e recommended to be jdaced with 

the thick end downwards, so that the radicle 

may proceed in that direction, and the plumule 

upwards without forming a curve at the base 

of the stem, as is the case when they are not 

jwoperly placed. The seed-leaves will apjiear 

above groiind towards the end of the following 

March. 

Mr. Rivei’S details, in the Journal of the 

Horticultural Society, vol. ix. p. 292, a very 

good mode of raising pear trees from seed, and 

which might be advantageously adopted, more 

especially as it is calculated to prevent dis¬ 

appointment arising from the attacks of ver¬ 

min and from the unceitainty of om’ springs. 

He says, “ As soon as the pear-eating season 

commences, I have some two or three dozen 

9-inch pots filled with a compost of loam and 

rotten manure, say two-thirds of the former 

to one-third of the latter; some sand added 

will improve it j these pots are then placed on 

bi'icks or tiles to keep out the worms, in some 

convenient situation (away from hedges, as 

they hai’bour slugs) near the house, and in 

each pot is a smooth slip of deal, painted, 

ready to be written on. I will assume it to 

be October; I am eating a fine specimen of 

the Louise Bonne pear; the pips are plump 

and brown. I take them from the core care¬ 

fully, go to one of the pots of earth, and with 

my finger and thumb press in the pips one at 

a time, to about 1 inch deej), and level the 

surface with my hand. I then write on the 

label, say, ‘Louise Bonne Pear, Oct. 185d;’ a 

piece of slate or tile is then placed on the pot, 

so as to completely cover it and prevent tlie 

ingress of mice. A few days after this I may 

be again eating a Louise Bonne pear. I re¬ 

serve the pips, remove the covering from the 

pot, and plant them with the others, and so 

repeat this till some fifteen pips are planted 

in one pot, which will raise qiiite enough trees 

from one variety. Again, it is February; I 

am at my dessert; a delicious Josephine de 

Malines pear gives me some fine pips; my 

pots of earth are frozen; I place them in paper, 

and write the name on it. I then have a 

]iot of earth taken to the green-house, or, in 

default of such a structure, to the kitchen; 

plant the pips as above, write on the label, 

‘Josephine de Malines Pear, Feb. 1855;’ 

cover the pot as before directed, and place it 

out of dooi s; early in March the covers must 

be taken off; the young plants from the pips 

sown in the autumn will make their appear¬ 

ance early in March if the weather be mild; 

those from i^ips sown in February or March 

will not vegetate till April or May, and the 

pips sown in May will probably remain dor¬ 

mant till the following IVIarch. There are 

two methods of managing young pear seed¬ 

lings; the first is the most simple, and well 

adapted for those whose hands are full of gar¬ 

dening matters; it is merely to let the pots 

stand on the bi’icks in full sunshine all the 

summer, giving them abundance of water; 

each young tree in the autumn will, or ought 

to be, from 12 to 18 inches in height, and its 

stem as thick as a quill, and well ripened; 

about the end of October, these seedlings may 

be planted out in the garden, in rows, 3 feet 

row from row, and 18 inches apart in the 

rows; and in March following, if there is a 

wish to bring them rapidly into bearing, each 

young seedling tree may be cut down to within 

2 inches of its base, and one or two scions 

made from it (one ought to be enough, and 

that made from the lower part of the shoot); 

these should be grafted on to some stout 

stocks, or on to branches of a bearing tree; 

an excellent method is to buy at a nursery 

old dwarf pears without names at a cheap 

rate, to plant them out one year, and then to 

rind-graft them (this is to insert the grafts 

between the bark and the wood) with the | 

seedlings. They should be headed down to a 

stump, 9 or 10 inches in height, in February. 

In April, the bark will part readily, and they 

may be grafted; they will soon make nice 

pyramidal trees, and by being removed bien¬ 

nially, they will come into bearing quickly, 

and not occupy much room; every sort should :| 

be labelled with its origin in this way—‘ From | 

Marie Louise, ISTov. 1854,’ and so on; this I 

labelling gives much interest to the culture i 

of seedling pears; for while waiting six or i 

seven years till they bear fruit, their habits j 

will be found very interesting, and in most 

instances a strong family likeness to their 

parent may be distinguished in the leaves and 

shoots of the young trees, varied by now and 

then a puny, weakly youngster, which will ' 

canker and die in three or four yeai’,s, and , 

then by some one or two trees in ten showing 

a wide departure from the parental stock, mak- | n 

ing vigorous and thorny shoots, and growing ; J 
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aa much in one year as other members of 

the family in three, contrary to the views of 

]iarents and ‘pastors and mastei's’ in general; 

it is these runagates which give the liveliest 

hopes to the raiser of pears.” “ Thus far I 

have given the most simj)le method of raising 

seedlings by sowing in puts, and not trans¬ 

planting them till the autumn. Another 

method is to place the pots in a gentle forcing 

house, either in January or February; the 

young i:)lants will soon make a])pcarance, and 

when they have made four leaves in addition 

to the seed leaves, they should be raised care¬ 

fully, with all their fibres, and potted into 

3-inch pots. As soon as these are full of 

roots they should be shifted into larger pot.s, 

and kept gi’owing rapidly under glass till the 

beginning of June; they may then be pJanted 

out in rich light soil, and the probability is 

they will be 3 feet high by the autumn.” 

The pear tree may be propagated by cut¬ 

tings, but the process is too slow to be recom¬ 

mended, and we only mention it as a means 

of securing a variety which might otherwise 

be lost through the failure of buds or grafts. 

Cuttings in such a case might be struck, so 

as to keep alive till a favourable opportunity 

occurred for working from them. 

If it were desired to have trees on their 

own roots, layering might be resorted to. We 

are not aware, howevmr, that there would be 

any advantage in this, for the wood of the 

cultivated varieties coincides well with that 

of the seedlings used as stocks. 

Budding and grafting, as already observed, 

are the modes generally adopted for the pro¬ 

pagation of the pear. Stocks, consisting either 

of the pear itself or of some allied species, 

are uecessaiy before the propagation can take 

place, and these, accordingly, require to be 

first taken into consideration. 

The Pear Stock is, unquestionaljly, the most 

natural for the pear; on it, consequently, the 

ti’ees possess the greatest vigour, and attain 

the greatest age. They are reared from seeds, 

either of the wild pear or of the varieties cul¬ 

tivated for perry, as the seeds can be obtained 

in the greatest abundance from these sources. 

The seedlings are reared in the same way as 

apple stocks. In transplanting, those of a 

crooked habit, or which do not exhibit a free 

upright mode of growth, .should be rejected. 

In the seed bed, some will be observed of 

taller growth than others; and after the first 

transplantation, a certain ])ortion will again 

take the start of others. When about to be 

finally planted out in rows for grafting or bud¬ 

ding, the plants shoidd be sized, so that all 

the plants in each row may be of equal height 

and strength; those of a secondary degree of 

vigour will furiiish much better plants in a 

row by themselves than if they were mixed 

with those that are stronger. For standards, 

the stocks should be quartered out at lea.st 

two yeai-s, in order that the young shoots 

which they produce may possess the requisite 

degree of vigour. They may either be grafted 

near the ground, at half or at the full intended 

height of the stem. In the case of such 

vai’ieties as are of a weakly, siu’eading habit 

of growth, it is, unquestionably, better that 

the stock should be allowed to grow up to 

form the stem of the tree; but with regard to 

varieties that have a vigorous, upright growth, 

and are not disposed to canker, it is imma¬ 

terial whether the stem consist of the stock 

or of the variety worked low and trained up. 

Before the saji rises in spring, the stocks 

shoidd be cut back nearly to where the graft 

is to be placed. The scions ought likewise to 

be cut off before their v^egetation is excited 

by mild weather; they may, nevertheless, be 

taken off and worked at any time before the 

leaves expand. In this case, it is advisable to 

pick out the buds which have jmshed, as they 

would evaporate the sap and dry the scion be¬ 

fore it could unite so as to derive nourishment 

from the stock. There are usually two small 

buds, one on each side of the principal one, 

and they generally remain dormant; but when 

the central bud is removed, the sap flowing 

towards it is .shared by the lateral ones, and 

they consequently become developed so as to 

contribute to the formation of a union with 

the stock. Although grafting may be thus 

effected and advantageously practised in par¬ 

ticular cases, yet it can only be considered as 

an exception to the general rule—that of cut¬ 

ting: off the scions before the buds exhibit 

symptoms of pushing.^ The scions should be 

kept till the grafting season, in the same way 

as already directed for those of the a2)ple. 

Quince Stocks.—There are several varieties 

of the quince, some of which are much better 

adapted for stocks than others. The Portugal 

quince has the broadest leaves of any of the 

sorts usually employed for the above purpose, 

and its growth is the most vigorous; conse¬ 

quently, its stem enlarges more in accordance 

with that of the jiear than in the case of 
63 
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varieties with smaller leaves, and of more con¬ 

tracted growth. The Portugal qiiince is re¬ 

commended by the French authors as a stock, 

unless extremely dwarf trees he the desidera¬ 

tum, and then the varieties of smaller growth 

are to be preferred, because they do not per¬ 

mit the sap to flow so freely, and have, there¬ 

fore, a more dwarfing effect. In general, how¬ 

ever, either the Portugal, or some of the 

broadest leaved and most free-growing varie¬ 

ties of the common quince are the most pro¬ 

per, for such will not be found to supply more 

than sufficient nourishment when the tree 

arrives at a fruiting state, which, by j udicious 

management, may soon be the case. It has 

been said that the pear on the quince stock is 

but short-lived. It cannot of course be ex¬ 

pected to live so long as when worked on the 

])ear stock, a more natural condition; yet we 

can point out trees on quince stocks that have 

existed nearly forty years and are yet vigor¬ 

ous, exhibiting no symptoms of decay. 

The quince is readily propagated for stocks 

by cutting down the plants when they are 

strong enough to throw vigorous shoots; and 

the bases of these are covered with earth, in 

order that they may strike root. This mode 

is adopted in the neighbourhood of Paris, but 

better plants will be produced by lajmring at 

any time during the winter months, and pro¬ 

ceeding in the following manner:—“When the 

young shoots are laid dowm, there should not 

be more than two eyes left above ground, and 

when those have grown 5 or 6 inches long, 

one of them should be cut clean ofiP, leaving 

the other to form the plant, which by the 

autumn wull be 3 feet high. 

“Tlie layers must be taken off the stools as 

soon as the leaves are fallen, and planted out 

in rows at 3 feet apart from i-ow to row, and 

10 or 12 inches from plant to plant in the row. 

At the end of one or two years they will be fit 

to bud or graft with the diflerent sorts of pear, 

for quenouille or for espalier training; or they 

may be allowmd to grow up and form standards 

for orchai'd planting.”—(Liudley’s Guide, to the 

Orchard and Kitchen Garden, p. 477.) 

The quince jmshes early in spring, if the 

weather is at all favourable. In mild springs 

we have seen it in leaf at the usual gx’afting 

season in March; and we have also seen the 

]flants headed down at that period and grafted, 

but with very bad results. Either the grafts 

did not take at all, or but imperfectly, for the 

quince stock, having been cut when the sap 

was flowing, died back to a considerable dis¬ 

tance below the place where it was cut ovei-, 

so that if the lower part of the scion did unite 

with the quince, the irpper part of the splice 

could not. To the circumstance of not head¬ 

ing down quince stocks till their vegetation is 

too far advanced, is chiefly to be attributed 

the want of success in grafting them with the 

pear. The stocks should be headed down iu 

January, almost to the place most eligible for 

graftiirm It is then advisable to leave a little 

to be cut off at the time of grafting, because 

severe frost may ensue and occasion some small 

splits or cracks in the exposed section of the 

stock. 

In using the quince as a stock, we want its 

root, and but very little of its stem—no more 

of it, indeed, than is sufficient to receive the 

graft. If the graft were placed, say 9 inches 

or 1 foot above the surface, the quince portion 

of the stem below that height would most 

' probably not increase in thickness in the same 

ratio as the pear, and thus, instead of the stem 

being thickest near the ground, it would be 

abruptly smaller. The quince should there¬ 

fore be worked close to the grormd, so as to 

have no portion fully exposed to the drying 

influences of the sun and air. 

Whip-grafting is the best to adopt. After 

the grafts are clayed, it is a good plan to earth 

them up as high as the top of the clay. 

As the I’oots of the quince run close under 

the surface, and as it would not be advisable 

to disturb them by taking soil for eai’thing up 

from between the rows of stocks, it should be 

taken from the alleys, or elsewhere. When 

these particulars are attended to, the failures 

are very few. Of all things, the necessity of 

cutting down the stocks eaily in January 

shoirld be particularly borne in mind. It may 

even be done in December. If deferred till the 

I unfolding buds and leaves indicate a state of 

active vegetation in the to{), the latter, on being 

■ cut off, carries with it nearly all the strength 

> of the plant, so that the portion left must long 

! remain weak, stunted, and unfit for nourishing 

the pear scion that is worked upon it. 

; The advantages offered by the quince as a 

5 stock for the pear are, as compared with the 

r pear stock, a more dwarf growth of the tree, 

j a more shallow disposition of the roots, earlier 

, bearing, and sometimes the fruit is larger and 

3 better ripened. The dwarf habit induced by 

i the quince stock renders it peculiarly eligi- 

3 ble for trees that have to be planted in a 
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limited space, as pyramids or espaliers, and 

even against walls that are not of great height. 

Owing to the shallowness of the roots of the 

quince, they are better adapted for thin soils, 

also where the subsoil is unfavourable and occa¬ 

sions canker when the deeper roots of the pear 

cuter it. Trees worked upon the quince may 

also be removed any autumn till they are at 

least twenty years old. We have known a 

number of such trees moved with ordinary 

care when nearly thirty years old, and with¬ 

out a single failure. The fruit is usually higher 

coloured than on the pear stock, and some¬ 

times it is larger if the tree is in a vigorous 

state. This increase in size and colour is 

owing to the partial check which the sap re¬ 

ceives when, in returning, it reaches the vessels 

of the quince, and has to be subjected to the 

organization of the latter. Any check to the 

returning sap, such as that from ringing or 

from ligatures, has a similar effect; only by 

employing these means the cause and effect 

are more apparent. In cold situations, and 

in damj) soils into which the roots of the pear 

stock would penetrate and draw colder sap 

than would be congenial for nourishing the 

fruit, the quince stock may be advantageously 

substituted; for, if the soil were laid sloj)ing 

to the sun, it would be raised by the solar 

rays, to the depth of at least 1 foot, to a much 

higher temperature than the subsoil would be. 

The quince roots can be kept at about 1 foot 

below the surface, and, consequently, in a me¬ 

dium so m\ich warmer than that of the pear 

roots as to induce an earlier and more perfect 

ripening of the fruits. 

The pear will also succeed for a time on the 

common hawthorn {Crataegus Oxyacantlta?), 

and from trees Avorked on this stock, fruit has 

been obtained as large as from those on the 

quince, and of equally good flavour. It may 

be conveniently used for working Avith scions 

of diflerent sorts Avhen neither quince nor 

pear stocks are at command. The hawthorn 

plant should be cut down early and, like the 

quince, as close to the ground as it conveniently 

can be Avorked. Probably some of *the other 

species of Cratmgus Avould answer as well as, 

if not better than, the common hawthorn. 

On the mountain ash {Pyrus aucuyariaC), 

and the medlar {Mespilus germanica') the pear 

may also be grafted with tolerable success. It 

.seems, however, not to like these so well as it 

does even the liaAvthorn, and therefore they 

need not be further noticed. 

Soil and Situation.—The pear tree succeeds 
in any good, deep, loamy sod, provided the 
subsoil is Avell drained, so as to be free from 
stagnant moisture. But, as in the case of the 
apple, a soil that is too free is not suitable, 
especially in localities Avhere the amount of 
rain is limited, or does not average more than 
24 inches per annum. In fact, the remarks 
already made Avith regard to soil, situation, 
and moisture, in the article on the apple, are 
also applicable to the pear. Where tlie ajqjle 
tree will groAv Avell the pear Avill also thrive, 
only the roots of the pear stock will sooner 
find their way into the hard subsoil than those 
of the apple. The pear Avill thrive on a 
strong loam, but not on a stiff clay, at least 
not until it is Avell drained, trenched, and 
otherAvise ameliorated. 

It is essential that the trees should start 
A'igorously, and therefore, if the soil is not 
natAirally very rich, a compost in which to 
plant the tree should be formed. A mixture 
of good turfy loam and farm-yard manure Avill 

be very suitable. These should be placed in 
alternate layers, a year or at least six months 
before the time of jAlanting. After having 
lain two or three mouths, the materials should 
be turned and Avell mixed, and if again turned 
some time before using so much the better. 
By employing more or less of this compost, 
according as the soil is more or less in Avaut 
of enrichment, the trees Avill soon be in a con¬ 
dition to make A'igorous growths; and, if these 
are properly managed, the trees may be reared 
to a size fit for bearing a heavy crop in half 
the time that is reqiiired Avhen they are stunted 
for Avaut of nourishment after having been 
transplanted. 

Distance between the Trees. — Standards 
should not be less than 30 feet from row to 
row, and about 24 feet from each other in the 
row. Where more space can be spared, the 
next Avider distance may be 36 feet betAveeu 
the rows, by 30 feet in the row. In either of 
these cases the ground between the trees can 
be equally divided into G feet spaces for roAVs 
of currants or gooseberries. 

In planting against a wall, it is an import¬ 
ant object to cover it as quickly as possible, 
consistent Avith alloAving the trees sufficient 
room. It is evident that the wall Avill sooner 
be covered by close planting than by placing 
the trees widely apart. At Avide distances, 
trees trained horizontally will reach the top 
of the wall as soon as others that are planted 
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more closely together, but for many years there 

will be larger spaces uncovered between those 

that are widely planted, as will be readily un¬ 

derstood on referring to Fig. 219. Supposing 

that the wall is 13 feet high, and that the 

upright is annually stopped so that one course 

of horizontals will be made in a year; then, 

in twelve years, the horizontals being 1 foot 

apart, the leader will reach the top of the 

wall. Presuming that, at the expiration of 

this period, the lower horizontals of the trees 

1 and 2 meet, it is then evident that only 

half of the wall will be covered; for the space 

covered by the side of the tree No. 1, and 

that covered by the side of the tree No. 3, 

are together equal to the unoccupied space, 

a b C-, whilst the space covered by the tree 

No. 2, is equal to the other unoccupied space, 

c d e. In short, it is easy to observe that the 

covered spaces form four triangles, and that 

the uncovered spaces form four similar tri¬ 

angles equal to the former, so that half the 

wall is covered, and half not. 

Supposing the trees had been planted at 

half the distance apart, as in Fig. 220, also 

Fig. 220. 

that they had grown at the same rate as in 

Fig. 2 19, and accordingly reached the top of the 

wall in twelve years, it will be observed that 

at the end of that period all the horizontals, 

from the base as far as half the height of the 

wall, will have met. The lower half of the wall 

is, therefore, entirely covered, and the covered 

and uncovered portions of the upper half being 

equal, there is only one-fourth of the surface 

uncovered, whilst in the case of trees planted 

at double the distance only one-half of the 

wall is covered. If we calculate the difference 

in regard to time, we shall find, that by plant- 

ino- at half the distance, as much surface will 

be covered in three years as will be the case 

in four years by the other plan. Now, as 

walls are expensive, it is therefore desirable 

that they should be covered as soon as pos¬ 

sible. Close planting, as above shown, will 

contribute to that object; and the question is, 

to what extent this may be carried as regards 

the pear. We know that, in time, pear-trees 

in good soil will pi-ofitably occupy a wall of 

ordinary height, if planted at 30 feet apart; 

but at such a wide distance, there must be a 

large space of naked wall for many years. 

The greatest distance that need be allowed 

between the trees is 24 feet; biit less than 

this would be desirable when the object is to 

appropriate the space rapidly. When wall 

trees were badly managed, when by close 

planting the branches had to be much short¬ 

ened to keep them within the prescribed 

limits, and when, in consequence of this short¬ 

ening, a mass of shoots spining up, one of two 

things usually happened. These shoots were 

either allowed to grow during summer and 

cut closely off in winter, entirely wasting so 

much of the strength of the tree, or they were 

cut down near to their bases, with the view 

of forming spurs at the portions left; but in¬ 

stead of spurs fresh shoots were usually pro¬ 

duced. With such management, close plant¬ 

ing was certainly not to he recommended, 

because it induced growths which, unmanaged, 

became an evil. But now it is difierent; for, 

by judicious summer pruning, trees can be 

kept in very small compass; thus, pyramidal- 

trained pear trees can be kejjt witliin a space 

not exceeding 4 or o feet in diameter. This 

being the case, it is not unreasonable to sup¬ 

pose that, by employing similar means, a hori¬ 

zontal-trained tree might have; its branches 

limited to an extent of 10 feet. This we 

know to be possible; but to do it properly 

would require more strict attention than 

could, in many cases, be given. We would 

therefore recommend not less than 15 feet 

as the minimum distance which should be 

adopted, and 20 feet as the maximum. If 

the soil is very rich, we consider 20 feet a 

proper distance; and where but n.oderately 

so, 18 feet. It may indeed be said that 24 

feet, with riders between, would be pieferable; 

but riders are not much to be depended upon 

for fruit, though they answer the purjwse of 

covering the wall; moreover, by the tin e they 
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are in a good bearing state, they have to bo 

cut away to make room for the permanent 

trees. The distance to be allowed between 

these has therefore been considered irrespec¬ 

tive of riders. 

Pruning and Training.—The steins of 

standard pear trees should be reared aecording 

to the directions already given in treating of 

the apple. Three shoots are obtained at the 

proper height for constituting three main 

limbs, and each of these should be cut so that 

two shoots may push at from 9 inches to 1 

foot from its base; thus, as in the case of the 

apple tree, six main branches will be pro¬ 

duced, a number which will be quite sufficient. 

For several years all shoots that push from 

the principal branches should be kept subor¬ 

dinate until the latter have diverged so far as 

to afford an abundance of space for an inter¬ 

mediate branch. Where space allows of a 

greater number of branches being originated, 

they may be produced at any place by cutting 

back to suitable buds at that place. It has 

been explained that three buds will usually 

push immediately below the section; but, in 

the case of open standards and dwarfs, thi’ee 

branches, with the exception of the three main 

limbs, should never take their origin from the 

same point, or, at least, from three contiguous 

buds. There ought to be no tridents in the 

to]}s of trees so trained, and one of the three 

buds should either be cut closely off, or short¬ 

ened and managed so as to form a spur. When 

subsidiar}’’ branches are encouraged from each 

of the six main limbs, it is desii'able that they 

should proceed alternately from opposite sides, 

in order that each branch may be balanced; 

for, when this is the case, it will better resist 

the wind. If each of the six main branches 

be well balanced by having as many branches 

on one side as on the other, if the ramifica¬ 

tions on both sides possess the same aggregate 

amount of vigour, and, further, if equality is 

maintained between the six principal branches 

themselves, the tree may be considered to be 

properly managed as regards the disposition 

of its branches. 

Whilst encouraging six principal branches, 

by taking care to check vigorous shoots that 

otherwise would become competitors, naked¬ 

ness should at the same time be guarded 

against. Some varieties are naturally dis¬ 

posed to branch, but others are apt to produce 

shoots that run naked nearly their whole 

length. These, then, reciuii-e to be shortened, 

in order that shoots to form branchlets an<l 

spurs may be produced. When the top of 

the tree becomes large, the spurs on the bases 

of the large limbs will be apt to die off, froni 

their foliage not having so full a share of light 

as those on the outside. This can be pre¬ 

vented to some extent by keeping the branches 

on the south side thinner than elsewhere, in 

order to admit the sun’s rays more freely into 

the interior. After the heads of standard 

! trees have been kept regulated for several 

I years as above directed, the tree will generally 

have to be left to follow its natural mode of 

growth. Yet all gross irregularities should 

be prevented: branches must not be allowed 

to cross each other, and shoots that are evi¬ 

dently taking a wrong direction, ought to be 

cut out before they become branches. When 

the tree arrives at a bearing state, branches 

loaded with fruit will be more or less weighed 

down, and when a branch is bent during any 

considerable portion of the growing season by 

fruit or any other weight, it retains nearly 

that form after the weight has been removed. 

Hence, in full-grown trees, the extremities of 

the branches are generally turned downwards, 

a direction unfavourable for the prolongation 

of shoots, but conducive to the formation of 

fruit spurs. In old standard trees, it will be 

observed that the fruit is chiefly produced at 

and near the extremities, and there of course 

it is best situated for light and air. Not un- 

frequently, howevei’, when the tree is in this 

condition, vigorous, upright shoots push fi’om 

strong branches in the interior of the head of 

the tree. These are injurious, for they ap¬ 

propriate the sap that would otherwise con¬ 

tribute to the nourishment of the fruit spurs 

at the extremities. The sap will rush into 

these vigorous shoots as it would into suckers, 

and it is well known that the more vigorous 

they become, the weaker are those situated in 

the older parts. All upright shoots in the 

centre of the tree should therefore be entirely 

cut off, or treated so as to form a spur. 

Instead of forming a head from six equally 

diverging branches, some prefer the pyramidal 

form, which certain varieties naturally assume. 

The upright shoot of the young stem should, 

in that case, be stopped at the proper height; 

but the shoots which result ought not to be 

made to diverge equally, but one should be 

trained as iipright as possible; and. subse¬ 

quently, a central perpendicular shoot ought 

to be encouraged, so that the head of the tree 
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may consist of a central stem with branches 

proceeding from it. These branches should 

be kept on an equality, so that the top may 

be equally balanced; and any branch or shoot 

that pushes much beyond the others must be 

checked. 

Pyramid-training.—Where it is desired to 

grow a number of 

trees in a small 221- 

space, the pyramid 

form. Fig. 221, is 

the best. It is 

well adapted for 

small gardens, in 

which, if a single 

standard tree were 

planted, the whole 

space would per¬ 

haps be over-shad¬ 

ed; but with dwarf 

pyramids the 

owner coirld have 

many trees ripen¬ 

ing their fruit in 

succession. As 

regards the form, 

the main object 

to be kept in view 

is a jDerpeudicular 

stem with every 

branch proceeding 

from it shorter in 

a horizontal direc¬ 

tion than the one Pyramid Training, 

below it. 

In j)Toceeding to details, it will be best to 

commence with a maiden plant which we shall 

suppose to be jdanted, in November, either in 

the nursery or where it is to remain. The 

plant should be topjied a little, but not cut so 

far back as to make the buds break near the 

ground. Next autumn, let the plant be cut 

back near to the place where it was budded 

or grafted. If the tree has been well planted, 

and has made a fair quantity of leaves, and 

consequently roots, it will push from its base, 

in the course of the summer, a strong shoot, 

which should be trained as upright as possible. 

In November, cut it back to 13 inches from 

the ground, and below this cut, several shoots 

will push: the upright must be trained in a 

perpendicular direction for a continuation of 

the central stem, whilst the others will form 

the lower tier of branches. These should be 

allowed to grow without restraint till Sep¬ 

tember, and then they ought to be all bent to 

nearly a horizontal position. But some may 

be weak and others strong: the latter must be 

most depressed, whilst the former should be 

allowed to retain their natural position till 

they acquire sufficient strength to be bent 

down in the following summer; but if likely 

to interfere with the young shoots above them, 

they must be trained so as to keep clear of 

these. 

Ill the end of November, any laterals that 

may have been produced on the branches of 

the lower tier, should be cut to within 1 inch 

of their bases. At the same time the upright 

leader must be cut 15 inches higher than in 

the preceding season, if the soil is very rich 

and the climate moist; otherwise, only 1 foot 

higher, more especially if the variety is not a 

stroncf-STrowins; one. This will cause shoots 

to push for another tier of branches. By 

these means the two lower tiers will have 

been obtained, and in the same manner as 

many more as may be desirable can be pro¬ 

duced. 

In cutting, in autumn, above a bud for a 

leader, the cut should not be made too close 

to the bud, otherwise the latter is liable to 

be more or less injured if the frosts should 

prove severe. It will therefoi’e be advisable 

to cut at least ^ inch above the bud; but, 

wlien the latter has just pushed into leaf, the 

portion left above it should be cut close off, 

in order that the shoot may grow upright. 

Instead of obtaining only one stage of hori¬ 

zontals annually, two may very well be pro¬ 

duced after the first two, if the trees are grow¬ 

ing well. It is advisable to originate the two 

lower stages from buds on the mature shoot 

as above directed, for it is important that 

they should be well established; but after¬ 

wards the upright leading shoot may have its 

growing point pinched off in summer when it 

has pushed to the height of 12 inches. This 

will occasion the production of several shoots 

at or near that height, one of which should 

be trained to grow iipright during the remain¬ 

der of the season, and afterwards be cut over 

at 12 inches above where it was pinched, that 

is, at 2 feet from where it pushed in spring. 

Having pointed out the manner , in which 

the stem is reared, and the mode of originat¬ 

ing the side branches, we shall now turn to 

the management of the latter. They should 

be pruned and ti'aiued with an aim to give 

the tree the form of a pyramid or cone, of 
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which, if the tree is iutended to be of limited 

extent, Fig. 222 may represent a section. Its 

total height is about equal to its circumference 

at the widest part, a proportion which, accord- 

iu" to the French authors, is considered to 

give the most elegant ap- rig, 222. 

pearance. If the distance 

from the base h, to the 

apex a, be 10 feet, the cir¬ 

cumference at the widest 

being as much, the diameter 

at d will be about 38 inches. 

The branches must there¬ 

fore be kept within the 

limits a c and a d. The 

upper branches will be 

strongly disposed to ex¬ 

tend, not only beyond the 

limits represented by the 

dotted lines, but also much 

beyond the horizontal ex¬ 

tension of the lower bran- Pyramid Traming. 

dies. This must, however, be prevented by an 

early stopping of the shoots. In summer, as 

well as at the winter pruning, the regular slant¬ 

ing outline of the tree must be kept in view and 

strictly maintained, otherwise the vegetation 

of the top will soon be in a condition to draw 

the greatest share of the sap. This, permitted 

to flow in large piroportion to any particular 

]iart, as for instance to the top of the tree, is 

unfavourable to fruitfulness. We must there¬ 

fore endeavour to distribute the sap as equall}^ 

as possible. If all the branches were of equal 

length, the tree ivould be like a cylinder, but 

they w'ould be equal as regards their length 

and that only, for their vigour would be very 

diflerent, vegetation being much more active 

in the upper than in the lower part. When 

subjected to the pyramidal form, the upper 

branches are shortened so that the quantity 

of foliage they bear is less than the lower ones 

do, and thiis the flow of sap will be limited in 

the part where, otherwise, it would tend to 

flow in excess. 

Tlie above remai'ks will be sufficient to show 

the necessity of stidctly preserving the outline, 

but all within will be a mass of shoots unless 

attention is paid to pinching and summer 

pruning, for on these the success of trees 

trained as pyramids ehiefly depends. 

Shimmer Pruning and Pinching the Shoots. 

—It is evident, that if the shoots of a pyra¬ 

midally-trained tree were not shortened and 

thinned, their foliage would suSer from being 

shaded and crowded. It is also certain, that 

if the laterals were allowed to gi’ow till the 

winter pruning, they would either have to be 

cut off entirely, or, if then shortened, a num¬ 

ber of shoots would j)ush from their bases and 

cause greater crowding in the following season 

than before. Such being the consequence of 

cutting back shoots at the winter pruning, in 

order that little winter pruning may be ne¬ 

cessary, recourse miist be had to summer prun¬ 

ing, an important operation, respecting which, 

however, there is much diversity of opinion. 

We shall consider it in detail, both as regards 

the parts to be operated on, and the time and 

manner of performing the operation. 

A pj^ramid trained tree consists, essentially, 

of an upright stem, and as many side branches 

as can be properly trained without overcrowd¬ 

ing. There must be space between them for 

fruit spurs when these come to be formed. All 

shoots not required to form the stem or the 

branches from it must be summer pruned, 

either by the knife, or by pinching between 

the Anger and thumb. The operation should 

be performed on laterals that push from the 

young summer shoots that are intended to 

form a permanent part of the tree, as well as 

on those of the older wood. The time varies 

with the earliness or lateness of the season; 

and again, as a general rule,- the operation 

should be performed sooner upon the upper 

and more vigorous parts of the tree, than upon 

the lower and less vigorous portions. 

hi. L. Cappe, of the Jardin des Plantes at 

Paris, pinches the shoots nearest the leader, 

when they have ])ushed to the length of from 

2^ to 4 inches, so as to leave them only 1 or 

IT inch in length. Those situated lower, he 

allows to grow to G or 8 inches long before 

he pinches them. 

M. du Breuil recommends the latei-als to be 

])inched back to little more than 1 inch, when 

they have attained the length of about 2^ 

inches. According to M. de Jonghe, of Brus¬ 

sels {Gardenerd Chronicle, 1854, p. 629), the 

laterals of trees worked on the pear stock 

should be stopped or pinched when they have 

developed six or seven leaves; and those on 

the quince, when they have made flve or six 

leaves. 
It is now found to be the best mode, to 

allow the lateral shoots to push six leaves, and 

then to pinch them immediately under the 

sixth leaf. There are usually latent, or only 

partially developed buds at the base ot the 
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shoot, with occasionally some small imperfect 

leaves, but iu counting the six leaves these 

should be omitted. Tlie more vigorous shoots 

will generally be those that will first attain 

the above extent of growth, and accordingly 

they will be, as they ought, the first that are 

stopped or pinched. Many of the shoots will 

push again after the first stopping, and when 

these are 3 or 4 indies long they are pinched 

back to three buds, or to about 1^ inch from 

their bases. 

With regard to the terminal shoots of the 

branches, those that extend in summer beyond 

such as are situated below them should be 

pinched, but the others ought to be allowed 

to grow till the beginning of September, 

when they may be cut to their assigned limits, 

so that any further shortening at the winter 

pruning will be unnecessary. 

From what has been already stated, any 

one may rear and maintain handsome and jiro- 

ductive pyramid pear trees; nevertheless, the 

nature of the proceedings having been ex¬ 

plained, the chief points may now be liriefly 

reca])itulated, to render them of still more 

easy comprehension. The tree, having been 

trained with an upright shoot, is cut back be¬ 

fore winter in order that it may produce side 

branches near the ground; and a shoot is again 

trained upright and cut so as to produce more 

laterals and a shoot for the continuation of 

the stem; this shoot may be stopped, if vigor¬ 

ous enough, when it has grown about 1 foot. 

This will tend to throw more sap into the 

side branches below, ivhilst the upright leader, 

from its advantageous position, will soon re¬ 

gain sufficient strength. Laterals from it must 

be pinched when they have grown 6 or 8 inches; 

by shortening them at the winter pruning to 

within 2 inches of the stem, they will produce 

shoots strong enough for side branches, and, 

at the same time, the pyramidal form of the 

tree will be preserved. By stopping the leader 

in summer, side branches will result, so that 

at the winter pruning it will only be necessary 

to cut it 2 feet, instead of 1 foot, above where 

it was cut a year before. Thus, without danger 

of a deficiency of side branches, an advance of 

2 feet in height is gained in one season. In 

subsequent year.s, the upright shoot may be 

treated in a similar manner till the desired 

height is attained. It is necessary, however, 

to observe that where the climate is such as 

not to ripen the wood of the suinmer shoot 

properly, it is better to allow the leader to go 

on without stopping, and originate the side 

branches by cutting back to 12 inches in 

autimin. The latei’als from the side branches 

may be made to form fruit s})urs instead of 

overcrowding the ti’ee; they must be pinched 

under the sixth leaf when they have developed 

that number. The terminal shoots should be 

allowed to grow till the end of Augu-st, when 

they ought to be shortened to within eight 

buds or leaves of the stem, not taking into 

account the buds at the base of the shoot 

wdiich usually do not push. At the winter 

pruning, the ends of the branches must be 

jjruned so as not to exceed the symmetrical 

outline of the tree. 

The above directions are apjnicable to pyra¬ 

mids strictly kept, and of the smallest dimen¬ 

sions; and any one that can rear such can 

easily manage those of larger size. In some 

cases, pear trees are allowmd to form pyramids 

as much as 15 feet high, the side branches 

extending in proportion; but for these it is 

only necessary to allow greater extension to 

the terminal shoots of the branches, and to 

the tipright stem; in all other respects the 

directions already given should be followed. 

At the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, we saw 

trees trained in the following manner;—The 

stem of a tree about 15 feet high is kept iip- 

I'ight by a long sti’aight pole, from the top 

of which five wires are stretched and secured, 

at equal distances, to a hoop near the ground 

or to five stakes, the wire thus representing 

the angles of a five-sided pyramid. Towards 

each of the wires branches are trained from 

the stem, the spaces between these being kept 

clear. The trees so trained produce a very 

good effect, and the plan might be advantage¬ 

ously adopted where large pyramids can be 

grown. 

Espalier Training.—Of all modes of ti’ain- 

ing the pear tree in the open ground, the 

espalier, if well conducted, is unquestionably 

the best; it is the most economical as regards 

space, for if the espalier is only 6 feet high, 

there may be six horizontal branches on each 

side, and each branch extending, say 10 feet, 

the aggregate length of the branches will then 

be 120 feet. The ground may be cropped to 

within 1 foot of each side of the e.spalier: each 

tree trained upon it, and extending 20 feet, 

occupies, therefore, only 40 square feet. The 

same extent of branches trained as an open 

dwarf, woidd occupy a si)ace of 10 feet square 

or an area of 100 feet. 
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The mode of rearing a central stem, and 

that of obtaining branches from it whex’e re¬ 

quired, have already been exjdained j and, once 

the horizontals are started, no one can be in 

any doubt in training them, as far as the cor¬ 

rect form of the tree is concerned—all he has 

to attend to is simply to train them right 

along] whilst in the fan and other modes of 

training, many considerations are sometimes 

necessary with respect to the position and 

direction of the branches. The espalier mode 

gives good command over the growth of the 

tree and the equal distribution of the sap; at 

tlie same time, the branches are all equally 

exposed to light. Equality of vegetation is 

conducive not only to the health of the tree, 

but also to its productiveness; and, accord¬ 

ingly, well managed espalier trees are very 

productive, and generally bear larger and bet¬ 

ter-formed fruit than can be obtained from 

standards. On the latter, it is true, many of 

the newer large kinds of pears succeed, yet, 

from their weight, they are apt to be blown 

doxvn and spoiled when almost fit for gather¬ 

ing, whilst on espaliers all fruits are nearly 

secime from this danger. The quality of fruit 

grown in this way is often superior to that 

produced on east and west walls. The advan¬ 

tages of this mode of training the pear are 

many, whilst the only drawback is the expense 

of the espalier rail. This, however, will be 

amply compensated by the superiority of the 

produce which can be obtained from well- 

managed trees trained against espaliers, even 

constructed of verj^ cheap materials. In all 

first-rate gardens, and indeed wherever they 

can be afforded, rails of a substantial construc¬ 

tion should, however, be erected. 

The distance between the pear trees in- | 

tended to be trained against espaliers should t 

be about 20 feet; and the espaliers, if there be 

two or more parallel rows, should be 15 feet 

apart. When placed along the sides of walks, 

the line of rail ought to be 2| feet from the 

edge of the walk, and the trees should be , 

planted 3 inches from the rail, otherwise the 

latter would be pressed out by the stem when 

it becomes thick. The trees should be planted i 

on the side of the espalier next the walk. { 

There may be some objection to this as re¬ 

gards the trees on the south side of a walk 

running east and west; it would, it is true, be 

advisable to plant them on the south side of 

the rail, but a much better eft’ect is produced 

when they face the walk on both sides. 

The branches of a horizontally-trained pear 

tree against an espalier should be about 1 foot 

apart. The mode of heading down the up¬ 

right stem to obtain these is the same as in 

the case of the apple. The lower ones should 

be started a little below the line alone which 
o 

they are intended to be trained; the upper 

courses ought to proceed very nearly at right 

angles from the stem, and the higlie.st one 

quite so. 

In order that the young tree may speedily 

acquire strength, the shoots should not be 

much pinched, or otherwise shortened, in the 

early part of the summer at least. Those near 

the extremities of the horizontals ought, how¬ 

ever, to be checked so as not to compete 

with the terminal shoots or leaders of these 

branches. In order to throw more strength 

into the branches, the upright leader should 

be pinched when it presents the appearance 

of becoming too strong. By these means the 

sap will be diverted into the bases of the 

branches, natui’al fruit spurs will soon begin 

to form upon them, and in four years from 

the time of planting, the tree will most prob¬ 

ably commence bearing. In order to have 

well-formed fruit, the fruit spurs should not 

be nearer each other than 6 inches; therefore, 

at the winter pruning, shoots that have pushed 

along the branches closer to each other than 

that distance, should be cut off quite close. 

All others should be shortened back to within 

1 inch of their base. Fig. 223 represents a 

Fig, 22:i, 

portion of the horizontal branch of a pear 

tree. In the course of the season it will 

either produce shoots, as at 5, or natural fiuit 

spurs, as d. At the autumn or winter pi un¬ 

in" the shoot h, and others similar to it, should 
O ' 

64 
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be cut back to about 1 inch from their base, 

as at c c. In the following spring a shoot e, 

will push below c, from the part left of the 

shoot b, or two may push, as f g. If more 

than two push, all but that number should be 

rubbed oft’, or cut very close so as not to be 

apt to push again. When the single shoot, e, 

has made six leaves it should be pinched or 

cut closely under the sixth leaf, as represented 

at e. With regard to the shoots f and g, one 

of them should be cut like the shoot e, under 

the sixth leaf, as at g, when so many have 

been formed, the other under the fifth leaf, as 

at f. This is done with the view of giving 

more strength to one of the two, in order that 

it may take the lead as regards the flow of 

sap; for, if this be atti’acted more especially 

to a leading point in one season, it will tend 

to flow towards the same part in the one fol- 

lovdng; and one shoot of a fruit-spur is much 

more easily managed than when numerous 

small twiggy shoots, too weak for forming 

fruit buds, ai’e pushed. This does not affect 

the principle on which an equal distribution 

of the sap is recommended, for by that is to 

be understood an equal distribution into parts 

that will be useful, and not into a multiplicity 

of shoots, weak, in proportion to their number, 

in consequence of the limited supply of sajj to 

each, as well as of the privation of light occa¬ 

sioned by their crowding each other. In all 

probability the shoots which were shortened, as 

sA ef g, will push shoots from the buds in the 

axil of the leaf below the respective sections, 

as at e. When this second shoot has pushed 

several inches, it may be pinched or cut off 

below the fourth leaf, as at h, and likewise 

those that proceed from below f h, and others 

similar. At the autumn pruning, the shoot 

h should be cut back to within I inch of its 

origin. Buds for spurs may have commenced 

to push during the summer from the base of 

the preceding summer’s shoot below c; if not, 

one or two will likely appear in the following 

summer. At the same time, a bud or buds of 

this descri23tion may also form on the base of 

the younger shoot, at a point below i, but 

more likely a shoot will 2>ush if the tree is 

young and vigorous, and if so, it must be 

managed like its predecessoi'. 

If any branch is weaker than the rest, the 

summer shoots upon it, or at least a consider¬ 

able portion of them, should be allowed to grow 

without stopping till September, when a few 

inches may be cut off from the extremity of 

each. If the whole tree is weak, the shoots 

on all the branches should be treated in a 

similar manner. In that case, the summer 

shoots ought to be cut back in winter to about 

1 inch from their base. From the stubs left, 

shoots will generally proceed in the following 

season; part of them may be j^inched, as in Fig. 

223, at regular distances along the stem, others 

may be allowed to grow till September, when 

they may be stopped and cut back to about 

1 inch from their base as before. There will 

then be about 1 inch long of the base of the 

first year’s shoot, now two years old, and as 

much o the second year’s shoot, which is only 

one year old; from this a shoot may be allowed 

to grow till September, when it should be 

stopped; but instead of cutting it back to 

1 inch, it should be cut off entirely, together 

with the former year’s wood on which it took 

its rise. By so doing, there will be left a stub 

consisting of about 1 inch of wood, now three 

years old, terminating in a jDortion only two 

years old. On such portions fruit-spurs will 

generally form. 

Espaliers will generally bear very well, if 

not so closely pruned as above indicated, pro¬ 

vided means are taken to insure an equal dis¬ 

tribution of the sap in all the branches. If 

this is neglected, no system of management 

will insure fruit in that perfection which would 

be the case if the above principle were duly 

cai'ried out. The means of doing so have been 

already fully explained in treating on firuning, 

therefore they need not be here repeated. 

Whether the trees are worked upon the pear 

stock or upon the quince, they will generally 

soon become fruitful, and continue healthy and 

productive for a long period, if ovei’-luxuriance 

in one portion be prevented by timely check¬ 

ing, whilst more than an average liberty is 

allowed the weaker portions till the balance 

is re-established. 

Pruning and Training Trees against Walls. 

—The modes of training usually adopted are 

the horizontal and the fan. The former is to 

be jwefei’red for walls of ordinary height; but 

in the case of trees j^lanted against the ends 

of houses and other walls which are much 

higher than those of gardens usually are, fan¬ 

training is the more advantageous, for by it 

the upper part of the waU can be much sooner 

covered. Anqjle instructions for obtaining 

the requisite number of branches at the proper 

distances from each other have been already 

given in the chapters on pruning and training. 
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as regards both liorizontal and fan-ti’ained 

ti-ees. The branches of a pear tree intended 

to be trained horizontally against a wall should 

be the distance of four courses of bricks apart. 

At this distance, the tree will sooner reach 

the toj) of the wall than if the branches were 

trained at three cotirses or 9 inches apart; but 

it may be said that, although the wall is sooner 

covered, it will not be covered thickly and 

efficiently. There will be a greater extent of 

naked wall between the branches; but this is 

a great advant.age, especially in the colder parts 

of the country; for, where a wall is almost 

completely shaded with foliage, it receives but 

little heat from the sun’s rays, and, conse¬ 

quently, but little can be radiated for the benefit 

of the tree. For this important reason, a dis¬ 

tance of 12 inches between the branches is re¬ 

commended ; and more especially as it is well 

known that branches, even at that distance, 

if well managed, will bear as much fruit as a 

tree cau bring to perfection. 

The first pair of horizontals should be at 

least 1 foot from the ground; but 15 inches 

we consider preferable, because the fruit will 

be better flavoured than when nearer the 

ground. The lower horizontals should be 

trained at an angle of about 45°, in order to 

strengthen them, for they cannot be too strong; 

and, in fact, every means should be taken to 

encourage them to make vigorous growth. 

With this view, lateral shoots, if any are pro¬ 

duced, ought to be allowed to grow freely 

during the summer, and their points should 

be taken oft’ in September. Before winter, 

the upright leaders ought to be cut, so as to 

originate a second pair of horizontals, and, at 

the same time, the laterals on the first pair 

should be cut to within ^ or | inch of their 

base. In the second season, the shoots on the 

horizontals should still be allowed to grow 

without check, exce])t in the case of any likely 

to be too strong for the leaders of the hori¬ 

zontals, and, wherever this is seen to be the 

case, they must be pinched. The others may 

also be pinched, if they grow so long that they 

begin to droop and shade the buds on the 

horizontal branches. 

When several courses of horizontals have 

been obtained, the highest should be subjected 

to a closer system of summer pruning. They 

ought, for the most part, to be pinched as di¬ 

rected for espaliers; after an interval of five or 

six days the next lower tier should be pinched, 

and so on to the lowest. When more hori¬ 

zontals are formed, six courses foj’ example, 

the two upper may be pinched first; after 

several days the next lower two, and after 

another similar interval the lowest two. In 

short, by commencing summer pruning at the 

ripper pai-t of the tree, and working gradually 

downwards, at intervals, so as not to deprive 

the tree of too many shoots or too much foliage 

at one time, the trees will form abundance of 

fruit-spurs, and bear regularly from the stem 

to the extremities of the branches. The spurs 

will, most likely, be too numerous, and will 

require to be thinned and shortened at the 

winter pruning. 

Pruning the Spurs.—A spur is a sort of 

branch, the buds of which are either blossom 

buds, which do not push into regular shoots, 

or imperfectly-formed blossom buds, in which 

case they elongate, although but slowly as 

compared with the growths made by the pro¬ 

per shoots. 

Spurs are either simple, as represented at 

1, Fig. 224, or compound, as at 2. They re¬ 

quire to be pruned, 

otherwise they 

would extend too 

far from the wall, 

and would lose the 

benefit of its 

warmth. It is 

therefore desirable 

to have a sufficient 

number of fruit- 

spurs as near the 

branch as possible, 

and, when that is 

obtained, the spurs should be more or less 

cut back at the winter pruning. The simple 

spur, 1, requires no priming. Such an one is 

likely to bear fruit, and in that case its ter¬ 

minal growth will be arrested, and one or two 

fruit buds "will most probably form near its 

base. The spur, 2, is an older production. 

It may be cut off at a, or, if there are plenty 

of others near, it may be cut hack a little 

above the bud, h, which will form a fresh spin-. 

All buds similar to h are blossom buds; but 

spur buds, like c, may retain their slender form 

for years, without assuming that plumpness 

which indicates a fruiting state. It is fre¬ 

quently the case that nearly all the spur buds 

on a tree are of this description, and are very- 

numerous, abundance of foliage being produced, 

and every year more and more of these slender, 

unfruitful spurs. The best way of dealing 
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with them is to cut back those on the upper 

part of the tree to the lowest bud or the lowest 

two buds, to thin and shorten considerably 

those situated about the middle of the tree, 

and to do this more sparingly in the cas^ of 

those on the lower part. By these means, the 

lower branches, which are usually weak as 

compared with the upper, will become equal 

in vigour to the latter; the sap will flow 

equally to all parts of the tree; and weak, 

elongated, barren spurs, will become plump 

and fruitful. The spurs on the middle and 

lower parts of the tree will require to be gra¬ 

dually reduced; and, whilst this reduction is 

being effected, care must be taken that the 

up2)er pxrt of the tree do not acquire a supe¬ 

riority in point of vigour. 

Thinning the Fruit.—Notwithstanding the 

thinning of fruit-spurs at the autumn or winter 

pruning, it is often the case, in favourable 

seasons, that much more fruit sets on a tree 

than it is able to mature; or if, favoured by a 

good season, it does bring a veiy heavy crop 

to tolerable perfection, it then generally rests 

from bearing for a season, thus producing in 

one year a surplus which is not much valued, 

and which can never compensate for the sub¬ 

sequent deficiency of supply. A full supply 

in every season should be aimed at, and every 

means tending to insm-e it oxight to be adopted. 

The principal of these is thinning. This ope¬ 

ration should be performed when the fruit is 

very young, and when injury from frost is not 

likely to occur. In a good season, when none 

of the blossoms are injured by frost, one or 

two fruits of a corymb take the lead, and the 

rest drop. Still, on a wall tree, where corymbs 

are very numerous, too many will remain. 

A number of the corymbs should therefore be 

cut or pinched ofl;' entirely, but without in¬ 

juring the foliage on the spur below. The 

latter, having not so much as a single fruit to 

support, will generally perfect fruit spurs for 

the following season. 

The largest, best formed, and finest flavoured 

pears are produced from the strongest buds and 

blossoms. They are generally the most for¬ 

ward, and are, consequently, apt to suffer most 

from late frosts, so that they can no longer 

maintain their })re - eminence in the same 

corymb; they cannot monopolize the flow of 

sap, and the extra portion of this, which they 

otherwise would have ajjpropriated, is shared 

amongst the whole of the fruits, which are 

thus enabled to exist, instead of beuig, for 

the most part, starved off. But what is t^ie 

consequence ? Instead of one or two perfect 

fruits from a certain amount of nourishment, 

the same amount is divided amongst a number 

of fruits, each having an equal, but all an im¬ 

perfect supply. In this case, the cluster or 

bunch must be well thinned; but, even when 

that is done, those that are left will rarely be 

so good as when the boldest flowers, being un¬ 

injured, naturally take the lead. 

After a tree has been loaded with a nume¬ 

rous progeny from weak blossoms, it is apt to 

prove unfruitful in the following season. In 

order to guard against this as much as possible, 

it is not sufficient to thin very much the young 

fruit of each corymb—a number of the corymbs 

must also be entirely removed. If abundant, 

every other one may be wholly dispensed with, 

and on those that are left the fruit may be 

thinned to one or two. , 

Gathering and Storing.—As a general rule, 

pears are fit to gather when, on lifting up the 

fruit to a horizontal position, the stalk, with¬ 

out pulling, readily separates at its junction 

with the spur. When the stalk re<;uires to 

be pulled and twisted, and will rather break 

than separate from where it joins the spur, 

the fruit, in that case, has not acquired all the 

nourishment which it otherwise would derive 

from the tree. There are, howevei-, excep¬ 

tions to this very general rule. Some varie¬ 

ties that are apt to become mealy or too dry, 

are better when gathered befoi’e tliey will part 

by merely lifting \ip. Again, some kinds that 

are too musky, if allowed to hang till they 

part very easily trom the tree, should be 

gathered before they are in that state; thus, 

W^illiams’s Bon Chretien is an excellent juicy 

pear when gathered early enough, but is dis¬ 

agreeably musky if allowed to hang too long. 

The Flemish Beauty must be gathered before 

it has even attained its full size; if it be allowed 

to hang till it become of a fine red next the 

sun, and thus acquire all the beauty of which 

it is susceptible, it is much deteriorated in 

quality; and, instead of being melting, it be¬ 

comes dry and musky. Some very early pears 

must be gathered at a particular time; if re¬ 

moved from the tree a little too soon, they ai’e 

watery and insipid; if a little too late, their 

flesh becomes mealy, or their flavour proves 

flat. Other early kinds ripen in succession, and 

must be gathered accordingly. Late varieties 

generally require to remain on the tree as long 

as they can safely be allowed to hang. 
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The most choice sorts of pears on walls and 

esjialiers should be gathered by taking hold 

of the stalk, without touching the fruit itself, 

and w’ithout displacing the bloom upon its 

surface; for this serves as a protection from 

moisture. The fruit should be ]>laced singly 

on shelves; late sorts may be placed in a single 

layer in drawers or shallow boxes, for in such 

they will have a more equal temperature than 

on the open shelves in the room ; and a steady 

cool temperatiue is an essential condition in 

keeping fruit. Pears keep very well in pure, 

dry, silver sand, also when packed in kiln- 

dried straw, or in dried fern. Besides being 

employed for keeping fruit late, the two last- 

mentioned substances are w'ell adapted for 

forwarding it, and, we may add, even for 

lipeniug it. If the fruit of a variety which 

usually ripens in the end of December is in 

abundance, and if a scarcity should occur in 

the end of November, the later ripening soi’t 

can be brought in condition to supply the 

deficiency by packing it closely in dry fern, in 

a basket, and placing it in a w'arm situation. 

The basket may be placed near a fire, but not 

too neai-, and the fruit will soon be fit for use. 

INIauy varieties that will bear well in rather 

cold parts of the coirntry, in which, however, 

the fruit will not naturally become melting, 

may be greatly improved by packing them as 

above and keeping them warm. The proper 

temperature will vaiy according to the variety 

and the greater or less degi’ee of maturity 

which the fruit has acquired. Some of the 

])ears should be kept in a very slight heat, 

others of the same variety in a higher tem- 

jierature, and by this means the most suitable 

degree of heat may be ascertained. By the 

above mode of proceeding, the quality of the 

fruit wfill be gi'eatly improved, much more, 

indeed, than any one who has not tried the 

process could believe possible. 

Diseases.—The principal disease to which 

the pear tree is subject in this country is 

canker. In America, the pear tree hlight, or 

fire hlight, is very common and destructive. 

Canker, as in the case of the apple, attacks 

some varieties more than others; indeed, in 

both the apple and pear, this disease manifests 

itself in a manner so nearly alike that what 

has been said of it in regard to the one fruit, 

is also applicable to the other. Extremes of 

moisture and dryness at tlie loot are to be 

guarded against. Where canker makes its 

appearance, the soil should not be made too 

rich, for over-luxuriance of growth seems to 

encourage the disease, at least in our variable 

and ungenial seasons. It frequently happens, 

that for several weeks, with a waim south¬ 

west wind, vegetation is much excited in the 

early part of the season, and afterwards all at 

once checked for almost as long a period. 

This sudden stagnation must derange the flow 

and affect the quality of the sap, and a ten¬ 

dency to canker is the consequence. There 

are various kinds of pears, such as the Jar¬ 

gonelle and Brown Beurre, which, in many 

localities, are a]>t to canker in the open ground, 

but continue healthy against a wall, all other 

circumstances being the same. This shows 

that climate has much influence in the matter. 

The growth of shoots should be encoin-aged as 

much as possible in the early part of the sum¬ 

mer, in order that the wood may be matured 

before frost sets in. When the trees com¬ 

mence to push, and shoots are being rapidly 

made, care should be taken that their vegetation 

receive no check for want of moisture; for, if 

it is then stopped, the trees are more disposed 

to grow late in autumn, which is not desirable. 

Too much moisture is very injurious, especially 

when it amounts to saturation and its cold¬ 

ness is equal to that of spring water; still, in 

wet seasons, and in certain circumstances, an 

excess of moisture cannot be avoided; but it 

becomes far more injurious when the soil about 

the roots has been previously allowed to be¬ 

come too diy. A pear tree that may have, 

at one time, too little moisture is badly com¬ 

pensated by having, at another time, too much. 

Roots that are rendered inactive from being 

in dry soil cannot be supposed to act so well 

when abundance of moisture reaches them, as 

others that have never suffered from dryness. 

If we wished to induce canker in a tree, we 

should select one that had grown vigorously 

during some rather moist season, and in the 

first dry, hot year, when the roots had ab¬ 

sorbed all moisture within their reach, and 

could only afford a very inadequate supply to 

the leaves to make up for evajioration, we 

should afford it no assistance. Meanwhile, 

the leaves, depraved of their regular supply 

from the roots, will drain the tree of much of 

its proper juices; growth will be arrested or 

greatly checked, perhaps till autumn; and 

then a late growth will ensue. But vegeta¬ 

tion cannot be healthy when the sap is trans¬ 

mitted through roots, stem, and branches, 

which have previously been half-dried, and 
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through tissues suddenly overcharged witli 

water at a period of the season wlieu little or 

no evaporation takes place, and when both 

heat and light are greatly diminished in power. 

Jt is well known that shoots made under these 

circumstances are soft and watery, .^lever be¬ 

coming matured, consequently tliey are ex¬ 

tremely liable to be affected by severe frost. 

Only an imperfect layer of albrnmum is pro¬ 

duced, and portions of the cambium sometimes 

die, even on the stem, a circumstance which is 

indicated by patches of bark which form de¬ 

pressions where the substance has been dried 

up, owing to sap not having been supplied by 

the inner bark. All these derangements from 

unseasonable and imperfect growth tend to 

jiroduce canker, and, as they recur more or 

less frequently, so will the tree be affected in 

a greater or less degree. 

The best means of preventing canker are 

those by which growth is encouraged in the 

most favourable period of the season, that is, 

during the early part of summer, when there 

is light and heat to elaborate the sap, and 

time to mature the wood before these agents 

become weak in their action. 

Although it has been recommended to en¬ 

courage growth as soon as the weather is 

favourable, yet, where there appears to be a 

disposition to canker, a rapid and over-vigor¬ 

ous vegetation should be guarded against. 

The use of rank manures musf^be particularly 

avoided; whilst, on the contrary, the applica¬ 

tion of fresh soil will prove advantageous. 

By attending well to the condition of the roots, 

the tree may very probably be maintained in 

a healthy state; b\it, if in spite of every pre- 

caiition, canker should appear, we may con¬ 

clude that the disease, in this case, arises from 

the vicissitudes of temperature. To this also 

we believe the frozen sap blight of the Ame¬ 

ricans may be justly ascribed. According to 

Downing, the circumstances under which this 

disease is apt to occur are—a very sudden and 

early winter succeeding a damp and warm 

autumn. The trees are forced into a vigorous 

second growth which continues late; and, 

whilst the sap vessels are still filled with their 

fluids, a sharp frost all at once takes place, 

and is followed in the day by bright sun. By 

suddenly freezing and thawing, the descending 

current of sap loses its vitality and becomes 

dark and discoloured. “In the ensuing spring, 

the upward current of sap rises through its 

ordinary channel—the outer wood or albur¬ 

num—the leaves expand, and, for some time, 

nearly all the upward current being taken up 

to form leaves and new shoots, the tree ap¬ 

pears flourishing. Toward the beginning of 

summer, however, the leaves commence send¬ 

ing the downward curi’ent of sap to increase 

the woody matter of the stem. This current, 

it will be remembered, has to pass downward 

through the inner bark or liber, along which 

still remain portions of the poisoned sap, ar¬ 

rested in its course the previous autumn. 

This poison is diluted, and taken up by the 

new downward current, distributed toward 

the pith, and along the new layers of albur¬ 

num, thus tainting all the neighbouring parts. 

Should any of the adjacent sap vessels have 

been ruptured by frost, so that the poison 

thus becomes mixed with the still ascending 

current of sap, the branch above it imme¬ 

diately turns black and dies, precisely as if 

poison were introduced under the bark. And 

very frequently it is accompanied with pre¬ 

cisely the odour of decaying frost-bitten vege¬ 

tation.” 

Mr. Downing also observes, that, if the 

poison becomes largely diffused, the tree will 

sometimes die in a day or two; but that, if it 

is only slightly present, the tree will often 

entirely recover. 

As this disease is owing to vicissitudes of 

climate over which, as regards a pear planta¬ 

tion, we can have little control, care should be 

taken to use pi’eventive means. They are 

chiefly those which have been already pointed 

out for promoting the ripening of the wood. 

Extremes of moistuie and of dryness in the 

soil should be avoided, as should, likewise, 

manure applied so as to stimulate the tree to 

late growth. Downing states that many per¬ 

sons have remarked, that pear trees growing 

in common meadow laud were free from blight 

in seasons when those in rich garden soils 

were contijiiially suffering from it. Severe 

pruning .should be avoided as much as possible 

in this as, indeed, in all cases. It can only be 

necessary in certain cases, but not, in general, 

where the trees have been pruned and managed 

with due skill and foresight. Although the 

disease manifests itself but slightly in this 

country, in comparison with America, where 

the alternation from cold to an intensely hot 

sun is much greater, yet there can be no ques¬ 

tion that trees are injured when the sap, in 

full flow about the time the buds are bursting, j 

I is heated by the sun’s rays and suddenly cooled | 
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by frost at night. In parts of the country 

where the climate is such as to render protec¬ 

tion necessary for pears against walls, such 

protection wouliJ be very beneficially employed, 

not only against frost at night, but also during 

a portion of the day when the sun’s rays are 

\ery hot. 

Insects.—Various insects which attack the 

apple also prove injurious to the pear. 

Amongst these are—the caterpillars of the 

goat-moth (Cossus ligniperda), the wood leo- 

pax’d-moth {Zeuzera jEsculi), the figure-of-8 

moth [Episema coeruhocephakC), the pale 

bi’indled beauty-moth {Amphidasis pilosaria), 

the apple-blossom weevil {Antlmxomus pomo- 

rum), and of the codling moth {Carpocapsa 

pomxmana), as well as the garden chafer (Ani- 

soplia horticola), and red-footed beetle {Lupe- 

rus rujipes). 

The pear-tree oyster scale {Aspidiotus ostreee- 

formis), so called from its resemblance to an 

oyster shell, is a very minute insect, sometimes 

formed on the bark, to which it is veiy simi¬ 

lar in colour. Using a hard scrubbing brush, 

with soap and water and a little sand, is the 

most effectual I’emedy. 

The I'ed-bud caterpillar {Pgralis lascand) 

sometimes does considei-able injuiy to the ci’op 

by preying upon the buds. The parent moth 

deposits its eggs upon the buds in June, and, 

in the following spring when the sap begins 

to flow, the caterjxillar appears, and having 

penetrated into the bud, feeds upon it for four 

or five weeks, w'hen, having attained its full 

size, it spins a white cocoon and changes into 

a chrysalis. Dusting the trees with newly 

slaked lime when the caterpillar makes its 

appearance, seems to be the only remedy. 

The pear-tx’ee chermes {Psylla pyri) both 

in the larva and perfect state, attacks the peai’, 

and by exhausting the shoots of their sap, 

caixses them to withei', the cx’op, as well as the 

health of the tree, being sometimes sei’iously 

injured in consequence. In addition to this, 

ants and wasps, which are attracted by the 

sacchai’ine excrement of the larvae, frequently 

I'emain on the tree and damage the ripe fruit. 

The best remedy consists in brushing down 

the larvae with a stiff brush, and catching them 

on a cloth, where they may be destroyed. 

Afterwards, the ti’ee should be washed at 

short intervals with a powerful garden en¬ 

gine. Syringing with a sti’ong infusion of 

tobacco may also be attended with beneficial 

results. 

The slug-worm, the larva of Selandria atra 

of Stephens {Tenthredo cerasi, and Tenthredo 

cethiops, erroneously, of some), a small, black, 

slimy caterpillar, occasionally does consider¬ 

able mischief, in August, September’, and the 

early part of October, by consrrming the })a- 

renchyma of the leaves. The most effectual 

remedy is dusting the trees with quicklime, 

and repeating the application once or twice 

at short intervals. Syringing in the evening 

or morning, with a decoction of tobacco, ^ lb. 

being allowed to 2 gallons of water, or with 

lime water, formed by mixing 1 peck of lime 

and 2 lbs. of soft soap with 30 gallons of water, 

have likewise been attended with very satis¬ 

factory results. 

The pear-ti’ee blister moth {Tinea Clerck- 

ella), a minute moth which appears in May or 

June, deposits its eggs rrpon the foliage, and 

the larvre, immediately they are hatched, pene¬ 

trate beneath the cuticle, and by feeding rrpon 

the parenchyma, cause numerous brown blis¬ 

ters. When full grown, which is the case in 

September, the maggot lets itself down to the 

ground, where it spins itself a cocoon on a 

leaf, changes into a chrysalis, and remains as 

such till the following season. When this in¬ 

sect abounds, all dead leaves should be removed 

in autumn and burned or otherwise disposed 

of, so that the chrysalis may be destroyed; the 

ground near the trees should be dirg, and the 

trees themselves washed with soap-suds wheir 

the moths have laid their eggs. 

The larva of the long-homed tortrix (7'or- 

trix quercana, Fab.), a small greenish white 

caterpillar, forms a web on the under side of 

the leaves, by stretching a number of delicate 

threads parallel to each other, and beneath this 

covering feeds upon the parenchyma, leaving 

only the upper surface untouched. At a later- 

stage of its existence, it acquires sufficient 

strength to roll up the leave.s, becoming at 

the same time more voracious, and when full 

grown, it spins a white cocoon on the foliage, 

and changes into a reddish brown pupa fronr 

which the moth emerges in July. Destroying 

the chrysalis is the most certain means of 

checking the increase of the insect, and if, as 

is probably the case, the eggs are deposited on 

the shoots, washing with soap and water, v/ith 

a scrubbing brush, might be resorded to if the 

insect prove troirblesome. 

The caterpillar of the large pear-tree as- 

tyages {Astyages henierohiella), though in gene¬ 

ral of rare occurrence, sometimes appears in 
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great numbers, ami by consuming the paren- 

cliyma of the leaves, seriously injures the tree. 

When full gi'owu it is about ^ inch in length, 

and is surrounded by a neaiiy cylindrical 

blackish case, which, being open a^both ends, 

allows of the insect protruding the fore part 

of its body when feeding, or travelling from 

place to place. In attacking the leaf, it per¬ 

forates the cuticle, and by consuming the par¬ 

enchyma, forms a circular jjatch about g inch 

in diameter. This being eifected, it removes to 

another part and repeats the operation. Hand¬ 

picking appears to be the only means of check¬ 

ing the increase of this insect. 

The caterpillars of the pear moth (Tortrix 

angHstiorana) attacks the fruit, concealing it¬ 

self beneath a delicate web formed in the eye 

of the pear, upon the rind of which it feeds. 

Little can be done to prevent the mischief 

done by this insect, except by removing and 

destroying the maggot whenever it is dis¬ 

covered. All dead leaves near the tree should 

likewise be burned, as it is not unlikely that 

the eggs may be deposited upon the foliage. 

THE QUINCE {Cydonia vulgaris, Pers., Fyrus 

Cydonia, L. — Icosandria Di-Pentagynia, L.; 

Rosace?2, J.j Pomacefe, Lind.) is a low, deci¬ 

duous tree, of a crooked, branching, irregular 

habit of growth, and a native of the south of 

Europe. It derives its generic name from 

Cydon, the modern Canea, near which the tree 

grew in great abundance. 

The fruit, which is powerfully odoriferous, 

and, in its raw state, acid, astringent, and 

unfit for eating, is principally used for making 

an agreeable ice, quince marmalade, and other 

preserves, as well as to give briskness and 

fiavour to apple pies and tarts. 

The tree itselfj as already mentioned, is 

much employed as a stock for certain varieties 

of the pear which are intended to be trained 

as dwarf pyramids, or espaliers. 

The principal varieties cultivated for the 

fruit are:— 

1. Apple-shaped Quince — syn. Orange 

Quince, Coignassier k fruit pominiforme, Coing- 

pomme of the French.—Leaves oval, or ovate, 

downy beneath. Fruit roundish, about 2^ 

inches in diameter, of a l ich golden colour. 

Very productive, and ilpening in a less favour¬ 

able climate than the other sorts. 

2. Pear-shaped Quince—syn. Coignassier 

pyriforme, Coing-poire of the French.—Leaves 

oblong-ovate, downy beneath. Fruit rather 

larger than in the preceding, pyriform, oi‘ 

sometimes roundish with a short neck, more 

or less ribbed towards the eye, of a somewhat 

paler colour than the apple-shaped, and ripen¬ 

ing later. 

3. Portugal Quince—syn. Coignassier de 

Portugal of the French.—-Leaves very large, 

broad oval, or ovate, downy on the up})er 

side, very downy beneath. Fruit very large, 

about 4 inches in length, and 3 to 3<} inches 

in diameter at the widest part, from which it 

is most elongated towards the stalk, tapering 

more aliruptly towards the eye, where it again 

])rojects, forming irregular ribs. Skin thickly 

covered Avith gray wool, beneath which it is 

deep yellow. Flesh more tender, juicy, and 

much better for every purpose than that of 

the other sorts. 

The tree is taller and more vigorous th.au 

in the apple-shaped and pear-shaped varieties, 

but is not quite so hardy, and bears less abund¬ 

antly. It is frequently planted for the orna¬ 

mental appearance of its flowers and fruit; 

also, from its vigorous growth and forming 

thicker annual layers of AVOod,it is well adapted 

for stocks for the pear. 

The quince succeeds in almost any soil, but 

prefers one o# a rich, somewhat light, and 

rather moist nature; hearty clays and dry, 

sandy soils, are but ill suited to its growth. 

To ripen the fruit properly, a situation not 

shaded by tall trees, and open to the sun on 

the south, east, or west side is necessary; but 

in any case, and particularly in cold and back¬ 

ward localities, a southern aspect is highly 

desirable. 

Projiagation may be effected by seeds, but 

as these seldom ripen in this countiy, cuttings 

and layers are the modes generally adopted. 

Cuttings should be made early in autumn, 

from wood of the same year, and, if possible, 

with a small heel of two-year old wood. They 

should be planted 1 foot apart, in rows 2^ feet 

from each other, and if watered in dry weather, 

they soon strike root. If intended for stocks, 

they may be grafted or budded the second or 

third year after they are put in, if not, they 

may remain in the nursery for two or three 

year.s, and may then be planted where they 

are to remain. The best plants are obtained 

in this Avay, though not so quickly as by 

layering. 

In propagating by layers, the stem of a 

quince tree is cut down in autumn to form a 

stool, and the young shoots which are put 

forth in consequence are layered in the autumn 
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of the following year, leaving two Inuls above 

ground. When these buds have made shoots a 

few inches in length, the top of the weaker one 

should be pinched off, and in about two weeks 

after, it may be cut back to the lowest two 

leaves. The remaining shoot must be trained 

upright. In autumn the layer should be taken 

up, the shoot which was shortened back in 

spring cut off close to its base, and any laterals 

which may have jjushed cut back to two eyes. 

The rooted layers formed in this way may 

then be planted out in nursery rows. Instead 

of laying down the shoots in the above manner, 

the following procedure is general!}^ adopted 

near Paris:—The stem of a young and vigorous 

tree is cut down in spring to within 8 inches 

of the ground, and in the following year, when 

a number of good shoots have pushed, mould 

is thrown in amongst them so as to cover the 

top of the stump, but leaving their tops above 

ground. The earth is then formed into a tnxn- 

cated cone, and a basin is made in the centre. 

The shoots soon strike root, and may, for the 

most part, be severed from the stump and 

planted in the autumn of the succeeding year. 

The stool will soon produce fresh shoots which 

may be treated in the same way, and young 

plants may thus be obtained every two years. 

If intended for stocks, the young plants 

should be shortened back to 18 inches on 

being planted out in the nursery rows, but if 

for standards, they ought to be trained upright 

and at full length to a rod. Those for stocks 

should, in the summer after ])lanting, have the 

lateral shoots cut entirely off to the height of 

6 inches above the ground, in order to form a 

clean stem near where they are to be worked. 

But those not propagated for this jmrpose 

should have the lower laterals shortened to 

two eyes, and the points of the remainder must 

be pinched to determine the sap towards the 

leading shoot. In two years they may be 

taken up, after the fall of the leaf, and trans¬ 

planted to wider distances apart, or ])lantod 

where they are to remain. In the latter case, 

they may be placed 15 feet apai't if several 

are planted. 

The varieties being I'eadily propagated by 

cuttings and layers, budding and grafting are 

seldom resorted to. 

Priming and Training.—The quince is not 

one of those trees which naturally grow with 

a strong, erect stem, such as is most desirable 

for a standard; and to rear it with one of 

this description requires considerable attention, 

otherwise it is apt to grow up with long flexi¬ 

ble shoots, inclined to branch and twist. A 

tree, planted wdierc it is intended to remain, 

should be allowed to grow at freedom for a 

season. It ought then to be cut back, in 

autumn, to within 18 inches of the ground. 

Several shoots will push, the strongest of which 

should be trained upright to a rod, and short¬ 

ened a little at every autumn ixruning. If the 

one highest up be the strongest, so much the 

bettei', if not, the shoot or shoots above it 

must be j-ubbed off; and those below it should 

be jdnehed, when 1 foot in length. Laterals 

on the young xxpright ought to be allowed to 

gx’ow during the summer; but they should be 

shortened to a few inches at the autumn prun¬ 

ing; at the same time, the shortened shoots 

between the base of the one trained upright 

and the ground, ought to be cut clean off. By 

continuing to train the young shoot qxiite up¬ 

right, an erect stem will be insured, and, by 

allowing jilenty of laterals to grow, and by 

gradually reducing them, the stem will be ren¬ 

dered strong enough in course of a few years 

to be self-supporting. When the stem has 

attained the i-equired height, the head should 

be formed as directed for the apple and other 

fruit trees. After the principal branches have 

been originated, very little pruning will be 

necessary. Over-luxuriant shoots are apt to 

start up; these should be looked for, and 

checked at an early period of their growth, 

and weak spray and cross shoots ought to be 

cut off. 

The fruit ripens in the end of October or 

beginning of November, and may hang on the 

tree as long are there is no danger of frost. 

After gathering, it should be wi])ed with a 

clean cloth and laid out on shelves, or on well- 

dried straw, in some cool place apart from 

other fruits, to which it is apt to commxmicate 

a disagreeable flavour. It does not keep longer 

than a month or six weeks. 

THE MEDLAR germanica, L. —• 

Icosandria Di-Pentagynia, L.; Eosaceaj; P<x- 

macepe, Lind.) is a low, deciduous tree, a na¬ 

tive of England, Prance, Germany, and the 

south of Europe, where it grows naturally in 

hedges, woods, and copses. Its fruit, which is 

hard, acid, and unfit for eating till it loses its 

green colour and hlets, or begins to decay, when 

it acquires an agreeably acid, somewhat asti’in- 

gent flavour, is generally eaten raw, but is 

also occasionally made into pi’eserves along 

with sugar. 
65 
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The varieties wortliy of cultivation are:— 

1. Nottingh.\m Meular — syn. Common, 

Small-fruited.—Fruit about 1 inch in diame¬ 

ter, obovmte, of a bright yellowisli brown, 

spotted with russet, of a rich, lyrisb, sub-acid 

ilavour. The best sort as regards quality. 

The tree is of upright growth, in which re- 

sjject it differs from the other sorts; its leaves 

also are much smaller. 

2. Dutch Medlar — syn. Large Dutch, 

Broad-leaved Dutch, Large German, Large- 

fruited German, Blake’s Large, N61iier a gros 

fruit, Nbflier ii trcs gros fruit, Neliier mons- 

trueux, ISieflier de Ilollande a gros fruit.— 

Fruit veiy large, about 1 inch in diametei; 

grayish green previous to bletting, bright red¬ 

dish brown wlien ripe. Flavour good, but in¬ 

ferior to that of the Nottingham. It is cul¬ 

tivated on account of the large size of the fruit. 

3. Stoneless—syn. French Medlar, NeHier 

a fruit sans noyeau, Neflier a fruit sans pe- 

piiis.—small, about ^ inch in diameter, 

obovate, of a russet brown colour when lipe, 

pmd Muthout stones. Inferior in flavour to 

the preceding sorts, but keeps longer, and is 

worthy of cultivation on that account. 

The medlar is raised from the stones or seeds, 

wliich should be taken out as soon as the fruit 

is rijse, and sown immediately. They usually 

take two years to come up; and afterwards the 

seedlings should be attached to a strong stake 

in order to j^reserve a tolerably upright stem. 

Seed is only sown with the view of obtaining 

new varieties or stocks, the varieties being 

propagated by budding or grafting ujjon the 

wild medlar, pear, qiiince, or whitethorn. The 

latter kind of stock is preferred on the Con¬ 

tinent, and is perhajis the best where the soil 

is sandy and dry; the quince is the best in 

moist soils, as its roots extend near the sur¬ 

face ; and the pear, grafted standard high, gives 

a straight stem and a more regular appearance 

to the tree, for which it is probably the best 

stock in ordinary soils. Any of the usual 

modes of grafting may be employed, but, for 

that purpose, scions should be chosen from 

shoots of the previous summer’s growth, and 

care be taken to cut off the extremities where 

the flowers appear, otherwise they will not 

succeed. When budding is resorted to, the 

mode with a dormant eye is preferred. 

M'ith regard to soil, the medlar is not par- 

ticulai-, growing in any that is not arid or 

swampy, but it produces the largest and best 

fruit in rich, loamy, somewhat moist ground. 

The tree may be trained as a standard, and 

the Nottingham and Stoireless varieties may 

even be formed into productive pyramids, in 

the same way as the pear. The Nottingham 

medlar, which takes an upright growth, re¬ 

quires very little pruning; but the Dutch 

medlar, and others of similar crooked growth, 

will require some regulation to prevent the 

branches from crossing and rubbing against 

each other. More than this need not be at¬ 

tempted, for the branches are naturally so in¬ 

clined to assume an elbowed form, turning 

frequently at right angles in any direction, 

that to keep them straight would be almost 

an impossibility, and, in our opinion, would 

only spoil the characteristic rusticity of the 

tree. 

The fruit should remain on the tree until 

the end of October, or beginning of Novem¬ 

ber; and when the stalk parts readily from the 

bearing shoots it should be gathered on a diy 

day, carried to the fruit-room, and laid out 

upon the shelves. It is a good plan to dip 

the end of the stalk in a solution of common 

salt, for this tends to prevent the attacks of a 

minute fungus which usually commences at 

that part and extends to the fruit, which it 

renders useless. Some place straw beneath 

the medlars, but unless perfectly clean and 

dried upon a kiln, or in the sun, it encourages 

mouldiness, and is apt to give them a musty 

flavour. The fruit should be looked over from 

time to time, and any that is affected with 

fungus must be at once removed, otherwise it 

will taint the rest. It becomes fit for use in 

two or three weeks after gathering, and may 

keep gootl till January. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

THE PLUM, CHERRY, APRICOT, PEACH, 

NECTARINE, AND ALMOND. 

THE PLUM {Fritnus domestica, L.—Icosan- 

dria Monogynia, L.; Rosacese, J.; Drupacete, 

Lind.) is a low, deciduous tree, a native of 

Britain, as well as of most other parts of 

Europe and the mountainous parts of Asia. 

The fruit forms a v aluable addition to the 

dessert, both in I'espect to its rich flavmur and 

beautiful appearance, which is not a little 

heightened by the delicate bloom vvuth which 

the skin is covered. The fruit of some sort.s. 
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sv.cli as Coe’s Golden Drop and the Ickworth 

Iinperatrice, may, with a little care, he pre¬ 

served for months in a fresh state for the des¬ 

sert, a quality which is not possessed by any 

other of our cultivated fruits with juicy flesh, 

excepting the apple and pear. For pies, tarts, 

and various preserv'es, the fruit is also held in 

high estimation, and from some of the varieties 

the prunes of the shops are prepared. On the 

Continent, a spirit analogous to the kirsch- 

wasser, and sometimes called by that name, is 

also distilled from the fruit. 

The cultivated vaiueties ai’e ver}' numerous, 

some of them closely resembling each other; 

but, in many cases, the distinctive marks are 

evident. The following classification, it is 

presumed, will be useful in e.stablishing the 

identity of the varieties, which by that means 

may be divided into eight sections, and these 

admit of a further siibdivision, according to 

the shape of the fruit, round or oblong, and 

the adlierence or non-adherence of the flesh to 

the stone. 

Class I.—Shoots Smooth. 

r <7, I. r Fruit Pale.S 1. 
’ ) Fruit Purple or lied, g 2. 

( Fruit Pale. § 3. 

I F. 
JT. 

Fi 
Fruit Purple.... § 6. 

b, Leaves pubescent.. 
Fruit Purple. g 4. 

Class II.—Shoots Pcbescent. 

^ Fruit Pale.§ 5. 
a, Leaves smooth above. 

b, Leaves pubescent. | Spie'.;:;I s! 
The principal varieties are:—■ 
1. Bleecker’s Gage—syn. Bliicher’s Gage, 

German Gage.—Shoots downy. Leaves downy 

above. Fruit large, roundish OA^al. Stalk 

1 inch or more in length. Skin yellow. Flesh 

yellow, sejtarating from the stone, sweet, and 

luscious. E-ipe in September. 

2. Blue Imperatrice—syn. Tmperatrice, 

Tmperatrice violette. Veritable Imperatrice, 

Violette.—Shoots smooth. Leaves oval, smooth 

above. Fruit middle-sized, roundish obovate. 

Stalk I inch in length. Skin violet, streaked 

or netted with gold-coloured lines near the 

stalk, and elsewhere dotted with brownish yel¬ 

low, the whole surface covered with a profu¬ 

sion of bloom. Flesh yellowish, adhering to 

the stone, juicy, sugary, and rich. Stone oval, 

a little flattened. 

Bijie in October, and will afterwards hang 

for a considerable time on the tree, if on a 

wall and netted up. It may also be kept in 

a dry room till the middle of December. Good 

as a late dessert plum, and also for preserving. 

The tree bears well as a standard in fav’our- 

able situations; but it would require to be 

planted against an east or w'est wall in cold 

or noi'thern parts of the kingdom. 

3. Blue Perdrigon—syn. Brignole violette, 

Perdrigon violet. — Shoots smooth. Leaves 

slightly downy above. Flowers middle-sized. 

Petals roundish. Fruit middle-sized, roundish 

obovate. Stalk about f inch in length. Skin 

pur[)le, dotted with yellowish brown, covered 

witli a light bloom. Flesh rather firm, partly 

adhei’ing to the stone, greenish amber, very 

rich. Stone small, oval. 

Eipe in the end of August and beginning 

of September. From this and the White Per¬ 

drigon, the flxmous Brignole prunes are made. 

4. Chapman’s Prince op Wales.—Shoots 

long and smooth. Leaves oval, crenated, 

smooth above. Fruit very handsome, resem¬ 

bling an Orleans in outward appearance, and 

also in the quantity of its flesh. 

Eipe in the end of August. 

It may be used, like the Orleans, both for 

dessert and kitchen. 

It was propagated from an old tree found 

in the grounds of Mr. Chapman, at Syon, near 

Brentford. The tree is vigorous and a great 

bearer. It differs from the Orleans in having 

smooth instead of downy shoots. 

5. Coe’s Fine Late Eed—syn. St. Martin, 

St. Martin Eouge, Violette Octoverpflaume, 

Catherine violette.—Shoots downy. Leaves 

smooth above. Flowers middle-sized. Petals 

roundish, concave. Fruit middle-sized, round¬ 

ish, depressed at the ends. Stalk | inch long, 

thick. Skin piuqflish red, sprinkled wflth gold- 

coloured dots, and covered with an azure 

bloom. Flesh pale amber, somewhat ti-ans- 

parent, parting from the stone, cri.sp, and 

juicy, with a rich, vinous flavour when the 

autumn is fine. 

Eipe in the end of October or beginning of 

November. This is the latest knowm phim 

of its size. 

The tree is an excellent bearer as a standard, 

but will only ripen its fruit as such in the 

southern parts of the kingdom; elsewhere, 

those who are desirous of late supply should 

plant it against a wall. 

6. Coe’s Golden Drop—syn. Bury Seedling, 

Coe’s Imperial, Coe’s Plum, Golden Drop, 

Golden Gage, New Golden Drop.—Shoots 

smooth. Leaves middle-sized, flat, oval, acu¬ 

minate, crenated, smooth, shining, deep green. 

Flowers middle-sized. Petals roundish oval, 

imbricated. Fruit large, oval or somewhat 
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nbovate. Stalk from ^ inch to 1 inch in 
length. Skin light greenish yellow, freckled 
with rich spots of ferruginous red next the 
sun. Flesh greenish yellow, adhering to the 
stone, very rich, sweet, and delicious. Stone 
middle-sized, elliptic, sharp-pointed. 

E,ipe in the end of September. It is excel¬ 
lent for the dessert, and for jireserving. Not 
the least of its merits consists in its keeping 
long after it has been taken off the tree, on 
the shelves of a fruit-room, suspended by the 
stalk inside a window facing the sun, or 
wrapped in paper and kept in a dry room. 
By the last method, the author of the Guide 
to the Orchard and Kitchen Garden states 
tliat he has eaten it exceedingly good twelve 
months after it had been gathered. 

The tree is a rather shy bearer when young 
and growing vigorously] but, when fairly in 
a bearing state, it is often very productive, 
even as a standard, in the south of England; 
but to bring the fruit to perfection in the north 
of England and in Scotland, it requii-es a wall. 
An east or west aspect is suitable, but one 
incliniim to south-west is still better. When 

O 

it is compared with other plums that decay 
soon after they are gathered, and which are, 
consequently, lost if not used in that short 
time, and its excellence as a handsome, first- 
rate dessert plum, is taken into consideration, 
it must be concluded that in any part of the 
kingdom it is deserving of a wall. 

This variety, represented in Plate I., is said 
to have been raised about the beginning of 
the present century, by hlr. Coe, a market- 
gardener, near Bury St. Edmunds, in Suffolk. 

7. Corse’s Nota Bene.—Fruit large, roimd. 
Stalk ^ inch in length. Skin dull purplish 
bi'own, covered with a light violet bloom. 
Flesh greenish, parting from the stone, juicy, 
sweet, and rich. B.ipe in September. 

The tree is a great bearer. 
8. Damson—syn. Common Damson, Round 

Damson, Small Round Damson, Early Damson 
of some.—Branches spiny. Shoots downy. 
Leaves small, oval, pointed, smooth above. 
Flowers early, small. Petals oval. Fruit 
small, roundish oval, incliniiig to obovate. 
Stalk slender, scarcely ^ inch in length. Skin 
bluish black, thickly covered with azure bloom. 
Flesh firm, yellowish green when well ripened, 
parting from the stone, acid, and astringent. 

Ripe in the end of September. 
The tree is a great bearer. The fruit is 

much used for pies, and for preserving. 

9. Denver’s Victoria — syn. Aldertou.—• 
Frtdt large, oval. Stalk about 1 inch in 
length. Skin red, covered with a fine light 
bloom. Flesh yellowish, parting freely from 
the stone, moderately juicy, with an agreeable 
flavour. Stone oval, flattish, and remarkably 
tender, so much so, that it may be cracked 
between the thumb and fingers. Ripe in the 
end of September. It is excellent for kitchen 
use, and may also be used for the dessert. 

The tree is an extraordinary bearer as a 
standard, the branches being generally so 
loaded that they require to be supported. 

10. Diapkee Rouge—syn. Imperial Dia¬ 
dem, Mimms, Roche Corbon.—Shoots smooth. 
Leaves rather large, oval, fiat, crenated, downy 
above. Flowers large, occasionally semi-double. 
Petals roundish, concave, imbricated. Fruit 
large, obovate. Stalk about 1 inch in length, 
moderately thick. Skin light clear purple, 
thinly covered with a delicate azure bloom. 
Flesh dull, pale, greenish yellow, parting from 
the stone, moderately juicy, with an agreeable 
flavour. Stone rather large, irregularly oval. 
Ripe in the beginning of September. 

The tree is a good bearer as a standard. 
The fruit is very handsome, and excellent 

for kitchen use. 
11. Drap d’Or—syn. Mirabelle Double, 

Mirabelle Grosse, Yellow Perdrigon.—Shoots 
downy. Leaves small, oval, crenated. Flowers 
middle-sized. Petals roundish oval. Fruit 
smaller than that of the Green Gage, round. 
Stalk scarcely ^ inch in length. Skin greenish 
yellow, marked with reddish specks next the 
sun. Flesh yellow, parting from the stone, 
sugary, and rich. Stone oval. Ripe in the 
middle of August, about a week earlier than 
the Green Gage; and this circumstance, as well 
as its intrinsic excellence, renders it highly de¬ 
serving of culture as a first-rate dessert fruit. 

The tree is of moderate growth. 
12. Dunmore.—Shoots smooth. Leaves 

smooth above. Fruit above the middle size, 
oval. Skin dull yellow. Flesh yellowish, 
pai’ting from the stone, rich, and sugary. 
Ripe in September. A good, hardy, late plum. 

13. Early Orleans—syn. Grim wood’s Early 
Orleans, New Early Orleans, Wilmot’s Early 
Orleans, New Orleans, Hampton Court, Mon¬ 
sieur Hatif, Monsieur Hatif de Montmorency. 
—Shoots downy. Leaves smooth above, or 
but slightly pubescent. Flowers larger than 
those of the Common Orleans; stamens shorter 
than the style, stigma large. Fruit similar to 
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that of the Oi’leans, but of a somewhat deeper 

violet, and ripening ten days or a fortnight 

earlier. It is excellent for kitchen use. On 

this account, and likewise from being an ex¬ 

cellent bearer, it is highly deserving of culti¬ 

vation. Indeed, where space admits of plant¬ 

ing only two phims of the Orleans breed, one 

of them should be this. 

14. Fotheringham — syn. Grove House 

Purple, Sheen.—Shoots smooth. Leaves smooth 

above. Flowers middle-sized, stamens shoi-t, 

petals roundish. Fruit middle-sized, obovate. 

Stalk 1 inch long. Skin purple. Flesh green¬ 

ish yellow, parting freely from the stone, juicy, 

and rich. Ripe in the middle of August, a 

little before the Green Gage. According to 

Lindley, “this very useful and hardy plum 

has been in England for many years, having 

been cultivated by Sir William Temple, at his 

seat at Sheen, near Richmond, in Surrey, be¬ 

fore 1700, whence it was called the Sheen 

plum.” 

15. Green Gage—syn. Brugnon Green 

Gage, Isleworth Green Gage, Wilmot’s Green 

Gage, Wilmot’s Late Green Gage, Bradford 

Gage, Abricot Vert, Damas Vert, Dauphine, 

Grosse Reine, Grosse Reine Claude, Reine 

Claude, Sucrin Vert, Verte Bonne.—Shoots 

smooth. Leaves middle-sized, ovate, smooth 

above, crenated. Flowers middle-sized, petals 

somewhat obovate, concave at top, stamens 

shorter than the style, anthers reddish yel¬ 

low. Fruit middle-sized, round, with a small 

suture extending from the base to the summit, 

where it terminates in a depression. Stalk 

from ^ inch to f inch in length, of medium 

thickness, bent, inserted in a small cavity. 

Skin pale green, intermixed with a faint tinge 

of yellow, and, when well exposed on standards, 

it is sometimes russeted next the sun, inter¬ 

spersed with some ferruginous specks. Flesh 

pale green, mostly parting from the stone, a 

little pulp sometimes adhering, melting, juicy, 

luscious, exceedingly rich, without that sickly 

flavour which is often combined with the 

sweetness of other plums. Stone small, round¬ 

ish oval. 

Ripe in the middle or end of August. It 

is highly esteemed both for the dessert and for 

preserving. 

The tree is generally an abundant bearer. 

The variety has sometimes been reproduced 

from the stone, but great care should be taken 

that no seedling of inferior flavour to the ori¬ 

ginal should, in any case, be substituted for it. 

10. Goli.vtu — syn. Saint-Cloud, Steer-s’s 

Emperor, Wilmot’s Late Orleans, Caledonian 

and Nectarine of some.—Shoots very downy. 

Leaves smooth above. Flowers middle-sized, 

petals round. Fruit large, roundish oblong, 

flat or a little depressed at the end.s. Stalk 

very downy; by this the variety may be 

readily distinguished from the Nectarine, with 

which it has been often confused, and which 

has a smooth stalk. Skin purple, covered 

with a rich azure bloom. Flesh firm, greenish 

yellow, coarse, adhering to the stone, neither 

rich nor of fine flavour, but oidy fit for cooking. 

Ripe in the beginning and middle of Sep¬ 

tember. A remarkably handsome plum, but 

that is almost its only merit. 

17. Hulings’ Superb. — Shoots downy. 

Leaves large, downy above. Fruit as large as 

the Washington, roundish ovate. Stalk | inch 

in length. Skin greenish yellow. Flesh pale 

greenish yellow, parting fi-om the stone, rich, 

and juicy. Ripe middle of September. 

18. IcKWORTii IiiPERATRICE.—Shoots Smooth. 

Leaves rather small, oval, smooth, of a shining 

dark gi'een. Fruit middle-sized, obovate. 

Stalk about ^ inch in length, of moderate 

thickness. Skin pm-ple, traced with golden 

lines, some radiating in nearly a straight down¬ 

ward direction from the stalk, others disposed 

in a circle, the whole surface covered with a 

bright purple bloom. Flesh greenish amber, 

partly adhering to the stone, juicy, and very 

rich, till it begins to shrivel on the tree. 

Stone small, oval. 

Ripe in the beginning of October, and it 

may be preserved till the following summer, 

if wrapped in paper and kept in a dry place. 

Besides being excellent for the dessert, it 

makes a very good preserve. 

It was raised by Mr. Knight, whose object 

in raising this and some other varieties, was 

to pi-oduce a fruit containing sufficient sac¬ 

charine matter to preserve itself without be¬ 

coming reduced to a dry or nearly dry state, 

as the French plums frequently do. In order 

to effect this, he raised many plants from the 

Imperatrice Violette and pollen of Coe’s Golden. 

Drop, “one of which,” subsequently named the 

Ickworth Imperatrice, he observes, “appears 

capable of being long preserved without any 

material trouljle. In the autumns of 1829 and 

1830, I selected a few plums of this variety, 

and having folded them in blotting paper, I 

put them into a paper bag, and suspended 

them in my apple chamber. In this situation 
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they all remained perfectly sound till the end 

of February or beginning of March, gradually 

but slowly becoming more shrivelled, and ulti¬ 

mately z’etaining a good deal of juice; and I 

entertain scarcely any doubt but that, with 

the aid of closed jars, I could have preserved 

them till midsummer, or longer.”—(//orfo'cw?- 

tural Transactions, 2d series, vol. ii. p. 522.) 

19. Jaune Hative—syn. Amber Primor- 

(lian, D’Avoine, Catalonian, De Catalogue, 

Early Yellow, Prune de Saiut-Barnab6, AVhite 

Primordian.—Shoots downy. Leaves small, 

elliptic, crenated, smooth above. Fruit middle- 

sized, obovate, tapering abimptly to the stalk, 

depressed on the summit. Stalk slender, about 

^ inch in length. Skin yellow, interspersed 

with small pale dots, and thinly covered with 

a whitish bloom. Flesh yellow, parting freely 

from the stone, sweet, and tolerably rich. 

Stone small, oval, flattened. Pi}3e in the end 

of July and beginning of August. 

The chief merit of this is its eaidiness, on 

which account one or two trees may be planted 

in an orchard, or some shoots of aiaother plum 

which is trained against a wall may be budded 

with it, for supiJying a few dishes before the 

Royale Hative ripens. 

20. Jefferson (Plate I.)—Shoots upright, 

slightly downy. Leaves middle-sized, oval, 

smooth above. Fruit large, roundish oval. 

Stalk about 1 inch in length. Skin dark yel¬ 

low, speckled next the sun with purple and 

brownish red, covered with a thin bloom. 

Flesh deep orange, parting from the stone, 

some portions slightly adhering, juicy, exceed¬ 

ingly rich and sugaiy. Stone middle-sized, 

elliptic. Ripe in the second or third week in 

September. 

The tree is an excellent bearer, and so much 

hardier than the Green Gage that in a bad 

season it will attain a greater degree of excel¬ 

lence than that variety, so unrivalled under 

favourable circumstances. The Jefferson is 

an American variety, raised by the late Judge 

Buel, in his garden at Albany. It is highly 

deserving of cultivation as a standard, and also 

merits a place upon a wall. 

21. Kirke’s (Plate I.)—Shoots smooth. 

Leaves smooth above. Flowers middle-sized; 

anthers reddish y^ellow, like those of the Green 

Gage. Fruit large, round. Stalk about | inch 

in length, very little sunk at its insertion. 

Skin dark purple, with a copious bloom, through 

which some small golden specks faintly appear. 

Flesh greenish yellow, parting from the stone. 

fii-m, juicy, and very rich, resembling that of 

the Purple Gage, to which this variety, on the 

whole, bears considerable resemblance, but 

dlflers in not being depressed on the summit. 

Stone middle-sized, broad oval, flattened, chan¬ 

nelled along the back. Ripe in beginning and 

middle of September. This excellent sort was 

brought into notice by Mr. Kirke, of Bromjiton 

Nurseiy. The tree is a good bearei’, though 

not so excessively prolific as some. It bears 

well as a standarxl, but deserves a wall where 

such can be afforded. 

22. L.\rge Green Drying—syn. Knight’s 

Large Green Drying.—Shoots smooth. Leaves 

large, broad oval, smooth above. Floioers 

large. Fruit large, roundish. Skin greenish 

yellow, with some reddish specks next the sun. 

Flesh amber-coloured, adhering to the stone, 

very sugary, and rich. Ripe in the middle 

and end of September, and will keep for a con¬ 

siderable time after gathering, especially if 

ripened in diy sunny weather. 

The tree is a very strong grower, and but 

a moderate bearer, at least till it attains its 

full size. 

23. Mirabelle — Mirabelle Jaime, IMira- 

belle Petite.—Shoots downy. Leaves small, 

ovate, somewhat cordate at the base, on young 

shoots downy above. Flowers small. Petals 

roundish oval, shorter than the stamens. Fruit 

very small, roundish oval. Stalk | inch to 

I inch in length. Skin yellow, covered with 

a light bloom, and marked with reddish spots 

next the sun. Flesh orange yellow when fully 

ripe, nearly of an ajjricot colour, parting from 

the stone, sweet, and rich. Stone small, ovate, 

a little flattened. Ripe in the middle of 

August. 

The tree is of small size, and bears very 

abundantly as a standard. The fruits are 

small but exceedingly numerous, being often 

in clusters. Although not of much value for 

the dessert, they make very rich preserves. 

24. Nectarine Plum — syn. Caledonian, 

Howell’s Large, Jenkins’s Imperial, Louis Phil- 

lippe. Peach Plum, Prune Peche of some.— 

Shoots smooth. Leaves large, oval, flat or 

somewhat concave, smooth above. Fruit large, 

roundish when well grown, and not too thick 

on the tree, otherwise oval. Stalk from ^ inch 

to I inch in length. Skin reddish purple, with 

a thin bloom which easily rubs off. Flesh dull 

greenish yellow, partially adhering to the stone, 

tolerably rich. Stone middle-sized, oval, com¬ 

pressed. Ripe beginning or middle of August. 
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Useful for the dessert and for ju-eserviug. 

The tree is a very great bearer, frequently so 

much so that, unless the fruit he well thinned, 

it cannot possibly attain perfection. 

25. Orleans—syn. Old Orleans, Red Da- 

juask, Monsieui’, Monsieur Ordinaire.—Shoots 

downy. Leaves large, ovate, crcnated. Flowers 

early, large. Petals I'oundish, imbricated, 

slightly concave. Fruit large, roundish, de¬ 

pressed on the summit. Stalk about ^ inch 

in length. Skin having a ground colour of 

dark jairplish red, sprinkled with some pale 

red specks, the whole covered with a close 

bloom, giving it a fine Prussian blue colour, 

which is unequalled amongst, at least, the 

generality of other Plesli yellowish 

green, firm, })arting corajjletely from the stone, 

tolerably juicy and sweet, but not very rich, 

though excellent for kitchen use. Stone small, 

oval, flattened. Ripe in the end of August. 

The tree is a great bearer, and has long been 

extensively cultivated both on the Continent 

and in this country. 

2G. Perdrigon Violet Hatif—syn. Per- 

drigon Hatif, Moyeu de Bourgogne.—Shoots 

slightly downy. Ijeaves smooth above. Fruit 

middle-sized, about as large as the Blue Im- 

peratrice, roundish oval. Skin puiqile, inter¬ 

spersed with some yellowish brown lines and 

dots. Flesh yellow, green, or amber-coloured, 

parting from the stone when well ripened, 

sugary, rich, and excellent. Stone small, a 

little flattened. Ripe in the middle of August 

and before the Green Gage; but it will hang 

to shrivel on the tree, and it is then still more 

rich and sugary. It succeeds as a standard. 

27. Prune d’Agen—syn. Prune d’Ast, Prune 

d'Ente, Saint-Mauriu, Robe de Sergent, Prune 

de Brignole of some.—Shoots smootli. Leaves 

middle-sized, oval, acuminate, bright green, 

slightly pubescent above. Flowers large, with 

roundish oval petals. Fruit middle-sized, loug- 

ish obovate. Stalk about | inch in length, a 

little sunk at its insei-tion. Skin jiurjilish red 

next the sun, with a slight bloom near the 

stalk, light red where shaded. Flesh yellow, 

sweet, and when well ripened jiarting from 

the stone, which is middle-sized, oblong oval, 

])ointed at the end nearest the stalk, and flat¬ 

tened. Ripe in the end of September. 

A tolerably good dessert plum, excellent for 

2)reserving, and one of the best for drying, for 

which jiurpose it is extensively cultivated in 

the neighbomdiood of the place from which it 

takes its name. 

The tree is a very abundant bearm’. 

28. Reine Claude Violette—syn. Purple 

Gage, Violet Gage (Plate I.)—Shoots smooth, 

short-jointed. Leaves middle-sized, smooth 

above, of a shining deeji green, darker than 

that of the Green Gage. Flowers of medium 

size. Petals roundish oval, somewhat concave 

at the top. Stalk about 1 inch in length, 

thick. Fruit middle-sized, roundish, flattened 

at the ends. Skin violet, with yellowish dots 

appearing through a light bloom. Flesh firm, 

greenish amber, parting from the stone, sugary, 

rich, and excellent. Stone middle-sized, ovate, 

comj3res.sed. Ripe in the beginning of Sep¬ 

tember, and will keep in dry favourable seasons 

till October. 

The tree is a good bearer as a standard, and 

it deserves a |jlace against a wall. 

According to Sickler, this excellent variety 

originated in Tourraine. 

29. Quetsche — syn. Common Quetsche, 

Turkish Quetsche, Quetsche d’Allemagne 

Grosse, Zwetsche, Zwetschke, Damask, Damas 

Gros, Damas Violet, Early Russian, German 

Prune, Prune d’Allemagne, Sweet Prune; Im- 

peratrice Violette and Imperatrice Violette 

Grosse of many, Damas Violet and Damas 

Violet Gros of some.—Shoots long, smooth. 

Leaves downy above. Flowers late, middle- 

sized ; petals oval, broadest at the base, where 

they imbricate each other. Fruit middle- 

sized, long, elliptic, projecting in the middle 

towards tlie suture more than to the back. 

Stalk neai’ly 1 inch in length. Skin puiqde, 

covered with a thick bloom. Flesh greenish 

amber, separating entirely from the stone, 

juicy, witli a brisk acidity, which this climate 

does not change sufficiently to sugar to ren¬ 

der the variety fit for dessert, but it is good 

for kitchen use and for ^ireserving. Stone long, 

flat, sharp-pointed. 

The tree is hardy, vigorous, and a great 

bearer, therefore projier for orchards. The 

vmriety is much cultivated in Germany and 

other continental countries, for preserving and 

making jiruues. 

The Quetsche is often raised from the stone, 

hence there are many varieties diflering slightly 

from that just described. Such are the Hun¬ 

garian and Austrian Quetsches, which are voy 

good varieties. 

30. Royale de Tours. — Shoots slight!}' 

downy. Leaves slightly downy above. Flowers 

early, rather large; petals roundish obovate: 

stamens long. Fruit middle-sized, roundish. 
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Stalk 4 iucli in length. Skin purple. Flesh 

amher-coloured, slightly adhering to the stone, 

but melting, luscious, rich, sugary, and very 

excellent. Ripe in the beginning and middle 

of August, a week or more before the Green 

Gage. 

31. Royale Hative—syn. Miviam.—/S'AooG' 

very downy. Leaves middle-sized, roundish 

oval, slightly pubescent above. Flowers rather 

large; petals oval, concave. Fruit middle- 

sized, roundish, rather widest near the stalk, 

which is thick, about ^ inch in length, scarcely 

sunk at its insei'tion. Skin purple, netted with 

yellowish bi-own. Flesh yellowish, parting 

from the stone, sugary, rich, and delicious. 

Stone small, flattened, ovate. Ripe in the 

middle of August. Wasps and flies attack it in 

preference to other sorts, and with a determi¬ 

nation which scarcely any ])rotection can resist. 

The tree is a good bearer, and ought to be 

in every collection, on account of the great 

excellence and earliness of the fruit. 

32. Saint - Catherine.—Shoots smooth. 

Leaves smooth above. Fruit middle-sized, 

obovate, with rather a deeii furrow, or suture, 

along one side. Stalk | inch to 1 inch in 

length. Skin pale yellow, with rich russety or 

ferruginous specks next the sun. Flesh firm, 

partially adhering to the stone, yellow, some¬ 

what transparent, sugary, and rich. Stone 

small, oblong, pointed. Ripe in the middle 

of September. In France, some of the finest 

pnmes are made from this sort. 

33. Saint Martin’s Quetsche.—Branches 

spreading. Shoots smooth. Leaves middle- 

sized, oval, smooth above. Flowers rather lai’ge, 

with roundish oval, imbi-icated petals. Fruit 

middle-sized, ovate, or somewhat heart-shaped. 

Stalk about ^ inch in length. Skin greenish 

yellow, covered with a light bloom. Flesh 

3'ellowish, parting freely from the stone, juicy, 

rich, and sugary. Stone small, ovate. Ripe 

in the end of October. It is, perhaps, the 

best very late plum. The tree bears well as a 

standard, but, where space can be afforded, it 

deserves a place against a wall or espalier, and 

could then be netted up for a late supply. 

34. Shropshire Damson—syn. Long Dam¬ 

son, Prune Damson. — Shoots downy. Leaves 

downy above. Fruit obovate, of larger size 

and longer shajie than the Damson. Stalk 

scarcely ^ inch in length. Skin bluish black, 

with a copious azure bloom. Flesh yellowish 

green, rather adhering to the stone, acid, as¬ 

tringent, yet somewhat sugary; only fit for 

kitchen use and preserving. Rijie in the mid¬ 

dle of September, eailier than the Damson. 

35. Washington—syn. Bolmar, Franklin, 

Bolmar’s Washington.—Shoots slightly downy, 

reddish toward the extremity. Leaves very 

large, broad, oval, shining, slightly downy. 

Flowers large, petals roundish. Fruit veiy 

large, roundish oval. Stalk | inch long, in¬ 

serted in a wide, shallow dejiression. Skin 

dull yellow, obscurely streaked with pale green, 

and having a blush of pale crimson next the 

sun, when well exposed. Flesh yellow, part¬ 

ing freely from the stone, sweet, and luscious. 

Stone rather large, flattened, oval, pointed at 

each end. The tree grows vigorously to wood 

when young, and is then a shy bearer, but 

after it has commenced, it bears very abun¬ 

dantly, either as a standard or against a wall. 

In training, the branches should have plenty 

of room, otherwise its broad foliage cannot be 

properly exposed to the light. 

Its first fruit was produced on a sucker from 

the original tree, in 1818. This sucker was 

purchased from a market woman by Mr. Bol¬ 

mar, a merchant, at New York. 

36. White Magnum Bonum—syn. Yellow 

Magnum Bonum, Egg Plum, White Holland, 

Wentworth, Dame Aubert, Dame Aubert 

Blanche, Dame Aubert Jaune, Grosse Luis- 

sante, Imperiale Blanche. — Shoots vigorous, 

smooth. Ijeaves very large, broad oval, acu¬ 

minate, downy above. Flowers large, petals 

somewhat obovate. Fruit veiy large, oval. 

Stalk about 1 inch in length. Skin yellow, 

covered with a thin, whitish bloom. Flesh 

firm, adhering to the stone, jiale yellow, juicy, 

crisp, but not rich. Stone elliptic, pointed at 

the ends. Ripe in September. This large 

handsome fruit is not adapted for the dessert, 

but it is excellent for sweetmeats and pre¬ 

serving. 

37. White Perdrigon — syn. Perdrigou 

Blanc, Brignole, Maitre Claude.—Shoots vigo¬ 

rous, downy. Leaves oval, acuminate, taper¬ 

ing to the stalk, downy, of a shining deep 

green. Flowers rather large; petals ovate, 

cream-coloured; anthers large, yellow. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate. Stalk f inch in length, 

slender. Skin whitish yellow, strewed with 

ferruginous specks next the sun, and every¬ 

where sprinkled with a fine white bloom. 

Flesh pale yellowish white, transparent, part¬ 

ing from the stone, firm, juicy, and rich. Stone 

small, ellijitic. Ripe in the end of August. 

This variety is e.xtensively cultivated in 
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I’rovence, especially near the little town of 

Brignole, and is one of the sorts from which 

the famous Brignole primes are prepared. It 

is also excellent for the purposes of the con¬ 

fectioner; and it is chiefly on this account 

that it deserves cultivation. 

38. Wine Sour—syn. Rotherham.—Shoots 

slender. Leaves oval, downy above. Flowers 

middle-sized; petals obovate, concave. Fruit 

small, but lai’ger than a damson, obovate. Stalk 

5 inch in length. Skin purple. Flesh greenish 

yellow, partly adhering to the stone, near 

which it is tinged with red, and becomes so 

throughout when very ripe, juicy, and sub¬ 

acid. Stone long, elliptic, pointed. Ripe in 

the middle and end of September. 

This variety is said to have originated in 

the neighbourhood of Rothei’ham, iu Yorkshire. 

The tree is a good bearer. Its fruit is ex¬ 

cellent for preserving, and by some esteemed 

as the best of all plums for that purpose. 

Selection of Eight Varieties. 

Coe’s Golden Drop. Kirke’s. 

Early Orleans. Purple Gage. 

Green Gage. Royale Ilative. 

J efferson. Washington. 

Selection of Sixteen Varieties. 

Blue Perdrigon. Orleans. 

Coe’s Golden Drop. Perdrigon Violet Hatif. 

Denyer’s Victoria. Purple Gage. 

Early Orleans. Royale Hative. 

Green Gage. St. Martin’s Quetsche. 

lekworth Impfiratrice. Washington. 

Jefferson. White Magnum Bonuin. 

Kirke’s. Wine Sour. 

Selection for Cultivation on Walls. 

Coe’s Golden Drop. Kirke’s. 

Early Orleans. Purple Gage. 

Green Gage. Royale Ilative. 

lekworth Imp6ratrice. Washington. 

White Magnum Bonum. 

Propagation. — Some kinds of plums are 

propagated by seed, others occasionally by 

suckers; but the usual mode of propagating 

the cultivated varieties is by budding and 

grafting. Propagation by sowing the stones 

is employed for raising stocks for plums, 

peaches, nectarines, and apricots. The Muscle, 

White Pear plum, and St. Julien, are the 

sorts chiefly employed for stocks. For stan¬ 

dards the Muscle answers well. 

The stones should be sown, as soon as taken 

from the fruit, in a bed of rich, sandy soil, 

placing them I inch apart, in drills 2 inches 

deep, and 9 inches or 1 foot asunder. Some 

recommend the stones to be dried a little in 

the sun, packed in dry sand till November, 

and then sown. The French stratify the stones 

till spring, and then plant them out in rows. 

By either of these modes, the seedlings will 

be fit for transplanting into nursery lines in 

autumn. In doing this, the unripe extremi¬ 

ties of the leading and side shoots should be 

cut off; the tap-root may also be shortened. 

Twelve mouths after this, they oimht to be 

cut down to two buds above the surface. In 

the following spring both buds will likely push, 

but only one should be allowed to grow for a 

standard stem, or for being budded high or low 

as may be desired. 

There are some kinds of plums which re¬ 

produce themselves more or less perfectly from 

the stone, and amongst these is the Green 

Gage; but whilst many of its offspring obtained 

in this way may nearly ajiproach the parent 

as regards quality, yet great care should be 

taken that none be substituted for it iu culti¬ 

vation. If any one is but a shade inferior, 

and, consequently, might be considered an ex¬ 

cellent fruit, still it ought not to be confounded 

with the original. Damsons are also frequently 

raised from the stone. 

The plum is also propagated for stocks by 

layers and suckers, but for this purpose plants 

raised from seed are better, as they are less 

subject to throw up sucker.s, and constitute 

more lasting trees. 

Budding and grafting are the modes usually 

adopted for propagating the varieties. Strong 

growing sorts intended for standards may be 

grafted or budded near the ground, and the 

shoot from the scion is reared for the stem. 

In the case of weaker growing kinds, such as 

the Mirabelle, it is better to allow the stock 

to grow u]), and bud or graft it standard high. 

Some prefer budded plants, others those which 

are grafted; but, if projierly worked, good trees 

can be obtained by either mode. Nurserymen 

usually have less ground-work on hand at the 

budding than at the grafting season, and there¬ 

fore find it convenient to propagate at the 

former period. Besides, if buds should not 

take, the stocks can be grafted in the follow¬ 

ing spring. In order that the graft may form 

a sound union, attention to a few particulars 

are necessary. The scions should be taken off 

early in the season, say in January, or at least 

before the buds begin to push. At the same 

time, the stock should be headed down near 

to the place where the scion should be put on. 

If either the scion or the stock, or both, are 
66 
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too far advanced when they are cnt, success is 

rendered uncertain. Even if the graft should 

take, gum or canker is apt to ensue. The 

grafts of plums ai'e more apt to fail than those 

of apples and pears; yet, when the stocks are 

early headed down and the scions taken off in 

good time, as directed, the grafts will generally 

succeed. We have known every one of the 

scions that wei’e taken off in December suc¬ 

ceed, 'whilst those taken off when the buds 

were expanding all died. In case of dry 

weather, it is a good plan to earth up the 

grafts above the clay, whei'e, as in the case of 

dwarfs worked near the ground, this can be 

done. 

In budding, great care must be taken that 

wood and not blossom buds are inserted, and 

in grafting, it is necessary to see that there 

are wood buds on the scion. Occasionally, it 

may be desirable to propagate a jiarticular 

variety, the shoots of which have scarcely any 

wood buds, excej)t their terminal ones; and 

when such shoots must be employed for scions, 

the buds at the extremities should not be cut 

away; they must form the terminal bud of 

the scion. 

Soil and Situation.—The plum will grow 

fi-eely in any good, loamy soil, neither too dry, 

nor having a wet subsoil. In strong soils, the 

trees make vigorous shoots when the ground 

begins to get warm after midsummer, but the 

fruit is not so well-flavoured as in fresh, light 

soil. The roots extend nearer the surface than 

those of the apple and pear, and, therefore, 

they do not naturally require the soil to be so 

deejJ. Vicissitudes of moisture and dryness 

are very prejudicial to stone fruits, frequently 

causing them to gum; the cause of this should 

be avoided; therefore, the ground ought to be 

trenched rather deeply; for the amount of 

moisture in a deeply loosened soil is far more 

uniform than in shallow, untrenched ground. 

The subsoil, of course, should be well drained. 

With sufficient moisture, the tree will bear a 

southei’n exposure, which, of coui’se, is the 

best for giving flavour to the fruit. 

Planting. — The ground having been pre¬ 

pared as already directed for the apple and 

pear, the distance between the trees requires, 

in the next place, to be determined. In the 

oj^en ground, for standards, half standards, and 

dwarfs, this may be from 20 to 25 feet be¬ 

tween the rows, and about 20 feet apart in the 

rows; or, if planted in the qiiincunx manner, 

which is the best, the distance between the 

rows being 24 feet, that of the trees in the row- 

will be 20 feet 9^ inches, very nearly. If the 

rows are 20 feet ajuirt, the trees in the row, 

when planted in quincunx, will be 17 feet 

3x0 inches; in this way the trees will be in 

Hue in all directions, which is an advantage in 

cropping the ground. If espaliers are afforded 

for plums in a quarter, they may range about 

12 feet apart from row to row if the extent 

of ground is limited, but if not, 15 feet should 

be allowed; in either case the distance between 

the trees in the row' ought not to be less than 

15 feet. Against walls, the distance may be 

from 15 to 20 feet, according to the richness 

of the soil. 

The manner of planting the tree is similar 

to that recommended for the apple and pear. 

Mulching, in case of dry weather, is advan¬ 

tageous to recently transplanted trees in gene¬ 

ral, and should be particularly attended to in 

the case of the plum; for, if the root fail to 

supply enough of sap to the tree in dry weather, 

gumming is apt to ensue; the more uniform 

the supply of sap, the more healthy will be 

the tree, and the less will be the danger of 

gumming taking place. The supply of sap 

cannot be uniform unless the moisture of the 

soil about the roots is steadily maintained; and 

the best means of doing this is by mulching. 

Pruning and Training.—For standard trees, 

where uuder-cropjung is intended, the height 

of the stem should not be less than 6 feet. 

Therefore, a stem should be reared above that 

height on the same principles as recommended 

in the case of the apple and pear, and it should 

be cut back in autumn to three buds above 

6 feet. In the following summer, three shoots 

from these buds should be allowed to grow at 

full length, excej^t when it may be necessai-y 

to check one that may be too strong for the 

others. Depressing early the strongest and 

elevating the weakest may have the effect of 

maintaining the equilibrium; if not, the points 

of the strongest must be pinched, but not till 

they have extended more than 1 foot. To¬ 

wards September, the three shoots should be 

so disposed as to have an equal divergence. 

Cut them back, each to about 1 foot in length; 

and, from each of the three so cut back, en¬ 

courage two shoots in the following season, 

during which maintain an equality among all 

the six shoots thus oi-igiuated for forming the 

six principal limbs of the tree. After this, it 

will only be necessary to check all over-luxu¬ 

riant shoots, and to keep the head of the tree 
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clear of In-anclies tliat cross and would rab 

against others. If the shoots, generally, are 

seen to be growing very hixiiriantly, it would 

be well to piuch their tops about midsummer, 

otherwise, when very long shoots are allowed 

to be made, nearly their whole extent is apt 

to be jAaked in the course of a year or two. 

For trees against walls, unless the latter are 

very low, the fan mode is the best; for, being 

a stone fruit, the branches of the plum are 

more apt to die off than those of the apple 

and pear, and, that being the case, fan-training 

.admits of vacancies being filled up by a re¬ 

distribution of the branches. 

When the plum is planted in a rich border 

it gi’ows very vigoi-ously, as soon as its roots 

get well establi.'^hed. It therefore requires to 

be particularly watched. If any wxaik shoots 

have been previously formed, they are of 

little use — they cannot be depended on for 

constituting any of the principal branches of 

the tree, for they have little power of drawing 

sap compared with the young vigorous shoots 

which the tree subsequently emits. With 

these, the two or three small, weakly, old 

branches have no chance, the latter indeed 

would gradually acquire sti'ength if the former 

were cut out, but doing so would be likely 

to occasion gumming; and, if the plan were 

adopted, the tree would be long in covering 

the wall. It is therefore better to dispense 

with the weak shoots which cairse disparity, 

and select shoots of good vigour for the origin 

of the princij)al branches. These should be 

laid off as directed in the chapter on ti'aining. 

The shoots of the plum do not require to be 

shortened at the winter ju’uning if their extre¬ 

mities are well rijAened, except where branches 

are required. Numerous shoots will push, 

more especially from the upper sides of the 

branches. These shoots must be pinched be¬ 

low the sixth leaf, when they have made as 

many. They should be shortened at the win¬ 

ter pruning, and, on the portions left, fruit-buds 

will form, or shoots push. In the latter case, 

pinching must be resorted to as before. When 

spurs grow too far from the wall, they must 

be CAit back; but those on the lower branches 

should be allowed to extend a little more than 

those on the upper side, in order that as much 

or rather more foliage may be in connection 

with the lower branches as there is on the 

Atpper; for, otherwise, most of the sap would 

be drawn to the latter, and the lower branches 

would idtimately perish. In proportion to 

the equal distribution of the sap, so will be 

the health, duration, and fruitfulness of the 

tree; and the sap can only be equally distri¬ 

buted by each branch being furnished with an 

equal amount of foliage. From not employing 

means to insure this as much as possible, many 

plum trees on wmlls have been ruined. W'here 

any shoots give indications of excessive vigour, 

they should be early kept in check. The 

young sum mer shoots in the tApper part of the 

tree should receive their smnmer pruning be¬ 

fore those in the lower part. It is frequently 

the case, that shoots in the central part of 

fan-trained plum trees are inclined to become 

excessively vigorous. As they caiAUot well be 

mAich inclined from their upright position 

without crowding those on the sides, their 

vigour may be considerably rejiressed by pinch¬ 

ing, or cutting out nicely with a sharp pen¬ 

knife the growing point. This will cause some 

delay in the progress of the shoot, and, conse¬ 

quently, in the jAroduction of leaves; those 

already formed will, however, become larger 

than if the above operation had not been per¬ 

formed. Therefore, in addition to other means 

tending to diminish excess of vigour, some of 

the leaves should be clipped across the middle 

witli sharp scissors. Every third leaf may be 

safely clipped in this manner; if that is not 

likely to prove effectual, every alternate leaf 

maybe so treated; and, in obstinate cases, we 

have seen every leaf on a shoot clipped half 

away with no injurious results, but, on the 

contrary, with the UAOst beneficial effects, in¬ 

asmuch as wood of only the requisite thick¬ 

ness was obtained, instead of a shoot too thick 

to be retained in that part of the tree, and 

which w’ould consequeiAtly have to be cut away 

at the winter pruning. Th\i.s, a considerable 

waste of vegetation is avoided, as well as the 

probability of inducing disease; for gumming 

frequently takes place when very strong shoots 

are cut off. 

Where the horizontal mode of training is 

adopted, whether on walls or espaliers, the 

first coiAi’se should be 1 foot from the groiuAd, 

and the others 9 inches apart. Care, however, 

must be taken to originate the branches 4 or 

5 inches below the horizontal line, along which 

they are intended to be trained. If this be 

done, the branches wall not be so liable to die 

off as if they were taken at right angles from 

the upright stem, which in training stone 

fruits should never be the case. 

Other Culture.—The roots of the plum tree 
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run near the surface, and, on this accorxnt, tlie 

ground must either be dug every year, or not 

at all. Trees have been known to thrive very 

well where the ground w^as regularly dug for 

vegetable crops; but, on its being left uudug 

for two years, the roots made great progress 

towards the surface, and, on again digging the 

soil for cropping, the trees suffered much from 

a vast number of young roots, which had been 

formed at less than a spade’s depth from the 

surface, having been cut in the operution. 

Suckers are very apt to spring from the roots 

of the plum, and frequently a long way from 

the stem. They should therefore, in this case, 

be laid bare, and the suckers taken closely off. 

Suckers are more apt to push from trees that 

have sickly foliage or diseased stems, than from 

such as are in all resjjects healthy. The un¬ 

der side of the foliage is sometimes entirely 

covered with aphides, and, wdien this is the 

case, of course the tree cannot long remain 

healthy, however well it may be ch’cumstanced 

in other respects. Every possible means should 

therefore be adopted to keep the foliage clean; 

and, at the same time, in order that it may be 

naturally healthy, the roots must be duly sup¬ 

plied w'ith moisture. 

Gathering and Preserving the Fruit.—Plums 

should be allow^ed to remain on the tree as 

long as possible. Choice fruit ought to be 

gathered by the stalk wuthout disturbing the 

bloom, e.specially if the fruit is of a variety 

intended to be kept for some time; for the 

bloom is doubtless a j^rovision of nature for 

its protection from atmospheric influences and 

moisture. Such kinds as Coe’s Golden Drop 

and Ickwmrth Imperatrice may be kej)t for 

months fit for dessert, if gathered in tiry 

weather, wrapped in paper, and laid in a dry, 

airy jflace. 

Prunes are prepared in large quantities for 

exjiortation, especially in the south of France. 

Doubtless, plums ripened in a dry, warm cli¬ 

mate are better adapted for this process than 

those growui in this country; nevertheless, in 

favourable and abundant seasons, good prunes 

could certainly be made in this country if the 

mode of doing so were properly understood. 

To induce the attempt being made, we give 

the following abstract from the Arboretum 

Britannicum, as to the best mode of preparing 

prunes. 

The plums, gathered when ready to drop 

from the tree, are laid separately on frames, 

or sieves made of wickerwork or laths, and 

exposed for several days to the sun, till they 

become as soft as ripe medlars. When this is 

the case, they are put into a spent oven, shut 

up quite close, and left there for twenty-four 

hours; they are then taken out, and, the oven 

having been slightly re-heated, are again put 

in when it is slightly Avariner than it was be¬ 

fore. The next day they are again taken out, 

and turned by slightly shaking the sieves. 

The oven is heated again, they are put in a 

third time, the oven being considerably hotter 

than it was the second time. After remaining 

tw'enty-foiir hours, they are taken out, and 

left till they get quite cold. They are then 

rounded, an operation which is performed by 

turning the stone, without breaking the skin, 

and pressing the tw’o ends together betw'een 

the thumb and finger. They are next put 

u])on the sieves, which are then placed in an 

oven from wdiich the bread has just been 

drawn, aud the door having been closed, the 

crevices are cemented round with clay. An 

hour afterwards, the plums are taken out, and 

the oven is shut up, with a cup of water in it 

for about two hours. When the water is so 

warm as just to bear the finger in it, the 

prunes are again placed in the oven, and left 

there for twenty-four hours, when the opera¬ 

tion is finished; and they are jmt loosely into 

small, long, and rather deep boxes for sale. 

Diseases and Insects.—The phim tree, when 

managed properly, is seldom attacked by any 

disease except the gum, and by that raiely to 

an injurious extent. 

Tortrix Woeberiana, a small brown moth, 

sometimes lays its eggs on the bark, and the 

cateiqjillars, when hatched, penetrate into aud 

feed upon the inner bark. Through the aper¬ 

ture thus formed, the sap escapes, and gum 

not unfrequeutly follows. Two generations of 

moths are produced in the same season, one 

about the beginning of June, the other in 

August or September. The presence of the 

laiwa is generally iudicivted by small heaps of 

red dust on the bark of the trees attacked. 

Introducing a wire into tne hole made in the 

bark, and painting the stems with lime at the 

periods when the eggs are deposited, have been 

recommended for the destruction of the insect. 

The plum saw-fly {Tenthredo mono) appeal’s 

when the trees are in blossom, and deposits its 

egg in the calyx. The larva, as soon as it is 

hatched, penetrates into the yoimg fruit aud 

feeds upon the interior until the jfium falls 

prematurely. It then buries itself in the 
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cai-th, and re-apj^ears in spring as a motL. All | 

that can he done is to collect and destroy the j 

fruit attacked, with the view of preventing 

further attacks. 

The copper-coloured weevil {Curmlio cup- 

reus) occasionally does considerable damage to 

the crop on the Continent, by cutting through 

the stalk of the young fruit, after it has de¬ 

posited its egg within the plum. Collecting 

and destroying the fallen fruit apjiears to be 

the only pi’acticable mode of preventing a re¬ 

petition of the mischief. 

T1 le red grub of the plum {Tortrix nigri- 

cana) proves injurious by })enetratiug into and 

feeding upon the fleshy portion of the fruit, 

which, when thus attacked, generally ripens 

prematurely and falls from the tree. When 

full grown, the grub creeps out, and, selecting 

a crevice in the bark, s]>ins itself a cocoon in 

which it remains during the winter, changing 

in spring into a pupa, from which the perfect 

insect emerges, in the end of May or begin¬ 

ning of June, and soon afterwai-ds begins to 

deposit its eggs upon the fruit. Collecting and 

destroying the prematurely ripe plums which 

have fallen, and searching for the cocoons, are 

the only remedies. Aphides, red-spider, and 

thrips also attack the tree. 

THE CHEEEY (Cerasus, J.—Icosandria Mo- 

nogynia, L.j Rosacess, J.j Drupacefe, Lind.)— 

The cultivated varieties of the cherry are re¬ 

ferred by some botanists, including De Can¬ 

dolle, to four species of the genus Cerasus, 

namely, C. avium, G. duracina, C. Juliana, and 

C. caproniana, the former a native of England, 

the others natives of the south of Europe, or 

introduced into it from Asia IMinor. To which 

of these species the numerous varieties respec¬ 

tively belong has never, however, been satis¬ 

factorily determined; but, for all practical 

purposes, they may be considered as variations 

of but one type, and it is not uidikely that 

this is actually the case. 

The fruit of the cherry being produced at 

an earlier period of the season than that of 

any other fruit-tree planted in the open ground, 

that circumstance, as well as the cool refresh¬ 

ing nature of its juice, renders it an universal 

favourite. The sweet kinds are highly valued 

for the dessert, where, also, their bright colour 

and glossy skin have a veiy ornamental efl'ect. 

The acid, or sub-acid varieties are much used 

for pies, tarts, and in confectionery. The Mo- 

reUo is excellent for bottling, or preserving 

in brandy; and from a small, black variety. 

I especially in the district of the Ujiper Rhine, 

j the Germans make the well - known kirsch- 

wasser. Griotte de Ratafla, a small sort of 

Morello, is employed for making the cordial 

ratafia; and a small, black, wild cherry is used 

in the distillation of the Italian liqueur ma¬ 

raschino. It may, however, be well to remaik, 

that in the fabrication of the above liquors, 

the stones and-kernels are pounded and dis¬ 

tilled, or fermented with the pulp; and, as the 

kernels contain more or less of the prussic acid 

principle—that is to say, prussic acid, although 

in a diluted form—due caution should be ex¬ 

ercised both in their fabrication and \ise. The 

Kentish, Flemish, and Montmorency varieties 

have the stalk so strongly attached to the 

stone, that the latter may be drawn out by it, 

so that the fruit may then be dried like raisins, 

in the sun, or in an oven. 

By the Erench, the varieties of the chen-y 

are divided into three principal divisions, 

namely, 1st. Merisiers and Guiyniers; 2d. Bi- 

garreautiers; 3d. Cerisiers and Griottiers. 

The Merisiers are the wild cherries of the 

woods; the tree is tall and pyramidal, the 

branches horizontal, the fruit I'ed, black, or 

white, with some degree of bitterness. The 

Guigniers are considered to be improved varie¬ 

ties of the preceding, the fruit being larger, 

heart-shaped, and having a soft, very sweet 

flesh. 

The Bigarreautiers do not naturally assume 

a jryramidal form, and the extremities of the 

shoots are rather inclined to become pendu¬ 

lous, whilst the fruit differs from that of the 

Guignier in the flesh being crisp and firm. 

In this division are included the Bigarreaux, 

and many of the Heart cherries. 

The Cerisiers are not so strong-growing as 

the preceding, and the fruit is more or less 

acid, the pulp being tender and juicy. The 

Griottiers are scarcely distinguishable from the 

Cerisiers, except by a bitterness which is com¬ 

bined with the acidity of the fruit. The May 

Duke, Kentish, and Flemish cherries belong 

to the Cerisiers; the Morello to the Griottiers. 

The distinctions in the above mode of classi¬ 

fication not being so well marked as to I’ender 

its general adojdion desirable, we proj^osed 

{Ilorticultural Transactions, 2d series, vol. i. 

p. 251) the following as a substitute :— 

“ The first class consists of cherries, of which 

the Bigarreau and Black Heart may be in¬ 

stanced as typical of the better kinds. The 

leaves are generally large, pendent, waved on 
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the margin, with sharp prominent veins be¬ 

neath, coarsely sei-ratecl, of thinner texture 

and of a more yellowish green than those of 

the following class; buds pointed; flowers 

large, proceeding from wood of not less than 

two years old; petals loosely set, not formiug 

a well expanded cup-shaped flower, like those 

of the May Duke, Kentish, &c.; stamens slen¬ 

der, and irregxdar in length, some being longer 

and others shorter than the style. 

“ The second class is composed of aqueous 

cherries, such as the May Duke, Kentish, and 

Morello. The leaves are generally smaller 

than those of the preceding class, and have 

their margins i)]ane, Avith the veins beneath 

as they approach the mai’giu almost buried in 

the parenchyma, which is thicker than in the 

other class. The petioles support the leaves 

erect, or at least from hanging loosely and 

pendent; the latter are deep green. The 

flowers expand widely, and the petals hang 

not loosely, but form a regular cup-shaped 

flower, with strong stamens, generally shorter 

than the style. 

“ The subdivisions of the first class are taken 

from the form and colour of the fruit, and re¬ 

quire no further explanation. 

“ In the second class, as all the varieties are 

coloured nearly alike, no white, nor white and 

red fruit having yet been met with among 

them, the form of the fruit, the sweetness or 

acidity of its flesh, and the colour of the juice, 

constitute the distinctions of the sections.” 

Class I.—Leaa'es IVaved on the Margin. 

Division 1.—Fruit lieart-shaped or oval. 

A, Colour uniform, dark red or black, § 1. 

B, Colour pale yellow and red,. § 2. 

C, Colour uniform, pale yellow,. g 3. 

Division 2.—Fruit round or oblate. 

A, Colour uniform, dark red or black, g 4. 

B, Colour pale yellow and red,.g 5. 

C, Colour uniform, pale yellow,.g 6. 

Class II.—Leaves with the Margin Plane. 

Division 1.—Fruit roundish, heart-shaped. 

A, Fl^sh sweet. 

a, Juice pale,. g 7. 

h. Juice purple,. g 8 
B, Flesh acid. 

а, Juice pale,. . g 9. 

б, Juice purple,. § 10. 

Division 2.—Fruit round or oblate. 

A, Flesh sweet. 

a, Juice pale,. §11. 

5, Juice purple,. g 12. 
B, Flesh acid. 

a, Juice pale,. g 13. 

b, Juice purple,. g 14. 

The most esteemed varieties of the cherry 

are included in the following descriptions, 

which, it is jn-esumed, will be sufficient to 

render their identification easy, and make 

their qualities better known. 

1. Black Heart—syn. Spanish Black Heart, 

Ansell’s Fine Black, Early Black, Guignier ii 

Fruit Noir, Grosse Guigne Noire, Schwarze 

Herzkirsche, Schwarze Tauben Herzkirsche, 

Black Caroon of some.—Branches spreading. 

Leaves large, oblong, waved, coarsely serrated. 

Flowers middle-sized. Petals roundish, im¬ 

bricated. Fruit tolerably large, blunt, heart- 

shaped, somewhat compressed. Stalk from 

IT to 2 inches in length. Skin nearly black. 

Flesh of a deep claret colour, half tender, that 

is, not so hard as in the generality of the 

Biofarreau tribe, nor so soft as in the Duke 

cherries; tolerably juicy and rich. Stone large, 

roundish ovate. 

2. Buttner’s Black Heart — syn. Biitt- 

uer’s Schwarze Herzkirsche, Biittner’s Neue 

Schwarze Herzkirsche.—A good bearer, and 

bavin" so much resemblance to the Black 
o 

Heart, that it is scarcely distinguishable from 

that sort. It has, however, a more vigorous 

constitution, and therefore should be planted 

in orchards in preference to the Black Heai’t. 

3. Kronberg Black Heart.—This, accord¬ 

ing to the German pomologists, Avas raised 

from seed at Kronberg, in Saxony. It very 

much resembles the Black Heart; but, whilst 

the fruit is of the same size, the stone is 

smaller, consequently there is more flesh. The 

tree being a good bearer, the sort deserves a 

place in the orchard. 

4. Tradescant’s Black Heart—syn. Tra- 

descant’s Cherry, Elk-hoi’n, Elk-horn of Mary¬ 

land, Bigarreau Gros Noir, Guigne Noire Tar¬ 

dive, Grosse ScliAvarze Knorpel Kirsche mit 

saftigen Fleisch.—This is an old variety, said 

to have been raised by John Tradescant, gar¬ 

dener to Charles I. It diffei’s from the Black 

Heart in having leaves not so deeply serrated, 

petioles shorter, and flowers smaller. The 

fruit is about the same size, blackish, Avith 

minute stripes of dark red interspersed. Flesh 

firm, with a similar flavour to that of the 

Black Heart, and ripening about a Aveek later. 

The tree is rather a shy bearer. 

5. Werder’s Early Black Heart—syn. 

Werdersche Fruhe Schwarze Hei'zkirsche.— 

Branches spreading. Leaves oblong, coarsely 

serrated. Petioles of medium length and 

thickness. Floiuers rather large, ojrening early. 

Petals oboA’ate. Fruit large, obtusely heart- 
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shaped. Stalk aho\it 1 ^ iucli iu length. Skin 

black. Fle.sh purplish red, firm, juicy, and 

sweet. Stone middle-sized, roundish ov’ate. 

Tiie fruit ripens considerably earlier than 

the iMay Duke, and nearly as early as the 

Early Tixrple Guigne, from which it may be 

distinguished by its shorter petioles. 

The tree is a tolerably good bearer; and, on 

the whole, it deserves cultivation where room 

can be spared, in order to furnish a supply 

before the May Duke comes in. 

G. Early Purple Guigne — syn. Early 

Purple Griotte, erroneously.—Leaves oblong, 

pendulous, coarsely serrated, with long, some¬ 

what slender hairs. Petioles furnished with 

two or more large, reniform glands. Flowers 

early. Petals oblong oval. Fruit above the 

middle size, heart-shaped. Stalk long. Skin 

of a shining dark purple. Flesh jmrplish, 

juicy, tender, and rich. Stone middle-sized, 

roundish ovate. The tree is of moderately 

strong growth, and a medium bearer. The 

principal mei’it of this variety is its earliness. 

It ripens, in the south of England, on an east 

or west wall, in the beginning of June, or 

about a fortnight earlier than the May Duke; 

and, that being the case, a tree of it will prove 

useful for an early supply. 

7. Knight’s Early Black.—This excellent 

sort was raised by Mr. Knight, about the 

year 1810, from a seed of the Bigarreau fer¬ 

tilized with the pollen of the May Duke. 

The tree is very similar in growth and foliage 

to the Black Tartarian. Fruit large, obtusely 

heart-shaped, with a shining, black, but some¬ 

what uneven surface. Flesh deep purple, 

firm, juicy, and rich. Stone small compared 

to the size of the fruit, and nearly round. 

The fruit differs from that of the Black Tar¬ 

tarian in being more blunt at the apex, and 

having a shorter stalk. It is also earlier. 

It has ripened on a south wall about the 

middle of June, even before the May Duke. 

The tree is a good bearer either as a stan¬ 

dard or against a wall, on which it well de¬ 

serves a place. 

8. Adam’s Crown.—Shoots vigorous. Leaves 

large, oblong, coarsely and irregularly serrated. 

Floxvers early, large. Petals roundish. Fruit 

middle-sized, obtusely heart-shaped. Stalk 

long. Skin pale red, mottled with darker 

red. Flesh white, soft for one of this class, 

juicy, rich, and sweet. It ripens on a stan¬ 

dard in the tii-st or second week of July, or 

iu the last week of June u|X)n a wall. Eijien- 

ing as soon as the May Duke, it afford.s a con¬ 

trast of colour with that sort. The ti’ee is a 

good beai’er. 

9. Bigarreau—syn. Bigarreau Gros, Bigar- 

roau de Hollande, Graffion, Harrison’s Heart, 

Italian Heart, Turkey Bigarreau, West’s White 

Heart.—Shoots yellowish brown. Zeares large, 

oblong, somewhat waved, sharply but not so 

deeply seixated as some of this class. Petiole.s 

about II inch in length. Flowers middle- 

sized. Petals oval. Fruit large, roundish 

heart-shaped, slightly flattened on the side 

and at the apex. Skin of a clear waxy white 

on the shaded side, bright icd mottled with 

amber next the sun. Flesh firm, ])ale yellow 

or nearly white, sweet, and rich. Stone small 

for a fruit so large, roundish ovate. It ripens 

iu the end of July and beginning or middle of 

August, according to the season and situation. 

The tree is vigorous, an abundant bearei-, 

and succeeds well as a standard in the south 

of England; but, in the northern parts of the 

kingdom, it recjuires a wall. 

10. Bigarreau Napoleon—syn. Bigarreau 

Lauermau, Bigarreau Wellington, Lauerman’s 

Kirsche, Lauerman’s Grosse Kirsche, Lauer¬ 

man’s Herzkirsche, Napoleon’s Herzkirsche.— 

The tree very much resembles the Bigarreau 

as regards wood, leaves, and flowers. The 

fruit is about the same size, the flesh equally 

firm, and the flavour similar; but it is rather 

longer in shape, darker in colour, and ripens 

somewhat later. The Bigarreau, however, 

has, on the whole, the finer appearance. 

Tlie tree is a most abundant bearer, and is 

■well deserving of cultivation either as a stan¬ 

dard or upon a wall. 

According to the Baron Truchsess, who 

wrote a work on cherries, this sort was ob¬ 

tained from the vicinity of Hanover, by him¬ 

self and other pomologists, in 1791, under the 

name of the Grosse Lauerman’s Kirsche; and 

he states that, in 1804, it existed in the col¬ 

lection of the Luxembourg, at Paris, under 

the designation of Le Gros Bigarreau de I^au- 

erman. Since 1829, however, it has been 

better known as the Bigarreau Napoleon. 

11. Bowyer’s Early Heart.—Leaves ob¬ 

long, tapering to the point. Flowers large, 

opening v’ery early. Fruit small or middle- 

sized, obtusely heart-shaped. Stalk long, 

bright green. Skin pale amber, mottled with 

red. Flesh white, tender, juicy, very sweet 

and rich. It ripens on a standard in the end 

of .1 une, or first week of J uly. 
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Tlie tree is an abundant bearer; and altbough 

tlie fruit is not large, a tree of tlie variety may 

be ])lanted in an orchard on account of its 

hardiness. 

12. Downton.—Branches strong, spreading. 

Leaves rather large, oblong, acuminate, slightly 

waved. Petioles about 1| inch in length. 

Flowers large. Petals obovate, imbricated. 

Fruit above the middle size, scarcely so large 

as that of the Elton, and less pointed, being of 

a roundish heart-shape. Stalk about 2 inches 

in length, rather slender. Skin pale yellow 

where shaded, tinged and mottled with red 

next tlie sun. Plesh pale yellowish white, 

tender, juicy, and very rich. Stone middle- 

sized, roundish ovate. It ripens soon after 

the May Duke, and before the Elton. It 

therefore deserves a wall; but it bears abun¬ 

dantly as a standard. This and the Elton are 

so much superior to the Old Red and White 

Hearts, that these are no longer necessaiy 

to be cultivated, and therefore need not be 

described. 

The variety was raised by Mr. Knight, but 

its parentage is uncertain. It is said to have 

sprung from a seed of either the Waterloo or 

Elton. 

13. Eltojj.— This veiy excellent variety 

was raised by Mr. Knight, in 1806, from a 

seed of the Graffion or Amhree cherry, pro¬ 

bably the Bigarreau, fertilized with the pollen 

of the White Heart. Being possessed of much 

merit, it deserves the particular description 

given in the Transactions of the Horticultural 

Society, 2d series, vol. i. p. 266:— 

“Tree very strong and spi-eadiug; branches 

dark brown; shoots speckled with a silvery 

epidermis, on a ground of chestnut brown. 

Leaves very large, even exceeding those of 

the Bigai’reau, to which, otherwise, they have 

a close resemblance. Petioles about 2 inches 

long, with large reniform glands near the base 

of the leaf. Elowers large, opening about the 

second or third Aveek in Aju'il. Petals oval, 

waved, imbricated. Stamens slender. Emit 

large, heart-shaped, less obtuse than that of 

the Bigarreau, than which it has a longer and 

more slender stalk, being sometimes 2^ inches, 

but generally 2^ inches in length. Skin of 

a very pale waxy yellow on the shaded side, 

mottled and dashed with red next the sun. 

Flesh whitish, rather firm, but not so much 

so as that of the Bigarreau, sugary, and very 

rich. Stone middle-sized, ovate.” Ripens in 

the beginning, middle, or end of July, accord¬ 

ing to climate and situation. It is a good 

bearer, and highly deserving of cultivation 

either as a standard or against a wall. It is 

esteemed by many the very best cherry that 

can be grown. 

14. Florence.-—Tree vigorous in habit, re¬ 

sembling the Bigari’eau. Leaves large, oblong, 

tapering, somewhat cordate at the base. Pe¬ 

tioles short, little more than 1 inch in length, 

with reniform glands close to the base of the 

leaf, and occasionally upon it. Flowers large. 

Petals obovate. Fruit very large, obtusely 

heart-shaped. Skin on the shaded side pale 

amber, mottled with red next the sun. Flesh 

firm, but less so than that of the Bigarreau, 

juicy, rich, and sweet. It ripens so as to form 

a succession to the Bigan-eau, but requires a 

wall, except in warm paids of the kingdom; one 

with a w'est or south-west aspect will suit it. 

The variety was brought from Florence. 

15. Buttner’s Yellow — syn. Biittner’s 

Gelbe Knorpel - Kirsche, Biittner’s Wachs 

Knorpel - Kirsche. — Leaves small, oblong. 

Flowers early, middle-sized. Fruit miildle- 

sized, roundish heart-shaped. Stalk about 

1| inch in length. Skin of a uniform clear 

yellowish colour, without the least tinge of 

i-ed. Flesh yellowish, firm, juicy, and sweet. 

Stone middle-sized, roundish ovate. It ripens 

in the middle or end of July. The tree is an 

abimdant bearer. The fruit is not apt to be 

attacked by birds; and such has also been 

observed in the case of other cherries that 

never acquire any tinge of red. A tree of 

this sort may be planted as a standard in the 

orchard for the sake of variety. 

The variety was raised by Blittner, of Halle, 

and produced fruit for the first time about 1803. 

16. Black Eagle.—This variety was raised 

at Downton Castle, about 1806, by Miss Eliza¬ 

beth Knight, from a seed of an amber-col¬ 

oured Bigarreau, fertilized with the pollen of 

the May Duke. The tree fonns a roundish, 

spreading head. Leaves pendulous, with a 

somewhat wavy margin, so far resembling 

those of the tril^e to which the female parent 

belongs, wliilst they also partake of the thick, 

fleshy nature of the leaves of the other parent, 

the May Duke. Flowers middle-sized; stamens 

shorter than the style. Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish heart-shaped, blunt or somewhat 

depressed at the top, black when well exposed 

and fully ripe. Flesh tender, with a rich, dark 

purplish juice. Stone small, round. It ripens 

soon after the May Duke; and. on account 
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of its good quality aud abundant bearing, it 

deserves cultivation as an orchard tree. 

17. Late Duke—syn. Anglaise Tardive.— 

Tree vigorous, with a spreading habit of growth, 

very different from the erect form of tlie May 

Duke. Young shoots yellowish where shaded, 

yellowish brown where exposed. Leaves larger 

than those of the May Duke, of thinner tex¬ 

ture, and of a paler green beneath. Flowers 

middle-sized. Petals roundish oval. Fruit 

large, roundish heart-shaped. Stalk from 

14 to 2 inches in length. Skin bright, shining 

red. Flesh amber-coloured, tender, juicy, and 

rich, but with more acidity than that of the 

May Duke, especially if not allowed to hang 

for a considerable time after it might be sup¬ 

posed, from its colour aud softness, to be ripe. 

It ripens in August, a period of the season 

when most tender-fleshed cherries are over. 

The tree is a most abundant beai’er as a 

standard, and deserves a place upon a wall, 

where it can be netted up. 

18. Buttner’s October Morello—syn. 

Biittner’s September and October Weichsel, 

Buttner’s October Zucker Weichsel.—Fruit 

middle-sized, roundish or oblate. Stalk slen¬ 

der, about 2 inches in length. Skin dark 

brownish red. Flesh pale red, tender, with 

an abundance of acid juice. It ripens in 

October. 

The tree is hardy, aud a good bearer. It 

is deserving of cultivation as the latest known 

cherry which may be used for pies aud for 

pi'eserving. 

19. Morello—syn. Black Morello, Dutch 

hlorello. Late Morello, Ronalds’s Large Morello, 

Small Moi'ello, Cerise du Nord, Griotte Ordi¬ 

naire du Nord, Milan, September Weichsel 

Grosse.—The tree forms a round head, with 

slender, spreading, or penduloi;s branches. The 

two-year old wood is of a blackish chestnut 

colour. Young shoots yellowish brown. Buds 

roundish. Leaves small, acuminate, broadest 

about two-thirds from the base, slightly ser¬ 

rated; upper surface dark green, smooth, soft, 

but ojiaque. Petioles short, from ^ inch to 

I inch in length, supporting the leaves with¬ 

out bending. Flowers large. Petals broadly 

obovate. Stamens strong, some of them as 

long as the style. Fruit large, ol)tusely heart- 

shaped, somewhat compressed on the sides, 

and slightly depre.ssod on the apex. Stalk 

about 2 inches in length. Skin dark red, be¬ 

coming nearly black when allowed to hang 

long on the tree. Flesh deep pm-plish red. 

tender, very juicy, and acid. Stone large, oval, 

slightly pointed. It ripens in the end of 

July or in August, but may be presei’ved on 

a tree against a wall till October. It is one 

of the most useful sorts for ju’eserving, and 

also one of the few that will bear well u])on 

a north wall. 

20. Carnation Cherry—syn. Crown Cheny, 

English Bearer of some, Cerise de Portugal, 

Grosse Cerise Rouge Pale, Cerise d’Orange, 

Cerise Rouge de Bruxelles, Griotte Rouge 

Pale, Griotte d'e Villenes, Hollandische Kirsche, 

Oranien Kirsche, Rothe Oranien Kirsche, 

Altendorfer Kirsche, Herteguiue Kirsche.— 

Leaves late in expanding, moderately large, 

oblong, tapering to the point, remarkably 

I’agged, and coarsely serrated. Petioles strong, 

about 1 inch in length. Flowers opening late; 

stamens shorter than the style. Fruit large, 

round or oblate. Stalk 1^ inch in length. 

Skin bright red when well exjiosed, amber- 

coloured when shaded. Flesh of a pale amber 

colour, tender, juicy, and rich. Stone middle- 

sized, round. Ripe in the end of July. It is 

a good cherry, but cannot be highly recom¬ 

mended owing to the tree being rather a shy 

bearer. 

The variety has long been cultivated in the 

gai’dens of this and other countries. 

21. Belle de Ciioisy — syn. Ambree de 

Choisy, Cerise Doucette, Cerise de la Palembre, 

Griottier de Palembre, Schone von Choisy.— 

Tree Augorous, spreading. Leaves large, coarsely 

serrated, of a shining, deep green. Petioles 

short, scarcely 1 inch in length. Flowers lai’ge; 

petals roundish; stamens shorter than the style. 

Fruit large, roundish, somewhat oblate. Stalk 

about 1,| inch in length, but generally forking 

at about ^ inch from its base, and bearing on 

them footstalks which are about 1 inch in 

length from the fork. Skin red, intermixed 

with amber colour. Flesh amber - coloured, 

tender, very rich and sweet. Stone middle- 

sized, round. Ripe in the beginning or middle 

of July. An excellent cherry as regards quality, 

but not so good a bearer as the May Duke 

and vaiious others of this class. 

This variety is said to have been found at 

Choisy, near Paris, about 17G0, 

22. May Duke — syn. Early May Duke, 

Large May Duke, Early Duke, Buchanan’s 

Early Duke, Benham’s Fine Early Duke, 

Morris’s Duke, hlorris’s Fine Early Duke, 

Thompson’s Duke, Portugal Duke, Millet’s 

Late Heart Duke, Coulai’de, Cerise d’Esp.igue, 
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Griotte Grosse Noire, De Hollaude, De Hol- 

lande ^ Larges Feuilles, Royale Hative; Griotte 

d’Espagne, Griotte Tr^coce, and Anglaise of 

some.—The trees are readily distinguished by 

their erect growth. Leaves large for this class, 

ovate, acuminate on the young shoots; those 

ju’oceeding from spurs broadest about two- 

thirds from the base, abruptly acuminate, of 

thick substance, and of a shining, deep green. 

Petioles strong, on the jmung shoots about 

1 inch in length. Flowers middle-sized; petals 

roundish or roundish oval, concave, imbricated; 

stamens strong, shorter than the style. Fruit 

large, roundish. Stalk long and slender. Skin 

dark red when well exposed, fully ripened, and 

jiroceeding from perfectly matured buds ; but 

when the blossoms from such buds are killed, 

and the fruit results from later and weaker 

lilossoms, it remains of a red colour. Flesh, 

when produced in perfection, red, tendei’, juicy, 

and rich. 

Itipe on standards in the beginning, middle, 

or towards the end of July, according to season 

and situation; on walls in the end of June or 

beginning of Jiily. 

It is a good bearer, hardier than the Bigar- 

reau tribe, and well ada^ited for forcing. 

23. Royal Duke—syu. Royale Tardive; 

Anglaise, Anglaise Tardive of some French 

authorities.—This is most probably one of the 

varieties Avhich were formerly cultivated in 

this country under the names of Late Duke, 

Arch-Duke, or Late Arch-Duke. They ap¬ 

peal’, however, to have been all but lost, for 

under these names, the May Duke was gene¬ 

rally the sort obtained. The variety under 

consideration was introduced from France, 

under the name of Anglaise Tardive, by the 

Horticultural Society of London; and a de¬ 

scription of it is given in their Transaetions, 

2d series, vol. i. p. 283, from which the follow¬ 

ing extract will tend to identify the sort and 

prevent its being confused with others, or 

lost:— 

“ Tree, in regard to its upright growth, very 

similar to the May Duke; the leaves and 

flowers are also very like those of the latter; 

the glands on the leaf-stalks are somewhat 

larger and more decidedly reniform. Fruit 

large and very handsome, oblate, which form 

will readily distinguish it from the May Duke. 

Stalks moderately thick, about inch in 

length, separating from a common peduncle 

which is elongated from about j to -g inch, 

having frequently a leaflet produced on it. 

Skin dee]) shining red, becoming dark, but not 

so black as the May Duke, when fully ripe. 

Flesh reddish, tender, juicy, and very rich. 

Stone middle-sized, roundish oval.” 

It ripens about the middle or towards the 

end of July, after the season of the May Duke 

and before that of the Late Duke. 

24. Kentish—syn. Kentish Red, Common 

Red, Early Richmond, Pie Cherry, Sussex, 

Virginian May, Flemish of many, Kentish 

Drier of some. Cerise de Montmorency, Mont¬ 

morency ^ Longue Queue, Muscat de Prague, 

Commune £l Trochet of some.—Shoots slender, 

drooping. Leaves small, oval, acuminate, slightly 

serrated, of a deep shining green. Petioles 

short, purplish red, with two or more yellowish 

globose glands. Flowers rather large; petals 

roundish, concave; stamens shorter than the 

style. Fruit middle-sized, round or oblate. 

Stalk varying in length from less than 1 inch 

to li inch. Skin bright red, but sometimes 

acquiring a darker colour. Flesh pale, very 

juicy, and acid. Stone middle-sized, roundish. 

Ripe about the end of July. 

The tree is an abundant bearer, and much 

cultivated as a standard, and sometimes upon 

a north wall. 

The stone can be withdrawn along with the 

stalk from the fruit, leaving the latter whole 

so that it can be dried. 

25. Flemish—syn. Kentish of some. Cerise 

de Kent, Cerise il Courte Queue, Cerise a 

Courte Queue de Provence, Gros Gobet, Gobet 

a Courte Queue, Montmorency a Courte Queue, 

Montmorency a Gros Fruit, EnglischeWeichsel. 

Yellow Ramon de AVeichselbaum mit Kurzeu 

Stiel, Double Volgers of the Dutch.—The tree 

grows more upright than that of the Kentish, 

but does not bear so abundantly; though, 

owing to this, the fruit is sometimes larger; it 

has a shorter stalk, but in other respects the 

fruits are similar. As the Kentish answers 

every purpose for which this is adapted, and 

is more prolific, it is the more extensively cul¬ 

tivated of the two. 

Selection of Twelve Sorts for Cultivation as Standards. 

Bigarreau Napoleon. 

Black Eagle. 

Black Heart. 

Biittner’s Black Heart. 

Downton. 

Elton. 

Selection of Sort. 

Early Purple Guigne. 

Elton. 

Roys 

Kentish. 
Knight’s Early Black. 

Late Duke. 

IMay Duke. 

Morello. 

Royal Duke. 

for a South Wall. 

Knight’s Early Black. 

May Duke. 

Duke. 
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Sorts for a S'orth Wall. 

Kentish, Late Duke, and Morello. 

Selection of Sorts for a Cottage Carden. 

Elton. Late Duke. 

KenJ^ish. May Duke. 

Profanation.—For stocks and for obtaining 

new varieties, the cherry is raised from the 

stone. Those of the small black or red cher¬ 

ries, are the kinds risually sown for stocks. 

For trees intended to be planted against a 

wall or espalier, stocks raised from the stones 

of the Duke cherries and those of the Mor¬ 

ello have been recommended. For very dwarf 

trees, Cerasus Mahaleh has long been employed 

in France, and to some extent in this country, 

for being gi’afted or budded with the May 

Duke, Kentish, Morello, and analogous sorts; 

but this stock is not adapted for large-leaved, 

strong growing varieties like the Bigarreaxi. 

With regard to raising new varieties, Mr. 

Knight observed, that the cherry sported more 

extensively, when propagated from seed, than 

any other fruit which he had subjected to 

experiment, and he therefore concluded, that 

it was capable of being brought to a higher 

degree of perfection than it has ever yet at¬ 

tained ; and he himself raised, by crossing, 

some of the finest varieties in cultivation. The 

stones, whether for .stocks or new varieties, 

may be stratified till early in spring, when 

those that are beginning to germinate should 

be planted in drills, and covered over to the 

depth of 1^ inch; or they may be sown at 

that depth, in light, sandy soil, immediately 

after the fruit has been gathered. In two 

years, the seedlings intended for stocks will be 

fit to plant out in nursery rows. 

Budding and Grafting. — Propagation by 

these means is performed in the same way as 

in the case of the plum. Scions for grafting 

must be taken off early, and if so, provided 

the operation is well performed, there is little 

danger of failure; but if they are not cut until 

the buds have considerably advanced, the grafts 

freqiiently do not resist the effects of dry 

weather. We have seen vigorous shoots, with 

large pith, cut oflf for scions and stuck in the 

ground in January; and though in March, 

when grafted, the pith was discoloured, being 

of a dark instead of a light colour, yet they 

all succeeded, whilst scions cut off and grafted 

fresh, failed to a considei’able extent, although 

treated with the same care in every other re¬ 

spect. It sometimes happens, that, in old trees 

of the May Duke class, every bud on the scions 

is a blossom-bud, with the exception of the 

terminal one; this should therefore be pre¬ 

served, otherwise failure is certain. 

Soil and Situation. — The best soil for the 

cherry is a moderately rich, free, rather sandy 

loam, with a well-drained subsoil. Stiff, moist 

soils are unsuitable; and so, on the other hand, 

are dry, gravelly subsoils. The trees requiie 

a large amount of moistuce, particularly the 

sorts with large leaves, such as the Bigarreau 

and Heart cherries. In free soils, the roots 

can more easily travel after moisture, but in 

clayey, or stiff loamy soils, when this is ex¬ 

hausted, they are fixed, as it were, in a com¬ 

pact, hard baked mass, from which they can 

draw no moisture. In diy, loose soil, on the 

contrary, there is considerable circulation of 

air, which, being charged with moisture at 

night, will afford a supply of that necessary 

element to the spongioles, not in abundance, 

it is true, but to a beneficial extent. A 

southern exposure is the best for the cherry; 

but the IMorello and Kentish varieties will 

bear fruit useful for kitchen purposes on a 

wall with a north aspect. Other kinds will 

do very well on an east or west aspect; but 

for early use, it would be desirable to have 

one or two trees of the May Duke on a wall 

with a southern aspect. 

Planting.—The soil must be well prepared 

and in good condition, but not freshly manured. 

It should be trenched between 2 and 3 feet 

deep, and if there is a stratum of loam below 

the surface soil, the latter ought to be trenched 

down to the bottom of the trench, and the 

loam brought to the top. The holes for the 

plants must be made large, and dug out nearly 

to the turned-down surface soil; the tree 

should be planted not amongst the loam, but 

in tolerably rich free soil, and if the latter is 

mixed with turfy loam so much the better. 

The method of planting the tree is the same 

as in the case of the apple, pear, and plum. 

The distance should vaiy according to the size 

which the variety usually attains, and accord¬ 

ing to the breadth of its foliage; for, if it have 

large leaves, it will evaporate much, and will 

require a larger space for its roots to travel in 

quest of moisture to make good that evapora¬ 

tion which, in dry w'eathei’, will be more than 

the amount of rain which falls upon the sur¬ 

face overhung by the branches. As standards, 

the Bigarreati tribe may be planted 30 feet 

apart, or even more in rich soil; the May Duke, 

Morello, and similar varieties, at 20 and 25 feet 
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apart. Against walls and espaliers, from 20 to 

24 feet should be allowed for the Bigarreau, 

Elton, and Florence cherries, and from 15 to 

20 feet for the May Duke and Morello. 

Pruning and Training.—The cheriy, as a 

standard, I’equires but little pruning after the 

stem has been reared and the six principal 

branches of the head originated. The stem 

ought to be grown so as to insure its tapering; 

and on this account, it is necessary that it 

should not be stripped of shoots and foliage. 

The temporary side shoots left should not, 

however, be allowed to attain too great a 

length; they ought not to be permitted to 

compete with the leader, but must be checked 

when likely to do so. Further, these shoots 

should not be more than two years old when 

they are cut close to the stem, in order that 

the wounds may heal the more readily and 

with less risk of gumming. As the leaves on 

the shoots of a young tree are usually large, a 

few shoots will deposit a considerable quantity 

of alburnum on the stem below them; and, 

consequently, in proportion to that amount, 

the stem will be thickened more beneath such 

shoots than above them. Hence, the I’equisite 

taper form will soon be obtained, and the side 

shoots dispensed with when one, or, at most, 

two years old. 

The head should be formed as directed for 

the apple and jjear, with this exception, that 

the first three shoots of the Bigarreau tribe 

may be shortened to 15 inches instead of 1 foot; 

two shoots from each should be encouraged, 

one situated at the end, the other 3 inches 

nearer the stem, so that there may be room 

for the branches to increase in thickness with¬ 

out pressing against each other, as this occa¬ 

sions gumming, as is also sometimes the case 

when two large limbs originate from two ad¬ 

joining buds. After the principal branches of 

the head have been started, very little pruning 

Mull be required. It will be well, however, to 

see that the princij^al branches are maintained 

of as nearly equal strength as possible for a 

few years, and then the tree may be allowed 

to take its natural development, with the ex¬ 

ception of cutting out shoots that M'ould other- 

Muse form cross branches. 

In training against espaliers, the branches 

should be 1 foot a2)art; and, like those of the 

plum, they ought to be started from the stem 

with an upward course and then trained hori¬ 

zontally. In summer ^^runing, whilst the tree 

is young and requires foliage to assist in 

making rooks, the summer shoots may Ije al¬ 

lowed to grow to 1 foot or 15 inches in length, 

and should then be shortened to 3 inches. 

But the shoots on the upper branches must be 

shortened at least a week before those on the 

lower ones. The leading shoots, those at the 

extremities of the horizontals, need not be 

shortened. After the tree has been jdanted a 

few years, clusters of fruit buds will generally 

form i-ound the bases of the shoots, and like¬ 

wise on s^jm's along the branches. With re¬ 

gard to the winter {pruning, very little will be 

requu’ed, jjresuming that the sxunmer ju-uning 

has been well performed. The stubs left in 

shortening back the summer laterals should be 

cut back to within 2 or 3 inches of their bases, 

or to the first wood-bud beyond the fruit- 

buds above alluded to as likely to form at the 

liases of the shoots. 

In training the cherry against walls, the 

horizontal mode may be adopted for those that 

are under 7 feet high, but those above that 

height will be sooner covered by the fan 

method. Whatever mode be adopted, care 

should be taken that the lower branches are 

vigorous. It is difficult to render a branch 

vigorous if it has originated in a weak shoot. 

A Aveakly stem cannot jiroduce a strong shoot; 

therefore the young tree must be well estab¬ 

lished, and in a vigorous state, before shoots 

to commence the lower branches should be 

started. 

The directions given for espalier training 

will apply to horizontal training against .a 

wall, only the summer shoots ought to be 

shortened more, in order that the fruit may 

be produced near the wall. 

The distance between the branches may be 

9 inches for Duke cherries, and 1 foot for the 

Bigarreau kinds, their leaves being not only 

much larger than those of the Duke, but also 

more jiendulous. 

The Morello cherry requires a different 

mode of pruning and training from that which 

is applicable to other kinds, owing to its mode 

of growth and bearing. Its shoots are slender, 

and it bears on those of the jirevious summer’s 

gi’owth; sometimes all the buds along the 

shoot are blossom-buds, the terminal bud only 

being a Mmod-bud; therefore, at the winter 

jiruning, such shoots ought not to be short¬ 

ened. Further, as the fruit is boime chiefly 

on the young wood, a succession of such must 

be kept up. There ought, of course, to be 

a certain quantity of old M'ood to bear the 
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young, ill fact, the shoots should he treated 

somewhat like those of the peach; they must 

be trained in summer to bear fruit iu the 

following season, at the end of which they 

should be cut away, but, whilst bearing fruit, 

a young shoot ought to be trained to replace 

them. It is frequently the case that branches 

and shoots of IMorello trees are overcrowded, 

but this should be avoided, otherwise large 

and fine fruit cannot be obtained. 

Protection. — Birds, and particularly the 

blackbird and thrush, are the greatest enemies 

to the cherry crop, and the only effectual means 

of protecting the fruit is by netting. This 

should be put over the trees so as not to con¬ 

fine the foliage. Although, in the case of wall- 

trees, it is necessary that the net should be 

well closed, so as to prevent ingress at top, 

bottom, and sides, yet when in doing so, the 

leaves are crowded against each other, the 

appearance and the effects are bad. The net 

should hang clear of the leaves; and this may 

be easily done by running a wire through 

hooks below the coping, and having another 

supported about 9 inches from the wall. If 

the netting be fixed to the former and drawn 

over the latter, the object will be so far at¬ 

tained. The netting will hang tolerably clear 

of the foliage, but it has yet to be fastened at 

bottom, and this should be done so that it 

may be readily loosened at any time when 

fruit requires to be gathered. Small stakes 

may be driven in to a uniform height, a stout 

wire fastened along their tops, and to this the 

net can be easilj^ hooked. When nets touch 

the ground, they are liable to be spoiled, and 

become unsightly from being splashed with 

mud in rainy weather; it would therefore be 

better to fix wire netting upright to the stakes, 

close to the gi’ound. For protecting espalier 

trees, wire netting, if only 1 foot in width, 

should also be used next the soil, and joined 

to such other kind of netting as can be af¬ 

forded for protecting the rest of the tree. If 

wire netting be run along to the height of 

1 foot, and so that its lower edge may touch 

the ground, a light netting, such as that made 

at Nottingham, may be thrown over the tree, 

and attached to the wire on both sides; for 

the material alluded to is so light that it will 

not press so as to crowd the foliage. By 

adopting some efficient means of protection, 

good crops of the sweet kinds of cherries may 

be obtained from walls; and this is more than 

can be said of standard trees, for on these, it is 

scarcely possible to obtain a crop of perfectly 

ripened fruit, on account of the birds. If a 

supply can be obtained from espaliers, it is 

certainly better to grow the trees against these, 

and thus render the space they would other¬ 

wise have occupied on walls available for other 
fruits. 

Diseases and Insects. — The cherry suffers 

little from either of these, when planted in a 

suitable soil and situation, and in other re¬ 

spects properly managed. The disease of most 

frequent occurrence is the gum, and this is 

rarely injurious, except in cases where it pre¬ 

vails to a very great extent. It is merely an 

exudation of the sap from a rent in the bark. 

The causes of the disease are various; it often 

arises from accidental wounds, unskilful prun¬ 

ing, or from the breakage of a branch. It 

sometimes occurs in consequence of too many 

branches being made to originate very closely 

together on the stem, and not unfrequently re¬ 

sults from the tree having been worked on an 

\msuitable stock, or planted in too rich soil. 

In the latter case, the obvious remedy is to 

take up the tree and replant it in a poorer 

soil; but if this cannot be done, root pruning, 

which by limiting the supply of nourishment 

obtained by the roots will diminish the flow 

of sap, may be advantageously adopted with 

the view of checking the disease; but above 

all, vicissitudes of dryness and moisture at the 

roots should be prevented. 

The slug-worm (Selandria atra of Stephens) 

occasionally attacks the leaves, causing consi¬ 

derable injury to the crop of the following 

year. It may be destroyed by the means 

already pointed out as applicable in the case 

of the pear-. The caterpillars of the goat- 

moth (Cossus ligniperda) prove very destruc¬ 

tive in some situations to trees of the May 

Duke breed, which they appear to prefer to 

the Bigarreau tribe. Aphis cerasi is some¬ 

times found in great numbers on the leaves and 

young shoots, but it may be kept under by 

syringing with tobacco water, dusting witli 

snuff, or fumigation. 

THE APEICOT {Armeniaca vulgaris, Lam.—■ 
Icosandria Monogynia, L.; Bosacere, D.C.; 

Drupacese, Lind.) is a low, deciduous tree, a 

native of the temperate parts of Central Asia. 

It was introduced into Europe from Armenia 

upwards of a century before the Christian ei-a, 

but there is no record of its having been eul- 

tivated in Britain before the year 1562. 

The cultivated varieties are not numerous. 
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as will be seen by the following classification, 

in which the principal ones are enumerated: 

Class I.—Kernels Bitter. 

Division 1.—Fruit small, round, early. Floroers small. 

Red Masculine. 

White Ufasculine. 

Division 2.—Fruit large. 

g ].—Channel of the stone closed up. Flesh parting 

from the stone. 

Large Early. 

Roman. 

Blotched leaved Roman. 

Royal. 

Brussels. 

Shipley’s. 

Almond. 

g 2.—Channel of the stone closed up. Flesh adhering 

to the stone. 

Montgamet. 

g 3.—Channel of the stone pervious. 

Moorpark. 

Hemskirke. 

Class II.—Kernels Sweet. 

Division 1.—Flesh parting from the stone. 

Breda. 

Angoumois. 

Musch-Musch. 

Turkey. 

Division 2.—Flesh adhering to the stone. 

Orange. 

Of the above the most esteemed are:— 

1. Ked Masculine—syn. Masculine, Brown 

hlasculine. Early Red Masculine, Abricot Pre- 

coce, Hatif Musque, Abricotin, Friihe Mus- 

cateller Apricose.—Leaves broad, roundish 

cordate, acuminate, coarsely serrated. Fruit 

small, roundish, concave at the base. Skin 

dull yellow where shaded, tinged with red 

next the sun. Flesh pale yellow, juicy, slightly 

perfumed, parting from the stone, which is 

roundish, and has a bitter kernel. 

Cultivated chiefiy on account of its being 

the earliest. 

2. Large Early—syn. Gros Precoce, Abri¬ 

cot de Saint-Jean, De Saint-Jean Rouge, Gros 

d’Alexandrie, Grosse Friihe Apricose.—Leaves 

large, tapering more to the petiole than those 

of any other A'ariety, generally auricled at the 

base. Fruit large, somewhat oblong, flattened 

on the sides. Skin pale orange Avhere shaded, 

bright orange with some reddish russet spots 

next the sun. Flesh orange, juicy, and rich. 

Stone flattened, oval, channeled on the back, 

sharp at the point; kernel bittei*. 

This sort is valuable on account of its earli¬ 

ness, for it ripens before any other of the large 

sorts. 

3. Roman—syn. Common, Gemeine Apri¬ 

cose, Grosse Gemeine Apricose; Brussels and 

Turkey of some.—Leaves broad, cordate, cre- 

nated. Petioles about 1 h inch in length, with 

some globose glands. Fruit above the middle 

size, somewhat oval, compressed. Skin dull 

pale orange, faintly dotted with orange red 

next the sun. Flesh pale straw colour, part¬ 

ing very readily from the stone, soft, and soon 

becoming mealy, especially if not gathered a 

little before it is fully ripe. Stone flat, oblong. 

This variety was formerly much cultivated, 

as the tree is vigorous and a great bearer. 

4. Royal Apricot—sjm. Abricot Royal,— 

Shoots strong, nearly as short-jointed as those 

of the Moorpark. Leaves large, roundish, gene¬ 

rally auricled at the base. Fruit about the 

size of the Moorpark, roundish oval, slightly 

compressed. Skin dull yellow, slightly tinged 

with red next the sun. Flesh pale orange, 

juicy, and rich. Stone large, oval, blunt at 

the ends, parting readily from the flesh. Ker¬ 

nel slightly bitter. It ripens about ten days 

earlier than the Moorpark, to which it bears 

most resemblance. 

This valuable variety was I’aised in the 

garden of the Luxembourg, Avhence it Avas 

sent to the Horticultural Society. It is not 

so subject as the Moorpark to die off by limbs. 

5. Moorpark—syn. Anson’s, Dunmore’s, 

Dunmore’s Breda, Hunt’s Moorpark, Oldaker’s, 

Peach Apricot, Sudlow’s Moorpark, Temple’s, 

Anson’s Imperial, Walton Moorpark, Abricot 

Peche, De Nancy, De Nuremberg, De Wiir- 

temberg.—Shoots strong, short-jointed. Leaves 

large, roundish, acuminate, concave, deep green. 

Fruit large, roundish, compressed, flattened 

on the summit. Skin brownish orange, inter¬ 

spersed on the side next the sun with brownish 

red specks. Flesh dull reddish orange, juicy, 

peculiarly rich, and excellent. Stone large, 

compressed, perforated near the edge from the 

base to the apex, so that a pin may be intro¬ 

duced. It is not liable to become mealy; but, 

in some unfavourable seasons and situations, 

it occasionally does not ripen thoroughly on 

the side next the wMl, and in wet seasons it 

sometimes cracks. 

This variety is the most extensively culti¬ 

vated of any, and deservedly so. It is said to 

have been imported from the Continent hy 

Lord Anson, and planted at Moorpark, near 

Rickmansworth, in Hertfordshire. 

6. Breda—syn. Amande Aveline, Ananas, 

Brediiische, De Hollande, Hasselnussmandel, 

Hollandische Orange Apricose, Persique, Brus- 
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sels of some.—Shoots moderately strong. Leaves 

broadly cordate, acuminate. Fruit small, 

roundish or somewhat obtusely four-sided at 

the base, the summit slightly dejiressed. Skin 

deep brownish orange. Flesh deep orange, 

])ai-ting very freely from the stone, very juicy 

and rich. Stone small, roimdish. Kernel 

sweet, like that of a filbert. 

Ripe about the beginning of August on a 

wall, and its perfection is considerably pro¬ 

longed on standards. 

7. Orange — syn. Early Orange, Royal 

Orange, Royal George, Royal Persian, Persian, 

D’Orange.—Leaves flat, ]iendulous, tapering. 

Fruit nearly spherical, downy, of a more in¬ 

tense bright orange colour than other apricots, 

interspemed with some minute specks. Flesh 

tender, bright orange in some seasons, adher¬ 

ing to the stone, juicy, but not highly fla¬ 

voured. Stone middle-sized, larger than that 

of the Breda and more flat. Kernel sweet. 

It is chiefly useful for preserving. The tree 

is an abundant bearer. 

8. Turkey — syn. Large Turkey, A bricot 

de Nancy of some French authors.—Shoots 

strong, shoi-t-jointed. Buds not particularly 

prominent. Leaves middle-sized, roundish, 

acuminate, slightly concave, rather evenly ser¬ 

rated, dark green. Fruit rather large, nearly 

spherical, very handsome, deep yellow, with a 

number of brownish orange spots and blotches 

next the sun. Flesh pale yellow, firm, juicy, 

sweet, with a little acid, very rich and excel¬ 

lent. Stone separating freely, in figure like 

i that of the Moorpark, but withm^t the hole 

or pervious passage, as in that variety. Ker¬ 

nel quite sweet, like that of an almond. It 

ripens on a south wall about the middle of 

August, and in other situations may be pro¬ 

longed till the end of the month. 

9. Musch-Musch—syn. D’Alexandrie.— 

Leaves roundish, somewhat cordate, acuminate. 

Fruit small, roundish, from to If inch in 

diameter. Skin slightly downy, lemon yellow 

where shaded, deep orange tinged with red 

next the sun. Flesh somewhat ti’ausparent, 

parting from the stone, tender, and lich. 

Stone roundish, flattened. Kernel sweet. 

The tree bears abundantly; and the fruit 

answei’s exceedingly well for preserving. 

This variety is a native of the oases of Upper 

Egypt. 

10. Kaisha.—Fruit rather small, roundish, 

slightly depressed on the summit. Skin slightly 

downy, pale citron-coloured where shaded, pale 

orange tinged and marbled with red next the 
O O 

sun. Flesh of a clear citron colour, somewhat 

transparent, parting freely from the stone, 

tender, juicy, sugary, and delicious, like refined 

loaf-sugar combined with the apricot flavour. 

Stone small, roundish. Kernel sweet, like a 

nut. It ripens early. 

This variety was sent to Mr. Waiinington, 

by John Barker, Esq., from Suedia, in the 

pachalic of Aleppo, whei’e, it is stated, there 

exist thirteen varieties with sweet kernels. 

Fropagation.—The apricot is i)ropagated by 

seed, budding, and occasionally by grafting. 

The mode by seed is adopted with the view 

of obtaining new varieties; and there are some 

sorts which reproduce themselves with con¬ 

siderable exactitude from the stone, and are 

accordingly propagated in that way. The 

Moorjiark is one of these; and although the 

original variety should not be lost sight of, it 

is certain that vei’y good seedlings might be 

raised from it in abundance. This variety 

and several others are frequently raised from 

seed by the French. They select the stones 

from the finest ripe fimit, and stratify them 

till autumn. They are then planted in rich 

soil, covered 2 inches deep, and, in case of 

severe frost, a covering of leaves or of litter is 

afibrded. The seedlings may be transplanted 

in the following autumn, and in doing so, the 

tap root .shoiild be shortened. 

Budding is the general mode of ])ropagating 

the apricot, and iisually the Muscle and com¬ 

mon plums are the stocks selected. In France, 

it is budded upon the Damas Noir, Cerisette, 

and Saint-Julien; and it may be well to ob¬ 

serve that these stocks are recommended to 

be in all cases raised from the stones of these 

varieties, and not from suckers or layers, be¬ 

cause the latter are compai-atively weak, and 

apt to cause gumming. The Brussels and the 

Brompton stocks have also been employed, 

but, on the authority of hir. George Bindley, 

the latter ought not to be used as a stock; on 

the Brussels stock, however, apricots may be 

budded for standards to cover the upper parts 

of high walls, as its shoots are tall and vigor¬ 

ous, and soon form the required height of 

stem. The apricot may be budded as early 

as the middle of June, but later than this is 

preferable, so long as the buds run freely, that 

is, whilst the bark with the bud can be easily 

detached from the alburnum. In selecting 

the buds, care should be taken not to insert 

blossom-buds instead of wood-buds. 
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Grafting is seldom employed, but it may be 

resorted to in certain cases, as where buds of 

any particular variety have ftxiled. Success 

greatly depends on the proper selection of 

scions. These should consist of portions of 

the base of shoots having the buds very close 

to eacli other; or the lower portion of the 

scion may consist of two-years old wood, which 

should, however, be well thinned away in pre- 

jiaring the scion for whip-grafting, which in 

this, as in most cases, is the preferable mode. 

A s active vegetation commences very early in 

the apricot, the scions shoidd be cut off at a 

still earlier period. In mild weather, they 

may be cut off early in January, and laid in 

to half their length in moist, sandy soil, or in 

sand kept moderately moist, but not saturated; 

and they should be grafted as soon as the sap 

becomes active in the stocks. The grafts ought 

to be immediately afterwards earthed up as 

high as the top of the clay. 

Soil and Situation.—The apricot will suc¬ 

ceed in any good, free garden soil, or loam 

that is rather sandy than otherwise; strong 

clay soils do not suit it, neither does it thrive 

so well in strong loams as it does in those that 

are friable. 

The ground ought to be well drained so 

that no water may stagnate in winter within 

4 feet of the surface. If the soil is a fine, 

yellow loam, the roots will readily penetrate 

it in moist seasons, and the tree will grow 

rapidly; but when it has attained a consider¬ 

able size, the great amount of evaporation 

which takes place by the foliage will soon dry 

the loam, and render the roots which are 

embedded in it almost useless. The leaves 

then become diseased for want of sap, mildew 

ensues, and the tree is ruined if means are not 

taken to avert the evil. But it is better to 

prevent it entirely by duly preparing the soil 

before the tree is planted. In all cases it 

should be trenched; and in so doing, if the 

soil, or part of it, is loamy and rather adhesive, 

it should be turned u]) to the top, where it 

can be rendered permeable to rain by mixing 

with such manures or composts as will render 

it open. Turf, which contains much fibre, is 

excellent for the purpose. 

In the south of England, some kinds of 

apricots, such as the Breda and the Eoman 

or Common, bear well as standards if the 

springs ai’e favourable; and although the fruit 

of such is not so lai'ge as from trees on walls, 

yet it is more juic}’ and of richer flavour. 

The trees may be })lanted, as standards, at 

from 20 to 25 feet apart. The apricot, how¬ 

ever, is chiefly cultivated against walls. In 

the warmer parts of the country, east and 

west aspects are suitable; but asj^ects inclined 

to south-west or south-east are to be jrreferred; 

whilst in the northern parts of England, and 

in Scotland, a south aspect is generally neces¬ 

sary to give the finit its full flavour. The 

distance between trees against walls should be 

about 20 feet. Planting may be performed 

in the end of September; for the buds on the 

lower part of the shoots are matured early in 

the season, and growTh stops in August, or 

at least the elongation of the shoots is almost 

entirely arrested at that period of the season, 

for a week. The shoots then make a fresh 

start, and a marked difference may be observed 

between the portion of the shoot produced 

before and that after the stoppage. Now^, 

the older leaves may be cut off from the lower 

part of the shoots when the tree is about to 

be taken up; a few left on the second growth 

will be sufficient to draw sap and maintain cir¬ 

culation till the transplanted tree make fresh 

roots; and having made these before winter, 

it will be ready to push in spring, and in 

the course of the season wdll be well estab¬ 

lished and in a condition to produce vigorous 

shoots for training as principal bi’anches. Al¬ 

though the above jDeriod is mentioned as that 

which is proper on account of the tree making 

fresh roots before winter, for the production 

of which the heat of the ground is highly 

favoiu’able, yet the 02)eration shoiild not be 

undertaken if the weather is dry. In that 

case, it is better to wait till it is moist. Plant¬ 

ing may also be very successfully done any 

time in October, or during the first fortnight 

of November; but if later than this, fresh roots 

cannot be expected to be made before spring. 

It will doubtless frequently happen, that 

borders cannot be prepared so early in the 

autumn as the j)eriods above recommended, 

in which case ])lanting may be performed any 

time during mild weather in the months of 

December and January, but if jwssible not 

later than the middle of February; for, as 

already obseiwed, the apricot vegetates early, 

and it is well known that trees do not grow 

so vigorously if transplanted after they have 

commenced to jDush, as they do when vegeta¬ 

tion is in a comparatively dormant state. 

Pruning and Training.—Fan-training is tlie 

best for the apricot tree, because the branches 
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are apt to die off; and, as explained in treating 

of the plum, vacancies can be most readily 

filled up by adopting that mode of training. 

Besides, the tree is one of those which do not 

admit of horizontal branches being talcen from 

an upright stem, without the risk of such 

branches dying off. The fan method is, there¬ 

fore, the most eligible. Commencing the 

ti-aining with a maiden plant consisting of one 

upright vigorous shoot, let the latter be cut 

down in autumn to 10 indies from the ground, 

and from the buds immediately below the 

section, let three shoots be encouraged, one to 

be trained upright, and one on each side for 

the lowest j^air of branches. It is of the 

utmost importance to manage these three 

shoots so that the two side ones may be as 

strong as or even rather stronger than the 

upright one, which if left to themselves would 

not likely be the case. The central one should 

be checked in the beginning of June, by which 

time its wood will be firm as far up from the 

base as the place to which it will have to be 

cut back in autumn, at which time the two 

side shoots ought to be of equal thickness 

and vigour, and each of them fully stronger 

than the central one. With this in view, the 

trees should be frequently inspected during 

the growing season, and the experienced eye 

will, by a glance at each tree, determine 

whether the above conditions will be fulfilled. 

If the side branches are evidently not keeping 

pace with the central upright, means must be 

taken to check its progress, and the sooner 

such means are taken, the less will be the dif¬ 

ficulty in effecting the object. The flow of 

sap is easily diverted in greater force to any 

shoot that is on an equality, or nearly so, with 

those towards which the flow is intended to 

be in a diminished ratio; but, when any shoot 

or shoots have been in the habit of drawing 

an undue share, and have established a con¬ 

nection with the roots, so as to have a con¬ 

tinuation of an excessive supjJy, it is not an 

easy matter to divert the sap from such free 

channels into those parts where the channels 

are only adapted for a limited supply. It can 

only be effected by encouraging an increased 

breadth of foliage in the w^eak parts, and 

diminishing that connected with the strong. 

If a branch is slender, it will sooner or later 

become strong, according as it is the mediirm 

of communication between a large or small 

amount of foliage on the shoots, whether that 

amount is borne immediately by the branch. 

or on lateral branches and shoots originating 

on it. Bearing in mind this fact, we may 

strengthen a weak branch by encouraging it 

to bear subsidiary branches. If, on the con- 

traiy, a branch is too strong, it may be made 

to grow but very slowly, by permitting it to 

bear only a limited number of side branches, 

if any. By these, and other means pointed 

out in the articles on pruning and training, a 

due projjortion of strength can be insured 

among the branches of the apricot tree, and 

when this is the case, its management in other 

respects is not diflicult. 

The main branches ought to diverge equally; 

when they extend so as to be 15 inches apart, 

each branch should be subdivided into two; 

and when the branches resulting from this 

subdivision have extended so as to be again 

at the above distance apart, they should be 

again subdivided. In this way, the principal 

branches of the tree will be produced with 

regularity, and there will be space for laying 

in young wood for bearing. 

The apricot, when it arrives at a bearing 

state, produces its fruit on the shoots of the 

preceding summer’s growth, and also on spurs 

on wood that is two, three, or more years old. 

The flnest fruit is, however, produced on the 

one and two years old wood, and therefore a 

proper supply of such ought to exist in all 

parts of the tree. Young shoots should be 

laid in between the principal branches, but 

rather thinly than otherwise, for it is an error 

to crowd the tree with more shoots than can 

well 2row, when on half the number of shoots 

much, more fruit would set than the tree could 

possibly bring to perfection. Young shoots 

should therefore be laid in at every 10 or 

12 inches, and ought to be shortened to about 

1 foot in length, a little longer if they are 

strong, and shorter if weak. If they should 

not bear in the following season, that is, when 

they are one year old, they may be allowed to 

remain another year, when they will rarely 

fail if the spring be favourable. The yoiing 

shoot, after having been pruned in autumn, 

should be nailed in the course of the winter 

]>retty close to the old branch, in order to 

afford room for a succession shoot, which should 

be encouraged in the following summer. If 

the shoot first laid in has borne fruit, and if 

at the autumn pruning the young shoot is 

seen to be furnished with blossom buds, the 

one that has borne should then be cut away; 

but if not, both ought to remain another 

68 
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season, in Avhicli no succession one need be 

ti’ained, the older shoot being already accom¬ 

panied with a yoTinger. In the autumn, the 

older of the two should be cut out and the 

younger trained in its place, and for this a 

succession shoot ouglit to be encouraged in 

the following summer. Thus, there will be 

single shoots, originating at about 10 or 

12 inches apart, laid in between the principal 

branches. In the second summei’, from the 

base of each of these shoots another should be 

ti'ained. Or, instead of originating on the 

base of the shoot first laid in, a succession 

shoot may sometimes be eligibly obtained 

from the branch itself, and of such, advantage 

should be taken. When the shoot first laid 

in is in the second summer of its age, a young 

shoot to reifiace it will be growing. If con¬ 

sidered advisable to retain both these for an¬ 

other summer, no young shoot for succession 

will require to be grown in that summer; but, 

if only one be retained, then a succession shoot 

must be encouraged. Besides the shoots to 

be managed as above, spurs will foim along 

the branches. A moderate spx'inkling of these 

should be permitted where the branches would 

otherwise be too naked. From these spui’s, 

however, long shoots oxight not to be allowed 

to grow. The yoixng shoots should be pinched 

or cut back to two buds, when only a few 

inches long. 

Disbudding is an ojxeration which may be 

treated of in connection with summer pruning. 

It consists in removing shoots when they have 

pushed only as far that they can be laid hold 

of between the finger and thumb. The shoots 

which should be so removed ape chiefly those 

in front of the branches, where they would 

otherwise form useless breast-wood. The 

operation should be first performed in the 

upper and mox'e vigorous parts of the tree, and 

after a short interval another portion should 

be removed. The finger and thumb only 

ought to be used when the shoot is in a very 

young herbaceous state; but as soon as it 

becomes somewhat woody, the knife must be 

used, otherwise the bark is apt to be torn, and 

gumming is induced. Indeed, it would be 

better to use the knife in all cases, for the 

wounds made by it are more easily healed 

than those occasioned by pinching; and, by an 

expert hand, the operation may be performed 

with the knife almost as expeditiously as with 

the finger and thumb. The foreright shoots 

having been gradually removed, superfluoxis 

shoots situated elsewhere should either be cut 

clean out, or shortened for spurs. If all the 

branches are maintained in a pi’oper degree of 

vigour, none being allowed to become either 

too weak or too strong—and this will not be 

the case, if care be taken that the different 

branches are furnished with about an equal 

amount of foliage—the siip will be equally dis- . 

tributed, and, as a consequence, the tree will 

be healthy and fruitful, other circumstances 

being favourable. 

Thinning the f niit should be done when it 

is very young, in which state the thinnings 

may be used for tarts. Lai'ge kinds should 

be allow'ed twice the space afforded to those 

which are only half their size. On vigorous 

branche.s, or on shoots that proceed from such, 

more should be left than on parts that are 

weak, for, where this can be done, it will 

prove advantageous in repressing excessive 

vigoiu’. 

Ctdtivation.—Before the mean temperature 

of the air in spring is, on the average, higher 

than tliat of spring or other water which may 

be employed, the soil and subsoil where the 

apricot tree is growing should be examined, 

and if dry, it should be sufficiently watered. 

The examination ought to be made about the 

beginning of March, at Avhich time spring- 

water will in general be several degrees 

warmer than the air, and will therefore rather 

promote than check vegetation. At this sea¬ 

son the surface soil is usually moist enoixgh; 

but loamy subsoils, that have never been 

thoroughly trenched, and rendered porous by 

an admixture of suitable materials, are not 

readily moistened throughout, either by rain 

or mere surface watering. The surface soil 

should be ridged as deeply as can be done 

without interfering with the root.s, and tlie 

ridges ought to run parallel to the wall. The 

hollows between the ridges should then be 

filled with water, and as it subsides the sup¬ 

ply ought to be renewed, until the subsoil is 

thoroughly soaked. This may be sooner 

eflected by making holes with a crowbar, so 

deep as to penetrate a little w'ay into the 

loam; but only a little way, for if the crow¬ 

bar were deeply inserted, the roots would some 

day follow its direction, and thus become more 

deeply embedded than worxld be desirable. 

After the object of this watering has been 

attained, and after the water has fairly sub¬ 

sided from the surface, the ridges may be 

levelled. The tree will then be in a condition 

1 
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to make a healthy gi'owth, wliich it could not 

liave done if a thorough watering had not 

been given. If only the surface roots are sup¬ 

plied with moisture, whilst to those more 

deeply situated the supply is deficient, mil¬ 

dew is apt to attack the foliage; and although 

this most destructive disease may be subdued 

to a considerable extent by flowers of sulphur, 

yet the health of the trees cannot be restored 

whilst the cause of the disease is allowed to 

exist. We have known apricot trees which 

were nearly killed by mildew, notwithstand¬ 

ing the repeated application of sulphur and 

frequent syringing, cured in the following 

manner. Although covering the wall, they 

were taken up in autumn, and, after the bor¬ 

der had been deeply trenched, and the loamy 

subsoil broken up, replanted. In the follow¬ 

ing season they produced healthy foliage, quite 

free from mildew, no application of sulphim 

being necessary. Where a border has not 

been properly prepared, and where the trees 

are severely attacked by mildew, it is advis¬ 

able to take them up, if not too old, and re- 

])lant them after the border has undergone 

due preparation; for although watering as we 

have recommended will be effectual in many 

cases, yet there may be others in which it 

woirld be difficult to iussure the uniform mois¬ 

tening of all parts of the soil where the roots 

may travel, as when they pass ixnder walks, 

&c. If watering be necessary in summer, rain¬ 

water is to be preferred to that from springs, 

for the latter, although in reality no colder 

than it was in spring, or probably even some¬ 

what warmer, yet is relatively much colder 

than the mean temperature of the air in hot, 

dry weatlier in summer, and ought not to be 

applied unless jireviously warmed by exposure 

to the sun and air. 

Protection.—The blossoms of the apricot are 

very liable to be cut off, owing to their apjDcar- 

ing so early in the season. They will bear a 

slight frost, but often perish on being exposed 

to a continuous low tempei’ature for several 

days, especially if it occur after the trees have 

been excited by previous warm weather. Wide 

coping-boards are good, and, in most cases, suf¬ 

ficient protection; but, besides these, woollen 

netting will be necessary in cold situations, 

and in nights of severe frost. The nets may 

also be usefully employed as a protection from 

too much heat, when the fruit is ripening. It 

has often been observed, that in hot, sunny 

weather the fruit of the apricot against a wall 

is soft and ripe on the exposed side, and hard 

and srreen on the side next the wall. This is 
o 

apt to be the case with the Moorpark and other 

large sorts. By partially shading from the 

sun’s rays by netting, the exposed part of the 

fruit will not come forward so rapidly, and the 

shaded side will have time to become more 

mellow. If it do not become perfectly so Avhen 

the other is on the point of being ripe, the 

fruit should be gathered and placed in a warm 

place, with the imperfectly ripened side to¬ 

wards the sun. 

Diseases and Disects.—The apricot is svibject 

to the same diseases, and is attacked, though 

to a less injurious extent, by the same insects, 

as the peach and nectarine. A small yellowish 

green caterpillar (that of Ditula angustiorana, 

Steph.) frequently does considerable injury by 

feeding ttpon the leaves, and forming itself a 

habitation by tying them together by their ex¬ 

tremities, thus causing the foliage to curl up as 

growth proceeds. When full grown, it ties to¬ 

gether some fragments of leaves and changes 

into a brown pupa, from which the perfect 

insect emerges in July, before which time the 

caterpillar should be sought for and destroyed. 

In some of the varieties, and especially the 

Moorpark, whole limbs occasionally perish in 

summer without any apparent cause. By some 

this is supj)osed to result from sunstroke, whilst 

others ascribe it to the sajvvessels being injured 

by frost. 

THE PEACH AND NECTARINE {Amygdalus 

Persica, L.—Icosaudria Monogyuia, L.; Dru- 

pacem D. C., Lind.)—The peach is generally 

considered to be of Persian origin, and is sup¬ 

posed to have been carried into Egypt during 

the reign of Cambyses, then into Greece, and, 

after a laiise of time, into Italy, where it oidy 

began to be known about seven years before 

the Christian era. The native country of the 

peach is, however, still a doubtful point, and, 

as such, we may pass it over. It is extensively 

grown, but with frequently a limited share of 

cultivation, between latitudes 30° and 40°, in 

Asia, Europe, and America. Undei- cu'cuui- 

stances ^particularly favom'able, it will succeed 

considerably beyond these limits, but its de¬ 

ciduous nature requiring a period of rest, it is 

not htted for a tropical climate. On the other 

hand, beyond lat. 48° the ground is too cold 

for its roots, and it will not long continue to 

thrive unless budded on some hardier species; 

the tree, also, requires the shelter of a wall or 

other artificial means of protection. If the 
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summei’ is hot enoiigh to ripen the wood, it 

will stand a severe winter uninjured; hut this 

is not found to he the case with trees in the 

open ground, if the yoi;ng shoots have been 

gi’own under too low a temperature. In 

localities where the mean temperature of Feb¬ 

ruary is 40°, and that of March 44°, the peach 

tree will he in full flower against a south wall 

in the last week in March; and if the mean 

temperature of April is'49°, that of May 55°, 

June 61°, July 64°, and August 63°, the season 

may be considered a favourable one. The gene¬ 

ral crop, in that case, will be ripe in tlie last 

week of August or first week in September, 

and tlie fruit will acquire a high degree of per¬ 

fection. By ai’tificial means, or in a naturally 

warmer climate, the above period of five mouths 

from the time of flowering to that of ri2:)ening 

may be reduced to four, but not advantage¬ 

ously to a shorter jieriod, except in the case 

of very eaily varieties. From the above, it 

will be seen that the peach flowers at a com¬ 

paratively cool period. The blossoms may be 

destroyed by too much heat, but not by cold, 

unless actually frozen; therefore no warmer 

coverings than are just sufficient to protect 

from frost are necessary. 

The different varieties of the peach are very 

difficult to distinguish from the appearance of 

the fruit alone; hence there was much confu¬ 

sion among them before any good mode of 

classification was adojvted. The task, however, 

will be rendered much easier Ivy the follow¬ 

ing arrangement. It is founded on the fruit 

having either melting flesh which {varts readily 

from the stone, or firm flesh clinging to the 

stone; the leaves being serrated, without 

glands, or having either globose or reniform 

glands at their base; and the flowers being 

either large or small. By these means twelve 

sections are formed. The glands are situated 

at the base of the blade of the leaf, or on the 

jietiole. Occasionally the distinctions between 

globose and reniform glands are not very ob¬ 

vious; but it will be observed that the globose 

ones are somewhat pedicellate, and raised above 

the margin of the leaf; whilst the reniform 

or kidney-shaped are indented in the mai’gin. 

The flowers distinguished as large or small in 

some cases nearly ajvproach each other in re¬ 

spect to size; but the small flowers have the 

petals more of an oval shape than the large, 

and their colour is different. The large flowers 

are deeply coloured at the base, whilst their 

disk becomes jvale or nearly white towards the 

margin. The small flowers, on the contrary, 

have their petals more deeply coloured at the 

margin than they are in the middle. 

Class I. — Melting Peaches. 

Flesh parting from the stone. 

Division 1.—Leaves serrated, glandless. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

Madeleine de Courson. Royal Charlotte. 
Malta. Royal George. 
N oblesse. 

Division 2.—Leaves erenate, with globose glands. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. Subdivision 2.—Flowers smaU. 

Acton Scot. 
Barrington. 
George the Fourth. 
Grosse Mignonne. 
Mountaineer. 

Bellegarde. 
Late Admirable. 
Walburtou Admirable. 

Division 3.—Leaves erenate, with, heniform glands. 
Subdivision 1.—Flower's large. Subdivision 2. —Flowers small. 

Pourprde Hative. Chancellor. 
Shanghai. 

Class II. — Clingstone Peaches. 

Flesh firm, adhering to the stone. 

Tlie divisions and subdivisions in this class 

are the same as those in the 2'>receding one; 

but the varieties of which it is composed are 

now scarcely considered worthy of cultiva¬ 

tion in this country. 

1. Madeleine de Courson—syn. Bed Mag¬ 

dalen of Miller, Madeleine Eouge, French 

Magdalen, Bouge Paysanne.—Leaves doubly 

serrated, glandless. Flowers large, pale blush. 

Fruit middle-sized or rather small, globular, 

flattened at the base. Skin bright red next 

the sun, pale gi’eenish white on the shaded 

side. Flesh yellowish white, with very little 

red at the stone, melting, very juicy, sweet, 

and rich. Stone middle-sized, blunt. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 

of Se2itember, and is a good bearer, but the 

tree is rather tender. 

2. Malta—syn. Belle de Paris, Italian, 

Malte de Normandie, Peche de Malte.—Leaves 

doubly serrated, glandless. Flowers large. 

Fruit middle-sized, globular, de2n’essed at the 

summit. Skin slightly downy, finely marbled 

with red next the sun, 2iale green on the shaded 

side. Flesh greenish yellow, very slightly 

tinged with red at the stone, from which it 

parts freely, melting, very juicy, vinous, and 

rich. Stone middle-sized, pointed, rather 

rugged. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 

of Se2itember, keeps well after gathering, and 

bears carriage better than any other melter. 

It is a hardy and excellent sort. 
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3. Noblesse—syn. Lord Montague’s No¬ 
blesse, Mellisb’s Favourite, Vanguard.—Leaves 
doubly serrated, glandless. Flowers large, 
blush. Fruit large, globular, depressed on the 
summit when well grown, otherwise, it is 
sometimes rather pointed. Skin slightly 
dovTiy, pale yellowish green on the shaded 
side; 'red, marbled with streaks and blotches 
of didl red on the side next the sun. Flesh 
white to the stone, from which it parts freely, 
melting, very juicy, rich, and excellent. Stone 
large, pointed, very rugged. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 
of September. 

4. Royal George—syn. Early Royal George, 
Griffin’s Mignonne, Lockyer’s Mignonne, Mil¬ 
let’s Mignonne, Red Magdalen, Madeleine 
Roime a Petites Fleurs, French Chancellor 
and Bourdine of some.—Leaves doubly ser¬ 
rated, glandless. Flowers small, dull red. 
Fruit large, globular. Skin very downy, deep 
red next the sun, pale greenish white dotted 
with red on the shaded side. Flesh pale yel¬ 
low, rayed with red at the stone, from which 
it parts freely, very juicy, melting, rich, and 
vinous. 

It ripens in the end of August or begin¬ 
ning of September. The tree is a good bearer 
and forces well, but is subject to mildew. The 
variety is deserving of extensive cultivation. 

5. Royal Charlotte — syn. Madeleine 
Rouge Tardive, Madeleine Rouge a Moyennes 
Fleurs, Madeleine a Petites Fleurs, Grimwood’s 
Royal Charlotte, New Royal Charlotte, Kew 
Early Purple, Lord Fauconberg’s, Lord Nel¬ 
son’s.—Leaves deeply, doubly, and coarsely 
serrated, glandless. Flowers small, but lai’ger 
than those of the Royal George. Fruit large, 
roundish, deep red next the sun, clouded with 
streaks of darker red; pale yellow, slightly 
mottled on the shaded side. Flesh pale green¬ 
ish yellow, rayed with red at the stone, from 
which it parts freely, juicy, melting, very rich 
and sugary. Stone rather larger and more 
rugged than that of the Royal George. 

It ripens in the beginning of September. 
The variety is allied to the Royal George. 

6. Acton Scot.—Leaves crenated, with glo¬ 
bose glands. Flowers large. Fruit middle- 
sized, round. Skin slightly downy, deep red 
next the sun, marbled with crimson towards 
the shaded side, which is pale yellow or whitish. 
Flesh pale yellow, reddish at the .stone, from 
which it parts freely, juicy, melting, sugary, 
and rich. Stone small. 

It ripens in the end of August, and is an 
excellent early sort. 

7. Grosse Mignonne — syn. Mignonne, 
French Mignonne, Large French Mignonne, 
French Grosse Mignonne, Swiss Mignonne, 
Grimwood’s Royal George, Grimwood’s New 
Royal George, Vineuse, Vineuse de Fromeutin, 
Velout6e, Veloutce de Merlet, Pourpr6e de 
Normandie, Avaut, Purple Avant, Early Purple 
Avant, Eax’ly May, Early French, Early Vine¬ 
yard, Padley’s Early Purple, Neil’s Early Pur¬ 
ple, Johnson’s Early Pui’ple, Johnson’s Purple 
Avant, Forster’s, Forster’s Early, Ronalds’s 
Eaily Galande, Belle Bausse, Belle Bauce, 
Belle Beauts, Kensington, Royal Kensington, 
Royal Sovereign, Superb Royal, Transparent.— 
Leaves crenated, with globose glands. Flowers 
large, deep red. Fruit large, round, somewhat 
depressed, and hollowed at the summit. Skin 
slightly downy, pale yellow on the shaded side, 
mottled with red towards the sunny side, 
which is of a dark red colour. Flesh pale 
yellow, rayed with red at the stone, from 
which it parts freely, melting, juicy, very rich, 
and vinous. Stone small, slightly pointed. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 
of September. The fruit does not bear car¬ 
riage well. The tree is a good bearer, forces 
well, and is not so subject to mildew as the 
sorts with serrated leaves. 

8. Mountaineer.—Leaves crenated, with 
globose glands. Flowers large, blush. Fruit 
large, nearly round, slightly pointed at the 
summit. Skin slightly downy, sometimes 
nearly smooth, pale yellow on the shaded side, 
dotted with red towards the sunny side, which 
is generally of a deep red. Flesh pale yellow¬ 
ish green, rayed with red at the stone, from 
which it parts freely, melting, juicy, and rich, 
with a flavour resembling that of the Belle- 
ffarde. Stone small. 

It ripens in the beginning of September. 
The variety was raised from the Red Nut¬ 

meg Peach, impregnated with the Violette 
Hative Nectarine. 

9. Barrington — syn. Buckingham Mig¬ 
nonne, Colonel Ansley’s.—Leaves crenated, 
with globose glands. Flowers large, bright 
red. Fruit large, round, or somewhat elon¬ 
gated. Skin downy, deep red next the sun, 
pale yellowish green on the shaded side. Flesh 
whitish green, slightly rayed with red at the 
stone, from which it parts freely, very juicy, 
melting, rich, and of high flavour. Stone 
small, with a long sharp point, very rugged. 
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It ripens in tlie middle of September. 

The tree is vigorous, and less subject to 

mildew than most others. 

10. George the Fourth.—Leaves acutely 

crenated, with globose glands. Flowers small, 

dull red. Fruit middle-sized or large, globular, 

with a deep cavity at the footstalk. Skin 

moderately downy, of a fine pale yellow on 

the shaded side, and mottled with bright red 

towards the sunny side, which is of a uniform 

dark crimson. Flesh pale yellow, rayed with 

red at the stone, from which it parts freely, 

melting, sweet, and rich. Stone very small, 

blunt. 
It ripens in the beginning of September,, 

and forces extremely well. 

11. Bellegarde—syn. Brentford Mignonne, 

Galande, French Royal George, Noire de Mon- 

treuil. Large Violet, Violette Hative of the 

English, Early Galande and Smooth-leaved 

Royal George of some.—Leaves crenated, with 

globose glands. Flowers small, reddish pink. 

Fruit large, globular. Skin dark red, streaked 

with dark purple or violet next the sun, pale 

green, slightly tinged wdth yellow on the 

shaded side. Flesh pale yellow, parting freely 

from the stone, at which it is slightly rayed 

with red, melting, juicy, rich, and excellent. 

Stone rather large. 

It ripens in the beginning or middle of 

September, succeeding the Royal George and 

Grosse Mignonne; it also keeps longer after 

gathering than these sorts. The ti'ee is very 

healthy, and not subject to mildew. 

12. Late Admirable—syn. Boudin, Bou- 

dine, Boui’dine, French Bourdine, J udd’s Melt¬ 

ing, IMotteux’s, Royal, La Royale; Belle Bausse, 

Belle Bauce, Pourpree Tardive, and Late Pur¬ 

ple of some.—Leaves crenated, with globose 

glands. Flowers small, pale red. Fruit large, 

roundish, somewhat oblong, with a slight de¬ 

pression at the summit, in which there is com¬ 

monly a small nipjile. Skin very downy, dull 

crimson, with dark streaks next the sun, pale 

green on the shaded side, slightly mottled at 

the junction of the two colours. Flesh jiale 

yellowish green, red at the stone, from which 

it parts freely, melting, and very juicy. Stone 

rather large, with a long sharp point. 

It ripens in the middle or end of Sejitem- 

ber; and is one of the best late peaches either 

for the open ground or forcing. 

13. Walburton Admirable—syn. Wal- 

berton Admirable (Plate II.)—Leaves cre¬ 

nated, wdth globose glands. Flowers small. 

Fruit large, round. Skin pale yellowish green 

on the shaded side, crimson next the sun, 

mottled and clouded wdth darker colour. Flesh 

yellowish white, melting, juicy, rich, and high- 

flavoured. 

It ripens in the end of September or be¬ 

ginning of October. The tree is very hardy, 

and a good bearer. A most excellent variety. 

14. Pourpree Hative—syn. Pourpree Ha¬ 

tive a Grandes Fleurs, Early Avant and Avant 

Rouge of some.—Leaves crenated, with reui- 

form glands. Flowers large. Fruit as large 

as the Grosse Mignonne, which it very much 

resembles in form, colour, and flavour, but it 

ripens a week or ten days earlier than that 

early sort, a very important consideration. 

The Pourpree Hative, probably from the 

similarity of the fruits, has been confused with 

the Grosse Mignonne; but the leaves of the 

one having reniforin glands, and those of the 

other globose glands, there need be no such 

mistakes in future. 

15. Shanghai.—Leaves crenated, wdth reni- 

form glands. Flowers large, deep red. Fruit 

very large, roundish. Skin downy, pale yel¬ 

lowish green on the shaded side, of a delicate 

crimson next the sun. Flesh pale yellow, 

A'^erv deep red at the stone, to Avhich it is par¬ 

tially attached by strong fibres, but not every¬ 

where adherent, as in the Clingstone peaches, 

melting, juicy, and rich. Stone large, obovate. 

It ripens in the middle of September; and 

the tree is a good bearer, but requires a warm 

season and a southern aspect to ripen its fniit 

properly. The fruit should be gathered a da}' 

or two before it is used. 

16. Chancellor—syn. Late Chancellor, 

Chancelliere of Duhamel, Noisette, Stewai’ds 

Late Galande, Edgar’s Late Melting.—Leaves 

crenated, with reniform glands. Flowers small, 

reddish. Fruit large, roundish oval. Skin 

moderately downy, of a uniform dai’k crimson 

next the sun, pale greenish yellow on the 

shaded side, mottled with bright red at the 

junction of the colours. Flesh pale yellow, 

much rayed wdth deep red at the stone, from 

which it parts freely, melting, very juicy, rich, 

and vinous. Stone oblong, pointed at the 

summit, very red. 

It ripens about the middle of September. 

NECTARINES. 

The mode of classification adopted for the 

varieties of the peach is applicable to those of 

the nectarine. 
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Class I,—Melting Nectakines. 

Flesh parting from the stone. 

Division 1.—Leaves serrated, glandless. 
Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. | Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

Division 2.—Leaves crenate, with globose glands. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. I Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

Pitmaston Orange. I 

Division 3.—Leaves crenate, with keniform glands. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. I Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

Stanwick. Balgowan. 
White. Downton. 

Elruge. 

Imperatrice. 
Violette Grosse. 
Violette Hative. 

Class II.—Clingstone Nectarines. 

Flesh firm, adhering to the stone. 

Division 1.—Leaves serrated, gi.andless. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. I Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

Early Newington. I 

Division 2.—Leaves crenated, with globo.se glands. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. | Subdivision 2.—Flowers smaU. 

Division 3.—Leaves crenate, with reniforji glands. 

Subdivision 1.—Flowers large. | Subdivision 2.—Flowers small. 

I Eoman. 

1. Pitmaston Orange-—syn. Williams’s 
Orange, Williams’s Seedling (Plate II.) — 
Leaves crenated, with globose glands. Flowers 

large, bright red. Fruit lai’ge, globular or 
almost heart-shaped, terminating in a small 
point or nipjjle. Skin deep purjile or violet, 
spotted Avith brown next the snn, orange on 
the shaded side, mottled with purple at the 
junction of the colours. Flesh rich yelloAV or 
orange, with short, bright red rays at the 
stone, from which it parts freely, melting, 
juicy, sweet, and of better flavour than the 
other sorts with yellow flesh. Stone large, 
sharp-pointed, very rugged. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 
of September. The tree is hardy, and an abun¬ 
dant bearer. 

2. Stanwick.—Leaves crenated, with reni- 
form glands. Flowers large. Fruit large, 
roundish oval. Skin pale green, like that of 
tlie White Nectarine where shaded, with a 
clear violet blush next the sun. Flesh white, 
parting from the stone, tender, juicy, rich, and 
sugary. Stone middle-sized, ovate, very rugged, 
of a chocolate colour; kernel sweet, like a nut, 
with nothing of the bitter almond flavour. 

It ripened in a peach-house a fortnight later 
than the Bellegarde, on Avhich it was budded. 
It has, however, been found unsuited for cul¬ 
tivation on walls, unless protected, in the early 
part of the season, with glass. 

The variety originated from a stone brought 

from Suedia, in Syria, by the late Mr. Barker, 

formerly Her Majesty’s vice-consul at Aleppo, 

and which was given by him to the Duke of 

Northumberland, and raised at StaiiAvick Park. 

3. White — syn. Cowdray White, New 

White, Emmerton’s New White, Large White, 

Neat’s Wliite, Flanders.—Leaves crenated, 

with reniforin glands. Flowers large. Fruit 

large, roundish, depressed on the summit. 

Skin whitish or pale yellowish green, with a 

slight blush of red next the sun. Flesh 

greenish white, iiarting freely from the stone, 

very juicy, rich, and vinous. Stone middle- 

sized, rugged. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 

of September. 

4. Elruge—syn. Common Elruge, Clare¬ 

mont, Oatlands, Spring Grove.—Leaves cre¬ 

nated, Avith reniform glands. Flowers small, 

pale red. Fruit middle-sized, roundi.sh, in¬ 

clining to oval. Skin dark violet red next 

the sun, pale red towards the shaded side, 

which is Avhitish or pale green. Flesh whit¬ 

ish, tinged Avith red at the stone, from Avhich 

it parts freely, melting, juicy, rich, perfumed, 

and delicious. Stone middle-sized, oval, deeply 

Assured, slightly pointed, light broAvn. 

It ripens in the end of August or begin¬ 

ning of Sejitember. The tree is an abundant 

bearer, and forces well. One of the very best 

varieties. 

5. Violette Hatia'e—syn. Aromatic, Brin- 

ion. Early Bruguon, Brugnon Hatif, Hampton 

Court, Lord Selsey’s Elruge, Large Scarlet, 

NeAv Scarlet, Violet, Early Violet, Violet 

IMusk, Violette Musquee, Violette d’Anger- 

villieres. -— Leaves crenated, with reniform 

glands. Flowers small, reddish. Fruit large, 

roundish. Skin dark purplish red, mottled 

with pale broAvn dots next the sun, pale yel- 

loAvish green on the shaded side. Flesh Avhit¬ 

ish or pale yellowish green, much rayed Avith 

red to some distance from the stone, from 

which it parts freely, melting, juicy, very rich 

and excellent. Stone middle-sized, roundish 

obovate, with flattish rough ridges of a red 

colour. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 

of September, and is one of the very best sorts 

either for the open ground or for forcing. 

6. Violette Grosse—syn. Grosse Violette 

Hative Violette, Le Gros Brugnon.—Leaves 

crenated, with reniform glands. Fhmers small. 

Fruit like that of the Violette Hative, but 
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larger; the stone is likewise larger. The flesh, 

however, is scarcely so rich and fine. 

It ripens in the beginning or middle of 

September, or somewhat later than the Vio- 

lette Hative. 

7. Downton.—Leaves crenated, with reui- 

form glands. Flowers small. Fruit much 

resembling the Violette Hative, but some¬ 

what larger. Flesh melting, rich, and high- 

flavoured. 

It ripens in the end of August or beginning 

of September. The tree is a good bearer and 

of a good constitution, more vigorous than the 

Elruge, between which and the Yiolette Ha¬ 

tive it appears to have been raised. 

8. IjipfiRATRiCE (Plate 11.) —Leaves cre¬ 

nated, with reniform glands. Flowers small. 

Fruit in form and colour resembling the Vio¬ 

lette Hative. Flesh melting, rich, and aro¬ 

matic, parting from the stone, at which it is 

rayed with red, but less so than the Violette 

Hative. Stone middle-sized, ovate. 

It ripens in the beginning of September, 

and will hang and shrivel a little on the tree; 

it is then very rich. The tree is an excellent 

bearer, and appears to have a sound, vigorous 

constitution. 

9. Balgowan.—Leaves crenated, with reni¬ 

form glands. Flowers small. Fruit consider¬ 

ably larger than the Violette Hative, round¬ 

ish oval, broadest at the base. Skin dark red 

next the sun, pale greenish yellow on the 

shaded side, mottled with dull red. Flesh 

pale yellowish green, rayed with red at the 

stone, from which it parts freely, rich, melt¬ 

ing, and excellent. Stone large, oval. 

It ripens in the beginning of September. 

The tree is remarkably vigorous, more so than 

jierhaps that of any other variety of nec¬ 

tarine. On this account, as well as the large 

size of the fruit, it ought to be in every col¬ 

lection. 

10. Early Newington—syn. Early Black 

Newington, New Early Newington, New 

Dark Newington, Black, Early Black, Lu- 

combe’s Black, Lucombe’s Seedling.—Leaves 

doubly serrated, glandless. Floioers large, pale 

red. Fruit large, globular. Skin dark pur¬ 

plish red, marbled with pale brown, next the 

sun; pale green, slightly tinged with yellow, 

on the shaded side. Flesh yellowish white, 

purplish red at the stone, to Avhich it firmly 

adhere.s, firm, juicy, and sweet when perfectly 

ripe. Stone rather large, roundish oval. 

It ripens in the beginning of September. 

11. Boman—syn. Old Homan, Red Roman, 

Brugnon Musqu6, Brugnon Violet Musque.— 

Leaves crenated, with reniform glands. Flowers 

large. Fruit large, roundish, dark red next 

the sun, bright red where less exposed, pale 

green next the Avail. Flesh firm, pale yellow, 

adhering to the stone, from which it requires 

to be sliced, sweet, and tolerably rich Avhen it 

begins to shrivel. 

It ripens in the middle of September, and 

though handsome, yet, on account of its being 

a Clingstone, it is no longer highly esteemed. 

Propagation.—The peach and nectarine are 

propagated by the stones, by budding, and 

sometimes by grafting. 

Propagation by the stone is the mode em¬ 

ployed for neAv varieties, for continuing some 

of the old one.s, occasionally with little varia¬ 

tion, and for stocks. The method of raising 

jfiants from the stones has already been ad- 

vei’ted to in the chapter on propagation. The 

plants Avill frequently be fit for budding in 

the same season, much depending on circum¬ 

stances of soil and climate, Avhether natural or 

artificial, Avith Avhich they may be favom’ed. 

Downing states that, in America, a stone 

planted in autumn Avill vegetate in tlie en¬ 

suing spring, and gi'ow 3 or 4 feet high, and 

may be budded in August or Seiitember. 

The stones may also be placed in pots, vege¬ 

tated and forAvarded in gentle heat during the 

spring, and encouraged by shifting, till the 

Aveather becomes warm enough to admit of 

the plants being turned out in the open air. 

It is occasionally veiy convenient to have 

some young plants of seedling peaches for the 

purpose of budding Avith any scarce variety 

that might fail on the almond or plum stock. 

Budding is the best and most generally 

adopted mode of propagating the peach and 

nectarine. It is necessary, hoAvever, in the 

first })lace, to knoAv the best kinds of stocks. 

The peach stock is, of coui’se, the most 

natural, but experience has proved that, in 

the soil of countries much farther to the north 

than that of its native countiy, the tree does 

not long succeed on its own roots.' “At all 

events, the leaves, after several years, acquire 

partial tinges of yellow; and this goes on 

every year increasing, Avhilst the leaves are 

annually produced narroAver and narrowei', till 

at last the tree becomes useless. Beach trees 

I’eceived by the society from America were 

generally on the peach stock, and all those 

that Avere so iiiAmriably became affected in 
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tlie same way. George the Fourth peach was 

oue of the best of them. lu a series of seasons 

it extended 35 feet along the wall, but being 

on the peach stock, its foliage became so nar¬ 

row and yellow, that it was found necessary 

to remove the ti’ee. The same variety has now 

a healthy green foliage on the plum stock. 

This disease is doubtless the same as that so 

prevalent in America, where it is termed the 

yellows. It is described by the late Mr. Down¬ 

ing, who perished, so much regretted, in con¬ 

sequence of the bui'ning of the Henry Clay 

steamer j but his writings cannot fail still to 

produce a beneficial influence on American 

horticulture. In his Fruits and Fruit-trees 

of America, it is stated ‘that this most seri¬ 

ous malady (the yellows) seems to belong ex¬ 

clusively to this country, and to attack only 

the peach tree. Although it has been the 

gi'eatest enemy of the peach planter for the 

last thirty years, rendering the life of tlie tree 

uncertain, and frequently spreading over and 

destroying the orchards of whole districts, 

still, little is known of its nature, and nothing 

with certainty of its cause. Many slight ob¬ 

servers have confounded it with the effects of 

the peach-borer, but all persons who have 

carefully examined it, know that the two ai’e 

totally distinct. Trees may frequently be at¬ 

tacked by both the yellows and the borer, but 

hundi’eds die of the yellows, when the most 

minute inspection of tlie roots and bi’anches 

can discover no insect or visible cause.’ The 

same author observes that healthy peach stocks 

afford the most natural foundation for the 

^ growth of orchard trees. We admit that it 

is the most natur;il; but when we And that 

whole orchards, some containing from 10,000 

to 20,000 trees, beco-me diseased in America, 

and when in England, all on this stock, and 

on no other, are similarly affected under or¬ 

dinary circumstances, we must conclude that 

the soil in both countries is uncongenial to 

the peach roots. They are soft, spongy, yel¬ 

low— more like a pale carrot than the roots 

of trees we usually see. Most probably the 

soil is too cold for them. This probability is 

strengthened by the following instance. It 

was stated that all trees on the peach stock, 

under ordinary circumstances, were sooner or 

later affected. One of the Shanghai ti’ees in 

the Society’s garden has foliage not tinged 

with yellow as that of the others are, although 

it is, like them, worked on the peach, and is 

of the same age, planted at the same time in 

similar soil, and sharing with the others the 

same aspect. But its luxiu'iant foliage ex¬ 

hibits a healthy dark green colour. Nearly 

opposite to where it is planted there is the 

fire-place of a room adjoining the fruit-i’oom; 

the lower part of the wall is there heated 

through to the south side, so that there the 

latter often exhibits a dry surface when else¬ 

where it is wet; and the ground adjoining 

has been seen thawed when all not near this 

heated portion of wall was frozen; it is there¬ 

fore evident that the roots of this particular 

tree must have been in a warmer medium 

than those of its fellows, and to this different 

circumstance, all others being the same, the 

difference as regards being free from disease 

may be fairly attributed. 

“ These remarks may be the means of pre¬ 

venting the planting of peach trees worked on 

the peach stock, and consequently the- loss of 

the trees when they ought to be at their best. 

Excepting in parts of the world where the 

soil is never too cold, the peach stock ought 

not to be used. It is not the loss of only one 

plantation that has to be considered, for in 

such countries, as some parts of America, the 

trees rush up witli little pains being taken, 

and they quickly bear sufficiently to repay 

that little; but presently disease makes its ajv 

pearance, and the whole has to be oit down. 

The ground having been once cropped witli 

stone fruit, will not bear such again without 

great expense in trenching, compared with 

whicli, that of procuring suitable stocks in 

the first instance would be inconsiderable.”— 

(R. Thompson in Journal of the Hortieidtural 

Society, vol. vii. p. 231.) 

From these facts it is evident that, although 

the peach takes well and grows vigorously 

on the peach stock, yet it soon becomes dis¬ 

eased, and therefore that stock should oidy be 

employed in a temporary manner and in cases 

of emergency. 

The stock next in order, as regards natural 

adaptation for the peach, is the almond, which 

is also of the same genus. Of this, as a stock, 

the French have had long experience, and the 

sort they pi’efer is the hard-shelled sweet 

almond {Amandier doux a coque dure). All 

the varieties of the peach take readily on the 

almond; and it also succeeds well upon it in 

soils that are not cold and damp. Some 

varieties that do not take well on the kinds 

of plum stock usually employed, had i)etter be 

worked on the almond for cultivation in the 

69 
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southern parts of the kingdom, ■whenever pro¬ 

per fruit-tree borders have been formed. 

Plum stocks are those generally employed 

in this country for peaches and nectarines. 

Hardy and almost •wild varieties, called the 

IMuscle from the form of the fruit, and the 

White Pear plum, are those most in use for 

this purpose in the nurseries. It is found 

that all varieties do not succeed equally -well 

on both these stocks. The Muscle is the 

strongest grower, and is the best for those 

kinds that take well on it. The White Pear 

plum is employed for those which nursery¬ 

men term French peaches, but this is a dis¬ 

tinction not very definite. Although many of 

the finer kinds of peaches take more readily 

on this stock than on any other, yet it has 

afterwards the disadvantage of not increasing 

in thickness in a corresponding degree with 

the peach worked upon it. We have seen the 

peach stem twice the thickness of the stock of 

this sort on which it "was growing. The ob¬ 

struction in the flow of sap which this dis¬ 

parity occasions, tends to throw the tree into 

a bearing state, but weakness soon ensues, and 

the trees die oflf sooner than on stocks which 

afford a freer circulation of the sap. The 

French employ the varieties called the Saint- 

Julien, the Damas Hoir, and Myrobolan. M. 

Lepere, of Montreuil, states, that the prefer¬ 

ence is to be given to the Damas Noir, or 

Black Damask, which the cultivators near 

Paris get from Fontenay-aux-Boses; that they 

are cut down nearly to the level of the groimd 

on planting, which is best done in Novem¬ 

ber, and that they are budded when they have 

made fresh shoots fit for being worked at the 

proper season. We have seen trees worked 

upon the Saint-Julien growing so perfectly in 

accordance with the stock, that, even after a 

number of years, scarcely any inequality coidd 

be detected at their junction. It is stated 

{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1853, p. 694) that 

peaches and nectariires succeed well when lu;d- 

ded on the White Magnum Bonum plum. 

The writer recommends the Brassels to be 

worked near the ground, when young, with 

the White Magnum Bonum, and with this he 

asserts no peach or nectarine will ever refuse 

to identify itself. 

The proper time for budding depends on the 

state of the weather. The stocks ought to be 

in condition to run, as propagators term it, that 

is, the inner bai’k should readily separate from 

the alburnum; and the buds must rise freely 

from the shoot, which will generally be the 

case in July. Care should be taken that only 

wood-buds are employed, for if a fruit-bud is 

inserted instead, certain failure will be the 

result. When it is desirable to bud any par¬ 

ticular sort, and if, from some unavoidable 

cause, the operation has been delayed till the 

stocks are set, that is, have the inner bark ad¬ 

hering so firmly to the alburnum that the bud 

will not rise without tearing, it is best to in¬ 

sert the bud with a thin slice of the wood, 

taking care, however, that it is pared flat, so 

that the inner bark may, when tied, be in 

contact with the cambium of the stock. 

The peach and nectarine may also be grafted, 

if care is taken to select for scions shoots with 

Arm, short-jointed wood, and with about 1 inch 

of two-year old wood at the lower end. Such 

should be taken off early in spring, and kept 

with their ends in moist sand till the grafting 

season arrives, that is, as soon as the sap ot 

tree or stock begins to move. When worked, 

the suceessful taking of the grafts is greatly 

promoted by earthing up as high as the top of 

the clay. 

Ml’. Cameron practised, when at Highbeach, 

Essex, the following mode of grafting. He 

says, “ Sow in autumn kernels of peaches, nec¬ 

tarines, or apricots, under the walls where 

they are to remain. They will make a vigor¬ 

ous shoot the following spring, and may either 

be budded in the August of the same year, or 

grafted the March of the year following. Graft¬ 

ing is the mode I prefer, and the scion should 

have \ inch of two-year old wood at its lower 

extremity; at least, I have found scions so 

taken off succeed better than those taken in¬ 

differently from any part of the young wood. 

Cut the stock with a dovetail notch for the 

scion to rest on, and tie it on in the usual 

manner. Bemove the buds of the scion in 

back and front, leaving two on eaeh side and 

a leader; when these have grown 6 or 8 inches, 

pinch off their extremities with the finger and 

thumb, by which means each shoot will throw 

out two others, and thus produce in autumn 

a fan-shaped tree with ten branches. I have 

generally found them bear two or three fruit 

the second year from the graft, and a propor- 

tionably gi’eater number the third year.” — 

(Gardener's Magazine, vol. iii. p. 149.) 

Instead of sowing the stones of peaehes or 

nectarines, we should much prefer those of the | 

almond; for although the peach will take well | 

on the peach stock and grow vigorously,, yet j 

i 
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it will not continue to do so many years. We 

should also employ whip-grafting, taking care 

tliat the inner barks of stock and scion do not 

overlap each other at the lower end, for if they 

do, a projection apt to gum will be formed. 

Soil and Situation.—Iii the climate of Bri¬ 

tain, the peacli requires a wall. In the south¬ 

ern parts of the kingdom it will succeed on 

an east or west aspect, if the locality is not 

too elevated and exposed to cold wiud.s, nor, 

on the other hand, too low and siibject to 

damp and fogs, in consequence of which the 

Avood does not become perfectly ripened. But 

the most favoiirable situation is a Avail with a 

southern aspect. As the peach i-equires to be 

trained against a Avail, it follows that its roots 

must occupy a boi’der in front. If this is 

made as recommended in the chapiters on the 

formation of the fruit and kitchen garden, it 

Avill be fit for the reception of the peach. In 

old wardens, or others in Avhich the borders 

have been formed, some improvements ought 

to be made before young trees are planted. It 

Avill therefore be necessaiy to point out, first, 

the soils, subsoils, and other circumstances which 

are unfavourable to the growth of the ti’ee. in 

order that they may be avoided or remedied. 

The subsoil should be first examined as to 

its condition Avith regard to moisture. If it 

is too Avet, the trees Avill not thrive so long as 

their roots are in a saturated medium, especi¬ 

ally Avhilst this remains in a cold state, neither 

Avill the fruit, under such circumstances, pro¬ 

gress fiivourably. If, however, after midsum¬ 

mer, the moisture should become Avarm, the 

trees Avill not unlikely grow rapidly, but so 

late in the season that the shoots will be im¬ 

perfectly ripened j therefore draining must be 

effected, if possible, in order to carry off all 

moisture that Avould otherwise be stagnant. 

If this is impossible for want of fall or outlet, 

then the level above which drainage may be 

carried out should be ascertained, and a mo¬ 

derate dejjth of soil raised above that level; 

for it is better to raise the border at the ex¬ 

pense of losing say 1 foot of height of wall, 

than to plunge the roots to that depth in a 

medium which Avill prove injurious. In the 

one case, they would absorb nourishment con¬ 

ducive to the health of the whole tree, by en¬ 

croaching only on the height of the Avail to 

the extent of space for a pair of lower branches; 

in the other, being situated in stagnant mois¬ 

ture, they would draw watery, Autiated noiirish- 

ment, and supply it to the Avhole tree. It is 

therefore better that two branches be entirely 

dispensed with, in order to have the rest 

Avell fed, than that all should be improperly 

nourished, and consequently the whole produce 

deteriorated. 

Having adverted to subsoils that are too 

wet for the peach, and the most obvious re¬ 

medy, it Avill now be necessary to direct at¬ 

tention to those Avhich are too dry. Where 

the soil is naturally shallow and resting on a 

subsoil that is dry and gravelly, it often hap¬ 

pens that the tree suffers much from want of 

moisture in dry weather. Exposed to the ac¬ 

cumulated heat of the sun’s rays, often above 

100°, the leaves evaporate an astonishing 

amount of moistiu’e as long as .the roots can 

supply it. Whilst any moisture is to be found 

within their reach, they Avill rapidly absorb it; 

but Avhen all is exhausted their action must 

cease, and the condition of the tree must un¬ 

dergo a change for the worse, for it cannot be 

supposed that the foliage that was in a healthy 

state whilst evaporation was fully suiiplied, can 

continue in the same state when that supply is 

almost entirely stopped. Although the supply 

of moisture from the roots may have ceased, 

evaporation will still continue, drawing, to a 

considerable extent, from the juices of the tree; 

then it is that the red spider commences its 

most determined attacks, and Avhich, if not ar¬ 

rested, would almost ruin the tree in one season. 

In order to conquer these small enemies, much 

labour must be employed, large quantities ot 

water must be Avheeled about, the engine must 

be kept at Avork, and, after all, the trees Avill 

not be so healthy as those that in projierly 

made borders do not require one quarter of 

such labour to be expended upon them. In 

many cases, on e year’s expenditure in Avatering 

and syi’inging, if laid out in preparing the 

border before planting, Avould effect an annual 

saving of nearly an equal amount. As much 

should therefore be done in the first instance 

towards remedying the natural defects of the 

border as circiAmstances Avill permit. The dry 

gravelly subsoil ought to be dug out to the 

depth of 2^ or 3 feet, or as near to these depths 

as it may be possible to obtain good soil to 

replace that removed. Although the bottom 

may be dry, yet, Avith a good depth of soil, 

the trees Avill not suffer readily from drought. 

When soil of the depth of 2^ or 3 feet is Avell 

moistened, either by rain or watering, it takes 

a considerable time before the trees can suffer 

from drought. 
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With regard to the quality of the soil, if 

tlie gi-ound is old and worn out, or if trees 

have long been grown in it, it is not proper 

for the j)each. If it cannot he changed, it 

should be refreshed with other soil. If there 

is a stratum of loam below, let a considerable 

portion of it be brought up to the surface, and 

as much of the top soil turned down to the 

l)ottom, there to be dug over, mixing it at the 

same time with a portion of the loam. When 

black, worn-out soil is turned down in the 

bottom of trenches with previously undisturbed 

yellow loam above it, trees grow vigorously as 

soon as the roots get down to the black soil, 

although in this, when it was at top, they did 

not thrive, doubtless in consequence of the 

small amount of inorganic matter which such 

soil contains. 

If the soil is poor and sandy, the trees will 

not find nourishment to enable them to sup¬ 

port a good crop. A compost of dung and 

loam is better for the peach than dung alone, 

being more lasting, and not so apt to cause 

the trees to gum. Altlrough poor sandy soil 

is not to be approved of, yet, as it can aftci’- 

wards be enriched by suitable composts, it is 

preferable to soil that, on the contrary, is too 

adhesive. Stiff clays are most unfavourable, 

and the most difficult of any to deal with; in 

fact, the peach ouglit not to be planted in 

such. The best plan is to remove the whole, 

and replace with soil of a more friable nature, 

if possible. This may prove too expensive an 

operation for some persons to perform at once, 

but as much as 4 or 6 feet square might be 

cleared o\it where the tree is to be planted, 

and afterwards an additional jiortion could 

possibly be removed in advance of the roots, 

and exchanged for soil from an open part of 

the garden, Avhere the stiff soil can be subjected 

to processes for amelioration which it could 

not be conveniently made to undergo in a 

border, and which will render it suitable for 

some kitchen garden crops. At Montreuil, 

where the culture of the peach is extensively 

carried on, the soil is by no means rich; it 

appears to be a calcareous sandy loam, of a 

yellowish brown colour, and seems to be too 

poor for corn crops. In the grounds of 31. 

Lepcre, one of the most skilful cultivators, 

the borders are prepared, to the distance of 

5 or 6 feet from the wall, by trenching 2 feet 

deep, and mixing well the soil with manure. 

Afterwards, when the trees come to bear heavy 

croj)s, a little manure is forked into the border. 

The success of the Montreuil cukivators, no 

doubt, depends on their mode of pruning, and 

other means which they adopt with the view 

of promoting an equal distribirtion of the sa}\ 

We think that 6 feet is too little for the width 

of the border. Although there is proof that 

a border of the above width will answer, yet 

a greater width will, in most cases, answer 

better. We know that peaches may be grown 

in pots, and, with the advantage of rich soil, 

a dozen of fruits may be grown to fair size, 

but a well-grown tree against a wall may bear 

as many as forty dozens, and to obtain nourish¬ 

ment to siij^iiort such a quantity, the roots 

must have a considerable scope. As space on 

a south border is required for various early 

crops, the breadth may be 12, 15, or 18 feet, 

according to the size of the garden. Where 

an artificial border has to be made, its width 

is often necessarily limited to correspond with 

a certain amount of oirtlay. In that case, the 

made iwrtion of the border should not be less 

than 6 feet, but 8 feet at least would be de¬ 

sirable. From what has been stated, it will 

be understood that, in preparing a border for 

peach trees, the extremes of wetness and dry¬ 

ness must be avoided, or remedied by such 

means as have been pointed out. As to the 

quality of the ground, any good fresh soil will 

answer, provided the trees are well managed. 

Where no expense is to be spared in order 

that an excellent border may be formed, good 

turfy loam should form the principal consti¬ 

tuent, and if the loam can be made into a soi-t 

of compost, by mixing it with a little cow- 

dung and horse-dung, so much the better. A 

little bone-dust and lime may also be incor¬ 

porated. In such a compost, the ti'ee will 

grow quite as vigorously as it ought to do in 

our climate. 

Planting. — The border having been pre¬ 

pared, the next consideration is the distance 

apart at which the trees should be planted. 

In good soil and a warm situation, this may 

be 20 feet; where the soil is not very rich— 

which, indeed, it ought not to be, or where 

the climate is rather cold—the distance may 

be somewhat less, say 18 feet, and it may be 

15 feet; but less than this nnist be considered 

too limited for fan-training. 

The best season for planting is the autumn, 

for the vegetation of the peach takes place earlv 

in spring, and when the plant is then removed, 

it receives a check which is injurious to it. 

When a young stem is cut back after the sap 
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is in full flow and the buds expanding into 

leaf, the portion of stem left has, in conse¬ 

quence, its internal structure much deranged; 

and although it may keep alive and be covered 

with young layers, yet, if the stem were cut 

over many years afterwards, all the portion of 

wood formed previously to the heading back 

will ap}}ear discoloured. On the conti’ary, a 

young stem cut back when the sap is compa¬ 

ratively at rest, or before winter, may die back 

a little way immediately below the section, 

but elsewhere it will exhibit little appearance 

of derangement in its vegetation. If it should 

happen that the planting cannot be done be¬ 

fore vegetation commences in spring, the plants 

should be headed back in autumn, and taken 

up and jianted as early in spring as circum¬ 

stances will permit; or, if it is foreseen that 

the planting cannot, from unfavourable causes, 

be accomplished till late, the plants should be 

taken up early in February, and their roots 

put in the ground in a cool, shaded place, till 

the final planting can be performed. AVhen 

the plants are cut back before they are taken 

up, they should not be cut quite so low as they 

would require to be when planted against the 

wall, in order to leave a choice of well-situated 

buds, to which they can then be cut. 

The trees should be planted as deeply in the 

soil as they were before removal, and about 

C inches from the wall. Some recommend the 

tree to be planted with the budded part out¬ 

ward, but this is immaterial; indeed, if there 

is any wound, it will heal sooner on the south 

side than on the opposite one, especially if 

shaded from the sun’s rays, because on the 

former thicker layers of wood ai-e deposited. 

The mode of planting detailed in the case of 

the plum, Ac., is also applicable to the peach. 

When ])lanted it is well to mulch as far as the 

roots extend with stable litter. 

Mode of Bearing.—As all the parts of a 

tree, except the root, proceed from a single 

bud, it will be necessaiy, for the sake of pre¬ 

cision, to distinguish the progressive stages of 

the growth of those parts. The bud produces 

a shoot on which, during the summer, leaves 

and buds are developed. From the time that 

this shoot pushes in spring till its leaves drop 

in aixtumn, we projDose to designate it as a 

young shoot, corresponding with what the 

French term bourgeon. From the time that 

the young shoot ceases to elongate for the 

season, becomes mature, and drops its leaves in 

autumn, until it begins to push young shoots 

in spring, we shall call it a shaot. In this 

state it is termed a rameau by the French. 

After the shoot begins to push buds and form 

young shoots, it may be called a young stem, 

if occupying the position of a stem; if other¬ 

wise, a young branch. This the French call a 

branche. After the young branch has ma¬ 

tured shoots, or when it is two years old, it 

may be termed a branch. 

As the young shoot proceeds in growth, 

leaves are produced at eveiy node or joint, 

singly, in twos, or in threes; and in the axils 

of each leaf, either fruit-buds or wood-buds 

are formed. In the following spring the blos¬ 

soms open before the wood-buds expand; and 

in the course of the season the fruit is brought 
O 

to maturity. The fruit is also occasionally 

borne on short shoots somewhat resemblinsr 
o 

spurs, which are terminated by a cluster of 

blossom-buds, with a wood-bud or growing 

point in the middle, and which, instead of 

growing, remains almost stationary. Spiu’s 

of this sort are, however, of rare occurrence 

in trees that are managed so as to be properly 

fm-uished with successional bearing shoots. 

For bearing the crop, we ought to depend 

on these shoots, and not on spurs; therefore 

B’ig. 225. til® latter need not be further 

noticed here. 

necessary to be able to 

residily distinguish wood-buds 

from fruit-buds; for if, in prun¬ 

ing, a shoot is cut back to a 

fruit bud, no young shoot can 

proceed from it, and it will 

ultimately die back to the near¬ 

est wood-bud below the section. 

Wood-buds a a, Figs. 225 

and 226, are of a conical, pointed 

form, and consist of scales sur¬ 

rounding a growing point, 

which, under favourable cir¬ 

cumstances, pushes and becomes 

a shoot; but many of them re¬ 

main dormant, especially if the 

shoot is weak and left at full 

length. When, however, the 

shoot is shortened to a wood- 

bud, that bud, stimulated by 

the sap that would otherwise 

flow towards the extremity, is 

almost sure to push. 

Fruit-buds 6 6, Figs. 225 and 226, consist 

of scales, which inclose, not a growing point, 

blit the rudiments of petals, stamens, and 
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Fig. 226. 

Peach—Wood auUd Fruit-bads. 

pistil. They are ovate, and gradually become 

globose, assuming then a hoary appearance, 

from the scales open¬ 

ing andexposing their 

downy integuments. 

They are likewu’se 
much more plunp) 
than the wood-buds. 

It will be observed, 
on referring to the 
accompanying figures, 

that some buds are 
single Avood - buds, 
others are single fruit- 
Imds; frequently the 
buds are double—one 
being a fruit-bud, tile 
other a wood-bud, or 
both may be fruit-buds; and, lastly, some are 
triple buds. These generally consist of two 
fruit-buds with a wood-bud betw'een them. 
As there must be Avood before there can be 
fruit, it is natural for a young tree to jn’oduce 
chiefly wood-buds; but Avhen the tree has at¬ 
tained a considerable size, it is more disposed 
to produce fruit-buds, and pruning becomes 
necessary, in order that fruit-buds may not too 
much ])redominate, for in that case a deficiency 
of young shoots Avould be the consequence. 

Pruniny and Training.—The peach tree 
requires Avhat are termed Avinter pruning and 
summer pruning. The best time for perform¬ 
ing the Avinter pruning is as soon as the leaves 
have fallen; that being the case, it would be 
more properly called autumn than Avinter 
pruning. However, it may be done in the 
latter season, or, indeed, at any time between 
the fall of the leaf and the rising of the sap, 
provided there is not severe frost. Summer 
jiruning should be commenced as soon as the 
shoots begin to push, and is continued as may 
l;e found necessary during the growing season 
Training may be done any time after the ti'ees 
are pruned in autumn or Avinter, and before 
they get into active vegetation in spring 
Summer-training the young shoots ought to 
be carried on Avhen necessary throughout the 

crowing season. 
The peach tree is trained in a variety of 

AvaA's, but the fan method is the best; yet it 
requires particular care and some knowledge 
of the physiology of the tree, otherwdse the 
latter Avill become Aveak at bottom and too 
strong at top, as Avell as exhibit irregular 
growth throughout. 
O O 

Commencing with a maiden plant, consist¬ 

ing of a simple shoot from the bud, as at a, 
Fig. 227; let that be cut back, as at 1, aboA’e 

two eligible buds, situated one on each side, 

and about 9 inches from the surface of the 

ground. Two shoots Avill likely push from 

Fig. 227. 

ct 

these buds in the course of the summer; and 
they should be encouraged to groAv as much 
as possilile during the early part of the season, 
by training them rather upright, as in the 
direction 5 c; but in August they should be 
lowered by degrees to the position cl e. They 
are thus brought nearly to a horizontal posi¬ 
tion, Avith the exceptions of their extremities, 
which are turned upwards, in order still to 
encourage growth; and, so long as they con¬ 
tinue to gTOw, it matters not whether they are 
straight or otherwise, for they Avill be cut off 
at the winter pruning. 

The dotted lines, Fig. 228, corresponding 

Fig. 228. 

with those in Fig. 227, represent the state of 
the tree, as regards its shoots, at the end of 
the first summer’s growth, reckoning from the 
time when the maiden plant was headed back. 
At the ensuing Avinter ja-uning, the shoots 

d, e are cut back, as at 2, Fig. 228, and in the 
course of the summer four shoots/, g, h, i are 
the result. Here it should be observed that 
the extremities of the tAvo loAver branches/y 
are turned upwards during the growing season; 
Avhilst the tAvo upper ones h, i are not so 
favoured, otherwise, from being situated on the 
upper side, they would groAv much stronger 
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than the two lower branches, an occurrence 

which should be carefully guarded against. 

We have now seen that by the first cutting 

of the plant it is divided into two branches; 

aud that by the second cutting, performed 

twelve months afterwards, it is divided into 

four. At the third cutting, which takes j^lace 

after the second summer’s growth, each of the 

four shoots is shortened, as at 3, 3, 3, 3, Fig. 

229. Two shoots, proceeding from buds im¬ 

mediately below each of these cuts, give rise 

to shoots formiug the origin of branches pro¬ 

ceeding in the direction of ab, de, oj), r s. 

Fig. 229. 

When these have made one year’s growth, 

shoots should be allowed to grow from below 

the bases of a, b, ttc., so as to originate the 

branches proceeding in the directions c,f, n, q. 

The branches from a to f, and from n to s, con¬ 

stituting the right and left wings of the tree, 

are now originated. These twelve branches 

spring from the bases of the shoots f, g, h, i, 

Fig. 228. 

The two wings being well established, 

branches, to occupy the centi’al portion from 

g to m, Fig. 229, must be originated. For this 

purpose, two shoots should be allowed to spring 

from near the bases of the two original subdi¬ 

visions of the ti’ee, as represented in the figure. 

Tliese should be respectively subdivided at 4,4, 

so as to give rise to the branches g, k, I, m. Then, 

two buds ought to be allowed to push from 

near the base, in order to form the branches 

i and h, which complete the number of the 

leading branches of the tree. Now, it will be 

observed that, with the exception of the stem 

itself, the bases of the branches from a to /, 

and from n to s, are the oldest parts of the 

tree, above ground at least. Of these branches, 

ab, de, o p, r s are the oldest; cf,nq not 

being allowed to commence formiug till a 

year after the others. The branches a, b, c, for 

example, have the same common origin, all pro¬ 

ceeding from the base of the shoot yj Fig. 228. 

If they wei-e all allowed to originate at the 

same time, the upper one c would take the 

lead of the two below it. It is therefore 

better that they should be established a year 

before a competitor that would occupy a more 

advantageous position is permitted to exist. 

Of the next three branches, namely, d, e,f 

which take their rise from the base of the 

branch f, the upi^ermost is originated a year 

after the two below; aud such is also the case 

with similar branches on the other side of the 

tree. 

The main point to be attended to in training 

the peach, is the maintenance of an equality 

of vigour amongst all the branches. The 

greater the vigilance used in preventing any 

material dei’angenient of the equilibrium, the 

greater will be the ease with which it can be 

maintained. The branches should be fre¬ 

quently examined in detail; a comparative 

inspection ought to be made of every three, of 

the lowest three with the next three, and so 

on; and, again, every three on the one side 

with the three opposite on the other side. If 

one side of the tree is found to be weaker 

than the other, the bi’anches of the weaker 

side should, in general, be elevated above their 

assigned position, and, on the contrary, three 

of the stronger side should be depressed. The 

latter ought also to be disbudded, and their 

summer shoots nailed in before those on the 

weaker side of the tree; and over-vigorous 

shoots should be checked at an early stage of 

their growth. All superfluous shoots ought 

to be dispen.sed with. Whilst a sufficient 

supply of shoots for succession must be en¬ 

couraged, none beyond these should be allowed 

to exist, with the exception of those necessary 

for leaders. If, in the early part of the season, 

it is seen that a succession shoot will unques¬ 

tionably become too strong, it should be stopped 

at an early stage of its growth. A nrrraber of 

other sirccessiou shoots rrray be allowed to grow 

to the lerrgth of 10 inches or 1 foot, and then 

be stopped. Several surrrrner laterals will re¬ 

sult; but they will push irrostly just below 

where the shoot was stbpped; whilst, lower 

dowrr, enough of fruit-birds will in most in¬ 

stances be formed. By these means, the 

amount of foliage will be mirclr less than 

wordd otherwise be the case. With regard 

to the weak side, an ojiposite irrode of proceed¬ 

ing should be adopted-. Shoots rrot absolutely 
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required for succession may very properly be 

allowed to grow. The succession shoots gene¬ 

rally should be trained at full length; and, 

where there is space, the shoots at the extre¬ 

mities of the bearing shoots may also be left 

unshortened. If, on the weak side, a few 

over-strong shoots should start up, they had 

better be checked; but all others on that side 

ought to be encouraged. If we were to count 

the leaves on one side of the tree, and if they 

were found equal in number to those on the 

other, then the amount of vigour w'ould also 

be equal, provided the leaves on both sides 

were of the same average size and equally 

liealthy. This is a fact which should be borne 

in mind, but, in stating it, we do not mean to 

imply that the leaves should be counted, or 

their dimensions calculated. In practice, a 

sufficiently correct e.stimate of the relative 

amount of foliage on both sides can be formed 

by looking at the foliage on branch a, Fig. 229, 

then at that on the opposite branch s, and so on. 

Presuming that a, h, c and d, e,f&ve, according 

to their respective lengths, equally furnished 

with leaves, then the quantity of foliage borne 

by the first three, as compared with the three 

above them, will be nearly as 7 to 9; that 

being about the proportion which the united 

length of a, b, c bears to that of d, e, f In that 

proportion, therefore, the increase of the base 

of the branches d, e will exceed that of the base 

of a, 6, c; and the consequence will be that 

the former must every year become so much 

stronger than the latter, instead of which, it 

would be desirable that they should be of 

equal vigour and thickness. This condition 

would be obviated by not allowing the branches 

to extend beyond the semicircle a, s, but then, 

on referring to the figure, it will be seen that 

a large portion of wall is left uncovered. Sup¬ 

posing the trees to be planted 20 feet apart, 

and the wall to be 12 feet high, the space 

which a tree like that represented in the 

figure might occupy, would be 240 square 

feet; but if limited within the semicircle, it 

would only cover 166 squai’e feet, leaving 74 

square feet, or nearly one-third of the space, 

unoccupied. Father than this should be the 

case, it would be almost better to put up with 

the loss of the three lower branches on each 

side. But, in order to guard against this, 

something may be done; allowing the radius 

of the semicircle to be 10 feet, then the dis¬ 

tance between the branches where they inter¬ 

sect the dotted ai’c line—that is to say, when 

they have extended 10 feet from the centre— 

will be very nearly 21 inches, which would be 

wider than necessary. To fill that space, 

branches may be originated from the uppei' 

side of a, b, c, at about 5 feet from the stem. 

There will then be six branches in connection 

with the base a, b, c, and they may be distri¬ 

buted over the space of wall from a to d, the 

latter being trained closer to e, so that be¬ 

tween these two an intermediate branch may 

not be required; then, if e andy be subdivided, 

there will only be five branches in connection 

with the base d, e,f, instead of six, as in the 

case of the base a, b, c. This will give the latter 

considerable advantage; and, with the other 

means already detailed, an equality of vigour 

as regard.s the first two subdivisions of the tree 

may be maintained, whilst the symmetry of the 

whole is also ])reserved. What has been said 

of the branches on the one side of the tree 

applies, of course, to the corresponding ones 

on the other side. 

With regard to the direction of the branches, 

it may be as well to point out how they may 

be laid off so as to present a regular appear¬ 

ance, without being too crowded in some places 

and too thin in others, as well as to prevent 

loss of time in rectifying errors which may 

easily be avoided in the beginning. 

The system which has been detailed gives 

two jirincipal branches, from near the base of 

each of which three branches are originated, 

and these are each subdivided into three; so 

that the leading branches of the tree consists 

of nine bi'anches on each side, or eighteen in 

all. They form angles of about 9^° with each 

other. Now, if they were laid off at this angle, 

like the radii of a semicircle, there would be 

nine branches on each side and one perpendi¬ 

cular in the centre—a position which, in fan-, 

training, no principal branch should occupy, 

as it is then apt to grow too strong. It is, 

therefore, better to be without it, as in Fig. 

229, in which two spaces ai'e left between 

i and k-, then eight more branches bring us 

down to a, which is elevated 5° above the line 

passing horizontally through the central point, 

and this elevation is an advantage to the lower 

branches. 

From the principal branches shoots for 

bearing should be allowed to proceed, and also 

for subsidiary branches, where space admits of 

such. In our climate, the extremities of the 

shoots do not usually become perfectly ripened, 

and this is one reason why they should gene- 
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rally be sliorteued back, more or less, according 

to circumstances. In shortening back the lead¬ 

ing shoots, it is best to cut to a bud situated 

at the 1,‘ack of the branch, or nearly so, for if 

cut to one at either side, the young shoot forms 

a bend from where it proceeds, and if cut to a 

bud in front, it curv’es outwards; but when cut 

to a bud on the side next the wall, the branch 

grows quite straight. The form 

of the knife used for pruning 

the peach tree is represented in 

Fig. 230. 

The directions for pi-uning 

the peach tree will be easily 

comprehended on reference to 

Figs. 225 and 22G. In Fig. 

22o, the buds marked a are 

wood-buds, and all the others 

blossom-buds. In Fig. 225, we 

have two single wood-buds near 

the base of the shoot; then a 

twin-bud, consisting of a wood- 

bud and a fruit-bud; next a 

single-wood bud; then a trijde- 

bud, composed of two blossom- 

buds and a wood-bud in the 

centre; then a single blossom- 

bud; and, finally, two blossom- 

buds, with a wood-bud between 

them, above which the shoot is 

cut. It would l)e wrong to cut 

to the next lower joint, or 

immediately above the single 

blossom-bud a, for that bud 

would not produce a shoot, and 

the branch would ultimately 

die back to the next wood-bud. 

In Fig. 226, there are only two Peacii-primiiig 

wood-buds; cue, which forms 

the growing point or apex, situated in the 

midst of a cluster of blossom-buds; the other 

near the base of the shoot. Qdierefore, in 

such cases, the shoot must either be left at 

all its length, or cut back above the wood-bud 

at the base. The latter is generally the jjre- 

ferable mode, for a succession shoot would be 

obtained; whereas, if not so cut back, the whole 

would be naked in the following year, with the 

exception of a slight elongation of the growing 

point. 

In the peach tree, all wood that is more than 

one year old serves only to support shoots that 

do or may bear fruit; but enough of main 

branches, and others subsidiary to them, should 

be pro-\ ided for, in oi'der that a sufficiency of 
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bearing shoots in every part of the tree may 

be insm-ed. 

From what has been stated, it is presumed 

that the training of the main bi-anches of the 

tree, and also the subsidiary ones, will be un¬ 

derstood. The management of the beariim 

shoots, and of those which should be produced 

to form a succession to them, remains to be 

considered. 

In Fig. 231, a 

represents a por¬ 

tion of a bi'anch 

before the winter 

pruning; h and c 

are bearing shoots, 

which were shor¬ 

tened at the pi-e- 

vious winter pruning, bore fruit in the fol¬ 

lowing summer, and also jn-oduced the shoots 

d and e for succession. The shoots h and c, 

having once borne, will do so no more, and 

therefoi-e they are cut off close to the origin 

of the succession shoots d and e. These suc¬ 

cession shoots, like their predecessors, are 

shortened at the winter pruning, in order that 

whilst they bear fruit in the ensuing season, 

they may also produce, in their turn, shoots 

foi‘ succession. In general, every bearing shoot 

throughout the tree should have a young shoot 

for succession, and the nearer the young shoot 

springs from the base of the bearing shoot, the 

better. It may be encouraged from the side 

of the bearing shoot next the branch, as at c, 

or from the opposite side, as at d. If at any 

time a bud push closer to the branch than 

whei’e d and e originated, it should be eucou- 

inged, and the stub, which results from re¬ 

peatedly shortening back to near the base of 

the bearing shoots, can then be reduced. In 

fact, wherever there is an opportunity of ob¬ 

taining a succession shoot from the old branch, 

it should not be neglected, jrrovided there is 

room for such young shoot. 

It will now be understood, that the peach 

tree must have a number of principal branches 

to constitrrte what may be termed the frame¬ 

work of the tree, and also srrbsidiary ones to 

fill up as the others diverge; the rest consists 

of bearins: shoots, and from or near the bases 

of these, success!ort ones. These should be all 

managed according to the general principle 

above explained, that is, the bearing shoot is 

shortened, more or less, at the winter jrrrrning. 

This has the effect of iirducing shoots to push 

fi-om the buds oir the part left, and the lowest 

70 

Fig. 230. Fig. 231 
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of these shoots is to be selected to form a suc¬ 

cession ; for the bearing shoot, unless it be the 

leading shoot of a branch, must be cut away 

at the winter pruning. From this it appears 

that the pruning and training of the peach 

tree, when it is once formed, is reduced to 

three very simple proceedings:— 

1. Shoi’teniuor the intended bearins; shoot 

at the winter pi-uning. 

2. Training a succession one in summer. 

3. Tlie removal of the shoots that have borne 

fruit, except such of them as are leading shoots 

of branches. 

The lengtli to which the bearing shoots 

ought to be shortened depends on their vigour, 

and, occasionally, the position of wood-buds; 

for in order to cut immediately above one of 

them, the shoot may have to be cut much 

shorter, or left at greater length than would 

otherwise be advisable. 

The distance along the branches, from one 

bearing shoot to the other, may be about 

1 foot or 14 inches. On a branch that is 

weaker than it ought to be, more succession 

shoots should be encouraged than on the ad¬ 

joining stronger ones, and more space should 

be allowed them, by training those from the 

stronger branch in a limited space. 

Disbudding.—This consists in the removal 

of buds, or rather shoots in a very young 

state. It is evident, that if all the young 

shoots were allowed to grow, they would soon 

become excessively crowded; it is therefore 

necessary that all should be removed, except 

those for which there is sufficient space. The 

operation ought to be commenced by the re¬ 

moval of those situated in front of the strong¬ 

est branches, especially if these are in connec¬ 

tion with branches too strong for the others. 

Then, in a day or two, those in front of 

branches or shoots lower down, should be 

pruned off. Next, a portion of those on the 

bearing shoots ought to be taken off; but in 

doing this care must be taken to preserve the 

lowest shoot on each for succession. Those 

having fruit at their bases should also be left 

untouched at present. According to the state 

of the weather, and, consequently, according 

to the greater or less activity of vegetation, 

the process of disbudding should be regu¬ 

lated. If the weather proves ungenial, and 

vegetation is languid, it is not advisable to 

disbud much at that time; if, on the con¬ 

trary, the days and nights are warm, disbud¬ 

ding should be more closel}^ followed uji. 

Vegetation may commence with a considerable 

degi’ee of activity, but frequently cold weather 

ensues, and the slightly developed leaves 

linger or remain in a stationary condition. 

When they are in this state it is better to 

refrain from disbudding till vegetation again 

become active. Every bud that is being de¬ 

veloped maintains a circulation of sap in its 

vicinity, but when a bud, or the young shoot 

resulting from it, is pinched or cut off, the 

circulation depending upon it must cease, or 

find other channels. In the former case, stag¬ 

nation of the fluids proves injurious to tlie 

general health of the tree; but if the sap 

readily finds other channels, the circulation 

undergoes comparatively little derangement. 

When the young leaves are expanding slowly, 

in consequence of low temperature, we may 

remove from a shoot every pushing bud ex¬ 

cept one, and yet that one will scarcely be 

excited to a more rapid development. If we 

at once remove nine buds from a shoot, and 

leave only one, that one, under any circum¬ 

stances, will not be prepared to receive the 

sap which was in movement towards the other 

nine. In order that the disbudded shoot may 

continue healthy, the disbudding should be 

performed by degrees. The forerights, in the 

fir.st place, and then the others, should be gra¬ 

dually thinned away, till no more shoots and 

foliage are left than there is room to fully 

expose to light. The leading young shoot of 

branches intended to be prolonged should be 

trained at full length. The terminal young 

shoot of bearing branches ought to be al¬ 

lowed to grow till its lower leaves are nearly 

full sized, and then it should be shortened to 

3 inches. Other young shoots having fruit at 

their bases should also be cut or pinched back 

to three or foirr leaves; and, when the fruit 

is thinned, many of such shoots, from the bases 

of which the fruit is removed, may be dis¬ 

pensed with. It will sometimes happen, that 

on shoots laid in for bearing there will be no 

fruit. When this is found to be the case, 

they may be cut off at the base, and the suc¬ 

cession shoot trained in their place. When 

any of the succession shoots appear likely to 

become too vigorous, their tops must bo 

pinched off, but it would be desirable that 

this should be done not lower than 1 foot or 

15 inches from their bases. 

Thinning the Fruit.—If the tree is in a 

healthy state, and the flow of sap distributed 

as equally as possible throughout the respec- 
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tivo branches, the fruit will set in much 

greater abundance than cor;lcl be properly 

matured, and few will drop, unless injured by 

frost when in a young state. It must there¬ 

fore be thinned. To what extent thinning 

should be carried, depends on the vigour of 

the tree and natural size of the fruit. If the 

tree is weakly, its fruit should be left thin, as 

compared with that on a tree that is vigor¬ 

ous ; and on weak branches fewer fruit should 

be left than on the more vigorous branches 

of the same tree. Large-fruited varieties, all 

other circumstances being the same, require 

more thinning than those that are small. 

Nectarines, being generally smaller than such 

peaches as the Noblesse, Barrington, &c., need 

not be so much thinned as these. A vigorous 

tree of good size may be allowed to bear as 

raanjr as twenty dozens, and the fruit, if the 

foliage is healthy, ought to be large and fine. 

Trees are sometimes allowed to bear almost as 

}nany fruits as they will j the consequence is, 

that the trees are weakened in producing a 

great number of stones, but the quantity of 

flash is by no means in proportion, and the 

quality is very inferior. The fruits, though 

numerous, are small, thin fleshed, sour, and 

would be reckoned unfit for use by those ac¬ 

customed to eat peaches or nectarines in per¬ 

fection. 

If there has been no frost to injure the 

kernels in spring, the fruits may be pi’etty 

well thinned at once; but, however healthy 

the tree may be, if the kernel is injured from 

the above-mentioned cause, the fruit is very 

liable to drop, and therefore it is necessary 

to leave a greater number till such time as the 

stone is formed. The first thinning should 

take place when the fruit is scarcely the size 

of a hazel nut. ' By that time it will be seen 

that some of the fruits are larger than others. 

The smallest, of course, should be dispensed 

with. In removing the superfluous fruits, 

care should be taken not to tear the bark of 

the shoots, as is likely to be the case if the 

fruit is pulled backwards towards the base of 

the shoot. The fruit should be a little twisted 

and pressed in the opposite direction, or it may 

be cut or clipped off. 

Other Culture.—With regard to the routine 

culture during the summer, besides the opera¬ 

tions of pruning and training, one of the most 

essential points to be attended to is the con¬ 

dition of the roots in respect to moisture. In 

one week, the roots may have just enough 

moisture, and if the weather is hot, the tree 

will make shoots and foliage with great rajji- 

dity; in the second week, rain may not fall 

in sufficient quantity to reach down to the 

roots, which have then to meet an increased 

demand from a diminished source of supply; 

and in the third week, the tree exhibits 

symptoms of disease. The leaves droop and 

lose their healthy green hue; and although 

this appearance may have the effect of caus¬ 

ing the watering tubs to be employed, yet 

when full-grown leaves have once been al¬ 

lowed to droop and assume a yellowish, sickly 

tinge, they cannot again be brought quite to 

their former healthy condition, even if the 

attacks of insects, induced by dryness, had not 

to be taken into account. It is much easier 

to keep a tree healthy than to recover it after 

it has been allowed to become sickly. Let the 

border, therefore, be frequently inspected to 

the depth of the roots. If necessary, let the 

soil be forked over in ridges, and let the hol¬ 

lows be filled and refilled with water till the 

border is thoroughly moistened to the bottom. 

When the top soil has ch’ied, so as to be in 

working condition, it should be levelled; and 

if a good mulching of stable litter can be given, 

it will keep the ground longer moist, as well 

as afford good nourishment to assist the swell¬ 

ing of the fruit. 

When the trees are kept in a proper c.on- 

dition as regards moisture at the root, less 

syringing will be necessary; nevertheless, it is 

very beneficial. It is a good plan to syringe 

not only the trees, but the whole wall, several 

times before the flowers begin to open. It 

must be discontinued whilst the trees are in 

bloom, but it should he resumed as soon as 

the fruit is set. At that early period, and 

whilst the nights are cold, it is best to syringe 

early in the morning; later in the season, four 

p.M. is a good time to commence. 

B}" taking care that the soil about the roots 

is never allowed to become too dry, and by 

syringing the foliage, the destructive attacks 

of the red sjuder will be prevented; finally, 

by syringing the trees, and then dusting them 

with snuff or powdered tobacco leaves, the 

green fly will be annihilated. Attention to 

these matters will insure a healthy foliage, 

and, consequently, healthy shoots; and if 

these ai’e ])roperly managed, according to the 

directions given for pruning and training, 

well-grown trees and abundant crops will be 

insured, where the climate is at all favourable. 
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AVhen tlie fruit approaclies maturity, it 

should be exposed to the direct rays of the 

sun, by putting aside any leaves that shade 

it. By so doing, the fruit becomes sooner and 

better ripened. In cold seasons and rather 

uufavoui’able situations, this should be more 

esjiecially attended to. 

Gathering.—Insti’uments of a funnel shape, 

lined with velvet or other soft substance, have 

been recommended for gathering peaches with¬ 

out handling them, but nothing is better than 

the hand; for, with it, the fruit can be grasped 

and pulled without touching the crown or part 

next the siin. The peach should be taken in 

the hollow of the hand, and the softest parts 

of the thumb and all the fingers applied, as 

much as possible, behind the fruit. If the 

latter is perfectly ripe, it will easily part from 

the tree; so easily, indeed, that when the 

whole presisure is divided among the parts 

brought in contact with it, no place can be 

bruised. The fniit is often well coloured 

next the sun before it is ripe, the part next 

the wall being still green; but afterwards the 

green acquires a yellow tinge, by which the 

ripening can be known. Peaches may be 

gathered in the heat of the day, without suf¬ 

fering any deterioration as regards flavour. 

Diseases and Insects.—If the peach tree is 

managed as we have recommended, it will 

generally be healthy. Under the best man¬ 

agement, however, some trees will become 

diseased. 

Gumviing is the most to be dreaded, and is 

very difficult to cure; indeed, if it pervades 

the tree to any considerable extent, the sooner 

the latter is dug up and replaced by a healthy 

subject the better. If the symptoms are but 

slight, the bark should be frequently well 

washed with a brush and w'ater; this oujrht 

to be done in moist weather. The disease is 

apt to occiir when the trees are planted in 

soil too richly manured, and whenever strong 

shoots are allowed to grow as much as they 

will, and are then cixt back. It is not well 

to ^xlant the tree with too much manure; but 

if that has been done, and the tree is inclined 

to over-luxuriance, the greater care must be 

taken to divide the sap among the branches 

by judicious summer pruning, so that there 

may be no large pieces to cut out at the winter 

pruning. 

The mildew is also very destructive, but 

may be got rid of by means of flowei's of sul¬ 

phur, which should be applied on the first 

appearance of the disease. Indeed, it is a 

good plan to dust the trees over before mildew 

makes its appearance at all. 

Blistered leaves are occasioned by cold, and 

particularly when this occurs after warm 

weather. The growth of the midrib is ar¬ 

rested, and the circulation of the sap being 

obstructed, the leaves, or part of them, be¬ 

come swollen, inert masses. There is no cure. 

The preventive is, of course, warm coveilng. 

The leaves that are most affected should be 

taken ofi’ at once, and those that are partially 

so as soon as warm weather sets in to produce 

fresh healthy foliage. 

The yellows is a disease little heard of, ex- 

I cept in America, where it destroys whole 

orchards in a few years. It invariably mani¬ 

fests itself in trees growing on the peach stock, 

and, consequently, in order to avoid it, they 

should be woi’ked on the piluni or on the 

almond. 

Sun-burning.—The bark of trees becomes 

scorched, in conseqxxence of exposure to the 

sun’s rays. These take most effect on the 

stem and thick naked branches; to guard 

against ill effects arising from this cause, the 

former should be protected with tiles, slates, 

or any other suitable material, the latter by 

training some of the young shoots over them. 

The peach or poplar saw-fly (Tenthredo 

'populi) deposits its eggs on the leaves of the 

peach and apricot in spring; and from them 

is hatched, in a few days, a j)ale green grub, 

which soon afterwards spins itself a web for 

protection, and begins to feed upon the foliage. 

When it has attained its full size, it descends 

to the ground, and spins itself a cocoon in the 

earth, where it remains till about the middle 

of April, when the perfect insect makes its 

appearance. Searching for the eggs at the 

time they are deposited, and burning the 

leaves upon which they are found, is the best 

preventive; but if not observed in time, the 

trees must be freed from the larvxe by hand¬ 

picking. 

The red-legged g.ardeu weevil {Otiorhynchus 

tenebricosus), a small, black beetle, sometimes 

does great mischief to peach and apricot trees 

by devouring the buds, leaxes, and young 

shoots. The beetles hide themselves during 

the day in the earth round the stem of the 

tree, or in crevices in the wall, from which 

they emerge at night to carry on their ravages. 

Hand-picking at night, and pouring boiling 

water over the beetles, is the only known 
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means of effecting their destruction. It is 

better, however, to kill the larvpo, which are 

destructive to the roots of most fruit-trees 

and vegetables, by removing the soil from the 

foot of the wall and sprinkling salt upon it. 

The caterjhllars of the figure-of-8-moth 

{Episema ccervdeocephala) are very partial to 

tlie leaves of the peach; and, whenever ob¬ 

served, should be removed by hand-picking. 

The plum-tree tortrix (Tortrix WoRherianu) 

also attacks the peach and apricot. The means 

already recommended should be adopted for 

its destruction. The garden-chafer {Anisoplia 

horticola) feeds upon the leaves and flowers j 

it should, therefore, be sought after and de¬ 

stroyed whenever it appears, a trouble whicb 

is frequently rendered unnecessary by the 

formidable enemies which this insect finds in 

sparrows and several other birds. 

Aphides often pi’ove troublesome; and, a.s 

they multiply with astonishing rapidity, unless 

destroyed on their first appearance, prove very 

injurious. Fumigation, syringing, and after¬ 

wards dusting with snuff, powdered tobacco, 

and syringing wdth a decoction of tobacco, are 

the most approved remedies. 

The red spider (yl earns telarius) and thrips 

attack the peach; but, if the trees are properly 

managed, are seldom very troublesome in the 

open groimd. Should they, however, make 

their appearance, they must be destroyed by 

the application of sulphur, and by copious 

syringing. 

Earwigs and ants are very destructive to 

the ripe fruit; the former are easily trapped, 

by dozens, in pieces of bean-stalk 6 or 8 inches 

in length, and from which they should be 

blown every morning into a bottle of water. 

The ants may be driven away by frequently 

hoeing the border; and by raking it from time 

to time, the more redoubtable attacks of biped 

depredators may, in most cases, be almost en¬ 

tirely prevented. 

THE ALMOND {Amygdalus communis, L.— 

Icosandria Monogynia, L.; Rosacere, D. C.; 

Drupacere, Lind.) is a deciduous tree, growing 

to the height of 15 or 20 feet, a native of the 

wai'mer ])arts of Asia. The fruit consists of 

a dry or fle.shy husk, and a shell of a greater 

or less degree of hardness, containing a kernel, 

which is sweet or bitter according to the 

variety, and which is the edible portion. The 

kernel of the sweet varieties is eaten at the 

dessert, and is largely used in confectionery 

and cookery. It also yields an oil, which is 

employed in medicine and the arts, e.specially 

in perfumery. The bitter almonds are iised 

in the pi’oduction of noyau, and for flavouring 

confectionery. They are poisonous to birds 

and animals, a property which is due to their 

containing hydrocyanic acid; they also yield 

an oil which is extensively used in flavouring, 

but great caution should be exercised in its 

use, as it is vei-y poisonous. 

The almond seldom bears any considerable 

quantity of fruit, even in the southern parts 

of the kingdom; for the blossoms appearing 

in March, and sometimes in February, are 

frequently destroyed by frost; and even if 

they do escape, there is rarely sufficient sun 

heat to ripen the fruit as well as that imported 

from the south of France, and which can be 

purchased at a cheaper rate than almonds 

could be produced in this country. The tree 

is, therefore, rarely planted for any other pur¬ 

pose than ornament, or occasionally as a stock 

for the peach and nectarine. 

Little is known respecting the comparative 

merits in this country of the varieties; and the 

following particulars as to the principal sorts 

are, with the exception of such synonyms as 

could be discovered in the present imperfect 

state of our knowledge, chiefly taken upon 

the authority of M. Vilmorin, in the Transac¬ 

tions of the Horticultural Society of London, 

vol. iv. p. 408:— 

1. Common—syn. Common Sweet, Aman- 

dier Commun, Amandier h. petit fruit, Amande 

Commune. — Nut about L{- inch in length; 

shell hard and smooth, terminating in a sharj) 

point; kernel small, sweet, but inferior to that 

of the other kinds. It is productive, and the 

sort most commonly cultivated in France. 

According to Downing, it is one of the most 

hardy and productive kinds in the climate of 

New York. It is frequently used as a stock 

for the peach. 

2. Hard-SHELLED Sweet—syn. Amande 

douce a coque dure.-—-N ut about 1 ^ inch long, 

smooth, and of a dull colour; shell thick and 

hard; kernel small. It only difiers from the 

Common in having larger fruit; it is the sort 

preferred for stocks. 

3. Soft-SHELLED Sweet—syn. Amande 

douce a coque tendre, Amande Sultane a coque 

tendre—resembles the preceding, but has a 

tender shell; kernel sweet and of good flavour, 

usually eaten in a young state. Yery pro¬ 

ductive in France. 

4. Ladies’ Almond—syn. Amandier des 
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llames, Amande des Dames, Amande Prin- 

cepe, Amande a coque tres tendre.—Nut oval, 

more than 1 inch in length; shell of a light 

colour, porous, and so tender that it can be 

broken between the lingers; kernel sweet and 

rich. It is considered the best sort, but ap- 

]iears not to be so hai'dy as the Common. 

This variety is synonymous with the Aman- 

dier d coque tendre of Duhamel, and perhaps, 

therefore, the same as the Soft-shelled Sweet 

Almond. 

5. Sultana Almond—syu. Amandier Sul- 

tane, Amande Snltane.—The nut resembles 

that of the Ladies’ Almond, but is smaller; 

and it is, probably, only a trifling variation 

of that sort. The tree is not an abundant 

bearer, and is peculiar to the south of France. 

6. PiSTACHlA Almond—syn. Amandier Pis- 

tache, Amande Pistache.—The nut of this is 

small, somewhat resembling a i)istachia nut in 

size and form. 

7. Bitter Almond.—This differs little from 

the Common, excejit in the kernel being bitter. 

The shell is generally hard and of a dark 

colour; but there are sevei’al sub-varieties, 

differing in the size of the nut, as well as in 

the colour and thickness of the shell. 

8. Peach Almond—syn. Amandier Pecher, 

Amande P^che, Amande h pulpe.—This ap- 

])ears to be a cross between the peach and 

almond. It produces two kinds of fruit on 

the same tree, and sometimes on the same 

branch. The one is large, fleshy, and succu¬ 

lent, like a peach, but bitter, and only edible 

when cooked; the other has only a dry husk 

like the almond. They both contain a stone 

with a tolerably sweet kernel. 

The almond prefers a warm, deep soil, well 

drained, and not too heavy. It also requires 

a sheltered situation, and a warm aspect. Pro¬ 

pagation is effected by seed, and by budding 

on the almond or on the plum stock, for the 

perpetuation of the varieties. In raising from 

seed, the finest and most perfectly ripened 

almonds should be selected and stratified in 

damp sand, in November. When they have 

germinated, they may be planted in March or 

April, 2 inches deep, in light, rich, well dug 

ground, and in a warm situation. They may 

be placed 18 inches apart, in rows 2 feet 

asunder, and many of them may be budded 

near the ground the same year, or standard 

high when two or three years older. In the 

autumn of the year after budding, the young- 

trees may be planted where they are to re¬ 

main ; they should be carefully taken up, so 

as to preserve the fibrous roots as much as pos¬ 

sible, and the tap roots should be shortened by 

about one-third of their length. They ought 

then to be jdanted in well- trenched ground, 

and su})ported with stakes till well established. 

Though the almond stock is generally to be 

prefeiTed, yet when the subsoil where the 

trees are to be grown is of a cold, moist, heavy 

nature, and where the surface soil is shallow, 

it is generally better to bud upon the plum, 

as its roots do not strike so deeply into the 

ground, and are not so liable to suffer from 

an excess of humidity. The almond may bo 

trained as a standard, half standard, dwarf 

standard, or as a pyramid; and, in respect to 

pruning, it may be treated like the apricot. 

If fruit be produced, as sometimes happens, 

it may either be gathered whilst the shell is 

soft for immediate use, or it may remain on 

the trees till it drop. After gathering, the 

husks should be taken off and the nuts spread 

out on the shelves of the fruit-room to dry. 

Afterwards, they may be packed in dry, clean 

sand, and kept in a dry, cool place. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

THE GOOSEBERRY, CURRANT, RASPBERRY, 

STRAWBERRY, ELDER, MULBERRY, 

CRANBERRY, &c. 

THE GOOSEBERRY {Eibes Grossularia, L.,and 

Rihes Uva-crispa, L.—Pentandria Monogynia, 

L.; Grossulariem, D. C.; Grossulariacese, Lind.) 

is a deciduous shrub, a native of Britain and 

other parts of Eurojie. The plant is very 

hardy, although the blossoms and young fruit 

are very liable to be destroyed by late spring 

frosts. It succeeds, near the level of the sea, 

in the most northern parts of the island, and 

even far above that level as far north as lati¬ 

tude 57° 15'; for, according to some interest¬ 

ing observations made by the Rev. James Far- 

quharson, of Alford, and published in Murray s 

Encyclopedia of Geography, it only ceases to 

be productive at an elevation of 900 feet. The 

gooseberry not only grows and bears well in 

the comparatively cool climate of Scotland and 

the north of England, but the fruit is also 

better flavoured than in the hotter parts of 

the south. The fruit is not so good when it 

is rajiidly brought to maturity by ^•ery hot 
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weather, as it is when brought forward slowly 

by a moderate temperature. At Alford the 

mean temperature of July is about 56° or 57°, 

and that of August about 56°; at Glasgow, tlie 

mean of those months is respectively 61'25° 

and 59-78°; at Manchester, about the same; 

and at Lancaster, 57-71° and 57-05°. At these 

places the fruit acquires its full richness of 

flavour; but near London, where the mean of 

July is about 63°, and that of August about 

62°, it is frequently overheated in ripening; 

the large sorts with thin skins appear as if 

parboiled, especially where the soil is not ten¬ 

der, rich, well manured, and moist, likewise 

where the trees are pruned so as not to afford 

sufficient shade. 

In consequence of the great number of 

gooseberry shows held in Lancashire, Cheshire, 

and Yorkshire, the cultivation of this fruit has 

been carried to a wonderful perfection as re¬ 

gards size, but the prizes being almost exclu¬ 

sively offered for the heaviest berries, the 

improvement as regards flavotir has not pro¬ 

gressed in a corresponding degree in these dis¬ 

tricts. This is to be regretted; for, doubtless, 

if prizes were offered for seedlings of the best 

flavour, sorts superior in this respect would be 

produced. Many of the varieties that are 

large and coarse are, however, very useful for 

culinary j^urposes, for the young fruit soon 

acquires a size fit for pies, tarts, and puddings; 

hence they are of gi’eat importance in the 

neighbourhood of large towns. In this way 

the gooseberry, though not the first ripe, is 

of all hardy fruits the earliest fit for use. 

Of the varieties, which are very numerous, the 

following are amongst the most esteemed :— 

Class I. — Fruit Red. 

§ 1.—Surface hispid. 

1. Red Champagne—syn. Countess of Errol, Dr. 

Davis’s Upright, Red Turkey and Ironmonger of some. 

— Branches remarkably erect. Fniit small, roundish 

oblong, hairy, light red, rather thick-skinned, very rich 

and excellent, with a clear vinous pulp. Middling early, 

and a good bearer. 

2. Red Warrington — syn. Aston, Aston Seedling, 

Volunteer. — Branches pendulous, armed with strong 

prickles, which are generally triple. Fruit roundish 

oblong, hairy, red, thick-skinned, with a clear, rich, 

vinous pulp. Late, and an abundant hearer. One of the 

best sorts. 

3. Scotch Best Jam—syn. Dumpling, Ironmonger of 

some.—Branches erect. Leaves pubescent above. Fruit 

small, roundish, slightly hairy, dark red, thick-skinned, 

brisk, and rich. Middling early, and a good bearer. 

4. Ironmonger—syn. Hairy Black.—Branches spread¬ 

ing. Leaves pubescent. Fruit small, roundish, hairy, 

dark red, with ratlier a thick skin, rich, and very good. 

but not so rich as the Red Champagne, with which it is 

often confounded. Middling early. 

5. Raspberry—syn. Old Preserver.—Branches spread¬ 

ing, somewhat pendulous. Fruit small, roundish oblong, 

hairy, dark red, thick-skinned, rich, and sweet, with a 

raspberry flavour. Very early, and a good bearer. 

6. Irish Plu.m—Branches erect. Fruit middle-sized, 

roundish, hairy, dark red, thick-skinned, vinous, and 

rich. Middling early. 

7. Keens’ Seedling—syn. Keens’ Seedling Warring¬ 

ton. — Branches somewhat pendulous. Fruit middle- 

sized, oblong, very hairy, bright red, thin-skinned, rich, 

and excellent. A good bearer, ripening earlier than the 

Red Warrington. 

8. Rough Red—^syn. Little Red Hairy, Old Scotch 

Red, Thick-skinned Red. — Branches spreading, rather 

upright. Leaves smooth. Fruit small, roundish, very 

hairy, dark red, rather thick-skinned, of good flavour. 

Early, and an abundant bearer. Esteemed for preserving. 

9. Small Dark Rough Red—syn. Small Rough Red. 

—Branches spreading, rather upright. Leaves pubescent. 

Fruit small, round, very hairy, dark red, nearly black 

when fully ripe, rather thick-skinned, of good flavour. 

Early, and an abundant bearer. 

10. Rob Roy.—Branches erect. Fruit middle-sized, 

obovate, hairy, pale red, of rich flavour. Very early. 

11. Beaumont’s Red.—Branches very erect. Leaves 

pubescent above, dark green. Fruit middle-sized, round¬ 

ish oblong, very hairy, dark red, nearly black when fully 

ripe, thin-skinned, rich, and sweet. Very early, and a 

moderate bearer. 

12. Red Mogul —Branches spreading, somewhat pen¬ 

dulous. Leaves smooth. Fruit small, roundish oblong, 

bairy, red, thin-skinned, sweet, and very good. Middle- 

ing early, and a good bearer. 

13. Large Red Oval.—Branches spreading. Fruit 

large, oval, hairy, bright red, thick-skinned, vinous, and 

rich. Rather late, and a good bearer. 

14. Leigh’s Rifleman—syn. Allcock’s Duke of York, 

Grange’s Admirable, Yates’s Royal Anne. — Branches 

somewhat erect. Fruit very large, roundish oblong, 

hairy, red intermixed with green, thick-skinned, sharp, 

rich, and agreeable. Late, and a good bearer. 

13. Bratherton’s Lord op the Manor.—Branches 

spreading. Fruit very large, roundish, hairy, red, rather 

thick-skinned, very good. Late, and a good bearer. 

16. Lomas's Victory.—Branches somewhat pendulous. 

Fruit rather large, roundish oblong, hairy, light red, 

thin-skinned, of moderately good flavour. The unripe 

berries are esteemed for cooking. 

17. Milling’s Crown Bob.— Branches pendulous. 

Fndt very large, roundish oblong, hairy, red mixed witli 

green near the stalk, bright red towards the opposite 

end, thin-skinned, and of good flavour. Rather late; an 

abundant bearer. 
18. Denny’s Shakspeare.—Branches erect. Fruit 

very large, roundish, hairy, red, thick-skinned, and well 

flavoured. Late. 
19. Cheshire L.vdy.—Branches erect. Leaves puhe.s- 

cent. Fruit middle-sized, oblong, hairy, deep red, rich, 

and excellent, with a clear pulp. Rather late. 

§ 2.—Surface downy. 

20. Miss Bold—syn. Pigeon’s Egg of some.—Branches 

spreading, somewhat erect. Leaves pubescent above. 

Fruit middle-sized, roundish oblong, very downy, some¬ 

times slightly hairy, light red, tender-skinned, sweet, and 

of very good flavour. Early, and an abundant bearer. 
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21. Bekkv’s Fakmer’s Glout.—Bi-anches somewhat 

]>eiidulous. Leaves slightly pubescent above. Fruit very 

large, ohovate, downy, red intermixed with green, thick- 

skinned, well flavoured. Middling early; an abundant 

hearer. 

22. IIampsun’s Tantararara. — Branches erect. 

Leaves pubescent. Fruit middle-sized, ohovate, downy, 

red, very good. Middling early. 

§ 3.—Surface smooth. 

23. Small Red Globe — syn. Smooth Scotch.— 

Branches erect. Leaves shining, dark green. Fruit 

small, roundish, generally smooth, sometimes slightly 

hairy, dark red, thick-skinned, sharp, and rich. Rather 

lute, and a good bearer. 

24. Red Turkey—syn. Smooth Red.—Branches some¬ 

what erect. Fruit small, ohovate, smooth, shining, dark 

red, thick-skinned, of an agreeable, sweet flavour. Late, 

and a good bearer. 

25. Rider’s Scekted Lemox.—Branches spreading. 

Fruit large, ohovate, smooth, red, moderately thick- 

skinned, very good. Rather late, and an abundant bearer. 

Class II.—Fruit Yellow. 

§ 4.—Surface hispid. 

26. Yellow Champagne — syn. Hairy Amber — 

Branches erect. Fruit small, roundish oblong, hairy, 

yellow, thin-skinned, rich and excellent. Rather late ; 

an abundant hearcar. The best yellow-fruited variety. 

27. Sulphur—syn. Rough Yellow.—Branches erect. 

Fruit small, roundish, hairy, yellow, moderately thick- 

skinned, of rich flavour. Rather late; a good bearer. 

28. llEBBURN Yellow Aston.—Branches erect. Fruit 

small, roundish oblong, hairy, deep yellow, thin-skinned, 

very good. Middling early ; an abundant bearer. 

29. Yellows.mith. — Branches erect. Fruit small, 

roundish oblong, hairy, yellow, rather thin-skinned, sweet 

and rich. Middling early, and a good bearer. 

30. Early Sulphur—syn. Golden Ball, Golden Bull, 

Moss’s Seedling.—Branches erect, armed with numerous 

strong prickles, which are generally triple. Leaves light 

green, pubescent above. Fruit middle-sized, roundish 

oblong, very hairy, bright yellow, thin-skinned, tolerably 

good. Very early, and an abundant bearer. Its earliness 

is its principal merit. It is distinguished from the Sul¬ 

phur by its earliness, and the leaves being puhescei.t. 

§ 5.—Surface downy. 

31. Rumbullion—syn. Round Yellow’, Yellow Globe. 

—Branches erect. Fruit small, roundish oblong, very 

downy, pale yellow, rather thick-skinned, of moderately 

good flavour Middling early, and a very abundant bearer. 
It is much cultivated for bottling. 

§ 6.—Surface smooth. 

32. Beau.mont’s Smiling Beauty.—Branches some¬ 

what pendulous. Fruit large, oblong, quite smooth, yel¬ 

lowish white, thin-skinned, somewhat transparent, sweet, 
and good. Early, and an abundant bearer. 

33. Yellow Ball.—Branches erect. Fruit middle- 

sized, roundish, smooth, yellow, thick-skinned, of good 

flavour. Deserving of cultivation on account of its 
lateness. 

Class III.—Fruit Green. 

§ 7.—Surface hispid. 

34. Early Green Hairy—syn. Early Green, Green 

Gascoigne.—Branches erect. Leaves dark green, slightly 

pubescent. Fruit small, round, hairy, deep green, thin¬ 

skinned, very sweet, and rich. Very early; a good 

bearer. 

35. Hebburn Green Prolific. — Branches erect. 

Fruit middle-sized, roundish, hairy, dull green, rather 

thick-skinned, sweet, and very rich. Early, and an abun 

dant bearer. 

36. Glenton Green—syn. York Seedling.—Branches 

somewhat pendulous. Leaves pubescent above. Fruit 

middle-sized, oblong, narrow’er at the base than at the 

opposite end, very hairy, green, with whitish veins, thick- 

skinned, very sweet, and good. Early. 

37. Hopley’s Lord Crewe.—Rranc/tes erect. Fruit 

very large, oblong or roundish oval, slightly hairy, green, 

with a moderately thick skin, of tolerably good flavour. 

Rather late; a good bearer. 

§ 8.—Surface downy. 

38. Gregory’s Perfection. — Branches pendulous, 

very prickly. Fruit middle-sized, round, slightly downy, 

green, veined with white, rather thick-skinned, sweet, 

and agreeable. Late; a moderate hearer. 

39. Parkinson’s Laurel — syn. Green Laurel.— 

Branches erect. Fruit large, ohovate, very downy, pale 

green, nearly white, thin-skinned, very sweet. Rather 

late, and an abundant bearer. 

40. Collier’s Jolly Angler—syn. Collins’s Jolly 

Angler, Lay’s Jolly Angler. ^—Branches erect. Fruit 

large, oblong, downy, light green, thin-skinned, of good 

flavour. Late, and a good bearer. 

§ 9.—Surface smooth. 

41. Large Smooth Green. — Branches spreading. 

Fruit large, ohovate, smooth, pale green, thick skinned, 

very good. Late. 

42. Pitmaston Green Gage.—Branches erect. Fruit 

small, ohovate, smooth, green, rather thick-skinned, rich, 

very sugary, and excellent. Late, and an abundant bearer. 

The fruit will hang till it shrivels without deteriorating 

in flavour, like that of most other varieties. 

43. Edwards’ Jolly Tar.—Branches somewhat pen¬ 

dulous. Leaves rather large, of a shining deep green 

colour. Fruit very large, roundish ohovate, smooth, 

green, veined with yellow, rather thick-skinned, rich 

and sweet. Middling early; a good bearer. 

44. Massey’s Heart of Oak.—Branches pendulous. 

Fruit large, oblong, with a thick footstalk tapering into 

the fruit, smooth, green, with pale yellowish veins, thin- 

skinned, rich, and excellent. Middling early; an abun¬ 

dant bearer. 

45. Allen’s Glory of Ratcliff.—Branches spread¬ 

ing, somewhat pendulous. Fruit middle-sized, oblong, 

quite smooth, light green, thick-skinned, very good, and 

sweet. Middling early; a moderate bearer. 

46. Green Walnut—syn. Nonpareil, Smooth Green, 

Belmont’s Green of some.—Branches spreading. Leaves 

adpressed to the branches Fruit middle-sized, obovate, 

smooth, dull dark green, very thin-skinned, sweet, mo¬ 

derately good. Early, and an abundant bearer. 

Class IV.— Fruit WiirrE. 

§ 10.— Surface hispid. 

47. Adams’s Snow-ball.—Brandies pendulous. Fruit 

middle-sized or rather large, roundish, slightly hairy, 
rich, and sweet. Middling early. 

48. AVhite Champagne.—Branches very erect. Ljcax^et 

pubescent above. Fruit small, roundish oblong, hairy, 

slightly downy, white, rather thick-skinned, sweet, and 

rich. Jliddling early; a moderate bearer. 
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49. White Crystal.—Branches erect or spreading. 

Leaves small, slightly pubescent. Fruit small, roundish, 

slightly hairy, very downy, with a thin transparent skin, 

rich, and sweet. Early, and an abundant bearer. 

60. Irish White Raspberry — syn. Henderson’s 

Porcupine, Hedgehog.—Branches erect. Leaves pubes¬ 

cent. Fruit middle-sized or rather small, roundish, very 

hairy, white, rather thin-skinned, rich, and e.Ycellent. 

Middling early; a good bearer. 

51. Taylor’s Bright Venus.— Branches erect. Fruit 

middle-sized, obovate, very slightly hairy, white, sugary, 

rich, and excellent, hanging till it shrivels. Middling 

early; a good bearer. 

52. Clewortii’s White Lion.— Branches somewhat 

pendulous. Fruit large, obovate, slightly hairy, white, 

thin-skinned, rich, and excellent. Very late. 

53. Royal White.—Branches erect. Leaves pubes¬ 

cent. Fruit small, round, downy and slightly hairy, 

white, thin-skinned, very rich, and good. 

54. Jackson's Abraham Newland.—iJrancAes erect. 

Fruit large, oblong, slightly hairy, white, rich, sweet, 

and excellent. Late. 

§ 11.—Surface downy. 

55. Woodward’s Whitesmith — syn. Whitesmith, 

Grundy’s Lady Lilford, Hall’s Seedling, Lancashire Lass, 

Sir Sidney Smith.—Branches erect. Fruit large, round¬ 

ish oblong, very downy, white, thin-skinned, excellent. 

A variety rarely equalled, scarcely ever excelled. Mid- 

ling early; an abundant bearer. 

56. Large Early White.—Branches erect. Fruit 

large, obovate, downy, greenish white, thin-skinned, and 

of rich flavour. Very early. 

57. Saunders’s Cheshire Lass. — Branches erect. 

Fruit large, oblong, doivny, white, thin-skinned, rich, 

and sweet. Very early, and a good bearer. 

68. Early White. — Branches spreading. Fruit 

roundish oblong, slightly downy, yellowish white, with 

a thin trasparent skin, very sweet, and well flavoured. 

Early, and an abundant bearer. 

69. Stringer’s Maid op the Mill.—Branches erect. 

Fruit large, roundish oblong, or somewhat ovate, very 

downy, white, thin-skinned, excellent. Early, and an 

abundant bearer. 

60. Crystal.—Branches spreading, somewhat pendu¬ 

lous. Leaves smooth above, deep green. Fruit small, 

roundish, smooth or slightly downy, white thick-skinned, 

tolerably good. A good bearer, but its principal merit 

is its lateness. 

§ 12.—Surface smooth. 

61. White Honey.—Z??-aiic7ies erect, small or 

middle-sized, roundish oval, generally smooth, white, 

rather thick-skinned, rich, and of excellent flavour. 

62. White Fig.—Brunches erect. Fruit small, obo¬ 

vate, tapering to the stalk, smooth, white, rather thick- 

skinned, rich, and excellent. It will hang and shrivel on 

the plant like a raisin. The bush is not vigorous. 

63. White Damson.—Branches erect. Fruit small, 

roundi-'h, smooth, greenish white, thin-skinned, excel¬ 

lent. Very early, and a good bearer. 

64. Cook's White Eagle.—Branches rather erect. 

Fruit large, obovate, smooth, white, thick-skinned, of 

good flavour. 

65. Peer’s Queen Charlotte.—Branches somewhat 

erect. Fruit middle-sized, oblong, smooth, yellowish 

white, thin-skinned, flavour very good. Early; a mo¬ 

derate bearer. 

Propagation.—The gooseberry is easily pro¬ 

pagated by seeds, cuttings, layers, and suckers. 

New varieties can, of course, only be obtained 

from seed. This should be taken from per¬ 

fectly ripe fruit of the best flavour, and pos¬ 

sessing other properties which it is desirable 

that the progeny should inherit. The seed 

ought to be washed, and merely dried on sheets 

of brown paper, but not hardened by exposure 

to the sun. They should then be sown in rich, 

sand}'^ loam in the open ground, or in pots filled 

with loam, sand, and leaf-mould, covering in 

either case with about an inch deep of soil. 

Those sown in beds will be fit for transplant¬ 

ing into nursery rows in the following autumn. 

Those sown in pots may be forwarded by pot¬ 

ting them singly, as soon as fit, into small pots, 

and taking care to shift again, or transplant, 

before the roots get in the least matted. The 

seedlings will genei-ally come into bearing in 

the third or fourth year. 

Propagation by cuttings is the usual mode, 

and is performed in autumn, winter, or spring; 

but early in autumn is the best time. Cut¬ 

tings of almost any length may be struck, but 

vigorous firm-wooded shoots are the best. If 

tlie cuttings are taken off close to the branch 

from which they spring, so much the better. 

Their points should be cut off so as to leave 

the cutting 10 inches or 1 foot in length. The 

buds on the lower end ought to be cut out. 

The minute ones at the base should be strictly 

looked after, and completel}’’ eradicated. This 

disbudding ought to extend to the height of 

6 inches from the base. The prickles may 

also be so far removed. The soil for the cut¬ 

tings should be rich and free, as well as rather 

moist, or if otherwise, watering must be well 

attended to. The cuttings should be planted 

in lines 1 foot apart, and about 6 or 8 inches 

from each other in the row. Some plant with 

a dibber; but it is better to cut out a small 

trench by the side of a line, and, placing them 

with their lowmr end about 4 inches below 

the surface, to press the soil close to their base. 

It may be observed that roots are emitted from 

any part of the cutting below ground; there¬ 

fore, it may be presumed that the deeper it is 

inserted the moi’e roots will be produced. This 

is true to some extent; nevertheless, it is found 

that roots produced along a great length of 

shoot, like fibres from a tap root, are not so 

vigorous and effective as those which proceed 

from points nearer the leaves; at least this i.s 

the case with the gooseberry, which is not 

71 
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natiu’ally a tap-rooted plant. There may he 
some advantage whilst the elaborated sap of 
the long cutting is not exhausted : but after- 
wards, it must be recollected that before the 
returning sap from the leaves can reach the 
lower roots, it must deposit wmody matter in 
its j)rogress all along from the base of each leaf 
till it reach the fibres. If the cutting were 
I inch in circumference, and inserted to the 
depth of 12 inches, and supposing that a con¬ 
siderable number of roots were emitted at 
that depth, then, before the returning sap 
could reach the lower roots, it must deposit 
a layer of woody matter over a surface of 9 
square inches. If, however, the cutting were 
inserted only to the depth of four inches, then, 
all other circumstances being the same, the 
surface of the underground portion would be 
only 3 square inches, or only one-thii’d of that 
of the cutting 12 inches deep, and leaving 
two-thirds more returning sap to go to the 
formation of roots. It has even been ascer¬ 
tained that a plant from a deeply inserted 
cutting succeeds better when its lower part is 
cut away in transplanting. From what has 
been stated, it is evident that the cutting must 
not be made very long, neither should it be 
deeply inserted in the ground; from 4 to 5 
inches is, we consider, a projier depth. 

Layering is a sure mode, and may be re¬ 
sorted to when plants of any particular sort 
are required to be .speedily obtained, without 
I'isk of failure, though the plants are not so 
handsome as those raised from cuttings; but 
the most rapid mode of obtaining well-rooted 
]dants. is by that which has been termed 
layering by insertion of the growing point. 
Jn moist seasons, it may have been observed 
that occasionally many of the pendulous Lan¬ 
cashire sorts naturally strike root in summer 
at the extremities, when these come in contact 
with the soil. If, towai'ds the end of June, 
the tips of the shoots of any variety are in¬ 
serted to the depth of an inch in soil that 
has been recently dug and made Cue, they will 
form a large quantity of I’oots before autumn, 
together with a bud for a shoot. In autumn 
these plants will be so well rooted that they 
may be taken up, and either planted where 
they ai'e to remain, or put in inirsery rows 
till next autumn; but, in doing so, great cai’e 
must be taken not to break the bud formed 
at the crown of the bundle of roots. 

Propagation by suckers is generally consi¬ 
dered objectionable, as the plants so obtained 

are apt to produce suckers. In a well-man¬ 
aged jdantation there should be no STickers to 
propagate from; but, in the case of scarce 
sorts, it may be advisable to encourage them 
for the sake of increase. They should be 
planted in autumn, and transplanted a year 
afterwards, on which occasion the roots, whilst 
out of the gi’ound, ought to be closely examined, 
and every bud completely removed. By a 
little care, good plants with clean stems may 
be formed; and, if the shoots and leaves are 
kept healthy and vigorous, the disposition to 
produce suckers will be easily overcome. 

Soil and Situation.—The gooseberry will 
succeed in any good garden soil that is suffi¬ 
ciently loose and permeable for its roots, and 
rather moist than dry. It does not grow well 
in stiff clays that become hard in hot, dry 
weather. For growing very large fruit, a com¬ 
post may be employed, consisting of good turly 
loam, plenty of rotten stable manure, and peat 
or leaf mould. This should be laid in a ridge, 
and frequently turned till the whole is well 
incorporated. The fruit is best flavoured from 
an open situation. The trees may be planted 
and trained against espaliers in the north, but 
in the southern parts of the kingdom, the fruit 
generally wants protection from the sun’s rays, 
rather than exposure to them, when ripen¬ 
ing; and, accordingly, it is foxind to succeed 
better in quarters in the bush form, one branch 
shadins the other, than when the branches are 
individually exposed. They may, however, be 
planted anywhere on a north wall. 

Planting.—In quarters, the jilanting may 
be done in the quincunx form; and, in this 
way, if the distance between the rows be G feet, 
that of the plants in the row will require to 
be 5 feet 2| inches. These we consider to be 
good medium distances, but in rich soil they 
may be increased, and in poor gi'ound dimi¬ 
nished. The bottom of the holes should be 
made convex; and in planting, the roots must 
be regularly spread out, and not deeper than 
they were before removal. 

Pruning.—With regard to the pmning of 
gooseberry plants intended for quarters, the 
first thing to be considered is the height of 
the stem; for an equality of vigour would l)e 
very difficult to maintain between two or 
more, and if it wei'e not, irregularity of growth 
would result. The stem should be kept clean 
to the height of 3 or 4 inches, so as to admit 
of the ground being dug, hoed, or raked close 
to the pilanks. If the cuttings allow of that 
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height, and have, at the same time, three buds 

above it for as many shoots, the height of 

the stem and point of origin of the primary 

branches may be considered as determined; 

but if the cutting is too short to admit of this, 

a shoot must be trained upright, and cut at 

tlie winter pruning, so as to afford 3 or 4 inches 

of clean stem and three buds for shoots, but, 

in case of accident, an additional bud may be 

preserved. When the three primary shoots 

from the cutting have made their first sum¬ 

mer’s growth, they should be shortened in 

autumn to about 6 inches in length. If any 

laterals have been produced, let these be cut 

back to their low'est eye. In the following 

season, from each of the tliree shoots that were 

shortened back in autumn, encourase two 

shoots, namely, one from a bud pointing to 

the right hand, and one from another pointing 

to the left. These shoots should be trained a 

little outwards in summer, when their wood 

becomes firm enough to bend without break¬ 

ing; but in the south, the bushes must not 

be made so much cup-shaped, otherwise the 

fruit is apt to be scorched. The tree will 

now have six leading shoots; and in autumn 

these may be shortened to 7 or 8 inches. All 

other shoots ought to be spurred, or cut back 

to within an inch of their bases. The next 

subdivision of each of the leading shoots will, 

of course, produce twelve, which will be a 

sufficient number of branches, and then the 

tree may be considered to be perfectly formed. 

The branches should be, as nearly as possible, 

at equal distances; and, with this in view, if a 

shoot is seen approaching too near the adjoin¬ 

ing one, it should be cut to a bud pointing 

somewhat in the opposite direction. 

Either naturally, or in consequence of short¬ 

ening the leading shoots, laterals will be pro¬ 

duced. These should be cut back to one eye 

if weak, or two or three if strong. Shoots 

that start up with greater vigour than the 

generality ought to be sto23ped in summer, 

unless they are likely to be wanted to fill up 

a vacancy. When there is an equal degree of 

vigour in the resjiective branches, the tree will 

be more healthy than if some were allowed to 

be too weak, in consequence of others becom¬ 

ing too strong; and the fruit will also be finer 

flavoured. The largest fruit is, however, jiro- 

duced on vigorous shoots of the preceding 

summer; and therefore, when size is the ob¬ 

ject, young shoots must be encouraged to 

supply the j;lace of old wood, which must be 

cut away. According to Mr. Saul, of Lancas¬ 

ter, a very intelligent cultivator of the goose¬ 

berry, the Lancashire growers, who excel in 

growing very large gooseberries for prizes, 

transj^lant the young j)lants with three shoots, 

in the first instance, as we have recommended, 

only they incline them nearly to a horizon¬ 

tal position. For this jjurpose they employ 

hooked sticks to pull down the shoots that 

are inclined to grow upright, and forked ones 

to support those that are inclined to grow too 

drooping, as the shoots of many of the prize 

sorts are. By next autumn these three shoots 

will have produced a number of side shoots, 

most of which may be cut back to one eye, 

and the others to half their length. The less 

the number of shoots, and the younger the 

tree, the lai’ger will be the fruit. In Novem¬ 

ber the tree is pruned, so as to consist of the 

three jvrimary shoots, each bearing two young 

shoots, which are shortened to about 7 inches 

in length. These last ai'e pruned, in the fol¬ 

lowing autumn, so as to have only twm young 

shoots each; all the others are to be closely 

cut off. 

“ In all following years, the system of prun¬ 

ing and thinning which I particularly reconi- 

meiid, is to keep a moderate and constant 

supply of strong, healthy young shoots, from 

which alone can be expected lai’ge and fine 

fruit; and wherever the extremities grow be¬ 

yond the proper bounds, such branches should 

be cut back, so as to keep the tree in a com¬ 

pact form, and furnished sufficiently, though 

rather thinly, with new bearing wood; for 

large fruit cannot be expected if the tree is 

too much crowded with old and young wood. 

“ It is not only to the branches and top of 

the tree,” continues Mr. Saul, “ that the care 

of those who wish to excel in the cultivation 

of the gooseberry must be directed; they must 

pay attention to the roots also, as it is neces¬ 

sary they should be pruned every two or three 

years. When a root, therefore, has extended 

too far from the stem, let it be uncovered, 

and all the strongest leaders shortened back 

neai-ly one-half of their length, and covered in 

with fresh marly loam. This will cause new 

and more active roots to be formed nearer the 

stem, and give the whole tree new vigour.”— 

Gardener s Magazine, vol. iii. jo. 422. 

Trenches filled with compost or manure are 

formed round the tree in advance of the roots, 

into which these may strike root. This will 

insure jilenty of nourishment; and, besides, 
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the trees are mulched aud regularly suj)plied 

with water, both as regards the roots and foli¬ 

age. The fruit is also thinned excessively, so 

as to leave only two or three on each branch. 

By these means, and by placing a saucer with 

water under the fruit, the latter attains an 

enormous size—upwards of 1| ounce in some 

cases. Under these circumstances, richness of 

flavour cannot be expected. 

By the mode of pruning which we have 

described, the bushes will assume a concave 

form. This will be .suitable for the northern 

and midland parts of the kingdom, but in the 

warmest parts of the south it exposes the fruit 

too much to the sun, and therefore many 

growers leave a few shoots in the middle. 

Some prune their bushes only every second 

year, only half their i)]autation being i)runed 

in one season, and the other half the next. In 

the portion not pruned, the young fruit often 

escapes destruction from spring frosts, whilst 

that on the pruned tree.s, fi-om being more 

exposed, is cut off; and, again, if excessively 

hot weather should set in when the fruit is 

ripening, the unpruued bushes afford more 

shade. 

Gooseberries may be trained against espa¬ 

liers or pales, in which case the fan mode is 

tlie most to be preferred, because it affords 

the greatest facility for training in a succes¬ 

sion of young wood. They are also trained 

on arched trelisses. For this purpose they 

ought to be planted 15 or 18 inches apart, 

and trained with a single stem, which should 

be shortened at the autumn pruning, in oi'der 

that it may be well furnished with spurs and 

laterals to fill the space; but none of these 

laterals should be allowed to grow so strong 

as the leading shoot, otherwise it will not 

make good progress. 

Other Culture. — Gooseberry plantations 

should be dressed in autumn, taking care, in 

stirring the soil, not to injure the roots. The 

surface of the soil near the stems ought to be 

drawn back towmrds the middle of the interval. 

Manure should be jfleutifully sxijiplied; and the 

digging must be chiefly performed with the 

fork, especially near the roots. 

Diseases and Insects.—W e are not aware of 

any disease peculiar to the gooseberry; but it 

often suffers severely from the attacks of seve¬ 

ral destructive species of insects. 

The magpie moth i^Ahraxa.s grossulariata) 

deposits its eggs upon the foliage, and from 

them is hatched, in Sejitember, a slightly hairy. 

cream-coloured caterpillar, spotted with black, 

and marked with oi’ange along the sides, and 

which forms a loop in w'alking. It feeds upon 

the leaves during autumn and spring, devour¬ 

ing all brit the petiole, and often entirely de¬ 

foliating both gooseberry and currant bushes. 

It changes into a pupa in May or June, and 

in about three w’eeks afterwards, the perfect in¬ 

sect makes its appearance. Hand-picking the 

caterpillars at an early stage of their growth, 

and, still better, burning the leaves on which 

the eo'trs are laid, are the troublesome means 

by which this destructive pe.st may be got 

I'id of. Pouring over the bushes ammoniacal 

liqour diluted with wmter, is stated by Mr. 

Beaton to be the easiest mode of destroying 

the caterpillars; but, as he justly remarks, the 

strength of ammoniacal liquor varies greatly, 

it is therefore advisable to ascertain, by ex¬ 

periment, tlie least amount of dilution which 

wdll not prove injurious in the sun to the 

leaves of some usele.ss plant with tender foli¬ 

age, aud then to add as much water as wdll in- 

sure the safety of the gooseberry leaves, with- 

oirt rendering the application too weak for the 

destruction of the insect. 

Another destructive insect is the caterpillar 

of PJialcerta Vauaria. It is about an inch in 

length, of a bluish-green colour, dotted with 

black tubercles, has ten legs, aud, like the 

caterpillar of the magpie moth, forms a loop 

in w^alking. It changes into a pupa towards 

the end of May, and the perfect insect appears 

in the following month, or in Jrily. Hand¬ 

picking as soon as the larva is perceived, and 

dusting the bushes wdth hellebore powder, or 

with lime, ai’e the means usually employed for 

its destruction; aud, as the insect undergoes 

all its transformations on the ground, scatter¬ 

ing newly slaked lime round the bushes when 

the caterpillai's quit these, is perhaj)s the best 

means of preventing the repetition of the mis¬ 

chief in the following year. 

The gooseberry and currant saw-fly (Aema- 

tus Ribesii) deposits its eggs on the under sur- 

flice of the leaf, by the side of the principal 

nervnres, early in spring, and successive broods 

of flies appear until October. The larvse de¬ 

vour the leaves, leaving only the petiole; and 

■wdien full grown, whicli is the case wdien they 

are about | inch in length, descend to the 

earth, spin a cocoon, aud change into pupte, 

from which another brood of flies soon emerges. ; 

Burning the leaves upon which the eggs are ^ 

laid, and hand-picking where the plantation is j 

I 
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not very extensive, syringing the bushes and 

then dusting with lime, which should also be 

scattered round tlie stems, and sprinkling the 

leaves with lime - water, are the remedies 

usually adopted. Kemoving eaidy in spring 

the soil from round the bushes to the depth of 

3 or 4 inches, and burying it in deep trenches 

in order to entomb the pupre, is a good pre¬ 

ventive measure. Syringing tlie bushes in the 

evening, and sprinkling them with salt or soot, 

as well as flowers of sulphur applied with a 

sulphurator, are likewise said to be infallible 

remedies. In addition to the formidable ene¬ 

mies above enumerated, birds frequently prove 

very destructive, by picking out the buds in 

spring. Little can be done to prevent their 

attacks in extensive plantations, but in small 

gardens the bushes may be covered with net¬ 

ting. 

CXTBRANTS {Hibes—Pentandria Monogynia, 

L.; Grossulariem, D. C.; Gro.ssulariace£e, Lind.) 

—Of these there are three principal sorts, the 

Red (/f. rubrtim, L.), the White, a pale-fruited 

variety of the same species, and the Black 

(R. nigrum, L.) Both species are indigenoiis 

to Britain. The red currant is extensively 

used for pies, tarts, and jellies; and both that 

and the white are employed for making cur¬ 

rant wine. The white, being less acid than 

the red, is preferred for the dessert, to which 

however, for contrast, both sorts are occasion¬ 

ally introduced. The skin of the black cur¬ 

rant contains an essential oil, which renders it 

disagreeable to many persons, still the fruit is 

in much request for preserving and for making 

wine. On the whole, currants are important 

objects of cultivation,'e.specially in the neigh¬ 

bourhood of towns, where the fruit, during the 

long period of the season in which it is fit for 

use, is always in demand. 

The most esteemed varieties are:— 

1. Red Dutch—syn. Large Red Dutch, 

New Red Dutch, Large Red, Large-bunched 

Red, Long-bunched Red, Red Grape, Gros- 

seillier rouge k gros fruit.—Siu’passed by none 

in size of bunch, quality, and abundant bear¬ 

ing. 

2. PiTiiASTON Prolific.—Bunches large. 

Berries large, and of a fine colour. An abun¬ 

dant bearer. A variety closely approaching 

the Red Dutch. 

3. Knight’s Large Red—syn. Lauder’s 

Red.—Leaves broad. Bunches large. Berries 

of a fine deep red. An abundant beai’er; but 

in some situations the fruit is more apt to 

mould than the Red Dutch, in consequence of 

being more compact, the berries being larger, 

whilst the raceme is shorter. 

4. Raby Castle—syn. Houghton Castle, 

May’s Victoria, Goliath.—Bunches long. Ber¬ 

ries large, equal in size to those of Knight’s 

Large Red, and ripening late. The variety is 

said to have been a seedling found in the gar¬ 

den at Houghton Castle, about fifty years ago. 

5. Knight’s Early Red.—Earlier than the 

Red Dutch, and less acid, but smaller, and not 

equal to it on the whole. 

6. Knight’s Sweet Red.—Berries smaller 

and less acid than those of the Red Dutch. 

7. Wilmot’s Large Red—syn. Wilmot’s 

Pale Red.—Berries larger and paler than those 

of the Red Dutch, which, however, is prefer¬ 

able, on account of the superior brilliancy of 

its colour. 

8. Red Champagne — syn. Grosseillier a 

fruit conleur de chair.—Berries pale red, in¬ 

termediate in colour between the red and the 

white sorts, not so sweet as the latter, and less 

acid than the former. 

9. Striped Fruited—syn. Gross Weiss und 

Rothgestreifte J ohannisbeere.—Berries simi¬ 

lar to those of the Red Champagne in size 

and flavour, but distinctly striped, from the 

stalk to the eye, with white and red alter¬ 

nately. 

10. WHITE Dutch—syn. New White Dutch, 

Jeeves’ White, Morgan’s White, White Crys¬ 

tal, White Leghorn.—Bunches large and abun¬ 

dant. Berries large, transparent, yellowish 

white. The best white currant. 

11. Wilmot’s New White.—Bunches long, 

less compact than tliose of the White Dutch, 

and scarcely so large. The variety is very 

distinct, the leaves being more deejdy lobed 

than those of any other. 

12. Black Naples.—Bunches more abun¬ 

dant and berries larger, as well as more nu¬ 

merous, than in any other sort. The best black 

fruited variety. It may be distinguished in 

spring from other sorts, by its coming eailier 

into leaf. 

13. Black Grape — syn. Ogden’s Black 

Grape. — Bunches smaller, but longer than 

those of the Black Naples. Berries large. A 

great improvement on tlie old Common Black, 

and deserving of cultivation on account of its 

not pushing so early in spring, and hence be¬ 

ing less liable to injury from late frosts. 

Projyagation.—The currant, like the goose¬ 

berry, may be propagated by seed, cuttings, 
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suckers, and layers; also, as we have seen in 

particular cases, by budding and grafting. 

The best mode, and that which is generally 

practised for obtaining good plants of any par¬ 

ticular variety, is by cuttings. These may be 

taken off, prepared, and planted, soon after 

the fruit is gathered, that is, when the young 

shoots are mature; but any time from the 

beginning of autumn till March will do; those, 

however, which are struck in autumn have a 

great advantage over those inserted in spring, 

inasmuch as the young roots of the former are 

prepared to start early in spring, and shoots 

are produced at the same time, the cutting be¬ 

coming a plant; whilst, in the latter case, the 

catting is only commencing to form roots. It 

will therefore be readily understood that nearly 

a year is gained by early autumn propagation 

over that performed in spring. 

The cuttings should consist of well-ripened, 

vigorous young shoots. If taken off close to 

the old wood, so much the better. The end 

should be cut smooth, and the buds removed 

as far as the cutting is to be inserted in the 

ground. The very small buds near the base 

of the cutting are apt to be overlooked, but 

these are the most likely to produce suckers; 

therefore the greater care should be taken to 

remove them completely. 

Currants ought to have a clean stem of 

5 inches above the siu’face. If cuttings suffi¬ 

ciently long can be obtained, 6 inches may be 

allowed for insertion In the ground, 5 inches 

for the stem, and 3 inches for shoots to pro¬ 

ceed from, for forming the head, thus making 

the whole length 14 inches. But should the 

cuttings be too short or weak, then it may be 

cut to the length of about 9 inches, or so as 

to have 6 inches below ground and about three 

buds immediately above the surface. When 

prepared, the cuttings should be inserted as in 

tlie case of the gooseberry. When the shoots 

begin to push, three should be encouraged, if 

the cutting is long enough to admit of these 

being at the proper height from the ground. 

If the cutting is short, the strongest and most 

upright shoot ought to be allowed to take the 

lead, and should be trained, as straight as pos¬ 

sible, at least to 8 inches above the surface, 

If other shoots push, they may be allowed to 

grow, as their foliage will assist in forming 

roots; but they should be kept subordinate to 

the one trained upright. They will require 

to be cut off close in autumn, and the upright 

one shortened back so that the third bud below 

the cut shall be 5 inches above the ground. 

The plants should be fit for planting out iu 

autumn, but if not strong, they had better re¬ 

main another year. 

Soil and Situation.—A deep, rich, tender 

soil is best adapted for the currant; and in a 

situation open to the sun, they acquire the 

richest flavour. They are, however, frequently 

planted against north aspect walls, on which 

they succeed with certainty, when other kinds 

of fruit trees often fail. Deprived of the sun’s 

rays from .six in the morning to six at night, 

the fruit cannot be expected to become so 

sugary as that on bushes exposed throughout 

the day to the influence of the solar rays; yet 

on a north aspect, when currants are properly 

managed, it attains a good size and acquires a 

fine colour. The fruit ornaments the wall by 

its brilliant contrast of white and red, pre¬ 

suming that both sorts are planted with that 

view; it can also be kept in good condition on 

the plants, and thus afford a late supply. 

The soil should be prepared as for the goose¬ 

berry; and, as with it, the planting is best per¬ 

formed in autumn. The distance apart, when 

planted in quarters, should be 5 feet each way, 

or even 6 feet, if the soil is very rich. 

Pruning and Training.—Plants consisting 

of a clean stem of 5 inches, and having three 

shoots, should, when transplanted, have these 

shortened back to about 4 inches, and to a 

bud pointing upwards. In the following spring 

two shoots should be encouraged from each of 

the shoots so cut back, and thus, in autumn, the 

plant will consist of six shoots. These should 

all be cut back at the winter pruning, so as to 

leave them from 4 to 6 inches long, observing 

always to cut to an outward bud. d o about 

this length the terminal shoots of the six 

branches should be cut at every winter prun¬ 

ing; and, when they have nearly attained the 

intended height, which need not exceed 3 feet, 

the terminals should be shortened every au¬ 

tumn to within two or three buds from their 

origin. In soil that is very rich, and likewise 

naturally favourable to the growth of the cur¬ 

rant, the plants may be allowed to grow to the 

height of 4 or 5 feet, and, in that case, nine 

or even twelve branches may be allowed. In 

the latter case it would be well to have the 

lu’anches trained round a hoop placed in the 

centre, so as to extend the branches at equal 

distances from each other, and more widely 

than would otherwise be the case. Having 

explamed the manner by which the three 
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prlixiaiy shoots are sliortened so as to produce 

two shoots each, and which give rise to the 

six brauches of whicli the head should gene¬ 

rally consist, and having followed up the an¬ 

nual pruning of tlie terminal shoots of these 

branches, w'e shall now direct attention to 

their laterals. These should be cut back, at 

each w'inter pruning, to within ^ inch of their 

bases. Some good growers for the Loudon 

market cut even closer than this, or almost to 

the old wood. The base of the shoot consists 

of nearly solid wood, but farther from the base 

the shoots are pithy, and by exposure to the 

air, the pith wastes, leaving the shoot hollow 

below the cut, and it usually dies back. It is 

therefore better to cut back nearly close to 

the old w'ood, or to the origin of the shoots, 

in order that the buds, whether for young 

wood or for fruit, may have a solid basis. 

As heavy crojis of fruit could not be pro¬ 

duced Avithout jdenty of nourishment, which 

could only be supplied from abundance of 

fresh roots, and as the formation of these re¬ 

quires a considerable amount of foliage, young 

shoots must be allowed to grow for this piir- 

pose, and also for producing a sufficient thick¬ 

ness of layers of alburnum along the branches 

and stems; for when these are meagre, the 

fruit cannot be large. It is, nevertheless, wrong 

to allow too much crowding of young shoots 

in summer. When this is likely to be the 

I case, they should be moderately thinned early 

in summer, by removing some of the weakest 

shoots, or any that cro.ss each other. Besides 

this, the tops of the strongest shoots may be 

cut off in June, taking care, however, that no 

extensive privation of foliage takes place at I any one time. 

Currants are trained in some gardens with 

a single upright stem, and when well managed 

) in this w^ay the plants have a very good effect. 

t They bear well; and there is an advantage as 
t ® 
I regards the fruit being kejAt free from earth, 

by which those grown as dwarfs are frequently 

, injured after heavy rains. When grown as 

[ standards, the princij)al aim should be, in the 

I first place, to grow the stem as straight and 

[ as strong as possible. It is necessary to keep 

: the leading stem trained to a rod or stake. 

i Shoots must be allowed to grow along the 

; stem; and if the latter is intended to be ulti- 

I mately naked, like the stem of a tree-ro.se, the 

lower shoots and spurs should bo gradually 

j taken off below as others are j)roducod above. 

1 When intended to be trained against a wall 

or espalier, cmTants should be planted 3 feet 

apart, and one strong upright shoot encouraged 

for a stem. It is essential that the plants 

should be well established befoi'e the forma¬ 

tion of the ju'imary branches is attemjffed; 

therefore, if the plants are not strong and well 

rooted when jdanted, it is better to merely 

shorten the shoot a little, and allow the jdant 

to grow at freedom till the following autumn, 

and then cut down the upright to 3 inches from 

the ground. Train one shoot, the strongest, 

of cour.se, upright, cut it back in autumn to 

6 inches from the ground, and in the follow¬ 

ing summer, from the base of the last year’s 

shoot, train one young shoot horizontally to 

the right, and another to the left. From tliese 

horizontals four upright shoots should be 

trained, at the distance of 9 inches from each 

other. The.se perpendicular shoots ought to 

be allowed to grow at full length, and should 

be shortened back in autumn to G or 8 inches. 

A leader from each must be trained upright 

eveiy summer, and shortened to the above 

height every autumn; the laterals from the 

u])right brauches should be cut veiy closely, 

as directed for the laterals of the branches 

grown in the open ground. 

Other Culture.—The soil should every year 

be drawn from around the trees with a hoe, 

and buried in the middle of the intervals, for 

which purpose a spade is the best; but in 

stirring the ground near the tree.s, a fork 

should be employed. Plenty of manure should 

be given. Manure water increases the size of 

the froit, but does not improve the flavour. 

Gathering the Fruit.—This should not be 

done when the fruit is wet, and, if the cur¬ 

rants are intended for preserving, not imme¬ 

diately after a wet period, for they will be 

less watery if several days are allowed to 

elapse. It may not, however, be advisable 

to delay so long in wet seasons, for when dry 

days are I'ai’e it is necessary to take advan¬ 

tage of them. 

Insects.—The currant, like the goosebcriy, 

is often entirely defoliated by the destructive 

caterpillars of Abraxas grossulariata, Phaloena 

Vatcaria, and Nematus trimaculatus, or A. , 

Fibesii, the means employed for the destruc¬ 

tion of which have already been detailed. 

The ciuTant sphinx {/Egeria tipulformis') 

dejiosits its eggs in the crevices of the bark 

about the end of May or in June, and, when 

hatched, the larva penetrates into the centre of 

the brauches and consumes the jiith, forming 
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a long passage downwards. The presence 

of the insect is indicated by the withering of 

the leaves of the branches attacked ^ as soon 

as this is observed, a branch presenting that 

appearance should be cut off and split up, and 

if, on examination, the caterpillar is discovered, 

all portions affected in a similar manner should 

be removed from the bush and burned. 

The caterjiillars of Lampronia capitdla like¬ 

wise prove injurious, by feeding upon the in¬ 

terior of the shoots in spring, causing them to 

droop, and the foliage to wither. All that 

can be done is to prevent the repetition of 

the mischief by cutting off and burning the 

pai'ts affected. 

Aphides are frequently found in summer, 

in vast numbers, at the extremities of the 

shoots. They may be destroyed by the usual 

methods, or by ctitting off and burning the 

parts infested. 

THE RASPBERRY {Ruhus Idceus, L.—Icosan- 

dria Polygynia, L.; Rosacere, D. C.; Rosace?e, 

Lind.) is a deciduous shrub, with perennial 

roots and a biennial stem, a native of Britain 

and most of the temperate parts of Europe. 

The fruit, being possessed of a fine aroma, is 

largely employed in tarts, jams, and similar 

preparations, as well as for the dessert. It is 

likewise used for making a delicious ice, rasp¬ 

berry vinegar, raspberry brandy, and raspberry 

wine. 

Varieties.—These are numerous, the plant 

reproducing itself freely from seed with more 

or less variation. The following is a selection 

of the best:— 

1. Bed Antwerp—syn. Burley, Knevett’s 

Antwerp, Late-beaj’ing Antwerp, Framboisier 

I'ouge a gros fruit.—Cartes strong and long, 

yellowish green, slightly glaucous, occasionally 

tinged with purple, covered with dark brown 

bristles, especially towards the base. Fruit 

large, conical, diill red, sweet, and rich in 

flavour. 

It Ijears carriage well, and is therefore much 

mdtivated by the market gardeners. A second 

crop is sometimes borne in autumn, but the 

fruit produced is both scanty and small. This 

was the first improvement on the wild nxsp- 

berry of the woods, and is still s\;rpassed by 

none. 

2. Barnet—syn. Cornwall’s Prolific, Corn¬ 

wall’s Red, Cornwall’s Seedling, Ijarge Red, 

Tjord Exmouth.—Canes long, yellowish green, 

frequently tinged with purple, much inclined 

to branch, covered with long slender prickles 

of a reddish colour. Fruit large, globular, 

inclining to conical, of a bright purplish red, 

and of excellent flavour. 

It ripens early, but does not bear carriage 

well; it is therefoi’e only grown in private 

gardens. Tlie plant is a very abundant bearer. 

3. Rivers’s Large-fruited Monthly.— 

Canes moderately tall, very hispid, with I'ed- 

dish prickles. Fruit tolerably large, roundish 

or obtusely conical, of a deep purplish red, in 

the second crop of a brighter red. 

It ripens about the usual time, and again 

during autumn till frost. 

4. Yellow Antwerp—syn. White Antwerp, 

Double-bearing Yellow. — Canes with nume¬ 

rous small prickles. Fruit middle-sized, ovate, 

pale yellow, rich, and sweet. 

A good bearer, but not so strong-growing 

as the Red Antwerp. 

5. Cox’s Honey.—Canes strong, hispid. 

Fruit produced in succession, and in clusters 

alono; the stem. It resembles that of the 

Yellow Antwerp, being very sweet and rich. 

Propagation.—The raspberry is propagated 

by seeds, and occasionally by cuttings, but the 

usual mode is by suckers or offsets. 

The seeds should be taken from perfectly 

ripe fruit, washed from the pulp, and then 

dried moderately, in order to prevent mouldi¬ 

ness. They may then be sown in rich sandy 

soil, or in pans, in sandy peat and well-decom¬ 

posed leaf-mould. They will vegetate in the 

following spring, and in autumn they will be 

tit for transplanting into nursery rows, the 

first shoot being then shortened to a few eyes. 

In propagating by suckers or offsets, cai’e 

should be taken to injure as little as possible 

the plants from which they are separated. 

The best time for removal, so as to be least 

injurious to the old stools, is October, which 

is likewise the best time for making the plan¬ 

tation. Although this may be done any time 

when the weather is favourable during winter, 

or early in spring, yet it is not well to disturb 

the roots h)- taking off suckers late in spring, 

or after vegetation has commenced. Root- 

suckers are often thrown up at a considerable 

distance from the plant, and can be removed 

without materially affecting it; but frequently 

the suckers come out almost like ofisets. When 

this is the case, they ought to be detached 

with a sharp suckering iron, and, at the same 

time, care should be taken not to injure the 

bud or buds which will be found on the part 

of the root just below ground, at the base of 
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the shoots made in tlie course of the current 

season; for these huds give rise to the shoots 

which hecoiue the canes for bearing in the 

following year. 

rropagatioii by c^ittings is not a sure method, 

and is seldom resorted to, as the preceding 

mode affords so miich facility; but any parti¬ 

cular sort may be more rapidly increased by 

both cuttings and suckers than by suckers 

alone. The cuttings should be inserted in 

light, rich, rather moist soil, and in a some¬ 

what shaded situation, at least one not ex- 

])osed to the direct rays of the sun in the 

hottest ])art of the day. 

and Situation.—The raspberry succeeds 

in any rich garden soil that is not too stiff, 

but prefers one that is very rich and rather 

moist. It grows exceedingly well in sandy 

alluvial ground, also in peat and soils that are 

mixed with peat; but those which are heavy 

and compact, becomii\g hard in dry weather, 

do not suit it. In all cases, abundance of 

decomposed manure should be sujiplied when 

the ground is trenched before planting, and 

afterwards every autumn, as a top-dressing. 

The ground should be trenched at least 2 feet 

deep, and if to the depth of 3 feet, so much 

the better. Plenty of manure must be intro¬ 

duced, especially about 1 foot below the sur¬ 

face, for the roots near the latter can be fed 

by the annual mamu’ing. 

Planting.—RaspbeiTies are usually planted 

in rows, and their bearing shoots tied to stakes. 

In this way, the distance allowed between the 

rows may be 5 feet, and that between the 

plants in the row 3 feet. In very rich soil, 

6 feet between the rows, and 3 or 4 feet be¬ 

tween the plants in the row, would be prefer¬ 

able distances; or the rows may be 8 feet 

apart, in which case, certain kitchen garden 

crops may be grown between; but if so, care 

should be taken that the soil be kept well 

manured and always sniEciently moist. 

Raspberries are sometimes planted, foi' 

arched training, in rows 4 feet asundei', and 

the same distance between the plants in the 

row. When planted to be trained against 

an espalier, the plants may be 2 feet apart. 

IMr. Whiting states (iiarde,ners' Chronicle, 

1849, p. 149) that, in poor soil, he finds plant¬ 

ing 1 foot apart, in 5 feet I'ows, and leaving 

one, or occasionally two canes to each root, is 

preferable to planting at greater distances, 

and allowing three or four canes to each root. 

Mode of Bearing.—The raspberry sends up j 

shoots from which the leaves drop in autumn, 

and, from the buds on these shoots, or canes 

as they are called by some, branchlets push 

in spring, on which fruit is produced in the 

course of the summer, and sometimes till 

autumn. The branchlets diverge in all direc¬ 

tions from the shoots from which they spring, 

so that in the natural state they cannot be 

overcrowded. Whilst these are bearing the 

fruit, young shoots arise from the main stock 

or base of the stem, and suckers frequently 

spring from the roots, at a distance from the 

plant. These bear in the following season, 

forming a succession to those which are bear¬ 

ing, and which die back to the ground before 

winter. 

Pruning and Training.—When the plants 

are intended to be trained to stakes in the 

usual way, the pruning and training are very 

simple. We shall commence with a new plan¬ 

tation. One, two, or three csines may be 

planted for the purpose of being tied to a 

single stake. If two are planted, they may 

be 6 inches apart, and in the direction of the 

row. If three, they maj^ be at the same dis¬ 

tance from each other, and placed so as to 

form an equilateral triangle, in the centre of 

which the stake may be inserted. Stakes, 

however, will not be necessaiy in the first 

season; for the canes, when planted, shoirld be 

cut down to within 6 inches or 1 foot from 

the ground, especially if they are weak; or, 

if strong, and fruit be desired the first season, 

they should be shor’tened more than the bear¬ 

ing shoots of an established plantation, so 

that, in either case, staking will not be neces¬ 

sary. The object of cutting back the year-old 

canes is to invigorate the young shoots. When 

these push, three, four, or five of the strongest 

of them should be encouraged; the others 

ought to be rubbed off, or destroyed by means 

of the suckering iron. Towards autumn, 

stakes must be j)repared. Their lower end 

should be tapered to a sharp point, but with¬ 

out leaving angles on the taper, for when 

smooth, they can be introduced between the 

roots without breaking them. In October 

Or November the plantation should be pruned, 

in order that the ground may be maniu’ed and 

forked over. Some think that the canes are 

injured by frost and rain when pruned before 

winter. Having much pith, injuiy from such 

causes may take place for some distance below 

the cut, or as far as the first joint. The plant 

is not susceptible of injury from frost, except 

73 
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SO far as the pith may get too much soaked 

with wet, which w'ill he only a- little way, 

especially if the canes are cut slanting. 

In proceeding to prune, the two-year-old 

canes, now dead, should, in the first place, be 

cleared away, and three or four of the strong¬ 

est young canes ought to be selected for bear¬ 

ing in the following season. They should be 

shortened where they exhibit signs of weak¬ 

ness and begin to twist or bend. If there are 

more canes than the number considered pro¬ 

per for being tied up for bearing, they should 

also be cut away. After hoeing away the 

surface soil, and clearing all weeds from the 

base of the stem, the stakes should be driven 

in correctly in line, and their tops cut to a re¬ 

gular height. The canes should then be tied 

to the stakes with osier twigs, or with the 

golden willow, than which nothing is better 

for the purpose, if it can be had, and if not, 

tar-twine may be substituted. This operation 

completes the first year’s pruning and train¬ 

ing. Objections have been made to the above 

mode of training to stakes, on account of the 

canes being brought too closely together, but 

it must be recollected that the canes do not 

require light j the buds of course do, but when 

pushing, they are not shaded, and the shoots 

from them extend outwards, so that the longer 

they grow the more space there is for the 

foliage. There is, therefore, less danger of the 

fruit-bearing branchlets crowding each other 

than there is of the interference of the young 

shoots which spring from the root for succe,s- 

sion. In the second season the tied-up canes 

will require no further attention. Lateral 

shoots will push from them; and these, as 

already remarked, bear the fruit. At the 

same time, shoots for succession spring up, and 

frequently in too great abundance. When 

such is the case, they must be thinned out 

more or less, as in the preceding season; only, 

as the plants are now established, fi'om four to 

six shoots may be allowed to grow. In au¬ 

tumn, three, or if strong enough, four, from 

each stool should be pruned and tied as already 

directed. 

When raspberries are intended to be trained 

to a rail, the latter may be constructed of 

stakes and strips of deal about 1 inch thick. 

The stakes should be driven in line at every 

5 or G feet and the sti'ips of deal nailed along 

their tops. Which may be 3 or 4 feet from the 

ground, according to the length of the canes; 

and other strips may run along at 18 inches 

or 2 feet from the surface, or a wire may be 

stretched at that height. To these horizon¬ 

tals the canes should be trained, so as to leave 

room for a succession shoot between each. 

The weak points of the bearing canes ought 

to be cut off, and superfluous shoots removed 

at an early stage of their growth. Dr. Neill, 

in his Fruit and Kitchen Garden, suggests a 

modification of training to a rail, which de¬ 

serves to be noticed. He says, “ Perhaps the 

best support is obtained by fastening the 

points of the shoots to a slight horizontal rail 

or bar, about 4 feet high, and placed 1 ^ foot 

on the south side of the rows. By this means 

the bearing shoots are deflected from the per¬ 

pendicular to the sunny side of the row, and 

are not shaded by the annual wood.” 

Raspberries are sometimes trained by arch¬ 

ing, and for this mode they are planted about 

4 feet apart in the rows. A stake is driven 

in midway between the plants; half the canes 

belonging to one plant and half of those of the 

adjoining plant are bent towards each other, 

and their ends are tied together so as to form 

an arch, which is secured to the stake in the 

centre. 

There are some varieties of raspberry, such 

as Rivers’ Large Fruited Monthly, which na¬ 

turally produce fruit late in autumn; but 

other varieties may be induced to do so by 

cuttine down the canes to within 1 foot of the 

gi’ound. The shoots which push from these 

shortened canes grow vigorously, and usually 

produce fruit late in the season. Another 

mode is to shorten the canes rather more than 

usual; then, when the laterals push, and before 

they flower, they are cut back nearly to their 

bases, and from these fresh shoots are pi’o- 

duced which fruit late in the season. In or¬ 

der to obtain very large fruit, so far as this 

depends on pruning and training, few bearing 

shoots should be left to each plant, or, in 

particular cases, some plants, or a row or two, 

may be sacrificed by permitting no suckers to 

grow. Of course, no fruit can be obtained in 

the following season from plants so treated, 

the formation of shoots for future bearing be¬ 

ing prevented, but in consequence of this the 

fruiting canes will be better nourished and the 

fiaiit larger. 

Other Culture.—This consists in keeping the 

surface stirred and free of weeds. Manure 

should be applied in autumn, and ought to be 

worked into the surface of the soil with a 

fork, without distiu’bing the soil to the depth 
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of more than 4 or 5 inches, but to this depth 

it should bo regularly turned over every year. 

If the operation is neglected one year, it can¬ 

not afterwards be performed without destroy¬ 

ing the roots which have formed near the sur¬ 

face in the interval, and, consequently, ruin¬ 

ing the plantation. Suckers not required for 

future bearing, or for a new plantation, should 

never be allowed to appear much above the 

surface; and in forking over the ground, they 

should be traced and eradicated as near to their 

origin as it is i^ossible to do without injuring 

the root from which they spring. 

Diseases and Insects.—The raspberry, when 

planted in a suitable soil and situation, and 

otherwise properly managed, is not liable to 

be attacked by diseases; and it rarely suffers 

any material injury from insects. 

The grub of the raspberry-bud {Tinea cor- 

ticella, L.) occasionally proves injurious to the 

crop by consuming the interior of the flower- 

buds and the footstalk of the fruit, causing 

them to wither up and die. About the end 

of May the caterpillar enters into the pupa 

state, and in a fortnight reappears as a moth, 

which deposits its eggs on the stems, but whe¬ 

ther on the young or old wood is not known. 

The larvje are produced early in August, and 

feed upon the leaves till winter, when they 

conceal themselves, and in spring again attack 

the young buds. The crop from the buds 

attacked being lost at any rate, all that can 

be done is to prevent the recurrence of the 

evil, by pinching the flower-buds in which the 

ju'esence of the insect is indicated by their 

withered appearance. 

The raspberry-leaf miner {Fcenusa pumila) 

occasionally injures the plants by consujning 

the cellular tis.sue contained between the up¬ 

per and lower surflices of the leaf, which, when 

thus attacked, presents a blotched appearance, 

by which tlie presence of the caterpillar is 

m.ade apparent. Collecting and burning the 

leaves affected is the most effectual remedy. 

Tlie grub of another insect {Byturus tomen- 

tosus) is very frequently found in the fruit, 

which it does not attack till nearly ripe. No 

remedy is known. 

THE STRAWBERRY {Frayaria, L.—Icosan- 

dria Polygynia, L.j Eosacere, D.C.j Rosacere, 

Lind.)—Several species, indigenous to various 

parts of the world, have given rise to numer¬ 

ous varieties. From Frayaria vesca, elatior, 

and collina, natives of Britain and other pai'ts 

of Europe, have been derived respectively the 

Wood and Alpine, the Hautbois, and the 

Green. The Frayaria yrandijlora, a native 

of Surinam, and Frayaria chilensis, have pro¬ 

duced the numerous varieties of pine straw¬ 

berries. Frayaria viryiniana is considered 

the original type of the scarlet strawberries. 

The varieties of strawberries were first classi¬ 

fied and accurately described by Mr. Barnet, 

in the sixth volume of the Transactions of tlte 

Horticultural Society; but as many of the 

sorts cross very readily, especially the scarlets, 

pines, and chilis, numerous varieties have since 

been obtained. 

Cl.4ss I.—Sc.vni.ET. 

1. Ameeican Scari.et—syn. Black American, New 

American Scarlet, New Roseberry, Thompson’s Rose- 

berry.—Petioles tall, strong, erect, hairy. Leaflets large, 

oval, with coarse rounded serratures, of a shining, dark 

green Colour. Calyx reflexed. Fruit middle-sized, coni¬ 

cal and pointed, with a neck, of a deep red colour. Flesh 

dark scarlet. Arm, rich, and sweet. It ripens in the be¬ 

ginning or middle of July, is an abundant bearer, and 

valuable for its lateness and fine flavour. The plant re¬ 
quires plenty of room. 

2. Cuthill’s Black Prince—syn. Malcolm’s Aber¬ 

deen. Seedling. —Petioles tall, slender, spreading, very 

slightly hairy. Leaflets small, roundish oval, with mo¬ 

derately deep, sharp serratures, of a somewhat glaucous 

green. Petals assuming a violet red tinge when they 

begin to fade. Calyx small, spreading, or somewhat re¬ 

flexed. Fruit middle-sized, roundish or ovate, with a 

neck, of a shining, very dark red, or even of blackish 

hue when perfectly ripe. Flesh dark red, juicy, toler¬ 

ably rich, and well flavoured. It ripens about the middle 

of June, or somewhat earlier than Keens’ Seedling, and 

is an abundant bearer. Its principal merit is its earli¬ 

ness. 

3. Grove End Scarlet — syn. Atkinson’s Scarlet, 

Wilmot’s Eaily Scarlet. — Petioles tall, weak, nearly 

smooth. Leaflets small, oblong, deeply and sharply ser¬ 

rated, of a light green colour. Calyx large, reflexed. 

Fruit large, depressed spherical, of a bright vermilion 

colour. Flesh pale red, firm, of an agreeable, somewhat 

aeid flavour. It ripens in the middle or end of June, is 

an abundant bearer, and forces well. 

4. Old Scarlet—syn. Scariet, Ecarlate, Early Scar¬ 

let, Virginian, De Virginie, Scarlet Virginian, Ecarlate 

de Virginie, Orange or Irish of the Butch.—Petioles 

tall, erect, very slightly hairy. Leaflets large, oblong, 

coarsely and sharply serrated, pale green. Calyx small, 

spreading. Fruit middle-sized, jlightly hairy, of a bri,ght 

scarlet colour. Seeds deeply embedded. P'lesh firm, 

jiale scarlet, acid, and of good flavour. It ripens in the 

middle or end of June, but is rather a shy bearer. It is 

chiefly valuable on account of its earliness and fine colour, 

and is largely used for preserving, and in ices. 

5. Roseberry — syn. Aberdeen, Aberdeen Seedling, 

Brickley Scarlet, Prolific Pine, Scotch Scarlet.—Petioles 

short, somewhat erect, slightly hairy. Leaflets very 

small, oval, pointed at both ends, finely and deeply ser¬ 

rated, glaucous green. Calyx large, spreading. Fruit 

large, conical, vrith a short neck, sometimes cockscomb 

shaped, dark red, hairy. Seeds deeply imbedded. Flesh 
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firm, pale scarlet, of a very agreeable flavour. It ripens 

iu the end of June or beginning of July, and continues 

in long succession. A very abundant bearer, and forces 

well. 

Class II.—Black. 

6. Downton.—Petioles very long, spreading, hairy. 

Leaflets large, elliptical, coarsely serrated, of a shining 

light green colour. Calyx large, generally incurved, 

sometimes reflexed. Fndt large, ovate, sometimes of a 

cockscomb shape, with a neck, dark purplish scarlet next 

the sun, paler on the opposite side. Flesh firm, scarlet, 

juicy, very rich and excellent. It ripens in the begin¬ 

ning or middle of July, is very productive, and forces 

well. 

Class III.—Pines. 

7. Elton—syn. Elton Seedling.—Petioles short, up¬ 

right, very hairy. Leaflets middle-sized, obtusely ser¬ 

rated, of a deep green colour. Calyx middle-sized, 

incurved, sometimes partially reflexed. Fruit large, 

ovate, frequently cockscomb-shaped, dark red. Flesh 

firm, juicy, briskly acid, rich. It ripens in the middle 

or end of July, and is a very abundant bearer. It is 

chiefly valuable on account of its lateness and produc¬ 

tiveness, coming in after the Old Pine and Downton, and 

ripening in long succession. The fruit is also particu¬ 

larly well adapted for preserving whole. 

8. Keens’ Seedling—syn. Keens’ New Pine, Keens’ 

Black Pine, Murphy’s Child. —Petioles tall, slightly 

hairy. Leaflets very large, roundish, coarsely serrated, 

smooth, shining dark green. Calyx of moderate size, 

hairy, incurved. Fndt very large, roundish, sometimes 

cockscomb-shaped, slightly hairy, dark purplish scarlet 

next the sun, paler on the shaded side. Flesh moder¬ 

ately firm, scarlet, of a rich and agreeable flavour. It 

ripens in the middle or end of June, and is a very abun¬ 

dant bearer, on which account, as well as its large size 

and excellent quality, it is extensively grown throughout 

the country, and particularly by the market-gardeners. 

9. Myatt’s Biiitish Queen. — Petioles tall, erect, 

hairy. Leaflets large, oval, coarsely serrated, of a light 

green colour. Calyx large, somewhat spreading. Fruit 

very large, ovate, sometimes cockscomb-shaped, light 

scarlet. Flesh moderately firm, pale red, juicy, rich, 

and excellent. It ripens in the end of June, succeeding 

Keens’ Seedling, is an abundant bearer, and also forces 

well. 
10. MYatt’s Eleanor.—Petioles rather dwarf, spread¬ 

ing, hairy. Leaflets middle-sized, roundish oval, obtusely 

serrated, deep green. Calyx middle-sized, spreading. 

Fndt large, ovate or oblong, generally a little flattened 

on the sides, dark red. Flesh reddish, juicy, but with 

much acidity. It ripens in the beginning or middle of 

July, or rather earlier than the Elton, and is an abun¬ 

dant bearer, continuing in long succession. It is exten¬ 

sively cultivated for the London markets. 

11. Myatt’s Mammoth.—Petioles dwarf, spreading, 

very hairy. Leaflets small, nearly round, with wide, 

obtuse serratures, deep green. Calyx small, reflexed. 

Fruit very large, roundish oblong or sometimes cocks¬ 

comb-shaped, with a glossy neck, of a bright red colour. 

Flesh reddish, paler towards the core, coarse, rather acid, 

and of indifferent flavour. It ripens in the beginning of 

July, or soon after the British Queen, and is but a mo¬ 

derate bearer. The variety is only worthy of cultiva¬ 

tion on account of the large size of the fruit. The plants 

require to be Kept free from runners, otherwise the berries 

do not ripen perfectly. 
12. Old Pine—syn. Carolina, Black Carolina, Com¬ 

mon Carolina, Large Carolina, Old Carolina, Carolina 

Pine, Black Pine, Blood Pine, Scarlet Pine, Old Scarlet 

Pine, Borsdorf. —Petioles tall, upright, hairy. Leaflets 

small, roundish obovate, obtusely serrated, of a dark green 

colour. Calyx large, spreading. Fniit large, ovate, 

with a neck, sometimes of a cockscomb shape, slightly 

hairy, bright scarlet. Flesh pale scarlet, solid, rich, 

juicy, and excellent. It ripens in the end of June or 

beginning of J uly, and is a good bearer, preferring a 

cool situation and a rather stiff soil. It is one of the 

very best sorts. 
13. Round IViiite Carolina—syn. Carolina, White 

Carolina, Conical White Carolina, Chili, White Chili, 

Large White Chili, Large Pale Chili, Cone, Globe, Large 

W’hite, Large Blush Pine, White Pine, W’hite Bath.— 

Petioles very long, slightly hairy. Leaflets large, nearly 

oval, coarsely and obtusely serrated, of a shining dark 

green. Calyx large, incurved. Iruit large, roundish, 

or irregularly ovate, white, sometimes reddish next the 

sun. Seeds deeply embedded. Flesh soft, white, pleas 

ant, but not of high flavour. It ripens in the end of June 

or beginning of July, and is a good bearer. It is only 

cultivated on account of its fruit contrasting well witli 

strawberries of a more brilliant colour. 
14. Swainstone Seedling—syn. Royal Pine.—Pe¬ 

tioles moderately tall, spreading, hairy. Leaflets broad 

oval, coarsely serrated, of a rather light green. Calyx 

middle sized, spreading or reflexed. Fndt large, round¬ 

ish or somewhat conical, pale scarlet. Flesh juicy, rich, 

and agreeable. It ripens in the end of June, and is v-ery 

productive, bearing sometimes a second crop in autumn. 

15. Vicomtesse Hericart de Tiiury-syn. Duchesse 

de Trevise.—Petioles moderately tall, spreading, very 

hairy. Leaflets large, broad oval, with large obtuse ser¬ 

ratures, yellowish-green. Calyx rather small, incurved. 

Fndt middle-sized, ovate, of a deep red colour. Flesh 

pale red, juicy, brisk, and rich. It ripens about the 

middle or end of June, and is an abundant bearer. 

Cl.lss IV.—IIautbois. ' 

16. Large Flat Hautbois — syn. Bath, Formosa, , 

Lowder’s, Salter’s, Weymouth, AVhite.—Petioles short, ! 

upright, hairy. Leaflets large, irregularly ovate, oh- < 

tusely serrated, of a yellowish-green colour. Calyx close 

to the base of the fruit, reflexed. Fruit large for this ; 

class, roundish, depressed, light red, pale on the under , 

side. Flesh greenish, without core, juicy, and rich. It , 

ripens in the end of J une and beginning of J uly, and is a i 
very abundant bearer. I 

17. Prolific IIautbois—syn. Conical, Double Bear- | 

ing. Dwarf, Hermaphrodite, Musk, Regent’s, Sacombe, , 

Sir Joseph Banks, Spring Grove, Capron Royal, Capron ■ 
Hermaphrodite.—Petioles t.all, upright, hairy. Leaflets , 

middle-sized, irregularly oblong, with strong coarse ser- ’ 

ratures, light green. Calyx small, reflexed. Stamens 

long, remaining round the base of the fruit even after 

the latter is ripe. Fruit large for this class, conical, 

dark brownish purple next the sun, paler on the shaded | 
side. Flesh solid, but of soft consistence, greenish, juicy, ! 

highly perfumed, and of excellent flavour. It ripens in | 

the end of June and beginning of July, and sometimes |i 

produces a second crop, ripening in October or later. It j 
is an abundant bearer, and, on the whole, the best of its j 
class. I 
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Class V.—Gueen. 

18. Geeek Strawberkt—syn. Green Alpine, Green 

Wood, Green Pine, Powdered Pine, Vert d’Angleterre, 

Fraisier Vert.—Petioles dwarf, erect, slender, hairy. 

Leaflets small, oval, finely .and sharply serrated, deep 

green. Calyx rather large, incurved, imbedded in the 

fruit. Fruit small, roundish or depressed glohul.ar, 

greenish white, tinged with red next the sun. Flesh 

solid, greenish, ver)' juicy, of a peculiar and very agree¬ 

able pine apple flavour. It ripens in the middle of J uly, 

and is a very abundant hearer. It is chiefly cultivated 

on account of its peculiar flavour, and for the variety 

which it affords when mixed with other sorts of brighter 

colours. Owing to the weakness of the scapes, the fruit 

lies close to the ground, and is hid amongst the leaves. 

Class VI.—Alpine. 

19. Red Alpine — syn. Prolific Alpine, Scarlet Al¬ 

pine, Des Alpes d Fruit Rouge, Des Alpes de Tous les 

Mois a Fruit Rouge, Des Alpes de Deux Saisons a Fruit 

Rouge, Des Alpes de Quatre Saisons k Fruit Rouge, 

Alpine Rouge.—Petioles dwarf, slender, hairy, erect. 

Leaflets small, oval, sharply serrated, the tips of the ser 

ratures of a reddish colour. Calyx small, reflexed. Fruit 

small, conical, bright red, dark brownish red next the 

sun. Seeds small, numerous, prominent. Flesh solid, 

pale red next the outside, white towards the centre, juicy, 

rich, and subacid It ripens from June to November, 

and is a most abundant bearer. 

20. White Alpine — syn. Des Alpes k Fruit Blanc, 

Des Alpes de Tous les Mois d Fruit Blanc, Des Alpes 

fle Deux Saisons 8, Fruit Blanc, Des Alpes de Quatre 

Saisons 8, Fruit Blanc, Alpine Blanc.—The leaves of this 

are similar to those of the Red Alpine, except that they 

are of a somewhat paler green, and the tips of the serra- 

tures are white. The fruit is white and scarcely so acid 

as the Red Alpine, which it resembles in every other 

respect. 

Propagation.—Tlie strawberry is propa¬ 

gated by seeds, division of the plant, and by 

runners. The Alpine varieties are always 

best raised from seeds; the other kinds are 

continued time to their variety by runners. 

The seeds of the Alpine varieties should be 

taken from the finest fruit ripened in the end 

of June or in July. To obtain the seeds, the 

fruit may either be bruised on sheets of brown 

paper and dried by exposure to the sun and 

air, or it may be bruised by hand in water, 

and the seeds washed, those which float being 

rejected. If intended to be kept till spring, 

the seed should be well dined; but if not, it 

ought to be merely surface-dried and imme¬ 

diately sown, either in a sheltered part in the 

open ground, or in pots. If in the open 

ground, the soil should be a very fine, rich 

mould, mixed with peat, well decomposed 

dung, or leaf-mould. The ground, if dry, 

should be watered; and, when in working 

condition, the surface having been made 

smooth and even, the handle of the rake or 

any straight round rod, should be laid across 

the bed at every 6 inches, moderately pressed, 

and, in the impressions so made, the seeds 

should be thinly sown, then pressed by again 

applying the rod; and they ought afterwards 

to be very slightly covered by sifting over 

them a little decayed leaf-mould, or old de¬ 

composed cow-dung. When necessary, the 

bed should be watered from a jiot with a fine 

rose. Previous to watering, some cover the 

surface thinly with chopped moss. The plants 

should appear in less than a month, and may 

be transplanted to where they are to remain 

for bearing, as soon as they have made 4 or 5 

leaves. The plants may, however, be much 

more quickly brought forward under glass, 

where that is at command. The seeds may 

be sown in pots or in jians, and kept in gentle 

heat. Care should be taken that the soil do 

not become too dry, to prevent which the 

pots may be covered with glass rendered 

opaque, or with slates, till the seeds begin to 

germinate. The jdants should be pricked out 

in fine soil laid to the depth of 6 or 8 inches 

on a slight hot-bed; and in June, they may 

be transferred to the open ground for bearing 

partially late in the autumn, and a full crop 

in the following season. The runners should 

be kept cut off the seedling plants, unless 

some are required to extend the plantation, 

and, in that case, it is a good plan to employ 

the first plant made by the runner from the 

seedling. 

Kunners are usually produced in great 

abundance from most varieties; but a sort 

called the Bush Alpine has not this property, 

and a few others, not worthy of cultivation, 

emit them but sjjaringly. The point of a 

runner is furnished with a bud, and when 

the runner has extended to some distance 

from the stem, the bud unfolds, and soon 

afterwards roots are emitted from its base. 

If in contact with moist, permeable soil, those 

soon fix themselves, and a young plant is 

established. This is fed from the mother 

plant by means of its own roots, another 

runner proceeds from it, and, in a similar 

manner to the first, another young plant is 

formed, and so on. Tlie runner is fed entirely 

by the mother plant in the first place, and so 

is the young plant, till such time as it is en¬ 

abled to strike root, and, if circumstances do 

not admit of this being readily effected, not 

only the runner and first plant, but also the 
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series of runners whicli aie to be produced in 

continuation, together with the plants which 

form upon them at intervals, must be also fed 

by the parent plant. Now, it is evident that, 

if the runners be stopped after the first plant 

is formed, one plant will be better nourished 

than if a number had to be supplied from the 

same source. Again, the eaidier the young 

plant can be rooted, the stronger and more 

substantial it will become, from having the 

advantage of ex])osure to light whilst the days 

are long. Fi'om what has been stated, it will 

readily be admitted that, in older to have 

good plants, means should be employed to 

facilitate the early production of runners, and 

to permit only one to grow from each runner, 

provided that that will afford a sufficient 

number of plants. The first proceeding is to 

encourage the plants to emit runners. This 

they do readily in moist warm weather, but 

very slowly, if at all, when the weather is 

veiy dry, unless the plants are well watered. 

Care should therefore be taken to keejr the 

ground moist, so that the growth of the old 

plants may not be checked from dryness at 

the root. The runner, also, makes greater 

progi’ess along a moist surface than it does 

along one that is dry. On a large scale, the 

runners for propagation are allowed to root 

in soil adjoining the plants; it should, there¬ 

fore, be dug or forked over and made fine for 

the roots to strike into, which they will soon 

do if it is kept moist, and they are closely in 

contact with it; and this, in many cases, can 

be easily done by a bit of stone placed on the 

runner. As soon as the young plant has 

ileveloped a few leaves, the runner from it 

should be stopped. On a small scale, and to 

obtain plants for forcing, 3-inch pots can be 

very advantageously employed. These are 

filled with good rich soil, and it is well to sink 

them in the ground, nearly to the brim. As 

soon as the bud at the first joint of the runner 

has developed a few leaves, it is pressed closely 

upon the soil in the jrot, and kept in contact 

with it either by means of a small hooked peg, 

or a small stone. 

The strawberry may be propagated, in cases 

of emergency, or in the absence of runners, 

by division of the plant; but it is neither a 

sure nor an expeditious method, for the plants 

are apt to fail, and, if they do take root, they 

grow but slowly, comjiared with young jfiants 

from runners, and are apt to die off in winter. 

The best time to divide the roots is early in 

spring, before the young leaves expand, or in 

August, whilst there is heat in the ground to 

encourage the growth of roots before winter. 

If done iu August, the old leaves should be 

mostly taken off. The plants must be pro¬ 

tected from the direct rays of the sun till they 

have struck root, and the ground should be 

kept moderately moist. They ought to be 

mulched, before winter, with leaves, or any 

kind of litter that will protect them, to a con¬ 

siderable extent, from severe frost. The Bush 

Alpine, and some other sorts cultivated by 

the French, can only be propagated by divi¬ 

sion and by seeds. 

Soil and Situation.—The strawberry will 

grow iu any good garden soil. The scarlet 

kinds prefer a rich sandy loam; but the pine 

varieties, and especially the Old Pine, succeed 

well iu rather strong loam, ju'ovided it is en¬ 

riched by manure and kept moist. Tenacious 

soils do not suit the strawberry, unless ame¬ 

liorated by such means as have been pointed 

out in the chapter on soils. Ground that is 

apt to get veiy diy from the eflects of only ten 

days or a fortnight’s drought is not suitable, 

on account of the enormous quantity of water 

that will be necessary; and if once the plants 

begin to flag for want of moistui’e, the crop 

Avill be all but lost. A soil that is natui-ally 

somewhat moist, but not too wet, answers 

Avell; and, where the land has admitted of 

irrigation, we have seen heavy crops produced 

every year. 

If the nature of the ground permit, it should 

be trenched to the depth of at least 2 or 3 feet, 

supplying, at the same time, plenty of manure, 

most of which should lie at 1 foot from the 

surface. If the surface consists of old garden 

soil that has been long manured, and if there 

is any yellow loam below, it will be very de¬ 

sirable, in trenching, to turn up some of the 

latter to the top, and then, after trenching, 

to spread a layer of dung on the suiTace, mix¬ 

ing it well with the fresh loam in digging it 

in. The loam will tend to prevent the plants 

from growing too much to leaf, instead of 

forming flower-stems. For stiff soils, good 

peat, if at command, is very proper; and rotten 

leaves and leaf-mould are excellent for straw¬ 

berries. 

Planting.—The best time for this operation 

is as soon as the plants are well rooted. If 

the ground, on account of crops, or owing to 

other circumstances, cannot be got ready for 

planting in summer, then it should be done 
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early in autumn, whilst the grouud is warm 

enough to encourage the plants to sti’ike good 

root before winter; oi’, if this cannot be done, 

the operation had better he deferred till the 

jilants are about to start into fresh gi’owth in 

spring, in February or March, according to 

the season and state of the weather. When 

it is foreseen that the plantation cannot be 

made in autumn, it is a very good plan to 

take xip the runnei’S, when well rooted, and 

plant them at 6 inches ajiart each way, in 

4 feet beds, with 1 foot alleys between them, 

which will afford convenient space for weed¬ 

ing and waterhig without trampling amongst 

the plants. In this way, 4 or 5 rods will 

hold sufficient for planting ^ acre. When 

the ground is ready for planting, furrows 

should be drawn with a hoe, as if for sowing 

pease. The plants ought to be carefully taken 

up with balls, laid on a hand-barrow, and 

planted with a trowel. The projxer distance 

between the I’ows varies according to the 

nature of the soil and the habit of the plant. 

In very rich soil, the sorts with large foliage 

are allowed by some as much as 2^ feet be¬ 

tween the rows, and 18 inches from plant to 

plant in the row. Mr. Keens planted in rows 

2 feet apart, with an interval of 3 feet be¬ 

tween every two rows, the plants 18 inches 

apart in the row. Mr. Myatt, the celebrated 

grower at Deptford, plants in rows 18 inches 

apart, and the same distance from plant to 

plant in the I’ows, but leaves a space of 30 

inches for an alley between every three rows, 

and after the fruit is gathered in the first 

year, the middle row is cleared away. Mr. 

Lydiard, one of the best growers near Bath, 

plants in rows 2^ feet apart, the plants being 

2 feet from each other in the rows. Accord¬ 

ing to Mr. Keens’ plan, each plant has a free 

space of 540 square inches. By Mr. Myatt’s 

plan, tlie plants in the rows next the alley 

have each a space of 432 inches, and those in 

the middle row 324 inches; but after the first 

year, when the middle row is done away with, 

each plant has a space of 594 inches. At the 

distances preferred by Mr. Lydiard, each plant 

has a space of 720 inches. In Keens’ plan 

there are seventy-two plants to a rod, in 

Lydiard’s fifty-four or fifty-five, in Myatt’s 

ninety-nine in the first year, and sixty-six 

afterwards. 

Tlie distance allowed by Mr. Keens is very 

proper for general cultivation. The interval 

of 3 feet between every two rows admits of 

space for young plants from runners, when a 

new plantation is required. By Mr. Myatt’s 

jdan, the ground is more fully occupied during 

the first season, when the plants are compara¬ 

tively small, than is the case when the other 

distances are adopted. Mr. Lydiard’s plants 

have the greatest space; bxxt they grow very 

large, in consequence of the encouragement 

given to the production of young foliage by 

the removal of the old, after the fruit is 

gathered. Scarlets may be planted in rows 

2 feet apart, the plants being 15 inches apart 

in the rows. In some cases, when the young 

jfiants from runners are early rooted and well 

grown, they may be planted doubly close for 

bearing in the following season, and after the 

fruit is gathered, every other plant can be 

removed, care being taken in doing so not to 

injure the roots of the plants intended to be 

left. In planting, the roots with the ball of 

earth should be placed as deep as they can be 

without covering the heart of the plant. 

Water must be plentifully given at first, but 

afterwards sparingly, until the plants have 

taken root. 

Cultivation.—After the plantation has been 

completed, the ground should be kept clear of 

weeds, and the surface stirred. Runners 

should not be cut off on their first appearance, 

otherwise a superabundance of foliage is in 

duced; but, when the runner has formed a 

second joint or bud, it may be cut off near to 

the plant from which it springs, unless wanted 

for propagation. After July, all runnel’s 

should be • taken off shortly after they make 

their appearance. The late Mr. Keens used 

to divest his plants of runners three times in 

the coui’se of the season. 

With regard to cutting off the foliage, much 

has been said both for and against this pro 

ceeding. We believe it to be advantageous 

or the contrary, according to the time and 

manner in which the operation is performed. 

To mow down the foliage, young and old in¬ 

discriminately, is doubtless injurious; but the 

removal of the old leaves at the proper time; 

must prove beneficial, inasmuch as more light 

is admitted, in consequence, to the young and 

active portion of the foliage. The practice 

is adopted by the Bath growers, so celebrated 

for their magnificent strawberries, some ot 

which have measui’ed fully 7 inches in cir¬ 

cumference, and who, as soon as the fruit is 

gathered, cut off' all the old leaves with a 

knife. This is certainly preferable to mowing 
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clown -with a scythe, for with the knife the 

old foliage can be removed, and the young 

spared. We observed, on visiting the garden 

of Mr. Lydiard, at Bath Easton, near Bath, 

in 1853, that, in consequence of this mode of 

l)roceeding, the plants had acquired, by the 

11th of September, a large size from the 

growth of fresh foliage, which had even be¬ 

come robust from having all the light which 

the old leaves would have intercepted, had 

they been allowed to remain. 

“ These young and vigorous leaves were in 

a condition to elaborate sap to form equally 

vigorous roots for supplying abundant nour¬ 

ishment to the ensuing crop. After it is 

gathered, the knife is again immediately em¬ 

ployed to remove all old leaves, in order to 

give space and light for new ones. And inas¬ 

much as the large amount of fresh foliage, 

thus auuually encouraged, produces a corre¬ 

sponding amount of new tissue, the jjlants are 

so far annually regenerated; and hence it may 

be concluded, that the frequent renewal of the 

l)lantatlons becomes less necessary.”—{•Journal 

of Horticultural Society, vol. ix. p. 46.) 

At Bath Easton the plantations remain in 

bearing during six, or from that to ten years. 

Mulching between the rows of strawberries, 

as performed by the London growers, is very 

iidvantageous in various respects. It serves 

to keep the ground moist and the fruit clean, 

as w'ell as to allbi-d nourishment to the plants. 

It consists of long dung, chiefly stable litter, 

and is put on in spring. The manuring prin- 

cif>les of the mulching are washed down by 

the rains, or by artificial watering, and the 

portion next the soil becomes partially decom¬ 

posed, whilst the upper part, bleached by sun 

and rain, serves to keep the fruit clean, and 

the whole has a most beneficial effect in keep¬ 

ing the soil moist. The mulching which 

Mr. Cuthill uses is horse dropping.s, covered 

with at least 1 inch thick of clean straw, laid 

on just when the plants are coming into flower; 

iind by watering frequently in dry weather, 

the strength of the manure is washed down 

amongst the roots by the time the fruit is 

ripe, when they most want it, leaving the 

straw clean and sweet. 

Various other materials have been employed 

for mulching; but, on the whole, we believe 

that nothing is better than the littery dung. 

If not washed clean by rains, or by artificial 

watering, befoi-e the fruit begins to change 

colour, a thin sprinkling of clean straw can 

be then laid over the surface. Tiles have 

been employed, but they are apt to get much 

heated by the sun, and spoil the flavour of the 

fruit which rests upon them; and, besides 

this, they afford shelter to insects injurious 

to the crop. 

From the time the blossoms begin to apjiear 

till the fruit is ripe, the ground should never 

be allowed to become dry. The plants, when 

in full foliage and active groAvtli, evaporate 

a large amount of moisture in dry weather. 

Watering over the tops is not sufficient in 

hot weather. In some soils, it is necessary to 

flood the whole surfixce of the ground repeat¬ 

edly, so that the water may reach the lowest 

roots. The leaves should nevOr be allowed to 

flag, for if permitted to do so they will never 

perfectly resume their functions, even if after¬ 

wards su2iplied with abiuidance of moisture, 

and from being unable to digest it projjerly, 

the fruit will be of bad flavour. In recom¬ 

mending jflentiful watering, it is not to be 

understood that water is to be given from any 

source without due precaxition. If cold spring 

water has to be used, it should only be given 

in a somewhat limited quantity at a time, 

only as much in one afternoon as can be 

warmed in passing through the mulching. If 

the following day should prove hot and sunny, 

the mulching will again become heated, and 

be in condition to warm an additional siipidv 

of water in the following afternoon. Where 

water can be obtained from reservoirs supplied 

by rain, or from a running stream, such ])iu- 

caution will not be necessary; but from what¬ 

ever source moisture is supjflied, care should be 

taken to avoid wetting the foliage when the sun 

is hot. 

lienewing the Plardations.—There has been 

much difference of opinion upon this j’loiut, 

some recommending the plantations to be re¬ 

newed every year, others every second or third 

year, whilst some of the celebrated growers 

near Bath allow a i^lantation to bear for six 

or ten years. Much depends on the way in 

which the plants are managed; if they arc 

kept free of runners and divested of the old 

leaves after the fruit has been gathei’ed, the 

jilantation may be allowed to remain longer 

than when these matters are .neglected. If 

the stem of any strong growing sort be taken 

and the lower leaves stripped off, it will be 

seen that there are a number of white points 

ready to jmsh, if circumstances should be 

favourable to their doing so. They do not 
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push tlirough the coatings fonnecl by the ’ 

bases of the leaves above groimtl, but if the 

stem is buried in soil, or in a good top-dressing 

of rotten dung, leaf-mould, or even leaves, 

they \yill strike root, in consequence of which 

the plants will be greatly invigorated, and will 

bear well for many years. The Old Pine has 

been known to produce excellent crops when 

so treated, the plantation not having been 

renewed for twelve years. 

A covering of leaves suits the strawberry 

remai'kably well. Some have been known 

to bear good crops under a large Bigarreau 

cheny tree, the leaves of which were allowed 

to remain, as they fell, upon the plants. The 

strawberry wull push through a considerable 

thickness of leaves or any light substance. 

A top-dressing of loam is even beneficial, if 

api)lied before the plants begin to grow in 

spring, for after that period they should not 

be disturbed either at root or top. 

Digging between the rows with the spade 

is injurious. The sole object in doing so can 

only be to loosen the soil, in order that fresh 

roots may push more freely j but many of the 

roots formed in the previous season w'ill, of 

course, be cut off, and they are those which 

contribute most to the support of the crop. 

The soil, however, may and should be stirred 

with a fork, as with proper care this can be 

done with very little injury to the roots, and 

this injury will be compensated by the great 

advantage wdiich the plants generally derive 

from tlm operation. 

Straw’berry plants sometimes produce a great 

number of leaves and scapes from the same 

stock. When this is the case, and when it is 

de.sired to have the fruit large and fine, about 

four of the strongest scapes are selected to be 

retained, and the others, with the leaves con¬ 

nected with them at the base, are thinned out. 

It W'ill Jiave been observed that the lowest 

blossoms on the scape produce the largest, 

earliest, and best ripened fruit, and that, when 

such are ripe, those higher up are still green, 

whilst towards the toj) some of the pedicels 

are only bearing flowers. The fruit from these 

never acquires the perfection of that formed 

lower dow'ii. In forcing, it is found advan¬ 

tageous to cut or clip off these upper produc¬ 

tions, foi’, w'hen this is done, those below attain 

a lai’£rcr size than w'ould otherwise be the case. 

The same operation might be advantageously 

performed on plants in the open ground by 

])ersons who can afibrd the time to do so. At 

any rate, the beneficial effects of the practice 

should be known, in order that amateurs and 

private gi’ow'ei’s may avail themselves of it. 

Strawberries are occasionally grown on 

banks, ridges, and terraces; but we do not 

think it necessary to enter into details respect¬ 

ing these modes, for the plant will grow in 

almost any situation w'here it can be supplied 

w'ith moisture and sufficient nourishment, and 

W'here, at the same time, the foliage can be 

exposed to light. There are, however, par¬ 

ticular advantages to be derived from a ter- 

I’aced ridge formed to run east and west, for 

the 2)lants on the south side ripen fruit earlier 

than those on the level ground, whilst those 

on the north side afford a later supply. 

Gathering.—Strawberries should be gathered 

if possible when dry, but not when heated by 

the sun. For dessert, they ought to be gathered 

W'ith the calyx and just as much of the stalk 

belov/ it as is sufficient to lay hold of. Those 

intended for preserving are taken without the 

calyx. 

Diseases and Insects.—There has been much 

said and written resjiecting male, female, and 

hermaphrodite plants, but w e have never seen 

what could be pro})erly designated either male 

or female plants. It is often the case that 

the flow'ers prove aboi'tive, either from the 

effects of frost late in spring, or from an ab¬ 

normal state of growth in the plants, but, in 

the former case, there is neither stigma nor 

style to be seen, only stamens, which in most 

plants are hardier than the female organs. 

Frost frequently juoves injurious before the 

flow'ei's expand, and, when they do so, it is 

with w'hat is termed black eyes, the receptacle 

and the rudiments of the styles having been 

killed, and their remains ajipearing of that 

colour; but this is not natural to the plant, 

being purely the effect of an accident occur¬ 

ring to that which would otherwise become 

perfect. Sterility ha.s, however, been known 

to pervade, with a few excejitions, a whole 

plantation of Ilautbois, although the plants 

were not at all injured by frost. This would 

have been considered a proof of the theory of 

the plants being dioecious, and many, in such 

cases, would have taken the precaution to 

replace the plants with others from bearing 

beds. These plants w'ere, in fact, taken from 

bearing beds tbc year previous, and jdanted 

in a rich, w'cll-manured border, in which they 

started rapidly into too gi'cat luxuriance, the 

srrowth being to loaves rather than to fruit. 

73 
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The plants, however, were not removed, nor 

were others introduced, nevertheless, the whole 

bore a most abundant crop in the following 

season, therefore they could not have been 

male plants; and we believe that there is no 

such thing as naturally distinct male and 

female plants in the strawberiy. Abortions 

may occur, but they may always be refei’red 

to such causes as frost, over-luxuriance, and 

sudden heat with moisture. 

The strawberry is frecpiently attacked by 

snails and slugs, and by the grubs of the sj^otted 

garden-gnat {Tipida maculosa'), which cut off 

the flower-stalks by the ground; and the larvm 

of Ilepialus lupulinus, OtiorliyncJms tenebri- 

cosus, and various other insects prey upon the 

loots. For snails and slugs, dusting with 

newly slaked lime is the best remedy; and, 

when the plants are seriously attacked at the 

roots, it is generally better to form a fresh 

plantation than to attempt to combat the evil. 

The ground of the old beds should afterwards 

be deeply trenched, in order to bury the insects. 

THE ELDER (Samhucus nigra, L.—Pentan- 

dria Ti’igynia, L.; Caju’ifoliacese, D.O.; Capri- 

foliaccfB, Lind.) is a low, deciduous tree, a 

native of Britain and other parts of Europe, 

as well as of the north of Africa. The berries 

are employed in making elder-wine, of which 

large quantities ai-e consumed at Christma.s, 

and for the production of a jelly which is said 

to be useful in cases of severe cold and sore 

throat. Elder-flower watei’, which is used for 

flavouring confectionary and as a lotion for 

the skin, is obtained from the flo%vers; and the 

whole tree is held in great estimation by coun¬ 

try people for its medicinal properties. Be¬ 

sides the common sort with black berries, 

there is a variety with green, and another 

with yellow fruit, but these are chiefly })lauted 

for ornament. The elder is propagated with 

great facility, either by seeds sown in autumn 

or spring, or by cuttings. The latter method, 

being the most expeditious, is that usually 

adopted. The cuttings may be made any 

time between the end of October and the be¬ 

ginning of March; they should be taken off 

immediately below a joint, and may bo 1 foot ^ 

or 18 inches in length. They should be in- j 

sorted to about half their length in the ground, 

where they soon strike root, and, in the fol¬ 

lowing year, are fit for being finally planted 

out. If the trees are to he grown as stand- ' 

ards, they may be planted 20 feet apart; some- ! 

times, however, cuttings are put in 1 foot ' 

apart, so as to form a hedge. The elder wdll 

grow luxuriantly in any good garden soil, and 

is not particular as to situation; but a sunny 

s])ot is desirable, where good fruit is an object. 

Further than removing suckers when the trees 

are young, and forming a regular head, no 

other culture is required. 

THE MULBERRY i^Morus nigra, L. — Mo- 

noccia Tetrandria, L.; Urticem, D.C.; Moracea?, 

Lind.) is a moncecious tree, a native of Persia, 

whence it is supposed to have been introduced 

into Europe b}^ the Greeks. The fruit, wliich 

is composed of a number of grains, is oval, 

1 inch or more in length, and about | inch in 

diameter at the widest part, of a dark purple 

colour approaching to black, very juicy, and 

having a sub-acid flavour. It is occasionally 

eaten at the dessert, and sometimes preserved, 

or made into a sort of wine. A syrup is also 

prepared from the berries gathered befoi’e they 

are fully ripe, or whilst still red. 

The mulberry succeeds best in a rich deep 

loam, rather light than otherwise, and some¬ 

what moist. It grows well in any good garden 

ground; but in very dry, shallow soils, as well 

as in those which are heavy, cold, or wet, the 

fruit rarely acquires any degree of peifection, 

and generally drops before it is fully ripe. The 

tree requires a situation well sheltered from 

northerly -wind-s, but open to the sun on the 

south. In the neighbourhood of London, and 

in all the w^arm parts of the kingdom, it suc- 

I ceeds perfectly well, and ripens its fruit as a 

^ standard ; but in the cold parts of Scotland, 

and in the north of England, it requires a M'all 

with a warm aspect. 

Propagation is effected by seeds, cutting.s, 

and layers, also by budding and grafting. The 

seed is separated from the fruit by bruising 

the latter between the hands, and washing it 

free from the pulj) in a basin of water. The 

seeds should then be thoroughly dried, 2:)ut in 

pa])er or canvas bags, and kept in a cool, dry 

place till spring. The seeds may be sown in 

hlarch, in pans filled with light rich mould, 

placed in gentle heat, the seedlings being 

potted off or jilanted out in the course of the 

summer; or they may be sown o\it of door.s, 

in soil of a similar de.scription, in May. In 

either case there shoiild only be a .slight cover¬ 

ing of fine mould, and frequent waterings 

through a fine rose ought to be given. During 

the winter, the young plants should be pro¬ 

tected from severe fi’osts by hoops and mats, or 

other available means. In March they may 
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be taken up, sliortoned to one eye, and planted 

1 foot apart, in rows 2 feet from each other. 

I’ropagation by seed, however, is seldom prac¬ 

tised, as plants so raised, unless grafted, are 

long in coming into bearing, and frequently 

produce only male blossoms. 

Cuttings may be made in spring or autumn, 

and should be taken from the upper bi’anches 

of the tree in pi’efei’ence to the lower ones, 

for, when so chosen, they are said to come 

sooner into bearing. When made in spring, 

they should be taken from well-ripened shoots 

of the preceding year, and a joint of two-year 

old wood ought to be left at their base. They 

may be planted 6 inches apart, in rows 1 foot 

distant, in light rich mould, in a shady border; 

or, what is better, they may be potted, and 

plunged in a moderate hot-bed till they strike 

good root, when they may be hardened off and 

put out of doors. In either case, only one or 

two of the buds should be left above ground, 

and gentle waterings must be given from time 

to time, so as to keep the soil sufficiently 

moist, but not wet. During the winter pro¬ 

tection should be given in severe weather, and 

in the spring or autumn of the following year, 

they may be planted out in nursery rows. 

Cuttings made in autumn ought to be taken 

off with a small portion of two-year old wood, 

when the shoots are well matured. They should 

then be planted, as above, in a shady situation, 

and protected from severe frost in winter. They 

may remain in the open ground till they make 

good roots, or may be taken up in spring, 

potted and plunged in a hot-bed to accele¬ 

rate the production of roots. Another mode 

consists in taking, in spring, the most per¬ 

fectly matured portions of shoots of the pre¬ 

ceding yeai’, and cutting them into as many 

pieces as there are buds; these pieces are then 

jdaced upon their side, with the bud upwards, 

in light rich soil, and covered to the depth 

of ^ inch. If the ground is kept sufficiently 

moist, the buds soon vegetate, and roots are 

emitted from the under side of the cutting. 

Bearing branches, and even large limbs, will 

strike root with facility, and are sometimes 

employed instead of cuttings of the shoots, 

especially when the object is to obtain a tree 

which will bear in two or three years. They 

should be inserted in autumn, in good soil, to 

the de{)th of 2 or 3 feet, according to the size 

of the branch and the depth of the soil; and, 

if of large size, should be supported in an 

upright position by a stake. At planting, the 

laterals ought to be shortened back a little, 

and, if possible, to a wood-bud at the base of 

a young shoot; at the same time a good shoot 

should be preserved as a leader. Afterwards, 

a good supply of water should be given,- and 

when the branch has taken good root, a por¬ 

tion of the lower branches should be removed 

every year in order to form a clean stem; but 

care must be taken not to deprive the tree of 

too large a portion of foliage at any one time, 

otherwise its health and vigour are likely to 

be seriously affected in consequence. 

By far the most common mode of propaga¬ 

tion is by layering the young branches, either 

in autumn or spring. In performing this oper¬ 

ation any of the usual modes may be adopted ; 

but, as the most eligible branches are generally 

far from the ground, and cannot be brought 

down, it is frequently necessary to surround 

the branch with soil supported in a pot or box, 

and kept constantly moist. A ring of bark 

shoi;ld be removed from the branch where it 

passes through the soil, when this mode is 

practised. 

The tree may also be propagated by heading 

doAvn and moulding up, in the same manner 

as the quince; but plants so obtained are 

generally long in coming into bearing. 

Layers may be severed from the tree in the 

autumn of the year after they are laid down, 

if found sufficiently rooted, and may then be 

transplanted into nursery rows. 

In this country the mulberry is rarely 

grafted, budded, or inarched; although these 

operations may be advantageously performed 

with the view of inducing early bearing, and 

to render fruitful the trees, whether fi-om 

seeds, cuttings, or layers, which naturally pro¬ 

duce only male blossoms. Inarching is the 

most certain mode of proceeding, at the same 

time it is the most inconvenient to pi’actise, 

especially with large trees. The operation 

should be performed in spring, after the leaves 

have expanded. Grafting, when the sap begins 

to flow in spring, is rarely successful with this 

tree, owing to its bleeding; but it is probable 

that success would be insured, as in the case 

of the vine, by taking off the scions before 

vegetation commences, and working them when 

the leaves are developed and capable of appro¬ 

priating the superabundant sap. On the Con¬ 

tinent, flute-budding, ring-budding, and bud¬ 

ding with a dormant eye are successfully 

employed, and are considered the best modes 

of insuring the objects of grafting, Flute- 
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budding is performed when the sap rises in 

spring, the otlier two operations before the 

descent of the sap in the autumn; and, if the 

bud succeed, the portion of the stock above 

it is cut off in the following spring. 

Young plants in the nursery should be 

trained to a straight stem; and, as they in¬ 

crease in size, transplanted every second or 

third year to wider distances apart; when 

their stems ai’e 3 or 4 inches in circumfer¬ 

ence they may be taken up early in spring, 

and planted where they ai’e to remain. In 

])lanting, a large hole should be made, and the 

roots must be extended at full length; after¬ 

wards the hole should be filled up with good 

rich soil, or old hot-bed mould. The mulbeny 

is generally trained as a standard, and planted 

in the orchard, or on lawns, in order that the 

fruit may not be damaged by its fall from the 

tree, but it is always better to keep the ground 

beneath dug. The tree will also succeed as an 

espalier, and in cold localities it may be trained 

against a wall with a south aspect, on which, 

however, it occupies a much greater space than 

can well be spared in such situations. 

As a standard the tree requires but little 

pruning, d'he leading upright shoot should be 

cut at the proper height, and three shoots 

originated for principal limbs. These shoots 

ought to be subdivided into two each. An 

equality of growth should be maintained among 

these, so as to form a well-balanced head, as 

directed in the chaptei’s on pruning and train¬ 

ing. On walls, the fore-right shoots must be 

pinched, in summer, to six buds, and if they 

j)ush again, they should be cut back to within 

four buds from the base. 

Beyond pruning, as above directed, the tree 

requires but little culture, it being merely ne¬ 

cessary to dig over the ground about the roots 

in autumn and spring, and to keep it free 

from weeds. The fruit ripens in succession 

in August and September, and should be 

gathered when about to drop. If the tree is 

not growing on a lawn, grass mowings should 

be spread out in a layer, not so thick as to fer¬ 

ment, in order to prevent injury to such fruit 

as may fall before it can be gathered. It does 

not keep good more than a day or two, and 

the sooner it can l)e used after gathering the 

better. 

Besides the common mulberry, the only other 

species woi'thy of mention on account of its 

fruit is the red mulberry, Moi'us rubra, a 

native of North America, producing berries 

of a dark red colour, but greatly inferior in 

quality to those of the common sort. 

CRANBERRY {Oxycoccus, Pers.—Octandria 

Monogynia, L.; Vacciuienc, D.C.; Vacciniacere, 

Lind.)—Of this there are two species, valued 

on account of the fruit, namely, the American 

and the Common cranberry. 

The American Cranberry (Oxycoccus ma- 

crocarpics, Pers.) is a hardy trailing shi-ub, a 

native of North America, where it is found in 

boggy ground, swamps, and on the borders of 

lakes. The fruit is highly esteemed for tails, 

pre.serves, itc., for which purposes considerable 

quantities are annually imported into this 

country. It may be cultivated in beds of 

peat soil, or bog earth formed in a moist 

situation, and so that theii' surface may be 

about 6 inches below the level of the sur¬ 

rounding ground. In these, the roots should 

be planted 2 feet apart, early in autumn, or 

in spring when all danger of frost is over. The 

plants soon spread in all directions and cover 

the beds; and in no case should they be al¬ 

lowed to suffer for want of water. Propaga¬ 

tion is easily effected by layers, or by dividing 

tlie roots. 

The Common Cranberry (Oxycoccus palus- 

tris, Pers.), a native of Britain, produces a 

deep red, very acid fruit, which, though infe¬ 

rior to that of the American cranberry in size 

and quality, is nevertheless very excellent in 

tarts and preserves. The plant may be grown 

in beds formed by digging out the ground at 

the side of a clear pond or running water, so 

that the bottom of the excavation may be 

about 6 inches below the surface of the water, 

and then filling in peat or bog earth or stone.s 

to the depth of about 9 inches. The plants 

may then be planted and the water let in. 

THE BILBERRY, or BLAEBERRY {Vaccinium 

Myrtillus, L. — Octandria Monogynia, L.; 

Vacciniepe,D.C.; Vacciniacese, Lind.) is a deci¬ 

duous shrub, growing to the height of 1 or 2 

feet, and commouly found on stony heaths in 

various parts of Britain. The fruit, a small 

berry, is dark purple, and has an agreeable, 

slightly acid flavoui'. It makes excellent tarts 

and preserves. The plant is propagated by 

layers, and may be grown in peat soil mixed 

with garden mould. 

THE BERBERRY (^Berberis vulya7-is,1j.—Ilex- 

andria Monogynia, L.; Berberide.TC, D.C.; Ber- 

beridaceaj, Lind.) is a deciduous shrub, growing 

to the height of 7 or 8 feet, a native of Bri¬ 

tain and most parts of Europe and North 
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America. It is found wild in woods and cop- 

jiicos in dry soil, and was formerly common 

enough in hedgerows, but is now everywhere 

banished from these in consequence of the plant 

being very genei-ally supposed to produce the 

rust on corn growing in its vicinity. The fruit 

when ripe is acid and astringent, hut makes 

excellent preserves; those made at Kouen from 

the stoneless fruit are held in high estimation. 

In a green state the berries are pickled in 

vinegar. The principal varieties are:— 

1. Common Eed-feuited. 

2. Large Eed-fruited (Epine - viuette a 

gros fruit rouge). 

3. Purple-fruited (Epiue-vinette h, fruit 

violet). 
4. White Berberry (Epine-vinette tl fruit 

blanc). 

The stoneless fniit, w’hich is sometimes con¬ 

sidered as a distinct variety, is produced by old 

plants which have been propagated by layers. 

The berbeiay may be raised from seed, but is 

generally propagated by sucker.s, taken off in 

autumn, by dividing the plant, or by layering 

the young shoots. The layers are frequently 

two years before they make good roots, and 

should be separated from the parent plant in 

autumn. The plant will grow in any good 

garden soil, but bears best in one that is rich, 

light, and rather dry. All the culture it re¬ 

quires is to remove suckers so as to leave only 

a single stem, and to prune in all branches 

that are inclined to straggle too far. 

BRAMBLE {Rubus—Icosandria Polygynia, 

L.; Eosace?e, D.C.; Eosaceae, Lind.)—There 

are several species and varieties of bramble, in 

.some of which the fruit is of excellent quality 

for making pies, tarts, and preserves; in 

others it is of a very inferior description, but 

all appear to be susceptible of improvement 

by cultivation. Some account of the different 

kinds and their productions may therefore 

prove useful, and may lead to experiments 

being made for their improvement; and such 

attempts cannot he regarded as hopeless, when 

we reflect upon the immense difference which 

exists between our fruits in their wild state 

and when cultivated. The principal species 

of bramble are:— 

1. Common (R./riRjcosws, L )—A n.itivo of Britain. 
Stems strong, angular, of a dark red colour, armed with 
strong hooked prickles. Loaves pedate, dark green. 
Flowers pink. Fruit purplish black, composed of 
numerous small grains, of an agreeable sub-acid flavour. 
There is a variety called the White-fruited bramble, 
which has white flowers, and produces a globular, some- 

! what flattened fruit, composed of light green transparent 

grains of a sweetish taste, 

2. Ked-fruited [R. suberectus) —A native of Britain. 

Stems nearly erect, 3 or 4 feet high,‘ s|)aringly armed 

with small, purple, deflexed prickles. Leaves shining 

dark green, usually composed of five leaflets, but some¬ 

times of seven, on the fruiting branches temate. Flowers 

large, white. Fruit small, dark red, composed of few 

grains, acid. 

3. Hazel-leaved {R. corylifolius).—Anativeof Britain. 

Stems long, trailing, armed with numerous prickles, which 

are nearly straight. Leaves quinate, on the bearing 

branches always ternate, light green. Flowers white. 

Fruit large, black, glossy, composed of few but well- 

swelled grains, juicy and agreeably acid. A good bearer. 

4. Dew-berry—syn. Blue Bramble [R. emsius, L.)— 

A native of Britain. Stems M’eak, trailing, armed with 

numerous small deflexed prickles. Leaves ternate, light 

green. Flowers white. Fruit small, black, composed 

of a few large grains of an agreeable acid flavour. A 

shy bearer, many of the flowers proving abortive. 

5. Cut-leaved {R. laciniatus).—Stems somewhat up¬ 

right, the barren ones long, spreading, and armed with 

strong recurved prickles. Leaves dark green, composed 

of three or five leaflets deeply cut. Flowers rose-coloured. 

Fruit large, black, composed of well-swelled though not 

numerous grains, agreeably acid. A good bearer. 

6. Buckthorn-leaved [R. rhamm'folius).—A native of 

Britain. Stems very long, trailing, armed with straight, 

deflexed, reddish prickles. Leaves generally quinate, 

bright green. Flowers white. Fruit large, composed of 

well-swelled grains, agreeably acid. An abundant bearer. 

7. Glandular {R. glandulosus).—A native of Britain. 

Stems long, trailing, armed with numerous deflexed, some¬ 

what hooked prickles. Leaves on the flowering stems 

ternate, on the barren quinate, bright green. Flowers 

white. Fruit small, black, composed of numerous grains, 

of good flavour. 

8 SniNiNO-LEAVED [R. nitvhis).—A native of Britain. 

Stems spreading, inclining to grow erect, sparingly 

armed with hooked prickles. Leaves ternate on the 

fruiting stems, quinate on the rest, bright green. Flowers 

white. Fruit small, black, composed of a few prominent 

grains, rather acid. 
9. Dwarf Crimson [R. nretfews, L.)—A native of the 

mountainous parts of Scotland, as well as of Sweden, 

and other parts of the north of Europe. Stems herbace¬ 

ous, erect, 3 or 4 inches high, not armed with prickles. 

Leaves ternate. Flowers crimson, on a solit.ary stalk. 

Fruit resembling a raspberry in colour, composed of a 

few large grains, very fragrant, and partaking of the 

flavour of the raspberry and strawberry combined. It 

is raised from seed, and may also be propagated by its 

creeping roots It should be grown in peat soil mixed 

M’ith loam, in a cool, rather moist situation. Both flowers 

and fruit are very ornamental. 

10. Ci.ouDBERiiY—.syn. Mountain Bramble [R- Oha- 

mrsmonis, L.)—A native of Britain, where it is found in 

the highe.st mountains, as well as of other parts of the 

north of Europe. Stems herbaceous, about 4 inches high, 

not armed with prickles. Leaves simple heart-shaped. 

Flowers white, and borne singly on the stem. Fruit 

large, of a tawny yellow colour, when ripe of a pleasant, 

agreeably acid flavour. It makes excellent preserves. 

The plant may be propagated by seed as well as by its 

creeping roots, and requires to be grown in peaty soil. 
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Brambles may be raised from seed or layers, 

but the latter seldom take good root till the 

second year; a better and more expeditious 

method is to cover the point of the shoots 

with soil, in consequence of which tliey make 

jdenty of roots the first year. The species 

with herbaceous stems require to be grown in 

peaty soil, the others will succeed well in any 

good gai’den ground, and may be trained like 

raspberries, either to upright stakes, or they 

may be arched, which is doubtless for them 

the more natural way; and the shoots of the 

current year may be disposed in circles round 

the centre of the plant, and kept in their 

position by means of pegs. With the excep¬ 

tion of cutting out superfliTous shoots and 

dead wood, no fixrther care will be required. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

THE NUT, WALNUT, AND CHESTNUT. 

THE NUT {Corylus Avellana, L.—Moucccia 

Polyandria, L.; Amentacese, D.C.; Corylacese, 

Lind.) is a native of Britain and most Euro¬ 

pean countries. It is extensively cultivated 

in the south of Europe, especially in Spain, 

which is celebrated for the size and quality of 

its nuts, and exports them in large quantities. 

It is also much grown in some parts of Kent. 

The varieties were formerly divided into two 

classes, namely—shorl-hearded, in which the 

husk extended but little, if any, beyond the 

nut; and long or fidl-hearded, commonly called 

filberts; but, as there are now several sorts 

intermediate between these extremes, the dis¬ 

tinction can no longer be maintained. 

The most esteemed varieties are:— 

1. Red Filbert—syn. Red Hazel, Avelinier Rouge, 

Hlutnuss, Landschippen,Langbartsnuss, Rothe Lamberts- 

iiuss.-—Husk long, tubular, hispid. Nut middle-sized, 

ovate; shell thick; kernel covered with a crimson pel¬ 

licle; flavour good. Tree a good bearer. 

2. White Filbert—syn. Wrotham Park, Avelinier 

blanche, Weisse Lanibertsnuss. — Husk long, tubular, 

contracted round tlie apex of the nut, hispid. Nut mid¬ 

dle-sized, ovate; shell thick; kernel covered with a white 

pellicle; flavour good. Tree a good bearer. This and 

the preceding are much esteemed, because they can be 

longer kept in the husk than the other kinds, owing to 
its long tubular form. 

3. CosFORD—syn. Miss Young’s, Thin-shelled.—Husk 

nearly the length of the nut, deeply divided, slightly 

hispid at the base, expanding but not becoming reflexed 

when the nut is ripe. Nut large, oblong; shell light 

brown,-very thin; kernel filling the shell, white, sweet, 

and very good. Tree a good bearer. It ripens raiher 

early, and is highly deserving of cultivation. 

4. Spanish—syn. Cob, Great Cob, and Large Cob of 

some, Lambert’s, Lambert’s Large, Large Bond Nut, Sir 

John Aubrey’s, Toker.—Husk smooth, longer than the 

nut, which is very large, oblong; shell thick, nearly filled 

with the kernel. Tree of rather upright growth. Being 

a very large variety, it deserves cultivation. 

5. Cob—syn. Downton Large, Prolific, Dw.arf Prolific, 

Glasgow Prolific, Saint-Grisier; Barcelona, Great Cob, and 

Large Cob of some.—Husk short, hispid. Nut large, 

short, ovate, slightly compressed; shell very thick and 

hard, generally well filled by the kernel, which is of good 

quality, very like the Barcelona nuts of commerce. Tree 

of a strong upright habit of growth, and a good bearer. 

6. Bo.nd Nut.—Huskhispid. Nut middle-sized, ovate, 

oblong; shell thin, well filled by the kernel. Tree a good 
bearer. 

7. Downton Large Square.—Husk smooth. Nut 

large, short, four-sided, rounded at the corners; shell 

thick; kernel very good. 

8. Frizzled Filbert—syn. Cape Nut, Frizzled Nut. 

—Husk about twice the length of the nut, deeply divided, 

spreading open at the mouth, frizzled, hispid. Nut small, 

oblong, flattened; shell rather thick, well filled by the 

kernel. It ripens rather late; and the tree is hardy and 

an abundant bearer, producing the nuts in clusters of 

three or more. 

In addition to the above, the Burn nut. Great Cob, 

and Large Round Cob may also be mentioned as good 

sorts, and the Purple-leaved, on account of the ornamen¬ 

tal appearance of its foliage. 

Propagation.—The nut may be propagated 

by seed, layer.?, suckers, and grafts. 

For propagation by seed the nuts should 

be gathered wlten quite ripe, and laid in the 

sun or in an airy place protected from rain, 

until they drop out of the husk or can be 

readily taken out. They should then be kept 

in sand, and sown, in October, in rich, light soil. 

Though this mode may be adojxted on a large : 

scale, yet, as the nuts, when so treated, are i 

liable to be attacked by mice, it is generally i 

better to stratify the nuts, aud plant out in j 

nursery rows in spring. Plants raised from i 

the nuts of good varieties are rarely so good i| 

as their parents, but answer well for planting | 

in woods for rods, hoops, and other purposes; 

or they may be reared with single stems, and i 

grafted with any of the improved sorts. 

Layering should be performed in autumn, i 

or any time before spring that the weather 

may permit. The layers will generally be fit 

for taking up and planting in nursery rows, 

3 feet apart and 1 foot asunder in the row. ■ 

Some prefer plants from layers to those raised H 

by any other mode. I 
Propagation by suckers is the mode usually I 

adopted iu Kent, where they are generally I 
taken from the parent plant in autumn, short- ■ 
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eaed to 10 or 12 inches, and jdanted in nur¬ 

sery rows, where they remain three or four 

years. 

Propagation by grafting is not the usual 

mode, but it may be very advantageously 

employed in some cases. The grafts take 

readily, and if a strong growing soj’t be grafted 

on one that is less vigorous, fruitfulness will 

be induced, and over-luxuriance checked. Whip¬ 

grafting is the best mode, and tlie. operation 

should be performed in the end of February 

or in March. 

Soil and Situation.—The nut will gi'ow in 

almost any soil; but that in which it is most 

fruitful is a loam upon a dry sandy rock; for 

such, according to the Rev. William William¬ 

son {Ilorticultural Transactions, vol. iv. p. 

146), is that part of Kent where the nut is 

chiefly cultivated. It succeeds very well in 

sandy loam, or in a mixture of loam and 

brick rubbish. In strong, moist, loamy soils, 

the trees are apt to grow too much to wood. 

In the warm parts of the Continent, they are 

planted towards a northern exposure, but in 

this country a southern slope is the best. 

Culture.—The distance between the trees 

may be 10 feet each way, and then they must 

be kept within limits Ijy pruning, so that they 

may not shade each other. If the soil is not 

naturally rich, if it is thin, sandy, or rocky, 

manure of some sort should be given every 

year, especially if the trees bear heavy crops. 

Old woollen rags are found to be a good ma¬ 

nure, and the decayed primings and foliage of 

the trees themselves are likewise used with 

advantage. Manure is applied by laying it 

on after having removed the surface soil for 

some distance round the tree in autumn. 

When the soil is removed, all suckers should 

be carefully ei’adicated, otherwise manuring 

will be of little avail, for the nourishment 

afforded by the manure wdll be carried by the 

sap into the suckers rather than through the 

vessels of the old stem. Keeping the plants 

clear of suckers is a most important point in 

the cultivation of the nut; if, indeed, it is not 

of all others the mo.st important. 

Pruning.—The plants should be reared, in 

the first instance, with a single stem, and in 

autumn it should be cut at 18 inches from the 

ground. If, after the final planting, the stem 

should a])pear too weak, it will be advisable 

to allow the plant to grow at freedom, except 

in respect to suckers, none of which should 

be permitted to expand their foliage, but must 

be displaced as soon as they can be discovered. 

When the plants have grown for one season, 

those that have too weak stems should be cut 

down near the ground, and only the strongest 

one of the shoots which subsequently push, 

should be permitted to grow. It should be 

trained erect during the summer, and cut 

back in autumn to 18 inches from the ground. 

This constitutes the upright stem, 1 foot of 

which should always be kept quite clear of 

shoots. If above this height six sufficieutly 

strong shoots push, let them be inclined out¬ 

wards and at equal distances from each other. 

This can be done with the greatest regularity 

by means of a hoop i)laced in the centre. If 

six good shoots cannot be obtained, select 

three of the best, iind endeavour to grow these 

three of equal strength during the summer, 

and cut them back to within 4 or 5 inches 

from their base. In the following summer 

two shoots from each of these three will be¬ 

come the origin of six branches for forming 

the head. The leading shoots of these branches 

require to be shortened more or less at every 

winter qiruning. How far they should be 

shortened back depends on the soil and climate. 

The object is to cause the shoot to pu.sh laterals 

along its whole length, instead of being naked 

near its base, as would otherwise be the case; 

and this will be insured by cutting off two- 

thirds; but one-half or one-third may, under 

some circumstances, be found sufficient. In 

Kent, the trees are not allowed to exceed 

6 feet in height, and, in many cases, not more 

than 41 or 5 feet. In consequence of the 

leading shoots being thus shortened, laterals 

will be abundantly produced. If any of these 

are likely to grow too strong, they should bo 

checked by pinching. In autumn, the laterals 

should be shortened back nearly close to the 

stem, and in consequence of this, two or more 

shoots will push from their bases, which would 

not otherwise have been the case. If the 

plant is not growing too luxuriantly to wood, 

these shoots will bear fruit. If they are too 

numei’ous, they should be thinned; and if any 

are too strong for the others, they should be 

checked, for by this means the flow of .sap 

will be equalized, and then not only will pro¬ 

ductiveness be induced, but the fruit will be 

well nourished and of large size. It should, 

however, be borne in mind, that if any shoot 

is allowed to push with excessive vigour in 

any part of the tree, the fruitfulness of the 

othei- parts will be rendered uncertain. 
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It should be uuJerstood that the nut is 

uioucBcious, that is^ male flowers, Fig. 39, 

and female flowers, $, are produced on the 

same plant. The male flowers, those long 

j)endulou3 catkins, appear in winter; but the 

female flowers are not visible till spring, and 

are then rather inconsjncuous. The bud con¬ 

taining a female flower is a little more plump 

than the ordinary wood-buds, and from its 

apex several deep crimson thread-like styles 

are protruded in spring. The pollen of the 

male flowers being essential to fertilization, 

if there are no catkins, or if they are cut ofl' 

in pruning, before the female flowers a])2iear, 

there can be no fruit. It is. therefore, neces¬ 

sary to' save a good number of catkins when 

the trees are pruned; if this can be done, it is 

best to prune in January, but if the catkms 

are scarce, it is advisable to delay pruning till 

the female blossoms have been for some time 

expanded; and even then, if the catkins are so 

situated that, in order to give the tree a sym¬ 

metrical form, they would have to be cut 

away, it is well to leave some of the shoots 

which are best furnished with male blossoms, 

for a week longer. 

As already observed, the laterals generally 

bear the fruit. They should be shortened to 

a female blossom-bud as early in spring as these 

can be discerned. Occasionally some of the 

shortest twigs, with a blossom-bud at the ex¬ 

tremity, may be left unpruned; but laterals 

that have borne should be cut back to two 

eyes, or within ^ inch of the branch from 

which they proceed. 

Gathering and Storing. — Nuts may be 

gathered for immediate use when the husks 

become brown; but for keeping, they should 

remain till ready to drop from the tree, and 

then be gathered when perfectly dry. The red 

and white filberts are the soi’ts best adapted 

for keeping in the husk. The base of the 

latter is succulent, and must be thoroughly 

dried before the filberts are packed for keep¬ 

ing. W hen the husks become diy, they are 

exposed by dealers to the fumes of sulphur, 

which doubtless prevent them fi’om becoming 

mouldy. Others, when the husks are dry, pack 

the nuts in dry-ware casks, or in new flower¬ 

pots, with a sprinkling of salt, which also pre¬ 

vents mouldiness; others, again, put them in 

jar.s, and strew a layer of salt 1 inch thick 

over them before covering up. In all cases, 

'vhen packed, they should be kept in a cool, 

diy situation, with a steady temperature. 

Diseases and Insects.—The tree is rarely 

attacked to an injurious extent by either of 

these, but the croji is sometimes destroyed 

by the nut-weevil (^Balaninus niicuni), which 

pierces the tender shell of the young nut, 

and deposits a single egg in the inteidor. The 

maggot hatched from this feeds upon the 

kernel until it has attained its full size, when 

it eats its way out either before or after the 

nut has fallen to the ground, and biudes itself 

in the earth, where it becomes a pupa. In 

the following summer it reappears as a moth, 

I again to carry on its work of destruction. 

All thaf can be done to prevent the repetition 

of the mischief is to shake the trees in August, 

and having collected the fallen nuts to burn 

those which are perfoi-ated. 

THE WALNUT {Juglans regia, L.—Monoecia 

Polyandria, L.; Juglandem, D.C.; Juglandacea-, 

Lind.) is a lofty monoecious tree, a native of 

Persia and Asia Minor, whence it appears to 

have been carried into Greece at least three 

hundred years before the Chri.stian era; then 

into Italy, France, Spain, and other parts of 

Europe. The date of its introduction into 

Britain is unknown; and though the tree is not 

recorded to have been cultivated till about the 

year 1562, yet the circumstance of a walnut- 

shell having been found, together with a large 

cpiantity of Iloman remains, thirty-five feet 

below the surface, in excavating the founda¬ 

tions for the lioyal Exchange in Loudon, 

I'euders it b}" no means improbable that the 

walnut was brought into this country by the I 
Romans. The fruit whilst young and tender * 

is largely used for jnckliug, and when rijje it ' 

forms a favourite article of the dessert. An 

excellent oil, much used in the arts, is ob¬ 

tained from the kernel; and the wood being 

light, durable, and susceptible of a high polish, 

is almost the only one employed for making 

gun-stocks; it is also largely used by the 

cabinet-maker. 

The principal varieties are:— 

1. Common.— Fruit oval, not large, but well filled. 

Tree an abundant bearer. 

2. TiiiN-snELLEO—syn. Nnyer k coque tendre, Noyer 

indsange. — Fruit double, longer, earlier and of better 

quality than the preceding. It has a very thin shell, 

which is said to be frequently pierced by birds in order , 

to get at the kernel. 

3. L.iuoE Long-fruited — syn. Noyer k gros fuit.s 

longs.—Fruit thin-shelled, very full, of excellent flavour, 

and produced in great abundance. 

4 Late—syn. Noyer tardif, Noyer de la Saint-Jean, i 

—The principal merit of this sort consists in its not 
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flowering till the end of June, so that the crop is not 

exposed to injury from late spring frosts. 

5. Large Fruited—syn. French Walnut, Noyer a 

gros fruit.—Fruit very large, hut must be eaten soon 

after gathering, otherwise it becomes hard and shrivelled. 

The tree is not a great bearer. 

6. Large Double—syn. Noyer a bijoux.—Fruit very 

large, double, kernel good but soon shrivels. The shells 

are frequently used by ladies for holding gloves and 

trinkets, hence its French name. 

7. Cluster.—Fruit produced in clusters of fifteen or 

twenty, thin-shelled, and of good flavour. 

8. Dwarf Prolific—syn. Noyer Fertile, Praepartu- 

riens.—This variety is .said to come into bearing when 

the seedlings are three years old, and to reproduce itself 

from seed. It may be trained as a pyramid, but the 

pruning for this purpose should be performed in summer, 

whilst the shoots are still in an herbaceous state. 

9. Yorkshire.—Large but not double, well filled, shell 

moderately thin. It ripens well. 

10. Highflyer.—Middle size, remarkably thin-shelled, 

and well filled. It ripens early. One of the best for 

this climate. 

The walnut succeeds be.st in deep, sandy 

loams; calcareous soils, and stiff loams resting 

on a gravelly bottom, are also well suited for 

its growth. It requires plenty of room, as 

well as a free exposure to air and light; and 

in consequence of its not succeeding well in 

clumps or groups, the trees are generally 

})lanted in a single row in some open spot 

where their shade and wide-spreading roots i 

will not prove injurious to other plants. 

Propagation is effected by seeds, and occa¬ 

sionally by budding, grafting, and inarching, 

fir the perpetuation of varieties. In rais- 

: ing from seed, only the best nuts should be 

I selected, and these, having been stratified in 

i sand in a cool place during the winter, may 

I be planted in February or March, either where 

: the trees are intended to remain, or in a nur- 

' scry for transplantation. By the former 

j method, the tallest and best trees for timber 

i are obtained, whilst the latter mode is geue- 

I rally more convenient, and affords trees which 

I come sooner into bearing and ripen their fruit 

■ earlier in the season than those not ti-aiis- 

1 jilanted. The ground having been trenched 

i 2 feet deej), and made fine, the nuts, if sown 

' where they are to remain, should be jilaced 

I 4 inches apart, in patches of three or four, 

i and covered to the depth of 2 inches. In 

: j general, 60 feet may be allowed between the 

l! patches; but in rich, deep soil, 70 or 80 feet 

i will not be too much. Afterwai’ds, when the 

seedlings come up, only the strongest in each 

patch should be retained. If the plants are 

to be grown in a nursery, drills should be 

traced at 2| feet asunder, and in these the 

nuts should be placed 18 inches apart. In 

the autumn of the year after sowing, and as 

soon as the leaves have fallen, every alternate 

plant should be taken up with a ball, and 

replanted elsewhere at 1 yard apart, the ex- 

ti’emity of the tap-root having been cut off, 

in order to induce the production of fibrous 

roots. The next yeai-, those not transplanted 

should be taken up, treated in a similar man¬ 

ner, and rejilanted somewhat further apart. 

As the plants increase in size, succes.sive trans¬ 

plantations should take place every second or 

third year till the trees are finally planted. 

Although the number of individual plants 

is increased by means of the seed, yet, as all 

varieties have oidginated in that way, and are 

still liable to vary again when that mode of 

propagation is adopted, other means must be 

resorted to in order to secure the rejiroduction 

of particular sorts with certainty. Grafting 

the walnut is seldom practised in this country, 

and it was long considered imjiracticable, till 

the error of this opinion was proved by the 

late Mr. Knight, in a communication read 

before the Horticultural Society of London, in 

April, 1832, and in which he says:— 

“ The walnut tree appears hitherto- to have 

effectually baffled, under all ordinary circum¬ 

stances, the art of the grafter. The inserted 

scions wither and die, without appai’ently 

making any effort to unite themselves to the 

stock, or to draw nutriment from it; and com 

sequently the value of every superior variety 

has been limited by its use to the possessor of 

the original seedling tree. It is true that a 

jiart of the seedling offspring of every fine 

variety generally inherits a portion of its good 

qualities; but I have found it extremely difli- 

cult to obtain from seed good varieties of suf¬ 

ficiently eaily habits to rijien well in this vi¬ 

cinity, except in very Avarm seasons; and I 

doubt much whether the value of the crop of 

walnuts, throughout the British Islands, be 

one-third as great as it would be if proper 

varieties were everywhere planted.” 

“ The walnut tree,” continues Mr. Knight, 

“ may be propagated with more success by 

budding. I have succeeded tolerably well in 

some seasons, and in one season perfectly Avell; 

but in several others not a single inserted bud 

has been found alive in the following year, 

though all had been inserted with the great¬ 

est care. 

“ I therefore communicate tlio following 

mode of grafting the walnut tree, which I 

74 
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found in the last season most perfectly success¬ 

ful under many unfavourable circumstances; 

and which mode, for reasons which I shall pro¬ 

ceed to state, will, I believe, point out the 

means of propagating some other species of 

trees with facility, which have not hitherto 

been so propagated without difficulty and un¬ 

certainty. 
“ The fluid which the seeds of the walnut 

tree contain, when that is fully prepared to ger¬ 

minate in the spring, and which was deposited 

within it for the purpose of affording nutri¬ 

ment to the seminal buds, or plumule, in the 

preceding autumn, is sweet, as in a great many 

other kinds of seeds: but during germination 

this becomes, in the seed of the walnut tree, 

bitter and acrid. Similar changes take place 

in the sap which is deposited, for analogous 

piu’poses, in the bark and wood of the walnut 

tree, during the germination of its buds; and 

I was led by the discoveries of M. Dutrochet 

to infer the probability, that the sap during, 

and subsequent to its chemical changes, might 

acquire new and more extensive vital powers. 

I therefore resolved to suffer the buds of my 

grafts, and those of the stocks to which I pro¬ 

posed to apply them, to unfold, and to grow 

during a week or ten days; then to destroy 

all the young shoots and foliage, and to graft 

at a subseqtient period. A very severe frost 

in the morning of the 7 th of May saved me 

the trouble of destroying the young shoots; 

but it deranged my experiment by killing 

much of the sleuder annual wood which I pro¬ 

posed to use for grafts, so that I found some 

difficulty in choosing proper grafts. The swell¬ 

ing of the small and previously almost invisi¬ 

ble buds within a few days, enabled me to dis¬ 

tinguish the living wood from that which had 

been killed by the frost, and the stocks were 

grafted upon the 18th day of May. My graf¬ 

ter had more than once been previously em- 

])loyed by me to graft walnut trees in various 

ways, and never having in any degi’ee suc¬ 

ceeded, he did not seem at all pleased with 

the task assigned him, and very confidently 

foretold that every graft would die: and I sub¬ 

sequently found that he had insru'ed, to some 

extent, the truth of his prophecy, by having 

applied grafts which were actually dead. The 

whole number employed was twenty-eight, 

and out of these twenty-two grew well; gene¬ 

rally very vigorously, many producing shoots of 

neai'ly a yard long and of very great strength; 

and the length of the longest shoot exceeding 

1 yard 5 inches. The grafts were attached to 

the young (annual) wood of stocks which were 

between 5 and 8 feet high; and in all cases 

they were placed to stand astride the stocks, 

one division being in some instances intro¬ 

duced between the bark and the wood; and 

both divisions being, in others, fitted to the 

wood or bark in the ordinary way. Both 

modes of operating were equally successful. 

In each of these methods of grafting it i.= ad¬ 

vantageous to pare away almost all the wood 

of both the divisions of the grafts; and there¬ 

fore the wide dimensions of the medulla in 

the young shoots of the walnut tree do not 

present any inconvenience to the grafter. No 

difficulties will henceforth, I conclude, occur 

in propagating varieties of walnuts by graft¬ 

ing.” 

With regard to budding the walnut, the 

same distinguished physiologist observes:— 

“The buds of almost every species succeed 

with most certainty when inserted in the 

shoots of the same year’s growth; but the wal¬ 

nut tree appears to afford an exception, possi¬ 

bly in some measure because its buds contain, 

within themselves, in the spring, all the leaves 

which the tree beai-s in the following summer, 

whence its annual shoots wholly cease to elon¬ 

gate soon after its buds unfold; all its buds of 

each season are also, consequently, very nearly 

of the same age; and long before any have 

acquired the proper degree of maturity for be¬ 

ing removed, the annual branches have ceased 

to grow longer or to produce new foliage. To 

obviate the disadvantages arising from the pre¬ 

ceding circumstances, I adopted means of re- j 
tar ding the period of the vegetation of the | 

stocks, comparatively with that of the bear- | 

ing tree, and by these means I became parti- I 

ally successful. There are at the base ol the 

annual shoots of the walnut and other trees, 

where those join the year-old wood, many 

minute buds, which are almost concealed in i 

the bark, and which rarely or never vegetate, , 

but in the event of the destruction of the large ( 

prominent buds, which occupy the middle and 

opposite end of the annual wood. By insert- • 

ing in each stock one of these minute buds, 

and one of the large and prominent kind, I 

had the pleasure to find that the minute buds 

took freely, whilst the large all failed, without 

a single exception. This experiment was re¬ 

peated in the summer of 1815, upon two year¬ 

ling stocks which grew in pots, and had been 

placed during the spring and early part of the 
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summer iu a sliady situation under a north 
wall, whence they were moved late in July 
lo a forcing-house which I devote to experi¬ 
ments, aud instantly budded. These being suf¬ 
fered to remain in the house during the fol¬ 
lowing summer, produced from the small buds 
shoots nearly 3 feet long, terminating in large 
and perfect female blossoms, which necessarily 
proved abortive, as no male blossoms were pro¬ 
curable at the early period in which the fe¬ 
male blossoms appeared: but the early forma¬ 
tion of such blossoms sufficiently proves that 
the habits of a bearing branch of the walnut 
tree may be transferred to a young tree by 
budding, as well as grafting by approach. 

“ The most eligible situation for the inser¬ 
tion of buds of this species of tree (and pro¬ 
bably of others of similar habits) is near the 
summit of the wood of the preceding year, and 
of course very near the base of the annual 
shoot; and if buds of the small kind above- 
mentioned be skilfully inserted in such parts 
of branches of rapid growth, they will be found 
to succeed with nearly as much certainty as 
those of other fruit-trees, provided such buds 
be in a more mature state than those of the 
stocks into which they are inserted.”—Horti¬ 
cultural Transactions, vol. iii. p. 133. 

The French graft the trees when the stems 
are from 3^ to 5 inches in circumference. The 
methods employed are whip and cleft grafting, 
flute-budding, ring-budding, shield-budding, 
with a pushing eye, and herbaceous cleft-graft¬ 
ing; but whatever be the mode adopted, the 
sap must be in full flow at the time the opera¬ 
tion is performed. For cleft - grafting the 
scions should be taken off in spring, before the 
rise of the sap, and laid with their ends in the 
ground in a north bordei', where they should 
remain till required for use. In grafting, care 
should be taken to cut the stock over above a 
shoot, opposite to which the scion should be 
applied. When the graft begins to push, this 
shoot may be pinched; and when success is no 
longer doubtful, it shoiild be pruned. In ring¬ 
budding, which is only performed when the 
sap is in full flow, a ring of bai’k provided 
with an eye is taken from two-year-old wood, 
placed on the stock from which a similar ring 
has previously been removed, and the edges, 
having been accurately fitted together, are 
covered with grafting wax, but it is not neces¬ 
sary to tie up. In the following spring, the 
portion of the stock above the graft should be 
cut off. It may be remarked that this mode 

of budding is also applicable to shoots and 
branches. 

The final plantation may take place in the 
year after grafting or budding; it may either 
be performed in autumn, after the fall of the 
leaf, or in spring. The ground should be 
deeply trenched, and large holes having been 
made, the trees must be carefully lifted with 
balls and planted. In the spring, when all 
danger of severe frost is over, the graft may 
be shortened back a little, and at the .same 
season in the following year, it should be cut 
back to five or six eyes. 

As the trees form their heads naturally, 
little pruning is required; it is merely neces¬ 
sary to keep a straight stem by cutting off 
straggling growth, to prevent branches cross¬ 
ing each other, and to remove dead wood or 
that which is accidentally injured. The best 
time for pei'forming these operations is in 
autumn, a little before the fall of the leaf. 

For pickling, the fruit should be gathered 
whilst the shell is so soft that it can easily be 
pierced with a needle. When perfectly ripe, 
the husk opens, and at this time it is usual to 
beat the tree with rods; but this is at best a 
barbarous piractice, and, where there is no dan¬ 
ger of depredations, unnecessary, for the nuts, 
when ripe, drop, and may be collected from 
time to time. There is, however, a common 
prejudice, that thrashing the trees increases 
their fruitfulness, but it does not appear to be 
founded on fact. Where this mode of gather¬ 
ing is adopted, care should be taken to strike 
lightly, and not to bruise the buds upon which 
the future crop depends. After gathering, the 
nuts should be spread out in a layer about 
3 inches thick, in a dry, airy place, and turned 
frequently till they easily part with their husk; 
and after having been thoroughly dried, they 
may be packed in alternate layers with sand 
in jars or casks, or they may be placed in jars, 
and salt scattered over them as they are put 
in. The jars should then be kept in a cool, 
dry place. Previous to use, the walnuts should 
be wiped perfectly clean with a cloth, apd if 
the kernel is shrivelled they should be steeped 
for several hours in milk and water, to restore 
its plumpness and cause it to part readily from 
the thin pellicle with which it is covered. 

Insects. — The walnut very rarely suffers 
from insects, to which the smell and astiin- 
gency of the leaves appear to bo peculiarly dis¬ 
tasteful. The caterpillar of the wood-leopard 
moth {Zeuzera cesculi) and that of the goat- 
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moth {Cossus lignipe/rda) occasionally attack 

the walnut, and greatly deteriorate the value 

of the timber. 

THE SWEET or SPANISH CHESTNUT {Casta- 

nea vesca~. Wild. — Monoecia Polyandria, L. j 

Morese, J.; Corylacete, Lind.) is a native of 

Asia Minor, whence it is supposed to have 

been bronglit into Europe by the Greeks, and 

having been carried to Italy, was probably in¬ 

troduced into Britain by the Romans. The 

fruit is generally eaten either roasted and 

seasoned with salt, or stewed in cream. In 

many parts of France, and especially in ele¬ 

vated situations, where cereals cannot be suc¬ 

cessfully cultivated, chestnuts constitute the 

chief food of the inhabitants, who kiln-dry 

them, and form the farina into a heavy and 

indigestible sort of l)read, or make it into soups 

and puddings. 

The principal English varieties are the Com¬ 

mon, Avhich is chiefly useful as a stock upon 

which to graft the other sorts, its fruit being 

small and little worth; the Downton, syn. 

Knight’s Prolific, and the Devonshire, syn. 

Prolific, New Prolific. Those reputed as the 

best French sorts, and which appear most 

worthy of trial in this country, are the Exa- 

lade, Pourtalonne, Verte du Limousin, Mar- 

ron Dore, Lyon, Mari'on de Craon, Marron du 

Lu'le, and Marron Franc du Limousin, which 

is said to reproduce itself freely from seed. 

Another variety, the Avant Chataigne, is men¬ 

tioned by M. Leroy, the nurseryman of An¬ 

gers, as being second rate, but very early. 

This being the case, there would be a better 

chance of its ripening fruit in seasons when, 

owing to a deficient amount of sunshine in 

the autumn months, the later sorts do not 

arrive at perfection. 

The chestnut succeeds best in deep sandy 

soils and sandy loams resting on a dry subsoil. 

Calcareous soils are not well suited to its 

growth, and in stiff clays and retentive sub¬ 

soils it seldom lives for any length of time. 

To ripen the fruit jiroperly, a warm situation 

with a southern exposure should be chosen, for 

it is only in warm localities and in favourable 

seasons that it does so in Britain. On this ac¬ 

count large quantities are annually imported 

from Fi’ance. 

Propagation is effected by grafting and bud¬ 

ding for the continuation of the varieties, and 

by sowing the chestnuts, of which only the 

best-formed and most perfectly ripened should 

be chosen for the purpose. They may be sown 

in October or November, but in this case are 

frequently eaten by rats and mice; and the 

young plants coming up in spring are liable to 

be injured by frost. For these reasons it is 

generally better to stratify the seeds in sand 

and sow in February or March, for in that 

case the seedlings do not come up till all dan¬ 

ger of severe frost is over. In sowing, drills 

should be drawn 2 feet from each other, and 

in these the seeds may be deposited about 

4 inches apart, covering with fine soil to the 

depth of 3 inches. Beyond keeping the ground 

clean, and stirring it occasionally, nothing fur¬ 

ther is required till the plants have attained 

the age of two years, when they shoxdd be 

taken up any time between October and 

March, about one-third of the tap-root cut off, 

and replanted 1 foot apart, in rows 2 feet 

asunder. A clean stem ought to be pieserved 

by pruning off lateral branches; the young 

trees should be transplanted every other year, 

and, according to their growth, allowed more 

space. When they have stems about 1^ incli 

in diameter, they should be carefully taken 

u]i in autumn and planted where they are to 

remain. A distance of from 30 to 40 feet 

may be allowed between the trees. 

The fruit, when fully ripe, naturally de¬ 

taches itself from the tree, and may be collec-. 

ted from time to time as it falls. In many 

cases, however, the chestnuts whilst lying on 

the ground are liable to be stolen, and for this 

reason are frequently beaten down with long 

poles as soon as the outer capsule begins to 

open; but in pei-forming this operation great 

care should be taken not to injure the branches 

and young shoots. The chestnuts having been 

collected, should be beaten out of the husks 

and spread out in a thin layer in the fruit- 

room. Those not required for immediate use, 

after having been exposed for some time to 

the air, to part with a portion of their mois¬ 

ture, may be packed in alternate layers with 

dry sand, and kept in any dry place secure 

from frost. 

CHAPTER XX. 

GARDEN STRUCTURES. 

I.-WALLS. 

In the chapters on the formation of the 

fruit and kitchen garden, it was necessary to 

treat of the direction of the walls, that re- 
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qiiiring to Le taken into consideration before 

ground operations could be propeily com¬ 

menced. In fact, the direction is of primary 

importance, and the details of construction 

may be safely left to a good builder; neverthe¬ 

less, a few observations as regards the materials 

and modes of construction may be of utility. 

It is generally understood that bricks are 

the best material for a garden wall. In those 

made near Londou, a considerable portion of 

sifted cinders is mixed with the clay, and thus 

a carbonaceous substance is introduced, which 

is next to indestructible, and the brick always 

retains nearly the same degree of hardness as 

it possessed when first burned. It is not so 

with bricks made entirely of clay, for they are 

liable to be softened and otherwise affected by 

moisture. Stone materials, however, answer 

perfectly well for garden walls, provided the 

stones are not so large as to occasion incon¬ 

venience in training. We have seen very 

fine fruit produced against a stone wall, equally 

"ood asraiust a brick one, all other circum- 

stances being the same. 

Colour.—Of all others, white reflects the 

greatest amount of the solar rays, and of 

course absorbs the least. A dark colour, on 

the contrary, reflects the least, and conse¬ 

quently absorbs the most. In sunny weather, 

a black wall becomes hotter than a white one, 

and plants grown against it are then excited, 

but they are only rendered more susceptible 

of a check when cold and sunless weather 

supervenes. Fruit-trees upon blackened walls 

are brought somewhat earlier into blossom; 

but in our climate this is not generally a de¬ 

sideratum ; and it has been found, in the case 

of a tree planted one-half against a blackened 

wall and one-half against one of tlie ordinary 

colour, that the blossoms on the dark portion 

expanded sooner, but that the fruit did not 

ripen earlier. It may therefore be concluded, 

that thei’e is no material advantage to be de¬ 

rived from a black wall—none, in fact, that 

would compensate for its ugliness. As regards 

appearance, black is too gloomy, white too 

dazzling, and all glaring colours are disagree¬ 

able. Pale coloured bricks should therefore 

be employed in preference to red ones. So 

far as colour is concerned, any matei-ial that 

is of a subdued tint inclining to a light rather 

than to a dark shade, may be considered eli¬ 

gible, provided it is suitable in other respects. 

Stone colour is, we think, the nearest approach 

to white that should be chosen. 

HeigM.—As garden walls serve as a fence, 

accumulate heat, afford shelter, and pi’esent a 

surface for training trees upon, these circum¬ 

stances require to be considered in connection 

with the question of height. With regard to 

the first consideration, a wall 6 or 7 feet in 

height will answer pei’fectly well. As to the 

second condition, the higher the wall the 

greater is the amount of heat, partly reflected 

and partly accumulated during sunshine, to be 

given out to adjoining substances at all times 

when the air is colder than the surface of the 

wall. But it is known that a sorb of fruit 

that will not ripen perfectly against a low 

wall will do so upon a high one. It there¬ 

fore appears that the entire surface of a high 

wall becomes more heated than that of a low 

one. The difference may be estimated by the 

amount of shade caused by each. Let a b 

(Fig. 232) represent the section of a wall 

6 feet high, and 100 feet long, and supposing 

the sun to be at an elevation of 45°, then ab c 

will represent a section of the shaded portion 

at the north side of the wall. The number 

of cubic feet of air deprived of the sun’s rays 

behind the above length of wall, would be 

1800. Carry up the wall to the height of 

12 feet, and a d e will become shaded; the 

number of cubic feet deprived of the sun’s 

rays will then be 7200, or four times as m\ich 

as when the wall was only half the height. 

We cannot say that the accumulation of solar 

heat on the other side of the wall would be 

exactly in the same ratio, for various circum¬ 

stances would doubtless interfere, but certainly 

it would approximate thereto. From the 

above, and from what is actually known ot 

the beneficial effects of a high wall on vege¬ 

tation requiring a higher temperature than is 

afforded by a low wall, we arrive at the con¬ 

clusion that high walls are the most advan¬ 

tageous, and the colder the climate, of course 

the higher they should be. In the southern 
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counties, and in other warm situations, 10 feet 

may be allowed for a south wall, but a height 

of 12 feet is better; and in the north walls, 

15 feet or more in height would certainly 

prove very advantageous. We are here speak¬ 

ing of walls intended for utility. It is true 

that high walls surrounding a small garden 

are somewhat unsightly, and give a box-like 

appearance; but in such cases the south aspect 

wall may be made high, and that on the south 

side comparatively low, whilst the height of 

those on the east and west sides may be some¬ 

thing intermediate between the two. 

Thickness.—A wall of the standard thick¬ 

ness of 14 inches is as substantial as need be 

desired in gardens, and it may be earned up 

to a great height without the support of piers, 

provided the materials and woi’kmanship are 

good. The next less thickness of a brick wall, 

as determined by the dimensions of a brick, 

is 9 inches; but to render this secure, if more 

than 8 feet high, it ought to have piers. With 

these, 4-inch walls, by which is meant 4| inches, 

or the width of one brick, may be built tole¬ 

rably secure even to the height of 10 feet. 

Foundations.—Garden walls have only their 

own weight to support, and therefore do not 

require to be so deeply founded as those of an 

equal height in buildings where thei-e is the 

additional weight of floors and roof to bear; 

but the foundations ought to be 3 feet deep 

in order that they may not be loosened in 

trenching the ground, as well as to prevent 

the roots of trees from getting underneath 

them. The bottom of the trench for the 

foundation should be examined, and if parts 

are found of a softer nature than others, the 

bottom should be deepened and made up with 

concrete or other materials. Compact loam 

will bear a great weight without yielding, so 

long as it is dry or nearly so; but when wet, 

it squeezes outwards by the pressure, and the 

wall sinks. If this took 

place equally along the 

whole extent of the wall, as 

would be the case if the 

stratum of loam were uni¬ 

form, it would be of little 

consequence; but if part of 

the foundation is on loam 

and part on gravel, a rent or 

shake is likely to take place. 

The base ought to be twice 

the thickness of the wall, whatever that may 

be, and the width should be diminished, as in 

Fig. 233, by equal steps on both sides, each 

step being not more than 2^ inches wide. 

Solidity.—A brick wall 14 inches thick is 

unobjectionable; but hollow walls of the same 

thickness answer exceedingly well, for they 

can be made so as to present exactly the same 

appearance, and they are both dry and strong. 

Some hollow walls that were built thirty-six 

years ago in the garden of the Horticultural 

Society at Chiswick, cannot be distinguished 

from solid walls built at the same time, except 

by their sound, -when tapped, or by cutting 

to the interior. They are warmer and more 

substantial than a 9-inch wall with piers, which 

requires nearly as many bricks as a 14-inch 

wall. In a wall 100 feet in length, and 10 feet 

high above ground, the number of bricks re¬ 

quired for that 1000 square feet of wall sur- 

fiice would be, for a 

14-inch solid wall, about.16,000. 
14-inch hollow wall, about.12,800. 
9-inch solid wall, with piers, about 11,060. 

It will be seen from the above that, as com¬ 

pared with a solid 14-inch wall, there is a con¬ 

siderable saving of bricks in a 14-inch hollow 

one, but between this and a solid 9-inch wall 

with piers, the diflerence is not much, being 

only about 1740 bricks, probably not more 

than £2 as regards expense of materials—a 

mere trifle in comparison with the superiority 

of a 14-inch hollow wall both in appearance 

and utility. The piers are unsightly, as well 

as obstructive in training; and the shoots of 

fruit-trees thrive best against a plane surface 

unshaded by piers. 

Construction.—Although this can only be 

done by practical masons and bricklayers, yet 

a gardener ought to know something of the 

principles, otherwise he would be apt to com¬ 

mit errors in cases where he may have to pro¬ 

pose i)lans or give directions. For instance, 

he might, for support to a 9-inch wall, order- 

piers 20 inches broad, and to project 6 inches 

from the wall. He would scarcely think of 

making the dimensions practical ones of 22^ 

and 44 inches, unless he first took into con¬ 

sideration the size of the bricks; then he would 

find that these numbers bore a certain relation 

to the usual dimensions of bricks, 4^ inches 

being the breadth of one, and 18 inches twice 

the length of a brick, making in all 22^ inches, 

consequently the bricks would not require to 

be cut, as would have to be done in the other 
case. 

Stone walls upon which trees are to be 
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tmined, should not be built of large blocks; 

if the stones were dressed so as to make each 

course 6 inches, that is, equal to two courses of 

bricks, training could be very well peiformed 

without a trellis, which a greater distance 

between the courses would render necessary. 

I'he usual size of bricks is neai'ly 9 inches 

in length, 4^ inches in breadth, and 2| inches 

in thickness. In good work, each course is 

exactly 3 inches. The arrangement of the 

bricks should be such as to form a bond, that 

is, the joints of one course should be overlaid 

by the bricks of the one next above it, so that 

no two joints of any course shall be in the 

same line with a joint of the next course above 

it. There are two systems by which this can 

be readily effected; one is known as English 

bond, the other as Flemish bond. There are 

some old walls to be seen in which the bricks 

are laid according to that of English bond ; 

but the Flemish bond has been almost univer¬ 

sally adopted for more than a century. In 

Fig. 234, A represents a course of bricks of a 

Fig. 234. 

A. b b 

a I __o 

14-iuch wall laid in English bond; the bricks 

disposed lengthwise in the direction of the 

wall, as a a, are termed stretchers; those placed 

lengthwise across the wall, as at b, ai’e called 

headers: b represents the next course. Now, 

if we imagine it to be placed over the course 

A, it is evident that the stretchers will bond 

over the headers, and vice versa. Moreover, 

the internal longitudinal joint in one course 

is always bonded by the headers of the next 

course. 

Fig. 235 represents the arrangement of the 

Fig. 235. 

bricks in a 14-inch wall in Flemish bond, and 

it will be seen from this, that instead of one 

course exhibiting only stretchers, and the next 

only headers, as in English bond, the headers 

and stretchers alternate in every course. 

A 9-inch wall can be rendered very secure 

by piers 1 foot 10^ inches broad, and project¬ 

ing only 44 inches from the wall. They should 

be 12 feet apart, and ought to be carried up to 

within 2 or 2i feet of the top of the wall, and 

protected by a coping. 

We are indebted to Mr. Sibthorpe for the 

accompanying plan and section (Fig. 23G) of 

a 14-inch hollow wall, and it 

represents, we think, the very best 

mode of constructing a hollow 

wall; that it is a very substantial 

one we can affirm, and it presents 

exactly the same appearance as a 

solid 14-inch wall. It will be ob¬ 

served that headers and stretchers 

alternate, and that every fifth 

header on each side of the wall is 

a whole brick, and that the other 

Fig. 236. 

I- 

headers are half bi’icks. In the 

next course, a stretcher must be 

laid across the header at s, and a full-length 

header from the face of the wall at n. In 

the third course, the bricks should again be 

laid as in the first, or as represented in the 

figure; the fourth like the second, the fifth 

like the first, and so on, till within a few 

courses of the top, and these should be solid, 

as represented in the section. In this way, 

at intervals of abo\it 30 inches, there are 4i|- 

inch partitions, which are solid, except where 

the end of the header s may not touch the op¬ 

posite stretcher n. 

There are other modes of constructing hol¬ 

low 14-inch walls, and which are well known 

to builders, but they are all, we consider, in¬ 

ferior to the above. 

Hollow 9-inch walls are frequently con¬ 

structed where solid ones are not required. 

The bricks are placed on edge with headers at 

greater or less distances apart, and either on 

edge or on the flat, according to the degree ol 

strength that may be reqiiired in the wall. 

Copings. — Stone copings are perhaps the 

best, but they are very expensive, and there 

are now various cements which form excellent 

substitutes, for instance Portland stone cement. 
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The coping should be raised iu the middle, so 

as to allow the wet to pass off, and it ought 

to project about 2 inches beyond the surface 

of the wall on each side; a groove or throating 

for the drij^ should likewise be made in the 

under side of the jmojection. Some recom¬ 

mend a much greater width, in order to ime- 

vent radiation, and thus serve as a protection 

for the blossoms in spring. But there are 

several objections to wide permanent copings: 

they are very expensive, unsightly, and even if 

they pi-oject 6 inches, they would not answer 

so well for protection in spring as a broader 

temporary coping; wliilst in summer they 

would prevent the foliage from being moist¬ 

ened by dew, the beneficial effects of which 

cannot be secured by artificial watering. 

Tem])orary cojiings are of great utility, espe¬ 

cially during the prevalence of late spring 

frosts. The heat accumulated in the mate¬ 

rials of the wall during the day is abstracted 

whenever the air is colder than the wall. The 

cold air coming in contact with the surface of 

the wall becomes heated, and consequently 

lighter, it therefore ascends, and the heat is 

lost, so far as vegetation is concerned. Broad 

copings obstruct the free ascent of warm air 

which then accumulates whez’e it is wanted, 

at the surface of the wall. We have seen the 

young shoots of vines cut off by frost as far as 

they had pushed beyond 9-iuch coping-boards, 

whilst all below were safe. 

For supporting 9-inch cojnng-boaid.s, Mi\ 

Atkinson had brackets ^permanently fixed in 

the wall, and on the upper side of these the 

boards were fixed by a broad-headed iron pin 

which passed through the board and upjier 

side of the bracket. It would be better, how¬ 

ever, to have the boai-ds 1 foot in width; but 

a permanent bracket to srrpjzort boards of that 

width would be unsightly when not in use. 

Perhaps the better pdau would be to have iron 

tubes with an internal diameter of about 

1 inch, and in length 4 inches more than the 

thickness of the wall, so that when inserted 

across, the ends would ju’oject 2 inches beyond 

the face of the wall. The tube should be 

secured by having a jnece of iron fixed round 

its middle and built iu the wall. A jdece of 

rod-iron with an eye at top will answer the 

pui'pose, and if the cold tube is drawn through 

the eye when red-hot, it will afterwards re¬ 

main quite tight. There should be a hole 

drilled throrigh the tube horizontally, about 

1 inch from the end, so as to admit an iron 

pin about | inch in diameter. A bracket 

should be formed with a round prong to fit 

into the end of the tube, where it can be 

secured by the iron i)in being passed through 

a hole corresponding with that in the end of 

the tube, and on the brackets the coping- 

boards can be fixed, taking care that they fit 

closely to the wall, to the under side of the 

permanent cojriug, or, what is better, to both. 

If it should be desirable to have the coping- 

boards hinged, so that they may be folded up 

in warm weather, and let down in cold, the 

fixed tubes will also afford eligible means of 

doing so, for a wooden bar can be secured to 

the tubes so as to fit close to the cojziug, and 

to this bar the coping-boards may be attached 

by hinges. These should be such as will admit 

of the boards being i-emoved, and the bar left, 

in case it should be wanted for supporting 

materials for protecting the fruit from birds 

and wasps. The tubular fixtures will also 

afford facilities for extending protecting mate¬ 

rials to a greater or less distance from the 

wall, for this can readily be effected by means 

of rods pierced with several holes and inserted 

into the tubes, more or less according to the 

distance at which the netting or other mate¬ 

rial may be required to hang from the wall. 

When not otherwise occupied, wooden plug.s, 

with neatly formed heads, should be inserted 

into the mouths of the tubes to keep out the 

W'Ct. 

Flued Walls.—Since heating by liot water 

has become so general, and the price of glass 

so much reduced, flued walls are less thought 

of than formerly; but good crops of various 

kinds of fruit have been produced on them, 

and in northern situations they are useful, not 

only in case of frosty nights in spring, but also 

for ripening the wood in autumn. Flued walls 

are generally built in a direction running 

more or less directly east and west, thus in¬ 

suring a southern aspect; for the expzense of 

artificial heat would not be well compensated 

if the trees had not the best exposure as I’e- 

gai’ds sun-heat and light. The wall should 

be so constructed as to permit of the heat 

being readily communicated to the south side, 

whilst its access to the north side should be 

prevented as much as possible. In the base 

of the M’all a flue should be built, having a 

cavity, sivy 6 inches wide and 18 inches deep; 

and the bottom of the flue should rest on 

bricks on edge jflaced 9 inches or 1 foot ajzart; 

elsewhere, it should be insulated. A small 
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ca\ ity ought to be left between its sides and 

Ibe brick-work of the wall, otherwise the 

latter, where in contact with the flue, would 

become too hot; it would also be well to have 

a clear space of 9 inches high above the top 

of the flue. The wall above this should be 

44 inches thick next the south side, then there 

should be a 9-iuch cavity, next 4| inches solid, 

then a 4|-inch cavity, and finally 4^ inches 

solid." The wall will accordingly con.sist of 

three solid portions 4^ inches thick, and two 

cavities, one of 9 inches next the front of the 

wall and in communication with the flue, and 

another of 4| inches, the use of which is to 

contain air, a slow conductor of heat, in order 

to prevent radiation from the north side of 

the wall. It must be remarked, that the walls 

ought to be tied together by some courses of 

solid brick-work at top, and further strength¬ 

ened by piers. If at eveiy 3 feet in the height 

of the wall, a course of brick or stone were 

carried from side to side, so as to connect the 

tlu'ee 44-inch walls, the strength of the struc- 

tui'e would be greatly increased. Of course, 

ojjenings would have to be left in these courses, 

to permit of the heated air ascending from 

the lower to the upper chambers. 

A wall constructed nearly in the above 

manner may be heated by hot-water pipes; 

but as these may leak, it will be necessary to 

have openings in the wall opposite the joints 

of the pipes, in order that these may be readily 

examined. 

II.—STRUCTURES FOR THE GROWTH OF PLANTS. 

As regards horticultural structures for the 

growth of plants, there are certain princijdes 

which should always be borne in mind. What¬ 

ever may be the size or form of the structure, 

it should be impervious to wet, and as much 

as possible to the influence of cold air from 

without, or to the escape of warm ah’ from 

within; still, ample means of ventilation should 

be at command: moreover, these conditions 

must be reconciled with that of the fullest 

admission of light. Before entering upon the 

kinds of structures for different purposes, it 

will be necessary to offer some explanations 

with regard to the angle of elevation of the 

roof, for on this the relative dimensions of the 

structure depend. 

Angle of Elevation.—It is well known that 

the rays of light in passing through glass or 

any other solid transparent medium, lose much 

of their energy as regards their effect on vege¬ 

tation. If, after passing through the glass, 

the rays of light have a considerable space to 

traverse before they reach the foliage, the 

latter is insufficiently acted upon, even when 

the glass is very transparent; and when this 

is not so, either from its original quality, or 

from not being kept clean, their effect is still 

further diminished; and as regards the direct 

solar rays, the intensity of their action de¬ 

pends much on the greater or less obliquity 

of the angle at which they impinge ujwn the 

surface of the glass. All these being taken 

into consideration, it follows that the glass 

should be as close to the vegetation as circum¬ 

stances will permit; that it should be bright, 

but more especially so if the plants are not 

very near it; and that it should be so placed 

as to form a plane, on wdiich the sun’s rays 

may be perpendicular at a period of the season 

when their greatest effect is most wanted; as, 

for example, when fruit that is being forced 

is undergoing the process of ripening. 

As a general rule, houses intended for early 

forcing should have the glass more upright 

than those for later crops; and the angle of 

elevation should also be increased according 

to the latitude. If for any purpose an angle 

of 30° is proper in latitude 50°, then in lati¬ 

tude 57° an angle of 37° would be requisite. 

Befoz'e proceeding further in this subject, 

it will be necessary to refer to Fig. 237, in 

which the lines ab c comprise a quadrant or 

quarter of a circle, the arc of which, a b, is 

supposed to be divided into 90 equal parts or 

degrees. Then, if c 6 represent the width of 

a house and b d the back wall, c d, the roof, 

will have an elevation of 30°. When the 

ande of elevation is 45°, it will be observed 

that the width of the house and the height 

of the back wall are equal, that the line of 

75 
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roof c e cuts through half the quadrant, and 

that the angles at c and e are equal; but this 

is not the case with any other slope of roof 

whatever. Some designate the slope not 

according to the angle which it makes with 

the base, but with the back wall; whether it 

is the one or the other should be distinctly 

indicated, otherwise serious errors might be 

the consequence. Thus the angle ch d might 

be designated, counting from the back wall, an 

angle of 60°; and if this circumstance were 

not mentioned, a house with a roof sloping 60° 

from the base might be constructed, when in 

reality an angle of 30° with the base was meant. 

As the slope of the roof is dependent on the 

relative dimensions of the house, and vice versa, 

the following table, which has been constructed 

to show, by inspection, the angle of elevation 

rendered necessaiy by various dimensions, will 

perhaps prove useful. To use it, look for the 

width of the house, say 15 feet, in the left- 

hand column, and at top for the number of 

feet by which the back wall exceeds the front 

wall in height, say 12, and where the two 

columns intersect will be found 38° 40', the 

angle of elevation, corresponding with that 

width of house and height of back wall above 

the front. 

Width of 
House in 

Feet. 

Height of Bach Wall above Front Wall in Feet. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

5 21“ 48' 30° 58' 38° 39' 45“ 0' 50° 12' 54° 27^ 58° 0' 60° 67' 63° 26' 65° 34' 67° 3' 68“ 58' 71° 21' 71° 34' 
6 18 26 26 33 83 41 39 48 45 0 49 24 63 8 56 18 59 2 61 24 63 27 65 13 66 48 68 12 
7 15 66 23 12 29 44 35 32 40 36 45 0 48 49 52 7 55 0 57 32 59 45 61 42 63 26 65 0 
8 14 2 20 33 26 33 32 0 36 62 41 11 45 0 48 22 51 20 53 68 66 19 58 24 60 16 61 56 
9 12 31 18 26 23 67 29 3 33 5 87 52 41 38 45 0 48 0 50 43 53 8 65 18 57 16 69 2 

10 11 19 16 42 21 48 26 36 30 58 35 0 38 39 41 59 45 0 47 44 50 12 52 20 54 27 56 19 
11 10 18 15 15 20 0 24 26 28 36 32 28 36 2 39 17 42 16 45 0 46 60 49 46 51 51 53 45 
12 9 27 14 2 18 4 22 57 26 33 30 15 33 41 36 52 39 48 43 10 45 0 47 57 49 24 51 20 
13 8 44 13 0 17 6 21 2 24 47 28 18 31 36 34 42 37 34 40 14 42 3 45 0 47 7 49 5 
14 8 8 12 5 15 56 19 39 23 12 26 34 29 44 32 44 35 39 38 9 40 36 42 53 45 0 47 0 
15 7 35 11 17 14 65 18 26 21 48 25 1 28 4 30 68 33 41 36 15 38 40 40 55 43 0 45 0 
16 7 7 10 37 14 2 17 21 20 33 23 38 26 33 29 21 32 0 34 0 36 52 39 5 41 11 43 9 
17 6 42 10 0 13 14 10 24 19 26 22 21 25 12 27 54 30 28 32 54 35 13 37 24 39 28 41 25 
18 6 20 9 27 12 31 15 31 18 26 21 15 23 57 26 34 29 3 31 26 33 5 35 50 37 62 39 48 
19 6 0 8 58 11 63 14 44 17 31 20 14 22 50 25 21 27 46 30 4 32 16 34 23 36 23 38 17 
20 5 42 8 31 11 19 14 2 16 42 19 17 21 48 24 14 26 36 28 49 30 58 33 0 35 0 36 51 

The question now is. What are the best 

angles to adopt for houses intended for forcing 

fruits so as to rijien at different seasons, and 

for the growth of plants? It is well known 

that when the sun’s rays fall upon glass in 

a perpendicular direction or nearly so, very 

few z’ays ai-e reflected, but when they meet 

the surface of the glass in a very oblique or 

slanting direction, more rays are reflected thazi 

pass through it. According to Bouguer’s table 

of the rays reflected from glass, of 1000, when 

the angle of incidence is 

1°, 25 rays are reflected. 
10, 25 
20, 25 
30, 27 „ 
40, 34 

50°, 57 rays are reflected. 
60, 112 „ 
70, 222 „ 
80, 412 „ 
85, 543 „ 

From this it will be perceived, that at angles 

of incidence from 1° to 30° the number of re¬ 

flected rays is nearly the same, therefore the 

roof of a house may have as much as 30° higher 

pitch than that on which the sun’s rays would 

fall perpendicularly, without any important 

diminution in the light transmitted to the 

interior. It is certain that any plane of glass, 

inclined so as to face the south at an angle 

eciual to that of the latitude of the place, will 

in the course of the whole year admit a 

greater number of the rays of light to pass 

through than would be the case at any other 

angle; but according to the above table, we 

may deviate as much as 20° higher or lower 

than that angle without any material differ¬ 

ence. In other woi’ds, in latitude 54° the 

angle of roof may be as high as 74° or as low 

as 34°, without the transmission of light being 

materially affected. Therefore, between these 

limits we may choose any angle, according as 

the structure is intended for dwarf or tall 

plants. 

It may be desirable to construct a house 

with a slope to which the sun’s rays .shall be 

perpendicular at any grten period of the year, 

say on the 15th of August, at a place in lati¬ 

tude 54°. The rule given bv the Rev. Thomas 

Wilkinson, in the Transactions of the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society, vol. i. p. 162, is to make 

the angle contained between the back wall of 

the house and its roof equal to the comjjle- 

ment of the latitude of the place, plus or 

minus the sun’s declination for the day on 

which we wish his rays to strike perpen¬ 

dicularly. From the vernal to the autumnal 

equinox the declination is to be added; from 
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llie autumnal to the vernal, it must be sub¬ 

tracted. Instead, however, of finding the slope 

of the roof by ascertaining the angle formed 

at top between the back wall and roof, it can 

be found moi'e easily by calculating the angle 

of elevation. Thus, by Mr. Wilkinson’s rule, 

we have 90°—54° = 36°, the complement of 

the latitude, and adding to this 14°, the sun’s 

declination on the 15th of August, we obtain 

50° as the angle between the back wall and 

roof. It is true, we have only to subtract 

this from 90° and we have the angle of eleva¬ 

tion 40°; but to find this at once, it is merely 

necessary to subtract the sun’s declination from 

the latitude between the vernal and autumnal 

equinox, and add it between the autumnal 

and vernal. Thus, 54°, the latitude, less 14°, 

the s'ln’s declination, is equal to 40°, the angle 

of elevation which a roof ought to have, in 

order that the sun’s rays may fall perpen¬ 

dicular upon it on the 15th of Augirst. nearly 

eight weeks after the longest day; and it may 

be observed that they will do the same about 

the 27th or 28th of Api’il, or eight weeks 

before the longest day. In order to have 

the sun’s rays equally perpendicular at these 

pei'iods in latitude 50°, the angle of elevation 

would require to be 36°; in 51°, 37°; and so 

on, increasing the angle 1° for every additional 

degree of latitude, so that in 58° the angle of 

elevation would require to be 44°. With this 

])itch of roof the sun’s rays at midsummer 

would form an angle of 9° or 10°; but this 

gives oidy 2^ per cent, of loss, notwithstand¬ 

ing which they are still powerful enough at 

that period of the j ear. In structures where 

little fire-heat is employed, we have no hesita¬ 

tion in saying, that an elevation of 40° is as 

good as could be adopted. It is of great im¬ 

portance that the heat should be distributed 

as equally as possible throughout the whole of 

the interior of the house; for the sap naturally 

tends to flow with greatest force to the upper 

parts of plants, all circumstances being the 

same; but it is also attracted to where there 

is the greatest heat, and if this is at the top 

there is a double tendency to that part, whilst 

on the contrary the lower poi’tion suffers no 

xindue diminution in proportion. Now, the 

higher the pitch of the roof the greater the 

accumulation of heat in the upper angle; so 

we may say, the lower the pitch tlie less the 

difference between the temperature of the air 

at top and bottom of the slope. Owing to 

this it becomes desirable to keep the slope 
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as low as is consistent with the admission of 

abundance of light. On again referring to 

Bouguer’s table, it will be seen that if the 

rays are not more than 20° from the perjoen- 

dicular, the reflected rays are only 25 in 1000, 

or 2^ per cent.; therefore the angle of eleva¬ 

tion might be as low as 20°, but this would 

considerably lessen the extent of surface avail¬ 

able for training the vine and peach, and 

di’ip woxxld be more ajxt to fall on the leaves 

than if the elevation were greater. On the 

whole, as regards these fruits, it does not ap¬ 

pear desirable to construct houses with roofs 

at a lower angle with the horizon than 30° for 

the general crop, nor higher than 40°, but for 

very early forcing an angle of 45° may bo 

allowed, 

Principal Forms of Plant Structures.—The 

outline of the roofs of these is either straight 

or curved, and again the glazed part may con¬ 

sist of one uniform slope, in which case the 

house is called a lean-to, or of two slopes in 

opposite directions, when it is said to be span- 

roofed; such may either be equal, when both 

sides of the roof are of equal pitch and length, 

or unequal, one side presents a long slope, 

usually to the south, and a short one to the 

north. Instead of the roof consisting of one 

span formed by the inclination of two equal or 

unequal sides, it may consist of a series of spans; 

it is then termed a ridge-andfurrow roof 

The lean-to is the form that would most 

probably be suggested after the shelter of 

walls had been taken advantage of; and even 

now there is no form by which a certain 

amount of light can be so readily admitted, 

and by which an elevated temperature can 

be so steadily and so economically maintained 

as by this. The back Avail generally faces the 

north, so that whilst the glass presents a sur¬ 

face in the best position for receiving the rays 

of heat and light, the north side, from the 

nature of the materials, does not rapidly con¬ 

duct heat from the interioi*, more especially 

when it is built hollow, or Avhen it is protected 

to a considerable extent from wet and cold 

by buildings erected at the back. 

Span-roofs. — The number of superficial 

feet of glass required to cover a certain area 

with a span-roof is exactly the same as Avhen 

the lean-to form is adopted, the angle of eleva¬ 

tion being the same in both cases, but the ex¬ 

treme height of the span-roof is only half that 

of the lean-to. This renders span-roofed houses 

very advantageous for the growth of plants 
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that are dwarf aud caanot couveniently be 

placed in a lean-to so near the glass as they 

ought to be. Another advantage is the ad¬ 

mission of light on both sides. "When the 

rays of light fall chiefly on one side of a 

plant, it grows most to that side; but in a 

span-roofed house, light being admitted on 

both sides, equality of growth is more easily 

maintained. Much more fire-heat is, how¬ 

ever, required for the span-roof than for the 

lean-to, especially if the house runs east and 

west, as in that case half the surface of the 

glass is exposed to the north. 

Unequal Span-roofed Houses.—As already 

mentioned, these generally have the longest 

slope facing the soirth, consequently they are 

more economical as regards fuel than the 

equal span, because there is less surface ex¬ 

posed to the north. From any point of view 

that the inequality of the sides can be seen, 

such structures have an unsightly appearance. 

Their great advantage consists in the extreme 

height of the roof being considerably decreased 

by the high upper angle being cut off, as in 

Fig. 238, and thus the heated air cannot ac¬ 

cumulate so much at that pai’t of the house 

as if the roof had extended till it joined the 

back wall. 

liidcje-and-furrow Roofs. — In covering a 

certain area with glass in one plane, as in the 

lean-to houses, or even those with a double span, 

the height of the roof must be considerable, in 

order to throw off the wet; but by adopting 

the ridge-and-furrow system this object can 

be effected with but little elevation of roof 

A conservatory, for instance, may be con¬ 

structed with glazed sides all of equal height, 

say 10 feet, aud by covering it in on the 

ridge-and-furrow system, it is possible to do so 

without raising the top of the ridges more 

than 18 inches higher than the sides. This 

appears to be the only real advantage afforded 

by this mode of construction. It may be 

observed, that the quantity of glass required 

to cover a certain area of base is the same, 

whether this is effected by one span, by a 

series of spans like the ridge-and-furrow, or 

by a single slope like a lean-to, provided the 

glass in all these cases is placed at the same 

slope. With regard to light, it will be readily 

admitted that through eveiy square foot of 

glass placed at the same angle, the number of 

transmitted rays will be the same. Now, 

there is this difl'erence between a ridge-and- 

furrow roof and one with a single slope: there 

is, as above stated, the same surface of glass in 

both if placed at the same angle, but when 

the sun’s rays are perpendicular to one side 

of the ridge none of them can be so to the 

opposite one, in other words, the sun can 

possibly shine upon only half the suiTace of 

glass; whereas on a roof consisting of a single 

slope, the whole of the surface is exposed to 

the sun’s rays, consequently twice the quantity 

of these will be transmitted into the interior 

of the house. In consequence of tliis, it can be 

affirmed that a ridge-and-furrow roof will be 

heated as much by the sun’s i-ays as a span- 

roofed one, but much less so than a roof pre¬ 

senting one uniform slope. The latter is best 

for the ripening of fruits, whilst the ridge-and- 

furrow roof is suitable where less intensity of 

solar heat is required, and in cases where, in a 

lean-to and even in a span-roofed house, the 

plants would be too distant from the glass. 

Curvilinear Roofs.—-The principal advan¬ 

tage which these possess is, that they can be 

constructed so as to admit more light than 

those which are straight. The light admitted 

is in pro25ortion to the relative quantities of 

o])aque and transparent materials used; and 

in a sti'aight roof the area of surface occupied 

by wooden materials is much greater than 

when iron is employed. Again, the curvi¬ 

linear ii'on roof can be made lighter than a 

straight one of the same material; because, in 

the curved form, in order to support steadily 

the same weight, the bars do not require to 

be so thick as when they are straight. The 

curvilinear form is tlnat by which the greatest 

amount of light can be transmitted; and in 

this respect it must be considered the most 

advantageous. On the other hand, it must 

be admitted, that whilst roofs of this descrip¬ 

tion admit solar light and heat in greater 

quantity than whei’e wood is used, yet they 

have the disadvantage of transmitting heat 
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more rapidly from the interior, as well in 

consequence of radiation taking place from a 

larger surface of glass than in a straight-roofed 

house of the same size, as from the iron em¬ 

ployed in their construction cooling nmch 

more rapidly than the wood. 

In constructing curvilinear roofs, it is de¬ 

sirable that they should form some segment 

of a sphere, and not that of a spheroid; and 

the question is. What segment is the best? On 

referring to Fig. 239 it will be observed, that 

if the whole quadrant ab c were taken as the 

Fig. 239. 

form, the glass near the base at a would be 

nearly perpendicular; whilst that at the top 

6 would be almost flat—too much so for the 

rain to pass off readily. Another form was, 

however, proposed by Mr. Knightj and this 

we consider to be unobjectionable. It is re¬ 

presented by d ef, and is obtained as follows: 

With a radius of 25 feet describe the curve 

a b; from the base cut off 35°, and from the 

summit 15°, as from b to e. This gives a house 

14 feet wide and lOg feet high above the brick¬ 

work; and such a structure might be used either 

for forcing grapes and peaches, or as a plant- 

stove. 

For growing fine specimens of some kinds 

of plants they ought to have the benefit of 

light on both sides. This leads to the con¬ 

struction of curvilinear span-roofs. The curves 

in such may be joined at top, or a space may 

there be left for ventilation. 

In some cases the bars for curvilinear houses 

have been made of a uniform size; but although 

these have been found to answer well for 

nearly forty years, and are still substantial, 

yet we think cast-iron ribs at every 12 feet 

are preferable, and such can now be made 

strong, light, and elegant. To these, purlins 

can be secured, and then the intermediate 

bai-s for the glass need not be so strong as 

would otherwise be necessary. 

The greatest difflculty with i-egard to curvi¬ 

linear houses is in securing proper ventilation; 

and those hitherto constructed have generally 

been defective in this respect. They require 

more air than straight-roofed houses; and, 

accordingly, there should be sufficient opening 

for its admission at or near the ujjper part of 

the curve. In the curvilinear span a longi¬ 

tudinal space can be left at top; but it ought 

to be much wider than architects ai’e inclined 

to allow. Panes of glass can now be had of 

any required size and thickness; and by fram¬ 

ing these, so that they could be turned on 

pivots by means of a rod, plenty of air could 

at all times be given. By adopting this mode 

there need be no interference with the frame¬ 

work of the roof, which would then be fixed 

according to the desired curve. 

Frames are usually made of deal boai’ds 1^ 

inch thick. Their dimensions are variable; 

but the larger they are the less materials are 

required in proportion to the internal area. 

Thus, supposing the depth to be the same in 

both cases—say 12 inches—a frame 3 feet by 

4 feet would require for the sides and ends 

14 square feet of board, the space inside being 

only 12 square feet; whilst a frame 8 feet by 

G feet would require 28 feet for sides and ends, 

and the area inclosed would be 48 square feet: 

hence the larger, with only twice the quantity 

of materials for what is called the box of the 

frame, contains four times the space. It may 

also be remarked that the small and large 

frame both require the same amount of labour 

as regards the joining of the sides and ends. 

These are usually dove-tailed; but Mr. Atkin¬ 

son had fr-ames made with ends projecting 

beyond the front board, and in the external 

angles thus formed, as well as in the internal 

ones, triangular pieces of wood were fitted, and 

to these the sides and ends were nailed. In 

this way the box of a frame can be put to¬ 

gether without dove-tailing, and by almost 

any person. These upright corner-pieces are 

also well adapted for taking the bearing of the 

fr’ame when placed on posts or other supports. 

As regards duration, it is of little importance 
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whether frames are painted or notj for it has 

been ascertained that frames not painted will 

last as long as those which are, all other cir¬ 

cumstances being alike; but paint preserves 

the surface so that it can be easily cleaned. 

If painted, frames should be white or light 

stone colour both inside and out, in order to 

reflect the light. Black, on the contrary, 

should be avoided, on account of its absorbing 

the sun’s rays, and causing the wood to crack 

in consequence. 

Pits.—The great utility of these structures 

is well known. In their simplest form, with¬ 

out artificial heat, they are useful for protect¬ 

ing many kinds of plants, which would either 

be killed or much injured by exposure to the 

open air in winter; and even in summer this 

kind of pit affords the most convenient means 

of sheltei’ing delicate plants from heavy rain 

and scorching sun. With heat at command, 

pits are eligible for the purposes of propaga¬ 

tion, nursing for larger structures, and forcing 

vegetables, flowers, and fruit. Before large 

structures are biiilt, pits should receive con¬ 

sideration, for without them a good stock of 

plants cannot be brought forward; so that if 

lai'ge houses are finished before pits are com¬ 

menced, the former must remain for a con¬ 

siderable time imperfectly furnished, instead 

of presenting a gay appearance immediately 

after they are finished; and this may be sub¬ 

sequently maintained, from the supply which 

pits in good working order can afford. 

Pits are constructed in many different ways; 

but the simplest mode in which they can be 

adapted to answer well the purpose for which 

they are intended is the best. Pig. 240 re- 

])resents the section of a good, simple form of 

pit, which may be employed for almost any 

purpose, kindly furnished to us by Mr. Sib- 

thorp, who for many years acted as Superin¬ 

tendent of Works in the garden of the Horti¬ 

cultural Society of London. An inspection 

of the section referred to will enable any one 

to understand the construction of the walls of 

pits on a good principle. It will be observed 

that the width of the foundation is twice the 

thickness of the wall, the latter being 1 brick, 

or 41 inches; but at every third rafter the 

back wall is supported by a 4-inch pier, A. 

The wall-plates both at front and back pro¬ 

ject sufficiently to allow the drip to fall clear 

of the face of the walls. Fillets of wood fixed 

to the imder side of the wall-plates, and as 

close as possible to each side of the wall, serve 

to maintain both the wall-plate and top of the 

wall steadily in their positions. The angle of 

elevation is about 12°. This, in a pit 6 feet 

wide, requii’es tlie back wall to be about 15 

inches, or five coiirses of brick higher than 

the front wall. If the width is 7 feet, the 

back wall must be 18 inches, and if 8 feet, 

about 21 inches higher than that in front. 

On the same principles of construction pits 

may, as already observed, be built wider, and 

they may also be raised higher above the 

ground level, or the foundations may be sunk 

lower to give space for heating materials. 

In its present form, however, the pit above 

represented is well adapted for being heated 

by hot water. 

When a strong heat has to be constantly 

maintained, as in the case of forcing by fer¬ 

menting materials, pits require to be con¬ 

structed so that the heat from linings may 

be admitted as readily as possible into the 

interior. The walls should therefore be built 

with openings, or in pigeon-hole fashion. If 

good materials are used, the thickness of the 

walls may be 4 inches or the width of a brick, 

and their foundation should be 2^ feet below 

the surface. Above the foundation, the wall 

for three or four courses ought to be solid; 

then the bricks should be laid as stretchers, 

leaving, however, the breadth of a brick open 

between each. The back wall may thus be 

cai-ried up to 15 or 18 inches above the ground 

level, and then it should be solid to the re¬ 

quired height. Round the pit thus formed 

there must be a cavity for dung or other 

fermenting materials. It should be 2 feet 

wide at the bottom, which may be paved, 

and the side ought to be built of 4-inch brick¬ 

work, sloping back so as to give a width of 

2 feet 3 inches at the ground line, above 

which it should form a low parapet about 9 

inches high, well coped with stone or brick 

on edge, set in cement. In this coping, how- 
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ever, there should he inlets — say at 4 feet 

apart—for the ends of rafters to stretch across 

the cavity, and catch on a ledge of wood 

closely secured to the wall of the pit by bolts 

or holdfasts.- Wooden shutters supported by 

these rafters should be made to fit, so as to 

throw off the wet from the linings, and give 

the whole a neat appearance. Both rafters 

and covers should be adapted so that they can 

be easily and quickly removed when the lin¬ 

ings require to be'turned and renewed. 

Pits with hollow walls are warmer than 

those with solid walls composed of the same 

quantity of materials. The walls may be built 

very substantially on the same plan as that 

represented in Fig. 23G, or they may be con¬ 

structed in some cases securely enough of brick 

on edge, witli a 4-inch cavity between. 

Protecting pits are best constructed with 

hollow walls, because the space between being 

occupied with air, a slow conductor, the cold 

from the o\itside cannot readily pass to the 

interior, and consequently the plants are pro¬ 

tected from the extreme cold to which they 

would be subjected were there no such inter¬ 

position. Such would be the beneficial effects 

if the walls were only hollow above the surface 

of the ground, but a still greater advantage 

would arise from the foundations being deeply 

sunk and carried up hollow Fig, 241. 

from a considerable depth. 

At 5 or 6 feet below the 

surface the soil will rarely 

be at a temperature below 

45°. Then, let a b, Fig. 

241, represent a hollow 

wall, a c the portion above 

ground, c b that below 

ground, and c a close par¬ 

tition. The air in the por¬ 

tion below this will have a 

temperature of 45°, or that of the soil with 

which it is in contact, whilst the portion above 

ground may, in time of very intense frost, be 

as low as 25°, and this would soon affect plants 

in the interior; but remove the partition at c, 

a mixture of the air above and below the sur¬ 

face c will take place, and a mean of 35° will 

result; then plants inside the frame Avill be 

safe that otherwise would have been seriously 

injured by frost, had there been no cavity 

with warm air beneath. The greater the sur- 

fixee of warm soil in contact with the air of 

the cavity, the more effectually will the cold 

above ground be counteracted. Therefore 

drains might be formed to communicate with 

the hollow of the wall at or near the bottom. 

It may be said that these would soon get filled 

with cokl air; such, indeed, would be the case, 

because it is heavier than warm air, but then 

it woidd get heated by the warmth of the 

earth and ascend, and thus the hollow wall and 

its tributaries would form a warm medium 

throughout. From what has been stated it 

appears that deep hollow walls may be formed 

to economize the heat of the earth, and so pre¬ 

serve plants in better condition than would 

otherwise be the case without the aid of heat¬ 

ing apparatus, and even where such is erected 

a saving of fuel as well as of protecting mate¬ 

rials will be effected by their means. 

When cucumber and melon pits are to be 

heated by hot xvater, the width of such a pit 

as that i-epresented in Fig. 240 may be in¬ 

creased to 8 feet. A flow and return pipe 

will serve for bottom heat, and another flow 

and return pipie for top heat. The former 

should be laid in a chamber along which they 

may run 2^ feet from the front wall, returning 

the same distance from the back wall. Those 

for top heat should run along the front, and 

be at least 3 inches apart, and above each 

other to save room. The chamber should be 

covered with slate thick enough to bear the 

weight of soil; and, to contain the latter, 

thick slates set on edge should form the sides 

and ends, and to support them in an upright 

position, pieces of brick may be set in cement 

between the slate and the wall of the pit, so 

as to act as stays. There should be a com¬ 

plete and separate command of both top and 

bottom heat, so that each may be worked 

much or little according to circumstances. The 

space between the walls and slate should haxm 

a wooden cover to make the chamber close if 

necessary, or to open and permit superfluous 

heat to ascend for xxse at top. With an un¬ 

equal span-roof there may be a path at back, 

and a trellis for training the melons and cucum¬ 

bers upion. The side of the chamber next the 

path might have close-fitting doors at intervals, 

so that some fermenting stable-dung could be 

introduced, not so much for heat as for sup¬ 

plying moisture and ammonia, in order to keep 

the plants healthy and free from insects. 

Fig. 242 represents the principal pine pit or 

stove at Meudon,near Paris, whei'e Queen pines 

have been grown to the weight of 10 lbs. There 

is a large stone vault under it which is filled 

with fermenting materials. The boarding over 
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the vaul fc is supported by iron bars. From the 

gi-eat mass of fermenting materials, a large 

quantity of ammoniacal and carbonic acid gases 

a a, Ground line. 6, Hot-water pipes for top heat, c, Bed of 
peat soil in which the pine apples are planted, d, One of the 
iron bars for supporting the boarded flooring on which the bed of 
soil rests, c, Vault filled with stable-dung and leaves. /, Foot¬ 
path. g Qy Air-holes. A, Shelf for strawberries. ?, Iron rail 
over which the straw mats are hung when the house is uncovered. 

must be generated. These will find their way 

through the boarding to the soil in which the 

plants are growing, and to this circumstance, 

doubtless, is to be attributed the remarkable 

growtli of the pine plants at Meudon. The 

boai’ds were not everywhere closely joined, for 

we observed that strong old pine-apple roots 

had penetrated throTigh amongst the dung, or 

rather the mixture of dung and leaves; more¬ 

over, ammonia will pass through the fibres of 

the wood, and that more quickly than common 

air and other gases do. A vault can easily be 

made with little additional brickwork, for the 

foundations of ordinary pits have, in many 

cases, to be sunk nearly as deep as woiild be 

required for the sides of the vault. Therefore 

we should advise the adoption of this simple 

plan; if fermenting materials cannot be had in 

sufficient quantity to fill a vault, still enough 

could be had in most cases to ferment on the 

floor, and prove beneficial by the exhalations 

of ammonia. Then a flow and return pipe 

would give the additional amount of bottom 

heat which would be required. 

Propagating pits are usually built so that 

the plants may be near the light; the path, 

therefore, is best in the middle; and there 

should be a good command of bottom heat 

under the bed of plunging materials. A form 

which answers very well for this purpose is 

represented in Fig. 243. It is 11 feet wide, 

and 8 feet high from the path to the upper 

angle of the roof; and the path is 2 feet wide. 

There are two beds 4 feet wide, one on each 

side of the path, for plunging materials, ashes, 

tan, sand, or sometimes sawdust; and each 

has a flow and i-eturn pipe for bottom heat 

and one on each side for top heat; but if the 

house is required to be long, there should be 

two flow and return pipes for top heat; and 

then a high top and bottom heat will be per¬ 

fectly at command. 

Vineries.—The vine, from the flexible na¬ 

ture of its rods, can be trained in any direction, 

whether parallel with the glass or not, and 

either upwards, downwards, obliquely, or hori¬ 

zontally ; and in any of these ways good crojjs 

may be obtained, provided the foliage is not 

too far from the glass. As a good border is 

generally atforded, the length of shoot made 

in a season is considerable; and if the vinery 

is of limited extent that form is the best which 

admits of the greatest length of shoot being 

trained so as to enjoy the greatest amoiint of 

light, and as nearly as possible an equal degree 

of temperature as regai'ds the bottom and top 

of the plant. 

Vineries are generall}^, and we think most 

properly built so that their front may present 

a southern aspect; either one directly south, 

or inclined to the south-west, in order to be 

acted on with the greatest possible effect by 

the sun’s rays. Doubtless, some will object to 

this on account of scorching; but even the 

purest glass acts more or less as a screen, in 

passing through which the sun’s rays are not 

so intense as they are when they strike upon 

objects freely exposed. There is of course an 

exception to this when the glass is not plane, 

for the rays would be more or less concen¬ 

trated by convexities; but we may rest assured 
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that healthy vines will not be injured by the 

sun’s rays passing through plane glass, if suf¬ 

ficient vontilation is afforded. 

The size of a vinery must be determined in 

a great measure by the means at command, 

not only as regards the first cost of erection, 

but also that of future keeping and manage¬ 

ment. We have seen a considerable amount 

of produce in a very small house, not more 

than 10 feet long, and scarcely so much in 

breadth, and in such a space it is possible to 

ripen well 50 lbs. of grapes, and even more 

than that with good management. With 

ample means, on the contrary, the length may 

extend to hundreds of feet in one range j but 

the range ought to be divided by glazed parti¬ 

tions, and in no case should any division ex¬ 

ceed 50 feet in length. By means of these 

divisions we can give the proper treatment to 

early or late crops, as well as to kinds requm- 

ing much or comparatively little heat. The 

width need not exceed 15 feet, and this will 

admit of nearly 20 feet of training. 

The height of the front wall is the next 

consideration. Where there are no upright 

front sashes, the front wall should not be more 

than 1 foot above the level of the border, 

making allowance for this being raised above 

the general level of the surrounding area. If 

there are front sashes, they .should not be high, 

otherwise the extent of surface for trainin 

the rods is diminished. The height of the 

back wall depends entirely upon the width of 

the house and the angle which the roof is to 

form with the horizon. This should be con¬ 

sidered with reference to what has been stated 

on that subject; it may be from 30° to 34° for 

the general crop in the south of England, and 

near London, and a degree more for every de¬ 

gree of latitude further north; for very early 

forcing it may be 40°. It is advantageous, we 

may also observe, to carry up the back wall 

at least 18 inches above the glass, and the 

French recommend even 3 feet. 

Peach-houses.—E ormerly peach-houses 

were constructed very narrow, the 

glass being neaily upright, and it 

was necessary that they should be 

so, otherwise the trees, which were 

generally planted against the back 

wall, would Lave been too far from 

the light. Now, however, the trees in first- 

rate houses are planted in front and trained 

to a trellis, about 1 foot from the glass, and 

parallel to it; and this being the case,all parts of 

the tree, so far as the trellis extends, enjoy an 

equal share of light, and the width of the 

house does not require to be so limited. A 

lean-to house, having a width of 12 feet, and 

about 10 feet height of back wall, will give a 

length of 15 feet for training. This is quite 

enough of extension for the branches of a 

vigorous tree, and several years must elapse 

before the whole of the trellis can be covered. 

This may, however, be done in shorter time 

by plantmg trees with tall stems in a well- 

prepared inside border, so that their branches 

may extend under the upper half of the roof, 

while the lower is being furnished by the 

trees planted in front. Or, as a few well- 

managed peach trees in front will afford aii 

ample supply for a moderate family during 

the time the fruit can be kept, the upper part 

of the roof may be occupied by vines planted 

at the back wall and trained downwards, 

taking care to stop or turn aside the leading 

shoots before they interfere with the extre¬ 

mities of the peach shoots. 

For very early forcing, the trees ought to 

be planted inside; accordingly the front wall 

of a peach-house should be on arches, in order 

that, if planted inside, the roots may have 

liberty to extend outwards; and the glass 

should reach as near the ground as Fig. 244. 

possible, wliether by the continu¬ 

ous slope of the roof or by up¬ 

right front lights. 

Fig. 244 rejn-esents a very 

good form of peach-house. 

Its width inside is li 

feet 3 inches; and 

the height of the 

front wall, 2 ft. 

from the 

ground 

line; 

the height of the back wall from the ground 

line, twelve feet four inches to the lowmr side 

of rafter, and from above the rafter to the 

coping fourteen inches; the path at back is 

76 
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raised 14 indies above the ground line. The 

roof is at an angle of 40° elevation; so that 

the structure altogether is well adapted for the 

early forcing of either peaches or vines. 

Cherry-house.—The form of structure most 

suitable for forcing cherries depends on whether 

the trees are planted against the back wall, or 

in jiota In the former case, the house should 

be narrow, in order that the vegetation of the 

tree may have the advantage of being near 

the glass. If the trees are in pots, a wider 

house will be more economical, as it will, as 

compared with a house of narrow form, con¬ 

tain more plants under the same extent of 

glass. 

Whatever may be the form of the house. 

ample ventilation should be provided; for the 

cherry requires abundance of air at all times, 

and more especially at the blossoming season. 

As it is not necessary to keep the tempera¬ 

ture so high as for vines and peaches, the dif¬ 

ference of expense for heating a span-roofed 

house for cheiTies, as compared with that of 

a lean-to, will not be great; and as houses 

constructed in the former manner admit light 

on all sides, they may be considei-ed very 

jiroper for forcing chei'ry trees in pots. To 

afford head room over the whole area, the 

house should be constructed with upright 

sashes 4 feet high, and these ought to be 

hinged or made to slide past each other, so as 

to give ample means of ventilation. Plums 

iiray’tt Conservatory 

and ajwicots may he forced in the same house | 

with cherries, or in a sejiai'ate one of similar 

construction. 

Fig-house.—A narrow lean-to, with a flow 

and return hot-water pipe, answers very well 

for figs trained against a wall. A span-roofed 

house, such as that above mentioned for cher¬ 

ries, will be proper for the ]iot culture of this 

fruit; or in such a house figs may be planted 

out in a border having a chalky subsoil, either 

natural or artificial. 

Greenhouse and Conservatory.—The size and 

form of these are exceedingly variable. The 

former often depends on the means at com¬ 

mand; the latter on the taste of the ])ro})rie- 

tor. In many cases they are constructed so 

as to harmonize as much as possible with the 

style of the mansion. Formerly they were 

built with upright glass in front, no light 

being admitted by the roof, back, or ends, and 

oven much of the frontage was occupied with 

too massive architecture to permit sufficient 

light to reach the plants; but such as it was 

the plants inclined towmrds it, and their growth 

was what is termed one-sided. The import¬ 

ance of light for vegetation has of late years 

become better known than formerly, and great 

improvements have accordingly been made in 

the construction of greenhouses and conser¬ 

vatories. Instead of dark roofs very light 

ones are constructed; and jjlants can now be 

growm fit to be seen on all sides. 

The lean-to foi'm is very generally adopted 

in the case of very small greenhouses, advan¬ 

tage being frequently taken of a wall already 

built. In such, plants may be grown very well, 

but not so symmetricalU’’ as in span-roofed 

structures, or others that admit light on all 

sides of the plants. Tt) do this should be the 

aim as much as possible in all greenhouses and 

conservatories; and with this in view, and w'ith 

the means of admitting plenty of air, any foim 
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may be adopted according to circumstances. I built by Mr. Gray, ot Danvers Street, Obelsea., 

The greenhouse or conservatory (Fig. 215), | and exhibited by liim at Chiswick, in June, 

Ornisou’s Conservatory (Section! 

Pig. 247, 

Ormson’s Conservatory. 

1858, is well adapted for the growth of plants, 

and, on the whole, in very good taste. It 

combines the advantages of the back wall with 

those of the span-roof. The former prevents 

the plants from being injured by sudden 

changes of temperature, while the span-roof 
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permits the light to fall on the foliage to a 

considerable extent from the back as well as 

the front; and abundance of light is admitted 

by the roof, front, and ends. 

Fig. 247 represents a sjjlendid conservatory, 

exhibited at the same time as the above, by 

Mr. Ormson, of Stanley Bridge, King’s Road, 

Chelsea. It is 60 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 

14 feet high to the eaves. The sides are com¬ 

posed of wood and glass, the roof of iron and 

glass. The rafters (seen in the section. Fig. 

246) have a light appearance, from the orna¬ 

mental perforations; and altogether the struc¬ 

ture exhibits an architectural and very ele¬ 

gant design, presenting a wide contrast with 

the architectural conservatories of the last 

century, a period which we must include as 

part of the dark ages in regard to large plant 

structures. 

Orangery.—By this is understood a house 

in which orange trees are kept during winter, 

when they will exist without much light, 

their vegetation being then comparatively in¬ 

active. That being the case, orangeries were 

generally constructed in an architectural style, 

with a ceiled roof, light being only admitted 

by large windows in the front and ends. In 

a horticultural sense, such buildings can only be 

termed places of shelter, for except near the 

glass no perfect growth could take place. 

Now, merely for the purpose of shelter, it is 

scarcely worth while to be at the great ex¬ 

pense of an architectural building, when per¬ 

haps for the same money, or very little more, 

a greenhouse or conservatory could be erected, 

in which plants could not only be preserved 

in winter, but made to flourish at that and all 

other seasons. -If any intelligent gardener 

were required to grow orange trees to tlie 

greatest perfection, he would not choose a dark- 

roofed house for the purpose; therefore, we 

may consider the term orangery, such as it was 

understood to be by gardeners and arcliitects, 

as now obsolete. 

Stove.—Of structures in which plants from 

the hottest parts of the world are grown, there 

are two kinds, distinguished as the dry and 

the moist stove; but either may be rendered 

dry or moist, according as water is freely sup- 

})lied, or the contrary. The principles by 

which the construction of stoves should be 

regulated, have reference to the three great 

agents of vegetation—heat, light, and mois¬ 

ture—principles which ought, in fact, to be 

kejfl. in view in the construction of all plant 

structures. The stove differs from the green¬ 

house chiefly as regards heat, for which in 

stoves more ample provision requires to be 

made, and that not only as regards top, but 

likewise bottom heat. A greenhouse may be 

made a stove by supplying bottom heat and 

increasing top heat; and, on the contrary, by 

withdrawing the former and diminishing the 

latter, the stove may be made to serve the 

puiqjose of a greenhouse. Indeed, for many 

plants for which the greenhouse is too cold, 

and the stove too hot, an intermediate house 

is desirable. 

Bottom heat for stoves is sometimes supplied 

by means of tanners’ bark placed in a pit in 

the body of the house, and on this the pots 

containing the plants are set, or occasionally 

plunged in it, to a greater or less depth, as 

when it is necessary to excite their roots more 

than their tops. But generally a fair share of 

bottom heat is maintained by placing the pots 

on slate or stone, under which there is a heated 

chamber, whether by flues, hot-water pipes, 

tanks, or heated air; but hot-water pipes are 

the most eligible. 

Wall-frames. — In the south of England, 

wall-fruits, such as peaches and nectarines, 

ripen perfectly well without the aid of glass 

in ordinary seasons, the only protection re¬ 

quired being that against late spring frosts; 

but in the northern parts of the kingdom 

more is requisite, and accordingly walls are 

sometimes covered with glass, forming, in fact, 

a narrow house, which may be termed a wall- 

frame. 

Colonel Challoner’s frame is constructed on 

very good principles as regards ventilation; 

and it answers the purpose for which it is in¬ 

tended exceedingly well, but it is thought to 

be rather expensive. In this, brackets sup¬ 

port short sashes about 2| feet long, hinged 

to a bar below the coping, and sloping so as to 

throw the wet over the top of the front sashes. 

T -irons, so called from their section resembling 

an inverted T, support sashes iu front of the 

wall at an angle of about 75°, and which reach 

to within 2| feet of the ground. Between the 

latter, and where the lower ends of the sashes 

rest, there are sheet-iron flaps for the purpose of 

ventilation; and air can also be given at top 

by raising the hinged sashes. This is effected 

without weights by means of a quadrant arm, 

and the facility with which air can thus be 

given is of great imjjortance. 

There are many other ways in which wall- 
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frames may be constructed, but many of them 

are more expensive than lean-to structures, 

of the character of which they more or less 

partake, and are nearly, if not quite as costly 

as these. In many cases we think it would 

be better to go to a little more expense and 

have a command of heat. 

The following, however, would be a very 

simple mode of constructing a wall-frame: — 

Let rafters be formed of deal 2 inches thick, 

and 6 or 7 inches deep, more or less according 

to their length, this depending on the height 

of the wall. These can be secured at top to 

a wooden plate, bolted to tubes fixed in the 

wall, such as we have previously recommended, 

and the bolts on passing tln-ough the tube to 

tlie other side of the wall coiild there be 

tightened by a nut. At bottom, the 'rafters 

might be secured to a plank furnished with cast- 

iron sockets or shoes. The rafters, although 

(mly 2 inches thick, will, notwithstanding, ad¬ 

mit of sufficient hold for the side bars of the 

sashes to slide upon in giving or reducing ven¬ 

tilation ; or, if the side-bars of the sashes were 

made somewhat stronger than usual, and if 

they had plates of stout hoop, 3 inches broad, 

screwed on the outside, they would not swerve 

if used without rafters, even if made 10 feet 

in length. They could be glazed up to a cross 

bar 3 feet from their tops, and all above this 

miffht be constructed so as to be moveable on 
O 

hinges or ])ivots attached to the top of the 

sash, ta iJermit of air being given. A wall 

could be more readily covered by sashes of 

tliis description than by any other that we 

are aware of The sashes would only have to 

be placed closely side by side, and fastened in 

case of strong winds, and when not requu'ed 

they could be as readily removed and employed 

for other purposes. With little more expense, 

the top of the sashes might abut against a 

rail, 18 inches from the wall, and the inter¬ 

mediate space at top could then be glazed so 

as to form either a fixed or a moveable roof. 

Glass Walls.—Several of these (Figs. 248 

and 249) have been erected in difterent parts 

Fig. 248. 

Ewing’s Glass Wall. 

of the country, but their adoption has been 

but partial, the expense being great in pro¬ 

portion to the area inclosed. On the other 

iiand, the vegetation within them has the 

advantage of being near the glass; but the 

greatest drawback is the little protection they 

atibrd compared with a lean-to structure, which 

might be put up for the same, or perhaps less 

expense. Glass and iron radiate heat so 

quickly that in a sharp frosty night the small 

quantity of air inclosed by them in the inte¬ 

rior of the wall is soon cooled down to within 

a few degrees of the temperature of the ex¬ 

ternal air, therefore the property of protecting 

from frost cannot be urged in their favour. 

With a flow and return hot-water pipe their 

utility would be greatly increased, as they 

could then be kept gay with flowering plants; 

and such things as peaches, vines, &c., could be 

brought togood'perfectioniuthem; butitwould 

then be necessary to make the width greater, as, 

in fact, has been jiroposed by Mr. Ewing him- 
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self. They might also be introduced in parti¬ 

cular situations where something is required 

to hide a bad view, 

but where also a 

solid wall or a house 

would be unsightly. 

II [.-HEATING 

For horticultural 

pui’poses, artificial 

heat is derived either 

from substances in a 

state of fermentation 

or of combustion. 

Tlieformer will have 

to be noticed in the 

succeeding chajiter, 

and therefore we 

shall here confine 

ourselves to tlie 

latter. For com¬ 

bustion, wood is 

sometimes used, 

but in most cases 
1 .,1 Ewiiig’s Glass Wall 

coal—either as it 

comes from the pit, or reduced to coke—is the 

substance empiloj ed. The chemical constitu¬ 

ents of mineral coal are, according to Eichard- 

•son and Regnault—Carbon 24, hydrogen 13, 

and oxygen 1; and, on the authority of Lie¬ 

big, the composition of coJeing coal is—Carbon 

20, hj^drogen 9, and oxygen 1. 

1 lb. of mineral coal will melt 62J lbs. of ice. 

(Watt, Tredgold.) 

1 lb. of charcoal will melt 96J lbs. of ice. 

(Lavoisier and Laplace.) 

1 lb. of hydrogen will melt 295J lbs. of ice. 

(Lavoisier and Laplace.) 

1 lb. of hydrogen will melt 320 lbs. of ice. 

(Dalton.) 

From tlie above data we may form an ap¬ 

proximate estimate of the relative heating 

values of the carbon and hydrogen constitu¬ 

ents of coal. Accordingly, the heating efiPect 

of the carbon may be roughly estimated at |, 

and that of the hydrogen at J. The import¬ 

ance of the latter ought, therefore, to be borne 

in mind, in order that furnaces may be adapted 

for its combustion, otherwise the I0.SS of fuel 

would be very great—upwards of 30 per cent. 

Fuel of any kind requires to be heated to a 

certain extent before it will ignite. Many are 

aware that a live coal will not burn a thin 

handkerchief strained over a cold iron. This 

simple experiment shows how rapidly the me¬ 

tal abstracts the heat from the live coal, so 

Fig. 21!). 

much so that the thin fabric of the handker¬ 

chief has not time to acquire the temperature 

necessary for ignition. When fuel does ignite, 

combustion proceeds with greater or less rapi¬ 

dity. according to circumstances; and that pro¬ 

cess having been completed, a certain amount 

of heat must have been produced, and the ques¬ 

tion is, AVhat becomes of it? Tlie heat gene¬ 

rated by the combustion of the fuel is trans¬ 

ferred by contact or by radiation, or in both 

ways, to other bodies, which receive it in differ¬ 

ent jiroportions, according as they are naturally 

adapted for the absorption of heat, and accord¬ 

ing as they are more or less exposed to the direct 

action of the fire. We sometimes hear of an 

apparatus doing much work with a very small 

quantity of fuel, but to this there are limits, for 

evidently no substance can receive from another 

a greater amount of heat than the combustion 

of the latter affords. This is the extreme limit 

beyond which nothing can be expected. 

Heat has a constant tendency to equalize 

itself; hence, when combustion ceases, the sub¬ 

stances which have acquired an elevation of 

temperature begin to cool, their heat being 

communicated to other sub.stances near them, 

and from these to others more and more re¬ 

mote, till at last the original intensity becomes, 

as it were, universally diffused. It may be 

communicated from one steadfast solid body 

to another, or it may be conveyed to a dis¬ 

tance by air or water in motion. 

By employing air or water as a vehicle for 

heat, we can convey it to a considerable dis¬ 

tance from the fireplace, in either a pei’pendi- 

cular or horizontal direction, or in that of any 

upward incline, but not readily downwards, 

because it is the nature of gases and liquids to 

ascend as they become heated. 

Of the two principal modes of warming 

horticultural structures by fire heat, that by 

which air or other gases in motion is the 

vehicle or heat-carrier, is the oldest; the other, 

by which water in motion is the medium of 

conveyance, is the most approved, and that 

which is now generally adopted. 

The Flue System.—The flue is a cavity com¬ 

mencing at the furnace, of which it may be 

said to be a continuation, and terminating in 

the chimney. It incloses the heated air and 

gases, conveying them generally along the 

front and then the back of the house, by which 

time most of their heat is imparted to the ma¬ 

terials of the flue, and from these communi¬ 

cated to the air of the house. 
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Although the new system of heating by hot 

water has superseded in a great measure that 

by the old flue, as it is now frequently desig¬ 

nated, yet, when w’ell constructed, flues an¬ 

swer the purpose exceedingly well, as has been 

]iroved by the flne productions which have 

been obtained iu houses so heated. The house 

in which INIr. Cock, of Chiswick, grew his pe¬ 

largoniums, was not heated by hot "water, but 

by a flue, and the jflants, for healthy foliage 

and flne bloom, were unsurpas-sed. In that 

flue-heated greenhouse, plants were grown that 

successively obtained the highest prize at the 

Loudon exhibitions for a series of years. With 

such facts on record it must be admitted that 

well-consti'ucted flues may still be successfully 

employed for horticultural purposes. 

By a flue, heat from the furnace is distri¬ 

buted, by being mostly ti-ausferred to a com- 

l)aratively large extent of surface, with which 

the air of the house is in contact. Previously, 

this air may have been comparatively at rest, 

but as soon as the flue gets heated, the air 

next to it is warmed, rarified, and conse¬ 

quently ascends; and thus, whilst the air 

within the flue is a carrier of heat in a hori¬ 

zontal direction, that outside the flue conveys 

it in a ]',erpeudicular direction, or as nearly so 

as the form of the house will permit. When, 

as above stated, the air in contact wuth the 

surface of the flue becomes heated and ren¬ 

dered lighter, it immediately ascends, but at 

the same time its place must be instantly oc¬ 

cupied by air that is colder and heavier, and 

this in its turn becomes heated and ascends. 

A circulation of the air in the house is thus 

induced, and it is continued as long as the 

heat of the flue is maintained. Flues, then, 

efl'ect a distribution of heat, and at the same 

time a circulation of air. Where there is a 

heated flue, the air of a house cannot remain 

stagnant. 

As heated air naturally moves upwards, it 

follow'sthat flues have most command of heat¬ 

ing the whole atmosphere of a house, when 

they are situated near the lower angle. The 

upward tendency ot tlie air is such, that it 

conveys the heat from the lowest part of the 

house to the highest, so as to render this gene¬ 

rally hotter than the middle portion, although 

farther than the latter from the source of heat. 

In the last century, the upward tendency of 

heated air appears to have been overlooked in 

the construction of hothouses, for iu Miller s 

Gardeners Dictionary, edition 1708, a stove is 

represented, in which there are four flues all 

at the back wall, and above each other, but 

none in front. To this part heat could not be 

carried by the air, for when heated by the flue 

at back, it could not descend to the front, as 

the warmer and lighter air could not displace 

the colder and heavier. The front of a stove 

with such an arrangement of flues could only 

derive heat from them by mdiation, and the 

intensity of heat in that way diminishes in¬ 

versely as the square of the distance from the 

radiating surface. Supposing that surface to 

be the back wall, and the temperature there 

to be 1 G0° above that of the external air, and 

if in the middle of the house the heat were 

40° above that temperatui’e, then at the front 

it would only be 10° higher than outside. 

Presuming that 40° above the external tem¬ 

perature was the required temperature of the 

air throughout the house, the front, heated 

only by radiation from the back, would be 30° 

colder than it ought to be. This shows, that 

in order to distribute the heat throughout the 

house, we must not depend so much on direct 

radiation as on the movement of the air in the 

manner above pointed out. 

The flue should pass along the front, and 

then return, at a somewhat greater elevation, 

near the middle. In some very small green¬ 

houses it may be sufficient to carry the flue 

across one end from the fli'e, along the front 

and farther end, to a chimney in the back 

wall. The space occupied by flues is not lost, 

for many things requiring bottom heat can be 

placed over them, on a temporary stage, or 

upon inverted flower-pots, so as to receive no 

more than the proper degree of heat. The 

furnace should be placed 1 or 2 feet lower 

than the level of the front flue, and from the 

furnace to this level the flue should gradually 

ascend. Flues should not turn either verti¬ 

cally or horizontally at right angles. There 

should not only be a gradual ascent from the 

furnace, along the end, but also for a very 

short distance in the front. Flues are very 

apt to crack, or sometimes to burst at or near 

the corner where they take the front direc¬ 

tion, but if the corner is rounded off, and the 

upward slope continued on a little way in 

front, the draught of heated air will sweep 

along with less interruption; and whilst the 

rest of the flue receives more heat, that part 

will receive less, and of course will not be so 

aj)t to crack. Nevertheless, it would be well 

to use fire-bricks along the end, and for se^ eiul 
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feet along tlie front. There are now excellent 

materials for the construction of flues, to be 

had in pieces several feet in length, so that 

few joints will be necessary; and they may 

even be obtained in a tubular form and joined 

like pipes. But many persons may have only 

common bricks at command. In that case 

hoop-iron may l)e employed to bind the sides 

lengthwise, and pieces of sheet-iron, about 

3 inches broad, should be bedded in mortar, 

beneath each joint of the covers. It is neces¬ 

sary to observe that the iron should be wetted, 

so that it may rust a little, and then the iron 

and the mortar will adhere to each other. 

Pieces of thin slate will answer very well for 

the same purpose, if imbedded in the mortar, 

for if the slate should crack in the middle, still 

the mortar will hold the pieces closely toge¬ 

ther. When the flue returns as far as the 

]')art coming direct from the furnace, it should 

be built on the top of that part, and it will 

then have a better draught. 

Flues should be well cleaned every season, 

before they are set to woi’k, for when coated 

with soot, they neither draw so well nor ab¬ 

sorb the heat so readily, and if they do not 

take in the heat w'ell, they cannot give it out 

well; therefore facilities for cleaning should 

be kept in view when the flue is being con- 

sti-ucted. If flues are not heated for a con¬ 

siderable time after they are built, they will 

not be so apt to crack. Small cracks may 

be sto2:)i5ed with a mixture of clay and cow- 

dung. 

Heating by Hot Water.—a pipe, open at 

both ends, is bent in the form of an U (Fig. 

250), and water is poured in, it 

will stand at the same height in 

both legs, as at a 6; but if the 

water is taken out of the leg a, 

and spirits of wine substituted, 

the water will fall below h, and 

the spirits of wine will rise above 

re, presuming that the two liquids 

were kept separate; consequently the height of 

the two columns will be unequal, because the 

weights of the two liquids are unequal, the pure 

s]jirits of wine being, bulk for bulk, neaidy one- 

fourth lighter. Now, although water of an 

equal temperature would stand at the same 

height, yet if cold water were put in the one leg 

and hot in the other, the heights would be un¬ 

equal, because cold water is heavier than hot; 

and although the greatest difference between 

the coldest and hottest water is less than that 

Fig. 250. 

between water and spirits of wine, still it is 

sufficient to produce an inequality of pressm'e. 

If both legs were completely filled and heat 

applied, say to the leg re, the water would over¬ 

flow ; but if the two legs were connected at top 

as well as at bottom, and one side were kept hot 

and the other cold, the water would constantly 

ascend in the warm leg and descend by the cold, 

and thus a circulation would be established. 

Fig. 251. n''n 251, rejiresent a 
horizontal 4-inch pipe; re c 

and b d two upright ones, the 

latter having a stop-cock at 

e. The pipes may be glass, 

in order to see what takes 

place in their interior. Let 

pure water be poui'ed in the leg at c, and 

simultaneously an. equal quantity of coloured 

water at d, till the water in both legs stands 

at the respective height c and e, the coloured 

portion will then have extended as far as f\ 

there the junction of the coloured and un¬ 

coloured portions will remain stationary, and 

so would any solid substance if introduced any- 

whei’e in the pipe re 6, because it would there 

have an equal pressure on each side of it. 

Whilst the whole of the fluid is motionless in 

the pipes, close the cock at e; fill the pipe to d; 

close the opening at c with a valve or cover 

loaded with say six lbs., and open the cock at e; 

there will then be more than ten lbs. of water 

in the leg b d, against half that weight in re c. 

On removing the wmight at c, the water will 

continue to overflow until that in the pipe at 

d sink to e, when the balance will be again 

restored; but in the meantime the coloured 

water will have moved to g. Instead of pro¬ 

ducing motion in the contents of the jflpes by 

increasing the weight of the column b d, it 

might have been done by decreasing the weight 

of that in the pipe re c, we shall say one-half; 

then the water in 5 e would sink a certain dis¬ 

tance, the coloured fluid would move along 

an equal distance, the water would rise as 

much in the pipe re c; and then the balance 

being restored motion would cease. Supposing 

the water in re c to be rendered lighter by heat, 

and no longer a balance for the colder and 

heavier water in b e, the latter portion will 

then press forward the water from b towards 

re c. Again, if the opening at c is closed, 

and a communication made by a pipe from 

c to e, the water as it is forced upwards will 

proceed towards e, and there supply the place 

of the water tending to move towards re c, and 
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tluis a circulating motion is commenced, wliicli 

will continue as long as heat is maintained to 

keep the water in a c hotter, and consequently 

lighter than that which is cooled in its pro¬ 

gress to and through the return-pipe. It will 

now be evident that the motion of the water 

must proceed simultaneously from the boiler 

along the upper pipe, termed the flow-pipe, 

and to the boiler along the lower one, which 

is called the return-pipe. The contrary could 

not take place, because the heated and lighter 

water at « c could not move that of greater 

density in the pipes e b and h a. The primary 

cause of the motion is, then, the heat of the 

fire rendering the water in the boilers specifi¬ 

cally lighter than that in the pipes; and when 

this effect takes place the law of gravity im¬ 

mediately comes into operation, so that the 

actions of flow and return are simultaneous. 

If, whilst the cii’culation was going on from c 

to e, the water in e 6 were heated to an equal 

extent as that in a c, the circulation would 

cease, because there would be as much ten¬ 

dency to flow from e to c as from c to e, and 

of course the two forces would neutralize each 

other. The greater the diflerence between 

the temperature of the water in the boiler 

and that in the return-pipe, the more rapid 

the circulation, and the converse. 

Furnaces. — The best furnaces are those in 

which the fuel is most effectually consumed; 

it is scarcely necessary to mention that they 

should be adapted for a strong fire, in order to 

counteract intense frost; but they should also 

be constructed for slowly burning a small quan¬ 

tity of fuel, for at times only a little heat is 

required; and under some conditions in which 

fuel is placed, it will not burn in small quan¬ 

tity, and slowly, but will go out if not kept in 

a brisk state of ignition. It is well known 

that metals are rapid conductors of heat, and 

so long as they remain cold the fuel that is 

in immediate contact with them will not burn. 

The most perfect combustion takes place when 

fire is surrounded with slow conductors of 

heat, such as Welsh lumps, or other kinds of 

fire-brick. Tredgold, in treating of the con¬ 

struction of fire-places {^Principles of Warming 

and Ventilating, p. 120), says, “The slowest 

conductoi’s of heat shoiild be used; some metal 

work is absolutely necessary, but it should be 

' avoided as much as possible. The space for 

I the fire and seat of the boiler it will be best 

I to line with good fire-brick, built with fire- 

I. clay, with no more iron work about it than 

is absolutely necessary; that is simply the 

bai’S, and a rim at the mouth where the fuel is 

put in at; ” and he quotes Morveau’s maxim 

as one that should always be kept in view, 

that “the fire-place should be insukted from 

all bodies that are rapid conductors of heat.” 

In some excellent papers on heating, pub¬ 

lished by Mr. Ainger, in the Gardeners' Chro¬ 

nicle, 1841, combustion within slowly con¬ 

ducting materials is one of the points which 

he considers of the greatest importance, and 

at page 683 of the same volume he recom¬ 

mends the fuel to be burned in slowly con¬ 

ducting materials, and certainly not in contact 

with the boiler. “ Those portions of fresh coal 

which lie against the boiler undergo for some 

time distillation rather than combustion, and 

while they are thus wasting they intercept a 

large portion of the boiler surface from the 

central portion of the fuel, which is probably 

in a state of incandescence.” If a fire-place 

were required to be constructed so as to drive 

off as much as possible of the hydrogen in an 

unignited state, the best plan would be to have 

the furnace-bars and sides formed of pipes with 

cold water constantly circulating through them. 

All the fuel in contact with these pipes would 

not ignite, but it might get hot enough to distil 

or drive off, unignited, the hydrogen, consti¬ 

tuting about one-third of the heating value of 

some kinds of coal. B ut this is what ought to be 

saved, and the best mode of doing so is to con¬ 

struct the fire-place with non-conducting ma¬ 

terials ; and for the same reasons we consider 

metallic fire-places objectionable for horticul¬ 

tural purposes, more especially when they are 

tubular, or otherwise form a portion of the 

boiler. 

Having pointed o^it the conditions under 

which the heat of the fuel may be most ad¬ 

vantageously produced, we may now advert 

to its distribution. Once produced, it must 

distribute itself in some way, and the grand 

object to be attained is to transfer as much of 

it as possible to the water in the boiler. The 

latter ought to be set so as not to obstruct 

combustion, and should have a large surface 

directly exposed to the nadiation of the fire. 

The combustion of ordinary heating mate¬ 

rials, it is well known, requires a certain 

amount of air. In furnaces this is usually 

supplied through the bars of the grating, and 

occasionally in part through the furnace doors. 

Sufficient air should be admitted to supply the 

necessary amount of oxygen, without which 

77 
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tlie fuel would not burn; more than sufficient 

is injurious, for it robs the fire of a portion of 

its heat, and carries it up the chimney. It is 

therefore necessary to have the power of regu¬ 

lating the admission of air, and consequently 

that the furnace-door, as well as that of the 

ash-pit, should fit perfectly. Hinged doors are 

almost certain to warp. The best fuimace- 

Fig. 252. 

Sylvostor’s Furnace-dooi-a. 

doors that we have seen are Sylvester’s, Fig. 

252. They have no hinges. The doors, which 

are faced with fire-brick or Welsh-lump, move 

on rollers on an iron rod; or they slide by a 

ledge in a groove, as iir the lower or ash-pit 

door represented in the figure. The frame of 

the opening projects a little outwards towards 

the base, so that the weight of the door partly 

rests upon it; and the more the latter is 

moved the closer it fits. 

By these doors the air can be regulated to a 

nicety; and a good stoker will soon find out 

from experience how much opening he should 

allow. If he require much heat he must in¬ 

crease the quantity of fuel, and in proportion 

the supply of air. 

Boilers.—Of these there are many kinds, 

and some very complicated; but of any two 

tliat may prove equally effective, the simpler 

is, of course, to he preferred. No complete 

set of experiments has yet been carried out 

in order to test the heating power of different 

constructions of boilers, nor the amount of 

work which they will respectively j)erform 

with a certain qiiantity of fuel; but from what 

we have observed, we have come to the con¬ 

clusion that the simplest form is the hest. 

Until there be proof to the contrary we should 

be inclined to give the preference to the horse¬ 

shoe or saddle form of hoiler, with a pretty 

large surface for the fuel to act upon in the 

first instance. Instead of that, the surface 

which presents itself to the direct action of 

the fire is in many cases small in comparison 

to the secondary or auxiliary surfaces. Mr. 

Ainger advises that care he taken to receive 

as much heat as convenient in the shape of 

radiation, and to depend as little as possible 

upon the smoke and gases, which may carry a 

large portion of their charge into the chimney 

before it can be abstracted. Dr. Arnott does 

not approve of boilers which present only a 

comparatively small siirface to the direct radi¬ 

ation of the fire, for this he considers the 

principal one for heating effect; all others over 

which the draught may be conducted he terms 

auxiliary sm’faces. 

The plain saddle boiler is well known, and 

if properly set over a fire-place of which the 

sides and hack are formed of fire-brick or 

Welsh-lumps, its working may always be safely 

depended on. 

Fig. 253 represents a modification of the 

saddle boiler, the inside being corrugated; a 

is the flow, b the return, c an opening for the 

escape of smoke, another similar being oppo- 

Fig. 253. 

Gray’s Boiler. 

site, on the other side. The water circulates * 

all round the arch, and also in the farther end, ; 

which is closed, and serves to rebut the flame, j 
Lobjoit’s boiler, invented by Mr. Lobjoit of 

Turnham Green, is represented by Fig. 254. 

It is corrugated longitudinally, but, indepen¬ 

dent of this, it presents a large heating surface 

to the direct action of the fire; a is the flow- 

pipe, b the return one. The water circulates 

within the upright sides, the straight sloped 

roof, and the ridge at top. Slabs of fire-brick i 

material surround the boiler on the two sides, \ 
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and oue is jilaced against the farther end. 

Other slabs rest on the sides and against the 

top of the ridge, thus forming a return flue. 

Lobjoit’s Boiler. 

The fraTne of the furnace-doors is secured close 

to the boiler by hooks fixed to each of the 

sides of the boiler. This boiler might be im¬ 

proved by inserting the return pipes nearer 

the bottom ; it would then be highly worthy 

of recommendation. 

Monro’s Cannon Boiler is represented in 

Fig. 255, where a is the flow, b b the return 

pipes. It has the advantage of affording plenty 

of space below it for the fire; but we are 

doubtful whether a plain saddle boiler, pre¬ 

senting the same extent of surface more di¬ 

rectly to the action of the fire, would not 

answer quite as well, if not better. 

Fig. 256 represents Ormson's Patent Joint¬ 

less Tubular Boiler, in which a is the feeder, 

b b flow, and c c return pipes, and d the com¬ 

munication between the horizontal and up¬ 

right tubes. The former serve the purpose 

of fire-bars, but we should prefer burning the 

fuel in a place expressly adapted for perfect 

combustion. However, the boiler in question 

is a powerful one, and being without joints is 

not subject to leakage, as is sometimes the case 

when tubular boilers are composed of parts 

joined by means of iron cement. 

Corrugated boilers have been recommended 

on account of their presenting a larger surface 

to the action of the fire. 1’his must be ad- 

Ormsoa’B Patent Jointless Tubular Boiler. 

mitted; but at the same time they afibrd lodg¬ 

ments for soot, a disadvantage by which all 

that is gained by a gi’eater surface is Liable to 

be counteracted. Besides, if we want more 

surface we can easily obtain it by getting a 

plain boiler of a somewhat larger size. 

With regard to the proper size of boilers 

there is considerable diversity of ojiiniou. 

IMr. Ainger gives the following general rule: 

—“ Take the cubic contents of the house, and 

for half-hardy plants give to every 100 feet 10 

square inches of boiler-surface, and 1 square 

inch of fire-grate. For tropical plants double 

those proportions, and for forcing-houses take 

intermediate proportions according to the tem¬ 

perature required.” 

Pipes are generally made of cast-iron, but 

other materials are sometimes employed. Cop¬ 

per pipes are much used in France, and they 

have the advantage of heating quicker than 

those of cast-iron; but, on the other hand, they 

sooner become cold if the fire is not kept uj), 

and this is often a disadvantage. Earthen- 

w'are jnpes have also been employed; and with 

vulcanized india-rubber they may be joined so 

as to answer, but for substantial ajiparatus, 

cast-iron is to be preferred. 

The cylindrical form is most readily ob¬ 

tained, and altogether it is most to be recom¬ 

mended for ordinary use, but at more expense 

any other form may be adopted; in particular 

cases the pipes may, for the sake of appear¬ 

ance, be made to resemble a plinth. They are 
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also frequently cast with a cylindrical bore, 
but with a pan or trough on the upper side 
for water to supply moisture. Fig. 257 re- 

jiresents a pipe cir 
cular below, 
liollowed above for 
water. Its capa¬ 
city is less than 
that of a 4-inch 
pipe, but the sur¬ 
face which it pre¬ 
sents is at least 
„ne-fourth more. Ws Patent Fluted Pipe. 

It is new, but we think it will be found to 
answer well. The usual diameter of round 
])ipes is 4 inches, and this being found to be 
the most convenient and efScient size, calcu¬ 

lations for length of pipe are usually made 
according to that diameter. In the case of 
small structures, 3-inch pipes are often used on 

account of their occupying less space. 
The pipes, whatever may be their size and 

form, should be of uniform bore or capacity j 
and, where stop-cocks are employed, they 
should be so constructed as to afford, at plea¬ 
sure, a clear watei’-way equal to that of the 
pipes. Contractions and bends tend to ob¬ 
struct the circulation; the former may be 
avoided, and of the latter there should be as 
few as possible. It sometimes becomes neces¬ 
sary to dip under a path or over a doorway, 
and in that case the flow-pipe shovild rise as 
liisih above the level of the boiler as the dip 
is below it, and it is not advisable to have 
more than one such dip in the course of the 
circuit; and if that one has a considerable 
length of pipe between it and the boiler, so 
much the better. It is necessary that a small 
tube should be inserted at the highest part of 
the flow-pipe, in order to provide for the 
escape of air which may there collect; indeed, 
there should be one at every downward bend. 

To allow for expansion and contraction, the 
pijjes should be slung or otherwise supported 
in a manner that will permit them to accom¬ 
modate themselves to these forces. Accord¬ 
ing to the experiments of General Roy, cast- 
iron expands six between the freezing and 
boiling points of water, or about 1^ inch in 

100 feet. 
With regard to the joints of pipes, some 

pi’efer those which are flanged, for which vul¬ 
canized india-rubber answers well for screwing 
up against; others socket joints. The latter 
occupy less space, the former can be more 

easily removed and replaced. Except near the 
fire, socket joints need not be put together 
with iron cement, especially when the circula¬ 
tion is carried on nearly on a level. When 
well caulked with rope and a mixture of red 
and white lead, we have not, in many years, 
observed a single failure. By kindling a 
fire under the joints so secured, the pipes, if 
wanted elsewhere, can be removed without 
breakage, which can rarely be the case when 

ii-on cement is employed. 
The quantity of pipe requisite for heating a 

house must depend on the size and form of the 
latter, the quantity of glass, and whether the 
roof is of iron and glass, or of wood and glass, 

Tredgold finds, in the first place, the num¬ 
ber of cubic feet of air to be heated per mi¬ 
nute. This, in the case of greenhouses and 
other structures where the difference between 
the temperature of the house and that ot the 
external air is not more than 30°, he estimates 
to be equal to 5 times the length of the glass 
of the roof in feet, added to 1^ times the 
whole area of glass in feet, added to 11 cubic 
feet for each door. But for stoves and forcing- 
houses, where a more elevated temperatxire has 
to be maintained, he gives the following rule: 
—“ To the length of the stove in feet, multi¬ 
plied by half the greatest vertical height in 
feet, add 1| times the whole area of glass, and 
also 11 times the number of doors; the sum 
will be the number of cubic feet to be heated 
in a minute from the temperature of the ex¬ 
ternal air to that of the stove.” From the 
sums obtained in the above ways a deduction 
of one-tenth was made in the case of houses 
witli wooden rafters. Then “if the cubic feet 
of air to be heated per minute be multiplied 
by the number of degrees it is to be warmed, 
and the result be divided by twice the differ¬ 
ence between the temperature of the house 
and that- of the surface of the pipes, the result 
will be the feet of iron pipe, Ac., required. 
Thus, if 1000 cubic feet per minute are to be 
warmed, and the extreme case is supposed to 
be, that when the external air is 20°, the house 
should be 50°, and therefore the air is to be 
warmed 30°; and with water, the surface will 
be 190° when the water boils, but only 180° 

in the average state. Therefore, 
1000 X 30 _ 30,000 

180—50X2'“ 260 
= 116 feet of surface.” 

—Hort. Trans, vol. vii, p. 578. 
Mr. Hood, from longer experience, calcu¬ 

lates the quantity of air to be warmed per 
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minute at cubic feet for each square foot 

of glassj deducting, as a general rule, ^ for 

■wood work; and he gives the following rule 

for ascertaining the length of pipe which will 

be necessary for warming any given quantity 

of air:—“Multiply 125 by the difference be¬ 

tween the temperature at which the room [or 

hot-house] is purposed to be kept, when at its 

maximum, and the temperature of the exter¬ 

nal air; and divide this product by the dif¬ 

ference between the temperature of the pipes 

and the proposed temperature of the room; 

then the quotient thus obtained, when multi¬ 

plied by the number of cubic feet of air to be 

warmed per minute, and this product divided 

by 222, will give the number of feet in length, 

of pipe 4 inches diameter, which will pro¬ 

duce the desired effect.”—(Hood on Warming 

Buildings hy Hot Water, page 117.) 

The following table, abstracted from one in 

the same valuable work, shows the quantity 

of 4-inch pipe which will be sufficient to 

heat 1000 cubic feet of air per minute to from 

45° to 90°, the temperature of the pipe being 

200° 

Teniperatare 
of 

Temperature at which the House is to be kept. 
A 

External Air. 45° 50° 55° 60° 65“ 

I 
i 

S
i 

75° 80° 85° 90° 

Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. 
10" 126 150 174 200 229 259 292 328 367 409 
20 91 112 135 160 187 216 247 281 318 358 
30 54 75 97 120 145 173 202 234 269 307 
32 47 67 89 112 137 164 193 225 259 296 
40 18 37 58 80 104 129 157 187 220 255 
60 19 40 62 86 112 140 171 204 

To use the above table, look for the lowest 

external temperature in the left-hand column, 

and at top for the highest temperature at 

which the house is required to be kept, and 

where the two columns intersect will be found 

the number of feet of 4-inch pipe which will 

heat 1000 cubic feet of air per minute to that 

degree. 

High-pressure Hot-water Apparatus.—This 

consists of a coil of small pipe placed in a fur¬ 

nace, from which the piping is continued round 

tlte house, and on returning, is joined to the 

bottom of the coil, thus forming an endless 

pipe. The external diameter of the pipe is 

1 inch, its bore ^ inch, and it consists of se¬ 

veral pieces, which are screwed tightly into 

each other. Connected with the highest point 

of the pipe, there is what is termed an expan¬ 

sion pijie, a tube of larger diameter, closed at 

top, but having near its base an opening, by 

means of which the circulating pipe can be 

filled with water. When this has been done. 

the opening is hermetically closed by a screw. 

The object of the eximnsion pipe is to allow 

for the expansion of the water when heated, 

and except in it there is no space for steam; 

the consequence is, that the water becomes 

excessively heated, generally to 350°; some¬ 

times, it is said, to 500°, and the pressure 

upon the pipes is, according to Hood, from ten 

to twenty-four times that usual in high-pres¬ 

sure boilers. The apparatus, therefore, cannot 

safely be employed in gardens where regular 

attendance could not be afforded ; and strong 

as the pipes are, we have known them to fis¬ 

sure and the apparatus to explode. Besides, 

with pipes heated to such a degree, the air 

must be parched and rendered injurious to 

vegetation. 

The Tank System.—In this there is an ac- 

Fig. 2.58. 

j Oa 
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tion of fiow and return on the same principles 

as those by which circulation is induced in 

hot-water pipes. The apparatus is very simple. 

Let Fig. 258 represent a long shallow box, di¬ 

vided longitiidinally as far as c. From the top 

of a boiler, let a pipe communicate with one 

of the divisions, as at a, and from the bottom 

of the boiler let a pipe open into the other 

division at h, and, as i-egards the principle, the 

apparatus is complete. The hottest water fiows 

by the pipe insei'ted in the top of the boilei', 

into the tank at a, and simultaneously its 

place is supplied by colder water descending 

through the pipe h, and entering at or near 

the bottom of the boiler. The flow and re¬ 

turn portions may be in one trough, with a 

division as above, or separated, conducted 

round the house, or in any other position, so 

as they are upon the same level, and commu¬ 

nicate with each other at the end farthest 

from the boiler. 

Tanks or gutters have been formed of ce¬ 

ment, earthenware, cast iron or other metal, 

and even of wood. Eoman cement is acted 

upon by the hot water, so that its cohesive 

properties are destroyed, for after some time 

a quantity of it is found in the state of mud 

in the bottom of the tank. Among the many 

kinds of cements recently di.scovered, there 

are some that will not prove so objectionable 

in this respect. Earthenware will answer if 

the joints can be made secure; and if some 

kinds of it are too porous, they may be satur- 
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ated with tallow. Wood, being a slow con¬ 

ductor, does not give out the heat readily 

enough, but, made wide and covered with slate, 

wooden troughs answer tolerably well in cer¬ 

tain cases. Metal is the most substantial, but 

it is expensive, and the question is. Whether, 

instead of metal tanks, hot-water j^ipes had 

better be employed? The latter have the ad- 

^'antage of affording a dry heat when that is 

desirable, and with the addition of evaporat¬ 

ing pans, as much moisture will be insured as 

can be required. In ii’on tanks containing 

hot water and air, the waste of metal is exces¬ 

sive, and the accumulation of oxide of iron in 

one year is astonishing, wliile in pipes filled 

with water, and closed from the access of air, 

there is very little. The tank system may be 

employed for bottom heat, or where much 

moisture is required, and, with cheap mate- 

i-ials, it may sometimes be conveniently ap- 

jilied as a temporary means of heating, and, 

in severe weather, as an auxiliary to other 

apparatus. In tanks, as in hot-water pipes, 

the water-way should be of uniform capacity. 

We have seen cast-iron tanks in the form of 

oblong boxes, secured end to end by screws, 

which were hollow for the passage of the wa¬ 

ter; but the circulation was impeded at each 

connection, and it tended to take a direct course 

from one hole to the other throughout, thus 

leaving the water at the sides cool and quiet, 

so that it was long before heat was given out 

from them. 

Heating hy Steam.—This mode of heating 

is now almost entirely superseded by that 

of hot water, which is cheaper, more easily 

managed, and can readily be ajiplied on a 

small scale; yet it has proved effective in 

heating some of the lai’gest horticultural 

structures in the world, for example, those at 

Kew and Chatsworth. Pipes can be heated 

by steam to a much higher degree than by 

hot water, unless the latter is kept under j)res- 

sure, but an intensely heated surface renders 

the air less favourable to the growth of jfiants 

than one which is only heated to 180° or 200°; 

and without exceeding this temperature, we 

can get from an easily managed apparatus, as 

much heat as vegetation can require. As soon 

as the water gets warm in a hot-water appa¬ 

ratus, heat begins to be communicated to the 

house, slightly at first, biit gradually increas¬ 

ing, and this is precisely what is wanted, while 

little or no heat is obtained from a steam 

apparatus till the water boil. Steam may, 

however, be employed to convey heat to a 

greater distance than could well be done by 

circulating water, and it is sometimes advan¬ 

tageously emiffoyed for heating beds of stones, 

which then constitute a source of steady bot¬ 

tom heat; or water in tanks or jupes is some¬ 

times conveniently heated by the introduction 

of a steam-jiipe, and occasionally steam is ge¬ 

nerated and conveyed in a small pipe for the 

purpose of steaming houses. In some such 

cases it may be occasionally adopted on a small 

scale; when employed on a large, a proper 

engineer ought to be consulted. 

Heating hy Hot-air Stoves is a mode now 

rarely adopted. To communicate heat by 

means of air passing over a surface heated 

above 212 , is allowed to have an injurious 

effect on vegetation. Drawing air from the 

coldest part of the house into a chamber 

heated by a stove, and then delivering it into 

the house, was thought good, because it com¬ 

bined heating with a circulation of air, this 

being essential to the health of plants. But 

that is well secured by either flues or hot- 

water pipes. From these the heated air must 

ascend to the top, and from the latter cold air 

must descend to take its place. This occa¬ 

sions a constant movement of the air in the 

interior of the house. Accordinst to dh-ed- 

gold’s calculations, a well-glazed roof will ad¬ 

mit 2\ cubic feet of air per minute for each 

foot in its length. At this rate the whole of 

the air of a house would be changed in little 

more than forty minutes. The working of 

hot-air stoves being precarious, and not afford¬ 

ing any advantage over the modes of heating 

already noticed, further details respecting them 

need not be entered into. 

IV.-MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES. 

Fruit Room.—The conditions necessary for 

keeping fruit well, are a dry atmosphere, a 

cool steady temperature, and darkness. To 

insure these conditions as far as possible, the 

room should be in a dry, airy situation, and 

its exterior exjiosed to a free circulation of 

air; that it may have a cool temperatui’e, the 

floor should have a circulation of air below it; 

and there should be the means of ventilation, 

but at the same time the doors and windows 

ought to fit closely in case of severe frost. 

The eai'th at small depths has a tempera¬ 

ture equal to the annual mean temperature of 

the air, which in Britain is between 46° and 

50°. Now, if a room were built with double 
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walls and roof over a portion of ground at 

50°, and if the room were closely shut up 

when a thermometer indicated the air inside 

to be as low as 32°, although for a week the 

air outside might continue even colder than 

this, yet it would be found at the end of that 

period that the heat from the ground-floor 

would have warmed the internal air from 32° 

to neai’ly 50°. It is therefore a mistake to 

sink into the earth for coolness in winter. Of 

course, in summer, if the air were at say 80° 

and the earth at 50°, the latter, instead of 

giving, would abstract heat from the air, and 

the apartment would be cooler than if built 

on the surface. But in order that the fniit- 

room may be cool in winter, it should be in¬ 

sulated as much as possible from the constant 

source of heat existing in the earth. 

Vicissitudes of temperature have very in¬ 

jurious effects on the keeping of fruit. When 

fruit is warmer than the surrounding air, it is 

liable to shrivel; when much colder, a deposi¬ 

tion of dew takes place on its surface, just 

.as a cold mirror becomes dimmed with dew 

when brought into a warm room. In the 

commencement of cold or frosty weather, the 

fruit will be found dry, because warmer than 

the air, but when the thaw comes with com^ 

paratively warm south-west winds, the fruit 

will be found colder than the air, and covered 

with moisture. The alternate wetting and 

drying of the fruit, ai'ising from vicissitudes of 

temperature, must be guarded against as much 

as possible, by endeavouring to maintain the 

greatest possible uniformity of temperature. 

The walls should therefore be hollow; and it 

has been shown that such can be built at less 

expense than solid ones. Fruit-rooms already 

constructed with solid walls ought to be lined 

with wood, leaving | inch cavity between the 

lining and wall; indeed, a lining of this de¬ 

scription is to be recommended, whether the 

walls are hollow or not. The roof should have 

a double ceiling. 

That fruit keeps best in darkness, has been 

well proven. It has frequently been observed 

that the .finest specimens of apples and pears, 

when placed opposite a window, soon acquire 

a much inferior appearance to that presented 

by those left in the dark. 

Josiah Moorman, Esq., of the Clapham Road, 

has a fruit-room which combines all the above- 

mentioned favourable conditions. Fig. 259 is 

an interior view, and Fig. 2G0 a section of it. 

The construction.of the room will be under¬ 

stood from the following explanation:—a a, 

shelves; h, close boarding round the sides of 

the room; c, air space between the boards and 

Fig. 259. 

the wall. There is also an air space on the 

north side, between the two plaster ceilings, 

as shown in Fig. 260; in which is a stove; 

e, a circular window hung on pivots, and fitted 

w ith a roller-blind; f, partitions of open work 

similar to the shelves. The room is a par- 

titioned-off portion of a loft, and has a coacli- 

hoiise below it; thus it is insulated from the 

earth, and consequently its temperature is not 

raised by heat from the latter. It has there- 

foi’e a cool temperatui’e, nearly corresponding 

with the mean of the winter season. The 

small stove is seldom used, unless the tempera¬ 

ture of the room falls below freezing. The floor 

is wood, with a ceiling below; the roof is slated 

and double ceiled on the north side; the walls 

are of brick, between which and the wood 

there is an air cavity, c, about ^ inch wide. 

Inclosed thus by non-conducting substances, 

the temperature of the internal air is not 

readily affected by changes that take place in 

that of the external air; for when the weather 
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becomes frosty, it is several days before tbe 

thermometer inside is lowered so much as one 

degi-ee. A little fire is occasionally put in the 

stove, but only in severe frost or in a dry day, 

in order to speedily remove any damp that 

may arise from the fruit, air being freely ad¬ 

mitted by the side window at the same time. 

Whether open or shut, the window is always 

covei'ed with the roller-blind. 

From the room above described, Mr. Moor¬ 

man exhibited fine specimens of the Marie 

Louise pear, in excellent condition, as late as 

Christmas, and medals were awarded to biTn 

by the Horticultural Society, in different 

seasons, for his exhibitions of well-kept fruit. 

The exhalations from ripe fruit have an iu- 

jurious effect on that which is natui-ally late 

in becoming fit for use; therefore it would be 

well if the early ripening sorts were separated 

from the late by a close partition. We have 

seen choice pears and apples well kept in close 

drawers, care being taken to inspect them occa¬ 

sionally in order to remove any that exhibited 

the least symptoms of decay. There should 

be means at command for admitting a current 

of air, but this should be rarely put in prac¬ 

tice ; for, except when the air of the room is 

felt to be impure, the less air the better. When 

it is necessary to give air, the time should be 

watched when the external and internal tem¬ 

perature are alike, or nearly so, and if that be 

attended to, no deposition of moisture on the 

fruit will take place in consequence. When 

the external air is either much warmer or 

much colder than the air of the room, it should 

be excluded. 

In order to absorb superfluous moisture in 

fruit-rooms, M. Du Breuil proposes to place a 

layer of chloride of lime in a wooden trough, 

lined with lead. This substance will absorb 

double its own weight of moisture from the 

atmosphere, and, as it liquefies, it may be re¬ 

ceived by a small spout into a jar. A fresh 

supply of the chloride of lime can be given as 

required. About 44 lbs., according to M. Du 

Breuil, will keep the air of the fruit-room 

sufficiently dry for a whole season; and the 

water can be evapoi’ated so as to leave the 

chloride of lime again fit for use. This sub¬ 

stance might be tried on a small scale at first, 

in case the flavour of the fruit might be affec¬ 

ted by its presence. 

Ice-house.—Although the melting of ice 

takes place when it is in contact with any sub¬ 

stance above 32°, some melt it more quickly 

than others of the same temperature; for in¬ 

stance, if in contact with moist earth or water, 

it will melt about twenty times quicker than 

if it were surrounded with dry air. The tem¬ 

perature of the earth in Britain averages, at 

some considerable depth below the surface, 

about 47°; the principal object should there¬ 

fore be to insulate the ice as much as possible 

from this constant source of heat by the inter¬ 

position of non-conducting substances. 

An ice-house should be well-drained, for if 

the base of the mass is immersed in water, the 

latter will form a medium for rapidly trans¬ 

mitting upwards the heat of the earth to the 

ice. Care should therefore be taken to render 

the bottom of the ice-house as dry as possible, 

and the ice should rest on a wooden grating or 

on faggots. 

The situation should have a northern aspect, 

and be dry and airy, not closely covered with 

trees, yet suflSciently screened from the direct 

rays of the sim. It should be sufficiently ele¬ 

vated to admit of good drainage. If no place 

naturally possessing this advantage can be had, 

the house must be elevated and an artificial 

mound formed. 

The usual form is that of an egg, placed 

with the widest end upwards, and for various 

reasons this is doubtless the best. It is by 

the surface that a solid mass of ice is melted, 

and, accordingly, the form that presents the 

least surface in proportion to a given mass is 

the best, and that would be a sphere. In this 

form a mass of ice might have a surface of 

about 314 square feet, but if moulded into a 

foim 6 feet broad, 5 feet thick, and 17| feet 

long, it would have a surface of 445 square 

feet, more than one-third greater than in the 

spherical form; and if exposed to the same ' 

temperature, the sphere would melt in fifteen 

months, the oblong in ten months. But it. 

must be borne in mind, that by taking away 

portions for use from the top, and by wasting 

at the bottom, the spherical form could not 

be long retained, whereas an oblong-spheroid 

or egg-shape, when reduced by the above 

causes, will approach nearly to the spherical 

or best form, by the time it is most tried by 

the summer heat. 

The walls should be double, so that there 

may be an air cavity between the inner w'all 

and the comparatively warm soil. If this 

cavity were ventilated during frosty weather, 

so much the better. The roof should be 

covered with a thick coat of thatch—heath 
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answers very well; and not only the roof, 

but the sides likewise ought to be dry, for 

rain water, of the temperature of })erhaps 60°, 

must have a very great effect in heating the 

walls or other parts with which it comes in 

contact. Straw is usually placed between the 

walls and ice. It is a good non-conductor 

when dry, but is objectionable when it is wet 

and beginning to rot. If straw be used, the 

stoutest and least bruised that can be had 

should be employed; but reeds are prefex’able. 

It may appear paradoxical, but the sub¬ 

stances which are considered the warmest are 

the best for keeping ice from melting. If we 

fill a bottle with hot water, and wrap it in 

flannel, it will keep hot nearly twice as long 

as if the bottle had been freely exposed to 

the air, for wool, being a slow conductor, pre¬ 

vents the air from readily acquiring heat from 

the water. Suppose the bottle to be filled 

with ice, the same kind of woollen covering 

will prevent the ice from readily obtaining 

heat from the air, and, consequently, the for¬ 

mer will be nearly twice as long in thawing. 

In filling the house, the ice is generally 

broken, or somewhat jxounded, in order that 

it may pack closer, but we have seen large 

masses put in without breaking; all cavities 

should, however, be filled with the fragments 

pounded, and the whole rendered compact by 

throwing water over the layers. In default 

of ice, the house may be filled with snow, well 

beaten, and watered if not in a wet state; it 

answers very well, and may be kept a twelve- 

month. Some use salt, but its utility is very 

doubtful, and, according to some, it is worse 

than useless. At all events, ice well insulated 

from earth and water, and shut out from the 

free access of hot air in summer, will keep very 

well without salt. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

FORCING. 

I.-VEGETABLES. 

ASPARAGUS.'—The forcing of this is very 

simple as compared with that of many other 

plants where the growth of a tender foliage 

has to be carefully promoted by exposure to 

light in an atmosphere of a proper tempera¬ 

ture and degree of moisture. But with regard 

to asparagus we have merely to apply a certain 

degree of heat to the soil in which the roots 

are situated; the surface being kept warm by 

means of some artificial protection or covering, 

in order to prevent the shoot being checked 

in its growth when it appears above ground. 

The heat required for the vegetation of the 

plants may be applied without removing them, 

or they may be taken up from where they 

have previously grown, and be transferred to a 

place where heat can be conveniently applied. 

In other words, the heat may be brought to 

the plants, or the plants to the heat. In the 

one case the roots are preserved entire; in the 

other, notwithstanding the greatest care in 

taking up, they must, to a certain extent, be 

mutilated. Such being the case, it is not dif¬ 

ficult to say which is the most rational of these 

—the two modes of forcing usually adopted. 

The non-removal system is the one by which 

the largest and finest blanched heads ai’e pro¬ 

duced. It is that pursued by the French for 

obtaining their asperges blanchesand by re¬ 

moval and jjlanting on beds they produce the 

asperges vertes. 

The winters at Copenhagen are much more 

severe than with us. The average cold in 

January is much greater than that of the 

coldest January we have experienced in this 

country for fifty yeai’S, with the exception of 

that of 1838, and forcing under such circum¬ 

stances must be mixch more difficult than in 

this country; yet, in the royal gardens at 

Copenhagen, Lindegard produced excel¬ 

lent asparagus in January, by means of horse- 

dung, in beds in the open air, and unprotected 

by frames and sashes. His mode of proceed¬ 

ing is detailed in the Transactions of the 

Horticultural Society, vol. v. p. 509, and, as it 

is simple, and had been successfully practised 

by him for thirty years, we may briefly state 

its essential points. His beds were 40 feet 

long, and 4 feet wide, with 2 feet alleys be¬ 

tween. There were two rows of asparagus on 

each bed, and the plants were 2 feet apart. 

Four of the best beds were annually selected 

for forcing; and it should be particularly ob¬ 

served, that these beds were left uncut in the 

preceding summer. The crop had always to 

be delivered at a fixed period, the 28th of Jan¬ 

uary, which M^as the king’s birth-day, and 

forcing was begun four or five weeks previ¬ 

ous to that date. Before forcing was com¬ 

menced the beds were covered with a layer of 

litter or leaves to keep out the frost. Their 

surface was stirred with a fork, and the upper 

78 
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spit of the alley thrown ou to heighten them. 

The alleys were then cleaned out to the depth 

of about 3^ feet, and immediately filled with 

hot dung, which was raised as high as 1 ^ foot 

above the level of the toj:) of the beds, and 

after having been trodden a little was covered 

with some old boards or planks. The surface 

of the beds was covered with some of the same 

kind of dung, or with litter to the depth of 3 

or 4 inches, more or less, according to the 

state of the weather. The produce of each 

bed of the above dimensions, 40 feet by 4, 

was about 1000 heads, exclusive of small ones. 

In a less severe climate a similar produce 

may be easily obtained by the above plan 

somewhat modified. The alleys need not be 

so deeply excavated ; 3 feet instead of 3^ feet 

will be sufficient, and it will not be necessary 

to raise the dung so high. 

Near Paris, the aspai’agus beds are about 4 

feet 4 inches wide, with 2-feet alleys between. 

The beds arejfianted with four rows of plants, 

about 9 inches apart in the row. They are 

forced in the fourth year after planting. In 

commencing, frames the width of the beds are 

put on, and a layer of vegetable mould and 

several inches of soil from the alleys are then 

spread over the sui’face covered by the frames. 

The trenches, which ai’e 20 inches deep, ai’e 

filled with liot dung to the toj) of the frames, 

and these are also filled with hot dung, which 

is removed as soon as the asparagus begins to 

reach the surface. The sashes are juit on, 

and no air is given; on the contrary, they are 

covered at night with straw mats, and also 

during the day in cold w'eather, a temperature 

of from C0° to 75° being considered desir¬ 

able. We should, however, prefer starting 

with a temperature of between 50° and 60°, as 

is done by means of hot-water pipes in the 

royal gardens at Progmore. The heat may be 

increased so as to range between 60° and 65°, 

or not exceeding 70°.; for it is found that when 

asparagus is forced too rapidly, it is not so good 

as when it is brought forward graduallv, with 

a temperature resembling that of a very fine 

May. Where glass is used, a good deal of sun- 

heat may be economized by keeping the sashes 

quite close till the shoots begin to appear. 

In the oi-)en air the finest and most tender 

shoots are ju-oduced when the beds have been 

exposed to powerful sun-heat. 

With regard to the width of the beds in¬ 

tended to be forced there are two things to 

be considered. If they are too wide, the heat 

of the dung in the trenches between them 

cannot readily get to the centre; and ou the 

other hand, if the beds are too narrow, there is 

not space for the roots of the plants. They 

may be laid out 4^ feet wide, with 2-feet 

alleys between; and in order to have fine 

shoots, the plants should not be less than 1 foot 
apart. 

When the trenches are partially filled up 

after forcing is over, and the dung turned out, 

the roots strike into the decaying substances 

usually employed, so that when the beds are 

again about to be forced, these roots are de¬ 

stroyed in clearing out the trenches for the 

reception of the dung, and they are generally 

the most vigorous. This proceeding, in fact, 

deprives the plant of its most efficient feeders 

at the time they are most wanted. It is better 

to keep the trenches open, so as not to en¬ 

courage them at all in that direction. In 

this case it would be well to cover ovei' the 

trenches, in order to prevent the soil of the 

beds from being dried. In some instances, the 

sides of beds intended to be forced by dung- 

heat have been faced with bricks in the 

pigeon-hole fashion, and where the expense 

can be afforded, the plan answers very well. 

In some places it is difficult to procure dung 

for the purpose of forcing, and in any case it 

is doubtful whether heating by hot water is not 

cheaper in the end. The labour required for 

working dung linings is very considerable, and 

would go far towards defraying the expense of 

fuel. At all events, the hot-water mode an¬ 

swers well where it has been adopted, as, for 

example, in the royal gardens at Frogmore. 

The beds there are 75 feet long and 7 feet 

wide ; their sides are formed with pigeon¬ 

hole brickwork, and the spaces between the 

beds are 4 feet deep; but the lower half is 

filled with rich soil, and in the upper half 

there are a flow and a return pipe for hot 

water connected with a boiler which heats six 

ranges of flow and return pipes. The cavities 

for the pipes are covered with Yorkshire stone, 

and the beds themselves with a close-fitting 

wooden roof Some think 7 feet too great a 

width for the beds; we should i-ecommend 6 

feet; and where such substantial covering as 

Yorkshire stone cannot be afforded, wooden 

covers will answer the pm-pose. At the royal 

gai’dens forcing is usually commenced early in 

December, and a siipply is generally obtained 

by the end of the same month. A little air 

and light when the shoots begin to reach the 
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surface much improves the flavour and appear¬ 

ance of the asparagus. 

Forcing removed Plants.—For these a hot¬ 

bed should be prepared, the heat of which 

should not exceed 70°. A heat of 65° will 

give a better produce, and higher than this is 

not to be recommended, unless a supply is ur¬ 

gently required for some pai’ticular occasion. 

The bed should be covered with about 3 inches 

of light soil or leaf-mould. The jdants ought 

to bo taken up with the greatest possible care, 

and the crowns immediately placed or packed 

closely on the surface of the bed, the roots 

being spread out regularly at full length; some 

fine light soil or leaf-mould must then be 

sifted over and introduced among the roots. 

The crowns should be covered to the depth of 

5 or 6 inches. The sashes must be put on 

and kept close till the shoots begin to apjtiear, 

when a little air should be admitted accord¬ 

ing to the state of the weather, to give colour 

to the tops. 

Near Paris enormous quantities of aspara¬ 

gus are forced, in order to produce the asperges 

vertes, or green asparagus. We have seen an 

establishment in the Faubourg St. Antoine, 

the proprietor of which expended about £800 

annually for plants; and M. Courtois-Gerard 

mentions, in his Culture Maraichere, two mar¬ 

ket gardeners who together purchased in one 

year the plants which were produced on 

twenty-five hectares of land, or about sixty- 

one English acres. Plants three years old 

are prefened, for those four years old ai-e 

generally once cut, and then they do not 

answer so well for forcing. The beds are 

prepared, and covered with about 2 inches of 

vegetable mould, on which the roots are 

closely packed and covered with light decayed 

dung or vegetable mould; but it is to be ob¬ 

served that the buds of the crown are not 

covei’ed, the object being not to blanch the 

shoots, but to produce them green and very 

tender, so as to resemble green ])ease. In 

about two weeks cutting is commenced, and 

it is continued about a mouth, when fresh 

plants must be introduced for .succession. 

Green, or even blanched asparagus may be 

produced in any forcing-house, in a temporary 

pit formed of wood, or in boxes. The latter 

may be made so as to rest one above the 

other, in order to occupy comparatively little 

base room. They may be 2 feet wide, 3 feet 

long, and 1 foot deep, with an upright 20 inches 

long secured inside the box in each corner., 

The uprights standing 8 inches above the 

upper edges of the box will serve as posts for 

supporting another similar box, and leave 

space for the growth of the shoots and for 

cutting. In this way four or five tiers may 

be placed along the back wall of a vinery or 

other forcing-house at work. 

BASIL, if required in winter, may be sown 

thinly every month or three weeks from No¬ 

vember to March, in pots or boxes of light 

i-ich soil placed in a temperature of from 60° 

to 70°. The plants may be thinned by taking 

the largest for use, or by pricking them out 

when about 2 inches high. 

CAPSICUM.—Capsicum, L. (Pentaudria Mo- 

nogynia, L.; Solanete, D.C.; Solanaceae, Lind.) 

—This is cultivated for the pods, which in a 

green state are used in salads, in pickles, and 

for making Chili vinegar; dried and gi’ound, 

when ripe, they form Cayenne pepper. The 

frequent adulteration of this condiment with 

red-lead and other poisonous substances, ren¬ 

ders the cultivation of the capsicum in gardens, 

with the view of obtaining a home-gi’own 

suj)ply, very desirable. 

For the above purposes several species and 

varieties of capsicum, mostly natives of the 

East and West Indies, are cultivated. The 

principal of these are :—The Annual Capsi¬ 

cum, Spanish or Guinea Pepper {C. annuuvi). 

of which there are varieties producing red aud 

yellow fruits; Bird Pepper (C. haccatum), Pi- 

ment enrage of the French, a perennial; the 

Shrubby Capsicum (G. frutescens), a peren¬ 

nial, from which the Cayenne pepper is usually 

prepared; Bell Pepper {C. grossiuii), a bien¬ 

nial; Tomato Capsicum, Piment tomate of 

the French, producing fruit like a tomato in 

size and form, of a yellow colour, and com- 

jiaratively mild flavour; Bed Tomato Capsi¬ 

cum, American Bonnet, Bonny, or Bonnet 

Pepper, like the preceding, but red, very pro¬ 

ductive aud much milder than the small soxds; 

and the Large Sweet Spanish Capsicum 

{Piment gros doux d'Espagne), large, much 

milder than the other kinds, and excellent for 

salads. The varieties which produce small 

erect pods are usually called chilies. 

The seed should be sown in Februaiy or 

early in March, in pots or pans filled with 

light rich mould, and plunged in a hot bed. 

When the young plants are about 2 inches 

high they may be jiricked out singly into fl¬ 

inch pots, from which they must be .shifted on, 

until in 6 or 8-inch pots, and in these they 
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may be allowed to fruit. TLe plants should 

he kej)t near the glass in a warm vinery, pit, 

or stove, and water ought to he frequently 

given. In warm situations in the south of 

England, fruit may be ripened in the open air. 

With this view, plants should he hardened off 

towards the end of May, and planted out in 

June, on a south border, at 1 foot or 18 inches 

apart, watering at planting, and subsequently 

in dry weather. In general, however, it is 

advisable to depend on plants under glass for 

a supply of ripe fruit; but where the green 

pods are in request, a considerable portion of 

the plants may, in warm situations, be turned 

out of doors. The fruit ripens in September, 

and may be kept two or three years in a dry 

room. The seed keeps best in the pods, and 

remains good for four or five years. 

CARROT.—The best sort for forcing is the 

Early Horn ■ and in order to have a supply of 

this in a young state in winter, it may be sown 

in the end of November or begiuning of De¬ 

cember; again in the middle of January; and 

lastly in the beginning of February, if the 

weather be severe, or the situation cold and 

backward; but if such is not the case, tliis 

sowing may be made on a Avarm border. A 

hot-bed composed of 3 or 4 feet thick of leaves, 

or of 15 or 18 inches of dung, should be pre¬ 

pared, and covered with 8 or 9 inches of sandy 

soil and leaf-mould, so that the surface may be 

within about 6 inches of the glass. The seed 

may then be sown either broadcast, or in shal¬ 

low drills, 3 inches apart, and covered with 

fine mould to the depth of I inch. When the 

young plants come up they should be thinned 

to IT inch in the row, or to 2 inches apart if 

sown broadcast. A temperature of from 60'= 

to 65° ought to be maintained, and the sashes 

must be covered at night and in frosty weather; 

I)ut as much light should be given as possible. 

Air ought to be given at every favourable 

opportunity, but cold draughts should be 

avoided, and, if the soil get too dry, a gentle 

watering may be given. Eadishes are fre¬ 

quently sown along with the carrots; and this 

is also the custom of the Parisian market-gar¬ 
deners. 

CHICORY.—The blanching of this for salads 

having been treated of in a previous chapter, 

it will only be necessary to give the treatment 

for obtaining the young leaves in winter. 

These form an excellent and wholesome small 

salad, much used in France, but neglected in 
this country. 

Seed is sown in light rich mould, either on 

a hot-bed, or in pans or boxes placed in a heat 

of from 55° to 60°; air is given at every fa¬ 

vourable opportunity, and a gentle watering 

early in the day as often as may be required. 

The chicory may be cut in ten days or a fort¬ 

night after sowing; and the same 2>HTits will 

afford a second cuttinsf. 

CUCUMBER. — Cucumis sativus (Moncecia 

Monadelphia, L.; Cucurbitaceae, D.C.; Cucur- 

bitaceiB, Lind.)—The cucumber is a native of 

various warm countries of Asia, and probably 

of Africa. It was cultivated and in general use 

in Egypt in the earliest ages; there, favoured 

by the climate, artificial means of forcing it 

could not be required. At Kome, however, 

' this was to a certain extent necessary, in order 

' to meet the demand for a luxury which a 

production in its proper season could no longer 

satisfy; and therefore recourse was had to 

artificial means to obtain cucumbers throiigh- 

out the year. The mode of effecting this for 

the table of the Emj^eror Tiberius was not 

widely diffei’ent from that employed in the pre¬ 

sent day. Heat was obtained by frames filled 

with hot dung, and light was admitted through 

thin plates of talc, which would doubtless 

answer the purpose exceedingly well, especially 

under the strong light of an Italian sky. Pliny 

mentions beds mounted on wheels, so that in 

cold weather they could be removed under the 

shelter of buildings at night. The plants were 

also reared in baskets or in large vases, in 

order that they might be placed in the open 

air when the temperatiu’e was favourable, and 

taken in when it was otherwise. We should 

not think of moving a bed, with frame, sashes 

and all, into a house; but there is nothing 

preposterous in the idea of moving some kind 

of 2:)rotecting structure over the bed; on the 

contrary, there would be good reason for doing 

so in certain cases; for instance, a shed lightly 

constructed of thin boards jilaced over a bed 

at night would protect it to a great extent 

from severe frost, and effectually from cold 

rain and sleet, which have the bad effect of 

cooling the linings, till by labour, with per¬ 

haps the introduction of fresh materials, the 

evil is remedied. 

The cucumber requires for its successful cul¬ 

tivation a very i-ich light soil, a bottom-heat 

of from 75° to 80°, and a top heat averaging 

75°, the range being between 70° and 80°. 

Moisture ought not to be at any time deficient; 

and it is of the utmost importance that the 
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foliage be exposed to as much light as possible; 

a thill shading, however, from the direct rays 

of the sun, when these are too powerful, is ad¬ 

vantageous; and it may be added, that air 

should be given when it can be admitted with¬ 

out danger of lowering the temperature below, 

or at least much below, the limit above-men¬ 

tioned. 

As a general statement of the conditions 

most favourable to the growth of the cucum¬ 

ber, the above, we presume, Avill be found cor¬ 

rect. We are aware that good cucumbers have 

been produced, although these conditions have 

not been fulfilled; but this is no reason why 

still better might not have been obtained 

had they been adopted. They cannot, indeed, 

be always commanded, and frequently have to 

be modified in jiractice, according to circum¬ 

stances, but amidst the diversity of opinions, 

they constitute desiderata which we cannot 

err in endeavouring to attain. 

Propagation.—The cucumber may be pro¬ 

pagated either by seeds, cuttings, or layers. 

The first is the usual mode. Cuttings, how¬ 

ever, are frequently employed for obtaining 

plants for winter forcing; they should be 

taken from the tops of the leading branches of 

vigorous plants in a bearing state, and planted 

in 9-inch pots, half filled with rich light com¬ 

post, or leaf-mould. Plunge the pots in brisk 

heat, and place a pane of glass over their 

mouth. Layering is easily effected; a shoot 

may be introduced through the hole in the 

bottom of a pot, having its side partially sunk 

in the bed, and its mouth towards the south 

for light. Soil being put in, the shoot will 

soon take root, and still more readily will it 

do so if the pot be kept surrounded with dung 

that is warmer than the soil in which the 

roots of the mother plant are situated. 

Soil.—The soil in which the seeds are to 

be sown should be rich and light; it may con¬ 

sist of well decomposed leaf-mould. Mr. Mills 

recommends finely-sifted peat, a lump of the 

same soil being placed at the bottom of the pot 

for drainage. Mr. Ayres employs two parts 

turfy loam, one part peat, and one part leaf- 

mould, with some white sand; and this we 

consider a very good mixture. Mr. Green, 

another excellent cultivator, uses tui’f of old 

maiden loam taken off not more than 3 inches 

thick, laid up, at least six months before vising, 

in narrow ridges, with alternate layers of fresh 

horse-dung, and a good portion of straw. 

When required, this compost is chopped up. 

but not sifted. The compost proposed by Mr. 

Moore consists of two parts good turfy loam, 

two of turfy heath-mould, thi’ee of leaf-mould, 

and one of clear coarse sand. The loam, be¬ 

sides being turfy, should be of a rather friable 

nature, so as to afford a ready passage for the 

roots, and for superabundant moisture. Turfy 

loam may in many places not be at command, 

and loam that is not turfy may have to be 

substituted. In this case a less pro])ortion 

of loam, and mere peat, leaf-mould, or decayed 

dung should be used, in order that a suflficient 

degree of porosity may be maintained. For 

winter forcing peat alone has been very suc¬ 

cessfully employed in dung-beds. Good peat 

has the property of preserving the roots dur¬ 

ing winter, when in other soils they are apt 

to damp off. Mr. Mills, well known for fifty 

years as a first-rate grower of cucumbers, says, 

“In the year 1811, I used the turf or peat 

I obtained from Wansted Flats, in Essex, which 

contained a great quantity of white sand. 

This turf was chopped witli a spade, mode¬ 

rately small, but not sifted; and in this the 

plants were grown without the admixture of 

any other soil. The plants thus treated proved 

as fine as I have ever had them since ; and I 

cut fruit from them, in perfection, in the first 

week in February. The frames were raised 

in June to inure the plants to the open air; 

and at the end of that month the lights and 

frames were taken away to cover melons 

which had been propagated under hand - 

glasses. After this, the cucumber plants were 

trained over the top of the linings, and con¬ 

tinued to produce abundantly till October, 

which is ample proof that the soil was what 

they liked. 

“Peat-soil may be objected to as not being 

sufficiently rich; but when placed on sweet 

fermenting dung the roots will help them¬ 

selves to food when the plants require it, and 

are swelling off fruit. I have tried numerous 

experiments with soils, variously mixed, from 

the year 1811 to the present time, and I am 

perfectly satisfied that peat alone is besti’ — 

Mills on the Cucumber and Melon. 

Where composts of the above description 

cannot be obtained, any tolev’ably rich, rather 

light soil, mixed with an equal quantity of 

well-decomposed dung will answer very well; 

or layers of soil 6 inches thick, and layers of 

the same thickness of fresh horse and cow 

dung mixed together, may be laid alternatel}' 

one above the other several months previous 
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to use; and when the whole has been frequently 

turned, and has undergone a slight fermenta¬ 

tion, it will be suitable for the purpose. We 

have seen a cucumber plant growing vigorously, 

though having its roots in only common gar¬ 

den soil j but this was in Ewing’s glass wall, 

in which structure the foliage was much ex- 

]>osed to light on all .sides, and solely owing 

to this the plant was more robust than others 

grown under circumstances less fivourable as 

regards the amount of light. In summer, 

during a period when both days and nights 

are warm, it may be observed how healthy 

are cucumber plants growing in the ojien aii’, 

and freely exposed to light without the inter¬ 

vention of glass, and of how dark a green is 

tbeir foliage. Such favourable periods are, 

however, in our climate only the exceptions, 

and means must therefore be employed to pro¬ 

duce artificial heat, as well as shelter from cold 

winds, rain, and snow. We ought to be jn-e- 

jiared to maintain a troj^ical heat amidst all 

the inclemencies of a northern winter. The 

modes of doing this were formerly confined to 

dung-beds and linings, by which heat could 

bo generated with little expense for construc¬ 

tions in the first instance; but various others 

are now employed, and render the maintenance 

of a proper degree of heat, even in the middle 

of winter, less precarious. Therefore, in first- 

rate gardens, these modes should be adopted. 

Yet a supply of cucumbers for a considerable 

period can be obtained from a frame with two 

lights. We have seen many cut from even a 

one-light frame, but a two-light one is not 

much more expensive; and while double the 

produce or more can be obtained from the 

former, the quantity of heating materials re¬ 

quired is less than double, and the labour and 

attendance is much the same in both cases. 

In other words, a one-light frame is more ex¬ 

pensive in proportion than a two-light, and 

this again than a three-light one. 

Those who require cucumbers in the middle 

of winter ought to be aware that they cannot 

be produced at that period without consider¬ 

able expense; if this can be afforded, the best 

plan is to erect structures heated with hot- 

water apparatus for the purpose; but where 

the necessary outlay for houses or pits cannot 

be made, it is better not to attempt very early 

forcmg by means of dung-beds, indeed no 

earlier than is consistent with the chance of 

being successful with a moderate amount of 

labour applied on good }irinciples. Keeping 

this in view the seeds may be sown in the first 

week in February. » 

The preparation of materials for the seed-bed 

ought to commence about the middle of Jan¬ 

uary. A quantity of good stable dung should 

be thrown into a conical heap, mixing at the 

same time the long and short, dry and moist, 

thoroughly together. There should, if possible, 

be as much short moi.st dung as w^ll prevent 

the littery portion from becoming dry in the 

course of fermentation. If the litter is dry, 

and in too large a proportion, it may be sepa¬ 

rated from the short dung, and soaked in the 

drainings from the stables, or it may be thrown 

in a heap, each layer being well watered with 

stable drainings, if such can be obtained, or 

otherwise with water alone, and each layer 

when watered should be beaten with the fork. 

When this, the previously dry littery portion, 

is rendered thoroughly moist, it ought to be 

formed into a heap, mixing it at the same time 

with the short dung from which it was sepa¬ 

rated. When the heap is in a full state offer- 

mentation it should be turned, carefully mix¬ 

ing long and short as before, and that which 

was at the top must now be at the bottom. If, 

in the course of the operation, any patches of 

litter not sufficiently moist should be met with, 

they ought to be laid aside in order that they 

may be well watered, and beaten at the same 

time with the back of the fork before being 

incorporated with the general mass. If the 

whole is found to be not moist enough, water 

should be applied from the rose of a watering- 

pot as the work proceeds. In a few days the 

materials will be again in a full state of fer¬ 

mentation; when this is the case, the heap 

should be tm-ned, and when fermentation has 

for a third time become general, the formation 

of the bed may be commenced. The third 

fermentation may be effected in the space of 

a fortnight. 

The situation of the bed should be sheltered 

from north, north-west, and easterly wind.s, 

but open to the south. The less obstruction 

to the full light from this quarter the better. 

The dimensions of the frame being known, an 

area 6 inches larger should be marked out, 

so that when the bed is built up and the 

frame placed, it will be, at both sides and 

ends, 6 inches from the outside of the bed. 

Some put a layer of brushwood 07i the gi-ound; 

others long dung. Proceed next to form the 

bed, layer after layer, the materials of each 

being well shaken and mixed, and then beaten 
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with the back of the fork, so as to be uni¬ 

formly compact. The upper layer should con¬ 

sist of some of the shortest materials. The 

bed should be 6 inches lower at the front than 

at the back; and at the latter the height may 

be from 3^ to 4 feet. When the bed is com¬ 

pleted the frames should be put on, and the 

lights kept close till the heat exceed 80°, when 

the sashes ought to be raised to permit the 

escape of steam. When the bed has settled a 

few days, some light soil, peat, or half-spent tan, 

should be spread regularly over the surface to 

the depth of 5 or 6 inches. In a few days 

more this covering will acquire the tempe¬ 

rature of the materials on which it is laid. 

It would be well to try the heat of the bed 

by a thermometer. The indications of this 

should be frequently noted, at regular inter¬ 

vals, in order to ascertain the rate at which 

the heat increases. If at the first trial, it is, 

for instance, about 70°, and if it progress 

but slowly towax’ds 75° or 80°, the seed pots 

may be safely plunged. If higher than 80°, 

and from the rate of increase likely to be 

much higher, precautions must be taken lest 

the young plants should be injured by too 

much bottom heat. 

Times of Sowing.—Mr. Mills sows for early 

fruit on Michaelmas day; Mr. Green on the 

1st and 20th of September, and 5th of No¬ 

vember; the plants of the first sowings he 

fruits in pots, those of the third he plants out 

in a pit. From the plants sown on the 1st of 

September he cut the first fruit on the 4th of 

November; and from those of the second sow¬ 

ing on the 10th of January. 

The seeds should be proved before sowing 

by putting them in water for an hour or two, 

when those only which sink to the bottom 

ought to be taken for sowing. The soil may 

consist of sifted leaf-mould or sifted peat, with 

a piece of fibrous turf or peat at the bottom 

of the pot for drainage. It will be found 

most convenient, in many cases, to sow singly 

in 3-inch pots. Let the seed be pressed into 

the soil, and covered not more than ^ inch. 

Some recommend sowing four seeds in a small 

pot; Mr. Mills nine in a 9-inch pot, placing 

them round the edge. This mode, practised 

by a person of great experience, has doubtless 

been found to answer well; still, by having 

the plants singly in pots, some can be safely 

reserved in case of accident when the others 

are shifted. 

If it has been ascertained that the bed is 

of the proper temperature, between 75° and 

80°, the seed-pots may be plunged about half 

way in the soil; but shoxild the heat be above 

80°, or likely to increase beyond that point, it 

will be advisable to sink a small pot, moxxth 

upwards, and place on this the bottom of the 

seed-pot. The latter will thus be insulated 

from immediate contact with the hot materials 

of the bed, and its temperature must be influ¬ 

enced by that of the air of the frame; and 

this can be regulated to the required degree 

by giving au\ When, however, the pots can 

be plunged in soil, tan, or other materials, pos¬ 

sessing the requisite degree of bottom heat, 

it is better to do so; for the temperature thus 

imparted to the pot and its contents will be 

more steady than if the heat were derived 

from the air. When the plants begin to ap¬ 

pear above the soil of the pots, care should be 

taken that they are within G inches of the 

glass—indeed, the nearer the plants are to it 

the better, as regards the beneficial influence 

of light; on the other hand, when too near it 

they are apt to be affected by the coldness of 

the glass, especially when this is rendered very 

cold by rain and sleet. At the above dis¬ 

tance the cooling effects of the glass will be 

neutralized by the natural ascent of warm air 

from the sui-fixce of the bed. Therefore, if the 

seedlings are further from the glass than about 

6 inches, let the pots be taken up and plunged 

at the required height in soil gathered up 

from the surface of the bed. 

Presuming that there are several seedlings 

in the same pot, they will require to be potted 

off, when they have formed the fii’st rough 

leaf, into pots 3 or 4^ inches in diameter, in soil 

composed of decayed leaf-moxxld, well mixed 

with some turfy peat or light turfy loam, 

chopped fine, but not sifted. The plants 

should be held, so that when the soil is filled 

in to within 1 inch of the top of the pot it 

may be nearly close to the base of the seed- 

leaves. The shifted plants must then be re¬ 

placed in the frame, their foliage being kept 

near the light as before. 

Stopping.—This operation should be first 

performed when the plant has pushed so as 

to have two joints; the growing point must 

then be stopped by pinching it off above the 

second joint. The second stopping ought to 

take place when the shoots which push in 

consequence of the first have grown so far that 

the growing point can be pinched off above 

the third joint. Some growers occasionally 
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stop tlie second time above the fourth joint, 

whilst others stop in the first instance above 

the first joint, and the next time above the 

second. 

The heat of the seed-bed should be fre¬ 

quently ascertained by means of a bark-bed 

thermometer, or it may be done by means of 

a cheap common thermometer. One of this 

description may be inserted nearly its length 

below the surface of the bed, and by fixing it 

to a rod it may be introduced from the out¬ 

side to the centre of the bed. If the tem¬ 

perature is found to be high enough but on 

the decline, then linings, or coatings, as they 

are now sometimes and more properly termed, 

must be applied in time. By attending to 

the indications of the thermometer, and ob¬ 

serving the rate at which the temperature is 

declining, the time it will reach the point be¬ 

low which it should not go, can be nearly 

enough ascertained. This being known seve¬ 

ral days previously, materials for preventing, 

to a great extent, the escape of heat, or for 

generating a fresh supply, can in the mean¬ 

time be supplied. If the temperature is found 

to decline but slightly in a given period, it will 

probably be sufficient to apply a coating of lit¬ 

ter, straw, or some other slow conducting sub¬ 

stance, not in a state of fermentation. On the 

other hand, if, from the state of the weather 

or other causes, a too low temperature is anti¬ 

cipated, prompt measures must be adopted to 

prevent its taking place. A coating of mate- 

lials already in a state of fermentation, such 

as hot stable dung, or some of the fermenting 

materials from the mass of those in course of 

preparation for the fimiting beds, should be 

used for the purpose. Cold winds have a 

great effect in extracting the heat from hot¬ 

beds. Dry litter or straw is very efiicacious 

in preventing the escape of heat, and therefore 

proper for surrounding the bed. Straw mats 

may be very advantageously emjdoyed above 
the linings. 

Materials for the fruiting-bed must be pre¬ 

pared as directed for the seed-bed. Where 

there are plenty of leaves at command it is 

a good plan to mix a quantity of them with 

the dung, as they tend to render the fermen¬ 

tation less violent at first, but more lasting. 

The heat from the fermentation of stable 

dung will exceed 150° under circumstances 

favourable to its development, and that tem¬ 

perature is far too great for vegetation. If 

fresh horse dung is mixed with cow dung the 

heat becomes still greater; it is therefore evi¬ 

dent that such a high state of fermentation 

ought to be checked by turning the mass, and 

otherwise moderating it by the admixture of 

materials disposed to make a slow, mild fer¬ 

mentation, such as leaves or old half-wasted 

hotbed dung. The shortest materials should 

be used for the upper layer of the bed, or for 

this some employ half-decayed leaves. If made 

up in the first week in February, the height 

may be 4 feet in front and 4^ feet at back. 

The bed is formed layer by layer like the 

seed-bed. We- may mention, however, that 

some of the best French cultivators, instead of 

raising the bed by horizontal layers, begin at 

one end, raising the materials to the proper 

height, and work backwards to the other end. 

In whatever mode the bed is formed, the 

frame and lights ought to be put on and kept 

close till the heat rise to the surface of the 

bed, which should then be forked over several 

times, at intervals of two or three days, to the 

depth of 9 inches or 1 foot, still, however, 

keeping the short materials at the top. If, 

in the course of this operation, any of the 

dung should be found too dry, or likely to be¬ 

come so, it miTst be watered throimh the rose 
o 

of a watering-pot. The thermometer should 

be employed to ascertain the heat of the bed, 

whether too little or too much, whether de¬ 

clining or increasing so rapidly as to give 

rise to well-grounded suspicions that it must 

soon become too violent. In this ca.se steps 

must be taken to moderate the fermentation: 

beginning at one end, the upper portion of the 

bed, as far back as the widtli of a sash, can be 

removed to the depth of at least 9 inches, 

watered, and the materials returned. Portion 

after portion should be so treated till the 

whole is moistened; care must, however, be 

taken not to give too ni\ich water, so as to 

chill the bed too much. Holes are occasion¬ 

ally bored in the sides of the bed with a stick, 

when it is necessary to lower the temperatvire 

either before or after the plants ai’e introduced. 

The sticks should be put in about two-thirds 

above the foundation of the bed, and ought to 

mint a little downwards towards the centre. 

If the heat is not above 85° or even 90° there 

is absolutely no danger of its injuring the 

roots of the plants if due precautions are 
taken. 

Three or four days, at least, before the 

plants are introduced into the frame prepared 

tor fruiting, some barrow loads of soil adapted 
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for the growth of the jjlauts, should be put 

into the frame, in order to acquire a tem¬ 

perature of 75° or 80°. It should then be 

gathered up in liillocks. one iinder the centre of 

each light, or rather nearer the back than the 

front. They must be raised so that the plants 

may be within 6 inches of the glass. The 

tissue of the young plants is very delicate, and 

not adapted to bear vicissitudes of cold or dry¬ 

ness, more especially if these occur suddenly. 

Therefore, before planting out, it will be well 

to place the plants in the frame for a day or 

two, without turning them out of the pots. 

The soil in these will acquire the same tem¬ 

perature as that into which they are to be 

trausplauted; and, consequently, when this 

takes place, no check as regards temperature 

need be apprehended. The soil of the hills or 

mounds, raised for the reception of the plants, 

should be moist, but not what would be termed 

wet, and the soil in the pots ought to be in a 

corresponding state of moisture with that of 

the hills. Then, by carefully tuiming the plant 

out of the pot, it may be j^lanted in the top of 

the hill with its ball entire. 

Watering.—Cucumber' plants should always 

have jilenty of moisture regularly supplied; 

for a superabundance at one time cannot 

compensate for a deficiency at anothei’. The 

demand for moisture at the root increases as 

the foliage expands. It depends also on the 

temperature, the greater or less dryness of the 

air, and on the amount of ventilation. Care 

should be taken that the temperature of the 

water be about the same as that of the soil in 

which the plants are growing. The asjiaragus 

is a hardy plant, and its shoots push rapidly 

in spring whilst the ground is heated by the 

sun’s rays; but, though a marsh plant, if the 

gi’ouud is moistened by cold rains, the gi'owth 

of the shoots is for some days greatly checked. 

We need scarcely say that if the asparagus is 

thus aflected, the cucumber must be much more 

so. A plant of an herbaceous nature growing 

in brisk heat will actually droop from the ap- 

])lication of water of a much lower tempera- 

tiire than that in which the plant is growing 

at the time. It is easy to bring the water to 

tlie proper temperature by admixture with a 

liortion of boiling water, and when it is mixed 

it is not much trouble to dip a thermometer 

into the w'ater, and so ascertain if it is of the 

]iroper heat. If the heat of the soil of the bed 

is rather low, that of the water may be a degree 

or two lower, but not on any account higher. 

The temperature of the water with which the 

plants are syringed should nearly correspond 

with that of the air in the frame, but rather 

lower than otherwise. If the materials of 

the bed are likely to get too dry after the 

plants are in the hills, the portion not occu¬ 

pied by the hills may be well moistened with 

w'ater of from 7 0° to 80°, higher if the bed is 

too cold, and lower if too hot. Water may 

also be introduced by inserting the j^rongs of a 

fork in a slanting direction below the hills. 

In watering the young plants whilst in pots, 

of course a fine rose ought to be employed; 

and likewise when they are planted out on 

the hills, in order that the soil may not be 

washed from the roots. In winter, or early 

spring, the soil should be wintered about ten 

A.M., shutting down the lights for a short 

time, in order to prevent a chill taking place 

from rapid evaporation, then gradually admit¬ 

ting air, more or less, according to circum¬ 

stances. In dull moist weather it is advisable 

not to w-et the foliage, and the stem as well 

as the soil immediately surrounding it should 

be kept dry. In summei’, watei’ing is usually 

commenced about four p.m. 

Giving .dtr.-—The chief object of this is to 

prevent the tempei’ature within the frame 

from gettiug too high. Air, however, requires 

to be admitted with great caution in the early 

part of the season, when the disparity of the 

temperature within the frame and that of the 

external air is very considerable, and when 

the plants are young and tender from growing 

in a warm moist atmosphere, they are readily 

affected by the contrary. The wmrm moist 

air of the frame is soon displaced by the ad- 

nussion of cold air; and the colder the air the 

sooner does this take place. As the cold air 

becomes heated, its cajracity for moisture is 

increased, and accordingly it then takes uj) 

moisture wherever it comes in contact with 

it, and the surface of the leaves is too suddenly 

dried. As little air slioidd be given as is pos¬ 

sible in winter and the early part of spring. 

It must never be given with the view of lower¬ 

ing the temj)erature, but rather with that of 

preventing it from becoming too high; for 

example, if 90° may be permitted by sun heat, 

air should be given in such tinre and manner as 

will ju’eveut the tempei-ature from rising above 

tliat point, instead of allowing it to rise, say 

to 100°, and then lowering it to 90°, by giving 

a large amount of air. Doubtless the true 

principle of giving air is to admit it as progres- 
79 
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sively as tlie temperature increases. This, of 

course, could not be carried out in practice; 

nevertheless, it should be borne in mind and 

acted on as far as circumstances will permit. 

The bad effects of a draught of cold air ad¬ 

mitted directly into the frame might in a great 

measure be prevented by employing what may 

be termed respirators. Woolaston’s North¬ 

ampton netting would answer the purpose, if 

placed so that the ingress of cold air and 

egress of warm must be through two folds 

3 or 4 inches apart. A contrivance of this 

kind will probably be brought into use; l)ut 

at all events a single fold of the above or 

similar materials could be readily employed, 

and would prove advantageous, particularly 

when a little air has to be given at night to 

permit the escape of gases, with which the 

air of the frame is apt to be overcharged. 

Coverings.—Until the nights become warm 

these are necessary. It would be desirable to 

have them of a description that w’ould keep 

the glass both warm and dry. Double mats are 

used in severe weather. When the nights are 

very cold, and especially if the heat of the bed 

is not very strong, a thin coating of hay next 

the glass is a gi-eat protection. As the cold 

decreases the covering may be reduced to a 

single mat, and in summer that may be dis¬ 
pensed with. 

Shading is necessary when the sun’s rays 

are powei'ful, but the air at the same time too 

cold to be admitted to an extent sufficient to 

counteract their effects. It is employed at 

other times when the plants are evidently 

suffering from a very hot sun, as is most apt 

to be the case on a sudden outbreak of sun 

after dull wet weather. 

Pruning.—The cucumber naturally extends 

its shoots or vines to a much greater distance 

than the width of an ordinary frame; and if 

their growth were not regulated by pruning, 

they would become overcrowded and weakened 

in consequence. Stopping the plants at every 

stage of their growth, as already directed, will 

cause several shoots to break near the stem. 

Select three, or at most four of these, of as 

nearly equal strength as possible for principal 

branches. Encourage laterals from these to fill 

the frame sufficiently, and to bear fruit. Stop 

at one, two, or three joints above the fruit, 

according as there is room. All weak shoots 

ought to be removed at an early stage of their 

growth; and those which are left should be 

kept moderately thin and regular. This re<^u- 

larity ought, however, to be more the result 

of foresight in preventing confusion than in 

effecting a clearance by cutting away large 

quantities of entangled shoots. The knife 

should be very little employed; superfluous 

shoots ought to be pinched off with the finger 

and thumb, for when so treated they do not 

bleed so much as when severed by a clean cut 

with the knife. By attending to these direc¬ 

tions the plants will receive no material check 

in consequence of a sudden privation of foliage, 

and will therefore be less subject to disease, 

and will be able to bear abundance of fruit in 

succession. 

The cucumber bears male and female flowers 

on the same plant; the former consist of 

petals and stamens only, while the latter 

have all the organs of fructification with the 

exception of the stamens. Formerly great 

pains were taken to fertilize the female flowers, 

but it has been proved that this is not neces¬ 

sary except where fruit is to be grown for 

seed. 

In dry weather more especially the fruit is 

apt to become crooked. To prevent this vari- 

oiis means have been resorted to. Glass tubes 

are now made for the purpose, and are very 

convenient; or three pieces of tliin board may 

be nailed together like the bottom and sides 

of a box, 3 inches wide and 2 inches deep, 

and lined with three slips of glass. A number 

of these can be prepared, and they will be found 

to answer the purpose very well. 

Instead of training the shoots along the 

surface of the beds some prefer training them 

on trellises. To allow space for the leaves 

these should be placed from 9 inches to 1 foot 

from the glass; and from 12 to 18 inches from 

the surface of the bed to admit of the fruit 

growing downwards in a perpendicular direc¬ 

tion. The plants must be trained with a 

single stem to an upiight rod till they reach 

above the trellis, when the leader should be 

stopped, in order to obtain ramifications for 

covering the trellis. The principal among 

these must be stopped when other branches 

are required; unfruitful laterals ought to be 

removed, and those which are bearing fiuit 

should be stopped, so as to leave one joint be¬ 

yond the fruit, till such time as it can be seen 

whether or not a shoot will push from the 

same joint as the fruit; if one does .so, pinch 

off that which is above it. 

Ridge Cucumbers.—In warm summers cu¬ 

cumbers may be produced abundantly on 
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ridges in the open air, protected in tlie first 

instance by hand-glasses. The plants should 

be raised in heat, in the end of March, in 

small pots. They are best reared singly, till 

they can be planted out under hand-glasses on 

ridges formed over hot dung. In making the 

ridges a trench should be thrown out 3 feet 

wide, 1 foot or 18 inches deep, laying the 

soil on the north side. The trench must then 

be filled with hot dung, and if this can be 

raised to the thickness of 2^ feet, so much the 

better. The dung should be covered Avith 

about 9 inches of the soil dug out of the 

trench, or with other rich soil, the surface 

being made to slope towards the south, and 

backed up with the soil thrown out of the 

trench. The hand-glasses must be kept on 

as long as the growth of the plants will permit, 

and in cold nights mats or other coverin" 

should be thrown over them. The applica¬ 

tion of any means that may be contrived to 

afford shelter in cold nights, will of course 

prove advantageous, as is likewise a mulching 

of litter; but fresh stable litter, strong in 

ammoniacal exhalations is injurious to the 

foliage. 

Near London, cucumbers are extensively 

cultivated in the open ground. The plants 

are raised under glass, and hardened off so as 

to be planted out in the end of May or early 

in June. 

Gherkins—a small sort of cucumber grown 

for j)ickling—are now fi'equently sown in the 

open gi’ound instead of being reared in a frame 

and transplanted. Some let the plants run 

without stopping. The French pinch off the 

extremity of the primitive stem above the 

third leaf. 

EGG PLANT.—Solarium Melongena, L. (Pen- 

tandria Monogynia, L.; Solaneae, D.C.; Sola- 

nacese, Lind.)—This is a greenhouse annual, a 

native of South America, as well as of the tro¬ 

pical parts of Asia and Africa, and introduced 

into Britain in 1597. It is cultivated for the 

fruit, which, when properly dressed, is excel¬ 

lent ; but the mode of preparing it is scarcely 

understood by any but French cooks. In 

Provence the fruit is cut longitudinally in 

two, and the seeds and spongy substance sur- 

roiinding them are taken out. The two halves 

are then placed on the gridiron, with the cut 

faces Aipwards, and whilst roasting, the fiesh 

is soaked with fine salad oil or fresh butter, 

apjdied a little at a time, a sufficiency of 

pepper and salt being added. Some augment 

the flavour with parsley, anise, or other aro¬ 

matic herbs; others place an anchovy or a pil¬ 

chard between the two pieces. The great 

difficulty in cooking is to avoid the flavour of 

smoke; with this object in view the fruit is 

sometimes cooked between two plates. 

Another mode of preparation consists in 

jieeling the fruit, placing it in a frying-pan, 

scoring it across and across, filling the incisions 

with fine Florence oil, and then sprinkling 

with salt, pepper, nutmeg, and grated bread. 

When half cooked a little aromatic vinegar is 

poiu-ed over the fruit, and when the process 

is completed the latter is served up garnished 

with parsley or chervil. 

There are several varieties with round, oval, 

and oblong fruit, of a white, red, yellow, or dull 

purjfle colour. The best is the Large Purple, 

the fniit of which sometimes measures as much 

as 6 or 7 inches in length, and 12 inches in 

circnmference. Another variety, the Chinese 

Brinjal {Auhergine blanche longue de la Chine 

of the French) produces a long white fruit, 

the flesh of which is considered to be more 

juicy and less fibrous than that of the other 

sorts. 

To ripen the fruit pei'fectly the seed should 

be sown in January, in pots or pans of light 

rich soil, placed in a temperature of from 65” 

to 70°. When the young plants have made 

two leaves, they may be potted off singly into 

small pots, from which they should be shifted 

on till in 8 or 10-inch pots, in which they 

may be fruited. The plants ought at all times 

to receive abundance of water; and manure- 

water may be occasionally given until the 

fi'uit has nearly attained its full size, after 

which the application should be discontinued. 

The plants ought to be grown with a single 

stem, which must be pinched to encourage the 

production of two branches, which should 

themselves be stojaped to make them throw 

out laterals. When four fruits are set, no 

more fruit or laterals should be allowed to 

form. 

The Parisian market gardeners adopt the 

following mode of cultivation. They sow 

about the end of December, or beginning of 

January. “A hot-bed is prejiared, the heat of 

which should be from 68° to 77°; it is sur¬ 

rounded with a good lining, and covered with 

a layer of vegetable mould, about 5 inches in 

thickness; and when the requisite degree of 

heat is attained the seeds are sown. The 

sashes are covered at night with a good straw 
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mat. A fortniglit or three weeks after sow¬ 

ing, a second bed, not so hot as tlie first, 

is prepared. This is covered with vegetable 

mould, and when their cotyledons are well 

developed, the young plants are pricked mit 

into this second bed, and, after some time, 

they are again taken up and replanted in the 

same bed, but at the distance of 8 or 9 inches 

from each other. The covering up of the 

sashes at night is still continued; and, as soon 

as the young plants begin to grow, a little air 

is given if the state of the temperature will 

permit. 

“ In the course of the month of March an¬ 

other hot-bed is prepared. The frames are 

placed, and the bed covered with vegetable 

mould. When the bed is of the proper heat, 

from 60° to 68°, four egg plants are 23lanted 

under each 4| feet sash. They do not get air 

for several days, in order that the plants may 

more readily take fresh root, after which a 

little air is given, by pushing the sashes either 

up or down; and these are opened wider as 

the season advances, so that they may be 

taken off in the month of May. The further 

attention they require consists in watering 

when necessary, and in cleaning the leaves, 

which are often attacked by the scale or by 

the red spider; next, all the young shoots 

which spring from the base of the stem are 

taken off, in order to obtain one main stem, 

which is junched when it is sufficiently strong, 

with the view of forming two main branches, 

which are themselves pinched at a later period, 

in order to induce the development of laterals 

on them; and when the fruit is set, all the 

young shoots are taken off, in order to increase 

the size of the fruit. By these means fruit 

fit for gathering may be obtained about the 

end of June or beginning of July, and the 

jdants bear in succession till October.”—Gar- 

deners' Chronicle, 1853, p. 725. 

ENDI'VE is very seldom forced in British 

gardens; but in France this excellent winter 

salad is regularly forced, not only in q>rivato 

gardens, but even for the public markets. 

According to the Bon Jardinier the follow¬ 

ing modes are adopted to obtain endive in 

winter and spring:—It is sowm in January 

and February on a brisk hot-bed covered with 

vegetable mould, which is afterwards beaten 

with the back of the sj)ade to give the seed 

a hold. Some do not cover the seeds at all; 

many only scatter a very thin layer of fine 

mould over them at the time of sowing; whilst 

others only do this after germination has taken 

place. In all cases, however, sowing in a brisk 

heat is considered to be the only method of 

obtaining plants which do not run to seed. 

A fortnight or thi-ee weeks after the jJauts 

come up they are pricked out into another 

liot-bed, where a less degree of heat is main¬ 

tained. Air is given when the weather is fa¬ 

vourable, and the plants when sufficiently 

hearted, are tied up as when grown in the 

open ground. The endive produced in this 

way is perfectly blanched and of good flavour, 

and is sold at Baris in March and throughout 

the spring. 

There is another mode which has been suc¬ 

cessfully practised of late years, and in which 

the seed is sown from the 10th to the 15t]i 

of September, in the open ground, iinder bell- 

glasses, or in a cold frame. About three 

weeks afterwards the yoimg plants are pricked 

out under other bell - glasses or into cold 

frames; and in November or December they 

are planted close together in frames. The 

2)lants miTst not be exjjosed to the air, other¬ 

wise they toughen; they should therefore be 

kept close; and in frosty weather they must 

be protected with litter and straw mats. The 

endive obtained in this way is very small, but 

well blanched and very good. The French 

Small Green Curled is the kind generally 

employed for forcing. 

By a mode of treatment nearly the same as 

the preceding, the Parisian market gardeners 

obtain endive fit for use in January and Feb¬ 

ruary. They also sow in January or February 

the French Small Green Curled on hot-beds, 

giving a heat of from 77° to 86°; for, in order 

to jDroduce plants that will not run, the seeds 

must germinate in twenty-four hours, no 

matter at what period of the season it may 

be. They press in the seeds, cover the sashes 

with several straw mats in order to keep in 

the heat, and sju’inkle a little fine mould over 

the seeds when germination takes i^lace. After¬ 

wards, water is given through a fine rose, as 

required; and about a fortnight after sowing, 

or when the plants have made four leaves, 

they are pricked out on another hot-bed, and 

replanted a fortnight or three weeks aftei- 

wards on a moderate hot-bed. The sashes are 

covered at night with straw mats; air is given 

at every favourable opportunity; and the 

jfiauts when of sufficient size are tied uj) to 

blanch. The jfiants from the first sowing are 

fit for use in the end of April. 
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KIDNEY-BEAN.—Tins is easily forced, for it 

will succeed under a high temperature—as 

high as 80°, and as low as from 55° to 65°. 

Hence it may be grown in pots in any forcing- 

house in which it can be duly exposed to 

light, ^yhere the temperature can be spe¬ 

cially regulated for this vegetable, a minimum 

temperature of 60°, and a maximum of 75°, or 

80° by sun heat, will be found very pi’oper. 

The bottom heat oiight at least to correspond 

with the mean temperature of the house. It 

should be borne in mind tliat as resrards the 

temperature of the soil, the kidney-bean is 

very different from pease and beans, for these 

grow and maintain a healthy foliage when the 

soil is so cold that the kidney-bean will either 

refuse to vegetate, or, if it do so, it only ex¬ 

hibits a yellow sickly foliage. 

Early dwarf sorts, such as the Early Dwarf 

Dutch, Early Laon, AVilmot’s Forcing Cream 

Speckled, Fulmer’s Early Dwarf, Newington 

Wonder, and Black Belgian, should of course 

be selected for forcing. The Newington Won¬ 

der is very prolific, and answers well, but re¬ 

quires to have the tops pinched, as it is not 

naturally dwarf enough for some situations. 

In forcing this vegetable, there is perhaps 

no better or more simple plan than sowing in 

pots; and in order that in these the naked 

stem may be earthed up, and yet allow sufll- 

cient depth of soil for the roots, the pots 

should be deep. They may be half-filled with 

light turfy soil and leaf-mould, or decomposed 

cow-dung. The stem should be allowed to 

grow without earthing up till the proper 

leaves are formed, in order that, by exposure 

to the air, it may acquire more firmness than 

if it were earthed up earlier. The plants 

must be well supplied with water, for if at 

any time they are allowed to get too dry, 

that which is most to be dreaded, the attacks 

of the red spider, will be encouraged. The 

plants should be Avell syringed, at least tiU 

they come into fiowcr. It is impossible even 

by this means to thoroughly moisten the un¬ 

der side of the leaves; but this can be done 

by syringing early in the morning, and then 

keeping the house shut up till the air and 

vapour acquire a higher temperature than 

that of the plants; for example, the latter 

may be kept comparatively cool by syring¬ 

ing with water at 60°, whilst the air of the 

house is raised to 75°, or even 80°, for some 

time. Every portion of the surface of the 

leaves will then, in consequence of condensa¬ 

tion taking place, become thoroughly wetted, 

which could not otherwise be the case even if 

the plants were completely immersed in watei*. 

Give plenty of air when the plants are in 

flower. By forcing, kidney-beans fit for use 

may be obtained in six w'eeks or two months 

from the time of sowing. Some, therefore, 

may be sown in August to succeed those in the 

open ground; and for succession, other sowings 

may be made every month till the following 

March. 

LETTDCE.—Although in summer the lettuce 

succeeds well in the open air in our climate, 

and although in winter we can readily give 

it as much heat as it can at any time re¬ 

quire, yet, being of very tender substance, it 

is apt to damp off in the latter season, when 

light is deficient and moisture too abundant. 

The more heat we apply under these circum¬ 

stances the more lax will be the tissue, and 

consequently the greater will be the liability 

to decay. The plants must be kept in a 

growing state; but, in forcing, it is evident 

they cannot bear to be grown so rapidly in 

our dark and damp winters as they are natu¬ 

rally in summer, when they enjoy the advan¬ 

tages of free air and abundance of light. In 

France they at present far excel us in the 

cultivation of lettuces in winter, partly owing 

to the great attention they bestow on this 

branch of culture, and partly owing to the 

superior brightness of their sky, and the less 

humidity of the climate. Attention it is quite 

possible to give in an equal degree in both 

countries, but as regards light and humidity 

the odds are much against us. Taking all 

these circumstances into consideration, it is 

evident that we must act on the principle of 

giving heat to grow the plants but slowly in 

dull damp weather; we may increase heat 

when the days prove bright; we must expose 

the leaves to all the light we can by keeping 

the glass clean and the plants near, but not 

touching it; and, finally, we must endeavoiu’ 

to guard against humidity and its effects by 

every means in our power. 

The sorts which may be employed for afford¬ 

ing a winter supply, either by protection or 

by a gentle process of forcing, are, of cabbage- 

lettuces, the Hardy Hammersmith, White 

Dutch, and Brown Dutch; and of Cos let- 

tiices, the Artichoke-leaved, the Brown Cos, 

and the Green Paris Cos; and towards spring 

the White Paris Cos may be produced, as its 

superior quality renders it desirable; but the 
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others, beiug hardier, are more to he dej^eiided 

ou for the main supply. These A’arieties should 

be sown about the middle of August, aud in 

the beginning and middle of September. In 

many instances two sowings, namely, those 

in the middle of August aud middle of Sep- 

tembei’, would be sufficient; but we have re¬ 

commended an intermediate one in the end of 

August or beginning of September, in case of 

accident to either of the others. These sow¬ 

ings ought to furnish plants for a supply dur¬ 

ing the winter and spring. The seeds should 

be sown in rich light soil, or in a compost of 

well-decomposed dung, leaf-mould, and the 

soil from an old cucumber bed. Although 

the soil must be lich, yet strong manure ought 

to be avoided. In either case, as soon as the 

first two leaves can be laid hold of, the jdants 

should be pricked out 3 inches apart each way, 

in a bed prepared like the seed-bed. It is 

presumed that up to the end of November a 

supply of lettuces fit for table wiU be afforded 

by sowings made in the end of July, some of the 

plants being planted in temporary frames, in 

order that they ma}^ be protected from frost. 

Sown in the end of Jidy, the Artichoke-leaA’ed 

will give a supply of Cos lettuces in December, 

with scarcely any protection, if the weather is 

not severe; but it Avould be advisable to intro¬ 

duce some into a cool frame before there is 

danger of frost. The plants may be almost 

full-grown. They should be taken up with 

balls, and planted in nearly dry peat and sand; 

water, if at all necessary, must be used very 

sparingly; the foliage should not be wetted. 

By covering the sashes at night, the soil in 

the frame, and likewise the plants, will be 

maintained at a higher avei’age tempei’ature 

than that of the external air; and whilst this 

is the case condensation will not take place, 

aud damping off will be prevented. We have 

seen Cos lettiices succeed very well in win¬ 

ter, within a cheaply constructed protection, 

consisting of a row of posts at back, aud cor¬ 

responding with these a row of shorter ones 

in front, with strips of wood along their tops, 

so that rafters could be extended with a slope 

sufficient for the water to run off. A few 

thin strips of wood, extending horizontally, 

and nailed to the posts, afford the means of 

securing clean-drawn straw, disposed jierpendi- 

cularly, to the thickness of 2 or 3 inches, for 

closing in the back and ends. The whole can 

bo done so as to have a neat appearance, and 

constitute, at the same time, a warm inclo¬ 

sure. Its width may be G feet, or as much as 

spare sashes Avill cover. If sashes are not at 

command, straw mats may be employed for 

covering at night. By the aid of these, and 

other means of jn-otection that circumstances 

and materials may permit, lettuces from late 

summer sowings will afford a supply till the 

beginning of January, by which time those 

from the August sowing, and forced in frames 

with a little artificial heat, can be obtained in 

a state fit for use. 

About the middle of October make a slight 

hot-bed, of about 18 inches thick, of well-pre¬ 

pared dung. Cover this about 1 foot deep 

with a com])ost of sandy peat, leaf-mould, and 

a Little well-decomposed manure. The bottom 

heat should be about 55°. When the soil is 

put in the frame it ought to be thoroughly 

watered, and then allowed to get nearly dry. 

As soon as this is the case, take up cai-efully 

with balls the plants which were pricked out 

as directed from the seed-bed, and plant the 

Cos and Brown Dutch varieties about 9 inches 

apart in the frames. Water slightly after 

planting, aud then cover the whole surface of 

the bed with clean dry sand or dry peat: some 

recommend charcoal, but it is ajff to soil the 

foliage; peat-charcoal may, however, be em¬ 

ployed with advantage. Shade from sun, and 

keep the lights close for a fcAV days, till the 

plants have taken fresh root. Afterwards, 

give plenty of air when the weather permits. 

Great care should be taken to prevent frost 

from reaching the plants. In case of severe 

weather the frame must be backed with litter, 

and, instead of Bussia mats, good straw mats 

should be used for covering the sashes. 

MINT. — Green spearmint is almost indis¬ 

pensable in most families early in spring, and 

is frequently required throughout the winter. 

It is easily obtained by planting roots from 

time to time in a moderate hot-bed, so as to 

keep up a succession till a supply is produced 

in the o]")en ground; or, when only a small 

quantity is required, they may be taken up 

early in November, aud planted in pots or 

boxes of light rich soil, and introduced in suc¬ 

cession into a hot-house with a temperature of 

from 55° to 63°, or plunged in a hot-bed. In 

either case the roots may be jJanted close 

together, and should not be covered with 

more than 1 inch or IT inch of fine soil. 

Water must be frequently given. Forcing 

may be commenced early in November, and 

discontinued in March. 
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MUSHROOM {Agaricus campestris, L.—Cryp- 

togamia Fungi, L. j Fungi, D. C.; Fungales, 

Lind.)—Indigenous to Biitain, and, indeed, to 

eveiy quarter of the globe; spawn of a large 

variety of it was sent by Mr. Drummond from 

the Swan River. Its propagation is effected 

by means of spores, which are therefore ana¬ 

logous to seeds; they are exceedingly minute 

bodies, imperceptible to the naked eye, and are 

produced on the part of the plant exposed to 

the light, above ground. In cultivation, how¬ 

ever, mushrooms are reared fi’om spawn or 

mycelium, as it is termed by botanists. This 

has the appearance of a white mould, in which 

state it will remain and retain its vegetative 

powers for many years, provided it is kept 

dry; but if placed in a proper medium, and 

afforded heat and moisture, it ramifies in all 

directions amongst the soil or other substances 

favourable to its growth. When this active 

state of vegetation commences, the spawn 

begins to run, as it is termed, and by adopting 

proper means, it may be propagated to a great 

extent. In some situations, and especially 

in old pastures, mushrooms naturally spidng up 

in abundance, when the state of the weather 

proves fitvourable to the development of the 

spawn. Such being the case, some observa¬ 

tions with regard to the circumstances under 

which they are produced may prove useful. 

They are most plentiful in soils that are natu¬ 

rally neither very stiff or clayey, nor, on the 

contrary, very loose, and especially so in old 

pastures having a compact surface from the 

treading of cattle. Where the cleanings of 

old mill-tracks have been thrown on land, 

mushrooms have been known to spring up 

most abundantly. In such situations they 

appear chiefly after midsummer, in July and 

August, but more numerously in September, 

especially when a succession of gentle rains 

has moistened the soil after a dry hot summer. 

A warm soil, and a calm, moist, warm, foggy 

atmosphere, are favourable to their natural 

production. During a period of great summer 

heat and drought, the surface of the ground 

where exposed to the direct rays of the sun 

is frequently of the temperature of 75’, and 

occasionally as high as 80°, to the depth of a 

few inches, and consequently whatever spawn 

may be there situated, mu.st be subjected to 

that temperature. The spawn does not, how¬ 

ever, assume that active state of vegetation 

which results in the production of mushrooms, 

till the soil is moistened by rain, and the high 

temperature of both the earth and atmosphere 

is on the decline. Whfen the temperature of 

the earth is between 00° and 05°, and the 

mean temperature of the air about 5° lower, 

muslu-ooms appear abundantly in suitable 

localities. Such conditions usually occur in 

September. From what has been stated, it 

appears that the spawn may be safely exposed 

to a temperature of 80° without danger of 

being destroyed; additional proof of this is 

afforded by the fact that, if inserted in melon 

beds, it increases or runs in the soil, whilst 

the melons are growing in a temperature of 

80°; and when the crop of melons is ripened 

off, the beds cleared and sufficiently watered, 

and the temperature lowered, a crop of mush¬ 

rooms springs up. It appeal’s that the spawn 

requires a liigher temperature for its diffusion 

in its early progress, than it afterwards does 

when its vegetation is developed in the form 

of mushrooms, which is its final stage. Un¬ 

like most subjects of cultivation, light is not 

essential for the growth of the mushroom; 

for, although they grow naturally in open pas¬ 

tures, and dislike moist shady situations in 

which many other species of fungi abound, 

yet it will have been observed that in those 

pastures the development of the mushroom 

above ground occurs chiefly in the night. It 

is of course exposed to light during the day, 

and that may be of importance in perfecting 

the spores; but in other respects light is not 

essential. The mushroom, in fact, makes in 

the open pastures the bulk of its substance in 

the night, and even the salmon-coloured tinge 

of the gills is acquired in the dark. 

Mushrooms, like other species of fungi, 

abound in nitrogen; this substance must 

therefore be considered a necessary element 

of its nutrition, and unless substances rich in 

nitrogen are supplied, its cultivation cannot 

be attended with success. Nitrogen is found 

in considerable quantity in the dung of horses 

and cows, and accordingly these siibstances 

are generally employed in the cultivation of 

the mushroom. They are subjected to fer¬ 

mentation, but this evidently must not be 

carried too far, otherwise the nitrogen would 

be driven off in the form of ammonia. The 

substances from which the mushrooms derive 

their principal supply of nourishment require 

to be coated with some earthy material, so as 

to absorb the ammonia which would be driven 

off by fermentation; they must also be ren¬ 

dered compact by treading or beating, iu order 
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that the fei’inentatiou may be rendered slower, 

and consequently more lasting. 

Preparation of the Spawn.—For the arti¬ 

ficial production of mushrooms, it is necessary 

to be provided with good spawn. This may 

be purchased from nurserymen and seedsmen, 

or it may be collected and kept dry for use 

from amongst the materials of old hot-beds, 

liorse-tracks, and dry places where cattle take 

shelter. It is easily known by its white 

colour and true mushroom smell. Brick- 

spawn is, however, generally considered pre¬ 

ferable to that which is collected and kept in 

a loose state. It is so called from the mate¬ 

rials being worked up and cut or moulded like 

bricks. For the formation of these, various 

substances have been recommended. The fol¬ 

lowing have been found to answer very well, 

namely—fresh liorse-droppings, cow-dung, and 

a little loam mixed and beaten up with as 

much stable-drainings as may be necessary to 

reduce the whole to the consistence of mortar. 

It may then be spread on the floor of an open 

slied, and when somewhat firm, it may be cut 

into cakes of 6 inches square. These should 

l)e placed on edge in a dry, airy place j and 

must be fi’equently turned and protected from 

rain. When half dry, make a hole in the 

broadside of each with a dibbei-, and so as to 

admit of about 1 inch square of good old 

spawn being inserted so deep as to be a little 

below the surface; close it with some moist 

composition similar to that of which the 

bricks were formed. When the bricks are 

nearly dry, make, on a dry bottom, a layer 

9 inches thick of hoi’se-duug, prepared as for 

a hot-bed, and on this pile the bricks rather 

openly. Cover with litter, so that the steam 

and heat of the layer of dung may circulate 

among the bricks. The temperature, how¬ 

ever, should not rise above 60°; therefore, if 

it is likely to do so, the covering must be 

reduced accordingly. The spawn will soon 

begin to run through the bricks, which should 

be frequently examined whilst the process of 

spawning is going on, and when, on breaking, 

the spawn appears throughout pretty abun¬ 

dantly like a white mould, the process has 

gone far enough. If allowed to proceed, the 

spawn would form threads and small tubercles, 

which is a stage too far advanced for the re¬ 

tention of its vegetative powers. Therefore, 

when the spawn is observed to j^ervade the 

bricks throughovxt like a white mould, and 

before it assume the thread-like form, it should 

be removed and allowed to dry, in order to 

arrest the farther pi’ogress of vegetation, till 

required for use. It ought to be kept in a 

dark and perfectly dry place. 

Although the spawn made from the mate¬ 

rials above recommended has proved excellent 

as manufactured by some j^ersons, yet in the 

hands of others it may hapj^en to fail. A 

portion may therefore be compoimded accoixl- 

ing to one or other of the following reciiies:— 

1. liorse-droppings one part, cow-dung one-fourth, 
loam one-twentieth. 

2. Fresh horse-droppings, mixed with short litter, one 

part, cow-dung one-third, and a small portion of mould 
or loam. 

3. Equal parts of horse-dung, cow-dung, and sheep’s- 

dung, with the addition of some rotten leaves or old 
hot-bed dung. 

4. Horse-dung one part, cow-dung two parts, sheep’s- 
dung one part. 

5. Horse-droppings from the roads one part, cow-dung 

two parts, mixed with a little loam. 

6. Horse-dung, cow-dung, and loam in equal parts. 

From the above it appears that horse-clung 

and cow-clung are the principal ingredients in 

making spawn-bricks; the loam is added for 

the purpose of making the other materials 

hold together, it also absorbs the ammonia, 

which would otherwise 11}^ off. 

As there is so much difference of opinion 

as regards the substances employed in making 

spawn-bricks, and as different combinations 

of them are successfully employed, it will be 

worth while to endeavour to ascertain whether 

there is not one common principle in all of 

them, which is more especially essential for 

the growth of the mushroom. 

The quantity of nitrogen which it contains 

being much greater than in other plants sub¬ 

jected to cultivation, it follows that it must 

be abundantly suiiplied; and accordingly all 

the substances usually employed for the spawn 

to feed upon, contain nitrogen in considerable 

quantity, as in the case of hoi’se, cow, and 

sheep’s dung. Analyses of these are of course 

subject to variation; but those made by Bous- 

singault, and other eminent authorities, may 

be considered a fair estimate of the percentage 

of nitrogen which the substances in question 

usually contain, and this is exhibited in the 

followiug table:— 

Solid Exchements. Ubine. 

Horse. 
Fresh. 
0-54 

Dry. 
2-2 1-65 

Cow. 0-32 2-3 0-44 
Sheep. 0-72 17 1-31 
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From the above it appears that in the solid 

excrements of the horse there is rather more 

than one-half per cent, of nitrogen, in that of 

the cow scarcely one-third per cent., while in 

that of the sheep there is nearly three-fourths 

per cent. The amount of nitrogen in dried 

horse and cow dung is nearly equal, and about 

one-fourth more than in dried sheep’s-dung. 

The urine of the horse, it will also be seen, 

yields a large amount of nitrogen. 

Although horse-dung contains a gi'eater 

amount of ammonia, and ferments more readily 

than cow-dung, yet the heat of the latter con¬ 

tinues longer, and on this account a mixture 

of the two may be employed for the growth 

of mushrooms. 

Some recommend these substances to be 

used in a fresh state, others after they have 

undergone a considerable degree of fermenta¬ 

tion. In the latter state, much of their nitro¬ 

gen must have been driven off in the form of 

ammonia, so that there is no question as to 

the superiority of the fresh materials, if the 

heat generated by such can be controlled; 

but this is the difficulty. They can be dis¬ 

posed in thin layers, but then they do not 

afford such good produce as when in a greater 

mass. It may here be observed, that firmly 

beating the materials tends to lessen the fer¬ 

mentation, and by boring holes the heat is 

permitted to escape, but likewise the am¬ 

monia, which it would be desirable to retain 

for the benefit of the crop. Therefore, whilst 

the fermentation is going on, the beds should 

be covered with loam, by which much of the 

ammonia will be absorbed. For the same 

purpose a little leaf-mould might be spread 

over the surface of the dung, and then about 

2 inches thick of loam, or of a compost of 

loam and cow-dung which has been frequently 

turned, and the different substances thoroughly 

mixed and incorporated. 

The proper temperature can be maintained 

in pits during winter much raoi’e easily than 

in the ridges; but on the lattei’, mushrooms 

are still extensively cultivated by the market 

gardeners near London. Idieir mode of pro¬ 

ceeding, as detailed by Mr. Cuthill, is very 

simple. The ridge is formed of dung as it is 

brought fresh from the London stables, and 

when the heat of the bed declines to 80°, 

jjieces of spawn-bricks are inserted in the sides 

of the bed about 1 foot apart. “ The bed is 

then moulded over, 2 inches thick, pressed 

with the feet, and afterwards beaten with the | 

spade. It is then watered, and beaten again 

with the spade, and smoothed down. The 

more the mould is pi’essed, the finer the crop 

is, and the more solid the texture of the 

mushroom.” 

Some market gardeners pursue a somewhat 

different system. Mr. Green allows the mate¬ 

rials, chiefly stable-dung, to ferment a little, 

and but very little. He forms his beds on a 

hard piece of ground. They are 3 feet wide 

at the base, and are brought up to a very 

narrow ridge at top, to which the sides form 

a steep slope. The dung is made compact, and 

covered w'ith mats or long litter to keep out 

the wet, and the spawn is inserted when the 

heat is declining below 80°. The sides are 

beaten as closely as possible, and the whole 

is then covered about 2 inches thick with a 

fine adhesive loam, worked to the consistence 

of mortar and beaten with the back of the 

spade, so that it becomes a compact casing to 

the bed. The heat is regulated more or less 

by the thicker or thinner covering of mats or 

litter, and if likely to become too cold, the bed 

is covered with warm litter. It should not 

be allowed to cool more than is proper, and 

then be warmed up by hot dung. Cai'e must 

be taken to protect the beds from rain, for if 

they were allowed to get too wet, the spawn 

would not run. This is usually done v'ith 

long litter or mats. Some construct roofs— 

a mode which should be adopted where boards, 

scantlings, or thatched hurdles can be jDro- 

cured. Mushrooms can be obtained in abun¬ 

dance for a good ]iart of the year from beds 

formed out of doors as above described, or in 

some similar way; but the uncertain state of 

the weather occasions much more labour in 

regulating the covei’ing than is required in 

growing them in a house where they are not 

exposed to extremes of heat and cold, and 

dryness and moisture. 

A mushroom-house may either be span- 

roofed, or it may be constructed with a lean-to 

roof against the back of a forcing-house or 

other wall. A width of 10 feet is very good; 

it admits of a path 3 feet wide along the 

centre, and a bed 3^ feet wide on each side. 

If the north wall were built hollow, it would 

the better resist sudden changes of external 

temperature, and the same would be the case 

with the roof if it were covered with a thick 

coat of thatch, either straw or heath; but 

thatch, except in particular situations, is un¬ 

sightly, besides being dangerous in case of fire. 
80 
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Therefore slates will be chiefly employed in¬ 

stead, although in sunny weather they become 

hot, and transmit much heat to the interior. 

It will therefore be advisable, in the case of 

the mushroom-house, to have a double ceiling. 

The interior should be filled up with shelves, 

having in front upi-ight ledges 9 inches deep, 

and 2 feet ought to be allowed from the bot¬ 

tom of one shelf up to that of the one next 

above it. Brick is a better material for the 

shelves than wood, for the latter sometimes 

becomes dry in consequence of the heat of the 

dung, and withdraws moisture without re¬ 

turning an equivalent of it from the inoist 

air of the house. Moisture, however, is 

readily diffused through bricks, so that if their 

outside is moist from vapour in the air of the 

house, their inner surface in contact with the 

]naterials of the bed will not be injuriously 

dry. Where brick shelving has been tried, 

the crop of mushrooms has proved much supe¬ 

rior to those on wood; and this being the case, 

the question is only one of expense as regards 

the first outlay. When we consider how soon 

decay in wood is induced by contact with fer¬ 

menting materials in an atmosphere saturated 

with steam, and how rapidly decay proceeds 

when once it does commence, there can be no 

doubt as to brick-shelves being not only the 

best, but eventually the cheapest. Long 

experienced growers of good mushrooms on 

the ridge system, who considered mushrooms 

grown on Oldaker’s plan of wooden shelves of 

poor quality compared with their own, never¬ 

theless approved of brick-shelves, judging from 

the quantity and quality of the crop they had 

actually seen produced upon them. 

Although for the greater part of the year 

a well-constructed mu.shroom-house will not 

require fire heat, j'et, in the case of severe 

winters, it is necessary to have it at command. 

A little will suffice, e.specially as the doors 

should be made to shut close, and the windows 

ought to be furnished with close-fitting shut¬ 

ters. A small hot-water apparatus, with a flow 

and return 3-inch pipe, will answer the pur¬ 

pose. The pipes can be laid either in a channel 

under the footpath, where they can be covered 

with a grating or wooden trellis, or they may 

be placed along each side of the path and 

saddled with moveable evaporating troughs, 

made either of iron, tinned or galvanized, or 

of earthenware. If more vapour should at 

any time be required than will rise from these 

tioughs, some of them may be removed, and 

the hot-water pipe watered through the rose 

of a watering-pot. A dense steam can be still 

more readily produced by means of an inch 

pipe fitted into the top of a small boiler, which 

may be placed in an adjoining shed or other 

convenient situation. 

The material chiefly employed for beds in¬ 

doors, and in boxes, or on shelves, is the drop¬ 

pings of horses fed on corn and hay. They 

should be collected fresh, and laid in thin 

layers or small ridges in a dry place. The 

long litter ought to be shaken out and dis¬ 

pensed with; but a portion of the short litter 

may be retained, provided it has been well 

moistened by the urine of the horses. These 

materials should be frequently tuimed and 

maintained in an incipient state of fermenta¬ 

tion. In order that the ammonia may not 

be lost, the dung may be mixed with a little 

rather dry, friable maiden loam. Some, in¬ 

deed, beat up togethei’, with a piece of wood 

similar to that used for mortar, horse-dung, 

loam, old mushroom-bed dung, and half-decayed 

hot-bed leaves, containing traces of spawn; 

and these, when well incorporated, are placed 

in the mushroom-house in successive layers, 

and each layer, about 3 inches thick, is beaten 

firm. When about 10 inches thick, the surface 

of the beds is covered with about 2 inches 

thick of loam, and if likely to get too hot, 

holes are bored. Beds so formed produce well 

without the introduction of brick or cake 

spawn; bixt, in case of failure, it is always 

advisable to be pi'ovided with some of it. 

Mr. Forsyth recommends horse-droppings 

to be collected and dried a little in an open 

shed, a stratum of loamy turf, 2 or 3 inches 

deep, to be placed in the bottom of the bed, 

and then three layers of droppings, each layer 

being rendered as compact as possible. When 

the mass heats, holes are bored 9 inches aqiart, 

and as deep as the loam, and when the heat 

declines to 80° the holes are partly filled up 

with loam and horse-droppings mixed; apiece 

of spawn about the size of a hen’s ess beinc 

inserted in each, they are then filled up level 

with the surface. If the beds are to be of con¬ 

siderable thickness, say 1 foot or more, then it 

is well to mix the materials with loam, in order 

to prevent the fermentation becoming too vio¬ 

lent; but when they are chiefly composed of 

droppings, they must be made thinner, in 

which case they will not continue so long in 
bearing. 

The spawn should be introduced a little 
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below the surface when the heat is 75°, or on 

the decline from 80°, a temperature which the 

materials ought never to exceed. The sur¬ 

face of the bed must be immediately covered 

thinly with loam, and in a week or ten days 

this covering should be made up to 2 inches 

thick. When put on, it ought to be as warm 

as the materials of the bed. The whole is 

then covered with hay or litter. 

The temperature of tlie house should be 

kept at between G0° and 65° till the mush¬ 

rooms appear; afterwards it may be 60°, or 

not lower than 55°. When in bearinsr, the 

productiveness of the beds is sometimes in- 

jurioixsly affected by watering. When mois¬ 

ture is needed, it is best to well moisten the 

covering of hay and litter, but not the beds 

themselves. The water used for this purpose 

must be of the temperature of 80°. 

MUSTARD, CRESS, AND RAPE.—These, when 

in constant demand, may be soAvn once or 

twice a-week, from the end of October to the 

middle of March, beginning and leaving off 

sooner or later according to the season. The 

seed should be sown thickly in shallow boxes 

or ]5ans, placed in any structure where a tem- 

jierature of from 55° to 70° is maintained, or 

on an old hot-bed. It must be just covered 

with fine soil, indeed no other covering than 

a damp mat may be used, the object of cover¬ 

ing being merely to prevent evaporation. 

When the seed vegetates the mat is removed, 

in order to allow the leaves to acquire their 

ju'oper colour. On an extensive scale, the 

seed may be sown on old tan spread thinly 

in any place where the necessary amount of 

heat, light, and moisture is at command. 

ONIONS.—When young onions are required 

in winter for salads, the seed may be sown 

thickly in pans or boxes of light rich soil, 

jdaced near the glass in a vinery or other 

structure where a temperature of from 55° to 

65° is maintained. The onions are drawn for 

use in a very young state, and a sowing may 

be made every fortnight if a constant succes¬ 

sion is required. 

POTATO.—The Ash-leaved Kidney, Fox’s 

Seedling, Eaidy Manly, Kufford Kidney, and 

Early Shaw are all well adapted for forcing; 

but there are many otlier early varieties which 

will answer nearly if not quite as well. 

Potatoes are forced in various ways—on hot¬ 

beds, in pits, and in pots placed in a vinery, 

peach-house, or other structure where there is 

a moderate degree of heat with plenty of light. 

Culture on Ilot-heds.—The tubers which are 

to be used for sets are placed close together 

on a gentle hot-bed, or on the floor of a cellar 

to vegetate, and when they have made shoots 

3 or 4 inches long, they may be jflanted on a 

moderate hot-bed covered with 8 inches of 

good light soil. The sets may be planted 

4 inches apart, in drills 5 inches deep, and 

1 foot from each other, and covered at first 
with 1^ inch or 2 inches of light soil; but 
afterwards, when the stems grow strong, the 
drills can be filled up level Avith the rest of 
the surface. After planting, water should be 
given sparingly; but as the plants increase in 
size, it may be more liberally sujAplied. Air 
must be freely admitted whenever the Aveather 
is favourable; but at night, and in frosty 
weather, the sashes Avill require to be covered 
Avith straAV mats or other protecting mate¬ 
rials. A mild and nearly uniform temperature 
should be maintained. The tubers may be 
used when they are about 1 inch in diameter, 
the largest being taken first, and the small ones 
being left to afford a supply in succession. 

According to Mr. Cuthill, the following is 

the mode adopted by the London market 

gardeners for obtaining early potatoes:— 

“A long bed, 5 feet wide, is dug out to the 

depth of 2 feet. This trench is filled with 

hot dung, on Avhich 6 inches deep of the sur¬ 

rounding mould is put. Middle-sized Avhole 

potatoes are used for planting; they are placed 

in close succession along the bed, covered Avith 

2 inches of mould, hooped, and covered over 
Avith mats and straAv. In about a mouth 
they Avill liaA'e sprouted; frames are then got 
ready, placing 2 feet of hot manure along the 
whole line of framing, Avhich is sometimes 
100 yards in length; the moixld is put on to 
the depth of 8 inches; the potatoes are care¬ 
fully taken up from the striking bed, all shoots 
are removed excejrt the main one, and they 
are planted 4 inches deep. Kadishes are then 
sown thinly OAmr them, covering lightly with 
mould. When the haulm of the potato has 
groAvn to about 6 inches in height, the points 
are nipped off; this is done in order to give 
the radishes fair play, and although it may 
stop the groAvth for a few days, still the crop 
is ahvays excellent. The plants are never 
moulded up, a plan Avhich weakens the potato 
more than anything else. After planting, 
nothing more is requii’ed but to admit plenty 
of air, and give Avater; the crop is not dug up 

vxntil it has come to maturity. The above is 
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the treatment potatoes receive, but they are 

also grown lai’gely in hooped beds in the open 

ground. In the latter case the tubers are 

sprouted, as I have before mentioned. The 

beds or ridges are dug out 2 feet deep, in 

Januarj^, filled with hot dung, and covered 

with the surrounding mould to the depth of 

10 inches. The potatoes are taken up and 

planted 5 inches deep, and above all, radishes 

are sown. The ridges are then hooped over, 

allowing about 2 feet of space in the middle, 

between the mould and the hoop. They are 

covered with mats and straw; but as soon as 

the radishes come up they are uncovered daily, 

and covered again every night. This is con¬ 

tinued till the potatoes are ready for digging, 

in May, for sometimes large losses are oc¬ 

casioned by a sudden change of weather on 

cold April nights. Nothing more is done to 

the hooped beds, beyond attending to them 

with water.” 

Culture in Pots.—This is very simple; it is 

merely necessaiy to plant the sets in 8 or 11 

inch pots, filled to within 3 inches of the top 

with light rich soil. The pots may then be 

placed near the glass in a vinery, peach-house, 

or pit, where a temperature of from 50° to 

60° is maintained. With the exception of 

watering, and. putting more earth in the pots 

as the plants advance in growth, no further at¬ 

tention is required. It is advantageous to 

excite the sets previous to planting, as already 

recommended. 

Forcing may be commenced in December, 

and succession crops planted in Januar)’ and 

February. 

PURSLANE.—This, when required early in 

the season, may be sown on a hot-bed from 

January till the end of March. The bed may 

be about 15 inches thick, and should be covered 

with 6 inches of rich vegetable mould. On 

this the seed ought to be scattered thinly, and 

slightly pre.ssed in with the back of the spade; 

a temperature of 60° or 65° should be main¬ 

tained. The plants may be cut twice, and 

after the second cutting, the soil having been 

renewed, seed may be again sown. 

RADISH.—The best sorts for forcing are the 

Oblong Rose-coloured, Wood’s Early Frame, 

and the Early Frame Scarlet, among the long 

rooted varieties; and the Red and White 

Turnip-rooted radishes. The seed should be 

sown in light rich soil, laid to the thickness of 

8 or 9 inches, on a moderate hot-bed, or in a 

pit where a temperature of from 55° to 65° is 

maintained. About an ounce of seed will be 

sufficient to sow 25 square feet. If the plants 

come up too thickly, they may be thinned to 

about an inch apart; afterwards, thinning will 

be effected sufficiently well by drawing the most 

forward for use. Gentle waterings should oc¬ 

casionally be given, and air admitted at every 

favourable opportunity; but the sashes must be 

covered at night, and in frosty weather, with 

straw-mats, or other protecting materials. A 

sowing may be made every fortnight, from the 

beginning of November till the middle or end 

of February, and the crop will generally be fit 

for use about six weeks after sowing. Rad¬ 

ishes are frequently forced along with carrots, 

or between the rows of endive and lettuce. 

RHUBARB.^—The Tobolsk, Mitchell’s Royal 

Albert, Randall’s Early Prolific, and Myatt’s 

Linnfeus, are all excellent sorts for forcing. It 

would also be desirable to have some of the 

Elford, on account of its fine colour. Rhu¬ 

barb is forced in the open ground, or in pits, 

cellars, or other structures, where a sufficient 

degree of heat is maintained. In the open 

gi’ound, forcing is frequently effected by cover¬ 

ing the roots with sea-kale pots, boxes, or 

flower-p)ots, which are afterwards surrounded 

with hot dung, or a mixtui'e of litter, stable 

dung, and leaves. Another mode which is 

pursued by the market-gardeners near London 

“ consists in digging long pits, to the dejffh of 

2 or 3 feet, introducing 18 inches of hot dung, 

and then packing the roots closely together in 

a little mould, covering the crowns with hoops, 

or with 6 inches of straw, then hurdles or 

mats, and finishing with 6 or 8 inches of straw, 

the amount of the latter depending on the 

severity of the weather. In this way strong 

well-flavoured stalks are produced, provided 

the weather is diy. The colour is bright red, 

and the leaf is always very small.”—(Cuthill's 

Market Gardening round London?) 

All the above modes are, however, attended 

with considerable trouble and expense, and 

give the ground a littery and unsightly ap- 

liearance: moreover, the quality of the pro¬ 

duce is frequently much deteriorated by wet. 

For these reasons, forcing in houses is greatly 

to be preferred; not only is the heat more at 

command, but the quality of the pi’oduce is 

not dependent on the state of the weather. 

Rhubarb may be forced in an}'^ structure where 

a temperature of from 55° to 65° is maintained; 

a miTshroom-house, the floor of a vinery or 

peach-house, or a pit, will be very suitable. 
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Where accommodation of this description is not 
at command, the roots may he placed on dung 
beds in a shed, or even in a warm cellar. 
Roots from two to five years old are the best 
for forcing, but in default of such, strong roots 

of one year’s growth may be employed. The 
reason of the preference being given to the 
former is that they contain a greater amount 
of organizable matter for the larger formation 
of leaves and stalks. They may be taken up 
carefully any time after the decay of the lea ves, 
and placed close together in the spot where 
they are to be forced. Some light mould 
should then be worked in among them, and 
a thin layer of soil spread over the whole, in 
order to retain a sufficient amount of moisture 
for vegetation. Afterwards, if the mould get 
too dry, a gentle watering may be given. No 
other care will be required. Sometimes the 
roots are taken up in autumn, potted, or more 
frequently packed close together in boxes, and 
kept in a shady situation till required for 
forcing, when they may be placed in a mush¬ 
room-house or vinery. In this way, by bring¬ 
ing in a quantity of roots every three weeks, 
a constant succession may be secured with 
little trouble. 

Forcing may be commenced in the end of 
November, and continued till stalks are pro¬ 
duced in the open gronnd. 

SEA-KALE.—This is easily forced. In order 
that it may become blanched it requires to be 
grown in the dark. A little heat is sufficient 
to excite its vegetation, for, with a mean 
temperature of 42°, it pushes naturally in the 
open ground, and when the mean of the air 
and of the soil reaches 55°, the growth is as 
vigorous as can be desired, and therefore in 
forcing, this mean temperature oiight not to be 
exceeded. In cases of emergency, when pro¬ 
duce must be had in a certain limited period, 
60° may be applied; but this should be the 

maximum. Mills recommends a gentle heat, 
adding—“ the milder it is the finer will be the 
produce.” If forcing is to be carried on where 
the plants are established in the open ground, 
the soil ought not to be allowed to get frozen 
in the autumn or winter previous to forcing. 
It is easy to prevent this by a covering of 
litter; but if the soil is allowed to get frozen, 

it takes m\ich heat to raise the temperature to 
even 42°, which we may term the starting 
point in forcing this vegetable, for at this 
temperature it will be in a manner dormant. 

Top and bottom heat should correspond, for at j 

the time of the year when sea-kale pushes 
naturally, the average temperature of the air 
and that of the earth very nearly correspond. 
In commencing to force we may raise the 
bottom heat 5°, or to 47° the first week, to 
50° the second week, and then increase by one 
degree a week till produce fit for cutting is 
obtained, which will be in the course of six or 
seven weeks from the commencement of the 
process. It will be apparent that the above 
small amount of heat may be obtained in 
various ways, and in different situations, in 
the open ground, by tan, dung, or leaves, or 
by the last two materials mixed, and in houses 
or pits by flues or hot-water pipes. 

The time to commence forcing depends on 
the period at which produce will be required. 
If this should be the third week in December, 
from plants forced in the open ground, they 
must be cleared of decaying leaves in the end 
of October, and the soil about the crowns 
forked over, and made fine. A portion of the 
plants may be covered to the depth of several 
inches with light soil, sand, or coal ashes, and 
a succession to those which are not so treated 
will by this means be secured. The others 
should be covered with sea-kale pots, or large 
garden pots, and over these must be laid a 
covering of dung, or preferably, a mixture of 
dung and leaves. 

A mode of forcing extensively practised by 
the market-gardeners near London is detailed 
by Mr. Cuthill. Essentially it is as follows: 
—When the plants are removed in spring, 
after having been forced, the thongs, or long 
pliable portions of the roots, are exit off, and 
as soon as the ents become dry, the pieces are 
planted oxxt for the summer, to be taken up 
for forcing in the following November. All 
the. small buds round the principal one are 
pared oflP, so that the latter may make a 
stronger sproxxt. Some growers cut off the 
prongs, or end roots, in November, when the 
plants are taken up to be forced. Tlie pieces 

taken off are cut in lengths of 4 inches, and 
thrown in a heap till spring, when they are 
planted ont for the summer, and taken up 
before winter for forcing, planting them 
thickly in beds, hooped over, and covered with 
straw to the thickness of from 4 to 6 inches. 
There can be no question as to the superiority 
of plants raised from cuttings of roots that 
have not been forced, as compared with those 
from plants that have undei’gone that process; 
for the production of the blanched shoots must 
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greatly exhaust the proper j uices stored up in 

the roots, whilst the latter cannot derive from 

growths not exposed to the light any equiva¬ 

lent i-eturn. On the other hand, taking off 

the smaller parts from roots about to be forced, 

and thus reducing them to timncheons, must, 

to some extent, lessen the vigour of the sprouts. 

The question is, whether, thus treated, strong 

plants from good cuttings give a better pro¬ 

duce than weaker plants from exhausted cut¬ 

tings, but forced with all their roots. We think 

the probability is in favour of the former. 

But instead of adopting either, it would be 

better to raise an abundance of plants, from 

which unexhausted cuttings could be obtained, 

to produce jilauts for the pui’pose of being 

forced, without mutilation. 

SOKBEL.—The best sort for forcing is the 

Belleville Sorrel. In the middle or end of 

November the I’oots should be taken up with 

small balls, and planted in rich mould on a 

moderate hot-bed, or in pots or boxes, in any 

place where there is a bottom-heat of 50°, and 

an atmospheric temperature of 55°. Forcing 

may be continued till the end of February or 

beginning of March. 

THE SWEET POTATO or BATATAS {Convol¬ 

vulus Batatas, L.—Pentandria Monogynia, L.; 

ConvolvulaccfB, D. C.; Convolvulaceas. Lind.) 

—is a perennial plant, a native of the West 

Indies and South America. The tubers, called 

potatoes by the old writers on gardening, 

having a sweet agreeable taste, were imported 

into this country from Spain, and used as a 

delicacy long before the introduction of the 

jiotato {Solanum tuberosum). The plant is 

extensively cultivated in the warmer parts of 

America, and will even succeed in the open ali¬ 

as far north as New York. It is also grown in 

the south of France, but in Britain to produce 

useful tubers it requires the protection of glass; 

and for this reason, as well as on account of 

the difficulty there is in jireserving the tubers 

through the winter, it is but little cultivated. 

There are several varieties; amongst those 

known in France the best are the Lon" Bed, 

the Bose-coloured Malaga, the White of the 

Isle of France, the Yam Sweet Potato, the 

tubers of which sometimes w-eigh 8 lbs., and 

the Purple, which attains a large size and 

keeps better than the other kinds. 

The sweet potato is raised from seed, but, 

as in this way several varieties may be qiro- 

duced from the seeds of the same plant, propa¬ 

gation is usually effected by means of the 

tubers. In February, or the beginning of 

March (in April at New York), these are 

placed close together, but without touching 

each other, on a thin layer of mould, on a 

moderate hot-bed, and covered with 4 inches 

of fine soil. If only a few plants are required, 

the tubers may be planted in pots plunged in 

a hot-bed, or placed on the flues of a vinery or 

peach-house. When shoots about 4 inches in 

length are 2^i’oduced, they are taken off and 

planted about 4 inches ajjart, on a moderate 

hot-bed, or potted singly into small pots, and 

placed in heat, keeping them, in either case, 

near the glass. In the beginning of May the 

young plants may be j)lanted out 2 feet apart, 

on a slight hot-bed, shading till again estab¬ 

lished, and giving gentle waterings at the root, 

as may be necessary. 

Tubers fit for use may be obtained in August, 

and the whole croji may be taken up in Oc¬ 

tober, but in doing so great care must be taken 

not to bruise the tubers, otherwise they will 

soon decay. Only the soundest should be se¬ 

lected for kecjung; and these having been 

placed so as not to touch each other, in dry 

sand or moss, in boxes, or earthenware jars, 

may be kept through the winter in a dry airy 

jfiace, with a temperature of 50°. 

TANSY may easily be forced. It is only 

necessary to pot the roots, and place them in a 

temperature of 55° or 60°, or to 2fiuuge them 

in a moderate hot-bed. 

TABEAGON,—In order to have tarragon in 

winter, roots should be taken up in auUimn, 

and 23lanted in light rich soil in 23ots or boxes, 

which may be introduced into a house with a 

tem]3erature of 55° or 60°, in succession, from 

the beginning of December till the 2dants in 

the 02)en ground 2>i'oduce leaves. Boots may 

also be placed on a moderate hot-bed, and 

covered with vegetable mould. 

TOMATO.—Beyond forwarding for 2danting 

out, either into the open ground or into pits, 

the tomato is very rarely forced in this country. 

Fruit may, however, be 2n-oduced as early as 

A25ril or May, by sowing in October, in 2')ots 

of light rich soil,2daced in a 2fine-stove, shifting 

into larger pots as the 2ffants increase in size, 

sto2iping when a sufficient number of fruit is 

25roduced, and training against some support, 

so as to ex230se the fruit fully to the light. 

For very early tomatoes the market-gar¬ 

deners of Baris "sow in Se2')tember in pot.s, 

which are placed in a pine-stove, or plunged in 

a hot-bed, and prick out in January; but in 
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ordinary forcing, the seed is sown on a hot-bed 

in January, and when the young plants have 

acquired sufficient strength they are pricked 

out into another hot-bed. A few days after 

planting they commence to give a little air to 

strengthen the plants. In February or IMarch 

a hot-bed, 20 inches thick, is prepared, so as to 

afford a heat of from 68“ to 77°, the frames are 

piit on, and a layer of vegetable mould, 10 

inches in thickness, is spread over the dung. 

The frames are surrounded by a lining which 

is turned when necessary, and as soon as the 

bed has cooled down to the proper tempera¬ 

ture, four tomatoes are planted under each 

light. The sashes are then put on, and covered 

up at night with straw mats. When the 

plants have somewhat advanced in growth, 

two branches are chosen on each, and pegged 

down. The others ai’e all cut off, and when 

a sufficient number of flowers have been pro¬ 

duced, the branches are stopped. Afterwards 

all fresh shoots are pinched or removed; 

gentle waterings are given, air is admitted on 

bright days, the frames are raised up as may 

be found necessary, and, when the fruit begins 

to redden, all leaves which tend to shade it 

are removed, in order to hasten the ripening 

process, and render it more complete. The 

earliest sown tomatoes commence to ripen in 

the beginning of April; the January sowing 

in May.”—(Culture Maraicherel) 

TI.-FRUIT. 

APRICOT.—The apricot was formerly con¬ 

sidered as difficult to force as the cherry, or 

even more so. Blossoming in the open air at 

a cool period of the season, it is adapted for 

bearing only a low temperature at that stage 

of its vegetation, and previously. Its buds 

begin to swell by the influence of w'arm sun 

through the day, the nights at the same time 

being usually frosty. It is therefore not to be 

supposed that a tree, of which the vegetation 

progresses under such circumstances, will bear 

with impunity the heat which might be safely 

applied to start the vine, for example, into 

leaf. The Royal Muscadine, one of the earliest 

grapes, generally breaks into leaf on a south 

wall in the first week of May, by which time 

the young fruit of the apricot usually attains 

a considerable size. The same sort of vine 

flowers when the maximum temperature of 

the day is about 68°, and the minimum at 

night 46°, and it would bear a much higher 

temperature than this, whereas the apricot 

flowers, with a maximum of 54°, and a mini¬ 

mum of 35°. It therefore appears that the 

apricot flowers with a day temperature of 

14°, and a night temperature of 11° below 

that in which the vine flowers. This being 

the case, it may be fairly assumed that the 

apricot would suffer if it were forced into leaf 

and flower along with the vine; and attempts 

to do so would lead, as they have done, to the 

supposition that the apricot is not adapted for 

being forced. If the vine were kept in no 

higher temperature than that in which the 

apricot flowers, its vegetation would scarcely 

be moved; therefore a wide difference must 

exist between the habits of the two plants, 

so that what would scarcely excite the one 

would over-excite the other, in the early stage 

of its vegetation, at least. 

The apricot, however, will bear to be 

brought forward, agreeably to the tempera¬ 

ture experienced in the open air in our best' 

seasons, and therefore somewhat higher than 

that of the average, which we have taken for 

data as above. In forcing, we may therefore 

commence with 50° maximum, and 40° mini¬ 

mum, for the first two weeks; third week, 

55° maximum, and 42° minimum; foui’th week, 

58° maximum, and 55° minimum, and the fifth 

week, if the tree is in flowei’, the temperature 

may be continued about the same, with plenty 

of air. When the wood-buds begin to open, and 

shoots to push, care must be taken that they 

do so rather slowly than otherwise, in order 

that the pai’ts of fructification be not robbed 

of the sap which would otherAvise flow to 

them. We haA'e seen that a compai’atively 

low temperature is amply sufficient for the 

perfect development of these parts; and it has 

been frequently observed that the fruit does not 

set so well when the tree is subjected whilst 

in blossom, and before the fruit is well set, to a 

comparatively high temperature, in conse¬ 

quence of which leaves and shoots are rapidly 

produced; for, when this is the case, the sap 

flows Avith greater force towards these than 

to the parts of fructification on which its force 

had previously been almost entirely concen¬ 

trated. By a moderate temperature give 

the blossoms time to expand, and the parts 

they inclose to make slow and substantial 

growth; at the same time take care that they 

are not stinted by cold. But the temperature 

must not be raised to a pitch that would ex¬ 

pand the foliage; do not by any means drive 

the leafing too close to the flowering. At- 
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tention to this will insure a well set crop, 

provided the t]-ee is in good condition. After 

the fruit is set the temperature should he 

gradually raised, and kept always higher when 

the weather is clear than when it is dull. 

When the fruit is stoned the temperature may 

then he raised to 70° hy day, and 60° hy night; 

and in ripening off the day temperature may 

he allowed to reach 70° or 80° hy sun heat. 

The Dutch force apricots successfully, as, 

indeed, they do mo.st things in their pits, 

heated hy dung. In the Journal of the Hor¬ 

ticultural Society, vol. ix., there is an account 

of a trial of their method, hy Mr. Tatter, 

of the Royal Gardens of Herenhausen, near 

Hanover. The tree employed, it is worthy of 

remark, had heen, from its earliest age, trans¬ 

planted every two years, and had thus formed 

an abundance of fibrous roots, and was well 

furnished with fniit spurs. It was planted in 

spring, outside a pit, into which the branches 

were introduced, and trained under the sashes. 

These have an elevation of about 33°, their 

lower end being within a foot of the ground 

level. At 18 inches below the sashes, and 

jiarallel to them, there is a wooden trellis on 

which the branches are trained. At 9 inches 

below the trellis, and parallel to it, there is a 

clo.se boarding which forms a partition between 

the fermenting dung in the pit and the tree. 

The forcing was commenced on the 6th of 

January, and the following is a record of the 

temperatures to which the tree was subjected, 

and the results which were produced on its 

vegetation:— 

Week 
Commencing Temperature. 

Jan. 6, 
By i)av. 

43°-34° 
By 

41°-34° 
„ 14. 50°-41° 43°-36° 

„ 21, 59°-50'’ 50°-41° 

28, 63°-59° 54°-45° 

Feb. 8, 54°-50‘’ 50°-45° 

M 15. I 
to March 7 j 68°-63'’ 54°-50° 

March 8-31, 59°-54° 54°-50° 

April 1, to I 
June2G, j 68°-63° 59°-54° 

State of the Tree. 

Total rest in the buds. 
{Buds begin to stir 
(about the 16th. 
^ Swelling of the buds 

•< progresses most in up- 
(per part of the tree. 

(In flower from the 8th 
•< to the 15th; finiit set 
(on the 12th. 
r Woodbuds shoot out; 
I leaves slowly unfold ; 

"I petals fall about the 
ISth, and young fniit 

I swell. 
{Fruit the size of a 

hazel nut; leaves 
large; towards the 
27th the stones begin 

[ to harden. 
fThe fruits now grow 

rapidly, and towards 
I the 29tU of April the 
greenish colour chan- 

I ges to a yellowish 
■{ white. The first fniits 

■ ripened on the 27th of 
May, and altogether 
290 well-grow7) fruits 
were brought to ma¬ 
turity. 

The tree in question was planted in the 

spring previous to its being forced, in the ex- 

jiectation of more certain success than if ii 

had been planted, as in the Dutch practice, 

at the time of commencing forcing. A trench 

outside the box inclosing the roots was com¬ 

pletely filled with dung and leaves, in order to 

maintain a moderate decree of warmth about 
O 

the rooks, and induce them to produce fibres. 

Inside, the branches derived artificial warmth 

also from fermenting materials introduced into 

the body of the pit, below the wooden portion. 

The temperature was reduced, when necessary, 

by giving plenty of air, even in the night. The 

diminution of temperature in the night, Mr. 

Tatter observes, is indeed essential. The tree 

would, in the night time, without light, imder 

a high temperature, be drawn up, would send 

out long weak shoots, and consequently bear 

small and bad fruits. We may add, that if 

the temperature by fire heat be kept low at 

night, before and during the time of flowering, 

it may be allowed to rise pretty high by sun 

heat. Brought forward by a uniformly high 

temperature, the blossoms of the apricot will 

fail in setting; on the- other hand, with one 

uniformly low, the vegetation of the tree will 

not be sufficiently excited; the range of tem¬ 

perature, however, between the lowest at night 

and the highest in the shade during the day 

should be tolerably xmiform, and as much as 

12 degrees. 

CHEERY,—Forcing cherries was formerly 

considered a precarious operation. It was 

often the case that the blossoms fell prema¬ 

turely without setting fruit, or if it did set, it 

was imperfectly, and the yo\ing fruit dropped 

off about the time of stoning. It is now 

understood that in many instances such 

failui’es were occasioned by too high a tem¬ 

perature, with insufficient air, in the early 

stage of the process, more especially during the 

blossoming j^eriod. The natural circumstances 

under which the cherry expands its buds 

and flowers, sets fruit, and brings it to ma¬ 

turity, does not appear to have received the 

due consideration which it has done of late 

yeai's, by many eminent cultivators—for ex¬ 

ample, by Mr. Ingram, of the Royal Gardens, 

Frogmore, and Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, 

whose forced productions of this fruit we have 

seen year after year invariably excellent. 

In the open air, near London, and in an 

average season, the May Duke cherry flowers 

in the last week of April. The vegetation of 
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tlie trees moves but slowly at the beginning 

of ISIarch. The average highest day tempera- 

tui'e in the shade, in each successive week, 

from the 1st of March to the 2d of May, pro¬ 

gresses as follows:— 

Ist Week. 2d Week. 3d Week. 4th Week. 5th Week. 

48-70° 50*70° 50-78° 51*09° 54*92° 
6th Week. 7th Week. 8th Week. 9th Week. 

5603° 57-12° 53*60° 61*12° 

In seasons more favoui’able than the average, 

the maximum temperature is as much as 5° 

higher than in the above series, and the May 

Duke cherry flowers as early as the middle of 

April. We may therefore increase the above 

by 5°, or a little more or less occasionally, so 

as to regidate the progi-essive increase of tem¬ 

perature. The night temperature during the 

above period averages 19° below the day; but 

in the climate of Paris, where cherries succeed 

well, and ripen early in the open air, the 

range of temperature between the highest in 

the day in the shade, and the lowest at night, 

is much less, frequently not more than 10° or 

12°. Adopting the latter range in forcing we 

should have the highest withoiit sun heat and 

the lowest at night, in the respective weeks, 

as follows:— 

Highest in the day— 

1st Week. 2d Week. 3d Week. 4th Week. 5th Week. 

53“ 55“ 56“ 57“ 59“ 

6th Week. 7th Week. 8th Week. 9th Week. 

61“ 62“ 61“ 66“ 

Lowest at Night— 

1st Week. 2d Week. 3d Week. 4th Week. 5th Week. 

41“ 43° 44“ 45“ 47° 

6th Week. 7th Week. 8th Week. 9th Week. 

49“ 50“ 52“ 54“ 

Mean— 

1st Week. 2d Week. 3d Week. 4th Week. 5th Week. 

47“ 49“ 50“ 51“ 53“ 
6th Week. 7th Week. 8th Week. 9th Week. 

55“ 56“ 58“ 60“ 

The above rate of temperature represents a 

good natural climate for the cherry. At the 

commencement of forcing, however, the tem¬ 

perature may be 60° during the day, and 45° at 

night, in order to start the I'egetation of the 

tree, but it must be lowered when the blossom 

buds are about to open. After the fruit is 

stoned the temperature maybe gradually raised 

to 70° by day, or 75° by sun heat, and 60° at 

night. Subjected to the preceding temjierature, 

with an occasional rise of 5“ more by sun heat, 

or even of 10°, jirovided the weather is such 

that abundance of air can be admitted at the 

same time, the trees will be in bloom in the sixth 

or seventh week. In dull cloudy weather the 

temperature should be lowered a few degrees, 

and it may be raised several when there is 

plenty of sunshine. It is easy to distinguish 

an overforced vegetation i'rom that which is 

natural. In the former case the flowers are 

small, the petals thin, the stamens and pistils 

weak and slender as compared with these parts 

when developed under natural circumstances, 

or those which are forced in accordance with 

such. The foliage on an overforced ]flant may 

be broad, but its substance is thin, and al¬ 

together the plant has not that robust a2)pear- 

ance which indicates a substantial vigorous 

growth. It is therefore necessary to watch 

the progress of vegetation, in order to prevent 

a too rapid development by lowering the 

temperature, or by giving more air. 

The variety of cherry best adapted for forc¬ 

ing is the May Duke; the Poyal Duke is also 

an eligible sort. The Duke cherries are of 

more compact growth than the Bigarreau tribe, 

and they set better; nevertheless, a few of such 

kinds as the Elton and Knight’s Early Black 

may be forced for vai'iety where space can be 

afforded. The trees should be worked on 

young stocks, and removed in autumn, after 

they have made their first shoot from the 

graft or bud. Tap roots, or other large roots, 

should be pruned back, and the leading shoot 

ought to be shortened to 9 inches above where 

it was wmrked. The tree must be replanted 

in tolerably rich soil, and in the following 

summer it should undergo a judicious summer 

pimning, which chiefly consists in stopping 

shoots that are likely to become too sti’ong for 

the others, and if vigorous, the lateral shoots 

may be shortened to six buds in the end of J une. 

The soil for the pots should be good turfy 

loam, of a friable nature, mixed with compost 

of light loam and rotten dung. If the plants 

are small, they may be put into 12-inch pots 

in the first instance, and after having been a 

year established in these, they may be shifted 

into 15-inch pots early in autumn. When 

shifted, they should be jflunged in some loose 

or even very slightly fermenting materials 

that will keep the pots warmer than if they 

were freely exposed in the open air, and thus 

encourage the formation of fresh roots, which 

will be ready to act when brought into heat. 

The soil of the pots should be protected from 

snow-showers and cold rain. Occasionally, 

trees have been taken uj) in autumn with 

balls, potted, and forced in the following spring; 

but those which have been established a year 

81 
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in the pots are to be preferred. Such only as 

are well furnished -with blossom-buds should 

he selected. Tlie house or other compartment 

in which the trees are to be forced, ouffht to 

be thoroughly cleaned, and put in projier con¬ 

dition to receive the plants in the beginning 

of December, if fruit be required very early 

in the season. During the first and second 

week it may be kept nearly close; for the buds 

being then in a dormant state, a free circula¬ 

tion of air is not of much consequence; but 

as vegetation advances, such become absolutely 

necessary during the day, and even at night 

when the weather will permit. When the 

trees are coming into bloom, and till the fruit 

is set, air must be copiously supplied. About 

the middle of December, or in the third week 

of that month, fires should be lighted; and if 

a jn-oper temperature be maintained, the fruit 

ought to be ripe in the end of March. 

Water must be regularly supplied to the 

roots according as it is wanted; its tempera¬ 

ture should be quite equal to that of the air 

in the house. The trees ought to be kept 

w'ell syringed with water not colder than the 

maximum temperatui'e of the air of the house. 

When the trees are in bloom, however, syring¬ 

ing must be left off till the embryo fruit is 

set, after which it should be resumed till the 

fruit is ajoproaching maturity, when water 

ought to be given very sparingly. After the 

fruit is gathered, the trees should be duly sup¬ 

plied with water at the root, and the foliage 

kept well syringed till the wood is mature. 

In order to have fine and large fruit, the 

latter must be thinned. This should be done 

by removing with scissors the small fruits as 

soon as they can be distinguished from those 

beginning to take the lead. Weak manure 

water may be occasionally given after ston- 

ing, but not when the fruit is approaching 

maturity, otherwise the flavour will be dete¬ 

riorated. Frequent top-dressings are highly 

beneficial, for by the water passing through 

them, particles of fresh soil are conveyed down 

to the roots at every watering. 

After midsummer, when the weather is so 

warm as not to give a sudden check to the 

vegetation of the trees, they may be jilaced 

out of doors where the sun’s ra3's will not act 

upon the pots; or the plants maj’ be turned 

out of the pots and planted in some light soil, 

where they may remain to recover for the en¬ 

suing season, and thej’ may then be repotted 

in autumn in pots a size larger. 

The forcing of trees planted out in houses 

is conducted on the same principles as in the 

case of those in pots, as regards temperature 

and light. Moisture will of course require to 

be frequently suj)plied to the roots, and this 

point shftuld be particularly attended to, for 

the leaves of the cherry evaporate a great deal: 

yet any a23proach to an excess of moisture 

about the roots must be guarded against. Care 

should, however, be taken that there is no de¬ 

ficiency of it when the fruit is swelling, because 

none ought to be given daring the ripening 

process. 

THE FIG {Ficus Carica, L.—Polygamia Di- 

oecia, L.; hloraceae, Lind.) is a native of the 

south of Europe, Northern Africa, and Western 

Asia; and we find in the Scriptures amjfie re¬ 

cord of its cultivation in the earliest ages of the 

world, and of the estimation in which the fruit 

was held. The figs of Athens were celebrated 

for their exquisite flavour; and it is said that 

Xerxes was tempted by them to undertake the 

conquest of Attica. 

The ti’ee, although remarkably soft-wooded, 

lives to a very great age—several centuries in 

mild climates; and even in Britain, trees of 

the White Marseilles variety, brought to this 

country by Cardinal Pole in 1525, were lately 

covering a large extent of wall, and bearing 

abundantly in the garden of the Archbishoi> 

of Canterbury, at Lambeth Palace. On the 

south coast, in A'arious parts of Sussex, as at 

Arundel and Tarring, the fig grows and bears 

most abundantly as a standard. In parts of 

the countr}’-, where the rigours of severe wiu- 

tei'S are not mitigated by the sea-breeze, fig- 

trees, if not 251’otected, are occasionally killed 

down to the ground; but although this be 

the case, established ifiants push up again from 

the roots. When the thermometer, for several 

successive nights, falls to about zero, the old 

wood is killed, and at 10° Fah. the extremities 

of the jmung shoots are mostly destroyed. 

Like the vine, it can bear, as it does in the 

countries to which it is indigenous, a very hot 

summer, but, as appears from the above, not a 

severe winter, such as the wood of the vine 

withstands uninjimed, if jn-eviously well ma¬ 

tured. 

The varieties of the fig are exceedingly nu¬ 

merous in the countries where it is extensively 

cultivated, as in the Ionian Isles, Italy, and 

Provence; but many of them have not been 

grown in this country, or at any rate their 

adajitation to our climate has not been fully 
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ascertained. We shall, therefore, only notice 

some of the best of those which have been 

proven. 

I.—Fkuit black, or dark purple. 

1. Black Ischia—syn. Blue Ischia, Early Forcing. 

— Fruit middle-sized, roundish obovate; skin dark pur¬ 

ple, almost black; flesh deep red; flavour rich and ex¬ 

cellent. The tree is a good hearer, and comparatively 

hardy. 

2. Violet—-syn. Figue Violette.—large, round, 

and a little compressed at the summit, elongating towards 

the stalk; skin thin, dark purple or violet; flesh red at 

tlie centre, rich and sugary. This is one of the few sorts 

of figs that ripen a second crop in the neighbourhood of 

Paris. In forcing, a second or third crop may he obtained 

from it in the same season. 

3. Early Violet. — 3fr. Rivers describes this as 

small, brownish-purple, very hardy, and bearing abun¬ 

dantly, often giving three crops in one season in the forc¬ 
ing-house. 

II.—Fruit brown, or dull purplish brown. 

4. Brunswick—syn. Madonna, Hanover, Brown Ham¬ 

burg, Bayswater, Clementine. — Fruit very large, ob- 

long-obovate or pyriform; stalk short and thick; skin 

pale yellowish green where shaded, dull purplish-brown 

next the sun, intermi.xed with small pale brown specks; 

flesh pale next the outside, reddish-brown at the centre, 

tolerably rich and sugary. This variety is hardier than 

most others, and is therefore adapted for the open wall; 

but it does not answer well for forcing, the fruit being 

more apt to drop than is the case with shorter-necked 

varieties. The leaf is large, but is very deejily lobed or 
divided into narrow segments. 

5. Brown Turkey — syn. Brown Naples, Italian, 

Jerusalem, Murrey, Lee’s Perpetual, llowick, Walton, 

Ashridge Forcing, Early, Fleur rouge; Purple, Common 

Purple, Blue, Large Blue, Blue Burgundy, and Blue 

Ischia of some.—Fruit large, turbinate, or short pyri¬ 

form, with a grooved surface, obtuse at the stalk, which 

is short and thick; skin brown, with sometimes a faint 

purplish tinge next the sun; flesh tinged with red at the 

centre, rich and sugary; ripens early. The tree is a 

most abundant bearer, and one of the hardiest known. 

It is the best for out-door cultivation, and it also forces 
well. 

6. Pregussata. — Fruit large, oblate, or turbinate; 

stalk short and tliick; skin dark brown, with a purplish 

tinge, and sprinkled with pale dots; flesh red, very sweet 

and rich. The tree is a good bearer, and well adapted 

for forcing. This excellent variety was sent from the 

Ionian Isles to the Horticultural Society of Loudon by Dr. 
Skey. 

7. Brown Ischia—syn. Chestnut-coloured Ischia.— 

/'raft middle-sized, obovate; skin brown; flesh purplish 

red, sweet and rich; ripens early. It succeeds on tlie 

open wall in a good situation, but is not quite so hardy 
as the Brown Turkey. 

—Fruit green, pale yellow, or white. 

8. \\ HITE Marseilles—syn. Marseilles, White Naples, 

I ocock, I ord s Seedling, White Standard, Figue blanche. 

Fruit large, roundish obovate, or somewhat turbinate, 

sligiitiy ribbed; stalk short and tliick; skin pale green, 

becoming yellowisli-vvbite wlien the fruit is at maturity; j 
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flesh very succulent, sweet and rich. Ripens and answers 
I well for forcing. 

9. Nerii.—Fruit small, roundish obovate, sometimes 

elongated and tapering; skin pale greenish-yellow; flesh 

red, exceedingly juicy, rich, and sugary. This applies 

to the second crop, for Mr. Knight could never ripen the 

first to perfection. He forced this variety in pots, which 

were introduced into heat in February; and when the 

fruit had acquired half its size, fire-heat was discontinued, 

and the plants were subjected to confined solar heat. 

When the fruit began to acquire maturity, much air was 

given, and in dull weather artificial heat was to a small 

extent again employed to prevent the fruit from becom¬ 

ing mouldy. It requires less heat than other varieties, 

and has been found to answer on the open wall. 

10. White Ischia-—syn. Green Ischia.—Fruit small, 

roundish obovate; skin pale yellowish-green, very thin, 

and semi-transparent, acquiring a brownish tinge at 

maturity; flesh purplish-red, sweet and rich. 

In addition to the above we ought to men¬ 

tion a sort called the Madeleine, which, on the 

authority of M. Leroy, of Augers, is very ex¬ 

cellent, and the most productive fig cultivated 

in that part of France. The fruit is described 

as large, oblong, of a gray or brown colour', 

with white flesh of excellent quality. 

Propagation.—This is I'eadily effected by 

seeds, layers, cuttings of the roots and tops, 

suckers, and by grafting. 

Seeds are easily raised by sowing in pots or 

pans filled with leaf-mould and sand, plunged 

in a moderate hot-bed. Seedlings may pro¬ 

duce good or bad varieties; some sorts are 

known to be considerably hardier tharr others, 

and by raising a number of seedlings from 

different kinds, there is a probability that 

among them some will be found better suited 

to this climate than any hitherto imported 

from warm parts of the world. 

Layers take root very readily. In some 

cases this mode may be employed for obtaining 

fruiting plants in a shorter period than they 

can be by any other means. In a forcing- 

house at Versailles we observed, in March 

1847, plants in pots studded with an abund¬ 

ance of young fruit. These were obtained by 

layering, in the previous May, shoots or 

branches in a bearing state in small pots; the 

rooted layers were taken up in October, potted 

in 12-iuch pots, and then taken into the house 

for forcing. 

Cuttings should be taken from shoots that 

have not been injured by frost; or branches 

of the best ripened wood can be taken off 

before frosts set in, and buried in moist sand 

till early spring, when they can be made into 

cuttings, planted in ])ots, and plunged in a 

hot-bed. Care should be taken to rear them 
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with a single stem. They will strike in the 

natural soil in summer, but in a bottom-heat 

of 70° or 75° the process is rapid, and a well- 

rooted plant is soon obtained. 

Good plants can also be reared from suckers, 

either in pots, with the assistance of bottom- 

heat, or in a warm border kept moist by 

watering; mulching will likewise prove bene¬ 

ficial. 

Soil and Situation.—The fig-tree will grow 

in almost any soil. In the rich well-manured 

soil of gardens it grows, but too luxuriantly 

for the heat and light of our climate. We 

have known the roots of a fig extend nearly 

thirty feet in a kitchen garden, but the shoots 

were too luxuriant and soft for brinsring fruit 

to matui'ity. Better wood is obtained where 

the fig is planted in a border not exceeding 6 

feet wide, with a hard road or walk in front, 

into which the roots can scarcely penetrate. 

A chalk bottom suits the fig well, for such 

affords a moderate supply of moisture in diy 

w'cather, and in wet it permits superabundant 

moisti;re to percolate through it, so as not to 

remain stagnant about the roots. Where such 

soil does not naturally exist, the sub-soil ought 

to be well drained. A rich friable loam is to 

be preferred, and if calcareous so much the 

better. 

The situation should be warm, yet a free 

circulation of air is essential, and the foliage 

must be well exposed to light, otherwise it is 

apt to become yellow, and the fruit is then 

likely to drop off. A w^all with a south, or 

nearly south, aspect is the best, and next to 

this, one that has a south-west exposure. 

Near the coast, in the southern parts of the 

kingdom, the tree will grow as a standard; and 

in parts of the kingdom inland, where the sum¬ 

mers are warm, but the winters occasionally 

severe, figs may be planted as espaliers if wmlls 

cannot be afforded. In this way their branches 

can be trained so as to expose the foliage to 

light and air in siimmer, and in winter they 

can be more easily protected than standard 

trees. 

M. De la Bretonnerie states, in L'Ecole du 

Jardin Frutier, that the sandy gravelly soil 

of Argenteuil, near Paris, suits the fig re¬ 

markably well; but the best are those which 

grow iu old quarries, where their roots are free 

from stagnant water, and where they are 

sheltered from cold, and exposed to aveiw hot 

sun, which ripens perfectly the fruit. The 

water which collects in the ravines keeps them 

constantly supplied with moisture. He says 

that he has always found that it succeeds well 

planted iu a paved court, against a building with 

a south aspect. A fig-tree thus planted and 

left to grow at liberty will produce excellent 

figs, and in much greater quantity than in any 

other situation. The paving protects the roots 

from frost in winter, and drought in summer; 

and whatever may be the nature of the soil 

under the pavement into which the roots 

penetrate, the tree always thrives well. We 

have not had an opportunity of seeing the tree 

planted in the above manner; but we have no 

doubt that a trial of it would be attended with 

successful results, for the roots of a Royal 

Muscadine vine planted, near London, against 

a wall in a paved court, extended beneath the 

pavement, and the grapes were the finest we 

ever saw ju-oduced out of doors in this countrj'; 

and circumstances so highly favourable to the 

vine would doubtless prove equally so to the 

H- 
Mode of Bearing.—It is necessary that this 

should be well understood, otherwise errors iu 

pruning, and other points of management 

would most likely be committed. 

The fig-tree is deciduous; it pushes late in 

spring, near liondon iu the fii’st, second, or 

third week in May, and continues growing till 

late in autumn, if not checked by frost. 

Whilst the young shoots proceed in growth, 

one, and sometimes two, fruit-buds are formed 

in the axils of the leaves, frequently in the 

axil of every leaf along the shoot in succession, 

from the base upwards. The earliest formed, 

those situated on the lower portion of the 

shoot, attain a considerable size, but very 

rarely attain perfection iu this country, as they 

do in the Levmnt, and other parts where the 

climate is well adapted for the growth of the 

tree. Here they remain, however, on the 

shoots alter the leaves drop in autumn, but 

their growth is then of course arrested; they 

begin to shrivel, and in the following spring 

wither, even although they may have been 

protected from frost in winter. Such is the 

fate of all young fruit that may have acquired 

any considerable degree of development on 

shoots of the current season. But towards the 

extremities of these shoots fruit-buds con¬ 

tinue to be formed, which are iu a small com¬ 

pact form when the season of growth is over, 

and these embryo fruit-buds, which are about 

the size of a marrow pea, retain their vitality 

through the winter, grow and ripen in the 
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course of the following summer. The fruits 

which in this climate attain maturity in the 

o])en air, being principally derived from the 

extremities of the shoots, the latter, it is evi¬ 

dent, must be saved in pruning, and protected 

fi'om the injurious effects of frost. In many 

cases the shoots grow very luxuriantly, their 

wood being soft and spongy, more especially 

that towards the extremities, where, as just 

stated, fruit-buds that remain dormant yet 

retain their vitality throi;gh the winter are 

.situated. Their position on the youngest and 

softest part of the shoots is not the most 

favourable for the fruit attaining the greatest 

perfection, and it would therefore be desirable 

if by any means fruit-buds could be induced 

to form lower on the shoot. The only chance 

of effecting this is to rub off the figs that 

naturally form there, so that the sap that 

would otherwise flow into them may excite 

latent fruit-buds to push late enough in the 

season for standing the winter. The time 

when this should be done cannot be precisely 

stated, for it will of course depend on the 

locality—on the season, whether early or late, 

and on the nature of the variety on which 

the operation is performed. In the Journal 

of the Horticultural Society, vol. iii., p. 230, 

there is an account of a brown Turkey fig, 

trained against a wall with a south-west 

aspect, at Pitmaston, near Worcester, and 

some of the observations made respecting that 

tree, bearing upon the point in question, may 

here be introduced : — “ The fruit was not 

merely at the extremities of the shoots, as is 

usually the case out of doors, but at intervals 

all along from their bases upwards. For ex¬ 

ample, a shoot 40 inches in length had eight 

fruits, of which four were situated respectively 

at 3, 6, 15, and 21 inches from its base; the 

others were borne at somewhat variable in¬ 

tervals on the upper portion. The young figs 

which formed on the shoots of last summer’s 

growth, now the bearing shoots, were all 

rubbed off in the previous August. When 

the blossoms of apples, pears, strawberries, 

raspberries, ic., are cut off, a second blossom¬ 

ing is induced. The fig manifests the same dis¬ 

position on its being prevented from nourish¬ 

ing its first-formed fruits. Deprived of its 

first it makes an efibrt to produce a second 

progeny. The particular j^eriod of the season 

when the shoots ought to be strapped of their 

first-formed fruits must be determined by ex¬ 

perience, for it is connected with variable cir¬ 
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cumstances of soil, climate, and situation. As 

above stated, the operation was performed in 

August on the tree at Pitmaston; and the 

results j ustify the conclusion, that it was done 

at the proper time as regards the condition of 

that tree.” 

The Eev. George Swayne states, that not a 

single fig, that can be seen to be a fig, fairly 

protruded from the bud in autumn, will ever 

become a perfect fruit in the following season. 

Not one of this description, therefore, should 

be left. His plan was to rub oi- break off with 

the finger and thumb all the figs produced on 

the same year’s shoot, as soon as they can be 

distinguished by the naked eye, in order to 

give the tree sufficient time to exert its 

powers in the seasonable preparation of new 

embryo figs for the following year, in the 

room of those immature fruits of which it 

has been deprived. If this operation be per¬ 

formed in due time, it will not fail to prepare 

on one and often on both sides of almost 

every fig so displaced such embryos. Allud¬ 

ing to the figs on the young shoots, he says, 

they usually begin to show themselves at the 

beginning of August, from which time the 

trees should be examined once a week in order 

to displace them, and this examination mxist 

be repeated as long as young fruits make their 

appearance {Uort. Trans., vol. iv., p. 430). 

These remarks should, of coui’se, be under¬ 

stood to apply to those first-formed fruits on 

the lower part of the shoots, and not to such 

fruit buds as are likely to remain in the bud 

state during the winter, resuming their growth 

with the fresh flow of sap in spring, and ma¬ 

turing their fruit in the course of the summer. 

Pruning and Training. — The fig - tree, 

grown as a standard, reqiiires but little prun¬ 

ing; it has often been said the less the better, 

and this is true, unless the opei’ation be done 

very judiciously. If the roots are in rich soil, 

and the knife be freely applied to the branches, 

the consequence will be that from the base of 

each strong shoot cut back others equally 

strong, or even stronger, will proceed. If the 

shoots be cut so closely as not to leave an eye, 

the accumulated sap will in other parts of the 

tree stimulate buds to push shoots too vigor¬ 

ous for bearing. 

It has been explained that the fig-tree 

bears on the shoots of the current year fruits 

that attain maturity in favourable climates, 

with the exception of some of the latest 

formed, which even in those climates do not 
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ripen till the following season. But with ns 

these exce})tions become the rule, for our 

principal crop is derived from near the ex¬ 

tremities of tlie shoots of the previous season’s 

growth, exce2)t where artificial means are suc¬ 

cessfully emidoyed to start embryo shoots 

near the base of the shoot. But whether the 

fruit is matured in the first or second season 

it originates on the young shoots, and there¬ 

fore of such it is evident we must endeavour 

to keeji up a regular supply. This should be 

done without adopting the general recom¬ 

mendation of cutting out the oldest branches. 

A mode of training by which this can be 

avoided, and at the same time a constant suc¬ 

cession of young shoots can be maintained, 

deserves to be noticed, more especially as it is 

very simple, yet strictly systematic. It was 

suggested by a writer in the Gardeners Chro¬ 

nicle, 1848, p. 621, and is as follows:—From 

a single upright stem branches are trained at 

a foot apart, but they are not on both sides 

in the same horizontal line; one branch is 

trained from the central stem, say to the left; 

at 6 inches higher another is trained to the 

right, the next to the left, and so on, the 

branches on one side proceeding from opposite 

the middle of the intervals between the 

branches of those on the other. In autumn 

every alternate shoot is cut back to one eye; 

the others are left at full length to bear fruit 

in the following summer, after which they 

are each cut back in autumn to one eye. The 

slioots proceeding from the single eyes, to 

which the shoots or branches are cut back, 

are trained at full length. They will form 

fruit-buds in the first season, and in the second 

year of their growth will bear fruit. They 

are then in their turn cut back to one eye. 

By this plan all the branches have the .same 

horizontal direction, and can consequently be 

the more easily maintained of equal vigour. 

The extent occupied along the wall may be 

limited to 6 feet, yet the tree may ultimately 

be made to occupy that extent in width from 

the bottom to the top of even a high wall; 

and we may remark that the higher the wall, 

the greater will be the heat and the better 

will the figs succeed. It is necessary, how¬ 

ever', to observe that by adopting the above 

mode the quantity of young wood will be 

great in proportion to that of the old, and 

when that is the case the shoots are not so 

firm and short-jointed, and conseqrrently not 

■so well adapted for bearing. If succulent, 

over-luxuriant shoots are produced, the roots 

should be confined, and the soil should not be 

enriched. 

We shall now proceed to detail a mode of 

pruning and training the fig-tree against a 

wall or espalier, according to which a number 

of branches are retained to bear the shoots on 

which the fruit is produced; the former are 

intended to be permanent, the latter tem¬ 
porary. 

Presuming that the tree is planted against 

a wall, let it be cut back to within Ifi inches 

of the ground, and trained with a single stem 

to the height of a foot. Immediately above 

this let two shoots be trained, one to the right 

and another to the left, as directed in train¬ 

ing the peach-tree; and from tliese principal 

branches two other sub-divisions should be en¬ 

couraged. But these must be traiued widely 

apart, in order to admit of successioual bearing 

shoots being trained betw'een them. These 

2irincipal branches should be at a greater or 

less distance according to the size of the 

foliage; it depends, therefore, on the variety 

as well as the richness of the soil. In genei'al, 

15 inches will not be too wide. Along these 

branches, at distances of about 8 inches, shoots 

for bearing ought to be encouraged, and it is 

most desirable that all of them should be as 

nearly as possible of equal v'igour. A similar 

equality should be maintained between the 

respective leading branches. It is a bad jilan 

to allow one or more shoots to grow stronger 

than the generality throughout the season, 

and then to cut them back. Instead of doing 

so they ought to be checked by jiinching, as 

soon as they exhibit symptoms of over-luxuri¬ 

ance. Look at the amount of foliage in con¬ 

nection with the respective branches, compare 

that on the different shoots sju'inging from the 

same branch, then ajqdy means to equalize 

them. By attending to these directions an 

equal distribution of the sajr v/ill be insured, 

and the result will be a disjrosition to piroduce 

fruit which will not be so liable to drop off 

as when irregulai'ity of growth is permitted, 

for then the flow of .sajr must also be irregular, 

and when this is the case the fruit Ls never 

secure. 

The bearing shoots, those produced along 

the leading branches, should be trained at full 

length. In autumn every alternate one should 

be cut back to one eye; at the same time those 

not cut back must be trained at full length. 

In the following summer the latter should 
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Lear and ripen fruit, and then be cut back in 

aut\imn to one eye, and shoots from the bases 

of tliose cut back the previous autumn should 

be trained for succession. In this way every 

leading branch will be furnished with shoots 

of the current year for sirccession, alternately, 

with shoots or branches of the former year for 

bearing. 

According to the vigour of the ti’ee the 

shoots may proceed from the leading branche.s, 

at gi'eater or less distances apart. When there 

is a considerable quantity of firm wood depo¬ 

sited in the leading branches, the shoots will 

also be firmer and shorter, and a greater num¬ 

ber may be trained between the leading 

branches without being overcrowded. Young 

shoots will push from the extremities of those 

branches on which the fruit is being matured. 

But these branches are destined to be cut back 

at the end of the season; therefore young- 

shoots from their extremities need not be en¬ 

couraged. On the contrary, it is advisable to 

check them by pinching their terminal bud 

when they have made four leaves. These will 

prove beneficial to the fruit by drawing sap 

along the branch; but if the terminal shoot 

be allowed to grow unchecked, it is apt to 

rob the fruit, especially if it should start into 

vigoi'ous growth; for it is well known that 

fruits situated in the vicinity of vigorous 

shoots are ajjt to drop. Instead of pruning 

back the branches at once to one eye, they 

may be only partially shortened as soon in 

autumn as it is found this can be done with¬ 

out much loss of sap from the wounds; after 

some weeks they may be shortened nearly to 

one eye, and finally cut more closely to it in 

spring. 

Protection.—Where the climate is rendered I 

comparatively temperate by the sea-breeze, 

fig-trees in ordinary winters require no pro¬ 

tection. Along the coast of Sussex it is never 

thought of. But in most parts of the king¬ 

dom it is necessary, otherwise trees that have 

formed a large pi'oportion of old wood, and 

which consequently produce firm beai-iug wood, 

would be occasionally killed to the ground, 

and in that case a number of years must 

elapse before they can attain a bearing state. 

The covering should be thin in mild winters, 

hut provision should be made for readily in¬ 

creasing it if the weather become sever-e. 

Various modes of protection have been 

adopted. At Argenteuil, near Paris, where 

the fig is extensively cultivated in the open 

ground, and where the winters are often more 

continuously severe than they are in Britain, 

the extremities at least of the branches are laid 

in the soil, which is of a sandy nature, and the 

parts not interred are covered with straw or 

litter. The same plan has been successfully 

tried in this country; but it is not to be re¬ 

commended where the soil is not of a sandy 

nature, neither is it practicable where the 

branches proceeding from a single stem be¬ 

come strong. Sometimes the branches of 

standards are tied together and then thatched 

with straw, forming a cone, or they may be 

tied in several bundles, and each covered sepa¬ 

rately ; but a backing of thatched Inirdles on 

the north side, and a slighter covering of straw 

mats on the south would be preferable. 

With regard to the protection of fig-trees 

trained against walls, spruce branches have 

been found to answer the purpose exceedingly 

well, owing to their leaves dropjnng off gra¬ 

dually when the weather becomes milder and 

the trees require less protection and more 

light and air, in spring. If spruce branches 

cannot be had, other coverings should be con¬ 

trived, so that they may also be graduallj- 

diminished in spring; for it is a bad plan 

to keep the whole of the winter covering on 

figs till danger of frost is over, and then un¬ 

cover them entirely, and at once. Sti-aw, or 

better, straw mats, dried fern, reed.s, woollen 

nets, or canvas may be employed. The straw 

mats can be made thin, and applied two¬ 

fold in winter, and i-educed to one in spring. 

Against a south wall a boarded covering, or 

thatched hurdles, projecting 4 feet from below 

the coping, w-ith a slope to throw off the wet, 

will generally prove a sufficient protection 

I unless the weather be very severe, in which 

case the trees should be matted in front, and 

litter laid round tlie base of the stem. The 

main stem should be well protected, for when 

it is killed all other parts above ground must 

give way; but if the stem is uninjured, other 

jiarts that may be affected can soon be repro¬ 

duced. By employing the pi-eceding means 

of protection, or others equally well adapted, 

one good crop of figs may be annually ob¬ 

tained. 

Forcing.—It is a question whether as much 

produce cannot be obtained from a wall, with 

the assistance of glass and fire heat, as is af¬ 

forded by double the extent of open wall. 

A wall GO feet in length may cost, say £30, 

but if half that extent covered with glass will 
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yield as much produce, then £15 may be saved 

in wall-building, and applied to lessen the ex¬ 

pense of glazing; and taking all things into 

consideration, we believe that a glazed struc¬ 

ture would be the cheapest. The supply of fruit 

from such would be less precarious than from 

the open wall, and it can be had from an early 

till a late period of the season. Convinced of 

these advantages, Mr. Henry Bailey had a 

house erected, at Nuneham, over a large fig- 

tree on a south wall. The tree was root- 

pruned in September, and fire was lighted on 

the 1st of February, a humid atmosphere, 

with a temperature of 55° at night, and from 

65° to 75° during the day, being maintained. 

The roots were supplied with tepid water, and 

copious syringings were given till the fruit 

attained the size of a walnut fit for pickling, 

when they were discontinued. “ So tender,” 

Mr. Bailey remarks, “is the skin, and such is the 

disposition of the ripe figs to mouldiness, that 

every vestige of moisture must be avoided 

during the ripening pei’iod.” The tree in 

question ripened its first fruit on the 25th of 

April, continued beai-ing till August, and had 

then many dozens to ripen, which assisted by 

fire-heat would afford a supply till November. 

The fig requires a somewhat higher tempe¬ 

rature to bring it into leaf than the vine. In 

the open ground its leaves appear near London 

in the first week of May, when the maximum 

temperature in the shade averages 62°, and 

the minimum 42°, the mean being 52°; but at 

Naples, according to Professor Gasparini, the 

trees begin to shoot in March. It thus ap¬ 

pears that in the south of Europe, where two 

crops of fruit ai’e ripened, the season of growth 

commences two months earlier than with us, 

and it continues three months longer, as will 

be seen by the following table, which exhibits 

the mean monthly temperature of Najdes, 

Messina, and the neighbourhood of London, 

from the time that vegetation commences :— 

Naples. Jlessiiia. London. 
F ebruarj. . 47-09 54-21 
March, . . 5M5 56-66 
April, . 56-68 60-58 ... 
May, . . . 64-85 67-21 53-44 
June, . 70-77 73 87 60-25 
J uly, . . . 76-10 78-46 63-05 
August, . . . 76-26 79-09 62-01 
September, . . 69-35 75-74 56-87 
October, . 61-9.3 69-42 50-05 
November, . . 53-11 62-67 

Fiom the abov’e it will be observed how 

short is the period from the time that the mean | 

temperature reaches a certain point, and when 

vegetation is excited in the fig, till in autumn 

the declining temjjerature falls below that 

point. It is scarcely six months. In Italy 

the period extends to ten months, and in four 

of them the heat is of great intensity; at 

Messina, for instance, the hottest four months 

average 76° 74'; at London they average only 

60° 55' On referring to the articles on forcing 

the peach, plum, and cherry, it appears that 

the fig requires a much higher temperature to 

bring it into leaf than either of the above 

kinds of fruit. In forcing, therefore, thi.s 

should be borne in mind. It may be com¬ 

menced at 50° at night, and from 60° to 65° 

maximum in the day. Afterwards the tem¬ 

perature of Naples may be imitated, or even 

that of Messina, in clear w’eather. At nisrht 

the thermometer in the house may fall 8° be¬ 

low the mean at the above places, and may 

even rise as much above them in the day, 

taking care, however, that plenty of air is ad¬ 

mitted. 

It would be desirable that the roots of the 

plants should be in a temperature correspond¬ 

ing, or neai-Iy so, with that in which the tops 

are situated, as is the case in countries to 

which the fig is indigenous. At all events, 

every means at command should be employed 

to render the disparity as little as possible. 

In the growing season water so cold as to 

lower tlie temperature of the soil, or that of 

the pots, should not be used. If the trees are 

planted out in the border of a forcing-house, 

the soil can be heated by pipes, care being 

taken that it is invariably kept in a proper 

state as regards moisture; or it may be heated 

by fermenting materials. 

In a temperature suitable for the fig the 

amount of evaporation from the leaves is very 

large; and whilst the young fruit is swelling 

this amomit must be constantly supplied, other¬ 

wise the milky juices of the plant will become 

inspissated, so that they cannot circulate ])ro- 

perly, and the fruit must then drop. Syringing 

the foliage and moistening the floor should be 

daily practised to keep down the red spider, 

until such time as the crop is beginning to 

ripen, and then a moderately dry atmosphere 

should be maintained, with plenty of air at all 

times when the state of the weather permits. 

iorcing Trees in Pots.—Good crops can be 

obtained from trees in pots; and by successive 

introductions into heat, a supply of fruit from 

the formation near the extremities of the pre- 
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vious year’s shoots can beobtained in succession 

for a considerable period, or until the second 

crop begins to ripen. Good turfy loam answers 

very well for potting, and manure water may 

be occasionally given, but not if the tree is 

growing well enough without it. The pots 

should be plunged in tan, or preferably in a 

bed of leaves, of the temperature of 65° or 7 0°. 

When a plant in the lai’gest sized pot requires 

shifting, it may be turned out, the ball and 

roots reduced, and then repotted with fresh 

soil into the same pot. 

THE GOOSEBERRY AND CURRANT. — These 

require about the same tempei’ature in the 

early stage 'of their growth, and may accord¬ 

ingly be forwarded in the same house. The 

currant, both red and white, will, however, 

stand more heat than the gooseberry during 

the ripening period. 

The plants should be reared with a single 

stem, clear of branches, to the height of three 

inches above the gi’ound. They ought to be 

transplanted in rich soil eai’ly in autumn, 

and again next autumn. In the beginning 

of the following September, they should be 

potted in rich turfy loam. They will make 

fresh roots, and establish themselves in the 

pots befoi’e winter. The pots should be pi’O- 

tected from frost. The plants ought to be 

brought into a temperature not exceeding 50° 

at first, with plenty of air, and if it fall as low 

as 40° at night, so much the better. If thei’e 

be much sun-heat, there should be abundance 

of air, so that the foliage may be thick and ro¬ 

bust. Let the temperature be gradually raised 

to 55° maximum, and it may be 45° minimum, 

then 60° maximum, and 50° minimum. As 

the season advances,the currant may be allowed 

quite as much heat as we have in warm sea¬ 

sons in June and July, or about 65° maximum; 

but this is too much for the gooseberry. It is 

better flavoured in a cooler climate. If, on 

account of other things that may be forcing in 

the same house, it is necessary to maintain a 

higher temperature than is suitable for the 

gooseberry, the latter must be shaded from 

strong sun. Manure-water shoiild be given 

occasionally till the fruit begins to ripen, and 

it ought to be borne in mind that it is better 

to keep the plants healthy by a due attention 

to watering than to neglect them sevei’al times, 

and thus render them liable to a severe attack 

of red-spider, and then have to overcome it by 

much syringing, 

THE MELON {Cucumis Melo, L. Monoecia Mo- 

G49 

nadelphia, L.; Cucurbitaceos, D.C.; Cucurbit- 

acere, Lind.) is an annual, climbing where its 

tendrils meet with support, trailing where this 

is not the case, and a native of the hot parts 

of Asia, and probably also of Africa. It is 

said to have been carried from Armenia to 

Rome by Lucullus; and according to M. Jac- 

qviin, the Cantaloup varieties were originally 

brought from the same region by some mis¬ 

sionaries to Cantaluppi, a villa belonging to 

the Pope, and situated a few miles from Pome. 

Afterwards, they were introduced into France 

in 1495; from thence they passed into Spain, 

and from that country into England. 

In Persia, melons are exceedingly plentiful, 

and their cultivation in the open air in’ the 

plains of Ispahan and at Bokhara, is considered 

to be unsurpassed. At Cabool, melons are grown 

in ^reat abundance. The country, although 

in latitude 34° N., is covered with snow to a 

great depth in winter, bxit in summer the 

valleys become very hot, and in these the fruit 

acquires a high degree of perfection. Some 

officers in the unfortunate expedition to the 

above place, sent home seeds of different varie¬ 

ties of Cabool melons; when grown in this 

country they have proved exceedingly prolific, 

and some are very melting and sugaiy, but all 

are apt to degenerate. According to Down¬ 

ing, the climate of the middle and southern 

states of America is remarkably favourable to 

melons; consequently they are raised as field 

crops by market-gai’dener.s, who sow the seeds 

in the open air early in May, and obtain rijie 

fruit in August. At Washington, the mean 

temperature towards the end of May is about 

70°; that of June 75°; of July 78g°; and 

August 764°. temperature nearly cor¬ 

responds with that which prevails over a great 

portion of the American States, and it is suf¬ 

ficient for the hardier sorts of melons; but 

where these succeed in America, it is found 

that the Persian and some other sorts require 

a higher temperature, with the protection ol 

glass, till July, and occasionally afterwards 

during cold nights and stormy weather. Hence 

it appears that certain varieties of melons re¬ 

quire a higher temperature than othei’s. 

The Rock and Cantaloup varieties—tho.se 

which havm been so long cultivated in Europe 

—will succeed with a bottom heat of 7 0°, or 

from that to 75°. Tliey will do well with a 

bottom heat of 70° when the plants are in a 

very young state, gradually raising it to 80°, 

say at the rate of about a degree per week. 

82 
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The bottom heat should never be allowed to 

decline, but commencing with the minimum it 

should progressively rise to the maximum. It 

certainly is not a correct imitation of nature 

to begin with a high temperature, and gradu¬ 

ally finish with one comparatively low. The 

seeds, it is true, require a brisk heat for their 

vegetation; for in the case of those that natu¬ 

rally s])ring up in countries to which melons 

are indigenous, the surface of the ground is at 

that time much warmer than the soil lower 

down, where the roots soon afterwards pene- 

ti’ate, but as the heat of the season increases, 

the soil about the roots becomes warmer; or, 

in other words, the bottom heat gradually in¬ 

creases as the growth of the plant proceeds. 

^V"ith sun heat the atmospheric temperature 

may be allowed to rise to 85° when the plants 

are young, afterwards to between that and 90°, 

or even higher if the plants az’e well coiidi- 

tioned; and plenty of air be judiciously admitted. 

Although this is not higher than is frequently 

borne from sun heat by vegetation out of doors 

in summer, yet under artificial treatment, and 

after a period of dull, cloudy, wet weather, 

such as frequently occurs in our climate, the 

foliage of the melon is not adapted for bear¬ 

ing the full force of the sun’s rays. It must, 

accordingly, be modified in the first instance 

by shading, which should be gradually di¬ 

minished as the plants become more accus¬ 

tomed to the light. The same remark applies 

to the Persian varieties, but they may be 

allowed a bottom heat of 75°, gi-adually in¬ 

creasing to 80°; the top heat should range 

from 72° to 82° when the fruit is swelling, 

and at all times, as much sun heat may be al¬ 

lowed as the plants can well beai\ With regard 

to moisture, a considerable amount of it is re¬ 

quired. It should be borne in mind that the 

foliage of the melon evaporates much moisture 

when growing in the open air, and in that 

case the plarrts are healthy. When confined 

in pits or frames, and kept long in a close 

moist atmosphere, evaporation cannot proceed, 

and the plants become unhealthy. It is, there¬ 

fore, necessary that a certain amount of evapo¬ 

ration should be encouraged, but to support 

this, moisture in a corresponding degree must 

be supplied to the roots. There are manj^ 

])lants that will grow luxuriantly whilst their 

roots have moisture; the supply of this may 

fail, and growth may be arrested for weeks, or 

even months, yet it will be resumed, and the 

plants will again acquire their former healthy 

appearance when a fresh supply is afforded; 

but the melon is not one of these. 

Varieties.—These may be arranged under 

two heads—Scarlet-Jleshed and Gteert-Jleshed. 

The varieties of both are exceedingly numerous, 

as it may easily be supposed must be the case 

in a tribe of plants propagated by seeds, and 

readily hybridized both naturally and artifi¬ 

cially; and new ones are being continually 

produced, so that in a few years most of the 

older sorts become sujtplanted by others of 

su2rerior q\iality. 

Scarlet flesheu. 

1. Black Rock.—From 8 to 12 lbs., oblate; surface 

carbuncled, dark green, blotched with black; flesh of a 

fine reddish orange, tolerably rich, if not allowed to 

become too ripe before it is cut. A good bearer, and 

much grown for the market, but not early. 

2. CaktaloupNoirdes Carmes.—About4 lbs.,round, 

obtusely ribbed, blackish green; flesh red, melting, rich, 

and excellent. An early variety, of vigorous growth, 

hardier than many, and therefore very useful when deli¬ 

cate varieties fail. 

3. Dutch Rock.—From 5 to 8 lbs , oblate, carbuncled, 

yellow; flesh orange, firm, sweet, and tolerably good. 

An abundant bearer, and rather early. It is chiefly 

grown for market. 

4. Windsor Scarlet-fleshed.—From 3 to 5 lbs., 

roundish, green; flesh deep salmon, rich, and sugary. 

Tnis sort has been extensively cultivated, and lias given 

rise to many new varieties of similar character. It is 

one of the best of the scarlet fleshed melons, though not 

so early as some. 

Green-fleshed. 

5. Beechwood.—From 2 to 3 lbs., oval, netted, green¬ 

ish-yellow ; flesh greenish-white, melting, rich, and sugary. 

An excellent variety, tolerably early. Originally from 

Persia. 

6. Bromham Hall.—From 2 J to 4 lbs., roundisb, flat¬ 

tened at the ends, very slightly ribbed, somewhat netted, 

grayish-green, tinged with yellow next the sun; flesh 

green, very rich, and sugary. Early, and a good bearer. 

The Victory of Bath, an excellent sort, may be con¬ 

sidered a sub-variety of tins. 

7. EorpTiAN Green-ple.shed.—From 2 to 3 lbs., 

roundish, a little flattened at the end.s, slightly netted, 

grayish, or silvery-green; flesh green, juicy, exceedingly 

rich, and sugary. This excellent variety has long been cul¬ 

tivated, and has given rise to many sub-varieties, although 

it is less apt to vary and degenerate than many other 

sorts. Some proved seeds of this kind should always be 

kept; for they may come in useful when new varieties 

begin to lose their excellence. 

8. Green IIousainee.—A Persian v.ariely. From 3 to 

4 lbs., oval, or ovate, netted, pale green, with a yellow 

tinge next the sun; flesh white, tender, sweet, and rich. 

An abundant bearer, hardier than many other Persian 

varieties, and ripening late. 

9. Keisino.—A Persi.an variety. From 4 to 5 Ib.s., 

ovate, netted, pale lemon; flesh nearly white, of very deli¬ 

cate texture, and exceedingly juicy, sweet, and rich. 

10. Large Germek.— Also Persian.—Prom 5 to 7 Ib.s., 

oblate, closely netted, and having a circular scar round 
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the ceutreof tlie crown, sea-green; flesh green, juicy, rich, 

cud sugary. An early variety, and a very abundant bearer. 

11. Pine Arri.E Melon—syn. American Green-fleshed 

Pine Apple Melon, Melon Ananas 5. chair verte.—Very 

small, from 1 to 2 lbs. weight, round, ribbed, grayish- 

green; flesh green, exceedingly rich and sugary. An 

early and most productive variety, highly deserving of 

cultivation. Under one light, more fruits of this sort 

can be matured than of any other. 

12. Sweet Melon of Ispahan.—From 5 to 6 lbs., 

ovate, smooth, yellow; flesh white, melting, sugary, and 

very delicious. A rather late variety; by some esteemed 

the best of the Persian melons. 

13. Teentham Hybbii).—Weight 2 lbs., oval, greenish, 

yellow; flesh green, tender, melting and very rich. An 

early variety of great excellence. 

Soil.—Good rich turfy loam answers well; 

if marly, so much the better. Some use the 

turf after being stacked up tind dried, others 

when it is half decayed; and j\Ir. Mills recom¬ 

mends about 3 inches thick of the toj) of an 

old pasture to be chojtped into pieces the size 

of an egg and used immediately. A strong 

loam, rendered compact on the surface, has 

been successfully employed for dung-beds, but 

it must be recollected that on these the roots 

of the melon penetrate into the mass of decay¬ 

ing materials, of which the bed is composed, 

and thence derive nourishment, whilst the 

loam rendered compact on the surface tends 

to prevent the escape of moisture from the 

bed. The top soil of rich alluvial pasture, 

such as has been overflowed in winter, has 

been found to answer well. It should, how¬ 

ever, be of a friable and not of a clammy ad¬ 

hesive nature. A little well rotted manure may 

be mixed with the soil; but the latter ought 

not to be made very rich, otherwise a too 

luxuriant growth is induced. With turfy 

loam, Mr. Fleming mixes a little burnt marl. 

In Persia, and other parts of the East, pigeons’ 

dung has been employed for the growth of 

melons from time immemorial, and it may be 

advantageously given in moderate quantity. 

The best mode of using it, is to make it into 

a compost with loam, in the proportion of six 

parts of the latter to one of pigeons’ dung. 

This, after having been frequently turned, 

should be well mixed with the soil intended 

lor the bed, at the rate of one barrow-load for 

each light. The dung of poultry may be used 

in a similar manner. For beds composed of 

materials, such as dung and leaves, into which 

the roots of the plants can strike and find 

nourishment, about 9 inches deep of soil above 

a layer of turf 3 inches thick will be sufficient. 

M’^here the I’oots have no source of supply but j 

the soil, this should have a depth of from 18 

inches to 2 feet. 

The means of supplying the necessary amount 

of artificial heat, require next to be taken into 

consideration. Formerly the heat, both top 

and bottom, was obtained by means of fer¬ 

menting materials, and in many cases it still 

is; in others, it is wholly derived from hot 

water pipes; and in some, a combination of 

both these modes is employed, bottom heat 

being supplied by dung, tan, leaves, &c., whilst 

the air of the pit is heated by hot water. 

Fermenting materials, as compared witli 

hot water, have advantages and disadvantages 

for melon-growing. When well jirepared, so 

as to be moist whilst fermentation is goinor on, 

the dung-bed affords a steady supply of mois¬ 

ture to the roots. This is of great imjiortance, 

especially in a dry season. Some old gardeners 

never watered their melon-plants after they 

wmre established, or, in other words, none was 

necessary after the roots struck into the moist 

dung of the bed. On the other hand, there 

is much more difficulty in regulating the heat 

from fermenting materials than that supplied 

by well arranged hot-water pipes. As regaixls 

the materials and their prepai’ation for hotbeds, 

the directions ah'eady given in the case of the 

cucumber, are equally applicable in that of the 

melon. The beds for the latter shoiild, how¬ 

ever, be 9 inches or a foot higher than those 

for cucumbei’S, and they should, if possible, be 

composed of materials that will maintain the 

heat for a longer period, such, for example, as 

a mixture of dung and leaves. The follow¬ 

ing are approximate data with regard to the 

amount of heat produced by the fermentation 

of various svibstances, as stated by M. Jacquin 

(llonographie complete clu Melon) :— 

Sheep’s dung lasts four months, giving a 

heat of 141° to 158°; dung of the horse, mule, 

or ass, six months, affording a temperature ot 

122° to 140°; dung of horned cattle, eight 

months, producing a heat of 95° to 113°; but 

if it is mixed with the dung of pigeons or 

poultry, a higher temperature may be obtained. 

Tan lasts six months, and dead leaves one year, 

giving in each case a heat of 95° to 104°. 

The above tempei-atures will not, of course, 

be maintained throughout the whole of the 

period resjiectively mentioned for each sub¬ 

stance. Linings will therefore be necessary 

before the heat falls below the point necessary 

for the plants being forced. It appears that 

whilst horse dung affords, with the exception 
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of that of sheep, the strongest heat, tliough of 

the shortest duration, leaves, on the contrary, 

produce a comparatively mild heat, but of 

much longer duration. A mixture of the two 

is therefore advisable, in order that the short 

but too violent heat of the stable dung may 

be corrected by that resulting from the milder 

but more lasting fermentation of the leaves. 

Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, w'ell known as an 

excellent cultivator of the melon, recommends 

the use of faggots in forming the bed—the 

latter to be marked off a foot longer and wider 

than the frame; and on the base so marked 

out, faggots are built to the height of 2 feet, 

and upon these other faggots, 18 inches in dia¬ 

meter, are laid lengthwise along the front, 

back, and ends, so that the edges of the frame 

may rest upon them. A cavity is thus formed 

in the interior, which is filled up with fer¬ 

mented dung and leaves. Doubtless this mode 

affords a great command of bottom heat, and, 

at the same time, a great saving of labour and 

materials for linings is effected; for when a 

dung-bed becomes compact, the heat from 

linings cannot readily pass to the centre; be¬ 

fore it can do so, it must be stronger than 

would be necessary, when there is such ready 

access as that afforded by the faggots. 

In making up the bed, some of the shortest 

of the dung should be reserved for the top 

layei’, and after this is piit on, about 3 inches 

thick of the melon soil may be laid over it. 

The whole surface of the bed should tlien be 

forked over, mixing well the short dung and 

soil. The reason for doing this is, that the 

roots of the plants, after having extended 

through the soil, on still proceeding down¬ 

wards, may not have to pass at once from soil 

only into the substance of the bed where there 

is no soil; for a change so siidden must affect 

the regularity of growth in the plant. 

Sowing.—Melons, like cucumbers, can be 

grown to a tolerable si2e without much sun- 

heat. In order to be fit for use, the cucumber 

requires only to be grown—the more green it 

is tlie better; but the melon must undergo 

the ripening process, and this cannot be carried 

to perfection without the agency of the sun’s 

rays. In the absence of these, no amount of 

artificial heat will effect tlie conversion of the 

crude juices of the fruit into sacchaidne mat¬ 

ter. In the generality of seasons. May is the 

earliest period that well-flavoured melons can 

be expected, although some have occasionally 

been j^roduced in April. Such very early 

fruit, however, can be obtained at least ex¬ 

pense from plants in boxes or pots, in vineries 

or pine-stoves. For hotbed culture, we think 

the middle of January is early enough for the 

first sowing; but in some cases it may be ad¬ 

visable to sow previously in order to try seeds 

of doubtful quality. To sowings made at the 

above period accidents are likely to occur; 

light is then deficient, and in severe stormy 

weather sufficient air can scarcely be admitted; 

sowings should therefore be repeated at short 

intervals. About four months is considered 

the average time which elapses between sow¬ 

ing and ripening; but this pei’iod depends of 

course on such variable circumstances that it 

cannot be exactly stated. In summer it may 

be reduced to three months with early varie¬ 

ties. The seeds may be sown in a mixture of 

fine loam and a little leaf-mould in 3-inch 

pots, one seed in each pot. We are not aware 

of any good reason for raising more than one 

plant in a pot; by raising three in each tlie 

same number of plants could, it is true, be 

raised iu one-third of the space in the seed- 

frame; but when we consider that at least 

sixteen 3-inch 2^ots can be placed in a foot 

square, and that all the jffants necessary to be 

raised for a three-light frame, allowing for 

accidents and choice, need not occupy a greater 

area of frame than a foot square, there can be 

no gi’eat objection as regards the additional 

room which jffants raised singly in 2:)ots would 

require. The seeds should be covered with 

fine light soil to the depth of nearly half an 

inch, 2>ressing its surface evenly. The 2^ots 

should then be plunged in a heat of 7 0° or 

80°. Light is not necessary; and the frame, 

if not too hot, may be kept almost close. As 

soon as the plants make their ap2)earance, as 

much light may be admitted as circumstances 

will permit, in order that they may not be 

drawn \ip tall and weak, and the foliage should 

be kept about 8 indies from the glass. Air 

ought to be admitted through gauze or some 

such screen. As the stem grows 1121; a little 

fresh soil should be added; and when the 

roots have nearly filled the pot, but before 

they in the least entangle each other, the 

2)lants ought to be planted out in the bed, if this 

is in a proper condition to receive them; but 

if not, they must be shifted into 4-inch 2iots. 

When the bed is made up, the soil should 

be introduced, in order that it may acquire the 

proper tem2ierature. Some good cultivators 

turf the surface of the bed all over previous to 
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putting in the soil; others, only such poi’tions 

of it as the hills for the plants are formed 

upon. About feet wide, from end to end 

of the frame, and rather nearer the back than 

the front, may be turfed over, laying the green 

side downwards. A portion of the soil may 

then be disposed lengthwise in one or two 

ridges raised thin, and nearly as high as the 

glass, in order that a greater surface may be 

presented to the heat of the air of the frame. 

The sashes should be kept close except occa¬ 

sionally a little opening to permit the escape 

of rank steam. The heat may be increased by 

covering at night and by confining the heat 

from the sun’s rays, when there is sunshine 

through the day, till the soil is warmed to 70°. 

Before jdanting, the soil should be collected so 

as to form one ridge rather nearer the back 

than the front of the bed. 

Planting.—The usual mode of planting is to 

form a mound or hill of soil under each lisht, 

and to plant two or three plants near each 

other on the same hill. Good cultivators do 

not even plant cabbages close together; and 

we think that, like tlie generality of plants, 

melons would thrive all the better if placed as 

far asunder as circumstances will permit. We 

have therefore recommended the soil to be 

disposed along the bed, in the form of a ridge, 

in which the plants may be placed, at equal 

distances, say about 16 inches apart, or a little 

more or less, so as to admit of three plants 

being introduced under each sash. In some 

cases two plants may be inserted about a foot 

from the back of the frame, and trained down¬ 

wards ; another being planted about a foot from 

the front, and trained upwards between the 

other two. 

The directions for the management of the 

cucumber as regards shading, watering, &c., 

will also apply to the melon for some time 

after transplanting. Whilst growing, the roots 

must always have plenty of moisture, and the 

leaves should be moistened once a day, either 

by syringing or by vapour, but their surhice 

should be every day longer dry than moist. 

Pruning and Training.—These are vari¬ 

ously performed. Some stop or pinch off the 

extremities of the stem and branches at an 

earlier stage than others. It is sometimes 

necessary to allow the stem to proceed with¬ 

out stopping till it reach a trellis, where its 

ramifications may be trained. If laterals are 

jiroduced, they should in this case be stopped so 

that one leaf may i-emain in order to strengthen 

the stem, but no fruit should be permitted to 

set except on the shoots that branch out above 

the trellis. When large fruit is desired, or a 

lai’ge cro}") of small-sized melons, the j^lants 

should not be allowed to bear fruit till they 

have acquired considerable strength; therefore, 

till this is the case, the blossoms, both male 

and female, ought to be picked off. When the 

object is to have fruit as early as possible, 

the first blossoms that set their fruit must of 

course be taken advantage of, although when 

the plants are allowed to bear in a very young 

state, and containing but little organizable 

matter, they cannot produce such heavy crops 

as plants that are better established. 

When the plants have to be trained on or 

near the surface of the beds, their tops should 

be pinched off above the second rough leaf, or 

rather the growing point ought to be nipped 

out before a third leaf is developed. It may 

here be observed, that this operation should 

not be perfoinned just at the time when the 

plants are transplanted; it shordd either be 

done as long before planting as will allow the 

buds to break, or otherwise, not till after the 

plants have taken fresh root. The primitive 

stem will by the above operation be divided 

into two branches, one from the axil of each 

of the first two rough leaves. These two 

branches should be trained one towards the 

front and the other towards the back of the 

frame, and when they nearly reach these, the 

exti’emities should be pinched off; bearing 

laterals will be the result. 

According to the Bon Jardinier, some ex¬ 

cellent cultivators, more especially MM. Fran- 

9ois and Decoufle, have adopted a very simple 

mode of pruning, and with the best results. By 

pinching the young stem above the second leaf 

two branches are obtained. These are trained 

till each of them has formed at least six leaves, 

and then they are finally stopped by pinching 

off the extremities above the fifth, sixth, or 

even the seventh eye. All the lateral branches 

which break out in consequence of this prun¬ 

ing are allowed to grow freely. The plants 

thus treated bear as soon as those that are sub¬ 

jected to repeated mutilations, and the fruit is 

better nourished. When several young fruits 

have set, the shoots are pinched to one eye 

above the fruit selected as the most eligible to 

be retained; and, with the exception of that 

fruit, all the others which have set on the 

same branch are removed, as well as all that 

may subsequently form on it. 
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']'lie plants wiU, in tlie course of the season, 

produce many more leaves and shoots than 

the limited space of the frame can, well con¬ 

tain. There should be as many leaves as can 

be well exposed to light in the frame, and no 

more; therefore the production of young shoots 

ought to be carefully watched. When they 

push, their future extension and development 

of foliage must be taken into consideration, 

and the confusion which is likely to ensue be 

])revented by pinching off the shoots which are 

likely to become entangled when in a young 

state, instead of cutting away lai’ge portions 

at a later period. The more carefully the 

shoots are watched, and the more frequently 

they are regulated, the less will be the quantity 

of foliage necessary to be removed; and when 

this is the case the flow of sap cannot be much 

deranged, and a steady healthy growtli will 

result. 

Setting the Fruit.—The melon is dioecious, 

that is, it bears male and female flowers on the 

same plant; the former are essential for the 

fertilization of the latter, therefore a sufficient 

portion of them should be retained for that 

jmrpose. The male flower has three stamens, 

united by their anthers; but the filaments are 

distinct, and the part between the stalk and 

base of the corolla is slender and cylindrical. 

The female flower has a short style surmounted 

by three large bi-lobed stigmas, and the ovary 

is of an ovate form. In the male flower may 

be seen an abortive style in the midst of the 

stamens, and in the female flower, on the con¬ 

trary, three imperfect stamens surround the 

base of the stjde. 

When the weather is fine, and jfleuty of aii 

can be given, the female blossoms usually be¬ 

come fertilized without artificial means beins: 

resorted to, but the process of setting the fruit, 

that is, fertilizing the blossoms, is genei'ally 

thought necessary. This operation should be 

performed when both male and female flowers 

are fully expanded, and simjfly consists in 

taking some of the pollen, when it can be 

readily dusted from the anthers, and ajqfly- 

ing it by means of a camel hair pencil to the 

stigma; or a male blossom may be stripped of 

its corolla, and inverted in the female one. 

When the young fruit is as large as an egg 

it should be placed on a jnece of tile, and if 

shaded by a leaf let it continue so till the 

skin get firm; then it may be partially ex¬ 

posed, and when neardy full grown it may be 

raised so that the sun’s rays may act upon it 

as much as possible. Before the process of 

ripening commences the roots should have a 

good store of moisture, in order that none 

may be required from that time until the fruit 

is exit. During the interval the surfaee of the 

soil should be kept perfectly dry. 

PEACH AND NECTARINE —With the excep¬ 

tion of the vine no kind of fruit trees have 

been so generally forced in this country as the 

peach and nectarine. In the northern parts 

of the kingdom the fruit cannot be brought 

to full perfection on the open wall, but under 

glass, with more or less artificial heat, accord¬ 

ing to the climate and period of the season, 

fruit both large and excellent can be obtained, 

even in the most northern jmrts of the island. 

The tree requires a good soil, maintained in a 

proper state as regards moisture, abundance 

of light, that of the solar rays as direct as cir¬ 

cumstances will permit, and a full command 

of heat sufficient for the growth of the trees 

and maturation of the fruit, even when the 

house is not closely shut up. A free cir¬ 

culation of air is essential for dispelling the 

moisture, which would otherwise lodge too 

long upon the foliage, or upon the blossoms 

and the fruit; for although the foliage must 

be washed, and the air of the compartment 

rendered moist at times, yet a moist stagnant 

atmosphere is injurious. 

The border in which the trees are intended 

to be planted should be well drained, and care 

must be taken that by no possibility the roots 

can come in contact with water percolating 

through the substratum, or stagnant there. 

If a test hole were dug to the depth of 3 or 

4 feet from the surface, and if in this water 

should stand for some weeks, at any period of 

the season, then means must be adopted to 

prevent the roots from ever going down so 

far. Draining is the best, provided there be 

enough of fall; if not, concrete or paving ought 

to be resorted to, if the expense can be af¬ 

forded. If the bottom of the whole border 

caniiot be concreted or paved, a portion may 

be done below, and to some distance from the 

place where the tree is planted, to prevent at 

all events tap-roots from forming; and if this 

be done, by good management the horizontal 

roots can always be enticed near the surface. 

In the case of bad subsoils, it is a good plan 

to build peach ajid other forcing houses on a 

terrace. The bottom having been put in a 

satisfactory condition, the soil may be laid on. 

The depth of this should not be less than 18 
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iuclies; we would recommend 2| feet, for a 

mass of this thickness will retain a more steady 

supply of moisture than a shallow hordei’. 

The soil ought to consist of good mellow 

turfy loam, which is sidistantial but not of a 

binding nature. If the loam is lich, manure 

will not be required in the first instance, ex¬ 

cept that it may be mixed with a little com¬ 

post of loam and dung, made up a year pre¬ 

vious, and well incorporated by occasional 

turning. According to the richness of the 

soil procurable for the border more or less 

compost should be used. If the soil is rather 

strong and adhesive, leaves or leaf-mould will 

prove beneficial, and some ^-inch bone manure 

will afford a supfily of nourishment even after 

the trees come into bearing, when of course they 

require it more than at first. For very eai'ly 

forcing the border should be made so that the 

roots will be inside, and consequently not be 

liable to be chilled by cold rains or molted snow. 

The choice of trees partly depends on the posi¬ 

tion which they are intended to occupy in the 

structiu'e. The best mode is to plant dwarfs 

in front, and train on wires from 12 to 15 

inches below the glass, as is done in the royal 

gardens at Frogmore. In order that forced 

peaches and nectarines may be well-flavoui-ed 

they must not be growm far from the glass. 

Some train dwarfs planted in front of the 

house on trellises, curved so as not to intercept 

the sun’s rays from the trees which are trained 

against the back wall. We have known trees 

which were trained on a trellis at a con.sider- 

able distance from the glass j but they did not 

yield good crops till their branches were raised 

and trained near the glass j excellent crops 

were then obtained. It is not the greatest 

quantity of shoots and foliage that can possibly 

be grown under a certain extent of glass that 

should be the aim, but the greate.st amount 

that the sun can shine upon wuth the fullest 

effect. Now, let us sxippose that the roof of a 

forcing house is composed of one entire sheet 

of bright glass, and that between this and the 

floor a medium of ground glass is to be inter¬ 

posed where it will transmit the greatest quan¬ 

tity of light. To do this, it must be placed 

where the light or the sun’s rays can act 

through the sheet of glass with the greatest 

intensity. It must, then, be placed so as to 

form a plane near to and parallel to the plane 

of bi-ight glass. The medium of ground glass 

might be waved to curve away from the glass 

root like the circular front trellises which some 

I recommend for the peach j and having receded 

considerably, it might then curve upwards to 

the top of the back wall. This curving would 

require a much greater surface of ground glass 

than a plane running parallel to the roof; but 

the light below would be considerably less in 

the former than in the latter case, because 

the light after passing through the bright me¬ 

dium would act with diminished intensity on 

the portion of ground glass situated at a dis¬ 

tance from it. So, if curved trellis work were 

constructed there would be a greater surface 

for training, but the amount of the action of 

the light on the foliage would on the whole be 

diminished. If we take a lens and hold it near 

the glass of a forcing house when the sun is 

shining, touch-paper will be readily ignited; 

but it will not be so if the lens is held at a 

distance from the glass. From what has been 

stated it is evident that in order to receive 

the fullest amount of light that can possibly 

be transmitted, the trees must be trained in 

the direction of a plane, running parallel to 

the glas.s, and as near to it as circumstances 

will permit. A distance of from 12 to 15 

inches, as already stated, answers very well; 

fai'ther would prove disadvantageous so far as 

light is concerned, a less distance would indeed 

be preferable in that respect; but, on tjie other 

hand, vegetation would be injuriously affected 

in severe weather if brought into closer prox¬ 

imity to the then cold glass. 

The trees may be planted young, or they 

may be trained for several years, but in this 

case they should be taken up and replanted 

every second year. Their training ought to 

be conducted with a view to the position they 

are intended to occupy. They should be 

treated as directed for fan training in respect 

to starting the branches. The length of the 

■stem must depend on the height of the roof 

from the ground, at the place whei'e the trees 

are to be planted. The stem should be cut 

over so as to subdivide 15 inches below the 

glass. The branches ought to be trained with 

an inclination equal to the angle of the 

roof. By attending to this a tree may be 

reai’ed to a bearing state before it is intro¬ 

duced under glass. Mr. Errington, one of the 

most skilful gardeners in the countiy, selected 

the largest, cleanest, and best formed tree on 

the open wall, where it covered 480 square 

feet, removed it to a peach-house, of course 

with due care, and the tree ripened in the 

same year about eight dozen of veiy good 
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peaclies. lu the succeediug seven years it 

produced at least 2300 large and fine fruit. 

Specimens of the fruit we have frequently 

had the opportunity of seeing, and certainly 

they were remarkably fine. This is sufiicient 

proof that trees of considerable size may be 

introduced into a peach-house. The best time 

for planting is after the leaves have fallen in 

autumn, but it may be done any time in No¬ 

vember or December, but not later than 

January, unless in cases of necessity. Ke- 

moval after the sap is in active fiow is in¬ 

jurious. 

The pruning of the tree should be conducted 

on the same ju-inciples as those exjdained for 

the peach-tree on the oj^en wall. In summer 

care must be taken to maintain as far as pos¬ 

sible an eqiial distribution of the saji, by 

checking over-luxuriant shoots in good time, 

and encouraging those that are weak, by the 

means pointed out in the articles on pruning 

and training. 

Before commencing to foi’ce, the house, 

sashes, and glass should all be thoroughly 

cleaned. The stems and branches of the trees 

ought to be scrubbed with a brush and water, 

and then done over with a mixture of sulphur, 

a little soft-soap, and tobacco liquor. 

The house may then be shut up, without 

fire-heat, unless the weather is severe, and in 

that case as much may be allowed as will keep 

lip the temperature at night to 40°. It may 

be allowed to rise to 60° by sun-heat. Fire- 

heat must be very sparingly applied whilst 

the blo!5som buds ai’e swelling, whilst the 

flowers are expanding, and until the fruit is 

set. At the period when the peach is in 

fiower on the open wall, the nights are usually 

cold, but if not so severe as to freeze the 

blossoms, the fruit sets very well. Mr. Er- 

riugton’s tree, above mentioned, was sometimes 

exposed to a temperature of 34° at night, when 

the young fruit was as large as pease, without 

injury. There is less danger to be appre¬ 

hended from a low temperature, provided it 

is not so low as freezing, during the blossom¬ 

ing period, than from a high one. The latter 

has often caused the total loss of a crop, the 

blossoms dropping prematurely after the house 

has been kept close, and too warm by fire-heat 

at night. It is not, however, absolutely ne¬ 

cessary that the temperature should be so low 

as 34°, although that will not do harm, ex¬ 

cept in retarding the process. As time is an 

important oliject in forcing, it is desirable. 

whei’e fuel can be afforded, that as much heat 

be ai^plied as can be done with peifect safety, 

both as regards the health of the tree, and the 

security of the crop. Although Mr. Erring- 

ton states the low night temperature to which 

his tree was occasionally subjected, yet that 

judicious cultivator says that was through 

sheer necessity, and that in his anxiety to get 

fruit early he would have kept it probably to 

50°, but, he adds, that he is convinced it would 

have been worse for the tree. We would 

therefore recommend, as a safe medium, 40° at 

night, or, at all events, not more than 45°, and 

if the latter be occasionally adopted, air mu.st 

be admitted at the same time. Through the 

day the temperature may be allowed to rise 

by sun-heat to 60° or 65°, Avith plenty of air; 

but any sudden reflux of cold air causing a 

lowering of the thermometer shouldbe avoided. 

Air must be given to prevent the tempera¬ 

ture from rising excessively, but not so as to 

loAver it after it has reached too high a point. 

Independent of sun-heat the range of tempeiu- 

ture between the minimum at night and 

maximum by day may be 15°. For example, 

if at a certain stage of forcing the highest 

temperature by sun-heat ought not to exceed 

75°, and should the thermometer in the peach- 

house reach that point in the early part of the 

day, air must be given to prevent it from rising 

higher, but not so as to lower it suddenly. 

After the blossoms drop, the condition of 

the expanding foliage should be carefully 

watched. If it ap])ear tender compared with 

that observed in a similar stage on peach-trees 

on the open wall, less heat and more air must 

be given, till by a slower growth the j)roper 

firmne.ss of texture is produced. 

When the young fruit is the size of small 

marbles the heat may be gradually increased 

to 50° at night, and 65° by day, or 70° by sun- 

heat. After the fruit is stoned the temjjeia- 

ture may be raised to 55° or 60° minimum, 

70° maximum, and 75° or 80° by sun-heat. 

When the fruit is half grown a high tempera¬ 

ture can be safely allowed, pi'ovided the trees 

are duly supplied with moisture, and are in a 

vigorous healthy condition, which will be pro¬ 

moted by frequently syx’inging the foliage, and 

maintaining a proper degree of moisture in the 

air of the hoixse. Syringing should be prac¬ 

tised from the commencement of forcing till 

the blossoms are beginning to open. The air 

of the house must not at that time be too dry. 

At night it should be rather moist, otherwuse 
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tlie trees will not thi’ive, and tlie red-spider 

M'ill be apt to commence its attacks on the 

foliage as soon as it begins to expand. The 

jiaths and soil should therefore be sprinkled 

occasionally. After the fruit is set, the trees 

ought to be well syringed to clear off the faded 

blossoms. The foliage at this time is scaut}'^, 

yet on such as it is depends the flow of sap, 

which miist be seriously deranged if the young 

leaves are in a great measure destroyed by 

red-spider. If there are any signs of this pest 

the house should be syringed twice a day, in 

the morning and afternoon. When the fruit 

begins to ripen syringing must be discontinued 

till the erop is gathered, after which the 

syringe should be occasionally used, for until 

the leaves have fulfilled their purpose, and 

have naturally begun to decay, it is advanta¬ 

geous to keep them in good health. 

In order that the fruit may acquire good 

coloiir and flavour, it should be exposed to 

light and aii- when ripening. It will bear the 

direct rays of the sun, if they shoidd even be 

equal to 100°. Leaves that shade the fruit, 

not only when ripening, but during its growth 

from the time of stoning, should be gently 

turned aside. 

Early forcing is trying to the constitution 

of the trees, and rather than run the risk of 

injuring permanent trees, it is better, when 

fruit is wanted very early, to obtain it from 

plants in pots if there is a pine-stove or eaily 

\inery at work, or a pit might be built on pur¬ 

pose. Mr. Hutchinson, of Eatington Park, 

I'ipened peaches in pots as early as the first week 

in April. The ti’ees should first be potted in 

autumn, in 12 or 13-iuch pots, and next 

autumn they ought to be shifted into a larger 

size. They should be iutrodiiced into heat in 

spring, so as to ripen the wood early; and 

as soon as this is the case, in the following 

autumn they may be shifted into 18-inch pots, 

filled with rich friable loam, and then intro¬ 

duced in November into gentle heat. The 

temperature should be kept comparatively low, 

especially at night, till the fruit is set, and 

then, as we have already remarked, the plants 

will bear an increase of tempei’ature, even the 

heat of a pine stove, as Mr. Hutchinson has 

repeatedly proved. But when subjected to 

such high temperature, great care must be 

taken that the roots are supplied with a pro¬ 

portionate amount of moisture. The water 

employed shotild however be as w'arm as the 

air of the house, for on this, success will greatly 

depend. If placed in a structure specially 

adapted for such forcing, the temperature after 

the fruit is stoned should be raised as high as 

the plants are seen to bear safely, and it ought 

to be allowed to fall at night as much as is 

found necessary to j)roduce robust foliage of a 

firm texture. 

PINE-APPLE {Ihomelia Ananas, L.; An- 

anassa saliva, Lind.—Hexandria Mouogyuia, 

L.; Bi’omeliacese, Lind.)—The pine-apple is a 

native of the tropical parts of America, and 

from its growing in great abundance in the 

hot parts of Asia and Africa it has been sup¬ 

posed by some to be indigenous to these con¬ 

tinents. Dr. Lindley, however, in treating of 

Bromeliacese afiirms that all, without excep¬ 

tion, are natives of the continent and islands 

of America. 

Miller states, in his Gardener's Dictionary, 

ed. 1768, that pine-apples “have been long 

cultivated in the hottest islands of the W^est 

Indies, where they are in great plenty, and 

extraordinary goodness; but they have not 

been many years in the European gardens, so 

as to produce fruit. The first person who 

succeeded in this affair was M. Le Cour, of 

Leyden, in Holland, who, after a great many 

trials with little or no success, did at last hit 

upon a proper degree of heat and management 

so as to produce fruit equally good, though 

not so large, as those which are produced in 

the West Indies.” Miller further adds, that 

it was by M. Le Cour that the English gardens 

were first supplied with plants. If the first 

cultivators of the pine-apple in Europe had 

had the means of knowing the natui’e of the 

climate most suitable to it, such as that of the 

West India Islands, and if in their culture 

they had aimed at one somewhat similar, we 

think that it would have been almost impos¬ 

sible that they should have made many trials 

with little or no success, for in a West India 

climate it thrives exceedingly well witli 

scai’cely any care. It has been grown of good 

size and quality in this country in various 

soils, differing much in their nature, as in 

sand, loam, peat, leaf-mould, etc.; but wo are 

not aware that it has succeeded in any soil 

w'hen a West India climate has been widely 

departed from; on the contrary, when con¬ 

siderable deviation has been made, numeroas 

instances of failui-e eould be adduced. The 

finest soil may be selected, and the utmost care 

bestowed as regards moisture, light, and aii’, 

but all .attentions and appliances will be in 

83 
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vain if the plants are at the same time sub¬ 

jected to a temperature which is not natural 

to them. 

When, therefore, so much depends on a 

proper temperature, that which prevails in 

countries where it is admitted the climate is 

most congenial to the pine-a])ple ought to be 

known. We believe we cannot do better 

than du’ect attention to the temperature of 

some of the West India Islands, which is as 

follows:— 
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St. Vincent,. 13° nyx. 81-5-2° 83-34° 79-27° 4-07° 
St. Christopher,. .17 44 „ 81-27 84-19 78-02 6-17 
St. Bartholomew,.... 17 53 „ 79-97 83-30 78-09 4-61 
Kingston fJamaica\ 18 0 „ 78-77 81-67 75-73 5-94 
St. Thomas,. 18 21 „ 81-23 83-69 78-21 5*48 

Average,. 80-55 83-23 79-98 5-25 

Taking the average of these stations, it ap¬ 

pears that the mean temperature of the year 

is between 80° and 81°, that of the hottest 

months 83-23°, and of the coldest 78°, the 

mean range being 5i°. These are, indeed, very 

narrow limits, but the pine-apple will bear a 

wider range with impunity; for we find that 

at Nassau, New Providence, lat. 25° IG' N., 

the mean temperature of the year is 76-27°, 

that of the hottest month 83-20°, and of the 

coldest 70°, the difference being 13-20°. The 

climate of this place is therefore not so uni¬ 

formly hot as the West India Islands within 

the tropics; nevertheless, the pine - apple 

thrives well, for the New Providence variety 

obtained from thence is one of the largest 

It should, however, be recollected that in 

New Providence the temperature rarely fells 

below 65° at night, even in the coldest month 

of the year; and an occasional low tempera¬ 

ture will little affect the health of a plant 

compared with one that is uniformly as low. 

Although, as regards heat, the artificial 

treatment of the pine-apple may be safely 

regulated according to the tempei-ature of 

localities naturally well adapted for its perfect 

growth, such as those above mentioned, yet 

it is not well to stimulate plants by much 

heat if at the same time light is deficient, as 

is the case in our winter, when the days are 

not only short but often sxinless and gloomy. 

Therefore, under such circumstances, the lowest 

temperature that can be safely adopted will 

be most proper. This, if we are to be mainly 

guided by natural data,, may be as low as that 

to which the plants are subjected in the coldest 

months at New Providence. Its mean, as 

above stated, is 70°, the lowest at night 

averages about 65°, the highest in the day 

75°, the difference between the lowest at 

night and highest in the day being conse¬ 

quently 10°. 

With regard to the extremes diu'ing the 

coolest period, it may be observed that the 

thermometer was once so low as 58°, and only 

once again it indicated 60°; but these instances, 

it should be remembered, are rare exceptions 

to the general rule. 

According to this a safe winter temperature 

for the culture of the pine-apple is 70° for the 

mean, with a range of 10°, that is, the lowest 

65° at night, and the highest 75° in the day. 

Having deduced the lowest suitable tem¬ 

perature, we shall now take into consideration 

the highest. For the mean we may take 

that of the West India Islands within the 

tropics, which, in those we have selected for 

data, averages 83-23°, and it is about the same 

at New Providence. At the latter place it 

appears, from well recorded observations of 

self-registering thermometers, that neither in 

the hottest months, nor indeed in any instance 

throughout the year, was the temperature 

higher than 89° in the shade. This was the 

extreme limit, and it was seldom reached; 

therefore the maximum by artificial heat 

should average lower, say about 87°, and 

then the lowest at night may be 79°, which 

will give 83° as the mean; the difference be¬ 

tween the highest in the day and the lowest 

at night will thus be 8°, which is moi-e than 

usually occurs, independent of direct solar 

rays, in the West Indies. But rather than use 

much fire heat, if that should be necessary to 

maintain the above night temperature, the 

thermometer may be allowed to fall to 75° 

and rise to 88°. 

The natural temperature for the pine-apple, 

according to the above deductions, is a mean 

of 70° in the coldest period of the year, and 

about 83° in the warmest, with a range of 8° or 

10° between the coldest at nio-ht and wannest 
O 

in the day. As the days lengthen, the mean 

should be gradually raised from 70°, the lowest, 

till in the summer months it reach 83° or 84°, 

the highest; the range should be limited 

generally to 8° or 10°, that is 4° or 5° above 

the mean in the day, and as much below it in 

the night; thus, when the mean temperature 

is to be 75°, the lowest at night should be 70° 
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and the highest iu the day 80°. On this prin¬ 

ciple the following table, exhibiting the tem¬ 

perature which we consider most suitable for 

the pine-apple, has been calculated:— 
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Highest ill the) 
day,.f r5“ 77° 80° 83° 85° 87° 87° 87° 85° 83° 78° 77° 

Lowest at night, 65 67 70 73 75 77 79 79 77 75 70 65 
Mean,.. . ro 72 75 78 80 82 83 83 81 79 74 

By sun heat, with an additional amount of 

ventilation, the temperature may be allowed 

to rise 10° higher tlian the maxima indicated 

iu the above table. This would limit the 

highest temperature by artificial means and 

sun heat combined to 97°; the house may, 

however, in summer, be shut up at 100° iu the 

afternoon, when the intensity of the sun’s rays 

have diminished so much that, instead of the 

temperature rising higher, it will only remain 

stationary for some time and then gradually 

decline. 

It is well known that not only in the 

tropics, but even occasionally in Britain, a 

thermometer exposed to the sun’s rays will 

indicate upwards of 120°, and in warm sum¬ 

mer’s here from 100° to 120° by sun heat in 

the open air is of frequent occurrence. This 

may lead to the conclusion that in our stoves 

the pine-apple might be very beneficially in¬ 

dulged with as much suu-heat as it has in the 

West Indies, or as much as cabbages and other 

hardy plants expei’ience in the open air in our 

climate. Doubtless it might with advantage; 

yet we consider that the plants in any forcing 

structure will be injured if the thermometer 

in that structure be allowed to rise so high as 

120°, although this amount is not by any 

means uncommon out of doors. By some that 

are also of this opinion, it has been urged that 

there is a more free circulation of air out of 

doors, and that being the case a high tempera¬ 

ture does not prove so injurious. This, how¬ 

ever, does not afford a satisfactory explana¬ 

tion of the point in question, for sometimes 

with .a hot sun there is not a breath of 

air, or scarcely so much as would cause a 

po])lar leaf to tremble, whilst in a venti¬ 

lated hot-house the circulation of air is con¬ 

siderable. Further investigation is therefore 

necessary. Presuming the temperature of the 

external air, by a thermometer in the shade, 

to be 90°, and that shown by an adjoining 

thermometer exposed to the direct rays of the 

sun to be 120°; then, if these rays are inter¬ 

cepted the instrument will by degrees indicate 

lower and lower till it also exhibit a tempera¬ 

ture of 90°, or that of the air iudej)endeut of 

the sun’s rays; and by that temperature, like¬ 

wise, every part of the surface of a plant 

growing freely exjiosed in the vicinity of the 

thermometers will be affected, except where 

the sun’s rays dii’ectly impinge. In short, the 

temperature of the air in contact with the 

plant would be 90°. But a plant growing in 

a glass structure, with the internal tempera¬ 

ture raised by sun heat to 120°, is in a very 

dilierent condition. The thermometer in 

forcing-houses is usually placed with its back 

to the sun, so that it is not affected by his 

direct rays. Supposing it to indicate 90° when 

there is no sunshine, and then it rises to 120° 

after the sun breaks out, this rise must take 

place in consequence of the thermometer being 

in contact with air of the temperature of 120°, 

and not from the direct action of the sun’s 

rays, for, as above stated, the bulb in hot¬ 

houses is not generally exposed. Here, then, 

we have the pine-apple growing, or rather 

suffering, in hot air of 120°, or 30° higher 

than is generally reached by the air in the 

trojiics. And surely we may be contented 

with giving tropical plants their natural tro¬ 

pical heat without exceeding it by so much as 

30°. “The climate of the tropics is much 

more characterized by the duration of the heat 

than by its intensity, that is, by the maxima 

of temperature which the thermometer attains 

on certain days. I never saw the instrument 

at Cumana below G9°, nor above 91°; and I 

foi^nd on the regi.sters of M. Orta, whose ther¬ 

mometers were compared by mine with tho.se 

of the Observatory at Paris, that at Vera 

Cruz the maximum of heat in thirteen years 

had only three times attained 90°, and once 

96|°, while we have seen the thermometer at 

Paris at 101°.”—{Ilumboldt's Personal Nar¬ 

rative, as quoted in DanielVs Meteorological 

Essays, p. 607.) 

Having arrived at what we conceive to be 

the most suitable atmospheric temperature, 

we may now pass to the consideration of the 

proper amount of bottom-heat. In most 

countries the terajterature of the soil, as far 

as the roots of the plants extend, is on the 

average somewhat higher than the mean of 

the atmosjdieric temperature in the same 

locality. In iiltra-tropical countries the earth 

is warmer than the air from August till 

March, but colder during the months of 
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April, iMay, June, and July. Generally in 

IMarch, and again in August, the mean tem¬ 

perature of tlie soil and that of tlie atmosphere 

ai-e equal. The greatest difference which ex¬ 

ists between these is in December, and then it 

is scarcely 4°. Within the tropics the earth 

is generally warmer than the air; accoi’ding 

to the accurate observations of Dr. Joseph 

Hooker, made at ten stations in the plains of 

Bengal, the earth was on the average 3° or 4° 

warmer than the aiz’. 

Bottom-heat for pines should, thei’efoi’e, not 

fall below the means in the table of monthly 

temperatures given above, but should range 

between that and the maximum temperatui’es. 

If the 2)Hiits ai'e found to be insufficiently 

furnished with roots, the bottom-heat should 

be at least as high as the maximum for the 

I'esjzective months. This is much higher than 

was formei’ly recommended, yet considerably 

below that which some now adojzt. AVe con¬ 

sider it quite high enough to keeiz the roots 

at all times iiz good condition, and constantly 

in action; and this is absolutely necessary, for 

if they are in so cold a medium that the sap 

cannot flow towards the exti’emities of the 

roots, the latter become so inert as to be use¬ 

less; consequently a j^lant well gi’own dui’ing 

the summer and well rooted befoi’e winter is 

reduced to the condition of a cutting, its ex¬ 

istence depending on the I'oots which it may 

szzbseqzzently foi-m. Pine growers used to 

starve not only the tops but also the roots of 

their izlants for months qzrevious to Alarch; 

then a genei’al shifting of the jdants and i-e- 

newal of fermenting materials usually took 

])lace, and with an increased bottom and top 

heat the jzlants wei’e started to grow, but a con- 

sidei-able portion of the summer was spent in 

effoi'ts to remedy the evils which the winter 

had entailed. Hence the long fjcriod formerly 

considered ziecessary to fruit the jzine-apple, 

comjzarcd with that now required by those 

who maintain thi-oughout the winter a higher 

bottom-heat, similar to that which we have 

pointed out as the most suitable. 

Varieties.—These are classified as follows:— 

Cl.ASS I. 

Leaves spineless. 

§ 1.—Flowers purple. § 2.—Flowers lilac. 

Class II. 

Leaves with minute spines, averaging about 11 in an inch. 

§ 1-—Flowers purple, § 2,—Flowers lilac. 

Class III. 

Leaves with middle-sized spines [about 6 or 7 in an inch). 

§ 1.—Flowers purple. §2.— Flowers lilac. | 

Class IV. 

Ijcaves with large rigid spines [about 4 in an inch). 

§ 1.—Flowers purple. § 2.—Flowers lilac. 

In the above classes upwards of sixty varie¬ 

ties are comprised, but many of these are 

woi'thless, and othei’S present such slight 

shades of diffei’ence as scarcely to warrant 

their being considei’ed as distinct sorts; of 

the remainder the following are the best:— 

1. Black Antigua—syn. Antigua, Brown Antigua 

(of Speecliley), Jagged-leaved Antigua, West Indian.— 

Leaves very long, narrow, acute, of a clear bluish green, 

the inner ones much tinged with pale brown, very mealy 

beneath, slightly so above; spines large, placed widely 

apart. Flowers purple. Fruit cylindrical, inclining to 

oval, of a dark yellow colour; pips very large and pro¬ 

minent; flesh pale yellow, sweet, very juicy, pleasantly 

acid, and highly flavoured. It should be cut when it 

begins to change to a yellow colour, or just before ripen¬ 

ing. It attains the weight of from 5 to 6 lbs. 

2. Black Jamaica—syn. Jamaica, Black Barbadoes, 

Copper-coloured, St. Vincent’s Sugar-loaf, Tawny, Mont¬ 

serrat (of Speechley).—Leaves long, narrow, dark green, 

tinged with brown, mealy; spines small, thinly set. 

Flowers purple. Fruit oval, somewhat pyramidal, dark 

brownish yellow; pips middle-sized, prominent, fattened 

in the centre; flesh firm, pale yellow, rich, juicy, and 

highly flavoured. It generally attains the weight of from 

4 to 5 lbs. It swells well in winter, and the variety is 

one of the best for fruiting at that season, as well as in 

summer, but it is a rather slow grower. 

3. Blood Red—syn. Claret.—Leaves large, purplish 

red ; spines large. Flowers lilac. Fruit oblong, taper¬ 

ing a little to the crown, reddish chocolate; pips middle- 

sized, slightly prominent; flesh white, soft, not very rich. 

This variety is retained in some collections on account of 

its colour. 

4. Brown Sugar-loaf.—ieares broad, pale bluish 

green, tinged with brown, slightly mealy; spines middle- 

sized. Floioers lilac. Fruit pyramidal, dull, reddish 

orange, almost without mealiness; pips large; flesh firm, 

deep yellow, very juicy, rich, slightly acid, and of high 

flavour. A handsome sort, attaining the weight of from 

4 to 5 lbs. 

5. Brown-leaved Sugar-loaf—syn. Antigua, Sugar- 

loaf, Striped Brown Sugar-loaf, Mocho.—Leaves short, 

broad, dark green, much tinged with brown, slightly 

mealy; spines middle-sized. Floivers lilac. Fruit cylin¬ 

drical, dark yellow; pips large, somewhat prominent; 

flesh deep yellow, slightly fibrous, rich, sweet, and ex¬ 

cellent. Usual weight from 4 to 5 lbs. 

6. Comte de Paris. According to the Bon Jardinier 

this resembles the Queen, but the fruit is much larger, 

and the plants grow more freely. 

7. Enville — syn. Old Enville, Enville Sugar-loaf, 

Cockscomb. — Leaves moderately long, rather broad, 

bluish green, very mealy; spines middle-sized, irregular, 

thickly set. iffoicers lilac, ifritit pyramidal, deep orange, 

with pale copper-coloured scales; crown small; pips 

middle-sized or rather large, slightly prominent; flesh 

pale yellow, juicy, tolerably rich, sweet, perfumed, but 

not highly flavoured. It generally weighs 6 or 7 lbs., 

and swells well in winter. 

8. Moscow Queen differs from the Queen in having 
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furrowed leaves, with the veins beneath destitute of 

mealiness. 
9. Queen—syn. Broad-leaved Queen, Common Queen, 

Ananas Ordinaire.—Leaves very short, broad, of a bluish 

green, very mealy; spines strong, set widely apart. 

Flowers lilac. Fruit cylindrical, of a rich, deep yellow; 

pips middle-sized, or rather small, prominent; flesh pale 

yellow, juicy, sweet, rich, and excellent. It weighs from 

3 to 6 lbs., and the variety is one of the best and most 

generally cultivated. 

10. Heine PomaeS.—One of the new French varieties, 

the fruit of which is stated in the Bon Jardinier to be 

large, and shaped like the Enville, with the flavour of the 

Queen pine; therefore it must be considered a valuable 

sort. 
11. New Bi.ack Jamaic.a — syn. Brown Antigua, 

English Globe, St. Kitts, Montserrat of some.—Leaves 

long, narrow, light green mottled with dark green; spines 

small, iffoicers purple, pyramidal, slightly mealy, 

dark orange; pips middle-sized, prominent; flesh pale 

yellow, sweet, rich, and highly flavoured. It generally 

weighs from 4 to 5 lbs., and is best adapted for summer 

fruiting. 

12. Eiplet's Queen.—This differs from the Queen in 

having leaves of a paler colour, and less mealy; the pips 

also are flatter. 

13. Ripley—syn. Ripley’s, Old Ripley, Heaton House 

Montserrat.—Leaves rather long, broad, reflexed on their 

margin, dark green much tinged with reddish brown, 

mealy; spines middle-sized. Flowers purple. Fruit 

ovate, slightly compressed at both ends, of a pale copper 

colour; pips above the middle size, very mealy at their 

centre, rather prominent; flesh pale yellow, sweet, rich, 

and of an agreeable flavour. The fruit generally weighs 

4 or 5 lbs. 

14. Russian Globe.—Leaves rather short, broad, dull 

green, much tinged with dark brown, somewhat mealy; 

spines long, thinly set. Flowers lilac. Fr%dt globular, 

sometimes tapering to the summit, dark orange, very 

mealy; pips large, flat; flesh bright yellow very juicy, 

sweet, rich, and highly perfumed. 

15. St. Vincent’s—syn. Green St. Vincents, Bahama 

Sugar-loaf, Green Olive, St. Thomas’, Stubton Seedling. 

—Leaves long, broad, pale green, mealy; spines middle- 

sized. F’/oicers purple. FVMt't bluntly pyramidal, slightly 

mealy, dull yellow; pips middle-sized, flat; flesh pale 

yellow, juicy, rich, sweet, and highly flavoured. Its 

general weight is about 4 lbs. The variety is suitable 
for winter fruiting. 

16. Sierra Eeone.—Leaves long, broad, bluish green 

frequently blotched with a darker colour; spines short. 

Flowers purple. Fruit cylindrical, very mealy, of a dull 

ochre colour; pips rather small, prominent; flesh very 

pale, yellow, tender, juicy, and sweet. It attains the 
weight of 6 lbs. 

17. Smooth-le.aved Cayenne—syn. Cayenne a feu- 

illes lisses, Maipouri.—Ijeaves long, smooth, or with very 

few spines. Fruit very large, pyramidal, dark orange; 

flesh pale yellow, rich, and excellent. A very handsome 

fruit, averaging from 6 to 7 lbs. There is a Prickly 

C.ayenne, but it is inferior in quality to the above. 

18. Trinidad—syn. Pitch Lake.—Leaves very long, 

reflexed, broad at the base, and tapering regularly to the 

apex, dull green much tinged with reddish brown, mealy; 

spines numerous, middle-sized. Flowers lilac. Fruit of 

a tall, conical form, dark orange; pips large, slightly 

prominent; flesh pale yellow, sweet, and well flavoured. 

This is perhaps the largest sort. The fruit is said to 

attain in Trinidad the weight of 26 lbs. 

19. White Providence—syn. Providence,. Mealy- 

leaved Providence, New Providence, Wollaton Provi¬ 

dence, Wollaton Green Providence.—Leaves long, broad, 

light bluish green; spines small, numerous. Flowers 

purple. Fruit oblong or oval, very mealy, reddish yellow; 

pips large, nearly flat; flesh white, sweet, and juicy, but 

not highly flavoured. The fruit attains a very large size, 

frequently weighing as much as 10 or 12 lbs., and one 

was grown by Mr. Mills to the weight of upwards of 

15 lbs. The variety is more cultivated on account of it.s 

magnificent appearance than its flavour. 

Propagation. — This is effected by seeds, 

crowns, gills, and cuttings of the stem. Seeds 

should be sown about a quarter of an inch 

deep, in light rich soil mixed with leaf-mould, 

plunged in a bottom heat of 85°, and covered 

with a bell-glass. By due attention in shift¬ 

ing the plants as they require it, and keeping 

them always growing, though, of course, but 

slowly, in winter, seedlings may be fruited in 

three years. 

Good plants can also be reared from crowns, 

but suckers ai’e considered preferable. The 

crowns were formerly laid aside till thej^ 

became partially driedbut it is better to pare 

off the base part when twisted out of the top 

of the fruit, and either pot them at once, or 

insert them in the tan-bed. 

Suckers afford the best means of jiropaga- 

tion, especially those proceeding from the 

lower part of the stem. They are usually 

taken off when the fruit is cut; but if this 

takes place eai-ly in the season they Avill make 

great progress in growth by being left on the 

stocks till September. As some of the lower 

leaves of the suckers have to be taken off 

before they are potted or planted, it will be 

advisable to shorten these leaves half their 

length a few weeks previous to the removal of 

the suckers from the parent plant. They 

should be removed by taking hold close to 

their base, and moving them from side to 

side, twisting a little at the same time. 

Their bases should be pared with a sharp 

knife, and a few, but very few, of the lower 

leaves taken off. They must then be potted 

in good rich soil, such as loam and peat, with 

a little sand, in 6-inch pots, or in larger or 

smaller ones, according to size. They should 

be inserted so that the bases of the leaves next 

to those taken off may be a little below the 

surface. 

Gills are offshoots produced at the base of 

the fruit, but they take a longer time than 

suckers to form as large a plant. 
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As cuttings of the stem will furnish plants, 
they may be employed when neither suckers 
nor crowns can be had. Mr. Mills recom¬ 
mends the stems to be cut in lengths of 2 or 
3 inches, and split longitudinally down the 
centre; each piece is then laid on its flat sur¬ 
face, and covered about 1 inch deep with 

heath soil. 
Soil.—The soil for pine-apples should be of a 

friable nature, and incapable of becoming com¬ 
pact by fi'equent watering. To insure this 
property its comjmsition may be either fibrous, 
peaty, or sandy. In either of these, if assisted 
by some appropriate manure, good fruit may 
be produced. Loam may, however, be advan¬ 
tageously mixed, in the {proportion of two 
parts to one of peat. At Meudon, in France, 
where {line-apjjles of an astonishing size have 
been produced, the soil employed was a sandy 
peat or leaf-mould, obtained from a high-lying 
spot, where hard-wooded trees, chiefly beech, 
had long been growing; this heath soil there¬ 
fore partly consisted of leaf-mould. Its com- 
position is determined by M. Payen to be— 

Fine sand, ... G2-0 
Roots and vegetable remains, 20 0 
Humus, 160 
Carbonate of lime. 0-8 
Matter soluble in cold water. 1-2 

100-0 

in this soil plants of Queen pines were 
planted out, and produced fruit weighing 
10 lbs., but it must be observed that the bed 
of soil was sujiported on planks, between which 
ammonia from a large mass of fermenting 
horse-dung and leaves could readily ascend. 

The soil used for pine-apples at the Loyal 
Gardens at Frogmore consists of rich friable 
loam, mixed with pigs’-dung. Mr. Fleming 

employs | maiden loam, and ^ turfy peat, 
mixed in a rough state, and placed under a 
wooden platform, constructed so that the dung 
and urine of sheep inclosed above it may pass 
through the compost, the latter being removed 
to a shed Avhen saturated. Mr. Glendinninst 
recommends turfy loam, deer or sheep dung, 
and leaf-mould, in the proportion of six pai’ts 
loam to three of dung, and one of leaf-mould. 
Mr. Mills, who grew a Providence pine to the 
weight of ISj lbs., recommends a compost 
consisting of three parts of loam, three of 
heath soil, and one of horse-droppings, the 
latter having been kept dry, and mixed with 
the soil when about to be used; the horse 
manure, it may be remarked, affords ammonia, 

a substance which ajipears to be favourable to 
the growth of this fruit. 

Manures.—When the nature of some of the 
above composts is taken into consideration, it 
will be readily admitted that manure of a 

rather strong nature may be applied to the 
pine-apple. Plants in such composts require 
no other stimulus, so long as they continue to 
grow vigorously enough; but frequent water¬ 
ing, evaporation, and the absorbing action of 
the roots, all tend to exhaust the nutritive 
principles which the compost originally con¬ 
tained. A fresh supply therefore becomes 
necessary, and this can be conveyed in liquid 
manure. Ammoniacal manures appear very 
suitable for the plants at a season when lux¬ 
uriant growth is desirable, and they produce a 
healthy green appearance in the foliage. 

Stable drainings will afibrd ammonia in con¬ 
siderable quantity; it is not, however, advis¬ 
able to apj)ly this manure in an undiluted 
state; the admixture of two parts of water to 
one of urine constitutes a safe application. 
Liquid manure can also be formed by mixing 
dung of horses, cows, sheep, or poultry with 
water, in a tank or large cask. A little carbo¬ 
nate of ammonia dissolved in water, at the rate 
of 1 oz. to 4 gallons of water, and applied once 
a month, will likewise ju'ove very l)eneficia]. 
As the pine-apple has been found growing close 
to the sea-shore, it is probable that common 
salt, and some other saline manure might be 
applied with advantage, but we would not re¬ 
commend any one to use them until he has 
carefully experimented with one or two plants; 
and, to guard against hasty conclusions, it must 
be borne in mind that a pine plant may be 
injured without exhibiting an}'' signs of such 
being the case for months afterwards. 

Cultivation.—This essentially consists in 
keeping the roots of the plants in proper soil, 
maintaining a proper temperature by some of 
the various modes of suj)plying top and bottom 
heat, and afibrding moisture to the roots iu 
proportion to the amount of evaporation, much 
more being necessary when the plants ai'e 
growing rapidly than, when under a lower tem¬ 
perature, they are only required to grow but 
slowly; more when the pots ai-e tilled with 
roots than when there are few of these; and 
it must be withheld during the ripening pro¬ 
cess, and then, only, a dry atmosphere should 

prevail. The foliage must be kept clean, and 
exposed to as much light as is possible, ex¬ 
cept iu the case of plants striking root. The 
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sun’s rays should be freely admitted; but in 

proportion to their intensity, care must be 

taken to give air sufficient to prevent the 

temperature from rising too high. 

Various soils or compositions have been 

pointed out above as suitable for the pine¬ 

apple. They are such as experience has 

proved to be so, but others may be employed 

with eqiml success; they should, however, be 

tried before they are adopted for the general 

stock of plants. Soils may appear very similar 

to those recommended, and may yet contain 

some principle which the plants do not like, 

or they may be deficient in some essential 

quality. Therefore, when plants are seen not 

to be thriving, although under favourable 

circumstances in other respects, they should 

be shifted into fresh soil, and that at any 

period of their growth if done carefullj^; even 

when the fruit has been swelling we have 

known instances of plants having been shifted 

with advantage. 

The temperature should be carefully at¬ 

tended to, so as to avoid extreme.s, either in 

consequence of excessive heat from the sun’s 

rays in the day, or from too low a temperature 

at night. Excessive heat in the day must be 

counteracted by a gradually increased amount 

of ventilation, for, if the temperature can be 

kept within proper limits, the sun’s rays should 

by no means be excluded. In certain cases 

when air cannot be admitted so as to have the 

desired eflfect, as in very hot weather, or where 

the construction of the house is such that with 

all the air that can be given tlie temperature 

cannot be kept below 100°, then a shading of 

some thin material may be emjdoyed, in order 

to prevent the air of the house from rising 

above that point. "When the external tempera¬ 

ture is as high as 80°, or nearly so, air may 

be given freely, provided a rush of it is not 

suddenly admitted when the atmosphere of the 

house is much higher. The greater the dispa¬ 

rity between the heat of the internal and exter¬ 

nal air, the more cautiously should the latter be 

admitted. When the sky is clear, with bright 

sun, and when, at the same time, the wind is 

very cold and dry, it may be advisable to use 

a slight shading rather than introduce much 

air of that description. If, however, the air 

can be warmed previous to its coming in con¬ 

tact with the foliage, it may then be admitted 

to any desired amount. 

There should always be a good command of 

bottom heat. When this is obtained by an 

arrangement of hot-water pipes, and provided 

the arrangement is good, there can be no 

difficulty in regulating the bottom heat; but 

when it is derived from tan, or other ferment¬ 

ing materials, its regulation is somewhat pre¬ 

carious. Tan is cheap, and a quantity of it 

should always be in readiness to supply any 

deficiency that may occur. Tan and other 

fermenting substances may, on the contrarjq 

get too hot; in that case they should be re¬ 

moved from contact with the pots, either wholly 

or in part, according as the heat is more or 

less in excess of what it ought to be. It is a 

good plan to plunge a small pot, with its mouth 

upwards, and on this place the bottom of the 

pot containing the plant. 

Light.—To this the foliage cannot be too 

much exposed. The plants belonging to the 

young stock should be placed within 6 or 8 

inches of the glass, and all others must be as 

near it as their height will permit. Mr. 

Fleming strongly recommends the plants to 

be as much exposed to light as possible. The 

surface of the bed of soil in which the pines 

are planted out at Trentham, is not more 

than 18 inches below the wall-plates. The 

plants should have room to permit the leaves 

to take their natural mode of growth, that 

is, to spread themselves in such directions 

as will insure to their aggregate surface the 

greatest amount of light. The whole plant 

naturally inclines towards the side where the 

strongest light falls; therefore it may here be 

remarked, that in re-setting after shifting, the 

same side of the plants should be placed next 

the south as before. 

After continued dry weather, the glass, from 

not being washed by rain, becomes dusty out¬ 

side, and in winter it is apt to get blackened 

with soot and smoke. In impinging on the 

clean polislied surface of the brightest glass, a 

considerable portion of the rays of light are 

reflected, and consequently lost as regards 

their effects on plants inside the house. This 

is unavoidable; but not so the additional loss 

from dust, soot, and other substances lodging 

on the glass, and rendering it scarcely trans¬ 

parent; all such oxight to be removed. 

Moisture.—Formerly moisture was very 

sparingly given to pine plants for fear of their 

damping off—a circumstance which ojje might 

suppose would not be likely to occur, taking 

into consideration the great amount of strong 

fibre which the leaves contain. If they are in 

a healthy growing state, they requu'e plenty 
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of moisture; but when in a perishing condi¬ 

tion, either from want of sufficient bottom 

heat or top heat, or perliaps suffering from a 

deficiency of botli, then, not being in a condi¬ 

tion to evaporate moisture, this can only assist 

the process of decay. In winter, it was for¬ 

merly almost prohibited, and under the cir¬ 

cumstances it was no doubt advisable; but 

when a proper temperature is maintained, if 

the soil is dry, it may be safely moistened 

thoroughly. In winter, care must be taken 

not to give any more than is absolutely neces¬ 

sary ; but in summer greater freedom may be 

taken; for if the soil is of the proper texture, 

and the drainage good, there is little danger of 

the former remaining in a saturated condition. 

Just before the fruit begins to ripen, water 

must be withheld, otherwise the flavour of the 

produce will be deteriorated. The water sup- 

jflied to the roots should be about the same 

temperature as the soil, and that employed for 

syringing the foliage ought to be <as warm as 

the atmosphere of the house or pit. This 

should never be allowed to get too dry. In 

summer, except when the weather is very wet 

and damji, the house may be filled with steam 

every afternoon, as soon as the temperature 

has so far declined from the maximum, that 

the house may be shut up immediately after 

steaming without danger of raising the tem¬ 

perature too high. If on the following morn- 

ing the air of the house is found to be getting 

too dry, which can easily be ascertained by 

means of the hygrometer, or even by the rapi¬ 

dity with which water sprinkled on the paths 

is observed to evaporate, moisture should be 

supplied by syringing the surface of the bed, 

paths, &c. If the days are cold, except in ex¬ 

treme cases, coverings cannot be employed; 

but in cold nights the warmest covering at 

command would be highly beneficial as regards 

both the temperature and moisture of the in¬ 

ternal ail’. If the glass could be kept as warm 

as the air inside, no heat would be radiated by 

it, neither could it act as a condenser of mois¬ 

ture. So far, therefore, as the roof is con¬ 

cerned, the temperature and moisture of the 

internal air would remain unchanged. A 

single layer of mat will prevent radiation from 

the glass to a considerable extent; but a much 

warmer covering might be devised and em¬ 

ployed with economy, by saving fuel, and with 

great benefit to the plants, by preventing the 

air from becoming dry to such an injiu’ious de¬ 

gree, as is sure to be the case when cold class. 

acting as a condenser, robs the internal air 

of its moisture. Pine stoves can never be called 

perfect as long as they are constructed with¬ 

out adopting means by which some covering 

may be readily applied, so as to prevent radia¬ 

tion at night. 

By attending to what has been above stated 

of the soil and climate suitable to the pine¬ 

apple, any one may grow it to good perfection 

without much risk of failure. It should be 

remembered that it does not require a season 

of rest like the hardy plants of ultra-trojfical 

climates. On the contrary, it must be kept 

continually in a growing state. It should not 

of course be much excited in winter; but, at 

the same time, it ought not to be subjected to 

a lower temperature than that which occurs 

in countries to which it is indigenous; and if 

it is kept near the lower limit of that temper¬ 

ature, thei’e will be no danger of the plants 

making too rapid growth. 

It was formerly the practice either to starve 

or parch the plants in order to start them into 

fruit; but such is not now the case; and by 

how much the modern systems arc superior to 

the many which preceded them, may be in¬ 

ferred from the resulting productions. 

In conclusion, we shall briefly notice the 

system which has been so successfully practised 

at Meudon, and that of Mr. Hamilton. 

Meudon System.—The suckers are potted in 

4-inch pots immediately after the fruit is cut, 

in August or September, the earliest period 

being preferred, and in these they remain till 

spring. In March or April, a bed is prepared, 

half dung and half leaves, and covered with 

10 inches of peat soil. In this the rooted 

suckers, turned out of the 4-inch pots, are 

planted for the summer. In October, they 

are carefully taken up with a little soil at 

their roots, which are left entire, and potted 

into 7-inch pots, and there they remain dur¬ 

ing the winter. In the following spring, when 

the plants show fruit, generally in March, a 

number of the strongest are finally planted 

out of the 7-inch pots into beds of peat soil, in 

houses, where they ripen their fruit in the 

course of the season. 

The plants not selected for jflanting out 

are fruited without being turned out of the 

pots. Beds half dung and half leaves are 

prepared in hlareh, and when they are in a 

proper condition as regards heat, the pots 

ai’e plunged, and in these jiots the plants are 

fruited. 
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From what has been stated, it will be under¬ 

stood that the plants are always in pots dur¬ 

ing the winter. Commencing with the suckers, 

they are planted in the early part of autumn 

in small pots, in which they remain for the 

first winter, and become rooted plants. In 

spring, they are turned out of their pots into 

peat soil, in which they grow freely, during 

the first summer of their distinct existence. 

In October, they are all taken up, re-potted, 

and again kept in pots during the second win¬ 

ter. In the second summer, the strongest are 

planted out for fruiting in the beds, and those 

not planted out are fruited in 7-inch pots. 

Whilst the results of M. Pelvilain’s simple 

mode of cultivating the pine-apple were aston¬ 

ishing even the best cultivators in this coun¬ 

try, we observed that his system, with slight 

deviations, was being adopted in various forc¬ 

ing establishments near Pai-is. At the gardens 

of the Palace of Versailles, the plants in one 

house were planted out of the pots into peat 

soil laid on stable litter for bottom heat. In 

forming the bed, the litter was well beaten. 

Cayennes and other large sorts were the kinds 

planted out, some of them in January, after 

their fruits were formed; and in March follow¬ 

ing, when we had an opportunity of seeing 

them, their fruit was swelling exceedingly well. 

The system pursued by M. Truffaut, a very 

intelligent and enterprising market-gardener 

at Versailles, is briefly as follows:—The suckers 

are potted in 3-inch pots in autumn, and 

planted out in April in a bed, where they are 

allowed to grow till the end of October. They 

are then taken up, disrooted, and potted in 

7-inch pots, in which they are kept till March 

or April, when they show for fruit. They are 

then turned out of the ])ots into a bed of sandy 

peat, supported by wood and tiles, over a cham¬ 

ber heated by hot water in open troughs. 

Hamiltonian System.—The system adopted 

by Mr. Hamilton essentially consists in fruit¬ 

ing the suckers without detaching them from 

the old stool. At the last shifting, the plants 

are potted rather deeply, so as to allow room 

for soiling up after the first fruit has been cut. 

After cutting, some of the bottom leaves are 

taken off as high as where the roots appear, 

which is generally two or three inches above 

the top^of the pot. The stem is then earthed 

up, and new roots are soon thrown out from 

the bared trunk into the fresh soil. Mr. 

Hamilton endeavours to keep the soil moist 

by frequently syringing over the leaves with 

lukewarm water. By attending to watering, 

keeping a moist atmosphere, &c., the suckers 

grow rapidly and perfect their fruit generally 

in from eight to twelve months from the time 

the first fruit was cut. Thus two fruits have 

been obtained, one in the first season from the 

original plant, and one in the second season 

from a sucker produced by it. After the 

second cutting, the soil is removed to the roots 

of the original stool, the latter is placed in a 

larger and deeper pot, some of the bottom 

leaves ai’e removed from the base of a sucker 

intended to produce fruit, and fresh compost 

is employed in earthing as before, and thus a 

third fruit is produced. A fourth is obtained 

in a similar manner, and then the sucker which 

bore it is cut off, together with 6 or 8 inches 

of the old trunk, and potted, in order to pro¬ 

duce a new progeny of suckers. 

Insects.—The white scale {Coccus Bromelicc) 

and the mealy bug (Coccus Adonidum) are the 

principal insects by which the pine-apple is 

liable to be infested. Both of them are very 

injurious and difficult to eradicate; but their 

desti'uction is possible, and has been com¬ 

pletely effected even in severe cases. Great 

care should be taken to prevent, if possible, 

the existence of these pests, and, at all events, 

vigilance should be used to detect them on 

their first appearance. The plants should be 

freqitently and carefully insj)ected through a 

microscope, so that i-emedial measures may be 

adopted before the insects become so numer¬ 

ous as to affect the health of the plants. 

In order to prevent the attacks of insects, 

the plants should be occasionally washed with 

water of the temperature of 100° by means of 

an engine with a flexible tube and fine rose, 

which should be held near the plant. The 

rose being fine, the water may be strongly 

urged and directed against both sides of the 

leaves. The tube should also have a nozzle, 

terminating in a small orifice, for the i)urpose 

of passing a stream with considerable force 

into the axils of the leaves. When this is to 

be used, the plant may be taken up and sup¬ 

ported at a convenient height with the bottom 

of the pot upwards, so that a stream of water 

can be played into the axils of the leaves from 

below. The iKealy bug, if it exist there, will 

be driven out by the mechanical force of the 

water. 

The steam of fermenting fresh hot dung 

vms successfully employed by Baldwin, one of 

the best pine-growers of his time. He put the 

84 
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jilants bottom upwards over tlie fermenting 

dung in a frame, which was then closely shut 

up and covered with mats, for about an hour; 

the plants were then taken out and washed. 

This treatment, he states, will kill every in¬ 

sect. With the same object in view, pine 

plants may also be syringed with water of be¬ 

tween 120° and 132°, but certahily not exceed¬ 

ing the latter temperature. 

Mr. Curtis states, that a wash consisting of 

lime, black suljdiur, and water, is successfully 

employed in Holland. The ingredients are 

mixed in the proportion of 2 quarts of lime 

and 2 oz. of suljdiur to 16 gallons of water, 

and after having been well stirred ujj and 

allowed to settle, the wash is fit for use. 

PLUM, — The directions given for forcing 

the cherry will on the whole apply to the 

])lum. It should, however, be recollected, that 

the ifium — the green gage, for example — 

blossoms, on the average, ten or twelve days 

earlier than the May Duke cherry; therefore 

it may be concluded that the j)lum requires a 

lower temperature than the cherry from the 

time the flower-buds begin to swell, and until 

the fruit is fairly set. The rearing, pruning, 

and shifting are conducted on the same prin¬ 

ciples, and the same routine should be fol¬ 

lowed. With regard to watering, great care 

is necessary, as the fruit of the plum is some¬ 

times ajrt to crack when the tree is subjected 

to vicissitudes of moisture and dryness. Take, 

for example, the case of jilums growing in the 

open air; when heavy rains fall whilst the 

fruit is ripening, it is very apt to burst if the 

season has been previously so dry that the 

roots have not had sufiicient moisture; but 

with the same amount of rain fallins: during 

the ripening period, the fruit is not lialde to 

be so affected after a summer dmung which the 

roots have had all along a due supply of mois¬ 

ture. Out of doors it is not always possible 

with the means at command to regulate the 

quantity of moisture, but in the case of trees 

that are being forced, water, it is presumed, 

will always be at hand, so that it can be readily 

supplied; and care should therefore be taken 

that it is supjdied when wanted. There are 

many varieties of plums eligible for forcing; 

none, of coui’se, but first-rate sorts as regards 

quality should be chosen; such are the Green 

Gage, Eoyale Hative, Kirke’s, and the Jeffer¬ 

son. The early Orleans might also be included, 

on account of its earliness and productiveness, 

as well as the fine bloom on the fruit. 

j EASPBEEKY.—Plants of this may be forced 

along with the gooseberry and currant, or they 

may be planted along the front of a pit, and 

trained to a trellis under the glass. Put they 

bear very well in pots, and as these can be re¬ 

moved when the crop is gathered, this is the 

most convenient plan. As soon as the wood is 

matured, in autumn, the plants should be taken 

up and potted in 13-iuch pots. In doing this, 

biids on the roots, likely to produce suckers, 

ought to picked off. The soil used in potting 

should be a mixture of turfy loam of a friable 

natiire, peat or leaf-mould, and sand. The 

canes may be shortened to 3 or 4 feet in length. 

The pots should be placed where they can be 

protected from frost and snow till such time 

as they can be introduced into the house. If 

this be done in January, ripe fruit may be ob¬ 

tained in the beginning of April. Or if intro¬ 

duced into gentle heat in Pebruaiy, with a 

little assistance in dull or severe weather, well 

flavoured fruit may be obtained in May. The 

plants should be duly attended to with water, 

of which they will require a good deal when in 

full growth, and until the fruit begins to colour. 

Suckers must be carefully removed as soon as 

they make their appearance. Potting the 

plants early in autumn is the readiest jilan; 

but jflants established in the pots in the course 

of the summer will stand forcing better. 

Suckers ought to be planted in large pots in 

autumn or early in spring; and at the same 

time the bearing wood should be ciit away, in 

order that the canes ii^tended to bear when 

forced may have evexy advantage. 

The Ped Antwerp is, in our opinion, the 

best sort for forcing, on account of its fine 

ai’oma. 

STEAWBEEEY.'—Befoi'e detailing the modes 

adopted in forcing the strawberiy, some re¬ 

marks are necessary in order that cei'tain 

principles may be understood; for, unless they 

are, success is uncertain, and failure pro¬ 

bable. 

The strawbei’ry, for forcing, is usually pro¬ 

pagated by runnel's, the fii’st or earliest rooted 

of these forming the sti'ongest plants. The 

earlier in the season the runners ai’e established 

the longer the period of growth, and the 

greater the amount of light to which the foliage 

of the plants will be exposed before they be¬ 

come insensible to its efiects. In proportion 

to the uitensity of light and the period to 

which the plants ai'e duly exposed to its action, 

so will be the quantity of elaborated sap stoi’ed 
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lip ill the roots aud stem, constituting the 

power of the latter to throw up a vigorous 

scape, capable of supporting large fruit, whe¬ 

ther by the natural heat of the season in the 

open ground, or by an imitation of it by arti¬ 

ficial means. 

In order that these means may be judiciously 

applied, it is further necessary to observe, that 

although the plants are vigorous, with large 

well-formed bud.s, capable of producing blos¬ 

soms that would set their fruit well, yet, with¬ 

out a knowledge of the mode of growth, the 

whole or greater part of the blossoms may be 

rendered abortive. This is well explained by 

Dr. Lindley, who says, “Those who would un- 

dei-stand the philosophy of strawberry forcing 

should begin by the beginning, and first deter¬ 

mine what it is which they have to deal with. 

This can only be ascertained by examining 

the young flower buds as they exist in the plant 

when it makes its first move towards growth. 

At that time they are collections of tiny scales, 

placed over a small spongy centre. By de- 

gi-ees they take on the forms of calyx, corolla, 

stamens, and pistil. They form successively 

in the order in which they are named, the 

calyx first, the pistil last. The calyx and co¬ 

rolla are the most simple, grow the quickest, 

and most easily bear to be hastened; stamens 

require more time for growth, the pistil most 

of all. When high temperature, night and 

day, with abundance of moisture, and as much 

light as Febriiary yields, are suddenly applied 

to the strawberry, it is compelled to grow; 

the predetermined parts advance, and, obedient 

to the influences which their nature cannot 

disregard, they by degrees unfold. But how ? 

The oldest parts, namely the calyx and corolla, 

simple in structure, and already advanced in 

their formation, suffer no injury, but appear 

in their usual state, an-aying the blossom in 

gay apparel of white and green. The next, 

however, the stamens, having less time to 

form, acquire perhaps their yellow colour, but 

ai’e powerless for their allotted office; while 

the pistil, the most complicated of all the 

parts—that which demands the longest period 

for its perfect formation, but which is the latest 

that the flower produces, and which is to be¬ 

come the fruit—is a mere tuft of abortions, 

inca])able of quickening, and shrivelling into 

pitch-black threads as soon as it is fully in 

contact with the air.”—Gardeners' Chronicle, 

1847, p. 23.5. 

From what has been stated, it is evident 

that the main points to be kept in view in 

forcing strawberries are, 1st, to have strong, 

stocky plants, the leaves of which have been 

well exposed to light; 2d, to grow them 

slowly till fruit is set, in order that the parts 

of fructification may have time to form, as 

they naturally do, in gradual succession. The 

first consideration ought therefoi’e to be di¬ 

rected to obtaining plants with good substan¬ 

tial stems and well-formed heart-buds. This 

requires the plants to be propagated as early 

in the previous season as possible, and their 

growth promoted by every possible means. If 

the weather is dry, the plants from which the 

runners are to be layered should be kept 

watered. Plants in young plantations, such 

as have been planted one year, or not more 

than two, throw out stronger runners than 

those that are older, and advantage should be 

taken of the earliest. By the time they have 

piished a joint, some good rich loamy soil 

should be got in readiness, and a number of 

3-inch pots. If moss can be easily procured, a 

little of it put in the bottom of each will 

serve for drainage, otherwise a few crocks, or 

some bits of old turf may be employed. The 

pots should be filled with soil, plunged a little 

in the ground by means of a trowel, or other 

tool adapted for the purpose; but in doing 

this, care must be taken not to injure the roots 

of the strawberry plants near which the pots 

are plunged. The joint of the runners should 

be inserted slightly in the soil of the pot, and 

kept down, either by hooked twigs or small 

stones, as explained in treating of the culture 

of the strawberiy in the open ground. If the 

soil in the pots is kept moist the runners will 

soon take root. The point of the runners 

beyond the joint should be stoj)ped, so that 

the nourishment derived from the mother 

plant may be concentrated wholly in the one 

layered. When the plants are well-rooted, 

nearly occupying the small pots, they should 

be shifted into 6-inch pots. In doing this, 

the pots should be properly drained, and good 

turfy loam, mi.xed with some leaf-mould or 

well rotted cow dung, employed for filling 

them. If rough turfy loam and cow dung is 

made into a compost six or twelve months 

previous to its being required for the purpose, 

so miich the better. One plant in each pot 

will be suflicient. The plants when potted 

may be placed out of the sun’s rays till they 

recover their shifting; they should then be 

placed in an open space with a hard surface; 
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if otherwise, it ought to have a covering of 

coal ashes, to prevent tlie worms from working 

up into the pots, and quicklime may also be 

sprinkled over the surface. The pots may be 

placed tolerably close at first, but as the plants 

grow larger they should have more space al- 

lo'wed, so that the foliage may have plenty of 

light and air. They should not be allowed to 

root through the pots, which they will be apt 

to do in wet weather; and in this case it is a 

good plan to lay the pots on their sides, by 

which means the roots are prevented from 

striking into the ground, and the soil from 

being washed and soaked with moisture. 

On the appi'oach of winter, when the leaves 

mostly decay, and the season of growth is over, 

the pots should be placed in a temporary pit, 

where they can be protected, so that the soil 

in the pots cannot get frozen. Where there 

is not the convenience of pits, the pots may 

be laid on their sides above each other, with 

their bottoms against a wall, coal ashes, old 

tan, or leaves being interposed between the 

sides. Some stack them by placing a row of 

pots on their sides, then another row with 

their bottoms against those of the first, any 

substance that will not readily freeze being 

laid or stuffed among the j^ots. Before the 

plants are taken in to force, the pots should be 

cleaned, and a little of the mould at top taken 

off" and replaced with rich soil. The crowns of 

the plants before they start into growth may 

be covered with half decayed leaf-mould. 

When introduced below glass the tempera¬ 

ture shoiild not exceed 50° or 55° by fire heat. 

Air must at all times be freely admitted, but 

of course much less will suffice when the wea¬ 

ther is cold than when it is warm. The tem- 

jjeratui’e and air should be regulated by the 

appearance of the foliage. If the leaflets are 

observed to be broad, yet of thin substance, 

and if the leaf stalks are drawing up, as if 

likely to be taller and more slender than those 

in the open ground, less fire heat and more air 

must be given. 

When the ffower-buds begin to open, forc¬ 

ing must be conducted very slowly for the 

reasons already stated. If it is, every flower 

Avill set, or at least as many as the plants 

ought to bear. The upper portions of the 

flower-stalks are inclined to continue flower¬ 

ing in succession; but these later productions 

should be clipped off, for they only rob the 

fruit previously formed, while they themselves 

never acquire perfection. 

After the fruit is set, the temperature 

should be gradually increased, and towai’ds 

ripening it may be raised to 65°, and occa¬ 

sionally as high as 75° by sun heat. The 

plants should never be allowed to get even 

once too dry, for if they are, the growth of 

the fruit will not afterwards progress so 

favourably, neither will the flavour be so good 

as if vegetation had received no such check. 

Excessive dryness should always be prevented, 

for after it has taken place, it cannot be com¬ 

pletely remedied. When the fruit begins to 

colour, no more water should, however, be 

given than is absolutely requisite to keep the 

leaves from flagging; the quantity must de¬ 

pend upon the temperature and dryness of 

the air, or, in other words, upon the amount 

of evaporation. This must be supplied, espe¬ 

cially during hot sr^n, even during the period 

of ripening, otherwise the fruit would get 

heated, and if that is the case, the flavour 

becomes less delicious. The fruit ought to be 

gathered in the morning. As the crop is 

gathered from the pots, these should be imme¬ 

diately removed from the house. 

Various other modes of proceeding may be 

successfully adopted in preparing the plants 

for forcing. Instead of layering the runners 

for plants to be forced in the ensuing winter 

and spring, runners may be planted out in 

August, the jflants taken up just before they 

begin to grow in spring, potted in 5-inch pots, 

and shifted into 6-inch ones towards the end of 

July. In this month the spring foliage begins 

to get too old, and the plants are disposed to 

start a second growth of young foliage. This 

is favoured by the shift into fresh soil and 

larger pots. By means of fresh foliage fresh 

roots are produced, and these are much better 

adapted for feeding the plant when being 

forced than older roots are. 

Where there is not a sufficient supply of 

pots, or a scarcity of hands to attend to potted 

jtlants, young plants from runners may be 

put in about 8 inches apart, in rows 15 or 

18 inches asunder; neither fruit nor runners 

should be allowed to grow on these in the 

following summer; a portion of the oldest 

foliage of each plant should be cut off in July, 

and a top-dressing of rich soil or leaf-mould 

and loam ought to be given close up to the 

necks of the plants, to encourage fresh roots 

from that part. These plants may be taken 

up in oblong strips about 1 foot Avide, and 

placed near the glass in a pit, closely side by 
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side on some gently heating material, or on a 

platform with a hot-water pipe below. The 

heat from the latter should not exceed G0°, 

Various other jilans may be followed in 

forcing strawberries, for if the main principles 

are attended to, modifications, as regards minor 

points of detail, may be varied according to 

means at command and other circumstances. 

We have known patches cut out of a planta¬ 

tion with the .spade, potted into fi-inch, pots, 

and immediately taken in to foi'ce; the crop 

was very good, although the fruit was not so 

large as from plants nursed up for the purpose. 

In France, strawbei'ries are sometimes forced 

by dung heat in the beds where they are 

growing in the open air; and where stable 

manure is plentiful this might occasionally 

be adopted in this country. Frames are 

placed over the bed, trenches 18 inches deep 

are dug out round the outside of these, and 

filled in the first instance to the level of the 

surface with hot dung, and afterwards to the 

height of the frames if necessary, to maintain 

the proper temperature. At night the sashes 

are covered with sti’aw mats. In order to 

obtain a second crop from the beds so forced, 

the plants are kept dry for some time after 

the forced croj) is gathered; the old leaves are 

cut off, a top-dressing is given, water supplied, 

and in August a fair second crop is frequently 

obtained. The Roseberry, it may be remarked, 

is particularly disposed to yield a second crop. 

The sorts of strawberry chiefly employed 

for forcing are the British Queen and Keens’ 

Seedling. The? Grove End Scarlet is a most 

abundant bearer, and although not so eligible 

for the dessert, is nevertheless very useful for 

the puiqioses of the confectioner. 

THE VINE {Vitis vinifera, L.—Pentandria 

IMonogynia, L.; Ampelidefe, D. 0.; Vitacere, 

Lind.) is a deciduous, hardy, climbing shrub 

or tree, a native of the shores of the Caspian, 

but not indigenous to Europe. Michaux 

found it in the woods of hlazanderan, and 

Olivier saw it in many parts of the mountains 

of Kurdistan. Humboldt states that it grows 

wild on the coast of the Caspian, in Armenia, 

and in Caramania, but does not belong to 

Europe. 

According to Sickler, its cultivation ex¬ 

tended from Asia to Egypt, from thence to 

the southern parts of Europe through Greece. 

From Italy it progressed northwards into 

France, and in all probability it had been tried 

in Britain by the Romans, but possibly with¬ 

out success; for varieties suitable for the 

warm climate of Italy would be likely to fail 

in maturing their fruit in the moist climate 

of our island, as indeed is stated by Tacitus to 

have been the case. In the year 85, Domi- 

tian prohibited by an edict the planting of 

any new vineyards in Italy, and ordered those 

existing in the provinces to be destroyed. 

This edict was rescinded by Pi’obus in the 

year 280, and Britain is particularly men¬ 

tioned among the provinces which enjoyed 

the privilege of being allowed to cultivate the 

vine. Vineyards are mentioned by Bede 

(before a.d. 731) as existing in several j^arts 

of Britain. In 1140, barons as well as monks 

possessed vineyards; by the latter, wine was 

made in good, and verjuice in bad seasons; 

and from the hardier sorts of Burgundy 

grapes, planted in the most appropriate situa¬ 

tions—and in regal’d to this the monks were 

careful—a tolerably good wine may have been 

produced, better no doubt than some artificial 

champagnes of the present da}'. 

Under favourable circumstances, the vine 

lives to a great age. Pliny mentions one 

600 years old; vines 100 years old are ac¬ 

counted young in the vineyards of Italy; and 

Bose states there are some in Burgundy up¬ 

wards of 400 years old. The celebrated vine 

at Hampton Court was planted in 1769, and 

is yet bearing annually a large number of 

bunches; and though not so large as those 

obtained from young vines, yet their aggre¬ 

gate weight is still very great for one plant 

to bear. 

Varieties.—The varieties of wine grapes are 

exceedingly numerous, as are likewise those 

for table use. Of the former, little need be 

said in this work; of the latter, the following 

are some of the best for cultivation in this 

country, on the open wall and under glass:— 

Class I.—Grapes Black. 

1. Black Hamburg—syn. Warner’s Black Hamburg, 

Red Hamburg, Brown Hamburg, Purple Hamburg, 

Dutch Hamburg, Hampton Court Vine, Valentine’s, 

Black Portugal, Black Gibraltar, Black Tenerift’e, Vic¬ 

toria Hamburg, Admiral, Salisbury Violet, Frankendale, 

Frankenthaler, Frankenthaler gros Noir, Troller, Troll- 

inger, Pale-Wooded Trollinger, Welscher, Scliwartzwel- 

sober, Fleish Traube, Hudler, Languedoc, Schwarzer 

Gutedel of some, Gelbholziger Trollinger, Bocksaugen, 

Bommerer, Lugiana Nera. — Leaves large, with three 

principal lobes, the middle one tapering and elongated, 

smooth above, slightly pubescent beneath; footstalk.s 

long. Bunch large, shouldered. Berries large, round 

when well grown, otherwise occasionally somewhat oval; 

on the contrary, when highly fed they become ob- 
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late, measuring less from the stalk to the opposite end 

than transversely, and the surface is rendered uneven, 

like a hammered bullet. Skin black, covered with a 

copious bloom, rather thick, unless allowed to hang till 

at the point of commencing to shrivel; it is only then that 

the fruit is perfectly ripe, and the flesh acquires to the 

fullest extent its rich and delicious flavour; but it may 

he afBrmed that nine-tenths of the produce of this excel¬ 

lent variety is consumed when only well coloured, and 

even in that state it is considered good. The vine, it is 

well known, is very vigorous and productive. 

2. Wilmot’s Black IIamburo—syn. Wilmot’s Dutch 

Hamburg.—Berries larger than those of the Black Ham¬ 

burg, firmer fleshed, hut not of such good flavour. It 

requires a high temperature and an abundant circulation 

of air to ripen and colour it well. On the whole the 

Black Hamburg is preferable.—Pope's Hamlurg, Mill 

Hid Hamburg, and Judson's Biclimond Villa Hamburg. 

There is no material difference between these and the 

Black Hamburg, nor do they possess any superiority of 
flavour over it. 

3. Muscat Hajiburo.—Leaves large, deeply three- 

lobed, nearly smooth above, pubescent beneath; ribs set 

with short bristly hairs. Bunch long, tapering, and shoul¬ 

dered. Berries large, oval, black; flesh of the consistence of 

that of the Black Hamburg, very rich, with a decidedly 

muscat flavour. This excellent variety is stated to have been 

raised from the Black Hamburg, crossed with the Muscat 

of Alexandria, in consequence of which the rich muscat 

flavour of the latter has been imparted to the Hamburg 

breed, and a great desideratum obtained. It fruited for 

the first time in 1848, and produced fruit of great excel¬ 

lence in an old house, it was stated, without fire-heat. 

It is one of the best new grapes in existence, in fact we 

think the very best as far as we are aware. 

4. Black Prince—syn. Alicant, Black Spanish, Black 

Lisbon, Black Portugal, Black Valentia, Lombardy of 

some, Pocock’s Damascus, Cambridge Botanic Garden, 

Sir Abraham Pytche’s Black, Boston.—Xeares deeply 

lobed, sometimes open at the base, but generally over¬ 

lapping, pubescent; the ribs are slightly bristled; peti¬ 

oles tinged with red. Bunch very long and tapering, 

sometimes shouldered. Berries oval, bluish black, co¬ 

vered with a copious bloom; flesh purplish immediately 

under the skin, juicy and rich when fully ripe ; hut it is 

not so sweet as the Black Hamburg when eaten like it in 

a well-coIoured'But not ripe state. Under favourable cir¬ 

cumstances it will keep sound on the vine for a consider¬ 

able time after being ripe. The tree is a good bearer, 

and the fruit will ripen on the open wall in warm seasons. 

Late in autumn the leaves acquire a bright crimson col¬ 

our. Sometimes the Black Hamburg does not colour 

well, and it is therefore advisable to have some plants of 

the Black Prince from which a supply of well-coloured 
fruit may be depended on. 

5. Black St. Peter’s—syn. St. Peter’s, Black Pales¬ 

tine, Oklaker s West’s St. Peter’s.—Leaves not deeply 

cut, but acutely serrated, open at the base—that is, the 

portion on each side of the footstalk not overlapping, 

smooth above and also beneath, with the exception of a 

slight pubescence on the ribs. When mature and fad¬ 

ing, the leaves assume a purplish crimson hue. Bunch 

middle-sized, sometimes rather large, and in that case 

shouldered, but generally not so. Berries round, inclin- 

ing to oval; skin rather thin, black, with a fine bloom; 

flesh purplish, sugary, and rich. The variety is a good 

beaier, and valuable on account of the fruit hanging late, ! 

for which reason it is now extensively cultivated. If the 

vine is not forced in the early stage of its vegetation, and 

the house be kept free from damp in winter, the fruit 

will hang and remain in a sound condition till February 

or March, when the new crop of early forced grapes comes 

in for use. Although for late keeping it should not bo 

forced early, yet care must be taken that in its more ad¬ 

vanced stage it have heat sufficient to ripen it properly 

before the leaves begin to lose their action; then the tem¬ 

perature should be gradually lowered. 

6. Esperione—syn. Turner’s Black, Turner’s Early 

Black, Cumberland Lodge, Hardy Blue Windsor, Bed 

Port of some.—Leaves roundish, with five moderately 

deep lobes, pubescent on both sides; the footstalk is 

also pubescent, and of a purple tinge; wood somewhat 

striped with purple. Bunch large, shouldered, or with¬ 

out shoulders if the hunches are very numerous, which 

they generally are if not thinned off. Berries round, 

black, covered with a profuse bloom; flesh sweet and 

vinous, but rather acid long after colouring. The vine 

is vigorous and hardy, bearing abundantly, and ripening 

in the open air on a good aspect. It is well figured in 

the Transactions of the Horticultural Society, vol. iii. 

p. 93. 

7. Black Frontignan—syn. Purple Frontignan, Pur¬ 

ple Constantia, Black Constantia, Red Frontignan of some, 

Sir William Rowley’s Black, Jtuscat Noir, Muscat Noir 

Ordinaire, Muscat Noir de Jura, Muscat Rouge of some, 

Boudales des Hautes Pyrdnees, Schwarzer Muscateller, 

Schwarzer Weihraueh.—Leaves roundish, sharply ser¬ 

rated, but not deeply lobed; midribs smooth. Bunch 

middle-sized, tapering. Berries roand-, skin black; flesh 

moderately firm, with a rich muscat flavour, on which 

account this excellent variety ought to be included in 

every good collection. 

8. Black Muscat op Alexandria.—This in size, 

form, and quality is similar to the White Muscat of Alex¬ 

andria, the only difference being in regard to colour. It is 

not generally cultivated, probably owing to its requiring 

much heat, and yet not always colouring well; and when 

that is the case, although its flavour may be good, its 

appearance is inferior to that of the while variety, which 
is accordingly preferred. 

9. Black Morocco — syn. Black Muscadel, Ansley's 

Large Oval Black, Le Coeur, Raisin d’Espagne.—The 

names of Black Raisin, Black Gibraltar, and Red Musca¬ 

del have also been applied to it by some, whilst by these 

appellations totally different sorts have been designated 

by others. Bunch very large, shouldered. Berries very 

large, oval, black; pulp firm, sweet. This grape has a 

noble appearance, but it is a bad setter. It should be 

fertilized with the pollen of the Hamburg, and receive as 

much heat as the Muscat. 

10. Early Black July—,syn. Matirillon or Morillon 

Hatif, Madeleine, Madeleine Noir, Raisin Prdcoce, De 

St. Jean, De Juillet, Sehr Friiher Schwarzer Burgun- 

der, Friiher Burgunder, Champagner, August Trauhe, 

Augustiner, August Clevner, Jacob’s Traube, Friiher 

Morchen, Ranezi, Juannens Negres, Luviana, Lugiana 

\ eronese, Lugliana and Lugliola del Toscani.—Leaves 

small, some slightly, others rather deeply three-lobed, 

smooth above, slightly pubescent beneath; leaf-stalks 

stained with red. Bunch small. Berries small, round, 

not so closely set as in the Black Burgundy; flesh juicy 
and sweet. • 

11. Black Cluster—syn. Burgundy, Black Burgundy, 

True Burgundy, Early Black, Small Black Cluster, 
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Rlaek Morillon, Auvergne, Auvernat, Auvernat Rouge, 

Vrai Auvernase, Pineau, Raisin de Bourgogne, Sauinoi- 

reau. Bon Plant, Genetiii de St. Jfenin, Fin Noir de Tou¬ 

lon, Talvagnues Rouge, Ternent, Noirin, Pignolet, Klev- 

ner, Augustiner, Blauer Seeklevner, Seliwarzer Sussling, 

Klebroth, Schwarzer Rissling, Scliwarze Frankische.— 

Leaves nearly smooth, rather deeply lobed, but having 

shallow serratures. Bunch small, compaet. Berries rather 

small, roundish oval; skin deep black, thick; flesh sweet, 

juicy, and rich. Tliis is a very old variety, and one of 

the hardiest known. In this country its wood becomes 

firmer and better matured in the open air than that of 

any other kind; and as the fruit ripens early, it is per¬ 

haps the best wine grape that can be grown in climates 

not very favourable for the vine. 

12. Miller’s Burgundy—syn. Black Cluster (of Miller), 

Miller, Aleatico du P6, Le Meunier, Fromente, Mauril- 

lon Tacoond, Res-^eau, Farineux Noir, Savagnien Noir, 

Noirin, MUllerrebe, Miillerweib, Pulverulenta, Morone 

Farinaccio. — Leaves downy above, hoary with down 

beneath, nearly white, in allusion to which appearance it 

has the name of Miller’s grape, or one with that signifi¬ 

cation in various languages. Bunches short, ovate, com¬ 

pact. Berries small, round, or inclining to roundish oval; 

skin thin, black; flesh tender, with abundance of juice, 

which is rather sharp long after the fruit is coloured, and 

when fully ripe it is not so sweet as the Early Black July 

and Black Cluster. The variety, however, is hardy, and 

is one of those suited for cultivation against walls in the 

open air; or it might be grown for wine in warm, sandy, 

or chalky soils. 

13. Trentiiam Black.—Leaves below the middle size, 

bluntly lobed, dark green, and of thick texture. Berries 

middle-sized, roundish; skin thin, purplish black, with a 

copious bloom; pulp juicy, rich, and vinous. Bears forc¬ 

ing well, ripening as early as the Hamburg, and hanging 

longer; the latter property renders it valuable. 

14. Black Barbarossa.—Z/eaues large, dowuiy. Bunch 

very large, rather loose. Berries large, somewhat oval, 

black, moderately'juicy, but in point of flavour not equal 

to the Black Hamburg and many others. It can only be 

recommended as a late grape. 

15. Large Black Ferral.—A very strong growing 

.sort, that ought not to be planted in the same border with 

others, for it would rob them, unless its roots were par¬ 

titioned off. Leaves very large. Bunch of the largest 

size, with long shoulders. Berries large, oval; skin thick, 

black or dark red; flavour tolerably rich. Requires a 

strong heat, and is only fit for a late house. 

16. Lady Downe’s Seedling.—Berrieslurge, roundish 

oval, purplish black; pulp rather firmer than that of the 

Black Hambifig, rich and excellent. One of the best 
sorts for a late vinery. 

Class II.—Grapes Grizzly. 

17. Grizzly Frontignan—syn Red Frontignan, Red 

Constantia, Muscat Gris, Muscat Rouge, Moscado Rosso, 

Moscatel Menudo, Kiimmel Traube, Brauner Muscateller, 

Grauer Muscateller, Rother Muscateller of some. Bother 

Schmeckende, Rother Weirauch, Grizeline.—As regards 

the leaves, the form of the hunch, and that of the berries, 

this variety is similar to the Black Frontignan, and its 

rich muscat flavour is also much the same; the only ma¬ 

terial difference is in the shade of colour. Some consider 

the Red Frontignan different, but we think the supposed 

difference arises from the Grizzly becoming, under some 

circumstances, more red than usual; or from the Black 

Frontignan colouring only red instead of black, as is some¬ 

times the case with the Black Hamburg. Introduced by 

Sir William Temple, about 200 years ago. The Black, 

the White, and the Grizzly Frontignans require the same 

treatment. The portion of border where their roots ex¬ 

tend should be protected from being invaded by those 

of other kinds of vines. 

Class HI.—White Grapes. 

18. Royal Muscadine—syn. Common Muscadina 

Amber Muscadine, Chasselas, White Chasselas, Cbasselas 

Dor6, Chasselas de. Fontainebleau, H’Arbois, Pearl of 

some. Raisin de Champagne, Amiens.—Leaves with mo¬ 

derately deep lobes, smooth above and almost so beneath, 

the under side thickly reticulated. Bunch middle-sized, 

tapering, occasionally somewliat shouldered. Berries of 

medium size,round; skin thin,wliite,wlienwell ripeneda.s- 

suming an amber tint; flesh tender, rich, and sugary. A 

good bearer, and sets well. One of the best white grapes 

in cultivation for the open wall, green-house, and early 

forcing in vineries or in pots. The berries are not so 

large as those of the White Sweetwater, but they set 

better; they also hang longer after being ripe, a desir¬ 

able property, more especially when there is only one 

vinery. 

19. PiTMASTON White Cluster.—L^eaves with deep in¬ 

cisions, smooth above and rather glossy beneath, the ribs 

slightly hairy; foot-stalks smooth, tinged with red. Bunch 

scarcely so largo as that of the Royal Muscadine, but 

more compact, shouldered. Berries round; skin white, 

acquiring an amber tinge; flesh tender, with a muscadine 

flavour. It ripens earlier than the Royal Muscadine, and 

is an excellent grape for the open wall. It was raised 

from a seed of the Black Cluster, by John Williams, Esq., 

of Pitmaston, near Worcester. 

20. White Sweetwater—syn. Stillward’s Sweetwater, 

Dutch Sweetwater, Water Zoete Blanc, Parel Druyf, 

Perle Blanche, Chasselas Precoce, Chasselas Royale.-— 

Wood short-jointed. Leaves glossy and deep green above, 

pubescent beneath, reddish brown when first beginning 

to unfold. Bunch large, open. Berries large, round, 

white, sometimes a little brownish next the sun; flesh 

aqueous, sweet, and rich. One of the earliest of grapes, 

and deserving of cultivation, for owing to the large size 

of the berries it has a noble appearance. It has, how¬ 

ever, the fault of setting imperfectly, especially when the 

vine is old, the bunches then having frequently an irre¬ 

gular, ragged appearance, in consequence of being com¬ 

posed of large perfect berries and small stoneless ones 

about the size of pease. 

21. Early White Malvasia—syn. Grove End Sweet¬ 

water, White Melier, Melier Blanc, Mornain Blanc, 

Morna Chasselas, Blanc de Bonneuil, Grosserer Friiher 

Malvasier, Friih Leipziger, Seiden Traube.—Bunch like 

that of the Royal Muscadine, but the berries scarcely so 

large; skin greenish white, thin; pulp sweet and toler¬ 

ably rich. This sort is cultivated in many parts of Ger¬ 

many on account of its hardiness and early ripening; 

and it is suitable for a wall in this country, but is not 

equal in quality to the Royal Muscadine. 
22. Reeves’ Muscadine.—RiOicA large, broadly shoul¬ 

dered, Berries with short stiff pedicels, oval; skin yel¬ 

lowish white, rather thick ; flesh melting, juicy, and rich. 

This variety, imported from the Cape by the late John 

Reeves, Esq., is a very abundant bearer, and therefore a 

few plants may be introduced in a collection. 

23. Calabrian Raisin—syn. RaisindeCalabre.—I^eares 
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not deeply lobed, smooth above and below; the ribs are 

even glabrous, instead of being furnished with short 

bristly hairs, as those of most varieties are. Bunch very 

long. Berries round, white, thinly covered with a deli¬ 

cate bloom, transparent, so that tlie seeds can be seen; 

flesh firm, sweet, and pleasant, though not rich. The 

bunch has a very handsome appearance, and contrasts 

well, as regards colour, with the Black St. Peter’s, and 

a plant of it may be grown chiefly on that account. By 

having the two, black and white grapes in all their fresh¬ 

ness can be insured for adding to the elegance of the 

des.sert at a late period of the season. 

24. White Muscat of Alexandhia—syn. White Mus¬ 

cat, White Tokay of some, Tottenham Park Muscat, White 

Muscat of Jerusalem, Lunel, White Muscat of Lunel, 

Malaga, Muscat Eschcolata, Alexandrian Frontignan, 

Zebibo of Sicily, Passe Musquee Blanche, Passe-longue 

Musquee.—Leaves large, deeply lobed, sharply serrated, 

smooth above, slightly pubescent beneath; petioles long, 

smooth, stained with red, as are also the ribs for some dis¬ 

tance from them. Bunch very large, strongly shouldered. 

Berries large, oval, hanging loosely; skin rather thick, 

of a pale amber colour; flesh firm, with an exceedingly 

rich muscat flavour. The remark made with reference 

to this grape in Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard and 

Kitchen Garden, is most ai>propriate^— 

“ This may be justly considered as one of the very best 

grapes ever introduced into this country. It requires a 

higher degree of temperature to ripen than many others, 

and generally succeeds best in the pine stove. It may, 

nevertheless, be ripened very well in a lower tempera¬ 

ture ; but then it is necessary it should be forced early in 

spring.” We have seen it forced in pots in a stove heat 

till nearly full-grown, and it then ripened off very well 

in a green-house, into which it was introduced in June. 

25. Chauleswokth Tokay.—This was considered dif¬ 

ferent from the Muscat of Alexandria, but when grown 

side by side, no obvious distinction could be observed. 

26. Bowood MuscAT.-RttucAlarge,shouldered. Berries 

very large, oval or obovate, deep amber when fully rip¬ 

ened ; flesh firm, juicy, with a rich, sugary, muscat flavour. 

It requires nearly the same amount of heat as the Muscat 

of Alexandria, compared with which it is rather earlier; 

but it keeps equally well, and is an abundant bearer and 

free setter. The variety was raised by Mr. Spencer, at 

Bowood, from the Cannon Hall and Muscat ot Alexandria. 

27. Stockwood Golden HAiinuitG.—Bunch large. 

Berries approaching the size of the Hamburg, round, amber- 

coloured ; flesh moderately firm, with a vinous, refreshing 

juice. It ripens along with the Black Hamburg, with 

which, as regards colour, it makes a good contrast. De¬ 

scribed in the Florist and Fruitist, 1856, p. 33, as having 

been raised by Mr. Busby at Stockwood Park, from the 

Black Hamburg, fertilized with the Dutch Sweetwater. 

28. White Nice.—Rane/t very large and loose. Berries 

middle-sized, somewhat oval; skin rather thin, greenish 

white; pulp tolerably soft and juicy, but not rich. 

29. Syrian.—Bunch very large, with broad shoulders. 

Berries large, oval; skin thick, white; flesh firm, of toler¬ 

able flavour when well ripened with strong heat. From 

the firmness of the flesh, the bunches will long hang with¬ 

out decaying. Grown by Mr. Speedily at Welbeck, in 

1781, to the weight of 19^ lbs. The variety is not to be 

recommended for a limited selection, and in the largest 
one plant is enough. 

30. C.ANNON Hall Muscat.—This variety has thicker 

shoots and larger berries than the White Muscat of Alex¬ 

andria; but when the latter is grown in rich borders, it 

is difficult to tell the difference. In point of flavour, 

however, the Cannon Hall is rather the inferior, and that 

being the case, we cannot recommend its cultivation in 

limited selections; and where there is a house appropriated 

to Muscats, one plant of this variety will be sufficient. 

31. Chasselas Musqu^—syn. Josling’s St. Alban's.— 

Leaves middle-sized, roundish, somewhat convex, not 

deeply lobed, the serratures turned downwards, of a 

bluish green colour, smooth above and nearly so beneath; 

petioles about 6 inches in length, moderately strong. 

Bunch tapering, rather loose, with large or small shoul¬ 

ders, or with none. Berries middle-sized, round; skin 

moderately thick, apt to crack, white, acquiring a yellow¬ 

ish tinge w'hen well-ripened ; flesh firm, with a rich, 

sugary, delicious muscat flavour. An excellent bearer, 

ripening early. Its only fault is that the berries are apt 

to crack; but various cultivators produce fruit without 

this defect; and by avoiding vicissitudes of moisture, 

either at root or top, it may be obtained in good perfec¬ 

tion. Its flavour is thought equal to that of the White 

Muscat of Alexandria, and it will ripen well with much 

less heat. Moreover, from ripening earlier, it will save 

the Muscats from being cut too soon, as is frequently the 

case, by those who prefer the muscat flavour. 

32. White Frontignan—syn. White Constantia, Ne¬ 

pean’s Constantia, Muscat Blanc, Raisin de Frontignan, 

Muscat Blanc de Jura, Moscatel Commun, Muscateller, 

Weisser Muscateller, Weissgelber Muscateller, Weisse 

Muscaten Traube, Schmekende, Weyrer, Muscatdly, Mos- 

chata Bianca, Moscat Bianco, Moscado Bianco, Moscatello 

Bianco, Moscatel Menudo Blanco, Moscatel Morisco, 

Jluscat Beli, Bela Dinka, Zoruna.—Leaves roundish, 

open at the base, not deeply (sometimes scarcely) lobed, 

but having deep serratures; midrib not bristly. Bunches 

long, conical. Berries middle-sized, round; skin white; 

flesh somewhat firmer than that of the Royal iluscadiue, 

and possessing a delicious, rich, muscat flavour. In the 

south of England this will, in some seasons, ripen to good 

perfection on the open wall. 

Grapes for an open wall in the southern parts of the 

hlngdom. 

Royal Muscadine. 

Pitinaston White Cluster. 

For an early vinery. 

Black Hamburg. Royal Muscadine. 

Black Prince. White Sweetwater. 

Chasselas Musque. 

For a late vinery. 

Black St. Peter's. Lady Downe’s. Seedling. 

Calabrian Raisin. Trentham Black. 

Black Barbarossa. 

For a green-house. 

Black Hamburg. Chasselas Musque. 

Royal Muscadine. Black Prince. 

For a stove. 

Muscat of Alexandria. Bowood Muscat. 

Black Barbarossa. Muscat Hamburg. 

Propagation. — This is effected by seeds, 

cuttings, layers, and gi-aftings. 

Propagation by seeds is chiefly with the 

view of obtaining new varieties. The object 

of doing so in this coitntry should be chiefly 
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that of obtaining hardy sorts for green-house 

culture, and for the open wall, in favourable 

situations. That there is a veiy gi'eat differ¬ 

ence in the hardiness of gi’apes will be readily 

admitted, for we have only to call to mind 

the appearance of a Muscat of Alexandria, and 

that of a Black Cluster, both grown in the 

open air; in the one a great proportion of the 

shoot is green and immature when growth is 

arrested in autumn; in the other the wood is 

mature, and comparatively hard, nearly to the 

very extremities of the shoots. Therefore it 

is probable that by crossing such sorts as the 

Black Hamburg, Boyal Muscadine, Black 

Prince, White Frontignan, and Chasselas 

Musque, with the Black Cluster, varieties as 

hardy as the latter, with larger bunches, and 

berries of better quality for the dessert might 

be obtained. It wdll be obseiwed that the 

petals of the flowers of the vine are inflected 

at the top, and form a sort of cap inclosing 

the stamens and pistil. When the vine is in 

good condition, and in a suitable temperature, 

this cap is thrown off, and the anthers exposed 

to the influence of light and air; they then 

soon burst, and fertilization is effected. Be¬ 

fore this takes place, when crossing is to be 

performed, the stamens should be cut away 

with very fine pointed scissors; and after¬ 

wards, when the .stjle and stigma are suf¬ 

ficiently developed, the pollen of the hardier 

vine shaken on a piece of paper should be ap¬ 

plied with a_ camel-hair pencil to the stigma 

of the sort to be fertilized. The process may 

also be reversed by fertilizing the hardy sort 

with the pollen of the sorts above mentioned, 

or that of others that may be thought eligible. 

The seeds should be sown early in February, 

in pots or pans of light rich loam, mixed with 

a little leaf-mould. The pots should be kept 

in bottom-heat, and always near the light 

during the growing season, shifting when 

necessary. With plenty of heat, both at top 

and bottom, light, and air, the plants will 

probably bear in three or four years; but in 

the second year some may be inarched or 

grafted on bearing vines, and thus strong shoots 

may be sooner obtained than would be the 

case from the seedling plant. 

Cuttings.—Where the soil is warm a well- 

ripened vine shoot inserted in the ground 

will strike root; but in this climate the pro¬ 

gress of rooting is too slow for a good shoot be¬ 

ing formed before cold weather sets in. With 

bottom-heat the rooting process is accelerated. 

but it is found, notwithstanding, that when a 

strong young shoot is produced with plenty of 

air and sufficient moisture, the returning sap 

is checked considerably when it comes to the 

old wood, and we frequently see that the young 

shoot becomes, in consequence, thicker than 

the old wood intervening between it and the 

roots. This thickening does not indicate 

a natural condition, for the increase in the 

diameter of the young shoot arises from an ac¬ 

cumulation of sap, which, if there had been no 

interruption, would have gone to make roots. 

Such being the case, it is found best in propa¬ 

gating the vine to dispense, as much as pos¬ 

sible, with old wood. Accordingly, ^dants 

raised from single eyes or buds are preferred, 

for experience has proved them to be the best. 

A bud with about half an inch of shoot on 

each side is all that is necessary; indeed, some 

slice off half the shoot, or more, 02rposite the 

bud. 

The shoots from which eyes or buds are to 

be taken for propagation should be fii’m and 

well ripened. We have seen vine shoots from 

Malaga so well matured that they cut almost 

as finn as a piece of old vine wood. They 

were eut into single eyes, and subjected to 

precisely the same treatment as eyes from the 

best-ripened shoots, whether from the open 

wall or vinery, in this country; but the 

strongest plants were produced by the Malaga 

shoots. The eyes should be planted in the 

end of January; if earlier, the plants would 

not have light enough; later, they would have 

a shorter period for growth. When jjrepared, 

the eyes should be planted singly in small pots 

filled with rich compost of good friable loam, 

leaf mould, and a little sand. They ought then 

to be kept in moderate heat for a week, after- 

w’ards plunged in a bottom-heat of about 75°; 

and when the plants have made several leaves 

the bottom-heat may be increased to 85°, the 

toj)-heat averaging about the same during the 

day, or higher with sun and air, and 75° at 

night. As soon as the roots have reached the 

sides of the pots the plants should be shifted, 

and this operation should be repeated as often 

as the growth of the roots may render it 

neeessary. Only, towards the end of the 

season, the pot may be allowed to get rather 

full of roots, but not so much as to prevent 

their being spread out with facility, and with¬ 

out entanglement, on planting out. By giving 

top and bottom heat, with plenty of air and 

light, as well as occasional waterings with 

85 
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clear liquid-manure water, strong well-rooted 

plants, with firm wood, will be insured by the 

end of the season, much superior to those 

raised by long cuttings, coiling, or layering, 

which therefore need only be briefly noticed. 

Cuttings consisting of two joints may be 

employed; they should be ciit closely beneath 

the lower eye, inserted in pots filled with rich 

soil, so that the upper eye may be scarcely 

covered. Their growth should then be pro¬ 

moted as directed for the rearing of plants 

from single eyes. 

Coiling a shoot, 5 or 6 feet long, in a pot, 

and leaving only an eye or two above the sur¬ 

face, was supposed advantageous, on account 

of the great store of organized matter such a 

shoot must contain, as compared with a short 

one, or more especially with that in the small 

portion attached to a single eye. Now, the 

elaborated sap which a certain amount of 

foliage can return to the 23ortion of the plant 

below ground will be much the same whether 

that portion consists of a large quantity of 

old shoot, with some pushing fibres, or almost 

entirely of young roots. In the former case, 

supposing the coiled shoot to be 5 feet in length, 

and only | inch in diameter, a surface of more 

than 120 square inches would have to receive 

the share of returning sap which would be 

due to that extent of surface, and then it is 

certain there could not be much left for the 

formation of spongioles and young roots. 

The organized matter stored up in the matured 

wood of the old shoot may be drawn upon by 

the leaves in the first instance, but the same 

shoots will repay themselves with interest as 

soon as the leaves begin to elaborate and re¬ 

turn sap. On the whole, therefore, no advan¬ 

tage can be derived from long coiled shoots, 

but the contrary. 

When it is desirable to propagate any sort 

as extensively and as quickly as possible, all 

superfluo\is young shoots may be slipped off 

when 6 or 8 inches long, and put under pro¬ 

pagating glasses; and well-rooted good plants 

may thus be obtained, free from any old 

wood. 

Layering.—By this mode it was formerly 

usual to propagate in the open ground, and 

strong plants were produced by the end of the 

season. It is the best mode where fire-heat is 

not at command; but the objection of too 

much old wood applies to it. The author 

of the Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen 

Garden recommends the operation to be com¬ 

menced as soon as the leaves have fallen, and 

to use 8 or 9 inch pots, sunk 2 inches below 

the surface, and three-parts filled with good 

mould, twisting the shoot till it splits, and 

then, layering it in the pot, shorten it to 

two eyes. “ In the spring, when they have 

grown 9 or 12 inches, they should be staked, 

tying the two shoots of each layer to the 

stake, cutting off all the other shoots which 

are produced upon the bender between the 

stole and the pot. When the shoots have 

attained the height of 2 or 3 feet, the up¬ 

permost shoot must be cut off, leaving the 

lower one only, training it up from time to 

time till it reaches the top of the stake, which 

need not be more than 6 feet at the most, 

when it must be stopped.”—(Lindley’s Guide 

to the Orchard and Kitchen Garden, p. 220.) 

By leaving two shoots, as above directed, 

jdants with roots more in proportion to the 

tops will doubtless be obtained; for whilst the 

temporary shoot is growing, it will be at the 

same time contributing to the formation of 

roots, which will then bear a greater propor¬ 

tion to the shoot left, than if only one had 

been allowed to grow. 

The vine may also be propagated by either 

of the various modes detailed under the head 

of layering, in the chapter on propagation. 

The young shoots may be introduced in 

baskets filled with friable turfy soil, and when 

sufficiently rooted they may be gradually de¬ 

tached from the parent vine. By this mode 

they can be carried to a distance more safely, 

and at less expense than if they were in pots. 

Grafting.—The grafting of vines is easily 

and successfully accomplished, provided the 

operation is performed when the stock and 

scion are in a fit state. When vegetation is 

inactive, of course no vital union can take 

place; and, on the other hand, if the vine is 

wounded when the sap is rising, and before 

the leaves expand, bleeding ensues. Having, 

at the time of pruning, selected scions from 

the best-matured shoots of the kind which it 

is intended to propagate, let their ends be in¬ 

serted in moist earth, or in moist sand in pots, 

which is preferable, as they ca7i be moved into 

a warmer temperature some time pi'evious to 

grafting. Before there is any danger of bleed¬ 

ing, the stock or branch intended to be worked 

should be cut back to where the graft is to be 

put on. This may be, according to circum¬ 

stances, either on the last year’s shoot, or on 

the older wood. Select a place where the 
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Sijion can be put on as in whip-grafting; but 

if the shoot is inclined, the scion should not 

be placed on the under side. Then cut back 

the stock or shoot above a bud opposite to 

where the scion is to be put on. When the 

buds of the vine to be grafted begin to expand, 

let the scions be brought into a temjierature 

approaching to that in which the stock is 

growing, so that they may be prepared to 

start the sooner after grafting. When the 

bud to which the shoot or branch was cut 

back has pushed 4 or 5 inches, pinch it back 

to two leaves, and whip-graft on the opposite 

side. In tying and claying, the bud of the 

scion must be left free to push; and after clay¬ 

ing, the whole should be mossed over; still, 

however, leaving the buds exposed to light; it 

is also necessary that the moss should be kept 

moist by frequent watering and syringing 

with tepid water. When the scion has burst, 

one of the two leaves on the shoot left oppo¬ 

site to it should be cut off; and as soon as 

the buds of the scion have fairly expanded 

into leaf, it will be in a condition to appro¬ 

priate all the sap; and that being the case, 

the whole of the shoot which is left may be 

removed. The shoot from the graft ought to 

be allowed full freedom of growth to produce 

as much foliage as can possibly be well ex¬ 

posed to light; but if it should attain the 

height of 12 or 15 feet, it may be stopped. 

Various other modes of grafting may be em¬ 

ployed, but we have found whip-grafting the 

best; it makes a much sounder union than 

cleft-grafting, which many recommend, be¬ 

cause, by adopting that mode, they have ob¬ 

tained long shoots in the same season. Of 

this we are aware; but at the same time the 

cleft portion will never become sound. 

Out-door Culture.—Glass being cheap, there 

is greater inducement to have grapes under 

its shelter now than formerly, and less to 

attempt their ripening on walls, or in the open 

ground. Nevertheless, we still see thousands 

of cottages having their front walls or gables 

covered with vines; and in warm seasons pro¬ 

perly selected sorts under good management 

may be lipened very well. 

Soil.—Provided the situation is warm, the 

leaves freely exposed to light and air, and the 

roots supplied with a moderate quantity of 

moisture, the vine will grow in almost any 

soil. W e have seen it succeed both in strong 

deep loam, and in rocky ground thinly covered 

with poor sandy soil. In the open air, or 

against a wall, vines will thrive in any well- 

conditioned soil that is suitable for fruit-trees 

generally. A rich, mellow loam, always per¬ 

vious to moisture, will suit the vine in the 

open air, and it should be refreshed occasion¬ 

ally with a dressing of compost consisting of 

maiden loam and dung; if the loam employed 

for this purpose is turfy, so much the better. 

In gravelly soil mixed with peat the roots of 

the vine are not liable to perish from moisture 

in winter; and having roots fit for action, 

the 2jlants ai’e I3repared to make an earlier 

growth than those that have nearly all their 

smaller fibi’es either destroyed or in bad con¬ 

dition. 

Planting.—The best season for planting 

vines against walls or elsewhere in the open 

ground is in the month of October, early in 

November, or in sjjring, just before the sap 

begins to rise. The roots should be carefully 

sjiread out and covered with rich turfy loam, 

made rather fine; then moderately watered, 

and afterwards mulched. 

The cultivation of the grape on open walls 

is perhaps nowhere so carefully attended to 

as at the village of Thomery, on the banks of 

the Seine, about five miles from Fontaine¬ 

bleau, and from this neighbourhood Paris is 

supplied with 30,000 lbs. of grapes daily 

during the grape season. We shall therefore 

briefly state the mode of culture which the 

industrious inhabitants of that village have 
o 

from long experience adopted. The soil is a 

light bi-own sandy loam; a sample of it ana¬ 

lyzed by Professor Solly, gave 81 per cent, of 

silica, 7 of alumina, and only 3^ of organic 

matter, therefore it had not been highly ma¬ 

nured; yet from such soil the Royal Miisca- 

diue or Chasselas de Fontainebleau grape is 

j^roduced of excellent quality. The bimches 

we saw were only middle-sized, as were also 

the berries; but these had acquired a fine 

yellow tinge indicative of j^erfect maturity, 

and the quality was excellent. Doubtless 

this is in a great measure owing to the climate; 

but much is due to the system of manage¬ 

ment. The principal feature in this is that 

each plant is trained with only two branches 

extending horizontally, as nearly as possible 

from the same point, one to the right and the 

other to the left; and from these the bearing 

shoots are trained upright. The distance 

between the horizontal courses is 18 inches. 

At Fontainebleau we observed that the plants 

wex’e 3 feet apart, and the distance between 
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the courses of horizontals was 2 feet, and these 

distances are preferable in our soil and climate, 

in which the vine makes longer shoots than 

at Thomery. The length of the two horizon¬ 

tals of each vine is equal to the distance at 

which the vines are planted, multiplied by the 

number of horizontal courses which the height 

of the wall will admit; or the length of each 

horizontal is equal to half that product. A 

wall 12 feet high will thus admit of five 

courses; and, planted 3 feet apart, each plant 

will extend its horizontals 15 feet, or 7^ feet 

on each side, crossing the adjacent upright 

naked stems. A bearing shoot is allowed to 

spring from each eye; it is trained upright, and 

stopped when it reaches the next liorizontal; 

if laterals push, as is likely to be the case in 

consequence of the stopping, they are cut off 

above the second leaf. At the winter prun¬ 

ing all the upright shoots are cut back to the 

lowest two eyes. On the upper one of these the 

fruit is chiefly borne; but it is completely cut 

away at the ensuing winter pruning, whilst 

the other shoot is cut down to its lowest two 

eyes. If more than two shoots push from the 

bases of the shoots cut back, they are pinched 

off close as soon as they can be well laid hold 

of. The horizontals extend equally on both 

sides of the stems, and are allowed to meet, 

but not pass each other. 

By the Thomery mode, according to the Bon 

Jardinier, as many as 320 bunches can be 

produced on a surface of little more than 

8 feet square. In this calculation it is sup¬ 

posed that each horizontal of 4 feet 4 inches 

in length will srqiport eight upright shoots 

with two bunches on each; but in this climate 

the shoots would require more space; and 

besides, the wall, in order that it may be 

heated by the sun, should not be comjdetely 

covered with foliage; therefore only half of 

the above quantity should here be reckoned 

on for the same space. 

It will be observed, that in this mode of 

training, the flow of sxip in each plant is 

divided among sixteen shoots, all of which are 

equal as regards origin and position. They 

all spring from a horizontal base, they are 

e(iually ujii'ight, and all are stopped when they 

attain a certain height, and each should have 

the same amount of foliage. The stopping 

takes place in the early part of the season, 

and in consequence of this the bud at the base 

of the part left gets well matured. Consider¬ 

ing the limited develojiment which each plant 

is allowed to take, the quantity of foliage is 

in ample proportion, and year after year it is 

almost uniformly the same; consequently, the 

elaborated sap supplied for the support of the 

roots is as regular as is the demand on these 

for support in return. Such is not the case 

when vines are trained in a rambling manner 

and without system ; for in that case the roots 

are perhaps to-day in full communication with 

the large amount of foliage on a number of 

long shoots, and to-morrow all these may pro¬ 

bably be cut away without considering that 

the roots must suffer severely from the shock; 

the portion of foliage left being frequently less 

than that suddenly removed. It is not so 

with the Thomery system, in which the shoots 

have only their points taken off in a young 

state, rendering the removal of perfect foliage 

for the most part unnecessary. From these 

considerations, and from what we have ob¬ 

served of the system abroad, as well as the 

favourable results which have, in some in¬ 

stances, been obtained in England by adopt¬ 

ing it, we think that the Thomery system is 

the best that can be piirsued in our climate, 

allowing, however, a distance of 3 feet be¬ 

tween the plants, and 2 feet between the 

horizontal courses. 

Should it be found that after a fair trial 

the above mode does not succeed, in conse¬ 

quence of the dampness of the climate and 

soil, then the following may be adopted. 

Horizontal branches should be formed to the 

right and left, and from these upright shoots 

ought to be allowed to push at 1 foot apart, 

stoj^ping them in summer when they have 

attained a height of from 4 to 6 feet, accord¬ 

ing to their strength. At the winter prun¬ 

ing every alternate upright should be cut 

down to the lowest two eyes; and those not 

so cut back may be shortened to 2 feet if 

rather weak, but to 3 or 4 feet if strong and 

well matured. These are to bear the fruit in 

the following summer. The best of the shoots 

from the two eyes to which the other shoots 

were cut back, should be allowed to grow 

from 4 to 6 feet, and then be stopped. They 

ought to be shortened at the winter pruning 

to between 3 and 5 feet according to their 

strength; and those that have borne fruit 

should be in their turn cut down to two eyes. 

Thus, with the exception of the horizontal 

branches, there is no two-years’ old wood, the 

uprights consisting of the current and pre¬ 

vious summer’s shoots; the former are short- 
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ened at the winter pruning for bearing; the 

latter cut hack to within two eyes of the base. 

In this way the wall can only be covered to 

the height of 4 or 5 feet; for the u])per part, 

vines would require to be planted, and carried 

iipright with a single stem 5 or 6 feet high, 

above which a second series of horizontals and 

uprights should be formed, and managed pre¬ 

cisely as in the lower series. 

Culture under Glass.—Grown in the open 

air, grapes generally colour well even if they 

should not rijicn; and the leaves are robust 

in appearance, thick and leathery to the feel. 

It is not always so with the foliage of vines 

subjected to more artificial treatment under 

glass; for there, forced into too rapid develop¬ 

ment by heat and moisture, without a corre¬ 

sponding amount of light, the leaves are some¬ 

times very broad, but comparatively weak and 

thin. We have observed, that even in this 

country, vines growing in the open air main¬ 

tain their roots in a sound state for many years 

in any soil that is not excessively bad; but by 

artificial treatment under glass, the foliage of 

the vine is in many instances rendered incap¬ 

able of invigorating the roots, and these, con¬ 

sequently, are liable to become weak, and even 

to perish. This being the case, great care is 

necessary in the formation of the border and 

in the selection of the materials of which it is 

composed. 

The front wall of a vinery should be 

carried up high enough to admit of the sur¬ 

face of the border being raised 18 inches or 

2 feet above the general level of the adjoin¬ 

ing ground; indeed, 3 feet may be allowed if 

a terrace can be formed; and if so, the vines 

will have less damp and more light than if 

the base of the vinery had been kept low. It 

is therefore desirable that with reference to 

the adjoining ground the vinery should occupy 

an elevated site. 

Depth of Border.—The vine is very success¬ 

fully cultivated in deep loam on the banks of 

the Doiu’o, and so it is in shallow soils among 

i-ocks on many parts of the Continent. In 

this country we hear of its succeeding well in 

deep, and likewise in shallow borders. In 

order, however, to support heavy crops for a 

seides of years, a large quantity of nutritive 

substances is necessary; and a greater dej^th 

of soil is requisite to nourish a Black Ham¬ 

burg, for instance, extending over a large sur¬ 

face, than a Burgundy, pruned so as to be not 

larger tlian a raspberry plant. 
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Before proceeding to excavate for the bor¬ 

der, the surface level at the front wall should 

be determined, and, as we have recommended, 

with i-eference to that of the adjoining ground. 

It will then serve as a datum from which the 

de2)th of the border can be measured. A 

depth of 3 feet of prepared soil we consider 

proper; it is not too much, provided it is laid 

on a well-drained subsoil, for in that case the 

earth, at 3 feet deep, is, on the average, as 

warm as at 1 foot deep. In a border of that 

depth vines have long continued to produce 

good crops. Then, 3 feet below the datum 

line or surface of the soil at the front wall, 

will be the bottom of the prepared compost; 

and another 9 inches should be excavated for 

drainage, making the total depth to be exca¬ 

vated 3 feet 9 inches. The soil thrown out 

would be very appropriately employed in rais¬ 

ing a terrace, on which a walk with grass 

verges could be formed in front of the bordei*. 

Drainage.—In some situatioms holes may 

be dug to the depth of 4 feet or more without 

water from below collecting in them at any 

time of the year; but in others, at that depth, 

water will rise at almost any season, and espe¬ 

cially towards the beginning of summer, when 

the springs are generally at their highest. In 

the former case, draining is not essential; but 

in the latter it is of the first importance. If 

water is constantly percolating from springs 

on the north side, it will render the bottom 

of the border cold and chilling for the roots; 

and as in this case a drain in front will not be 

sufficient, one lower than the bottom of the 

border should surround the site of the vinery. 

Bottoming the Border.—The drainage ma¬ 

terials should be laid in the bottom of the 

border to the depth of 9 inches at least, and 

with a slope to the front drain. They may 

consist of brick-bats, lime-rubbish, old plaster, 

stones broken like road-metal, &c., but of all 

othei’s we consider chalk rammed hard to be 

the be.st. In many districts it may be had 

close at hand; and in any place it can now be 

cheaply obtained by railway. The roots do 

not penetrate through the rammed chalk, and 

this substance, whilst it retains a certain 

amount of moisture, is yet sufficiently porous 

to drain off that which is superfluous. Some 

recommend the bottom to be paved, but j^av- 

ing flags next the warm soil will always be 

wet by condensation if their under sides are 

cold by contact with a subsoil in the proximity 

of spring water. Vines will therefore thrive 
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better on clialk tlian on stone, or even loose 

drainage, througli which the roots will occa¬ 

sionally push into cold bad subsoils. 

The width of the border need not be more 

than 4 or 5 feet at first; but after two years 

another breadth of 5 feet should be added, and 

as the roots extend the width may be increased 

to Ifi feet, which will be quite enough. 

The level of the surface and bottom of the 

border having been determined, as well as its 

width, we may now proceed to the considera¬ 

tion of the kind of soil to be introduced, and 

its preparation. 

Soil.—In order to produce heavy crops the 

soil must be rich; and to prevent the roots 

from perishing from cold and humidity, it 

should be composed of open materials not 

liable to become a spongy, saturated mass. A 

rich turfy loam is the best main constituent 

of a vine border; and the fibi’e of the turf 

should be of a nature that it will not readily 

become quite rotten. Independent of its fibre, 

the loam itself should be naturally at all times 

pervious to water. If loam intended for vine 

borders were brought in contact with stable 

manure in a state of fermentation it would 

absorb ammonia, and vines planted in it woirld 

be in a condition to make a good start and 

produce healthy and vigorous foliage. In 

order to dispose the loam for the absorption 

of the ammonia, it may be laid in alternate 

layers about 18 inches thick with fresh fer¬ 

menting stable dung, the litter of which should 

be previously well soaked in urine from the 

stable, mixed with water. Another mode of 

attaining the same object would be to build 

the loam in beds 3 feet wide and 4 or 5 feet 

high, with 2-feet spaces between, and holes 

having been bored horizontally through the 

beds, to fill up the intermediate spaces with 

fresh stable manure, covering it with a few 

inches of soil to prevent the escape of ammonia 

at top. The dung may remain till its fermen¬ 

tation has considerably abated, when it may 

be removed and the loam tui’ned over without 

being much chopped; and if naturally rich, 

may then be considered fit for putting in the 

border, but otherwise some rich well-prepared 

compost should be mixed with it. Such com¬ 

post may consist of loam, a little turfy peat, 

old plaster, and half inch bones. The mass 

should be turned several times, and on each 

occasion a little fresh loam mixed with it 

in order that the gases arising from fermen¬ 

tation may be completely absorbed. A rich 

compost thus worked up will prove better 

adapted for mixing with the soil of the border 

than strong manures, which have not been 

subjected to any such preparatory process. A 

very good compost for enriching the loam for 

a border may be formed of two parts of turfy 

loam and one of l)igs’ dung, mixed with the 

loam at the rate of one load in ten. Turfy 

loam thrown into sheep-pens is soon rendered 

an excellent soil for a vine border, without 

the addition of any other ingredients. 

Planting.—In vineries planting may be per¬ 

formed at any time if the plants are in pots, 

but if they have previously been growing in 

heat the operation should be deferred till the 

border is quite as warm as the mean tempera¬ 

ture of the place whence the vines have been 

taken. The plants should have length enough 

to pass through the opening prepared for them 

in the front wall, and reach several feet up the 

trellis in the inside. The general mode has 

been to introduce the vines through a hole in 

the front wall 1 foot or more above the surface 

of the border; but it is much better to pass 

them through G inches below the surface, so 

that no portion of the stem may be exposed 

outside. A hole should be taken out for the 

ball, and from that a groove for the shoot to¬ 

wards the front wall. The upper roots should 

not be less than 6 inches below the surface, 

and the shoot inclining upwards not less than 

4 inches below the ground level, at the point 

where it enters the opening in the front wall; 

inside, the shoot ought to be trained in a 

direction parallel to, and as near the glass as 

possible, without the leaves touching it. 

Tem/perature.—We have the excellent au¬ 

thority of Sir William Hooker in stating that 

the favourite climate of the vine in the Old 

World is between latitudes 36° and 48°; but 

it thrives wherever the mean temperature is 

from 62° to 47^°, provided that of winter is 

not below 33° nor that of summer under 66° 

or 68°. Such is the case on the shores of 

Europe up to latitude 47°, and in the interior 

of continents to latitude 50°. Certain varieties 

are adapted for the high temperature which 

prevails in the extreme south of Europe and 

north of Africa; others succeed in certain 

localities as far as latitude 50°. If even the 

hardiest varieties occasionally succeed beyond 

this, it must be under peculiarly favourable 

circumstances. The range of the vine in Eu¬ 

rope may therefore be reckoned at about 1000 

miles from south to north. But long before 
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reaching the northern limits the cultivation of 

our most esteemed hot- house grapes must give 

place to smaller and hardier varieties, such 

kinds as the Muscat of Alexandria being only 

adapted for a high temperature, such as pre¬ 

vails in the hottest parts of Europe. There 

they succeed admirably, and that being the 

case, it may fairly be concluded that the climate 

must be highly favourable, and proper for imi¬ 

tation by artificial means. 

The following table exhibits the mean tem¬ 

perature of the air (omitting fractions) from 

January, when the buds are iu a comparatively 

dormant state, till September, at Beyrout in 

Syria, lat. 33° 50' N.; Cadiz, lat. 36° 32' N.; 

and at Catania, in Sicily, lat. 37° 30' N., where 

grapes attain a high degree of perfection in 

the open air;—■ 
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Beyrout,. . 56° 59° 61° 63° 69° 75° 81° 81° 80° 
Cadiz, . . 51 53 55 59 63 68 70 72 70 
Catania,. 49 54 56 61 71 79 86 88 78 

Average, 52 55 57 61 67 74 79 80 76 

By the examples above selected it will be 

observed that iu the principal growing and 

ripening months. May, June, July, and Au¬ 

gust, the climate of Catania is the hottest, 

and its temperature is probably as high as 

vines that are being forced could well bear. 

Nevertheless, with care, it may be safely fol¬ 

lowed in the case of Muscats, and other large 

sorts; and here it may be remarked that the 

Muscat of Alexandria, under the name of 

Zebibo, is one of the sorts grown in Sicily. 

The temperature of Beyrout is to be preferred 

when a very early crop is not the principal 

object. 

The following table is drawn up from a diary 

of vine forcing kept, where bunches of Black 

Hamburg were grown to 8 lbs. weight each, at 

Oak Hill, East Barnet, by Mr. Forsyth, and 

published in the Gardener'’s Magazine. From 

the data there given we have arranged the 

temperatures in weekly order from the com¬ 

mencement of the process, when the vines are 

dormant, till the ripening period, contrasting 

it with the average weekly temperature of 

Beyrout, Cadiz, and Catania. The weekly tem¬ 

peratures given for these places are, however, 

only aj)proximations, yet they must be very 

near to the truth from their having been 

obtained by drawing lines proportionate in 

height to the monthly temperatures, and liais¬ 

ing others at one-fourth, one-half, and three- 

fourths the distance between every two. The 

lengths of the intermediate ordinates in this 

and similar cases represent the intermediate 

average weekly temperatures to within a frac¬ 

tion of a degree, which is certainly near enough 

for practical purposes. The temperatures 

thus obtained coincide, it will be observed, 

with those afforded at Oak Hill, or differ but 

slightly from them. For the first four weeks 

after the application of fire-heat at Oak Hill, 

the weekly temperatures correspond with the 

average of those of the 2>laces abroad between 

the third week of April and middle of May, 

when vines out of doors naturally push; and 

at Oak Hill, artificially, shoots were produced 

in the same temperature :— 

Temperature at 
Oak Hill. 

Weekly 
mean of 
Beyrout, 
Cadiz, 
and 

Catania. 
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1 60° 45° 52° 57° Vinery shut up, Nov. 8. 

2 60 45 52 58 
3 60 50 55 59 
4 65 55 60 61 Fire-heat applied, Dec. 1. 

5 69 57 63 63 
6 70 58 64 64 
7 72 59 65 65 Buds swelling, Dec. 22. 

8 74 61 67 67 Heat of dung on border 96° 

9 76 63 69 68 
10 78 65 71 70 Shoots 2 inches long. 

11 81 68 74 72 
12 83 71 77 74 
13 84 73 78 75 (Vines in flower gene- 
14 85 75 80 76 1 rally, Feb. 15. 
15 85 76 80 78 

16 85 76 80 79 
17 85 74 79 79 Berries all set. 

18 85 72 78 79 

19 85 72 78 79 Berries thinned. 

20 85 72 78 80 
21 85 72 78 80 
22 85 72 78 80 Blackllamburg colouring. 

23 83 72 77 79 
24 83 72 77 79 Sweetwater ripe. 

25 83 72 77 79 
26 81 70 75 79 

Ventilation.—At all times when the state 

of the weather will permit air should be given, 

but with due caution, especially when there is 

great disparity between the internal and ex¬ 

ternal temperatures. Air ought never to be 

given with the view of lowering the tempera¬ 

ture, but to prevent the latter from getting 

too high. Even if giving air should be ne¬ 

glected, and the house be found too hot, air 

ought to be given to prevent any further rise, 

but not to cause a sudden reduction of tem¬ 

perature. 
Watering and Syringing.—FTeat, air, and 

moisture should be so regulated as to produce 

a uniformly progressive growth of foliage, for 
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on this depends not only the excellence of the 

present but also that of the future crops. It 

is, on the contrary, injurious to supply heat 

and moisture to such an excess as to cause a 

too rapid elongation of shoots and expansion 

of foliage. Such is the case when the develop¬ 

ment in a given time is greater than occurs 

under the most favourable circumstances out 

of doors. Whilst, therefore, sufficient moisture 

shotild be supplied, its excess must be guarded 

against. When the shoots are seen becoming 

unusually long-jointed, and the foliage broad 

but thin, it is necessary to see that the tem¬ 

perature is not too high ; if so, it must be 

gradually lowered to that which is proper, and 

by so doing excessive development will be 

moderated. But, notwithstanding this, if 

moisture is constantly in excess, the atmo¬ 

sphere of the house being kept continually in 

a saturated condition, so that the leaves can¬ 

not perspire, they will not properly elaborate 

the sap. During some period of the twenty- 

four hours the air should not be fully saturated 

with moisture; and this period ought, if pos¬ 

sible, to be in the day-time, so that the process 

of evaporation may take place when the foliage 

is under the influence of light. But here we 

must observe, that the atmosphere of vineries 

and other forcing houses is generally rendered 

too dry by the coldness of the glass acting as 

a condenser of the moisture contained in the 

warmer air of the house, thus rendering it 

dry in the night -when the vine growing na¬ 

turally out of doors enjoys a moist atmosphere. 

The greater the difierence between the tem¬ 

perature of the air and that of the glass, the 

drier the air becomes. Therefore, by reducing 

the coldness of the glass by means of some 

warm covering, the drying process would be 

greatly co\interacted. 

Tlie house may be steamed by pouring water 

on the flues, and moisture may also he derived 

from damp soil and watering the paths, &c. 

But, notwithstanding all these means, the 

leaves of the vine will frequently be exposed 

to the action of dry air towards morning, be¬ 

fore they can be moistened by syringing, in 

imitation of a shower. Before rain the ex¬ 

ternal air generally becomes moist by degrees; 

and so, previous to syringing it, would be well 

to raise a little steam, in order that the leaves 

when in a too dry atmosphere may not be sud¬ 

denly drenched. 

The vines being early freed from the effects 

of night dryness, a moist atmosphere may be 

permitted till the moisture be gradually dis¬ 

sipated by the sun’s rays and ventilation. 

When, in the afternoon, the heat of the day 

begins to decline, a reduction of the ventila¬ 

tion should be commenced. 

Pruning wnd Training.—The mode of bear¬ 

ing in the vine is very different from that of 

many other kinds of fi’uit - trees. In the 

peach, for example, no fruit is borne on the 

young shoots of the current year, but on these 

blossom-buds are formed for fruiting in the 

following season; and it can be perceived in 

winter where fruit will be situated in the 

summer, provided no accident occur. Such is 

not the case with the vine; a shoot may push 

from an unseen latent eye in the old wood, 

and on this shoot as it grows, whilst young 

and tender, the rudiments of a bunch may be 

seen; and frequently, as the same shoot pro¬ 

ceeds in growth, a second bunch, or even 

moi’e, will sometimes be formed. A young 

shoot may this year grow to the length of 

15 or 20 feet, and having been shortened to 

10 or 12 feet by cutting off the more recently 

formed, and consequently least matured por¬ 

tion, an eye or bud will be found in the axil 

of every leaf on that which remains. Next 

season it is possible that on this shoot, or rod, 

as it is termed, every eye may develope a young 

shoot which will bear one or two biinches of 

grapes. Thus, any young shoot of a vine, 

whether proceeding from a bud on the last 

year’s shoot, or from older wood, is eligible for 

bearing fruit. Therefore, whether we leave 

the last year’s shoots long, or short, or cut 

them back to within a few e3'’es of their bases, 

or even to the lowest eye, still on the shoot 

or shoots which push, there may be fruit. It 

is necessary to bear in mind, that if the sap 

find plenty of eyes on young rods of the pre¬ 

ceding season’s growth it will not readil}’’ 

push latent eyes from old wood. Some prin¬ 

cipally depend on the last year’s shoots for 

bearing the crop, leaving a few at considerable 

length for that purpose; othez’S do the same, 

cutting them back, howevei’, to shorter lengths 

and leaving more of them; whilst many adopt 

the system of cutting back all the last years 

wood nearly close to the stem. Accordingly, 

there are three systems in use, termed the 

long-rod, the short-rod, and the spur systems, 

and there are various intermediate modifica¬ 

tions of these. It must be admitted that 

good crops have been obtained for several 

years in succession by each of the above 
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metliods; and that being the case, it is evident 

that productiveness does not absolutely depend 

on the adoption of any jiarticular mode of 

ti'aining. Whatever this maybe,the produc¬ 

tion of foliage, and its maintenance in an 

eflicient state, should be the primary con¬ 

sideration. As regards the cultui’e of the 

vine under glass, some that get credit for 

being good fruit growers are not in all cases 

good leaf growers. A person may obtain 

large crops of fruit for a few years if he have 

strong well-conditioned vines to commence 

with; but if the quantity of foliage he main¬ 

tains be not equal to supply the roots with a 

due share of elaborated sap, a general weak¬ 

ness will ensue. Roots under certain circum¬ 

stances will continue to gi’ow for a time, 

although there may be no leaves on the plant; 

but the growth of roots cannot be long 

carried on independent of the leaves. If the 

foliage is scanty, the roots will be few; if un¬ 

healthy, the roots will soon become unhealthy 

too. The amount of foliage should be as 

much as can possibly be well exposed to light, 

of course more or less according to the surface 

of glass. So far then as regards the essential 

principle of maintaining the vine in a healthy 

vigorous state, that mode of pruning and train¬ 

ing is the best wdiich admits of the greatest 

amount of foliage being exposed to light. In 

order to turn the structure to the best account, 

as great an amount as possible of the light 

transmitted through the glass should act upon 

the foliage. We do not, of course, mean that 

the leaves should form a close green canopy 

under the glass through which no direct 

solar rays could penetrate, and below wliicli 

all would be darkness; on the contrary, there 

ought to be numerous openings clear of foliage, 

so that the whole of the interior of the house 

may be light. Under one sash the leaves 

should not be crowded, whilst below others 

there are none. Whatever mode of training 

we may choose to adopt, these observations 

should be borne in mind ; for, by acting in ac¬ 

cordance with them, vines will be kept long in 

good health and bearing, instead of being ruined, 

as is frequently the case when, in training, 

the importance of the foliage is overlooked. 

Long-rod System.—By this it is generally 

admitted that larger bunches are obtained 

than by the sjmr system; but for a greater 

weight of fruit under the same extent of glass 

the latter is preferred. In long-rod pruning 

the principle is to train a shoot of the last 

year’s growth for producing shoots to l)ear 

fruit in the current year, shortening it more 

or less according to its strength. From the 

buds formed on it last season, young shoots 

will push and bear fruit in the present. A fter 

bearing, this rod is cut away; thus all the 

two-years’ old wood is dispensed -with, pi-o- 

vided it is not required to furnish the upper 

part of the house. As by this system the 

two-year old rods have to be cut away in the 

autumn, young shoots must be trained up 

during the summer, in order to be ready to 

replace them; and these, in their turn, are cut 

out in the autumn of the following season, and 

are then replaced by shoots of that summer’s 

growth. Long-rod training in its simplest 

form is accomplished as follows;— 

riant the vine, train up one shoot, and 

when the leaves have fallen prune it back to 

the bottom of the rafter. In the next season 

train up only two of the best shoots, and when 

they have completed that season’s growth cut 

one of them back to two eyes at the base. 

The shoot left at greatest length will likely 

bear some fruit; the other, cut back to two 

eyes, will produce two shoots. In autumn 

the one which bore the fruit should be cut 

out; one of the two young shoots, cut back 

according to its strength, will supi)ly its place, 

and the other young shoot must be cut back 

to two eyes. “This mode of pruning and 

training is applicable princii)ally to those 

houses where the rafters only are to be occu¬ 

pied by the vine, as over the pine ^lit, or 

where other crops are cultivated in the body 

of the house; but when it is intended to 

occupy the whole roof, this system may still 

be adopted, by extending the vine on each side 

of the rafter, till it meets that from the ad¬ 

joining one; or, the vine may be divided at 

the bottom of the rafter, on its first training, 

and formed with two principals on each side, 

making four principals to each vine. If how¬ 

ever, the vines should consist of the larger 

fruited class, such as Muscat of Alexandria, 

Black Hamburg, or Syrian, &c., one principal 

on the rafter, and one on each side wull be 

much better than more. It may likewise be 

necessary to extend this system still turther, 

where the house is large, and has a great 

length of I’after, which may be done by form¬ 

ing a second series one-half the way up the 

rafter’.”—(Lindley’s Guide, p. 224.) 

In carrying up a stem, to furnish shoots lor 

the upper part of the house, that stein will be 

86 
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naked between the parts where shoots proceed 

to furnish the lower part. To these naked 

portions of stem the young wood of the lower 

series may be closely trained, for naked wood 

does not require light. 

Short-rod System.—Instead of training rods 

at considerable length for bearing, some prefer 

short I’od.s, treating them on the same system 

of cutting out the shoots which ha^-e borne, 

and supplying their places with young shoots 

trained up for that purpose. 

Mr. Roberts selects buds for the origin of 

spurs alternately on each side of a shoot which 

is allowed to progr-ess to the top of the house, 

and he removes the other buds on each side, 

but so that those retained on one side may be 

situated about half-vpay between those left on 

the other. About two-thirds of the buds are 

thus removed; those retained being situated 

alternately on the right and left sides of the 

shoot. The operation of disbudding is per¬ 

formed when the wood is nearly mature, by 

cutting out the bud in the axil of the leaf, 

taking care not to injure the latter. The buds 

left push, and genei'ally bear in the following 

season j in summer they are stopped one joint 

beyond the fruit, and in autumn are cut back 

to two eyes. These produce two shoots, one 

of which is allowed to bear fruit, and the 

other is not. At the autumn pruning the 

shoot which bore fruit is cut back to one eye 

at its base; the other is shortened to two, 

three, or four eyes, cutting above a bold 

pi’omiuent bud for fruiting, and those below 

are cut clean out, with the exception of one 

at the base, which is allowed to grow for 

succession, but not to bear fruit. There are 

left then, on the shortened shoot, only one bud 

at top to bear fruit, and one at the base for a 

succession shoot. 

Spur System.—This is becoming the most 

general. The vines are usually planted so that 

one can be trained up each rafter; but some 

train them up the middle of the sash, and this 

we believe to be the preferable mode, because 

in spur training the shoots are cixt back to 

buds close to the stem, and for the sake of the 

buds the leaves next the stem should be well 

exposed to light. Under the rafter the .stem 

is partially shaded, whereas, in the middle of 

the sash, it is in the best position for the 

shoots proceeding from it being immediately 

acted upon by the light. A vine may there¬ 

fore be introduced at that point, and trained 

m an upward direction ; and care should be 

taken that shoots are encouraged alternately, 

by removing two buds, and leaving one, or, in 

some cases, by retaining every other bud. 

When the young shoots push let them be 

gently brought to a horizontal position, by 

bending them a little at a time, but so as not 

to break them. Frequently, opposite the 

fourth leaf, the rudiments of a bunch will be 

developed. The leaf directly opposite the 

bunch must always be preserved. Some stop 

the young shoot at one joint or leaf beyond 

the fruit, and some at two joints. It seems to 

be of little importance, as regards the swelling 

of the bunch, at which it is done, and hence, 

many good gardeners are not very particular 

as to whether they stop at one or two joints. 

Where there is plenty of room for the foliage 

to expand fully, we would say stop at two 

joints; for the sap elaborated by the ad¬ 

ditional leaf will go to strengthen the vine, 

and increase its roots. On the other hand, if 

stopping above the second leaf beyond the 

fruit would render the foliage crowded, then, 

by all means, stop at one leaf. After stopping, 

laterals will push ; they m.ay be stopped above 

their first or second joints. 

Thinning.— This is sometimes necessary as 

regards the bunches; and in all cases the 

berries ought to be properly thinned out, and 

regulated. When more bunches are formed 

than the vine can bring to perfection, those 

which are siiperabrandant should be reduced 

in an early stage of their growth, at all events, 

before they come into bloom. Sorts that 

produce large bunches should have fewer of 

them than those which naturally bear com¬ 

paratively small bunches. The weight of 

fruit ouglit to correspond with the amount of 

good foliage; we have frequently seen it out 

of all pi’oportion, in fact, so much so that there 

have been nearly as many bunches as leaves. 

Naturally the young shoots push a few leaves, 

then a bunch or a tendril appears, and this is 

always opposite a leaf. As the shoot proceeds 

other bunches may form at greater or less 

intervals, but still in the natural state the 

number of leaves far exceeds the number of 

bunches. 

The thinning of the berries should also take 

place as soon as they are well set, which will 

be soon after blooming. The general form of 

the bunches of some sorts of grape is that of an 

inverted cone, of which the stalk is the axis; 

in others the main stalk subdivides and forms 

shoulders. At the upper part of the bunch 
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liranchlets diverge from tlie axis, and often 

these again throw out stalks bearing frequently 

three berries, namely, two side ones, and one 

terminal. Towards the lower extremity of 

the bunch the foot-stalks of the individual 

berries proceed directly from the axis, which 

terminates in a single berry. In thinning, 

the berries which proceed directly from the 

axis should be first removed, then each ramifi¬ 

cation shoTild be successively inspected, and 

the berries thinned out where they would 

otherwise be too thick, taking care to cut off 

those nearest the axis or central stalk. The 

reason of this is obvious, for if we cut off, say, 

two-thirds of the outmost berries, those left 

would still be crowded; but by reversing the 

ju’ocess the berries occupy a wider space, just 

as a number of persons forming a small circle 

may be overcrowded, but by each withdraw¬ 

ing from the centre, all soon find plenty of 

room. In proceeding up the bunch, peduncles 

from the main axis, bearing three berries, as 

already mentioned, will be met with. Mr. 

Ilobcrts i-ecommends ifiuUure of the Vine, 

p. 52) the terminal one to be left, and the two 

side ones removed. Where there are shoulders, 

they shoxdd be thinned on the same principle, 

and also tied away from the main part of the 

bunch by slender pieces of matting. The 

thinning should be modified according to the 

varieties, and the space their berries require 

when full-grown; and in avoiding overcrowd¬ 

ing, the berries should not be made too thin 

and straggling. 

In thinning, the berries should not be 

touched either with head or hands that are 

perspiring; and as they increase in size, after 

the first thinning, the bunches should be 

looked over, and regulated by a second thin¬ 

ning when necessary. 

Pot Culture.—The cultivation of vines in 

pots is not new, for it was practised by 

Speechly at Welbeck in the end of the last 

century, but chiefly with the view of proving 

varieties forming part of a collection too ex¬ 

tensive for being all planted in the vineries. 

Recently, however, this mode of culture is 

found very advantageous in other respects, 

especially as regards a very early supply; for 

by it such can be obtained without forcing the 

permanent vines so much in winter, and con¬ 

sequently they are enabled to bear larger and 

finer crops for many years consecutively. 

Plants for fruiting in pots should be raised 

from eyes, and grown as strong as possible in 

rich turfy loam mixed with about one-third of 

horse-dung, and a little bone-dust. The tem¬ 

perature should be gradually increased from 

60° to 80° or 90° by sun-heat, and a bottom-heat 

always a few degrees higher must be main¬ 

tained. As the roots reqriire more room, the 

plants ought to be shifted from 3-inch pots 

into those of 6, 9, 13, or 15 inches in diameter, 

and in either of the latter two sizes they may 

be fruited in the following season. As growdh 

proceeds it should be determined how the 

plant is to be trained for fruiting in the en¬ 

suing season, whether upright, arched spirally, 

or umbrella-shaped ; and then from what part 

of the shoot it would be desirable that buds 

to j)ush shoots for fruiting next year should 

be situated. The lowest of these buds having 

been fixed upon, the leader ought to be stopped 

at five or six joints above it by pinching out 

the growing point. Fi’om the axil of the leaf, 

immediately below the point of stopping, a 

lateral will readily push, and a bud by its side 

in the same axil will not likely do so till next 

season if the lateral is allowed to grow; the 

latter should therefore be entirely removed 

as soon as it can be laid hold of. The bud 

will then start and take the lead, making a 

much stronger shoot than the lateral would 

have done. This stopping will concentrate 

the sap in the buds below, and tend to insure 

their breaking into fruitful shoots in the 

following season. When the new leader has 

formed buds as high as will be required for 

fruit shoots, it should be also stopped and the 

lateral displaced, so as to stimulate the latent 

bud to take the lead as before. It may be 

allowed to grovv to the length of 7 feet, and 

then be finally stopped. A few laterals near 

the top may be permitted to push several 

joints; those situated lower should be pinched 

at an early stage of their growth, and entirely 

removed when the wood of the principal shoot 

begins to turn brown. In the beginning or 

middle of July the wood ought to be ripe 

along the whole 7 feet of rod, and any laterals 

remaining should be cleared oflp; the pots 

must then be removed to the south side of a 

wall, or any convenient shelter, and mulched 

with some substance which will jjrotect the 

roots from the vicissitudes of cold and heat. 

Rrune the plants in October, top-dress with 

a compost of rich turfy loam in November, 

wash them with sulphur and soft soap, and 

they will then be ready for forcing. About 

the middle of November, earlier or later ac- 
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cording to the urgency of the demand for 

early grapes, the plants should be introduced 

into tlie forcing hoiise or pit. To insure the 

greatest success, the pots should be plunged in 

a heat of 65° or 70°; the atmospheric tempera¬ 

ture may follow that in the table already 

given; and the bottom-heat ought always to 

be as high as the mean top-heat. Train six 

or eight shoots for fruiting; Init in order to 

have the bunches fine, only one bunch should 

be left on each. The shoot ought to be stopped 

at one joint beyond the bunch. Keep the air 

rather dry when the plants are in flower; and 

supply manure water alternately with pure 

water. By these means 6 or 8 lbs. of well- 

ripened grapes may be obtained from each 

pot, in A pril, sixteen months after striking the 

plant from the eye. 

The above may be considered one of the 

best modeswhere bottom-heat can be afibrded; 

but, instead of raising plants from eyes in one 

season and fruiting them in the next, plants 

may be reared with less heat and fruited 

after two seasons’ growth. In the aiitumn 

after propagation they may be cut down to 

two or three eyes. In February, the best 

shoot from these should be trained as directed 

for those of jflants forced in the winter follow¬ 

ing the first season’s growth from the eye. 

Some place the pots on rich compost, or in 

other pots nearly filled with such, in order 

that the roots of the vines whilst beine: forced 

may penetrate into it on passing through the 

Imle in the bottom of the pot. 

It is necessary to observe, that vines and 

other fruit-trees in pots are frequently treated 

when at rest as if they were certain kinds of 

bulbs, which, having a store of moisture in 

themselves, do not require to be supplied with 

any whilst vegetation is inactive. But such 

is not the case with vines, and unless it can 

be proved that the soil in which vines have 

lived out of dooi’s for hundreds of years is 

di’ier in winter than in summer, we must con¬ 

clude that keeping the roots of pot vines in 

winter in a soil as dry as dust must be very 

injurious to the plants. 

Diseases.—The vine, grown under favourable 

circumstances, is not subject to disease of any 

kind except the vine mildew (Oidium Tucheri), 

which of late years has attacked it almost 

universally. In America it has been prevalent 

for more than thirty years upon Eui'opean 

vines; but was not known in England till 

1847, when an account of it was given by Mr. 

Tucker, of Margate, where the disease first ap¬ 

peared, about two years previous to that time. 

It has since proved very destructive to crops 

of grapes both in vineries and on the open 

wall, that would otherwise have been very 

fine; and not only have the vines of this 

country suffered severely, but the crops in the 

Peninsula, France, Germany, Italy, and the 

Greek Archipelago have in some seasons been 

almost destroyed. The mildew appears to the 

naked eye like a white powder’, but under a 

powerful microscope it is found to consist of 

a network of white brairching filaments, from 

which others, either resembling a club or neck¬ 

lace in shape (Fig. 261) arise, almost in a per¬ 

pendicular direction; 

and by the spores and 

utricles of these the fun¬ 

gus is rapidly propa¬ 

gated. 

When the disease 

becomes visible to the 

naked eye there is no 

effectual remedy. If it 

then be allowed to vege¬ 

tate for the short space of 

three days on the skin of 

the berry, the latter is 

rendered incapable of a 

natural distension, but the pulp and seeds con¬ 

tinue to increase in bulk, and the consequence 

is that the berry cracks, so that the seeds are 

exposed. The further progress of the oidium 

may be arrested, but the lost vitality of the 

skin of the berry it is impossible to restore, 

and that being the case, prevention should be 

principally aimed at. The most effectual 

agent hitherto known is suljFur; the expense 

of a few pounds of which is but little com¬ 

pared to the value of a crop of grapes in a 

vinery, and the loss in future years in conse¬ 

quence of the injury inflicted on the constitu¬ 

tion of the vine itself. Before commencing 

to force the vines, they should be dressed 

with sulphur, soft soap, and an infusion of 

tobacco; flowers of sulphur should also be 

scattered on the soil inside, and some may even 

be forked in on the border putside. Occa¬ 

sionally the atmosphere of the house ought to 

be impregnated with sulphur by means of a 

sulphurator, from the time the leaves begin 

to unfold till the berries change colour; but 

soon after the fruit is set, the sulphurator 

should be used to dust more directly the fol¬ 

iage. By the liberal use of sulphur in one 

Fig. 261. 
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year, tliei’e is little clanger of an attack in the 

following; but it is well to adopt preventive 

measures early in every season. 

Sulphur may also be advantageously ap¬ 

plied in the form of a vapour, with the view 

of preventing mildew and destroying insects. 

When heated to about 300° it burns in the 

open air, the product being sulphurous acid, 

a gas destructive to both animal and vegetable 

life. Even below its point of fusion, 232°, it 

gives off fumes too strong for delicate foliage, 

and in general it cauicot be heated above 

170° without danger to vegetation. 

By Shanking is understood a disease of the 

foot-stalks of the berries, in conseqicence of 

which they lose their green colour and pre¬ 

maturely their vitality, before the berries 

are ripe. Shrivelling, of course, takes place 

when the berries are long exposed to a di'y 

air after being ripe; but this is a natural con¬ 

sequence, and cannot be termed a disease; 

such it is, however, when the berries shrivel 

in a green state. These diseases have been 

assigned to various causes, such as cold bor¬ 

ders, over-cropping, injudicious pruning, &c. 

We conclude that the proximate catxse must 

be an insufficient or vitiated supply of nour¬ 

ishment. The supply may be insufficient in 

consequence of a deficiency of roots, owing to 

the vines having been deprived of too much 

foliage in the preceding season; oi’, there may 

be too great a disparity between the tempera¬ 

ture of the ground where the roots are situ¬ 

ated and that of the interior of the house. If 

we were asked to try how shanking and 

shrivelling could be induced on a perfectly 

healthy vine, we should keep the house warm 

and the border cold to begin with. By plenty 

of heat and moisture with little air, a great 

breadth of foliage would be rapidly expanded. 

The vine being previously in good health, a 

heavy crop of fruit ought to set upon it; but 

under pretence of exposing the bunches to get 

well coloured, we would almost denude the 

plant of its foliage, and that suddenly, so as to 

cause the latter to be out of all proportion to 

the weight of the fruit. Still the berries might 

not shank the firet season; but the effects of 

the treatment given would j)robably, we could 

almost venture to say would certainly, begin 

to manifest themselves in the succeeding one; 

and therefore such treatment should be 

avoided, and the contrary adopted as the best 

means of preventing the evil in question. 

Of insects, the greatest enemy is the red 

spider (^Acarus telarius), the attacks of which 

are seldom felt when the vines are growing 

in a rather moist atmosphere, and the roots 

in a border not too dry; but when the berries 

begin to colour, water being sparingly applied 

on account of the flavour of the fruit, the 

insects often attack the foliage to such an 

extent as to render it incapable of matiiring 

the crop. Care should be taken in the first 

place that the roots be duly supplied with 

moisture. If this be properly attended to, 

and a sufficient degi’ee of moisture kept up by 

syringing, steaming, and other means by which 

the drying effects of fire-heat may be counter¬ 

acted, there ought to be no red spider before 

the grapes begin to colour; and even then, if 

the roots are never in want of proper moisture, 

the red S2:)ider will not readily commence its 

attacks. On account of the flavour of the 

grapes, water, after the period of colouring, 

should be sparingly given, the quantity ought 

to be just enough to supply the amount 

carried off by evaporation, and scarcely so 

much during the final stage of maturation. 

With just enough, the vines will be healthy 

and genei’ally free from insects, whilst the 

fruit will be well swelled and of good quality. 

If, notwithstanding these precautions, the 

red spider should make its appearance, let the 

temperature of the house be kept in the morn¬ 

ing at the lowest safe night minimum, which 

we shall suppose to be 60°. The leaves will 

be nearly of that temperature. Then shut 

up the house, and suddenly raise steam to pro¬ 

duce a saturated atmosphere, and the moisture 

will be abundantly condensed on the whole 

surface of the cooler foliage. At the same 

time the syringe may be plied on the leaves, 

wherever it is possible to do so without wet¬ 

ting the bunches. If all this wei-e done when 

the leaves were warmer than the air of the 

house, the moisture would not be condensed, 

and consequently not so universally diffused 

over every part of their surface, and the in¬ 

sects would struggle to get a dry breathing 

place, or lurk in dry corners till the evapora¬ 

tion of the surrounding water enabled them 

to resume their operations. 

The vine scale {Coccus vitis) and mealy bug 

{Coccus adoniduni) sometimes attack the vine; 

but by strapping off the loose bark and thor¬ 

oughly cleaning the stem and shoots when the 

leaves are off with a brush, using soft soap 

and warm water, these insects may be com¬ 

pletely cleared off. In short, by painting the 
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walls with lime, sulphur, aud tohacco-water, 

by washing the rafters, but not the glass, with 

a solution of soft soap, by syringing and 

steaming, and by attention to general cleanli¬ 

ness, vines may be rendered secure from the 

i-avages of insects. As for wasps, they may 

be trapped. A hand-glass, with a small hole 

in its top, may be set on three bricks, so that 

the wasps and flies can enter to a bait; then 

another hand-glass being placed over the first, 

the wasps will readily pass into it through the 

hole in the top of the lower one, but will 

rarely find their way back through that hole; 

and in this way they may be caught in great 

numbers. 

CHAPTER XXII. 

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE 

GROUNDS. 

I.-FLOW’ER GARDEN. 

By a flower garden is generally understood 

a compartment exj)ressly allotted for the cul¬ 

tivation of flowers, and as such, distinct in 

character from the pleasure ground. In the 

latter, we expect to find lawn, trees, and 

shrubs; and although flowers of certain kinds 

may be appi’opriately introduced, yet a place 

of which they do not constitute the princijml 

feature cannot be called a flower garden. 

A flower garden should be complete in 

itself; and wdiatever is comjflete, may have a 

boundary beyond which it is not necessary 

that the view should extend; in fact, in most 

cases it is better that the eye should be con¬ 

fined solely to the scene before it. A flower 

garden might be laid out according to an ex¬ 

cellent design, as regards the plan, in the 

midst of a large open field of gi’ass or corn 

land, but the effect would not be so pleasing 

as it the plot were surrounded by a boundary 

sufficient to exclude the view of all incou"ru- 
O 

ous adjoining objects. 

Situation. — It is generally admitted that 

the flower garden should be near the house, 

or not more than a quarter of a mile from it; 

that it may be under the windows or seen 

from them; and that it should at all times be 

of easy access. The front of a conservatoiy 

is an eligible situation; or where a range of 

garden structures or the house has a terrace 

in front, a level spot at the bottom of the 

slope is very iiroper for being laid out as a 

flower garden. It may happen that a piece 

of gi'ound bounded by a wall on two sides 

could not be well brought in to harmonize 

with the lawn and pleasure ground, without 

wasting ground in plantation merely for the 

purpose of hiding those walls. But without 

losing ground in this way, a flower garden 

could in such a case be very well formed so as 

to occupy the whole of the site; for a style 

could be adopted that would correspond with 

the lines of walls, and which could be worked 

close to them, whether these might happen to 

be straight or curved. Any corner, therefore, 

that forms a sort of adjunct to the general 

lawn and pleasure ground, may be considered 

eligible for the site of a flower garden intended 

to be made complete in itself 

The extent depends on various circumstances, 

as the size of the mansion, the ground at com¬ 

mand, and especially on the means that can 

be afforded for pro23er keeping. A small flower 

garden well kept is better than a large one in¬ 

differently managed. 

The exposure may be any except northeily; 

and shelter ought to be ju’ovided from winds 

from the north and north-east; and by means 

of trees, the force of the gales from the south¬ 

west should be broken. For this purj^ose, the 

trees should not be so near to the garden as 

to occasion shade or gloominess. The spot 

should be low and sheltered, rather than high 

and exposed; but, at the same time, it should 

be rendered dry and comfortable by a complete 

system of underground drainage, and by well 

formed walks. 

Soil.—Any good rich free garden soil on a 

well-drained subsoil will answer. Strong loams 

and clays should be avoided or removed, and 

replaced with soil of a more friable nature. 

Foi’ particular kinds of jflants, peat, sandy- 

peat, or even leaf-mould, will have to be sub¬ 

stituted for the natural soil; and occasionally 

rich friable turfy loam may be required. 

Laying Out.—The modes adopted in laying 

out flower gardens ai’e exceedingly various, 

depending on taste. Some gardens consist of 

a combination of geometrical figures, others \ 

partly of these, and partly of such as are not i 

strictly so; and again, some are comj^osed of 

jiarts bounded by easy flowing lines, and not 

constituting any regular individual figure, yet i 

so arranged as to bear an evident relation to 

each other, and produce a harmonious whole. 

The vai'ious modes may be classed under | 

i 
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three different styles—the 'picturesque, the geo- 
nietriccd or formal, and the free symmetrical. 

The picturesque style is, of all others, 
the most irregular; its forms are in 
imitation of nature. Smooth natural 
scenes are not the most eligible for 
imitation, and on the other hand, 
those that are di’eary, rugged, and 
barren, cannot please. Such only 
should be selected as have strongly 
marked characteristics—wild, but yet 
capable of producing vegetation, and 
of being rendered agreeable thereby. 
The expression, “ Ythan’s banks are 
wild and fair,” employed by Byron, 
is, we think, descriptive of what we 
should term picturesque sceuei-y. 
That river, in some parts of its course, 
winds through deep ravines with a 
most luxuriant natural vegetation on 
the side facing the sun, and roots of 
hazel and other trees are to be seen 
scrambling exposed down the face of 
perpendicular rocks, and insinuating 
their small fibres into the moist and 
dripping crevices. Contrasting with 
this, the opposite side is destitute 
of tree or shrub, and even on the pla¬ 
teau at top all is barren, except some 
dry mosses and lichens, which crumple 
under the feet. If both sides had 
been equally ban-en, the scone might 
have been entitled to the description 
of wild and dreary, but not fair. 

The picturesque style can rarely be 
well adopted as regards the flower 
garden, properly so called, the usually 
allotted space for such being too 
limited; but in extensive pleasure 
grounds there is often plenty of scope 
for the introduction of the picturesque 
in a manner that could not be con¬ 
sidered a mere burlesque imitation of 
nature. A tolerably correct model of 
a picturesque mountainous tract could 
be formed on a small scale in a flower 
garden, but it wmdd not bear to be 
ornamented with trees and shrubs; 
even a few tall hollyhocks would re¬ 
duce the imitation mountains to mole¬ 
hills, by comparison of heights, whilst a tall 
cypress planted in the valley would soon over¬ 
top the adjacent mounds, and no eye could 
then recognize in the small heights and hol¬ 
lows the representation of natural scenery. 

Hence we may conclude that in grounds of 
only moderate extent, the picturesque style 

Fig 2G2. 

should not be attempted except when natural 
circumstances are very favourable. 

The geometrical style, also called the ancient, 
the architectural, and the formal styles, was 
that which anciently prevailed. Its parts 
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consist of regular geometrical figui’es, eacli of 

wkicli is formed by lines, either straight or 

Fig. 203. 

circular, meeting at determined points; and 

the line between any adjoining two of these 

must either be straight, or must form one re¬ 

gular curve, which therefore corres¬ 

ponds with some portion of a circle 

of greater or less radius, and the en¬ 

tire circle is of frequent occurrence. 

Ill architectural gardens, the boun¬ 

daries of forms, as was observed by 

INIr. Loudon, may be straight or 

curved, or combinations of straight 

and curved lines, but they never de¬ 

viate into lines which might be sup¬ 

posed to be the work of chance. The 

ancient style, according to Repton, 

consisted in straight lines and geo¬ 

metrical figures, and had more refer¬ 

ence to art than to nature. 

Fig. 262 is an example of a flower 

garden in the geometrical style, laidout 

at Bowood, the seat of the Marquis of 

Lansdowne, for which we are indebted 

to the kind liberality of Mr. Spencer. 

The engraving first appeared in that 

elegant and well conducted periodical, 

the Florist and Fruitist. Here every straight 

line is parallel to another adjacent straight 

line, and those that are circular correspond 

with others that are circular, and this in lay¬ 

ing out should always be borne in mind. The 

centre is occupied by a fountain and basin. 

The beds have each a dressed stone-edging 

3 inches wide, and rising 4 inches above the 

ground, next to which is a strip of yellow gra¬ 

vel 3 inches in breadth. Then an edging of 

box, 4 inches wide, kept very low, and lastly, 

another strip of gi’avel. The space between 

the beds is grass, the parterre being surrounded 

by gravel walks. 

Fig. 263 is another example of the geome- 

metrical style; it is formed by the intersec¬ 

tions of five circles, four semi-circles, and four 

quadrants within a square; and thus, the 

shapes of the twenty-nine flower beds, of which 

the figure is composed, are determined. 

The free symmetrical style. From the defi¬ 

nition given of the geometrical style, it is pre¬ 

sumed that no one could hesitate in pronounc¬ 

ing at first sight, whether a flower garden is 

in that style or not. In Fig. 262, every line 

joining two adjacent points, is either straight 

or forms a greater or less portion of the cir¬ 

cumference of a circle, and could thei’efore be 

described with one sweep of the compasses. 

In Fig. 264, there are lines of this description 

near the house to harmonize with its architec¬ 

ture, but farther from the building there are 

wavy lines which individually could not be 

Fig. 2C.4. 

traced from point to point by a single sweep 

with any radius from one centre. The design 

therefore is not purely geometrical; it is more 

f)-ee, but yet it constitutes a symmetrical whole, 

and accordingly its style may be designated 

the free symmetrical. This we think a more 

definite term than the mixed, the middle, 

the irregular, or the gardenesque, as this style 

is also called. It is a style which admits 
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of greater freedom and adaptation tlian the 

strictly geometrical; and while freedom is 

allowed, a due regard is also paid to regularity 

—conditions that cannot fail to maintain this 

style in permanent estimation. Fig. 264 is a 

good example of it; and on observing the dis¬ 

position of the walks, it will be seen how a 

piece of ground in the form of a square or 

parallelogram may be laid out so as to give 

variety combined with fitness and symme¬ 

trical arrangement. 

Beds.—These admit of great variety in their 

forms and arrangement. The regular straight- 

lined figures consist of the triangle, square, 

parallelogram, rhombus, rhomboid, pentagon, 

hexagon, and other equal sided or regular 

))olygons; but it may be observed that any 

of the latter with more than eight sides, or 

the octagon, ought not to be introduced in 

gardens, because they approach so near the 

circle that it is better to substitute the latter. 

Of the above, the triangle, parallelogram, and 

rhomboid, may be infinitely varied according 

to the differences that may be made as regards 

the relative lengths of their sides; all the 

other figures, and also the circle, can only vary 

in magnitude not in form. 

The circle should be well studied before a 

flower garden is attempted to be laid out. 

By making its radius longer or shorter, curves, 

either great or small, may be made to corres¬ 

pond with any regularly curved line. But 

before this can be done, it is necessary to find 

the centre of the circle, of the circumference 

of w'hich the curved line is a portion. This 

can be effected on paper by the rules of prac¬ 

tical geometry, but some instructions as to 

the mode in which curves may be traced on 

the ground may prove useful. Let it be re- 

Fig. 205. 

b 
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quired to find the radius of the cui’ve ah c, 

fig. 265; and suppose the cord a c to be 60 

feet, and the perpendicular h d 1% feet. Then 

multiply a d, the half chord, by itself, divide 

the product by b d, and add b d to the quo¬ 

tient; the sum will be equal to the diameter 

of the circle, and the half, of course, will be 

the radius. Thus q, 18 = 68, and 
18 

^=34, the radius; and this distance mea¬ 

sured from b will reach to e, the centre of the 

circle, with a portion of the circumference of 

which the curve a b c coincides. To trace 

this on the ground, take a line or chain, fix 

one end by a ring or loop on a stake at e, 

and with a tracer at the distance of 34 feet 

from e move round, keeping the line or chain 

stretched, and the curve will be correctly de- 

scriljed. Sometimes, however, the radius may 

be too great, or obstructions may exist in the 

way of the line. In such cases, at any con¬ 

venient distance from e, place rods atff, and 

others to be in line with f e as at g g. Mea¬ 

sure from e towards g, at the length of the 

radius insert rods, and they will be in the 

curved line, in which there will then be five 

points determined; and in the same way as 

many more as may be necessary can be marked 

out. Or between points already determined, 

as from h to b, ■ measure the length of the 

straight line or chord h b; square the half of 

that length, divide the product by twice the 

radius b e already found, and the quotient will 

be equal to the peiqoendicular from the middle 

of that chord to a point in the circumference. 

It will be observed, that if another straight 

line were drawn from h to h, the distance be¬ 

tween it and the curve would be very little. 

It may, however, be easily calculated by the 

same rule. But any more points will scarcely 

be necessary, as a line can be pegged so as to 

admit of the curve being cut out correctly 

enough by any workman who has a tolerably 

good eye for lines. For extensive sweeps, a 

thick rope can be laid so as to form a very 

regular curve, without the angles which a 

thin line makes at the pegs. 

In fig. 266 are represented a number of 

geometrical forms, which may be employed 

singly, or in combination with others, and as 

suggestions it is presumed they will be found 

useful. The form represented at a, is required 

as in the centre of fig. 267, where the straight 

sides of a square would not suit the adjacent 

curves; b,c,d will be more suitable in some cases 

than parallelograms; ej',g,h have curved ends 

or sides, to correspond with circular lines adja¬ 

cent; m admits of plants in the middle of the 

square being I’eached; in n, four standard roses 

87 
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may fill the circles, whilst other plants may [ ployed to relieve the monotonous outline of 

occup'y the squai-e. The others may be em- 1 the circle, or the heaviness of the square. 

Fig. 256. 

In cases where it is desirable to have flower 

beds on each side of a straight walk, beds of 

Fig. 2C7. 

the form represented in fig. 208 have an ex¬ 

cellent effect, being less monotonous than a 

succession of straight-lined figures, even when 

these are connected together by circles; and 

cypresses, yews, or standard roses, may be 

planted in the circles between the S'llk© beds. 

The device is also well adapted for surround¬ 

ing parteiTes laid out in the geometrical style. 

The mode of constructing these figures on 

paper will be obvious enough to almost any 

one, but to transfer the plan of a flower garden 

from the paper to the ground requires some 

practice. To do it easily and correctly, it 

must be proceeded with systematically, other¬ 

wise some error would soon occur, and in the 

Fig. 268. 

proce.ss one error leads to others, till by de- i Before commencing, straight rods for mark- 

giees confusion prevails, and the labour of i ing certain points on the ground should be 

tiacing out the lines must be begun afresh. | prepared. A line and measuring-rods will 
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also be necessary, and a chain with foot links, 

or a measuring-tape, will likewise be con¬ 

venient. For tracing the outlines of small 

figures, wooden compasses, and more especially 

the sort of beam compasses described at p. 134, 

will be useful, for by them the circiunference of 

circles, or portions of such, can be readily traced. 

A large T square, with each bar say 10 feet in 

length, with the cross bar moveable, so as to be 

set at any angle, will facilitate many operations. 

There is little difficulty in laying down any in¬ 

dividual figure on ground; but where a design, 

constituting a regular whole, is composed of a 

number of figures, each of which must not oidy 

be correct in itself, but likewise occupy its pro- 

j)er position with reference to the others, method 

is required. The position of the principal lines 

and points should be first determined; for ex¬ 

ample, in laying down Fig. 262, mark, in the 

first ])lace, the four corners of the pai’allelogram; 

stretch between them lines, which may be of 

small twine, or better, whip-cord. From each 

angle let a line be stretched to the opposite 

angle, and where the two lines cross is the 

centre of the jdot, and of the circle 29; the 

various circles around this may then be traced. 

Divide tlie parallelogi-am lengthwise in two by 

a line half way between the two sides; mark 

where it crosses the circles in the points of 

beds 13 and 14, and insert rods where it does 

so. From these points on the plan, extend 

the straight sides of the triangles 13, 14, till 

they intersect the ends of the parallelogram; 

ascertain the distance of these intersections 

from the adjoining corners, and at that dis¬ 

tance from each corner of the ground place 

rods; stretch lines from these rods to those 

already placed at the angular points of 13 and 

14; and it will then be an easy matter to 

mark all the lines that are seen to run parallel 

to these. The main lines of the design hav¬ 

ing been thus determined, the difficulty and 

chance of error in laying down the other will 

be greatly lessened. Lines drawn through 

the centres of 15, 16, 17, 18, and pandlel to 

the sides, will touch the figures containing beds 

19 to 23, and 24 to 28, at the termination of 

their straight sides; let corresponding lines be 

marked on the ground, and also tlie distances 

of the points along the sides where lines at 

riglit angles, if extended, would cross the lines 

drawn parallel to the sides in the centres of 

the four circles. Find the centres of the cir- 

cidar parts of 1, 2, 3, 4, and tliese parts can 

then be described. 

It would be desirable to have the plan, and 

likewise the ground, included within a square 

or parallelogram, taking care that the ends 

and sides are at right angles. The plan may 

then be divided into a number of squares to 

the scale of 8 feet, or 16 feet on the sides, 

because the individual squai’es can then be 

divided and subdivided to unity, without hav¬ 

ing to use inches in the process. The squares 

on the plan should be numbered; and to cor¬ 

respond with these, squares must be laid out 

on the ground and numbered in a similar 

manner. In the latter case, it will be found 

convenient to place the number of pegs so as 

to mark the centres of the squares, which may 

readily be found, by stretching lines from the 

opposite angles. Where intricate figures occur 

in any square, it can be subdivided into four, 

and each of these again into four, if necessary. 

Fig. 263 may appear complicated, but it 

may, nevertheless, be laid down correctly on 

the ground without the necessity of construct¬ 

ing many squares. Mark the corners of the 

square to be laid out in the above figure with 

stakes; find the centre of each side, and on 

each side of these centres, lay off half the in¬ 

tended breadth of the walks, driving in pegs 

at that distance. Every two adjoining pegs 

will thus be at a distance from each other 

equal to the breadth of the walk. Stretch a 

line from each peg to the one immediately op¬ 

posite to it on the other side of the ground, 

which will thus be divided into four squares, 

each intruding iipou its neighbouring squares 

by a distance equal to half the breadth of the 

walk, and four smaller squares within these, 

which do not intrude upon each other. Find 

the centres of the larger squares by drawing 

lines from corner to corner; drive in pegs to 

mark these centres, and one in the centi’e of 

the square of ground, which will likewise be 

found by this process; also other pegs where the 

diagonals intersect each other near the centre 

of each side of the ground. The distance of 

these pegs from such centres Avill be equal to 

half the breadth of the walk. There are now 

nine pegs inserted within the square, each of 

which will serve as the centre of a circle. 

With a radius touching the sides of the larger 

squares describe a circle round each centre, 

and with a radius touching the internal sides 

of the smaller squares, oi‘, in other words, a 

radius equal to that formerly employed, less 

the bre.adth of the walk, describe circles within 

those already formtid. Lastly, with the stakes 
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at the corners of the piece of ground as cen¬ 

tres, and with radii touching the points where 

the adjoining curves intersect the sides of 

the square, describe two quadrants in each 

comer. 

In many cases it will be found most con¬ 

venient and sure to fix certain important points 

by triangulation, employing one or more lines 

already fixed as bases. The position of any 

point ojjposite one of them, may be thus found 

on the ground:—Lines from the point to each 

end of the base line will form a triangle j take 

two measures, equal in length to the respective 

sides of the triangle; extend them from the 

ends of the base line, and where they meet 

when stretched is the position of the point. 

It may be observed, that the triangles may be 

of any form, but the nearer they are to equi¬ 

lateral ones the better. 

By the modes here explained, or by others 

that it may be found convenient to adopt, ac¬ 

cording to circumstances, any one may easily 

lay out a flower garden, even although the 

plan should be of the most intricate descrip¬ 

tion. 

After the outlines of the beds have been 

determined, the soil should be raised with a 

gentle swell above the level of the sides, and 

with due regularity, so as not to render the 

beds like unsightly heaps of earth; at the 

same time, it is necessary to observe that the 

soil should not press upon the edging, it should 

be just as high on one side of this as the gravel 

is on the other, and no higher. The edging is 

intended to mark a distinct line between the 

soil and the walk, but we have seen an old 

edging of box made to serve, as it were, the 

purpose of a terrace wall, being closely backed 

by soil raised at least 6 inches above the gravel 

on the opposite side. Instead of this, the soil, 

as already mentioned, ought to meet the edg¬ 

ing on the same level as the gravel, and it 

ought to maintain that level for a few inches 

back from the edging, or, if anything, rather 

rising; then it may gently curve iq^wards as 

much as will give the beds a full appearance, 

and permit suj^erfluous moisture to run off. 

The gravel walk, if firmly made, will not be¬ 

come lower to any appreciable extent, but the 

loosened soil of the bed will be sure to do so; 

therefore when dug, and before being levelled 

to the proper height, it should be trodden 

rather firmly with the foot lengthwise along 
the back of the edgin". 

Walks.—The formation of walks genei’ally. 

and the modes of levelling them, having been 

already treated on, we have only to offer a few 

remarks with regard to those in flower gai’- 

dens and pleasure grounds. The walks should 

be so composed as to be fit for walking upon 

as soon as possible after rain, even as quickly 

as sunshine alternates with April showers. In 

order that such may be the case, the curve of 

the walk should be perfectly uniform and the 

surface firm; and that it may nevertheless ap¬ 

pear clean and new, it ought to receive a thin 

coating of gravel, sifted so as to be neither too 

fine and soft, nor on the other hand coarse. 

In some parts it is difiicult to obtain gravel 

for the surface sufficiently free from loam, but 

the gravel may be washed free from the loam 

under cover in wet weather, when other work 

cannot be carried on. 

When a walk runs along the base of a slope, 

it should not in any case have less than a foot 

of level ground next it, but 3 feet or more 

would be better, if space will permit. And 

if ground slope from near the edge of a walk, 

there should be at least 2 feet of level ground 

between the commencement of the slope and 

the walk, so as to make it appear that the 

latter is sufficiently based. 

It is desirable that walks running parallel, 

or nearly so, should not be seen from each 

other; nor should they pass near to a coach- 

road within the grounds, or even to a road 

outside. It is also highly objectionable for 

many walks to be seen from the same point of 

view. No walk should change from a straight 

to a curved direction without some obvious 

reason. The object may ultimately be seen; 

but something should be introduced, as a tree, 

shrub, clump, or piece of rockwork, to give an 

apparent reason for turning aside. 

From this it may be inferred, that in going 
along a walk, two bends should rarely be seen 
at once, certainly not three or four times, for 
then it becomes evident that the walk could 
have been made straight, and has been pur¬ 
posely contorted. It is a rule laid down by 
Repton, and approved of by Loudon and othei’S, 
that when Avalks diverge from each other, they 
should do so as if they would not soon meet 
again. Curved walks in juxtaposition Avith 
straight lines do not harmonize; and it Avill 
be observed, on referring to Fig. 2G4, that the 
Avalks are straight where they run along by 
the straight front of the building, although 
curved elseAvhere. Walks forming the bound¬ 
aries of a piece of ground in the form of a 
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square or parallelogram, should not he made 

to round off the corners, except in some cases 

where a little of the sharp angle that would 

otlierwise crumble down may be taken off. 

When walks cannot be conducted continuously 

from one direction to another, without pro¬ 

ducing a constrained or awkward tm’uing, 

they may be made to terminate in a circle, 

and from such they may proceed in any re¬ 

quired direction, only they ought not to enter 

the circle obliquely. 

Rockwork. — There is a wide difference of 

opinion with regard to the formation of rock- 

work in flower gardens and pleasure grounds. 

Some would aim at a representation of a por¬ 

tion of the Alps, or perhaps of the Rocky 

Mountains, but such imitations should never 

be attempted unless they can be worked out 

on a grand scale, as at Chatworth; on a few 

square yards they become ridiculous. The in¬ 

troduction of I’ockwork may, in our opinion, 

be made not only with a view to ornamental 

effect, but also to give diversity to a level 

scene, to hide objects where a hedge, jdanta- 

tion, or wall, would be unsightly or inadmis¬ 

sible, and to afford facilities for the cultivation 

of a beautiful and interesting class of plants, 

which either would not thrive, or could not 

be seen to such advautange on level ground. 

As an intervention to hide objects not desir¬ 

able to be seen from the pleasure grounds, 

rockwork is in many cases far preferable to a 

bank of earth planted with shrubs. It may 

be said that the rockwork would have the dis¬ 

advantage of being too bare in winter, but to 

remedy this, it may, if of any considerable 

extent, be constructed so as to admit of rare 

and elegant evergreen shrubs being planted 

upon it. 

It is not necessary to see rocks piled on 

rocks, as they may be seen in the grand scenes 

of nature, unless it be to convince one how 

insignificant is the attempt of man to imitate 

them; but from natural assemblages of rocky 

materials on a comparatively small scale, use¬ 

ful hints may be derived, and particularly from 

such as are intermixed with vegetation. 

The genei’al form of the intended piece of 

rockwork should be first determined. A bank 

or mound of earth is then genei’ally thrown 

up according to that form, and covered with 

stones, but leaving small spaces for the plants j 

this we may observe is an objectionable mode, 

for the soil forming the nucleus becomes too 

compact and im[)ervious to moistui’e, espe¬ 

cially if it is of an adhesive nature. We 

would therefore recommend that the nucleus 

be formed of stones where they are jdentiful, 

or of brick rubbish; but if soil must be chiefly 

iised, let it be covered to the depth of 6 or 8 

inches with small stones, or very coarse sandy 

{Travel for drainage. 

The materials employed for rockwork may 

consist of such rough stones as can be readily 

found in the neighbourhood; and in parts 

of the country where stones cannot be easily 

obtained, masses of half vitrified bricks, called 

burrs, will answer very well. Rugged irre¬ 

gular forms can also be imitated with pieces 

of brick united by cement, and the whole 

coloured with thin cement and a sprinkling of 

lampblack. In placing the masses, variety 

should be studied by making them project, re¬ 

cede, and incline differently. If, however, a 

sloping ledge in imitation of natural strata is 

seen in one part, similar ledges in other parts 

should have the same slope. Cavities should 

be formed for soil, and these ought not to Ije 

like square boxes, but somewhat irregular in 

the length and height of their sides, and fre¬ 

quently with the noi'th one highest. In placing 

the stones, the necessary depth of soil to be 

inti'oduced between them should be allowed 

for, and also the growth of the plants. From 

not attending to this, pieces of rockwork, in 

other respects well constructed, have lost all 

their character in a few years, the finer pro¬ 

jections being completely overgrown. 

Architectural decorations, such as statues, 

vases, and fountains, are the most appropri¬ 

ately introduced in gardens attached to houses 

in the Grecian and Italian styles, biit unless 

constructed of stone, or some good duralfle 

imitation of stone, and executed in the best 

manner, they are better dispensed with. All 

architectural ornaments should stand on a firm 

horizontal base; therefore turf should not be 

laid up to stonework, for as the grass grows, 

the horizontal line of the base is continually 

interfered with; gravel has a much better ap¬ 

pearance next stone foundations—not, how¬ 

ever, that which is fine and sandy, but good 

binding unsifted gravel, well rolled. Vases 

are usually placed on terraces and parapets, or 

on pedestals at the terminations of walks. 

Statues and busts may be placed by the sides 

of walks and as terminating objects; but in 

gardens we think they should be sparingly in¬ 

troduced. Fountains and basins are appropri¬ 

ately situated in a circular space at the inter- 
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sections of walks, wkere, in fact, they are of 

the readiest access for obtaining a supply of 

water from them. They may also be intro¬ 

duced with good effect in the centre of geome¬ 

trical flower gardens. Temples may he placed 

at the terminations of walks, or on elevated 

ground. They should be constructed of stone, 

or of some material in imitation of it, and must 

always correspond in point of style with the 

architecture of the house. 

Summer-houses belong more to the pleasure 

ground than to the flower garden; they ai’e 

generally formed of rough unbarked timber, 

which for this, as indeed all other purposes of 

construction, should be felled in autumn. They 

may be covered with heath or thatch, and 

climbers, but, unless corresponding in style with 

the house, should not be visible from its win¬ 

dows. Arbours are, from the shade and re¬ 

tirement which they afford in summer, desir¬ 

able introductions in gai-dens. They may be 

readily formed under weeping trees, or by 

training climbers over a wire framework. 

II.-PLEASURE GROUNDS. 

No precise directions can be given as to the 

mode in which these should be laid out, for it 

depends on an infinite variety of circumstances. 

The peculiarities of each jiarticular place, such 

as the extent and form of the ground avail¬ 

able for the purpose, the position of the house, 

the elevation of its site with respect to the 

adjoining ground, the jiosition of its adjuncts, 

the style of architecture in which it is built, 

the views near and distant, &c., require to be 

taken into account by a person on the spot. 

Such being the case, it will generally be neces¬ 

sary to consult professional men where exten¬ 

sive operations are about to be commenced. 

We shall therefore merely offer some remarks 

that will probably be found useful in many 

cases. 

It is presumed that before any steps for 

laying out the grounds are taken, the plan of 

tlie mansion and of all buildings will have 

been fixed upon. Then it can be taken into 

consideration in the first place, what large 

trees should be planted, not only for shelter, 

but also for giving support to the house, as it 

is termed, in a landscape point of view. In 

doing this, care sliould, however, be taken that 

no trees are planted too near the mansion. 

hen the value of fresh air as regards health 

was not so well understood as it is at the pre¬ 

sent day, mansions were in numerous instances 

built on too low ground, and then so masked 

with trees, that a free circulation of air was 

impossible. We do not mean to say that there 

ought to be no trees near a house—quite the 

contrary; but they should be planted more 

judiciously than we have frequently observed 

to be the case. The nature of the trees to be 

planted ought to be known; the size they 

are likely to attain should be estimated, or 

rather the spread of their tops; and, taking 

this into account, they should be planted so 

as not to overhang within 10 or 15 feet of the 

house. It may be objected that this would 

be too wide a gap between the trees and the 

house; but the opening can be closed, so far 

as the view is concerned, by planting a large 

kind of tree opposite to the opening, but dis¬ 

tant enough from the building as well as from 

other trees. 

Although houses are now generally well 

drained, yet, even in that case, quantities of 

ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen, and other 

noxious gases, are carried into the ground by 

rain, from court-yards and other places, ren¬ 

dering its exhalations unwholesome. Trees 

afford perhaps the best means of purifying the 

soil from these matters, for the roots will ab¬ 

sorb, and the leaves decompose them in vast 

quantities. The fallen leaves, it is true, would 

generate some of these gases again if allowed 

to lie and rot; but they can be swept up and 

dug in where the ground is poor, or they can 

be otherwise disposed of. The roots of trees 

in soil near dwellings are in the above resjiect 

highly beneficial, and should therefore be en¬ 

couraged. It may be objected that they would 

injuriously affect the growth of flowers and 

other plants which it might be desirable to 

have near the house; but trench the ground 

3 feet deep, and there will be plenty of depth 

of soil for flowers above the roots of the trees. 

In selecting the kinds of trees to be planted, 

the form which their tops will ultimately 

assume is not a matter of indifference. If the 

mansion is in the Grecian style, pyramidal 

trees will contrast best with it; but for the 

Gothic or any pointed style, round-headed 

trees are the most suitable. The position of 

large trees having been fixed in the first in¬ 

stance, roads, walks, and fences can be planned 

so as to run at a proper distance from them. 

Nothing appears more awkward or more indi¬ 

cative of want of forethought, than a large tree 

with its bole encroaching upon the edge of a 

walk, or pressing against a fence, for in such 
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cases it is evident to every passer by, tiiat 

either the walk, or the tree, or the fence, is 

out of place. 

The better the shelter provided on the north, 

north-east, and north-west sides, the Avarmer 

will be the mansion and its adjoining pleasure 

grounds; and the warmer the drier, and 

consequently the more pleasant and healthy. 

Tlierefore the largest and strongest trees that 

will succeed in the soil, ought to be planted 

so as to break the force of the winds coming 

fi’om these quarters. Often when a cold 

northerly wind prevails, the sky is clear, and 

well sheltered spots are rendered warm by the 

accuraixlation of heat from the sun’s rays, but 

remove the shelter, and that genial accumula¬ 

tion is soon scattered by the blast. 

The positions of the large trees necessary 

to be planted as adjuncts to the buildings and 

for shelter having been determined upon and 

marked out, the limits of the space to be 

allotted for pleasure ground should then be 

ascertained and traced out on a rough plan. 

On this, lines should be dotted in the direction 

of any views that it may be desirable to leave 

open; and in planting, respect must of course 

be paid to these lines, in order that tall trees 

or shrubs may not be placed in positions where 

they are likely to obstruct the view. 

The boundaries having been traced out, 

the next thing is to sketch the interior. A 

considerable portion seen from the windows 

should consist of laAvn, not, however, witli- 

out a single tree or evergreen shrub in it, 

but lawn should form the principal feature. 

The general area of this may be comprised 

within a square or parallelogram, or some ap¬ 

proach thereto, and a temporary line, repre¬ 

senting the boundary of such area, should be 

sketched on the plan. It will then be seen 

what ground remains available for groups or 

masses of trees, shrubs, or flowers, and for 

walks to pass amongst these. Scarcely any 

trees, except for the purposes already men¬ 

tioned, will be admissible in the portion of 

ground near the house, but shrubs will be 

necessary. They should not, however, be dis¬ 

posed as a regular belt; they are better in 

groups with walks gently winding between 

them. To admit of giving varied forms to 

these groups, the temporary boundary line of 

lawn can be broken in upon in certain places 

by some of the clumps of shrubs, and not ap¬ 

proached by as much in others. According 

to this process of taking and giving, the space 

allotted for lawn will be still much the sajne 

as originally intended; but its otherwise formal 

outline will be changed into one having agree¬ 

able recesses alternating with bold projections, 

for in this case a tame, gently winding line, 

seen to be such along its whole course, is worse 

than one which is perfectly straight. A belt 

with a straight or regularly curved outline 

is not agreeable Avhen viewed in connection 

with the rest of the pleasure ground; but this 

objection may be readily obviated by drawing 

a regular line, and then forming inward and 

outward curves on both sides of it. These 

curves should not be uniformly alike; on the 

contrary, they should exhibit variety, and this 

they can be made to do to any extent. Some 

of the projections may be as bold as they pos¬ 

sibly can be without being abrupt, and the 

recesses may be equally deep, but frequently 

gentler curves may be introduced. 

Laimi.—Before the preparation of the ground 

for a lawn is commenced, the level or levels of 

the surface ought to be determined. This is 

necessary, in order that the loosening of the 

soil may be performed to a uniform depth, 

with the exception of a slight decline which 

the bottom of the trenches should have to¬ 

wards drains, whether the surface be made to 

a slope in the same direction or not. In many 

cases the height of the ground will have to be 

regulated by that of the ground line of walla, 

tei’races, parapets, or other buildings. The 

general level of the undisturbed ground should 

then be ascertained, in order that if a differ¬ 

ence is proved, soil may be brought in, or, on 

the contrary, taken away if the ground be 

found to be too high. When trenched it will 

of cour.se be for some time higher than it pre- 

vioiTsly Avas, but it Avill ultimately sink to the 

measurement taken Avhilst it Avas in a compact 

state. It is advisable to trench the groiind to 

the depth of not less than 18 inches on account 

of shrubs that may be planted in certain places. 

In soils and situations Avhere the grass is apt 

to parch or sunburn, trenching to the above 

depth Avill tend to prevent that effect from 

taking place. Near Paris, to insure the rarity 

of a green laAvn in summer, the Baron Koths- 

child had some of his ground not only trenched 

but manured. In rocky ground the above 

depth of trenching may be found to inAmlve 

too great an expense for the means at dis¬ 

posal ; in that case, a foot of loosened soil may 

be deemed sufficient; shrubs can be selected 

that Avill be suitable for that depth, and in 
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p.'ircliiug weather, a green sward may never¬ 

theless he maintained by watering occasion¬ 

ally in the evening. But the depth, whatever it 

may he, should be regular, measuring from the 

intended surface; for if trenched irregularly, 

deep in some cases and shallow in others, the 

consequence will he that the grass, though 

laid down so as to exhibit at the time a 

perfectly level surface, will afterwards be¬ 

come uneven; for where deeply loosened, 

the earth will subside more than where the 

trenching was shallow, and the surface be¬ 

comes, in a year or two, full of heights and 

hollows, rendering it necessary that the turf 

be taken up and relaid. Lawns that are un¬ 

even are much more expensive to keep than 

those that have a plane surface, and not only 

this, but the tint is not uniform where in¬ 

equalities exist; whether the mowing machine 

or the scythe be employed, the elevated por¬ 

tions are shaven to the quick, whilst the grass 

in the hollows is left comparatively long, the j 

former presents a pale appearance for several 

days after mowing, the latter a bright green, and 

the whole lawn has a spotty aspect. Besides, 

every elevation above the general level takes 

off the edge of the scythe, and occasions much 

loss of time in whetting. Great advantage 

will therefore arise from due precautions being 

taken in the first instance to insure a smooth 

surface. When the trenching is completed, the 

surface should be levelled by the spade, and then 

raked to remove the stones. Presuming that 

this is done in winter, it will be advisable to 

let the ground remain untouched till some 

heavy falls of rain have occurred; for these 

will have a great effect in consolidating it, and 

that more equally than can be done by beat- 

ins; or rammins;. As soon after the rain as 

the ground is in Avor-king order, it should be 

tried by levelling instruments, and any in¬ 

equalities regulated accordingly. It should 

then be pointed over, and, when in Avorking 

order, made perfectly level by the rake. It will 

then be ready either for turfing or soAving doAvn. 

If good turf, such as that of some commons, 

can be procured, a firm laAvn may be at once 

established, more free from Aveeds and coarse 

grasses than by soAving down. The turf should 

be regularly cut and rolled iip; this is done 

near London in yard lengths, 1 foot broad, 

and about 1| inch thick. Of course they 

should be laid as soon after cutting as possible. 

Particular care should be taken that the I’olls 

do not get frozen, otherAvise the vitality of the 

grass may be destroyed; for although the 
natural grasses are hardy, yet we have known 
blanks result from using turf that has been 

frozen in a rolled-up state. 
Before laying doAAm the turf, some cover 

the surface of the ground Avith sifted coal 
ashes, in order to keep the lawn free from 
Avorm-casts. The latter are troublesome, it 
must be admitted, but raking and SAveeping 
ANull disperse them. Being composed of fine 
soil, the greater part is w'ashed in among the 
roots of the grass, forming a top-dressing 
Avhich is peculiarly beneficial to the finer grases 
—in fixct, it is that kind of top-dressing in 
which they exist for ages in perpetual verdure 
on the commons. Were it not for the fresh 
soil brought to the surface from a considerable 
depth by the worms, it is probable that the 
same kind of grass would get tired, as the ex¬ 
pression is, of the same soil, and would disap¬ 
pear, as in fact is the case Avith regard to some 
laAvus. In another point of view, the worms 
are of vast importance, and that is in draining 
the surface. In a Avet day no one thinks of 
Avalking for pleasure on grass; but in a diy 
day, Avhen it Avould be presumed that the 
most delicate might traverse the laAvn, how 
great the disappointment to find the ground 
swampy under foot! We have seen instances 
of this, and such Avould be more frequent Avero 
it not for the boi'ing operations of the worms. 
Their passages, extending from the surface to 

the subsoil, afford the most ready means of 
draining the former, and rendering it free from 
that unpleasant swampiness so highly objec¬ 
tionable in laAvns. On the Avhole, Ave should 
not be inclined to use any precautions against 
the Avorms at first; bixt if the soil is naturally 
so light and porous that their assistance is not 
required, they may be destroyed at any time 

by means of limeAvater. 
The turfs should be laid down on the per¬ 

fectly even surface by a line, and this Avill 
shoAv Avhether there are any heights or holloAvs i 
in consequeixce of inequalities in the thickness 
of the turf Where this is thin introduce i 
a little soil beloAv, Avhere thick let some be 
taken out. As soon as this first bi'eadth of j 
txirf is made fair, let it be equally but slightly j 
beaten; then proceed in a like manner Avith 
the next breadth, and so on. When laid 
doAvn, let the AALole be Avell and equally beaten j 
Avith the turf-beater, and it may at the same ' 
time be once rolled over. It should then re- } 
main undisturbed till the grass has made fresh j 

i 
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roots; for if rolled when the under sm-face of 

the turfs are thickly set with the pi’otusions 

of young and tender spongioles, these would 

be apt to get bruised by rolling until such 

time as they have secured themselves by pene¬ 

trating the soil below. It is needless to ob¬ 

serve, that if dry weather set in, newly turfed 

lawns should be kept well watered. 

Where txirf cannot be had in sufficient qiran- 

tity to cover the ground at once, lawns have 

been formed by inoculation, that is, small 

pieces of turf are inserted at equal distances 

with a trowel. If a piece of 3 inches square 

is allowed for every square foot of surface, a 

lawn may be inoculated with 1-16th of the 

turf necessary for laying it down at once. In 

order that the grass may the moi’e readily 

spread over the whole surface, the intervals 

between the inserted pieces should be raked, 

and not rolled or beaten till the patches meet, 

which they will likely do in a twelvemonth, 

or even soon after midsummer, if the operation 

has been performed under favourable circum¬ 

stances, either in autumn in time for the 

patches to get rooted before winter, or early 

in spring. Until the ground is covered, the 

grass should not be so closely mown as is 

usual with established lawns. 

When the ground has to be sown down, it 

should be levelled as for turfing, well trodden, 

and raked smooth; then sow, rake lightly and 

evenly, and, lastly, roll, and the operation is 

complete. 

The following ai'e the kinds and quantities 

of seed for an acre:— 
Lbs, 

Cynosurus cristatus, .... 5 

Festuca duriuscula, .... 3 

,, ovina tenuifolia, ... 2 

Lolium perenne tenue, ... 20 

Poa neraoralis, ..... 2 

,, ,, sempervirens, . . 2 

,, trivialis, ..... 2 

Trifolium repens, .... 6 

,, minus, .... 2 

Trisetum flavescens, . . . . 1 

45 

The above proportions will be found suit¬ 

able to the generality of soils; but in shady 

situations, to which Poa nemoralis and its 

variety are particulaidy well adapted, 1 or 2 

lbs. of each of these may be substituted for 

Trisetum flavescens and Festuca tenuifolia; 

whilst in rich heavy soils, 2 or 3 lbs. of Cyno- 

surus cristatus, and 1 lb. of Festuca duriuscula 

may be substituted for Trisetum flavescens, 

697 

the quantity of Trifolium minus being re¬ 

duced to 1 lb. 

Keeping of Lawns. — This consists princi¬ 

pally in rolling, mowing, and sweeping; occa- 

sio2ially watering may be requisite; weeds 

and bad gi’asses should be rooted up, and a 

top-dressing may in some cases be found neces¬ 

sary. Kolling should be done the day pre¬ 

vious to mowing. The latter operation must 

still be' done by the scythe where there are 

many trees, flower-beds, or grass terraces; but 

in extensive lawns, it is much more cheaply 

done by a mowing machine drawn by a horse. 

Small machines woi’ked by two or three men 

are not on the whole considered much more 

economical than the scythe in good hands. 

The mowing of lawns is a tolerably easy 

process to those who can do it well, but to 

those who cannot, it is hard labour. These 

should practise on some outskirt till they be¬ 

come expert enough to leave no traces of ill- 

directed force, and until they can make the 

edge of the scythe throughout its whole length 

sweep at a uniform height above the surface, 

instead of paring it in places, and thus leaving 

the face of the lawn marked for days with 

numerous unsightly scars. Although nothing 

but a considerable amount of practice will 

make a man a good mower, yet there are some 

points which might be attended to with ad¬ 

vantage as regards his own ease and workman- 

ship. In the first place, a good edge should 

always be maintained. In whetting, the stone 

should be kept very neaidy flat when applied 

to the imder side of the blade, but so as to 

make a slight, yet straight bevel on the upper 

side. On some tender portion of smooth lawn, 

with a very sharp edge requiring little force, 

make a full but easy sweep, then slowly make 

another, but in doing so, observe to make the 

heel of the scythe follow almost closely the 

curve which the edge of the standing grass is 

seen to represent before you. The whole edge 

from point to heel will thus be brought into 

play in cutting. In this way the half of the 

blade next the heel cuts as much as the half 

nearest the point. The resistance of the grass 

against both halves is therefore the same, but 

in consequence of the greater leverage exer¬ 

cised against the portion farthest from the 

handle, the resistairce there is doubly felt. 

Care should therefore be taken to keep the 

heel of the scythe moving closely to the curved 

portion of the uncut grass, following in very 

nearly the same curved line as that described 

88 
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by the point at the previous stroke; in prac¬ 

tice the heel should, howevei’, be kept a little 

within the curve—say 1 inch or 2, but the 

less the better—in order to make sure of not 

passing any of the standing grass. As regards 

mowing long grass for hay, the above prin¬ 

ciple holds good. By attending to it, a man 

could do a certain amount of work with 

at least one-fourth less exertion than would 

otherwise be required, and at the same time 

he could make better work. 

Sweeping should be done so as not to leave 

any portions of ciit grass to wither, for such 

become tough, and will obstruct the edge of 

the scythe at the next mowing. Some, in¬ 

stead of sweeping, use rakes with short, thickly 

set teeth. 

Before the scorching effects of long-con¬ 

tinued drouo'ht and hot sun are manifested on 
O 

lawns, they should be supplied with water. 

This should be done towards night. When 

the surface is well moistened before the vitality 

of the plant is seriously affected by scorching, 

fresh roots will form rapidly in the hot moist 

soil, and befoi'e this gets too much dried up, if 

there is no appearance of rain, another good 

waterins; should be given. Whether the water 

bo supplied by means of carts, such as those 

employed for watering roads, but with broad 

wheels, or through wide rosed watering-pots, 

the expense will not be much, compared with 

the advantage of insuring a freshness of lawn 

at the time, and maintaining a jiroper tex¬ 

ture of living roots immediately beneath the 

surface, and so preventing the grasses from 

perishing. 

Among the weeds with which lawns are in¬ 

fested, the dandelion is the most conspicuous; 

to-day its flower scapes may be so low as to 

escape the scythe; but in a day or two its 

yellow flowers are elevated in full view. It 

may be readily destroyed by cutting off the 

crowm of leaves and placing a little salt on the 

wmund, or by pouring a small quantity of sul¬ 

phuric acid upon it. The flower heads of 

daisies .should be gathered by the daisy rake, 

and the plants themselves may be extiiq^ated 

by the weeding-iron, by which also cock’s-foot 

grass and all other plants that interfere with 

the smoothness and uniform tint of the lawn 

may be destroyed. 

Some prefer mossy lawns, others the supe¬ 

rior verdure of grass onlj^. The latter may be 

insured by top-dressings of rich compost, which 

may consist of fresh loam of a friable nature. 

fi’ee from stones, or, if otherwise, screened, in 

order to prevent injury to the edge of the 

scythe or the cutter of the mowing-machine; 

mix the loam with farm-yard manure, and turn 

occasionally till the whole is in a well-divided 

state. If the top-dressing is applied to the 

thickness of j inch, or at the rate of 34 cubic 

yards per acre, and allowed to remain without 

rolling till washed down by rain, the freshness 

of the lawn will soon be restored. This could 

be done more readily by guano or liquid 

manure, but the effects of these would not be 

permanent, and their smell is offensive. Should 

one dressing of compost not produce the desired 

result, another ought to be given. In parti¬ 

cular cases, the compost may be sifted on after 

mowing, and so that the grass may hide it in 

a few days. 
Ornamental Water.—In flower gardens the 

extent of water must be limited, otherwise it 

would bear too great a proportion to the ex¬ 

tent of land seen in connection with it, and, 

accordingly, it is in them chiefly confined to 

basins and fountains; but in extensive plea¬ 

sure grounds and in pai’ks, water is so impor¬ 

tant a feature, and contributes so much to the 

beauty and enlivenment of natural scenery, 

that no landscape can be considered altogether 

complete without it. In nature, from a cer¬ 

tain point of view, a river, broad and swelling, 

ma}^ be observed to disappear in winding be¬ 

hind some wood or rising ground, and again 

appear in full view, till, by following the 

lowest course it can take through valleys, it 

finally becomes lost to the sight. But what 

is seen of it has a much more noble appear¬ 

ance than the same extent of surface in 

the form of a circular pond. Now, an arti¬ 

ficial piece of water can be formed so as to ap¬ 

pear and disappear like a natural liver, and 

then no one can reasonably find fault with it. 

The introduction of water in pleasure grounds 

is a delicate point; but if we can give it every 

appearance of a broad river, or of a natural 

lake, the difficulty will be ovei’come. The 

banks of the piece of water may exhibit beau¬ 

tiful curves, as those of natural rivers fre¬ 

quently do; for instance, the Thames near 

Chiswick, the place where Hogarth lived, 

forms a curve that corresponds very well with 

what is called Hogarth’s line of beauty. In 

short, water in many cases may be easily in¬ 

troduced and with good effect, if the above 

simple example is borne in mind; and we shall 

only add, that all water, whether in lakes. 
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])onJs, or basins, should be kept as clear and j 

[)ure as possible, and all walks near it should be 

rendered dry, otherwise the scenery cannot be 

comfortably viewed. There may, however, be 

a piece of smoothly shorn lawn between the 

walk and the water’s edge. Where there is a 

considerable stream, the water can be easily 

kept clear; but where the supply is scanty, so 

that there can be but little overflow, great 

care is necessary in introducing vegetation in 

its neighbourhood; for if many large trees of 

a deciduous nature are planted on the banks, 

the leaves cannot be prevented from falling 

into the water and rendering it imjrure. 

Therefore, in such a case, lawn and evergreens, 

with a sparing admixture of deciduous shrubs, 

are to be preferred for the positions nearest 

the water; while trees of tall growth may be 

planted at such a distance as to preclude the 

possibility of their leaves falling in large quan¬ 

tities into the water. Exception ought, how¬ 

ever, to be made in favour of the weeping- 

willow and birch. 

Planting Trees and Shrubs in Pleasure 

Grounds.—Having touched upon the modes 

in which gardens are laid out, we may now 

jn-oceed to the planting of trees and shrubs in 

the pleasure ground, where, with the lawn, 

they form the principal objects of ornament. 

The planting of large trees should be fir.st 

taken into consideration; then the larger kinds 

of shrubs; and, finally, the smaller shrubs by 

way of filling up. If shrubs are planted more 

thickly than would be i)roj)er for their after¬ 

growth, they can be occasionally thinned and 

regulated; but with regard to large species of 

trees, although they may seem far enough 

apart when planted, from then occujrying the 

space perhaps of only a single shoot, yet fre¬ 

quently after eight or ten years’ growth, it 

becomes evident that they have been planted 

too closely, and at the same time if any were 

removed, an irregular blank would be occa¬ 

sioned. Very great care should therefore be 

taken in planting trees that ultim-ately attain 

a large size. 

In small places very few large trees can be 

properly admitted. Some near the house, and 

for shelter, as already mentioned, are, how¬ 

ever, in most cases desirable. • It will be neces¬ 

sary to ascertain from the plan, or from the 

ground, how many large trees can be intro¬ 

duced ; and on looking over a list of species, 

let one of the most desirable be marked, then 

another, and so on till as many have been 

selected as the space will contain. The selec¬ 

tion may comprise such as the following:— 

Deciduous Trees. 

Acer Lobelii. 

]5etula alba. 

Castanea vesca. 
Crataegu.s Oxyacantha, Double White 

and Scarlet Thorns. 

Fagus sylvatica. 

„ ,1 purpurea. 

J uglans regia. 

Platanus oocidentalis. 

Qnercus pedunculata. 

,, sessiliflora. 

Sophora japonica. 

Ulmus cainpestris. 

,, inontana vegeta. 

Evergreen. 

Araucaria imbricata. 

Ccdrus Libaui. 

,, Deodara. 

Cupressus macrocarpa. 

Ilex Aquifolium. 

rinus austriaca. 

,, excelsa. 

,, Laricio. 

,, Pinaster. 

,, sylvestris. 

Quercus Cerris Lucombeana. 

,, Ilex. 

Sequoia seinpervirens. 

Taxus baecata. 

Wellingtonia gigantea. 

If space permit, the following would also be 

desirable.— 

Acer inacropbyllum. 
Aisoulus llippooastanum rubicunda. 

Betula papyracea. 

Cytisus Laburnum. 

Liquidambar styraciflua. 

Liriodendron tulipifera. 

Negundo fraxinifolium. 

Quercus coccinea. 

,, Phellos. 

,, Suber, in a warm situation. 

Robinia Pseud-Acacia. 

After the places of the large trees have 

been marked out, the small trees and shrubs 

may be selected, and to assist in doing this 

we give the following lists;— 

Acer campestre, 
circinatum, 
criocarpum, 
Lobelii, 

Feet. 

. 30 
30 to 40 

. 40 
. 50 

DECIDUOUS TREES. 
Feet. 

Acer macrophyllum, . GO to 80 
platanoides, . . . 40 to 60 
Pseudo-Platanus, ... 60 

albo variegata 

Feet. 

Acer Pseudo-Plafanus purpurea 
rubrum, . . . . 30 to 60 
eaocharinnm, .... 40 
striatum.20 
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Feet. 
jEsculus Illppocastanum, . CO 

rubicunda 
Ailanthds glandulosa, . . 60 
Alnos cordifolia, ... 40 

glutinosa, . . . -40 to 60 
laciniata 

AMYGDALUS communis, . 20 to 30 
inacrocarpa 

Betula alba.60 
pendula 

lenta,.60 
nigra.60 
papyracca, .... 60 

Bkoussonetia papyriftra, . 30 
Cauagana arborescens, . 10 to 20 
Cakpinus Betulus, ... 40 
Carya alba, .... 50 
amara,.60 
olivEeibrmis.60 

Castanea vesca, ... 70 
heterophylla 

Catalpa syringaefolia, . . 30 
Celtis crassifolia, . . 30 to 50 

occidentalis, . . . 30 to 50 
Cerasus Mahaleb, ... 20 
Badus,.20 
virginiana, .... 30 
Common double-flowering, . 20 
French double-flowering, . 30 

Cercis Siliquastrum, . . 20 
CORNUS florida.20 
mas,.15 

CoRYLUS Colurna, . . 30 to 40 
Crat^gus Aronia, ... 20 
coccinea,.20 
cordata,.20 

Crus-galli.20 
Douglasii, .... 15 
flava,.15 

heterophylla, . . . . 20 
inacracantha.20 
nigra,.20 
orientalis, .... 20 
Oxyacantha, . . . 15 to 20 

multiplex (double white) 
pendula 
punicea 

flore pleno 
rosea 

tanacetifolia, .... 20 
Cyuonia lusitanica, . . 15 to 20 

Cydonia sinensis. 
Feet. 

15 
vulgaris, .... . 15 

Cytisus Laburnum, . 20 to 30 
alpinus, . 20 to 30 

Elaiagnus angustifolia, . . 20 
Euonymus latifolius, 10 to 20 
Fagus sylvatica, . . 60 to 80 

aspleniifolia 
purpurea 

Fraxinus excelsior, . 40 to 80 
aurea 
pendula 

juglandifolia, . . 50 
lentiscifolia. . 40 

Gleditschia sinensis. 30 to 60 
triacanthos. 50 to 60 

Gymnoclauus canadensis . 30 
Halesia tetraptera, . 10 to 20 
JuGLANS nigra, . 60 to SO 
regia. . 60 

Kolreuteria paniculata, . 20 
Liquidambar styracillua. 30 to 40 

imberbe, .... . 15 
Libiodendron tulipifera, 60 to 80 
Maclura aurantiaca. . 20 
Magnolia acuminata, 30 to 40 

auriculata, 20 to 30 
Soulangeana 

conspicua, 20 to 30 
glauea, .... 10to20 

Tliompsoniana 
macrophylla, . 20 to 30 
tripetala, .... 20 to 30 

Morus alba, 20 to 30 
nigra, .... 20 to 30 
rubra, .... 

Negundo fraxinifolium, . 
40 to 50 

. 30 
Ornus europasa, . . 30 
Paulownia imperialis. . 30 
Pavia flava. 30 to 40 

rubra, .... 10 to 20 
Planera Richardi, . . 50 
Platanus occidentalis. 60 to 80 
orientalis. 50 to 60 

PopuLUS alba. . 90 
angulata, .... . 70 
balsamifera. . 40 
fastigiata. . 100 
graeea, .... . 40 
monilifera. . 100 

Feet. 
PoPULUS nigra, . . 60 to 80 

tremula, . . . 50 
Pyrus Aria, . 20 to 30 

Aucuparia, . 20 to 30 
baccata, . 15 to 20 
coronaria . . . 20 
Sorbus, . 30 to 50 
spectabilis. . 20 to 30 
torminalis. . 30 to 40 

Quercus jEgilops, . . . 30 
alba, .... . 60 to 80 
Cerris, . 60 to 80 
coccinea, . . . 80 
Esculus, . . . 30 
fastigiata, . . . 40 
inacrocarpa. . 60 to 80 
pedunculata, . . 50 to 100 

heterophylla 
Phellos, . . . 60 
rubra. . . 80 
sessiliflora. . 50 to 100 
tinctoria, . . . 80 

Riius typhina. . . 20 
Robinia Pseud-Acacia, . 50 to 70 

viscosa. . . 40 
Salix alba, . . 60 to 80 

babylonica. . 30 to 40 
caprea, . 20 to 30 
fragilis, . . 70 
pentandra, . . 20 
Ru.sselliana, . . 80 
vitellina, . . . 20 

Sambucus nigra. . . 20 
laciniata 

racemosa,. . 10 to 15 
SOPHORA japonica. . . 50 

pendula 
Tilia amerieana, . . 60 

argentea . . . 50 
europaea, . . . 60 

Ulmus campestris. . 60 to 80 
latifolia 
sarniensis 
stricta 
vimiualis 

effusa. . . 60 
montana, . . . 60 

australis 
pendula 
vegeta 

EVERGREEN TREES. 

Arbutus Andrachne, 
hybrida, .... 
Unedo, .... 

Buxus sempervirens, 
Eriobotrya japonica, 
Ilex Aquifolium, 

Varieties with variegated 
leaves, and yellow 
berries. 

. 20 
10 to 20 
10 to 20 
15 to 20 
10 to 15 
20 to 30 

Ilex balearica, . 
latifolia, .... 
opaca, .... 

Magnolia grandiflora, 
Large white fragrant 

flowers from Aug. to 
Oct.; exoniensis and 
jircecoz earlier flower¬ 
ing varieties; obovata, 

10 to 20 
. 15 

10 to 20 
20 to 30 

Abies alba, 
glauea 

Brunoniana, . 
canadensis, 
Douglasii, . . 
excelsa, 

Clanbrasiliana, 

HARDY CONIFERS, 

Including the Yews and their allies. 

. 30 to 50 

. . 70 

. 70 to 100 
100 to 150 

. . 100 

. . 4 

Abies excelsa elegans, 
pygmasa, 
stricta. . 

Kaimpferi 
Menziesii, 
Mertensiana, . 
nigra. 

5 
2 
3 

60 
100 
70 

one with handsome 
leaves. 

Quercus, Cerris fulhamensis, 70 
Lucombeana, 70 

Ilex, . . . . . 20 to 40 
latifolia 

Suber, . 20 to 30 
Turueri, , . . . . 40 
virens, . . . . 40 

Abies nigra pumila, ... 4 
orientalis.70 
Pattonii,.100 
rubra,.70 
Smithiana, . . . 50 to 100 

Araucaria imbricata, . 50 to 100 
Biota orientalis, . . 20 to 30 
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Biota orientalis aurea, . 
Feet. 

5 
compacta, . . 10 
cupressoides. . 20 
glauca. . 15 

pendula. 15 
Cedrus atlantica. 60 to 100 

Deodara, .... 80 to 150 
viridis 

Libani, .... 50 to 100 
argentea 

Cephalotaxus drupacea. . 20 
Fortunii, . . . . 20 to 40 
pedunculata, . 20 to 30 

ChaMjECYPaius sphaeroidea, . 30 
atrovirens 
glauca 
variegata 

CiiYPTOMERiA japonica, . 60 to 100 
Lobbii 
nana, 3 

CUNNIXGHAMIA silieiisis, . 30 to 40 
Copressus attenuata. . 10 

Benthami, . 50 
funebris, .... . 50 
Goveniana, . 50 
Knightiana, . 50 
Lawsoniana, 50 to 100 
Macnabiana, . 15 
macrocarpa. . 60 
sempervirens, . 30 to 40 
Uhdeana, . . . . . 50 

Geyptostrobus heterophyllus, 10 
JuNii'ERUs chineusis mas, . 20 

communis, 10 to 15 
hibernica 
hispanica 
suecica. 10 to 15 

drupacea. 10 
echinoformis, . 2 
excelsa, . . . . '. 30 

Ju.NiPERUS japonica, . 
Feet. 

. . 2 
macrocarpa. 10 
nana. 1 
oblonga, . . . 5 
occidentalis. . . 30 
Oxycedrus, 10 
phoenicea, . . 10 to 20 
prostrata, . . . 1 
recurva deiisa,. . 5 to 10 
rigida. . . 10 
Sabina, 2 to 6 

variegata 
sabinoides. . . 3 
squammata. . . 3 
tetragona, . . . 6 
thurifera, . . . 30 
virginiana. . . 40 

glauca 
pendula 
variegata 

Larix europsea, . . 80 to 100 
pendula 

Libocedrus chilensis. . . 40 
PiCEA amabilis, . . . 100 

balsamea, . . 20 to 30 
bracteata, . . . 120 
cephaloniea. . . 50 
grandis. . . 100 
nobilis. . . 100 
Nordmanniana, . . 80 
pectinata, . . 80 to 100 
Richta, . 30 to 50 
Pindrow, . . 80 to 100 
Pinsapo, . . . 60 
Webbiana, . . 80 

PiNUS, australis. . 60 to 80 
austriaca, . . . 100 
Benthamiana, . 100 to 150 
Brutia, . . 60 
Cembra, . . . 50 

Feet. 
PiNUS excelsa, . 100 to 150 

Hartwegii, 40 to 50 
insignis, . . 80 to 100 
Lambertiana . 100 to 150 
Larioio, . 
Lindleyana, 

. 80 to 100 
. 50 

macrocarpa. . 80 to 100 
Pallasiana, 70 to 80 
Pinaster, . 50 to 70 

Hamiltonii 
Pinea, . 20 
ponderosa. . 60 to 100 
pumilio, . . 20 
pyrenaica. 60 to 80 
resinosa, . 70 to 80 
rigida. . 60 
Sabiniana, . 100 
Strobus, . . 60 to 100 

alba or nivea 
sylvestris. . 80 to 100 

rubra 
PODOCARPUS koraiana. 5 
Salisburia adiantifolia, . 30 
Sequoia sempervirens. 100 to 200 
Taxodiu.m distichum. . 80 to 100 

sinense, . 12 to 20 
Taxus adpressa. 4 

baccata, . 20 to 40 
Yellow - berried Yew , 1 
Silver-striped, . 
Yellow variegated. ^.2 

Dovaston, . 
r a> <i» 

Irish, . 
Variegated Irisli, 

ft *5 
> 

Thuja gigantea. . 60 to 100 
occidentalis. 30 to 40 
plicata. . 20 

Thujopsis, borealis, . . ?100 
Wellington!A gigantea. 100 to 300 

Ill.—Hardy Deciduous Shrubs. 

AmelancJiier Botryajpium—15 feet. Flowers very 

liumerous and highly ornamental, white; April and 

May. Seeds and grafting. 

Amelanclder vulgaris—10 to 20 feet. Flowers ex¬ 

tremely numerous, white; March and April. Very 

ornamental. Seeds and grafting. 

Amorpha fruticosa—10 feet. A handsome shrub 

with pinnated leaves and purple flowers; July and 

August. Cuttings and layers. 

Aimjgdalus nana—2 to 4 feet. Flowers numerous 

and highly ornamental, single or double, rose-coloured; 

March and April. Budding on the plum. Warm situ¬ 

ation. 

Amygdalus orientalis—10 feet. Leaves silvery. 

Flowers rose-coloured; March and April. 

Aralia spinosa—G to 12 feet. Leaves large, trebly 

pinnate. Flowers in large panicles, whitish; August 

and September. Seeds, suckers, and cuttings of the 

shoots and roots. Light moist soil. 

Azalea.—The hardy Azaleas, by the brilliant colours 

and profusion of their sweet-scented flowers, form, with 

the Rhododendron, a magnificent display in summer. 

The varieties are exceedingly numerous, preserding 

every shade of red, white, and yellow, as well as a great 

diversity of marking, but as new and improved seedlings 

are being continually added, any selection given here 

would be of little permanent value. The propagation 

and culture are the same as in the case of the Rhododen¬ 

dron. 
Berberis vulgaris—10 feet. Ornamental by its foliage, 

and its red, purple, or violet-berries in autumn. Seeds, 

layers, and suckers. 
Calophaca wolgarica—3 feet. A very ornamental 

little shrub producing a profusion of yellow flowers; 

May and June. Seeds. 
Cahjcanthus Jloridus—6 to 8 feet. Flowers reddish 

brown, very odoriferous; June and July. Layers and 

suckers. 
Oaragana Chamlagu—3 to 4 feet. A spreading shrub 

with large yellow flowers ; May and J une. Seeds and 

grafting on C. arborescens. 

Caragana frutescens—6 to 10 feet. Leaves com¬ 

posed of 4 leaflets. Flowers yellow; May. Seeds, and 

when grafted it forms a handsome pendulous tree. 

Caragana pygmcva—3 feet. A low-spreading shrub, 

with small yellow flowers. It may be introduced with 

good effect in flower-gardens when grafted standard 

high on C. arborescens; it then forms a nice round 

head. 
Cerasus Chamacerasus—4 feet. A species with slen¬ 

der branches, shining leaves, and white flowers; April 

and May. It forms, when budded standard high, an or¬ 

namental pendulous tree. 
Cerasus japonica multiplex—(Amygdalus pumila and 

Dwarf Double-blossomed Almond of the nurseries)—4 

feet. Leaves ovate, tinged with red at the margin. 
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Flowers numerous, double, red; March to May. Highly 

ornamental. There is a very pretty variety with double 

white flowers. 

Chimonanilius fragrans—8 feet. Flowers small, but 

numerous, i^ale yellow, extremely fragrant; December to 

February. There is a variety, C. grandijlorus, with 

larger flowers, though not so fragrant. Layers. Re¬ 

quires a wall, except in warm situations, and the blossoms 

should be protected from frost. 

Chionantlius virginica—12 feet. Leaves large, lan¬ 

ceolate. Flowers numerous, in large racemes, white; 

June. Layers, and seeds on a slight hot-bed. Moist 

loamy soil. 

Clethra alnifolia—4 feet. Ornamental by its spikes 

of white flowers; J uly and August. Layers and suck¬ 

ers. Moist peat soil, and a shady situation. 

Colutea arhorescens—12 feet. Of rapid growth and 

producing numerous yellow flowers throughout the sum¬ 

mer. Seeds and cuttings of the roots. C. cruenta, with 

blood-red flowers, is also a desirable shrub. 

Comptonia asplenifolia—4 feet. Leaves oblong, lin¬ 

ear, sinuate, sprinkled with shining dots, very orna¬ 

mental. Suckers and layers. Feat soil, and a rather 
.shady situation. 

Coriaria myrtifolia—X pretty little shrub w-ith leaves 

resembling those of the myrtle. The berries are poison¬ 

ous. Suckers, and cuttings of the roots. 

Cornus alba—10 feet. Shoots of a fine coral red. 

Flowers white; June and July. Berries white. 

Cornus sanguinea—15 feet. Shoots red. Flowers 

white; J une. Berries very numerous, purple. There 

is a variety with variegated leaves. Seeds, layers, and 
suckers. 

Coronilla Emerus—4 to 10 feet. A very ornamental 

shrub, with red and yellow flowers; April to June. 

Seeds, cuttings, and layers. 

Corylus Avellana lieterophjlla—10 feet. A variety 

of the Common Hazel, remarkable for its laciniated 

hairy leaves. C. purpurea, another variety, has very 

ornamental deep purple leaves. 

Cotoneaster acuminata, frigida, and nummularia, are 

handsome shrubs, attaining the height of from 10 to 15 

feet, and the scarlet berries with which the former two 

are covered in autumn and winter have a very orna¬ 
mental effect. Layers. 

Cydonia japonica—4 to 6 feet. A beautiful flower¬ 

ing shrub covered with a profusion of splendid scarlet 

blossoms in March, April, and May, and succeeding 

either as a bush or against a wall. There is a variety 

w'ith white flowers. Layers, suckers, and cuttings of the 
roots. 

Cytisus albus—5 to 8 feet. Leaves very small, silky. 

Flow'ers numerous, and highly ornamental, white; May 

and June. Tliero is a variety with flesh-coloured 
flowers. 

Cytisus purpureus—3 feet. Procumbent. Flowers 

purple, numerous, and very ornamental; May to Aug. 

There are varieties with rosy purple and white flow'ers, 
also one of more pendulous habit. 

Cytisus capitatus, elongatus, nigricans, scssilifvlius, 
and supimis, are also very ornamental, by their numer¬ 

ous yellow flowers in summer. Seeds, layers, and graft¬ 

ing on the Laburnum. C. elongatus, p^irpureus, and 

suphius, when so treated, form handsome pendulous 
trees. 

Daphne 2Iezereum~3 to 5 feet. Flowers small but 

numerous, and very ornamental, pink, sw’eet-scented; 

I January to March. There is a variety with white, and 

I another with red flowers. Seeds. The plant, it may 

be remarked, is poisonous. 

Dentzia gracilis—2 feet; and D. scabra—Q feet, are 

highly ornamental flowering shrubs producing numer¬ 

ous clusters of snow-white flowers; May and June. 

Gracilis answ'ers exceedingly well for forcing. Cuttings 
and layers. 

Diervilla canadensis—3 feet. A low bush with shin¬ 

ing leaves and small yellow flowers; June to Septem¬ 

ber. Seeds, suckers, cuttings, and layers. 

Euonymus latifolius— 10 to 20 feet. Ornamental 

by its large red fruits, which ripen in September. Seeds, 
cuttings, and layers. 

Forsyihia viridissima — 8 feet. A pretty Chinese 

shrub with oblong dark green leaves, and a iirofusion of 

bright yellow flowers appearing before the leaves, in 

winter and spring. Cuttings and layers. 

Fothergilla alnifolia—3 feet. Shoots and under side 

of the leaves covered with white down. Flowers white, 

sweet-scented ; April and May. Layers and cuttings. 
Moist peat soil. 

Genista—Of this genus there are several species suit¬ 

able for roekwork and planting in the front of shrubbe¬ 

ries, where they are very ornamental when covered with 

their yellow flowers in summer. The most desirable are 

G. oitaensis, procumbens, purgans, sagittalis, and sibirica. 
Seeds, layer.s, and cuttings. 

Ualesia tetraptera—15 feet. Very ornamental by its 

small, pendulous, pure white flowers; April and May. 

Layers, and cuttings of the roots. 

Halimodendron argenteum—5 feet. Shoots grayish, 

spiny. Leaves small, white, and silky. Flowers pur¬ 

plish; May to July. It may bo grafted on the Labur¬ 
num. 

Hamamelis virginica—10 feet. Flowers numerous, 

yellow, in autumn and winter. Layers. 

Hibiscus syriacus—5 to 8 feet. Flowers large, red, 

purple, white or striped, according to the variety; 

August and September. Seeds and layers. Highly 

ornamental. 

Hippophae rhamnoides—8 to 15 feet. Leaves linear 

lanceolate, silvery. Berries numerous, orange. Cuttings, 

layers, and suckers. Succeeds well near the sea. 

Hydrangea arborescens, japonica, nivea, and querci- 

folia, are dwarf shrubs, very ornamental in summer 

when covered with their large white flowers. Cuttings 

and layers. Light rich soil kept moist. 

Hypericum Ealmianum and prolificum, are ornamental 

little plants producing an abundance of yellow flowers; 

June, July, and August. Seeds, cuttings, and layers. 

Itea virginica—4 feet. A pretty shrub with nume¬ 

rous white flowers; July. Layers, and cuttings of the 

roots. Peat soil, and a shady situation. 

Jasminum frutieans — 6 feet. Flowers small but 

numerous, yellow; May to September. Layers and 

suckers. AVarm situation. 

Kerria japonica—syn. Corchorus japonicus—3 to 6 

feet. Flowers yellow, double in the cultivated variety, 

numerous and very ornamental; spring and summer. 

Cuttings and suckers. Suitable for borders and training 
on walls and fences. 

Leycestcria formosa—6 feet. A pretty shrub with 

dark green shoots and leaves, and purplish flowers, in 

summer, succeeded by deep purple berries. Seeds and 

cuttings. A wall, or sheltered situation, with slight 

protection in winter. 
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Ligustrum vulgare (Privet)—10 feet. Valuable for 

Ledges and as a sereen. Seeds, cuttings, and suckers. 

Lonicera iatarica—6 to 8 feet. A very hardy species, 

with small red or rvhite flowers ; April and May. Seed.s 

and cuttings. 

Lonicera pyrenaica, with white flowers, iberica orange, 

and xylosteum yellow, are also desirable species. 

Magnolia purpurea—4 to 8 feet. Leaves large, obo- 

vate, dark green. Flowers large and numerous, purple 

on the outside, white on the inside; April to June. 

Layers and cuttings. Loam and peat. A highly orna¬ 

mental shrub, requiring a wall in cold situations. 

Myrica Gale—3 feet. Leaves oblong, sprinkled with 

yellow resinous dots. Catkins reddish; May. Seeds, 

layers, cuttings, and suckers. Peat soil. 

Paliurus aculeatus (Christ’s Thorn)—7 to L5 feet. 

Shoots very spiny. Leaves small, ovate, shining. 

Flowers small, yellow; June and July; succeeded by a 

fruit somewhat resembling a straw hat. Seeds on a hot¬ 

bed, suckers, and cuttings of the roots. 

Faria discolor—4 to 8 feet. Flowers large and nu- 

inerou.s, yellow and purple ; May and June. Very orna¬ 

mental. Seeds, and grafting on the Horse Chestnut. 

Pavia macrostacliya —10 feet. Flowers in long 

racemes, white, sweet-scented ; July .and August. Lay¬ 

ers. Moist soil. A highly ornamental shrub, well 

adapted for planting in a shady situation, or hy the sides 

of ponds or lakes. 

Persica.— The double red and white peaches have a 

very ornamental effect when covered with blossom early 

in spring. They may be grown as bushes, as low trees, 

or better against a wall. Besides the above there are 

two new Chinese peaches sent out by Mr. Glendinning, 

and which are likely to prove of the greatest value— 

namely, the Camellia-flowered, with splendid deep crim¬ 

son blossoms, and the Carnation-flowered, with blossoms 

striped like a Carnation. 

Philadelpluis coronarius—8 to 10 feet. Leaves ovate, 

dark green. Flowers in racemes, white, exhaling a 

sweet but powerful odour ; May and June. There is a 

variety with variegated leaves, which is worthy of cul¬ 

tivation ; also a dwarf kind attaining the height of 2 or 

3 feet, but which rarely flowers. Layers and cuttings. 

PhiladelpTius Gordonianus—8 feet. Flowers large, 

white, numerous, and very ornamental; July. Seed.s, 

cuttings, and layers. 

Fhiladelphus lati/uUus—G to 10 feet. Flowers white, 

produced in great profusion; May and J une. L.ayers, 
cuttings, and suckers. 

Philadelphus speciosus — 10 feet {grandijlorus of 

some). Flowers large and very numerous, white ; June. 

An exceedingly ornament.al shrub. 

Potentilla fruticosa—3 feet—and its variety tereMi’foia, 

are ornamental little plants with yellow flowers; July 
and August. 

Prims verticillatus — 6 feet. Flowers small, white; 

July and August; succeeded by small red berries. 

Seeds, layers, and suckers. Moist, shady situation. 

Panica granatum—15 to 20 feet. The double variety 

ot this is very ornamental in July and August, when 

covered with its large scarlet flowers. Grafting, cut¬ 

tings, and layers. A wall with a warm aspect and pro¬ 

tection to the roots in winter. Of course when the fruit 

is the object, the single variety should be cultivated. 

Pyrus arhutifolia—4 feet. Flowers numerous, white ; 

Jlay. Fruit dark red. Seeds, suckers, and grafting. 
Very ornamental. 

Phodora canadensis — 2 to 4 feet. Leaves oval, 

pubescent beneath. Flowers appearing before the 

leaves, purplish, sweet-scented. L.ayers. Peat soil. 

Rhus Cotinus—6 feet. Leaves roundish, obovate, 

bright green. Flowers small, in elegant panicles ; June 

and July. Layers. Very ornamental. 

Rhus glabra—10 to 15 feet. Very ornamental in 

autumn by its bright red fruit. 

Ribes aureum—6 feet. Flowers numerous, bright 

yellow, exhaling a sweet perfume; April and May. 

Cuttings and layers. Very ornamental. 

Ribes sanguineum—C feet. Flowers pendulous, vary¬ 

ing from pale rose to dark red, produced in great profu¬ 

sion; March and April. Seed.s, cuttings, and layers. 

A well known and highly ornament.al species. 

Ribes speciosum—6 feet. Flowers pendulous, deep 

red, with long stamens; May and June. Layers and 

cuttings. Very ornamental, especially when trained 

against a wall. 

Robinia hispida—6 feet. One of the most ornamental 

of shrubs by its Acacia-like leaves, and numerous large 

rose-coloured flowers appearing from M.ay to September. 

Seeds, and grafting on R. Pseud-Acacia. Sheltered 

situation. 

Rubus fruticosus (Common Bramble)—The varieties 

of this with double-white and rose-coloured flowers 

have an ornamental effect when in blossom, and will 

grow anywhere. 

Rubus laciniatus—5 to 10 feet. Ornamental by its 

deeply cut foliage and numerous rose-coloured or white 

flowers. 

Rubus odoratus—6 feet. A pretty species with large 

red flowers ; June to September. 

Sliepherdia argentea—8 feet. Ornamental by its 

silvery leaves. 

Spiraea—The most ornamental species of this pretty 

genus are S. arice/olia, grandijlora, hypericifolia, Lind- 

leyana, opulifolia, prunifolia flore plena, salicifolia, and 

ulmifolia, with white flowers; and 8. bella, Douglasii, 

and callosa, with rose-coloured flowers. Seeds, cuttings, 

layers, and suckers. 

Staphylea trifolia—8 to 10 feet. Leaves ternate. 

Flowers pendulous, white; Jlay and June. Seeds, cut¬ 

tings, and suckers. 

Styrax officinale—6 to 12 feet. Leaves shining, 

hoary beneath. Flowers large and numerous, white; 

June and July. Seeds, layers, and cuttings. Light 

rich soil, and a wall or sheltered situation. 

Symphoricarpos racemosus—6 feet. Flowers small, 

rose-coloured ; July to September; succeeded by numer¬ 

ous large white berries which have a pretty efiect in 

autumn and winter. Suckers and layers. 

Syringa persica (Persian Lilac)—6 feet. Flowers 

numerous, and highly ornamental, purple; April and 

May. There is a pretty variety with laciniated leaves, 

and one with white flowers. Suckers and layers. 

Syringa rothomagensis saugeana—10 feet. A variety 

having flowers of a brighter colour and in more com¬ 

pact thyrses than the preceding. 

Syringa mdgaris (Common Lilac)—10 to 20 feet. 

A well known and very ornamental shrub, producing in 

May a profusion of fragrant flowers, and which are lilac, 

purple, red, bluish, or white, in diflerent varieties. 

Seeds, suckers, and layers. 

Syringa Emodi white, and Jossikcea deep lilac or 

purple, are also very ornamental species, and deserve a 
place in every garden. 
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Tragopyruni lanceclatim — 2 to 3 feet. Flowers 

white; July and August. Cuttings and layers. Peat soil. 

Vihurnum Lantana—10 to 15 feet. Leaves very orna¬ 

mental in autumn, when they become of a fine deep red. 

Flowers numerous, white; June; succeeded by red 

berries which change to black. Seeds and layers. 

Vihurnum Lentago —10 feet. Flo\Yers numerous, 

white ; July. Berries black. 

Vihurnum Ojnilus sterilis (Guelder Rose)—6 to 12 

feet. Flowers in harge corymbs, white; May and June. 

Highly ornamental. 

Vitcx Agnus-Castus—6 feet. Leaves digitate, hoary 

beneath. Flowers in racemes, small, white or bluish ; 

September. There is a variety, V. latifoUa, with broader 

leaves and larger flowers of a blue colour. Layers, and 

cuttings under a hand glass. 

Weigela rosea— 5 feet. This beautiful shrub, repre¬ 

sented in Plate V, is a native of the north of China, 

whence it was sent to this country by Mr. Fortune, in 

1844. Its numerous, large, rose-coloured and white 

flowers are produced in clusters during April and May, 

at which period the plant has a most ornamental effect. 

It is readily propagated by cuttings and succeeds well in 

common garden soil. This Weigela is likewise a very 

ornamental plant for the conservatory, and it may be 

potted, and forced in a warm pit. Weigela corceensis com¬ 

monly called IF. amahilis, is another splendid shrub, 

producing a profusion of deep rose-coloured flowers in 

autumn. 

IV.—II.tRDY Eveugreex Shrubs. 

Andromeda polifolia., calgculata, Jlorihunda, amdllaris, 

and Mariana, are very ornamental little evergreens, 

growing to the height of from 1 to 3 feet, and producing 

pretty bell-shaped pink or white flowers in spring. 

Seeds and layers. Peat soil, and a shady situation. 

Arbutus Andrachne—10 to 20 feet. Bark smooth, 

reddish, peeling off annually. Leaves oblong, shining. 

Flowers white ; March and April. Seeds, layers, and 

grafting on A. Unedo. Requires protection in winter 

when young. 

Arbutus Unedo—10 to 20 feet. Flowers pendulou.s, 

white ; succeeded by red berries somewhat resembling 

strawberries. There are varieties with red and semi¬ 

double flowers. Layers, cuttings, and seed sown in 

heat. 

ArctostapliylosUva-ursi—1 foot. Procumbent. Leaves 

small, shining. Flowers pale red; April to June ; suc¬ 

ceeded by small red berries. Seeds and layers. Peat 

soil. Suitable for rockwork. 

Artemisia Abrotanum (Southernwood)—2 to 3 feet. 

Cultivated for the fragrance of its finely-divided leaves. 

Aucuba japonica—4 to 6 feet. Leaves large, pale 

green, blotched and mottled with yellow. Cuttings and 

layers. A valuable shrub, enduring the smoky atmo¬ 
sphere of towns. 

Benthamia fragi/era—10 feet. Flowers large, yel¬ 

lowish; Juno. Fruit red, resemhling a strawberry. 

Seeds and cuttings. A wall with a warm aspect. 

Berberis Aquifolium—5 to 10 feet. An extremely 

oniamental species with pinnated leaves, of a shining 

bright green. The yellow flowmrs are produced abund¬ 

antly in April and May, and are succeeded by a profu¬ 

sion of purple berries which ai'o covered with a fine 
bloom. Seeds and layers. 

Berberis aristata—A very ornamental species with 

oblong shining leaves, bright, yellow flowers, and red 

berries. Of rapid growth. 

Berberis Darwinii—3 to 5 feet. A beautiful shrub 

densely clothed with small, shining, deep green leaves, 

and producing an abundance of deep yellow flowers in 

spring. 

Berberis dulcis—3 to 5 feet. A handsome bush with 

small, entire, deep green leaves, and yellow flowers, in 

spring. A variety of B. buxifulia. 

Berberis fasicularis— 6 feet. A handsome shrub with 

very prickly glaucous leaves, and dense racemes of yel¬ 

low flowers ; March to May; succeeded hy purple ber¬ 

ries, It requires a wall or protection in winter. B. 

hybrida is a hybrid between this and B. aquifolium, and 

is a hardy and ornamental shrub. 

Berberis glumacea—l to 2 feet. A pretty little shrub 

with pale green pinnated leaves, consisting of about 

12 leaflets, and numerous racemes of yellow flowers, suc¬ 

ceeded by purple berries. 

Berberis trifoliata—4 feet. A handsome species with 

bluish green leaves, consisting of three leaflets. A warm 

situation. 

Buddlea glubosa—12 feet. Branches and under side 

of the leaves hoary. Florvers small, golden yellow, in 

globular heads; June and July. Cuttings and layers. 

Light soil, and a wall with a warm aspect. 

Buddlea Lindleyana—6 feet. A valuable shrub for 

planting against a south wall. Leaves ovate, coarsely 

toothed, bright green. Flowers in racemes, tubular, vio¬ 

let purple. 

Bupleurum fruticosum—5 feet. Leaves oblong, glau¬ 

cous. Flowers in umbels, small, yellow; July and 

August. Seeds, cuttings, and layers. 

Biixus balearica—15 feet. A very ornamental spe¬ 

cies of Box, with larger leaves than the common kind. 

Buxiis sempervirens (Box)—8 to 15 feet. Of this 

there are tall and dwarf varieties, having the leaves 

broad or narrow, plain or variegated with white or yel¬ 

low. There is likewise a very dwarf variety which is 

the well-known edging plant. Seeds, cuttings, and 

layers. 

Ceanothus — Very ornamental shrubs, attaining the 

height of 6 or 10 feet, and flowering abundantly in sum¬ 

mer and autumn. The finest species are 0. azureus, den- 

tatus, papillosus, and thyrsifolius, with flowers of a beau¬ 

tiful blue, rigidus with bluish-purple flowers, and ameri- 

canus white. Seeds, layers, and cuttings. A wall or 

other sheltered situation with protection in winter. 

Cerasus Lauro-Cerasus (Common laurel)—15 feet. 

Too well known to need comment. There is a variety 

with narrow leaves, also one with variegated foli.age. 

Seeds and layers. 

Cerasus lusitanica (Portugal laurel)—15 to 20 feet. 

One of the most valuable evergreens which we possess. 

Seeds, cuttings, and layers. 

Cistus purpureus — 3 to 4 feet. Shoots reddish. 

Flowers large, reddish-purple, in June and July. Very 

ornamental. Besides the above, there are many other 

pretty species which succeed in dry warm situations, 

with protection in severe frosts. Among these may be 

mentioned C. ladaniferus maculatus, Corbariensis, lauri- 

folius, populifoHus, villosus, and algarvensis. Seeds, 

cuttings, and layers. 

Ootoneastcr—2 to 5 feet. Very ornamental shrubs 

with shining leaves, white flowers in summer, ami a 

profusion of red berries, which have a pretty effect in 

autumn and winter. They are suitable for covering 
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■walls, rockwork, and banks, as well as for planting among 

other shrubs of low growth; and grafted on the Crataegus, 

they form handsome drooping-headed trees. C. micro- 

phjlla is particularly worthy of cultivation; C. rotundi- 

folia, buxi/olia, and tkymifolia, are also very desirable 

species. 
Cratccgus Pyracantha—6 to 8 feet. Flowers, in large 

corymbs, white. Fruit bright red; very ornamental in 

autumn. 
Daphne Cneorum—1 foot. Trailing. Leaves small, 

lanceolate. Flowers small, but numerous; very sweet- 

scented; rose-coloured or white; April and May, and 

frequently again in autumn. Highly ornamental. There 

is a variety with variegated leaves. Layers, and graft¬ 

ing on D. Laureola. Peat-soil, and a shady situation. 

Daphne Laureola (Spurge Laurel)—3 feet. Leaves 

obovate-lanceolate, shining, deep green. Flowers green¬ 

ish-yellow, sweet-scented; January to March. A very 

ornamental round bush. Seeds. Shady situation, and 

peat soil. 
Daphne neapoUtana—A very ornamental variety of 

D. collina, with very fragrant purple flowers. 

Daphne pontica—3 to 4 feet. Flowers numerous, 

yellowish, sweet-scented; March to May. Peat soil, and 

a sheltered situation. 

Erica—Several species of this beautiful genus succeed 

in the open ground, forming very ornamental edgings, 

masses, and detached bushes. Among , these are:— 

E. cinerea, tetralix, and vagans, J to 1 foot, with red or 

white flowers; E. stricta, carnea, or herbacea, pale red; 

E. vulgaris, 1 to 3 feet, red, purple, or white; E. medi- 

terranea, 4 feet, red; and E. australis, 5 to 7 feet, red. 

Layers, and cuttings of the young shoots in sand, or 

sandy peat, under a bell-glass. Sandy peat. 

Eriobotrya Japonica—6 to 10 feet. Very ornamental 

by its large, lanceolate, rustic-looking leaves. Grafting. 

Warm situation. 

Escallonia floribunda—6 to 8 feet. Leaves oblong, 

shining. Flowers numerous, and very ornamental, 

white; July to September. Cuttings. A south wall. 

Escallonia macrantha—6 to 8 feet. Highly orna¬ 

mental by its shining, deep green leaves, and splendid 

reddish purple flowers. Cuttings. Sheltered situation. 

Escallonia rubra—4 to 6 feet. A very ornamental 

species, with shining leaves and pendulous red flowers; 

July to September. Cuttings. Sheltered situation. 

Euonymus japonicits variegatus—10 feet. Ornamental 

by its foliage, which is edged with white. A wall with 

a warm aspect. 

Fontancsia phillyroeoides—0 to 10 feet. A vmry orna¬ 

mental phillyrea-like shrub, requiring a warm situation 

and protection in winter. Cuttings and layers. 

Qarrya elliptiea—6 to 12 feet. Leaves elliptic, shin¬ 

ing, dark green. Flowers numerous and ornamental; 

greenish-yellow, in long pendulous catkins; November to 

March. Layers and cuttings under a hand-glass. 

Qauhheria procumbens—| foot. Leaves oval, shin¬ 
ing. Flowers white; July to September; succeeded by 

scarlet berries. Seeds and division. Peat soil. A very 

ornamental little plant. 

Gaulthcria Shallon—2 feet. Procumbent. Flowers 

white, tinged with red; May. Berries purple. Layers. 

Peat soil. 

Helianthemum vulgare with yellow flowers in loose 

racemes; //. canescens crimson; macranthum white; 

hyssopi/olium saffron; croceum yellow; venustum red; 

and numerous other specie.s and varieties are very orna¬ 

mental trailing shrubs, flowering in June and July, and 

suitable for planting on rockwork, or in the front of bor¬ 

ders. Seeds and cuttings. 

Hypericum calycinum—1 foot. Creeping. Leaves 

large, ovate, dark green, sprinkled with transparent dots. 

Flowers large, bright yellow; June to September. Suit¬ 

able for rockwork, and covering ground under trees. 

Division. 

Illicium Jloridanum—4 to 6 feet. Flowers numerous, 

brownish-red, with a strong anise smell; April and May. 

Layers and cuttings. Warm situation, and protection in 

winter. 

Kalmia—The most ornamental species of this genus 

is K. latifolia, a beautiful shrub growing to the height 

of 5 or 10 feet, and producing flesh coloured flowers 

in June; K. angustifolia and glauca are also pretty 

dwarf evergreens, with red flowers. Kahnias require to 

be planted in sandy peat, or heath mould; but they will 

also succeed well in a light loam mixed with leaf-mould. 

They should have a moist situation, screened from strong 

sun, and sheltered from keen winds. Propagation is 

effected by seeds, cuttings, and layers, in the same w'ay 

as the rhododendron. 

Laurus nobilis (Sweet Bay)—15 to 30 feet. Leaves 

lanceolate, smooth, dark olive green, sweet-scented. 

Flowers numerous, yellowish; May; succeeded by dark 

purple berries. There are varieties with waved, narrow, 

broad, and variegated leaves. Seeds on a hotbed, and 

cuttings. 

Lavandula Spica (Lavender)—3 feet. Deserving a 

place in every garden, for the fragrance of its leaves and 

flowers. Cuttings under a hand-glass, and division. 

Ledum latifolium—4 feet, and L. palustre, are orna- 

jnental little evergreens, with small white flowers. Layers. 

Peat soil. 

Ligustrum japonicum—6 to 10 feet. A pretty species 

of Privet, with large, shining leaves, and numerous white 

flowers. Seeds and grafting. 

Ligustrum vulgare sempervirens—6 to 10 feet. An 

evergreen variety of the common Privet, excellent for 

hedges, and planting among other shrubs. 

Menziesia polifolia—1 to 2 feet. Leaves small, ellip¬ 

tic, white beneath. Flowers white, or purple; June to 

September. Cuttings and layers. Peat soil. A pretty 

little bush. 

Fernettya mucronata—2 to 3 feet. A pretty little 

shrub, with shining, dark green leaves, and drooping 

white flowers; May. Peat. 

rhillyrea angustifolia, latifolia, and media—Growing 

to the height of from 10 to 15 feet, deserve a place in 

every shrubbery and pleasure-ground, on account of 

their beautiful shining, dark green foliage. Cuttings 

and layers. 

Phlomis fruticosa—3 feet. A low bush, with hoary 

leaves and bright yellow flowers; June and July. Seeds 

and cuttings. 

Photinia serratula—6 to 12 feet. Leaves large, ob¬ 

long, shining. Flowers in large corymbs, white; April 

and May. Cuttings, and more commonly grafting on 

the hawthorn or quince. A wall or other warm situa¬ 

tion. 
Prinos glaber—3 to 5 feet. A dense bush, ornamental 

by its shining, lanceolate leaves. Layers and cuttings in 

heat. Peat. 

Ehamnus Alatemua—10 to 15 feet. Leaves oval, 

shining. There are several varieties, but the most re¬ 

markable are angustfolius, with narrow leaves, and 
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U. A.fuliis argenteis, tlie foliage of wliich is much varie¬ 

gated with white. Layers and cuttings. Of rapid 

growth, and very ornamental. 

Rhododendron.—Tlie value for decorative purposes of 

this splendid genus is so well known, as to render com¬ 

ment on its merits superfluous; it is enough to say, that 

common as the rhododendron is in gardens, it is not half 

so generally cultivated as it ought to be. The hardy 

varieties, which are endless, have chiefly sprung from 

ponticum, caucasicum, catawiiense, and maximum, crossed 

with the Indian species arhoreum, and are now cultivated 

almost to the exclusion of the original species. Of late 

years, by the exertions of that distinguished traveller 

and botanist. Dr. Joseph Hooker, numerous fine rhodo¬ 

dendrons have been introduced from Sikkim and Bhutan, 

and they will doubtless give rise to still further variations. 

The rhododendron, to succeed well, requires to be 

grown in alight rich soil, readily permeable to moisture, 

but free from stagnant water; a sandy peat, or heath- 

mould is the best; but a light, rich, sandy loam, mixed 

with leaf-mould and rotten turf, will answer exceedingly 

well. Chalk is wholly unsuitable; and in all soils of an 

adhesive nature, the delicate fibrous roots soon perish. 

If the soil is naturally unfitted for the growth of the 

plant, and peat cannot be had, a compost will have to be 

prepared. This may consist of equal parts of leaf-mould, 

or other thoroughly decomposed vegetable matter, rotten 

turf, sandy loam, and sand—the whole thoroughly incor¬ 

porated, laid in a heap for some months previous to use, 

and frequently turned. Where plenty of leaf mould is 

at command, a greater proportion of that substance may 

be employed, especially when the loam is not of a very 

light nature, in which case also more sand should be 

added. 

The situation should be moist, and if shady, all the 

better; but it ought not to be overhung by trees, for 

these would prove injurious by the drip from their leaves, 

and by the incursions of their roots, which would not 

only impoverish the soil, but absorb moisture in enor¬ 

mous quantities to supply the evaporation from the leaves 

with which they are in connection, and this at the very 

time when the plants are in the greatest danger of suffer¬ 

ing from dryness at the roots—a state which is parti¬ 

cularly to be guarded against with this class of plants. 

In preparing beds for American plants in retentive 

soils, it is of great importance to secure proper drainage, 

in the first instance; for, though requiring abundance of 

moisture, their roots cannot long survive when this be¬ 

comes stagnant. Should the natural soil consist of peat 

or heath-mould, the ground will merely require to be 

trenched, a little well-decomposed cow-dung, or any 

light rich compost being mixed up with it in the opera¬ 

tion, and if deficient in sand, a due proportion of this 

substance must also be added. Where the natural soil is 

not suitable, it ought to be dug out in September or 

October, to the depth of at least 18 inches, or better, 

2 feet, and the subsoil loosened to an equal depth. The 

peat or compost having been chopped up, should be filled 

in, so that after sinking, it may be no higher than the 

adjoining ground; indeed, in dry situations, it is advan¬ 

tageous to sink it below that level, in order to secure a 

better supply of moisture, and for a like reason, it is not 

advisable to elevate, to any considerable extent, the 

middle of the beds above the sides. 

Propagation is effected by seeds, cuttings, and layers, 
and by grafting. The seeds should be sown in February 

or March, in gentle heat, or in April, in a cold frame. 

I using in either case boxes or pans of sandy peat, with a 

layer of fine sandy soil at top. The soil having been 

made smooth and watered, the seeds should be scattered 

thinly, pressed in, and very slightly covered with silver 

sand. The pans may then be removed to a warm pit or 

cold frame, where attention should be paid to shading 

from sun, and keeping the soil moist by watering through 

a very fine rose. To obviate the necessity of frequent 

watering, a little moss may be placed over the soil, but 

this covering will have to be removed when vegetation 

commences. When the seedlings can be laid hold of, 

they should be pricked out 3 inches apart, shading and 

keeping close till they have again struck root. After¬ 

wards, the young plants should be gradually exposed 

more and more to the air, taking care, however, to keep 

the soil in which they are growing always moist, and to 

protect from frost and strong sun. 

Cuttings of the young wood partially ripened at the 

base strike in peat, covered with a layer of sand, into 

which they should be inserted. The cuttings ought then 

to be covered with hand or bell-glasses, shut up in a 

frame, and kept shaded and moist. W^hen struck, air 

should be gradually admitted. The process of rooting 

will take place more rapidly on a gentle bottom-heat, to 

which the cuttings may be removed as soon as they have 

formed a callus. 

Layering may be effected in spring or autumn, but is 

a slow process. Grafting is a more speedy mode of in¬ 

creasing established varieties; and when both stock and 

scion are equally vigorous, answers as well as any other. 

It is best performed in August or September, when the 

young shoots have ripened, but may also be practised in 

spring. Side-grafting is the mode generally preferred; 

but where the stock is small, wedge-grafting may be 

adopted. After the operation, the plants should be shut 

up in a frame till the graft has taken. Budding and 

inarching are also convenient modes of propagating this 

plant. 

When beds of rhododendrons are becoming over¬ 

crowded, or exhibit signs of the soil being exhausted, 

the plants should be taken up in autumn or spring and 

replanted, the soil being wholly or partially renewed; 

but to obviate the necessity of having recourse to this 

operation too frequently, a compost of well-decomposed 

cow-dung and leaf-mould should be forked in every year. 

When seed is not to be saved, the seed-vessels should be 

removed when the flowers have faded. 

Rosmarinus officinalis (Rosemary)—3 to 4 feet. Or¬ 

namental, by its linear dark green leaves. Cuttings, 

layers, and division. 

Ruscus aculeatus — 2 feet. Flowei's small, white, 

springing from the surface of the leaves, w'hich are of a 

deep green. Berries large, red. Suitable for planting 

under trees, and in other shady situations, where it is 

very ornamental. Division. 

Ruscus racemosus—3 to 4 feet. A handsome little 

evergreen, with bright green shoots and leaves. 

Spartium junceum (Spanish Broom)—C to 10 feet. 

Shoots dark green. Leaves few, lanceolate, Flowers, 

large, deep yellow, sweet-scented; July to September. 

There is a variety with double flowers. Very ornamental. 

Seeds and cuttings. 

Tecoma gallica—5 to 10 feet. An almost evergreen 

shrub, with small, imbricated leaves, and small pink 

flowers in summer and autumn. Cuttings. Deep, moist, 

light soil. Suitable for planting by the side of orna¬ 

mental water, and near the sea. 
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Ulex eurqpceua (Furze]—The double variety of this is 

very ornamental by its numerous yellow flowers in 

spring. Cuttings. 

Viburnum Tinus (Laurustinus)—8 to 10 feet. Flowers 

in corymbs, small, but very numerous and ornamental; 

white, tinged with red on the outside; througliout the 

winter and spring. There are several varieties differing 

in the foliage. Slips, layers, and cuttings, in autumn. 

Vinca major—2 to 3 feet. Trailing. Leaves ovate, 

dark green. Flowers salver-shaped; blue; May to Sep¬ 

tember. There is a variety with variegated leaves. 

Division, layers, and cuttings. Suitable for rockwork 

and planting under trees. 

Vinca minor—Trailing. Flowers blue, red, or white, 

in different varieties; March to September. There is 

also a variety with variegated leaves. 

Vaccinium Vitis-Idcea—1 foot. Ornamental by its 

shining leaves, small bell-shaped pink flowers in sum¬ 

mer, and numerous red berries in autumn. Sandy peat, 

kept moist, and a shady situation. 

Yucca gloriosa—2 to 5 feet. Leaves long, ensiform, 

dark green. Flowers extremely numerous, in panicles, 

bell-shaped, pendulous, white; July to September. 

Yucca glaucescens—Leaves 2 feet in length, numerous, 

lanceolate, glaucous. Flowers numerous, white; August 

and September. 

Yucca JUamentosa—1 foot. Leaves radical, with 

white threads hanging from the margins. Flowers borne 

on a flower-stem 3 feet or more in height, large and very 

numerous, white; September. Suckers. Deep light 

soil. Very ornamental plants for lawns, borders, and 

rockwork. 

V.—Climbers. 

Ampelopsis hederacea—syn. Hedera quinquefolia, L. 

(Virginian Creeper)—30 to 50 feet. Leaves digitate, 

shining, green, becoming deep crimson in autumn. A 

valuable climber, of rapid growth. Cuttings and layers. 

Aristolochia Siplio—15 to 30 feet. Leaves very large, 

cordate. Flowers resembling a siphon in shape; brown 

and yellow; June and July. Suckers and layers. A 

warm situation. 

Bignonia capreolata—15 feet. Flowers numerous, 

reddish-yellow; June and July. A highly ornamental 

climber for training against a wall. Cuttings of roots 

and shoots. Protection to the root in winter. 

Bridgesia spicata, an evergreen climber, with hand¬ 

some oval leaves, and numerous spikes of flowers, which 

are tipped with reddish pink, like those of the Laurus¬ 

tinus before expanding, may be used instead of ivy for 

covering walls. 

Clematis alpina—5 to 8 feet. A very ornamental 

little plant, with blue flowers; June and July. There 

is a variety, C. sibirica, with white flowers. Ijayers. 

Clematis carulea—syn, C. azurea—10 feet. Flowers 

large and numerous, of a beautiful blue; May and June. 

Very ornamental. Layers. 

Clematis cirrhosa—5 to 10 feet. Leaves evergreen. 

Flowers pendulous, bell-shaped, greenish-white; winter 

and spring. Layers and cuttings. A south wall. 

Clematis Flammula—20 feet. Flowers numerous, 

white, very odoriferous; July to September. There are 

several varieties; among which may be mentioned C. 

rubella, with larger flowers, which are reddish on the 

outside. 

Clematis florida Jlore pleno—10 feet. Flowers large, 

and very double, white; June to October. Layers. 

Very ornamental, but requiring a wall with a warm as- 

peet in most situations. C. bicolor or Sieboldii is a 

highly ornamental variety, the flowers of which are 

white, with a violet purple centre. 

Clematis Hendersonii-—8 to 12 feet. Flowers very 

numerous, campanulate, bluish-purple; June to Septem¬ 

ber. Layers. Highly ornamental. 

Clematis lanuginosa—10 feet. Flowers large and 

numerous, azure, very ornamental. 

Clematis montana—20 to 30 feet. Flowers numerous, 

white; May. A very ornamental species. 

Clematis Vitalba—30 feet. Flowers white; August 

and September. Of rapid growth, and suitable for 

covering unsightly objects. 

Clematis Viticella —10 to 15 feet. Flowers blue, 

purple, red, double blue, and double purple; July to 

September. Very ornamental. 

Hedera Helix (Ivy).—The value of this as an ever¬ 

green climber is so well known, as to render comment on 

its merits superfluous. The most remarkable varieties 

are those in which the foliage is variegated with white 

and yellow, and the Irish ivy, of more rapid growth, and 

having larger leaves than the common kind. Cuttings 

and layers. 

Jasminum niuliflorum—Flowers very numerous, bright 

yellow, scentless, appearing in winter before the leaves. 

Cuttings and layers. May be grown either as a bush, or 

against a wall. 

Jasminum officinale (Common Jasmine)—30 feet. A 

well known climber, with delightfully fragrant white 

flowers; July to September. Cuttings and layers. Thera 

is a variety with variegated leaves. 

Jasminum revolutum—12 feet. Leaves evergreen. 

Flowers yellow, very sweet-scented; June to October. 

Protection in severe winters. 

Lonicera coiifusa—10 feet. Flowers pure white, 

changing to yellow, very sweet-scented; June and July. 

Cuttings and layers. Kich soil, and a wall. 

Lonicera flava—10 feet. Flowers numerous, bright 

yellow, very odoriferous; June and July. Wall with a 

warm aspect. 

Lonicera japonica—20 feet. Flowers numerous and 

very fragrant, white and red; throughout the summer. 

Very ornamental. 

Lonicera Periclymenum (Common Honeysuckle)—20 

feet. Flowers yellow, or red, according to the variety, 

sweet-scented; June and July. Cuttings and layers. 

Lonicera sempervirens—10 feet. Leaves evergreen. 

Flowers bright red, or fine yellow within, scentless; 

May to August. 

Lyeium europceum—20 to 30 feet. Flowers numer¬ 

ous, pale purple; May to August. Fruit bright red. 

Of rapid growth, and suitable for covering walls, banks, 

and training up stakes. 

L. barbarum and chinense resemble the above, but do 

not attain so large a size. Cuttings. 

Passiflora ccerulea—\b to 30 feet. Leaves palmate. 

Flowers white, with a blue crown; July to October. A 

highly ornamental plant, of rapid growth, but requiring 

a wall with a warm aspect, and slight protection in win¬ 

ter. Cuttings and layers. 
Periploca grceea—15 to 25 feet. Flowers brownish- 

purple, velvety; July and August. Cuttings and layers. 

A valuable climber; but the flowers exhale a foetid 

odour. 

Tecoma radicans—20 to 30 feet. Flowers large and 

numerous, orange; August and September. Cuttings 
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of the roots, layers, and cuttings in heat. A highly 
ornamental plant, requiring a wall with a warm aspect. 
There is a variety, T. radicans major, with scarlet 
flowers, and another with purple flowers. 

Vitis Labrusca, cordifolia, riparia — American species 
of vines — suitable for covering arbours, and forming 
festoons along chains. 

Wistaria chinensis.—Few plants have a more magni¬ 
ficent effect than this remarkable climber, when covered 
with its long racemes of pale blue flowers, in May and 
June. In England it succeeds well, trained as a stan¬ 
dard, or planted against a pillar or trellis; but to attain 
its full development, it should have a wall with a warm 
aspect. The plant prefers a rather light soil, and is pro¬ 
pagated by layers in summer, cuttings under glass, and 
whip-grafting. There is a variety with white flowers, 
which may be propagated by layers or cuttings, or by 
grafting on the roots of the other kind. 

VI.-HARDY AND HALF-HARDY ANNUALS. 

These constitute a numerous class, but a 
large proportion of them, from their straggling 
growth and great development of leaves, as 
compared with that of flowers, have a weedy 
appearance, and are consequently but ill suited 
for the decoration of the flower garden; ac¬ 
cordingly, annuals have been very generally 
supplanted by geraniums, verbenas, petunias, 
and other bedding plants. Many of them, 
however, bloom profusely, combine in the 
flower great brilliancy of colour with elegance 
of form, and when properly managed are not 
liable to the above objections; some form 
pretty edgings, and others are suitable for 
massing, for covering rockwork, and for train¬ 
ing upon fences. In the following select list, 
a few perennials are included, which, from 
floweiung the first year, may be treated like 
annuals:— 

Bartonia aurea—18 inches. Habit branching and 
.straggling. Flowers large, bright yellow, throughout 
the summer. Suitable for borders. 

Calandrinia umbellata—6 inches. Flowers in umbels, 
bright rosy purple, rather small, but numerous, pretty, 
and of long continuance. Suitable for beds and rock- 
work. It should be sown where it is to remain. 

Calliopsis [Coreopsis) Brummondi—12 to 18 inches. 
Flowers large, yellow and brown, numerous, and pretty; 
May to August, by sowing at different times. 

Calliopsis [Coreopsis) tinctoria—24 inches. Flowers 
r.ather large, yellow, with a brown centre, produced in 
long succession. There are dwarf varieties suitable for 
small beds. C. coronata and Burridgii are also very de¬ 
sirable sorts. 

Campanula Lorei—12 inches. Flowers large, blue, 
numerous, and of long continuance. There is a variety 
with white flowers. 

Campanula pentagonia—9 inches. Flowers pale blue, 
suitable for small beds and borders. There is a variety 
with white flowers. 

Centranthus macrosiphon—15 inches. Flowers in 
dense corymbs, bright red. There are dwarf varieties 
with pale rose and white flowers. 

Clarlcta pulehella—12 to 18 inches. Flowers rose- 
coloured, very numerous and pretty. One of the mo.sl 
ornamental annuals for beds and borders. There is a 
variety with white flowers, and one in which these are 
rosy-crimson edged with white. 

Cochlcaria acaulis — 3 inches. Flowers numerous, 
pale lilac, borne singly on scapes. Suitable for the edg¬ 
ings of beds and rockwork; if sown in autumn, it will 
flower throughout the winter under glass. 

Collinsia hicotor—9 inches. Habit erect. Flowers 
purple and white, very numerous and pretty. There is 
a variety with white flowers, and another called multi¬ 
color, with white, lilac, and purple flowers. 

CoUinsia grandiflora—9 inches. Flowers rather large, 
lilac and blue, numerous and pretty. 

Collomia coceinea—12 inches. Flowers small but 
numerous, bright scarlet. 

Convolvulus tricolor [Convolvulus minor)—12 inches. 
Flowers large and numerous, blue, white, and yellow. 
There are varieties with dark purple, white, and striped 
flowers. 

Delphinium Ajacis (Rocket Larkspur) —12 to 24 
inches. Of this well-known plant, there are varieties 
with white, pink, red, purple, blue, and variegated 
flowers, all of which may be employed with good effect 
in beds and borders. 

Dianthus sinensis {Indian Pink)—Biennial—9 to 12 
inches. Flowers numerous and pretty, and, according 
to the variety, of various colours, as purple, red, pink, 
white, striped, or spotted. Suitable for beds, mixed bor¬ 
ders, and rockwork. 

Erysimum PerofsTdanum—18 inches. Flowers numer¬ 
ous, orange, of long duration, and very ornamental. 

Eschscholtzia crocea—Perennial—12 inches. Flowers 
large, deep orange, numerous, and produced in long suc¬ 
cession. 

Eucharidium concinnum—9 to 12 inches. Flowers 
numerous, in form like those of Clarlciapulehella; dark 
red. 

Eucharidium grandijiorum—9 to 12 inches. Flowers 
numerous, rosy purple, very ornamental. Well adapted 
for small beds and front lines. 

Eutoca viscida—Flowers numerous, deep blue; June 
to August. A very pretty annual for beds and pot 
culture. 

Cilia achillcefolia—15 inches. Habit erect. Flowers 
dark blue. It requires to be sown thickly. 

Cilia tricolor—12 inches. Flowers blue and purple, 
with a yellow eye, but varying much in colour, of long 
continuance. It makes a pretty bed. There is a variety 
with almost white flowers. 

Codetia Lindleyana—12 inches. Flowers large, pale 
rose, with a crimson blotch in the centre of each petal. 

Codetia rubicunda—18 inches. Flowers rose, with a 
red centre, numerous, and veiy ornamental. 

Hibiscus africanus—18 inches. Flowers large, straw 
coloured, with a dark crimson centre; produced in long 
succession. 

Iberis umbellata (Candytuft)—Flowers white, crimson, 
or purple, very numerous. Sow where it is to remain, 
or in pots for planting out with a ball. 

Eoniga maritima — syn. Alyssum maritimum.—8 
inches. Flowers small, white, sweet-scented; July to 
October. Well adapted for the edgings of beds. 

Lathyrus odoratus (Sweet Pea)—-4 feet. Flowers 
purple, rose, white, or variegated; sweet-scented. 

Leptosiphon androsaceus -9 inches. Flowers small. 
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rarying from rose-coloured to blue; of long duration. 

There is a variety with wliite, and another with pale 

yellow flowers. 

Leptosiphon aureus—9 inches. Flowers small, golden 

yellow, produced in great abundance. Suitable for the 

edgings of beds and rockwork. 

Leptosiphon densiflorus—9 to 12 inches. Habit 

spreading. Flowers large, pale purple, in numerous 

clusters, very pretty, and of long duration. There is a 

variety with white flowers. 

Limnanthes alha—6 inehes. Habit erect. Flowers 

white, small, but numerous, and very ornamental, espe¬ 

cially when the seed is sown in autumn. 

Limnanthes Douglasii—6 inches. Flowers yellow 

and white, numerous, and ornamental. 

Linaria macroura—Perennial—12 inches. Flowers 

numerous, pale yellow. 

Linum grandijlorum rubrum — Perennial—9 to 12 

inches. Flowers large, of a brilliant crimson, produced 

throughout the summer. A beautiful plant for massing 

and pot culture. It requires a rich light soil. Sow in 

April, or in heat in March for planting out in May. 

The seeds should be soaked in water for some hours pre¬ 

vious to sowing, in order to hasten their germination. 

Lupinus Hartwegii—18 to 24 inehes. Flowers blue 

and white, numerous, and of long duration. Very de¬ 

sirable for large beds. There is a variety with white 

flowers. 

Lupinus Moritzianus—30 inches. Flowers in long 

spikes, very dark blue and white; produced in great 

abundance. Suitable for borders. 

Lupinus nanus—9 to 12 inches. Flowers small, blue 

and white, of long continuance. There is a variety with 

white flowers. 
Malcomia maritima (Virginian Stock) — 6 inches. 

Flowers lilac or red, numerous, and produced in succes¬ 

sion. Siritable for small beds or edgings, and by sowing 

at various periods may be had in flower throughout the 

spring, summer, and autumn. There is a variety with 

white flowers, and another, bicolor, with white and lilac 

flowers. 

Malope grandiflora—24 inches. Flowers large, dark 

crimson, numerous, showy, and produced in succession. 

Suitable for large beds and borders. 

Monolopia californica—6 inches. Flowers small, but 

extremely numerous, deep yellow. Makes a neat mass. 

Nemophila atomaria — 6 inches. Habit spreading. 

Flowers small, white, spotted with dark brown, nu¬ 

merous. 

Nemophila insignia — 6 inches. Habit spreading. 

Flowers azure blue, numerous, and very pretty. A 

beautiful annual, suitable for beds, edgings, and pot cul¬ 

ture. It has given rise to N. insignia marginata, 

flowers blue, edged with white; N. insignia alba, white, 

and several other varieties. 

Nemophila maculata—6 inches. Flowers large, white, 

with a violet blotch in the centre of each petal. 

Platystemon cali/omicua — 9 to 12 inches. Habit 

spreading. Flowers straw-coloured, sweet-scented, nu¬ 
merous and pretty. 

Reseda odorata (Mignonette)—9 inches. Flowers de¬ 

liciously fragrant. For blooming in winter and spring, 

sow in August and September, in pots filled with loam 

mixed with about one-fourth leaf-mould, and protect from 

frost and heavy rain in a cold frame, giving plenty of 

air when the weather is favourable. For succession, 

sowings m.ay be made in February and March on a slight 
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bottom heat, and in the open ground throughout the 

summer. 

Saponaria calabrica—9 inches. Flowers pink, small, 

but numerous, and highly ornamental for beds, edgings, 

and rockwork. 

Schizopetalon Walkeri—9 to 12 inches. Flowers 

small, but numerous, white, much fringed, sweet-scented 

at night. 

Specularia Speculum (Venus’s Looking-glass) — 8 

inches. Flowers numerous, blue and white. Suitable 

for edgings. 

Sphenogyne speciosa—12 to 15 inches. Flowers large, 

orange yellow, with a red disk, numerous, and of long 

duration. 

Tagetes signata—18 inches. Flowers numerous, and 

produeed in long succession, yellow spotted with brown. 

Tropceolum majus (Common Nasturtium) — 6 feet. 

Flowers orange. Suitable for covering palings, stakes, 

&c. There are varieties with crimson, spotted, and 

yellow flowers. 

Valeriana [Fedid) cornucopice. — Flowers numerous, 

purplish, producing an ornamental effect in masses. 

Viscaria cmli-rosa—12 inches. Habit spreading. 

Flowers bright rose, numerous, and pretty. 

Viscaria oculata—9 to 12 inches. Flowers numerous, 

rose-coloured, with a dark purple eye, pretty, and of 

long continuance. There is a variety with white flowers 

and a dark eye. 

Hai.f-haedy Ankuai.s. 

Abronia umbellata—6 inehes. Habit trailing. Flowers 

rosy-lilac, in umbels, sweet-scented, and of long con¬ 

tinuance. 
Ageratum ccelestinum nanum—Perennial —12 to 18 

inches. Flowers bright blue; July to November. It 

may easily be propagated by cuttings as well as by 

seeds. 

Ageratum mexicanum—15 inehes. Flowers pale blue, 

very ornamental. Like the preceding, it may be propa¬ 

gated by cuttings. 
Alonsoa Warscewiczii—Perennial—18 inches. Flowers 

bright scarlet, in spikes. Suitable for pot culture. Sow 

in beat in February or March. 

Anagallis indica,'h\aQ-, Monelli, blue; P7«7f/psfi, bright 

blue; grandiflora cmridea, blue; Parhsii, scarlet, and se¬ 

veral other varieties of Anagallis, produce a fine effect in 

masses. They may be sown in March and planted out in 

May; but for early flowering they should be sown in Sep¬ 

tember and pricked out into small pots, which must be 

kept in a cold frame during the winter. Thus they may be 

bad in flower from May to October. Propagation may 

also be effected by cuttings on a moderate hotbed. 

Aster sinensis (China Aster)—12 to 18 inches. 

Flowers large, abundant, very pretty, exhibiting in the 

numerous varieties every shade of colour except yellow, 

and a great diversity of marking. Sow in heat in March 

and April, and plant out as soon as the buds begin to 

form. The chrysanthemum and paeony flowered varie¬ 

ties are particularly worthy of cultivation for the size, 

colour, and abundance of their flowers. 

Balsamina hortensis (Garden Balsam) —12 to 24 

inches. Flowers large, numerous, and in the improved 

varieties double, white, purple, crimson, yellow, or varie¬ 

gated; June to October. Sow in March or April in 

pots plunged in a gentle hotbed; and when the young 

plants have made two leaves, pot off into 3-inoh pots, and 

as soon as again well established, gradually harden off 
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for planting out in the end of May. When large speci¬ 

mens in pots are required, the plants should he removed 

to a cold pit, shifted whenever the roots reach the sides 

of the pots, using rich soil, such as a compost of turfy 

loam, rotten dung, and leaf-mould, keeping near the 

glass till the blooms begin to expand, when the plants 

may be removed to the greenhouse or conservatory. 

Brachyconie iheridifolia—9 to 12 inches. Flowers 

large, resembling those of a Cineraria, blue, numerous, 

and produced in long succession. 

CJicBnostoma fastigiatum—9 inches. Flowers bright 

rose, pretty, and of long continuance. 

CUntonia piilchella—4 inches. Flowers small, blue, 

with a white centre spotted with yellow, produced in 

abundance. A very pretty plant, either for beds, vases, 

or pot culture. It requires to be sown in light soil, 

mixed with leaf mould, the seeds being merely pressed in. 

Cobcea scanciens—Perennial, 20 to 30 feet. Habit 

climbing. Flowers large, purplish. Well adapted, 

from its rapid growth, for covering walls or other ob¬ 

jects which it may be desirable to hide. It is propa¬ 

gated by seed, also by cuttings and layers. 

Oaillardia Driimmondi, syn. G, picta—Perennial, 12 

to 15 inches. Flowers crimson, with a yellow margin, 

large, and very showy. There are several fine varieties. 

Helichrysuvi hracteatum—2 to 3 feet. Flowers large, 

golden yellow; June to October. Suitable for patches 

in borders. There is a dwarf variety with white, and 

another with yellow flowers. 

Helichrysimi niacranthum—18 to 24 inches. Flowers 

large, rose-coloured, numerous and of long continuance. 

There are several varieties presenting various shades of 

red. The flowers of this and the preceding species, if 

dried, will preserve their colour for years, for which 

reason they are termed everlastings. 

Ipomoea Tiederacea—6 feet. Habit climbing. Flowers 

bright blue, numerous, and very ornamental. There 

are several varieties. 

Ipomcea purpurea [Convolvulus major).—Habit climb¬ 

ing. Flowers large, purple on the inside, purple and 

and white on the exterior. There are varieties with 

white, blue, rose, and striped flowers. Suitable for 

covering walls, fences, &o. 

Lobelia Erinus—4 to 6 inches. Flowers small, light 

blue, very numerous, and produced throughout the sum¬ 

mer. It has given rise to several varieties, among which 

may be mentioned L. Erinus speciosa, with bright blue 

flowers and a white eye, and alba with nearly white flowers. 

Lobelia ramosa—12 inches. Habit branehing and 

spreading. Flowers large, deep blue, numerous, and of 

long duration. It requires a light or peaty soil, and to 

be sown or planted out rather thickly. 

Lophospermum scandens—Perennial—6 feet. Habit 

climbing. Flowers large, numerous, rosy purple, very 

showy. Suitable for covering walls, &c. It requires a 
warm situation. 

Mathiola annua and grmca (Ten-weeks, Wallflower¬ 

leaved, and Intermediate Stocks)—12 to 18 inches. Of 

these there are many highly ornamental varieties, pre¬ 

senting various shades of purple, blue, lilac, red, brown, 

and white, and flowering, aceordlng to the time of sow¬ 

ing, from May till October, or later. For early flowering 

sow about the end of August or beginning of September, 

and as soon as the plants are strong enough, pot in 4 or 

5-inch pots, placing three or four in each. In Novem¬ 

ber, or at the approach of frost, remove to a cold frame; 

give plenty of air whenever the weather is favourable; 

and plant out in April, or as soon as all danger of severe 

frost is past. A sowing made on a gentle hotbed in the 

end of February or beginning of March, will flower 

nearly as early. For succession, seed may be sown in 

heat in the beginning of April, or in the open ground in 

March; and in April, May, and June, for late flowering. 

The sowings should be made in rich loamy soil, and if in 

pots, some peat should be mixed with it. 

Mesembryanihenmni tricolor—4 inches. Flowers large, 

rose-coloured and white, very pretty, numerous, and of 

long continuance. 
Oxalis rosea-—Perennial—6 inches. Flowers rose- 

coloured, numerous, and very pretty; May to July. It 

succeeds best in light soil mixed with leaf-mould. Suit¬ 

able for edgings. 
Phlox Drummondi—Perennial—15 inches. Flowers 

numerous, of various colours, as crimson, crimson with 

a white eye, pui'ple, white, or white with a purple eye. 

A beautiful plant for beds, and the flowers remain long 

in perfection. It may be propagated by seeds and cut¬ 

tings. Sow in the end of March; pot off when the seed¬ 

lings have made three or four leaves; and when again 

established, harden off, and plant out in the end of May. 

Portulaca.—In warm seasons some of the varieties of 

this genus will succeed out of doors, if planted in a 

warm situation. The best are:—P. grandijlora, bright 

rosy purple, with a white centre; P. grandijlora alba, 

pure white, frequently streaked with red; P. Thellusoni, 

scarlet, with a white centre; and P. Thorburni, orange. 

Sow about the middle of March in pots of loamy soil, 

mixed with cow dung, and plunge in a moderate hotbed. 

Pot off as soon as the seedlings are strong enough, and 

when well established, place near the glass in a pit; shift 

into larger pots when necessary, and plant out in June. 

Bhodanthe MangUsii—12 inches. Flowers deep rose, 

with a yellow centre, numerous, of long continuance, and 

very ornamental. Suitable for beds and pot culture. 

Salpiglossis sinuata—18 inches. Flowers large and 

very ornamental; purple, scarlet, yellow, and streaked, 

according to the variety; July and August. 

Schizanihus pinnatus—18 to 24 inches. Flowers 

lilac, spotted with purple and yellow, numerous and 

pretty. 
Schizanihus retusus—18 to 24 inches. Flowers deep 

rose and yellow, veined with purple, very showy. There 

is a dwarf variety; also one with white and yellow 

flowers. 
Senecio elegans—18 inches. Flowers small, accord¬ 

ing to the variety, crimson, pink or white, single or 

double, of long continuance. 

Tagetes erecta nana (Dwarf African Marigold).— 

Flowers large, deep yellow, very early. 

Tagetes patula (French Marigold)—9 to 18 inches. 

Of this there are several varieties, some of which are 

very dwarf. The flowers are single or double, yellow, 

orange, or variegated with brown. 

Tropoeolum peregrinum—8 to 12 feet. Habit climb¬ 

ing. Flowers canary yellow, with the two upper petals 

fringed, numerous, and pretty. 

Zinnia elegans—2 feet. Flowers large, bright scarlet, 

with a dark purple disc, numerous, and very ornamental. 

There are varieties presenting various shades of colour, 

from purple to white. 

Culture.—There are three principal periods 

at which annuals are sown in the open ground ; 

namely, in autumn for early flowering, in 
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s])i-ing for a summer display, and in Jlay and 

June for a late bloom. 

The most proper time for making the au¬ 

tumn sowing depends on the character of the 

season; in cold backward autumns it is advis¬ 

able to sow earlier than in those which are 

warm and favourable to vegetation, otherwise 

the seedlings from being young and tender are 

apt to be cut off by frost. In general the 

operation is best performed about the middle 

of Septembei’, but in unfavourable years it is 

better to sow about the end of August. If 

warm weather should afterwards ensue, and 

the plants are becoming too forward in conse¬ 

quence, their growth may be checked by trans¬ 

planting. It is only the hardiest annuals that 

will siu’vive the winter without the protection 

of a frame; among such are Bartonia, Clarkia, 

Collinsia, Delphinium, Erysimum, Eschscholt- 

zia, Eutoca, Gilia, Godetia, Iberis, Koniga, 

Leptosiphon, Malcomia, Nemophila, Silene, 

and Valeriana. 

A situation sheltered from strong winds, 

but well exposed to the light, should be chosen 

for the autumn sowing; soil of a rather light 

and dry nature is also to be preferred. The 

seed should be scattered thinly, and the seed¬ 

lings thinned out when strong enough; be¬ 

yond this nothing further will be requii-ed 

till the beginning of March, when they may 

he transplanted into the situations where they 

are intended to bloom; in severe weather, 

however, some protection may be given. 

The spring sowing may be made any time 

from the middle of March to the middle of 

April; but in order to insure a better succes¬ 

sion of bloom during the summer, seed may 

be sown at both these periods. All the hardy 

annuals are eligible for these sowings. 

In oi’der to secure a display during the 

autumnal months, sow in May or in the be¬ 

ginning of June, and with a similar object in 

view the half-hardy annuals may also be sown 

in the open ground at the same times; other¬ 

wise they should be sown on a moderate hot¬ 

bed, or in a warm pit, in March or April. 

With few exceptions annuals require to be 

sown in common garden soil j for in rich 

ground they are apt to grow tall and strag¬ 

gling, producing leaves rather than flowers. 

Ilardy annuals may either be sown where 

they are to remain, or in nursery beds for 

transplantation, a plan which may be advan¬ 

tageously adopted when it is desired to occupy 

the groimd for as short a period as possible. 

Some kinds, however do not succeed so well 

when thus treated; but the difficulty may be 

overcome by sowing thinly in pots, and trans¬ 

planting with balls. Indeed it is always ad¬ 

visable to make a sowing in pots, as vacancies 

can then be fllled up even when the plants are 

coming into flower. Instead of in pots some 

sow upon turves, covered with a thin layer of 

mould, and having the grassy side downwards. 

In either way it would be possible, by making 

successional sowings, and replacing the former 

as soon as the flowers began to fade, to keep up 

a show of bloom throughout the summer and 

autumn. Previous to sowing, the ground ought 

to be well dug, slightly trodden or beaten to 

prevent it from sinking, and afterwards raked 

flne. The seeds should then be scattered 

thinly and covered with flne mould to a greater 

or less depth according to their size, those 

which are very small requiring only a very 

li"ht covering of earth. 

Half-hardy annuals require to be sown in 

March and April, either in pans in a pit where 

a temperature of 55° by night and 70” or 75° 

by day is maintained, or on a moderate hotbed. 

When the seedlings make their appearance 

above ground, air must be given in favourable 

weather to prevent them from becoming drawn 

up; and shading from strong sun will also be 

necessary. When they have made a few leaves 

they should be thinned out, or transi)lanted 

to another hotbed, or into small pots. After¬ 

wards they should be gradually hardened off, 

and planted out about the middle of May if 

the weather is favourable. At that period 

seeds may also be sown in warm spots in the 

open ground for late flow'ering. 

The other culture merely consists in thin¬ 

ning out the plants according to their growth 

and the richness of the soil, keeping free of 

weeds, cutting off straggling branches, sup¬ 

porting such kinds as require it by introducing 

small stakes amongst them, so that the supports 

may be hidden by the foliage, training climb¬ 

ing annuals, watering, and removing withered 

flowers. 

VII.-HARDY AND HALF-HARDY BIENNIALS. 

Campanula Medium (Canterbury Bells)—2 feet. 

Flowers numerous, from June to August, single or double, 

blue, violet, or white, according to the variety. Sow in 

April, and plant out early in autumn. 
Digitalis purpurea—3 feet. Flowers numerous, pur¬ 

ple or white; June to August. Sow as soon as the 

seeds are ripe. D. ferrugmca, with brownish flowers, is 

likewise an ornamental species. 
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Hedi/sarum coronarium (French Honeysuckle)—3 feet. 

Flowers pretty, scarlet or white, according to the 

variety; June and July. Sow in April or May in light 

soil, and plant out early in autumn. 
Ilumea elegans—3 to 5 feet. Flowers in large, grace¬ 

ful panicles, brownish, red, very ornamental; June to 

October or November. Sow in June or July in pans of 

light rich soil, in a warm pit or greenhouse; pot off as 

soon as strong enough, and preserve in a cool frame or 

greenhouse, giving plenty of air, and shifting as the 

plants require it. Plant out in rich soil when all danger 

of frost is past, and attend to watering in dry weather. 

Luiiaria hiennis (Honesty)—3 feet. Flowers in clus¬ 

ters, purple or white; May and J une. Sow in J une or 

July. 

Lychnis coroimria—11 feet. Flowers numerous, single 

or double, rosy purple; June to September. The 

double variety, which is that cultivated in gardens, is 

propagated by division immediately after flowering. 

Mathiola incana (Bromptou and Queen Stocks).— Of 

these there are several fine varieties, exhibiting various 

shades of red, purple, violet, brown, and white, and flower¬ 

ing from April till August or September. The seed should 

be sown in moderately rich soil about the middle of 

J une, and again a mouth afterwards. Some of the Ger¬ 

man varieties, however, are late in coming into bloom, 

and should therefore be sown in May. Transplant as 

soon as strong enough, in August or early in September, 

into a dry sheltered border for standing the winter out of 

doors, with slight protection. At the same time, a quan¬ 

tity should be potted in 6-iuch pots, three in each, to be 

removed on the approach of winter into cold frames, in 

case of the plants in the open border being injured by 

frost. These, however, when they do survive, generally 

produce the finest bloom. In April, or when all danger 

of severe frost is over, the stocks may be planted out 

where they are to remain. 

Scdbiosa atropurpiirea—2 feet. Flowers numerous, 

dark purple; July to September. Sow in September, 

and plant out in spring. 

Silene compacta—feet. Flowers in large clusters, 

rose; July and August. Sow in the end of September; 

prick out the seedlings into pots; protect in a cold frame 

during the winter, and in April shift into large pots for 

flowering, or plant out in a warm situation. Rich mould 

mixed with lime rubbish. 

Trachelium cceruleum—1^ feet. Flowers small but 

pretty; July to September. Sow as soon as the seed is 

ripe; protect from frost, and plant out in spring in a 

warm situation. Suitable for rockwork. 

—HAhDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS FOR BEDS AND BORDERS. 

a 
Months 

Colour of Flowers. of 

a 
Flowering. 

Adonis vemalis, . ^-1 yellow, Mar. Apr. 
Alyssum saxatile, i-i yellow, Apr. May. 
Anemone apennina, blue, Mar. Apr. 

coronaria,) 
hortensis, ) 

various. Apr. May. 

jaxionica, .... 2 purple, Sept. Oct. 
narcissiflora, 1 white and yellow, May. 
pavonina, .... 1 crimson, Apr. May. 
Pulsatilla, 1 violet, . Apr. May. 
vitifolia, . . , . 2 white, . Sept. 

jVntennaria niargaritacea, . yellow and white, J uly-Sept 
Antliericum Liliastrum, u white, . May-Jidy. 
AntiiThinummajus, varieties, 2 various, June-Aug. 
Atpiilegia canadei^is, . orange, Apr. May. 

formosa, .... red and orange, . May-July. 
giandulosa, blue and wliite, . May-July. 
sibirica, .... 1 blue and white, . May- July. 
Skiimeri, .... U scarlet and green, Apr. May. 
vulgaris, varieties, . 2 various, May,June. 

Arabis albida, f white, . Jan.-Oct. 
lucida, .... white, . June, July. 

Asclepias amoena, 3 purple. July, Aug. 
tuberosa, .... 2 orange. July-Sept. 

Asphodelus lut lus, 3 yellow, May, June. 
ramosus, .... 3 white, . May. 

Aster Amellus, 2 purple, Aug. Sept 
alpinus, .... .? pur. wliite vars., Jime-Aug. 
grandiflonis, 2 blue, Oct. Nov. 
Novae-An gli* niber, 5 red, Sept. Oct. 

Aubrietia deltoidea, i purple, Apr. - J une 
purpurea, .... i purple, Apr.-June 

Baptisia australis, 21 blue. June,July 
Beilis perennis. 1 red, wliite, & varie- 

gated varieties, Mar.-Aug. 

Calystegia pubescens,) climb- 5 rose, 
rose and white, . 

June-Sept. 
sepium incamata. j ing, 6 June-Sept. 

Campanula carpatica, . i blue & wliite vars., June-Aug. 
glomerata, 1 blue, lilac, <fc wh. vs. May-Sept. 
inacrantha, 3 violet, . June, July. 
nobilis, .... 4 purp. and white vs. July-Aug. 
porsicifolia, 2 wliite, . July-Sept. 
pyramidalis, 4 blue and white vs. J uly- Sept. 

Catanaiiche cairulea, 3 blue. J iily-Oct. 
bicolor, .... 3 blue and white. July-Oct. 

Centaurea montana, blue. June-Aug. 
Cheirantbus Clieiri, wall-)_ 

flower, ... 1 li 
(yellow, puri>le, 
( brown varieties, Apr.-July. 

Marshalli, yellow, Apr.-June 
ochroleucus, Jl pale yellow. Apr.-July. 

Chelone barbata, . 3 scarlet, Juiie-Sept. 

a 

ii 

X 

Colour of Flowers. 
l^fonths 

of 
Fiowering. 

Chelone glabra. 3 white, . J uly- Sept. 
Lyoni, .... purple, July-Sept. 

Clematis erecta, . white, . June-Aug. 
integrifolia, li blue, June Aug. 

Convallaria majalis, 2 white or reil, Apr.-June 
Corydalis nobilis, 2 pale yellow, May. 

Delphinium, varieties. 1-3 blue, . June-Sept. 
Dianthus atrorubons, . 1 red, June-Sept. 

barbatus, .... 1 various, June,July. 
deltoides. i pink, . June-Sept. 
Gamierianus, . 1 crimson, J une-Oct. 
superbus. .... 1 pale purp. & wh. vs. July- Sept. 

Dictamnus albus, 2-3 white, . . « May-July. 
Fraxinella, 2-3 purple, May-July. 

Dielytra spectabilis, 2 rose and yellow, , Apr.-July. 
Dodecatheon Meadia, . 1 purple and wh. vs Apr.-June 
Doronicura caucasicuin, 1 yellow, J<ine-Aug. 
Dracocephalum argunonse, . u blue, July-Aug. 

alpinuiu, .... 4 yellow, Apr. May. 

Epimedium macrantbum, . 1 white, . April. 
violaceum, 4 violet, . Apr. May. 

Eremums spectabilis, . 2 yellow, May, June. 

Eryngium alpinum, 2 blue, . July, Aug. 
Farfugium grande, 1 blotched foliage. — 
Funkia ovata, u blue, June,July. 

subcordata. 1 white, . Aug. Sep. 

Gaura Lindhoimeri, 3 white and red. July-Oct. 
Gentiana acaulis, i blue, . Mar.-May. 

asclepiadea, 1 blue, . July, Aug. 
lutea, .... i yellow, July. 
vema, .... i blue, .4.pr. May. 

Geum coccineum, u scarlet, June, July. 
Gillenia trifoliata, 2 rose and white, . July, Aug. 

Helleborus niger, pink, . Jan.-Mar. 

Heloniaa builata. 1 rosy purple, Apr. May. 
Hemerocallis flava. 2 yellow. June. 
Hepatica triloba, 1 bl., red, and wh. vs. Feb. Mar. 
Hesperis matronalis. . 2 wh. and purpl. vs. June-Sept. 

Hieraoium aurantiaciiin. Q orange, Jimo-Aug, 

Iberis Tenoreana, i pale purple. June,July 
amoena, .... 1 blue. Apr. May. 

Iris fiDrentina, 2 white, . May. June. 

germanica varieties, . 3 various, May,June. 

pumila, .... i various. Apr. May. 
siberica, .... 2 blue and wlute, . May, June. 

susiana, .... 2 dark purpl. and wh. ilay.June. 
tuberosa, .... A purple, April. 
variegata, 2 wh purp. vargtd. May-Sept. 

Lathyrus latifolius (climbing). 6 purple and wli. ve. July-Sept. 
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Colour of Flowers. 
Months 

of 
FluwerlDg. 

Liatris soarioaa, . 3 purple. Sept. Oct. 
splcata, 3 purple, Aug. Sept. 

Linum flavum, 4 yellow, June-Aug. 
Lewisii, 2-3 blue, . J\ine,July. 
pei'enne fl. albo, 2 white, . June,July. 

Lobelia syphilitica, 2 blue, . Aug.-Oct. 
fulgens, 3 scarlet, May-Sept. 

Lupinua polyphyllus, . 4 blue. June.July. 
lepidus, i blue and pink, June-Sept. 

Lychnis chalcedonica, , 2 scarlet and wh. vs. June,July. 
fulgens, . . , scarlet, June JxUy. 
viscaria, double, t purple. June July. 

Lysimachia verticillata. 1 yellow, , June. 
Lythrum roseum superbum 3 rose, 

red and white, 
July, Aug. 

Morina long^flora, 3 July-Nov. 
Myosotis palustris, 1 blue, Apr.-Aug. 
Qjhiothera acaulis, , wliite, . June-Sept 

Fraseri, 14 yellow, May-Sept. 
macrocarpa. 1 yellow. July, Aug. 
taraxacifolia, 1 white, , May-Sept. 

Omphalodes verna, 4 blue, Mar. Apr. 
Onosma tauricum, . Si 

4 yellow. Apr -Jmie. 
Orobua vemus, 
Pteonia officinalis, tenni- 

folia, albiflora, fragrans, 

1 purple, Mar. Apr. 

and numerous fine va¬ 
rieties obtained from 

1-3 various, . , May. June. 

these and other species. 
Papaver bracteatum, . 3-4 deep red, May, J une. 
Pentstemon varieties, . 1-2 various. May-Oct. 
Phlox varieties, . 1-3 various, , Apr.-Oct. 
Platycodon grandiflorum, 2-8 blue, . June,July. 
Polemonium caeruleum, 2 blue and white vs. June. 
Potentilla, varieties, 1-2 pur., red, and yel. May-Sept. 
Pnmula cortusoides, . 1 purple. May-J\ily. 

veris, . . . . 
vulgaris, . . . . 

4 yellow, May,June. 
4 various, Mar.-May. 

Pulmonaria sibirica. 3 blue, . June, July. 

'3 

m 

Colour of Flowers. 
Months 

of 
Flowering. 

Pulmonaria virginica. 14 blue, . Mar.-May. 
Ranunculus aconitifolius, dbl. 1 white, . May,June. 

acris, double, 1 yellow, June. 

Sanguinaria canadensis, 4 white, . Mar. Apr. 
Saxifraga crassifolia, 1 rose, Mar.-May. 

pyramidalia, 2 white, . May,June. 
Scabiosa caucasica, 2 pale blue. July-Sept. 
Snene Schafta, 1 rosy purple, July-Sept. 
Sisyrincliium anceps, . 1 blue, June July. 

grandiflorum, . . , 4 purple. May,June. 
Spirtea FUipendula, double. 14 white, . Jime-Sept. 

vemista, .... 3 rose. July, Aug. 
Statice, latifolia, . 1 blue, June,J\Lly. 

tatarica, .... ij pink, . June. 
Stenactis speciosa, *2 pm-ple, July-Oct. 
Stipa pennata. 2 feather-like beards, July, Aug. 
Tbalictnim aquilegifolium, . 3 white stamens. May-July. 

purpurescens, . 3 purple stamens, . May-July. 
glaucum. 5 yellow, June,July. 

Tradescantia virginica. u blue, red, & wh. vs. May-Oct. 
Tritoma Burchelli, 2-3 red and yellow, . July- Sept. 

pumila, .... 1 orange, Sept.-Nov. 
Uvaria, .... 2-3 orange, Aug. Sept. 

TroUius asiaticus, 1 orange, May,June. 
europseus, .... 2 yellow, May,June. 

Tussilago fragrans, 1 white, . Jan.-Mar. 

Valeriana rubra, . 1-2 red. July-Sept. 
Veratrum viride, . 4 green, . July, Aug. 
Verbascum phoeniceum, . 2-3 purple. July, Aug. 
Veronica gentianoides, . 2 blue. May,June. 
longifolia. 3 bluewh. (Sc flesh vs., J uly- Sept. 
paniculata, 14 rose, June,JuIy. 

Vinca herbacea, (trading). T4 blue, . June, July. 
Viola altaica, 4 violet, . Apr. May. 
odorata. i single and dbl. blue, 

purple <fe white vs. Mar.-May. 

Zauschneria californica, 3 scarlet, . July-Oct. 

Herbaceous Plants for Bochworlc. 

Achillea tomentosa. 

Alchemilla alpina. 

Alyssum saxatile. 

Anemone apennina. 

„ japonica. 

Anthyllis montana. 

Antirrhinum majus. 

Aquilegia alpina. 

„ canadensis. 

„ glandulosa. 

„ jucunda. 

Arabis albida. 

„ alpina. 

Arenaria balearica. 

Aretia Vitaliana. 

Asperula odorata. 

Aster alpinus. 

„ „ albus. 

Aubrietia deltoidea. 

„ purpurea. 

Campanula alpina. 

„ csespitosa. 

,, carpatiea. 

„ fragilis. 

garganioa. 

,, muralis. 

„ pulla. 

,, pumila. 
,, rotundifolia. 

Cerastium tomentosum. 

Cheiranthus Cheiri. 

n Marshalli. 

Convallaria majalis. 

Corydalis lutea. 

Crucianella stylosa. 

Dianthus barbatus. 

,, caesius. 

„ deltoides. 

„ plumarius. 

„ superbus. 

Draba aizoides. 

Dryas octopetala. 

Epimedium alpinum. 

,, macranthum. 

,, violaceum. 

Eriiius alpinus. 

,, hispanicus. 

Gentiana acaulis. 

,, verna. 

Gypsophila paniculata. 

,, prostrata. 

Ileuehera americana. 

Iberis gibraltariea. 

„ sempervirens. 

„ Tenoreana. 

Iris lutescens. 

„ pumila. 

Linnaea borealis. 

Linum perenne. 

Lychnis alpina. 
Lysimachia Nummularis. 

Mimulus moschatus. 

CEnothera macrocarpa. 

„ prostrata. 

,, taraxacifolia. 

Omphalodes verna. 

Onosma tauricum. 

Phlox divaricata. 

,, nivalis. 

„ procumbens. 

,, reptans. 

„ stolonifera. 

,, subulata. 

Polemonium reptans. 

Potentilla insignis. 

,, rupestris. 

„ verna. 

Ehodiola rosea. 

Eubus saxatilis. 

Saponaria ocymoides. 

Sax raga caespitosa. 

crassifolia. 

granulata plena, 

hirsuta. 

oppositifolia. 

rotundifolia. 

Saxifraga sarmentosa. 

Schivereckia podolica. 

Sedum Aizoon. 

,, Anacampseros. 

,, Porsterianum. 

,, populifolium. 

„ rupestre. 

„ Sieboldii. 

Sempervivumarachnoideiim. 

,, globiferura. 

„ tectorum. 

Soldanella alpina. 

„ montana. 

Stipa pennata. 

Veronica gentianoides. 

„ repens. 

„ saxatilis. 

Vinca herbacea. 

Viola lutea. 

,, odorata. 

Aquatic Plants. 

Acorus Calamus. 

*Aponogeton distachyon. 

*Calla rethiopica. 

,, palustris. 

Ilottonia palustris. 

Iris Pseud-acorus. 

Menyanthes trifoliata. 

Nuphar ad vena. 

„ lutea. 

Nymphaea alba. 

„ odorata. 

Pontederia cordata. 

Sagittaria latifolia. 

„ sagittifolia. 

*Thalia dealbata. 

Typha latifolia. 

Villarsia nymphoides. 

Plants suitable for planting round the edges of 

Ponds, Ac. 

Arundo Donax. Butomus umbellatus. 

* Greenbouae ui winter. 

90 
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Caltlia palnstris flore pleno. Lytlirum ro.seum superbum. 

Ilemerocallis fulva. Myosotis palustris. 

Ilouttuynia cordata. Parnassia palustris. 

Iris fcetidissima. 

General Culture of Herbaceous Perennials. 

—Mauy of tlie plants enumerated in the pre¬ 

ceding lists will grow in soil that would be 

too heavy for the generality j hut as our limits 

Avill not admit of the culture of each being 

specially noticed, it may be stated that all will 

grow in soil that is light, rich, and friable. 

Those that are observed to produce offsets may 

be propagated most readily by division of the 

roots; and this operation should be performed 

before the plants commence to make fresh 

growth in spring; others are easily raised from 

seeds, layers, and cuttings. In arranging for 

planting, tall sorts should be selected for being 

planted farthest from the edge of the bed; 

and where it is not desired to have the 

plants in a bed in flower at one time, early 

and late flowers may be made to alternate, in 

order that the gay appearance of the whole 

may be long-continued. The contrast of co¬ 

lours should also be attended to. On this we 

may briefly remark, that red or rose-coloured 

flowers contrast very well with green foliage, 

deep red with deep blue flowers, blue with 

orange, and purple wuth yellow. But accord¬ 

ing to Chevreul we should separate red from 

orangej pink from violet, scarlet, and crimson; 

orange from orange yellow; and blue from vio¬ 

let. The separation of colours that contrast 

badly may be effected by the intervention of 

white flowers. 

After planting little attention is required 

besides watering when necessary, and keeping 

the gi’ound clean, till such time as certain 

plants require support. This should be done 

neatly, so as to prevent the stalks from break¬ 

ing down, yet leaving them as free as possible, 

not bundled together like sheaves of corn set 

on end. After flowering the stalks should be 

cut back, but only partially if the leaves near 

their bases are still fresh and vigorous. 

In the course of the summer the flowering 

should be observed, in order to ascertain whe¬ 

ther the arrangement of the plants can be im- 

I proved; and if so, that can be done in autumn 

or early in spring, when the whole should be 

regulated by reducing such as have spread out 

of bounds, and a similar regulation should take 

place every year. After several seasons’ growth 

the plants will thrive and flower better if they 

are taken up, the ground half trenched or 

deeply dug, and planted afresh. 

IX.—HARDY BULBS. 

Colour of Flowers. 
Months 

of 
Flowering. 

1 

1 
H

ei
gh

t 
in

 
1 

fe
et

. 

Colour of Flowers. 
Months 

of 
Flowering. 

AUium azureum, . 1 blue, . Sept. Oct. Iris xiphioides, 14 various, June. 

fragrans, , . . . white, . Sept. Oct. Xiphium. li various, June. 

Amaryllis Belladonna, 2 red, July-Sept. Leucojum eestivum, l| white, . Apr. May. 

Anomatheca cmenta, . 1 red. May-Sept. vemum, .... 4 white, . Feb. Mar. 

Bulbocodium vemum, . purple, March. Lilium, hardy species & vars. 1-4 wh. yel. or. and red. June-Sept. 

Colchioum autumnale, i purple and wh. vs. Sept. Oct. Muscari comosum monstro- 
variegatnm, i purple. Aug.-Oct. sum, .... i blue, . Apr. lilay. 

Crocus, varieties, . i various, Feb. Mar. moschatum, 4 blue and yellow, . Apr. May. 

sativus, .... 4 violet, . Sept. Oct. Narcissus speci^and varieties, Hi white and yellow, Mar.-May. 

serotinus, .... 4 violet, . Oct. Nov. Omithogalum fimbriatum, . white, . Feb. Mar. 

Cyclamen coum, . i red, Jan.-Apr. pyramidale, 2 white, . June, July. 

europgeum, i red, Aug. Sept. umbellatum, 1 white, . Apr -June 

hedersefolium, . i purp. and white vs. Apr.-Aug. Oxalis Deppei, red. May-Nov. 

Eranthis hyemalis. i yellow, Jan.-Mar. Pancratium illyricum, . 14 white, . May, June. 

Erythronium Dens-canis, i purple and wli. vs. March. maritiinum, 2 white, . May-July. 

Fritillaria imperialis, . 4 various. Mar. Apr. Scilla amoena, ■3 blue, Mar. Apr. 

meleagris, .... 1 various, Mar. Apr. bifoUa, .... i blue, pink & wh. vs. Feb.-Apr. 

persica, .... dull purple,. April. campanulata, . 1 blue, wh. & pink vs. May,June. 

priecox, .... 1 white, . Mar. Apr. it.ilica, .... 4 blue, Apr.-June. 

Galanthus nivalis, i white, . Jan.-Mar. peruviana, 1 blue and white vs. May. 
plicatus. 1 white, . Jan.-Mar. prajcox, .... 4 blue, Mar. Apr. 

Gladiolus byzantinus, 1 vema, .... 1 blue and white vs. Apr. M.ay. 
cardinalis, > vars. 1-2 various, June, July. Sternbergia lutea, 1 yellow, Aug. Sept. 
Colvilli, communis,) Tigridia pavonia. 1 red, yel. and purple, Aug. Sept. 
floribundus, 1 

July, Aug. 
conchiflora, 1 yellow and pui-ple, Aug. Sept. 

giindavensis, > varieties, . 1-5 various, . -f Zephyranthes Atamasco, a white, , May,June. 
ramosus, ) ( Candida, .... 3 white, . Sept. 

Bulbous plants in general reqnire a light, 

rich, rather sandy soil, or turfy sandy loam, 

well reduced and made fine by turning; almost 

all of those enumerated above will, however, 

succeed in any good well-drained garden soil 

which is not of a retentive nature. For the 

gladiolus and tritonia a mixture of sandy loam 

and leaf-mould or peat is the most suitable; and 

a portion of thoroughly decomposed cow-dung 

may be advantageously incorporated with the 
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Boil, wlien this is of a poor nature. Crocuses 

should be replanted every second or third 

year; but to have them fine they must be 

taken up every year when their leaves fade, 

and kept in a dry place till October, when the 

finest should be selected for planting where 

the greatest display is intended to be made. 

The early flowering varieties of gladiolus 

should be taken up as soon as the leaves 

have faded, and kept in a dry airy place till 

October or November, when they may be re¬ 

planted ; in the case of the ramosus varieties 

this operation should be performed at the latter 

period, or in January or February; whilst for 

gandavensis and other late kinds it should be 

executed in April, and in unfavourable seasons 

it may be deferred till May. If planted 6 

inches deep, the bulbs may remain in the 

ground all the winter, with the protection of 

litter in very severe frost. Amaryllis Bella¬ 

donna and Anomatheca cruenta, being rather 

tender, should be planted 6 inches deep, and 

likewise be protected in winter. The other 

bulbs should be taken up, separated, and re¬ 

planted every three or four years. 

As it is by the action of the leaves that 

bulbs are formed, it is evident that cutting 

them off prematurely, or before they natur¬ 

ally decay, must be very prejudicial; and bul¬ 

bous plants, if left till their foliage decay, 

would have, in particular situations, a littery 

appearance. The whole should therefore be 

removed immediately after floweriug, and re¬ 

placed at the proper season by well nourished 

bulbs from the reserve garden, where indeed 

the prematurely removed ones may be reco¬ 

vered if carefully taken up by a transplanter. 

Or in some cases the bulbs may be grown in 

pots, plunged in the beds to flower, and when 

their flowering is over removed to where 

their leaves can be allowed to remain to com¬ 

plete their functions. 

X.-BEDDING PLANTS. 

Formerly the beds and borders of flower 

gardens presented a poor display compared 

with what they generally do at the present 

day. Of good annuals there were few, and 

the bedding-out system was little known or 

practised, consequently hardy perennials, ex¬ 

hibiting only stems and leaves for a great part 

of the summer, occupied the principal portion 

of the flower garden. About the year 1830, 

in consequence of the many new annuals which 

the Horticultmal Society introduced by their 

unfortunate collector, Douglas, chiefly from 

the west coast of America, a change began to 

take place. The hardy herbaceous perennials 

were, to a great extent, dispensed with, and 

the beds were completely covered with the 

bloom of the annuals; but their splendoim 

was not of suiflcient duration, and filling up 

the blanks which resulted was felt to be incon¬ 

venient, and this led to the propagation of 

certain plants which, though requiring pro¬ 

tection in winter, were adapted for planting 

out and flowering in the open air in summer. 

These are termed bedding-out plants, and 

they chiefly consist as follows: — Ageratum 

coelestinum and mexicanum, blue: Alstrm- 

merias, of various colours: Anagaliis Breweri, 

grandiflora cierulea, Monelli, blue; and grandi- 

flora rubra, red: Antirrhinum, of various 

colours: Bouvardia flava, yellow; longiflora, 

white; splendens, red: shrubby Calceolarias: 

Cerastium tomentosum and Cineraria mari- 

tima, with white leaves: Cuphea eminens, 

red and yellow; platycentra, scarlet, blackish 

purple, and Avhite; strigillosa, scarlet and yel¬ 

low : Dahlias of the dwarf kinds, such as Cap¬ 

tain Ingram, Zelinda, Crystal Palace Scarlet, 

(fee.: Delphinium formosum, Hendersonii, mag- 

nificum, &c., blue: Geraniums, scarlet and 

hoi’se-shoe, rose, white, variegated, and ivy* 

leaved: Heliotropium corymbosum, peruvia- 

num, Triomphe de Li4ge, and Miss Nightin¬ 

gale, lavender; Beauty of the Boudoir, dark 

purple; Voltaireanum, dark blue, Ac.: Lanta- 

nas: Lobelia cardinalis andfulgens, scarlet; Eri- 

nus speciosa, blue; and numerous blue and scar¬ 

let varieties: Lophospermum erubescens and 

Cliftoni, rose; Hendersonii, purple; scandens, 

rosy purple: Maurandya Barclayana, violet, 

white, and rose varieties; Emery ana, pink; 

semperflorens, rose, Ac.: Mimulus, red, orange, 

yellow, and spotted varieties: Nasturtium, 

double scarlet: Nierembergia calycina, white; 

gracilis, white and lilac; intermedia, crimson; 

(Euothera macrocarpa, yellow; taraxacifolia, 

white: Pentstemons of various colours: Pe¬ 

tunias: Salvia azurea and patens, blue; ful¬ 

gens and splendens, .scarlet: Senecio elegans, 

double crimson, puiqile, and white varieties: 

Trachelium album, white; cteruleum, blue: 

Tropseolum Brilliant Triomphe de Gand, Ac., 

various shades of red : Verbenas, various. 

With the exception of Antirrhinums, Del¬ 

phiniums, CEnothera, Cerastium, and Pent¬ 

stemons, the plants above enumerated are more 

or less tender, and require protection in winter 
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but they should mei’ely be protected and not 

excited into active vegetation at that season. 

Being mostly of an herbaceous nature, and 

propagated by cuttings, they are apt to damp 

off in moist weather if not sufficiently rooted 

before winter. The pots should be well drained 

and the soil porous; but the best drainage is 

insured by getting the pots well filled with 

roots before winter. Keeping this in view, 

the cuttings should be struck in good time, 

potted off, and so managed as to form a mass 

of roots through which water may pass with¬ 

out remaining stagnant. The roots would not, 

however, keep alive and in healthy condition 

if some slight action of vegetation were not kept 

up by the leaves. These, therefore, require 

to be exposed to light and a circulation of air. 

Without light the healthy green colour of the 

foliage cannot be maintained, and sap will not 

be elaborated to form fresh tissue. Kor with 

light can this be done if the leaves cannot per¬ 

spire in consequence of being in an atmosphere 

which is constantly saturated with moisture. 

A free circulation of air should therefore be 

allowed at all times when the state of the wea¬ 

ther will permit. The aim should be to have 

the pots well filled with roots before winter; 

then the plants ought to be kept in a tempera¬ 

ture that will just permit of their being kept 

merely in a growing state, very slowly pro¬ 

gressing, but protected from any check by fi’ost. 

Cuttings of verbenas should be taken off in 

the first fortnight in August: the earlier the 

better. Pans or wide-mouthed pots should be 

filled with light sandy loam, or friable loam 

and leaf-mould, with inch of silver sand at 

top. Almost any portion of the plant will 

strike root, but shoots not showing flower at 

top are to be preferred; cut them across at 

the third or fourth joint from the top; pare 

oflf closely the bottom leaves, and insert the 

cutting to the depth of an inch. If shoots with 

flowering tops must be used, these of course 

will have to be cut off Place the cutting pots 

in a frame near the light, but shade from sun 

till the cuttings have struck root. Keep the 

sashes close, but give air when the thermo¬ 

meter inside indicates 65°. After a few days 

the sashes may be taken off if the weather is 

mild; robust plants will thus be obtained, 

and their liability to damp off in winter will 

be greatly diminished. Pot oflf when rooted 

into 3-inch pots, and as soon as the plants are 

well established expose them well to the light, 

giving plenty of air, and no more water than 

is necessary, nor more heat than is consistent 

with stibstantial growth, which should be en¬ 

couraged in order that the pots may be well 

filled with roots before winter. During the 

winter frost and damp must be guarded against, 

and the temperature should not be allowed to 

fall below 35°. By a little fire heat with air an 

excess of moisture may at any time be dispelled. 

With regard to geraniums, strong short- 

jointed cuttings of the scarlet kinds strike 

readily if taken off in July or August, and 

inserted in a south border. Gentle waterings 

should be given in dry weather, and when 

well rooted they may be potted in light loamy 

soil, placed on a dry hard bottom, in an open 

situation, and removed in doors on the approach 

of frost. A more certain plan, however, with 

the hybrid, variegated, and all the less succu¬ 

lent kinds, is to insert the cuttings in pots 

placed near the glass in a cold frame, where they 

should be shaded from bright sun, and gently 

watered if the soil is likely to become too dry. 

When well rooted they may be potted off in 

3-inch or in store pots, and placed out of doors 

on a dry hard bottom, and in an open situa¬ 

tion, where they may remain till the approach 

of frost. They should then be removed to 

any cool glass structure, and placed near the 

light, or in default of room they may be housed 

in a shed or any building secure from frost; 

but of course they cannot be expected to re¬ 

main so healthy as under glass. During winter 

attention should be paid to guarding against 

frost and damp, and to giving all the air pos¬ 

sible in mild weather. Cuttings may also be 

struck in slight bottom-heat in September, 

and, when a large stock is required, in March, 

the plants in this case having been placed in 

heat to make them produce shoots. When 

rooted, the young plants should be potted off 

and forwarded in a mild temperature till May. 

The bloom from plants obtained in this way 

is neither so early nor so fine as from autumn 

struck cuttings. Of the other plants enume¬ 

rated, Ageratums, Anagallis, Bouvardias, Cal¬ 

ceolarias, Cuplieas, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lo¬ 

belias, Mani-andyas, Mimulus, Petijnias, and 

Salvias may be reared in the same way as the 

Verbena. Calceolai-ias, Ageratums, and Sal¬ 

vias are, however, most readily propagated by 

cuttings of the young .shoots taken off in Sep¬ 

tember. Cineraria maritima strikes readily 

in heat in spring; and at the same season cut¬ 

tings of CEnothera may be inserted under a 

hand-glass. Ageratums, Anagallis, Cerastium, 
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Cineraria, CEnotlieras, Pentstemons, Lobelia 

Erinus speciosa, and the like, Lophospermums, 

Salvia patens, and Antirrhinums, may be 

treated like half-hardy annuals. Cinerarias, 

Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, CEnotheras, Lo¬ 

phospermums, Lobelia fulgens, and Trache- 

liums may likewise be sown in June and July, 

and protected in frames during the winter. 

The plants having been hardened off by ex¬ 

posure to the air for some time previous, may 

be planted out about the middle or end of 

May, according to the season and locality, and 

this operation should not be deferred, if pos¬ 

sible, beyond the first week in June. The 

more tender species should be reserved for 

planting last. For strong growing plants the 

soil ought not to be rich, otherwise they will 

be apt to produce foliage rather than flowers, 

but a dressing of loam and leaf-mould, or well 

decomposed hot-bed mould may be given in 

most cases with advantage. The best time 

for applying this compost is in winter; if not 

then given it should be forked in previous to 

planting. To check over-luxuriance some 

keep the plants in the pots, plunging the latter 

below the surface. 

After planting a good watering should be 

given, and afterwards care must be taken not 

to allow the plants to suffer from excessive 

drought; and, should the nights prove cold, 

protection may be afforded by flower-pots in¬ 

verted over the plants at night. Subsequently 

attention will have to be paid to training the 

shoots so as to cover the ground, pegging 

down, keeping free of weeds, &c. 

XI.-THE EOSE. 

The varieties of the rose are extremely nu¬ 

merous, not less than 2000 being supposed to 

be in existence at the present day. These 

have been obtained by sowing the seed, cross¬ 

ing, and hybridization from a number of s*pe- 

cies, mostly indigenous to the warmer parts of 

Europe and Asia; and in consequence of the 

changes thus effected, many of the varieties 

can no longer be referred to an}'^ particular 

species. According to their time of flowering 

and predominant characters they have been 

divided by florists into two classes—Summer 

Roses Autumnal Roses, and several groups. 

Class I.—Sommer Roses. 

Flowering from May to July. 

Provence Roses.—The individuals composing this 

group owe their origin to liosa centifolia, a native of the 

Caucasus. The flowers are generally of a globular shape, 

and being very odoriferous, are largely grown for making 

rose water. The plants are usually of branching habit, 

and require, with few exceptions, to he rather closely 

pruned. The miniature Provence, or Pompon Roses, 

being of very low growth, are frequently planted as edg¬ 

ings to beds, or in small beds by themselves. Amongst 

the best varieties of this group are:— 

Adrienne de Cardoville—Large, rosy crimson; growth 

vigorous. 

Common or Cabbage—Large, rosy pink; vigorous. 

Cristata or Crested—Rose; calyx fringed, giving the 

buds a crested appearance. 

Rachel—Large, rose, pale towards the circumference; 

vigorous. ' 

Reine de Provence—Large, lilac blush; vigorous. 

Roi de Pays Bas—Large, deep pink. 

Striped Unique—White, striped with lake, hut apt to 

lose its striped character if planted in rich roil. 

M r Dwarf Burgundy—Yery small, deep red. 

^ J Spong—Small, pale rose. 

a ) White Burgundy—Very small, white, with pink 

fLi 1^ centre. 

Moss Roses.—These are supposed to have been in the 

first instance a sport of the Provence, and the accidental 

disposition to produce moss having become, to a certain 

extent, constitutional, fresh varieties are obtained by 

seed. This, however, it may be remarked, produces a 

large proportion of plants destitute of the mossy covering. 

Moss roses, especially when on their own roots, should 

have a warm friable soil, and an open situation, well ex¬ 

posed to the sun. Where these conditions cannot be 

secured, it is advisable to cultivate plants budded on 

short stems. The vigorous kinds may be grown as 

standards, or as pillar roses, and require but little prun¬ 

ing; the other varieties ought to he elosely pruned. 

Alice Leroi—Lilac, shaded wdth rose; vigorous. 

Angelique Rosy lilac; vigorous. 

Baronnede Wassenaer—Bright red; vigorous. 

Captain Ingram—DatV. purple. 

Celina—Rosy crimson, shaded with purple. 

Common or Old—Pale rose; vigorous. 

De Metz—Glossy rose. 
Duchesse d'Abrantes—Flesh-coloured; vigorous. 

Etna—Bright crimson, tinged with purple. 

Frederic Soulie—Large, crimson purple. 

Oloire des Mousseux—Very large, blush. 

Laneii—Rosy crimson; vigorous. 

Panachie Pleine—White, striped with rose. 

Princess Alice—Blush, pink centre; vigorous. 

Princesse Adelaide—Pale rose; vigorous. 

White Bai/i—White. 

Damask Roses.—These take their name from R. 

damascena, a native of Syria, and introduced into this 

country in the sixteenth century. The flowers being 

produced in great abundance, are used for the distillation 

of rose-water; those of many of the varieties, presenting 

beautiful shades of pink, salmon, blush, and white, are 

very ornamental. Tlie plants, which are remarkable for 

the light colour of their foliage, are hardy, and succeed 

either as dwarfs or standards; and some of them, such as 

Madame Hardy, form good pillar roses. In pruning, 

the shoots of the strongest growers may be shortened to 

six or seven eyes. 

Bachelier—Salmon pink. 

La Ville de Bruxelles—Large, bright rose; vigorous. 

Madame Hardy—Large, white; vigorous. 

Madame Soetmans—Large, cream white. 
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Semiramis—Pink, fawn centre. 

Alba Roses.—These have been obtained by seed and 

hybridizing from B. alba, a native of Central Europe. 

They are remarkable for the beauty and abundance of 

their flowers. 
Felicite Parmentier—Rosy flesh ; vigorous. 

La Sediiisante—Rosy blush; vigorous. 

Liicrice—Very large, rose, pale towards the edges. 

Madame Audot—V&\e, flesh; vigorous. 

Madame Legras — Pure white, centre frequently 

creamy. 
Princesse iMmballe—Pure white; dwarf. 

Sophie de Margilhj—Blush, rose centre. 

Fkench Roses.—This group is the progeny of B. gal- 

lica, a native of France and the south of Europe. The 

flowers offer diversity and richness of colouring, com¬ 

bined with great fragrance. The plants are hardy, of 

compact growth, and suited for cultivation either as 

standards or dwarfs. 

Boida de Nanteuil—Very large, crimson purple. 

Celestine—Pale rose. 

Colonel Coombes—Very large, bright crimson, shaded 

with purple; vigorous. 

Couronne d'Amour—Very large, deep pink, pale to¬ 

wards the margin. 

L’Aguesseau—Bright crimson. 

Luc de Trivise—Bright crimson, shaded with violet. 

Gloire de Colmar—Rich crimson. 

Orandissima—Purplish crimson. 

Julie d'Etanges—Rosy lilac; vigorous. 

Kean, syn. Shalcspeare—Rich purple, crimson centre ; 

vigorous. 

Latour d'Auvergne-—Rosy crimson. 

Napoleon—Very large, bright rose, shaded with 

purple; vigorous. 
(Eillet Barfait—White, striped with crimson; dwarf. 

Old—Dark crimson, scarlet centre; vigorous. 

Perle des Panachees—White, striped with rose. 

Prince Begent—Deep rose. 

Scipio—Deep crimson. 

Triomphe de Jaussens — Rosy crimson, shaded with 

purple. 
William Tell—Very large, bright rose, margin blush; 

vigorous. 
Hybrid Provence or Hybrid French, are hybrids 

between the French and Provence roses. They are 

hardy, and require to be pruned tolerably close. 

Blanchejkur-—Large, white, tinged with flesh; 

Comtesse de Segur—Pale flesh. 

Devigne—Fine flesh. 

Emmeranee—Pale lemon. 

La Ville de Londres—Very large, deep rose, pale to¬ 

wards the margin. 

La Volupte, syn. Letitia—Large, bright rose, exquisite. 

Hybrid Chinese. Hybrid Bourbon, and Hybrid 

Noisette Roses.—These have sprung from the Pro¬ 

vence and French, crossed with the Chinese, Bourbon, 

and Noisette roses. They are vigorous and very hardy, 

succeeding even in unfavourable soils and situations; 

and being most abundant bloomers they form magnificent 

objects, either as standards or pillar roses, for which 

mode of training the more vigorous kinds are exceed¬ 

ingly well adapted. The strong growers require the 

shoots to be well thinned in autumn, and shortened a 

little in spring. The others should be pruned more 
closely. 

Beauty of Billiard—Bright scarlet. 

Blarii, No. 2—Very large, rosy blush. 

Brcnnus—Very large, bright crimson; vigorous. 

H. B. Charles Duval—Deep pink; vigorous. 

Chenedole—Very large, brilliant light crimson; vigor¬ 

ous. 

H. B. Coupe d'Hib't—Deep pink; vigorous. 

H. B. Frederich the Second—Crimson purple; vigorous 

Fulgens—Bright crimson; vigorous. 

Oeneral Jacqueminot—Purplish, crimson; vigorous. 

H. B. Juno—Very large, pale rose; vigorous. 

Lady /Stuart—Silvery blush; dwarf. 

H. B. Legouve—Purplish crimson; vigorous. 

H. N. Madame Plantier—Pure white; vigorous. 

H. N. Madeline, syn. Double-Margined Hip—Cream, 

edged with erimson; vigorous. 

H. N. Nathalie Daniel—Pale peaeh; vigorous. 

H. B. Paul Perras—Very large, pale rose; vigorous. 

H. B. Paul Bicant—Rosy crimson; vigorous. 

H. B. Bichelieu—Pale rose. 

Vivid (Paul)—Rich crimson; vigorous. 

Scotch Roses. — The Scotch roses have originated 

from B. spinosissima, a low and extremely spiny bush, 

indigenous to Britain. They produce an abundance of 

small globular flowers early in summer; and succeeding 

even in the poorest of soils, they may be planted in parts 

of the garden where other things vt ill not grow. They 

are also suitable for forming a hedge round the rosary. 

There are many varieties differing in the colour of the 

flowers, which are purple, red, blush, yellow, or white. 

The Austrian Brier.—The roses of which this small 

group is composed are descended from B. lutea, a species 

producing yellow flowers, and indigenous to Germany 

and the south of France. They are very hardy, suc¬ 

ceeding best in a rather poor soil, but with the exception 

of Harrisonii will not bloom well in a smoky atmo¬ 

sphere. The flower-buds being chiefly situated towards 

the extremities of the shoots, the latter should be shor¬ 

tened very little in pruning; the head, however, must bo 

well thinned. The best are:— 

Harrisonii—Golden yellow. An abundant bloomer. 

Persian Yellow—Flowers large, deep yellow. 

The Double Yellow Rose [B. sulphured), supposed 

to be a native of Persia, or of the Levant, is remarkable 

for the beauty of its large, deep yellow flowers, and the 

rarity with which these expand properly, if produced 

at all, a circumstance which is doubtless attributable to 

the difference between our climate and that of its native 

country. This being the case, the greatest chance of 

I success would probably be secured by training it against 

I a wall, with an east or west aspect, or upon a south wall 

if the locality is cold. Mr. W. Paul recommends the 

following mode of cultivation as that most likely to be 

attended with success. He says:—“ I would advise all 

who desire to cultivate the Double Yellow rose, to plaut 

it on a border with an eastern or western aspect, not 

training it to a wall, but growing it as a round bush. 

Let the locality be airy, the soil rather heavy, and toler¬ 

ably rich. So soon as the buds break, set a watch over 

the plant to keep it free from the insects which almost 

invariably infest it, and which may be done by brushing 

them off into the hand, or syringing with tobacco water. 

When the flower-buds are forming, have an eye to their 

growth; if weakly, or seeming likely to become so, 

water the plant twice or thrice a week w’ith a solution of 

guano, using about two ounces to a gallon of pond oi 

rain water. As soon as the flowering season is past, re¬ 

move some of the shoots, if they have been produced in 
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such number as to crowd each other, when those suffered 

to remain will become thoroughly matured by fuller ex¬ 

posure to sun and air. By this procedure one grand 

point is gained—the formation of wood in the most 

favourable condition for the production of perfect flowers. 

In March the plant may be pruned, but very little: on the 

weak shoots, five or six eyes should be left; on the 

strong ones, from six to nine eyes.’’— [Bose Garden. Div. 

II. p. 15). 
The Sweet Brier or Eolantine, R. ruhiginosa, a na¬ 

tive of Britain and most other parts of Europe, is so 

familiar to every one by the fragrance of its leaves, as to 

require no comment. There are several varieties having 

more ornamental flowers than the wild plant, but not ex¬ 

celling it in the scent of the foliage. Among the best of 

these are:—■ 
Celestial—Blush, semi-double; vigorous. 

Double Scarlet—'Dee'p rose, double. 

Bose Angle—Lilac rose. 

Boursault Roses.—The roses composing this group 

owe their origin to R. alpina, a native of the Alps, and 

from their shoots being long and flexible, they are well 

suited for training on walls, fences, and pillars, and for 

covering arbours. They are very hardy, growing vigor¬ 

ously, and blooming freely even in unfavourable situa¬ 

tions. In pruning, the shoots ought to be well thinned, 

and shortened a little. 

Amadis or Crimson — Large, and semi-double, deep 

crimson purple. 

Blush Boursault, syn. De I’lsle—Very large, double, 

blush. 

Elcgans—Semi double, rosy crimson. 

Gracilis—.Full, rosy red. 

Ayrshire Roses.—These have sprung from R. arven- 

sis, a trailing shrub, indigenous to Britain, and as might be 

supposed are extremely hardy. They grow rapidly, and 

are well adapted for covering walls, fences, banks, and 

pillars, as well as for cultivation as weepers. 

Bennett's Seedling, syn. Thoresbyana—Small, double, 

white. 

Dundee Rambler—Small, double, white. 

Buga—Large, double, pale flesh. 

Splendens—Laxg^, and semi-double, white, with red 

margin. 

Eversrben Roses.—The Evergreen roses have ori¬ 

ginated from R. sempervirens, a native of the central 

parts of Europe, and are characterized by retaining their 

foliage till late in winter. They are hardy and vigorous, 

blooming in large clusters, and forming fine pillar and 

weeping roses; they are also suitable for covering banks. 

The shoots should be well thinned in pruning, and left 

nearly at full length. 

Felicite PerpetuS—Cream white. 

Leopoldine d'Orleans—White, shaded with rose. 

Myrianthes Renoncide—Blush, rose towards the margin, 

Princesse Marie—Reddish pink. 

Rampantc—Pure white. 

Spectabile—Large, rosy lilac. 

Multifi.ora Roses. —■ These have originated from 

R. multijlora, a native of China and Japan. They all 

require a warm sheltered situation, and many of them 

will not succeed unless trained against a wall; those 

which do not require this protection may be grown as 
climbers. 

De la Grifferaie—Large, blush. 

Elcgans—Blush and white, double; requires a wall. 

Graulhie—Pure white. 
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Grevillei—Bright rose, variously shaded; requires a 
wall. 

Superba—Bright rose. 

Hybrid Climbing Roses. — The roses forming this 

group are hybrids, some of the IMusk rose, others of 

R. multijlora. They are extremely vigorous, and bloom 

in great profusion. 

Laure Davoust—Pink, changing to blush and white, 

double. 

Madame d’Arblay, syn. Wells's White—Double, white. 

The Garland— Pawn and blush, changing to white. 

Rus.selliana—Crimson purple. A good pillar rose; 

but in cold situations it requires a wall. 

Banksian Roses.—The origin of these is R. BanTcsice, 

a native of China. They grow vigorously and bloom 

abundantly, and at an early period of the season; but 

being rather tender, they should have the protection of a 

wall with a warm aspect. In pruning, which should be 

performed after the plants have flowered, it is merely 

necessary to thin out badly ripened and over-luxuriant 

shoots, and to take off the points of those left. 

Jaune Serin—Bright yellow, larger than any other. 

White or Alios—Small, pure white, very fragrant. 

Yellow at Lutea—Very small, bright yellow. 

Class II.—Autumnal Roses, 

Or those blooming from May till November. 

Macartney Roses.—The varieties constituting this 

small group have been obtained from B. bracteata, an 

evergreen species, brought to this country from China 

by Lord Macartney. They are all rather tender, re¬ 

quiring for their full success the protection of a wall 

with a warm aspect. The best is— 

Maria Leonida—White, with a blush centre. 

Microphylla Roses.—These have sprung from R. 

microphylla, a native of the Himalayas. They require a 

warm soil, and the protection of a wall. The best is— 

Rubra or Common—Deep red. 

Musk Roses.—The Musk roses owe their origin to 

R. moschata, a species found wild in the north of Africa 

and in Persia, and they are remarkable for the odour of 

their flowers, which resembles that of musk. They are 

suitable for training on pillars, &c., in warm situations, 

and against walls in cold ones. 

Double White—Yellowish white. 

Nivea—White, tinged with rose. 

Princesse de Nassau—Cream white, very fragrant. 

Perpetual Scotch Roses.—These are hybrids of 

the Scotch, blooming during the summer and autumn. 

The best is— 

Stanwell—Bosy blush, large and double, very fragrant. 

Perpetual Moss Roses.—The varieties of this group 

are Moss roses flowering in summer and autumn, ob¬ 

tained by crossing the Moss rose with perpetuals. They 

require a rich soil and close pruning. 

Empress Eugenie—Bright red, fine form. 

General Druot—Purplish crimson. 

Madame Edouard Ory—Bright carmine. 

Perpetual White—White, well mossed; vigorous. 

Salet—Bright rose ; vigorous. 

Raphael—Flesh-colour, lai'ge and full. 

Damask Perpetual Roses are hybrids of the Damask, 

blooming in autumn. They are remarkable for the great 

fragrance of the flowers, and are very hardy, succeeding 

as standards, but better on their own roots, and as dwarfs 

budded on the Dog rose. To insure their success, a 

rich soil and close pruning are necessary. 
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Bernard—Salmon. 
Celina Duhos—White or pale flesh, large, and very 

double. 
Crimson, syn. Bose du Roi.—Bright crimson, large, 

and very louble. 
Mogador—Purplish crimson, large. 

Hybkid Perpetual Roses.—The numerous varieties 

composing this beautiful group have chiefly originated 

from the Damask Perpetual, crossed vrith hybrids of 

the Bourbon and Chinese roses. Uniting brilliancy of 

colour and fragrance in the flowers to great hardiness in 

the plant, they thrive well and bloom abundantly either 

as standards or dwarfs even in cold localities, and in the 

neighbourhood of large towns, where the more delicate 

kinds of rose will not succeed. They require a rich soil 

and close pruning. 

Alexandrine Bachmeteff—Bright red; vigorous. 

Auguste Mie—Pink; vigorous. 

Bacchus (Paul)—Bright crimson scarlet. 

Baronne Hallez—Dark red. 

Baromie Prevost—Rose, very large; vigorous. 

Caroline de Sansal—Blush, very large; vigorous. 

Comte de Nanteuil—Deep rose; vigorous. 

Dr. Julliard—Rosy purple; vigorous. 

Duchess d'Orleans—Rose, tinged with lilac; vigorous. 

Duchess of Sutherland—Pale rose; vigorous. 

Eveque de Nismes—Bright purplish red. 

Oeant des Batailles—Bright crimson scarlet; very 

double. 

General Bedean—Bright red. 

General Brea—Light crimson. 

General Castellane—Bright crimson; vigorous. 

OeneralJaxqueminot (Plate III.)—Brilliant, glowing 

red; very large and double; vigorous. 

Gloire de Vitry—Bright rose. 

Jacques Lafitte—Bright rosy carmine; vigorous. 

Joan of Arc—White, rosy centre. 

Jules Margottin—Bright carmine, very large. 

La Reine—Bright rose, tinged with lilac, very large. 

Lion des Combats—Purplish crimson; vigorous. 

Lord Palmerston—Cherry red, of fine form. 

Lord Raglan—Crimson scarlet; vigorous. 

Louis Chaix—Bright red, shaded with crimson. 

Louise Magnan—White, tinged with flesh colour. 

Louise Peyronny—Silvery rose, very large; vigorous. 

Madame de Camhax&res—Rosy carmine; vigorous. 

Madame Comtesse—Flesh-colour, finely cupped. 

Madame Desiree Giraud—White, striped with carmine. 

Madame Damage— Bright rose, very large. 

Madame Hector Jacquin—Clear rose, shaded with 
lilac, large. 

Madame Knorr—Rose, edged with blush. 

Madame Laffay—Deep rose; vigorous. 

Madame Martel—White, with a blush of rose; vigorous. 

Madame Masson—Reddish crimson, changing to crim¬ 
son; vigorous. 

Madame Place—Rosy pink; vigorous. 

Madame Vidot—Flesh, shaded with rose; vigorous. 

Madame Vigneron—Silvery rose, large and full. 

Mathurin Regnier—Pale rose, fine. 

Monsieur de Montigny—Eo.sy carmine, large and full. 

Mrs. Rivers—Pale flesh; vigorous. 

Ornement des Jardins—Brilliant crimson, very effec¬ 
tive. 

Paul Dujpuy—Bright crimson, shaded. 

Pins the Ninth—Bright crimson; vigorous. 

Prince Leon—Vivid crimson. 

Queen Victoria (Paul’s)—Pale flesh, shaded with 

pink; vigorous. 

Ravel—Brilliant crimson, blooms freely. 

Souvenir de Leveson Gower—Dark red, changing to 

purplish crimson, very large; vigorous. 

Souvenir de la Reine d’Angleterre-—Bright rose. 

Triomphe de VExposition—Bright reddish crimson. 

Triomphe de Paris — Deep purplish crimson, very 

large; vigorous. 

William Griffiths—Pale lilac rose; vigorous. 

William Jesse—Lilac crimson, very large. 

Bourbon Roses.—The origin of this beautiful group 

was a seedling, supposed to be a hybrid between the 

Chinese and Pour Seasons rose, found in the Isle of 

Bourbon, and from it numerous varieties have resulted. 

The vigorous kinds form good standards and pillar 

roses, and require moderate pruning; those of medium 

and dwarf growth are best cultivated as low standards 

and dwarfs; these should be closely pruned. 

Acidalie—Blush white; vigorous. 

Aurore du Guide—Purplish violet, often bright crim¬ 

son ; vigorous. 

Charlemagne—Silvery blush. 

Comice de Seine et Marne — Bright crimson, often 

shaded with purple. 

Docteur Leprestre—Bright purplish red. 

Dupetit Thouars—Bright crimson; vigorous. 

Empress Eugenie—Bose, margin purple. 

Ferdinand Deppe—Reddish violet. 

George Dupont—Brilliant crimson, shaded with purple. 

George Cuvier—Rosy crimson. 

Henri Lecoq—Rosy carmine. 

La Quintinie—Dark crimson purple. 

Madame Angelina—Rich cream, centre fawn; dwarf. 

Madame Cousin—Rosy flesh. 

Madame Helfenbein—Rosy lilac; vigorous. 

Marquis Balbiano—Silvery rose. 

Menoux—Bright crimson. 

Paul Joseph—Dark purplish crimson. 

Prince Albert (Paul)—Bright scarlet crimson. 

Reveil—Crimson, shaded with purple. 

Sir Joseph Paxton—Rosy crimson; vigorous. 

Souchet—Brilliant crimson purple. 

Souvenir de la Malmaison (Plate III.) — Pale flesh, 

very large. One of the finest of this group; vigorous. 

Souvenir de VExposition—Dark crimson. 

Vicomte de Cussy—Bright red. 

Vorace—Deep crimson. 

Noisette Roses.—These owe their origin to a hybrid 

between the Musk and the China rose, sent from America 

to M. Noisette, of Paris, by his brother. They produce- 

large clusters of flowers throughout the season till late 

in autumn; and with the exception of the kinds hybri¬ 

dized with the Tea-scented, which require a wall, are 

very hardy, succeeding with ordinary cultivation either 

as standards or dwarfs; the strongest growers may also 

be grown as weeping or climbing roses. 

Aimie Vibert—Pure white. 

Caroline Marniesse—Cream white; vigorous. 

Cloth of Gold—Yellow, margin pale; vigorous. Re¬ 

quires a wall with a warm aspect. 

Du Luxembourg—Rosy lilac, red centre; vigorous. 

La Biche—Pale flesh, very large. A fine pillar rose 

in a warm situation. 

Lamarque —Lemon, very large; vigorous. Requires 

a sheltered situation. 

Madame Massot—Pure wliite, centre flesh colour; very 
pretty. 
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Marie Charge—Yellow, tinged with carmine. 

Miss Glegg—Pure white; dwarf. 

Solfaterre—Bright sulphur; vigorous. Requires a 

wall or sheltered situation. 

Chinese Roses.—The roses of this group have sprung 

from the Common China [R. indiea), and the Crimson 

China {E. semperjlorens), both natives of Cliina, and in¬ 

troduced into this country in 1789. They are for the 

most part of dwarf habit, and being tolerably hardy, may, 

in the warmer parts of the kingdom, be planted in the 

open ground; but in cold localities the shelter of a wall 

is requisite, and in either case protection should be 

afforded in winter by spreading a layer of tan, litter, &c., 

over the roots, and by sticking evergreens, furze, or fern 

among the branches; in times of great severity, however, 

straw-mats may be employed to secure plants against 

walls. A section of this group, the Lawrenceana or 

Fairy roses, are remarkable for their diminutive size. 

They are suitable for pot culture and for planting as 

edgings, or in small beds in warm dry soils. 

Archduhe Charles—Pale rose, changing to crimson, 

very large; vigorous. 

Cramoisie Superieurc—Rich crimson. 

Desfantaines—White; dwarf. 

Eugene Beauharnais—Amaranth. 

Fahviei—Bright scarlet. 

Henry the Fifth—Crimson striped with white; dwarf. 

Marjolin du Luxembourg—Dark crimson, very large ; 

vigorous. 

Madame Breon—Very large, rose. 

Madame Bureau—Pure white. 

Mrs. Bosanquet—Pale flesh; vigorous. 

Tea-scented Roses.—These roses, alike remarkable 

for the beauty and fragrance of their flowers, have sprung 

from the Blush Tea-scented and Yellow Tea-scented 

varieties of E. indiea. They are too tender for planting 

in the open ground, except in the warmest parts of the 

kingdom, but succeed well against a wall with a warm 

aspect, if protected in winter like the China roses; 

and for cultivation under glass, whether in pots, or in 

conservatory borders, they are better suited than any 

other group. They may be grown either as dwarfs or 

standards. In the latter form, however, if planted out 

of doors, they are more exposed, and therefore require to 

be very carefully protected from frost. In the conser¬ 

vatory, the vigorous growing kinds form beautiful pillar 

roses. Tea roses should be planted in rich soil mixed 

with leaf-mould, and require to be closely pruned. 

Adam—Very large, rosy salmon; vigorous. 

Bougere—Very large, deep rosy fawn; vigorous. 

Clara Sylvain—Pure white. 

Comte de Paris—Very large, rosy flesh; vigorous. 

Devoniensis—Pale yellow, very large. 

Elise Sauvage—Pale yellow, centre buff or orange; 
dwarf. 

Eugene JDesgaches—Pale rose; vigorous. 

Gloire de Dijon — Very large, yellow, shaded with 

s.almon or rose; vigorous. 

Goubault—Very large, bright rose; hardy and vigorous. 

Josephine Malton—Cream, buff centre; vigorous. 

Julie Mansais—White. 

Louise de Savoy—Pale yellow. 

Madame de St. Joseph—Very large, pale pink; vigorous. 

Madame Lartay—Yellow, shaded with salmon. 

Madame Villermoz—White, centre salmon, very large. 

Madame William—Rich yellow, large and full. 

Moiret—Very large, fawn, shaded with rose; vigorous. 

Karcisse—Fine pale yellow. 

Niphetos — AFhite, pale lemon centre, very large; 

vigorous. 

Prince Esterhazy—Very large, pale rose. 

Princesse Adelaide—Yellow. 

Princesse Marie—Rosy pink; vigorous. 

Safrano—Pale buff, beautiful in bud; vigorous. 

Souvenir d’un Ami— Salmon; vigorous. 

Triomphe du Luxembourg—Very large, rosy flesh; 

vigorous. 

Vicomtesse de Cazes—Bright yellow, centre tinged 
with copper colour. 

Propagation.— The rose is propagated by- 

seeds, cuttings, layers, and suckers, and by bud¬ 

ding and grafting. 

Sowing the seed is exclusively practised 

with the view of obtaining improved varieties; 

but few such have been raised in this country, 

where many of the finest roses only ripen their 

seed in warm seasons, and many do not seed 

at all. There are, however, several good sorts 

which seed freely in ordinary seasons, and 

among these naay be enumerated Ch6nedol6, 

Marechal Soult, General Allard, Geant des 

Batailles, Great We.stern, Charles Duval, Ce- 

lina, Madame Laffay, William Jesse, and 

Duchess of Sutherland. The plants intended 

for bearing seed ought to be planted in soil 

which is rather poor than otherwise, and in a 

warm sheltered situation. The flower-buds 

when defective or badly exposed to the light 

should be removed in order to strengthen the 

rest; and if too many remain after this has 

been done they must be thinned. When 

the flowers expand, if hybridization is to be 

effected, the stamens of the female parent 

ought to be removed with fine scissors, and as 

soon as the pollen is ripe it should be applied 

to the stigma with a camel hair pencil. The 

seed-pods or hips must remain on the tree till 

ripe; they may then be placed in pots of earth 

or sand, and buried in the ground till spring. 

In the end of February or beginning of March 

the seeds should be rubbed out of the pods, 

sown in pans filled with loam and leaf-mould, 

and covered to the depth of ^ inch with the 

same kind of soil mixed with some silver sand. 

The pans should then be placed in a cold frame, 

and care must be taken to prevent the soil 

from becoming at any time too dry. Seeds 

may also be sown in a warm situation in the 

open ground. The seedlings will appear in 

the course of the spring, summer, and autumn, 

and many of them not until the following 

year; they should be thinned if they come up 

too thickly, by transplanting a portion as soon 

91 
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as they can be lianclled, taking care to water 

and shade till again established. In autumn, 

before the approach of frost, the seedlings 

should be carefully taken up, their tap-roots 

shortened, and then planted from 6 inches to 1 

foot apart, according to size. If frost occur 

after planting, they must be protected with 

hoops and mats, furze, or other means j and the 

same precautions should be taken in the case of 

seedlings which come ujd late in autumn or early 

in spring. The young plants sometimes flower 

in a month or two after coming up, but it is 

not advisable to allow them to expand their 

blossoms so early, as the plant is thereby 

greatly weakened, and no decisive opinion can 

be formed as to the merits of the flowei'S thus 

prematurely produced. Many will flower in 

the second season, others not till the third or 

fourth year. When the plants come into 

bloom, all those with single flowers should be 

discarded; the most promising of the others 

should be preserved till a correct opinion as 

to their merits can be arrived at. 

Cuttings may be struck at any time during 

the sjjring, summer, and autumn; those of the 

Boursault, Hybrid Chinese, Hybrid Bourbon, 

Hybrid Perpetual, and Ayrshire roses may be 

struck in a shady border. The cuttings should 

be aboiit 9 inches in length, and are best taken 

OS' with a heel. They may be inserted into 

the ground to the depth of about 6 inches, 

and 3 inches apart, in rows 1 foot asunder. 

In the following autumn they will be fit for 

planting out. Although the above classes of 

roses may be thus struck from cuttings, there 

are others, such as the Boui-bon, China, and 

Tea-scented, which require more careful treat¬ 

ment. In autumn, befoi'e the fall of the leaf, 

the cuttings ought to be taken off about 3 or 

4 inches long, and Avith a heel. When pre- 

jjared they should be inserted 1 inch deep 

round the edges of 4 - inch pots filled with 

a mixture of turfy loam, leaf - mould, and 

silver sand. A gentle watering having been 

given, the cutting pots should be placed in 

a fi'ame, and the sashes shut up; but air 

sliould be occasionally given to dispel damp. 

The cuttings will be rooted in the following 

spring. Cuttings may also be easily struck if 

taken off in summer, immediately after the 

plants haA^e flowered, prepared, and potted as 

above, set in a cold frame for a few day.s, and 

then placed in bottom heat. When rooted 

they should be potted off, replaced in heat 

till again established, then removed to a cold 

frame, and hardened off. Lastly, where roses 

are forced cuttings may be struck in a fcAV 

weeks, if placed in a bottom heat of about 75°, 

in spring. Where bottom heat is employed, 

the cuttings may consist of only a single joint 

of Avell-ripened young wood. 

Layering is not much practised; it is, how¬ 

ever, a sure and easy mode of propagation. 

The method of layering Avhich is chiefly em¬ 

ployed is that represented in fig. 164. It is 

best performed in June or July, in which case 

the layers will genei'ally be fit to be separated 

from the parent plant in the aAitumn of the 

same year; but if the process of layering is 

not commenced till a later period of the sea¬ 

son, they Avill not, in general, be fit for removal 

till the folloAviug year. It is necessary to 

observe, that the ground in which the branch 

is laid should be made fine. 

Suckers are often produced, and these if 

taken off in autximn, either with or without 

roots, Avill generally groAv. 

Budding is the mode by Avhich the varieties 

are chiefly perpetuated. The stocks usually 

employed are the Hog Bose, Celiua, Boursault, 

and the Manettii. 

The Dog rose is in general the best stock. 

It is obtained from the hedges, whence it may 

be removed in autumn or early in spring. 

Well-ripened sucker.s, and plants tAvo or three 

years old, free from side branches, are to be pre¬ 

ferred; and their roots having been trimmed, 

the tops shortened to from 6 inches to 4 feet, 

according to the height at whieh they are to 

be budded, and side branches removed, they 

may be planted in nurseiy rows. When the 

buds begin to push in spring the whole of 

them should be rubbed off, with the exception 

of two or three situated nearest the top—if 

three, the preferable number, they should form 

a triangle. 

The Celina makes a good stock for Bour¬ 

bons and Noisettes, and may be readily propa¬ 

gated by ciittiugs. The Blush and Crimson 

Boursault, from emitting a large quantity of 

roots, answer well for China and Tea-scented 

roses to be groAvn in pots; but as they are apt 

to die off are not to be recommended for plants 

not so confined. The Manettii rose has been 

greatly lauded as a stock, but according to 

Mr. Paul, “ its nature is too gross for any but 

the free-growing kinds, and for them it pos¬ 

sesses no advantage OAmr the Dog rose. Many 

kinds budded on it grow more rapidly the first 

year, but decline and die afterumrds, owing, 
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we believe, to an over-excited growth. For 

pot culture we are disposed to use it; be¬ 

cause in this condition its exuberance is some¬ 

what checked, and pot-roses usually receive a 

closer watching for the destruction of wild 

shoots than such as are planted in the open 

ground. The freedom with which this stock 

throws up young shoots, which, if not closely 

watched, impoverish and destroy the budded 

variety, is a second great objection to its gene¬ 

ral use.”—{Supplement to the Rose Garden.') 

For pot-culture, however, and for delicate 

growers in poor light soils this stock succeeds 

very well. Both Boursault and Manettii 

stocks are propagated by cuttings; the former 

may likewise be obtained by layering by cir- 

cumposition in July, as recommended by Mr. 

Rivers, tonguiing the shoot, and using a mix¬ 

ture of rotten dung, loam, and sand. The 

shoot may be budded at the time of layering, 

or as soon afterwards as possible, and then 

headed down to within two eyes of the bud. 

The mode in which the operation of bud¬ 

ding is effected has been already detailed in 

the chapter on propagation. In the case of 

the rose it is pei formed in July, or as soon as 

the bark rises freely from the Avood. About 

a month after budding the tying may be 

loosened, and if the bud has taken, wholly 

removed; but if this is not the case it must 

be tied up again. Early in the following 

spring, before vegetation becomes active, the 

wild shoot ought to be cut off at two joints 

above the bud; and when the shoot resulting 

from the latter has pushed 3 or 4 inches, it 

should be stopped to encourage the develop¬ 

ment of buds for the formation of the head. 

In May, the stock may be cut over immedi¬ 

ately above the bud. 

Although budding is the mode usually em¬ 

ployed for the continuation of the varieties, 

yet grafting may be successfully, and in some 

cases, advantageously practised; for instance, 

when the budding season has from any cause 

been allowed to pass over without that opera¬ 

tion having been performed. There is, how¬ 

ever, one drawback in grafting, namely, that 

the scion and stock rarely effect so complete a 

junction as in budding. Standard roses may 

be worked at the usual season for grafting 

fruit trees, in March; but for roses in pots 

Mr. Paul recommends January, the stocks 

having been placed in bottom-heat for a week 

or ten days previous to the operation, and 

afterwards they must be kept there till the 

graft has taken. The scions should be 2 or 3 

inches in length, and should be taken from 

well-ripened shoots. They may be applied to 

the stocks in any of the modes already de¬ 

scribed. All suckers that may spring from 

the stock should be stopped as soon as they 

appear, and when the union between the scion 

and stock is complete, plants in pots which 

have been kept in heat may be gradually har¬ 

dened off. The shoot resulting from the graft 

should be treated like that produced by bud- 

ding. 

Soil and Situation.—The rose succeeds best 

in a rich, deep, loamy soil, of a rather stiff na¬ 

ture, but free from stagnant moisture. Roses 

on their own I'oots will, however, succeed in 

lighter soils than they would do when budded 

on the Dog rose, which naturally grows in 

stiff land. Heavy clays and light sandy or 

gravelly soils, as well as those which are badly 

drained, are unfavourable to the health and 

longevity of the plant, and in such it will not 

flourish for any length of time unless artificial 

means are resorted to for their improvement; 

but these having been already pointed out in 

a previous chapter, need not be fui'ther alluded 

to here. Of course, where the ground is not 

capable of being sufficiently improved the na¬ 

tural soil will have to be dug out and replaced, 

either partially or wholly, with soil of the 

proper description. In connection with this 

subject it will be necessary to advert to the 

most suitable manures; for the soil in which 

roses are to be planted may be naturally poor, 

and therefore in need of artificial enrichment; 

or it may have become impoverished from long 

cropping. The kind of manure must to some 

extent be regulated by the nature of the soil; 

thus, in light soils the application of substances 

which would tend to render them still lighter, 

would, it is obvious, be injurious; whilst in 

ground of a heavy nature manures of a con¬ 

trary tendency will prove beneficial. To light 

soils a dressing of strong loam will be very ad¬ 

vantageous, especially if applied in conjunction 

with cow-dung, or night-sod. The latter, in¬ 

deed, is perhaps the best manure that can be 

used in all but very rich soils, provided it is 

not employed in a fresh state, and in too great 

quantity. It is best applied when mixed with 

a quantity of loam, and laid in a heap for a 

year or more, and turned occasionally. To 

heavy soils chalk, peat, burned earth, or sand 

should be applied, and such manures as stable 

dung, leaf-mould, and burned earth saturated 
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with liquid manure. Except in the richest 

soils, plantations of roses ought to be manured 

every year. 

With regard to situation, an open spot 

with an east or southern exposure, and shel¬ 

tered from strong winds, but not shaded by 

tall trees or lofty buildings, is the best. Roses 

produce the best effect when planted by them¬ 

selves, for the straight naked stems of the 

varieties grown as standards contrast unfa¬ 

vourably witli shrubs, and indeed all other 

vegetation 'which is not of a dwarf cliaracter. 

Where, therefore, plenty of space can be af¬ 

forded, a rosary should be formed. The form 

and arrangement of this must, to a consider¬ 

able extent, be dependent on taste, the form 

of the ground, and other circumstances. A re- 

gxilar figure is, however, to be preferred, and 

it should be separated into two divisions, one 

for summer, the other for autumnal roses. 

The laying out of the gro\md is of course a 

matter of taste; but the beds, whatever their 

figure may be, ought not to exceed 6 feet in 

width, in order that the flowers may be in¬ 

spected without treading on the ground. The 

walks may either be of grass or gravel; the 

former are cooler, softer, and when kept nicely 

mown present a better appearance than those 

of gravel; moreover, the green sward is re¬ 

freshing to the eyes after these have been 

gazing upon the brilliant hues of the flowers; 

in fact, the j^redominant colour in a rosary is 

red, and of this green is the complementary. 

The only objection to grass walks is, that they 

are unpleasant to walk upon early in the morn¬ 

ing, late in the evening, and after wet weather; 

and in this respect gravel has the advantage. 

Ill many cases ground cannot be spared for 

the formation of a proper rosary, and the 

plants must consequently be introduced into 

the flower garden or jdeasure ground; a few re- 

mai'ks on the most proper situations for plant¬ 

ing in these will therefore be necessary. Stan- 

dai'd roses may be planted in clumps or beds 

on lawns, or along the sides of walks when 

the borders are filled with plants of low 

growth. The lawn is likewise a suitable po¬ 

sition for dwarfs in beds, also for pillar and 

weeping roses, than which, Avhen planted either 

singly or in groups, few objects can be more 

ornamental on a laAAm. Climbing roses may be 

employed Avherever it is desired to hide \m- 

sightly objects, for forming arboiirs, covei’ing 

arches, or making festoons along the sides of 

Avalks. The Evergreen and Ayrshire roses 

may also be planted for covering the surface of 

the ground, or introduced into shrubberies, for 

which purpose the Scotch roses are also suitable. 

Planting.—The most proper time for this, 

in the case of the hybrid perpetuals and other 

hardy kinds, is in October or November; but 

if the gi'ound is not in good order, or is of a 

very strong nature, planting had better bo 

deferred till early in spring. The China and 

other tender varieties are very liable to be in¬ 

jured by frost if planted in autumn; this ope¬ 

ration, therefore, shorrld in their case be de¬ 

ferred till March or April, or, if the plants are 

very young, till all danger of frost is over. 

With the view of obtaining flowers late in 

autumn, hybrid perpetuals are sometimes taken 

up in February; and, after the roots have been 

shortened, planted in a cool bordei’, where they 

I remain till the end of April. They are then 

again taken Tip, and their tops having been 

closely pruned, planted in well-manured loamy 

soil. The same treatment must be pursued 

every year when it is desired to have roses thus 

late in the season. It may also be remarked 

that the gi'eater portion of the buds produced in 

summer should be pinched off at an early stage 

of their growth, otherwise the plants are likely 

to afford only a poor show of bloom in winter. 

Standard roses should be allowed a distance 

of 3 feet from plant to plant; dwarfs from 1 

foot to 3 feet, according as the variety is less 

or more vigorous. They may also be planted 

in the intervals between standards. The 

ground, if the roses are to be planted in beds, 

OTight to be trenched 3 feet deep, and the 

soil which is thrown out of the holes mixed 

with some well decomposed mamire. The ad¬ 

dition of leaf-mould Avill likewise prove bene¬ 

ficial, especially in heavy soils. In such, 

according to Mr. Paul, this substance is almost 

indispensable for the success of the Tea-scented 

A'arieties. Where roses are to be planted on 

lawns, the turf should be removed from a circle 

aboTTt 6 feet in diameter, and the soil thrown 

out to the depth of 3 feet. It should then be 

mixed with moi’e or less of the .subsoil if this 

be a good loam; but when both soil and sub¬ 

soil are bad, they ought to be replaced with 

good fresh loam mixed with some old manure. 
o 

In planting, the soil ought to be filled in and 

trodden to prevent sinking, the roots should 

then be spread out horizontally within 5 or G 

inches of the surface, and covered with soil, 

which miTst afterwards be trodden firm. Stan¬ 

dards should then be secured to stakes, and if 
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planted on a lawn tlie tm’f ma)' be replaced so 

as to leave uncovered a circle 2 or 3 feet in 

diameter. After planting, the ground should 

he mulched with litter, and if necessary water 

must be given from time to time. 

Pruning.—The mode and amount of prun¬ 

ing depends on the class to which the rose 

belongs, the method of training w'hich is 

adopted, the natural vigour of the variety, 

and the health and strength of the individual 

operated on. The operation is best performed 

in November or in March; and each season is 

attended with its advantages and its disadvan¬ 

tages. By removing a portion of the shoots 

in autumn the sap flows in greater abundance 

in those which are left, and the result is that 

the buds push vigorously and regularly; the 

flowers are also earlier and more abundant 

than when pimning is performed in spring. 

“ But autumn pruning,” says Mr. Paul, “ has 

its disadvantages, the greatest of which is this: 

—A few mild days in winter often excite the 

buds of autumn-pruned roses, and they push 

forth; severe weather follows; the young 

shoots are frosted, and the bloom injured. 

This is more particularly the case with the 

Chinese Noisette, Bourbon, Tea-scented, and 

the hybrids of these kinds, which we shall 

term excitable, because they are quickly excited 

to growth. The Provence, Moss, French, Alba, 

and other-s, rarely sufler from this cause, as 

they are not so readily affected by the state 

of the weather. Be it remarked, however, 

that the quickness with which buds are roused 

into action depends much upon how far the 

shoots were matured the previous autumn; 

the less mature the more excitable. It will 

be perceived that there is a difiiculty in the 

way of autumn pruning when applied to the 

excitable kinds which can only be remedied 

by affording them protection from frost, should 

a mild December or January be succeeded by 

severe weather. But this would entail great 

additional trouble, and cannot always be done. 

Let us now turn to the other season. 

“The chief advantage gained by deferring 

pruning till spring is, that the flower shoots 

are placed beyond the reach of injury by frost. 

If, during winter, any buds push forth in un¬ 

pruned roses, it is those at the ends of the 

branches, and they will be removed by prun¬ 

ing. But there is an evil attendant on this 

apparent advantage. When pruning is put 

off till spring, the buds placed at the extremi ■ 

ties of the shoots are often found in leaf, and 

in the operation we cut off some inches from 

a shoot in this state. The tree is denuded of 

its leaves, and thereby receives a check; the 

sap being in active motion, exudes from the 

fresh wounds. The lower buds find them¬ 

selves suddenly in contact with a great sujiply 

of food, by the cutting away of the buds be¬ 

yond them. There is a pause. Soon one or 

two buds at the extremity of the pruned 

shoots take up the work; they swell and are 

developed apace, but all below remain dormant. 

Thus, spring-pruning is unfavomable to an 

abundant and regular development of branches 

and flowers, and, consequently, to the well 

forming of a tree. The flowers are also usually 

produced later in the season, and of less size. 

Thus it may be said that each season has its 

advantages and disadvantages; but is it im¬ 

possible to draw from both ? We think not; 

and would strongly recommend that all but 

the excitable kinds be pruned in autumn; 

thin out these at the same time, but leave 

the shortening of their shoots till spring.”— 

(Aose Garden, p. 58.) 

The extent to which the removal of shoots 

and portions of shoots ought to be carried 

depends on the vigour of the plant. If a 

strong grower more shoots will have to be 

thinned out than when the contrary is the 

case; but those left should be pruned long, 

otherwise wood, and not flowers, will be pro¬ 

duced. Weakly growing varieties, on the 

other hand, require their shoots to be shortened 

back more closely. The Provence, Moss, Da¬ 

mask, and Alba roses, with the exception of 

the vigorous kinds, require to be close pruned, 

or to have their shoots shortened to three or 

four eyes. The French ought to be well 

thinned, and shortened to four, five, or six 

eyes, and the strongest growers should be left 

still longer. The Boursault, Austrian Brier, 

Evergreen, and Banksian roses must also be 

well thinned, but merely the points of the 

shoots ought to be taken off; the Banksian 

should be pruned in summer. The Bourbon, 

Noisette, Chinese, Tea-scented, and their hy¬ 

brids may be thinned in autumn, but the 

shortening back of the shoots is better de¬ 

ferred till March. The strongest growers?, 

especially among the hybrids, should be well 

thinned out, and pruned to from eight to twelve 

eyes; those of a vigorous growth, but less so 

than the preceding, to six or seven eyes, and 

those which are of weakly, or only moderate 

growth, to three, four, or five eyes. 
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lu thinning out the shoots of any kind of 

rose, all which are diseased, badly ripened, or 

which tend to create confusion, or to spoil the 

form of the tree should be taken olf first; and 

if, after their removal, there are still too many 

to admit of a free circulation of air and light, 

or for the tree to support in a healthy condi¬ 

tion, a further reduction must be made. In 

pruning no snags should be left; the shoots 

ought to be cut off close to their base; and in 

shortening them the cut must be made in a 

slanting direction immediately above a bud. In 

pruning pillar, climbing, and weeping roses, the 

shoots must be shortened closely at first, to in¬ 

duce the production of a few vigorous shoots; 

afterwards, the shoots arising from these will 

have to be left at greater or less length accord¬ 

ing as there is space to lay them in without 

confusion, and according to the vigour of the 

plant and the number of shoots into which it 

is divided. The short lateral shoots of pillai 

and climbing roses may be shortened in to from 

four to seven eyes; but when it is desired to 

obtain vigorous shoots to fill up a vacancy, 

they may be pruned to one or two eyes. 

To obviate the necessity of removing a large 

number of shoots by thinning, and conse¬ 

quently wasting the sap of the plants, which 

is then devoted to the production and noiirish- 

ment of superabundant shoots, Mr. Paul has 

suggested the adoption of the practice of dis¬ 

budding, by means of which their develop¬ 

ment may be entirely prevented in the first 

instance. He says: “ By rubbing out a por¬ 

tion of the buds when swelling, and others at 

any season when they may sprout forth in a 

position where shoots are not wanted, the re¬ 

maining buds form stronger shoots ; and thus 

perhaps a larger, certainly a healthier surface 

of foliage is the result. It is bad policy, then, to 

suffer more buds to be developed as shoots than 

are required for forming the tree, or for flower¬ 

ing ; for by cutting away these when pruning 

there must be a waste of the elaborated juices of 

the tree. But this is not the only evil. Beyond 

this, the tree is sorely maimed in the opera¬ 

tion. Now, if the nutritive matter, which has 

been supplied in the development and suste¬ 

nance of numerous branches was confined to 

a lesser number, they would have been more 

powerfully developed, and the loss by removal, 

and the injury the tree suffers by thinning 

would have been avoided. I believe disbud¬ 

ding to be the system best calculated to pro¬ 

duce flowers in the finest possible condition. 

to keep a plant in full health and vigour, and 

to bring it to the highest pitch of beauty.” 

The correctness of the above views has been 

fully established by long experience, and there 

can be little doubt that disbudding may be 

advantageously substituted for thinning; in 

large collections, however, the practice would 

involve too great an expenditure of labour, 

for the trees have to be gone over two or three 

times before flowering, and once or twice after¬ 

wards. In disbndding, as in thinning, the 

vigour of the plant must be taken into ac¬ 

count. If too many buds are removed from 

the shoots of a .strong growing variety, those 

which are left will be developed into exces¬ 

sively vigorous shoots, with a tendency to pro¬ 

duce wood rather than flowers; if, on the 

other hand, the buds in such sorts are left too 

close together, the resulting shoots will soon 

become overcrowded, and the knife will have 

to be resorted to. Again, in less vigorous kinds 

a greater number of buds should be rubljed out, 

but those allowed to remain may stand closer 

together. When disbudding is not practised 

the shoots will have to be thinned out after 

flowerins: in summer; those of the autumnal 

roses should be pruned at the same time. The 

bad effects of depriving a plant of many shoots, 

or of much foliage, at any one time, were 

pointed out in the article on pruning; and in 

managing the rose the remarks on the sub¬ 

ject should be borne in mind. 

Other Culture.— Every spring the ground 

should be dug or forked over, and enriched 

with some well decomposed manure. Suckers 

must be removed whenever they appear, over- 

luxuriant shoots should be checked by pinch¬ 

ing, or wholly removed if likely to destroy 

the symmetry of the tree; flower buds ought 

to be thinned if large and fine flowers are 

desired rather than quantity; and, lastly, all 

decayed blooms shoiild be removed. The 

China and Tea-scented require to be protected 

in winter; for this purpose branches of fern, 

fir, or other evergreens may be employed, 

sticking them thickly into the ground among 

dwarfs, or tying them on the stem so as to 

protect the head of standards. A mulching 

of litter, short dung, peat, or fibrous turf 

should likewise be placed over the roots. 

Culture in Pots.—Roses are always desir¬ 

able for the decoration of the conservatory 

during the winter and spring months, and 

unquestionably the most convenient mode of 

cultivating them for that purpose is in pots; 
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moreover, most of the Tea-scented, and indeed 

many varieties belonging to hardier groups, 

will only produce their flowers in perfection 

under glass. Plants for cultivation in pots 

may be on their own roots, in which way the 

Chinese and Tea-scented succeed best; or, 

they may be worked on stems from 6 inches 

to 1 foot high. If plants growing out of doors 

are selected, they should be taken up in Sep¬ 

tember or October, when the shoots are ripe, 

and, the roots having been pruned and the 

heads thinned, potted firmly in 6, 8, or 9-inch 

pots, according to their size. The soil may 

consist of mellow turfy loam, mixed with as 

much leaf-mould and well decomposed dung 

in equal parts, and some silver sand if the 

loam is strong; indeed, the addition of this 

substance is an improvement in any case. 

After potting, a gentle watering having been 

given, the plants should be shut up closely in 

a frame for a fortnight to make them take fresh 

root, when they may be gi’adually hardened 

off and plunged, in an open situation, up to 

the rims of the pots, in earth, coal ashes, or 

old tan, care being taken to place the bottom 

of the pots on slate, tile, or some other hard 

substance, in order to prevent the roots from 

striking into the ground, and worms from 

getting into the pots. Here the hardy kinds 

may remain all winter with only a layer of 

dunu over the roots; but those which are de- 

licate ought to be removed, before severe wea¬ 

ther sets in, to a cold frame or any structime 

that will merely protect them from frost; 

and in spring they may be again plunged 

out of doors, where they may remain till Oc¬ 

tober, when they may be introduced into a 

heat of 50° to 55° for flowering. If young 

plants lately struck from cuttings are preferred 

to roses taken up from the ground, they 

should be shifted in spring into 5 or 6-inch 

])ots, according to their vigour, care being taken 

not to overpot the China and Tea-scented 

varieties, for these ought not to be shifted 

until the roots reach the sides of the pots. 

Afterwards they should be plunged out of 

doors as already recommended; and during 

the growing season attention must be paid to 

disbudding, stopping shoots which are becom¬ 

ing too strong, and encouraging others which 

from their position are liable to become weak, 

as well as to pinching off the flower-buds as 

soon as they appear, for if many of these were 

allowed to develope themselv’es the plants would 

not form such handsome specimens, nor bloom 

so well in the following year as would other¬ 

wise be the case. In July or August most of 

the plants will require to be shifted into 8 or 

9-inch pots, and if removed in October to a 

pit or greenhouse the autumnals will bloom 

throughout the winter; but it is better not to 

allow them to do so till the second year. Dur¬ 

ing the winter, if not intended to flower the 

same year, the hardy varieties may be plunged 

out of doors; but the China, Tea-scented, and 

Bourbons should have the protection of a 

frame, air being freely admitted at all times 

except in frosty weather. In spring the plants 

should be turned out of their pots, and the 

greater portion of the old soil having been re¬ 

moved, again potted in fresh soil, using, if 

necessary, pots a size larger; they may then 

be plunged out of doors. In October those in¬ 

tended for winter flowering ought to be jJaced 

in a pit or greenhouse with a temperature of 

from 50° to 55°; and, after blooming, they 

should be removed to a cold pit, shifted in 

March into 11,12, or 13-inch pots, according to 

their vigour, and again plunged out of doors; a 

second bloom will be produced late in summer. 

Plants not intended for flowering in winter 

ought to be repotted in the end of September, 

using larger pots when requisite, and plunged 

in the ground till the time of flowering, when 

they may be placed in the greenhouse or con¬ 

servatory. 

The time of pruning must be regulated by 

the season at which the plants are required to 

be in flower; for the earlier this operation is 

performed the earlier will the flowers be pro¬ 

duced. 

By pruning at various periods, and by 

forcing, roses may be made to flower through¬ 

out the year. By pruning in August and 

September flowers will be obtained from No¬ 

vember to February; by forcing, from that 

period till May; by pruning in November, and 

merely protecting in a pit, flowers will be pro¬ 

duced in April and May; and from that time 

to October the plants bloom in the open air. 

In pruning, the shoots, if at all crowded, 

should be well thinned by cutting out the 

weakest and those which tend to cross each 

other, so that those left may stand at a suffi¬ 

cient distance apart; and this should also be 

attended to in summer. If, however, dis¬ 

budding is carefully practised, it will seldom 

be necessary to remove many of the shoots. 

Pot-roses reqrrire, in general, to be more closely 

pruned than those growing in the open ground; 
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and asrain tlie shoots ousrlit to be shortened in 

more in the early stages of their growth than 

subsequently. The hybrid perpetuals and 

other autumnals may be cut into two, three, 

or four eyes, according to their vigour; most 

of the summer roses, with the exception of 

the Hybrid Chinese, and other strong growing 

varieties, which should be left longer, require 

to be shortened to the same extent. After 

junming it is a good plan to bend down to a 

nearly horizontal position such shoots as are 

left long, in order to make the buds break 

regularly from the bottom to the top; but 

when this takes place the shoots may be 

restored to their former position. 

The general culture of pot-roses consists in 

stopping over luxuriant shoots, disbudding, 

tying out the shoots at an early stage of their 

growth, nipping off the flower-buds where 

these are not required, shifting into larger 

pots or into fresh soil, watering, syringing 

occasionally during the growing season, and 

keeping free from green fly by fumigation, 

and the rose-grub by hand-picking. An occa¬ 

sional application of manure-water will prove 

very beneficial to the plants, but it should not 

be used too strong, or too frequently, other¬ 

wise the shoots will be apt to become over- 

luxuriant, and the wood wull be imperfectly 

ripened in autumn. Attention should also be 

paid to protecting the roots of plants plunged 

out of doors during the winter, by spreading 

a layer of littery dung over the surface of the 

soil in the pots before severe frost sets in. 

Forcing.—In order to have roses from Feb¬ 

ruary to May the plants must be subjected to 

artificial heat, in a house or pit, where a 

temperature of 75° can be commanded. Pre¬ 

vious to forcing, the plants should be grown 

for some while in pots, and receive the treat¬ 

ment pursued in the early stages of that mode 

of cultivation; for if placed in heat immediately 

after removal from the ground, they seldom 

develope their flowers in perfection. The 

length of time which must be passed in this 

preparatory process depends on whether the 

plants are worked, or grown on their own 

roots; in the former case they may be taken 

up and potted in September, and if introduced 

into heat the same year, will bloom well; in 

the latter, a year’s growth in pots should 

be allowed after removal from the ground. 

Young plants struck from cuttings, and estab¬ 

lished in pots for two, three, or four years, 

are, however, more convenient to force than 

those of larger size taken from the open ground. 

The plants having undergone the requisite 

preparatory culture, may be introduced into 

heat in thebeginning of December, and plunged 

for a fortnight in a gentle bottom-heat to start 

them, maintaining an atmospheric temperatiu'e 

of about 50° in the day, and at least 40° by 

night, and giving abundance of air whenever 

the weather is favourable. At the expiration 

of the above period, the plants may be removed 

from bottom heat, but if they can be continued 

in it so much the better. The temperature 

of the house should be gradually raised to 

70° or 75° by day, and 50° at night; air should 

be given when the external temperature is 

high, in order to dispel damp, care being taken, 

however, not to admit it in draughts; and a 

moderate supply of water at the roots will also 

be necessary. Syringing overhead in the fore¬ 

noon shoidd be practised daily, until the flower 

buds begin to colour, when it ought to be 

discontinued. An occasional application of 

manure-water will likewise prove highly bene¬ 

ficial. Green fly, which is frequently very 

injiu’ious to forced roses, must be carefully 

looked aftei’, and destroyed. Mildew also oc¬ 

casionally makes its appearance; this is best 

guarded against by preserving a pi'oper amount 

of ventilation; but should it manifest itself, 

any plants that may be attacked must be at 

once removed, to prevent the spread of the 

disease, and dusted with sulphur. But, in the 

case of mildews, the common saying that pre¬ 

vention is better than cm'e, is a fact well 

proved by experience. Therefore, whilst there 

are yet no signs of the disease, the soil sliould 

be sprinkled witli flowers of sulphur, and the 

air of the house should be occasionally impreg¬ 

nated with it. 

When the buds begin to expand, if full¬ 

blown flowers are not requii-ed at once, the 

temperature of the pit should be gradually 

lowered. The plants may then be removed 

to the greenhouse or conservatory, and from 

being thus placed in a lower temperature, ex¬ 

pansion will take place more slowly, and the 

beauty of the flowers will be increased, as well 

as prolonged. 

A succession of forced roses may be kept up 

by introducing plants into heat in January 

and February; and the autumnals, if cut back 

to three or four eyes after the flowers have 

faded, top-dressed with rotten dung, and 

liberally supplied with liquid manure, will 

bloom well a second time. 
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. Aftei’ flowering, tlie plants should be gi'adu- 
ally hardened off in a cold pit, then potted 
and plunged in an open situation out of doors, 
and all flower biids nipped ofi" whenever they 

appear. 
. XII.—florist’s flowers. 

CHKYSANTHEMUM.—For the decoration of 
the conservatory or greenhouse in the autumn 
and winter, few plants excel the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum ; and though liable to suffer from frosts i 
at the the time of blooming, it can, in the 
warmer parts of the kingdom, be made to af¬ 
ford a fine display out of doors. The splendid 
large-flowered varieties at present in cultiva¬ 

tion have been obtained from G. sinense, a 
native of China, introduced into this country 
in 1764; and the Chusan daisy, sent home by 
Mr. Fortune, has given rise to the dwai'f small 
flowering Pompones, which are scarcely sur¬ 
passed in point of beauty by their larger com¬ 
petitors. Of the sorts comprised in these 
classes, the following are some of the best:— 

Large-floweeixs. 

Aimee Ferriere, silvery white, tipped with pink. 
Alfred Salter, delicate rose. 
Annie Salter, golden yellow. 
Aregina, rosy purple. 
Aristee, pink. 
Auguste Mie, carmine, tipped with yellow. 
Beauty, peach. 
Bossuet, rosy purple. 
Cardinal, hriglit amber. 
Gassy, orange and rose. 
Chevalier Domage, golden yellow. 
Christine, blush. 
Dupont de I’Eure, orange and red. 
Elizabeth, white. 
Golden Queen of England, golden canary, very fine. 
Julie Lagravere, deep crimson, very fine. 
Leon Lequay, rose and lilac. 
Madame Cammerson, bright red. 
Madame Clos. beautiful lilac rose. 
Madame Leo, white. 
JIadame Poggi, chestnut. 
Jlount Etna, red. 
Mount Vesuvius, large, fiery red. 
Persanne, golden yellow. 
Pio Nono, red, tipped with yellow. 
Plutus, bright yellow. 
Prince Albert, bright crimson. 
Princesse Marie, light rose. 
Progne, bright crimson. 
Queen of England, blush. 
Euth, orange. 
Stella globosa, crimson and white. 
Temple of Solomon, yellow. 
Themis, rose. 
Vesta, pure white. 

ANEMONE-FI.OWEREI). 

Eclipse, pale yellow. 
Fleur de Marie, white. 
Gluck, bright orange. 

King of Anemones, dark crimson. 
Louis, rosy lilac. 
Marguerite d’Atijou, nankeen. 

POMPONEa. 
Aurora Borealis, dark orange. 
Berrol, pale yellow. 
Bijou de ITIorticulture, sulphur white. 
Bob, brownish crimson. 
Brilliant, crimson. 
Cedo Null!, white, tipped with purple. 
Drin Drin, yellow. 
Diu'uflet, rosy carmine. 
Fleurette (Plate IV.), violet purple, free bloomer, and 

very fine for specimens. 
Francois I. (Plate IV.), reddi.sh orange, very free, and 

fine for specimens. 
General Canrobert, clear yellow. 
Helbne, rosy violet. 
Ida, canary yellow. 
L’Escarboucle, bright gold. 
Madame Fould, cream white. 
Madame Eousselon, white, tipped with rose. 
Marabout, white fringed. 
Pandora, reddish chestnut, tipped with gold. 
President Decaisne, rosy carmine. 
Eequiqui, plum. 
Scarlet Gem, bright red, free bloomer, and very early. 
Sainte Thais, chestnut, tipped with orange. 
Surprise, white, tipped with rose, free bloomer, early. 
Trophee (Plate IV.), rose. 

PO-MPOSEANEMONES. 

Madtime Molinie, bright rosy lilac. 
kladame Montel, white, sulphur centre. 
Madame Sentir, pure white. 
Margueridette, rosy lilac. 
Mr. Astie, bright golden yellow. 
Reine des Anemones, white. 

Soil.—For striking the cuttings a mixture 
of sandy loam and leaf-mould, or any tolerably 
rich light soil may be employed; but to pro¬ 
duce a fine bloom the plants require, in the 
moi’e advanced stages of their growth, soil of 
a richer and more stibstantial nature. A com¬ 
post consisting of two parts of loam, one of leaf 
or vegetable mould, and one of well decomposed 
cow-dung, with as much sand as will keep the 
whole porous, will answer very well; but many 
dispense with the leaf-mould, and increase the 
proportion of loam to three parts. The ad¬ 
dition of bone-dust, or pounded oyster shells 
is recommended by ]\lr. Broome, of the Temple 
Garden.s, and by other eminent growers. 

Propayation.—The varieties are propagated 
by division of the plant, and by layers; but 
the usual mode is by cuttings and suckers. 
Division of the roots is best effected in IMarch 
or April, and fine strong ])lants for borders 
may be obtained in this way, but for pot- 
culture they are increased by cuttings. Layers 
are sometimes made in August by pegging 
down the shoots, and covering with light soil, 

92 
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so as to leave a portion G or 8 inches above 

ground. When rooted, they should be severed 

from the j^arent plant, potted in G-inch pots, 

and shut up close in a cold frame till established, 

when air may be freely admitted. They will 

form small compact plants suitable for the 

front shelves of the greenhouse. Cuttings 

may be taken off at any time, and by propa¬ 

gating early, larger specimens and an earlier 

bloom will be produced, whilst late struck cut¬ 

tings will afford dwai-f plants, and a succession 

of flower to January. For fine specimens 

cuttings are generallj'^ struck in November or 

December, in 3-inch pots, plunged in a cold 

frame during the winter, and shifted in Feb¬ 

ruary or March, as soon as the pots get filled 

with roots, into 4 or 5-inch pots. The plants 

are stopped when about 6 inches in height; 

and as soon as the shoots which result from 

this operation are 3 or 4 inches in length they 

are likewise pinched. Good plants for ordinary 

purposes may however be obtained from cut¬ 

tings taken off in March or April. In making 

the cuttings stout healthy shoots must be 

chosen; these having been cut over below a 

joint, at about 3 inches in length, and the eyes 

at the base taken out, should be inserted singly 

in 3-inch pots, watered, and plunged in a slight 

bottom-heat. They ought to be kept close, 

and shaded from strong sun for about three 

weeks, by which time they will generally be 

well rooted; they may then be potted in 4 or 

5-inch pots, using liglit compost, and plenty 

of drainage, and when again established, freely 

exposed to the air. About the middle of May, 

or as soon as all danger of frost is over, the 

j)0ts may be placed out of doors, on a dry hard 

bottom, in a sheltered situation, well exposed 

to the sun. 

Cuttings may also be inserted in the open 

ground in March and April, and will form 

good plants by autumn, when they may either 

remain in the ground to bloom, or be taken 

up, potted, and removed to the greenhouse. 

They will not, however, be equal to plants 

grown in pots. Nice little plants for late 

bloom may likewise be obtained by taking off 

ciittings 5 or G inches in length from the tops 

of the shoots in July or August, striking them 

in slight bottom-heat, potting off in 4-inch 

pots, placing on a hard bottom, out of doors, 

and shifting into G-inch pots when they have 

filled the others with roots. 

Suckers springing from near the surface, 

with z’oots attached, afford a ready means of 

propagation, soon forming well-rooted plants, 

and are by many preferred to cuttings, with 

which their treatment is the same. 

After-culture in Pots.—The plants struck in 

autumn are repotted in April, or as soon as the 

jzots are filled with roots, and again in June, 

using pots a size or two larger than those 

previously employed; the spring-struck plants 

should likewise be shifted when necessary, say 

in May and June. The whole of the plants 

should, at this period, be plunged 2 or 3 feet 

apart, and to about three-fourths the depth of 

the pots, giving the Pompones a spot shaded 

from strong sun. About the middle of J uly, 

or sooner if the pots are well filled with 

roots, the plants should be shifted into their 

blooming pots, plenty of drainage being af¬ 

forded. For the large-flowering kinds 9, 11, 

or 12-inch pots may be used, but for the Pom- 

pone varieties 8 or 9-inch ones will be sufficient. 

Throughout their subsequent growth attention 

must be paid to syringing the plants overhead 

night and morning, to watering frequently 

and copiously at the root, and to turning round 

the pots two or three times a week, in order 

to obtain a well balanced growth, as well as to 

prevent the roots striking into the ground. 

Staking, pegging down, and tying out the 

shoots, must likewise be attended to as the 

plants advance. Stopping should be com¬ 

menced as soon as the leaders are G or 8 inches 

high, and repeated when the shoots which 

result are 3 or 4 inches long; but it is not ad¬ 

visable as a general rule to practise the opera¬ 

tion after the end of J uly, otherwise the bloom 

may be retarded, and suffer in consequence; 

with the Pompones, however, there is less 

danger of this being the case. Weak liquid 

manure may be given early in the summer, 

and increased in strength and frequency as the 

buds appear, discontinuing, however, when 

these begin to show colour’. The large flower¬ 

ing kinds, when fine, rather than numerous 

blooms are required, must have their flower- 

buds thinned out to one or two on each stem, 

preserving, of course, the strongest and healthi¬ 

est buds. In the end of September, or begin¬ 

ning of October, the plants should be removed 

to a cold pit, from which they may be trans¬ 

ferred to a cool greenhouse as soon as in 

bloom, or they may be placed in it at once 

if more convenient. 

Plants in the open ground may likewise 

be taken up when the buds begin to swell, 

taking care to injure the roots as little as pos- 
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sible, potted in large pots, plunged for a few 

days in a shady situation till established, and 

removed to the greenhouse, where they will 

make a good show, though not so fine a one 

as pot plants. 

Whilst under glass, the plants mei’ely re¬ 

quire to be supplied with plenty of water, and 

abundance of air, whenever the weather is 

favourable. After flowering, they shoiild be 

cut down to within 3 or 4 inches of the soil, 

and placed in a eold pit till spring, when, 

cuttings having been taken off, they may 

either be divided and planted out in April, 

or preserved for flowering in pots in the 

following autumn; but for this purpose young 

plants are greatly to be preferred. 

Culture in Borders.—The early varieties, 

and especially the Pompones, flower very well 

in favourable seasons out of doors, though, of 

course, not in such perfection as under glass, 

where they are not exposed to auti;mnal frosts, 

which frequently injure, if not destroy, the 

bloom when no protection is afforded. A rich 

warm border is to be preferred for plantations 

out of doors, and it should be prepared by 

trenching 2 feet deep in winter or spring, mix¬ 

ing plenty of well decompo.sed manure with the 

soil in the operation. If old pot plants are to 

be employed, they may be divided in March 

or April, and planted out 2^ feet apart; the 

Pompones, however, being of more compact 

growth, may be placed 2 feet apart. Plants 

from cuttings struck late in autumn, or early 

in spring, may be turned out at the above dis¬ 

tances as soon as well rooted, taking care to 

loosen the balls In planting; they will form 

fine strong plants by autumn. The after 

management of border plants is, in most re¬ 

spects, the same as that for pot plants; fre¬ 

quent waterings must be given in dry weather, 

occasionally sprinkling or syringing overhead, 

and liquid manure should be supplied two or 

three times a week, commencing in July, and 

discontinuing when the buds are about to ex¬ 

pand. A top-dressing of compost, consisting of 

rich loam, and thoroughly decompo.sed manure, 

may be spread over the bed in July; it will 

serve to protect the roots near the surface from 

the sun, and at every watering a portion of the 

nutritive matters of the compost will be carried 

down to the roots. Staking, tying, and dis¬ 

budding the large flowering kinds should 

likewise be attended to. 

Instead of putting out the plants in open 

borders, they may be planted in front of a 

warm wall or paling, and fan trained; in this 

way a better show of bloom will be produced, 

and there is the additional advantage that pro¬ 

tection can be readily given in frosty nights. 

THE HOLLYHOCK {Althaea rosect), is a native 

of China, and has been an inhabitant of our 

gardens for about 300 years. Formerly the 

plant was almost invariably propagated by 

seed; and no care having been taken to per¬ 

petuate the variations which thus arose, or to 

cross them with each other, little, if any im¬ 

provement, on the character of the flower was 

effected. The late Mr. Barron, of Walden, 

however, directed his attention to raising im¬ 

proved varieties, and continuing them; but 

Mr. Bircham, Mr. Chater, Mr. Parsons, Mr. 

Paul, and Mr. Roake, have, since Mr. Barron’s 

decease, originated most of the varieties at 

present in cultivation, probably outstripping 

by far his most sanguine expectations, for 

scarcely any of his kinds is up to the standard 

of the present day. The hollyhock has now 

risen to the rank of a florist’s flower, as well 

as become a most valuable plant for the deco¬ 

ration of the flower-garden and shrubbery, in 

the autumnal months, when no garden of any 

pretension should be without a choice collec¬ 

tion of its varieties. This may consist of the 

following sorts, for the selection of which we 

are indebted to Mr. W. Paul, of Chcshunt, 

whose exertions in connection with this flower 

are so well known:— 
Annie (Chater), flesh white, chocolate base. 

Beauty of Cheshunt (Paul), light rosy red. 

Beauty of Walden (Chater), rosy carmine. 

Black Prince (Gibbon), black. 

Diadem (Downie and Laird), shaded lilac. 

El Dorado (Paul), bright golden yellow. 

Empress (Chater), fawn, apricot base. 

Fearless (Chater), pale creamy fawn. 

General Havelock (Paul), bright scarlet crimson. 

General Windham (Parker), reddish claret purple. 

Honorable Mrs. Ashley (Roake), lilac peach. 

In Memoriam (Paul), crimson maroon. 

Lady Franklin (Paul), deep pink. 

Lady Tarleton (Paul), pearly flesh, white edges. 

Lady 'Willoughby d’Eresby (Paul), rich cream. 

Lady Middleton (Chater), ro.sy crimson, shaded with 

salmon. 

Lemonade improved (Bircham), canary, purple base 

Lilac Queen (Chater), lilac blush, purple base. 

Memnon (Paul), beautiful light crimson. 

IMiss Ashley (Roake), pale creamy fawn. 

Mrs. Oakes (Bircham), shaded salmon. 

Plutarch (Paul), plnm colour. 

Pourpre de Tyre (Bircham), rich purple. 

Pourpre Noir (Paul) dark purple. 

Primrose Perfection (Roake), delicate primrose. 

Purple Perfection (Bircham), light purple. 

Queen of Beauties (Chater), rosy peach. 
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Queen of the Yellows (Paul), clear pale yellow. 

Queen of the Buffs (Chater), pale huff. 

Queen of the Whites (Paul), pure white. 

Saturn (Chater], clear apricot. 

Souvenir (Bircham), purplish rose. 

A^eritas (Paul), creamy white. 

AValden Masterpiece (Chater), lemon, shaded with pink. 

Waterloo (Paul), blood red. 

AVhite Globe (Paul) white. 

Soil.—For striking the cuttings, a mixture 

of sandy loam and leaf-mould may be em¬ 

ployed; and when rooted, they will grow well 

in good sandy loam. For the final 23lantation 

a rich loam is the best; but the jdant will 

succeed well in any good garden soil well ex¬ 

posed to the sun. Previous to planting, the 

ground should be dug two spades deep, and if 

of a poor nature, some well decom^oosed man¬ 

ure ought to be incorjjorated with it. 

Propagation.—The hollyhock is jmopagated 

by seed, division of the plant, and cuttings. 

Eaising from seed is only practised to obtain 

new varieties, and where a large number of 

plants is required for the decoration of shrub¬ 

beries. The seed should be saved from the 

finest sorts, and sown out of doors in June or 

July, in an open situation, and before winter 

the seedlings should be taken up, potted, and 

placed in a cold frame. The seed may also 

be sown, as soon as ripe, in pots or pans of 

light rich soil, placed in a slight bottom heat. 

When the seedlings have made two leaves, 

they may be potted into 3-inch pots, kept 

close till again established, and then hardened 

off and j)laced in a cold frame. In either 

case the young j)lants should remain in the 

cold frame during the winter, shifting into 

larger pots when necessary, and they may be 

jjlanted out in the end of April. 

Division of the roots is effected after flower- 

ing, but jdants from cuttings are generally 

preferred to those obtained in this way. In 

I)erforming the operation, each crown should 

be separated into two or three parts, preserv¬ 

ing to each of these at least one bud, and as 

large a quantity of roots as possible. 

The usual mode of i^ropagation is by cut¬ 

tings, which may be taken off nearly all the 

year round, those struck in summer and au¬ 

tumn blooming early, and those put in during 

the spring, late. The cuttings are made from 

the young shoots; the.se are taken off close to 

the old root as soon as they are 2 or 3 inches 

in length, potted singly and firmly in 3-inch 

pots, watered gently, placed in a cold frame, 

shut up close, and shaded from sun. After a 

week a little air may be admitted; and when 

well rooted, the young plants may be freely 

ex^wsed to the air, whenever the weather is 

favourable. In the case of varieties difficult 

to strike, and when i:)roimgation is carried on 

between October and March, a gentle bottom- 

heat should be ajqdied. 

Another mode of propagation much prac¬ 

tised by nurseiyinen, consists in taking off 

the side shoots close to their base as soon 

as they begin to get firm in July, August, 

or September, and cutting them into as 

many pieces as there are eyes. The leaves, 

with the exception of a portion of the leaf¬ 

stalk, having been removed, the pieces are 

planted in light mould, either horizontally, 

and covered with soil to the depth of an inch, 

or vertically; a hand-glass should then be 

placed over them, and care must be taken to 

shade from strong sun. When struck they 

ought to be potted in 3-inch pots and iJaced 

in a cold frame. 

After-culture.—At whatever period of the 

season the plants may have been propagated, 

they ought to be kept near the glass in a cold 

frame during the winter, plenty of air and but 

little water being given. Particular attention 

should be paid to shifting as the jDots become 

filled with roots, for, observes Mr. Paul, if 

large flowers and handsome spikes of holly¬ 

hocks are wanted, the plants, when in a young 

state, must never he allowed to become pot-hound; 

an abundance of water should also be given in 

May and June, the period when their large 

porous leaves are in the most active state. In 

the coirrse of March the plants may be gradu¬ 

ally hardened off. Those for early bloom may 

be planted out, where they are to flower, in 

the middle or end of April, according to the 

season and locality, whilst those for late bloom 

may be jmt out a mouth later. If jfianted in 

masses, a distance of 3 feet every way may 

be allowed between hollyhocks; if in rows, 

these may be 4 feet apart, and 3 feet from each 

other in the row. After jJanting, a flower¬ 

pot should be placed over the jflants at night 

till all danger of frost is over, and co2:)ious 

waterings given in dry weather. 

Strong growing plants may be allowed to 

send uj) two, or even three flower-spikes, and 

the Aveaker ones not more than one; all side- 

shoots should therefore be removed as they 

ajDpear. These will prove iiseful for cuttings. 

M lien the plants are a foot high, strong stakes 

must be driven into the ground so as to be 
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about 3 feet above the surface, and to these 

the flower-spikes should be tied as they ad¬ 

vance. In the case of flowers intended for 

exhibition, the spikes are topped when they 

reach the height of 7 or 8 feet, the flower- 

buds thinned, so as to leave no more than 

suflicient to cover the spike when they ex¬ 

pand, and the bloom protected from sun and 

rain for a week or ten days before exhibition. 

After flowering, the spikes are cut down to 

within 6 inches of the ground, and, at the 

approach of winter, the plants should be taken 

up and placed in a cold frame till April; but 

if the soil is tolerably dry, the roots of all, 

except choice varieties, may remain in the 

open ground. 

THE CARNATION {Dianthus Caryophyllus, 

L.).—The species from which the varieties of 

this flower have originated having been found 

wild in England, is generally considered to be 

indigenous, but many suppose that it was in¬ 

troduced from Italy. However that may be, 

the carnation has been cultivated in our gar¬ 

dens from a very early period, for Chaucer, 

who wrote in the fourteenth century, men¬ 

tions the clove carnation, or girofler, as it was 

then called. This name, derived from the 

French girojlier (clove), was no doubt given 

in conseqiience of the powerful spicy aroma of 

the flowers, and it afterwards became corrupted 

into gillyflower, or Julyflower. It may, how¬ 

ever, be remarked, that these appellations are 

thought by some to have arisen from the cir¬ 

cumstance of the plant flowering in July. 

The varieties are extremely numerous. 

Rea, in 1676, gives the names of 360 distinct 

sorts of all classes, and at the present time 

upwards of 200 are grown in the nursery of 

Mr. Turner, of Slough. They are divided 

into hizarres, flakes, and picotees. Bizarres are 

those in which the white ground colour is 

striped with two colours, one of which is 

darker than the other. Flakes are those in 

which the ground coloiir of the petals is striped 

with only one colour—purple, scarlet, or rose. 

Picotees, instead of being striped, have the 

petals edged with various shades of red, purple, 

rose, or scarlet, the band of colour being more 

or less dense, and of gi-eater or less breadth, in 

different varieties. The picotee, it may be 

observed, is always spoken of by florists as if 

it were a distinct plant from the carnation^ 

but both may be raised from seed produced in 

the same seed-pod, and both require the same 

treatment. 

Propagation.—The carnation is propagated 

by seed, layers, and occasionally by pipings. 

Seed may be sown in May, in pots or pans of 

light mould, covering thinly with finely sifted 

soil. After sowing, the pots should be placed 

out of doors in a position where they will be 

shaded from strong sun, and care must be taken 

to keep the soil sufficiently moist. When the 

young plants have made six leaves they may 

be planted out, 6 or 8 inches apart, in beds 

where they are to remain for blooming, which 

they will mostly do in the following season. 

Layering is the usual mode of propagating 

established varieties; it is performed in the 

end of July, or first fortnight in August. The 

plants should be well-watered at the root a 

day or two before, the lower leaves of the 

shoots intended to be layered cut off, and 

some light sandy mould spread round the 

plants for the layers to root in. Each shoot 

is cut half through a little below the third 

joint from the top, and the knife having been 

gently inclined to one side, an incision is 

made along the middle of the shoot to the 

distance of about half an inch from the joint, 

so as to form a tongue, the portion of which 

extending beyond the joint is then cut off. 

The layer is next bent down to the ground, 

care being taken to keep the tongue separate 

from the rest of the shoot, fixed in that posi¬ 

tion by means of a small hooked peg, and the 

lower portion covered with soil to the depth 

of 1 inch. Afterwards the layers merely re¬ 

quire to be watered oecasionally through a 

fine rose, and in the end of September or be¬ 

ginning of October they may be severed from 

the parent plant close to the joint at which 

they were layered, and potted singly in 3-inch, 

or two in 4 or 5-inch pots. Pot rather firmly, 

use plenty of drainage, and place near the 

glass in a cold frame, keeping close for five or 

six days. After that time a good watering 

may be given, and air admitted gradually at 

first, but afterwards freely. 

Pipings are taken off as soon as the young 

shoots are sufficiently long, in the last fort¬ 

night in June or first week of Jiily. When 

the operation is deferred to a later period than 

this, the plants have not time to become pro¬ 

perly rooted before winter, and seldom bloom 

well the following season. For striking the 

pipings, a slight hotbed should be made up, 

and covered with 5 or 6 inches of light sandy 

soil, mixed with loaf-mould. For making 

pipings, short jointed shoots are to be pre- 
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ferred. These, having been cut off close below 

the second or third joint, and the bottom pair 

of leaves removed, are planted | inch deep 

and 2 inches apart, or even closer, if a large 

number is to be struck. In planting, the soil 

oirght to be pressed round the pipings; and 

after they are put in a gentle watering should 

be given. When the foliage has dried, they 

may be covered with a frame and sashes, or 

with hand-glasses. Afterwards they must be 

kept close and shaded from bright sun; but 

if any of them are suffering from damp, air 

should be admitted in order to dispel it, and, 

at the same time, all decaying leaves must be 

picked off. Excessive dryness has likewise 

to be guarded against; a gentle watering should 

therefore be given whenever it appears neces¬ 

sary, taking care, however, that the foliage is 

dry before they are again shut up. As they 

become rooted air may be admitted, and the 

quantity gradually increased till at length they 

are fully exposed. As soon as sufficiently 

rooted they should be planted out, 6 inches 

apart, in a nurseiy bed, where they may re¬ 

main till the time for potting arrives, in Sep¬ 

tember or October. 

Soil.—The carnation thrives best in a fresh 

loamy soil, not too strong, and but moderately 

enriched. Innumerable composts have been 

recommended for the growth of this plant, but 

most of them are of a very complicated nature, 

and by far too I’ich. Perhaps the best soil 

that can be employed consists of three parts 

loam, from an old pasture, laid in a heap for a 

year or more, and frequently turned, and one 

part well decomposed cow or stable manure, 

the whole well mixed six months before it is 

required, and occasionally turned in the inter¬ 

val. For some time previous to use it should 

be kept dry; it ought also to be carefully 

examined to see that it contains no wire- 

worms, for these would quickly destroy the 

plants. 

General Culture.—The plants after having 

been potted are kept in a cold frame during 

the winter. Air is freely admitted night and 

day whenever the weather is favourable, the 

sashes being drawn completely off in fine days. 

About the beginning of December it is advis¬ 

able to plunge the pots up to the rims in coal- 

ashes to protect the roots from frost. Early 

in March the plants must be shifted into 

their blooming pots, the strongest being potted 

first. Three plants placed in an 11 or 12-inch 

pot present the finest appearance when in 

bloom; or two may be potted in a 9 or 10- 

inch pot. In potting, plenty of drainage should 

be used, and it is of the utmost importance to 

press the soil very firmly into the pots and 

round the plants. After potting, those which 

require support must be secured to small sticks, 

and the whole of the plants should be placed 

on a dry hard bottom, in a warm, sheltered 

situation. If, however, the weather prove 

unfavourable at the time of potting they ought 

to be jfiaced in frames, or to be pi'otected with 

inverted flower pots or hand-glasses till all 

danger of severe frost is over. Before the 

plants have grown much, sticks or pieces of wire 

about 4 feet in length should be inserted for 

the support of the flower-stems. All shoots, 

except the leading one, which are likely to run 

up for flowering must be regularly stopped; 

water given when necessary; the surface of 

the soil stirred when it becomes hard; and the 

flower stems tied to the sticks as they lengthen. 

About the beginning of Maj'' the surface of 

the soil in the pots should be cleaned, and a 

top-dressing of decayed cow-dung and loam 

applied. After this has been done, disbudding 

ought to be ^moceeded with. The extent to 

which the removal of the buds may be carried 

Avill depend on the habit of the plants, and 

the purpose for which they are grown. On 

weak growing sorts some eminent florists only 

leave one bud, on strong growers seldom more 

than two or three, but when the blooms are 

not intended for exhibition a greater number 

may be allowed. When the buds have nearly 

attained their full size, they should be tied 

round the middle with a piece of bass to pre¬ 

vent the calyx from bursting; and this liga¬ 

ture must be frequently examined, and loosened 

when it is becoming too tight. Instead of 

bass a narrow atrip of silk coated with isin¬ 

glass may be employed, moistening it before it 

is 2?ut on. Attention is likewise paid by 

florists to assisting the flower in opening, by 

splitting open the divisions of the calyx with 

a sharp pointed penknife or fine scissors; but 

in performing this operation care must be 

taken not to injure the petals. In order to 

keep the flowers in shape, as well as to display 

them to greater advantage, a circular piece of 

card, with a hole in the centre sufficiently 

large for the calyx to pass through, having 

also a slit from the centre to the circumference, 

is placed beneath each bloom as soon as the 

external or guard petals have dropped. When 

the buds begin to open, the plants should be 
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protected frona strong sun and rain by a can¬ 

vas covering, or in an airy glass structure. 

THE PINK.—This delightful flower is by 

some considered to be derived from the same 

species as the carnation {Dianihus Caryophyl- 

lus) whilst others assign it to D. plumarius and 

D. ddtoides, both of which are indigenous to 

Britain. It is probable, however, that all these 

species, and perhaps some others, have contri¬ 

buted towards the production of the many 

beautiful varieties which are now in cultivation. 

The pink succeeds well when planted in 

any tolerably rich soil, but for the production 

of perfect blooms a bed should be specially 

prepared. A mixture of two parts turfy or 

maiden loam, one of vegetable mould, and 

one of well decomposed cow-dung, the whole 

turned several times and thoroughly incorpo¬ 

rated, answers exceedingly well. If the loam 

is of a stifi" nature it will be advisable to add 

sand to render it sufficiently open. The bed 

should be prepared in August; it may be 

formed to the depth of 1 foot or 18 inches, 

according as more or less compost can be af¬ 

forded, the greater depth, however, being pre¬ 

ferable. It ought to be raised as much as 6 

or 8 inches above the path, and rounded in 

Older to throw off the rain in autumn. An 

edging of wood or slate will serve to confine 

the soil of the bed within proper limits. 

The pink is propagated by seeds, layers, and 

pipings, the latter method being that gene¬ 

rally adopted; and the modes of proceeding are 

exactly the same as in the case of the carnation. 

Planting is performed in September, and 

ought never to be deferred later than the be- 

ginning of October, otherwise the plants will 

not be well established in the ground before 

winter, which is a matter of the greatest im¬ 

portance. The distance allowed between the 

plants may be from 8 to 10 inches. After¬ 

wards it is merely necessary to water in dry 

weather, and to stir the surface of the soil 

when this becomes too hard. In the middle 

or end of March the edges of the bed should 

be made up so that it may be nearly level. 

An inch of well decomposed manure should 

then be spread over the surface, into which it 

may be lightly forked early in May. 

When the flower stems shoot up, thin them 

less or more according as the plants are of a 

strong growing habit, or the contrary. Florists 

only allow one flower stem to weak plants, 

and seldom more than four to those which are 

vigorous; but when the plants are grown for 

ordinary flower garden decoration this need 

not be attended to; the side buds should, 

however, be removed. Weak liquid manure 

may be occasionally given at this period; in 

all other respects the treatment should be the 

same as for the carnation. 

PANSY or HEARTSEASE. — The numerous 

varieties of this interesting and popular flower 

have been obtained from Viola tricolor, a na,- 

tive of Britain, by sowing the seed and hybi’id- 

izing with other species of the same family. 

For ordinaiy flower garden decoration the 

plant may be grown in any cool border, but 

where choice varieties are cultivated a bed 

must be prepared for the purpose. A situa¬ 

tion shaded from the mid-day sun, but not 

overhung by tall trees or shrubs, is the best. 

The site of the bed having been decided on, 1 

foot or 18 inches of the surface soil should bo 

removed, and replaced with a compost of sandy 

or decayed turfy loam, leaf-mould, and rotten 

cow-dung, the whole thoroughly incorporated, 

laid in a heap for some months previous to 

use, and occasionally turned. The proportions 

of four parts loam, one leaf-mould, and one 

dung will be found to answer wmll either for 

culture in beds or in pots. If the loam is 

rather stiff as much sand should be added as 

will serve to keep it open. 

The heartsease is propagated by seeds, cut¬ 

tings, and occasionally by layers. Seed may 

be sown at any time when the weather is suf¬ 

ficiently mild, but preferably in April or May, 

and in August and September. The sowing 

should be made in pans of light rich soil, 

either in gentle heat or in a cold frame,- and 

the seeds covered lightly with fine soil. As 

soon as strong enough the seedlings should be 

planted out in a cool border, but if they have 

come up so late in the season that they cannot 

get well established before winter, it will be 

advisable to keep them in store pots in cold 

frames till February or March. As soon as 

the plants come into bloom the most promis¬ 

ing should be selected for propagation, and 

the rest discarded. 
Cuttings may be struck at any period of the 

season, but with the greatest facility in spring 

and autumn; where it is desired to keep up a 

good stock the work of propagation should, 

however, be carried on throughout the sum¬ 

mer. In this way, also, a succession of bloom 

will be produced, the spring struck cuttings 

coming in for late bloom, the summer ones for 

late and early flowering, and those put in in 
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autumn, for succession. For cuttings, side 

shoots about 2 inches long are to be preferred, 

and if springing from beneath the soil and 

partially rooted so much the better. These 

may be planted in light sandy soil, in a cool 

shady border, and covered for a few days with 

a hand-glass; but if taken olf in spring or 

autumn, they ought to be put in round the 

edges of 5-iuch pots in a frame, where they 

should merely be shaded from strong sun. 

When rooted, they may be planted out in 

nursery beds of light soil till the time for 

final planting arrives; it is safest, however, 

to pot up the general stock in October, and 

place it near the glass in a cold frame, where 

tlie plants may remain till March, merely 

protecting from frost, but giving them all the 

air possible. 

Culture in Pots.—For flowering iu jDots, 

vigorous plants should be selected, and these 

having been potted in the end of September 

or beginning of October, iu 4 or 5-iuch pots, 

with plenty of drainage, are placed near the 

glass in a cold frame with a south aspect. 

As much air and light are given as j^ossible, 

the sashes being drawn oflt iu fine days, but 

kept close and covered up in frost, and water 

is supplied in moderation in mild weather. 

Early in Febmary the plants are shifted into 

G or 8-inch pots for blooming, using plenty of 

drainage, removing the old surface, and loos¬ 

ening the sides of the ball. Water is with¬ 

held for three or four days. Afterward.?, as 

the plants progress, attention is directed to 

thinning, pegging, and tying out the stems; 

and as they begin to show bloom weak liquid 

manure may be given with advantage two or 

three times a week to such varieties as are not 

apt to become over-luxuriant, and produce 

coarse flowers. In May the frames should be 

turned so as to face the south and render less 

shading necessary. 

W^ith regal’d to flowers intended for exhibi¬ 

tion, the treatment in other respects is the same 

as in beds; but where the plants are to be 

shown iu pots, the buds are removed till about 

three weeks previous to the day, in order to 

have all the stems iu flower at the same time. 

Culture in Beds.—Plants intended for early 

flowering may be planted in the blooming bed 

in the end of September or beginning of Octo¬ 

ber; those for succession in the end of Febru- 

arj’ or in March, according to the season and 

state of the ground; and those for autumn 

bloom in a cool border iu July. The distance 

between the plants may be 10 or 12 iuclies 

for such as are of weakly or medium growth, 

and 15 inches for those of vigorous habit. 

After planting, little is required beyond stir¬ 

ring the surface soil occasionally, searching 

for slugs, which are frequently very destruc¬ 

tive, watering freely in dry weather, removing 

decaying leaves, thinning out the shoots, and 

pegging down the branches. A top-dressing 

of well decomposed manure and loam should 

also be spread over the beds in spring, any 

vacancies which may exist having been pre¬ 

viously fllled up. Slight protection may also 

be given in winter to autumn planted beds, 

by sticking in spruce branches, or by covering 

in severe weather with mats. Where fine 

flowers are required for exhibition, only from 

two to six main stems are allowed to remain, 

the side shoots being removed from time to 

time; and the bloom buds are picked off until 

about three weeks before exhibition, whilst 

the beds are shaded from strong sun, wind, 

and heavy rain by a calico covering. 

THE AUEICULA—{Primula Auricula, L.)— 

a native of the Alps, has long been cultivated 

in this country, and prized by florists as one 

of their finest flowers. The date of its intro¬ 

duction is, however, unknown, but it must 

have been prior to 1597, when the plant was 

described by Gerard, who mentions several 

sorts of Bear’s Ear, by which name the auri¬ 

cula was formerly known, as being then com¬ 

monly grown near London. Since that time, 

great improvements have been effected in the 

flower through the efforts of florists, and the 

active competition which exists amongst the 

operatives in the great manufacturing towns, 

who have carried the culture of this plant to 

a high degree of perfection. 

In the language of florists, a single flower 

is a pip, and several of these borne on the 

same flower stem, constitute a truss. The 

individual j^ip is divided into four parts, the 

sexual organs in the centre or tube of the 

flower, called the thrum, the circle of white 

surrounding this, called the eye or jmste, the 

next external band, which shorrld have a 

feathery edge, termed the ground colour, and 

the margin or edge. According to the colour 

of the edge the varieties are divided into 

Green-edged, Grey-edged, and White-edged, and 

those which have no edge or distinct band of 

colour external to the ground colour, consti¬ 

tute a fourth class termed Selfs. Besides these 

there is another division, the Alpines, in 
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vhich the paste is yellow instead of white, 

whilst the portion of the flower external to 

the paste does not consist of ground colour 

and edge in distinct zones, but of a mixture 

of colours; such varieties are, however, but 

little cultivated by florists. 

Propagation.—The auricula is propagated 

by seed for the production of new varieties, 

and by division of the plant for the perpetua¬ 

tion of the identical sorts. 

The seed may be sowm soon after it is 

gathered in August or September; but sow¬ 

ing in January, February, or the early part 

of March, is preferable, as the seedlings in 

this case do not require so much protection, 

and are not so liable to damp oflf as those 

raised from seed sown in autumn. The seed 

should be sown thinly in pots or pans well 

drained, and filled with light rich mould sifted 

fine. A mixture of sandy loam and leaf- 

mould will answer very well. Only a thin 

covering of earth should be given. After 

sowing, the pots ought to be placed in a cold 

frame or near the glass in a greenhouse, but 

iu a position shaded from strong sun; and a 

proper degree of moisture should be preserved 

in the soil by gentle waterings, or by a slight 

covering of moss kept over the sui’face till 

the seedlings come up. Care should be taken 

in giving water not to wet the foliage; and 

when the young plants have made 3 or 4 

leaves, they may be transplanted into 3-inch 

pots and hardened off; some, however, plant 

out G inches apart in a shady border, as soon 

as the weather will permit. In the following 

season many of the seedlings will bloom, and 

when this takes jrlace, those which offer a 

favourable prospect should be picked out, and 

the rest dispensed with. 

Propagation by division is best effected in 

the end of February or beginning of March, 

though the operation may be performed in 

the beginning of August, if repotting at that 

period is adopted. The offsets or suckers are 

taken oflf between the finger and thumb, or 

with a blunt knife, taking care to disturb the 

roots as little as possible, and finely pow¬ 

dered charcoal is placed on the woxxnds. The 

offsets should then be potted iu 3-inch pots, 

or in threes round the edges of 5-inch pots, 

using light loamy soil wuth a plentiful admix¬ 

ture of leaf-mould and silver sand, and placed 

in a cold frame till again established. A 

writer in the Midland Florist, 1854, p. 342, 

states that he has often successfully practised 

the following mode of propagation, in the 

case of varieties that do not readily produce 

suckers. He says, “ When I repot, about the 

first week in August, those with long tap 

roots I cut well back; the part of the root I 

thus cut from favourites, I pot, leaving nothing 

but the cut part above the earth. I then 

give them a little water with a syringe or 

watering-pan; and in two or three weeks 

peiiiaps as many buds will make their appear¬ 

ance round the old root. These grow very 

fast, and may be potted singly in autumn or 

spring, according to their size.” 

Soil.—Haddock, Emerton, and many other 

authorities on the cultivation of the auricula, 

recommend excessively rich composts for the 

growth of the plant, which, when thus highly 

fed, generally perishes; for the consequences 

of over-feeding in the vegetable as in the ani¬ 

mal kingdom, are disease, and most frequently 

premature death. At the present day, less 

stimulating mixtures are employed. Dr. 

Horner, of Hull, an eminent cultivator of this 

plant, considers the most suitable soil to be 

twm parts pasture sods two years old, one part 

cow-dung three years old, and half a j art of 

coarse river sand; and to this compost he adds 

in potting a small quantity of partially de¬ 

cayed leaves. Good rich loamy soil from an 

old pasture and old frame dung will, he ob¬ 

serves, be good substitutes for sods and cow 

manure, and should be used in the same pro¬ 

portions. The late Mr. Dickson, of Brixton, 

employed a mixture of one-thii’d Norwood 

loam, one-thii'd peat and leaf-mould in equal 

quantities, and one-third rotten dung. 

Mr. Staton, of Ruddington, near Notting¬ 

ham, uses a compost consisting of one bainow- 

load of decayed sandy turf two years old, one 

barrow-load of rotten sheep’s dung, and about 

half a peck of stick ashes; these ingredients 

must be mixed together twm months previous 

to plotting time, and turned over once a-week, 

so that every part may be well exposed to the 

sun. Afterwards it is sifted through a fine 

sieve.—Florist, 1847, p. 13.) 
Mr. Lightbody of Falkirk has used for 

many years a compost of two barrow-loads ot 

cow-dung at least two years old, one barrow¬ 

load of leaf-mould, and one of pure light loam 

from an old pasture. These are intimately 

mixed together, and a sufficiency of fine silver 

sand added to keep the mass open and insure 

drainage. He contrives to have it all frozen 

through during the v/iuter by removing the 

93 
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frozen surface and placing it under an open 

shed, where it remaius till wanted. 

Mr. Cooke, of Coventry, another successful 

cultivator, states, that the auricula thrives 

and colours well in a mixture of one-half old 

hotbed manure, and one-half sound fibrous 

loam, well turned over and frozen through 

before being used. He has foimd charcoal or 

wood ashes preferable to sand in the compost, 

as these substances not only keep the soil 

open, and therefore sweet, but also help to 

fertilize it.—{Florist, 1853, p. 93.) 

General Culture.—Although the amucula 

may be grown in a shady border, yet the finer 

varieties can only he flowered in perfection in 

pots and imder protection. For this purpose 

a cool frame or pit is generally employed; but 

a frame specially adapted for the plant is pre¬ 

ferable. There are several such contrivances 

in use; one of the best is that devised by Dr. 

Horner. It stands on legs between 2 and 3 

feet high, and is open at bottom. The back 

is of wood, and there is a door in it for access 

to the plants and for the admission of air. 

The ends and front are of glass, the former 

are fixed, and the latter, being hinged to the 

frame, can be let down at pleasure for giving 

ail'. The top is protected with sashes, which 

can be tilted or entirely removed when it is 

desired to completely expose the plants. In 

the interior there are five rows of shelves, the 

rise between which is 2 inches, and the dis¬ 

tance from the glass 15 inches. Each shelf is 

5 inches in breadth, and a piece about 1 inch 

in width is cut out along the middle to within 

a short distance from each end, to permit the 

water to escape from the pots. The dimen¬ 

sions are:—height from the ground at back, 

4 feet 8 inches; in front, 3 feet 8 inches; 

width, 3 feet 8 inches, and length 7 feet 2 
inches. 

here a frame like that above described 

is not at command, the plant may be success¬ 

fully grown in a common garden frame, care 

being taken to jiave or concrete the bottom, 

and give it a proper slo^ie to allow moisture 

to run off. If, in addition, a portion of the 

front and also of the back of the frame were 

hinged, so that they could be let down to give 

air in wet weather, it would greatly add to 

the convenience of the structure, and mate- 

rially contribute to the jireservation of the 
health of the plants. 

The season of growth in the auricula is from 

February till Juue; active vegetation is then 

suspended till the beginning of August, when 

it is resumed, continuing till about the middle 

of October, from which time till February, 

the plant remains in a state of rest. With 

regard to the culture during these periods, 

much difference of opinion exists, and many 

modes have been recommended; but in our 

opinion no directions are plainer and better 

than those of Dr. Horner, who says:—“ The 

pots for a full-sized plant should not exceed 

4 inches at the top, and 3 inches at the bot¬ 

tom, inside measure; they should also be 

made 5^ inches deep, to allow of abundant 

drainage, and should not be hard baked, but 

left as porous as possible. It is a great and 

almost universal fault to use pots of too large 

a size. The best time for potting is imme¬ 

diately after the plants have bloomed; for on 

account of the long previous confinement in 

the frame, the frequent waterings, and the 

excitement of blooming, the auricula is very 

ajjt to contract disease, especially rot or decay 

in some part of the main or tap-root, as it is 

called. This, in repotting, is at once detected, 

and consequently the life of the plant saved. 

Moreover, by early potting, ample time is 

given for the pot to get well filled with young 

healthy roots before the approach of winter— 

the great secret of a vigorous bloom the fol¬ 

lowing spring; neglect of yearly repotting is a 

great evil. The important operation is thus 

performed:—first, put at the bottom of the 

pot at least 1| inch of crocks of broken garden 

pots; on these place a thin layer of decayed 

leaves unbroken up; they prevent the soil 

from filling up the interstices between the 

crocks, and, moreover, furnish a most accept¬ 

able nidus for the roots of the plants. Next, 

fill up the pot within about 2 inches or so 

with the compost, leaving it slightly cone- 

shaped ; on the top of the cone put a little 

sand, on this place the end of the tap-root, 

and, having disposed the roots regularly over 

it, let the jJot be filled nearly to the brim, so 

that the soil just covers the insertion of the 

lowest leaf Now strike the pot smartly two 

or three times on the ground, and then re¬ 

move it to its summer quarters, when water 

must be given, just sufiicient to moisten the 

soil, and repeated at the end of a week, not 

before. In filling the pot with compost, I 

always put in about three fingers’ full of de¬ 

cayed or rather decaying leaves, not leaf-mould 

—a pinch here and there. In repotting the 

following year, an unusual mass of roots will 
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be found surrounding and piercing them 

through and through; they at once afford 

most acceptable nourishment and drainage. 

Previously to the operation of potting, the 

plant must be prepared by carefully crumbling 

off the old soil with the fingers, and then 

washing the roots in water, in order that any 

decay or disease may be detected, in which 

case it should be effectually cut out with a 

sharp knife, and the main root should then be 

shortened to within 1 inch of the leaves, leav¬ 

ing only the young and new fibres or roots. 

One great and fatal cause of the dwindling 

and disease of auriculas is the leaving too long 

a tap root; it will most assuredly decay and 

kill the plant. When it is desired to save 

seed, the operation of potting must be delayed 

till August. 

“The summer situation of the auricula is 

all-important. As it naturally delights to 

grow in open and elevated regions, as on the 

Alps, so its place and position in the garden 

must be comparatively high and of free ex¬ 

posure. The pots should stand on planks, 

which are raised 2 feet from the ground, and 

placed by the side of a wall or hedge having 

a noi'th-east aspect, and without awning or 

covering. Here they may be safely left till 

November; for if they are annually repotted, 

properly trimmed at the root, have sufficient 

drainage in the pots, and if due attention, 

moreover, be given to them from time to 

time (as by carefully twisting off decayed 

leaves, stirring the surfixce soil occasionally 

with the point of a knife), the much-talked-of 

rot need not be dreaded; but if these direc¬ 

tions as to potting, just described, have not 

been followed, and the plants have not been 

elevated on planks the required distance from 

the ground, and consequently left in the usual 

susceptible state of disease, by all means let a 

temporary awning be erected over them if the 

summer prove wet. 

“ In November, they may be placed in the 

frame, giving them all the aii’ possible, as by 

letting down the front lights and opening the 

door behind—the top lights being kept on in 

case of rain. Watering must be gradually 

withdrawn, so that during December and 

January the soil be just kept from being 

absolutely dry; if it be kept wet or damp, 

the plants will be in great danger of contract¬ 

ing disease, and of suffering from frost. In 

winter, during intense frost, the frame must 

be protected with efficient covering; two 

stout blankets, with an outer coverlet of tar- 

pauling, I have found the best, and, in the 

end, the cheapest materials. If not protected 

from severe frost, many of the flower-stems 

will be found deaf, or with only two or three 

pips at the blooming time. In winter, during 

milder days, the plants should have sufficient 

air. 

“About the end of Febniary, and during 

March, they must have all the air possible, 

and also should be exposed, by removing the 

top lights, to freqirent gentle showers; nothing 

is so invigorating. They must now also be 

top dressed with a compost of two parts cow 

manure, and one part loam, having previously 

removed the old soil to about the depth of 

1 inch. At the beginning of April, when 

they have pushed up their flower stems, they 

must not longer be exposed to showers of 

rain, but the soil must, to the end of the 

blooming season, be preserved in a moist state. 

As the pips, if frosted when about to expand, 

will never bloom flat, the frame must be care¬ 

fully protected, as just described, every night. 

In watering the plants, great care must be 

taken to avoid the foliage; and if a drop has 

accidentally fallen into the crown of the plant, 

it must be extracted by means of a camel-hair 

pencil, or decay will probably be indirced. A 

small watering-pot, with a spout foot long, 

bent at the end, and then contracted to the 

diameter of a goose-quill, should always be 

used for the purpose of watering. 

“When the pips are just exiranding into 

bloom, the frame, which has hitherto been 

exposed to a southern aspect, should be re¬ 

moved into the shade; or what is more feas¬ 

ible, the plants may be placed under hand¬ 

glasses, in a calm and shaded part of the 

garden, air being admitted at the bottom. 

The best plan, however, is to remove the 

plants into a common garden fi'ame, placed in 

a shaded part of the garden, with the benefit 

of two hours morning sun. The pots are not 

placed on the ground, but on shelves, gradu¬ 

ated according to the fall of the glass lights. 

Slide doors are made in the front and back 

of the frame, by which means any quantity of 

air can be admitted freely, to circulate around 

the bottoms, sides, &c., of the pots and plants; 

it is most injurious to admit air in the com¬ 

mon way, by tilting up the glass lights, as the 

cold air is thus suffered to blow directly upon 

the expanding blooms; hence the very great 

advantage of the contrivance just described. 
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As the pips expand, the smallest, least per¬ 

fect, and overcrowded ones must be carefully 

thinned out, leaving a truss of five, seven, or 

nine. When in full bloom, the plants may 

be removed to any other situation the grower 

may fancy, as to a cool, airy greenhouse, where 

their beauties can be more conveniently seen 

and examined.”—(Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1841, 

p. 397.) 

Mr. Lightbody, of Falkirk, another eminent 

cultivator of this plant, pursues a different 

system as regards potting. “ There can be no 

doubt,” says Mr. Lightbody, “ but that early 

potting causes many of the plants to bloom in 

autumn, which weakens the plants, and in¬ 

jures the spring bloom. My time for begin¬ 

ning this necessary operation is towards the 

end of July, so that I may have them all 

finished by the middle of August. The plan 

I follow is to shift two years consecutively, 

leaving a good ball of soil at the roots; and 

the third year to shake the whole of the com¬ 

post from the fibres, and pot them afresh. 

When I require to do this, I repot about a 

month earlier. The method I adopt in repot¬ 

ting is as follows:—For a full sized plant I 

use a pot 6 inches wide, and 7 deep; and for 

smaller plants and offsets, pots vaiying from 3 

to 5 inches wide.. For draining I use, first, a 

layer of broken crocks, then a layer of oyster 

shells, convex side up; above this I place some 

vegetable fibre, to prevent the compost chok¬ 

ing the drainage. I then fill in some compost; 

when this is done, I examine the plant to be 

repotted, and rediice the ball of fibres with a 

sharp knife. I like to grow my plants with 

short stems; consequently, the lower portion 

of the stem or carrot is well examined annually, 

and all decaying portions of it cut off, and the 

wound dressed with powdered wood-charcoal to 

dry it up, and keep the plant healthy. The 

offsets are then slipped carefully oflj and the 

part of the plant to which they adhered dressed 

also with charcoal; the plant is then placed 

in the centre of the pot, which is filled up to 

within about ^ inch of the top, care being 

taken to keep the foliage clear of the compost; 

a gentle stroke or two tipon the bench will 

settle the soil, and should it sink much, add 

the quantity necessary to complete the process. 

When the compost is shaken altogether from 

the plants, and the stem and fibres properly 

trimmed, the fibres require to be equally distri¬ 

buted over the soil in the pot, touching the 

side, and then filled up. Some cultivators 

I have recommended keeping the plants in a dry 

state for a few days after repotting. I have 

found harm resulting from following this ad¬ 

vice ; therefore they should be watered when¬ 

ever completed.”—(Florist, 1852, p. 33.) 

To Save Seed.—For this purpose the most 

healthy plants of varieties possessing desirable 

properties should alone be selected. These 

should be removed from the Vjlooming stock in 

March or April, and placed on a dry hard 

bottom, in a shady part of the garden, where 

there is no danger of accidental impregnation 

taking place. Here they merely require to 

be protected from heavy rain, and to be 

watered when there is danger of the soil in the 

pots becoming too dry. When the plants 

bloom, the pips should be thinned, by cutting 

out some of the weakest, and as soon as the 

seed ripens, the pods should be cut off as they 

successively turn brown, and kept in paper 

bags, in a dry place, till the time of sowing 

arrives. 

When artificial impregnation is resorted to, 

the anthers of the female parent should be 

carefully removed as soon as the flower opens, 

and the pollen applied to the stigma with a 

camel hair pencil. Afterwards, it is advisable 

to cover the plants with hand-glasses, or fine 

net, till all danger is past of accidental im¬ 

pregnation taking place. It may be remarked, 

that it is almost impossible to save seed pure 

in gardens where Alpines are grown. 

Diseases.—The roots of the auricula, and 

especially the tap-root, are frequently attacked 

by the rot or canker, in consequence of which 

the foliage changes colour, and the plant 

droops and quickly perishes. The causes of 

the disease appear to be deficient drainage, 

an excessive supply of moisture, want of air, 

and too rich a soil. On the first indication of 

disease, the plants should be turned out of the 

pots, the decayed portions of the roots cut off, 

thetap-roots shortened, and the wounds having 

been exposed for some time to the air to dry, 

the plants should be again repotted in fresh, 

rather poor soil. 

THE DAHLIA (Dahlia variahilis, D. C.)—• 

This splendid flower is a native of Mexico, 

and was introduced into England in 1789 by 

the Marchioness of Bute, who brought it from 

Spain. Since then great improvements have 

been effected in the form, size, and colours of 

the flowers, which now exhibit almost every 

shade of red, white, and yellow, as well as an 

infinite variety of mixtures of these colours. 
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The dahlia is propagated by seeds, cuttings, 

division of the roots, and occasionally by graft¬ 

ing. The seed may be sown in the end of 

March or in beginning of April, in pans filled 

with light rich soil, and placed in a bottom- 

heat of about 60°. When the seedlings are 

about 2 inches high, they should be pricked 

out in small pots, gradually hardened off 

in May, and planted out in the beginning of 

J une. 

In propagating by cuttings, which is the 

usual mode, the roots are planted, but without 

covering the crowns, in February or March, 

in light sandy mould, either on a hotbed or in 

large pots or boxes, placed in a moist bottom 

heat of about 60°. Shoots az-e soon produced, 

and should be taken off close to the root, as sooiz 

as they are 2 or 3 inches in length, and potted 

in thumb pots, or in threes round the edge of 

a 5-inch pot, using light sandy soil, with a 

layer of silver sand at top. They must then 

be removed to a gentle hot bed, and kept close, 

shaded, and watered gently, till they strike 

root. They may then be potted into 4-inch 

pots, well di’ained, and filled with rich soil, 

and, when established, hardened off, and re¬ 

moved to a cold pit or frame, where they 

should be kept near the glass, allowed jzlenty 

of air, and repotted when necessary. They 

may be planted out in the end of May or be¬ 

ginning of June, aizd protected, if the nights 

are cold, with an invei'ted flower-pot. 

Cuttings of the shoots may also be taken 

off below a joint in summer, and struck in 

heat. The plants thus obtained, merely re¬ 

quire to be protected from frost in wintei’, and 

to be started in heat and repotted in spring. 

Division of the roots is chiefly practised 

whez’e only a few sti’ong plants are I’equired. 

In this case place the roots in heat in March 

or April, and when the buds at the crown 

push, divide into as many pai’ts as possible, 

preserving at least one bud to each piece. 

The pieces must then be potted according 

to their size, and kept in a greenhouse or eold 

frame till the time of jzlanting out. 

Grafting is sometimes peiTormed in autumn, 

with the view of preserving new varieties, 

when there is danger of their roots dying in 

winter. A shoot is taken off just below a 

joint, one of the leaves cut off, and a poi'tion 

of the skin removed; it is then inserted into, 

or applied against a root, from which a cor¬ 

responding piece has been cut. The gi’aft 

having been tied up, and covered with clay, 

is potted so that it may be covered with 

the mould, and placed under a hand-glass in a 

slight bottom heat. After the union has been 

effected, the grafted roots should be gradually 

hai'dened off, and kept in a slow growing state 

during the winter’. They will furnish a good 

supply of shoots for cuttings on being plunged 

in a hotbed in spring. 

The dahlia, to produce its flowers in pei’- 

fection, requires a well drained soil, which is 

neither very light nor of a sti’ong adhesive 

nature. Any good fresh loam will do exceed¬ 

ingly well. The grozznd should be prepared 

by trenching in wintei’, and if it is naturally 

poor, some turfy loam and well decomposed 

cow-dung, or old hotbed mould may be mixed 

with the soil at the time of planting. Much 

strong manure, however, is apt to cause canker 

in the roots, as well as by inducing over-luxu¬ 

riance to prevent, in a great measure, the pro¬ 

duction of flowers. 

Any open situation, not shaded by trees, 

will suit the plant. The tall varieties may 

be planted with good effect on each side of a 

walk, or in front of shrubbery borders. They 

also have a most brilliant appearance when 

planted in masses. The dwai’f vai’ieties may be 

used for bedding in the flower garden, where 

they are either allowed to pursue their natural 

mode of gi’owth, or are pegged down. 

In the end of May, or first week of June, 

the plants may be planted out in the open 

gz’ound. Holes are made 5 or 6 feet apart, ac¬ 

cording to the height of the vai’iety, and the 

plants having been turned out of their pots, 

taking care to preserve the ball entire, are 

planted a little deeper in the soil than before. 

A good watering should then be given, and 

this should be repeated once or twice a week 

if the weather be dry. To save trouble in 

watering, some mulch the ground round the 

stem with grass mowings or litter, but this, 

of course, cannot be pi’actised in the flower 

garden or pleasure grounds, on account of ap¬ 

pearance. Syringing, or watering overhead, 

in the evening, through a fine rose, may also 

be very beneficially practised, if that amount 

of attention can be bestowed. As the plants 

advance in height, they should be tied to 

stakes with matting, and any superfluous 

shoots removed. Whei’e very fine flowers are 

desired, the side shoots are also suppoi’ted by 

stakes, and the shoots, as well as flower-buds, 

thinned out, more or less according to the 

habit of the variety, strong growing large- 
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flowering sorts, requiring very little thinning, 

whilst those of a less vigorous growth require 

to be thinned considerably. Flowers for ex¬ 

hibition are also protected from sun and heavy 

rain for some days previous to cutting, by 

shades of tinned iron, wickerwork, or wire 

covered with calico. When the buds have 

formed, liquid manure may be given with great 

advantage once a week. 

As soon as the stems are injured by frost 

they should be cut down to within 6 inches of 

the ground, and the roots taken up with a 

fork, labelled with the name of the variety, 

and ttirned stem downwards for a few days, to 

permit the moisture to drain off. When dry, 

they may be stored in hay, straw, dry soil, or 

sand, the crowns being left uncovered, in a 

cool place which is secure from frost and free 

from damp. There they may remain till pro¬ 

pagation is commenced in spring, with no 

other care than examining them from time to 

time, and removing any which are rotten, as 

well as cutting off parts which are beginning 

to decay. 

Earwigs frequently prove very destructive 

to choice blooms, by devouring the petals. 

To entrap them, beanstalks may be hung 

among the branches, or a flowerpot, half-filled 

with moss, or a trap sold for the f)urpose, may 

be placed on the top of the stake. These 

contrivances should be examined every morn¬ 

ing, and the earwigs destroyed. 

THE RANUNCULUS {Ranunculus asiaticus, 

L.) has long been a denizen of our gardens, 

having been cultivated by Gerard in 1596. 

The species is said to be a native of the Le¬ 

vant ; and it has given rise to a multitude of 

varieties, chiefly of Dutch and British origin, 

presenting a rich diversity of colour. 

Propagation.—The ranunculus is pi-opagated 

by seeds and division of the roots. Seed is 

saved from the semi-double flowers, and may 

be sown in September and October, or in Eeb- 

ruary. Ihe sowing should be made in pans 

filled with a compost of light sandy loam and 

leaf-mould, scattering the seeds rather thinly, 

and covering with about a tenth of an inch 

of finely sifted mould. A gentle watering 

having been given, the pans may be placed in 

a cold frame, where air must be freely ad¬ 

mitted at all times, excej^t in frosty weather, 

and the soil moistened if it is likely to become 

too dry. In a month or six weeks the seed¬ 

lings will appear above ground; afterwards 

they merely require attention in respect to 

watering and shading. About the middle of 

May the pots or pans ought to be plunged to 

the rim in a sheltered border which is exposed 

to the morning sun. When the foliage be¬ 

gins to wither the plants should be protected 

from rain, water at the same time being with¬ 

held j and, as soon as ripe, the roots should be 

taken up, dried, and kept in drawers, or in 

paper bags in a cool dry place. In the fol¬ 

lowing year the treatment is the same as in 

the case of established sorts; and in this and 

the succeeding year the plants will show flower, 

when those which possess desirable properties 

in size, form, and colour, should be marked for 

preservation. 

In propagating by division, it is merely 

necessary to clean the roots after taking up, 

and separate the offsets before these are com¬ 

pletely diy. 

Soil and Situation.—A moist open situation 

with a retentive sub.soil, free, however, from 

stagnant water, is the most suitable for the 

ranunculus bed. Some recommend a position 

shaded from all but the morning sun; but in 

this case there is danger, in cold wet seasons, 

of the roots not arriving at a proper degree of 

maturity, and therefore not keeping well. 

The soil of which the bed is formed is a mat¬ 

ter of the greatest importance, and it should 

be procured several months jwevious to its 

being required for use. A rich, friable, but 

retentive loam, such as the top spit of a pas¬ 

ture, free from wireworm, is the best. To 

every two parts of this, one of well decom¬ 

posed cow-dung, at least one year old, should 

be added, and the whole having been thor¬ 

oughly incorporated, it ought to be placed in 

a heap, and occasionally turned. 

The proper time for forming the bed is in 

August or September; and if, from unavoid¬ 

able causes, the operation must be delayed, it 

should be performed as soon after that period 

as possible, in order that the soil may become 

consolidated, and undergo the action of the 

weather before planting. The natural soil 

having been dug out to the depth of 2 feet, 

and the bottom levelled, the compost is filled 

in to within 3 inches of the surface, and 

levelled. The compost should be allowed to 

settle during three or four weeks; it must 

then be brought iip to its original level, and a 

layer of light mould, 3 or 4 inches thick, 

added, so as to raise the siirface of the bed 

about 1 inch above the level of the path, or 

surrounding ground. The bed should next be 
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surrounded with an edging of stone, slate, 

wood, or any other material that will not har¬ 

bour slugs, and that may suit the means and 

taste of the cultivator. Afterwards it is 

merely necessary to rake the surface level, to 

keep free of weeds, and to make ujj with light 

soil any subsidence that may take place. 

Planting.—The Turban varieties may, in 

favourable seasons, be planted in October, but 

it is safer to keep the other sorts out of the 

ground till spring. The best time for plant¬ 

ing these is about the middle of Tebruary. 

“At this time,” says Dr. Horner, “the ground 

is moist, the roots rapidly vegetate, and be¬ 

come firmly fixed in the soil. Whereas, if 

deferred till March, arid winds are apt to pre¬ 

vail, the soil becomes dry, the young roots 

lack moisture, are injured, and unable so to 

establish themselves as, at future periods, to 

afford sufficient nutriment to throw the plant 

into bloom. The bed being about 4 feet m 

width, and any suitable length, and having 

been neatly smoothed over, the roots should 

be planted about 5 inches distant from each 

other, in rows, which again should be about 

6 inches apart; if planted closer, as is com¬ 

monly the case, the plants will grow compara¬ 

tively weak, and bloom more sparingly. The 

situation of the rows having been marked out, 

holes li inch deep shmrld be dibbed with 

the finger, or other instrument, in which the 

roots should be compactly set, and covered 

over with soil after the manner of dibbling 

beans, so much approved of by agriculturists; 

by this means the surrounding soil is not dis- 

tiu’bed, but left close and retentive. The next 

best plan is drawing drills across the bed in 

rows, setting the roots therein, and then filling 

them up with the displaced soil; the worst of 

all plans being the raking the bed evenly 

over, setting the roots on it, and then cover¬ 

ing the whole 1^ inch with loose soil; yet 

this is commonly practised. 

General Management.—“ About the begin¬ 

ning of April the young plants will appear 

above ground, when the loosened soil should 

be carefully, yet firmly, compressed with the 

fingers about the roots. During the months 

of April and May, should a continuance of 

dry weather prevail, water may be cautiously 

administered at intervals in an evening, but 

only just so much as will prevent the soil of 

the bed from cracking; or a little moss, or 

old spent tanners’ bark, &c., may be neatly 

placed between the rows, which will retain 

the moisture in the soil. The injudicious and 

over-abundant application of water is a very 

common error, and one of the greatest evils. 

It not imfrequently happens that plants, 

which have looked well for a time, at length 

begin to turn yellow in the foliage, and the 

flower-buds dwindle and go off. This, indeed, 

is a very common cause of complaint and dis¬ 

appointment ; it is chiefly attributable to the 

practice of deluging the bed with water be¬ 

tween the rows in hot dry weather. The 

roots absorbing the large supply of water 

thus artificially afforded to them, transmit it 

in abundant quantities to the leaves, which 

are now excited by the hot and dry atmo¬ 

sphere to greatly increased exhalation. This 

unnatural excitement at length weakens and 

destroys their vitality, and they perish. Hence 

the common and trite caution, to water only 

between the rows, and not on the foliage, lest 

it should thereby be turned yellow, is founded 

altogether on a mistaken hypothesis. The 

dying of the leaves, in some instances, evi¬ 

dently depends on a want of vigour, or partial 

rot in the root; and in some few cases it 

would appear to be caused by large earth¬ 

worms forming their wide tracks amid the 

roots of the plants, nearly undermining them; 

but in the great majority of cases it is pro- 

diiced by injudicious watering, as just ex¬ 

plained. Dimng the expansion of the flower- 

buds, and when they are fully blown, a stage 

and awning should be erected over the bed, as 

in the case of tulips, that rain and hot sun 

may be excluded; and gentle waterings, every 

second or third evening, may be given, which 

will keep the bed cool and moist, and promote 

the size of the flowers. As much air should 

be admitted as possible, that the flower-stems 

be not drawn up and weakened. 

“ Taking up the Roots.—Of all the points 

in the cultivation of the ranunculus, this is 

the most vital and important. The tubers 

are extremely apt to start, or put forth roots 

again, if allowed to remain too long in the 

ground; this fatal event being most liable to 

occur under the influence of heat and moisture. 

Hence, if the weather be showery, the top 

awning should never be removed till the stalks 

and foliage of the plants have turned yellow, 

indicating the proper period for taking up the 

roots. When they have put on this api)ear- 

ance they should be at once harvested. If the 

tuber has again vegetated it will either grow 

weakly or, in all probability, perish when 
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planted the following year. But though the 

young roots may not always be visible to 

casual observation, if but an impetus be given 

—an effort, as it were, to grow, be induced— 

tliere will be a failure in the bloom the fol¬ 

lowing summer, the root being weakened 

and injured by its previous attempt at growth. 

When taken up, they should be kept in a dry 

yet airy apartment, being very liable to con¬ 

tract mould. A proper cabinet should be 

provided for the purpose, or they may be kept 

in partition drawers, or hung up in paper 

bags.”—{Gardeners Chronicle, 1842, p. 420.) 

To the above excellent directions little can 

be added, except that the roots should be 

taken up successively as they ripen. By pur¬ 

suing an opposite course, many of them will 

start into fresh growth and be destroyed. 

When there is danger of the roots not ripen¬ 

ing, Mr. Lightbody, of Falkirk, an eminent 

cultivator of this flower, has successfully 

adopted the practice of cutting the fibres a 

few inches below the surface, and slightly 

raising up the root with its surrounding ball. 

In this way, he states that he has saved many 

valuable seedlings which would otherwise have 

been assuredly lost, whilst no evil effects have 

resulted to the plants from the operation. 

THE TULIP (Tulipa Gesneriana, L.)—This 

splendid flower, a native of the Levant, ap- 

jjears to have been introduced into Bi’itain 

about the year 1577, and its culture soon 

afterwards was enthusiastically pursued both 

in this country and in Holland. To such an 

extent has the rage for tulips at times been 

carried that in 1809 a single bulb of one va¬ 

riety sold at £300, and of another for £100 : 

and in 1818 one sort was quoted at £500. 

Even as recently as 1854 the catalogue of the 

late Mr. Groom of Clapham contained the 

names of three varieties, the price of which 

was 100 guineas each. 

The varieties, of which there cannot be less 

than 500, are divided into three classes—Bi- 

zarres, Byblceinens, and Roses. Bizarres have 

yellow grounds marked with another colour; 

Byhloeniens, a white ground marked with va¬ 

rious shades of black, violet, or purple; and 

Roses, a white ground marked with some tint 

of red. Each of these classes is again divided 

into feathered and flamed flowers. In the 

former the colour is entirely disposed towards 

the edge of the petals, whilst in the flamed it 

forms, either with or without the feather, a 

broad stripe, or beam as it is technically called. 

which proceeds from near the base towards 

the other extremity of the petal, generally 

ramifying as it goes. 

Propagation is effected by seeds for new 

varieties, and by offsets. 

The seed is not fit for gathering till the 

pods begin to open, when these should be cut 

off with 5 or 6 inches of the stalk, and huna: 

up in paper bags in a dry room. In the end 

of January or beginning of February it may 

be sown in pots or boxes of light rich mould, 

covered thinly vuth fine soil, and placed in a 

cold frame. In a few weeks the seedlings will 

make their appearance, and with the exception 

of keeping free of weeds and protecting from 

frost, they will reqirire no further attention 

till the second year, when they should be 

planted out in a bed for blooming; this they 

will generally do in the fourth or fifth year 

from the time of sowing. When first pro¬ 

duced the flowers present none of the beautiful 

variegations exhibited by established varieties, 

and the seedlings are called seifs or breeders 

till these markings appear, when the tulip is 

said to be broken. The period at which this 

takes place varies from one to fifteen years 

from the first flowering, and some breeders 

never break. In order to hasten the process 

various expedients are adopted, such as grow¬ 

ing the bulbs in poor soil, exposing them to the 

weather between the time of taking up and 

replanting, and allowing seed to be produced, 

the effect of all of which is to diminish vigour 

and induce vai-iegation. A change of soil and 

locality is also sometimes attended with good 

results. 

OflPsets are taken off when the bulbs are 

taken uj) after flowering, and should be planted 

in September in a bed by themselves, where 

they must remain tiU they flower, which they 

will do, according to their size, in from one to 

four years. They merely require protection 

from frost and routine culture. Afterwards 

they may be transferred to the blooming bed. 

Situation and Preparation of the Bed.— 

The most eligible situation is a rather high 

part of the gai'den, freely exposed to the sun 

and ail’, but sheltered from strong winds. A 

low damp position is particularly to be avoided. 

A dry subsoil on a gravelly bottom should if 

possible be selected, but, if this cannot be se¬ 

cured, artificial drainage will generally be ne¬ 

cessary. The position and size of the bed 

having been decided on, its formation should 

be proceeded with in September or early in 
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October. The natural soil must be excavated 

to the depth of 2 feet, and, if drainage is re¬ 

quired, a drain 1 foot wide and the same in 

depth ought to be dug out along the middle 

and filled up with bidckbats, which should 

then be covered with sods, or tiles may be laid; 

but in either case a proper fall and place of 

outlet must be secured, two essential points 

which are frequently forgotten. The soil em¬ 

ployed for filling in may consist of four parts 

rich friable sandy or turfy loam, which has 

been laid in a heap for a year or more, one 

part of vegetable mould, and one of thoroughly 

decomposed manure, well mixed together some 

time previous to use. With this the excava¬ 

tion should 'be made up to the level of the 

surrounding paths; and to prevent the soil 

from falling down upon these after planting, 

as well as for the sake of ajDpearance, an edg¬ 

ing of boards, or still better of slate or stone, 

ought to be placed round the bed. It is un¬ 

necessary to form a fresh bed every yeai', for 

the tulip will remain healthy and produce 

fine flowers although grown in the same soil 

for several seasons; but it is advisable to ridge 

up the soil of the bed*every year, in order to 

expose it to the action of the air and weather, 

adding also some fresh compost, and at the 

end of every second or third year to remove 

the old soil to the depth of 1 foot, and replace it 

with fresh, turning xip at the same time the 

compost in the bottom. 

Planting.—This operation should be per¬ 

formed in the end of October, or not later 

than the second week in November; and for 

some time previous the bed shoiild be pro¬ 

tected from heavy rains, for nothing is more 

inj urious than to plant in soil saturated with 

moisture. The bed may either be raised 9 or 

10 inches above the level of the surrounding 

ground, taking care to keep the centre about 

2 inches higher than the sides, and the bulbs 

put in with a dibber, or the following system 

may be adopted. After raising the bed to 

about 6 inches above the paths, and raking 

the sui-face smooth, the bulbs are deposited at 

their proper places, some silver sand being 

placed beneath and around each, and then 

covered with compost to the depth of 3 or 4 

inches, according to their strength. The dis¬ 

tance between the bulbs may be 6 inches. 

After-treatment.—After planting, the bed 

must be protected from heavy rains, and at 

the approach of winter hoops and mats or 

other covering should be placed over it to 

prevent injury from severe frost; but except 

during heavy rain, this covering should be re¬ 

moved at every opportunity of mild weather. 

In spring the surface soil will requme to be 

carefully stirred whenever it is likely to be¬ 

come too hard; and if gentle rains do not 

occur, and the plants are in danger of sufter- 

ing from drought, slight waterings may be 

given, provided the weather is mild. As soon 

as the buds begin to show colour, an awning 

of thin canvas is placed over the bed so as to 

effectually exclude the sun’s rays; at the same 

time a free circulation of air must be preserved 

by rolling up the canvas on the shady side. 

Injury from wind will also have to be care¬ 

fully guarded against. As soon as the flowers 

begin to fade the awning may be removed, 

and the plants fully exposed. All the seed- 

pods should be cut or broken oflF at an early 

period of their growth. When the leaves 

turn brown, and the stalks bend round the 

finger without breaking, the bulbs may be 

taken up, choosing the morning or evening 

for the operation. After taking up they should 

be placed for a few days in a cool airy situa¬ 

tion, where they will not be exposed to the 

sun, which would be certain destruction to 

them. When dry and fii'm, the offsets and 

loose dry skins may be removed, and the bulbs 

themselves stored away, either in drawers in a 

cabinet pierced with holes so as to afford a 

free circulation of air, or in bags of gauze 

or muslin. Whilst out of the ground they 

should be occasionally examined, and any that 

are in a decaying state must at once be 

removed. 

The Due Van Thol {T. suaveolens), and other 

early tulips which bloom in April and May, 

succeed well in any light rich border which 

has been deeply dug. When growm in this 

way they require no protection, and in other 

respects may be treated like the late kinds. 

By potting in autumn, and placing them in a 

green-house in December and January, they 

may be had in flower in February and March, 

and after flowering they should be removed 

to a cold frame. 

THE HYACINTH (Hyacinthus orientalis, L.), 

a native of the Levant, has long been an inmate 

of our gardens, where it is esteemed one of 

our earliest and most beautiful spi-ing flowers; 

and for pi'oduciug a brilliant display in the 

greenhouse during the winter months, it is 

scarcely surpassed by any other bulbous plant. 

It is j)ropagated by seeds for obtaining new 

94 
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varieties, but as these are mostly imported 

from the Continent, that mode of propagation 

is seldom jiractised in this country. The seed 

may be sown in September, in light sandy 

mould, and covered to the depth of about ^ 

inch. During the winter, protection should 

be given from frost, and when the leaves die 

down, 1 inch of fine mould should be sifted 

over the plants, and in the following year 

they must be treated in the same way. In 

the third year the bulbs may be taken up 

when the leaves turn yellow, and afterwards 

they should be treated like old bulbs, only not 

covered so deeply. The seedlings flower in 

the fourth or two following years. The oflF- 

sets are removed soon after the bulbs are taken 

up; they should be planted 2 inches deep, in 

a bed of light soil, deeply dug, where they 

will merely require to have their flower stems 

cut olf for two years after planting, and to be 

treated in other respects like the old bulbs. 

They may be planted in the autumn of the 

third year in a bed for blooming. In order to 

cause an increased production of offsets, the 

Dutch, after taking up, make four cross cuts 
half-way up a healthy bulb, which is then 

dried like the others, planted apart, taken up 

in the following year, during which little or 

no foliage is produced, and the young bulbs 

separated, and dried on a board. 

Culture in Beds.—Although the hyacinth 

will bloom well in any good garden soil of a 

light nature, yet, to flower it in perfection, 

and maintain the bulbs in a healthy condition, 

a bed should be specially prepared for its 

growth. The situation should be rather high, 

and well exposed to the sun; and if superflu¬ 

ous moisture does not readily pass away, the 

ground should be deeply and thoroughly 

drained. The soil ought to be dug out in 

August to the depth of at least 2 feet, and re¬ 

placed with prepared compost. As to what 

is the most suitable, some diversity of opinion 

exists; the Dutch use soil of the lightest 

description—their own light sandy mould 

rendered still lighter by the addition of fine 

sand, and enriched with cow-dung; or decayed 

leaf-mould, river sand, and cow-dung are placed 

in alternate layers for six months, then chop¬ 

ped up together, again laid in a heap for some 

weeks, and finally put into the beds; but even 

then hyacinths are not planted in it the first 

year. In Britain, soil of a heavier descrip¬ 

tion is usually employed, but there can be no 

doubt that sandy soil is the most suitable; 

it is in such that the plant grows naturally, 

it is in such that the Dutch cultivate the 

fine varieties which they yearly export to all 

parts of Europe, and it is in such alone, we 

believe, that there is any prospect of preserv¬ 

ing these for any considerable time in our cli¬ 

mate, cold and sunless in spring and summer, 

as compared with that which the plant enjoys 

in its eastern home. We would therefore re¬ 

commend a compost of two parts light friable 

turfy loam, or sandy loam and peat, and decayed 

leaf-mould, sand, and rotten cow-manure, one 

part of each, the whole well mixed, laid in a 

heap for some months previous to use, and oc¬ 

casionally turned. The bed having been filled 

with the prepared soil, so that, allowing for 

settling, it may be about 4 inches above the 

adjoining path, should be levelled in October, 

keeping the centre 2 inches higher than the 

sides for a bed of the ordinary width, 4 feet. 

Planting may then be proceeded with in the 

same way as for tulips, placing the bulbs 8 

inches a2:>art, and at a depth of from 3 to 7 

inches, according to the size of the bulb, the 

nature of the variety, whether strong grow¬ 

ing or the contrary, and the lightness of the 

soil. The largest bulbs, and the strongest 

growing varieties, should be planted deepest; 

but in heavy soils it is not advisable to cover 

BO deeply as in those of a lighter description. 

As a general rule, 4 or 5 inches may be taken 

as good average dejflhs in light soil. A little 

silver sand ought to be placed beneath each 

bulb, which, when placed in its position, should 

likewise be just covered with sand. After 

planting, no attention is required except pro¬ 

tecting the bed from severe frost by a layer 

of tan, straw, or some protecting material; but 

this covering should be removed before the 

plants push in spring, when they may be jjro- 

tected by hoops and mats, but these must be 

taken oflf whenever the weather is favourable, 

otherwise more damage is likely to arise from 

the leaves and stems being drawn up, than 

from the frost. When in bloom, an awning 

of calico or thin canvas may be placed over 

the bed, to screen the flow'ers from sun during 

the heat of the day, but it should be taken off 

before evening; and after flowering this cover¬ 

ing may be kept on during heavy rain; at all 

other times, however, the plants should be 

freely exposed to air and light. The flower 

stems should be broken oflf immediately after 

the bloom has faded, as the production of seed 

will tend to exhaust the bulbs. These must 
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be taken np when the foliage assumes a yellow i 

colour, and the leaves having been cut off, 

spread out on a dry bottom in an airy place 

which is shaded from strong sun, to complete 

their maturity. During the process of dry- j 

ing, they ought to be occasionally turned, and | 

any loose earth adhering to the roots shaken j 

off, and all unsound biilbs picked out. When ' 

drv, the rough outside skin, fibres, and off¬ 

sets, may be removed if they part readily 

from the bulbs, which may then be placed, 

without touching each other, in open drawers 

with perforated bottoms, in baskets, or on 

shelves, in a dry airy place, where they should 

be occasionally looked over, and any which 

exhibit symptoms of unsoundness carefully re¬ 

moved. 

The Dutch pursue a different system in the 

management of the bulbs. When the tips of the 

leaves turn yellow they level a portion of the 

bed, place the bulbs on their sides close 

together, with their roots facing the south, 

and cover them with an inch or two of earth. 

At the end of two or three weeks they again 

take up the bulbs, expose them to the air for 

some hours, clean them, and place them on 

shelves to dry. It may however he observed 

that this method is not practised on moist 

heavy soils. 

In replanting, the Dutch never place the 

bulbs in beds where hyacinths have been 

grown in the preceding year; they always allow 

an interval of at least two years, and more 

frequently three, before they plant againin the 

same bed, the soil of which is enriched by the 

addition of rotten cow-dung in the winter 

previous to planting. 

Culture in Pots.—For fiowering the hyacinth 

in pots in the greenhouse during the winter, a 

mixture of two parts loam, and peat, decayed 

leaf-mould, well decomposed cow-dung, and 

river sand, one part of each, makes perhaps 

the best compost that can be employed. When 

the plants are required to bloom as early as 

Christmas, they should be potted in 6-inch pots 

in the end of August or beginning of Sep¬ 

tember, and for succession, from that time to 

the end of October. The pots having been 

well drained, and fiUed nearly to the top with 

soil, a little sand should be placed in the centre, 

and upon this the bulb must be placed; it 

.should then be surrounded with soil, but so as 

to leave about half of the bulb above ground. 

The pots should then be placed on a dry hard 

bottom out of doors, and covered with 6 or 8 

inches of decayed tan, leaf-mould, or sand, 

leaving them thus for about six or eight weeks, 

by which time, or sooner, the pots will be well 

filled with roots. As soon as this is the case, 

the most forward may be removed to a frame, 

where they should be gradually exposed to 

the light; and when the foliage has become 

green, they may be placed in a pit where a 

temperature of from 60° to 7 0° is maintained. 

Attention must be paid to watering, and an 

occasional application of weak liquid manure 

may be given as the truss advances. When 

the flowers begin to expand, the temperature 

may be gradually lowered; and when in full 

bloom the plants should be jdaced in the green¬ 

house. Throughout their growth they should 

be fully exposed to the light, and as much 

air as is consistent with maintaining the tem¬ 

perature required. By bringing in the pots 

according to the time of potting, and as they 

successively get filled with roots, and by jjlac- 

ing in heat, or merely in the greenhouse, 

a succession of bloom maybe obtained through¬ 

out the winter. After flowering, the pots 

should be placed out of doors till the leaves 

decay; the bulbs may then be taken up and 

kept in a dry place till autumn, when they 

may be planted in the borders; it would, how¬ 

ever, be more in accordance with nature if 

the pots were placed near the glass in a pit or 

frame, where the bulbs could ripen under an 

increasing temperature, and without the check 

which must be the result of their transference 

from the greenhouse to the open air. 

In Glasses.—Hyacinths grown in glasses 

are very ornamental in drawing-rooms, and 

their treatment is exceedingly simple. Firm, 

well ripened bulbs should be chosen, and the 

glasses having been filled with rain-water, 

the hulbs should be placed so that their base 

may not touch the water by at least half an 

inch. The glasses should then be placed in a 

warm dark place, and when the roots are 

about 4 inches in length, removed to the 

light, but the bulbs ought not to be fully ex¬ 

posed too suddenly; afterwards they should 

have all the air and light possible, otherwise 

Vn, ’'a"e and flower-stem will be drawn up 

and weakly. When the leaves are produced, 

the glasses may be filled up with water nearly 

to the base of the bulb. Fresh water should be 

supplied whenever that in the glasses becomes 

impure, but, at whatever time it is given, it 

ought to be of the same temperature as the 

air in which the plants are growing. After 
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flowering, the bulbs are generally thrown away, 

but they will recover if planted out of doors 

in suitable soil. 

CHAPTEE XXIII. 

THE GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY. 

By a greenhouse was formerly understood 

a structui’e barely suitable for the protection 

of certain exotic evergreen shrubs in winter, 

such as oranges, myrtles, &c. The impor¬ 

tance of light to vegetation was imperfectly 

understood, and high windows in front of the 

building were thought sufficient, whilst a roof 

impervious to light was reckoned the best, on 

account of its being warmer than a glazed one. 

But a greenhouse is now expected to contain 

a succession of plants in flower throughout the 

year; and to maintain such in health, a greater 

abundance of light is necessary than was 

required in merely protecting evergreens. 

Therefore, greenhouses should be so con¬ 

structed as to obstruct the rays of light as 

little as possible. Light should be the first 

consideration; and here it may be observed 

that a greenhouse cannot be maintained in a 

state that would be accounted sufficiently gay 

without the assistance of pits, in which plants 

can be grown still nearer the light than in the 

greenhouse, except on the stages near the glass, 

or in a house of small dimensions. 

Air.—A free circulation of air is essential 

to the health of most greenhouse plants, 

and, therefore, the means of giving air to an 

ample extent should be at command, other¬ 

wise, the structure being light, the sun’s rays 

would frequently raise the temperature too 

high for greenhouse plants, and it is better to 

keep down the temperature by a free circu¬ 

lation of air, than to exclude the sun’s rays 

by shading. It is admitted that ventilation 

through numerous small apertures is better 

for the plants than the same quantity of air 

through ... ^nw small openings; therefbi’e the 

laps of the glass . aid be small and well 

fitted, but not puttied, so that an interchange 

of fre|h air may go on night and day, through 

fb.C ^cerstices of the laps. 

Air should be very freely admitted to green¬ 

house plants when the state of the weather 

will permit. When the external air is below 

40” ventilation is not necessary, unless to dis¬ 

pel damp; at 50° it should be tolerably free, 

and 60° liberal. The extent of ventilating 

space allowed for every 10° of rise in tempera¬ 

ture should not be equal; the space allowed 

for the rise from 50° to 60° should be in much 

larger proportion than that allowed for the 

rise from 40° to 50°; and again, the rise from 

60° to 70° should have an additional extent of 

opening, much greater than that allowed for 

the preceding rise of 10°. Indeed, at 70° all 

the air possible ought to be given. Before 

the plants are turned out, air, of course more 

or less according to the state of the weather, 

should be admitted at night, in order to harden 

the plants, so as to render them less liable to 

be affected, when placed out of doors, by the 

cold nights, which occur even in our summers. 

Temperature.—A considerable number of 

greenhouse plants, chiefly of a hard-wooded 

descrijDtion, will not be injured by a tempera¬ 

ture occasionally as low as 32°; some New 

Holland plants will even bear several degrees 

below freezing; but many soft-wooded species 

cannot safely withstand so low a temperature, 

even although they may not require one higher 

on the average than those which will bear a 

lower extreme. We may rest assured that no 

greenhouse plant is benefited by a tempera¬ 

ture below freezing; and, on the other hand, 

that many kinds would be injured by that 

degree of cold. This being the case, we con¬ 

clude that 35° is the lowest degree to which 

greenhouse plants ought to be exposed; and 

in general 38° or 40° as the minimum is to be 

preferred. Within a range of between 40° 

minimum and 55° maximum, no greenhouse 

plant will become over-excited, and, at the 

same time, the vigour of many species liable 

to be weakened in constitution by a lower 

temperature will be maintained. 

Watering.—When plants are growing freely 

they of course evaporate more than when they 

are in a state of comjiarative rest. In the 

former case there is little danger in giving a 

liberal supply of water; in the latter, great 

caution is necessary, otherwise the soil in the 

pots will get water-logged, and the roots will 

consequently be in danger of perishing. On 

tapping against the outside of the pot, when 

the earth within is saturated, the sound is 

like that from a solid body, but when the 

earth is notsaturated, the sound is more hollow, 

from the interstices of the soil being filled with 

air instead of watei*. The difference will best 

be understood by tapping against the side of 
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the pot immediately after watering, and 

against the same when water is required. In 

the winter the plants should be kept rather 

dry than otherwise; and no water should be 

given unless the soil in the pots is seen to be 

dry. In continued moist and sunless weather, 

the interior of the house will become too damp, 

and the excess of moisture will, in that case, 

have to be driven off by a little fire-heat. 

For this purpose the fire had best be lighted j 

in the morning of a day when the external 

temperature will permit of free ventilation 

being afforded. In warm weather, on the 

contrary, the air of the house is apt to become 

too dry; this can be remedied to a consider¬ 

able extent by keeping the paths moist, and 

by syringing in the morning, and in the after¬ 

noon before the ventilation is finally reduced 

for the night. 

Soils.—The principal soils required for 

greenhouse plants are loam and peat; and for 

mixing with these sand will also require to be 

provided. Some well decomposed dung and 

leaf-mould, and for succulent plants lime- 

rubbish, will likewise prove useful. The above, 

simply, or by admixture, afford a variety of 

soils, designated as follows:—Loam, turfy- 

loam, light turfy-loam, sandy-loam, peat, loam 

and peat, sandy peat, sandy-loam and peat, 

sand and turfy-peat; and in one or other of 

these the generality of plants will thrive. 

Turfy-loam will suit a great many plants; if 

it can be obtained of a quality ricli enough by 

itself to produce a vigorous growth, there is 

no necessity to add other ingredients. A soil 

that is naturally good, is better than an arti¬ 

ficial one, and in such the growth is more uni¬ 

form and healthy. A number of ingredients 

may answer well for a time, but afterwards the 

nature of some of them is more apt to change, 

both mechanically and chemically, than that 

of naturally good soil. If turfy-loam require 

to be made lighter for some delicate rooted 

plants, that can be done by admixture of silver 

sand, leaf-mould, or peat. The loam should 

be chopped more or less fine, according to the 

strength of the plants, but it should not be 

sifted, klany plants with small fibrous roots, 

as the Heath, Azalea, Hhododendron, Epacris, 

require a peat soil, free from lime, which is 

found to be injurious to them. 

Propagation.—This is effected by cuttings 

and layers, and in the case of many species, 

by budding and grafting. Seeds of some kinds 

of plants are matured in this countiy, and a 

portion may be sown immediately after gather¬ 

ing, unless it is known that they will keep till 

early in spring, for this is the best season for 

raising seeds on account of the young plants 

getting the benefit of increasing light and 

heat. A portion of seeds received from abroad 

should be sown as soon as received, in case 

they might not keep till the most desirable 

period for sowing. Spring is also the best 

time for striking cuttings of all such sorts as 

have wood fit for the purpose at that season; 

but propagation by this mode shoidd be at¬ 

tended to when the shoots are in the most 

favourable condition for striking root, for in 

some plants the young and tender shoots s\ic- 

ceedthe best, in others the mature and ripened; 

and in many more, those which are half ripe, 

or which have acquired some considerable de¬ 

gree of firmness, are the most proper. Cut¬ 

tings of the roots of some plants afford a ready 

means of propagation; and grafting, budding, 

and inarching are applicable to the Oi-ange 

tribe. Camellia, (fee. 

Placing Out of Doors.—It is usual to turn 

out greenhouse plants in summer, or, at all 

events, a considerable portion of them. The 

time for doing so depends on the season and 

nature of the climate. Some of the less tender 

species may, in the warm southern parts of 

the kingdom, be turned out about the middle 

of May if the weather is fine; but generally 

this month is not to be trusted, and early or 

late in dime, according to the season, is a more 

appropriate period for placing the generality 

of greenhouse plants out of doors. The situa¬ 

tion should be warm, and well sheltered from 

the north, and, we should say, fully exposed 

to the south, were it not for the difficulty of 

keeping the plants sufficiently watered, for 

foliage exposed to the sun’s rays of course 

evaporates more than that which is in the 

shade; besides the action of sun-heat on the 

sides of the i:)ots is very injurious, for the roots 

in contact with them are subjected to gi’eat 

and frequently sudden changes of temperature, 

and occasionally to excessive dryness. These 

effects of the sun’s rays might, however, be 

guarded against by filling in the intervals 

between the pots with leaves or moss, or by 

plunging the pots in sand, or sandy soil; and 

if they were set on a small pot plunged with 

its mouth upwards, drainage would be insured. 

In some cases the pots containing the plants 

may be put in a pot a size larger, moss being 

placed between the two, or pots cast double 
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miglit be employed for some particular plants, 
■where expense is no object. The advantage 
presented by these arrangements is a greater 
uniformity of temperature and moisture at the 
roots than -would exist if the pots -were ex¬ 
posed. Where circumstances do not admit of 
these modes being adopted, the plants should 
be set on a floor of sifted coal ashes laid -with 
a gentle slope, and made Arm by rolling, in a 
situation which is shaded from the sun’s rays 
during the hottest period of the day, but ex¬ 
posed to them in the morning and afternoon. 
Previous to setting out, the plants should 
have full air, night and day, in order that the 
change to out of doors may be less felt; and 
after they are put out, it woixld be well if 
they were protected by some sort of awning 
in cold nights. In the beginning of Sep¬ 
tember the more tender plants should be 
taken into the house, which, in case of bad 
weather, should be got ready for receiving the 
remainder. 

Pruning.—This is necessary, in order that 
the plants may exhibit a regular form of 
growth; if neglected many kinds would con¬ 
sist of an irregular assemblage of strong and 
weak shoots, crowded where few or none are 
required, and entirely wanting where branches 
are most desired. On referring to the chapter 
on pruning, the mode of operating for induc¬ 
ing buds to push where wanted will be found, 
as well as the principles according to which 
the flow of sap can be diverted from j^arts that 
are too strong to those that are too weak. 
If these principles are acted upon no great 
irregularity of growth will take place, and 
consequently no great reformation by the 
pruning knife will at any time be required, 
except in cases where a general cutting back 
becomes necessary. It shows great want of 
skill to allow shoots to gi’ow in summer for 
no other purpose, evidently, than to be cut 
away in winter; all such ought to be checked 
in the flrst instance. By pinching or top¬ 
ping, shoots can in general be abundantly pro¬ 
duced, and by attention to training, plants 
may be made to assume a symmetrical form. 
For example, a plant may be seen furnished 
with branches all round near its base, and 
again at top—this is a proof that the plant is 
capable of producing lateral shoots on all sides; 
but it may happen that its middle portion is 
only furni.shed with shoots on one side, and 
this is equally good proof that it has been 
neglected in training. If it is a plant that 

requires the central leader to be preserved, it 
should have been bent so as to induce latemls 
to break towards the naked side, but if not, 
the leader should have been stopped in time, 
and laterals to furnish all sides would have 
resulted. In general, plants that require to be 
cut back should have this operation performed 
as soon as they have done flowering. Various 
other matters of a routine nature will be found 
in the Calendar of Operations. 

We will now proceed to treat briefly of a 
few of the principal plants cultivated in the 
greenhouse and conservatoi'y, or in the pits 
and frames, where a temperature approxima¬ 
ting that of a greenhouse is maintained, and 
to give lists of the most ornamental plants 
which may be gro-wn in these structures. 

Plants employed for furnishing the green¬ 
house and conservatory are chiefly of a shrubby 
nature; intermixed with such, annual or her¬ 
baceous kinds do not assort well, but they 
may nevertheless be appropriately introduced 
on front shelves, in order to maintain the house 
in a gay instead of a desolate condition, during 
the time that many of the greenhouse plants 
are out of doors in summer. 

Bulbous plants grown in pits and brought 
into the house when in bloom, are likewise of 
great value for filling the shelves with flower¬ 
ing plants, when there is little else to produce 
a display. 

Climbers are required for ornamenting the 
rafters, especially when these are of wood; 
some of them, as for example, Mandevilla, 
Hardenbergias, Kennedyas, &c., are adapted 
for large houses, whilst for those of smaller 
size, Jasminum gracile, and Lapageria rosea 

(Plate V.), are peculiarly well adapted; in¬ 
deed, from no conservatory, large or small, 
should this beautiful plant be absent. 

CAMELLIA (^Monadelgihia Polyandria, L.; 
Camelliece, D. C.; Ternstromiacece, Lind).— 
The Camellia is an evergreen tree or large 
shrub, a native of Japan, and introduced into 
this country before 1739. The beauty of its 
evergreen foliage and its magnificent flowers, 
abundantly produced in spring, and even in 
the middle of winter, render it a permanent 
favourite. Like most Japan plants, it with¬ 
stands our winters out of doors; but its flower- 
buds are tender, and therefore it is generally 

treated as a greenhouse plant. In its native 
country it is ex2')osed to severe winters and 
hot summers. As there has been considerable 
misconception with regard to the hardiness of 
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the Camellia, we may state, on the authority 

of Humboldt, that at Nagasaki, lat. 32° 45' 

N., where it grows abundantly, the mean tem¬ 

perature of winter is 39° 38'; of spring, 

67° 56'; of summer, 82° 94'; and of autumn, 

04.° 22';—that of the warmest month, 86° 90', 

and of the coldest, 37° 40'. It thus appears, 

that in the native country of the Camellia, the 

summer temperature is quite equal to that of 

the hottest tropical countries; but the three 

'winter months are just as cold as they are in 

the neighbom’hood of London; and we know 

that there Camellias planted in common garden 

soil at the back of a north wall have grown to 

be large bushes, although at all times unpro¬ 

tected, and exposed on several occasions to the 

temperature of zero of Fahrenheit, and even 

then the plants were uninjured. This com¬ 

pletely settles the question of its hardiness. 

Of the varieties, which are very numerous, 

the following are some of the best; but many 

others might be added which are quite as 

good:— 

Alba plena, the old double white, very fine. 

Albertus, blush, striped with carmine. 

Archduchess Augusta, crimson, veined with purple, 

and tipped with white. 
Augustina superba (Plate VI.), delicate rose, very fine. 

Aulica, blush, much striped with flesh. 

Bealii, crimson, late. 

Candidissima, large, pure white. 

Caryophylloides (Low—Plate VI.), blush, striped with 

carmine. 
Chandleri elegaus, pink, sometimes mottled with white; 

very large. 
Countess of Ellesmere, cream, striped with flesh. 

Countess of Orkney, white, striped with carmine. 

Cup of Beauty, white, with faint pink streaks. 

De la Reine, white, striped with rose. 

Donkelaarii, semi-double, red, striped and blotched with 

white. 

Due de Bretagne, bright rose. 

Duohesse d’Orleans, white, blotched and striped with 

carmine. 
Fimbriata alba, white, petals fringed, 

Henri Favre, bright rose. 

Imbricata rubra, carmine. 

Incarnata, b'ush white. 

Jubilee, cream white, striped with rose. 

Lowii, deep carmine, sometimes striped with white. 

Marchioness of.Exeter, bright rose, very large. 

Marguerite Gouillon, white, striped with rosy carmine. 

Mathotiana, dai’k crimson. 

Miniata (Low), bright pink. 

Montironi, white, veined with rose. 

Princess Bacchiochi, carmine, striped with white. 

Princess Frederick William, white, striped and mot¬ 

tled with rose. 

Reine des Fleurs, carmine. 
Reticulata (species), semi double, bright rose, with yel¬ 

low stamens; very large. 

Storyi, pink. 
Targioui, white, striped with crimson 

Teutonia, white, rose, or white striped with rose. 

Traversii, rosy crimson, striped with white. 

Tricolor, semi-double, white, striped with crimson. 

Valteveredo, bright rose. 

Propagation.—This is effected by seeds, cut¬ 

tings, layers, grafting, budding, and inarching. 

The seeds should be sown early in spring in 

sandy loam, placed in a gentle bottom-heat, 

and kept shaded till they vegetate, when they 

should be exposed to a subdued light, and not 

to the direct rays of the sun. When the 

plants have formed two or three leaves, they 

should be potted in sandy loam and peat, in 

3-inch pots. 

Propagation by cuttings is now much em¬ 

ployed, and more especially for producing 

stocks, for which purpose the single red 

answers well. Cuttings may be struck at any 

time of the year, but most readily when taken 

off before the shoc^ts have completed their 

growth, but are ripe at the bases, in July or 

August. Some make them 4 or 5 inches long, 

removing the lower, but leaving the two 

upper leaves; others succeed very well with a 

short cutting, with only a leaf and a bud. 

The cuttings should be inserted in pots filled 

with a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, 

with about ^ inch of silver sand at top, and 

plunged in gentle bottom-heat a few degrees 

warmer than the average top-heat in which 

the plants were growing previous to the cut¬ 

ting having been taken off. They wiU root 

in six weeks, and may then be planted singly 

in 3-inch pots; after potting they must be 

kept shaded till they have taken fresh root. 

Some of the nurserymen near London put in 

the cuttings in September, and place the pots 

in a cold frame for three months; then they 

remove them to a propagating house, whei’e 

they are kept growing till the end of June, 

when they are potted off singly into 3-inch 

pots, kept close and shaded for a few weeks, 

and grafted in September. 

To obtain shoots for layering, plants for 

stools should be planted in a pit, and cut back 

to induce them to produce shoots near the 

ground; these should be layered in autumn, de¬ 

tached and potted in the following autumn, and 

they may be grafted in the succeeding spring. 

This is the usual mode; but the French layer 

the young growing shoots before the wood be¬ 

comes firm, in which state they root so much 

more readily, that they may be separated from 

the parent stool, and potted in the same season. 
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Any of the various modes of grafting may 

be employed; but that of whip-grafting is by 

far the best, for it insures the neatest and 

soundest j unction. The best time for perform¬ 

ing the operation is in spring, jhist before the 

plants begin to push afresh; but it may be 

done at any time when ripe cuttings can be 

obtained, even in the middle of winter; for if 

placed in bottom-heat and covered with a 

hand-glass in a propagating-house, the graft 

will take readily. Budding should be per¬ 

formed when the vegetation of the plant is 

active. When budded the plants should be 

kept close, and when the bud has taken, the 

top of the stock ought to be reduced. 

By inarching, a plant able to bear flowers 

is soonest obtained; but the junction of stock 

and scion is not so neat as that resulting from 

grafting. February and March are the months 

to be preferred for performing this operation; 

but it may be done at any time from Novem¬ 

ber tiU March. Plants inarched early in 

spring may be separated from the stool in the 

beginning of November, or earlier if heat be 

applied. 

Soil.—The Camellia will grow in almost 

good rich soil, provided its mechanical 

texture is such as to admit of the free circula¬ 

tion of water; in other word.s, it should not 

be so adhesive as to become compact. To 

prevent this, the turf should be chopped to 

small pieces, and well mixed with enoiigh 

sand to keep it open, even when the flbre of 

the turf is decomposed. In France, peat alone 

is mostly used; in Belgium, well decomposed 

leaf-mould; and in this country, loam is the 

i:irincipal component. Two parts friable turfy 

loam, one of peat, and one of leaf-mould, or 

well decomposed dung, with a portion of sand 

to keep the whole in an open state, answers 

well. Some use equal portions of peat and 

loam; others three of peat and one of sandy 

loam. There are, it may be remarked, some 

rich turfy loams in which most plants thrive 

well until the fibres get decomposed, and then 

with watering they become too adhesive. 

Shifting.—This with care may be done at 

any time, but immediately after flowering is 

the most proper. If performed during the 

period of flowering, the blooms would be liable 

to experience a check; but after flowering, the 

sooner the plants requiring it are shifted the 

better, in order that the growth of the young 

shoots which then begin to push may not be 

interrupted. If shifting is not performed at 

this period, it will be advisable to wait till 

the summer’s growth is completed, which may 

be in August, sooner or later according to cir¬ 

cumstances. The drainage should be i)lenti- 

ful, and may in part consist of pieces of char¬ 

coal. For large plants some half-inch bones 

may be employed, as they will serve both for 

drainage and nourishment. In shifting, care 

should be taken that the roots are so spread 

out as not to wind completely round the ball, 

for when this is the case, bad consequences 

ensue as the roots enlarge. 

Temperature. — The Camellia starts into 

freish growth after flowering, as already ob¬ 

served, and on the young shoots, cowards their 

maturity, the flower-buds are formed. These 

in their native country experience a winter’s 

cold, and expand early in spring, whilst the 

temperature is still rather low, and in forcing 

this should be borne in mind. A considerable 

period of comparative rest elapses from the 

formation of the flower-bud in summer until 

its develo2oment in the following spring; there¬ 

fore when Camellias are required to be brought 

early into flower, the maturity of the shoots 

ought to be accelerated so as to allow time 

for a gradual formation of the blossom-buds. 

When making its shoots, the Camellia will 

bear a temperature of from 65° to 80°; when 

the shoots are hardened, the extremes may 

be gradually reduced to 60° minimum, and 

75° maximum, and still further to 48° mini¬ 

mum and 62° maximum, or to a mean of 55°. 

We think it safe not to let the temperature 

fall at any time below 35°, and generally not 

lower than 40°. Although the plant in its 

natural climate will bear a degree of cold many 

degrees below freezing, yet under glass, and in 

our variable winters, the blossom-buds will 

occasionally be subjected to a temporary ex¬ 

citement, after which they will become more 

suscejitible of cold than if they had been ex¬ 

posed to a uniformly low temperature. The 

minimum temperature should not be regulated 

to any particular degree, but according to the 

amount of excitement from heat to which the 

jflant has been subjected. If this has been 

such as to put the sap in active motion so as 

to sensibly affect the swelling of the flower- 

buds, that activity must not be checked, other¬ 

wise the flowers Avill not be jiroduced in per¬ 

fection. A temperature as low as, or lower 

than, the freezing point, will do no harm if 

little excitement has taken place previously; 

but the same would prove highly injurious in 
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cases wliere a comparatively brisk flow of sap 

has been induced. 
Watering.—The quantity of water neces¬ 

sary to be supplied depends on the temperature 

and dryness of the air, and the condition of 

the plant as regards its more or less active 

state of vegetation. The supply of moisture 

should be liberal during the period of growth, 

increasing with the heat of the season till 

July, and then, in order to ripen the wood and 

flower-buds, it should be gradually diminished. 

If the plant is growing vigorously, with a high 

temperature and in a dry air, a large amount 

of water at the root will be necessary, with 

frequent syringing of the foliage and watering 

the paths in order to produce a moister atmo¬ 

sphere. But when the plants are in a neaily 

dormant state, very little water will be re¬ 

quired. If it is found that the soil about the 

roots continues long after watering in a satu¬ 

rated condition, the plant should be taken out 

of the pot, divested of all unsound roots, and 

repotted in a more porous soil. When grow¬ 

ing too vigorously and to wood, instead of 

forming flower-buds, the plants should be 

kept rather dry, but at the same time great 

care must be taken that they do not suffer 

the least from dryness. The foliage, it is 

scarcely necessary to observe, should be kept 

clean by syringing, and at times by sponging. 

Manure water may be given when the buds 

are swelling, and also when the young shoots 

appear to be making but weakly growth. Care 

should be taken that the water employed 

either for the roots or foliage be not colder 

than the medium in which the plants are 

growing. 

Situation. — A span-roofed house running 

north and south answers best for Camellias, 

except when they are placed rather far from 

the light, as agSinst the back wall of a range, 

and in that case a direct south aspect is to be 

preferred. In warm situations and hot sum¬ 

mers, they may be placed out of doors in a 

half shaded situation; the month of July is 

soon enough to put them out, and they should 

be taken in early in September, but then 

plenty of air should be admitted. In winter 

little heat, air, or moisture is required, except 

as regards plants intended to be forced. In 

France, the cultivation of Camellias is well 

understood and extensively practised; there, 

in long span-roofed houses covered with leaves 

to keep out the frost. Camellias exist for 

months during winter and early spring, so 

that little trouble or expense is requii-ed dur¬ 

ing that period; their flowering is retarded, 

but when uncovered the plants exhibit a 

healthy appearance. From this it appears 

that in winter they thrive in the absence of 

light better than most plants; but in their 

season of growth, partial exposure to sunshine 

is beneficial. 

Pruning should be attended to, with the 

view of maintaining regularity among the 

branches, and insuring as far as possible an 

equal distribution of the sap. Therefore, 

when one or more shoots are appropriating an 

undue share of the sap, they should be checked 

in good time. Occasionally the heads are cut 

back; this should be done in spring, and if 

the pots are immediately placed in a moderate 

top and bottom heat of between 65° and 75°, 

fresh shoots will soon be produced, the growth 

of which should be regulated so as to form a 

handsome well-balanced top. 

Forcing.—The Camellia will not bear to be 

rapidly forced, as in that case the blooms are 

apt to drop. In order to have plants in flower 

early in winter, preparation should be made 

in the previous spring. The varieties which 

are first out of flower should be immedi¬ 

ately put into a gentle heat, which must be 

gradually increased so as to get the young 

shoots grown to a moderate length early in 

the summer, and the temperature ought then 

to be gradually lowered. The decrease in 

temperature will have the effect of preventing 

the fiirther elongation of the shoots, but the 

flower-buds will continue to swell. Care must, 

however, be taken that the process of swelling 

goes on gi-adually and without check, till 

finally the flowers expand. 

CAPE HEATHS {Erica, L.)—By their general 

aspect heaths are easily recognized, although 

the species and varieties comprised in this 

tribe exceed 500 in number. Their leaves, 

small, nari-ow, rigid, and evergreen, are thickly 

set on shoots which, possessing considerable 

elasticity, wave gracefully with the breeze. 

On the whole, heaths constitute an elegant 

tribe of plants, worthy of the especial care 

which is necessary for their successful culture. 

Although so much of a general aspect is ex¬ 

hibited by the genus, yet there exists in the 

size, form, and colour of the flowers, a consider¬ 

able diversity in the different varieties, of 

which the following is a list of the best:— 

Aitoniana turgida, Albertii superba. ampullacea niaji>r, 

ampullacea rubra, aristata major, Bandonii, Bowicaua, 

95 
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Cavendishii, Clowesiana, delecta, Devoniana, Eassonii, 
clegans, fasiculata superba, fastigiata, ferruginea, gem- 

mifera major, glauoa, Hartnelli virens, byemalis, inflata 

alba, inflata rubra, intermedia, Jacksonii, jasminiflora 

alba, Juliana, Lambertiana, Lambertiana rosea, Law- 

renccana, mamraosa rubra, M'Nabiana, M'Nabiana rosea, 

Massonii, metulseflora, metulseflora bicolor, mundula, 

mutabilis, Neilii, obbata (Pamplin’s), obbata umbellata, 

odorata, Farmentieri rosea, perspicua nana, physodes, 

princeps carnea, propendens tubiflora, pulcherrima, re- 

torta major, Rollissonii, rubella, Savilleana, Sbannoniana, 

Spenceriana, splendens, Sprengelii, suaveolens, Svvain- 

sonii inflata, taxifolia, Templsea, togata, tortulseflora, 

tricolor Dunbarii, tricolor major, tricolor Wilsonii, tros- 

sula, vasaeflora, ventricosa alba, ventricosa Botbwelliana, 

ventricosa grandiflora, ventricosa birsuta, Vernonii, ver- 

nix cocoinea, vestita alba, vestita coccinea, vestita rosea, 

Wilmoreaua. 

Propagation.—This is effected by seeds and 

cuttings. Spring is the best time for sowing 

the seeds, for if raised in autumn or winter 

the seedlings are apt to damp off. Let some 

pans or shallow pots be well drained with 

broken pots; over these place a layer of turfy 

peat, then fill up to wdthin half an inch of the 

top with sandy peat, which should be slightly 

and evenly pressed; sow the seeds on this; 

cover very thinly with sifted peat, and let 

the whole be moistened through a very fine 

rose. The seed-pans should be kept in a 

rather warm temperature, and shaded from 

the direct rays of the sun. When the young 

plants make their appearance, they must be 

gradually exposed to more light and air; and 

as soon as they acquii’e sufficient firmness they 

should be potted off singly into small 60-sized 

pots, placed in a close frame, and kept shaded 

till they strike fresh root, when they must 

again be gradually exposed to light and air. 

In propagating by cuttings, it is desirable 

that they should be struck as early in the 

season as possible, in order that they may be¬ 

come well established plants before winter. 

Ihe soft wooded kinds may be propagated 

in spring, or at any time; but the hard wooded 

sorts must be struck in August, when the wood 

is fit. Healthy vigorous shoots ought to be 

selected, and these having been taken off when 

their wood is a little firm at the base, the 

leaves on the lower half should be removed. 

Fill the cutting pots about two-thirds with 

broken pots; above this place a thin layer 

of turfy peat, finishing with silver sand. In 

this insert the cuttings from j to ^ an inch 

deep; then water, and place under a bell-glass 

in a temperature of from 60° to 65°. 

Soil.—A sandy peat is the best soil for heaths; 

it should be taken from a place where heath 

is observed to make a healthy vigorous growth. 

The sand it contains may be rather coarse, but 

it should be white, for a red or yellow colour 

is indicative of the presence of iron. Accord¬ 

ing to some analyses, it appears that soda enters 

in large proportion into the composition of 

the heath; we may therefore conclude that soil 

on which heath has grown and has been fre¬ 

quently burned down would prove suitable. 

If the peat is found to be too adhesive, a liberal 

addition of silver sand should be intimately 

mixed with it. For the lower part of the pot 

some small rounded brook pebbles, or pieces of 

broken freestone answer well for retaining a 
O 

certain amount of moisture, and, at the same 

time, afford excellent drainage for water that 

would remain stagnant, or produce saturation. 

For the upper part of the pot, the peat should be 

finer, but still of a nature that will permit of the 

free percolation of water among its particles. 

Culture.—A span-roofed house, running 

north and south answers well for heaths; for 

by this arrangement the force of the sun’s rays 

at noon, and for hours before and after, is di¬ 

minished, in consequence of falling obliquely 

instead of perpendicularly, or nearly so, on the 

glass. Besides, the roots are liable to be in¬ 

jured when the pots are exposed to the south; 

but when placed in rows, in the direction of 

north and south, each plant shades the pot be¬ 

hind it. In a house of this description, with 

a command of heat from hot-water pipes, in 

case of severe weather, l\Ir. Glendinning grows 

Cape heaths remai'kably well, and, even when 

out of flower, their elegant forms, and healthy 

green foliage, constitute a sight which, in order 

to appreciate fully, the lovers of this class of 

plants should see. 

Temperature.—Heaths do not, by any means, 

requii’e a high temperature; at the Cape of 

Good Hope the average temperature of the 

hottest two months is 67°, only aboiit 4° higher 

than that of July near London, whilst that of 

the coldest three months, 54°, nearly corresponds 

with that of the middle of our May. From this 

it appears that, for a considerable part of the 

year, a cool temperature is natural to them, and 

experience j^roves that much fire-heat is injuri¬ 

ous. It is desirable that frost should be exclud¬ 

ed; but if this can be done bj^ means of a warm 

covering it is preferable to using fire-heat for 

that p\xrpose. If frost should at any time 

penetrate into the house, great catitiou mu.st 

be exercised in raising the temperature. It 

should not be raised by fire-heat any higher than 
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tLe fi eeziiig poiut, aud if a natural rise of tem¬ 

perature take place, tlie plauts should be kept 

in the dark till such time as the air of the 

house is several degrees above freeziug. 

Air.—A free circulation of air is most 

essential to the heath tribe j without this the 

plants are apt to die olF. As already observed, 

fire-heat should be employed as little as possi¬ 

ble, consequently the temperature, during a 

great part of the year, must necessarily average 

rather low. This being the case, occasional 

high temperature is injurious, for such would 

render the plauts susceptible to the compara¬ 

tively low one, which a change in the weather 

might soon afterwards produce. Hence air, 

a free circulation of which is at all times neces¬ 

sary, should be still more abundantly admitted 

when the temperature would otherwise rise too 

high. During summer, and indeed at all 

times when the weather will permit, ventila¬ 

tion should also be aflTorded at night. 

Water.—This should be of a soft nature, or 

as free as possible fropa mineral substances. 

Rain water is to be preferred. When the tem¬ 

perature of the house is low, with generally 

no dryness in the air, very little water will be 

required j when, on the contrary, the tempeia- 

ture is comparatively high, and the plants in 

a vigorous state of growth, a liberal supply of 

moistui’e must be afforded. Care should be 

taken that the ball of soil do not get dry in 

the centre, for, in that case, it is often difficult 

to moisten. hen in an active growing state 

the plants should be syringed over-head every 

morning] and even in winter the opportunity 

of any dry day should be taken for dealing 

the foliage by syringing, after which the house 

should not be shut up till the foliage is dry. 

In close damp weather mildew is apt to make 

its appearance, and to prevent this flowers of 

sulphur shoulcT be dispersed in the atmosphere 

of the house, as well as over the soil in the 

pots, by means of a sulphurator. After dull 

moist weather, means should be taken to expel 

damp. As soon as there is some dryness in the 

external air, a little fire-heat should be given, 

together with an extra amount of ventilation. 

8hifivn<j.—Ta\^ should be done at any period 

if the plants are not thriving; but, in general, 

the most proper time is just before they start 

into fresh growth, which is earlier or later in 

the season according to the sort. Acting on 

this principle, the operation of shifting will 

take place chiefly in spring ] but it may be 

continued throughout the summer. The soil 

for large plants should not be made so fine as 

for small ones, yet there ought to be enough 

of fine to fill up the interstices between the 

coarser pieces. Whilst a shift into the next 

size is practised by some, and into a much larger 

one by others, that of two sizes is, Ave think, 

a good medium. In potting, care should be 

taken that the upper part of the ball, or neck 

of the plant, is always higher than the sur¬ 

rounding soil, but at the same time not higher 

than the rim of the pot. The soil being of a 

light nature should be rather firmly pressed, 

and after repotting, the plauts ought to be 

kept shaded and rather close for a few days. 

Training.—When the plauts are young any 

shoot that is likely to grow too strong for the 

others, should be stopped in time by pinch¬ 

ing off its point, and this should likewise be 

performed when laterals are required to be 

produced. Some kinds of heaths naturally 

assume a pyramidal form of growth, and others 

have a spreading or a convex habit. In a 

collection the intermixture of these forms gives 

variety, and has a pleasing effect, and in train¬ 

ing such kinds, the natural habit of growth 

should be encouraged. 
PELARGONIUM.—The splendid varieties of 

this highly popular flower have been obtained 

from numerous species, natives of the Cape of 

Good Hope, by hybridizing, and afterwards 

crossing the variations which had thus aiisen. 

The original species have now almost entirely 

disappeared from cultivation, only a few, such 

as P. tricolor, odoratissimum, quercifolium, 

capitatum, peltatum, triste, quinquevulnerutn, 

zonale, and some others, being still found in 

the generality of gardens. 

Propagation is effected by seeds, cutting.s, 

and, in the case of the tuberous-rooted kinds, 

by division of the roots. The seed is best 

sown immediately after ripening, in pans of 

light soil, placed in slight bottom heat. It 

should be barely covered with fine soil, and, 

if likely at any time to become too dry, it must 

be moistened through a fine rose, or sprinkled. 

When the seedlings have made four leaves they 

may be potted singly in small pots, using light 

rich soil, and shaded for a few days till again 

established. Afterwards they should be placed 

near the glass, in a pit or greenhouse, wheie 

they will require the same treatment as to air 

and moisture as established plants, and be 

shifted as maybe necessary, till in 5 or G-iuch 

pots for blooming. 
Cuttings may be struck at any time in a 
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slight bottom-heat, or, iii the summer months, 

if inserted in a warm-border, and covered with 

hand-glasses or a frame; but the most favour¬ 

able period for propagation, when fine speci¬ 

mens are desired, is in June and July. Strong 

short-jointed shoots are to be preferred, and 

these having been cut close below a joint, and 

at 3 inches in length, should be inserted in a 

border as above recommended, or in pots well 

drained, and filled with a mixture of loam, leaf- 

mould, and silver sand—indeed, an}^ good toler¬ 

ably light soil will do. Cuttings of the fancy 

kinds may be stnick in the same kind of soil, 

only some more silver sand ought to be added, 

and if a little of this substance is placed at the 

base of the cutting and slightly moistened it 

will be all the better, and tend to prevent 

damping off, which this class of Pelargoniums 

is apt to do. The assistance of a slight bottom- 

heat should likewise be afforded in the case of 

these varieties. 

In projjagating by division of the roots it is 

merely necessary to cut them in pieces 1 inch 

in length, pot, and place in a gentle bottom- 

heat, and as soon as shoots are produced, to 

inure gradually to the air. 

Soil.—The Pelargonium in the early stages 

of its growth succeeds well in a mixture of 

fibrous loam and leaf-mould, with sufficient 

sand to keep the whole open; but after the 

second potting, a compost of a richer descrip¬ 

tion should be employed. This may consist 

of fibrous loam, and well decomposed cow-dung, 

which have been mixed together, laid in a heap 

for at least six months, and occasionally turned, 

adding, previous to use, enough silver sand to 

keep the soil porous. Mi'. Cock, who for many 

years exhibited the finest plants at the metro¬ 

politan flower shows, prepares his soil in the 

following manner:—He chops up some turfy- 

loam, and lays it in a heap, he then shakes up 

a quantity of stable litter by itself, soaks it 

with strong manure water, and covers it with 

slates to prevent the escape of ammonia. At 

the end of a fortnight, or three weeks, he adds 

to every barrowful of loam one of the dung, 

and throws the whole into a heap, which is 

covered with loam to prevent the escape of the 

ammoniacal gases. At the expiration of a ; 

month or five weeks, the compost is turned : 

and mixed together; and this operation is re¬ 

peated two or three times, in order that the 

whole may be thoroughly incorporated, ivt 

the end of a year the soil is fit for use, when ( 

a barrow-load of leaf-mould, and a peck and a i 

1, half of silver sand is mixed with the soil pre- 

1 vious to potting. The late Mr. Catleugh, 

- another eminent cultivator of the Pelai'gonium, 

- employed a compost of two barrowfuls of good 

; maiden loam, and one of well rotted cow-dung, 

1 three years old, laid in a heap, exposed to the 

I weather, and frequently turned. To this he 

i added, previous to potting, a peck of silver 

1 sand, excejit at the winter potting, when a 

- somewhat greater proportion of sand was 

• affoi’ded, as well as a peck of bone-dust. 

' After Culture.—As soon as the summer 

, struck cuttings are rooted, they should be 

, potted in 3-inch pots, and placed in a cold 

! frame where they can be shaded from the sun, 

. or in a shady situation out of doors, the pots 

r being placed on boards, or other hard material, 

1 in order to prevent the worms and other in¬ 

sects from penetrating into the interior. When 

the plants are established in the pots, which 

will be the case in about three weeks, they 

may be placed in a situation where the sun 

and air may have free access to them. They 

should then be stopped at the third or fourtli 

joint, and in September repotted in 5-inch 

pots, and placed in a greenhouse or pit, where 

they ought to be kept rather close till again 

established. Afterwards air should be freely 

admitted whenever the weather is at all favour¬ 

able, to the extent of leaving the front sashes 

open at night, when the external temperature 

is mild, and the wind low. In December or 

January, the strongest plants which have filled 

the pots with roots should be shifted into 

8 or 9-inch pots, using plenty of drainage; 

the others may be shifted in February or 

March. During the winter months a tem¬ 

perature of 40° or 42° should be maintained 

at night; as much ventilation ought to be af¬ 

forded as 230ssible; the j^lauts must be kept well 

exjiosed to the light on all sides; and no more 

water shoiild be supplied than is necessary. In 

February or March the plants may be gently 

syringed overhead at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, 

when the house is shut up, so as to allow the 

leaves to get dry by night; and air should be 

given early in the morning to dispel damp. 

As the plants advance towards blooming, water 

should be liberally supjjlied, and air freely ad¬ 

mitted ; weak liquid manure may also be given 

with advantage two or three times a week. 

When the flowers begin to expand, a shad¬ 

ing of calico, or thin canvas, should be extended 

over the glass during the continuance of bright 

sunshine. 
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After flowering, tlie plants should he placed 

in a warm situation out of doors, where they 

can be sheltered from heavy rain, to ripen their 

wood, and in July, or the beginning of August, 

they may be cut down to within two or three 

eyes of the old wood. They should then be 

removed to a cold pit, and watered very spar¬ 

ingly; and when the young shoots are about an 

inch long, the jflants ought to be turned out of 

the pots, and the soil having been nearly all 

shaken from the roots, and these shortened, they 

may be repotted in pots a size or two smaller. 

Some cultivators, after repotting, plunge the 

plants in a gentle bottom heat, or shut them 

up in a close frame till they take fresh root; 

others merely place them in a shady situation 

out of doors. In September, earlier or later 

in the month according to the season, the 

plants shoi;ld be removed to the greenhouse, 

where they should receive the same treatment 

in respect to air and moisture, &c., as that re¬ 

commended for young plants, and be repotted 

in October, and again in the end of January 

or in February. Mr. Cock, however, for large 

specimens, repots the plants, when cut do^vn, in 

the same size as that in which they were pre¬ 

viously growing, stops, in November, the plants 

intended to flower in May, and shifts the 

strongest plants in December or January, giv¬ 

ing at the same time an increase of tempera¬ 

ture to accelerate the rooting process, and 

placing about 4 feet apart, in order that the 

foliage may be fully exposed to the light. They 

are again shifted in March, and in both cases 

abundance of drainage is afforded. The plants 

intended for flowering in June are stopped in 

March, and those for July in the end of April. 

Training out the shoots, in order to admit 

air and light to the middle of the plants, as 

well as to insure a regular and w'ell-balanced 

growth, should be attended to at an early stage 

of grow'th, and as soon as the shoots are long 

enough, stakes should be inserted; but in do¬ 

ing this, care must be taken not to injure the 

roots. The other points of culture so obvi¬ 

ously apply to all greenhouse plants, that it 

is scarcely necessary to repeat them here. 

They consist in giving air whenever the weather 

is favourable; keepingfree from damp; exposing 

to light as much as possible, and with this 

view the plants should be placed so far apart 

as not to shade each other; repotting when 

necessary; checking shoots which are likely to 

produce an inequality of growth; and fumi¬ 

gating if green fly make its appearance. 

The fancy Pelargoniums require the same 

treatment as the show varieties, except that 

they must have a higher temperature, and a 

more sandy soil, whilst, in the application of 

w’ater, greater care mustbe exercised, otherwise 

there is danger of their suffering from damp. 

By propagating at different periods, stopping, 

and potting judiciously, and by the application 

of heat, they may be had in flower at any time. 

If struck in Februaiy they may be Anally 

shifted for early blooming into 6 or 8 inch 

pots in October, and by striking in June, stop¬ 

ping, and giving a good shift in March, they 

will flower in July. After flowering, if re¬ 

potted they will come into flower a second 

time. 

Select List of Greenhouse Bulls. 

Albuca altissima, 

„ major. 

Amaryllis Belladonna. 

,, Llauda. 

„ formosissima. 

,, vittata. 

„ „ major. 

Anisanthus splendens. 

Anomatheca cruenta. 

Bobartia aurantiaca. 

Bravoa geminiflora. 

Buphane oiliaris. 

,, toxicaria. 

Cblidanthus fragrans. 

Olivia nobilis. 

Coburgia Josephinse. 

Cyclamen africanum. 

,, repandum. 

Lacbenalia aurea. 

,, luteola. 

,, peudula. 

,, tricolor. 

Lilium atrosanguinenm. 

,, Brownei. 

„ eximium. 

„ japonicum. 

,, lancifolium album. 

(Plate YII.) 

,, „ punctatum (do.) 

„ „ roseum. 

,, ,, rubrum. 

Nerine curvifolia. 

,, sarniensis. 

„ undulata. 

Ornithogalum aureum. 

,, miniatum. 

„ persicum and vars. ,, revolutum. 

Cyrtanthus angustifolius. Pentlandia miniata. 

obliquus. 

,, vittatus. 

Ferraria undulata. 

Gladiolus vars. 

Hsmanthus coccincus. 

„ pubescens. 

,, puniceus. 

Hesperantha cinnamomea. 

Hippeastrum longiflorum. 

Ixia aulica., 

,, conica. 

,, erecta. 

,, maculata. 

„ latens. 

Sparaxis grandiflora. 

„ tricolorand varieties. 

„ versicolor. 

Sprekelia Cybister. 

Strumaria crispa. 

Trichonema Bulbocodium. 

Triteleia uniflora. 

Tritonia aurea. 

„ crocata. 

Vallota purpurea. 

■Wachendorfia thyrsi flora. 

Watsonia Meriana. 

,, rosea. 

Zephyranthes rosea. 

In the cultivation of greenhouse hulhous plants, espe¬ 

cial attention should he directed to the production of 

foliage and to its maintenance in a healthy state, in order 

that it may efflciently perform its functions, and this, 

under favourable circumstances, it will continue to do 

until it naturally decay. It is by the leaves that the 

secretions are formed which become stored up in the 

bulbs, and from this store the plants derive a supply of 

nourishment, which in many cases enables them to burst 

rapidly into fre.sh growth and splendid bloom. It should 

be recollected that the principal materials for the flowers 
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of next year are formed by the leaves in the present, and 

stored np in the bulbs. In order to promote the grovfth 

of the leaves, the plants should have proper soil for their 

roots, which should likewise be supplied with moisture in 

proportion to the demand; and this will vary according to 

the temperature to which the plants are subjected, and the 

more or less active state of their vegetation. They should 

also be placed near the light and even under the influence 

of the sun’s rays, otherwise the secretions cannot be pro¬ 

perly elaborated. These are the principal points to be 

attended to, as regards the growth of the plants, and this 

being concluded, the bulbs have a period of rest. Pre¬ 

vious, however, to their entering into a state of rest, it 

is essential that the bulbs should be well matured, or in 

other words, that their juices should be sufSciently in¬ 

spissated. This is effected by diminishing the supply of 

moisture as soon as the leaves begin to decay; in fact 

they then evaporate less, and what was only a proper 

quantity when the plant was in a vigorous state of growth 

would then prove superabundant; therefore, for some 

time previous to the decay of the foliage, the supply of 

moisture should be gradually diminished, so that at the 

final decay of the leaves the bulbs may be in a dry state. 

Afterwards no water will be required till the bulbs again 

begin to grow. This gradual privation of moisture places 

the bulbs in a much better state for keeping, during their 

period of rest, as well as for again pushing vigorously, 

than if they were taken up when full of watery sap and 

then dried; for in this case the tissues of the bulbs must 

shrink in proportion to the water evaporated, and to the 

same extent water will be again absorbed when the bulbs 

come in contact with moisture, when again commencing 

their growth, and they are then apt to rot, or at least to 
produce imperfect flowers. 

The soil in which greenhouse bulbs naturally grow, is 

in general an alluvial sandy loam, and soil of this descrip¬ 

tion should therefore form the basis of the compost em¬ 

ployed for their growth. Although naturally they may 

not be found growing in peat, yet when cultivated in pots 

a little of this is found to answer well, for its mechanical 

texture prevents the sandy loam from becoming too dense, 

as would otherwise be tbe case after repeated waterings. 

The plants enumerated in the preceding list, which belong 

to the natural orders Liliacea3 and Iridaceoe, will succeed 

in a mixture of three parts loam, two of sand, and one of 

peat; for the Amaryllis tribe, soil of a similar description 

may be employed, but the loam should be turfy. 

Lilium lancifolium.—When plants of this species, or 

of its splendid varieties, two of the best of which are 

represented in Plate VII., have pushed about a foot above 

the soil, they are disposed to throw out roots from the 

stems for several inches above the surface. In cultivation 

advantage should be taken of this circumstance, by af¬ 

fording soil for such roots to strike into, and thus enable 

the plant to develops flowers in perfection, as well as to 

form good bulbs for the following season. A mixture 

of turfy loam, peat, and sand will suit the plant well. 

Some reco-mmend a soil consisting of four parts turfy loam, 

one of rotten dung, and one of sand; but we have seen them 

growing exceedingly well in good sandy peat. In the 

end of December or beginning of Jannary, let some 12 

or 15-inch pots be well drained, and the drainage having 

been covered with some of the rougher portions of the 

compost, fill up with this to within 8 inches of the top, place 

three good bulbs on the soil, surround them with pure sand, 

and fill up with compost to within 3 inches of the top of 

the pot. No water will be required till the shoots appear 

above ground, and then but sparingly at first. When 

15 inches above the soil add compost to fill up the pot, 

place some pieces of rough peat round the rim and close 

to the stems, introducing some of the finer compost 

between the pieces. By this arrangement the roots pro¬ 

truding from the stem will obtain a large supply of 

nourishment, to enable the plant to develope its splendid 

flowers, and to form larger bulbs than if these side roots 

had been left to perish for want of soil. Some of the 

plants may be brought forward in gentle heat for decorat¬ 

ing the greenhouse, whilst others may be placed out of 

doors in a warm situation for a succession. The bulbs 

will also flower well if planted in the open ground in 

February, taken up after flowering, and preserved in dry 

soil till spring. The remarks made as to placing soil to 

the stems, are also applicable to out-door plants. 

Select List of Greenhouse Shrubs. 

Abelia floribunda. 

Abutilon insigne. 

„ venosum. 

Acacia armata. 

„ dealbata. 

,, Drummondi. 

,, floribunda. 

,, grandis. 

,, longiflora. 

,, lophantha. 

,, pnbescens. 

,, verticillata. 

,, vestita. 

Adamia versicolor. 

Agathsa coelestis. 

Alonsoa linearis. 

Aloysia citriodora. 

Aphelexis hurailis. 

,, macrantha purpurea 

,, ,, rosea. 
Azaleas. 

Baeekia virgata. 

Banksia serrata. 

Beaufortia decussata. 

Bejaria myrtifolia. 

,, racemosa. 

Boronia denticulata. 

„ Drummondi. 

,, pinnata. 

,, serrulata. 

Bouvardias. 

Bruginansia bicolor. 

,, suaveolens. 
Burchellia capensis. 

Bursaria spinosa. 

Callistachys lanceolata 

„ ovata. 

Callistemon lanceolatus. 

,, salignus. 

,, speciosus. 

Candollea cuneiformis. 

Cantua dependens. 

Ceratostema longiflorum. 

Oestrum aurantiacum. 

Chironia frutescens. 

Chorozema cordata. 

Chorozema Henchmanni. 

,, superba. 

„ varia. 

Citrus. 

Clianthus Dampieri. 

„ puniceus. 

Oneorum tricoecum. 

Coleonema pulchra. 

,, tenuifolia. 

Corouilla glauca. 

Corraeacardinalis (Plate XII.) 
,, speciosa. 

Crowea latifolia. 

„ saligna. 
Cupheas. 

Cytisus elegans. 

,, raceinosus. 
Daphne odora. 

,, ,, rubra. 

Daubentonia punieea. 

Daviesia latifolia. 

Desfontainia spinosa. 

Dillwynia floribunda. 

Diosma alba. 

„ ovata. 

,, rubra. 

„ speciosa. 

Elseocarpus cyaneus. 

Epacris. 

Eriostemon buxifolium. 

Erythrina Crista galli. 

„ laurifolia. 

Escallonia macrantha. 

Euchilus obcordatus. 

Eutaxia myrtifolia. 

Fuchsias. 

Gardenia radicans. 

Gardoquia Hookeri. 

Gastrolobium bilobum. 

,, villosum. 
Gazania rigens. 

Genetyllis tulipifera. 

Genista canariensis. 

Gnidia pinifolia. 

Gompholobium hirsuturn. 

„ splendens (PI. VIII.) 

,, venustum. 

,, versicolor. 

Goodia latifolia. 

Grevillea elegans (PI. VIII.) 

,, rosmarinifolia. 

Ilabroihamnus corymbosus. 
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Ilabrothamnus cyaneus. 

„ elegans. 

„ fasicularis. 

llelichrysum proliferum. 

Heliotropes. 

Hemiandra pungens (Pi. VIII.' 

Hibiscus heteropbyllus. 

„ phoeniceus. 

Ilovea Celsii. 
„ ilicifolia. 

Indigofera australis. 

„ decora. 

„ macrostacliya. 

Lacbnsa purpurea. 

Lambertia formosa. 

Lantanas. 

Leonotis Leonurus. 

Lescbenaultia biloba. 

„ formosa. 

., spleudens. 

Leptodactylon californicum. 

Leueadendron argenteum. 

Linum trigynum. 

Luculia gratissima. 

Melaleuca hypericifolia. 

,, thymifolia. 

Meyenia erecta. 

Jlyrtus communis. 

Kerium Oleander. . 

„ ,, splendens. 

Pulten®a retusa. 

,, stricta. 

Rhododendron aiboreum. 

,, argenteum. 

,, campanulatum. 

Campbell!, 

campylocarpum. 

„ citrinum. 

„ Dalhousiae. 

„ Edgworthii. 

,, Falcoueri. 

„ fulgens. 

,, glaucum. 

„ Griffithianum 

Aucklandii. 

,, Hookeri. 

„ javanicum. 

,, lanatuni. 

,, Maddeni. 

,, niveum. 

,, Nuttalli. 

,, Thomson!. 

,, Veitchianum. 

Eoella ciliata. 

Salvia fulgens. 

,, gesnerseflora. 

,, splendens. 

Sprengelia incarnata. 

Statice arborea. 

Dicksoni. 

Passerina grandiflora. 

Philadelphus mexicanus. 

Pimelea decussata. 

„ Hendersoni. 

„ spectabilis. 

Pittosporum coriaceum. 

„ Tobira. 

Poinciana Gilliesii. 

„ pulcherriina. 

Polygala cordifolia. 

„ Dalmaisiana. 

„ myrtifolia. 

„ speciosa. 

Protea cordata. 

„ glomerata. 

,, longifolia. 

Styphelia tubiflora. 

Sutherlandia frutescens. 

Swainsonia coronillaefolia. 

,, galegifolia. 

,, Greyana. 

Templetonia glauca. 

,, retusa. 

Telopea speciosissima. 

Thibaudia floribunda. 

,, macrantha. 

Tremandra verticillata 

Tristania macrophylla. 

Veronica Andersonii. 

,, speciosa. 

,, ,, rubra. 

Westringia rosniariniformis. 

The species enumerated in the above list are too nu¬ 

merous for the culture of each to be separately entered 

into; indeed, with but few exceptions, they succeed with 

the general culture of greenhouse plants, and in a soil 

consisting of loam and peat, proper drainage being of 

course afforded. Banksia, Chorozema, Candollea, Dill- 

wynia, Daviesia, Euchilus, Grevillea, Indigofera, Leuca- 

dendron, Melaleuca, Polygala, Pultenaea, Roella, Statice, 

Swainsonia, Telopea, Thibaudia, Tremandra, and Tris¬ 

tania are best grown in peat, loam, and sand, or in sandy 

loam and peat, with the addition of some silver sand. A 

mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand is most suitable to 

Salvia and Clianthus, whilst Pimeleas succeed best in 

peat, with the addition of a small proportion of loam. 

The following genera require similar treatment to that of 

Cape Heaths, and may therefore be associated with them 

in culture: Aphclexis, Az.alea, Diosma, Epacris, Gnidia, 

Helichrysum, Leschenaultia, Jletrosideros, and Spren¬ 

gelia, and Styphelia, to which may be added Roronia, Cho¬ 

rozema, Crowea, Eriostemon, Hovea, and Templetonia. 

Corre' speciosa and cardinalis (Plate XII.) succeed 

well in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, or in peat with 

a little fibrous loam, leaf-mould, and sand. They are 

propagated by cuttings inserted thinly in sand, over a 

mixture of peat and sand, covered with a bell-glass, and 

placed in very slight heat; or more readily by grafting or 

inarching on the common species, C. alba and virens. The 

more vigorous shoots ought to be stopped, in order that 

the plant may be the more closely furnished with flowers, 

without exhibiting any great length of naked shoots. 

Luculia gratissima being a delightfully fragrant plant, 

deserves to be noticed at greater length than our limits 

will permit. Its propagation and culture were fonnerly 

considered vei'ydifiScult, but Mr. Henderson, of Trentham, 

has grown it IG feet high, and 39 feet in circumference. 

The cuttings should be taken from shoots of moderately 

firm growth about end of April, and inserted under a 

hand-glass, in pots of sandy peat with silver sand at top. 

Mr. Henderson places them in a vinery, and admits 

atmospheric moisture by tilting the glass for half an hour 

after syringing the house. The plants are potted off about 

the end of July, or as soon as they are fit, in three parts 

peat and one of light sandy loam, adding a little leaf-mould 

and silver sand. Then place in a pit without artificial 

heat, pinch the tops when a joint is made, shift again 

about the beginning of September, and in October re¬ 

move to the greenhouse for the winter. The Luculia 

will succeed very well in a conservatory, but it requires 

to have the shoots judiciously shortened after flowering, 

otherwise, as in the case of a peach tree left unpruned, 

it will become naked almost to the extremities of the 

branches. 

Gompholohium splendens (Plate VIII.) requires turfy 

peat, broken in small pieces and well mixed with about 

one-fourth of silver sand, and good drainage is essential. 

Plants of this elegant genus may be kept in a pit in sum¬ 

mer, where their growth can be encouraged; and in 

watering, the whole of the soil in the pot should be tho¬ 

roughly moistened, but care must be taken not to give 

water again till the soil is beginning to get dry. Pinch 

over-vigorous shoots before they get too strong, and cut 

out those that are weak and straggling before the plants 

start into fresh growth in spring. 

The Orange tree is chiefly esteemed in this country 

for the beauty of its evergreen foliage, and the fragrance 

of its blossom. It is a native of Asia, but has long been 

extensively cultivated in the south of Europe. The soil 

and climate of the Azores is so favourable to it, that a 

single tree has there been known to produce in one year 

20,000 oranges. The soil, we are informed by Mr. Wal¬ 

lace {Jour. ofHort. Soc., vii. 238), is generally a friable 

lo.am, mixed with volcanic matter carried down by the 

rains of winter; it is for the most part of considerable 

depth, but many of the orange gardens are formed in places 

where there is little more than from 15 to 18 inches of 

soil above the shattered mass of rock and rubble. From 

this it may be inferred that good drainage is essential, 

especially in a climate which, like ours, is less favour¬ 

able to the growth of this exotie than that of St. Michael’s. 

There, according to Dove’s tables, the mean temperature 

of winter is nearly 58°, that of spring 61°, of summer 68°, 

of autumn 62°, and the difference between summer and 

winter little more than 10°. Mr. Wallace states that he 

has sometimes seen the thermometer in January as low 

as 40°, but such occurrences w'ere rare. It is known 

that the temperature of the earth, as far as the roots of 

trees penetrate in drained soil, differs little from that of 
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the air, ,md this being at St. Michael’s 58’’ in winter, we 

may fairly conclude that the roots of the orange tree 

will there be seldom, if ever, subjected to a temperature 

below 55°. As the tops of trees, even in the most favour¬ 

able situations, are exposed to greater variations of tem¬ 

perature than their roots, so they are better adapted than 

the latter for withstanding such vicissitudes. It will 

readily be admitted, that if the leaves and shoots are sub¬ 

jected for some time to a continuous cold of 32° they 

would be seriously injured, although they will bear with 

impunity, as in the Azores, an occasional extreme of 40°; 

but the roots are never, as regards temperature, in so 

low a medium. Therefore, we may conclude, that if the 

soil in which they are placed is so cold as 40°, the trees 

will suffer materially, and in proportion to the time 

they are in that condition. When the roots of orange 

trees are kept, not only too cold but also too wet, they 

either perish, or become so inert as to become unfit for 

performing their office. The consequence is, the trees 

exhibit signs of bad health, the leaves turning yellow, 

and frequently the only effectual remedy is to lop back 

the branches, shorten to some extent the roots, repot or 

place in a tub in fresh compost, and plunge in bottom 

heat, in order to start the plant into fresh growth. In 

most cases such proceedings would not he necessary, if 

the roots were not subjected to too much cold. The un¬ 

thriving condition of orange trees is often attributed to 

the quality and not to the coldness of the soil, but in the 

majority of eases the latter is the true cause of the evil. 

No care bestowed on the top will counteract the conse¬ 

quences of a deficiency of warmth at the roots. What 

the lowest temperature of the soil should be, might be 

answered by referring to that of St. Michael’s, about 55°, 

during the coldest period of the year. The minimum 

bottom heat may range between that and 45°, but pre¬ 

ferably not below 50°, where a vigorous growth of the 

trees is intended to be maintained. This could easily be 

secured by lowering the tubs in a chamber, in which the 

above degree of heat would be steadily at command; and 

if the chamber were properly boarded over, the actual 

expense of maintaining such an amount of bottom heat 

would be very trifling, whilst the advantage, as regards 

the health and vigour of the trees, would be very great. | 

Propagation is effected by any of the usual modes, but 

chiefly by budding and grafting seedling stocks of the 

lemon and eitron. The soil should be of a porous 

nature ; good turfy loam, with some peat, sand, and cow- 

dung forms a compost which answers very well. When 

making growth, manure water may be freely given, but in 

winter it is better withheld, and during that season water 

should be rather sparingly supplied. 

The Fuchsia is propagated by seeds, cuttings, and occa¬ 

sionally by inarching, performed whilst the plants are in a 

growing state. The seeds should be sown in February or 

March, in pans of light rich mould, covered lightly, and 

placed in a slight bottom heat. When the young plants are 

an inch high they may be potted in small pots of loam, sand, 

and leaf-mould, and as soon as again established removed 

to a greenhouse or pit, where they should be shifted 

when necessary into larger pots; but stopping ouglit not 

to be practised, the objects being to obtain flowers as early 

as possible, and to observe the natural habit of the plant. 

Cuttings may be taken off any time in spring, summer, 

or autumn, but preferably in September for summer 

flowering, and in February or March for autumn show, 

the old plants being in this case placed in gentle heat to 

cause the production of shoots. These should be taken 

off close to the old wood, when about 2 inches in length, 

and inserted in a light compost of loam, leaf-mould, and 

sand, surfaced with about Inalf an inch of silver sand. 

They should then be placed in a gentle bottom heat, and 

covered with hand-glasses. When rooted they should 

be potted in 3-inch pots, and kept close till they have 

struck fresh root; afterwards they should be kept near 

the glass in a moist heat, ranging from 50° to 60°, or in 

a warm greenhouse, giving liberal shifts when necessary. 

AVater ought to be freely supplied, and frequently over¬ 

head, and air admitted whenever the weather is favourable. 

Stopping the side shoots ought to be practised when these 

have made three or four joints, and if it is desired to make 

the plants grow bushy, the leader should be pinched soon 

after the first potting. As the plants advance, attention 

will have to be paid to staking, and for a month previous 

to flowering, weak liquid manure may be afforded two or 

three times a week. When in flower, the plants should 

have plenty of air; and when the bloom is over, it is ad¬ 

vantageous to place them out of doors to ripen the wood. 

The soil, after the first potting, should consist of two parts 

loam, one of well decomposed cow-dung or old hotbed 

mould, and one of leaf-mould, with the addition of some 
sandy peat. 

Succulents.—The natural habitats of these are various, 

some of them existing in dry sandy plains, fully exposed 

to the sun’s rays, where every other kind of vegetation is 

parched up, others on naked volcanic rocks. They are 

of easy culture, many being propagated by seed, and most 

of them by cuttings, of which the cut surface should be 

allowed to get dry before insertion. Most of the free 

growing kinds succeed best in a mixture of rich sandy 

loam and peat or leaf-mould; others that are of slow 

growth require light sandy loam and brick rubbish, others 

again soil of this description, with the addition of peat. 

Of such as Cacti, for example, only the roots should 

reach soil of a nutritive character; above there should bo 

a layer of sand, which ought to be kept dry in winter in 

order to prevent rot. And for the same reason, when 

the sand becomes charged with impurities it should be 

replaced with fresh. The pots ought to be well drained, 

and the materials decidedly porous. Little water is re¬ 

quired by this class of plants, as compared with others 

of the same size; for their surface is adapted for expend¬ 

ing but little by evaporation, and the demand for a supply 

of moisture from the roots is eonsequently small, hence 

the bulk of these organs likewise bears a small propor¬ 

tion to that of the rest of the plant. The following are 

some of the principal genera of succulent plants:—Aloe, 

Crassula, Cactus, Mammillaria, Cereus, Opuntia, Epi- 

phyllum, Mesemhryanthemum, Stapelia, Echeveria, and 
Kalosanthes. 

Select List of Greenhouse Climbers and Twiners. 

Bignonia Chcrere. 

speciosa. 

Billardiera longiflora 

scandens. 

Brachysema latifolia. 

Clematis azurea grandiflora. 

smilacifolia. 

indivisa lobata. 

Cobaia scandens. 

Crotalaria elegans. 

Dolichos lignosus. 

Eccrcmocarpus scaber. 

Ilardenbergia macrophylla. 

llardenbergia longe-racemosa. 

,, monophylla, 

Ipomooa coccinea. 

,, Learii. 

Quainoclit. 

rubro-caerulea. 
Jasminuin azoricum. 

,, grandiflorum. 

„ gracile. 

,, odoratissimura. 

„ pubescens. 

Kennedya Marryattae. 

,, rubicuuda. 
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Lapageria rosea. 
„ ,, albiflora. 

Lophospermum erubescens. 

„ scaiidens. 

>famlevilla suaveolens. 

Manettia bicolor. 
,, cordifolia. 

Mauraudya Barclayaiia. 

„ semperflorens. 

Mitraria coccinea. 

Passiflora alata. 
„ kermesiiia. 

,, Loudoni. 

„ quadrangularis. 

Pbilibertia grandiflora. 

Plumbago capensis. 

Rhodocbiton volubile. 

Sollya Drummondi. 

,, linearis. 

Tacsonia manicata. 

„ mollissima. 

Tecoma jasminoides. 

Tropsolum azureum. 

„ bracliyceras. 

,, Lobbianum. 

,, pentapbylluin. 

„ speciosum. 

„ tricolorum and 

many fine hybrids. 

Tweedia cserulea. 

Zichya glabrata. 

„ inophylla. 

The above plants, with a few exceptions, succeed in 

equal parts of loam and peat, the ordinary culture of 

greenhouse plants being afforded. Brachysemas, Ilar- 

donbergias, Kennedyas, Pbilibertia, Tweedia cserulea, 

and Zichyas, require soil of a lighter character, such as 

a mixture of sandy loam and peat, or loam, peat, and 

sand. The beautiful Lapageria rosea (Plate V.), con¬ 

stitutes one of the great ornaments of the conservatory 

in the end of summer and beginning of autumn, when 

covered with its large lily-like flowers. It succeeds 

well in any good soil sufficiently porous, and containing 

a portion of leaf-mould, but appears to prefer a mixture 

of loam, peat, and leaf-mould, with the addition of enough 

sharp sand to keep the whole open. The principal point 

in its management, is to give it a shady position and a 

liberal supply of moisture during the growing season. 

Mandevilla suaveolens., another highly ornamental 

climber, should be planted out in a conservatory border, 

in a light loamy soil, mixed with some leaf-mould. 

Select List of Herhaceous Greenhouse Perennials. 

Agapanthus urabellatus. 

Anigozanthus coccineus. 

Arctotis tricolor. 

Aristea capitata. 

„ cyanea. 

Canarina Campanula. 

Canna indica. 

„ gigantea. 

„ Warscewiezii. 

Dianella cserulea. 

Impatiens platypetala. 

Lobelia cardinalis. 

„ fulgens. 

,, splendens. 

Slimulus glutinosus. 

„ grandiflorus. 

,, puniccus. 

Xierembergia calycina. 

,, graeilis. 

„ intermedia. 

Primula sinensis varieties. 

Salvia coccinea. 

,, ianthina. 

,, patens. 

Sisyriuchium bicolor. 

Statice imbricata. 

,, macrophylla. 

Streptoearpus Rexii. 

The Cineraria is unquestionably one of the most use¬ 

ful plants for producing a display in the greenhouse and 

conservatory during the winter and spring. The seed is 

best sown immediately after ripening, in June or July, 

in pots or pans filled with light soil, such as a mixture of 

loam, leaf-mould, and sand, covering slightly with fine 

mould; and plaeing the pots in a shady situation, where 

the soil must be kept moist. When the seedlings have 

formed rough leaves, they should be pricked out about 

2 inches apart in store pots, and shut up in a fi'arae till 

they have struck fresh root; afterwards, they ought to 

be placed out of doors, and as soon as strong enough, 

I'Otted singly in 3-inch pots, shaded till again established, 

and then treated tike plants from cuttings. A sowing 

may likewise be made in March or April, in a cold frame. 

To obtain cuttings, the plants should, after flowering, be 

cut down nearly to the ground, placed in a shady border 

where they can be protected from heavy rain till they 

push shoots, when they may be potted or planted in a 

shady border of light rich soil. Abundance of shoots 

will soon be produced, and these having been taken off, 

should be inserted in soil like that recommended for sow¬ 

ing the seeds in, with a layer of silver sand at top. They 

should then bo watered and shut up in a cold frame, and 

kept shaded for a few days till rooted, when they may be 

potted in 3-inoh pots, kept close for two or three days, 

and then exposed more and more freely to the air. 

The after culture consists in stopping, when the plants 

are about 3 inches high, shifting whenever the roots get 

to the sides of the pots, keeping near the glass, giving 

air whenever the weather is favourable, affording a 

liberal but, especially in winter, not an excessive .supply 

of moisture, occasionally syringing overhead, guarding 

against frost, fumigating on the least appearance of the 

green fly, dusting with sulphur to prevent the attacks of 

the green fly, tying out the flower-stems, and removing 

very early blossoms. The soil employed for the repot- 

tings may consist of two parts of turfy loam, one of leaf- 

mould, and one of well-decomposed cow-dung, with the 

addition of some silver sand or sandy peat. This com¬ 

post should be used unsifted, the coarse lumps only being 

broken down. As the plants progress towards flowering, 

weak liquid manure may be given with advantage, and 

when in bloom they may be removed to the greenhouse, 

where they must be well exposed to light, but shaded 

from strong sunshine. By propagating in spring, grow¬ 

ing the plants rapidly, and allowing them to beoome 

pot-bound in autumn, a stock of plants for winter bloom¬ 

ing will be secured. 
Calceolarias are propagated by seeds and cuttings, but 

the herbaceous kinds are generally increased by the for¬ 

mer method. The seeds may be sown in July or August 

for summer flowering, and in March for succession, using 

pans filled with a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and silver 

sand, the soil being sifted rather fine, and watered pre¬ 

vious to sowing. The seeds should be scattered thinly, 

and very slightly covered with fine sandy soil; the pans 

may then be placed under hand-glasses, in a cool border 

if the sowing is made in summer, in a warm pit if in 

spring; and the soil should be kept moist by watering 

through a fine rose, or placing a piece of paper over it 

till the seeds vegetate. As soon as large enough to 

handle, the seedlings ought to be pricked out in store 

pots, from which they should be transferred to 3-inch 

pots as they increase in size, and placed in a cold pit when 

established. Cuttings of the shrubby sorts may be taken 

off in August or September for early flowering, in the 

end of February or in March for succession. They 

should be inserted in 3-inch pots filled with loam, leaf- 

mould, and sand, placed in a gentle bottom-heat, and 

kept rather close and shaded till struck, when they 

may be gradually hardened and placed in a pit or 

gi-eenhouse. The herbaceous kinds, though generally 

raised from seed, may also be propagated by cuttings 

taken off after flowering. The plants being then cut 

down, are placed in a shady situation out of doors, and 

the soil in the pots is top-dressed with some fresh com¬ 

post, so as to cover the base of the shoots. Cuttings, or 

rather rooted suckers, will thus he obtained, and if taken 

off, potted, and placed in bottom heat, will make estab¬ 

lished plants. 
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The after management of the p’ants, whether raised 

from seeds or cuttings, consists in keeping them near the 

glass in a moist atmosphere, with a minimum temperature 

of 45° to 50°; shifting whenever the pots get filled with 

roots, and always using plenty of drainage; giving plenty 

of air; watering frequently, both at root and overhead; 

fumigating; affording, as the plants advance towards 

flowering, an occasional application of liquid manure, 

and, lastly, supporting the flower-stems of such as re¬ 

quire it. The soil employed for the various pottiiigs 

may consist of two parts loam, one of leaf mould, and 

one of cow-dung, or old hotbed mould, with the addition 

of some silver sand; this compost should be used in a 

rather rough state. To the above soil some peat may 

be added in the earlier stages of growth. 

Select Annuals for the Greenhouse. 

Acroclinium roseum. Martynia fragrans. 

Brachycome iberidifolia. 

Browallia demissa. 

,, elata. 

Calandrinia discolor. 

,, gi-andiflora. 

,, umbellata. 

Clintonia pulchella. 

Didiscus cseruleus. 

Eucnide bartonioides. 

Gilia dianthoides, sjm. 

Fenzlia dianthiflora. 

Grammanthes gentianoides. Schizanthus pinnatus, 

Linumgrandiflorumrubrum. ,, retusus. 

Lobelia Eriuus speciosa. Ten weeks stocks. 

,, ramosa. Tropseolums. 

Mesembryanthemum tri- 

Mignonette. [color. 

Nemophila insignis. 

,, maculata. 

Phlox Drummondi. 

Portulaca grandiflora. 

,, splendens. 

,, Thellusoni. 

,, Thorburni. 

Ehodanthe Manglesii. 

Salpiglossis sinuata, varieties. 

The above should be sown in frames about the end of 

July, and again in August or September, for flowering 

in winter and spring; and if required in summer, a sow¬ 

ing may also be made in Jlarch. Balsams and cocks¬ 

combs are very ornamental annuals for conservatory and 

greenhouse decoration in summer and autumn. Balsams 

should be sown in March for flowering in June, using 

pans or thumb-pots filled with light rich loamy soil. 

After sowing, the pots should be plunged in a bottom 

heat of 65° to 70°, and kept near the glass. When the 

young plants have made two good leaves, they should be 

potted rather deeply in 4 or 5-inch pots, and again 

plunged ; afterwards they will require to be shifted when¬ 

ever the roots reach the sides of the pots, till in from 6 

to 12-inch ones, according to the size which the plants 

are required to attain before blooming. This may be 

regulated by stopping more or less frequently, and giv¬ 

ing liberal shifts, or the contrary. The soil for the 

various repottings may consist of fibrous loam and rotten 

cow-dung, or old hotbed dung, with the addition of 

some leaf-mould and sharp sand; and in every case the 

pots should be well drained. Throughout their growth, 

the plants should be kept near the glass, and at a suffi¬ 

cient distance apart; they must be liberally supplied with 

water at the root, as well as syringed overhead, morning 

and evening, in fine weather, and a day temperature of 

65° to 70° should be maintained, air being freely admit¬ 

ted at every favourable opportunity. When the flower- 

buds appear, weak liquid manure may be given with 

advantage, and when coming into flower, the plants 

should be removed to the greenhouse. Very good speci¬ 

mens m.ay be obtained for succession by sowing on a 

gentle hotbed in April and May, and growing the plants 
in a cool pit during the summer. 

The Cochscomb requires nearly the same treatment as 

the balsam, except that it will bear with advantage a 

greater degree of heat. The seed may be sown any 

time from the beginning of May in pans of leaf-mould 

and sand, covering to the depth of \ inch, and water¬ 

ing through a fine rose. The pans should then be 

plunged in a cucumber bed, or one affording a similar 

amount of heat. As soon as the seedlings are strong 

enough, they must be potted in thumb-pots, using a 

mixture of loam and leafmould, with the addition of 

some silver sand, and placing the stem well down in the 

earth. A temperature of 60° by night and 70° by day 

should be maintained; plenty of air must be given, but 

not so as to lower the temperature and cause any sudden 

check to vegetation; water should be liberally supplied; 

the plants must be exposed as much as possible to light 

by placing them within a few inches of the glass, and at 

a sufficient distance from each other; finally, they must 

never be allowed to become pot-bound, unless it is de¬ 

sired to limit their size, in which case both the tem¬ 

perature and supply of water ought likewise to be dimin¬ 

ished. If, on the contrary, very large specimens are 

the object, a soil consisting of loam, well-rotted manure, 

and leaf-mould should be employed, and a high tem¬ 

perature, liberal supply of water, and plenty of pot room 

must be afforded. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE PLANT STOVE. 

As this structure is destined for the culture 

of tropical plants, a much greater amount of 

heat must he at command than is necessary 

for the growth of greenhouse plants. These, 

for the most part, will not he seriously injured, 

if the temperature fall nearly to freezing; hut 

no plant from within the tropics, unless from 

an elevated region, will hear so low a tem¬ 

perature with impunity. The foliage of some 

species of stove plants is of a firm dry texture, 

and composed of rigid fibres, and the leaves 

may not in this case exhibit immediately the 

effects of exposui’e to a low temperature, still 

the constitution of the plants will certainly he 

more or less injured, and sooner or later symp¬ 

toms of iir health will he manifested. There 

are, of course, many plants from within the 

tropics for which a greenhouse temjierature 

is quite sufficient, hut the natural habitat of 

such is considerably above the level of the sea, 

and at still greater elevations even hardy plants 

are found. By stove jdants, then, are to he 

understood such as are indigenous to the lower 

tropical regions, where a high average tem¬ 

perature invariably prevails, with hut little 

variation throughout the year. 

The following table is deduced from five 
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yGfirs' liourly o6sGrvs.tioiis tit SmgtiporGj iii 

lat. r 12' N., almost iintlGr the equator, in 

the Indian Archii)elago, where a tropical vege¬ 

tation so miich abounds. 

Extreme highest and lowest Temperatures at Singapore, 

lat. 1“ 12' N. 

Hoiirly 
Mean. 

In the Shade. 
Highest in 
the Sun. 

Lowest by 
Radiation. 

Highest. Lowest. 

January. .. 78° 84° 74° 117° 66° 

February.. 78 84 75 119 60 

March. 79 85 76 114 65 

April. 80-5 85 76 111 70 

May. 81-3 86 72 111 72 

June. 81-6 86 75 111 70 

July. 82-5 86 76 113 70 

August. 80-4 85 76 112 69 

September. 81-3 85 77 115 63 

October.... 80-8 85 76 114 66 

November. 80-2 85 75 115 69 

December.. 79-5 1 75 115 68 

From the above it appears that the mean of 

nhe whole year, according to hourly observa¬ 

tions, was 80°-38, that the thermometer in the 

shade never rose more than 6°, nor fell at any 

time more than 8° below 80”. The extreme 

range in the shade was therefore between 86° 

and 72°. Exposed, however, to the eifects of 

radiation, the thermometer fell as low as 60°; 

hence we may conclude that tropical plants, 

from near the level of the sea and almost under 

the line, will bear to be occasionally as low as 

60°. According to the above natural data, 

the temperature of a house for tropical plants 

should not rise above 86°, nor fall below 65°; 

but experience proves that if allowed to sink 

as low as 60° in winter, it is better than to 

keep it higher by the application of a great 

amount of artificial heat. A high temperature 

by sun heat shoiild be prevented, by giving 

air gradually, for it is bad management to 

allow the thermometer to rise too high and 

then lower it suddenly, by the admission of a 

current of air. 

In giving air to stove plants, it should be 

recollected that they are much more suscepti¬ 

ble of injury from draughts of cold air than 

greenhouse plants are; for some of them in 

their native climates, as for instance those in¬ 

digenous to the Indian Archipelago, are sub¬ 

ject to but little variation in the shade through¬ 

out the whole year, the range being not more 

than 14° between the highest extreme in the 

hottest and the lowest extreme in the coldest 

pei’iod, whilst the variation of temperature in 

anv twenty-four consecutive hours rarely ex¬ 

ceeds 6°. This being the case, it will readily 

be admitted, that to let in a rush of cold air 

at perhaps 40° to a house at 80°, must act very 

unfavourably on the plants within it. Instead 

of admitting a certain amount of external air 

at 40°, it would be better to allow double the 

quantity to pass in at 60°; for whilst this would 

produce the same effect in keeping down the 

internal temperature, any draught of air that 

might come in contact with the plants would 

be 20° warmer. It is therefore desirable that 

the external air should not only be admitted 

through screens to prevent sweeping draughts, 

but also that, when very cold, it should be 

warmed, in order to reduce the disparity be¬ 

tween its temperature and that of the air of 

the house. It would be well to adopt some 

means of warming the air to at least 55°, 

before it is employed for the ventilation of 

the stove. Where such means are not at 

command, shading during intense sunshine is 

advisable, for whatever heat a plant exposed 

to the sun may bear, the shaded pai’ts should 

not be subjected to a temperature exceeding 

about 85°, as indicated by a thermometer in¬ 

side the house, but shaded from the sun’s rays. 

Moisture.—The supply of water for the roots 

must of course be regulated according to the 

demand, and plants growing in the same house 

can be easily suited in this respect; but the 

proper degree of atmospheric moisture cannot 

be insiu’ed to all stove plants if grown in one 

compartment, for some of them are from dry 

and others from moist situations. For both 

kinds of plants the same temperature may be 

suitable, but in order to afford the requisite 

amount of atmospheric moisture to each, two 

houses or compartments are necessary. If in¬ 

stead of two structures, one a dry and the 

other a moist stove, only one can be afforded, 

that one, as regards temperature, will be equally 

suitable for tropical plants, from either dry or 

moist situations, and may be heated by one 

apparatus, bxrt it should be divided into two 

compartments by a glazed partition, so that 

the air of the one may be kept dry and that 

of the other moist. It would indeed be very 

advantageous if three divisions were formed, 

and arrangements made by which a tempera¬ 

ture, intermediate between that of the stove 

and the greenhouse, could be maintained. 

Culture.—T\\q cultivation of stove plants 

differs little from that of greenhouse jdants, 

excepting in respect to temperature. W^ith 

regal’d to soil, most stove plants succeed in a 

mixture of rich fibrous loam and peat, and to 
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this some clean sand ought to be added, if 

there is not enough in the loam to keep it 

sufficiently open after its fibrous part becomes 

wasted. Leaf-mould, if good and free of fun¬ 

gus, may also be employed. For plants that 

are not disposed to grow over-luxuriantly, a 

little rotten cow-dung mixed with the soil 

will prove beneficial, and to such plants rather 

clear manure water may be given occasionally. 

The plants should be encouraged to make 

their principal growth in summer, the period 

when light is most abundant. In winter, on 

the contrary, when light is deficient, vegetation 

must be kept going on, but the less growth 

that is made during that season the better. 

The plants should then be brought as nearly 

as possible to a state of rest, not, however, in 

consequence of being paralyzed by too great a 

reduction of temperature, but by a safe partial 

lowering of it, together with as limited a sup¬ 

ply of moisture as the plants will bear. But, 

previous to this, the quantity of moisture in 

the air of the house should be gradually dimi¬ 

nished, and sun and air rather freely admitted, 

in order to render fiiun the summer growth. 

Plants that require pruning should have 

that operation performed before they start into 

fresh growth j little cutting will, however, be 

necessary, if due attention is paid to stopping 

and training as growth proceeds. As soon as 

the plants are about to make fresh growth is 

generally the best time for shifting those that 

require fresh soil or more pot room for their 
roots. 

Select List of Stove Plants. 

Achimenes, numerous vars. Begonia incarnata. 

Adhatocia cydoniiefolia. ,, maiiicata. 

Aichmea fulgens. „ nitida. 

.^iscliynantlius fulgens. ,, odorata. 

11 longiflorus. ,, parviflora. 

11 speciosus. ,, prestoniensis. 

„ splendidus. „ urophjlla. 
Allamanda neriifolia. Bilbergia Morelliana. 

A lloplectus speciosus. „ splendida. 

Amherstia nobilis. „ thyrsoidea. 

Angelonia salicariaefolia. „ Wetherelli. 

Aphelandra auraiitiaca. Brownea grandiceps. 

11 cristata. Brunsfelsia americana. 

II fulgens. Centradenia rosea. 

II pulcherrima. Chirita Moonii. 
Ardisia crenata. zeylanioa. 

1, paniculata. Clerodendron fragran.s. 

Asystasia coromandeliana. „ infortunatum. 

egonia albo coccinea. ,, paniculatum. 

” cinnabarina. speciosissimum. 
It coccinea. squamatum. 

,1 fuchsioides. Coleus Blumei. 

” GriflSthii. Columnea scandens. 

>1 tydrocotylffifolia. Coutarea speciosa. 

Crossandra undula>fol!a. 

Cyrtooeras reflexum. 

Dichorisandra picta. 

,1 thyrsiflora. 
Duranta Plnm'eri. 

Erantbemum nervosum. 

1, pulebellum. 

1, strictum. 

Euphorbia jacquiniflora. 

„ splendens. 

Franciscea acuminata. 

,, calycina. 

„ eximia. 

Hopeana. 

Justicia rosea. 

II speciosa. 

Lagerstroemia indica. 

Lemonia spectabilis. 

Marica cserulea. 

MedinUla magnifica. 

Melastoma malabathricum. 

Mimosa pudica. 

Murraya exotica. 

Mussjenda frondosa. 

Pentas carnea. 

Phrynium sanguineum. 

Pitcairnia flamraea. 

staminea. 
„ hydrangaeformis.Pleroma Kunthianura. 

Gai'denia florida. Plumbago occidentalis. 

II II Fortuniana. „ rosea. 

,1 radicans. Pl'umiei'a Jamesoni. 

„ Stanleyana. „ rubra. 

Geissomeria longiflora. Poinciana pulcherrima. 

Gesnera cinnabarina. Poinsettia pulcherri.-na. 

,, Donkelaariana. Porphyrocoma lanceolata. 

,, Miellezii. Portlandia grandiflora. 
„ zebrina, &c. Rivina humilis. 

Gloxinias. Rondeletia anoraala. 

Goldfussia anlsophylla. „ .speciosa major. 

Guzmannia tricolor. Ruellia formosa. 

Hedychium angustifolium. ,, longifolia. 

II Gardnerianum. ,, maerophylla. 
Heliconia angustifolia. „ ovata. 

„ pulverulenta. Russellia junoea. 

Hibiscus Rosa sinensis. Sciadocalyx Warsoewiczii. 

„ splendens. Sinningia guttata. 
Hindsia violacea. „ Youngiana. 

Howardia Caracasensis. Siphooampylus microstoma. 

Hoya bella. Sonerila margaritacea. 
Inga pulcherrima. Strelitzia regin*. 

Ixora coccinea. Tabernjemontana coronaria 
11 crocata. flore pleno. 

11 GrifiStliii. Torenia asiatiea. 

II javanica. Thyrsacanthus Schomburg- 
n odorata. kiana. 

,1 rosea. Vinca alba. 

Jatropha panduraefolia. „ rosea. 

Justicia camea. Vriesia psittacina rubro- 

,, coccinea. bracteata. 

,1 picta. ,, splendens. 

In addition to the above there is a great 

variety of stove plants remarkable for the 

beauty and variegation of their foliage, such 

as Achimenes cupreata, .tEchmea fulgens dis¬ 

color, Alloplectus speciosus, Aphelandra Leo- 

poldi. Begonia Griffithii, splendida argentea, 

xanthina pictafolia, zebrina, Caladium bicolor, 

Cis.sus discolor. Coleus Blumei, Croton pictum, 

variegatum, Dracaena ferrea, terminalis, Ces- 

nera zebrina, IVTaranta zebrina, Warscewiczii, 

Sonerila margaritacea, Tradescantia discolor, 

&c. Some of these should exist in every good 
collection. 

Select List of Stove Climbers. 

Allamanda cathartica. Allamanda Schottii. 

1, grandiflora. Beaumontia grandiflora. 
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Bignonia Chamberlaynii. 

„ venusta. 

Cissua discolor. 

Olerodendron splcndens. 

Combretum purpureum. 

Dipladenia atropurpurea. 

,, crassinoda. 

„ magriifica. 

„ splcndens. 

Ecliites suberecta. 

Hexacentris mysorensis. 

„ „ lutea 

Hoya carnosa. 

„ imperialis. 

IpomcEa Ilorsfallise. 

„ insignis. 

„ rubro-ca;rulea. 

Jasminum Sainbac. 

Slauettia bicolor. 

,, cordifolia. 

Passiflora alata. 

„ kermesina. 

„ quadrangularis. 

,, racemosa. 

Pergularia odoratissima. 

Petrea volubilis. 

Physiantlms aurlcomus. 

Quisqualis indica. 

Rapbistcmma pulchellum. 

.Solandra grandiflora. 

Stephanotis floribunda. 

Thunbergia alata and varie¬ 

ties. 

„ grandiflora. 

„ Harrisii. 

,, laurifolia. 

The plants enumerated in the preceding 

lists, succeed for the most part with the ordi¬ 

nary treatment of stove plants, and, with but 

few exceptions, should be grown in a compost 

of rich friable loam and peat. We shall there¬ 

fore only make a few remarks on those re¬ 

quiring a particular mode of treatment. 
Achime7ies.—Propagation is effected by small tubers of 

the previous year’s growth, and by cuttings of the shoots 

in bottom heat. Shake the earth from the tubers and 

plant in pots or pans of leaf-mould, sand, and peat, with 

the addition of a little well-decomposed cow-dung; start 

them in bottom heat in February for flowering in June, 

and in succession for flowering till winter. Transplant 

when about two inches high into pans or pots, placing 

several in each, and shift when these are getting full of 

roots. After flowering, the plants should be kept growing 

till the foliage decays, in order to perfect the tubers; the 

pans must then be placed on a shelf, and the soil kept 

dry till the tubers are required for planting. Oesneras 

require similar treatment. 

Mchnica and ^schynanthus.—Fibrous sandy peat in 

a pot or suspended in a basket, but the former is prefer¬ 

able. Attend to keeping them duly supplied with 

moisture. 

Allamanda.— Turfy loam and peat, with some well-de¬ 

composed leaf-mould and silver sand. A. neriifolia is 

very ornamental when trained in a rather dwarf compact 

form, and by stopping the shoots at the second or third 

joint a succession of flowers will be produced for several 

months. A. Schottii (Plate IX.) and cathartica are beau¬ 

tiful climbers; they should be cut well back early in 

spring, and started with plenty of heat and moisture. If 

there is sufScient space for their full extension, manure 

water may be given during the season of growth and 
flowering. 

Begonias require turfy loam, peat, leaf-mould, and 

sand, with a temperature of 55° to 65° for flowering, but 

in order to maintain the plants long in bloom, they may 

be kept in a temperature of 45° to 50°. 

Clerodendrons succeed in equal parts of turfy loam, 

peat, and rotten cow-dung, with the addition of charcoal 

and sand to insure drainage. Place the plants in a pit 

in the beginning of Marcb, plunge in bottom heat, shift 

when necessary, and finally into 13-inch pots towards the 

end of April; and when the flowers expand remove to the 

coolest part of a stove, or to an intermediate house. 

Keep nearly dry in winter, and cut back to a few eyes, 

repot, and start in spring as before. 

i5-ajicfsceas.—Sandy loam, turfy peat, and leaf-mould; 

plenty of heat and moisture whilst growing, and a mode¬ 

rate temperature, and rather dry atmosphere after the 

wood is ripened. They should be pruned rather closely 

previous to starting. 

Gardenias.—Propagated by cuttings of the half-ripened 

shoots, in sandy peat under a bell-glass; pot off in 3-inch 

pots, and plunge in bottom heat. A suitable compost 

for the plants consists of loam, peat, and sand, with a 

little well-decomposed cow-dung. In the second season 

place the plant, early in spring, in a pit with a good bottom 

heat. When the flowers begin to ajipear tbe plants may 

be removed to the greenhouse, and after flowering they 

should be pruned and kept well exposed to light and air, 

w'ith less moisture, till the wood becomes firm. The 

temperature must then be gradually reduced to 50° or 

55° in winter. 

Gloxinias are propagated by cuttings or by leaves, and 

require a mixture of loam, peat, leaf-mould, and sand, 

with a moist atmosphere, and a rather sparing supply of 

w'ater at the root. After flowering keep in any dry 

place. 

Ixora.—Turfy peat and sand; half plunge in a dung 

pit in February, and stop the shoots; shift in May, and 

finally in the middle of July, after which the plants should 

be allowed to grow without stopping, in order that they 

may gain strength and make roots. 

Stephonotis floribunda (Plate IX.)—Equal parts of 

turfy loam and peat, with sand to insure porosity, will 

form a good compost for this beautiful climber. As it 

makes rapid growth, attention must be paid to shifting 

before the roots get over-crowded; finally it may occupy 

a 15-inch pot. As growth proceeds the shoots must be 

regulated by pruning and training, and it will soon cover 

a large extent of trellis or rafter. Towards the end of 

the season le.ss moisture should be supplied, in order to 

render the wood more firm. 

Tlcyrsacantlms Schomburghiana (Plate XI.)—This very 

useful plant for winter flowering is propagated by cuttings 

in peat and sand, under a bell-glass. They should bo 

struck early in spring, kept near the glass in a pit, in 

gentle bottom heat, and shifted on. Train the centre shoot 

upright, leaving the side ones to assume their natural 

pendulous direction; by these means handsome plants will 

be produced in the course of the summer, for flowering 

in winter and spring. The soil should consist of turfy 

loam, peat, and sand, with a little decomposed cow-dung. 

Select List of Orchids. 

Those marked 6. are grown in baskets with sp>hagnum and pot¬ 
sherds, those marked hi. are grown on blocks of wood. 

Aerides affine, b. 

„ cristatum, b. 

,, Fieldingi, b. 

,, maculosum, b. 

„ odoratum, h. 

,, quinquevulnera, b. 

,, virens, b. 

Angraecum eburneum, b. 

Anguloa Clowesii. 

Barkeria spectabilis, bl. 

„ Skinneri, bl. 

Calanthe veratrifolia. 

Cattleya Acklandiae. 

„ crispa. 

Cattleya labiata. 

,, Mossise. 

,, Skinneri. 

Chysis bractescens. 

Coelia macrostachya. 

Coelogyne cristata, bl. 

,, Wallichiana. 

Cymbidium eburneum. 

,, Mastersii. 

Cypripedium barbatum ma- 

„ caudatura. [jus. 

„ villosum. 

Dendrobium Cambridge- 

anum, b. 
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Dendrobium Dalhousiean- Odontoglossum pulcbellum,Z)Z. 

„ densiflorum,6. [um,6.0ucidium Barkeri. 

,, Devonianum, 6. ,, bicolor, hi. 

„ Farmeri. ,, crispum, hi. 

,, Falconeri. ,, flexuosum inajus, 5. 

„ formosum. „ Lanceanura, h. 

,, macropbyllum, 6. ,, Papilio. 

,, nobile (Plate XI.)Peristena alata. 

,, Pierardi, 6. Pbaius albus. 

,, Wallichii. Phalaenopsis amabilis, hi. 

Epidendium cinnabarinum. ,, grandiflora, hi. 

„ Hanburii. (Plate XII.) 

,, macrochilum. Saccolabium Blumei, h. 

„ „ roseum. ,, guttatum, h. 

„ verrucosum. 

„ vitellinum, h. 

Baelia anceps, h. 

,, autumiialis, b. 

,, cinnabarina. 

,, majalis, b. 

,, purpurata, 6. 

„ superbieiis, b. 

Leptotes bicolor, b. 

Lycaste Skiimeri. 

Jliltonia spectabilis 

(Plate X.) 

Odontoglossum citrosmum, bl. 

,, grande, bl. 

„ leucoclii - 

lum, bl. 

,, miniatura, h. 

Sobralia macrantha splen- 

dens. 

Sophronitis grandiflora, bl. 

Stanhopea grandiflora, b. 

,, insignia, b. 

,, tig’rina, b. 

Trichopilia coccinea, b. 

,, suavis. 

„ tortilis. 

Vanda caernlea, b. 

gigantea, b. 

Roxburgh!, b. 

suavis, b. 

teres, b. 

tricolor, b. (Plate X.) 

membrana- Zygopetalum Mackayi. 

ceum, bl. ,, rostratum. 

Culture.—Some species are naturally dis¬ 

posed to grow continually, bitt the generality 

have a period of growth and one of compara¬ 

tive rest. During their season of growth all 

kinds require more heat and moisture than 

when at rest. Mexican species on the average 

require a temperature about 10° lower than 

those from the East Indies and other very hot 

parts of the world. The direct rays of the 

sun must, however, be guarded against, for an 

amount of these that would not injure the 

leaves of the vine would totally destroy those 

of even tropical orchids. But, although shad¬ 

ing from the direct rays is necessary, abun¬ 

dance of diffused light is equally essential, 

more especially when the plants are making 

fresh growth; and they should therefore not 

be encouraged to do this in the winter season, 

when light is deficient. 

Exotic orchids have been obtained from 

parts of the world differing considerably as 

regards climate, and to suit these properly 

more than one house would be necessary, or 

one might be divided into two compartment.s, 

one hot and the other comparatively cool. In 

the warm compartment most of those from the 

East Indies should be kept; in the other, 

which may be generally 10° lower, the species 

requiring an intermediate degree of heat 

between the stove and greenhouse may be 

accommodated. No tropical plant requires a 

higher maximum temperature in the .shade 

than 86°, for it will be seen by referring to 

the Singapore table, that almost under the 

line that temperature is seldom exceeded. In - 

deed, 80° by day and 72° by night will pro¬ 

duce as rapid a growth as will be consistent 

with the deficiency of light, which in our 

climate we occasionally experience; 90° by the 

sun heat should be the extreme highest, but 

if the thermometer indicates 85“, when its 

bulb is completely shaded from the sun’s rays, 

that is quite as high as is desirable. If the 

warmest orchid house is regulated- according 

to the above, and plenty of moisture afforded, 

the plants will be in a favourable condition 

for making their growths. And this is best 

effected, as already observed, when light is 

abundant, during the months of May, June, 

July, and August. After this the tempera¬ 

ture and supply of moisture should be gradually 

diminished, but air and sunlight as freely ad¬ 

mitted as circumstances will permit, in order 

to firm the tissues of the stems and pseudo¬ 

bulbs. When, by the above means, the plants 

are brought into as dormant a state as pos¬ 

sible in winter, the temperatiire of the warmest 

house during that period may be lowered to 

65° by night, and 70° by day. With regard 

to the cooler house or compartment, it mav 

be 5° lower than the other durin" the "rowinar 

period, or 75° maximum and 67° minimiim; 

and when the plants are at rest the maximum 

may be 60° and the minimum 50° to 55°. In 

all cases, when the plants are observed to bo 

otherwise than in a thriving state, their con¬ 

dition, either as regards heat, moisture, or soil, 

should be altered without delay. 
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INDEX 

A 

Abraxas grossulariata, 564, 567. 

Abronia umbellata, 709. 

Absorption by Spongioles, 59. 

Acams telarius, 291, 557, 685. 

Achimenes, 765. 

Acid, caibonic, 72; silicic, 77. 

Acids, 73. 

Acrogenous Stems, 61. 

JEchmea, 765. 

iEgeria tipuliformis, 567. 

iEscbynanthufl, 765. 

.SIthusa Cynapium, 316. 

Agaricns campestris, 631. 

Ageratum coelestiniim nanum; mexi- 

canum, 709. 

Agriotes, 301, 33S, 361. 

Agrotis exclamationis, 229, 244, 301, 338, 

301. 
Agrotis segetum, 229, 244, 301, 338, 361. 

Albumen of Seeds, 67, 68. 

Mbumum, 61. 

Alecost, 268. 

Alexanders, 209. 

Aleyrodes proletella, 244. 

AHamanda cathartica; neriifolia; Scbot- 

tii, 765. 

AUinm Scboenoprasum, 267; sativum, 

280; Porrum, 294; Cepa, 305; Scorodo- 

prasum, 343; ascalonicum, 348. 

Almond, 557; Dwarf double-blossomed, 

701. 

Alonsoa Warscewiczu, 700. 

Altbaja rosea, 731. 

Altica nemorum, 229, 361; consobrina, 

244, 361; concinna, 283, 361; exoleta, 

338; obscurella, 361. 

Alumina, 77. 

Alyssum maritimum, 708. 

Amblycephalus interruptus, 283. 

Amelanchier Botryapium; vulgaris, 701. 

American Blight, 473. 

Ammonia, 73; as manure, 118. 

Amorpba friiticosa, 701. 

Ampelop.sis hederacea, 707. 

Amphidasis pilosaria, 475, 511. 

Araygdalus Persica, 639; communis, 557; 

nana; orientalis; pumila, 701. 

Anagallis, 709. 

Analyses of Ashes of Plants, 74. 

Analyses of Soils, 88-90; Soot, 103; Blood, 

104; Bones, 104; Nightsoil, 105; Guano, 

107; Urine, 107, lOSj; Kelp, 122; the 

Bean, 223; Beet, 227; Cabbage, 241; the 

Jerusalem Artichoke, 286; Oxalis cre- 

nata, 314; the Parsnip, 317; the Pea, 

313; the Potato, 328. 

Ananassa sativa, 657. 

Andromedas, 704. 

Anethumgraveolens,270; Foeniculum,280. 

Angelica, 210. 

Angle of elevation for Roofs of Plant- 

houses, 693. 

Anise or Aniseed, 210. 

Anisoplia horticola, 475, 611, 557. 

Anisopteryx pometaria, 476. 

Annuals, Hardy, 708; Half-hardy, 709; 

Culture of, 710; Qreenlioixse, 762. 

Anthemis nobilis, 264. 

Anther, the, 66. 

Anthriscus Cerefolium, 264. 

Anthomyia betse, 229; brassicae, 244; lac* 

tuca), 301; ceparum, 313; radicum; 

gnava, 361. 

Anthonomus pomorum, 475, 511. 

Ants, 657. 

Apex of the Leaf, 64. 

Aphides, 474, 657, 568. 

Aphis fabae, 225; brassicas, 244, 361; 

dauci, 251; humuli, 283; rapae, 338, 361; 

floris rapa0,361; lanigera,473; cerasi, 533. 

Aphis-brush, 159. 

Apium graveolens, 250. 

Apple, the, 435; propagation of, 461; soil 

and situation for, 463; preparation of 

ground for, 464; planting, 465; man¬ 

agement of Standards, 406 ; Dwarf 

Pyramids; on Espaliers, 469; on Walls, 

471; gathering and storing the fiuit of, 

471; diseases and insects injurious to, 

472. 

Apple, Cider varieties of the, 461. 

Apple, Dessert varieties described, 436, 

458; Table exhibiting months in which 

they are in use, 457; selections of, 460. 

Apple, Kitchen varieties described, 450, 

459; Table exliibiting months in which 

they are in use, 458; selections of, 460. 

Apple-borer, 475. 

Apple-moth, small Ermine, 475. 

Apricot, varieties of, 533; propagation of, 

535; soil and situation for, 536; disbud¬ 

ding the, thinning the fruit, cultiva¬ 

tion of, 638; diseases and insects injuri¬ 

ous to, 539; forcing, 639. 

Araiia spinosa, 701. 

Arbutus Andi'achne; Unedo, 704. 

Archangelica officinalis, 210. 

Architectural Decorations for the Flower 

Garden, 693. 

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, 704. 

Aristolochia Sipho, 707. 

Armeniaca vulgaris, 533. 

Artemisia Dracuncul\is, 352; Abrotanum, 

704. 

Artichoke, 210; Jerusalem, 285. 

Ashes of Plants, Analyses of, 74; of Coal 

as manure; of Peat; of Wood, 111; of 

Burned Clay, 112; Soapers’, 117. 

Asparagus, bjU and situation for, 212; 

propagation of; lueparatiou of ground 

for; planting, 213; management of beds, 

manures for, 215; different modes of 

cultivating, 217; duration of planta¬ 

tions of, 220; to save seed of; insects 

injurious to, 221; forcing; at Copen- 

liagen, 617; at Paris, 618. 

Asparagus-beetle, 221. 

Asparagus-knife, 131. 

Aspidiotus conchiformis, 474. 

Aster, China, 709. 

Astyages hemerobiella; Peai’-tree, 511. 

Athalia spinarum, 361. 

Atriplex hortensis, 313. 

Aucuba japonica, 704. 

Auricula, the, 736; propagation of; soil 

for, 737; general culture of, 738; to save 

seed of; diseases of, 740. 

Averruncator, 129. 

Axe, 130; Grubbing-axe; Hoe-axe, 123. 

Azalea, the, 701. 

B 
Balaninus nucum, 584. 

Balm, 221. 

Balsam, 709, 762. 

Balsamina hortensis, 709. 

Balsamita vulgaris, 268. 

Barbarea pKccox, 2G8. 

Barge, 145. 

Bark, the; inner; outer, 61. 

Barometer, 151; Newman’s Standard, 152. 

Barrow, Navigator’s; Hand; Market Gar¬ 

den ; Water, 137. 

Barrows, 136. 

Bartonia aurea, 708. 

Basil, 221; forcing, C19. 

Baskets, 145. 

Batatas, 638. 

Beau, varieties of, 222; soil for; manure 

for, 223; cultivation of, 224; gathering 

the crop of; to save seed of; insects 

injurious to, 225; French; Kidney, 287. 

Bedding Plants, 715. 

Bods, foims of Flower Garden, 689. 

Beet, 225; culture of, 227; insects inju¬ 

rious to, 229. 

Beet Root, varieties of, 226; Leaf-beet, 229. 

Beetle, Asparagus, 221; Apple-bark, 474. 

Begonias, 765. 

Bell-glasses, 159 ; for propagation, 385. 

Bell-pe2iper, 619. 

Benthamia fragifera, 704. 
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Cerberia vulgaris, 580, 701; Aquifolium; 

aristata; Darwinii; dulcis; glumacea; 

trifoliata, 704. 

Berberry, 580. 

Beta maritima, 225; vulgaris, 226; Cicla, 

229. 

Bigarreautier, 525, 

Biennials, Hardy and Half-hardy, 711. 

Bignonia capreolata, 707. 

Bilberry, 680. 

BiU, Hedge or Pruning, 130. 

Bill-hook, 130, 

Bird-pepper, 610. 

Blade of the Leaf, 64, 

Blanching-pot, 142. 

BlaebeiTy, 580. 

Blight, American, 473; fire; pear-tree, 

509; frozen sap, 510. 

Blister-moth, Pear-tree, 511. 

Blood as manure, 104. 

Blubber as manui’e, 104. 

Boiler, Gray’s; Lobjoit’s; saddle, 610 ; 

Monro’s Cannon; Ormsou’s Jointless 

Tubular, 611. 

Boilers, 610; corrugated, 611. 

Bombyx chrysorrhoea; dispar, 475. 

Bond, bricklaying in English; Flemish, 591, 

Bonesas manure, 104; dissolved as manure, 

105. 

Bonnet-pepper, 619. 

Borage, 229. 

Borago officinalis, 229. 

Borders, Fruit-tree; width of, 191; depth 

of, 192 ; paving; concreting, 195 ; soil 

for, 198; Peach-tree, 547; Vine, 677. 

Borecole, 230. 

Boming-rpds, 133. 

Bostriohus dispar, 474. 

Botrytis infestans, 338; parasitica, 362. 
Box, 704. 

Boxes, Plant; McIntosh’s Plant, 143. 

Brachycome iberidifoUa, 710. 

Bramble, 581. 

Bridgesia spicata, 707. 

Brier, Austrian, 718. 

Brinjal, Chinese, 627. 

Broccoli; varieties of, 232; culture of, 

235; protecting in winter, 236; taking 

the crop; to save seed of, 237. 

Broraelia Ananas, 657. 

Bromine, 77. 

Broom, Spanish, 706. 

Brooms, 126. 

Bruchus flavimanus, 225; gi*anarius, 225, 
328; pisi, 328. 

Bnissels Sprouts, 237. 

Buckshom Plantain, 238. 

Budding, Propagation by; Shield; T, 397; 

Inverted T; Square Shield, 399; Ame¬ 

rican Shield; Flute; Ring, 400. 

Budding-knives, 128. 

Buddlea globosa; Lindleyana, 704. 
Buds, 63. 

Bulbs, 62; Propagation by, 373; Hardy, 
714; Greenhouse, 757. 

Bupleurum frnticosum, 704. 

Burned Clay as manure, 112. 

Burnet, 239. 

Buxns halearica; sempervirens, 704. 

Byturus tomentosus, 571. 

c 
Cabbage, varieties of, 239; soil for, 241; 

sowing; cultivation of, 242; propaga¬ 

tion by cuttings; insects and diseases 
injurious to, 244. 

Cabbage, Thousand-headed; Tree, 231; 

Rod, 241; Turnip, 292. 

Cabbage-flea, blue, 244; cabbage-motb, 

244, 301. 

Calandrinia umbellata, 708. 

Calcareous Sands as manure, 117. 

Calceolaria, the, 761. 

Calendar of Garden Operations, Prelimi¬ 

nary Remarks on, 1; January, 2; Febru¬ 

ary, 8; March, 12; April, 17; May, 21; 

June, 25; July, 29; August, 34; Sep¬ 

tember, 38; October, 41; November, 

45; December, 61. 

Calendula officinalis, 302, 

Calliopsis Drummondi; tinctoria, 708. 

Calophaca wolgarica, 701. 

Calycanthus floridus, 701. 

Calyx, the, 66. 

Cambium, 57, 61. 

Camellia, the, 750; varieties of; propa¬ 

gation of, 751; soil for; shifting, 762; 

temperature for; situation for; prun¬ 

ing the; forcing the, 753. 

Campanula Lorei; pentagonia, 708; Me¬ 

dium, 711. 

Candytuft, 708. 

Canker in the Apple, 472; Pear, 509. 

Canker-worm, 476. 

Canterbury Bells, 711. 

Capsicum, 619. 

Caragana Chamlagu; frutescens; pygmsea, 

701. 

Caraway, 245. 

Carbon, 72. 

Carbonates, 72. 

Carbonic Acid, 72; decomposition of, by 

leaves, 82, 

Cardoon, 246. 

Carnation, the, 733. 

Carpocapsa pomonana, 475, 611. 

Carrot, varieties of, 248; soil for; manure 

for; preparation of ground for; sowing, 

249; taking the crop, 250; to save seed of; 

of insects injurious to, 251; forcing, 620. 

Carrot-fly, 251. 

Carrot plant-louse, 251. 

Carum Cami, 245. 

Cassida nebulosa, 229. 

Castanea vesca, 588. 

Cauliflower, varieties of; soil for; sowing 

of, 252; taking the crop; to preserve 

from frost, 255; to save seed of, 256. 

Ceanothus, 704. 

Celeriac, 257, 263. 

Celery, varieties of, 256; soil for; sowings 

of, 257; preparation of ground for, 258; 

planting in trenches, 259; in beds; sub¬ 

sequent culture, 260; blanching, 261; 

protection for, 262; to save seed of; in¬ 

sects injurious to, 263. 

Celei-y-fly, 263, 318. 

C .'llular Tissue, 57. 

Cellulose, 57, 71. 

Centranthus macrosiphon, 708. 

Cerasus Chamaecerasus; japonica multi¬ 

plex, 701; Laiiro - Cerasus; lusitanica, 

704. 

Cerisier, 525. 

Cerostoma xylostella, 361. 

Cetonia aurita, 361. 

Ceutorhynchus sulcicollis, 245; assimilis; 

contractus; pleurostigmus, 361. 

Chaenostoma fastigiatum, 710. 

Chafer, Garden, 475, 657. 

Chain, Measuring, 132. 

Chalk as manure, 115. 

Chamomile, 264. 

Charcoal; absorption of gases by, 72; as 

manure. 111. 

Clienopodium Quinoa, 339. 

Chermes, Pear-tree, 511. 

Cherry, 525; varieties of, 526; select do , 

530; propagation of; soil and situation 

for; planting, 531; pruning and train¬ 

ing, 532; protection fur; diseases and 

insects injurious to, 5‘33; forcing, 640. 

Cherry-house, 602. 

Chervil, 264. 

Chestnut, Sweet or Spanish, 588. 

Chickpea, 266. 

Chicory, 264; forcing, 620. 

Chimonanthus fragrans; grandiflorus, 702. 

Chionanthus virginica, 702. 

Chisels, 130; Grafting, 131. 

Chives, 267. 

Chlorine, 77. 

Chiyaanthemum, 729- 

Chrysomela betul®, 361. 

Ciboule, 307. 

Cicer arietinum, 266. 

Cichorium Intybus, 264; Endivia, 277. 

Cineraria, the, 761. 

Circumposition, Layering by, 378. 

Cistus purpureus, 704. 

Clarkia pulchella, 70S. 

Clary, 267. 

Clay, burned as manure, 112; Grafting, 

396. 

Clematis alpina; cjnrulea; cirrhosa; Flam- 

mula; florida flore pleno; Hendersonii; 

lanuginosa; montana; Vitalba, Viti- 

cella, 707. 

Clerodendrons, 765. 

Clethra alnifoUa, 702. 

Climbers, Hardy, 707; Greenhouse, 760; 

Stove, 764. 

Clintonia pulchella, 710. 

Clisiocampaneustria, 475; araericana, 476. 

Cloudberry, 581. 

Cloves of Bulbs, 62. 

Clubbing, 245. 

Coal-ashes as manure, 111. 

Cobsea scandens, 710. 

Coccus Adonidum, 665, 685; Bromelhe, 

605; vitis. 635. 

Cochlearia armoracia, 283, officinalis, 347; 

acaulis, 708. 

Cockscomb, the, 762. 

Codling-moth, 475. 

Coleworts, 242. 

Collar of a Plant, 59- 

Collectors, 67. 

CoUinsia bicolor; grandiflora, 708. 

CoUomia coccinea, 708. 

Colutea arborescens, 702. 

Compasses, Ground, 134. 

Composts, 111. 

Comptonia asplenifolia, 702 

Concrete, 196. 

Concreting Fruit-tree Borders. 196. 

Conifers, List of, 700. 

Connective, the, 66. 

Conservatory, 602, 748; Gray's, 603; Orm- 

son’s, 604; Plants, culture of, 748. 

Convolvulus Batatas, 638; major; minor; 

tricolor, 70S. 

Copings for Walls, 591; temporary, 592. 

Coprolites as manure, 116. 

Corchoms japonicus, 702. 

Coriander, 267. 

Coriandrum sativum, 267. 

Coriaria myrtifolia, 702. 

Conns, 62; Propagation by, 374. 

Com-salad, 268, 
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Comus alba; sangiunea, 702. 

Corolla, the, 66. 

CoroniUa Emenis, 702. 

Correa cardinalis; speciosa, 750. 

Cortical integument, 61. 

Corylus AveUana, 6S2; Avollana hetero- 

phyUa; purpurea, 702. 

Cossus ligniperda, 474, 511, 533, 6S7. 

Costmary, 268. 

Cotoneastei-s, 702, 704. 

Cotyledons, 68. 

Crambe maritima, 347. 

Cranberry, American; Common, 580. 

Crane-fly, 245, 251, 338; Biiotted, 301. 

Crats^is Pyracantha, 705. 

Creeper, Virginian, 707. 
Cress, American; Bellelsle, 268; Garden; 

Water, 269 ; Indian, 304 ; forcing, 

635. 
Crioceris asparagi, 221. 

Crithmum maritimum, 344. 

Cropping the Kitchen Garden, 3C4. 

Crops, Rotation of, 363. 

Crowbar, 127. 

Crown of a Plant, 59. 

Cucumber, 620; propagation of; soil for, 

621; beds, to prepare, 622, 624; sowing; 

stopping, 623; watering; giving air to, 

625; coverings for frames; shading; 

priming; ridge, 626. 

Cucumis sativus, 620; Melo, 049. 

Curculio pleurostigmus, 245 ; cupreus, 

525. 

Curl in the Potato, 338. 

Currant, 565; forcing, 649. 

Curves, to find the Radius of, 689. 

Curvilinear Roofs, 596, 597. 

Cuticle, 59. 
Cuttings, propagation by, 379; selection 

of; preparation of, 380; substance for 

striking, 382 ; insertion of, 383; tem- 

peratm*e for striking; moisture in strik¬ 

ing, 384; necessity of light in strikiug, 

385. 
Cydonia vulgaris, 512; japonica, 702. 

Cynara Scolymus, 210; Cai'dunculus, 246. 

CytisuB albus; capitatus; elongatus; i)ur- 

pureus; nigricans; sessiUfoUus; supi- 

nus, 702. 

D 

Dahlia, the, 740. 

Daisy-rake, 123. 

Dandelion, 270. 
Daphne Mezereum, 702; Cneorum; Lau- 

reola; neapolitaua; pontica, 705. 

Deciduous Shrubs, List of Hardy, 701. 

Deciduous Trees, transplanting, 403; list 

of, G99. 

Delphinium Ajacis, 708. 

Deiiressaria applana; daucolla, depres- 

sella, 252, 318. 

Deutzia graciUs; scabra, 702. 

Dewberry, 581. 
Dianthus Caryophyllus, 733; sinensis, 

708. 

Dibbers, 125; Potato, 126. 

Diervilla canadensis, 702. 

Digitalis ferruginea; purpuroii, 711. 

Dill, 270. 

Dioecious, 67. 

Dioscorea Batatas, 271. 

Disbudding the Apricot, 538; Peach and 

Nectarine, 554. 

Diseases of the Cabbage, 244; Hop, 283; 

Pea, 328; Potato, 338; Turnip, 361; 

Apple, 472; Pear, 509; Cherry, 533; 

Apricot, 539; Peach and Nectarine, 556; 
Strawberry,577:Vine, 684; Auricula,740. 

Ditula angustiorana, 539. 

Division, Propagation by, 374. 

Dock-weeder, 127. 

Dolphin-fly, 225. 

Doors, Furnace, 609; Sylvester's, 610. 

Drainage, Effects of, 97. 

Draining, 97, 179 ; effects of, in raising 

the temperature of the soil, 97; tools, 

184; tiles for, 187. 

Drains, covered, 186; coupled; tile; box, 

187; depth of, 189; direction of; dis¬ 

tance between, 190, 

Drosophila flava, 361. 

Ducts, 58. 
Dung, as manure, cow; horse; pig’s, 109; 

pigeon’s, 110. 

E 

Earwigs, 557. 

Edging-irons, 125. 

Egg-plant, 627. 

Eglantine, 719. 

Elder, the, 578. 

Elecampane, 277. 

Embryo, the, 59, 67, 68. 

Endive, 277; forcing, 62S. 

Endocarp, 67. 
Endogenous Stems, 61. 

Endosmose, 78. 

Engines, Watering, 140. 

Epicarp, 67. 

Epidermis, 59. 

Episema coeruleocephala, 474, 511, 557. 

Eremacausifl, 85. 

Erica, 705, 753. 

Eriobotrya japonica. 705. 

Eriosoma lanigera; mali, 473. 

Ervum Lens, 295. 

Erysimum Perofskiaiium, 708. 

Erysiphe communis, 328. 

Escallonia floribunda; macrantha; rubra, 

705. 
Eschscholtzia crocea, 708. 
Eucharidium conciimum ; grandifiorum, 

708. 
Euinerus seneus, 313. 

Euonymus lutifoUus, 702; japonicus varie- 

gatus, 705. 

Eupteryx picta; solani, 338. 

Eutoca viscida, 708. 
Evaporation of Moisture by plants, 81, 

Evergreen Shrubs, List of, 704. 

Evergreen Trees, List of, 700. 

Evergreens. Transplanting, 404. 

Exogenous Stems, 61. 

Exosmose, 78. 

F 

Faba vulgaris, 222. 

FaiTO-yard Manure, 110. 

Feimel, 280, 

Fibrils, 59. 

Ficus Carica, 642. 

Fig, varieties of the, 642; propagation of, 

643; soil and situation for; mode of its 

bearing, 644; pruning and training, 

645; protection for; forcing the, 647; 

forcing, in pots, 648. 

Fig-house, 602. ^ 

Figure-of-S-moth, 474, 557. 

Filament, the, 66. 

Filbert, the, 582. 

Fiugers-and-toes, 361. 

Finochio, 280. 

Fish as manure, 104. 

Flats, 142. 

Flower, the, 65. 

Florists’ Flowers, 729. 
Flower Garden, situation of the; extent 

of; exposure for; soil for; laying out, 

686 ; geometrical style of; at Bowood; 

picturesque style of, 687; free sym¬ 

metrical style of, 688 ; beds in, 689; 

To trace out designs of, on the ground, 

690; walks, 692; architectural decora¬ 

tions for, 693. 

Flower Garden and Pleasure Gi'ounds, 

Calendar of Operations in—January, 6; 

February, 11; March, 16; April, 20; 

May, 24; June, 28; July, 32; August. 

36; September, 40; October, 43; No¬ 

vember, 48; December, 54. 

Flowers, Florists’, 729. 

Flues, Heating by, 606. 

Foenusa pumila, 571. 

Fontanesia philljTseoides, 705. 

Food of Plants, 71; absoiqjtion of; assimi¬ 

lation of, 78. 
Forcing Department, Calendar of Opera¬ 

tions in—January, 4; February, 9; 

March, 14; April, 19; May, 22; June, 27; 

July, 31; August, 35; September, 39 ; 

October, 42; November, 46; December, 

52. 
Forcing Vegetables, 617; Fruit, 639. 

Forks; Parkes’ Steel Digging, 124. 

Forsythia viridissima, 702. 

Fothergilla alnifolia, 702. 

Fragaria, 571. 
Frames, Garden, 597; Wall; Col. Chal- 

loner’s, 604. 

Francisceas, 765. 

Fniit, the, 67; forcing, 639. 

Fmit and Kitchen Garden; situation of, 

160; soil for, 162; form of; position of 

walls in, 163; walls, to lay off at any 

angle, 166; the extent of, 168; shelter, 

for, 169; levelling the ground of, 171; 

prepai-ation of ground for, 202 ; walks 

of, 204. 
Fmit Department, Calendar of Garden 

Operations in—January, 3; Febmary, 

9; March, 14; April, 18; May. 22; June, 

26; July, 30 ; August, 35; September, 

38 ; October, 42; November, 46; De¬ 

cember, 51. 
Fruit and Flower Gatherers, 132. 

Fruit-room, 614; Mr. Moorman’s, 615; 

plan to remove superfluous moisture 

from, 616. 
Fniit-tree Borders, width of, 191; depth 

of, 192; paving; concreting, 195; soil 

for, 198. 

Fuchsia, the, 760. 

Fumigators, 138. 

Furnaces, 009. 
Fnniace-docrs, Syivest-crs, 610. 

Furze, Double blo.ssomod, 707. 

G 
Gaillardia Dmmmondi or iiicta, 710. 

Gardenias, 765. 

Garlic, 2S0. 

97 
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Garrya elliptica, 705. 

Gas -lime as manure, 113. 

Gas-tar as mauui’e, 113. 

Gas-water as manure, 112. 

Gatherers, Fruit and Flower, 132. 

Gaultheria procumbens; Shallon, 705. 
Genista, 702. 

Geophilus longicomis, 338. 

Geraniums, 716. 

Germination, 68; chemical changes in, 69. 

Gherkins, 627. 

Ghost-moth, 283. 

Gilia achiUaefolia; tricolor, 708. 

Glauber’s-salt as manure, 119. 

Glass-walls, Ewing’s, 605. 

Gloxinias, 765. 

Glyoyrrhiza glabra, 301. 

Gnat, Spotted Garden, 678. 

Goat-moth, 533, 587; caterpillar of, 474. 

Godetia Lindlejana; rubicunda, 708. 

GompholobiiUn splendens, 759. 

Gooseberry, the, 558; varieties of, 559; 

propagation of, 561; soil and situation 

for; planting; pruning, 662; diseases and 

insects injurious to, 564; forcing. 649. 
Gourd, 281, 282. 

Graft, Affinity between Stock and; influ¬ 

ence of Stock on, 390. 

Grafting, 387; Splice; Tongue; Wliip, 

391; Cleft; Saddle, 39.3; Crown; Rind; 

Side, 394; Herbaceous; of Resinous 

Trees, 395; Root, 396. 

Grafting-chisel, 131. 

Grafting-clay, 396. 

Grafting-knife, 128. 

Grafting-wax, 396. 

Grapes, Black, 669; Grizzly, 671; White, 

671; selections of, 672. 

Grapes, shanking in; shrivelling in, 685. 
Grape-scissors, 130. 

Grapholitha pisana, 327. 

Graves as manure, 104. 

Gravity, Specific, of Soils, to determine, 92. 

Green Manures, 103, 

Greenhouse, the, 602, 748. 

Greenhouse Annuals, 762; Bulbs, 757; 

Shrubs, 758; Climbers, 760; Herbaceous 

Perennials, 761. 

Greenhouse Plants, general remarks on; 

culture of; temperature for; watering; 

giving air to, 748; eoUs for; placing out 

of doors; propagation of, 749; pimring, 
750. 

Greenhouse, Calendar of Operations in— 

January, 7; February, 11; March, 16; 

April, 20; May, 24; June, 28; July, 33; 

August, 37 ; September, 40; October, 

44; November, 49; December, 65. 

Greens, Winter, German, &o., 230. 

Grindstone, 143. 

Griottier, 525. 

Ground, Levelling, 171. 

Ground-lines, instruments used in layiiiK 
out, 132. 

Grubbing-axe, 123. 

Guano as manure, 106; analysis of, 107. 
Guelder Rose, 704, 

Guignier, 625. 

Gum in the Cherry, 533; Peach and Nec¬ 

tarine, 556. 

Gypsum ns mamue, 115. 

11 
Halesia tetraptera, 702. 

Halimodendron argentemn, 702. 

Hamaraelis virginica, 702. 

Hammer, 127. 

Hand-barrow for carrying Fruit, 18. 

Hand glasses, 159. 

Heart’s-ease, the, 735. 

Heartwood, 61. 

Heat, experiments on the descent of, 98. 

Heaths, Cape, Ust of best, 753; propaga¬ 

tion of; BoBfor; culture of; tempera¬ 

ture for; giving air to, 754; watering; 

sliifting; training, 755. 

Heating, by flues, 606; by hot water, 60S; 

on the high pressure system; on the 

tank system, 613; by steam; by hot 
air, 614. 

Hedeia Helix, 707. 

Hedge-biU, 130. 

Hedge-shears, 128. 

Hedysarum coronarium, 712. 

Helianthemums, 705. 

HeManthus tuberosus, 285. 

Helichrysum bracteatiun; macranthum, 
710. 

Hepialushumuli,283; lupulinus, 301,578. 
Herb Patience, 318. 

Hermaphrodite, 67. 

Hibiscus syriaous, 702; africanus, 708. 

Hippophae rhamnoides, 702. 

Hollyhock, the, 731. 

Honesty, 712. 

Honeysuckle, 707; French, 712. 

Hoe, Canterbury, 123. 

Hoe-axe, 123. 

Hoes, 124. 

Hoofs as manure, 104. 

Hop, the, 283. 

Hop-flea, 283. 

Hop-fly, 283. 

Hop-mould, 283. 

Horehound, 283. 

Homs as manure, 104. 

Horse-radish, 283. 

Hotbed for Mushrooms, preparation of, 
633, 634. 

Hot-air, heating by, 614. 

Hot-water, heating by, 608. 

Humea elegans, 712. 

Humulus Lupulus, 283. 

Humus, 84; SoUs, 89. 

Hyacinth, the, 745; culture of, in beds, 

746; in pots; in glasses, 747. 

Hybemia brumata, 474; defoliaria, 475. 
Hydrangeas, 702. 

Hydrogen, 73. 

Hygrometer, 149; DanieU's, 150; Dry and 

Wet Bulb, 151. 

Hypericum Kalmianrmi; prohflcum, 702. 
calycinum, 705. ’ 

Hyssop, 285. 

Hyssopus officinalis, 285. 

I 
Iberia umbellata, 708. 

Ice-house, 616. 

lUicium floridanum, 705. 

Implements, Garden, 122. 

Implement-cleaner, 127. 

Inarching, Propagation by, 400; Sylvan, 
401. 

Indian Cress, 304 ; Pink, 708. 

Insects injurious to the Asparagus, 221; 

Bean, 225; Beet, 229; Cabbage, 244; 

Carrot, 251; Celery, 264; Water-cress, 

270; Hop, 283; Jerusalem Artichoke, 

287; Lettuce, 301; Onion, 313; Parsnip, 

318; Pea, 327; Potato, 338; Tiumip, 

361; Apple, 473; Pear, 511; Plum, 524; 

Currant. 633; Apricot, 539; Peach and 

Nectarine, 656; Gooseberry, 564; Cherry, 

571; Strawberry, 578; Nut, 584; Wal¬ 

nut, 587; Pine Apple, 665; Vine, 685. 

Instmments, Cutting, used in gardens, 

127 ; for laying out ground-lines, 132; 

meteorological, 146. 

Integument, Cortical, 61. 

Inula Helenium, 277; crithmifolia, 345. 

Iodine, 77. 

Ipomoea hederaoea; prupurea, 710. 

Iron, 77. 

Itea virginica, 702. 

Ivy, 707. 

Ixora, 765. 

J 
Jasminum fraticans, 702 ; nudiflomm ; 

officinale; revolutum, 707. 

Juglans regia, 584. 

Juli, 225, 313, 338, 361. 

K 

Kale, 230. 

Kalmias, 705. 

Kelp as manure; Analyses of, 122. 

Kerria japouica, 702. 

Kidney Bean; varieties of, 287 ; soil, ma¬ 

nure, and situation for, 289; sowing, 

290; culture of; gathering the crop ; 

insects injurious to, 291; forcing, 629. 

Kitchen Garden {see also Fruit and Kitchen 

Garden)^ cropping the, 362; quantities 

of seeds for cropping an acre of, 365 ; 

Calendar of Operations in—Januaiy, 2; 

February, 8 ; March, 12; April, 17 ; 

May, 21; June, 25; July, 29; August, 

34; September, 38; October, 41 ; No¬ 

vember, 45; December, 51. 

Knee’d timber. Pruning for, 419. 

Knife, Pruning, 127; Budding; Grafting; 

Vegetable, 128; Asparagus, 131; Peach- 

pruning, 553. 

Kohl-Rabi, 292. 

Koniga maritima, 708. 

L 

Labels for Plants, 158, 

Ladders, 144. 

Lamb’s Lettuce, 268. 

Lamina of the Leaf, 64. 

Lampronia capitella, 568, 

Lapageria rosea, 761. 

Laria pudibunda, 283. 

Larkspur, 708. 

Lathyrus odoratus, 708. 

Laticiferoufl Tissue, 58. 

Laurel, Common; Portugal, 704; Spui^ge, 

705. 

Laurustinus, 707. 

Laurus nobUis, 705. 

Lavender, 293, 705. 

Lavandula Spica, 293, 705 

Lawns, Formation of, 695; inoculation of; 

mixture forsowing; managementof,697. 

Layering, Common, 376; by twisting; by 

tonguing or heeling; by strangulation 

or wiring, 877; by ringing; by piercing; 

serpentine; by insertion of growing 

j)oint; by circuraposition, 378. 
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Layers, Propagation by, 376. 

Leaf-stalk, the, 64. 

Lean-to Roofs, 595. 

Leaves, 64; different kinds of, 65 ; as 

manure, 102; propagation by, 386; blis¬ 

tered, in the peach-tree, 556. 

Ledum latifolium; palustre, 705. 

Leek, 294. 

Lentil, 295. 

Lepidium satmim, 269. 

Leptosiphon androsaceus, 708; aureus; 

densiflorus, 709. 

Lettuce, Cabbage, yarieties of, 296; Cos, 

varieties of, 297 ; culture of, 298; to 

save seed of; insects injurious to, 801; 

forcing, 629. 

Lettuce-fly, 301. 

Levelling, 17L 

Levels, 135. 

Leycesteria formosa, 702. 

Liber, the, 61. 
Light, proportion of rays reflected by glass 

at various angles, 594. 

Ligustrum vulgare, 703; japonicum, 705. 

Lilac, Common; Persian, 703. 

Lilium lancifolium, 758. 

Lime, 77; as manure, 113 ; sulphate of, 

as manure, 115 ; phosphate of, as 

manure, 116. 

Lime-duster, 143. 

Limestone-gravel as manure, 117. 

Limnanthes alba ; Douglasii, 709. 

Linaria macroura, 709. 

Line and Reel, Garden, 132. 

Linum grandiflorum rubmm, 709. 

Liquid-manure, 108. 

Liquorice, 301. 

Lithobius forcipatus, 338. 

Loams, 88. 

Loamy Sands, 88. 

Lobelia Erinus ; ramosa, 710. 

Lonicera iberica ; pyrenaica ; tatarica ; 

xylosteum, 703; confusa; fiava; japo- 

nica ; Periclymenum ; seinpervirens, 

707. 
Lophospermum scandens, 710. 

Love-apple, 354. 

Luculia gratissima, 759. 

Lunaria biennis, 712. 

Lupems rufipes, 511. 

Lupinus Hartwegii; Moritzianus; namis, 

700. 

Lychnis coronaria, 712. 

Lycopersicum esculentum, 354. 

Lycium europium; barbamm; chinense, 

707. 
Lygus bipunctatus; contaminatus ; so- 

lani; umbellatarum, 338. 

M 

Machines used in Gardens, 136 ; Mow¬ 

ing, 139; Transplanting, Saul’s, 412; 

M‘Glashan’s, 412, 413 ; Barron’s; Mac- 

kay’s, 413; improvements in, suggested 

by Mr. McIntosh, 414. 

Magnesia, 77 ; phosphate of, as manure; 

sulphate of, as manure, 117. 

Magnolia purpurea, 703. 

Magpie-moth, 564. 

Malcomia maritima, 709. 

Mallet, 127. 

Malope grandiflora, 709. 

Malt-dust as manure, 102. 

Mains communis, 435. 

Mamestra brassicae, 244, 301. 

Mandevilla suaveolens, 761. 

Manganese, 77. 

Manures; organic, 102; green, 103; liquid, 

108; inorganic, 111. 

Marigold, 302; Dwarf African; French, 

710. 

Marjoram, 302. 

Marl as manure, 116. 

Marrubium vulgare, 283. 

Mathiola annua; grceca; incana, 710. 

Mattock ; Planter’s, 123, 

Mealy-bug, 665, 685. 

Measuring-rods, 133. 

Medlar, 513. 

Medulla, 61. 

Medullary Rays ; Sheath, 61. 

Meligethes seneus, 361. 

Melissa officinalis, 221. 

Melon, the, 649; varieties of, 650; soil for; 

formation of hotbeds for, 651 ; sowing, 

652 ; planting; pruning and training, 

653 ; setting the blossoms, 654. 

Menziesia polifolia, 705. 

Merisier, 525. 

Mesembryanthemum tricolor, 710. 

Mespilus gfermanica, 613. 

Meudon Pine Pit or Stove, 599. 

Midrib, 64. 

Mignonette, 710. 

Mildew in the Pea, 328; Apifle-tree, 473; 

Peach-tree, 556. 

Millipedes, Snake, 225. 

Miner, Raspberry-leaf, 571. 

Mint, 303; forcing, 630. 

Morchella esculenta, 363. 

Morel, 303. 

Monoecious, 67. 

Monolopia califomica, 709. 

Monopetalous, 66. 

Monophyllous, 66. 

Morus nigra, 578; rubra, 680. 

Mowing Machines, 139. 

Mulberry, 578. 

Mulching, 407. 
Mushroom, forcing the; propagation of, 

631; preparation of the spawm, 632; 

preparation of hotbeds for the growth 

of, 633, 634; culture on ridges out of 

doors, 634. 

Musliroom house, 633. 

Mustard, 303 ; forcing, 635, 

Myrica Gale, 703. 

N 

Nail-bag, 159. 

Nasturtium, 304. 

Nasturtium oilicinale, 269. 

Nectarine, classification of varieties; va¬ 

rieties of, 543; culture of, (Sic. (see 

Peach). 

Nematus Ribesii, 564, 567. 

Nemophila atomaria; insignia; maculata, 

709. 

Nervures, 64. 
New Zealand Spinach, 304. 

Nicotiaua Tabacum, 352. 

Nigella sativa, 304. 

NightsoU as manure, 105. 

Nitre as manure, 105. 

Nitrogen, 73. 

Noctua pyralina, 475. 

Nut, the, 582. 

Nut-weevil, 584. 

Nutrition of Plants, 78. 

0 
Ocymum, 221. 

Ginothera biennis, 355. 

Oidium Tuckeri, 684. 

Onion, the, 304; varieties of, 305; soil 

for, 307; manures for; cultivation of 

spring-sown, 308; sowing, for pickling, 

309; autumn sowings of, 310; planting 

bulbs of; to produce offset bulbs, 311; 

cultivation of potato onions; do. of 

tree onions, 312; to save seed of; in¬ 

sects injurious to, 313; forcing, 635. 

Onion-fly; Brassy, 313. 

Orach, 313. 

Orange-tree, the, 759. 

Orangery, 604. 

Orchids, select List of, 765; culture of, 

766. 

Organic Mucus, 57. 

Organizable Matter, 67. 

Origanum, 302. 

Otiorhynchus picipes, 225, 327; tenebri- 

cosus, 556, 578. 

Ovary, the, 66, 67, 

Ovules, 67. 

Oxalis crenata, 314 ; Deppei, 314 ; Aceto- 

sella, 362; rosea, 710. 

Oxidation, 73. 

Oxides, 73. 
Oxycoccus macrocarpus; palustris, 580. 

Oxygen, 73. 

Oxytellus, 361. 

P 
Paliurus acnleatns, 703. 

Pansy, the, 735. 

Parsley, 315; Fool’s, 316. 

Parsnip, 317; Rotation for, 365, 

Passifiora cserulea, 707. 

Patience, 318. 
Pavia discolor; macrostachya, 703. 

Pea, Analyses of the, 318; varieties of, 

319; selections of, 322; soil for; manure 

for, 323; culture of, 324; to save seed 

of; insects injurious to, 327. 

Pea, Egyptian, 206; Sweet, 708. 

Pease, early crops of, 324; forwarding in 

pots, 325; main crops of, 326; late 

crops of, 327; rotation for, 365. 

Peach and Nectarine, 539; classification 

of the varieties of; varieties described, 

540; propagation, 544; soil and situa¬ 

tion for, 647; planting, 548; mode ol 

bearing; difference between fruit and 

wood buds, 549; pruning and training 

the, 550; disbudding; thinning the fruit, 

554; general culture of, 555; gathering 

the fruit; diseases and insects injurious 

to, 656; forcing the; borders for trees 

rmder glass, 654; soil for do., 655, 

Peaches, Double-flowering, 703. 

Peach Prmiing-knife, 653. 

Peach-houses, 601. 
Pear, Dessert varieties of, described, 470, 

492; Table exhibiting the months in 

which they are generally in use, 491. 

Kitchen varieties of, described, 490; 

Table exhibiting the months in which 

they are generally in use, 492. 

Pear, selections of sords, 494; list of varie¬ 

ties cultivated for pen-y; propagation of, 

495; stocks for, 497; soil and situation 

for; distance between trees of; planting 
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against walls, 409: pruning and train¬ 

ing standard trees of, 601; pyramid 

trees of, 502; espalier trees of, 504; 

wall-trees of, 506; pruning the spurs of, 

507; tliinning the fruit of; gathering 

and storingthe fruit of, 608; diseases in¬ 

jurious to, 509; insects injurious to, 511. 

Pear-moth, the, 612. 

Peat as manure, 102. 

Peat-ashes as manure, 111. 

Pelargonium, propagation of the, 755; 

culture of; soil for, 756. 

Pepper, Bonnet, 619. 

Peppermint, 303. 

Perennials, Hardy herbaceous, select, 

712; culture of, 714; herbaceous green¬ 

house, 761. 

Pericarp, the, 67. 

Periploca graeca, 707. 

Pemettya mucronata, 705. 

Persica, 703. 

Perepiration of Plants, 81. 

Petals, the, 66. 

Petiole, the, 64. 

Phsedon betulse, 361. 

Phalfena Vauaria, 564, 567. 

Philadelphus coronarius; Gordonianus; 

latifolius; speciosus, 703. 

Phillyreaangustifolia;latifolia;media,705. 

Phlomis fniticosa, 705. 

Phlox Drummondi, 710. 

Phosphorus, 77. 

Photiuia serratula, 705. 

Pliytomyza nigricornis, 327, 361. 
Pick, Common, 122. 

Pickaxe, 122. 

Pickfork, 123. 

Picks, 123. 

Picotee, 733. 

Picruiium rulgare, 328. 

Pieris cratsegi, 475. 

Pimpiuella Anisum, 210. 

Pincers, 127. 

Pine Apple, temperature for the, 657; 

bottom-heat for, 659; Tarieties of, 660; 

propagation of, 661; soil for; manures 

for; general culture of, 662; light for; 

moisture for, 663; Meudon system of 

growing, 664; Hamiltonian do.; insects 

injurious to, 665. 

Pine Pit or Stove, the Meudon, 599. 

Pink, the, 735. 

Piophila apii, 264. 

Pipe, quantity for heating houses of vari¬ 

ous dimensions; Eley’s Fluted, 612. 

Pipes, Hot-water, 611. 

PistU, 66. 

Pith, 61. 

Pits; forcing, 598; cucumber and melon; 

pine; protecting, with hollow walls, 

599; propagating, 600. 

Pits and Frames, Calendar of Operations 

in—January, 7; Februaiy, 11; Mai‘ch, 

16; April, 20, May, 24; June, 23; July, 

32; August, 37; September, 40; Oc¬ 

tober, 44; November, 49; December, 55, 
Pitted Tissue, 57. 

Plantago Coronopus, 238. 

Plants, Principal Organs of, 57; food of, 

71; analyses of the ashes of, 74; ab¬ 

sorption of food by; assimilation of 

food by; evaporation by; perspiration 

of, 81; indicative of nature of soils, 95; 

structures for the growth of, 593 ; hardy 

herbaceous, 712; suitable forrock-work; 

liardy aquatic, 713; bedding, 715; green¬ 
house, 748; stove, 762. 

Plant-houses, angle of elevation for Roofs 

of, 593; principal forms of, 595. 

Planting, 404, 415. 

Plant-stove, the, 762.. 

Platystemon califomicus, 709. 

Pleasure Grounds, laying out, 694; plant¬ 

ing, 699. 

Pliers, 127. 

Plum, the, 514; varieties of, described, 

515; selections of; propagation of, 521; 

soil and situation for; planting; prun¬ 

ing and training, 522; general culture 

of, 523; gathering and preserving the 

fruit; diseases and insects injurious to, 

624; red-grub of, 525; forcing, 666. 

Plummet, 134. 

Plumule, the, 59, 68. 

Plusia gamma, 327, 361. 

Pollen, the, 66. 

Polydesmus compkinatus, 252, 313, 838, 

361. 

Pomegranate, the, 703, 

Pontia brassicje; napi; rapae, 244, 361. 

Portulaca oleracea, 338. 

Portulacas, 710. 

Pots, 141; blanching, 142; for propaga¬ 

tion, 386. 

Pot Marigold, 302. 

Pot Marjoram, 302. 

Potash, 77; as manure; nitrate of, as 

manure, 118; siUcate of, as manure, 110. 

Potato, Analysis of the, 828; varieties of; 

manures for, 329; propagation of, 331; 

planting, 333; subsequent culture of, 

335; to fonv'ard early crops of; to have 

young in winter; taking and storing 

the crops, 336 ; to save seed of; diseases 

and insects of, 338 ; forcing the, 636. 

Potato, Sweet, 638. 

Potentilla fniticosa, 703. 

Poterium Sanguisorba, 2.39 

Pottles, 146. 

Prickles, 64. 

Primula Am*icula, 736. 

Prinos verticilianis, 703; glaber, 705. 

Privet, 703. 

Prunes, Preparation of, 524. 

Propagation by seed, 870; bulbs, conns, 

and tubers, 373; by division; runners; 

suckers, 374; layers, 376; cuttings, 

379; bell-glasses for, 385; by leaves; 

pots for, 386; by roots; grafting, 387; 

budding, 397; marching, 400. 

Pruning, 416 ; effects of, 417, 419 ; effects 

of neglected; to produce a single stem, 

418; for knee’d timber, 419; time for, 

420; summer, 421; effects of elevating 

and depressing branches in, 422; un¬ 

skilful, 423; root, 425. 

Pruning-biU, 130. 

Pnining-knives, 127; Peach, 563. 

Pninus domestica, 614, 

Psila rosae, 251, 318; nigricorais, 318. 

Psylla pyri, 511. 

Pumpkin, 281. 

Punica granatum, 703. 

Punnets, 146. 

Pui-slane, 338; forcing, 636. 

Pyralis rostralis, 283 ; luscana, 511. 

Pyretlirum Tanacetum, 268. 

Pyrus Malus, 435; communis, 476; Cy- 

donia, 512; arbutifoUa, 703. 

Q 
Quince, the, 497; Stocks, 512. 

Quinoa, 339. 

R 
Radiation, solar progress of, 163, 164. 

Radicle, 59, 68. 

Radish, the, 340; forcing, 636. 

Radius of a Curve, to find, 689. 

Rags as manure, 104. 

Rain, average monthly amount of, in va¬ 

rious parts of Great Britain, 2, 8, 12, 

17, 21, 25, 29, 34, 38, 41, 45, 61. 

Rain-gauge, 155. 

Rakes, 123. 

Rake, Daisy, 123, 

Rammei*s, 126. 

Rampion, 341. 

Ranunculus, the, 742. 

Rape, 342; forcing, 635. 

Rape-dust as manure, 102. 

Raphides, 58. 

Raspberry, the, 568; forcing, 666. 

RaspbeiTy-bud, Grub of the, 571. 

Red-bud Caterpillar, 511. 

Red-spider, 291, 557, 685. 

Reseda odorata, 709. 

Rhamnus Alatemus, 705. 

Rhizobius helianthemi, 285. 

Rhizome, 63. 

Rhodauthe ManglesLi, 710. 

Rhododendron, the, 706. 

Rhodora canadensis, 703. 

Ehul arb, 342; forcing, 636. 

Rhus Cotinus; glabra, 703. 

Rhynchites alliarne, 474; Bacchus, 475. 

Ribes grossulariae; Uva crispa, 558; ni¬ 

grum; rubrum, 565; aureum; sangui- 

neum; speciosum, 703. 

Ridge-and-furrow Roofs, 595, 596. 

Ringing, 424. 

Rohinia hispida, 703. 

Rocambole, 343. 

Rocks, Disintegration of, 83. 

Rockwork, 693; herbaceous plants for, 713. 

Rods, Boniing; Measuring, 133. 

Rollers, 126. 

Roofs, Lean-to, 595; Ridge-and-fiuTOw; 

Span, 595, 596; Curvilinear, 696, 597 

to construct Curvilinear, 597. 

Root, the, 59; fibrous; tap; tuberous, 

60; propagation by, 387; grafting, 390; 
pruning, 425. 

Rose, varieties of the, 717; Damask, Pro¬ 

vence, Summer, 717; Alba, Austrian 

Briars, Double Yellow, French, Hy¬ 

brid Bourbon, Hybrid Chinese, Hybrid 

French, Hybrid Noisette, Hybrid Pro¬ 

vence, Scotch, 718; Autumnal, Ayr¬ 

shire, Banksian, Boursault, Damask 

Perpetual, Evergreen, Hybrid Climb¬ 

ing, Macartney, Microphylla, Moss 

Multiflora, Musk, Perpetual Moss, Per¬ 

petual Scotch, Sweet Brier, 719; Bour¬ 

bon, Hybrid Perjietual, Noisette, 720; 

Chinese, Tea-scented, 721. 

Rose, Propagation of, by seed, 721; by 

cuttings; by layers; by budding, 722; 

by grafting; soil and situation for; 

manure for, 723 ; planting, 724; prun¬ 

ing, 725; disbudding; culture in pots, 

726; forcing the, 728. 

Rosemary, 343, 706. 

Rosemarinus officinalis, 343, 706. 

Rotation of Crops, 362. 

Rubus, 581; Idseus, 568; fniticosus; la- 

ciniatus; odoratus, 703. 

Rue, 343. 

Rmnex Patientia, 318. 
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Runners, C3; Scarlet, 201; propagation 

by, 374. 
Riiscns aculeatns; raoemosus, 706. 

Riita graveolens, 343. 

s 
Sage, 344. 
Salpiglossis sinuata, 710. 

Salsafy, 344. 

Salt as manure, 120. 

Saltpetre as manure, 118. 

Salvia Sclarea, 207. 

Sambucus nigra, 578. 

Samphire, 344. 
Sands, Calcareous, as manure, 117. 

Sandy Soils, 88. 
Sap, ascent of the, 80; changes in the, 81; 

descent of the, 83. 

Saperda bivittata, 475. 

Saponaria calabrica, 700. 

Sarcocaxi), the, 67. 

Satureja, 345. 

Saucers, Earthenware, 142. 

Savory, 345. 

Savoy, 345. 

Saws, 131. 
Saw-fly, Apple, 475; Plum, 524; Peach 

or Poplar, 556; Gooseberry and Cur¬ 

rant, 564. 

Scab in the Potato, 338. 

Scabiosa atropurpurea, 712. 

Scale, Apple-tree Mussel, 474; Pear-tree 

Oyster, 611; White, 665; Vine, 685. 

Scandix Cerefolium, 264; odorata, 351. 

Scarlet-runners, 291. 

Scarole, 278. 

Sciara fucata, 361. 

Scissors, Grape, 130. 
Scliizanthus pinnatus; retusus, 710. 

Schizoiietalon WaUceri, 709. 

Scopula forfloalis, 244. 

Scorzonera, 346 

Scrapers, 159. 

Screens, 143. 

Screwdriver, 127. 

Scurvy-grass, 347. 

Scythes; Boyd’s self-adjusting, 13l. 

Sea-kale, 347; forcing, 637. 

Sea-weed as manure, 103. 

S6cateur, the, 130. 

Seed, the, 67. 
Seeds, Quantities of, to crop an acre of 

Kitchen Garden, 365 ; propagation by, 

370; to keep; to determine the quality 

of; time for sowing, 371; modes of sow¬ 

ing; stratification of; experiments on 

the Tegetation of, in pure earth, 372. 

Selandria atra, 533. 

Senecio elegans, 710, 

Sepals, 66. 

Shallot, 348. 

Shanking of Grapes, 685. 

Shears, Hedge, 128; Grass-edging; Parrot- 

bill; Pruning, 129. 

Shelter for Gardens, 169. 

Shepherdia argentea, 703. 

Shovels. 122. 

Slirivelling of Grapes, 685. 

Shrubs, ti*ansplanting large, 407; plant¬ 

ing in pleasure grounds, 699; Hardy 

Deciduous, 701; Hardy Deciduous, 

Evergreen, 704; Hardy Deciduous, 

Climbing, 707; Greenhouse, 758. 

Sieves, 143. 

Silene compacta, 712. 

Silica, or silicic acid, 77. 

Silpha opaca, 229. 

SUver-grain, 61. 

Sinapis alba, 303. 

Sisymbrium Nasturtium, 269. 

Sitona lineata, 225, 327; crinita, 327. 

Slum Sisarum, 349. 

Skirret, 349. 

Slug-worm, 511, 533. 

Smynthurus solani, 338. 

Smymium Olusatrum, 209. 

Soda, 77; as manure; silicate of, as ma¬ 

nure; sulphate of, as manure, 119; ni¬ 

trate of, as manure, 120. 
Soils, Formation of, 83; classification of, 

85, 86; different classes of, 87; analyses 

of, 88-90; to detei-miue the nature and 

properties of, 90; the nature of, indi¬ 

cated by certain plants, 95; improve¬ 

ment of, 97. 
Solanum tuberosum, 328; Lycopeisicum, 

354; Melongena, 627. 

Solar Radiation, progress of, 163, 164. 

Soot as manure, 103. 

Sorrel, 349 ; forcing, 638. 

Southernwood, 704. 

Spades, 122; Turf, 125. 

Span-roofs, 595, 596; Curvilinear, 597. 

Spartium junceum, 760. 

Spear mint, 303; forcing, 630. 

Specific Gravity of Soils, to determine, 92. 

Specularia Speculuip, 709. 

Sphenogyne speciosa, 709. 

Sphinx atropos, 338; Currant, 567. 

Spider, Red, 557. 

Spinach, 350; New Zealand, 304; Moun¬ 

tain, 313. 

Si:)macia oleracea, 350. 

Spines, 63. 

Spiiteas, 703. 

Spiral Vessels, 58. 

Spongioles, 59. 

Squash, the, 982. 

Stakes, 133. 

Stamens, 66. 

Staphylea trifolia, 703. 

Steam, heating by, 614. 

Stem, the, 59, 60. 

Stems, Endogenous; Exogenous, 61; Ac- 

rogenous, 62. 

Stephanotis floribunda, 765. 

Steiia, 145. 

Stigma, the, 67. 

Stipels, 65. 

Stipules, 65. 
Stock, affinity between the Graft and; in¬ 

fluence of, on Graft, 390. 

Stocks, Intermediate; Ten-weeks; Wall, 

flower-leaved, 710; Brompton; Queen, 

712, 

Stocks for Pears; Quince, 497. 

Stomates, 59. 
Stove, the, 604, 762; Calendar of Opera¬ 

tions in—January, 8; February, 12; 

March, 16; April, 21; May, 25; June, 

29; July, 33; August, 37; September, 

41; October, 45; November, 50; De¬ 

cember, 65. 
Stove-plants, remarks on the culture of, 

762, 763; select list of; climbing, 764. 

Stratification of Seeds, 372. 

Strawberry, the; varieties of, 571; propa¬ 

gation of, 673; soil and situation for; 

planting, 574; cultivation of, 575; re¬ 

newing plantations of, 576; gathering 

the fruit of; diseases and insects inju¬ 

rious to, 577; forcing, 666. 

Structures, Garden, 588; for the growth 

of iflants, 593; miscellaneous, 614. 

Style, the, 67. 

Styrax officinale, 703, 

, Sub-soil, the, 96; levelling the, 100. 

Succory, 264. 

Succulents, Greenhouse, 760. 

Sucker, 63. 

Suckers, Propagation by, 374. 

Suckering-irons, 126. 

Sulphur, 77. 

Sulphurators, 139. 

Sunbui’ning in the Peach-tree, 556. 

Sweet Bay, 705. 

Sweet Briers, 719. 

Sweet Cicely, 351, 

Sweet Pea, 708. 

Sweet Potato, 638. 

Symphoricarpos raoemosus, 703. 

Syringa Emodi; Jossiksea; persica, rotho- 

magensis; vulgaris, 703, 

Syringes, 139. 

T 

Tagetes signata, 709; erecta nana; pa- 

tula, 710. 

Tallies, 157. 

Tan as manure, 108. 
Tanacetum Balsamita, 268; vulgare, 351. 

Tanks, heating, by hot water, 613. 

Tansy, 351; forcing, 638. 

Taraxacum Dens Leonis, 270. 

Tarragon, 352; forcing, 638. 

Tecoma galUca, 706; radicans, 707. 

Temperature, mean monthly, in various 

parts of Britain, 2, 8, 12, 17, 21, 25, 29, 

34, 38, 41, 45, 51. 
Tenthredo sethiops; cerasi, 511; morio, 

524; popnli, 656 ; testudiuea, 475. 

Tephritis onopordinis, 263, 318. 

Testa of the Seed, 67. 

Tetragonia expansa, 304. 

Thermometer, the, 146; Six's, 147; Ruth¬ 

erford’s, 148; Bregazzi’s Bark-bed; 

Groimd, 149. 

Thrips minutissima, 338. 

Thyme, 352. 
Thyrsacanthos Schomhiu'gkiana, 765. 

Tiles, Drain, 187. 
Tinea Clerckella, 511; corticella, 571. 

Tipula maculosa, 301, 338, 578; olera¬ 

cea, 229, 245, 251, 338; paludosa, 338; 

reptans, 270, 

Tissue, Cellidar; Vegetable; Woody, 57; 

Laticiferous; Pitted; Vascular, 58. 

Tobacco, 352. 

Tools, 122; Draining, 184. 

Tomato, the, 354; forcing, 638. 

Tortrix angnstiorana, 512; long-homed; 

querciina, 511; Woeberiana, 524, 557: 

nigrio.ans, 525; plum-tree, 557. 

Tracheliura casruleum, 712. 

Tragopogon, 344. 

Tragopyrum lanceolatum, 704. 

Training; objects of, 426; Horizontal, 427, 

modification of, with double stem, 431; 

Fan, 427, Fan and Horizontal com¬ 

bined, 431; Oblique, 423, single stem, 

433; Upright, 428; Wavy; Curvilinear, 

429; Hayward's Wavy, 429, 430; Sey¬ 

mour’s mode of; Hitt’s mode of train¬ 

ing the peach, 430; Stellate Fan, 432; 

Chandelier, with the branches oblique. 

433, witlr the branches pyramidal, 434; 

Pendulous; Pyramid, 433, 502, with 
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brandies bent downwards, 433; Bal¬ 

loon, 434; Vase; Vase-pyramid, 435. 

Transplanters, 126, 411, 412, 413. 

Transplanting, age at which plants may 

be subjected to, 402; time for; deci¬ 

duous trees, 403; evergi’eens ; replant¬ 

ing trees and shrubs subjected to, 404; 

preparation of trees and shrubs for; 

trees and shrubs of considerable size, 

407; of the largest size, 412; removal of 

trees and shrubs in, 410; Mr. Pratt’s 

method of; Mr. M‘Nab'8 method of, 

411; Sir H. Stuart's method of, 412; 

simple plan of, 415. 

Transplanting Machines, 411. 

Tree, Primrose, 355. 

Trees, transplanting, 407; select orna¬ 

mental; list of ornamental; planting, in 

pleasui-e gi-ounds, 699. 

Trenching, 203. 

Tricochera hiemalis, 361. 

Triphoena pronuba, 244, 361. 

Tropaeolum majus, 304, 709; minus, 304; 

tuberosum, 355; peregrinum, 710. 

Truffle, the, 356. 

Trowels, 126. 

Tubers, 63; propagation by, 374. 

Tuber cibarium, 356. 

Tubercules, 60. 

Tubs, Plant, 143. 

Tulip, the, 744, 

Turf-beetle, 126. 

Turf raser, 125. 

Turf-scraper, 125. 

Turf spades, 125. 

Turnip, the; varieties of; soil and ma¬ 

nure for, 358; culture of 359; taking 

and storing the crop, 360; insects in¬ 

jurious to, 361. 

Turnip-flea, 361. 

U 

Ulex enropseus, 707. 

Urine as manure, 107. 

Utensils employed in Gardens, 141. 

V 
Vaccinixun Myi-tillus, 580; Vitis-Iclsea, 707. 

Valeriana Comucopi®, 362, 709, 

Vane, 157. 

Vanessa C-album; lo, 283. 

Vascular Tissue, 58. 

Vegetables, French and German names 

for, 366; forcing, 617. 

Vegetable Marrow, 281. 

Venus’ Looking-glass, 709. 

Verbenas, 716. 

Verge-cutters, 125. 

Vernier explained, 154. 

Vessels, spiral, 58. 

Viburnum Lantana; Lentago; Opulus 

sterilis, 704; Tinus, 707> 

Vinca major; minor, 707. 

Vine, the ; varieties of 669; selections of; 

propagation of, by seeds, 672 ; by cut¬ 

tings or eyes, 673; by layering; by 

grafting, 674; diseases and insects in¬ 

jurious to, 684. 

Vines out of doors, culture of; at Thom. 

ery, 675 ; imder glass; borders for, 677; 

soil for; planting; temperature for, 678; 

ventilation for; watering and syringing, 

679; pruning and training, 680; long-rod 

system of, 681 ; short-rod system of; 

spur-system of; thinning tlie fruit of, 

682 ; pot-culture of, 683. 

Vine-mUdew, *684 ; Scale, 685. 

Vineries, 600. 

Virginian Creeper, 707; Stock, 709. 

Viscaria coeli-rosa ; oculata, 709. 

Vitex Agnus-castus; latifolia, 704. 

Vitis vinifera, 669; cordifolia; Labrusca; 

riparia, 708. 

W 
Walks, Fruit and Kitchen Garden; num¬ 

ber and direction of; width of, 204; 

formation of; materials for, 205; curve 

for, 207; edgings for, 208; Flower Gar¬ 

den, 692. 

Walls, Fruit and Kitchen Garden, 163; 

to set off, at any angle, 166; materials 

for; hei^t of; colour of, 589; thick¬ 

ness of; foundations of; construction 

of, 690; copings for; Hollow, advan¬ 

tages of, 591; to construct; Flued; 

Hot, 592; Ewing's Glass, 605. 

Wall-frames, 604. 

I Walnut, the, 584. 

I Water cress, 269. 

I Water-cress Fly, 270. 

Water, Hot, heating by, 608; Ornamen¬ 

tal, 698. 

Watering-engines, 140. 

Watering-pots, 143. 

Wax, Grafting, 396. 

Weevil, Stem-boring, 474 ; Apple, Purple 

Apple, 475; Copper-coloured, 525; Red- 

legged Garden, 556 ; Nut, 584. 

Weigela amabilis; corseensis; rosea, 704. 

Winter-moth, 474. 

Wistaria chinensis, 708, 

Wood, 61. 

Wood-ashes as manure, 111. 

Wood Leopard-moth, 474, 587. 

Wood-sorrel, 362. 

Woody Tissue, 57. 

Woollen Rags as manure, 104. 

Wormwood, 362. 

Y 

Tam, Clilnese, 271. 

Yellows in the Peach-tree, 556. 

Yponomenta malivorella, 475. 

Yucca filamentosa; glaucescena; gloriosa, 

707. 

z 

Zeuzera jesculi, 474, 611, 687. 

Zinnia elegans, 710. 
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